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This is the story of the earth from the first thing we know of it to the

time in which we live. It is the story of man from the first thing we know
of him to the last thought that the vision of modern science can suggest

T^HERE is no need here to discuss the

question how far it is possible to write a

universal history, or on what lines such a

history should proceed. These points may
well be left where Mr. Bryce leaves them
in his introduction to this book. Nor need

we consider what history is ; the plain man
may be left to make vip his own mind as to

that while the philosophers are making up
theirs. A word may be said, however, of

the plan and purpose of this work, especially

of that distinction of it which is at once the

ground of its appeal and its justification.

A UNIVERSAL HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE

It is a commonplace to say of a great

work that it is unique, and there would at

first sight seem to be peculiar presumption
in making such a claim for a History of

the World. It may be claimed, however,

without any fear of contradiction, that this

work has no rival in the English language.

There have been histories of the world

before ; there are available in large numbers
histories of all countries well worthy of

attention ; but there is not, and it may be

doubted if there has ever been attempted
before, a scientific World-History^. This

work is, as far as it can possibly be in

the present state of knowledge, a universal

history of the universe.

SCIENCE AND HISTORY

That is a far reaching claim to make, but
a mere glance through the names of those

whose services have been enlisted for the

work will make its basis clear. The con-

tributors include some of the foremost

students of science. Many men of eminence

whose names do not usually come into

historical works will be found here. Their

function may be described as holding the

Lamp of Science up to History. It is for

these authorities to read the story of the earth

and to tell the plain man what they read

there, as Turner read the sunset and painted

what he saw. The simile is not so unfortunate

as it may appear, because, although our can-

vas has not the same room for the artist's

imagination as Turner's had, it will probably

be admitted that the imagination of the

scientist is often nearer to the truth of things

than the conventional belief.

THE LIFE-STORY OF ALL NATIONS

And the scientist will come into oui

History whenever and wherever science has

any light to throw upon its problems.

To the creators of this work the world is not

merely an aggregation of countries under

more or less settled governments, nor is

a country merely the seat of a political

system. They conceive the earth as a part

of the universe, as one world among many
;

and this is the story of a huge ball flying

in space, on which men and women live and
move, on which mighty nations rise and rule

and pass away, on which great empires

crumble into dust. It is the entrancing

book of man and the universe, the life-

story of all nations. It begins with the

beginning; it regards the universe, as

modern science has taught us to regard

it, as a vast unit, in which the life of man
is the ultimate consummation.
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HARMSWORTH HISTORY OF THE WORLD,

A history of the world cannot be written

in a day- It is hke an institution—,it must

be allowed to grow. It would be a purposeless

sacrifice in an undertaking of such magni-

tude to reject any work of building-up that

is available, and this History has a rare

privilege in being able to utilise the result

of the matchless research, the tireless indus-

try, the unequalled knowledge of Dr. Hans

Helmolt and the distinguished staff of

scholars and investigators who have been

engaged with him for many years in prepar-

ing a history of the world on precisely the

lineB laid down in this work.

THE MATERIAL FOR A WORLD HISTORY

It would be impossible to exaggerate the

value of the elaborate research made for

Dr. Helmolt by such of his eminent

collaborators as Professor Johannes Ranke,

Professor Ratzel, Professor Joseph Kohler,

and others whose names stand for foremost

authority wherever the value of learning

is understood, and it is one of the chief

claims of this work to recognition that it

has behind it all the material collected by
Dr. Helmolt's staff, with all the judgment

and skill of Dr. Helmolt himself in co-

ordinating the labour of his assistants.

A work so universal in time and place

must engage many minds. Behind it there

must be the labour and thought of many
lives. The materials for a world-history

cannot be amassed by one man, cannot be

gathered together in the time that it is

possible for one man to devote to them.

A moment's reflection reveais the vastness

and complexity of the arrangements for

such a work, the reaching-out into far

corners of the earth, the ransacking of his-

torical libraries and official archives ; the

placing of the result of all this research into

the hands of a hundred trained historians,

the analysing, sifting, and editing of each

part as if it were in itself a perfect whole.

A BOOK OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE

All this labour can hardly be measured.

And if we add to our reckoning the work of

illustrating the world's history in pictures, the

task of finding illustrations where they are

rare as precious stones, or of choosing them
where their number is bewildering, the labour

that a world-history involves is, indeed,

incalculable. It can only be accomplished

by the co-operation of many minds, working

over a long period, drawing upon actual

experience in every part of the world.

Especially is this so '\ff the present

There are histories that . can d6 mac

work,

made up
from books, but this is'not -one of them.

The Harmsworth History/of the World
is not only a great book of numan experience,

as every history is ; it is the product of

experience. It could never have been written

if the men who write it had not helped to

make the history that they write.

THE MAKERS OF THE BOOK

It is a book of history by writers and makers
of history ; it is a book of action by men of

action ; it is a book, that is, by men who
know intimately the real life of the world.

\\Tien Professor Ratzel writes of the making
of nations, he writes with perhaps an
unequalled knowledge of the conditions that

have made for human progress ; when Dr.

I'^linders Petrie writes of Egypt, when Dr.

Sayce writes of Assyria, they write with the

same authority that Sir Harry Johnston has

in writing of those parts of the British

Empire that he has helped to govern.

The real rulers of the world are not the

princes, and among the makers of this book
are men who, though the fierce light that

beats upon a throne has not beat upon them,

have borne the burden of empire and of ruling

men. It is the ideal collaboration, that of

the brilliant investigator, the scientific inter-

preter, and the man of affairs, and it makes
possible the achievement of a History

which we have claimed to be unique.

THE WORLD YESTERDAY, TO-DAY & TO-MORROW

We have the facts from the pens of the

men who have dug them up fresh from the

earth itself or who know them from experi-

ence ; we have them treated by the men
who can turn upon them the full light of

modern science ; we have the world as it

proves in our own time described by the men
who know it from the centre, and know it

therefore best.

This is the story of the world, then,

yesterday and to-day. And, as history goes

on, as to-day becomes j^esterday and to-

morrow becomes to-day, we shall find in

this book a vision of the things that lie

before. Out of the deeps of Time came man.
Through the mists of Time he grew. Down
the ages of Time he goes. Wlience he came
we guess ; how he lives we know ; where

he goes the wisdom of History does not

tell. But the history of the world is young,

and young men shall see visions.

Arthur Mee
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A N EJP^^:^^^^^^^ O R.Y
A VIEW ACROSS THE AGES

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD

BY THE RIGHT HON. JAMES BRYCE

The First

True
Historian

"VY/HEN History, properly so called, has^ emerged from those tales of the feats

of kings and heroes and those brief entries

in the roll of a temple or a monastery in

which we find the earliest records of the

past, the idea of composing a narrative

which shall not be confined to the for-

tunes of one nation soon presents itself.

Herodotus—the first true historian, and
a historian in his own line never yet sur-

passed—took for his subject the strife be-

tween Greeks and Barbarians
which culminated in the Great
Persian War of B.C. 480, and
worked into his book all he

could ascertain regarding most of the great

peoples of the world—Babylonians and
Egyptians, Persians and Scythians, as well

as Greeks. Since his time many have
essayed to write a Universal History ; and
as knowledge grew, so the compass of these

treatises increased, till the outlying nations
of the East were added to those of the

Mediterranean and West European world
which had formerly filled the whole canvas.

None of these books, however, covered
the field or presented an adequate view
of the annals of mankind as a whole. It

was indeed impossible to do this, because
the data were insufficient. Till some
way down in the nineteenth century that
part of ancient history which was pre-

served in written documents could be
based upon the literature of Israel, upon
such notices regarding Egypt, Assyria,
Babylon, and Iran as had been preserved
by Greek or Roman writers, and upon

those writers themselves. It was only
for some of the Greek cities, for the
kingdoms of Alexander and his successors,

and for the city and Empire of Rome
that fairly abundant materials were then
available. Of the world outside Europe
and Western Asia, whether ancient or
modern, scarcely anything was known,
scarcely anything even of the earlier annals
of comparatively civilised peoples, such as

those of India, China, and Japan, and still

less of the rudimentary civilisations of

Mexico and Peru. Nor, indeed, had most
of the students who occupied themselves
with the subject perceived how important
a part in the general progress of mankind
the more backward races have played,
or how essential to a true History of the
World is an account of the semi-civilised

and even of the barbarous peoples. Thus it

was not possible, until quite recent times,

that the great enterprise of preparing such
_ . ^.,. a history should be attempted
Scientific -i -.I ,

^- 1

„. on a plan or with materials
IS ryon y g^jj-^^^jg ^q j^g magnitude.now Possible ^t i , ? - 1 ,

Ihe last seventy or eighty
years have seen a vast increase in our
materials, with a corresponding widening
of the conception of what a History of the
World should be. Accordingly, the time
for trying to produce one upon a new plan
and enlarged scale seems to have arrived

;

not, indeed, that the years to come will

not continue to add to the historian's

resources, but that those resources have
recently become so much ampler than
they have ever been before that the
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New Material

and

New Methods

another. As history proper has been
carried back many centuries beyond its

former Hmit, so has our knowledge of

prehistoric times been extended centuries

above the furthest point to which history

can now reach back. And this apphes
not only to the countries previously

little explored, but to such well-known
districts as Western Europe and the

Atlantic coast of America.
Secondly, there has been during the

nineteenth century a notable improvement
in the critical method of handling historical

materials. Much more pains have been
taken to examine all available documents
and records, to obtain a perfect text of

each by a comparison of manuscripts or

of early printed copies, and to study each
by the aid of other contemporary matter.

It is true that, with the exception of

Egyptian papyri and some manuscripts
unearthed in Oriental monasteries (besides

those Indian, Chinese, and other

early Eastern sacred books to which
I have already referred), not very much
that is absolutely new has been brought to

light. It is also true that a few of the

most capable students in earUer days, in

the ancient world as well as since the

Renaissance, have fully seen the value of

original authorities and have applied to

them thoroughly critical methods. This

is not a discovery of our own times. Still,

__ it may be
claimed that
there was never
before so great a

zeal for collecting

and investigating

all possible kinds
of original texts,

nor so widely
diffused a know-
ledge of the

methods to be
applied in turn-

THE WORLD AS KNOWN TO ITS FIRST HISTORIAN ing^ them tO aC-

for the

purposes of his-

tory. Both in Europe and in America
an unprecedentedly large number of

competent men have been employed
upon researches of this kind, and the

result of their labours on special topics

has been to provide the writer who seeks

to present a general view of history with
materials not only larger but far fitter

for his use than his predecessors ever

enjoyed. Then with the improvement

moment may be deemed auspicious for

a new departure.

The nineteenth century was marked by
three changes of the utmost consequence
for the WTiting of history.

That century, in the first place, has

enormously widened our knowledge of

the times hitherto called prehistoric.

"The discovery of methods for deciphering

the inscriptions found in Egypt and
Western Asia, the excavations m Assyria

and Egypt, in Continental

Greece and in Crete, and
to a lesser extent in North
Africa also, m the course

of which many inscriptions have been
collected and fragments of ancient art

examined, have given us a mass of

knowledge regarding the nations who
dwelt in these countries larger and
more exact than was possessed by the

WTiters of classical antiquity who lived

comparatively near to those remote times.

We possess materials for the study not

only of the political history but of the

ethnolog3^ the languages, and the culture

of the nations which were first civilised

incomparably better than were those at

the disposal of the contemporaries of Vico

or Gibbon or Herder. Similar results

have followed as regards the Far East,

from the opening up of Sanskrit literature

md of the records of China and Japan. To
1 lesser degree.
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the same thing

has happened as

regards the semi-

civilised peoples

of tropical
America both
north and south
of the Isthmus
of Panama. And
while long periods

of time have
thus been brought
within the range
of history, we
have also learnt

much more about the times that

may still be called prehistoric. The
investigations carried on in mounds and
caves and tombs and lake-dwellings,

the collection of earlj^ stone and bronze
implements, and of human skulls and
bones found along with those of other

animals, have thrown a great deal of new
light upon primitive man, his way of

life, and his migrations from one region to

8
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The world as known to Herodotus is shown by the white part of this pQUnt
map, indicating the limited range of ancient geographical knowledge *-'-' li ^ i-
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in critical apparatus, there has come a

more cautious and exact habit of mind
in the interpretation of facts.

Thirdly, the progress of the sciences

of Nature has powerfully influenced his-

tory, both by providing new data and
by affecting the mental attitude of all

reflective men. This has happened in

several ways. Geographical exploration

has made known
nearly every part

of the surface

of the habitable

globe. The great

natural features of

every country, its

mountain ranges and
rivers, its forest or

deserts, have been
ascertained. Its
flora and fauna have
been described, and
thereby its capacity

for supporting
human life approxi-

mately calculated.

The other physical

conditions which
govern the develop-

ment of man, such
as temperature, rain-

fall, and the direc-

tion of prevalent

winds have been
examined. Thus we
have acquired a

treasury of facts re-

lating to the causes

and conditions
which help the growth of civilisation and
mould it into diverse forms, conditions

whose importance I shall presently discuss

in considering the relation of man to his

natural environment. Although a few
penetrating minds had long ago seen how
much the career of each nation must
have been affected by physical pheno-
mena, it is only in the last two genera-

tions that men have begun to study these

phenomena in their relation to history,

and to appreciate their influence in the

formation of national types and in deter-

mining the movement of races over the

earth's surface.

Not less remarkable has been the in-

crease in our knowledge of the more
remote and backward peoples. Nearly
every one of these has now been visited

by scientific travellers or missionaries, its

"THE FATHER OF HISTORY"
Herodotus, the first historian, was born between B.C.
470-480 at Halicarnassus, a Greek colony in Asia Minor

language written down, its customs and
religious rites, sometimes its folk lore also,

recorded. Thus materials of the highest
value have been secured, not only for

completing our knowledge of mankind as

a whole, but for comprehending in the
early history of the now highly civihsed
peoples various facts which had previously
remained obscure, but which became

intelligible when
compared with simi-

lar facts that can
be studied in their

actuality among
tribes whom we find

in the same stage
to-day as were the

ancestors of the
civilised nations
many centuries ago.

The progress thus
achieved in the
science of man re-

garded as a part of

Nature has power-
fully contributed to

influence the study
of human com-
munities as they
appear in history.

The comparative
method has become
the basis for a truly

scientific inquiry
into the develop-
ment of institutions,

and the connection
of religious beliefs

and ceremonies with
the first beginnings of institutions both
social and political has been made clear

by an accumulation of instances. Whether
or no there be such a thing as a Science

of History—a question which, since it is

mainly verbal, one need not stop to discuss

—there is such a thing as a scientific

method applied to history ; and the more
familiar men have become

rogrcss
^[i\^ i\^q methods of inquiry

of the J r J J
e . and canons of evidence used

in physical investigations,

so much the more have they tended to

become exact and critical in historical

investigations, and to examine the causes

and the stages by and through which
historical development is effected.

In noting this I do not suggest that

what is popularly called the " Doctrine

of Evolution " should be deemed a thing
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borrowed by histoi"}' from the sciences of

nature. Most of what is true or helpful

in that doctrine was known long ago, and
applied long ago by historical and political

. thinkers. You can find it in
Historical

Aristotle, perhaps before Aris-
Knowledge

^^^^^^ Even as regards the bio-
in Our Time , . , . f, ,• r

logical sciences, the notion oi

what we call evolution is ancient ; and the

merit of Darwin and other great modern
naturalists has lain, not in enouncing

the idea as a general theory, but in

elucidating, illustrating, and demonstrat-

ing the processes by which evolution takes

place. The influence of the natural sciences

on history is rather to be traced in the

efforts we now see to accumulate a vast

mass of facts relating to the social, eco-

nomic, and political life of man, for the

sake of discovering general laws run-

ning through them, and imparting to them
order and unity.

Although the most philosophic and
diligent historians have always aimed
at and striven for this, still the general

diffusion of the method in our own
time, and the greatly increased scale

on which it is applied, together with the

higher standard of accuracy which is

exacted by the opinion of competent
judges, may be, in some measure,
ascribed to the examples which those

who work in the spheres of physics and
biology and natural history have so

effectively set.

Finally, the progress of natural science

has in our time, by stimulating the

production and exchange of commodities,
drawn the different parts of the earth
much nearer to one another, and
thus brought nearly all its tribes and
nations into relations with one another
far closer and far more frequent than
existed before.

This has been done by the inventions
that have given us steam and electricity

as motive forces, making transport quicker
and cheaper, and by the application of elec-

tricity to the transmission of words. No
changes that have occurred in the past
(except perhaps changes in the sphere of

religion) are comparable in

^ their importance as factors in

„ D history to those which haveHuman Race , ^
-^

, j, r
shortened the voyage from

Western Europe to America to five and a
half days, and made communication with
Australia instantaneous. For the first

time the human race, always essentially

10

one, has begun to feel itself one, and
civilised man has in every part of it

become a contemporaneous observer of

what passes in every other part.

The general result of these various

changes has been that while the materials

for writing a history of the world have
been increased, the conception of what such
a history should be has been at the same
time both enlarged and defined. Its

scope is wider ; its lines are more clearly

drawn. But what do we mean by a
Universal History ? Briefly, a History
which shall, first, include all the races

and tribes of man within its scope ; and,

secondly, shall bring all these races and
tribes into a connection with one another
such as to display their annals as an
organic whole.

Universal history has to deal not only
with the great nations, but also with the

small nations ; not only with the civilised,

but also with the barbarous or savage
peoples ; not only with the times of move-
ment and progress, but also with the times

of silence and apparent stagnation.

Every fraction of humanity has contributed

,
something to the common

Inhe ^^°^^' '"''^ ^^^ ^'""^^ ^""^

S UR laboured not for itself only,

but for others also, through the
influence which it has perforce exercised

on its neighbours. The only exceptions

we can imagine are the inhabitants of some
remote isle, " far placed amid the melan-
choly main." Yet they, too, must have
once formed part of a race dwelling in the
region whence they came, even if that race

had died out in its old home before

civilised man set foot on such an oceanic

isle in a later age. The world would have
been different, in however small a measure,
had they never existed. As in the realm
of physical science, so in that of history

no fact is devoid of significance, though
the true significance may remain long

unnoticed. The history of the backward
races presents exceptional difficulties,

because they have no written records, and
often scarcely any oral traditions. Some-
times it reduces itself to a description of

their usages and state of life, their arts and
their superstitions, at the time when civil-

ised observers first visited them. Yet that

history is instructive, not only because
the phenomena observable among such
races enlarge our knowledge, but also

because through the study of those which
survive we are able to interpret the scanty



ANCIENT EGYPT'S STRANGE BOOKS AND PICTORIAL RECORDS, MADE OF PAPYRUS
Papyrus, a tall, graceful, sedgpy plant, supplied the favourite writing material of the ancient world, and many price-
less records of antiquity are preserved to us in papyri. The pith of the plant was pressed flat and thin and joined
with others to form strips, on which records were written or painted. The above is a photograph of a piece of Egyptian
papyrus, showing both hieroglyphics and pictiire-writing. The oldest piece of papyrus dates back to B.C. 3500.

records we possess of the early condition

of peoples now civilised, and to go some
way towards writing the history of

what we have hitherto called pre-

historic man.
Thus such tribes as the aborigines of

Australia, the Fuegians of Magellan's

Straits, the Bushmen of South Africa, the

Sakalavas of Madagascar, the Lapps of

Northern Europe, the Ainos of Japan, the

numerous " hill-tribes " of India, will all

come within the historian's ken. From
each of them something may be learnt

;

and each of them has through contact

with its more advanced neighbours affected

those neighbours themselves, sometimes
in blood, sometimes through superstitious

beliefs or rites, frequently borrowed by the

higher races from the lower (as the

Norsemen learnt magic from the Lapps,
and the Semites of Assyria from the

Accadians), sometimes through the strife

which has arisen between the savage
and the more civilised man, whereby
the institutions of the latter have been
modified.

Obviously the historian cannot record

everything. These lower races are com-
paratively unimportant. Their contribu-

tions to progress, their effect on the

general march of events, have been but
small. But they must not be wholly
omitted from the picture, for without them
it would have been different. One must
never forget, in following the history of

the great nations of antiquity, that they
fought and thought and built up the fabric

of their industry and art in the midst
of a barbarous or savage population
surrounding them on all sides, whence
they drew the bulk of their slaves

and some of their mercenary soldiers,

and which sometimes avenged itself by
sudden inroads, the fear of which kept
the Greek cities, and at certain epochs
even the power of Rome, watchful
and anxious. So in modern times

the savages among whom European
colonies have been planted, or who
have been transported as slaves to other

colonies—sometimes, as in the case of

Portugal in the fifteenth century, to

II
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Europe itself—or those with whom Euro-
peans have carried on trade, must not be

omitted from a view of the causes which
have determined the course of events in

the civihsed peoples.

To dwell on the part played by the small

nations is less necessary here, for even a

^ „, , superficial student must be

ofTta^ struck by the fact that some

p ! ^* of them have counted for more
eop cs

than the larger nations to

whose annals a larger space is commonly
allotted. The instance of Israel is enough,
so fa. as the ancient world is concerned,

to show how little the numbers of a people

have to do with the influence it may
exert. For the modern world, I will take
the case of Iceland.

The Icelanders are a people much smaller

than even was Israel. They have never
numbered more than about seventy
thousand. They live in an isle so far remote,
and so sundered from the rest of the world
by an inhospitable ocean, that their re-

lations both with Europe, to wliich ethnolo-

gically they belong, and with America, to

which geographically they belong, have
been comparatively scanty. But their his-

tory, from the first settlement of the island

by Norwegian exiles in a.d. 874 to the

extinction of the National Repubhc in

A.D. 1264, is full of interest and instruc-

tion, in some respects a perfectly unique
history. And the literature which this

handful of people produced is certainly

the most striking primitive literature

which any modern people has produced,
superior in literary quality to that of the
Continental Teutons, or to that of the
Romance nations, or to that of the Finns
or Slavs, or even to that of the Celts. Yet
most histories of Europe pass by Iceland
altogether, and few persons in Continental
Europe (outside Scandinavia) know any-
thing about the inhabitants of this isle,

who, amid glaciers and volcanoes, have

Th C It
maintained themselves at a

of the
" ^^^ ^^^^ level of intelligence and

Icelanders ^^^""^^
.

^^'^ "'°''® ^^^"^ ^
thousand years.

The small peoples have no doubt been
more potent in the spheres of intellect

and emotion than in those of war, politics,

or commerce. But the influences which
belong to the sphere of creative in-

telligence—that is to say, of literature,

philosophy, religion and art—are just those
which it is peculiarly the function of a
History of the World to disengage and

12

Scope of

History

follow out in their far-reaching con-
sequence. They pass beyond the limits of J
the country where they arose. They sur- 1
vive, it may be, the race that gave birth

to them. They pass into new forms, and
through these they work in new ways
upon subsequent ages.

It is also the task of universal history

so to trace the march of humanity as

to display the relation which each part

of it bears to the others ; to fit each
race and tribe and nation into the main
narrative. To do this, three things are

needed—a comprehensive knowledge, a
power of selecting the sahent and signifi-

cant points, and a talent for arrangement.
Of these three qualifications, the first is

the least rare. Ours is an age of

specialists ; but the more a man buries

himself in special studies, the more risk

does he incur of losing his sense of the

place which the object of his own study
fills in the general scheme of things.

The highly trained historian is generally

able to draw from those who have
worked in particular depart-

ments the data he needs

;

while the master of one single

department may be unable to

carry his vision over the whole horizon,

and see each part of the landscape in its

relations to the rest.

In other words, a History of the World
ought to be an account of the human
family as an organic whole, showing how
each race and state has affected other

races or states, what each has brought
into the common stock, and how the

interaction among them has stimulated
some, depressed or extinguished others,

turned the main current this way or that.

Even when the annals of one particular

country are concerned, it needs no small

measure of skill in expression as well as

of constructive art to trace their connec-

tion with those of other countries. To
take a famihar example, he who writes

the history of England must have his

eye always alive to what is passing in

France on one side, and in Scotland on
the other, not to speak of countries less

closely connected with England, such as

Germany and Spain. He must let the

reader feel in what way the events that

were happening in France and Scotland

affected men's minds, and through men's
minds affected the progress of events in

England. Yet he cannot allow himself

constantly to interrupt Iris English narra-



VIVID SCENES OF ANCIENT LIFE DEPICTED BY CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
The walls of the tombs in Egypt form a great picture gallery of the vanished life of that country and are invaluable
to the historian. This fragment from the British Museum shows how vividly the domestic figures were realised.

tive in order to tell what was passing

beyond the Channel or across the Tweed.
Obviously, this difficulty is much in-

creased when the canvas is widened to

include all Europe, and v/hen the aim
is to give the reader a just impression of

the general tendencies of a whole age,

such an age as, for instance, the six-

teenth century, over that vast area. If

for a History of the World the old plan

be adopted—that of telling the story of

each nation separately, yet on lines

generally similar, cross references and a

copious use of chronological tables be-

come helpful, for they enable the

contemporaneity of events to be seen

at a glance, and as the history of

each nation is being written with a

view to that of other nations, the

tendencies at work in each can be ex-

plained and illustrated in a way which
shows their parallelism, and gives

to the whole that unity of meaning
and tendency which a universal history

must constantly endeavour to display.

The connection between the progress or

decline of different peoples is

„"*! ^ °
best understood by setting

„. forth the various forms which
similar tendencies take in each.

To do this is a hard task when the his-

torian is dealing with the ancient world,
or with the world outside Europe even in

mediseval and post-mediaeval times. For
the modern European nations it is easier,

because, ever since the spread of Christi-

anity made these nations parts of one great

ecclesiastical community, similar forces

have been at work upon each of them,
and every intellectual movement which
has told upon one has more or less told

upon the others also.

Such a History of the World may be
written on more than one plan, and in the
light of more than one general theory of

human progress. It might find the central

line of human development in the increase

of man's knowledge, and in particular of

his knowledge of Nature and his power
of dealing with her. Or that which we
call culture, the comprehensive unfolding

and pohshing of human faculty and of the

power of intellectual creation and appreci-

^ , ... ation, might be taken as mark-
Central Line ,1, J. 1 J ij„ mg the most real and solid

^ ,
. kind of progress, so that its

Development -u i j l j. ±.growth would best represent

the advance of man from a savage to a
highly civilised condition. Or if the moral
and political sphere were selected as that in

which the onward march of man as a social

being, made to live in a community,
could best be studied, the idea of liberty

might be made a pivot of the scheme
;

for in showing how the individual emerges
from the family or the tribe, how firsi'

domestic and then also praedial slavery

slowly disappears, how institutions are

framed under which the will of one ruler

or of a small group begins to be controlled,

or replaced as a governing force, by the

collective will of the members of the

13
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community, how the primordial rights of

each human creature win their way to

recognition—in tracing out all these things

the history of human society

r u " ^ is practically written, and the
of Human r r ii ii- i

„ . Significance of all political
°*^*^ ^ changes is made clear. Another

way, again, would be to take some
concrete department of human activity,

follow it down from its earliest to its

latest stages, and group other depart-

ments round it. Thus one author might
take religion, and in making the his-

tory of religion the main thread of his

narrative might deal incidentally with
the other phenomena which have in-

tluenced it or which it has influenced.

Or, similarl}^ another author might take
political institutions, or perhaps economic
conditions

—

i.e., wealth, labour, capital.

Each Race
a Distinct

Entity

THE MASTER-KEY TO THE HIEROGLYPHICS
The inscribed stone found at Rosetta, in the Nile delta, in 1799, now preserved

commerce, or, again, the fundamental
social institutions, such as the family,

and the relations of the ranks and classes

in a community, and build up round one
or other of these manifestations and
embodiments of the creative energy of

mankind the general story of man's move-
ment from barbarism to civilisation. Even
art, even mechanical inventions, might be
similarly handled, for both of these stand
in a significant relation to all the rest of the

life of each nation and of the world at large.

Nevertheless, no one of these

suggested lines on which a

universal history might be con-

structed would quite meet the

expectations which the name Universal

History raises, because we have become
accustomed to think of history as being
primarily and pre-eminently a narrative of

the growth and develop-

ment of communities,
nations, and states as or-

ganised political bodies,

seeing that it is in their

character as bodies so

organised that they come
into relation with other

nations and states. It is

therefore better to follow

the familiar plan of deal-

ing with the annals of

each race and nation as

a distinct entity, while
endeavouring to show
throughout the whole
narrative the part which
each fills in the general

drama of human effort,

conflict, and progress.

A universal history

ma}^, however, while
conforming to this estab-

lished method, follow it

out along a special hne,

which shall give promi-
nence to some one lead-

ing idea or principle.

Such a line or point of

view has been found
for the present work
in the relation of man
to his physical environ-

ment—that is to say,

to the geographical con-
ditions which have

ni the British Museum. It gave the key to the hieroglyphic writings of Egypt. oKi^-nrc cnt-T-rvnnrlorl V.im
It is a decree of Ptolemy Epiphanes, promulgated at Memphis in B.C. 196, and 'ii\\<i>S SUIIUUnueu Ilim,
as it is inscribed in hieroglyphic and in the script of the country as well as and alwayS mUSt SUr-
in Greek, it thus solved the long standing mystery of the hieroglyphics i 1 • ••,
of the monuments, which before its discovery had been quite unintelligrible. rOUnQ Uim, COnClltlOnS
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UNEARTHING THE RUINS OF ANCIENT BABYLON IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
This photograph illustrates how present-day exploration brings the remains of the ancient wonder cities of Babylonia

to lieht after the sleep of ages. Much valuable knowledge of Babylon has been acquired quite recently as a result

of excavations now being carried on under the supervision of English, American, French, and German explorers.

whose power and influence he has felt

ever since he appeared upon the globe.

This point of view is more comprehen-

sive than any one of those above enu-

merated. Physical environment has told

upon each and every one of the lines

of human activity already enumerated

that could be taken to form a central

hue for the writing of a history of man-
kind. It has influenced not only political

institutions and economic phenomena, but

also religion, and social institutions, and

art, and inventions. No department of

man's hfe has been independent of it, for

it works upon man not only materially

but also intellectually and morally.

As this is the idea which has governed

the preparation of the present book, as it

is constructed upon a geographical rather

than a purely chronological plan (though,

of course, each particular country and

nation needs to be treated chronologi-

cally), some few pages may properly

be devoted here to a consideration of the

way in which geography determines

history, or, in other words, to an

examination of the relations of Nature,

inorganic and organic, to the life of man.

MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE'S KINGDOM
THOUGH we are accustomed to contrast

man with Nature, and to look upon the

world outside ourselves as an object to

be studied by man, the conscious and

intelhgent subject, it is evident, and has

been always recognised even by those

thinkers who have most exalted the place

man holds in the Cosmos, that man is also

to be studied as a part of the physical uni-

verse. He belongs to the realm of Nature

in respect of his bodily constitution, which

links him with other animals, and in certain

respects with all the phenomena that lie

within the sphere of biology.

All creatures on our earth, since they

have bodies formed from material con-

stituents, are subject to the physical laws

which govern matter ; and the hfe of all

is determined, so far as their bodies are

concerned, by the physical conditions

which foster, or depress, or destroy hfe.

Plants need soil, moisture, sunshine, and

certain constituents of the atmosphere.

Their distribution over the earth's surface

15
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depends not only upon the greater or less

extent to which these things, essential to

their existence, are present, but also upon
the configuration of the earth's surface

(continents and oceans), upon the greater

or less elevation above sea level of parts of

it, upon such forces as winds and ocean
currents (occasionally also upon volcanoes),

upon the interposition of arid deserts be-

tween moister regions, or upon the flow of

great rivers. The flora of each country
is the resultant (until man appears upon
the scene) of these natural conditions.

We know that some plants are

also affected by the presence of certain

animals, particularly insects and birds.

Similarly, animals depend upon these

same conditions which regulate their

distribution, partly directly, partly in-

directly, or mediately through the depend-
ence of the animal for food upon the

plants whose presence or absence these

conditions have determined. It would
seem that animals, being capable of

moving from place to place, and thus of

finding conditions suitable for their life,

and to some extent of modifying their life

to suit the nature around them, are some-
what more independent than plants are,

though plants, too, possess powers of adapt-

-, ^ , ing themselves to climatic sur-
Natural " j- j <

i

-, .... roundmgs ; and there are some
Conditions i, ? • -

. , ., —such, lor instance, as our com-
mon brake-fern and the grass of

Parnassus—which seem able to thrive un-
modified in very different parts of the globe.

The primary needs of man which he
shares with the other animals are an
atmosphere which he can breathe, a tem-
perature which he can support, water
which he can drink, and food. In respect
of these he is as much the product of geo-
graphical conditions as are the other
living creatures. Presently he superadds
another need, that of clothing. It is a
sign that he is becoming less dependent
on external conditions, for by means of
clothing he can make his own temperature
and succeed in enduring a degree of cold,

or changes from heat to cold, which might
otherwise shorten his fife. The discovery
of fire carries him a long step further, for

it not only puts him less at the mercy of
low temperatures, but extends the range
of his food supplies, and enables him, by
procuring better tools and weapons, to
obtain his food more easily. We need not
pursue his upward course, at every stage
of which he finds himself better and still

i6

better able to escape from the thraldom
of Nature, and to turn to account the
forces which she puts at his disposal. But
although he becomes more and more inde-

pendent, more and more master not only
of himself, but of her, he is none the less

always for many purposes the creature of

the conditions with which she surrounds
him. He always needs what she gives him.
He must always have regard to the laws
which he finds operating through her

realm. He always finds it

c the easiest course to obey, and
,
J.

to use rather than to attempt
to resist her.

Here let me pause to notice a remark-
able contrast between the earlier and the
later stages of man's relations to Nature.
In the earlier stages he lies helpless before
her, and must take what she chooses
to bestow—food, shelter, materials for

clothing, means of defence against the
wild beasts, who are in strength far more
than a match for him. He depends upon
her from necessity, and is better or
worse off according as she is more or less

generous.

But in the later stages of his progress

he has, by accumulating a store of know-
ledge, and by the development of his intel-

hgence, energy, and self-confidence, raised

himself out of his old difficulties. He
no longer dreads the wild beasts. They,
or such of them as remain, begin to

dread him, for he is crafty, and can kill

them at a distance. He erects dwellings

which can withstand rain and tempest.
He irrigates hitherto barren lands and
raises abundant crops from them. When
he has invented machinery, he produces
in an hour clothing better than his hands
could formerly have produced in a week.
If at any given time he has not plenty
of food, this happens only because he has
allowed his species to multiply too fast.

He is able to cross the sea against

adverse winds and place himself in a more
,

fertile soil or under more genial
,^^^ . skies than those of his former

vancein
j-^Qj^g_ ^g respects all thenow c ge
pj-jj^^j-y needs of his life, he

has so subjected Nature to himself, that

he can make his life what he will.

All this renders him independent. But
he now also finds himself drawn into a new
kind of dependence, for he has now
come to take a new view of Nature. He
perceives in her an enormous storehouse
of wealth, by using which he can multiply
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Man the

Master

of Nature

his resources and gratify his always

increasing desires to an extent practically

unlimited. She provides forces, such as

steam and electricity, which his knowledge
enables him to employ for production and
transport, so as to spare his own physical

strength, needed now not so much for

effort as for the direction of the efforts of

Nature. She has in the forest,

and still more beneath her own
surface in the form of minerals,

the materials by which these

forces can be set in motion ; and by using

these forces man can, with comparatively
little trouble, procure abundance of those

materials.

Thus his relation to Nature is changed.
It was that of a servant, or, indeed, rather

of a beggar, needing the bounty of a

sovereign. It is now that of a master
needing the labour of a servant, a servant

infinitely stronger than the master, but
absolutely obedient to the master so long

as the master uses the proper spell. Thus
the connection of man with Nature,

changed though his attitude be, is really

as close as ever, and far more complex.
If his needs had remained what they were
in his primitive days—let us say, in those

palaeolithic days which we can faintly

adumbrate to ourselves by an observation
of the Australian or Fuegian aborigines

now—he would have sat comparatively
lightly to Nature, getting easily what he
wanted, and not caring to trouble her for

more. But his needs—that is to say, his

desires, both his physical appetites and
his intellectual tastes, his ambitions and
his fondness for comfort, things that were
once luxuries having become necessaries

—

have so immeasurably expanded that, since

he asks much more from Nature, he is

obliged to study her more closely than ever.

Thus he enters into a new sort of

dependence upon her, because it is only
by understanding her capacities and
the means of using them that he can get

., , -^ from her what he wants.
Man s New -n ••, • j.- r j
_

, ^. Primitive man was satisfied
KelatlOnS -r i y ^ r ^ i i

j^
if he could nnd spots where
the trees gave edible fruit,

where the sun was not too hot, nor
the winds too cold, where the beasts easy
of capture were abundant, and no tigers

or pythons made the forest terrible.

Civilised man has more complex problems
to deal with, and wider fields to search.

The study of Nature is not only still

essential to him, but really more essential

i8

than ever. His life and action are con-

ditioned by her. His industry and his

commerce are directed by her to certain

spots. That which she has to give is

still, directly or indirectly, the source of

strife, and a frequent cause of war. As
men fought long ago with flint-headed

arrows for a spring of water or a coconut
grove, so they fight to-day for mineral
treasures imbedded in the soil. It is

mainly by Nature that the movements of

emigration and the rise of populous centres

of industry are determined.
Though Nature still rules for many

purposes and in many ways the course
of human affairs, the respective value of

her various gifts changes from age to age,

as man's knowledge and power of turning
them to account have changed. The
things most prized by primitive man are

not those which semi-civiHsed man chiefly

prized, still less are they those most sought
for now.

In primitive times the spots most
attractive, because most favourable to

human life, were those in which food
could be most easily and safely obtained
from fruit-bearing trees or by the chase,

and where the climate was

N^T^ genial enough to make clothing

^ .

.

and shelter needless, at least

during the greater part of the
year. Later, when the keeping of cattle

and tillage had come into use, good pastures
and a fertile soil in the valley of a river

were the chief sources of material well-

being. Wild beasts were less terrible,

because man was better armed ; but as

human enemies were formidable, regions

where hills and rocks facilitated defence by
furnishing natural strongholds had their

advantages.
Still later, forests came to be recognised

as useful for fuel, and for carpentry and
shipbuilding. Mineral deposits, usually

found in hilly or mountainous districts,

became pre-eminently important sources

of wealth ; and rivers were valued as

highways of commerce and as sources of

motive power by the force of their currents.

To the Red Indians of the Ohio valley

the places which were the most attractive

camping-grounds were those whither the

buffaloes came in vast herds to lick the

rock salt exposed in the sides of the hills.

It is now not the salt-licks, but the existence

of immense deposits of coal and iron, that

have determined the growth of huge com-
munities in those regions whence the red
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man and the buffalo have both vanished.

England was once, as New Zealand is now,

a great wool-growing and wool-exporting

country, whereas she is to-day a country

which spins and weaves far more wool

than she produces.

So, too, the influence of the sea on man
has changed. There was a time when
towns were built upon heights some way
off from the coast, because the sea was

the broad high road of pirates who swooped

down upon and pillaged the dwellings of

those who lived near it. Now that the

sea is safe, trading cities spring up upon

its margin, and sandy tracts worthless for

agriculture have gained an unexpected

value as health resorts, or as places for

playing games, places to which the in-

habitants of inland districts flock in

summer, as they do in England and

Germany, or in winter, as they do on the

Mediterranean coasts of France. The
Greeks, when they began to compete with

the Phcenicians in maritime commerce,

sought for small and sheltered inlets in

which their tiny vessels could lie safely

—

such inlets as Homer describes in the

Odyssey, or as the Old Port of Marseilles,

a city originally a colony from
Ancient

^^^e Ionian Phocasa. Nowadays
Harbours

^^^^^ p^^^^y j-^^j^ ^^^j, j^^^..

and Modern
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

ships which carry our trade. The Old

Port of Marseilles is abandoned to small

coasters and fishing-boats, and the ocean

steamers lie in a new harbour which is

protected, partly by outlying islands,

partly by artificial works.

So, too, river valleys, though still

important as highways of traffic, are

important not so much in respect of water

carriage as because they furnish the

easiest lines along which railways can be

constructed. The two banks of the Rhine,

each traversed by a railroad, carry far

more traffic than the great stream itself

carried a century ago ; and the same
remark applies to the Hudson. All these

changes are due to the progress of inven-

tion, which may give us fresh changes in

the future not less far-reaching than

those the past has seen. Mountainous

regions with a heavy rainfall, such as

Western Norway or the coast of the

Pacific in Washington and British Colum-

bia, may, by the abundance of water

power which they supply, which can

be transmuted into electrical energy,

become sources of previously unlooked-

for wealth, especially if some cheap means
can be devised of conveying electricity

with less wastage in transmission than is

at present incurred. Within the last few

years considerable progress in this direc-

tion has been made. Should effective

and easily applicable preventives against

malarial fever be discovered, many dis-

tricts now shunned, because

Im orta°nce
dangerous to the life of white

™»°'^.^^'^* men, may become the homes of
of Medicine r, , •

- •-• tuflounshmg communities. Ihe
discovery of cinchona bark in the seven-

teenth century affected the course of

events, because it provided a remedy
against a disease that had previously

baffled medical skill. If quinine had been

at the disposal of the men of the Middle

Ages, not only might the lives of many
great men, as for instance of Dante, have
been prolonged, but the Teutonic emperors

would have been partially relieved of one

of the chief obstacles which prevented

them from establishing permanent control

over their Italian dominions. Rome and
the Papal power defended themselves

against the hosts of the Franconian and
Hohenstaufen sovereigns by the fevers of

the Campagna more effectively than did

the Roman people by their arms, and
almost as effectively as did the Popes by
their spiritual thunders.

Bearing in mind this principle, that the

gifts of Nature to man not only increase,

but also vary in their form, in proportion

and correspondence to man's capacity to

use them, and remembering also that man
is almost as much influenced by Nature

when he has become her adroit master

as when she was his stern mistress, we
may now go on to examine more in detail

the modes in which her influence has told

and still tells upon him.

It has long been recognised that Nature

must have been the principal factor in

producing, that is to say, in differentiating,

the various races of mankind as we find

them differentiated when our
The Problem

^^^^^^^ begin. How this hap-
of Racial ^^^^^ -^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ darkest
Distinctions

p^-Q^igj^g ^hat history presents.

By what steps and through what causes

did the races of man acquire these

diversities of physical and intellectual

character which are now so marked
and seem so persistent ? It has been

suggested that some of these diversities

may date back to a time when man, as

what is called a distinct species, had
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scarcely begun to exist. Assuming the

Darwinian hypothesis of the development
of man out of some pithecoid form to be
correct—and those who are not them-
selves scientific naturalists can of course

do no more than provisionally accept the

conclusions at which the vast majority of

scientific naturalists have arrived—it is

conceivable that

there may have
been unconnected
developments of

creatures from
in termediate
forms into de-

finitely human
forms in differ-

ent regions, and
that some of

the most marked
types of humanity
may therefore

have had their

first rudimentary
and germinal be-

ginning before

any specifically

human type had
made its appear-
ance. This

,

however, is not
the view of the

great majority of

naturalists. They
appear to hold
that the passage
either from some
anthropoid apes,

or from some
long since extinct

common ancestor
of man and the
existing anthro-
poid apes— this

latter alternative

representingwhat
is now the domi-
nant view— did
not take place

through several

and of other animals besides man, must
have been the forces which moulded and
developed those varieties. From a remote
antiquity, everybody has connected the
dark colour of all, or nearly all, the races

inhabiting the torrid zone with the power
of the sun ; and the fairer skin of the
races of the temperate and arctic zones

with the com-

TREE DWELLERS IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
We must remember that such terms as "The Stone Age," "The
Bronze Age," and so forth, are only loosely applied. The ages so
called did not close at certain periods. There are races now
living in all the conditions of these past ages. This photograph,
for example, shows the actual tree dwellings of the Papuans in New
Guinea to-day—one of the most primitive forms of human habitation.

channels (so to

speak), but
through one only, and that there was
a single specifically human type which
subsequently diverged into the varieties

we now see.

If this be so, it is plain that cUmate, and
the conditions of life which depend upon
climate, soil, and the presence of vegetables

20

parative feeble-

ness of his rays
in those regions.

This may be ex-

plained on Dar-
winian principles

by supposing
that the darker
varieties were
found more
capable of sup-
porting the fierce

heat of the
tropics. What
explanation is to

be given of the
other character-

istics of the negro
and negroid
races, of the
usually frizzled

hair, of the pecu-
liar nose and jaw,

and so forth, is

a question for

the naturalist

rather than for

the historian. Al-

though climate
and food may be
the chief factors

in differentiation,

the nature of the

process is, as in-

deed is the case

with the species

of animals gene-

rally, sometimes
very obscure.
Take an in-

stance from three

African races

which, so far as

we can tell, were formed under similar

climatic conditions—the Bushmen, the

Hottentots, and the Bantu, the race

including those whom we call Kaffirs.

Their physical aspect and colour are

different. Their size and the structure

of their bodies are different. Their mental



THE HABITATIONS OF MAN IN ALL AGES OF THE WORLD'S HISTORY
At first man built twig huts in trees, but becoming: better matched with his animal foes he took to caves and under-
ground habitations. Our illustration of the latter shows a section through the soil. Lake dwellings marked a
distinct advance. Other varieties of primitive habitations are the leaf hut, the tents of skin, the mud hut, and the
beehive hut of stone. Roman villas are still models of beauty. American "skyscrapers " are peculiar to our time;
but all early forms of dwellings, while marking progress, have existed contemporaneously throughout history.
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aptitudes are different ; and one of the

oddest points of difference is this, that

whereas the Bushmen are the least

advanced, intellectually, morally, and
pohtically, of the three races, as well

as the physically weakest, they show
a talent for drawing which is not

possessed by the other two.

, ^^ „ In this case there is, of
Is the Race , i r

J.
course, a vast unknown lore-

I ^^,^V, o time during which we may
Insoluble? ,-, -n, ^imagme the bantu race, pro-

bably originally formed in a region

other than that which it now occupies
(and under more favourable conditions
for progress), to have become widely
differentiated from those which are

now the lower African races. We still

know comparatively little about African
ethnography. Let us, therefore, take
another instance in which affinities of

language give ground for believing
that three races, whose differences

are now marked, have diverged from a
common stock. So far as language goes,

the Celts, the Teutons, and the Slavs,

all speaking Indo-European tongues, may
be deemed to be all nearly connected in

origin. They are marked by certain
slight physical dissimilarities, and by per-
haps rather more palpable dissimilarities in

their respective intellectual and emotional
characters. But so far as our knowledge
goes, all three have hved for an immensely
long period in the colder parts of the
temperate zone, under similar external
conditions, and following very much the
same kind of pastoral and agricultural hfe.

There is nothing in their environment
which explains the divergences we perceive;
so the origin of these divergences must
apparently be sought either in admixture
with other races or in some other historical

causes which are, and will for ever re-

main, in the darkness of a recordless past.
How race admixture works, and how

it forms a new definite character out of.

^. . , diverse elements, is a subiectMixing of 11 r , , ,

the World's ^^^^^" anyone may find abund-

Peoples
^"^ materials for studying in

the history of the last two thou-
sand years. Nearly every modern European
people has been so formed. The French,
the Spaniards, and the Enghsh are all the
products of a mixture, in different pro-
portions, of at least three elements

—

Iberian (to use a current name), Celts,

and Teutons, though the Celtic element
is probably comparatively small in Spain,
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and the Teutonic comparatively small „

both in Spain and in Central and Southern
France. No small part of those who to- *

day speak German and deem themselves
Germans must be of Slavonic stock. Those
who to-day speak Russian are very largely

of Finnish, to some small extent of Tartar,

blood. The Itahans probably spring from
an even larger number of race-sources,

without mentioning the vast number of

slaves brought from the East and the North
into Italy between B.C. lOO and a.d. 300.
In the cases of Switzerland and Scotland
the process of fusion is not yet complete.
The Celto-Burgundian Swiss of Neuchatel
is still different from the Allemanian
Swiss of Appenzell ; as the Anglo-Celt
of Fife is different from the Ibero-Celt of

the Outer Hebrides. But in both these

cases there is already a strong sense of

national unity, and in another three

hundred years there may have arisen a
single type of character.

An interesting and almost unique case

is furnished by Iceland, where isolation

under peculiar conditions of climate, food,

and social hfe has created a somewhat
different type both of body and of mental

. character from that of the
e nique

>;orwegians, although so far as

f I 1 d
blood goes the two peoples are

identical, Iceland having been
colonised from Western Norway a thousand
years ago, and both Icelanders and Nor-
wegians having remained practically un-
mixed with any other race—save that some
slight Celtic infusion came to Iceland
with those who migrated thither from the

Norse settlements in Ireland, Northern
Scotland, and the Hebrides—since the
separation took place. But by far the

most remarkable instance of race admixture
is that furnished in our own time by the

United States of North America, where
a people of predominantly English stock
(although there were in the end of the

eighteenth century a few descendants of

Dutchmen, with Germans, Swedes, and
Ulster Irishmen, in the country) has
within the last sixty years received

additions of many millions of Celts, of

Germans and Scandinavians, and of

various Slavonic races. At least a
century must elapse before it can be
seen how far this infusion of new blood
will change the type of American
character as it stood in 1840.
There are, however, two noteworthy

differences between modern race fusions
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and those which belong to primitive times.

One is that under modern conditions

the influence of what may be caUed the

social and political environment is probably
very much greater than it was in early

times. The American-born son of Irish

parents is at forty years of age a very
different creature from his cousin on the

coast of Mayo. The other is that in modern
times differences of colour retard or forbid

the fusion of two races. So far as the Teu-
tonic peoples are concerned, no one will

intermarry with a

negro ; a very few
with a Hindu, a

Chinese, or a Malay..

In the ancient world
there was but little

contact between white

men and black or

yellow ones, but the

feeling of race aver-

sion was ap-

parently less

strong than it

of their movements from one part of the
earth to another, these movements having
been in their turn a potent influence in

the admixture of the races. Some geo-

graphers have alleged climate—that is to

say, the desire of those who inhabit an
inclement region to enjoy a softer and
warmer air—as a principal motive which
has induced tribes of nations to transfer

themselves from one region to another.
It is no doubt true that the direction of

migrations has almost always been either

from the north towards
the south, or else along
parallels of latitude,

men rarely seeking for

themselves conditions
more severe than those
under which they were
born. But it is usually
not so much the wish
to escape cold that has

been an effective

motive as the
wish to find

THE REMARKABLE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Mr. Bryce points out that the physical features of a people are determined chiefly by their environment. These
illustrations show (at top) a typical English settler in the old Colonial days of America, a native Red Indian (left) and a
typical American of to-day (right). Without any intermingling of red men and white, the modern American, thanks to
climatic conditions, resembles the Red Indian far more closely than he does his own ancestors of the Colonial days.

is now, just as it was much less strong

among the Spaniards and Portuguese
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

than it is among Americans or English-

men to-day. It is less strong even now
among the so-called " Latin races ;

" and
as regards the Anglo-Americans, it is

much less strong towards the Red Indians
than towards negroes.

As Nature must have been the main
agent in the formation of the various
races of mankind from a common stock,

50 also Nature has been the chief cause

more and better food, since this means an
altogether easier life. Scarcity of the means
of subsistence, which is, of course, most
felt when population is increasing, has
operated more frequently and powerfully

than any other cause in bringing on dis-

placements of the races of man over the

globe. The movement of the primitive

Aryans into India from the plateaux of

West Central Asia, probably also the

movement of the races which speak
Dravidian languages from South Central

Asia into Southern India, and probably
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also the mighty descent, in the lourth and
fifth centuries A.D., of the Teutonic races

from the lands between the Baltic and
the Alps into the Roman Empire, had
this origin.

In more advanced states of society a

like cause leads the surplus population of

a civilised state to overflow into new
lands, where there is more

_ ^ . . space, or the soil is more fertile.
o onising

-pj^^g ^Yie inhabitants of South-
™'*" ^* western Scotland, partly, no
doubt, at the suggestion of their rulers,

crossed over into Ulster, where they occu-

pied the best lands, driving the aboriginal

Celts into the rougher and higher districts,

where their descendants remain in the

glens of Antrim, and in the hilly parts of

Down, Derry, and Tyrone. Thus the men
of New England moved out to the West
and settled in the Mississippi Valley, while

the men of Virginia crossed the Alleghanies

into Kentucky. Thus the English have
colonised Canada and Australia and New
Zealand and Natal. Thus the Russians
have spread out from their ancient homes
on the upper courses of the Dnieper and
the Volga all over the vast steppes that

stretch to the Black Sea and the Caucasus,
as well as into the rich lands of South-
western Siberia. Thus the surplus peasantry
of Germany has gone not only to North
America, but also to Southern Brazil and
the shores of the Rio de la Plata.

In another form it is the excess of popu-
lation over means of subsistence at home
that has produced the remarkable outflow
of the Chinese through the Eastern
Archipelago and across the Pacific into

North America, and that has carried the

Japanese to the Hawaiian Islands. And
here we touch another cause of migration
which is indirectly traceable to Nature

—

namely, the demand in some countries

for more labour or cheaper labour than the
inhabitants of the country are able or

willing to supply. Sometimes this demand
^t VT , is attributable to climatic
I he Need t-i o • j i

, p, causes. 1 he Spaniards and
, . Portuguese and English in the

New World were unfitted by
their physical constitutions for out-of-door
labour under a tropical sun. Hence they
imported negroes during the sixteenth and
two following centuries in such numbers
that there are now about eight millions

of coloured people in the United States
alone, and possibly (though no accurate
figures exist) as many more in the West
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Indies and South America. To a much
smaller extent the same need for foreign

labour has recently brought Indian coolies

to the shores of the Caribbean Sea, and to

the hottest parts of Natal, as it brings

Polynesians to the sugar plantations

of Northern Queensland.
Two other causes which have been

potent in bringing about displacements
and mixtures of population are the desire

for conquest and plunder and the senti-

ment of religion. But these belong less

to the sphere of Nature than to that of

human passion and emotion, so that they
scarcely fall within this part of our
inquiry, the aim of which has been to

show how Nature has determined history

by inducing a shifting of races from
place to place. From this shifting there

has come the contact of diverse elements,

with changes in each race due to the

influence of the other, or perhaps the ab-

sorption of one in the other, or the develop-
ment of something new out of both. In

considering these race movements we
have been led from the remote periods in

which they began, and of which we know
scarcely anything except from archaeologi'

».ri . »» . cal and linguistic data, to
What Deter- • , .-, ,i r

_ periods within the range 01
mines Race ,i ,• i , o„ . authentic history. So we
Movements , -', -kt , ,may go on to see how Nature
has determined the spots in which the

industry of the more advanced races

should build up the earliest civilisations,

and the lines along which commerce, a

principal agent in the extension of

civihsation, should proceed to hnk one
race with another.

It was long since observed that the

first homes of a dense population and a

highly developed civilisation lay in fertile

river valleys, such as those of the Lower
Nile, the Euphrates, the Tigris, the

Ganges, the Yang-tse-kiang. All these

are situate in the hotter parts of the

temperate zone ; all are regions of ex-

ceptional fertility. The soil, especially

when tillage has become general, is the

first source of wealth ; and it is in the

midst of a prosperous agricultural popula-

tion that cities spring up where handi-

crafts and the arts arise and flourish.

The basins of the Lower Nile and of the

Lower Euphrates and Tigris are (as

respects the West Asiatic and Mediter-

ranean world) the fountain-heads of

material, military, and artistic civihsa-

tion. From them it spreads over the



THE MERCHANT MARINERS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
The t orliest agents in the diffusion of trades and the arts were the Phoenicians, who from their great cities of Tyre,
Sidon, and Carthage conducted a sea-borne traffic with lands as remote as England, and whose adventurous
sailors, despite the smallness of their vessels, are believed even to have succeeded in rounding the Cape of Good Hope.
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adjacent countries and along the coasts

of Europe and Africa. On the east,

Egypt and Mesopotamia are cut off by
the deserts of Arabia and Eastern Persia

from the perhaps equally ancient civilisa-

tion of India, which again is cut off by
lofty and savage mountains from the very

ancient civilisation of China. Nature

forbade intercourse between these far

eastern regions and the West Asian

peoples, while on the other hand Nature

permitted Egypt, Phoenicia, and Babylon

to influence and become teachers of the

peoples of Asia Minor and of the Greeks

on both sides of the ^Egean Sea. The
isolation and consequent independent

development of India and of China is one

of the most sahent and significant facts

of history. It was not till the end of the

fifteenth century, when the Portuguese

reached the Malabar coast, that the

Indian peoples began to come into the

general movement of the world ; for the

expedition of Alexander the Great left

hardly any permanent result, except upon
Buddhist art, and the conquests of

Mahmud of Ghazni opened no road to

the East from the Mediter-
Isolation ^.^^g^j^ ^gg^_ ^^j. ^-^ ^^-^^^

PcoTes^'''
though visited by Itahan

cop cs
travellers in the thirteenth

century, by Portuguese traders and Jesuit

missionaries in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth, come into effective contact with
Europe till near our own time.

As the wastes of barren land formed an
almost impassable eastern boundary to

the West Asian civilisations, so on the

west the expanse of sea brought Egypt
and to a less extent Assyria (through

Phoenicia) into touch with all the peoples

who dwelt on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean. The first agents in the diffusion

of trade and the arts were the Phoenicians,

established at Tyre, Sidon, and Carthage.

The next were the Greeks. For more
than two thousand years, from B.C. 700
onwards, the Mediterranean is practically

the centre of the history of the world,
because it is the highway both of com-
merce and of war. For seven hundred years
after the end of the second century B.C.,

that is to say, while the Roman Empire
remained strong, it was also the highway
of civil administration. The Saracen con-

quests of the seventh century cut off

North Africa and Syria from Europe,
checked transmarine commerce, and
created afresh the old opposition of East
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and West in which a thousand years

earlier Herodotus had found the main
thread of world history. But it was
not till after the discovery of America
that the Mediterranean began to yield

to the Atlantic its primacy as the area of

sea power and sea-borne trade.

Bordered by far less fertile and climate-

, „ favoured countries, and closed
Influence , j.- j

„ to navigation during some
. „.

*^ months of winter, the Baltic
'"^

has always held a place in his-

tory far below that of the Mediterranean.

Yet it has determined the relations of the

North European states and peoples. So,

too, the North Sea has at one time exposed
Britain to attack from the Danish and
Norwegian lords of the sea, and at other

times protected her from powerful con-

tinental enemies. It may indeed be said

that in surrounding Europe by the sea

on three sides. Nature has drawn the

main lines which the course of events on
this smallest but most important of the

continents has had to follow.

Of the part which the great bodies of

water have played, of the significance in

the oceans of mighty currents like the

Gulf Stream, the Polar Current, the Japan
Current, the Mozambique Current, it

would be impossible to speak within

reasonable compass. But two remarks
may be made before leaving this part of

the subject. One is that man's action

in cutting through an isthmus may
completely alter the conditions as given

by Nature. The Suez Canal has of late

years immensely enhanced the importance
of the Mediterranean, already in some
degree restored by the decay of Turkish
power, by the industrial revival of Italy,

and by the French conquests in North
Africa. The cutting of a canal at Panama
would change the relations of the seafaring

and fleet-owning nations that are interested

in the Atlantic and the Pacific. And the

other remark is that the significance of a
maritime discovery, however

Magellan_
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ become still

PoHH«
'"*''

S'^^^^^ ""^'^^ ^^^ ^""^^^ ""^ ^™^
Mageflan, in his ever memo-

rable voyage, not only penetrated to and
crossed the Pacific, but discovered the

Philippine Islands, and claimed them for

the monarch who had sent him forth.

His appropriation of them for the Crown
of Spain, to which during these three

centuries and a half they have brought
no benefit, has been the cause which has



HOW NATURE DETERMINES THE SITES OF CITIES
Most towns and communities founded more than 300 years ago were on easily defensible hills, by the
side of navigable rivers, or inlets of the sea. Our illustrations show (i) Naples, (2) Bonsuna, (3) Old
Port and hill of Marseilles, (4) Monaco, (5) St. Cozaire, and (6) the Greek Monastery of St. Balaam,

Photos, by Fritli and Underwood & Undorwood
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A.

THE SHIFTING OF THE CENTRE OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCE
These two maps,which have been very carefully prepared from the most reliable authorities, indicate at a glance the rela-
tive importance of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic as highways of commerce in the time of Julius Caesar, B.C. 102-44.

led the republic of the United States
to depart from its* traditional policy of

holding to its own continent by taking
them as a prize—a distant and unex-
pected prize—of conquest.
A few w'ords may suffice as to what

Nature has done towards the formation of

nations and States by the configuration of

the surface of the dry land—that is to say,
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by mountain chains and by river valleys.

The only natural boundaries, besides

seas, are mountains and deserts. Rivers,

though convenient frontier lines for the

politician or the geographer, are not
natural boundaries, but rather unite than
dissever those who dwell on their opposite

banks. Thus the great natural boundaries
in Asia have been the deserts of Eastern
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HOW THE MEDITERRANEAN HAS GIVEN PLACE TO THE ATLANTIC
Here is the contrast to the opposite pagre. In our time the Atlantic has become the centre of the world's commerce, and
the Mediterranean has sunk in importance. It would be almost deserted but for the routes to India via the Suez Canal.

Persia, of Turkestan, and of Northern
Arabia, with the long Himalayan chain
and the savage ranges apparently parallel

to the Irawadi River, which separate the

easternmost corner of India and Burmah
from South-Western China. To a less

extent the Altai and Thian Shan, and, to a

still smaller extent, the Taurus in Eastern

Asia Minor, have tended to divide peoples

and States. The Caucasus, which fills the

space between two great seas, has been at

all times an extremely important factor in

history, severing the nomad races of Scy-

thia from the more civilised and settled

inhabitants of the valleys of the Phasis

and the Kura. Even to-day, when the
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The Place

of Mountains
in History

Tsar holds sway on both sides of this chain,

it constitutes a weakness in the position of

Russia, and it helps to keep the Georgian

races to the south from losing their iden-

tity in the mass of Russian subjects.

Without the Alps and the P5nrenees, the

annals of Europe must have been entirely

different. The Alps, even more than the

Italian climate, proved too

much for the Romano-Ger-
manic Emperors of the Middle

Ages, who tried to rule both

to the north and to the south of this wide
mountain region. The Pyrenees have not

only kept in existence the Basque people,

but have repeatedly frustrated the attempts

of monarchs to dominate both France and
Spain. The mass of high moorland country

which covers most of the space between
the Solway Firth and the lower course of

the Tweed has had something to do with
the formation of a Scottish nation out of

singularly diverse elements. The rugged
mountains of Northern and Western
Scotland, and the similar though less

extensive hill country of Wales, have en-

abled Celtic races to retain their language
and character in both these regions.

On the other hand, the vast open plains

of Russia have allowed the Slavs of the

districts which lie round Novgorod, Mos-
cow, and Kiev to spread out among and
Russify the Lithuanian and Finnish, to

some extent also the Tartar, races, who
originally held by far the larger part of that

area. So, too, the Ural range, which,
though long, is neither high nor difficult

to pass, has opposed no serious obstacle to

the overflow of population from Russia
into Siberia. That in North America the
Alleghanies have had a comparatively
slight effect upon political history, although
they did for a time arrest the march of

colonisation, is due partly to the fact that
they are a mass of comparatively low
parallel ranges, with fertile valleys be-

tween, partly to the already advanced civi-

lisation of the Anglo-Ameri-

g
cans of the Atlantic seaboard,

cam-pow r
^j^^ found no great difficulty

in making their way across,

against the uncertain resistance of small
and non-cohesive Indian tribes. A far more
formidable natural barrier is formed be-

tween the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific

slope by the Rocky Mountains, with the de-

serts of Arizona, Utah, Nevada, and Idaho.
But the discovery of steam power has so

much reduced the importance of this barrier
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that it docs not seriously threaten the main-
tenance of a united American republic.

In one respect the New World presents

a remarkable contrast to the Old. The
earliest civilisations of the latter seem to

have sprung up in fertile river valleys.

Those of the former are found not on the

banks of streams like the Nile or Euphra-
tes, but on elevated plateaux, where the

heat of a tropical sun is mitigated by
height above sea level. It was in the lofty

lake basin of Tezcuco and Mexico, and on
the comparatively level ground which lies

between the parallel ranges of the Peruvian
and Bolivian Andes, that American races

had reached their finest intellectual deve-
lopment, not in the far richer, but also

hotter and less healthy river valleys of

Brazil, or (unless we are to except Yucatan)
on the scorching shores of the Caribbean
Sea. Nature was in those regions too strong

for man, and held him down in savagery.

In determining the courses of great

rivers. Nature has determined the first

highways of trade and fixed the sites of

many cities. Nearly all the considerable

towns founded more than three centuries

ago owe their origin either to their pos-

sessing good havens on the

sea-coast, or to the natural

strength of their position on
a defensible hill, or to their

Mar-
seilles, Alexandria, New York, Rio de
Janeiro, are instances of the first ; Athens,
Edinburgh, Prague, Moscow, of the second;
Bordeaux, Cologne, New Orleans, Calcutta,

of the third. Rome and London, Buda-
pest, and Lyons combine the advantages
of the second with those of the third. This
function of rivers in directing the lines of

commerce and the growth of centres of popu-
lation has become much less important
since the construction of railroads, yet
population tends to stay where it has been
first gathered, so that the fiuviatile cities

are likely to retain their preponderance.
Thus the river is as important to the his-

torian as is the mountain range or the sea.

From the physical features of a country
it is an easy transition to the capacities

of the soil. The character of the products
of a region determines the numbers of its

inhabitants and the kind of life they lead.

A land of forests breeds hunters or lumber-
men ; a land of pasture, which is too
rough or too arid or too sterile for tillage,

supports shepherds or herdsmen probably
more or less nomadic. Either kind of land

I

How Nature
fixes Sites

of Cities

standing close to a navigable river
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supports inhabitants few in proportion to

its area. Fertile and well-watered regions

rear a denser, a more settled, and presum-
ably a more civilised population. Norway
and Tyrol, Tibet and Wyoming, and the

Orange River Colony, can never become so

densely peopled as Bengal or Illinois or

Lombardy, yet the fisheries of its coast and
the seafaring energy of its people

""* * have sensibly increased the po-
*"

pulation of Norway. Thus he
who knows the climate and the

productive capacity of the soil of any
given country can calculate its prospects

of prosperity. Political causes may, of

course, intervene. Asia Minor and the

Valley of the Euphrates, regions once
populous and flourishing, are now thinly

inhabited and poverty-stricken because

they are ruled by the Turks.

But these cases are exceptional. Bengal
and Lombardy and Egypt have supported
large populations under all kinds of govern-

ment. The products of each country tend,

moreover, to establish definite relations

between it and other countries, and do this

all the more as population, commerce, and
the arts advance. When England was a

great wool-growing and wool-exporting

country, her wool export brought her into

close political connection with the wool-

manufacturing Flemish towns. She is now
a cotton-manufacturing country, needing
cotton which she cannot grow at all, and
consuming wheat which she does not
grow in sufficient quantities. Hence she is

in close commercial relations with the

United States on one side, which give her

most of her cotton and much of her wheat,
and with India, from which she gets both
these articles, and to which she exports

a large part of her manufactured cotton

goods.

So Rome, because she needed the corn
of Egypt, kept Egypt under a specially

careful administration. The rest of her

corn came from Sicily and North Africa,

and the Vandal conquest of
Common

^^^^^ ^^^.j^^ ^^^j^ ^ frightful
Needs make 11 , ,i j t • i- •

. p blow to the declmmg Empu'e.
In these cases the common

interest of sellers and buyers makes for

peace, but in other cases the competition
of countries desiring to keep commerce to

themselves occasions war. The Spanish
and Dutch fought over the trade to India
in the earlier part of the seventeenth cen-

tury, when the Portuguese Indies belonged
to Spain, as the English and French fought

in the eighteenth. And a nation, especially

an insular nation, whose arable soil is not

large enough or fertile enough to provide

all the food it needs, has a powerful induce-

ment either to seek peace or else to be
prepared for maritime war. If such a

country does not grow enough corn or

meat at home, she must have a navy
strong enough to make sure that she will

always be able to get these necessaries

from abroad. Attica did not produce all

the grain needed to feed the Athenians,

so they depended on the corn ships which
came down from the Euxine, and were
practically at the mercy of an enemy who
could stop those ships.

Of another natural source of wealth, the

fisheries on the coast of a country, no
more need be said than that they have
been a frequent source of quarrels and even

of war. The recognition of the right of each

state to the exclusive control and enjoy-

ment of the sea for three miles off its shores

has reduced, but not entirely removed, the

causes of friction between the fishermen

of different countries.

Until recently, the surface of the soil

was a far more important
Minerals

^q^^-^q of wealth than was that

which lies beneath the surface.

There were iron mines among
the Chalybes on the Asiatic coast of the

Euxine in ancient times ; there were silver

mines here and there, the most famous
being those at Laurium, from which the

Athenians drew large revenues, gold mines
in Spain and Dacia, copper mines in Elba,

tin mines in the south-west corner of

Britain. But the number of persons

employed in mining and the industries

connected therewith was relatively small

both in the ancient world and, indeed,

down till the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The immense development of coal-

mining and of iron-working in connection

therewith has now doubled, trebled, or

quadrupled the population of large areas

in Britain, Germany, France, Belgium, and
the United States, adding vastly to the

wealth of these countries and stimulating

in them the growth of many mechanical

arts. This new population is quite different

in character from the agricultural peasan-

try who in earlier days formed the principal

substratum of society. Its appearance has

changed the internal politics of these

countries, disturbing the old balance of

forces and accelerating the progress of

democratic principles.
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Nor have minerals failed to affect the

international relations of peoples and
States. It was chiefly for the precious

metals that the Spaniards explored the

American Continent and conquered Mexico

and Peru. It was for the sake of capturing

the ships bringing those metals back

to Europe that the English sea-rovers made
their way to the American coasts and
involved England in wars with Spain.

It was the discovery in 1885 of extensive

auriferous strata unexampled in the cer-

tainty of their yield that drew a swarm
of foreign immigrants into the Transvaal,

whence arose those difficulties between

them and the Dutch inhabitants pre-

viously established there which, coupled

with the action of the wealthy owners of

the mines, led at last to the war of 1899
between Britain and the two South African

Republics.

The productive capacity of a country is,

however, in one respect very different from

those great physical features—such as tem-

perature, rainfall, coast configuration,

surface character, geological structure, and
river system—which have been previously

,
noted. Those features are

i:»*u
*

'^u permanent quahties which man

extent, as when he reduces the

rainfall a little by cutting down forests, or

increases it by planting them, or as when
he unites an isle, like that of Cadiz, to

the mainland, cuts through an isthmus,

like that of Corinth, or clears away the

bar at a river mouth, as that of the

Mississippi has been cleared.

But the natural products of a country

may be exhausted and even the productive

capacity of its soil diminished. Constant

tillage, especially if the same crop be

raised and no manure added, will wear out

the richest soils. This has already hap-

pened in parts of Western America. Still

the earth is there ; and with rest and arti-

ficial help it will recover its strength. But
timber destroyed cannot always be induced

to grow again, or at least not so as to

equal the vigour of primeval forests. Wild
animals, once extirpated, are gone for ever.

The buffalo and beaver of North America,

the beautiful lynxes of South Africa and
some of its large ruminants, are irrecover-

ably lost for the purposes of human use,

just as much as the dinornis, though a few
individuals may be kept alive as specimens.

So, too, the mineral resources of a country
are not only consumable, but obviously

c

irreplaceable. Already some of the smaller
coalfields of Europe have been worked out,

while in others it has become necessary to

sink much deeper shafts, at an increas-

ing cost. There is not much tin left in

Cornwall, not much gold in the gravel
deposits of Northern California. The richest

known goldfield of the world, that of

the Transvaal Witwatersrand,
..* w"^ "^^, can hardly last more than
the Mineral .1 •

, r
•'

, ^1
y,

J

.

thirty or forty years. Thus m
a few centuries the productive

capacity of many regions may have be-

come quite different from what it is now,
with grave consequences to their inhabi-

tants.

These are some of the ways in which
Nature affects those economic, social, and
political conditions of the life of man the

changes in which make up history. As
we have seen, that which Nature gives

to man is always the same, in so far as

Nature herself is always the same—an
expression which is more popular than
accurate, for Nature herself—that is to say,

not the laws of Nature, but the physical

environment of man on this planet—is in

reality always changing. It is true that

this environment changes so slowly

that a thousand years may be too

short a period in which man can note

and record some forms of change—such,

for instance, as that by which the tem-
perature of Europe became colder during

the approach of the glacial period and
warmer during its recession—while ten

thousand years may be too short to note

any diminution in the heat which the

sun pours upon the earth, or in the store

of oxygen which the earth's atmosphere
holds.

But as we have also seen, the relation to

man of Nature's gifts differs from age to age

as man himself becomes different, and as

his power of using these gifts increases, or

his need of them becomes either less or

greater. Every invention alters those rela-

tions. Water power became less

f M*"^^*
relatively valuable when steam

J

° ^^^ was applied to the generation

of motive force. It has become
more valuable with the new appUcations of

electricity. With the discovery of mineral

dyes, indigo and cochineal are now less

wanted than they were. With the inven-

tion of the pneumatic tyre for bicycles

and carriages, caoutchouc is more wanted.

Mountains have become, since the mak-
ing of railways, less of an obstacle to trade
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than they were, and they have also be-

come more available as health resorts.

Political circumstances may interfere

with the ordinary and normal action

of natural phenomena. A race may be
attracted to or driven into a region for

which it is not physically suited, as Euro-
peans have gone to the West Indies,

and negroes were once carried
Man Caanot -^^^ ^^^ york and Pennsyl
Disregard

Nature
vania. The course of trade

which Nature prescribes be-

tween different countries may be ham-
pered or stopped by protective tariffs

;

but in these cases Nature usually takes

her eventual revenges. They are in-

stances which show, not that man can
disregard her, but that when he does so,

he does so to his own loss.

It would be easy to add further illustra-

tions, but those already given are sufficient

to indicate how multiform and pervading
is the action upon man of the physical

environment, or in other words, how in all

countries, and at all times, geography
is the necessary foundation of history, so

that neither the course of a nation's

growth, nor its relations with other nations,

can be grasped by one who has not
come to understand the climate, surface,

and products of the country wherein
that nation dwells.

This conception of the relation of geo-
graphy to history is, as has been said,

the leading idea of the present work, and
has furnished the main Hnes which it

follows. It deals with history in the light

of physical environment. Its ground
plan, so to speak, is primarily geographi-
cal, and secondarily chronological. But
there is one difficulty in the way of such
a scheme, and of the use of such a ground
plan, which cannot be passed over. That
difficulty is suggested by the fact already
noted—that hardly any considerable race,

and possibly no great nation, now in-

habits the particular part of the earth's

T,. . surface on which it was dwell-
There IS , 1 . . 1 .

,. . _, mg when a history begms.
no Unmixed t.t° , i l -.i

Race left
Nearly every people has either

migrated bodily from one
region to another, or has received such
large infusions of immigrants from other
regions as to have become practically a
new people. Hence it is rare to find any
nation now living under the physical con-
ditions which originally moulded its char-
acter, or the character of some at least

of its component elements. And hence it
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follows that when we study the qualities,

aptitudes, and institutions of a nation in

connection with the land it inhabits, we
must always have regard not merely to

the features of that land, but also to

those of the land which was its earlier

dwelhng-place. Obviously, this brings

a disturbing element into the study of

the relations between land and people,

and makes the whole problem a far more
complicated one than it appeared at first

sight.

Where a people has migrated from a

country whose physical conditions were
similar to those under which its later life

is spent, or where it had reached only a

comparatively low stage of economic and
political development before the migra-
tion, the difficulties arising from this

source are not serious. The fact that the

English came into Britain from the lands

round the mouth of the Elbe is not
very material to an inquiry into their re-

lations to their new home, because climate

and soil were similar, and the emigrants
were a rude, warlike race. But when we
come to the second migration of the English,

, from Britain to North America,

R^cr^* the case is altogether dif-

P ferent. Groups of men from
a people which had already

become highly civilised, had formed a
well-marked national character, and had
created a body of peculiar institutions,

planted themselves in a country whose
climate and physical features are widely
diverse from those of Britain.

If, for the sake of argument, we assume
the Algonquin aborigines of Atlantic NortK
America as they were in a.d. i6oo to have
been the legitimate product of their

physical environment—I say " for the
sake of argument," because it may be
alleged that other forces than those of

physical environment contributed to form
them—what greater contrast can be
imagined than the contrast between the
inhabitants of New England in this present

year and the inhabitants of the same
district three centuries earlier, as Nature,
and Nature alone, had turned them out of

her factory ? Plainly, therefore, the history

of the United States cannot, so far as

Nature and geography are concerned, be
written with regard solely, or even chiefly,

to the conditions of North American na-

ture. The physical environment in which
the English immigrants found themselves

on that continent has no doubt affected
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their material progress and the course of

their poHtics during the three centuries

that have elapsed since settlements were
founded in Virginia and on Massachusetts
Bay.
But it is not to that environment, but

to earlier days, and especially to the twelve
centuries during which their ancestors

lived in England, that their character and
institutions are to be traced. Thus the

history of the American people begins in

the forest.s of Germany, where the foun-

dations of their polity were laid, and is

continued in England, where they set up
kingdoms, embraced Christianity, became
one nation, received an influx of Celtic,

Danish, and Norman-French blood, for-

med for themselves that body of customs,
laws, and institutions which they trans-

planted to the new soil of America, and
most of which, though changed and always
changing, they still retain. The same
thing is true of the Spaniards (as also of

the Portuguese) in Central and South
. . America. The difference be-

eginnings
^^ggj^ ^^le development of the

„. Hispano-Americans and that of

their English neighbours to the

north is not wholly, or even mainly, due to

the different physical conditions under
which the two sets of colonists have lived.

It is due to the different antecedent
history of the two races. So a history of

America must be a history not only of

America, but of the Spaniards, Portuguese,
French, and English—one ought in strict-

ness to add of the negroes also—before

they crossed the Atlantic. The only
true Americans, the only Americans for

whom American nature can be deemed
answerable, are the aboriginal red men
whom we, perpetuating the mistake of

Columbus, still call Indians.

This objection to the geographical scheme
of history writing is no doubt

cograp y ggj-ious when a historical
as a Basis , , • • r i ^

. „. treatise is confined to one par-

ticular country or continent,

as in the instance I have taken of the

Continent of North America. It is, how-
ever, less formidable in a universal his-

tory, such as the present work, because,

by referring to another volume of the

series, the reader will find what he needs
to know regarding the history of the

Spaniards, English, and French in those

respective European homes where they
have grown to be that which they were
when, with religion, slaughter, and slavery

in their train, they descended upon the

shores of America.
Accordingly the difficulty I have pointed

out does not disparage the idea and plan

of writing universal history on a geogra-

phical basis. It merely indicates a caution

needed in applying that plan, and a con-

dition indispensable to its utility—viz.,

the regard that must be had to the stage

of progress at which a people has arrived

when it is subjected to an environment
different from that which had in the first

instance helped to form its type.

THE GROWTH OF MODERN KNOWLEDGE
\y /E have now considered some of the
** ways in which a universal history,

written with special reference to the

physical phenomena of the earth as geo-

graphical science presents them, may bring

into strong relief one large and perma-
nent set of influences which determine
the progress or retrogression of each
several branch of mankind. Upon the

other principles which preside over and
direct the composition of such a work,
not much need be said. They are, of

course, in the main, those which all

competent historians will follow in

writing the history of any particular

people

But a universal history which endea-
vours to present in a short compass a

record of the course of events in all

regions and among all peoples, since

none can safely be omitted, is specially

exposed to two dangers. One is that

of becoming sketchy and viewy. When
a large object has to be dealt with on
a small scale, it is natural to sum up in

a few broad generalisations masses of

facts which cannot be described or ex-

amined in detail. Broad generalisations

are valuable when they proceed from
a thoroughly trained mind — valuable,

even if not completely verifiable, because
they excite reflection. But it is seldom
possible to make them exact. They neces-

sarily omit most of the exceptions, and thus

suggest a greater uniformity than exists.

The other danger is that of sacrificing

brightness and charm of presentation.

When an effort is made to avoid generali-

sations, and to squeeze into the narrative

as many facts as the space will admit, the
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Need
of Care in

History

narrative is apt to become dry, because
compression involves the curtailment of

the personal and dramatic element. These
are the rocks between which every his-

torian has to steer. If he has ample space,

he does well to prefer the course of giving

all the salient facts and leaving the reader

to generalise for himself. If, however, his

space is limited, as must needs
be the lot of those who write

a universal history, the impossi-

bility of going into minute
detail makes generalisat/ons inevitable,

for it is through them that the result

and significance of a multitude of minor
facts must be conveyed in a condensed
form.

All the greater, therefore, becomes the

need for care and sobriety in the forming
and setting forth every summarising
statement and general conclusion or judg-

ment. Probably the soundest guiding
principle and best safeguard against error

is to be found in shunning all precon-

ceived hypotheses which seek to explain

history by one set of causes, or to read it

in the light of one idea. The habit of

magnifying a single factor, such as the

social factor, or the economic, or the

religious, has been a fertile source of

weakness in historical writing, because
it has made the presentation of events
one - sided, destroying that balance

and proportion which it is the highest

merit of any historian to have attained.

Theory and generalisation are the life-

blood of history. They make it intelligible.

They give it unity. They convey to us

the instruction which it always contains,

together with so much of practical

guidance in the management of com-
munities as history is capable of rendering.

But they need to be applied with reserve,

and not only with an impartial mind, but
after a painstaking examination of all

the facts—whether or no they seem to

make for the particular theory
New Minds

stated—and of all the theories

?f _ which any competent prede-
INCW 1! &ClS -I -If

cessor has propounded.
For the historian, though he must keep

himself from falling under the dominion
of any one doctrine by which it is sought
to connect and explain phenomena, must
welcome all the light which any such
doctrine can throw upon facts. Even if

such a doctrine be imperfect, even if it

be tainted by error, it may serve to

indicate relations between facts, or to

indicate the true importance of facts,

which previous writers had failed to

observe, or had passed too lightly over.

It is thus that history always needs to

be re-written. History is a progressive
science, not merely because new facts

are constantly being discovered, not
merely because the changes in the world
give to old facts a new significance,

but also because every truly penetrating
and original mind sees in the old facts

something which had not been seen
before.

A universal history is fitted to correct

such defects as may be incident to that

extreme specialism in historical writing
which is now in fashion. The broad and
concise treatment which a history of all

times and peoples must adopt naturally

leads to efforts to characterise the dom-
inant features and tendency of an epoch
or a movement, whether social, economic,
or political.

Yet even here there is a danger to be

guarded against. No epoch, no move-
ment, is so simple as it looks at first sight,

or as one would gather from even the most
honest contemporary writer.

There is always an eddy at
The Side

Streams

of History
the side of the stream ; and the

stream itself is the resultant

of a number of rivulets with different

sources, whose waters, if the metaphor
may be extended, are of different tints.

Let any man study minutely a given

epoch, such as that of the Reformation
in Germany, or that of the Revolutionary
War in America, and he will be surprised

to find how much more complex were
the forces at work than he had at first

supposed, and on how much smaller a

number of persons than he had fancied

the principal forces did in fact directly

operate. Or let any one—for this is

perhaps the best, if the most difficult,

method of getting at the roots of this

complexity—study thoroughly and dis-

passionately the phenomena of his own
time. Let him observe how many move-
ments go on simultaneously, sometimes
accelerating, sometimes retarding, one
another, and mark how, the more fully he
understands this complex interlacing, so

much the less confident do his predictions

of the future become. He will then
realise how hard it is to find simple ex-

planations and to deliver exact state-

ments regarding critical epochs in the

past.
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THE FIRST INDUSTRIES: POTTERY
From the painting by Ferdinand Cormon



THE FIRST INDUSTRIES: THE FORGE
From the painting by Ferdinand Cormon
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Nevertheless, the task of summarising
and explaining is one to which the writer

of a History of the World must address

himself. If he has the disadvantage of

limited space, he has the advantage of

being able to assume the reader's know-
ledge of what has gone before, and to

invite the reader's attention to what will

come after. Thus he stands in a better

position than does the writer who deals

with one country or one epoch only for

making each part of history illustrate

other parts, for showing how similar social

tendencies, similar proclivities of human
nature, work similarly under varying

conditions and are followed by similar,

though never identical, results. He is

able to bring out the essential unity of

history, expunging from the reader's

mind the conventional and often mis-

leading distinctions that are commonly
drawn between the ancient, the mediaeval,

and the modern time. He can bring the

contemporaneous course of events in

different countries into a fruitful relation.

And in the case of the present work, which
dwells more especially on the geographical

. side of history, he can illustrate
T c am

£j.^j^ ^^^^ country in succes-

f H*'t
^^°^ ^^® influence of physical

IS ory
environment on the formation

of races and the progress of nations, the

principles which determine the action of

such environment being everywhere simi-

lar, though the forms which that action

takes are infinitely various.

Is there, it may be asked, any central

thread in following which the unity of

history most plainly appears ? Is there

any process in tracing which we can feel

that we are floating down the main stream
of the world's onward movement ? If

there be such a process, its study ought
to help us to realise the unity of history

by connecting the development of the

numerous branches of the human family.

One such process has already been
adverted to and illustrated. It is the

gradual and constant increase in man's
power over Nature, whereby he is emanci-
pated more and more from the conditions

she imposes on his life, yet is brought
into an always closer touch with her by
the discovery of new methods of using
her gifts. Two other such processes may
be briefly examined. One goes on in the

sphere of time, and consists in the accu-

mulation from age to age of the strength,

the knowledge, and the culture of man-
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kind as a whole. The other goes on in

space as well as in time, and may be
described as the contraction of the

world, relatively to man.
The accumulation of physical strength

is most apparent in the increase of the

human race. We have no trustworthy
data for determining the population, even

. oi any one civiUsed country,

, ^ '^^*
, more than a century and a half

Increase of , ,
-^

p J

. ago ; much less can we con-
opu a ion

jgj,^yj.g ^^^^ Qf ^j^y country in

primitive or prehistoric times. It is clear,

however, that in prehistoric times—say,
six or seven thousand years ago, there

were very few men on the earth's surface.

The scarcity of food alone would be
sufficient to prove that ; and, indeed, aU
our data go to show it. Fifty years ago
the world's population used to be roughly
conjectured at from seven to nine hundred
millions, two-thirds of them in China and
India. It is now estimated at over

fifteen hundred millions. That of

Europe alone must have tripled within a

century, and can hardly be less than
four hundred millions. That of North
America may have scarcely exceeded
four or five millions in the time

of Christopher Columbus, or at the date

of the first Enghsh settlements, though
we have only the scantiest data for a

guess. It may now exceed one hundred
millions, for there are seventy-six millions

in the United States alone, more than
thirteen in Mexico, and five in Canada,
besides the inhabitants of Central America.

The increase has been most swift in the

civilised countries, such as Britain, Ger-

many, Russia, and the United States
;

but it has gone on in India also since

India came under British rule (famines

notwithstanding), and in the regions

recently colonised by Europeans, such as

Australia, Siberia, and Argentina, the

disappearance of aborigines being far

more than compensated for by the prolific

p IT power of the white immi-
The Prolific

gj-g^^^^g Some regions, such as

wu'^ft. ,
Asia Minor and parts of North

WhitcPeopIe . r . iv- 1 1 J
Africa, are more thmly peopled

now than they were under the Roman
Empire, and both China and Peru may
have no larger population than they had
five, or ten, or fifteen centuries ago. But
taking the world at large, the increase is

enormous, and will apparently continue.

Even after the vacant cultivable spaces

which remain in the two Americas,
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Physical &
Intellectual

Power

Northern Asia, and Australasia have been
filled, the discovery of new modes of

enlarging the annually available stock of

food may maintain the increase. It is

most conspicuous among the European
races, and is, of course, due to the greater

production in some regions of food, and
in others of commodities wherewith food

can be purchased. It means
an immense addition to the

physical force of mankind in

the aggregate, and to the

possibihties of intellectual force also—

a

point to be considered later. And, of

course, it also means an immense and
growing preponderance of the civilised

white nations, which are now probably
one half of mankind, and. may, in

another century, when they have risen

from about five hundred to, possibly, one
thousand or fifteen hundred millions, be
nearly two-thirds.

As respects the strength of the average
individual man, the inquiry is less simple.

Palaeolithic man and neohthic man were
apparently (though here and there may
have been exceptions) comparatively feeble

creatures, as are the relics of the most
backward tribes known to us, such as the

Veddas of Ceylon, the Bushmen, the

Fuegians. Some savages, as, for instance,

the Patagonians, are men of great stature,

and some of the North American Indians
possess amazing powers of endurance.
The Greeks of the fifth century B.C., and
the Teutons of the time of Julius Caesar,

had reached a high physical development.
Pheidippides is said to have traversed one
hundred and fifty miles on foot in forty-

eight hours. But if we think of single

feats of strength, feats have been per-

formed in our own day—such as Captain
Webb's swimming across the Straits of

Dover—equal to anything recorded from
ancient or mediaeval times. To swim
across the much narrower Hellespont was
then deemed a surprising exploit. Nor do

we know of any race more to

be commended for physical
Modern Man
Stronger than
... . power and vigour of constitu-
his Ancestors f- ,

,

.^ k ^ ^

tion than the American back-
woodsmen of Kentucky or Oregon to-day.

The swords used by the knights of the
fifteenth century have usually handles
too small for many a modern English or

German hand to grasp.

Isolated feats do not prove very much,
but there is good reason to believe that
the average European is as strong as ever

he was, and probably more healthy, at

least if longevity is a test of health.

One may fairly conclude that with better
and more abundant food, the average of

stature and strength has improved over
the world at large, so that in this respect
also the force of mankind as a whole has
advanced. Whether this advance will

continue is more doubtful. In modern
industrial communities the law of the
survival of the fittest may turn out to be
reversed, for it is the poorer and lower
sections of the population that marry at

an early age, and have the largest

families, while prudential considerations
keep down the birth-rate among the

upper middle-class. In Transylvania, for

instance, the Saxons are dying out,

because very few children are born to each
pair, while the less educated and cultured

Rumans increase fast. In North America,
the Old New England stock of compara-
tively pure British blood has begun to be
swamped by the offspring of the recent

immigrants, mostly Irish or French
Canadians ; and although the sons of

New England, who have gone West,
. , continue to be prolific, it is

merica s
pj-obable that the phenomena of

_"^^ New England will r6cur in the

Mississippi Valley, and that

the newcomers from Europe who form the

less cultivated strata of the population

—

Irish, Germans, Italians, Czechs, Poles,

Slovaks, Rumans—will contribute an in-

creasing proportion of the inhabitants.

Some of these, and especially the Irish

and the Germans and the Scandinavians,

are among the best elements in the

American population, and have produced
men of the highest distinction. But the

average level among them of versatile

aptitude and of intellectual culture is

slightly below that of the native Americans.
Now, the poorer sections are in most

countries, though of course not always to

the same extent, somewhat inferior in

physical as well as in mental quality,

and more prone to suffer from that

greatest hindrance to physical improve-
ment, the abuse of alcoholic drinks.

We come next to another form of the

increase of human resources, the accumu-
lation of knowledge, and of what may be
called intellectual culture and capacity,

for it is convenient to distinguish these

two latter from knowledge.
In knowledge there has been an

advance, not merely a tolerably steady
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and constant advance, but one which has

gone on with a sort of geometrical pro-

gression, moving the faster the nearer

we come to our own time. Whatever
may have befallen in the

prehistoric darkness, history

knows of only one notable arrest

or setback in the onward
march—that which marks the seventh,

eighth, and ninth centuries of the Christian

era. Even this set-back was practically

confined to Southern and Western Europe,
and affected only certain departments of

Inventions

Mean
Progress

PIONEERS OF MODERN CIVILISATION
The discovery of precious metals is a great factor in progress. Seekers after
gold are chief among the pioneers who help to carry civilisation into new lands.
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knowledge. It did not, save, perhaps, as

regards a few artistic processes, extinguish

that extremely important part of the

previously accumulated resources of man-
kind which consisted in the knowledge
of inventions. It is in respect of inven-

tions, especially mechanical and physical

or chemical inventions, that the accumu-
lation of knowledge has been most note-

worthy and most easy to appreciate.

A history of inventions is a history of

the progress of mankind, of a progress to

which every race may have contributed

in primitive times,

though all the later

contributions have
come from a few of

the most civilised.

Every great inven-

tion marks one on-

ward step, as one
may see by enume-
rating a few, such as

the use of fire, cook-

ing, metal working,
the domestication of

wild animals, the

tillage of the ground,
the use of plough
and mattock and
harrow and fan, the

discovery of plants

or trees useful for

food or for medicine,

the cart, the wheel,

the water-miU (over-

shot, undershot, and
turbine), the wind-
mill, the distaff

(followed long, long
after by the spin-

ning - wheel), the

loom, dyestuffs, the

needle, the potter's

wheel, the hydraulic

press, the a x e -

handle, the spear,

the bow, the
shield, the war-
chariot, the sling,

the cross-bow, the
boat, the paddle,

the oar, the helm,
the sail, the
mariner's com-
pass, the clock,

picture - writing,

the alphabet, parch-
ment, paper,



THE FIRST SETTLEMENT OF A NEW CITY
Many flourishing: cities in South Africa, Australia, and America have grown up around tlie sites where the first

gold-seekers pegged out their claims in unexploited territories and began digging for the precious metal.

printing, photography, the sliding keel,

the sounding-lead, the log, the brick,

mortar, the column, the arch, the dome,
tiU we come down to explosives, the

microscope, the cantilever, and the Ront-
gen rays.

The history of the successive discovery,

commixture, and applications of the

metals, from copper and bronze down
to manganese, platinum, and aluminium,
or of the successive discovery and utilisa-

tion of sources of power—the natural

sources, such as water and wind, the

artificially procured, such as steam, gas,

and electricity—or of the production and
manufacture of materials available for

clothing, wool, hair, linen, silk, cotton,

would show how every step becomes
the basis for another step, and how
inventions in one department suggest
or facilitate inventions in another.
Recent discoveries in surgery and medi-
cine, such as the use of antiseptics,

tend to improve health and to prolong
life ; and in doing so, they increase
the chances of further discoveries being
made.
Who can tell what the world may have

lost by. the early death of many a man
of genius ? One peculiar line of discovery

which at first seemed to have nothing to

do with practice has proved to be of signal

service ; the working out of mathematical
methods of calculation by means of which
the mechanical and physical sciences

have in recent times made a progress in

their practical application undreamt of

by those who laid the foundations of

geometry and algebra many
p *j . centuries ago. It may, indeed,

/l't'^^"*^
be said that all the sciences

need one another, and that

none has been without its utilities for

practice, since even that which deals with

the heavenly bodies has been used for the

computation of time, was used by the

agriculturist before he had any calendars

to guide him, and has been of supreme
value to the navigator. It has also been

suggested that an observation of sun spots

may enable the advent of specially hot

seasons, involving droughts, to be pre-

dicted.

Another kind of knowledge also grows

by the joint efforts of many peoples,

that which records the condition of men
in the past and the present, including

history, economics, statistics, and the

other so-called social sciences. Tliis kind

also is useful for practice, and has led to
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improvements by which nearly all nations

have profited, such as an undebased
currency, banking and insurance, better

systems of taxation, corporations, and joint

stock companies. With this we may
couple the invention of improved pohtical

institutions.

The accumulation of knowledge, espe-

cially of scientific knowledge applied to

the exploitation of the resources of

Nature, means the accumulation of wealth
—that is to say, of all the things which
men need or use. The total wealth of

the world must have at least quadrupled
or quintupled within the last hundred
years. Nearly all of it is in the hands or

under the control of the civilised nations

of European stock, among whom the

United States stands foremost, both in

rate of economic growth and in the

absolute quantity of values possessed.

Two further observations belong to this

part of the subject. One is that this

stock of useful knowledge, the accumula-
tion of which is the central fact of the

material progress as well as of the in-

tellectual history of mankind, now belongs

K \ A
^° (practically) all races and

now c ge
g^^^gg alike. Some, as we

yr ... shall note presently, are more
able to use it than others, but

all have access to it. This is a new fact.

It is true that most races have contributed

something to the common stock ; and
that even among the civilised peoples,

no one or two or three (except possibly

the Greeks as respects ancient times)

can claim to have contributed much more
than the others. But in earlier ages

there were peoples or groups of peoples

who were for a time the sole possessors

of inventions which gave them great

advantages, especially for war. Superior
weapons as weU as superior drill enabled
Alexander the Great, and afterward the
Romans, to conquer most of the civilised

world. Horses and firearms, with courage
and discipline, enabled two Spanish adven-
turers to seize two ancient American
empires with very scanty forces, as they
enabled a handful of Dutch Boers to over-

come the hosts of Mosilikatze and Dingaan.
So there were formerly industrial arts

known to or practised by a few peoples
only. But now all inventions, even those
relating to war, are available even to

the more backward races, if they can
learn how to use them or can hire white
men to do so for them. The facilities of
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communication are so great, the means
of publicity so abundant, that every-

thing becomes speedily known every-

where.
The other observation is that there is

now no risk that any valuable piece of

knowledge will be lost. Every public

event that happens, as well as every

, ,. fact of scientific consequence.
Inventions , j j .1? . Z

IS put on record, and that not
2lt& now
y^. . on a single stone or in a few

manuscripts, but in books, of

which so many copies exist that even
the perishable nature of the material
will not involve the loss of the contents,

since, if these contents are valuable,

they will be transferred to and issued'

in other books, and so ad infinitum.

Thus every process of manufacture is

known to so many persons that while it

continues to be serviceable it is sure to be
familiar and transmitted from generation
to generation by practice as well as by
description. We must imagine a world
totally different from the world we know
in order to imagine the possibility of any
diminution, indeed of any discontinuance
of the increase, of this stock of knowledge
which the world has been acquiring, and
which is not only knowledge but potential

wealth.

When one passes from knowledge
considered as a body of facts ascertained

and available for use to the thing we call

intellectual aptitude or culture—namely,
the power of turning knowledge to account
and of producing results in spheres other

than material—and when we inquire

whether mankind has made a parallel

advance in this direction, it becomes
necessary to distinguish three different

kinds of intellectual capacity.

The first may be called the power of

using scientific piethods for investigating

phenomena, whether physical or social.

The second is the power of speculation,

applied to matters which have not hitherto

been found capable of ex-
o ccrcasc

a,mination by the methods of
of Knowledge i, ^i, i

, ., , science, whether observa-
is now Likely , . , '

, , ,

,

tional, experimental, or mathe-
matical. The third is the power of

intellectual creation, whether literary or

artistic.

The methods of scientific inquiry may
almost be classed with the ascertained

facts of science or with inventions, as

being parts of the stock of accumulated
knowledge built up by the labour of
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many generations. They are known to

everybody who cares to study them, and
can be learnt and apphed by everybody
who will give due diligence. Just as

every man can be taught to fire a gun,

or steer a ship, or write a letter, though
guns, helms, and letters are the result

of discoveries made by exceptionally

gifted men, so every graduate in science

of a university can use the methods of

induction, can observe and experiment
with a correctness which a few centuries

ago even the most vigorous minds could

scarcely have reached.

Because the methods have been so fully

explained and illustrated as to have grown
familiar, a vast host of investigators,

very few of whom possesS scientific

genius, are at work to-day extending our
scientific knowledge. So the methods of

historical criticism—so the methods of

using statistics—are to-day profitably

applied by many men with no such
original gift as would have made them
competent critics or statisticians had not

the paths been cut by a few great men
and trodden since by hundreds of feet.

All that is needed is imita-
Original

Thinkers are

still Rare

tion—intelligent and careful

imitation. Nevertheless, there

remains this sharp contrast

between knowledge of the facts of

applied science and knowledge of the

methods, that whereas there is no radical

difference between the ability of one man
and that of another to use a mechanical
invention, such as a steam plough or an
electric motor-car, there is all the difference

in the world between the power of one
intellect and another to use a method for

the purposes of fresh discovery. Know-
ledge fossilised in a concrete invention

or even in a mathematical formula is a

sort of tool ready to every hand. But
a method, though serviceable to every-

body, becomes eminently fruitful only
when wielded by the same kind of original

genius as that which made discoveries by
the less perfect methods of older days.

This is apparent even in inquiries

which seem to reside chiefly in collection

and computation. Everybody tries now-
adays to use statistics. Many people do
use them profitably. But the people who
by means of statistics can throw really

fresh and brilliant hght on a problem are

as few as ever they were.

When we turn to the exercise of specu-
lative thought on subjects not amenable to

strictly scientific—that is to say, to exact

—

methods, the gain which has come to

mankind by the labour of past ages is of

a different order. Metaphysics, ethics,

and theology, to take the most obvious
examples, are all of them the richer for

the thoughts of philosophers in the past.

A number of distinctions have been drawn,
. . , - and a number of classifications
Advantage of j i r r •

^ . made, a number of contusions,
Modern over r, i i i i i j
r\i J npt •

I
often verbal, have been cleared

Old Thinkers , r r ^^

up, a number of fallacies

detected, a number of technical terms
invented, whereby the modern speculator
enjoys a great advantage over his prede-

cessor. His mind has been clarified, and
many new aspects of the old problems
have been presented, so that he is better

able to see all round the old problems.
None of the great thinkers, from Pytha-

goras down to Hegel, has left metaphysics
where he found it. Yet none can be said

to have built on the foundations of his

predecessors in the same way as the

mathematicians and physicists and chemists

have added to the edifice they found.

What the philosophers have done is to

accumulate materials for the study of

man's faculties and modes of thinking, and
of his ideas regarding his relations to

the universe, while also indicating various

methods by which the study may be pur-

sued. Each great product of speculative

thought is itself a part of these materials,

and for that reason never becomes obso-

lete, as the treatises of the old physicists

and chemists have mostly become. Aris-

totle, for instance, has left us books on
natural history, on metaphysics and
ethics, and on politics. Those on natural

history are mere curiosities, and no modern
biologist or zoologist needs them. Those
on metaphysics and ethics still deserve

the attention of the student of philosophy,

though he may in a certain sense be said

to have got beyond them. The treatise

on politics still keeps its place beside

. Montesquieu, Burke, and Toc-
e mng

q^gyjj^g^ Or, to take a thinker
Thought of ^ , r Ai, J

D d \ "^^ seems further removed
from us even than Aristotle,

though fifteen hundred years later in date,

St. Thomas of Aquinum discusses ques-

tions from most of which the modern
world has moved away, and discusses

them by methods which few would now
use, starting from premises which few
would now accept. But he marks a

remarkable stage in the history of human
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thought, and as a part of that history, and
as an example of extraordinary dialectical

ingenuity and subtlety, he remains an
object of interest to those least in agree-

ment with his conclusions.

Every great thinker affects other

thinkers, and propagates the impulse he
has received, though perhaps in a quite

different direction. The

Th"k
"^^^ teaching of Socrates was

A J" X ""rt.i. the starting point for nearly
Affects Others „ ., i

* ^
, i i r

all the subsequent schools of

Greek philosophy. Hume became the point

of departure for Kant, who desired to lay a

deeper foundation for philosophy than that

which Hume seemed to have overturned.

All these great ones have not only enriched

us, but are still capable of stimulating

us. But they have not improved our

capacity for original thinking. The
accumulation of scientific knowledge has,

as already observed, put all mankind
in a better position for solving further

physical problems and establishing a

more complete dominion over Nature.
The accumulation of philosophic thought
has had no similar effect. In the former
case each man -stands, so to speak, on
the shoulders of his predecessors. In the

latter he stands on his own feet. The value

of future contributions to philosophy will

depend on the original power of the minds
that make them, and only to a smaU extent

(except by way of stimulus) on what such
minds may have drawn from those into

whose labours they have entered.

When we come to the products of

literary and artistic capacity, we find an
even vaster accumulation of intellectual

treasure available for enjoyment, but a

still more marked absence of connection

between the amount of treasures possessed

and the power of adding fresh treasures

to them. Since writing came into use, and,

indeed, even in the days when memory
alone preserved lays and tales, every age
and many races have contributed to the

stock. There have been ebbs
-
,",*„^^.

, and flows both in quantity
of Intellectual , ,., ^

.
J

^ ,. and quality. Ihe centuries
Culture . , ^ -^ , ,

between a.d. doo and a.d.
"1 100 have left us very little of high merit
in literature, though something in archi-

tecture ; and the best of that little in

literature did not come from the seats of

Roman civilisation in Italy, France,
Spain, and the East Roman Empire.
Some periods have seen an eclipse of

poetry, others an eclipse of art or a
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sterility in music. Literature and the arts

have not always flourished together, and
musical genius in particular seems to have
little to do with the contemporaneous
development of other forms of intellectual

power. The quantity of production bears

no relation to the quality, not even an
inverse relation ; for the pessimistic

notion that the larger the output the

smaller is the part which possesses brilliant

excellence, has not been proved. Still less

does the amount of good work produced
in any given area depend upon the number
of persons living in that area. Florence,

between a.d. 1250 and a.d. 1500 gave
birth to more men of first-rate poetical

and artistic genius than London has pro-

duced since 1250
;

yet Florence had in

THE MIND OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
Aristotle (B.C. 384-322) whose influence is greater in

modern thought than that of St. Thomas of Aquinum,
who represents mediaeval thought, 1500 years later.

those two and a half centuries a population

of probably only from forty to sixty

thousand. And Florence herself has since

A.D. 1500 given birth to scarcely any
distinguished poets or artists, though her

population has been larger than it was in

the fifteenth century.

The increase in the world's stock of

intellectual wealth is one of the most
remarkable facts in history, for it represents

a constant increase in the means of en-

joyment. Such losses as there have
been nearly aU occurred during the

Dark Ages ; but there is now little risk
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that anything of high Uterary or musical
value will perish, though, of course, works
of art, and especially buildings and carv-

ings, suffer or vanish.

The increase does not, however, tend
to any strengthening of the creative

faculty. There is a greater abundance of

models of excellence, models of which form
the taste, afford a stimulus to sensitive

minds, and establish a sort of technique
with well-known rules. The principles of

criticism are more fully investigated.

The power of analysis grows, and the

appreciation both of literature and of art

is more widely diffused. Their influence

on the whole community becomes greater,

but the creative imagination which is

needed for the production of original work

THE MIND OF THE MEDI-iEVAL WORLD
St. Thomas of Aquinum, 1500 years later than Aristotle,
represents mediaeval thought. But the Mediaeval World
is more remote than the Classical in thought and science.

becomes no more abundant and no more
powerful. It may, indeed, be urged, though
our data are probably insufficient for a
final judgment, that the finer qualities of

poetry and of pictorial and plastic art tend
rather to decline under the more analytic

habit of mind which belongs to the modern
world. Simplicity, freshness, spontaneity
come less naturally to those who have fallen

under the pervasive influence of this habit.

There remains one other way in which
the incessant play of thought may be
said to have increased or improved the
resoyrces of mankind. Certain principles

or ideas belonging to the moral and social

sphere—to the moral sphere by their

origin, to the social sphere by their results

—make their way to a more or less general

acceptance, and exert a potent influence

upon human life and action. They are

absent in the earliest communities of

which we know, or are present only in

Effect of
^^™-

.
^^^"^y emerge, some-

_,. ,

.

times in the form of customs
Thought on J 11 u -li-

M k' d
gradually built up in one or

more peoples, sometimes in the

utterances of one gifted mind. Sometimes
they spread impalpably ; sometimes they
become matter for controversy, and are

made the battle-cries of parties. Some-
times they end by being universally re-

ceived, though not necessarily put into

practice. Sometimes, on the other hand,
they continue to be rejected in one country,

or by one set of persons in a country, as

vehemently as they are asserted by another.

As instances of these principles or ideas or

doctrines, whatever one is to call them,
the following may be taken : The con-

demnation of piracy, of slavery, and of

treaty-breaking, of outrages on the bodies

of dead enemies, of cruelty to the lower
animals, of the slaughter of prisoners in

cold blood, of polygamy, of torture to

witnesses or criminals ; the recognition

of the duty of citizens to obey the laws,

and of the moral responsibility of rulers

for the exercise of their power, of the right

of each man to hold his own religious

opinion and to worship accordingly, of

the civil (though not necessarily of the
political) equality of all citizens ; the dis-

approval of intoxication, the value set

upon female chastity, the acceptance of

the social and civil (to which some would
add the political) equality of women.

All these dogmas or ideas or opinions

—

some have become dogmas in all civilised

peoples, others are rather to be described as

opinions whose truth or worth is denied
or only partially admitted—are the slow
product of many generations. Most of

them are due to what we may
i^ ^^t ^ J call the intelligence and senti-
Contributed °

to Progress
ment of mankind at large,

rather than to their advocacy
by any prominent individual thinkers. The
teachings of such thinkers have, of course,

done much to advance them. Everybody
would name Socrates and Confucius as

among the men who have contributed to

their progress ; some would add such
names as those of Mohammed and
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S+. Francis of Assisi. Christianity has, of

course, made the largest contributions.

How much is due to moral feeling, how
much to a sense of common utility, cannot
be exai^tly estimated. Economic reason-

ings and practical experience would have
probably in the long run destroyed

slavery, but it was sentiment
av ry was

^^^^^ ^-^ -^ ^^^^ destroy it in
es royc

^-^^ civilised States where it
by Sentiment , ^ , , ^^

had longest survived.

How much these doctrines, even in the

partial and imperfect application which
most of them have secured, have done
for humanity may be perceived by any-

one who will imagine what the world
would be if they were unknown. They
form one of the most substantial additions

made to what may be called the intel-

lectual and moral capital with which man
has to work this planet and improve his

own life upon it. And the most interesting

and significant crises in history are those

which have turned upon the recognition

or application of principles of this kind.

The Reformation of the sixteenth century,

the French Revolution, the War of Seces-

sion in the United States, are familiar

modern examples.
Putting all these forms of human

achievement together—the extension of

the scientific knowledge of Nature with
consequent mastery over her, the scientific

knowledge of social phenomena in the

past and the present, the records of philo-

sophic speculation, the mass of literary

and artistic products, the establishment,

however partial and imperfect, of regu-

lative moral and political principles

—

it will be seen that the accumulation of this

vast stock of intellectual wealth has been
an even more important factor than the

increase of population in givmg man
strength and dignity over against Nature,
and in opening up to him an endless variety

of modes of enjoying life—that is to say, of

making it yield to him the most which its

shortness and his own physical infirmities

I t 11 t
permit. The process by which

\£- t,f *«. this accumulation has been
Mightier than • j i xt, ^ i

Population
carried along is the central

thread of history. The main
aim of a history of the world must be
to show what and how each race or
people has contributed to the general
stock. To this aim political history,

ecclesiastical history, economic history,

the history of philosophy, and the history

of science, are each of them subordinate,
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though it is only through them that
the process can be explained.

In these last few pages intellectual

progress has been considered apart from
the area in which it has gone on, and apart
from the conditions imposed on it by the
natural features of that area. A few words
are, however, needed regarding its relation

to the surface of the earth. The move-
ment of civilisation must be considered
from the side of space as well as from that
of time.

Space is a material element in the

inquiry because it has divided the families

of mankind from one another. Some fami-

lies, such as the Chinese and the Peru-
vians, have developed independently, some,
such as the South and West European
peoples, in connection with, or perhaps in

dependence on, the development of other

races or peoples. Hence that which each
achieved was in some cases achieved for

itself only, in other cases for its neighbours
as well. The contributions made by dif-

ferent races have—at any rate during the

last four thousand years, and probably in

earlier days also-—been very unequal
;
yet

none can have failed to con-
on rac ion

^j-j^^^^g something if only by
. W la

^^y °^ influencing the others.

Inequality :.»in progress would
seem to have become more marked in the

later than in the earlier periods. Indeed,

some races, such as those of Australia,

appear during many centuries, possibly

owing to their isolation, to have made
no progress at all. They may even have
receded.

When we regard the evolution and
development of man from the side of his

relations to space, three facts stand out

—

the contraction of the world, the overflow

of the more advanced races, and the conse-

quent diffusion all over the world of what
is called civilisation.

By the contraction of the world, I mean
the greater swiftness, ease, and safety with
which men can pass from one part of it to

another, or communicate with one another
across great intervening spaces. This has
the effect of making the world smaller for

most practical purposes, while the absolute

distance in latitude and longitude remains
the same. The progress of discovery is

worth tracing, for it shows how much
larger the small earth, which was known
to the early nations, must have seemed to

them than the whole earth, which we know,
seems to us.

i



THE ARTISTIC GENIUS OF TWO CITIES
A COMPARISON OF THE NATIVE POETS & ARTISTS OF FLORENCE & LONDON

" The quantify of production," says Mr. Bryce, " bears no relation to the quality.
Still less does the amount of good work produced in any given area depend
upon the number of persons living in that area. Florence between A.D. 1230 and
A.D. 1300 gave birth to more men of first-rate poetical and artistic genius than
London has produced since 1230; yet Florence had in those two and a half

centuries a population of probably only from forty to sixty thousand. And Florence
herself has since A.D. 1300 given birth to scarcely any distinguished poets or
artists, though her population has been larger than it was in the fifteenth century."

THE GENIUS *OF THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLORENCE, 1230 TO 1300,
FAR EXCEEDED THAT OF LONDON FROM 1230 TO THE PRESENT DAY

Poets and Artists Born ii

Albert!. Leon Battista, 1404-1472, architect, painter
Albertinelli, Mariotto, 1474-1515, painter
Andrea del Sarto, 1487-1531, painter
Angelico da Fiesole, Fra Giovanni, 1387-1455, painter
Botticelli, Alessandro, 1447-1510, painter
Cavalcanti, Giiido, 1255-1300, poet, philosopher
Cimabue, Giovanni, 1240-1302, paintei
Credi, Lorenzo di, 1459-1537, painter
Dante, Alighieri, 1265- i32r, poet
Donatello, 1386-1466, sculptor and painter
Ghiberti, Lorenzo, 1378-1455, sculptor
Ghirlandajo, Domenico, 1449-1494, painter
Gozzoli, Benozzo, 1420-1498, painter
Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519, painter, sculptor
Lippi, Fra Filippo, 1412-1469, painter
Lippi, Filippino, 1 459-1 504, painter
Lorenzo, Don, 1370-1425, painter

Florence ?rom 1250-1500
Medici, Lorenzo de, 1448-1492, poet
Orcagnia, Andrea di Clone, 1329-1368? sculptor,
painter

Perugino, Vannucci Pietro, 1446-1524, painter
Pesellino, Francesco di, 1422-1457, painter
Pesello, Giuliano, 1367-1446, painter, sculptor
Pollajuolo, Antonio, 1429-1498, sculptor, painter
Pollajuolo, Piero, 1443-1496, sculptor, painter
Robbia, Andrea della, 1437-1528, sculptor
Robbia, Luca della, 1399-1482, sculptor
Rossi, Giovanni Battista de, 1494-1541, sculptor,

painter
Ruccellai, Giovanni, 1475-1525, poet
Spinello, Aretino, 1334-1410, jjainter

Ucello, Paolo, 1397-1475, p.ainter

Verocchio, Andrea, 1435-1488, sculptor, painter

THE LAST FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FLORENTINE CULTURE HAVE BEEN
LESS PRODUCTIVE THAN THE PRECEDING TWO AND A HALF CENTURIES

Poets and Artists Born in Florence since 1500
Allori, Christofano, 1577-1621, painter
Bronzino, Angelo, 1502-1572, painter
Cellini, Benvenuto, 1500-1571, sculptor

Cigoli, Luigi Cardi da, 1559-1613, painter
Cortona, Pietro da, 1596-1669, architect, painter
Dolci, Carlo, 1616- 1686, painter
Doni, Antonio Francesco, 1513-1574, author
Furini, Francesco, 1604-1646, painter

Ligozzi, Jacobino, 1543-1627, painter
Poccetti, Bernardino, 1542-1612, paintei
Salviati, Francesco, 1510-1563, painter
San Giovanni, Giovanni da, 1599-1636, painter
Santi di Tito, 1538-1603, painter
Tacco, Pietro, 1580-1640, sculptor
Venusti, Marcello, 1515-1579, painter

The Only Great Poet Born in
Chaucer, Geoffrey,

Poets and Artists Born in

Blake, William, 1757-1827, poet and painter
Browning, Robert, 1812-1889, poet
Byron, Geo. Gordon Noel, Lord, 1788-1824, poet
Defoe, Daniel, 1659-1731, author
Ford, Edward Onslow, 1852-1901, sculptor
Gilbert, Alfred, R.A., 1854- — • sculptor

Gray, Thomas, 1716-1771, poet
Hogarth, William, 1697-1764, painter
Hood, Thomas, 1799-1845, poet
Hunt, William Holman, 1827- —

,
painter

Jonson, Ben, 1573-1637, poet and dramatist
Keats, John, 1795-1821, poet
Lamb, Charles, 1775-1834, essayist

London from 1250-1500
1328-1400

London since 1500
Liiinell, John, 1792-18S2, painter
Lucas, John Seymour, 1849- ~i painter
Meynell, Alice Christiana, 1853- —

,
poetess

Morland, George, 1763-1804, painter
Pope, Alexander, 1688-1744, poet
Richmond, Sir William Blake, 1843- — >

painter
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882, poet, painter
Ruskin, John, 1819-1900, author and art critic

Spenser, Edmund, 1552-1599, poet
Stothard, Thomas, 1755-1834, painter, illustrator

Swinburne, Algernon, 1837- —
,
poet

Walker, Frederick, 1840-1875, painter
Watts, George F., 1817-1904, painter, sculptor
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The most ancient records we possess

from Assyria, Egypt, Palestine, and from
the Homeric poems, show how very hmited
was the range of geographical knowledge
possessed by that small civilised world
_. „ „ from which our own civilisa-

-^ J
tion has descended. Speakmg

thc° AnctcDts
roughly,that knowledge seems
m the tenth century B.C. to

have extended about one thousand miles
in each direction from the Isthmus of Suez.
However, the best point of departure
for the peoples of antiquity is the era
of Herodotus, who travelled and wrote
B.C. 460-440, The
limits of the world
as he knew it were
Cadiz and the Straits

jf Gibraltar on the

west, the Danube and
the Caspian on the

north, the deserts of

Eastern Persia on the

east, and the Sahara
on the south, with
vague tales regarding

peoples who lived

beyond, such as In-

dians far beyond
Persia, and pygmies
beyond the Sahara.

He reports, however,
not without hesita-

tion, a circumnavi-
gation of Africa by
Phoenicians in the
service of Pharaoh
Necho.
Discovery ad-

vanced very slowly
for many centuries,

though the march
of Alexander opened ^,
nn T-.Qr+ r.f +V.O "R"o f

This Babylonian map is probably of the eighth century B.C.up part 01 ine -c-asi. The two circles are supposed to represent the ocean, while

while the Roman con- ^^^ River Euphrates and Babylon are shown inside them.
. , 1 , , 1

l^he upper part of the tablet is a cuneiform inscription.
quests brought the

Far North-West, including Britain, within
the range of civilisation ; and occasional
voyages, such as that of Hanno along the
coast of West Africa, that of Nearchus
through the Arabian Sea, and that of

Pythias to the Baltic, added something to

knowledge. Procopius in a.d. 540 can tell

us little more regarding the regions beyond
Roman influence than Strabo does five

and a half centuries earlier. The journeys
of Marco Polo and Rubruquis throw only
a passing light on the Far East. It is with
the Spanish occupation of the Canary
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Isles, beginning in 1602, and with the

Portuguese voyages of the fifteenth century,

that the era of modern discovery opens.

The re-discovery of America in 1492, for it

had been already visited by the Northmen
of Greenland and Iceland in the eleventh

century, and the opening of the Cape route
to India in 1497-1498, were hardly equal
to the exploit of Magellan, whose circum-

navigation of the globe in 15 19-1520 marks
the close of this striking period. There-
after discovery proceeds more slowly.

Some of the isles of the central and south-

ern Pacific were not visited till the middle
of the eighteenth

century, and the

north-west coast of

America as well as

the north-east Coast
of Asia, remained
little known till an
even later date.

Those explorations

of the interior of

North America, of

the interior of Africa,

of the interior of

Australia, and of

East Central Asia,

which have com-
pleted our know-
ledge of the earth,

belong to the nine-

teenth century. The
first crossing of the

North American Con-
tinent north of lati-

tude 40° was not
effected till a.d. 1806.

The desire for new
territory, for the pro-

pagation of religion,

and, above all, for

the precious metals,

were the chief
motives which

prompted the voyages of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. These motives
have remained operative ; and to them
has been added in more recent times
the spirit of pure adventure and the

interest in science, together
with, in increasing measure,
the effort to secure trade. But
the extension of trade followed

slowly in the wake of discovery. China and
Japan remained almost closed. The policy

of Spain sought to restrict her American
waters to her own ships^ and the commerce

THE WORLD

The Thirst

for New
Territories



The Hereford Map : about 1307
Not« Paradise at the top, and Jerusalem in the centre

The Fra Mauro Map : about 1457
Babylon is sliown in the centre of the map

The World as known in 150 A. D. From a map by Ptolemy, who appears to have had knowledge o. the sources of the Nile

THE FIRST MAPS: SOME EARLY GEOGRAPHERS' IDEAS OF THE WORLD
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they carried was scanty. Communica-
tion remained slow and dangerous across

the oceans till the introduction of steam
vessels (1825-1830).
Land transport, though it had steadily

increased in Europe, remained costly as

well as slow till the era of railway con-

struction began in 1829. The application

of steam as a motive power and of elec-

tricity as a means of communicating
thought has been by far the greatest factor

in this long process of reducing the dimen-
sions of the world, which dates back as far

as the domestication of beasts of burden,
and the invention, first of paddles and oars,

and then of sails. The North American
Continent can now be crossed in five

days, the South American (from Valparaiso

to Buenos Ayres) in under two, the pro-

jected Transandine tunnel being still

unpierced. The Continent which stretches

from the Baltic to the North Pacific can
now be traversed in twelve days. By
means of the Trans-Siberian line and its

steamship connection with the ports of

Japan, it is now possible to go round
the globe in fifty days. Indeed, the

_ journey has recently been done

"""J
.
^ in forty-five days. Nor is

-g jj ,
this acceleration of transit more
remarkable than its practi-

cal immunity, as compared with earlier

times, not only from the dangers for which
Nature is answerable, but from those also

which man formerly interposed.

The increase of trade which has followed

in the track first of discovery and latterly

(with immensely larger volume) of the

improvement of means of transport, has
been accompanied not only by the seizure

of transoceanic territories by the greater

civilised States, but also by an outflow of

population from those States into the

more backward or more thinly-peopled

parts of the earth. Sometimes, as in the

case of North America, Siberia, and Aus-
tralia, the emigrants extinguish or absorb
the aboriginal population.

Sometimes, as in the case of India,

Africa, and some parts of South America,
<hey neither extinguish nor blend with the

previous inhabitants, but rule them and
spread what is called civilisation among
them—this civilisation consisting chiefly

in a knowledge of the mechanical arts

and of deathful weapons accompanied by
the destruction, more or less gradual,

of their pre-existing beliefs and usages.

Sometimes, again, as in the case of

China, and to some extent also of the
Mussulman East, though political dominion
is not established, the process of sub-
stituting a new civilisation for the old
one goes on despite the occasional efforts of

the backward people to resist the process
The broad result is everywhere similar.

The modern European type of civilisation

_ is being diffused over the whole
European- .1 j-
. . . earth, supersedmg, or essen-

tht 'world ^^^^^y modifying, the older local

types. Thus, in a still more
important sense than even that of com-
munications, the world is contracted and
becomes far more one than it has ever
been before. The European who speaks
three or four languages can travel over
nearly all of it, and he can find on most of

its habitable coasts, and in many parts of

the lately-discovered interior, the apph-
ances which are to him necessaries of life.

The world is, in fact, becoming an enlarged
Europe, so far as the externals of Hfe and
the material side of civiUsation are con-
cerned. The dissociative forces of Nature
have been overcome.

Putting together the two processes, the
process in time and the process in space,

which we have been reviewing, it will be
seen that the main line of the develop-
ment of mankind may be described as the

transmission and the expansion of cul-

ture—that is to say, of knowledge and
intellectual capacity. The stock of know-
ledge available for use and enjoyment has
been steadily increased, and what each
people accumulated has been made avail-

able for all. With this there has come
assimilation, the destruction of weaker
types of civilisation, the modification by
constant interaction of the stronger types,

the creation of a common type tending to

absorb all the rest. Assimilation has been
most complete in the sphere ruled by natu-
ral science—that is to say, in the material

sphere, less complete in that ruled by the

human sciences (including the sphere of

. political and social institu-
riump

tions), still less complete in the
of Natural , " ,. .

^
,

,

g . sphere of rehgious, moral, and
social ideas, and as respects the

products of literature and art. Or, in other

words, where certainty of knowledge is

attainable and utility in practice is incon-

testable, the process of assimilation has
moved fastest and furthest.

The process has been a long one, for its

beginnings reach back beyond our his-

torical knowledge. So far as it lies within
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the range of history, it falls into two periods,

the earUer of which supphes an instruc-

tive illustration of the later one which we
know better. The effort which Nature

—

that is to say, the natural tendencies of

man as a social being—has been making

N fi?
towards the unification of

^i .1 •. r mankind during the last few
the Unity of . • • i j j.^ ... centuries, is her second great
Mankind „ . ^. ^ . . °

effort. The first was m pro-

gress from the time when the most an-

cient records begin down to the sixth and
seventh centuries of the Christian era.

Greek civilisation, which itself had
drawn much from Egypt, as well as from
Assyria, Phoenicia, and the peoples of

Asia Minor, per-

meated the minds
and institutions (ex-

cept the legal in-

stitutions), of the

Mediterranean and
West European
countries, and was
propagated by the

governing energy of

the Romans. In its

Romanised form it

transformed or ab-

sorbed and super-

seded the less ad-

vanced civilisations

of all those countries,

creating one new
type for the whole
Roman world. With
some local diversities.

that type prevailed

from the Northum-
brian Wall of
Hadrian to the Cau-

independent States which were springing

up. The authority of Papal Rome helped to

carry this sense of unity among civilised

men through a period of ignorance, con-

fusion, and semi-barbarism which might
otherwise have extinguished it. Neverthe-

less, we may say, broadly speaking, that

the first effort towards the establishment

of a common type of civilisation was, if not

closed, yet arrested by the dissolution of

the Roman Empire in the West. Close

thereupon came the rise of Islam, tearing

away the Eastern provinces, and creating

a rival type of civilisation—though a type

largely influenced by the Greco-Roman

—

which held its ground for some centuries,

and has only recently

shown that it is

destined to vanish.

The beginnings of

the second effort

toward the unifica-

tion of civilised man-
kind may be observed
as far back as the

eleventh and twelfth

centuries. Its effec-

tive and decisive

action may, however,
be assigned to the

fifteenth, when the

spread of literary and
philosophic culture,

and the swift exten-

sion of maritime
discovery, ushered in

the modern phase
wherein we have
marked its irresistible

advance. This phase
differs from the earlier

casus and the deserts the first traveller round the globe one both in its range
nf Arabia Thp ';till

^he great exploit of Ferdinand Magellan, who circum- i . -x p^^Krarpc: thpOI AldUld. ine Sim navigated the globe in 1519-1520, ranks among the events ^^1 It CmoraCCS tne
independent races on of world importance, and was the culminating achievement wholc earth and not
the northern frontier

of the greatest period of discovery in the worlds history.
^^^^.^^^ ^^^ MeditCr-

of the Empire received a tincture of it,

and would doubtless have been more
deeply imbued had the Roman Empire
stood longer.

Christianity, becoming dominant at a
time when the Empire was already totter-

ing, gave a new sense of unity to all whom
the Greco-Roman type had formed, ex-

tended the influence of that type still

further, and enabled much that belonged
to it (especially its rehgious, its legal, and
its literary elements) to survive the
poUtical dominion of the Emperors and
to perpetuate itself among practically
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ranean lands—and in its basis, for it rests

not so much upon conquest and religion

as upon scientific knowledge, formative
ideas, and commerce. Yet even here a
parallelism may be noted between the

ancient and the modern phase.

Knowledge and ideas had
brought about a marked
assimilation of various parts

of the ancient world to each other be-

fore Roman conquest completed the

work, and what conquest did was done
chiefly among the ruder races. So now,
while it is knowledge and ideas that have

Conquest
and

Civilisation
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worked for the creation of a common type
among the peoples of European stock,

conquest has been a potent means of

spreading this type in the outlying coun-
tries and among the more backward
races whose territories the European
nations have seized.

The diffusion of a few forms of speech
has played a great part in both

anguage
phases. Greek was spoken over

a ni ying
^j^^ eastern half of the Roman

Influence i i ^i j
world m the second century

A.D., though not to the extinction of such
tongues as Syriac and Egyptian. Latin

was similarly spoken over the western half,

though not to the extinction of the tongues
we now call Basque and Breton and Welsh

;

and Latin continued to be the language of

European languages which retain a world
importance. English, German, and Spanish
are pre-eminently the three leading com-
mercial languages. They gain ground on
the rest, and it is English that gains ground
most swiftly. The German merchant is no
doubt even more ubiquitous (if the expres-

sion be permitted) than is the English
;

but the German more frequently speaks
English than the Englishman or American
speaks German.

It has already been observed that
assimilation has advanced least in the

sphere of institutions, ideas, and literature.

The question might, indeed, be raised

whether the types of thought, of national

character, and of literary activity repre-

sented by the five or six leading nations are

THE EUROPEANISATION OF THE WORLD
European civilisation is being diffused all over the earth, superseding- or essentially modifying the older
local types. The solid black portions of this map represent territory under Anglo-Saxon control ; the
shaded parts are under other European control, and the dotted parts under Asiatic and African control.

religion, of law, of philosophy, and of

serious prose literature in general till the

sixteenth century. So now, several of the

leading European tongues are spoken far

beyond the limits of their birthplace, and
their wide range has become a powerful
influence in diffusing European culture.

German, English, Russian, Spanish, and
French are available for the purposes of

commerce, and for those who read books
over nineteen-twentieths of the earth's

surface. The languages of the smaller
non-European peoples are disappearing in

those places where they have to compete
with these greater European tongues,
except in so far as they are a medium of

domestic intercourse. Arabic, Chinese, and
in less degree Persian are the only non-

not rather tending to become more accen-

tuated. The self-consciousness of each
nation, taking the form of pride or vanity,

leads it to exalt its own type and to dwell

with satisfaction on whatever differenti-

ates it from other types. Nevertheless there

are influences at work in the domain of

practice as well as of thought, which, in

.

.

creating a common body of

./'^Kw- opinion and a sense of com-
the Nations ^ • . . , ,

J.
., mon interest among large classes

belonging to these leading na-

tions, tend to link the nations themselves
together. Religious sympathy, or a com-
mon attachment to certain doctrines, such
as, for instance, those of Collectivism, works
in this direction among the masses, as the
love of science or of art does among
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sections of the more educated class. As

regards the peoples not of European

stock, who are, broadly speaking, the

more backward, it is not yet possible to

say what will be the influence of the

European type of culture upon their

intellectual development.

The material side of their civiHsation

will after a time conform to the

European type, though, perhaps, to

forms that are not the most pro-

gressive ; and even such faiths as

Buddhism and Islam may lose their hold

on those who come most into contact

with Europeans. But whether these

peoples will produce any new types of

thought or art under the stimulus of

Europe, as the Teutons and Slavs did

after they had been for centuries in con-^

tact with the relics of Greco-Romar
culture, or whether they will be overborne

by and merely imitate and reproduce

what Europeans teach them—this is

question for conjecture only, since the

data for predictions are wanting.

It is a question of special interesi

as regards the Japanese, the one non-j

European race which, having an ok"

civilisation of its own, highly developed
on the artistic side, has shown an amazing
aptitude for appropriating European in-

stitutions and ideas. Already a Japanese
physiologist has taken high rank among
men of science by being one of the

discoverers of the bacillus of the

Oriental plague.

DOES HISTORY MAKE FOR PROGRESS?

O'
jNE of the questions which both the

writers and the readers of a History of

the World must frequently ask themselves

is whether the course of history estabhshes

a general law of progress. Some thinkers

have gone so far as to say that this must
be the moral of history regarded as a

whole, and a few have even suggested

that without the recognition of such a

principle and of a sort of general guidance

of human affairs towards this goal, history

would be unintelligible, and the doings of

mankind would seem httle better than

the sport of chance.

Whatever may be thought ©f these

propositions as matters of theory, the

doctrine of a general and steady law

of progress is one to which no historian

ought to commit himself. His business

is to set forth and explain the facts

exactly as they are ; and if he writes

in the light of a theory he is pretty

certain to be unconsciously seduced into

giving undue prominence to those facts

which make for it. Moreover, the question

is in itself a far more complex one than

the simple word " progress " at first

sight conveys. What is the test of

progress ? In what form of human ad-

lATu • tk
vance is it to be deemed to

Test o'/
consist ? Which of these forms

p^^ °
, is of the highest value ?

There can be no doubt of the

advance made by man in certain direc-

tions. There may be great doubt as to

his advance in other directions. There

may possibly be no advance but even

retrogression, or at least signs of an

3^

approaching retrogression, in some few

directions. The view to be taken of the

relative importance of these lines of

movement is a matter not so much for

the historian as for the philosopher, and
its discussion would carry us

. ^
*'^' away into fields of thought not

A h' **d
fitted for a book like the pre-

sent. Although, therefore, it

is true that one chief interest of history

resides in its capacity for throwing light

on this question, all that need here be

said may be expressed as follows :

There has been a marvellous advance in

man's knowledge of (he laws of Nalure and
of his consequent mastery over Nature.

There has been therewith a great increase

in population, and, on the whole, in the physical

vigour of the average individual man.

There has been, as a further consequence,

an immense increase in the material comfort

and well-being of the bulk of mankind, so

that to most men necessaries have become
easier of attainment, and many things which

were once luxuries have become necessaries.

Against this is to be set the fact that

some of the natural resources of the

world are being rapidly exhausted. This

would at one time have excited alarm
;

but scientific discoveries have so greatly

extended man's capacity to utilise other

sources of natural energy, that people are

disposed to assume that the loss of the

resources aforesaid will be compensated
by further discoveries.

As to progress other than material—that

is to say, progress in intellectual
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capacity, in taste, in the power of

enjoyment, in virtue, and generally in

what is called happiness—every man's
view must depend on the ideal which he

sets before himself of what constitutes

happiness, and of the relative importance
to happiness of the ethical and the non-

ethical elements which enter into the con-

^, ^ . ception. Until there is more
The Oain j j i • _l

agreement than now exists or

^^ , has ever existed on these points,
the Loss ,, . • .

there is no use in trying to

form conclusions regarding the progress

man has made. Moreover, it is admitted
that nearly every gain man makes is

accompanied by some corresponding loss

—perhaps a slight loss, yet a loss. When
we attempt to estimate the comparative
importance of these gains and losses,

questions of great difficulty, both ethical

and non-ethical, emerge ; and in many
cases our experience is not yet sufficient

to determine the quantum of loss. There
is room both for the optimist and for the

pessimist, and in arguing such questions

nearly everybody becomes an optimist or

a pessimist. The historian has no
business to be either.

There is another temptation besides

that of delivering his opinion on these

high matters, of which the historian does

well to be aware—I mean the temptation
to prophesy. The study of history as a
whole, more inev'itably than that of the

history of any particular country or

people, suggests forecasts of the future,

because the broader the field which we
survey the more do we learn to appreciate

the great and wide-working forces that

are guiding mankind, and the more
therefore are we led to speculate on the

results which these forces, some of them
likely to be permanent, will tend to bring

about.

This temptation can seldom have been
stronger than it is now, when we see all

mankind brought into closer relations

than ever before, and more
»,'"'*- obviously dominated by forces

j^^j
which are essentially the same,
though varying in their form.

Yet it will appear, when the problem is

closely examined, that the very novelty
of the present situation of the world—the
^act that our mastery of Nature has been
so rapidly extended within the last century,
and that the phenomena of the sub-
jugation of the earth by Europeans and
of the ubiquitious contact of the advanced

into

the Future

and the backward races are so unexampled
in respect of the area they cover—that all

predictions must be uttered with the

greatest caution, and due allowance made
for elements which may disturb even the

most careful calculations. It may, indeed,

be doubted whether any predictions of a

definitely positive kind—predictions that

such and such things will happen—can
be safely made, save the obvious ones
which are based on the assumption that

existing natural conditions remain for

some time operative.

Taking this assumption to be a legiti-

mate one, it may be predicted th.vt popu-
lation will continue to increase, at least

till the now waste but habitable parts of

the earth have been turned to account
;

that races, except where there is a marked
colour line, will continue to become inter-

mingled ; that the small and weak races,

and especially the lower set of savages,

will be absorbed or die out ; that fewer

and fewer languages will be spoken ; that

communications will become even swifter,

easier, and cheaper than they
. ,

*™pse
g^j-g g^^ present ; and that com-

*"
1 11 *ii

merce and wealth will continue

to grow, subject, perhaps,

to occasional checks from political

disturbance.

There are also some negative predictions

on which one may venture, and with a

little more confidence. No new race can
appear, except possibly from a fusion of

two or more existing races, or from the

differentiation of a branch of an existing

race under new conditions, as the

Americans have been to some slight

extent differentiated from the English, and
the Brazilians from the Portuguese (there

having been in the latter case a certain

admixture of negro blood), and as the

Siberians of the future may be a different

sort of Russians. Neither is any new
language likely to appear, except mere
trade jargons (like Chinook or pigeon

English), because the existing languages

of the gi"eat peoples are firmly established,

and the process of change within each
of these languages has, owing to the

abundance of printed matter, become now
extremely slow. Conditions can hardly be

imagined under which such a phenomenon
as the development of the Romance
languages out of Latin, or of Danish and
Swedish out of the common Northern
tongue of the eleventh century, could

recur.
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any forecast. Conditions

might conceivably come

into action which would

split up some or most of

the present great States,

and bring the world

back to an age of small

political communities.

So, too, though the

lower forms of paganism

are fast vanishing, and

the four or five great

religions are extending

It may seem natural

to add the further predic-

tion that the great States

and the great religions

will continue to grow

and to absorb the small

ones. But when we

touch topics into which

human opinion or emo-

tion enters, we touch a

new kind of matter,

where the influences now
at work may be too

much affected by new

influences to permit of

5'S

THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD AT PEACE
From the statuary groups on the Albert Memorial,
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their sway, it is

ceivable that new pro-

phets may arise, found-

ing new faiths, or that

the existing rehgions

may be spht u]) into

new sects widely di-

verse from one another.

Even the supremacy

of the European races,

well assured as it now

appears, may be reduced

by a variety of causes.

BY THE RIGHT HON. JAMES BRYCE

THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD AT PEACE
From the statuary groups on the Albert Memorial.

physiological or moral,

when some centuries

have passed.

Whoever examines the

predictions made by the

most observant and

profound thinkers of the

past will see reason to

distrust almost all the

predictions, especially

those of a positive order,

which shape them-

selves in our minds

to-day.

James Bryce
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SUMMARY OF WORLD HISTORY
WITH

A CHRONOLOGY OF TEN THOUSAND YEARS
By Arthur D. Innes, MA.

WITHIN the memory of living men,

the most advanced peoples of the

world believed that the world itself had

been created not 6,000 years ago. We
have all learned now that the globe itself,

that life—and long later mankind—came
into being thousands, hundreds of thou-

sands—it may be millions—of years ago.

How long precisely, none can tell.

What we do know with certainty is that

before the continents finally emerged in

their present shape there was an Ice Age,

immediately preceded by what is cahed

the Drift Age, and that as early as the

Drift Age man, the maker of implements,

hved, and did battle with the cave bear and

other monsters. Where man first came
into being, how he spread over the globe,

how the great races acquired their charac-

teristics, we can only conjecture.

Wherever and whenever man appeared,

the earliest traces show him to have been

a sociable animal hving in communities.

The earliest unmistakable traces

of civilisation, order, polity,

are found in the basins of the

Nile and the Euphrates, dating

probably as far back as ten thousand

years ago. The people who built the

Pyramids had already advanced far in the

knowledge which gives man the mastery

over Nature ; and the Pyramids were built

certainly 3,000, and probably nearer 5,000,

years before the Christian era. And while

those pristine civilisations rose and fell in

Egypt, civilisations were rising and pass-

ing away in Mesopotamia also.

In the fourth millennium there appears

first a people with new characteristics

—

the Semitic race, gradually dominating

the Mesopotamian civilisation, spreading

westward in successive waves to the

•Mediterranean, surging into Egypt and
out again ; creating the Empires of

Babylonia and of Assyria, and the Phoeni-

cian and Canaanite nations. And while the

Semite Empires rose and fell, and Egypt
held upon her ancient way, still mightier

nations were coming to birth. The great

Aryan or Indo-European migrations began,
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the Celt, the Latin, and the Hellene rolling

westward by the Euxine and the Northern
Mediterranean ; while another group passed
southward, to the East of the Semites,
spreading the Aryan conquest over the

greater pai"t of the Indian peninsula.

Of the doings of the great Semitic Powers
in the second millenium B.C. we have some
knowledge from the Hebrew records ; and

year by year fresh light is

thrown on those records b}'

inscriptions and tablets newly
discovered or newly deciphered,

Egyptian, Assyrian, or Hittite. Of the

Hittite or early Syrian dominion we know
little enough, except that it successfully

defied the invading armies of Assyrian

kings and Egyptian Pharaohs. Before

1500 the Semite conquerors of Egypt, the

Hyksos, were driven out—an event asso-

ciated by some authorities with the

Hebrew Exodus. From this time the ebb
and flow of Egyptian and Assyrian dynas-

ties are more definitely recorded. In the

closing centuries the prosperity of Tyre
and Sidon reached its height, and the

theocratic Hebrew nationality formed a

kingdom. We become aware of Hellenic

or kindred Powers in Asia Minor, at Troy,

in Crete, at Mycense ; of Achaeans and
Danaans in Egypt.

Before another five hundred years had
passed, throughout the coasts and islands of

the TEgean Sea, ^Eolians, lonians,

Dorians established themselves

in cities, and every city rapidly

grew into a highly-organised

State. Over the Mediterranean, to Southern

Italy, to Sicily, to Marseilles, the new Greek
civihsation carried its commerce and its

culture. In Italy the Latin races were in

like manner forming themselves into city-

states, developing conceptions of Govern-

ment undreamed of by Oriental minds.

Rome was founded, and acquired a leader-

ship. Throughout the Hellenic and the

Latin world the idea of civic freedom took

root ; the primitive monarchical systems

disappeared, and, through revolutions and
temporary despotisms, sometimes peaceful

The First

Formation

of States



TIAE-TABLE OF THE WORLD : B.C. 8000 to 500
This Chronology, prepared as a companion to the Stiinmary of the World's History, sets forth
in tabular form for ready reference the events dealt with in the narrative on opposite pages

B.C.
8000

7000

6000

5000

4000

3000

1500

900

800

700

600

500

B.C.

Early civilisation of the Nile Basin. Egypt before the Pyramids.

Asiatic invasion of Egypt.
Pre-Semitic civilisations of the Euphrates Basin. Susa founded.

Invasion of Egypt by dynastic race, 5800. Mena rules all Egypt. First dynasty, 5500-
Babylonian kingdoms of Sumer and Akkad. Ea founds Eridu and civilises Babylonia

Egypt : The Pyramid builders. Great Pyramid built by Khufu (Cheops), 4700.
Earliest monuments to kings in Babylonia, 4700.

Egypt invaded from the north. First, or Babylonian, Semitic wave in the Euphrates
Valley. Rise of Babylonian kingdoms. Sargon and Naram-Sin, Semitic rulers of

Akkad. Middle kingdom of Egpyt. Revival of art. Twelfth djaiasty (3400).
Gudea's rule in Babylon. Development of commerce, 3300.

Egypt invaded by the Hyksos, nomadic Semitic conquerors, the " Shepherd Kings."
Fifteenth Dynasty (2500). Second Hyksos movement (2250).

Conquest of Babylon by Elamites. Rule of Hammurabi (Amraphel of Gen. xiv.), 2129.
Second, or Canaanite, Semitic wave, extending to the Mediterranean.
First Aryan migration westward over Europe, and southward ; conquest of Hindostan.

The Hyksos dominate Egypt. New kingdom. Eighteenth dynasty, 1580.
Expulsion of the Hyksos, about 1560.
Rise of Assyria.

The Kassite dynasty'in Babylon, about 1750-1130.
Hittite Empire in Syria.

Latin and liellenic entry into Europe and Asia Minor.
Third (Aramsean) Semitic wave, dominating W. Asia, but absorbed in existing states.

Far East : Beginning of definite Chinese history, with the Chau dynasty.
Egypt : Nineteenth dynasty, Sethos and the Ramesides ; struggle with Hittite Empire.
Western Asia: Burnaburiash. 1380. Pashe dynasty in Babylon, 1130-1000.

Period of Phoenician prosperity.

Rise of the United Kingdom of the Hebrews.
Crete, Troy, and Mycenae. The Ionic and Doric migrations.

Western Asia : The Hebrew kingdom divided into Judah and Israel or Samaria.
Rise of Aramaean kingdom of Syria. Chaldean domination in Babylon.
Assyrian Middle Empire.

Egypt: Twenty-second dynasty ("Shishak" king of Egypt).

Europe : Early monarchical governments replaced usually by aristocracies.

Probable period of the Homeric poems.
Western Asia: Successful resistance of Syria to Assyria.

Appearance of the (Aryan) Medes in the East.

Africa : Founding of Carthage.

Egypt : Domination of Ethiopians or Cushites.

Western Asia : Assyrian New Empire ; conquest of S>Tia, Samaria, and Babylon.
Lydian and Phrygian kingdoms in Asia Minor.

Europe : Development of city states in Greece and Italy. Lycurgan legislation of
Sparta, about 800.

Rome founded as a monarchy, 753.
Spread of Greek colonies along Mediterranean coasts and islands.

Western Asia : Extension of Lydian kingdom in Asia Minor, 687-546.
Irruption of Cimmerians from the North.
Repulse of Sennacherib before Jerusalem. Decline of Assyria.

Egypt : Invasion by Esarhaddon. Expulsion of Cushites. The Saitic dynasty.
Europe : Between 700 and 500, sporadic displacement of aristocracies by " tyrannies,"

followed either by an oligarchical restoration or by democracies.
Rome becomes head of the League of Latin cities.

Far East : Japanese history begins.

Western Asia: Narbonaid, Kmg ot Babylon (556-538). Overthrow of Assyrian
by New Babylonian Empire ; the Babylonish captivity.

Rise of Media, of which Cyrus, the Persian, makes himself master.
Persian Empire: Overthrow of Lydia, New Babylonia, and Egypt. Aahmes

(Amasis), 570-526.
Far East : Confucius and Lao-Tse in China, and Buddha in India.

Europe: Greek states consolidated. Athens: Solon 594. Pisistratidae expelled, 510.
Rome: Expulsion of the kings, about 510. The Commonwealth. Administration

aristocratic : Army and legislative assembly on basis of land-ownership.
Etruscan—pre-Latin—domination in Italy.
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and sometimes violent, the States took on
for the most part a Repubhcan form.

In the East an Aryan Power overthrew

the last of the Assyrian-Babylonian dy-

nasties ; but these Persian conquerors

became assimilated to the conquered
nations. Fundamentally their empire
was of the same type as its predecessors.

The Persian sway, however, extended not

only into Egypt but over the partly

Hellenised Asia Minor ; and the Ionic

revolt, in the first year of the fifth century

B.C. brought the spirit of the East and
the spirit of the West into fierce collision.

The great king hurled his hosts against

defiant Hellas ; at Marathon and at

Salamis, Athens shattered his army and
his fleets. Thenceforth, for a thousand
years, the West was the aggressor.

But the rolling back of the " barbarian
"

tide was not the only glory that fell to

Athens ; in that same century the little

state bore sons whose names

thl Greek
^^^'''^ '"^ ^^"^ ^''°''*. ^^""^ °^ *^^

, . , immortals for all time : iEschy-
Immortals , i o i i t^t-j-

lus and Sophocles, Phidias,

Pericles, Socrates, and Plato ; in the next
half century, Demosthenes ; with others

almost if not quite, on the same plane. The
character of Athens, idealised, no doubt,

is epitomised by Thucydides in the

speech of Pericles. She was the sum of all

that was best and noblest in Hellenism

—

its love of freedom, of beauty, of energy,

of harmony, and its public spirit. Politi-

cally, the story of the period which
followed Salamis is mainly one of the

rivalry between Athens and Sparta

;

until the rise of Macedon, when King
Philip made himself master of all Hellas.

Then, with the beginning of the last

quarter of the fourth centuiy, Alexander
the Great blazed upon the world, toppled

the empires of Western Asia
_ ^

. before him, conquered Egypt,

, . , . and swept over the great moun-
ofAlexander . . ,

^.
, t t ^

tam-barriers into India, where
Buddhism had already begun to displace

the ancient Brahmanism of the first Aryans.
The Greek influences did not long linger

in the far East after the great conqueror's
death. His empire broke up. Asia
west of the Euphrates remained, indeed,

under the dominion mainly of one Grecian
dynasty, the Seleucidae ; Egypt under that

of another, the Ptolemies. Yet Alexan-
der's attempts to blend East and West
failed. Orientalism abode, unconquered,
ineradicable ; Hellenism prevailed almost
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after the fashion of British domination in

India to-day, in the land, but not of it.

Meanwhile, the struggle between Aryans
and non-Aryans had been running a

partly separate course in the West, The
Phoenicians of Carthage and the pre-

Aryan Etruscans, the dominant power in

Italy, made a joint assault on the Greeks
of Sicily and the Latins of the mainland
at the beginning of the fifth century.

They were beaten back, but for a century
the struggle continued between Rome and
Veii. The great Celtic incursion of the

Gauls threatened destruction to Rome,
but completed the destruction of Etruria.

In the fourth century and the first half of

the third century B.C. Rome was chiefly

engaged in the double task of achieving

supremacy, passing into actual dominion
among the Latin states, and of establishing

the great Senatorial oligarchy, against

whose stubborn resolution the Epirote
Pyrrhus hurled himself in vain.

Just sixty j^ears after Alexander's
death began the sixty years' struggle

between Rome and Carthage, in the latter

years of which the genius of Hannibal was
pitted against the grim persistence of the

Roman oligarchy. Carthage fell ; Rome
triumphed, and with her triumph entered

on her career of extended conquest.

The organisation which had ruled the

city-state itself not ill, and raised it to an
immense pre-eminence, sufficed also to

maintain its powers of conquest,

f but not its political virtue.
riump o

j^Qj^g'g armies subdued the di-

vided and disorganised realms
which more or less recognised the over-

lordship of Macedon ; they made the

Ptolemies and the Seleucids acknowledge
their supremacy ; they shattered the new
barbarian hoi'des, which began to pour
across the Alpine passes, and the African

tribes of Numidia. But the lofty public

spirit was gone which had made Rome
so great when she was battling for life.

Reformers arose, only to prove that

there was no power in the constitution

strong enough to enforce reform. ' Vic-

torious generals with their legions behind
them began to dictate legislation ; Marius
and Sulla, democrats or reactionaries,

signalised their political successes by
slaughtering hecatombs of their opponents.

At last, statesmanship and generalship

found their supreme incarnation in one
person, Julius Casar. For many years

one of the two foremost men in the
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The East and Africa

Greece; Revolt of Ionian Greeks from Persia,

499.
Liberation from Persia of Greek States in Asia

Minor.

Revolt of Egypt from Persia : re-conquest.

Egypt again independent of Persia.

Revival of Persian energy under Artaxerxes
Ochus.

Europe
Greece : Repulse of Persia at Marathon (490),
Salamis (480) and Plataea (479) and of

Carthage by Syracuse at Himera (480).

Rome : Increase of political power of Plebeians.

Tribunes. First Roman Legal Code (the XII.

Tables).

Greece: Age of Pericles, the great Athenian
dramatists, and Phidias.

Struggle for supremacy between Athens and
Sparta.

Rome : Decadence of Etruscan power.

Progress of Plebeians in obtaining adminis-

trative power.

Greece: Socrates and Plato.

Spartan and Theban supremacies.
Rome: Invasion by the Gauls.

The land question : the Licinian Laws.
Establishment of new •' Senatorial " oligarchy.

Extension of Roman military settlements or

colonies.

Overthrow of Persia by Alexander ; India
invaded.

Partition of Alexander's Empire. The Ptolemies
in Egypt, and the Seleucidae in Asia.

Friendly relations between Seleucus and
Chandragupta of Hindostan.

Contests between Syria (Seleucidae) and Egypt
(the Ptolemaic dynasty).

Asoka, kingof Maghada (Hindostan), Buddhist.

Extension of the Seleiicid dominion under
Antiochus the Great.

Rise of the Parthian dominion of the Arsacidae.

Fall of Carthage, 202.

Greece: Philip of Macedon. Demosthenes
at Athens. Aristotle.

Conquests of Alexander the Great, 334-322.
Rome : Second Roman treaty with Carthage.

Dissolution of Latin League. Supremacy of

Rome in Italy. Samnite wars.

Rome: Legislative power of Plebeian Comitia
Tributa established.

Pyrrhus in Italy and Sicily.

Treaty between Rome and Egypt.
Senatorial supremacy at Rome.
First Punic War (264-241).

Greece: Rise of the Achaean League.

Carthaginian power established in Spain.

Rome : Second Punic War, 218-201. Hannibal in

Italy, 21S-203. Scipio in Spain, 211-206.

Zama, 202.

Extension of Roman dominion over Spain and
North Africa.

Wars between Parthia and the Seleucidae.

Maccabean revolt of Judasa.

Antiochus Epiphanes conquers Egypt, but
retires.

Egypt and Syria become Roman protectorates.

Organisation of provinces subject to the Imperial
Republic.

History of Europe merges in that of Rome.
Collision of Rome with (i) Macedon; (2) the

Syrian kingdom of the Seleucidae.

Macedon becomes a Roman province.

Rome assumes protectorate of Egypt and Syria.

Nabataean State in Arabia.

A Tartar kingdom established in east of Parthia.

Jugurthan War in Africa.

Third Punic War, and destruction of Carthage,

146.

Greek States absorbed into province of Mace-
donia.

Development of political power of (i) dema-
gogues; (2) soldiers.

The Gracchi, 133-121.

Conquest of South Gaul : defeat of Teutones
and Cimbri by Marius.

Mithradatic wars, 88-63.

The East, to the Euphrates, brought under
Roman dominion.

Judsa : fall of the Maccabees.

Scythian or Tartar incursion into India, and
admixture with Punjab races.

Egypt becomes a Roman province, 30.

Social war. Marius and Sulla. The Proscrip"

The Sullan Constitution, 81. [tions.

Pompey. Rise of Julius Caesar.

The East brought under Roman dominion.
Caesar conquers Gaul; lands in Britain.

Overthrow of Pompey: Caesar virtual emperor.
Murder of Caesar, 44.
Rivalry of Antony and Octavian, 43-30.

The Principate, or Empire, established under
Augustus (Octavian) in virtue of the Im-
perium Proconsulare (27) and Tribunicia

Potestas (23). The Empire organised.

Cicero, Virgil, Livy, Horace.

I
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Republic, he finally crushed his rival

Pompeius and became acknowledged head
of the state. Before he could complete

the work of reconstruction, Caesar fell

beneath the daggers of Republican enthu-

siasts ; but ere many years had passed

his adopted son Octavian triumphed over

all rivals, and established the Principate

or Empire, the absolute dominion of one
ruler over the whole Roman world

—

although that dominion was still main-
tained under the Republican forms.

A tremendous event in itself, the reign

of Augustus witnessed an event the most
momentous in the history of mankind

—

the birth of Christ, unless

we should rather apply that
Most Momentous
Event in

Human History
term to the 3'ears of His

ministry, which fell in the

time of the second Emperor, Tiberius. The
new faith born on the soil of Judaea was
to modify profoundly all the ideals, social

and pohtical as well as theological and
personal, of the entire Western world

;

but for many years its adherents remained
nothing more than a persecuted yet

steadily growing sect ; suspected and
hated as anarchists rather than as mis-

believers, in a world where the rankest

and wildest superstitions lived side by
side with a general intellectual scepticism.

For four centuries the Imperial city

ruled over nearly the whole known
world. Beyond the Euphrates on the

east, beyond the Rhine and the Danube,
she could maintain no permanent
footing ; within her own borders it

seemed as though her sway became a part

of the natural order—so much so that

when her power had passed away her
very conquerors did her homage and took
upon themselves titles as her officers.

But the overthrow was yet a long way off.

The reconstruction organised by Augustus
. and his Ministers was developed

Kome in i i 1 1 t-i_ • t'
. by able rulers— liberms, Ira-
jj''.. jan, Hadrian, the Antonines

—

during some two hundred
years, in spite of intervals when a mur-
derous tyranny or a feeble incompetence
occupied the throne of the Caesars. From
the Pillars of Hercules to the river of

I\Iesopotamia, northward as far as Britain,

southward to the deserts of Africa, Roman
civilisation, Roman law and justice, Roman
military discipline, and Roman roads
maintained the Roman peace.

Then came an era when the Imperial
purple became the prize of successful
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generals acclaimed by their legions ; and
the frontier armies, themselves largely

formed out of Teutonic or other semi-
" barbarian " tribes, found themselves face

to face with new barbarian hordes which
for another century and a half they held in

check. But the tremendous external pres-

sure on frontiers so vast made it impera-
tive that the Government should be some-
what decentralised. At the end of the

third century Diocletian parted the empire
into four great divisions. The new system

could not endure ; Constantine
ome

^j^g Great again became sole

n*^ tr^ »v emperor. Under himChristi-
RiseofGoths i ,, .i. j . j

anity was at length adopted as

the state religion ; the Church herself be-

came a fundamental factor in the political

system ; and the political centre of gravity

was transferred from Rome to Byzantium.
Again the empire was partitioned, and

then, for a brief while before the end of

the fourth century, united again under
Theodosius. But the end was at hand. For
a few years the great general Stilicho held

the Teutonic Goths at bay in Italy, while

Vandals and Sueves poured through Gaul
into Spain. Then, early in the fifth cen-

tury, Stihcho died. Alaric led his conquer-
ing hordes to the gates of Rome, and sacked
the Eternal City. His successor, Ataulf,

took his Goths away, to drive the Vandals
out of Spain into Africa, and set up a great

western kingdom on their own account.

But after the Goths, fresh barbarians

swarmed in—Tartar Huns under Attila,

who wrought huge devastation and then
vanished for ever ; then fresh Teutonic
armies, which took possession of Italy,

though in the East the Empire still held

its own. And in Gaul the (German)
Franks under their king, Clovis (Chlodwig,

Ludwig), established the dominion which
was to give its name to France when the

Frankish element had almost passed out
of the country. Far-away Britain had
already been abandoned, and was falling

a prey to the Saxons and the Angles, the

"English" who were driving the earlier

Celtic inhabitants before them into the

. . mountain fastnesses of the west
Beginning ^^^ ^^^^j^_ j^^^-^^ -^ ^j^^ ^^.^
„ .. in the sixth century, the empire

centred at Byzantium asserted

its power. Justinian is memorable for that

great codification of Roman Law on
which the legal systems of half the jurists

in Europe have been based. His reign is

^amous also for the exploits of his brilliant
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general, Belisarius, who destroyed the

Vandal kingdom in Africa, restored the

Imperial rule in Italy, and recovered

provinces in Asia which had been in danger

of falhng into the grip of the now aggressive

rulers of Persia. But in the West, the suc-

cess was onl}^ temporary. Under pressure

of Tartar or Slavonic hosts from the

East, a fresh Teutonic swarm, the Lom-
bards, entered Italy and mastered the

North. The significance of Rome now lay

in the supremacy of her pontificate, un-

acknowledged in the East.

In Spain, the Gothic supremacy gave

promise of an orderly and just govern-

ment. In the wide realms of the Franks
anarchy and bloodshed were almost cease-

less. In neither did the dominant Teutons
drive out the older Iberian and Celtic

populations, as the English were doing in

the open lands of the northern island. In

both, the German institutions were de-

veloping into that feudal system which
was utterly incompatible with the main-
tenance of a strong central rule, since it

enabled a powerful vassal to bid defiance to

his nominal suzerain. Throughout the

sixth and seventh centuries progress was
stayed in ancient Gaul ; in Spain it was
to be revolutionised by a new invader.

Eastward, at the end of the sixth cen-

tury, the Slavonic wave was surging upon
the empire's northern frontier : in Asia,

Persia was again forcing her

way towards the Mediterra-

nean. Both were checked by
the Emperor Heraclius early

in the seventh century. But, meantime, a
new Power had come into being. ]\Ioham-

med had arisen. Inspired by the fanatical

fervour of Islam, the warriors of Arabia,

soon to be known as the Saracens, swept
aU before them. They did not at first make
Europe their objective ; the Caliphs car-

ried their conquering arms over Western
Asia, into Egypt, and along the southern
coasts of the Mediterranean. Then they
began to beat against the empire itself.

The eighth century had hardly opened
when they poured into Spain ; dissensions

among the Gothic chiefs gave them prompt
victory. Thej^ swept up to the Pyrenees

;

but their advance was stayed by Charles
Mart el, the virtual lord of the Prankish
kingdom. On the East their armies as-

sailed Constantinople, but were disastrously

repulsed by the Emperor Leo the Isaurian.

Now, for the first time, Papal sanction

was demanded and obtained for a change
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Islam

Being

of dynasty. The last Merovingian king

of the Franks was deposed in favour of

Pepin, the son of Charles Martel. He was
succeeded by his son, Karl, a German of

the Germans, despite the French form of

his popular title Charlemagne.
During his long reign the Moors in Spain

were driven back beyond the Ebro ; the

Saxon tribes across the Rhine were forced tc

submit and to accept Christi-
ar cmagnc

g^j^j^y. ^^le Lombard oppres-

„ . sors of Italy were vanquished

;

and on the Pope's initiative,

Charlemagne himself was acclaimed and
crowned at Rome as emperor and suc-

cessor of the Caesars. All of the West that

remained to Byzantium was Southern
Italy. The revived empire came into being

on Christmas Day, a.d. 800.

The great dominion and the organisation

constructed by Charlemagne fell into

divisions after his death. The lands east of

the Rhine remained German ; on the west,

the Teutonic forces yielded to the Latin-

ised Celtic spirit. Slowly France and Ger-

many emerged. In England the supremacy
among the rival peoples passed from the

Angles of Northumbria or of the Midlands
to the Saxon house of Wessex. Hungary
was held by the Mongolian Avars, presently

to be displaced by their Magyar kinsmen
;

otherwise Eastern Europe, Illyria, as well

as the Trans-Danube districts, was being

gradually possessed by the Slavonic races.

Their westward movement w^as decisively

stayed in the tenth century by Henry the

Fowler and Otto the Great, who, for the

second time, revived the " Holy Roman
Empire " in the West in a form which
effectively translated it into the " German
Empire." Meanwhile, the Vikings from
the north first ravaged the western coasts,

then wrung great provinces from the kings

of England, and of " Francia," preparing

for the day when the Norman spirit should

set the tone of Western Europe.
In the Eastern ]\Iohammedan world the

Saracen dominion was passing to Tartar

races—to the Seljuk Turks or the Ghaz-
navid Turks, and later to the Ottomans

;

the genuine Saracens had
seen their greatest days in

the times of Harun-al-Raschid,
when the Prankish Empire

of Charlemagne was being dismem-
bered. Europe in the eleventh century had
passed, or was passing, into what is dis-

tinctively known as the Feudal Period, or

later Middle Ages. Everywhere it became

Birth of

Feudalism

in Europe
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Teutonic Races Dominate the West. Rise of Mohammed ; extension of Mohammedan
Rule from Cordova to Kabul. Western Empire Revived by Charlemagne and again by Otto

A.D.

500

550

600

650

700

750

800

850

900

950

1000

A.D.

The East and Africa

Overthrow of the African Vandal kingdom by
Belisarius, general of Justinian.

Buddhism introduced in Japan.

Advance of Persia against the Eastern Empire.

Europe
Franks predominant on Rhine and in Gaul.
Justinian emperor at Constantinople.
Roman Law codified in the Institutes.

Overthrow of Gothic kingdom in Italy by
Belisarius. [in England.

Advance of Saxons (South) and Angles (East)

Lombard conquest of North Italy.

Spread of Celtic Christianity in Britain by
St. Columba.

Pontificate of Gregory the Great.
Latin Christianity introduced into Kent by

St. Augustine, 597.

Overthrow of Persia by Emperor Heraclius.
Mohammed. The Hegira (622).

Conquest of Egypt and Syria by the Caliphs
Abu-bekr and Omar.

Conquest of Persia, and extension of Caliphate
over West Asia.

England: Supremacy of Northumbria.
Italy : North under Lombard dominion

;

South attached to the Eastern Emp re.

Avar dominion in Hungary.
Slavonic settlement in Servia.

Saracens (Caliphate) attack the Empire in the
East and in Africa.

Rise of the Shiite sect of Mohammedans.

England : Final overthrow of Paganism.
Triumph of Roman over Celtic Christianity.

Franks : Dukes of Austrasia (East Franks)
dominate the Merovingian kings.

Revival in India of Brahmanism, gradually
developing into modern Hinduism.

Division of the Caliphate into Eastern (Abassid)
at Bagdad and Western (Ommeiad) at
Cordova.

Rise of the Turks in the Caliphate armies.
Harun-al-Raschid Caliph at Bagdad.

Saracens (or Moors) overrun Spain.
Saracen advance checked by Emperor Leo the

Isaurian at Constantinople, and by Charles
Martel at Tours.

Beginning of the Iconolastic controversy. Dis-
cussions between Papacy and Eastern Church.

England: Supremacy of Mercia.

Franks : Fall of the Merovingian dynasty.
Pepin the Short founds the Karling or Caro-
lingian Dynasty.

Empress Irene at Constantinople.
Franks : Karl the Great (Charlemagne) suc-

ceeds Pepin as king of the Franks. He drives
the Moors beyond the Ebro, conquers the

Lombards, and is crowned as Roman Emperor
by the Pope. (800).

Increasing power of the Western Caliphate.

Subjugation of the Saxons by Charlemagne.
Division of Charlemagne's dominion among

his grandsons. '

England : Supremacy of Wessex under Egbert.
The Danes, or Northmen, harry the coasts of

Europe.

Fatemide Mohammedan dynasty established in

Egypt.
Decline of the Abassid Caliphs.

Carolingian dominion divided into West
(Francia), East (Franconia, Germany),
Central (I3urgimdy) and Italy.

Pressure of Slavonic peoples on East Germany.
England; Alfred the Great. Settlement of

the Danes in the Danelagh. Organisation of

Government, Law, etc.

Advance of Magyars in Hungary.
Iceland colonised, 874-950.

Recovery of Eastern Provinces from the Sara-
cens by the Byzantine Empire.

France : Duchy of Normandy ceded to Rollo.
Norway united under Harold Haarfager.
England: Houseof Wessex kings of all England.
Germany : Henry the Fowler, Saxon King of

Germany, and his son Otto the Great, check
the Magyar advance.

Pressure of Slavs on Eastern Empire.

Empire : Otto becomes King of Italy and
Roman Emperor. The Holy Roman Empire
is from this time definitely German.

France : The Capet dynasty replaces the Caro-
lingian.

Slavs driven back by Eastern Emperors. Rus-
sians Christianised. Slav dominion estab-

lisiied in Poland.

1000

A.D.
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the object of the great rulers to estabhsh

a strong central government, and of the

Papacy to establish a supremacy over all

governments. Feudalism and the Papacy
were the rivals of the centralising tendency.

In England, where a Norman dynasty
and Norman aristocracy established them-
selves, the unifying process was astonish-

ingly rapid. The country was compara-
tively shielded from Papal interposition by

distance. A series of vigorous

"J
^^ and able monarchs prevented

P**
pure feudalism from ever get-

ting developed ; it resulted that

in the thirteenth century baronage and
people made common cause in imposing
not feudalism, but constitutional control

over the kings. In France, the victory of

the crown over feudalism was far slower
;

the feudatories were too powerful, and
among them were the kings of England, as

dukes or counts of great territories within
France. The Hundred Years' War
was, in fact, not so much a contest for

the French crown as a struggle between
the French kings and their mightiest

vassals. It was not till the English had
been finally expelled that Louis XL
was enabled to make the crown supreme
in France. There, as in England, the

monarchy never submitted to the Papacy

;

it was so far victorious in that struggle

that in the fourteenth century the seat

of the Roman pontificate was transferred

to Avignon, and the Pontiff himself

became literally the creature of France.
Spain and Byzantium alike remained

for the most part outside the general

European current. They were the buffers

between Christendom and Islam. In the

Spanish Peninsula the Mooi's were held
more or less at bay, but the
land was not freed from their

^ . dominion till the close of the
fifteenth century. Byzantium

held the Turks at bay till the middle of

the same century ; then she fell for ever.

Between the eleventh and thirteenth
centuries, Christendom carried on against
Islam the long contest of the Crusades

;

but the warriors who took part in those
wars neither fought nor organised as

though themselves forming an organic
body ; the Christian hosts in Palestine

were mere miscellaneous gatherings, united
only in the temporary fits of enthusiasm.
The Holy Sepulchre was gained, but with-
in a century it was lost again ; the
crusading cause was one to which not
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Christendom
and the

states, but individuals only, devoted
themselves. Conquest would have been
possible only if the Crusaders had gone
forth prepared to make their own homes
in Asia. The East could not be held by
garrisons with no abiding interest there.

Islam, then, held, and more than held,

its own against the West ; while during
these same centuries it swept east and south
through the passes of the Punjab into

India, establishing Turk and Afghan king-

doms over most of the great peninsula
;

though the vast bulk of the popula-
tion there held to the Hinduism which,
born of the earlier Brahmanism, had
almost expelled the Buddhist religion,

which, however, had established itself

permanently in Further India and China.
The might of Islam could have been

overthrown only by a united Christendom,
and for that the disintegrating forces

were too great. England and, more slowly,

France freed themselves from feudalism.

But Christendom required one head. If

the Papacy had stood by the
mpire,

empire, feudalism might have
Feudalism, - ^ - "

& Papacy
been broken down, and the

emperor have become that
head. But the Papacy aimed at supremacy
for itself—the spiritual power was at war
with the temporal. Anti-imperial factions

claimed the support of the Church ; the
efforts at consolidation of the great

Hohenstaufen Emperors, Barbarossa and
Frederick II., were unsuccessful. The
empire itself became only a congeries of

kingdoms and dukedoms, counties, bishop-

rics, free cities, and leagues of cities, under
the Austrian house of Hapsburg ; while
Rome, mighty from the days of Gregory
VII. to Innocent III., lost its prestige

in the captivity at Avignon and by the

Great Schism which followed. In
England Wycliffe's voice was raised ; on
the south-east of the empire the Hussite
wars raged, premonitory of the Refor-

mation.
In 1453 Constantinople fell, and the

Turk was permanently established in the

east of Europe. As a counterstroke, in

the west, not forty years later,

.^ .?.... the Moorish dominion in Spain
the Middle • j . c
. was wiped out. Spam emergmg

as a united Christian kingdom.
Before the end of the century Columbus
and Gama had discovered America, and
virtually rediscovered India. Across the

ocean a new, almost unlimited field for

expansion, for enterprise, for rivalry had
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Development of Feudalism. The Rise and Decadence of the Papacy. The Crusades.
Holy Roman Empire. The Organisation of England, France, and Spain. The Renaissance

A.D.
1000

1050

1 150

1250

1300

1350

1400

1450

1500

A.D.

The Non=Christian World
Mahnuid of Ghazni. Beginning of Moham-
medan invasions of India.

Power of the Seljuk Turkish Dynasty.

Christendom
Scandinavian ijower: Canute, King of Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, and England.
Franconian Hneof emperors ; Burgundy reunited

to Empire.
Dynasty of Hugh Capet in France.

England: The Norman conquest, 1066.

Norman conquests in Sicily and S. Italy.

Power of the Empire under Henry III.

Pontificate of Gregory VII. (Ilildebrand).

Beginning of tiie struggle between Papacy
and Empire (Henry IV.)

First Crusade.

Establishment of Mohammedan (Ghori) dynasty
at Delhi.

Conquests of the Saracens under the Seljuk
Saladin.

Third Crusade (Coeur-de-Lion).

Genghis Khan : Tartar conquests in Asia and
irruption into Europe.

Buddhism obsolescent in India.

Rise of the Ottoman (Othman) Turks.
Khublai Khan in Eastern Asia.

Mameluke Sultans in Egypt.

Rise of the Ming dynasty in China : expulsion

of Mongols.

Conquests of Timur the Tartar (Tamerlane)

Empires of Mexico and Peru.

Development of Papal power.

England : Organisation of central govern-

ment under Henry I. checked under Stephen.
Norman kingdom of Sicily.

Conrad, first Hohenstaufen emperor. Be 'in-

ning of Guelphs (Papal) and Ghibellines

(Imperial)

The Angevin dominion of Henry II., comprising
half France.

England: End of feudal anarchy. Maximum
power of Crown. Henry worsted in the

struggle with the Church.
Chivalry typified in Richard Cceur-de-Linn.

Frederick Barbarossa emperor, 1155-iigo

City development. Lombard League ; and
German Free Cities.

Advance of Moors in Spain.

Highest power of Papacy, under Innocent III.

Francis of Assisi : institution of Mendicant
Friars.

England: Magna Charta; contest of Crown
and Barons. Loss of Angevin dominion.

France : Development of central power under
Louis VIII. and IX.

Institution of the Teutonic knights.

Break up of the Eastern Empire. Venice.

Decadence of Imperial power. First Habsburg
End of the Crusading period. [emperor.

Italy : Rise of Florence. Dante. Giotto.

England : Establishment of Parliament (Mont-
fort and Edward I.). Organisation of the

English nation.

The Papacy "in captivity" at Avignon.
Independence of Scotland.

Independence of Switzerland
Ottoman Turks establish a footing in Europe.
England and France: Beginning of the

100 Years War.

The Jacquerie in France.
The Great Schism : period of dual Papacy.
England: Peasant revolt. Failure of Richard

II.'s attempt at absolutism. Wycliffe.

Union of Lithuania with Poland

End of Great Schism. Hussite wars.

English conciuest of France, and subsequent e.\-

pulsion Increasing powers of Parliament.
Invention of printing press.

Discovery of America by Christopher Columbus;
and of Cape route to India by Vasco da Gama.

Turks capture Constantinople.

England: Wars of the Roses, 1455-14S5.

Maritime greatness of Portug.\l. [Isabella.

Spain consolidated under Ferdinand and
France consolidated under Louis XI.
Engl..\nd consolidated under Henry VII. Es-

tablishment of absolutism under constitu-

tional forms.

Revival of learning. Humanists. Savonarola.
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been opened to the European peoples.

Already in the realms of intellect old

forgotten knowledge had been gradually

recovered by the Renascence, the revival

of learning and letters ; with the intellec-

tual expansion and the invention of the

printing press paths to new knowledge were
being opened. Men were shaking them-
selves free from the shackles of authority

and tradition. Hence, the sixteenth cen-

tury witnessed that revolt of half Western
Christendom from Rome which we call the

Reformation ; in its essence, though by no
means in its form at the first, a revolt

against the interposition of any human
authority between the individual man and
his Maker. With that revolt political

and national divisions were inextricably

blended, while the whole was compli-

cated by the new conditions of political

supremacy created by the New World.
The next two centuries, then, saw

France, already a consolidated state,

develop into the first military Power
under the most absolute monarch in

Europe—through a stage of prolonged
religious strife which ended by

f^, establishing the tolerationist

J.
. Bourbon, Henry IV., on the

throne, through the rule of the

two great cardinals, Richelieu and
Mazarin, to the intolerant autocracy of

Louis XIV., with a close aristocracy no
longer in opposition to the crown but
allied to it.

In England the development was on
different lines. There we find an absolutist

movement, the outcome of the Wars of

the Roses. But however autocratic the
Tudors were, they held by constitutional

forms, and preserved the intense loyalty

of their people. On Elizabeth's death,

a century-old matrimonial alliance placed
the sceptres of England and Scotland in

a single hand.
Then, on the theory of Divine right, the

Crown attempted to override the consti-

tution ; the Civil War gave the power
neither to king nor parliament, but to a
military dictator. On his death the coun-
try reverted to a compromise between
Crown and Parliament ; the Stuarts, again,

with the aid of their cousin, the autocrat
of France, attempted to recover absolu-

tism. They were driven from the country,
and constitutionalism—^in effect, govern-
ment by an oUgarchy of landowners—^was

decisively established. The religious prob-
lem had found a decisively Protestant
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Europe

solution at an early stage ; but Anglican-
ism and Puritanism soon grew mutually
intolerant ; it was only with the Revolu-
tion of 1688 that toleration and constitu-

tionalism definitely triumphed together.

Meanwhile, in the reign of Elizabeth,

England had asserted her intellectual

eminence by giving birth to Shakespeare
and to Bacon ; and had decisively dis-

placed Spain from the ruler-

ship of the seas. In the

n I * next century her colonisation
Development r tvt . , a

of JNorth America counter-
balanced the Spanish dominion in the
south and centre of the Western Hemis-
phere, though it was not unchallenged by
France. In the East a great commercial
rivalry had grown up between English,

Dutch, and French—a rivalry still to be
fought out.

In the early years of the sixteenth

century matrimonial alliances had joined

Spain, the Low Countries, and the empire
under a single ruler, a Hapsburg of the

(Austrian) Imperial house. The vast do-

minion was extended by the acquisition

of the golden territories of the American
continent. The Empire passed to one
Hapsburg branch, Spain and her depend-
encies to another. In the empire, a tem-
porary modus Vivendi was established

between Roman Catholics and Protest-

ants ; but Spain, the colossus which
threatened to dominate Europe, was split

by the revolt of the Netherlands, and her

power shaken to its foundations by the

collision with England. In the
° '**°^

sixteenth century, Germany

jj
^

. was devastated by the religious
ynas les

jj-^jj-^y Years War ; Austria

emerged only as the chief among a number
of German states, and Holland won a
naval and commercial position second only

to that of England. The Ottoman Turks,

still aggressive, were still held in check.

In India, a Turkish dynasty known as the

Moguls (Mughals, Mongols) extended its

sway from Kabul to the mouth of the

Ganges, and almost to Cape Comorin.
At the opening of the eighteenth cen-

tury the aggressive Continental policy of

Louis XIV. involved Europe in the " War
of the Spanish Succession." The French
king's armies were shattered by repeated

blows at the hands of Marlborough and
Eugene, but he finally obtained his primary
object, the recognition of his grandson as

king of Spain. The threat of a Hapsburg
domination passed into the threat of a



TIME-TABLE OF THE WORLD: A.D. 1500 to 1700
New World Entered, and East Re-entered. The Reformation. Organisation of European Nations
under Absolute Monarchies. Constitutional Struggle in England. English Naval Supremacy

A.D,
1500

1520

1540

1560

1580

1600

1620

1640

1660

1680

1700

A.D.

Asia and Africa

The New World bestowed on Spain and
Portugal by the Bull of Pope Alexander VI.

Portuguese dominion established in the Indian
seas by Albuquerque.

Conquest of Egypt by Ottoman Turks.
.Safid dynasty in Persia (" The Sofy ").

First circumnavigation completed, 1522.

Invasion of Hindostan (Northern India) by
Baber, the first " Mogul" emperor, 1526.

E.xpulsion of Moguls: dynasty of Sher Shah at

Delhi, 1540.

Fran(,!ois Xavier in Japan.

Restoration of Moguls, 1556.

Rule of Akbar, 1556-1605.
Toleration of Hinduism

Mogul dominion established

throughout Northern India.

and organised

Development of Japanese Feudalism.
Reign of Jehan Gir in Hindostan, 1605-27.

First English factory at Surat, 161 1.

First English Embassy to Delhi, 161 5.

Reign of Shah Jehan, 1627-58.

The Taj Mahal built. '

End of the Portuguese power in the East.
F^xtension of the Mogul dominion into the

Deccan.

Rise of the Manchu (Tartar) dynasty in China.

Reign of Aurangzib, 165S-1707.

Rise of the Mahrattas under Sivaji.

France enters the' field in India.

Revival of intolerant Mohammedanism by
Aurangzib.

Expansion of the Mogul Empire over Southern
India.

Europe and America
Raphael, Michael Angelo, and Titian.
Rivalry of Henry VIII. (1509-47), P'rancis I.

(1515-47), and Charles V. (1519-56), who
combines Spain, Burgundy, and the Empire.

Luther challenges the Papacy, 1517-20.
The Reformation era opens.

Turkish advance under Solyman the Magni-
ficent.

Gustavus Vasa in Sweden, 1523-60.
Spain conquers Mexico (1520) and Peru (1533).
Reformation : Subjection of Church to Crown

(England). Confession of Augsburg : Protes-
tant League. Calvin creates Presbyterianism.

Russia: Ivan the Terrible.

Order of Jesuits formally established.

Germany : Contest between Charles V. and
Protestant princes of Germany ended by com-
promise at Peace of Augsburg.

En(;lanij : Protestant Revolution (Edward VI.)
followed by Romanist reaction (Mary), and
final establishment of Protestantism (Eliza-
beth) in England and Scotland.

Spain : Philip II. and the Inquisition.

Council of Trent defines limits of Roman
Catholicism.

France : Seriesof civil wars of religion, 1562-95.
Revolt of Netherlands from Spain.
Turkish advance checked at Lepanto, 1571.
Portugal absorbed by Spain.

Gradual success of the Netherlands revolt.

English naval supremacy proved by the Armada,
Decadence of Spain. [15S8.

France: Toleration secured by Henri IV.

Spenser, Marlowe, and Shakespeare.

Galileo and Bacon.
Union of English and Scottish Crowns, 1603.

Dutch and English commerce in the East Indies.

Virginia, first successful British colony in North
America, 1606.

Holland : Independence established, 1609.

Germany: Thirty Years' War begins, 1618-4S.

Gustavus Adolphus.
Fr.\nce : Richelieu organises absolutism.

England: Constitutional struggle between
Charles I. and Parliament. The Petition of

Right, 162S.

Portugal recovers independence.

France: Rule of Mazarin : absolutism estab-

lished, [protectorate.

England : Civil War, resulting in military

Thirty Years War ended by Peace of Westphalia.
Commercial and naval rivalry of English and

Dutch. [power.

Development of France into the leading military

France: LouisXIV. initiates policy of aggression

England: Charles II. undermines supremacy
of Parliament. Repression of Nonconformity
by Parliament.

Louis XIV. attacks Holland, with occasional

support from Charles II.

England: Attack on Romanism.

Aggressive movement of Turkey. [1685.

France; Louis XIV. revokes Edict of Nantes,

Constitutionalism established in England by
the revolution of 16SS.

Wars of England and Holland against France.

Russia; Peter the Great.

Newton and Leibnitz.
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Bourbon domination. In the cast of

Europe a final limit was set to the Ottoman
aggression. In Britain, the incorporation

of Scotland was completed, formally by
the Union of 1707, effectively by the

suppression of Jacobitism in 1746.
From 1739 to 1763 Europe was again

plunged into wars, with an eight years'

interval. The motives of those wars, and
of the combinations of states on either side,

were complicated ; the results
_^ "^^ were simple. Prussia, under
own o

Frederick the Great, emerged
the Powers r , ^ r, t->

as a first-class rower ; 1< ranee

lost her North American Colonies to

Great Britain ; the British East India
Company defeated the attempt of the

French to establish a paramount influence

with the native princes, the Mogul Empire
having broken up into a congeries of prac-

tically independent satrapies ; and the

British themselves became established as a

territorial Power by the conquest of Bengal.
Russia also, organised at the beginning of

the century by Peter the Great, had taken
her place definitely among the great Powers.
During the next twenty years (1763-

1783) Poland was absorbed by her neigh-

bours. The British Empire was sundered
by the revolt of the older American
Colonies, which were established as the
United States of America ; while Canada
remained loyal. By this time the whole
of Europe was practically governed by
absolute monarchies ; but a cataclysm was
at hand. France became the scene of a
tremendous revolution. Crown and aris-

tocracy were toppled into the abyss.

France proclaimed herself the liberator

of the peoples ; the monarchs of Europe
combined to suppress the proletariat.

VT ,
During the last decade of the

Napoleon ,
° , ..

. .. century one revolutionary con-
and the .-. .• r. ,1

-^

Revolution
stitution after another was set

up in Paris, while the revolu-
tionary armies shattered monarchical
armies, and turned the " liberated " peoples
into subject dependencies of the Republic.
On the seas, however, Britain successfully
asserted her supremacy. Of the com-
manders of the Republic, the most bril-

hant was the Corsican Bonaparte. He
dreamed of making Egypt the basis for

achieving an Asiatic empire, and thence
overwhelming Europe ; but the dream was
shattered when he found himself isolated
by Nelson's destruction of the French fleet

at Aboukir in the Battle of the Nile.

Returning to Paris, he transformed the
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republic into an empire ; he set up his

brothers or his generals as rulers over hall

the kingdoms in Europe ; he dictated terms
to every government except Britain. Bri-

tain annihilated his fleets, and fought and
beat his generals in the Spanish Peninsula.

He conquered the kings, but the nations

rose against him, and overthrew him ; his

last effort was crushed at Waterloo.
Absolutism was reinstated, but the

proletariats had learnt to demand freedom
Steam - power and steam - traction so
changed the conditions of production as to

revolutionise the relations between labour

and capital, and between the landed and
the manufacturing interests. In Great
Britain political power passed from the

landowners to the manufacturers with the

great Reform Bill of 1832, and from the

wealthy to the labouring classes with the

Franchise Bills of 1867 and 1884. Every
monarchy has been compelled to submit
to limitations of its own powers more or

less copied from Britian.

Britain herself, not untaught by the

breach with America, has learned to estab»

lish responsible government in her Colo-

nies, making them virtually

yj^^ ,, free states; and among those

.
.

''

states the idea of federation has

taken root and is bearing fruit.

In India, challenged by one native race

after another, she has extended her sway
over the whole peninsula, and has abolished

the anomaly of governing her great depen-
dency through a trading company. In the

West her kinsmen have raised the United
States into a mighty nation.

In Europe France has passed through
monarchy and republic and second
empire into a stable republic ; Italy has

revolted against foreign rulers, and become
a united nation ; the small peoples of the

Balkan Peninsula have achieved varying
degrees of liberty from the Turkish rule.

Prussia has won the hegemony of the

German states, and established a new
German Empire. Russia, the bogey of

the West, and of Britain in particular,

has shown her weakness in collision with
the sudden development of Japan.

Finally, the Dark Continent has been
explored and partitioned : in the south,

after a sharp conflict, British and Dutch
are on the way to become a united people

;

in the north, Egypt has been reorganised

under British administration. We end, as

we began, with the land of the Pyramids.
Arthur D. Innes.



TIAE-TABLE OF THE WORLD: A.D. 1700 to 1907
Struggle for Colonial Supremacy. French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars. Growth of Democ-
racy and Consolidation of European States. Colonial Extension of Re::ponsible Government

A.D.
1700

1720

1740

1760

1780

1800

1820

1840

i860

1880

1900-7

A.D

Asia, Africa, and Australasia Europe and America
War of Spanish Succession, 1702-13. Bourbons

established in Spain.
Career of Charles Xll. of Sweden, 1697-1718.
Great Britain : Incorporating union of

England and Scotland, 1707. [Eugene, 1717.

Turkish advance decisively stopped by
Alliance of France and Great Britain.

Struggle between British and French in Southern
India, 1746-61.

Clive conquers Bengal; beginning of British

territorial power in India, 1757.

Anglo-Spanish War, combined with War of the

Austrian Succession, 1739-48.
Development of Prussian military power
under Frederick William.

Great Britain : End of Jacobitism (the

Forty-live) consolidates the union.
Seven Years' War (1756-63) : Prussia and Great

Britain against France, Austria, and Russia.

Achievements of Frederick. Overthrow of

France at sea, and in Canada and India.

British dominion receives Mogul's sanction.

Haidar Ali in Mysore.
Governor-Generalship of Warren Hastings

(1774-85), es'.ablishes the British power.

Dual control in India by East India Company
and Parliamentary Board of Control set up
by Pitt's India Act.

Administration of British India systematised.
Overthrow of Mysore, and institution of sub-

sidiary alliances by Lord Wellesley.

Overthrow of Mahratta power by Lord Hastings

(1819) : extensive annexations.
Acquisition of Cape Colony from Holland by

Great Britain.

Gradual planting of Australasian Colonies.

Aggressive Eastward movement of Persia

checked at Herat.

First Afuhan Wars, 1839-42.

China : First collision with Europe.

Sikh Wars, 1845-49.
Annexations under Dalhousie.

Indian Mutiny, 1S57. Transfer of

Government to British Crown, 185S.

Jap.\n : Admission of foreign traders.

Indian

Jap.'VN : Revived power of the Mikado.
Advance of Russia in Central Asia towards

India.

Second Afghan War, 187S-S0.

Mahdism in the Eastern Sudan; ended at Om-
durman in 1898. British control established.

Partition of Africa into " Spheres of Influence."

War between China and Japan.
Annexation of Philippines by United States.

South African W^ar (1899-1902) and incorpora-

tion of Dutch States in the British Empire
with representative government.

Federation of Australian Colonies, 1901.

War between Russia and Japan, 1904-5.

Agreement of European powers regarding
Africa.

Treaties of Paris and Hubertsburg exclude
France from America and India, and confirm
the position of Prussia.

Partition of Poland.
Great Britain: Quarrel with Colonies; lead-

ing to War of American Independence, 1 775-83.

British recovery of naval predominance.
United States: Independence established

France: French Revoluton, 1789. [1783.
W^ar between European Coalitions and French

Republic, 1792-1S02. Rise of Bonaparte.
Triumphs of French Army and British Navy.

Gre.'^.t Britain: Legislative Union with

Kant and Goethe. [Ireland.

War renewed (1803) between European Coali-

tions and Emperor Napoleon (1804).
Trafalgar and Austerlitz, 1805. Peninsula
War, 1808-13. Moscow Campaign, 1812.

Waterloo Campaign, 1815 [the Holy alliance.

European reconstruction. Absolutist reaction :

Independence of South and Central American
Greek War of Independence, 1S22-29. [States

Fr.'VNCE: Constitutional Monarchy under
Louis Philippe, 1830-48.

Gre.\t Britain : Parliamentary Reform and
manufacturing development. Railways.

Charles Darwin.
Revolutionary movements in Europe.
France: Republic (1S49) passing to Empire

of Napoleon III. (1S52).

Crimean War, 1854-56. [British Colonies.

Establishment of responsible goverment in

American Civil War, 1861-65. Abolition of

Slavery. Independence of United Italy under
Victor Emmanuel. [States 1866.

Prussia acquires leadership of German
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71. New German

Empire, and new French Republic.
Russo-Turkish War, 1877-78.

British control established in Egypt.
Repeated disturbances in the Balkan States

established by the Russo-Turkish War.

First Peace Conference of European powers at

the Hague, 1899.

Norway separates from Sweden and elects King
Charles, 1905.

Second Peace Conference at the Hague, 1907.

12>
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MAKING;

AND OF MAN
THE BEGINNING OF THE EARTH

BY PROFESSOR SOLLAS

""PHE origin of our planet is a problem
*• which has appealed to the intellect

of thoughtful men from the most remote
times, and the earliest recorded specula-

tions concerning it—those of the Mosaic
cosmogony—possess a peculiar interest,

since they embody the views of the ancient

Chaldeans, who were not only systematic

observers of the heavens, but made prac-

tical use of their results.

The Mosaic cosmogony is not unworthy
of the great people among whom it took

„ . . its rise ; it recognises the fact
Beginning

of a Famous
Theory

that the earth had a history an-

tecedent to the advent of man.
and its account of the order of

events in this history is not only remarkable
as a feat of a priori reasoning, but accords

in some respects with the results achieved
after much labour by modern science.

It was not until the middle of the

eighteenth century that the reign of

evolution began, and attempts were made
to trace the history of a planetary
system from its source in a primeval
nebula on purely mechanical grounds.
Swedenborg (1733) wa^ the pioneer in this

direction, then came Thomas Wright (1750)
of Durham, whose work furnished inspira-

tion to Emanuel Kant (1755), and led him
to construct a consistent scheme of the

Universe. The last of this group of

cosmic philosophers is Laplace (1796),
whose admirable description of the evolu-

tion of the solar system was arrived at

independently, and without knowledge of

the previous work of Kant.
Laplace assumed as his starting-point

the existence of a nebula formed of in-

candescent gas, and extending beyond

the limits of the outermost planet of our
system. It was in rotation about a
central axis, and possessed in consequence
a disc-like or lenticular form. Radiating
its heat away in all directions through
surrounding space, it grew continually

colder, and in cooling diminished in bulk.

As a consequence of this contraction its

rate of rotation increased, till at length the

centrifugal force of the outermost part

became so great that this could no longer

continue to follow the contracting mass
within, and thus remained behind as a

great rotating ring. The continued con-

traction of the internal mass, and the re-

sulting increase in the velocity of rotation,

again brought about the same condition

of things, and a fresh ring was left behind.

This process was repeated time after

time, till as many rings were formed as there

are planets in the solar system ; the central

mass which survived within the innermost
ring condensed to form the san. The
rings were highly unstable—that is to

say, a slight disturbing force was sufficient

to destroy their continuity ; they broke
across and rolled up into great nebulous
globes, which revolved round the sun in

the same direction as the original nebula,

and rotated on their axes in the same direc-

tion as that in which they re-

volved. Most of them repeated

the behaviour of the original

nebulae, leaving behind rings as

they contracted, and these rings either

rolled up to form moons or satellites, or,

in the solitary instance of Saturn's rings,

retained their annular form. The rings

are now known to consist of a multitude of

solid bodies, as proved by Clerk-Maxwell.
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Cooling
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Nebula
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By this hypothesis, so beautiful in its

simphcity, an explanation was afforded

embracing all the more important facts

of our system ; the revolution of all the

planets in nearly circular orbits and in the

same direction as that in which the sun

rotates, and the revolution of their

satellites, also in circular orbits and in

the same direction as their primaries

;

the comparatively high tem-
Thc Tem-

pg^-g^ture and consequent low

Th^E^'th
density of the larger planets

*''
and the sun, as well as a variety

of other phenomena, all seem to follow

naturally from it. The fundamental as-

sumption seems to be in harmony with a

number of known facts. Thus in the case

of our own planet the volcanoes distributed

around the margins of the oceans, and the

hot springs scattered irregularly over the

whole terrestrial surface, suggest that great

stores of heat exist beneath our feet, a

presumption which finds confirmation in

the fact that whenever we descend to-

wards the interior of the earth, as in

deep mines or wells, the temperature

continues steadily to rise after we have

passed a depth below which seasonal and
diurnal changes of temperature cease to be

felt, the rise being in some cases as much
as 3 deg. for loo ft., in others only i deg.

for the same distance, but on the average

I deg. for 60 ft. or 70 ft. If this increase

of temperature continues down to great

depths, and there seems to be no reason

why it should not, then a point will be

reached, say, at thirty or forty miles down,
where the interior will attain a white heat.

Thus the earth might be regarded as a

white hot body surrounded with a film of

rock growing continually cooler towards the

surface. But such a hot body suspended
in space must be cooling, just as all bodies

which are hotter than their surroundings.

It is cooler to-day than it was yesterday,

or—what is the same thing—it was hotter

yesterday than it is to-day, and so of

all previous yesterdays. And thus as we
travel backwards in time we

!r perceive that the earth will be

Star"*^
growing hotter, the level of

white heat will be mount-
ing upwards towards the surface, and
will at last reach it, so that the earth,

instead of being, as it now is, a dark body
shining only with the reflected light of the

sun, will be self-luminous, a tiny star of

a magnitude so diminutive as to have
awakened resentment on the part of some
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terrestrial inhabitants, who have regarded
it as disproportionate to their dignity. But
we cannot arrest imagination at this stage

;

our thought still extends its retrospective

glance into the abyss of past time, and we
perceive the earth still growing hotter,

till its temperature transcends those

limits at which it can exist in the solid

state. It becomes molten—nay, more, it

becomes gaseous, and thus resumes the

nebular state from which it sprang.

Precisely the same argument applies

to the sun ; our mighty luminary is also

a cooling body, and if we could restore to

it the heat which it has lost in the course

of past cBons it would resume a completely
gaseous state. Modified in one way or

another, this chain of reasoning seemed
irrefragable in those happy days which pre-

ceded the discovery of radium.
The question may be considered from

another point of view. On searching the

heavens we find that many of the stages

which are assumed in Laplace's hypo-
thesis are still represented by actual

existences. There are, to begin with,

those immense diffused nebulae, almost
incapable of definition, which are proved,

on spectroscopic examination,
to emit that kind of light

which is characteristic of glow-
ing gas ; from these we pass to

others which are resolvable by the telescope

into a central and more condensed nucleus,

with two mighty nebulous arms whirled

round in a spiral, and bearing more con-

densed masses in their midst ; even ring

nebulae are known to exist ; and, finaldy,

there are nebulous halos which surround

some of the stars. Then we come to the

stars themselves, which are suns of various

degrees of magnitude, some immensely
larger than our own luminary, and these

are evidently in various stages of existence.

Some are blue, and afford evidence of a
higher temperature than that of our sun

;

others are yeUow, and make a nearer

approach to the solar temperature ; while^

again, others are red, and certainly colder.

These, in conjvmction with other con-

siderations, lead to the conviction that

the universe is in a state of evolution, and
that the solar system at one time existed

in a nebular state. But whether La-

place's description of the series of events

through which the original nebula passed

is the true one or not is a very different

matter ; it presents so many difficulties

that scarcely any student now supports it.

Universe

still in

Evolution



Or, like the nebula of Cygni, with the central sun well

formed and the gaseous ring far removed, the earth would
begin to shape, and the ring would roll up to form the moon.

In the beginning, it is supposed that the earth was
part of a vast nebula of gaseous matter and meteo-
rites, resembling the nebula of Argo, illustrated above.

Jupiter, which is in a molten state, wreathed in thick

vapour, with the "great red spot" indicating the begin-

ning of the solidifying process, shows what the earth

was like before it assumed its present solid condition.

Later, as the coolingprocess advanced, the nebula assumed
a rotatory movement in the form of a spiral. The nebula
of Andromeda affords an excellent illustration of this.

Another stage would be as in the annular nebula of Aqua- This shows the earth and the moon in their relative sizes ;

ris, the mass forming into a ball with outer ring attached. while the diagram below it illustrates the distance apart.

HOW THE HEAVENS TELL THE STORY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE EARTH
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A fundamental difficulty is the extreme
tenuity of the gas which is assumed
to have formed the planetary rings. A
. , second difficulty, which has
ap ace s

i^ggj^ emphasised by Professors
cory

Chamberlin and Moulton, is
Abandoned . , c j • xt,

to be found m the com-
paratively small amount of rotational

energy which the system at present

possesses, for this is less than 200 of

that which, on the most favourable

assumption, must have been contained

within the original nebula. Less funda-

mental, but equalh' fatal, is the fact that

one of the satellites of Saturn revolves

round its primary in a direction opposed to

that of the rotation of the planet itself.

[Recently ]\Ir. Stratton, following out a sug-

gestion of Professor W. H. Pickering, has

shown that this is quite consistent, and,

indeed, is a natural deduction from La-

place's hypothesis.] Hence for these and
other reasons we are reluctantly compelled
to abandon an hypothesis whicH for over

a century has exercised an intfuence on
oul conception of the cosmos not less

profound, penetrating, and far-reaching

than that of the famous Darwinian
doctrine of natural selection, now on
its trial.

At present, unanimity of opinion, even
on questions of the most primary kind,

is far to seek. Philosophers are not even
agreed as to the constitution of the nebulae.

It is questioned whether even those least

resolvable and most diffused forms which
give bright line spectra really consist of

masses of incandescent gas. Many ob-

servers, among them Sir Norman Lockyer,
now maintain that they are formed
of swarms of meteorites, which, moving
with prodigious velocity, meet in frequent
collision, and by their impact evolve

sufficient heat to become self-

\ luminous. Others, again, like

«, . - ^ the distinguished investigator

Arrhenius, while admitting
the gaseous nature of these nebulae, deny
that they are incandescent, and assert

that their temperature is not much
above that of surrounding space. Their
exterior parts consist of the lighter

gases in a highly rarefied state, and
minute particles of negative electricity,

which are always careering through
space, on penetrating these gases pro-

duce a luminous discharge. A nebula
composed of swarms of meteorites would,

as Sir George Darwin has shown, behave
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ver3^_ much in the same way as one com-
posed of gas, and if in rotation would
rotate as a solid mass. The meteorites
would stand in the same relation to

the nebula as molecules to a gas, and
thus the question of the constitution

of the nebula, although of great in-

terest in itself, becomes of subsidiary

importance in tracing its subsequent
history.

One of the latest attempts to frame a
nebular hypothesis is that of Professor

J. H. Jeans. His reasoning is of a highly
mathematical character, and his con-
clusions are expressed in the most general

terms. Starting with a spherical nebula
of gas or meteorites endowed with a
small amount of rotation, he shows that

as it cools or loses energy the temperature
of the interior will not fall continuously
in precise correspondence with the cooling

of the outer parts, and this " lag" of the

interior temperature will bring about a
tendency to instability. The contraction

of the nebula due to cooling will increase

the velocitv of rotation, and
Shaping

of the

Planets

this again will tend to insta-

bilitv. As a result of the insta-

bility so produced the nebula
will change its form, and become more
or less pear-shaped. The narrow end of

the pear will then separate from the

body and assume an independent existence

as a primitive planet. This process will

recur again and again till the nebula" is

resolved into a sun with its attendant
planets. The planets, existing at first

as gaseous masses or quasi-gaseous masses,

will be liable to the same kind of trans-

formation, and may thus bud oft" moons
or satellites.

If the nebula were not in rapid rotation,

a slight disturbing cause, acting at the

critical moment when a planet was being

ejected, might determine the inclination

of the planet's orbit, which might thus

be very oblique to the equatorial plane

of the nebula. Thus the hypothesis is not
open to one of the objections which have
been urged against that of Laplace—
namely, that the orbits of some of the

planets in the solar system are inclined

at a large angle with the plane of the

sun's equator.

Jeans mentions two disturbing causes

in particular which might easily arise

—

one the penetration of the nebula by a

wandering meteorite, which might pre-

cipitate an event already on the verge



This illustrates Laplace's theory, which conceived of a vast nebula filling the whole space of the solar

system and rotating around a central axis. The outer and thinner part had much greater move-

ment than the denser central mass, finally being thrown off as a ring, which m turn rolled up mto
a ball, still following the same course as the ring had followed. Thus the earth broke off from the

moon and the moon from the earth. The theory is, however, no longer credited by scientists.

The pear-shaped nebula is the theory of a young English mathematician. Professor J. H. Jeans. Starting with a

spherical nebula, he argues that in cooling it will assume' the form illustrated above, and that the smaller part

will separate and form a satellite rotating independently but within a distance influenced by the parent mass.

The spiral nebula in Canes Venatici, a revolving mass of gas or meteorites, supplies, according to the nebular

hypothesis of Messrs. Chamberlin and Moulton, an excellent example of how the earth and moon were formed.

We may reasonably imagine the smaller spiral to represent the moon in the act of being thrown off by the earth.

THREE FAMOUS THEORIES OF THE BEGINNING OF THE EARTH
83
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of happening, and simultaneously deter-

mine both the birth of a planet and the;

obliquity of its orbit ; the second, the

presence of some distant mass, such as

a star, which, by raising a quasi-tide in

the nebula, would give the final touch
required to overturn its equi-

Bodrs'^in
Librium. The influence of a

o ics m
(ji5|-ant body, such as a passing

Collision
, 1, u • 1 J u

star, has been mvoked by
Moulton in another version of the nebular
hypothesis. In conjunction with Cham-
berhn, he calls special attention to the

spiral nebulae, which are by ' far the

commonest kind, as presenting the closest-

approach to the conditions which obtain

when planets are actually in course of

formation. Chamberlin and Moulton enter

on a detailed account of the manner
in which they suppose the planets to

have grown by the gradual accretion of

meteoric masses as these encountered
each other while moving in various

elliptical orbits.

At present it would seem impossible to

speak" with certainty as to the precise

history of the solar system. Meanwhile,
we may console ourselves with the closing

words of Professor Jeans' paper, to the

effect that '' no difficulty need be ex-

perienced in referring existing planetary
systems to a nebulous or meteoric origin

on the ground that the configurations of

these systems are not such as could have
originated out of a rotating mass of

liquid."

An investigation by Sir George Darwin,
which has furnished inspiration to such
hypotheses as that of Jeans, brings us
nearer the immediate subject of this essay,

since it treats of one of the last acts in

the great drama of planetary existence,

and attempts to derive the ca.rth and
moon from a common origin in a single

rotating sphere.

It is well known that, owing to the

».r.. .. « frictional effects produced byWhy the Day - -
- -^ -^

is Growing
Longer

the tides the earth is being gra-

duallv slowed dow-' as it rotates

upon its axis. Thus the day
is constantly getting longer, so that in a
few millions of years it will have increased
in length from twenty-four to twenty-five
hours. On the other hand, in past time
it must have been shorter than at present

:

a few millions' of years ago it was only
twenty-three hours in length, and many
millions of years earlier it was still less,

only some five hours or so. At that time
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the earth was hotter than it is now, less

rigid, more yielding, and, owing to its

rapid rotation, less stable. The action on
the moon of the tides produced in it by the

earth is similar, and the rotation of the

moon has been so far diminished by them
that its day has become as long as the

month

—

i.e., our satellite only turns

once round on its axis in the time that it

takes to revolve once round the earth
;

it is for this reason that our satellite

keeps always the same face turned to-

wards us.

The retardation of the earth in its

rotation has, however, a very remarkable
effect on the revolution of the moon ; it

involves—by the principle of the con-

servation of moment of momentum—

a

corresponding acceleration of the moon
in its orbit, and, as a consequence of this,

an enlargement of this orbit—that is,

the moon is pushed away from us, as it

were, and thus becomes more remote.

But if so, the moon must have been nearer

to us in times past. It is possible to trace

the approach of the moon to the earth

as we go backwards in time till the dis-

tance between them was only

two and a half terrestrial radii
The Moon
Was Part of

Our Sphere
instead of the sixty radii which
now separate them. Mathe-

matics do not take us farther back than
this. But it is difficult to resist the

suggestion that in the immediately pre-

ceding stage of development the earth

and moon formed together a single

sphere.

If we may adopt this view, then we
must regard the sphere as subject to the

tidal influence of the sun. It was much
hotter, and therefore more yielding, than
the present earth ; it was also rotating

much faster, probably once in about four

or five hours. It would be contracting

as a consequence of cooling, and the

contraction would lead to instability

(gravitational instability) ; ics rapid rota-

tion would also tend toward instability

(rotational instability). It is difficult to

say which of these two, gravitational or

rotational instability, would be the most
effective ; but the combined result would
be to give a pear-shaped form to the

rotating mass, and eventually to deepen
the constriction between the narrow and
the broad end, till the smaller protuberance

became completely dissevered from the

larger mass, and so entered on an inde-

pendent existence as the moon. This
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final step in the process would probably
depend on the tide-producing power of the

sun ; the larger mass remained behind as

the earth, whose individual existence may
be said to date from this event.

The young earth would be subject to

very much the same conditions after as

„ „ before the ejection of the
now the J • 1 J- 1-1
., „ , moon, and might very possibly
Moon Broke • •V' i, i

. again pass into a pear-shaped
^*^

form, but without proceeding
further through those subsequent changes,
which would have led to the formation
of another satellite ; and while possessing

some such form as this, she might very
well have consolidated. With advancing
years she would lose, as we have seen,

the activity of her youth, the drag of the

tides would cause her to spin ever more
slowly on her axis, till the day would
become pro-

longed to the

t w e n t y-four

hours of the

present. With
this dimin-
ished rate of

spin, the earth,

if free to yield,

would lose the

pear - shaped
form and be-

come an oblate

spheroid, and
the oblateness

of this spheroid

would con-
, , _ _

.

tinuallydimin- the shaping of the face of the earth Further, it

ish so that it Soon after the earth had cooled down, so that the oceans were formed, the would appear
'

.
1 ,. shaping of the great continents began. The action of moving water in the ,, f

* aU A'WOUlCl COntin- makingofnewlandiswellillustratedbythevastdeltaoftheMississippi, where tUat tne Qia-

Uallv aDDroach ^" area larger than Wales has been formed by debris deposited by the river, j^^gter draWU
towards a true sphere. Suppose, however, through Africa is about half a mile longer

^:V LOU I s I A N A

BATON ROUOt

"^

1 Cr.trH

-^^
^^^^.

^,
Scale ofAfr/cs ^ Ofr

0m

great continent of Africa projects like

the narrow end of a pear ; around it are

oceans—the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean,
and the Mediterranean Sea, which was
once of far greater extent ; then comes
a great dismembered ring of land, the

two Americas, the Antarctic continent,

Australia, Asia, and Europe. Within
these, on the side opposite to Africa, is

the great Pacific Ocean, which covers
over the broad end of the pear.

A line drawn from somewhere in Central
Africa to its antipodes in the Pacific,

through the centre of the earth, would
correspond to the long axis of the pear

;

a second, at right angles to this, would
correspond to its breadth ; and a third,

at right angles to both, would correspond
to the axis on which it rotates. A dia-

meter of the earth taken through the

equator is

almost 8,000

miles in length,

the Polar dia-

meter is about
sixteen miles

shorter, and
this slight
difference
measures the

oblateness of

the spheroid,

or the depar-

ture of the

form of the

earth from a

true sphere.

-i^J

r ^ JB reran

^\'\ij Sound

THE MISSISSIPP'

that the earth as it cooled lost its power
of readily yielding—and at present it is

more rigid than a globe of steel—then it

would pass from form to form, not by a

flowing movement, but by a series of

ruptures, and its form at any moment
might be a little in arrear of that which
it would have possessed if it had been in

the fluid state.

Thus it might indeed be possible still

to discover some trace of an old-fashioned

form in the existing planet ; and a careful

examination of the distribution of land and
sea as represented on a terrestrial globe

does, in fact, reveal a remarkable sym-
metry, in which we seem to recognise a

surviving vestige of its early state. The

than the equatorial diameter taken at

right angles to it, and this insignificant

quantity measures the departure of the

form of the earth from that of an oblate

spheroid to that of a pear, so nearly

complete is the adjustment of its form
to existing conditions. Before

^^ ^ this nice adjustment was
n nown

reached, the earth must have
^'^^^^

suffered many changes, passed

through many times of stress and storm,

and witnessed many geological revolutions.

If, at the beginning of her career, the

earth was molten, or at a very high tem-
perature, she must have been surrounded
bv a very deep and dense atmosphere,

for all the waters which now rest on her
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An Age
of Red-hot

Rain!

surface—oceans, lakes, and rivers—would
have contributed to it in the state of

steam ; and not till the temperature of

the ground had fallen to 380 deg. C. could

liquid water have begun to

accumulate. Then a steady

downpour of almost red-hot

rain would have set in, filling

up the neck of the pear and extending

far and wide over its broad end.

The temperature would now fall some-
what rapidly, and in a short space of time

the surface of the earth would have
become as cool as it is at the present day.

Directly the waters of the firmament had
collected into the oceans, leaving behind
an atmosphere like that which now
exists, geological agencies of the kind we
are now familiar with would begin their

sway. Air and rain would exert their

insidious power upon the rocks, sapping
their strength, converting the hardest

granite into soft sand and clay, which
would be washed away by the rain

through brooks and rivulets into the

channels of many rivers, all hastening
with their burden of sediment, to deposit

it finally in the sea. Here it would
accumulate, layer after layer, building up
those mighty masses of strata which now
form the greater part

of the visible land.

While this general

action was every-

where in progress,

wearing down con-

tinents and islands

towards the level of

the sea, more special-

ised activities were
assisting to the same
end.

The waves which
fall upon our coasts

are now constantly
undermining the cliffs

and extending the
margin of the sea at

the expense of the
land, and rivers not
only serve to trans-

port sediment, but
cut down their chan-
nels deep into the

Action of

Winds
and Tides

When we enter into calculations we are

astonished at the rapidity with which
these agents perform their work even at

the present day ; but as we proceed
farther back into the })ast, when the earth

was full of youthful energy, their power
must have been greatly enhanced. We
might almost take the measure of the day
as the measure of their work, for they
probably accomplished as much during the

eight hours' day which once existed as

they do now in twenty-four hours. A
little consideration will make this clear.

It is the winds which, blowing over the

surface of the ocean, produce the sea

waves, and it is these falling on our coasts

that perform the work of marine denuda-
tion. But the winds are due in the first

place to the heat of the sun, and the

difference of temperature established at the

equator and the poles ; and, in the next
place, to the rotation of the earth. Thus,

with the increased rapidity of

rotation which we know to have
existed, and with increased

radiation from the sun, a very
probable contingency, the winds would
increase in strength and more powerfully

erode our coasts. Again, with the moon in

greater proximity, and with a more rapid

rotation of the earth,

the tides would be
much higher and
more frequent, and
these, raising and
lowering the cutting

edge of the sea., great-

ly assist it in its work
of destruction. The
winds and the tides

produce various
marine currents, and
these help to distri-

bute the sediment
which the rivers de-

liver into the sea, so

that when stronger

currents flowed as a

result of more power-
ful tides and more
violent winds, the

sediments would be
strewn over wider
areas ; hence, the

more ancient strata

of our planet

rock, and so carve
out the most varied two stages in the life of the earth
landscanPS of hill and "^^'^ illustrates in striking manner, based on the cal- f„_ rnnrp' wi'HpUt riiclailUbLdpes 01 urn ana culations of the best authorities, the comparative sizes of ^^.^ moreWlQCiy QIS-

Valley from mono- the earth, first as a graseous mass, and, second, after it had tributcd than are
^ ^ „ ^ ,, „ j-„t,i 1 ] cooled down and solidified into the planet on which we live. .1 r i ^ x-
t O n O U S tableland. The small dot represents 8,000 miles, the earth's diameter, those Of later time
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THREE VIEWS OF THE GLOBE SHOWING HOW THE GREAT MOUNTAIN RANGES WERE FORMED
In the days when the earth's crust had formed but was still unstable, the process of cooling- not having- gone far
enough, there would not be the mountains which now characterise it. These came when the earth contracted and
crumpled up along certain well defined lines, which are now represented by the three great mountain chains of the world.

Finally, a heavier rainfall would result

from a more active atmospheric circulation,

creating larger rivers, and thus, at the

beginning, all those denuding agents which
are engaged in wearing the land down into

the sea would be working at a more rapid

pace. Correspondingly, all the
mg

agent? which are occupied in

ih r fh
building up deposits of sedi-

ments would have extended
their operations over a wider area, laying

down a foundation broad and deep.

On the other hand, the contraction of

the earth, due to the loss of its energy of

rotation as well as of its internal heat,

would also have proceeded more rapidly,

new land would have emerged from the

sea, old lands would have been submerged
beneath it far less slowly than at the

present day ; ruptures of the crust,

accompanied by earthquakes and volcanic

action, would have been more frequent

;

and thus, by the more rapid loss of its

intrinsic energy, the renovation of the

earth would have kept pace with its

accelerated destruction.

One effect of the contraction of the earth

which has manifested itself in even late

geological times is the crumpling up of the

terrestrial crust into the sharp folds of

mountain chains ; but at the beginning
this crumpling must have been far more
universal and energetic. In this connec-
tion it is interesting to observe that the

most ancient rocks known to us—the

Archaean—never present themselves under
any other form than as intensely plicated

masses. They originally consisted of lava

flows and volcanic ashes, of ancient sedi-

ments and limestones, into which subterra-

nean masses of granite and other molten,

deep-seated rocks have been injected ,

but under the intense pressures to which

they were subjected after their formation
they and the invading granite have entirely

lost their original character, and have
been metamorphosed into gneisses, schists,

and marble, all sharply and closely folded
together. In any given district the direc-

tion of their folding is maintained with
wonderful constancy over great distances.

There is no succeeding system of rocks
that has been so completely transformed,
so universally plicated, as this ancient
Archaean complex.

In later times we can pass from stratum
to stratum of the sedimentary series

and read their history almost as we turn
over the pages of a book ; in the Archaean
all are kneaded together into a state of

such desperate entanglement as to defy
the powers of human ingenuity to unravel
them. Thus the line of demarcation between
the Archaean and subsequent sedimentary
systems is the sharpest and most absolute

that is known to us in the history of the

earth. It marks the close of our planet's

infancy, the several events of which have
passed into oblivion as profound as that

of our own forgetfulness of our earliest

days. Later events, on the other hand,
are recorded in the stratified series with a
faithfulness which increases as we approach
existing times.

A history without dates must seem very
unsatisfactory to a historian, and the ques-

„ „, tion will naturally arise whether
How We 1 r . -•
„ _,. we can assign any definite time
Know These , ,-, •. •

i ^
,„ , to the various critical events
Wonders j j • i, i ,• r

recorded m the evolution of

the earth. At present we can only make
more or less plausible estimates. Thus,
from a consideration of the thickness of

the sedimentary crust, and the rate at

which sediments are now being deposited,

it has been asserted that the interval

«7
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which separates us from the close of the

Archrean era may amount to about twenty-
six milhons of years. Professor Joly, basing
his argument on the undoubted fact that
the ocean derives the greater part of its salt

from the dissolved material contributed
to it by rivers, comes to the conclusion

that the ocean first came into existence

about one hundred millions of

years ago. As regards the
The Oce&n
100 million

Years old

!

birth of the moon, Sir George
Darwin has given a minimum

limit of fifty-four millions of j'ears, but he
adds that it may have taken place many
hundreds of millions of years before this.

Lord Kelvin has attempted to determine
the time which has elapsed since the earth
first acquired a solid crust. If we only knew
the rate at which the earth is cooling we
might calculate back to this time with
some assurance of certainty, always, how-
ever, on the assumption that the earth is

simply a hot body cooling like any other
hot body—such, say, as a red-hot cannon-
ball. But a few years ago it began to be
seriously suspected that this assumption
was a very doubtful one, for a new ele-

ment—radium—was discovered in 1898,
which possesses the remarkable property
of spontaneously liberating heat, and this

not in small quantities, but at an aston-
ishing rate. One gramme of radium, for

example, gives out enough heat in one hour
to raise the temperature of one gramme of
water to boiling point ; hour after hour,
year in, year out, this wonderful substance
is setting free the energy it contains, and
will continue to do so until, some thou-
sands of years hence, it has exhausted its

store. If this element should happen to
exist in sufficient quantity within the
earth, then the earth could not be said
to be cooling just hke a piece of hot iron,

and the increase of temperature we experi-
ence as we descend towards the interior

of the -earth might possibly be due to the
heat set free from radium. Indeed, the

The Part
argument is not confined to

Radium'' ^^^ earth
;

it may apply also to

™.„ «i«„ the sun, and much of the heatmay play j • r i ^ •

we derive from that lummary
may be provided by bursting atoms of

radium. This was pointed out by Sir

George Darwin and Professor Joly in 1903.
It became obviously a question of the

first impiortance to discover what propor-
tion of the earth's crust consists of radium,
and an investigation was undertaken for

this purpose by the Hon. R. J. Strutt,

88

who finds that the rocks composing the
earth's crust contain a superabundance
of radium—sufficient, if this element is

uniformly distributed through the whole
earth in the same proportion as it occurs
at the surface, not only to make good the
heat which is radiated away into space,

but actually to raise the temperature of

our planet, which, on this evidence, should,

therefore, be growing not colder, but hotter.

This is a result as disconcerting at first

sight as it is astonishing, and its effects

are very wide-reaching. Of course, it com-
pletely destroys the validity of Lord
Kelvin's argument, but it also deprives

the nebular hypothesis of one of its cher-

ished lines of evidence—a loss which the

force of the general argument enables us

to bear with equanimit}^
In any case, the vast body of facts

bearing on the history of the earth suffices

to show that its temperature cannot be
rising. Mr. Strutt has, therefore, imagined
that the radium is not tmifornily distri-

buted throughout the mass of the planet,

and supposes that it is restricted to an ex-

ternal zone forty-five miles in

thickness ; this would suffice
On the

Eve of great

Eve&ts
to maintain the earth at its

existing temperature. If, how-
ever, we admit a restriction of this kind, we
are in no way bound to fix the limit at forty-

five miles. All we can say is that we do
not know how far downwards the radium
reaches—for aught we know five miles, or

even less, is as likely a limit as forty-five

miles. Professor Joly, indeed, maintains
that the radium we meet with is not proper
to the earth at all, but comes from the sun.

Radium is a short-lived element, its

existence being limited to a few thousand
years ; but as fast as it decays it is repro-

duced at the expense of another element

—

uranium—the lifetime of which is measured
by hundreds of millions of years.

The last quarter of a century has proved
fertile in great discoveries—more so than
any corresponding period in the past. As
a result, the whole world of scientific

thought has been thrown into commo-
tion ; old-established theories, and even
the most fundamental notions, seem to be
in a state of flux. Under the stimulus of

new ideas great questions, such as the

constitution of matter, the origin of

species, and the birth of worlds are being
re -investigated with renewed energy, and
we seem to be on the eve of great events.

William Johnson Sollas



SCENES FROM THE PREHISTORIC WORLD

1. THE GIGANTIC VEGETATION OF THE CARBONIFEROUS AGE
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4. PREHISTORIC MEN ATTACKING THE GREAT CAVE BEARS



FOUR PERIODS OF THE EARTH'S DEVELOPAENT
A Postscript to Professor Sollas's Chapter on the Wonderful
Story of the World's Birth, beginning on page 79

""THE earth was once " a fluid haze of Ught."
The wliole solar system once formed a

vast nebula, consisting of glowing gas, or
a swarm of meteoroids. Our planet was
slowly shaped into a globe out of this primi-
tive nebula.

This globe was at first intensely hot,

and probably liquid. A solid crust formed
on the surface as heat was lost by radiation,

and this crust consisted of the oldest rocks
of igneous formation like the granites and
gneisses. During this Archaean or Eozoic
Period, the earth acquired its atmosphere
and its oceans, and it is probable that the
mysterious origin of life took place.

The later history of the earth since the
stratified rocks began to appear, and life

existed, is divided into four main periods,

of which the first is known as Primary, or

Palaeozoic.

The First Period of the Earth
Cambrian System. The rocks formed in

the Cambrian Age are mainly grits, quartz-
ites, and conglomerates, with shales, schists,

and limestones. The earth was then mostly
covered by seas, and the first well-defined
forms of life were of marine origin.

Silurian System. The Silurian rocks
are mostly sandstones, shales, and slates

deposited in the seas. The first vertebrates
made their appearance as fishes, whilst
insects began to flutter in the air, and
occasionally to alight on the emerging land.

Devonian System. This was the age of

the old red sandstone. Fishes reached a
high state of development, whilst the first

traces appeared of land vegetation, ferns and
lycopods.
Carboniferous System. This system

is exceptionally important, because its chief

rock is coal, the fossilised remains of the
luxuriant vegetation which grew in tropical

swamps. The first terrestrial animals, true
air breathers, now appeared.
Permian System. The last of the primary

systems gave us the new red sandstone, dis-

tinguished from the old by lying above the
coal measures. The Permian Age was appa-
rently unfavourable to life, and is only
notable for the first appearance of the land
reptiles into which the amphibians developed.

The Second Period of the Earth

The Secondary Period marks the emer-
gence of the dry land into importance greater
than that of the sea.

Triassic System. The Triassic rocks
chiefly consist of sandstones and hardened
clays laid down in shallow sea basins. Land
vegetation now first began to assume a
modern type, with conifers and cycads. The
seas were still richly peopled, and the land first

gave a home to huge reptiles, or dinosaurs.

Jurassic System. This system is marked
by a great variety of limestones, the product

of dead sea creatures. It is essentially the
age of reptiles. The ichthyosaurus disputed
the seas with the plesiosaurus ; the pterodactyl
ruled the air ; whilst on land, huge monsters
like the brontosaur and diplodocus browsed
on tropical vegetation. From these reptiles

the birds were developing, whilst small mar-
supials, the oldest of the great mammalian
race, skipped under the branches.
Cretaceous System. This was the age of

the great chalk deposits. The birds, now
emerging from their reptilian ancestry,
dominated its life, and the first modern
plants appeared on the land.

The Third Period of the Earth
The Tertiary Period marks the true begin-

ning of modern geological history, when the
great outlines of geography were laid down,
and the first representatives of modern plants
and animals made their appearance.
Eocene System. The Eocene rocks are

mainly limestones, with sandstone and
hardened clays. We owe them to the sea and
its organisms. Modern evergreen trees now
first appeared. The mammals come to the
front, with the tapir-like palaeotherium and
the first recognisable ancestor of the horse.

Miocene System. The Miocene Age
was a mountain-building period, when the
great chain which runs from the Alps into

Central Asia received its final uplift.

Deciduous trees, like the beech and elm, now
made their appearance. The giant masto-
don and the formidable sabre-toothed tiger

roamed the Miocene forest, and true apes

—

man's first forerunners—mopped and mowed
in the boughs.
Pliocene System. The last of the

Tertiary ages set the final stamp on the
geological moulding of the earth's crust.

Its plants were transitional to the flora of

modern Europe. Great herds of herbivora
now appeared.

The Fourth Period of the Earth

The Quaternary Period is that in which we
are still living. Its outstanding feature is

the appearance of man.
Pleistocene or Glacial System. Its

essential feature was the appearance of

glacial conditions over most of the northern
hemisphere, when great ice sheets rubbed
our land into shape. The vegetation was
Arctic, and only animals like the reindeer and
the hairy mammoth could endure the cold.

Human or Recent System. The pre-

cise antiquity of man is still uncertain, but
it was only after the close of the Glacial

Period that he made his home in Europe,
where he shared a precarious existence with
mammoth, cave-bear, and rhinoceros. Man
developed through the Palaeolithic and Neo-
lithic ages of stone implements to the Bronze
and Iron ages, when metal was first worked.
In the last of these we live.
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GEOLOGICAL CLOCK OF THE WORLD'S LIFE
This page is an effort, based on Professor Lester Ward's calculations in "Pure Sociology," to show the

comparative length of each geological period, and the thin white line between Tertiary and Archaean indicates

the period of human history. Thin as this line is—and we could not show it thinner— it is too thick, and out of

proportion to the rest of the clock. If we assume that from the beginning of the world—from its first forming

into a solid sphere—to the present, time may be represented by a day of twenty-four hours, the time occupied

by human history does not exceed twelve seconds. This is reckoning human history as ten thousand years.

There is, of course, no possibility of obtaining more than relative figures for such a scheme as this, which

should be regarded in connection with the previous page and the chart of the Beginnings of Life, facing page 96

The thin white line between the Tertiary and the Archaean periods represents the duration of human history

TABLE SHOWING PROPORTIONS OF YEARS AND HOURS
Geological Periods
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HOW LIFE BECAME POSSIBLE
ON THE EARTH

BY DR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE

EARLY writers on the relation of man
and animated nature to the material

universe not only assumed that the latter

existed for the former, but that both ahke

were the results of special acts of creation.

Furthermore, they usually took it for

granted that all things were created very

much in the condition in which we now

see them, and that any changes that have

since taken place are but slight superficial

modifications of a permanent and un-

changing whole. Not only were the sun

and moon and stars created as appanages

of the earth, but the earth itself in all its

details of sea and land, hills and valleys,

mountains and precipices, swamps and

deserts, was made and fashioned just as

we now see it, and every feature of its

surface was supposed to have some

purpose in connection .with man.

These purposes we could, in some cases,

understand, while in others they seemed

wholly unintelligible, and much
The Old

ingenuity was bestowed by the
Ideas of

natural theologian and others
Creation

^^ explain more and more of

the observed facts from this point of view.

The same opinions prevailed in regard to

the infinite variety of animals and plants,

each individual species being supposed to

have been an independent creation, and

all to have some definite and preordained

purpose in relation to mankind.

These views, however absurd they seem

to most people now, were almost univer-

sally held so recently as during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and were

thus coincident with one of the most

brilliant epochs of our literature and our

dawning science It was only towards

the beginning of the nineteenth century,

when geology became widely studied and

its results were fully appreciated, that the

more rational conception of a very slow

development of the earth's surface during

countless ages began to be generally

accepted.

The grand nebular hypothesis of Laplace

came to reinforce the views of the geolo-

gists, by showing how the earth itself may
have originated as a gaseous or molten
globe ; and its slow process of cooling, with
the reaction of the interior and exterior

on each other, served to elucidate the facts

of the heated interior, as shown by hot

springs and volcanoes, as well as many of

the phenomena presented by the distorted

. and metamorphosed strata
anging

^yhich formed its crust. Hence it

MK 'r^'^th
gradually came to be perceived

that the condition of the earth,

with all its endless variations of surface,

of continents and oceans, of seas and
islands, of vast plateaux and lofty

mountain ranges and extensive lowland

plains, with their ravines and cataracts,

their great lakes and stately rivers, was
subject to perpetual change, f om that

remote epoch when it seems to have

been actually the case that " the earth

was without form and void," and that

owing to the greater density of the vapour-

laden atmosphere, " darkness was upon
the face of the deep."

Another field of geological research

forced us to the conclusion that the same
continued process of change had affected

the forms of life upon the earth. When
carefully investigated, the crust was found

to abound in the fossilised remains of

animals and plants. Careful study of

these showed that the oldest of all were

of comparatively simple structure, and

that the higher forms only appeared in

more recent epochs ; while the highest of

all were probably very httle older than

man himself. It is only
Changing

^^^[^g the last half century

^"r""/ that the theory of Evolution
°^^

has been elaborated and has

become generally accepted as applicable

to the whole of the vast cosmic process

—from the development of the nebulae

into stars and suns and systems, with

a corresponding development of planets

from an early condition of intense heat,

through a more or It-ss lengthy period

of cooling and contraction, to an ultimate
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state of refrigeration, the earlier and later

stages being alike unsuited to the existence

of hfe.

More important still, the discovery of

the theory of Natural Selection by Darwin
—and at a later period by myself—has
led to a satisfactory explanation of the

successive appearance of higher and more
complex forms of life, and also

cory o
^^ ^Y^Q^^ wonderfully minute and

g . . complex adaptation of every
species to its conditions of

existence, and to its organic as well as

its inorganic environment, which all other

theories—even the most recent—have
failed to grapple with.

The logical completeness as well as the

extreme simplicity of this explanation of

organic evolution has led great numbers
of thoughtful but ill-informed persons to

reject it, because it seems to render un-
necessary the existence of a primary
intelligent cause ; while another equally

large but, as I think, equally ill-informed

class—the so-called monists—use it to

demonstrate the non-existence, or, at aU
events, the needlessness, of any such cause.

Both aUke err, because they fail to take
cognisance of the fact that every form of

evolution, and pre-eminently that of the

organic world, is an explanation of a
process of change, a law of development,
not in any sense or by any possibility an
explanation of fundamental laws, causes,

or origins. It presupposes the existence

not only of matter—itself a thing whose
nature is becoming more and more
mysterious and unthinkable with the

advance of physical science—but of all

the vast complex of laws and forces

which act upon it—mechanical, physical,

chemical, and electrical laws and forces

—

al: more or less dependent on the still more
mysterious, aU-pervading ether. Thus, the
universe in its purely physical and in-

organic aspect is now seen to be such an
overwhelmingly complex organism as to

-,, . , , suggest to most minds some
Wonderful ? i. u- -

^ , .. . vast mtelligent power per-
Complcxity of , j° , .^. ., ^
.. ,, . vadmg and sustammg it.
tuc Universe

Persons to whom this seems
a logical necessity will not be much disturbed
by the dilemma of the agnostics—that, how-
ever wonderful the material universe may
be, a being who could bring it into existence

must be more wonderful, and that they
prefer to hold the lesser marvel to be self-

existent rather than the greater. When,
however, we pass from the inorganic to
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the organic world, governed by a new set

of laws, and apparently by some regulating
and controlling forces altogether distinct

from those at work in inorganic nature
;

and when, further, we see that these organ-
isms originated at some definite epoch
when the earth had become adapted to

sustain them, and thereafter developed
into two great branches of non-sentient
and sentient hfe, the latter gradually
acquiring higher and higher senses and
faculties till it culminated in man—

a

being whose higher intellectual and moral
nature seems adapted for, even to call

for, indefinite development—this logical

necessity for some higher intelligence to

which he himself owes his existence, and
which alone rendered the origin of sentient

life possible, will seem still more irre-

sistible.

The preceding remarks are intended to

suggest that the theory of evolution,

combined with the quite recent and very
startling advances in physical science, so

far from making the universe around us

more intelligible as a self-sustaining and
self-existent whole, has really rendered it

less so, by showing that it is

n *f • 1 .1 infinitely more complex than
Behind the 1 j r 1 j™ .

.

we had formerly supposed

;

and further, that matter itself,

instead of being, as was once believed, a

comparatively simple thing, eternal and
indestructible, is in aU its various forms sub-

ject to decay and disintegration. We now
see that the only thing known to us that we
can conceive as having unending existence

is mind itself ; and, just as Darwin's theory

of Natural Selection has opened up to us

an infinite field of study and admiration

in the forms and colours and mutual
relations of the various species of animals

and plants, so does modern science open
up to us new and unfathomable depths in

the inner structure of matter and of the

cosmos, and thus compels us more and
more to recognise a mental rather than
a mere physical substratum to account

for its existence.

There is, however, another set of rela-

tions which have been hitherto very little

studied—those between the organic and
the inorganic worlds in their broader

aspects. These are now found to be
very much more complex and more
remarkable than is usually supposed,

and they also have an important bearing

upon the great problem of the origin

and destiny of man This is a subject
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which opens up a variety of considera-

tions of extreme interest, showing that

the exact adaptations of our earth

—

and presumably of any other planets—to

enable it to sustain organic life, from its

first appearance and through its long

course of development, is as varied and
complex and as much beyond the pos-

sibilities of chance coincidences as are

any of the individual adaptations of

animals and plants to their immediate
environment. Most of these latter adap-
tations have been made known to us by
Darwin and his followers, and they have
excited the admiration and astonishment
of all lovers of Nature. When the ante-

cedent and grander relations of planet to

life are studied with equal care, these also

will, I believe, excite deeper admiration,

still more profound astonishment, be-

cause any secondary laws that could have
brought them about are less easy to dis-

cover, or even to imagine.

Before we can form any adequate
idea of the nature of a world which shall

be able to support and develop organic

life, we must consider what are the special

^ ^. , conditions that alone render

^ „,. such life possible. We, of
Conditions r . ,i_ v i j-

, , ., course, refer to the whole of

the organic world, from the

lowest to the highest, not to the few
exceptional cases in which life may be
possible under conditions that would be
fatal to the higher as well as to most of

the lower forms.

The one striking speciality of the higher
animals—and to a less degree of the

higher plants—is that of continuous, all-

pervading motion, every portion of their

substance being in a state of flux : each
particle itself moving, growing, living and
dying, and being replaced by other

particles of the same nature and fulfilling

the same functions. To keep up this

growth, and to enable every part of the
structure to be continually renewed, food
is required. This is taken into the

stomach of animals in the solid or liquid

form, is then decomposed and recomposed,
that which is useless or superfluous being
thrown off by the intestines, while what
is needed for growth is transformed
into blood and by a wonderfully intricate

system of branching tubes is carried to

every part of the body, furnishing nourish-

ment and repair alike to bone and muscle,
to all the internal organs and all the out-

ward integuments, and to that marvel-

lously complex nervous system which
also permeates every part of the body
and is essential to the higher mani-
festations of life—to the exertion of

force, voluntary motion, and, apparently,
to thought itself. Add to this the constant
influx of air, which at once purifies the
blood and supplies animal heat, and is so

TL xt- 1 important that its cessation
The Miracle r r • . • ,,

jjj
lor a few mmutes is usually

„ , ., fatal, and we have a machineHuman Life i •-,
, ,

SO complex m its structure and
mode of action that the most elaborate
of human machines is but as a grain of

sand to a world in comparison.
Now the very possibility of such a

material organism as this depends upon
a highly complex form of matter termed
protoplasm, which is at once extremely
plastic and of extreme instability, and is

yet capable of secreting or building up its

atoms into such solid and apparently
durable forms as bone, horn, and hair,

besides the various liquids and semi-
sohds which build up the organism.
This fundamental organic substance con-
sists of only four chemical elements

—

nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen and carbon,
and almost all animal and vegetable
structures and products have the same
elemental constitution, though with such
widely different characteristics. Four
other elements—sulphur, lime, silicon, and
phosphorus—also occur in small quantities

in organic tissues, to supply special needs
;

but these are not essential to all forms of

life, and are only taken up and utilised by
the living protoplasm when required.

Protoplasm is undoubtedly the basis of

physical life, yet it only exists in, and is

produced by, living organisms. The
moment such an organism dies, disorgan-

isation and decay set in, and the whole
mass becomes gradually changed into

more stable compounds, or into its con-

stituent elements. It appears, therefore,

that some agency—usually termed " vital

. force "—must be at work,

^p. . first to produce this wonderful
°.- *'^ '^'^ compound, then to form it

into " cells "-—the physiological

units of all organisms—and afterwards

to direct the energies supplied by heat
and light so as to build up the exces-

sively complex structures, with all

their wonderful powers and potentialities,

which we term animals and plants. All

this seems to imply not " a force " only,

but very many forces, all of which must
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have some k nd of mind in or behind them,

to direct these forces to such infinitely

varied yet perfectly defined ends.

Consider for a moment one of the

simplest of these cases. Let us take the

minute seed of one of the great tropical

fig-trees, and another seed of a strawberry,

or of garden cress. Both will be about the

same size and shape, and the

most acute microscopist wouldA Marvel
of

Every Day
not find any difference in the

internal structure that could

intelligibly account for the different results

when these little grains of protoplasm are

exposed to identical conditions. For,

even if planted near each other, and
exposed to the same amount of heat and
moisture, to the very same atmosphere,
and the same kind of water, as well as

identically the same soil, yet invariably

the one will grow into a large tree, the

other into a small herb, and in the course

of time, still with no change whatever of

the physical conditions to which both are

exposed, each will produce its peculiar

fohage, and flowers, and fruit, very
different in all their characters from those

of the other. Were this result not so

common as to seem to us " natural," we
should call it a miracle ; and it is really

. and essentially as inexplicable as many
things which are termed miracles only
because they are unfamiliar and
inexplicable.

Now, this wonderful substance, the phy-
sical base of all life—and as it is the only
base that exists, or has ever existed,

on the earth, we may fairly assume that

no other is possible—can only maintain
itself and perform its functions under
certain very definite conditions, which con-

ditions are now maintained on our earth's

surface, and must have been maintained
throughout the long geological periods
during which life has been slowly develop-
ing What these conditions are we will

now proceed to show.

Th F' t

'^^^ ^^^^ essential for organic
_

"
, life is a certain very limited

Essential r . .
-' ,,,

for Lifi"
range of temperature. We are
so accustomed to consider the

change of temperature from winter to
summer, from day to night, and that
which occurs when we pass from the
tropics to the Polar regions 'as being very
great, that we do not realise what a small
proportion such changes bear to the whole
range of temperature that exists in the
known universe. The absolute zero of
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temperature is calculated to be minus
461° F., while the heat of the sun has been
determined to be over 10,000'' F., and many
of the stars are known to be much hotter

than the sun. The actual range of tem-
perature is therefore enormous ; but any
development of organic life is possible

only within the very narrow limits of the
freezing and boiling points -of water, since

within those temperatures only is the
existence of liquid water possible. But
a much less range than this is really re-

quired, because albumen, one of the com-
monest forms of protoplasm, is coagulated
or solidified at a temperature of about
160° F. Now, if, as is generally believed,

the earth has been once a liquid or even
a gaseous mass and has since cooled to its

present temperature on the surface, and
the sun is undergoing a similar process of

cooling, we are able to understand that

the very limited range of temperature
within which life development is possible

implies an equally limited period of time

as compared with that occupied by
the whole process of solar and plane-

tary development.
It must be understood, how-

tK^H*^f
^ ever, that the present tempera-

f th S ^^^^ °^ ^^^ earth's surface s

due entirely to sun-heat, and
that if that were withdrawn or greatly

diminished the whole surface of the globe

would be permanently far below the freez-

ing point and all the oceans be frozen

for a considerable depth ; so that all

organic life would become extinct. Under
such conditions no renewed development
of life would be possible ; and it is therefore

quite certain that the sun has actually

maintained the uniform moderate tem-
perature required, and must continue

to maintain it for whatever future period

man is destined to continue his existence

upon the earth.

But it is not only a certain amount of

heat that is required, but also a sufficient

quantity of light ; and this implies a further

restriction of conditions, because light

is due to vibrations of a limited range of

wave-length, and without these particular

rays plants cannot take the carbon from
the carbonic acid in the atmosphere, and
by its means build up the wonderful series

of carbon compounds, including proto-

plasm, which are essential for the life

of animals. What is commonly termed
dark heat, therefore, would not be suffi-

cient for the development of any but the
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lowest forms of life, even though it pro-

duced the necessary temperature during
a sufficient period of time.

All organisms, from the lowest to the

highest, whether plant or animal, consist

very largely of water, and its constant pre-

sence either in the liquid or gaseous form
is essential for organic life. On our earth

oceans and seas occupy the greater

part of the surface, while their average
depth is so great that the quantity of

water is sufficient to cover the whole
of the globe free from inequalities two
miles deep. It is this enormous amount
of water that supplies the air with ample
moisture, such as renders the life of

the tropics so luxuriant. Yet even now
the inequality of water-supply is such
that large areas in all parts of the

earth are what we term deserts, only
supporting a very few forms of life that

have become specially adapted to them,
and certainly unfitted for the continuous
development of life from lower to higher

forms.

Water is also of immense importance as

an equaliser of temperature, the currents

. oi the ocean conveying the

warmth of the tropics to ameli-

,. , orate the severity of temperate
Atmosphere i t~. i

•
i i i iand Polar regions, while the

amount of water-vapour in the atmosphere
acts as a retainer of heat during the night,

without which it is probable that the sur-

face of the earth would freeze every night

even in the tropics. When we consider

that water consists of two gases—oxygen
and hydrogen—in definite proportions, and
that without their presence m these pro-

portions and in the necessary quantity
the development of organic life would
have been impossible, we find that we have
here a remarkable and very complex set of

conditions which must be fulfilled in any
planet to enable it to develop life.

But this is not all. The atmosphere
is so intimately associated with water in

its life-relations, and is itself so absolutely

essential to the existence from moment to

moment of the higher animals, that the
two require to be duly proportioned to

each other and to the globe of which they
form a part.

In the first place the atmosphere must
be of a sufficient density, this being needed
in order that it may be an adequate storer

up of solar heat, and also in order that it

mf 7 be able to supply sufficient oxygen,
water-vapour, and carbonic-acid gas for

How Water
Protects

Earth by Night

the requirements of both vegetable and
animal life. We have a striking example
of the use of air as a storer-up and dis-

tributor of heat and moisture in the
very different character of our south-west
and north-east winds. The effect of the
density of the air is equally well shown
when we ascend lofty mountains where we

find perpetual snow and
ice, due simply to the fact

that the air is not dense
enough to retain the heat

of the sun—which is actually greater than
at low levels—so that at night the tem-
perature regularly falls below the freezing

point. On the other hand a very much
denser atmosphere would absorb so much
water vapour as probably to shut out
the fight of the sun, and thus have a
prejudicial effect on vegetable life.

Again, there is good reason to believe

that the proportions of the various gases
in the atmosphere are, within certain

narrow limits, such as are most favourable
not only for the life that actually exists,

but for any life that could be developed
from the elements that constitute the uni-

verse. Oxygen has properties which seem
absolutely essential to organic life ; but
nitrogen, though only serving to dilute

the oxygen so far as the higher animals
are directly concerned, is yet indirectly

essential for them, since it is in vege-
tables a constituent of that protoplasm
which is the very substance of their bodies.

Now, plants obtain their nitrogen mainly
from the minute proportion of ammonia
that exists in the atmosphere, and this

ammonia is formed by the union of the
nitrogen of the air with the hydrogen of the
water-vapour under the influence of elec-

tric discharges—that is, of thunderstorms.
It is evident, then, that the required
amount of this essential compound will

depend upon a due adjustment of the
quantities of nitrogen and aqueous vapour
always present ; while the electric dis-

charges seem to be due to the
friction of various strata of air

with each other and with the

earth's surface, due to the winds
and storms ; and winds are due to highly
complex causes, involving the rate of the
earth's rotation, the rise and fall of the tide,

the density of the atmosphere, the quan-
tity of its aqueous vapour, and the amount
of solar heat which it receives. Unless
all these very diverse factors existed in

their due proportion, some of the results
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storms
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The Wonder
of the

might be highly prejudicial if not quite

inimical to the development of life. To
these various adaptations of our gaseous

envelope we must add one other. Carbonic

acid gas in the atmosphere is absolutely

essential to vegetable hfe, while it is

directly antagonistic to that of the higher

animals. Its quantity must, therefore, be

strictly proportionate to the

needs of both ; and that benefi-

cial proportion must have been
Atmosphere

p^ggg^-^g^j throughout the whole

period of the existence of the higher air-

breathing animals.

These various considerations show us

that our atmosphere, consisting as it does

mainly of two common gases mixed
together, and therefore seeming to most
people one of the simplest things possible,

is really a wonderfullycomplex arrangement
which is adapted to serve the purposes

of living organisms in a great variety of

ways. But this by no means exhausts the

subject of its adaptation to support and
develop organic life, because its very

existence on the earth in a suitable quan-
tity and composed of the essential ele-

ments can be shown to depend on other

and deeper relations which will now be

pointed out.

The older writers on the subject of the

habitability of the planets took no account
whatever of the importance of size, dis-

tance from the sun, period of rotation,

and obliquity of the ecliptic as determining

the possibility of organic life, but simply
assumed that, because the earth possessed

an abundant life-development, all the other

planets must also possess it. But we know
that the above-mentioned factors are of

very high importance, as we will proceed
briefly to point out.

It is now believed that the amount of

atmosphere possessed by a planet is due
mainly, perhaps entirely, to the planet's

mass, and its consequent gravitative power.
Spectrum-analysis has shown that vast

^ ^., masses of gaseous matter exist
Earth s ,v • j •, •

_ . m the universe, and it is pro-
nve ope

]j^\y\Q that, in a state of
of Gas

extreme tenuity, these are

very widely diffused. Just- as meteoric
dust is constantly attracted to the earth,

and periodically in larger quantities, so

are gases, and supposing the aggrega-
tions of free gaseous matter to have been
distributed with some approach to uni-

formity, then, as planets grew in size,

they would also tend to secure a larger
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amount of the diffused gases, thus forming
deeper atmospheres. The observed facts

agree with this view. The largest planets,

Jupiter and Saturn, have such a depth
of atmosphere as permanently to obscure
any solid interior they may possess. The
only planet closely approaching the earth
in size and density—Venus—has an atmo-
sphere which appears to be loftier than
ours, but it may be composed of different

gases. Mars, which has only one-ninth
the mass of the earth, has a lofty but
very tenuous atmosphere, and probably
no water, the Polar snows being due pro-

bably to the freezing of some dense gas.

The climate and physical condition of

Mars is, however, still a subject of much
controversy, which I hope to discuss in a
separate work dealing with the arguments
of Professor Lowell [see page 105]. In that

volume the reader will find, fully set forth

my reasons, on scientific grounds, against

the supposed habitability of Mars.

But, besides attracting cosmic masses
of gaseous matter to form its atmosphere,

there is another equally important func-

tion of the mass of a planet—its selective

power on the kind of gases it

^ ^'" can permanently retain in a
e ec s an

^^^^ state. The molecules of

gases are in a condition of rapid

motion in all directions, which explains

the elastic force they exhibit. The speed

of this motion has been determined for

all the chief gases, and also the gravitative

force necessary to prevent them from
continually escaping into space from the

upper hmit of the atmosphere. Thus the

moon, which has a mass only one-eightieth

that of the earth, can retain no free gas

whatever on its surface. Mars can retain

only the very heavy gases, but neither

hydrogen nor water-vapour. The earth,

however, has force enough to retain all

the gases except hydrogen, which is just

beyond its limit ; and this may explain

why it is that there is no free hydrogen in

the atmosphere, although this gas is con-

tinually produced in small quantities by
submarine volcanoes, is emitted some-

times from fissures in volcanic regions,

and is a product of decaying vegetation.

Once united with oxygen to form water,

it becomes amenable to gravity in the

form of invisible aqueous vapour, and is

thenceforth a permanent possession for

us in its most valuable form.

The very accurate adjustments that

render our earth suitable for the production
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and long-continued development of

organic life, culminating in man, may be

well shown by another consideration. If

our earth had been 9,600 miles instead of

8,000 miles in diameter—a very small

increase in view of the immense range of

planetary magnitudes from Mercury to

Jupiter—with a slight proportionate in-

crease in density, due to its greater force

of gravitative compression, its mass would
have been about double what it is now.
This would probably have led to its having
attracted and retained double the amount
of gases, in which case the water produced
would have been double what it is

—

perhaps even more, because hydrogen gas

would not then escape into space as it

does now. But the surface of the globe

would have been only one-half greater

than at present ; so that, unless the ocean
cavities were twice as deep as they actually

are, the whole surface of the earth—except,

perhaps, a few tops of submarine vol-

canoes—would have been covered several

miles deep in water, and all terrestrial

life would have been impossible.

From the various considerations here

_ p set forth it appears clear to me
c cep

that no other planet of the solar

J y. system makes any approach to

the conditions essential for the

development of a rich and varied organic

life such as adorns our earth. One only
—Venus—has a sufficient bulk and density

to give it the needful atmosphere ; but as

it receives about twice as much solar heat
as does the earth, it is probable that its

very deep atmosphere may be mainly due
to the fact that a large proportion of its

water is held in a state of vapour, its

seas and oceans being proportionately

reduced in extent. Judging from what
happens on the earth, this would probably
lead to an excessive area of deserts, and
thus be inimical to life. But this planet

appears to possess one feature which
renders it fundamentally unsuitable for

organic life.

Several modern observers have found
that the older astronomers were all in error

in giving Venus a rotation-period almost
exactly the same as ours, an error due to

the indefinite and variable markings of its

surface. They have now deduced a period
about equal to that of its revolution round
the sun—a rate which has been confirmed
by spectrum-analysis, and further con-
firmed by the fact that this planet has no
measurable polar compression. As during

transits of Venus over the sun's disc the
conditions for the accurate measurement
of the compression, if any exist, are
the best possible, and as none has been
found, this alone affords a demonstration
that the rate of rotation must be very s'ow,
because the laws of motion necessitate a

xzri. .t.
definite amount of equatorialWhy there ,1 j • .

LT protuberance correspondmg to

^ y that rate. Half the surface

has, therefore, perpetual day
and the other half perpetual night, lead-

ing to violent contrasts of heat and cold
for the two hemispheres with, in all pro-
bability, correspondingly violent winds,
rains, and electrical disturbances—con-
ditions so entirely opposed to the uni-

formity of temperatures and stability of

meteorological phenomena during long
geological epochs which are essential for

the full development of organic life, that
such development is perhaps less probable
on this planet than on any other.

I think I have now shown not only that

no other planet in the solar system makes
any approach to the possession of the
varied and complex adaptations which
are essential for a full development of

organic life, but also that on the Earth
itself the conditions are so numerous and
so nicely balanced that very moderate
deviations in excess or defect of what
actually exists in the case of any one
of them—and of others not referred to

here—might have rendered it equally

unsuitable, so that either no organic life

at all, or only a very low type of life, could
have been developed or supported.

If, then, the more superficial indications

of design in the relations of animals to

their environment, and of man to the uni-

verse, have been shown by modern science

to have required no special interference of

a higher power to bring them about, but
that they have been due to natural laws

acting in accordance with and in subordina-

tion to the deeper laws and forces that

determine the very constitution of matter
and the unknown power and

There is principle we term "life,"—yet,
Purpose in

our World
on the other hand, we find that

a more careful study of the

outer universe, or cosmos, reveals a new set

of adaptations not less wonderful or more
easily explicable by chance coincidence

than those presented by the organic world.

Even the very brief sketch of the sub-

ject here given suggests the idea of pur-

pose in a world so precisely and uniquely
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adapted to develop organic life, and to

support that life during the countless ages

required for the completed evolution of

man. But that suggestion becomes a
logical induction when the whole of the
available evidence is set forth, as I have
attempted to set it forth in my work on
" Man's Place in the Universe." I have
there shown not only that the cumulative
evidence for the earth being the only sup-
porter of a fully-developed organic life

within the solar system is irresistible, but
that there is some direct, and much more
indirect, evidence that this uniqueness
extends to the whole stellar universe ; and it

is certain that no particle of direct evidence
for the existence of organic hfe elsewhere
has been, or is likely to be, adduced.

I have also shown (in an appendix to

the second edition of my book) that the

purely biological argument for the unique-
ness of the development of man—as the

culminating point of one line of descent
throughout the diverging ramifications of

the animal kingdom—is overwhelmingly
strong ; hence the logical conclusion from
the whole of the evidence is that man is

the one supreme product of the whole
material universe.

My object in the present essay has been
limited to showing that, besides and
beyond the special adaptations of the

various kinds of animals and plants to their

special environments, there exist in the

earth as a planet, in its various physical and
cosmical relations, a who'e series of adapta-

tions of a very remarkable character which,

so far as we can judge, are essential to its

function as a life-producing world. The
study of these adaptations, therefore, may
be considered to be appropriate here, as

constituting a preliminary chapter in the

naturalhistoryof the Earth and of Mankind.
Alfred Russel Wallace



THE BEGINNING OF LIFE
ON THE EARTH

BY DR. C. W. SALEEBY

For some decades past we have been
faced with a critical difficulty at the most
critical and important point in the history

of the earth. In the first place, it has been
definitely established that in the earlier

period of its history there was no life

whatever—as the word is usually under-

stood—upon the earth, as is abundantly
shown elsewhere in this work. None of the

conditions that make life possible, as we
know it. were satisfied. As a recent French
writer has said, life is an aquatic pheno-
menon, absolutely incapable of existence

except in the presence of liquid water
;

and there was an age of vast duration
in the history of the earth when all its

water must have been in the gaseous
state. Other reasons of equal cogency
may be at present ignored. The broad
fact is that, however widely students of

this matter may differ on other points,

there is absolute agreement upon the
cardinal and initial fact that whereas

1^1. r. ^i there is life upon the earth

now, there was a time when
Without

Life
there was none.

Now, in the ever memorable
year 1859, Charles Darwin published a
volume, the main thesis of which is now
universally accepted, wherein the following

is the last sentence :
" There is grandeur in

this view of life, with its several powers,
having been originally breathed by the
Creator into a few forms or into one

;

and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling
on according to the fixed law of gravity,
from so simple a beginning endless forms
most beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being evolved." " The
Origin of Species " may be said, in a word,
to establish the doctrine of the evolution
of living organisms upon the earth " by
laws acting around us "—to use Darwin's
own phrase. But Darwin's work begins
with and assumes the existence of life

as an established planetary fact. There
obviously remains a tremendous gap
in the evolutionary philosophy as it stands
in our statement of it thus far ; and the
first fact which we have to note is that

the existence and recognition of this
supposed gap, so far from being a matter
of common recognition from the earliest
times, so far from being an observation
made by the critics of the doctrine of
evolution, is, on the contrary, a special
doctrine peculiar to scientific study and

Philosophy
indeed established—as was

of Evolution
supposed -within the memory
oi many now living.

If we turn to the first chapter of Genesis,
we shall see no suggestion or recognition
of the supposed difficulty involved in the
beginning of life upon the earth. In this
immortal piece of ancient poetry it is

stated that after the creation of the heaven
and the earth, which were at first " with-
out form and void," God said, " Let the
earth bring forth grass . . . and it was
so " ; and later God said, " Let the
waters bring forth abundantly the moving
creature that hath life ... let the earth
bring forth the living creature after his

kind." Here we have suggested to us
the natural origin of living creatures in

earth and sea under the will and direction
of the Creator as conceived by the poet.

Partly to the influence of Genesis,
partly to the apparent facts of observa-
tion, and partly to the views which would
naturally be held by poets and thinkers,

we may attribute the belief which has
been held by man, simple and philosophic
alike, since first men began to think,

until, we may say, the third quarter of the
nineteenth century—the belief that the
lowest of living things arose by a natural
genesis or so-called spontaneous genera-

p.
J

.

tion in suitable materials

., _ . . already provided on the land
on the Origin .f r.

of Life '^^ ^^ ^^^' ^^^ n°^
suggested or believed that very

large and conspicuous living creatures were
thus bred, though it is true that the ancients
thought even crocodiles to be generated
by the action of the sun upon the slime
of the Nile. The living creatures supposed
to arise naturally in the womb of earth

—

the all-mother—were mostly small crea-
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of

Darwin

tures, like insects and worms. The ordi-

nary belief of the uninstructed to-day—

a

belief which they share with the greatest

thinkers of antiquity and the Renaissance

—is that the cheese-mite, for instance,

is evolved from the substance of the

cheese. Now, it is of particular moment to

observe the vast contrast between the

. significance of this belief prior
The Coming

^^ the publication of "The
Origin of Species " and its

significance to-day. Before we
accepted the doctrine of organic evolution,

the supposed spontaneous origin of the

cheese-mite in cheese, or of the maggot
in putrid meat, was of no very great

moment ; a maggot or a cheese-mite is

an extremely insignificant object. So
far as the great problems of the universe

are concerned, a cheese-mite, as we say,

is neither ^' here nor there," and its spon-

taneous generation was not regarded as a

fact of any great moment.
But then there arose Darwin, who, in

establishing the doctrine of organic evolu-

tion already supported by his own grand-

father, by Lamarck, and Goethe, and
Herbert Spencer, gave an entirely new
importance to the question. He demon-
strated how we could conceive the evolution

of all organisms, including man, from a
" few simple forms," under the continuous

influence of natural law ; and thus such
forms ceased to be insignificant, and the

manner of their genesis came to be a vital

problem in more senses than one. Such
organisms—the mite, the maggot, and
even the mould—could no longer be re-

garded as insignificant, for they were
revealed as not unlike the ancestors of man
himself.

The question of the beginning of life upon
the earth had only to be satisfactorily

answered for the establishment of the

belief in a continuous process of evolution

by natural law, even from the very begin-

ning of the earth itself " without form and

^ , ^. void," until the production of
Lvolution a ,1 i • i , i- •

_ . the highest livmg organisms

o which it displays in our own
x^roccss

time. And all ages, even by the

mouths of their great thinkers and closest

observers, had agreed in giving an ap-

parently satisfactory answer to this ques-
tion. It might well have been thought
that Darwin was quite entitled to ignore

altogether, as he did, the question of the
origin of life. Everyone knew, so to say,

that simple living organisms were every
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day evolved in organic refuse and else-

where. Darwin himself, if we may judge

from a casual remark in a letter, regarded

the question apparently as purely specula-

tive, and of small real moment. It is

all rubbish, he says, thinking about the

origin of life ; we might as well argue
about the origin of matter. We must be-

ware of illegitimately attributing opinions

to the immortal dead, but this remark,

though a casual one, does seem to suggest

that Darwin regarded these two questions

as on all-fours, if not, indeed, as different

forms of the same question, and that, if

he had actually formulated his views,

they would have taken the shape of the

doctrine which asserts that life is implicit

and potential in matter ; in other words,

that when suitable conditions arose

—

such, for instance, as the presence of liquid

water—matter would display the pro-

perties of life.

Now, the remarkable fact—one of the

most striking in the history of science

—

is that the time-honoured belief in spon-

taneous generation should have been
attacked, and attacked with apparent

success, just at the very time
when it would otherwise have
begun to assume real philo-

An Abyss

that could not

be Bridged
sophic importance. For ages

it had been accepted, taken as a matter
of course, and not regarded as having
any particular bearing upon the supreme
questions. Then there came the time
when this belief would have been an
all-important link, without which the

chain of evolution could not be com-
pleted, a link without which we were left

to contemplate a perfect chain of inorganic

evolution—the histor}' of the earth before

life—and a perfect chain of organic evolu-

tion—the history of life upon the earth,

with an abyss between the two that could

not be bridged, for how came life where
there was no life ? A series of experiments
were made, experiments in which, strikingly

enough, some of the greatest evolutionists

of the day took a leading part, and these

seemed to upset, just when it was most
wanted by themselves for the estabhsh-

ment of their new doctrine, the belief

which had gone without question for so

many ages.

Now, some may be inclined to wonder
how it should be that certain pioneers

of the new doctrine of evolution, such

as Tyndall and Huxley, should devote
themselves with such persistence and
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laboui' and force to the overthrow of a
doctrine which was so necessary for the
complete estabhshment of their own case

—so much so, that when they had over-

thrown it, they found themselves, as regards
their own doctrine of evolution, placed
in a difficulty from which they did not
live to emerge. It is my own belief that

this question can be answered, and the

answer is of strict relevance to our present
inquiry. I believe that Huxley and Tyn-
dall were largely impelled by the desire to

oppose a doctrine of the nature of life

which was current in their time and is

usually called " vitalism." We shall not

begin to understand the question of the

beginning of life upon the earth, as that

question may be legitimately stated to-

day, unless we fully realise in what terms
the doctrine of spontaneous generation

was accepted in the past, and an under-
standing of this will teach us that the

present-day revival of this doctrine pre-

sents it in a form very different from that

which it so long held. Our discussion must
be somewhat philosophic in character,

but the question at issue is a highly

philosophic one, and the reason why we
have made so little progress in

answering it hitherto is that
Is Life

only Self-

movement?
men of science have too fre-

quently discussed it without
paying any serious attention to the pro-

found philosophic questions which really

underlie it. We have permitted ourselves

to talk freely about life and matter, whilst

claiming the right to take for granted the

absolute validity of our conceptions of

life and our conceptions of matter.

It was universally held by those,

philosophic and simple, who also held
throughout so many centuries the belief

in spontaneous generation, that there

is an overwhelming contrast between
living and lifeless matter, and it was their

belief in this overwhelming contrast that

led them to give to the doctrine of spon-
taneous generation, as they held it, a form
which cannot possibly be defended. The
great character of life was conceived to be
self-movement, this self-movement being
displayed in the matter which composed
the living organisms. But it was univers-
ally held that matter, as it was seen
otherwise than in living organisms, was
obviously and notoriously inert, gross,

brute, and dead.
The great influence of Plato taught men

to despise matter in this fashion, and

there was the everyday experience that
a stone lies where it is placed until some-
thing from outside moves it, being,

therefore, inert, whilst a living creature
such as a bird moves freely at its own
will. The more strongly men held the
natural matter of which the earth is com-
posed to be inert, the more necessary was

^j^
it to suppose that when life

Influen
^^^ displayed in it the dif-

of Plato
ference consisted in the taking
possession of this dull clay

by a vital force—a mystic and wonderful
principle of quickening—which endowed
even gross, inert matter w4th activity and
power. From the time of Plato until the
last few years of the nineteenth century
thinkers vied with one another in insisting

upon the impotence and grossness and
inertness of matter, and each fresh

insistence upon this doctrine rendered
more necessary a corresponding doctrine
of vital force or vitalism, which should
explain the amazing transformation under-
gone by, let us say, the gross and inert

matter composing food, when that food
was converted by the " living principle

"

into the tissue of a living creature, and
then displayed self-movement.

This doctrine of vitalism, which held

sway for so long, was naturally invoked
to explain the origin of life upon the

earth, when the advance of astronomy
and geology demonstrated a natural

evolution for the earth and proved that
there must have been a time when no life

was possible upon it. The prevalent
conception of matter came in at this

point and denied altogether any such
monstrous doctrine as that the wonderful
thing called life could spontaneously
arise in the despicable thing called matter.

The material of the earth, whether solid,

liquid or gaseous, consisted of eternal,

unchangeable, and indestructible atoms.
These were moved as forces from out-

side moved them. They had no energy
or power of their own.

f D°^°d
^ Men simply thought of them

j^ .. as of incredibly minute
grains of sand of various

shapes and sizes, and it was as im-

possible to conceive of life being spon-
taneously generated in a chance heap
of inert atoms as to conceive that a

heap of grains of sand should organise

themselves into a little organism. As for

spontaneous generation occurring on the

earth to-day, the development of mites

lOI
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from cheese and so forth, that was a very
different matter, men must have thought

—

in so far as they thought at all—since

cheese and flesh and so forth were them-
selves products of life. It is well worth
noting that the common doctrine of

spontaneous generation was always held

in reference to organic materials, such
_ . ^s the slime of the Nile—not

w^k*"^* the dry sand of the desert.

, p The reader may be inclined to

say that men's beliefs on this

subject in the past generation make very
confused reading, and indeed, that is true.

But the fact is that their beliefs were most
confused. The work of Darwin had
staggered everybody, and straightforward,

systematic, unprejudiced thinking was very
nearly impossible in the welter of con-

troversy. Nevertheless, something ap-

parently definite was done. The doctrine

of the beginning of life upon the earth

was left almost undiscussed, and the

accepted notion of the nature of matter

—

a notion which to us who know radium
seems puerile—was left unchallenged in

all its falsity. But the work of the great

French chemist Pasteur led to a close

examination of the belief that humble
forms of life are daily produced from life-

less organic materials, and the conclusion

was reached that no such spontaneous
generation occurs.

This conclusion is of great importance
in the history of modern thought, and
it was proclaimed with much rejoicing

and vigour as a great achievement of

science, whilst some of its chief advocates
seemed at times to forget the extreme
awkwardness of the inferences which had
to be made from it. The doctrine may
be stated in Latin in the form of the
familiar dogma, " Omne vivum ex vivo,"
every living thing from a living thing.

Just as the existence of a man is quite

sufficient to prove to us the prior existence
of living human parents, just as we feel

_ ... sure that every beast of the
V ry ivmg

^^j^ j^^^ ^^^ living parents
Thing from a 1,1. 11?
,. . T,,. and that every oak has sprung
Living Thing , -^ . .

t- °
from an acorn developed m a

previous oak, so, according to the doctrine
of " Omne vivum ex vivo," we must
believe that every living creature, whether
human, animal, or vegetable, whether as

big as the mammoth or as small as the
smallest microbe not one-twenty-thou-
sandth part of an inch in diameter, has
sprung from living parents. Nature,
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according to this doctrine, was divided—as

Nature, being a mighty whole, can never
be divided—into two absolute categories,

the living and the lifeless, or living matter
and dead matter. Dead matter was
notoriously dead and impotent, and life

could not conceivably arise in it, though
it could be used by life for purposes of

food. On the other hand, living matter
rejoiced in the possession of all those

great attributes which lifeless matter
lacked, and, in accordance with the

contrast between the two kinds of matter,

the living could never be produced from
the lifeless but only from the living : for

every creature, microbe or mammoth or

man, we must trace back in imagination

a series of living ancestors, differing

perhaps in various characters, but always
living. This series must be traced back
and back and back until ?

And there the difficulty arose. For
the uninhabitableness of the primitive

earth was a fact of which men of science

were as certain as if from some habitable

planet they had been able to gaze upon it.

Notwithstanding the dogma of " Omne
vivum ex vivo," it was im-

possible to assert that every

, "t .f
, living creature has an endless

series of ancestors. How, then,

did life begin ?

What we may call the doctrine of the

older orthodoxy—the doctrine of special

creation, of supernatural interposition for

the introduction of a new entity into the

scheme of things—offered one alternative.

To accept it, however, would be to

abandon the whole modern conception of

natural law and of a universe which was
not created once on a day, and has not

been tinkered with subsequently, but

from everlasting to everlasting is the con-

tinuous expression to us of the Infinite

and Eternal Power which to some eyes

it veils and to others it reveals. Unless

we are to abandon our philosophy, this

alternative cannot be accepted, and it is

now accepted by no philosophic thinker.

Thus, whether " Omne vivum ex vivo
'"

be true or false to-day, we are compelled

to accept the only other alternative, which
is that it has not always been true, or, in

other words, that life was spontaneously

evolved from the lifeless (so-called) at some
remote age in the past. Just at the

present time philosophic biology is out of

fashion. Minds of the great cast which
endeavour to see things in their eternal
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aspect have been lacking to the science

of hfe since the days when Huxley and
Spencer were in the plenitude of their

powers. Anyone who cares to compare
the principal reviews of the last decade
with those same reviews from the year

of, say, 1875 to 1890, can readily see this

fact for himself. In the absence of that

deliberate thought and discussion without
which clear ideas on any subject are

impossible, what may be called the official

opinion of biology at the present time is

thus most remarkable and contradictory.

On the one hand, it is strenuously asserted

as a matter of dogma that at the present

day no life is produced or producible upon
the earth except by the process of repro-

duction of previously existing life ; and
on the other hand it is asserted—when the

direct question is put, though otherwise
the subject is simply ignored—that life

must somehow or other have been
naturally evolved in the past, presum-
ably once and for all. I have called this

opinion contradictory, and it is indeed far

more contradictory and unsatisfactory

than it may at present appear. The
obvious question that the critic asks

.
is, "If then, why not now?"

.
' The answer alleged is that,

7 „„ of course, the experiments
AOt now ^ r

of Pasteur and Tyndall, to

which some reference must afterwards be
made here, merely demonstrated the
impossibility of the spontaneous genera-
tion of life in our own day or under any
conditions similar to those of our own
day ; but doubtless the first few simple
forms of living matter arose by natural
processes at some distant epoch " when
the conditions were very different from
those that obtain to-day." Now it hap-
pens to be true that every difference

between past and present conditions which
physics and geology and chemistry can
assert tends to the probability that if

spontaneous generation is impossible now,
it must have been a hundredfold more
impossible a hundred million years ago.

Yet for some three decades the great
majority of biologists have been content
to believe that spontaneous generation is

impossible now, even though land and
sea and sky are packed with organic
matter under the very conditions which
obviously favour life—as the all but
omnipresence of life abundant to-day
demonstrates—but that spontaneous
generation was possible in the past when,
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by the hypothesis, there was no organic
matter present at all, and when life had to

arise in the union and architecture of

such simple substances as inorganic car-

bonates ! Such biologists are like those
who know that the human organism can
be developed from the microscopic
germ in a few years, but find it

. w -r VT incredible that man can have
Is Life Now 1 J 1 J r 11... , been developed from lowly
Arising from ^

,
-'

the Lifeless?
organisms m aeons of sons.
J\or has any livmg biologist

even attempted to make an adequate
answer to the question, why what is

impossible now should have been possible

a hundred million yea.TS ago. On the

contrary, so soon as the matter is looked
at philosophically, we see that all the
probabilities, all the analogies, all the

great generalisations of science, are in

favour of the belief that life must be
arising from the lifeless now, as in the

past, whenever certain conditions, such
as the assemblage of carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen and hydrogen in the presence of

liquid water, are satisfied.

For the moment, however, I propose to

postpone this question of the truth of
" Omne vivum ex vivo " at the present

day, for I desire to throw into the fore-

front of my argument two quite recent

developments of science, unreckoned with
because non-existent in the controversy
of the 'seventies, and in my judgment not
yet duly appraised to-day. In the present

and future discussion of the manner and
causation of that supreme event in the
earth's history, the beginning of life upon
it, we must reckon with two new orders of

inquiry relating to facts unthinkably con-

trasted in physical magnitude yet equally
relevant to our subject. The first series

of facts with which I will deal are astro-

nomic, and the second atomic.

In discussing the origin of life upon the
earth, we of the twentieth century must
recognise such facts as may be obtainable

_.„._, in regard to hfe upon other
The Evidence i ?i -v- • xi.orbs than ours. Now, m the

olhlr Worlds
^''^^ P^^^^'. ^^^re is at least

one illustrious contemporary
astronomer, Professor Pickering, the chief

living student of the moon, in whose opinion
there are many evidences upon our
satellite of the action of vegetation, either

past or present. This, of course, is not
the place for a discussion of that evidence

;

it is, however, the place to record the
most highly qualified opinion at present
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obtainable, and to remind ourselves of the

certainty that when the moon was iirst

borne—or born—from the earth, life

cannot possibly have been evolved, since

the conditions of temperature alone, to

name one factor, were such as life could

not sustain, no liquid water being extant.

There is some reason to suppose, then,

that, whatever the present

„ time spontaneously evolved
on Mars ,,

^ -^

upon the moon.
The second piece of astronomical evi-

dence relevant to our inquiry is afforded

by the planet Mars. This, of course, is

a much controverted question, which
cannot receive any discussion here. It

suffices to note that Professor Lowell, who
is admittedly the greatest living authority

on Mars, has observed and photographed,
not merely to his own satisfaction, but
to that of an ever increasing number of

astronomers, signs of vegetation upon
Mars. I will say nothing here as to the

existence of intelligent beings there.

That fascinating and momentous question,

upon which there will doubtless be differ-

ence of opinion for some time to come, does

not now concern us. It is of quite sufficient

significance for our present purpose if

the existence of merely vegetable life,

and no more, upon the planet Mars can
be demonstrated, and there are now very
few astronomers indeed who question
this demonstration, however chary they
may be of going any further. I submit
that the question of the beginning of life

upon the earth should not be considered

without reference to the evidence which
suggests the spontaneous origin of life

upon the moon, and to the practically

positive demonstration of the present
existence, with seasonal alternations, as

on our own earth, of vegetable life in the
watered areas of Mars.

These considerations were entirely un-
known to the great controversialists of a

_,. _ ^.

,

generation ago ; but there
The Earth s • .

i r r ,

-, ... is another order of facts, en-

'•Fo'^Jafions-
tirely unimagined by them,
which are now demon-

strable and admitted. For them, or for

most of them, the ancient conception
of matter which we trace to Plato was
substantially true ; nay, more. The
recent work of the physicists and chemists
had endowed that ancient conception
of matter as gross and inert and dead
with a new concreteness and vividness.

One of the greatest ph37sicists of the age,

James Clerk-Maxwell, in his famous
address to the British Association, spoke
of atoms as the " foundation stones of the
visible universe, which have existed since
the creation unbroken and unworn."
The accepted conception of an atom was
that of a passive thing ; it had its own
inherent shape and properties, which
were impressed upon it at its creation.

It had " the stamp of the manufactured
article," as Sir John HerschcU said, and
throughout its endless history it responded
to and behaved under the influence of

external forces in due accordance with
its shape and size. But it was unchange-
able, inert and brute, the sport of its

surroundings, like the mote in the sun-
beam.
But to-day we stand amazed at such

conceptions. We have learnt that within
the atoms of matter there is a fund of

energy so incalculably vast that the sum
total of all the energies previously

recognised, and now to be styled extra-

atomic, is as nothing compared with it.

This is a change indeed, that all the

energies hitherto known to us should be

. . merely the overflow trickling
Immeasurable r ,t_ ^^
_ from the immeasurable ocean
,

J,
of the intra-atomic energy, the

very existence of which has
been formally and repeatedly denied by
practically all thinkers from Plato down
to our own time. Matter is not gross and
inert, brute and dead. The atom, the

so-called unchangeable foundation stone,

is, on the contrary, itself an organism,

the theatre of Titanic forces about which
we at present know practically nothing
except that they certainly exist, and are

powerful beyond all our previous con-

ceptions. The atom is no atom, but a

microcosm ; it is no more the unit of

inorganic matter than the cell is really

the unit of living matter.

Now it is surely evident on considera-

tion, though the significance of the change
has been ignored, that the whole dis-

cussion of the spontaneous origin or

evolution of life in matter takes an entirely

new shape when our old and widely
erroneous conception of matter is aban-
doned, and a true one is substituted.

Life is a marvellous and characteristic

demonstration of energy. When the

origin of this energy in matter was
formerly discussed, we were told that the

constituent parts of matter contain no
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energy at all, but now we know that a

quite overwhelming proportion of the

sum total of universal energy is to be

found there, and nowhere else. This is

one of the most revolutionary advances
in the whole history of thought, and its

full significance has yet to be recognised.

There must also be added an essential

to any future discussion of this question,

the extraordinary achievement of synthetic

chemistry, of which Professor Berthelot was
the grand master. As long ago as 1828 it

was shown that there was at least one
exception to the doctrine of the vitalists,

that chemical compounds characteristic of

living matter cannot be built up except

by the living organism. To-day chemistry

has succeeded in building up alcohols,

starches, sugars, and even the forerunners

of the proteids themselves, from the

inorganic elements in the laboratory, under
the action of non-vital forces. This fact

could not be reckoned with a generation ago.

We are now entitled to state very
briefly the sequence of events which
may reasonably be imagined as culmin-

ating in the origin of life upon the earth

for the first time. Whatever we may hold

p _ as to the present, we have to

f^ „^'. recognise that the origin of life

u'^L^ ?" ^°^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^"^^ constituted
** * * a fact utterly different in

certain essentials from any origin of life

that may be expected to be occurring

to-day. The capital fact is that in the

beginning there was no organic matter
to serve as food material. If ever there

was a case in which it is the first step that

costs, it is here. Nothing can be easier

than to imagine the spontaneous origin of

life in organic matter to-day, favoured
with sun and water and air. The case is

far different when a primary origin in

inorganic matter has to be conceived.

But of some things we are certain. We
are certain, for instance, that so long as

the earth's surface temperature was above
that of boiling water, no life was possible.

It was not until the gaseous water in

the atmosphere became liquefied by the

lowering of the earth's temperature that
the production of life became possible.

The first seas were seas of boiling water,

or rather water infinitesimally below the
boiling point, and we may reasonably
suppose, with Buffon, that the Polar seas,

being the first to cool, must have provided
the first " nest " for life upon the earth.

I assume, of course, that this essay will be
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read in conjunction with that of Professor

Sollas upon the formation of the earth

[page 79], and that of Dr. Wallace upon
the exquisite adaptation between life and
the earth to-day [page 91].

But how were those complex organic

bodies formed, especially those vastly

complex proteids with which all life

Th St A
whatsoever, as we know it, is

.^ " ^ invariably associated ? Apart

P from the laboratories of the syn-

thetic chemists of to-day, these

compounds are always the products of

pre-existing life, and yet without them
there could be no pre-existing life.

It is my belief that this most difficult

question, which quite baffies us, will seem
simple and straightforward in another
generation, when science has devoted
itself on a large scale to a study now
in its very infancy—I mean the study of

those curious bodies which chemists call

ferments. The properties of ferments are

shared both by the familiar ferments, such
as trypsin and pepsin, and also by certain

inorganic substances, such as the metal
platinum. Now, though pepsin is a product
of living cells, platinum is certainly not.

Altogether apart from the living world
there are substances which have powers
of fermentation ; and ferments do not act

exclusively, as is erroneously supposed, in

breaking down complex compounds, but
also build them up from their constituents.

The powers of a ferment, moreover,

are, so far as we know, inexhaustible.

All life whatever is exercised by ferments,

and it is true that life, chemically con-

sidered, is " a series of fermentations."

Now, there is quite recent evidence already

which seems to show that certain ferments,

acting in suitable material, have the power
of reproducing themselves—that is to say,

of converting that material into their like.

These facts are highly suggestive, and it is

difficult to refrain from suggesting that

the gap between living and lifeless matter,

which seemed so absolute to
Mystery

of

the Cell

our ancestors, and which even
to us, who have a new con-

ception of matter, seems wide
enough, may yet be bridged by the

ferments. We are far too apt, I think,

to assume that when we can see no
intermediate stage there were no
intermediate stages, and thus to make
difificulties for ourselves. We declare

that life began as a single cell, which was
the starting-point of organic evolution.
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1 myself believe rather that the cell consti-

tutes the acme of a vast epoch of evolution,

which may yet be reproduced in brief in

the laboratory. Denying or declining to

think of this, the biologist who knows the

amazing complexity and intricacy of the

architecture of the cell may well decline

to believe that such a thing could spring

Is th« c«ii
^^^^ ^ ^^"§^^ J"^^P ^^°"^ ^"'

n . . £. organic matter. We preach and
a Product ot '^

, . ii i m x
r 1 *• <> go on preachmg that Nature
Evolution? S ii • 1 • 1 •

does nothmg by jumps, and m
the same breath we declare that life began
as a simple cell. In another hundred years

we may begin to realise that a cell in its

own measure and on its own scale is an
organism, as complex and mature a pro-

duct of evolution as a society, or, for the

matter of that, as the atom of modern
chemistry !

But the reader will legitimately declare

that so long as the spontaneous generation

of life to-day in the most favourable cir-

cumstances is a proved impossibility, he
cannot be expected to accept the doctrine

of its spontaneous origin in the past. There
are signs, however, that the biologists are

now beginning to listen to Dr. Charlton
Bastian, the sole survivor from the great

controversy of the 'seventies, whose book,
" The Evolution of Life," was published
only a few months ago. Against Pasteur
and Tyndall and Huxley, Dr. Bastian main-
tained that their experiments, asserted to

be conclusive, were not conclusive— the
facts observed were certainly facts, but
the deductions were unwarrantable. The
experiments only proved the impossi-

bility under the experimental conditions.

The difference is the difference between
proving what you set out to prove, and
begging the whole question. First establish

conditions under which spontaneous gen-

eration is impossible, then demonstrate
its non-occurrence under those conditions,

and thence infer that it is impossible under
any conditions.

^ _ The student is right in

J
.

*" ^ declining to believe in the

P spontaneous beginning of life

upon the earth so long as the

possibility of spontaneous generation to-

day is denied, but there are not a few
who think that the most conservative
attitude that can be adopted is one of

suspended judgment.
The present philosophic tendency is un-

doubtedly in the direction of a return to

the ancient conception that matter is not

without its own degree of life, and that the

^ distinction between the organic and the

inorganic is a distinction of degree and
not radical. Nature does not admit of being
sorted into any of our puny categories.

As the facts accumulate they point more
and more definitely towards the opinion
that hylozoism, or the doctrine of poten-

tial life in all matter, will be part of the

scientific creed of the future.

Controversies as to the origin of life,

judged in the light of this great conception,

seem to become trivial if not puerile.

Knowing, as we now do, that Plato's

conception of matter was as false as it

possibly could be, and having had re-

vealed to us by radio-activity the omni-
presence within the very atoms of matter,

of forces incessant and stupendous, we
find the doctrine of vitalism, however
stated, to be wholly meaningless ; we find

that the gap between the living and the

lifeless is by no means abysmal or im-

passable.

And the definition of life as self-move-

ment seems to become almost comical,

for on that definition surely the whole

„ J
physical universe, the only per-

ow ong
pg^y^j motion machine we know

E *

t d? of, is itself alive. A discussion of

this question can at the utmost
only be suggestive. Very few positive

assertions have been made, nor can their

number be added to, in reference to a

question which is bound to be asked : How
long has life existed on the earth ? The
study of radium and its presence in the

earth's crust alone suffices to abolish

altogether the old estimates, and new
ones cannot yet be substituted. Only it is

certain that the past history of planetary

life may be far longer than any previous

estimate has indicated. It now seems that

the earth is not only not self-cooling, but

actually self-heating, and if on the older

assumption Lord Kelvin could talk of a

hundred million years since, so to speak,

water first became wet, and life, as we know
it, possible, who shall say of how long

periods we may speculate now ? Mean-
while, the glass-eyed stare vacantly around
them and declare that the progress of

science means the destruction of the

spirit of wonder and reverence. To them
we reply in the words of the Earth Spirit

in Goethe's " Faust "
:

" At the whirring loom of Time unawed,
I weave the living garment of God."

C. W. Saleeby
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THE MASTERY OF THE EARTH
AND HOW MAN OBTAINED IT

BY DR. ARCHDALL REID

3

ALL the world—at any rate, all that part

of the world which is acquainted

with the facts—is now agreed that man
is a product of evolution, and that his

remote ancestors were of different bodily

make and shape, and of different mental

type and calibre, from their late descend-

ants. No study of human kind can be com-

prehensive that does not include a survey

of the mode by which the faculties that

have given man the mastery of the earth

were evolved.

A history of his evolution, based, lik^

a political history, on episodes, cannot, of

course, be written. But man is a bundle

of parts and capabilities. By comparing

the civilised being with the savage and the

savage with lower animals, we are able to

trace, in many important particulars at

least, his natural history with a degree of

certainty to which, I think, no political

history can aspire. As our comprehension
of adult man is helped by a

knowledge of the developmentWc Know
the Present

by the Past ^
of the child, so our understand-

ing of our species is aided by a

study of its past. Armed with some clear

conceptions of what man was, and is, we
shall be the better fitted to investigate social

and political change, and to perceive how it

happens that while some nations have
inherited the earth and the fruits thereof,

others have stagnated or fallen into decay.

At a certain stage in his development
the caterpillar builds himself a cocoon.

His dwelling is a wonderful structure, but
from our human point of view the re-

markable thing is that he does not learn

to build it. He may never have seen a

cocoon before, and he constructs only one
in his life. Yet his work is perfect, or at

least very excellent, and it is as good in

its beginnings as in its endings. Evidently
he owes nothing to experience, but is

impelled and guided throughout by a

faculty which we term instinct. An instinct

may be defined as an innate, inherited

impulse, an inclination to do a certain

definite act, the instinctive act, on receipt

io8

of a certain definite stimulus or incitement
to action. In the case of the caterpillar

the stimulus appears to be the sight at the
proper time of a suitable spot in which to

build a cocoon. Since this particular impulse
does not appear at the beginning of con-
scious life, it is termed a deferred instinct.

Man, on the other hand, cannot build

his house unless he first learns
ow an

Y^^^y iQ build. He depends, not
Learns by i.- i. u ^_ .on instinct, but on experience.
Experience t,, j- ^J_ i

^
rIhe faculty by means of

which experience is stored in the mind is

memory. The faculty by means of which
we use stored experience to guide present
or future conduct is intelligence. When
the contents of memory are very vast,

and the processes of thought by which
they are utilised comparatively difficult

and complex, intelligence is termed reason.

Intelligence and reason depend, therefore,

on memory, on ability to learn, on
capacity to profit by experience. Memory
is not the whole of intelligence, but it is the

basis of it. Without memory there could

be feeling and emotion, but no thought, for

the materials of thought would be lacking.

We always measure the intelligence of an
animal by its power of profiting by ex-

perience. Thus, a cat is more intelligent

than a rabbit because it can learn more

;

a dog, for the same reason, is still more in-

telligent. A purely instinctive animal,

one that has no memory, can have no con-

ception of its past, and therefore no idea

of its future. It lives wholly in the im-

mediate present ; feeling, but not think-

ing. It acts entirely on inclina-

tion, not on reflection. It makes
provision for the future, not

with any notion of providing,

but simply because it has an impulse

to a certain course of action, the per-

formance of which gives it pleasure of the

kinci a child derives from playing or eating,

and with the ultimate result of which it

is no more consciously concerned than a

child. If a caterpillar sheltered in a hole

with the idea, founded on past experience,

Instinct

in Place of

Memory
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of avoiding danger, his action would be
intelligent. If, appealing to a memory in

which a great number of complex exj e-

riences were stored, he took thought and
^. „ . designed himself a shelter in
I he Basis i S j r
r n .• . which ]:)roVision was made tor

of Rational i^ , r 7 j j
. . all sorts 01 remembered dangers,

his action would be rational.

But if, making no appeal to the past
nor taking thought for the future, he
builds only because impelled by an
innate impulse, then, no matter how
elaborate the edifice he rears, his action

is instinctive.

Animals low in the scale of life—for

example, most insects—appear incapable
of learning. But often they are won-
derfully equipped by instinct. The de-

tails of the behaviour of a small beetle,

as quoted from Professor Lloyd Morgan,
may not have been quite correctly ascer-

tained, but they are sufficiently accurate
for our purpose.

A certain beetle (Sitaris) lays its eggs at the
entrance of the galleries excavated by a kind of

bee (Anthophora), each gallery leading to a cell.

The young larvas are hatched as active little

insects, with six legs, two long antennae, and
four eyes, very different from the larvae of other
beetles. They emerge from the egg in the autumn,
and remain in a sluggish condition till the spring.

At that time (in April) the drones of the bee
emerge from the pupae, and as they pass out
through the gallery the Sitaris larvae fasten upon
them. There they remain till the nuptial flight

of the Anthophora, when the larva passes from
the male to the female bee. Then again they wait
their chance. The moment the bee lays an egg,

the Sitaris larva springs upon it. Even while the
poor mother is carefully fastening up her cell,

her mortal enemy is beginning to devour her
offspring, for the egg of the Antliophora serves
not only as a raft, but as a repast. The honey,
which is enough for either, would be too little

for both, and the Sitaris, therefore, at its first

meal, relieves itself from its only rival. After
eight davs the egg is consumed, and on the empty
shell the Sitaris undergoes its first transformation,

and makes its appearance in a very different

form. ... It changes into a white, fleshy

grub, so organised as to float on the surface of the
honey, with the mouth beneath and the spiracles

above the surface. ... In this state it re-

mains until the honey is consumed, and, after

some further metamorphoses, develops into a
perfect beetle in August.

The beetle has sense organs ; therefore

she feels. But we have no
reason to suppose that she

Wonderful

Instinct of

the Beetle
remembers or thinks. Memory
would be of little u.se to her

;

therefore parsimonious Nature bestows

little or none. Cast adrift in a hostile

world, she must come into existence

ready armed by instinct for the battle of

life. She has no time to learn, and during
the rapid and strange changes in her
career has little opportunity of acquiring
knowledge that could beneficially guide
her future conduct. Since memory and
its corollary reflection are most developed
in the highest animals, and are impercep-
tible m the lower, they are clearly later

and higher products of evolution than
instinct.

Family life is a product of memory,
for the mate and offspring are r^-cognised

;

therefore it always implies some degree
of intelligence. The young are watched
and protected, and taught by the higher
animals. Opportunities are thus afforded
of learning about the world, and more
particularly of acquiring the traditions,

the stored experiences, of the race. With
the opportunity to profit by experience
comes the ability to profit by it, and with
the latter a gradual decay of instinct.

Intelligence is substituted, more or less,

for unthinking impulse. All the instincts

are not lost, but in the higher animals
we find no such elaborate innate impulses
as in the lower. " Sitaris " is able to fend

for herself from the first ; but
just in proportion as animals
are highly placed in the scale

of life, so they are helpless

at the beginnings of consciousness, but
correspondingly capable later. A young
pig can run as soon as it is born, but the

acquirements of the most learned pig

are small compared to that of a dog,

which, though more helpless than the pig

at birth, is so teachable that he becomes
the companion of man. Our domestic
animals are all teachable, otherwise we
could not tame them.
Of living beings man is by far the most

helpless at birth. He cannot even seek

the breast. In him instinct is at its

minimum. For him more than any othei

animal prolonged and elaborate tuition

is necessary ; but so vast is his memory,
and so great his power of utilising its

stored experience, that in later life he is

beyond comparison the most capable of

the inhabitants of the earth. Compare
what even a dull man knows, including

the words of a language and its inflections

and articulations, with what is acquired by
the cleverest dog, and the immensity of

the difference is at once apparent. We
may take a sohtary frog and rear him
from the egg in an aquarium. If, subse-

quently, we remove him to a pond, he
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will take his place with his fellows at once.

He has little, if anything, to learn. In-

stinctiveh' he knows his food, and how
to seek it ; his enemies and rivals, and
how to escape or fight them ; his mate,
and how to deal with her ; and she knows
how to dispose of her eggs. But how
forlorn and helpless would be a man
reared from infancy in a dark cell out of

sight and sound of his kind, and then
turned into a world where his experienced

fellows struggle for existence !

Traditional knowledge—knowledge, that

is, imparted by one generation to the next
—is common enough amongst the higher
of the lower animals, and forms no
inconsiderable part of their mental equip-

ment. Thus we may see the hen teaching
her chickens how to seek food, and the

cat instructing her kitten how to ambush
mice. Birds and mammals inhabiting

desert islands have none of that fear of

man which in our countiy they acquire

from dire experience. We have a saying,
" as wild as a hawk " ; but Darwin
relates how he almost pushed a hawk
from its perch with his gun in the Gala-

•
,1,^ P^^S'^s Islands. Round our coasts

jj***" *^ ^ the sea-birds are exceedingly
_ . shy ; at London Bridge they

feed from the hand. Formerly
the Arctic seals, impelled by fear of bears,

inhabited the outer margin of the floes
;

at the present day they have retreated

from the more dangerous neighbourhood
of man to the landward edge. Antarctic
seals, harried by the great carnivora of

the ocean, are watchful in the water

;

on land or on the surface of the ice, where
till lately they met no danger, they may
be slaughteed like sheep in a shambles.
They are capable of profiting by experi-

ence ; but they are slow to learn, and can
acquire but little. Judged by our human
standard, they are verj' stupid. The means
of escape adopted by Arctic seals, and
tlie means of capturing them, the ships and
guns adopted by man, furnish a measure
of the intellectual difference.

When animals are social, and so have
the opportunity of learning, not only
from their parents, but from other mem-
bers of the species, the power of making
useful mental acquirements is corre-

spondingly great. It reaches a remarkable
degree of development even amongst
insects, some species of which live

together in great communities. Young
ants, for example, are tended with anxious

no

care. It is said that they are led about
the nest and instructed by older indi-

viduals. They are reported to be playful.

Most significant of all is the fact that
some species have the habit of capturing
slaves belonging to other species, which
they take as pupse, never as adult ants,

and to whom, as they develop, they teach
their duties. The slaves are

Slavery

in the World
neuter individuals, and have

of Insects
^^ offspring, the supply being
maintained by fresh captures.

It follows that the slaves must learn their

work, and therefore that their performance
of it is not instinctive, but intelligent.

It is a fair inference that many of the
so-called instincts of ants are really

acquired habits, bits of knowledge and
ways of thinking and acting which are

handed down from one generation to the

next, not by actual inheritance, but
traditionally and educationally, just as

children receive from us language, or

religion, or a trade. Indeed, there is

reason to believe that the power of making
mental acquirements has evolved to a

greater degree in the favourable environ-

ment of the ant-nest than among any other

species except man.
The instincts of man, though compara-

tively few and simple, are yet essential

to his existence. He has the instinct of

hunger and the instinctiv^e recognition

of food as food, the instincts to sleep

periodically, to rest when tired, and to

sport when rested, the instincts of curiosity

and imitativeness, and the deferred in-

stincts of sexual and parental love, and
perhaps one or two others. All these innate

impulses he shares with the lower animals,

but those w^hich impel him to store and
use his vaster memory are more developed
in him than in any other type. Thus the

instinct of sport urges him, not only to

develop his limbs, but, through experience,

to acquire dexterity and much besides.

The little girl turns naturally to her doll,

,
which she handles as she will

J**'* ^. , her baby. The play of a boy
Essential j n • i la.
, ,. , as naturally mvolves contests.
Instincts 1 • 1 r 11 .1

which foreshadow the grimmer
battles of adult life. As he grows older the

character of his sport changes. More and
more it becomes an appeal to the wits,

an appeal to wider experience and a means
of adding to it.

The higher amongst the lower animals

also have their sports, which, in every
instance, are adapted to fit the niernbers
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of the species for the future business of hie.

Compare, for example, the ambush and
pounce of the kitten, the ardent cliase and
overthrow of the pu]')py, and the climbing
proclivities of the kid. As a general rule,

in proportion as an animal is capable of

becoming intelligent, and as long as it is so

capable, it is inclined to sport. A cat

A ^, .. .. loses the desire early in life,
A Child s i -J. X J.-U J

. a man retams it to the end.

r ^Ti. r^/ A child's i^lay, therefore,
for the Future - . ,.' y' ^

'

is no indication of mere
frivolit3^ It is the outward and visible sign

of an eager and splendidly directed mental
activity. Curiosity also prompts the child

to store its memory. Imitativeness impels
him to acquire those mental traits which
enabled his progenitors to survive in their

world. Parental love prompts to the care

and instruction of offspring. Very illu-

minating and beautiful is the instinctive

delight of some dull and careworn mother
in babyish play with her infant, and
her joy when it first " takes notice," and
in its earliest beginnings of speech and
locomotion.

Every animal species is fitted by its

structures and their associated faculties

to its particular place in Nature. In some
cases it holds its own largely' through the

evolution of some one structure or group
of structures. Thus, the bat is especially

distinguished by the great development
of its fingers and of the web between
them, and the elejihant by its trunk.

The principal distinguishing physical pecu-
liarity of man is the enormous relative

size in him of that upper part of the verte-

brate brain which is termed the cerebrum,
and, we have every reason to believe,

constitutes the organ of memory and
thought.

Associated in a special way with his

great brain are his organs of speech and
manipulation. These three structures, the
brain, the vocal apparatus, and the hand,
undoubtedly underwent concurrent evolu-

. tion by the constant survival,

7m"
^°^ during a period of intense com-

_ ^ ^ petition, of those individuals

who were naturally the best

capable of receiving and storing experience,

of using it for the intelligent manipulation
of objects, and of communicating it to

their fellows and descendants through the
medium of speech. Even the highest of ihe
lower animals are able to learn from one
another only by example or through such
very elementary verbal signs as calls,

growls, or cries of alarm, which express no
more than simple emotions.

Their traditional knowledge, therefore,

is as nothing compared with that of

man, who by means of articulated speech
communicates not only information con-
cerning sense impressions and emotions,
but complex items of knowledge and
processes of thought which have been
garnered, elaborated, and "systematised
during tens of thousands of years by
millions of predecessors. Without speech,
or some such method of communicating
abstruse information, his great brain would
be useless. But knowledge and povv'ers of

thought are of no avail unless they can be
translated into action ; and for this the
hands are necessary. To set free the fore

limbs, which had hitherto been organs of

locomotion, for their new function of

manipulation, man became a bij^ied, and
assumed the erect posture—by no conscious
effort, however, but solely by the survival
of the fittest in each generation.

Savage man, then, differs from the lower
animals in that he has a larger brain, a
more capacious memory, and greater

powers of utilising and commu-
nicating its contents. Modern

His Way to

Greatness
man differs from ancient man
because he is the heir of longer

experience. Civilised man differs from the

savage chiefly in that he has invented and
more or less perfected certain arti rial

aids to speech, written symbols by means of

which he is able to store in an available

form knowledge immensely more abstruse

and voluminous than would otherwise be
possible. His books are artificial memories
and vehicles of communication of un-
limited capacity and unerring accuracy.

Moreover, by means of these symbols
he is able, as in the mathematics, to per-

form feats of thinking quite beyond the

powers of his unaided mind
;

just as by
means of machinery and other mechanical
contrivances he is able to perform physical

feats beyond the unaided powers of his

body.
To memory, then, is due the advance of

the savage beyond the lower animal ; to

tradition, the child of memory, the advance
of modern man beyond ancient man ; to

tradition stored in books the advance of

civilised men beyond the savage. To
written symbols are due also man's vast

powers for futiite advance. The brute,

the mammoth, the mastodon, the whale,

the elephant, and the tiger, became ever

III
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more and more helpless in the presence

of a knowledge and an ingenuity that

gathered with the roUing years, and,

though accumulated for ages, were yet

relatively new things in this enormously
old world.

Low animals, in proportion as they lack

memory, move in a narrow, instinctive

groove. Their mental traits are all in-

herited, and therefore each individual

follows exactly in the footsteps of its pre-

decessor. Since they cannot learn, they

cannot adapt themselves to circumstances.

Removed from the ancestral environment
they perish. Cast in a rigid, inexpansive

mould, every individual resembles every

other of the same species, as much mentally
as physically.

It is different with man. He is pre-

eminently the educable, the reflective,

the adaptive animal. Since the experi-

ences of no two men are quite similar,

they differ in knowledge, ideas, and
aspi-ations, and, therefore, none are very

closely alike mentalh^ The child does not

follow exactly in the footsteps of the

parent. So great is human adaptability

that, though the mind of the

savage differs immensely in all
Man can

Revert to

Savagery
except instinct and power of

learning from that of the civil-

ised man, yet, were the child of the latter

trained from birth by the former, he could

not be other than a savage.

On the other hand, utter savages—for

example, the Maories of New Zealand-
have passed in a single generation from
barbarism to civilisation. The average
individual amongst us may be trained to

fill the role of a beggar or a king, a scientist

or a monk, a thief or a legislator. He is

able to dwell in the Tropics or in the Arctic,

in the town or in the wild. ]\Iemory, know-
ledge, intelligence, adaptability, are all

links in a single chain of efficiency.

Memory is of two sorts, conscious and
unconscious. The conscious memory
contains experiences which can be re-

collected, such as the words of a language
or the sights we have seen. The uncon-
scious memory contains impressions which
cannot be recalled to mind, but which
are none the less important. Thus, we
learn to use our limbs, a process which
involves a precise but quite unconscious
adjustment of the actions of numerous
nerves and muscles, the very names and
existences of which are known only to the
anatomist. So, also, in youth we uncon-
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sciously imitate our fellows, adopting in

great measure their mental tones and
attitudes without knowing how or when
we were influenced. Much, too, that was
once capable of being recalled is added to

that hidden store, and, though apparently

lost, remains potent for good or evil. Our
minds are like floating icebergs, of which

the visible part is but a frac-
awn o

^j^j^ ^^ ^YiQ vvhole, and are
Human i u j j. •

, .- moved by deep currents m a
seemingly unaccountable way.

At birth the mind of a child, unlike that

of a beetle, is practically blank. Sights and
sounds and the other feeling? convey
no meanings to it. But soon the messages
sent by the sensation are understood.
In a few weeks the child evolves order out
of chaos, and comprehends to a wonderful
degree the world around it. It learns to

move its muscles in a purposeful way, and
in a year or two is able to walk and speak a
language, and do a vast deal more besides.

In these early years, the period of man's
greatest mental activity, are made his

most valuable and indispensable acquire-

ments. But as he becomes more and more
completely equipped for the battle of life,

his powers of adding to the store slowly
decline. In adult life the gains are balanced
by the losses. In old age the losses exceed
the gains. Compare the perfection with
which the young acquire the manners of

society, and every accent, inflection, and
intonation of a language, wdth the im-
perfections displayed when learning is

undertaken later.

We learn to do new things, acquire new
knowledge, and think new thoughts with
toil. But practice brings facility. In the
end we perform with ease that which was
acquired with difficulty. We cannot,
however, unlearn as we learnt, b3' an act of

will. The facility lingers, and, as a con-

sequence, our actions and thoughts, our
mental attitudes, our whole outlook on
life becomes more or less automatic and

stereotyped. In other words,
our acquirements come at last

to resemble instincts, and are

Habits are

Imitation

Instincts r, .
^

oiten so misnamed, as when a
boy who has learned to dodge is said to

avoid a blow instinctively. A being from
another planet who for the first time saw
a man walking or cycling could not distin-

guish the nature of these acquirements from
such instinctive movements as the running
or flying of an insect. The patriotism of a
Spartan or a Japanese differs from that of
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a bee only in its mode of origin. In brief,

the low animal is a creature of instincts,

the man is a creature of habits, which are

nothing other than imitation instincts.

A principal function, then, of our faculty

of making mental acquirements, of our

conscious and unconscious memories, is to

supply us with those automatic ways of

thinking and acting which are

our substitutes for instincts.
Miiakiivd's

Substitutes

for Instinct
Our conscious memories sup-

ply us with our stereotyped

mental attitudes—desires, beliefs, aspira-

tions, habitual way of thinking, and so

forth. Our unconscious memories supply

our stereotyped ways of acting—the auto-

matic ways of acting we have just con-

sidered. It is a principal business of our

lives to acquire them ; but, though a great

advantage is thus gained, one almost as

great is lost. We act and think more
quickly in familiar situations, but in pro-

portion as we grow older we lose our
splendid human capacity for learning.

Beyond the verge of our imitation instincts

spreads a domain, very wide in the infant,

but narrowing as we pass towards old age,

which is the real realm of the active

intellect. Here, where thoughts and actions

are not yet stereotyped, memory gathers

fresh harvests, imagination plays, and
reason ponders. Here man is a rational

being in the strict sense of the word.

A little thought renders it evident that

a feeble-minded person, an idiot, or an im-

becile, is always one with a defective

memory. He is unable to profit like the

normal individual from experience. The
truth that the higher faculties are more
often absent in the feeble-minded than
the lower is due entirely to the fact that

they can be acquired only by people

whose receptive powers are well developed.

In effect and in fact the feeble-minded

person is an instance of reversion to a

prehuman mental state. Judged by the

human standard, every monkey is an
idiot. But the reversion is

not complete, for, though the

imbecile loses some part of his

power of profiting by experi-

ence, he regains no part of the lost power
of being guided by instinct. Therefore
he is correspondingly helpless as com-
pared with a lower animal.

Owing to the constitution of the human
mind, some decay of the faculty of profiting

by experience accompanies advancing age.

But it need seldom be so great as it usually

Mind
and

Memory

is, and never so great as it often is. Cer-

tain mental attitudes, certain systems of

education, certain environments, leave

the mind of the man almost as open as

that of a little child ; others inflict on it

premature senility. An Aristotle or a

Darwin learns to the last year of his long

life ; a Mohammedan or a Tibetan ecclesias-

tic is old before he has ceased to be young.
Convinced that pestilence is due directly

to the wrath of God, he scorns the notion

that sanitation can be right or useful

;

believing that the earth is flat, no evidence

will convince him that it is round ; holding

his sacred religion with a steadfast faith,

he will murder the heretic rather than think

out his propositions.

But habits of stupidity are not confined

to particular regions of thought. Becoming
almost as incapable of mental change as

a beetle, a man may undergo an arrest of

mental development which differs from
that of the idiot only because it occurs

later in life, is less complete, and is

acquired, not innate. In his ordinary

surroundings he appears a normal person
;

but placed among people of more open
mind, his brute-like inability

to learn suggests sharply the
How the

Minds of

Men Differ
resemblance to the feeble-

minded child. Let us sum up.

Man has conquered the earth because he

is pre-eminently the educable, the adap-

tive animal. His educability—indeed, his

whole thinking capacity— depends on
his memory. He has few instincts, a

fact which increases his mental ductility
;

but one of the most important of his

instincts is imitativeness, which impels

him to copy not only such obvious

things as the speech of his predecessors,

but their mental attitudes as well. In

this way not only the actual knowledge

and beliefs but also the habits of thought

of one generation are handed on to the

next. Apart from a few instincts which are

more active in the child than in the adult,

and two or three others whose appearance

is deferred till later life, the whole mental
difference between the child and the adult

lies in the fact that the former has a great

memory in the sense that it is very capable

of storing experience, whereas the latter

has a great memory in the sense that it has

already stored much experience. As parent

to child, so one racial generation hands

on its acquirements to the next, but with

greater certainty ; for the parent is not

the only influence in the life of the child,

"3
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who imitates many other people, some-
times more closely than the parent

;

whereas, since few individuals travel

during youth, the young are seldom
influenced by others than by members of

their own race. Except in times of great

change, therefore, racial generations re-

semble one another even more closely than
parents and children.

Like individuals, races differ in their

mental characteristics. The English have
one set of characters, the Japanese another,

and the Russians a third. The problem
of the extent to which these characters

are inborn or acquired is very important
to the student of history. Accordingly
as we believe they are the one or the
other we are driven to accept one or other
of two very different readings of the past.

Are races, then, brave or cowardly,
energetic or slothful, enlightened or

savage, and so forth, by nature or by
training ? Are the qualities that have
enabled some races to flourish, while
others are decadent, transmitted as

instincts or handed on, as knowledge is ?

The reader has now materials of a kind
. ,, not usually found in historical
Influences , i i ^ j- ^

r-uij' works on which to found a

Life
judgment. He must bear m
mind that, while an English

infant reared by cannibals would retain
the bodily characteristics of his race
mentally, he could not be other than
a savage. He must remember also that
some races have altered their mental
characteristics very rapidly. Thus, in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, immedi-
ately after the long Dark Ages, the
British and several other European races
suddenly became intellectually active
and socially progressive. The Japanese
supply a more modern, the Greeks and
Romans more ancient, instances. The
latter quite as suddenly sank into abysmal
degradation. Innate mental characters,
such as the instincts, usually change so
slowly that not merely historical but geo-
logical time elapses before the alteration is

perceptible. Again, the reader must note
that, while the opinion that racial traits
are inborn is nearly universal, most men
act as if they knew them to be acquired

;

for nearly all men are careful in training
their children, especially with respect to
those traits that contribute to the for-
mation of character.

Doubtless, races of men differ innately
in mind as they do in body, but these
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differences can occur only within narrow
limits. The instincts of all races are, of

course, very similar, for all the instincts

are essential to the preservation of life.

But races may differ in strength of

instinct, and more especially in powers of

memory. Thus it is possible, or probable,

that the English, for example, are more
capable of profiting by ex-

*"**
perience than Australian blacks.

ac s o
Certainly, their brains are

larger. On the other hand, the

brain grows under the stimulus of use, and
therefore the larger size of the English
brain may be due to more arduous labour.

Lastly, the reader must ask himself the

question : What mental effects have
centuries of freedom or slavery, or of

civilisation, or of barbarism, on races ?

Do they produce innate changes, or do
they merely render certain acquirements
so nearly universal that their perpetuation
by imitation is insured ? If he supposes
that the changes are innate, he must ask
himself the additional question whether
they arose through the transmission of

parental acquirements to offspring, or

through the actual and constant destruc-

tion in certain environments of certain

definite types of individuals who were
thus prevented from leaving offspring and
so perpetuating their like. The former
hypothesis is now generally repudiated by
science. The latter may be true, but as

yet has not been supported by evidence

;

or at any rate is supported only by such
evidence as that which INIill and Buckle
denounced. In either case, though history

may furnish him with intellectual occupa-
tion, it will supply few lessons of practical

value. If, on the other hand, he has
perceived the greatness of the part played
in the human mind by acquirement, if he
has noted that man is man, a thinking
and rational being, the conqueror of the
earth, only because he is the most im-
pressionable and therefore the most
_ adaptable of living types, the

y. ^
** reader will learn from the

„. racial see-saw of the past what
kinds of mental training have

conduced to success and happiness and
what to ruin, and so perhaps he may find

himself in a position to help the fortunes

of his people and his children. The real

value of history, as in the last analysis

of all experience, lies in its educational
applications.

G. Archdall Reid
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THE WORLD BEFORE HISTORY
By Professor Johannes Ranke

THE WONDERFUL STORY OF DRIFT AAN
'"PHE history of the world is the history
^ of the human mind. The oldest

documents affording us knowledge of it

lie buried in those most mighty and
comprehensive historical archives, the

geological strata of our planet. Natural
philosophy has learned to read these

stained, crumpled, and much-torn pages

, that record the habitation of
a urc s

^j^g earth by living beings ; but
Great Book , r x- r ^.i • u i

f H"
only a lew sections oi this book

^ of the universe have yet been
perused, and these appear but frag-

mentary in comparison with the whole
task. The passages that relate to the

human race are small in number and often

even ambiguous, and it is only the last

pages that can give an account of it.

The oldest undisputed traces of the

presence of man on the earth that have
hitherto been discovered are met with in

lhe strata of the Drift Epoch, and it is

only during the last generation that the
existence of " Drift Man " has been
palaeontologically proved beyond dispute.

The late Sir J. Prestwick believed, how-
ever—and his results have been confirmed
by later discoveries—in the existence of

evidence of the presence of man in

Western Europe before the present
river system of our land was established,

long before the age of the " Drift " relics.

The evidence consists of rudely shaped
pieces of flint, apparently artificially

chipped along one or more edges. These
supposed implements are termed " Eoliths."

They were first discovered by Mr.

Benjamin Harrison in the high-level

plateau, probably of the Upper Pliocene
Age, in Kent, and their significance is

now widely accepted.

Up to the middle of last century research
appeared to have established as a positive

fact that man could not be traced back to

the older geological strata ; remains of

man were said to be found only in the
newest stratum of the earth's formation

—

in the alluvial, or " recent " stratum. The
bones of man were accordingly claimed to

be sure guides to the geological formations
of the present time, as the bones of the
mammoth and cave- bear were to the strata

of the Drift. Where traces of man were
found it was considered as proved by
natural science that the particular stratum
in which they occurred was to be allotted

to the most recent system, which we see

forming and being transformed under oui

eyes at the present day.

W^hile it was declared that man belonged
to the alluvial stratum, it was at the same
time stated, according to the doctrine of

_, _,. Cuvier, which had the weight
The Theory r , ,, ,

'',1
ot a dogma, that man could

^ . . . not have belonged to an older
Catastrophes . . , ^

^
geological stratum or era,

and therefore not even to the next older

one, the Drift. The beginning and the end
of geological eras are marked by mighty
transformations which have caused a local

interruption in the formation of the strata

of the earth's surface. In man}^ cases we
can point to volcanic eruptions as the

chief causes, but more especially to a
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change in the distribution of land and

water. Cuvicr had conceived these changes

involving the transformation to have been

violent terrestrial revolutions, the col-

lapse of all existing things, in which all

living beings belonging to the past epoch

must have been annihilated. It appeared

impossible that a living thing could have

survived this hypothetical battle of the

elements, and passed from an older epoch

into the next one ; and the new epoch was
supposed to have received plants and
animals by re-creation. All this had to be

applied to man also ; he was supposed to

A PAGfc. FROM NATURE'S HISTORY BOOK
It is in the successive layers of the earth's strata with
their human and animal remains that we read the story
of the past. Embedded in the earth itself we have
the existence of " Drift Man " established. Our illus-
tration is that of a section of the famous Kent's Cavern,
near Torquay, which is rich in prehistoric remains.

have come into existence only in the
alluvial period. Not without consideration
for the Mosaic account of the Creation,
which, like the creation legends of numer-
ous peoples scattered far and wide over all

the continents of the earth, tells of a great
deluge at the beginning of the present
age, the Pleistocene Epoch of the earth's
formation preceding the present period had
been termed the Flood Epoch, or Diluvium.
In its stratifications it was thought that
the effects of great deluges could largely
be recognised ; but the human eye could
not have beheld these, for, according to

ii6

the catastrophe theory, it appeared out of

the question that man could have been
" witness of the Flood."

Here modern research in the primeval

history or paleontology of mankind begins,

starting from the complete transformation

of the doctrine of the geological epochs
brought about by Lyell and his school.

Proofs of terrestrial revolu-

tions, as local phenomena and
c ua y epoch marks, are doubtless to

Happened , r , • i_ ,

be found, imposing enough to

make the views of the older school appear
intelligible ; but, generally speaking, a

complete interruption of the existing con-

ditions did not take place between the

periods. Everything tends to prove that

even in the earlier eras the transforma-

tion of the earth's surface went on in prac-

tically the same way as we see it going on
before our eyes to-day in a degree that is

slight only to appearance. The effects of

volcanic action ; the rising and sinking of

continents and islands, and the alteration

in the distribution of sea and land caused
thereby ; the inroads of the sea and its

work in the destruction of coasts ; the

formation of deltas and the overflowing of

rivers ; the action of glaciers and torrents

in the mountains, and so forth, are con-

stantly working, more or less, at the

transformation of the earth's surface.

As we see these newest alluvial deposits

being formed, so in principle have the

strata of the earlier eras also been
formed, and their miles of thickness prove,

not the violence of extreme and sudden
catastrophes, but only the length of time
that was necessary to remove such mighty
masses here and pile them up there. It

was not sudden general revolutions of

great violence, but the slowly working
forces, small only to appearance, well

known from our present-day surroundings,

which destroy in one place and build up
again in another with the material ob-

tained from the destruction—it was these

, which were the causes of the

u\'"'k^ gradual transformation of the

^. . earth in all periods of its his-

tory comparable to the present.

According to this new conception of

geological processes, a general destruction

of plants and animals at the end of eras,

and a new creation at the beginning
of the following ones, was no longer a
postulate of science as it had been. The
living creatures of the earliest eras could
now be claimed as ancestors of those



This indicates a vast stretch of the lost land of England, looking towards the Scilly Isles from Land's End. All
between the broken lines was once land as far as Scilly, thirty miles away and fifty miles thence to Lizard Point.
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living to-day ; the chain

seems nowhere com-
pletely broken. The an-

cestors of the human race

were also to be sought in

the strata of the earlier

geological periods.

Among the forces

which we find attended

by a transformation of

the fauna and flora of

the earth's eras, the in-

fluences of climatic

changes in particular are

clearly and surely shown.
In that primeval period

in which the coal group
was formed the climate

in widely different parts

of the earth was com-
paratively equable, little

divided into zones, and
of a moist warmth ; this

is proved by the really

gigantic masses of plant

growth implied by the

formation of many coal

strata, in which the

remains of a luxuriant

cryptogamic flora are

everywhere embedded.
In Greenland, in the

strata belonging to the
chalk period, and even
in the deposits of the
Tertiary Period, which
immediately precedes the
Drift Era, the remains
of higher dicotyledonous
plants of tropical charac-
ter are found. The
occurrence of palaeozoic

coral reefs in high lati-

tudes also goes to prove
that the temperature of

the sea water there was higher at that
tirne : in fact, that a tropical climate
existed in the farthest north—an extreme
contrast to the present ice-sheet on its

land and the icebergs of its seas.
In Central Europe the climatic conditions

can have been only sHghtly different. During
the middle Tertiary Period palms grew in
Switzerland

; and even at the end of the
Tertiary Period, as it was slowly passing
into the Drift Era, the climate in Central
Europe was still warmer than now, being
much like that of Northern Italy, and its

protected west coast the Riviera. There

ii8
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The Older

Drift

Animals

ot the older drift launa. The latter lived,

as we have seen, by no means in a warm
climate, but only in a temperate " nor-

therly " one, even in the warmer periods

of the epoch. So we can understand that

many of this older animal community were

well able to adapt themselves to colder

climatic conditions, and among them two
of the large Drift pachydermata,
the elephant and rhinoceros,

whose kin we now find only

in the warmest climes. But a

thick woolly coat made these two Drift

animals well fitted to defy a raw climate

—

namely, the woolly-haired mammoth, Ele-

phas primigenius, one of the two Drift

species of elephants of Europe, and the

woolly-haired rhinoceros, Rhinoceros anti-

quitatis. A second species of rhinoceros,

Rhinoceros merckii, was also preserved,

and maintained its region of distribution.

The horse was now more largely distri-

buted, and inhabited the plains in herds
;

but, above all, the reindeer immigrated
along with other animals that now belong
only to Far Northern and Arctic regions,

and pastured in large herds at the edges of

the glaciers. With the reindeer, although
less frequent, was the musk-ox of the Far
North, besides many other cold-loving

species, such as the lemming, snow-mouse,
glutton, ermine, and Arctic fox. Many of

the animal forms that were very frequent
then, in the Drift Period, appear now in

Central Europe only as Alpine dwellers,

living on the borders of eternal snow, such
as the ibex, chamois, marmot, and Alpine
hare.

Of special importance for our main
question is the great invasion of Europe
by Central Asiatic animals ; immigrants
direct from the Asiatic steppes pushed
westward " as in a migration of nations,"
among them the wild ass, saiga antelope,

bobac, Asiatic porcupine, zizel, jumping
mouse, whistling hare, and musk shrew-
_, . . mouse. According as the gla-
1 lie Animzkl 1 * 1 1 -

J ^. ciers and mland ice grew or

of Europe
shrank, the animals of the
glacial period advanced more

or less far to the North or retired more
to the South, extending or reducing
their range of distribution. The Gla-
cial Period was no invariable climatic
phenomenon. It is perfectly certain that
a first Glacial Period with a low yearly
temperature, under the influence of which
the ice-masses, with their moraines, ad-
vanced a long way from the North and
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from the high mountams, so that irl

Germany, for instance, only a compara-
tively narrow strip remained free and
habitable for higher forms of life between
the two opposing rivers of ice—was suc-

ceeded by at least one period of warmer
climate, and that certainly not a short

one. The mean yearly temperature had
increased so much that the ice-masses

melted to a considerable extent, and had
to retire far to the North and into the high
valleys of the Alps. In this warmer inter-

glacial Period, as it is called, the Drift

animals advanced far to the North, es-

pecially the mammoth, which, with the

exception of the greater part of Scan-
dinavia and Finland (districts which
remained covered with ice during the Inter-

glacial Period), is distributed throughout
the drift strata of the whole of Europe
and North Africa, and as far as Lake
Baikal and the Caspian Sea in Northern
Asia. Even the older Drift fauna, so far

as it had not yet died out or retired,

returned to its old habitats, so that the

Interglacial fauna of Central Europe ap-

pear very similar to the Preglacial fauna.

A long-sustained decrease of

^ J^*^^^ temperature led once more to

. „.. the growth of the ice, which in
ge ima c

^^^.^ second Glacial Period

almost reconquered the territory it had
won at first.

In consequence of these oscillations in

the climatic conditions of the Drift Era
as a whole, we have to distinguish the

Preglacial Era and the Interglacial Era,

as warmer sub-periods of the Drift,

from the real Glacial Periods. The latter

appear as a first, or earlier, and a second,

or later Glacial Period, as remains of

which the zone of the older moraines and
the zone of the later ones clearly mark
the limits of the former glaciation.

It was this second deterioration of the

climate, with the fresh advances made
by the glaciers and masses of inland ice,

which definitely did away with the older

Drift fauna that was not equal to the

sudden climatic change. Nor did the

woolly-haired rhinoceros, the Rhinoceros

merckii, and the cave-bear survive the

climax of the new Glacial Period. Even the

woolly-haired mammoth succumbed. It

and the woolly-haired rhinoceros, accom-
panied by the musk-ox and bison, had
made their way into the Far North of Asia.

But while the two last species bore the

inclemencies of the climate, the rhino-



The Ibex

TYPES OF ANIMALS SURVIVING IN

The Marmot Dando

CENTRAL EUROPE FROM THE DRIFT PERIOD
Many of the animal forms that were very frequent in the Drift Period appear now in Central Europe only as
Alpine dwellers, living on the borders of eternal snow. Such are the ibex, chamois, marmot, and Alpine hare.

ceroses and elephants met their end here.

And yet they had long preserved their

lives on the borders of eternal ice. Whole
carcases, both of the woolly-haired and
Merckian rhinoceroses, and also of the

woolly-haired mammoth, the bison, and
the musk-ox, with skin and hair and well-

preserved soft parts, have been discovered
in the ice and frozen ground between the
Yenisei and Lena, and on the New
Siberian Islands at the mouth of the
Lena. The carcases of the mammoth

and rhinoceros found imbedded in the ice

were covered with a coat of thick woolly
hair and reddish-brown bristles ten inches

long ; about thirty pounds of hair from
such a mammoth were placed in the St.

Petersburg Natural History Museum. A
mane hung from the animal's neck almost
to its knees, and on its head was soft hair

a yard long. The animals were therefore

in this respect well equipped for enduring
a cold climate. As regards their food they
were also adapted to a cold climate, traces
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up of

the Earth

of coniferae and willows- that is, " Northern

plants "—having been found in the hollows

of the molar teeth of mammoths and
rhinoceroses. The mammoth proves to

have had greater resisting power, and to

have been more fit for further migrations,

than the rhinoceros. The latter's range

of distribution extended over the whole

of Northern and Temperate
Breaking

Y,uYope, China and Central Asia,

and Northern Asia and Siberia.

But, as we have seen, the mam-
moth penetrated not only into North Africa,

but, what is of the highest importance for

the proper understanding of the settling of

the New World, even into North America.

The connection which in earlier geo-

logical periods had united Europe, Asia,

Africa, and North America in the greatest

homogeneous zoogeographical kingdom,
the Arctogaea, was broken during the

Tertiary and Drift Periods, so that several

zoogeographical provinces were formed.

The connection with North America was
the first to be broken, so that even in the

last two divisions of the Tertiary Period,

the Miocene and Pliocene Epochs, the Old
and the New Worlds stood in the relation

of independent zoogeographical provinces

to one another. Now, it is of the greatest

importance to note that during the Drift

Period North America again received some
Northern immigrants from the Old World,
according to Von Zittel " probably via

Eastern Asia." Consequently, during the
Drift Period communication existed, at

least temporarily, between Asia and North
America in the region of Bering Strait,

sufficient to allow the mammoth and
some companions to migrate from the one
continent to the other. In Kotzebue
Sound mammoth remains are found in the
" ground-ice formation," together with
those of the horse, elk, reindeer, musk-ox
and bison. Mammoth remains are also

known to have been found in the Bering
Islands, St. George in the Pribylov group,
_. . and Unalaska, one of the

of°the*'"°**^
Aleutian Islands. In that

Mammoth Period the mammoth arrived in

the New World as a colonist
driven from the Old. It spread widely over
British North America, Alaska, and
Canada

; it has also been found in Ken-
tucky. A relatively recent union of the
circumpolar regions of the Northern Hemi-
sphere—of Europe, Asia, and North
America—is also proved by the occurrence
of animals that we recognise as companions
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of the mammoth, but which, surviving the

Glacial Period, are still distributed over the

whole region, such as the reindeer, elk, and
bison. The absence in Asia of several

animals specially characteristic of the

European Drift (the hippopotamus, ibex,

chamois, fallow-dear, wildcat, and cave-

bear) explains also their absence in the
North American Drift fauna. It is par-

ticularly strange that the cave-bear did not
reach Northern Asia. It is otherwise the

most frequent beast of prey of the Drift

Period, and hundreds of its carcases often

lie buried in the caves and clefts it once
inhabited. In Southern Russia numerous
remains of it are found, whereas in the

English caves it is rarer, the cave-hyena
predominating here. Apart from the

exceptions just mentioned, J. F. Brandt
considers North Asia and the high Northern
latitudes to be the region in which the

European, North Asiatic, and North
American land fauna had concentrated
during the Tertiary and Drift Periods, and
whence their migrations and advances
took place according as it grew older. As
the northern fauna spread over more

southern latitudes during
ammo s

^j^^ Drift Period, they took
. _ possession of the habitats

urope
^^ ^j^^ species there belong-

ing to the Tertiary Period, drove them
back into tropical and subtropical regions,

and formed the real stock of the Drift

fauna, as described by Von Zittel in his
" Palaeozoology."

One thing is certain—namely, that the

northern borders of Siberia were not the

real home of the mammoth and its com-
panions ; the original habitat of these

animals points to the far interior of Asia,

particularly to the wild table-lands, where
they so far steeled themselves in enduring
the climate that in the course of the Glacial

Period half the world became accessible

to them. As far as is known to-day, the

mammoth arrived in Europe earlier than
on the northern borders of Asia, where,
protected by climatic conditions, its

remains are most numerous and best

preserved. The number of these gigantic

animals must have been very considerable

in this Far Northern region for a time,

judging from the abundance of bones
found there. In Central Europe only a few
places are known—such as Kannstatt,
Predmost in ]\Ioravia, etc.—where the

mammoth is found with similar frequency.

The mammoth attained its widest dis-
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AN ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE PREHISTORIC MAMMOTH
This stuffed carcase of a mammoth is the rarest treasure of St. Petersburg Academjr. Skeletons of these
creatures exist in plenty, but actual carcases are very rare. This was found embedded in the ice on the New
Siberian Islands. One carcase so embedded was discovered five years before it could be freed from the ice.

tiibution in the Interglacia] Period. In

that period it crossed the Alps, and arrived

on the other side, in North Asia, at the

border of the " stone-ice " masses of inland

Ice that were still

preserved from the

first Glacial Period.

The vegetation there

was richer then than
it is to-day ; now
only the vegetation

of the tundra can
exist. Animals found
conifers, willows,

and alders in suffi-

cient quantity to

enable them to keep
in herds. All the

same, we have not

to imagine the cli-

mate on the borders
of the ice to have
been " genial," for

from that period originate the mammoth
carcases that are found frozen entire in

crevasses of the ice-fields. When the new
period of cold—the second Glacial Period

—

begauj these Far Northern regions must

SKELETON OP' A MAMMOTH
in the Natural History Museum, South Kensington.

have become unsuitable for the mammoth
owing to the want of food. Von Toll, who
has examined the fossil ice-beds and,
their relation to the mammoth carcases

particularly on New
Siberian Islands, says:

The mammoths and
their contemporaries
Uved where their re-

mains are found ; they
died out gradually
in consequence oi

physical geographical
changes in the region
they inhabited, and
through no catas-
trophe ; their carcases
were deposited dur-
ing low temperatures,
partly on the river-

terraces, and partly on
the banks of lakes or

on glaciers (inland ice),

and covered with mud
;

like the ice-masses that

formed the foundation of their graves, their

mummies were preserved to the present day,

thanks to the persistent or increasing cold.

The woolly-haired mammoth did not

survive the second Glacial Period
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anywhere ; in the post-Glacial Perfod its

traces have disappeared.

The Drift series of strata are nowhere so

clearly exemplified as in the New Siberian

Islands, where the Drift stone-ice still

forms very extensive high " ice-cliffs,"

always covered with a layer of loam, sand,

and peat, and having precipices often

of great height—in one place seventy-
two feet.

Embedded in these chffs of stone-

ice have been found the mammoth car-

cases, which formerly sank into crevices

in tlie ice. These crevices are partly
filled up with snow,
which has turned into

"firn" and finally

into ice, but partly

also with loam or

sand, which are

merged above imme-
diately into the strata

overlying the stone-

ice. In the year
i860 Bojavski, the

mammoth -hunter,
found a mammoth,
with all its soft parts

preserved, sticking

upright in a crevice

in the ice filled with
loam ; in 1863 it was
thrown down, to-

gether with the coast-

wall that sheltered it,

and washed away by
the sea.

The Tunguse Schu-
machow had been
more fortunate as

on to the sand of the coast. Here Adams
found the carcase in 1806, or as much as the
dogs and wild animals had left of it. The
whole skeleton, with a portion of the flesh,

skin, and hair, has since formed one of
the chief ornaments of the collection in the
Academy at St. Petersburg. According
to Von Toll, who personally visited the
site of Bojavski's discovery, the following
profile presented itself there : first the
tundra stratum ; then an alternation of

thin strata of loam and ice ; under these
a peat-like layer of grass, leaves, and
other vegetation, that had been washed

together ; then a fine

layer of sand, with
remains of Salix, etc.,

and finally stone-ice.

At another place, in

Gulf Anabar, in 73°
north latitude. Von
ToU also found the
ground-moraine un-
der a fossil ice-bed,

which appears to

prove his theory of a

Drift region of inland
ice, of which the

stone-ice beds of New
Siberia and Esch-
scholtz Bay are re-

mains.

Of these strata the

frozen loam deposits

over the stone-ice,

containing the wil-

low and the alder,

are doubtless Inter-

glacial. Some of the
A SURVIVOR OF THE DRIFT PERIOD remains of the alder

earlv as T700 Dnrinp- *-*"'y °"^ representative of the great Drift fauna, the „-.^ • „„„-i, ,„-^„^^,.Cclliy di, xyyy. J^UIing musk.Qx, has been able to preserve its life to the ^^e m SUCU WOnder-
niS boating expedl- present day on the larger remnants of its former ful preservation that
tions along the coast,

^^^^ ^°™^' '""'^ ^' Greenland and GrinneU Land,

on the look-out for mammoth-tusks, he
observed one day, between blocks of ice,

a shapeless block which was not at all

like the masses of driftwood that are
generahy found there. In the following
year the block had melted a little, but it

was only at the end of the third summer
that the whole side and one of the tusks
of a mammoth appeared plainly out of the
ice ; the animal, however, stiH remained
sunk in the ice-masses. At last, towards
the end of the fifth year, the ice between
the ground and the mammoth melted
more quickly than the rest, the base
began to slope, and the enormous mass,
impelled by its own weight, glided down
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there are still leaves
and whole clusters of catkins on the
branches.

The land-mass to which the present
New Siberian Islands belong was only
dismembered at the end of the Inter-
glacial Period, when colder sea-currents
procured an entrance, and the accumula-
tion of snow-masses diminished simul-
taneously with the sinking of the land,

whereas the cold increased. The flora

died off, says Von Toll, and the animal
world was deprived of the possibility of

roaming freely over vast areas. Only
one representative of the great Drift fauna,
the musk-ox, has been able to preserve its

life to the present day on the larger
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Remains
of the

Ice .Age

remnants of its former vast home, such as

Greenland and Grinnell Land.
As we have said, the geological and

climatic conditions in all regions of the

earth affected by the Glacial Period were
closely similar to those just described.

In other places the Drift stone-ice has long
disappeared, but the ground-moraines of

the former inland ice-masses,

and the surface-moraines (ter-

minal and lateral) of the former
gigantic glaciers, constitute its

unobliterated traces. On the moraines
of the earlier Glacial Period we find the

strata of the Interglacial Period deposited,

and on the later moraines of the second
(last) Glacial Period lie the remains of the

post-Glacial Period, in the course of which
a continual increase in the yearly tempera-
ture—probably only a few degrees of the

thermometer—caused the glaciers to melt
and retreat, and opened the way for the

return of plants and animals to what had
been deserts of snow and ice. The place

formerly occupied by the Interglacial

and Glacial fauna is then taken by the
post-Glacial fauna, which proves consider-

ably different.

A number of the most characteristic

species of the former sections of the Drift

Period are already absent in the earliest

post-Glacial deposits ; the fauna approaches
nearer and nearer in its composition to

that of the present day. The inland ice-

masses and gigantic glaciers began to melt
away, and gradually retired to the present
limits of the glaciation that forms the
remains of the Glacial Period of the Drift.

The animal forms of the beginning of the
post-Glacial Period are still living, and the
plants characterising this final stage of

the Drift Period are still growing on the

borders of the ice at the present day. In the
post-Glacial Period a few Northern forms

—

such as the reindeer, lemming, ringed lem-
ming, glutton, zizel, whistling hare, and
jumping mouse—still retained for a time
their habitats in Central Europe. Part
of the Drift fauna—as the horse, wild ass,

saiga antelope, and Asiatic porcupine
—concentrated again in the Asiatic

steppes, from which they had formerly
won their territory of the Drift Period

;

the specific Glacial forms—the reindeer
and his above-mentioned companions

—

followed the retreating ice-masses into

the Far North, and even into Polar regions.

Another part—the specially Alpine forms,
such as the ibex, chamois, marmot, and
Alpine hare—migrated with the Alpine
glaciers into the high valleys of 1he Alps,
where they could continue the life they had
led in the lowlands during the Glacial
Period. The mammoth, woolly-haired
rhinoceros, and cave-bear are extinct.

The present-day mammahan fauna of

Europe and North Asia accordingly bears
a comparatively young character ; during
the Drift, and especially in consequence of

the Glacial Period, it underwent the most
considerable transformations.

It is in the middle of this great drama

^ . of a gigantic animal world
oming o

struggling and fighting for itsMan upon f® ° .,, °, ^

th S
existence with the superior
powers of Nature, during the

Interglacial period of the Drift, that man
suddenly appears upon the scene in Europe
like a dens ex machina.
Whence he came we do not know.
Did he make his entrance into Europe

in company with the Drift fauna that im-
migrated from Central Asia, or have we to

seek his original home in the New World ?
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THE FIRST TENANTS OF THE WORLD : CREATURES THAT LIVED BEFORE MAN
This page represents the most typical of the giant creatures that inhabited the world before man. With possibly one
exception, they had disappeared before man came and, through long centuries, slowly won dominion over the earth.
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THE APPEARANCE OF MAN ON THE EARTH
'X'HE remains of the Drift fauna are
•• usually found mixed up and washed
together in caves and rock-crevices. From
the investigation of the caves in Thuringia,

Franconia, and elsewhere practically pro-

ceeded the first knowledge of the Drift

fauna of Central Europe. Here, right

among the bones of primeval animals,

were also found bones and skulls of man.
The strata in which they were discovered

appeared undisturbed ; that they came
into the old burial-places of the Drift

fauna subsequently—perhaps by an inten-

tional burial of relatively recent times

—

was thought to be out of the question.

The discovery that became most famous
was Esper's, in one of the richest caves

of " Franconian Switzerland," the Gail-

lenreuth cave. There, in 1774, Esper found
a man's lower jaw and shoulder-blade

at a perfectly untouched spot protected

by a stone projection in the cave wall,

in the same loam as bones
e ys cry

^^ ^^^ cave-bear and other

Drift animals. Later, a human
skull with some rude potsherds

of clay came to light in another place.

Esper argued thus :

As the human bones (lower jaw and
shoulder-blade) lay among the skeletons of
animals, of which the Gaillenreuth caves are
full, and as they were found in what is in all

probability the original stratum, I presume,
and I think not without sufi&cient reason,
that these human limbs are of equal age
with the other animal fossils.

The Cuvier catastrophe theory could not
allow this inference ; according to that
theory it was a " scientific postulate

"

that man could not have appeared on the
earth until the alluvial period, and there-

fore after the Drift fauna had become
extinct. Therefore, in spite of appearances,
the human bones must have been more
recent ; and it was indeed absolutely
proved that the skull that Esper had
found in the cave with the rude clay pot-

.sherds originated from a burial in the
floor of the cave. As this was full of

remains of Drift animals, the corpse, which
had been covered with the earth that had

of a

Human Skull

been thrown up in digging the grave, was
necessarily surrounded by these remains,
and even appeared embedded in them.

It was ascertained that in very early
times, but yet long after the Drift Period,
the dwellers near by had had a predi-
lection for using the caves as burial-

places, so that the fact of human bones

The Stor
coming together with bones

^j
« ory

^^ Drift animals in the floor

the Cave ^^ ^^^^ same cave is easily ex-
plained. Moreover, it was found

that from the earliest times down to the
present day the caves had been used by
hunters, herdsmen, and others as places
of shelter in bad weather, as cooking-
places, and sometimes even—especially

in very early times—as regular dwelling-
places for longer periods, so that refuse of
all kinds, and often of all ages and forms
of civilisation that the land has seen from
the Drift Period down to modern times,
must have got into the floors of the caves.
If these were damp and soft, the remains
of every century were trodden in and got
to lie deeper and deeper, so that, for

instance, the fragments of a cast-iron

saucepan were actually found right among
the bones of regular Drift animals in a
cave in Upper Franconia.

The discoveries of human remains in

caves appeared discredited by this, and to

be of no value as proofs of the co-existence

of man with the Drift fauna. And indeed
this position must practically be still

taken at the present day : all cave-finds

are to be judged with the greatest cau-
tion. They in themselves would never have

Th C ^^^^ sufficient to establish
e aves

^-^^ existence of Drift Man,

rk -f* \M although, according to the
Drift Man r i

• . n
general change m scientific

thought that led to the overthrow of

Cuvier's theory, Drift Man is now just as

much a postulate of science as was for-

merly the case for the opposite assumption.
The first sure proofs were adduced in

France by Boucher de Perthes, in the
Drift beds of the Somme valley, near
Abbeville, at the end of the third decade
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of the nineteenth century. Fully recog-

nising the inadequacy of proof given by
cave-finds, he had sought for the relics

of man in the undisturbed Drift beds of

gravel and coarse sand that contains the

bones of Drift animals, which by their

covering and depth precluded all suspicion

of having been subsequently dug over.

And he was successful. He had
in ing c

argued in exactly the same man-

n^'-ff M ^^^^ ^^ Esper had formerly done,

but with better right. In the

stratified Drift formations every period is

sharply defined by the layers of differently

coloured and differently composed strata

horizontally overlying one another. Here
the proofs begin. They are irrefutable if

it is shown that the relics of man have been
there since the deposit. Being no less immo-
vable than this stratum in which they lie, as

they came with it, they were likewise pre-

served with it ; and as they have contribu-

ted to its formation, they existed before it.

That is the line of thought according

to which Boucher de Perthes was able,

in 1839, to lay before the leading experts

in Paris—at their head Cuvier himself

—

his discoveries proving the former exist-

ence of Drift man. But his demonstra-
tions were not then sufficient to break the

old ban of prejudices that were apparently
founded on such good scientific bases

;

his proofs of the presence of man in the

Somme valley at the time of the Drift,

contemporaneously with the extinct Drift

animals, were ridiculed. It was twenty
years before these long-neglected dis-

coveries in the Somme valley concerning the
early history of man were recognised by
the scientific world. This was only made
possible by Lyell, whose authority as a
geologist had risen above Cuvier's, placing

the whole weight of it on Boucher's
side, after having personally travelled

over the Somme valley three times in the
year 1859, ^^d having himself examined
all the chief places where relics of Drift

-,. -. ^. Man had been discovered.The Overthrow . -,
, ^ „, ,

r r- • ' Accordmg to Lyell s de-
of Cuvier s . , . ^,, ^ -^

,,

Famous Theory fcnption, the Somme valley

lies in a district of white
chalk, which forms elevations of several
hundred feet in height. If we ascend to
this height we find ourselves on an exten-
sive tableland, showing only moderate
elevations and depressions, and covered
uninterruptedly for miles with loam and
brick earth about five feet thick and quite
devoid of fossils. Here and there on the
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chalk may be noticed outlying patches of

Tertiary sand and clay, the remains of a
once extensive formation, the denudation
of which has chiefly furnished the Drift

gravel material in which the relics of man
and the bones of extinct animals lie buried.

The Drift alluvial deposit of the Somme
valley exhibits nothing extraordinary in

its stratification or outward appearance,
nor in its composition or organic contents.

The stratum in which the bones of the
Drift fauna are found intermingled with
the relics of man is partly a marine and
partly a fluviatile deposit. The human
relics in particular are mostly buried deep
in the gravel ; almost everywhere one has
to pass down through a mass of overlying
loam with land shells, or a fine sand with
fresh-water molluscs, before coming to

beds of gravel, in which the relics of

Drift Man are found.

Everything shows that the relics of man
are here in a secondary situs, deposited
in the same way as the bones of extinct

animals and the whole geological ma-
terial in which everything is embedded.
That is the reason why the finds cannot

be more exactly dated. They
doubtless belong to the general

drift, but whether to the Post-

glacial Period, or the warmer
Interglacial Period, cannot be decided. The
fauna admits of no absolute limitation,

owing to its being mixed from both periods.

The mammalia most frequently found in

the strata in question are the mammoth,
Siberian rhinoceros, horse, reindeer, ure-

ox, giant fallow-dear, cave-lion, and cave-

hyena. In very similar Drift deposits of

the Somme near Amiens traces of man
were found beside the bones of the hippo-

potamus and the elephant.

These animals were chiefly prevalent

in France and Germany in the Preglacial

and Interglacial Periods of the Drift.

Part of the animal remains found
near Abbeville, particularly those of

the cave-lion and cave-hyena, also point

to the warmer Interglacial Period

;

on the other hand, the mammoth,
Siberian rhinoceros, and especially the

reindeer, appear to indicate with all cer-

tainty the second Glacial and Postglacial

Periods. The bones of the older Drift

animals may have been washed out of

other primary situs : the reindeer had
certainly already taken possession of those

parts of France when the relics of man
were embedded-

Animals
of the

Ice Age



THE APPEARANCE OF MAN ON THE EARTH

In spite of the most eager search for

similar rehc-beds affording sure evidence of

Drift Man, only a very few have as yet

been discovered that can be placed by
ihe side of those in the Somme valley.

Two are in Germany, and are the more
\'aluable as a more exact date can be

given to them within the Drift Period.

One is near Taubach
(Weimar), the other

at the source of the

Schussen. The one
at Taubach belongs

to the Interglacial

Period, that at the

soiirce of the Schussen

to the Postglacial

Period. The former
lies on the moraines
of the first Glacial

Period, which was
followed by the Inter-

glacial Period ; the

latter on the moraines

given by the conditions of stratifi.cation.

In the rich fauna found there, animals
indicating a cold climate are entirely

absent, and a comparison of the whole of

the finds proves that at the time when
man was present there no kind of arctic

conditions can have prevailed. There
is no reindeer, no lemming. The roe,

stag, wolf, brown bear,

beaver, wild boar, and
aurochs were at that

time inhabitants of

these regions, and the

only inference they
allow is that of a tem-
perate chmate. The
mollusc fauna, in which
also all Glacial forms
are absent, also leads to

the same conclusion
;

aU that occur are

familiar to us from
those of the present

day In the same
•;S

Cuvier Boucher De Perthes

THE OVERTHROW OF A FAMOUS THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF THE EARTH AND MAN
When Cuvier was supreme among: geologists his theory that the great geological ages ended with sudden catastrophes
which annihilated all life, and that all life was then created afresh, was universally accepted. One result of this theory
was the disbelief in the existence of man before the Glacial Age. Boucher de Perthes sought to establish the former
existence of Drift Man on finding human relics in the Somme Valley ; but not until Sir Charles Lyell threw his influence on
the side of De Perthes was the Preglacial existence of man admitted, and the long-accepted theory of Cuvier overthrown.

of the second Glacial Period, which slowly

Dassed into the Postglacial Period.

The Drift relic-bed in the calc-tufa near
Taubach lies, as we have said, over the

remains of the first Glacial Period, and
according to Penck, one of the best

authorities on the Drift, belongs to the

warmer intermediate epoch between ,the

two great periods of glaciation. The
proofs given by the plant and animal
remains agree entirely with the proofs

district. The fauna would reaUy
appear quite modern were it not that a

very ancient stamp is imparted to it by
several extinct types. With the modern
animals enumerated are associated the

cave-lion, cave-hyena, ure-elephant, and
Merckian rhinoceros, characterising the

whole deposit as a distinctly Drift one,

which is stiU further proved stratigra-

phically by the covering of " loess." The
Taubach rehc-bed is a typical illustration
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of the climatic and biological conditions

of the warmer Interglacial Period ; the

regions of Central Europe, which had been

covered with masses of ice in the first

Glacial Period, had, after the ice melted,

become once more accessible to the

banished plants and animals of the

Preglacial Period, until they were annihi-

lated, or at least driven de-
Thc Climate

f^^itely from their old habitats

J
^ f by the second Glacial Period,

ge
jYiQ celebrated relic-bed at

the source of the Schussen, near Schussen-

ried, at a little distance from Ulm, brings us

—in strong contrast toTaubach—into quite

glacial surroundings. It was on the glacier-

moraines of the last great glaciation, and
belongs, therefore, to that period which
must still be reckoned as part of the Drift

—

the Postglacial Period, which gradually

passed into the warmer present period.

Under the tufa and peat at the source of

the Schussen we find the type of a purely

northern climate, with exclusively northern

flora and fauna ; everything corresponds

to climatic conditions such as prevail

nowadays on the borders of eternal snow
and ice, or begin at 70° north latitude.

Schimper, one of the best authorities on
mosses at the present day, found among
the plant-remains under the tufa at the

source of the Schussen only mosses of

northern or high Alpine forms. Among
them was a moss brought from Lap-
land by Wahlenberg, which, according

to Schimper, occurs in Norway near
the chalets on the Dovrefjeld, on the

borders of eternal snow, and also in

Greenland, Labrador, and Canada, and on
the highest summits of the Tyrolese Alps
and the Sudetic Mountains. It has a
special preference for the pools in which
the water of the snow and glaciers flows off

with its fine sand. There were also found
mosses which have now emigrated to cold

regions, to Greenland and the Alps. The
most numerous animals were the reindeer,

and yellow and Arctic foxes,
ora an

^^ distinctly Arctic forms ; and

th I A there were also the brown bear
and wolf, a small ox, the hare,

the large-headed wild horse—which always
occurs in the Drift as the companion of

the reindeer—and, lastly, the whistling

swan, which now breeds in Spitzbergen
or Lapland. There is an absence of all the
present animal forms of Upper Swabia, as

well as of the extinct Drift animals, either

of which would indicate a warmer climate.
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More decided climatic or biological con-
trasts than those afforded by the relic-

beds at Taubach and the source of the
Schussen could not be imagined ; here we
have with certainty two perfectly different

periods before us, but both belonging to the
general Drift Era.

Although almost all the other places
where Drift Man has been found exhibit
peculiarities, Taubach and the source of

the Schussen seem the best representatives

of the two chief types in Europe. Places
giving better proof have not yet come to

light anywhere in the Old World.
At first sight the palaeontological strata

of South America, in which the presence of

man has been proved by Ameghino, appear
to give a very different picture. The ani-

mal forms occurring here contemporane-
ously with man deviate to such an extent
from those familiar to us in the Drift of the

Old World that it required the keen eye
and the complete grasp of the whole
palgeontological material of the world that

characterise Von Zittel to recognise and
establish the connections here, while the

discoverer himself thought that he must
date his discoveries of man

VI «2*^^ back to the Tertiary Period.
from South ~, , , ii- i .1
. . ihe strata m which the
America i- j ^ r

earliest traces of man as

yet appear to be proved in South America
are the extensive " loess-like " loam
deposits of the so-called " pampas

"

formation in 'Argentina and Uruguay,
with their almost incomparable wealth of

animal remains, particularly conspicuous
among which are gigantic representatives

of edentates that now occur only in small

species in South America : Glyptodontia
(with the gigantic Glyptodon reticulatum)

and dasypoda ; also of the gravigrada, the

giant sloth {Megatherium americannm).
The toxodontia were also large animals,

now extinct. But besides the specifically

South American forms, numerous " North
American immigrants " also appear in the

pampas formation. It was only at the close

of the Tertiary Period that the southern and
northern halves of America grew together

into one continent, and the faunae of North
and South America, so characteristically

different, then began to intermingle with
one another. The South American autoch-

thons migrate northward ; on the other

hand, North American types—as the horse,

deer, tapir, mastodon, Felis, Canis, etc.

—

use the newly-opened passage to extend

their range of distribution. The northern



A section
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REVEALING THE UNKNOWN LIFE OF THE PREHISTORIC PAST
on of the earth, representing- excavators in the act of discovering the remains of mammals in a cave
South of England. Our illustration is reproduced from Buckland's "Reliquiae Diluvianae," London, 1822.

animal forms are very conspicuous among
the animal world of South America, hither-

to cut off from North America and charac-

terised by the above-mentioned wonderful
and, in part, gigantic edentates, marsupials,

platyrhine apes, etc. Of the great ele-

phantine animals of North America only
the mastodon crossed over to South
America. In the middle and latest Ter-
tiary formations the genus mastodon is

widely distributed over Europe, North
Africa, and South Asia. In North America
the oldest species of the mastodon appear
in the Middle Tertiary (Upper Miocene),
but the most species are found in the latest

Tertiary (Phocene) and the Drift (Pleisto-

cene) ; in South America the mastodon
is limited to the time of the pampas forma-
tion. Its tusks are long and straight, or

slightly curved upward ; its lower jaw also

possesses two tusks, which project in a
straight direction, but are considerably

less than the upper tusks in size. From the

results of Ameghino's investigations man
appears to have come to South America
with these northern immigrants, especi-

ally with the mastodon. In Ameghino's
lists of the animals of the pampas forma-

tion Von Zittel describes man, like the

animal forms enumerated above, as an
immigrant from North America, and as

a northern type.

According to Von Zittel's statements

there is no longer any doubt that the

pampas formation, and with it early

man, of South America, is to be assigned

to the Drift Era ; he sums up the case

in these words :

In South Asia and South America the

Tertiary Period is followed by Drift faunae,

which in the main are composed of species

still existing at the present day, but yet

show somewhat closer relations to theii

Tertiary predecessors.
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THE LIFE OF AAN IN THE STONE AGE
THE oldest remains affording us know-

ledge of man are not parts of his

body—not the skeleton from which, in the

case of primeval animals, we have learned

to reconstruct their frame—but evidences

of the human mind. Until the discoveries of

Boucher de Perthes turned the scale, search

had been made in vain among the bones of

the fossil fauna for remains of the skeleton

of fossil man of undoubtedly the same age
;

it was not bones, but tools, by which the

Abbeville antiquary proved that man had
been a " witness of the Flood " in Europe

;

tools which taught irrefutably

y^.^
*

J.

that the mental powers of fossil

^1.
*
iM^^ J nian of the Drift were similar

the Flood • I J i -r -111m kmd to, il possibly less m
degree than, those of living members of

mankind. The Drift tools prove that,

even in that early epoch to which we
have learned from Boucher to trace him
back, man was distinctively man.

Boucher de Perthes was an expert archae-

ologist, and he knew that in Europe, in

a very early period of civilisation, men had
made their tools and weapons of stone,

as many tribes and races in a backward
state of civilisation—for example in South
America, the South Sea Islands, and
many other places—do at the present day.

These stone implements are practically

indestructible, and from ancient times

manifold superstitions have attached to

the curious articles that the peasant turns

up out of the earth in ploughing. Such
stone weapons were called lightning-stones

by the Romans, as they are bj' country-
folk at the present day. Scientific archae-

ology occupied itself with them at an early

date. In 1778 Buffon declared the so-

called lightning-stones, or thunder-stones,

to be the oldest art-productions of prime-
val man, and as early as 1734, Mahudel
and Mercati had pronounced them to

be the weapons of antediluvian man. Such
views determined the line of thought
in Boucher's researches. From the very
beginning he sought, in the undisturbed
Drift beds of his home, not so much for the

bones of Drift Man as for his tools, which
he suspected to be of the form of the
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lightning-stones, although he knew that,

so far as was hitherto known, these be-

longed to a very much later epoch—that
is, specially to the Alluvial or " Recent "

Period.

His expectations were crowned with
success. Deep below the mass of over-

lying loam and sand, right in the strata

of gravel and coarse sand, he found stone
tools, which without the slightest doubt
had been worked by the hand of man for

definite and easily recognisable purposes
as implements and weapons. Although to

a certain extent ruder, they are practically

the same forms as the tools, weapons,
and implements of stone that we see

in use among so-called " savages " of the

present day. It is the tool artificially

prepared for a certain purpose that raises

man above the animal world to-day, as

it did in the time of the Drift.

Upon his first visit to the relic-beds near
Abbeville in the spring of 1859, Lyell

had obtained seventy specimens of these

stone tools from the chief of them. The
tools were all of flint, which occurs in

abundance in the chalk of the district, and
is still obtained and worked for technical

purposes at the present day. The worked
stones that Boucher found were termed
flint or silex tools, according to the ma-
terial of which they were made. They
occurred in the particular beds, as Lyell

, expressed it, in wonderful quan-

Three Kini ^^^^^^- '^^® famous geologist

!^^ ' distinguished three chief forms.

The first is the spear-head form,

and varies in length from six to eight

inches. The second is the oval form, not

unlike many stone implements and weapons
that are still used as axes and toma-
hawks at the present day—for instance,

by the aborigines of Australia. The
only difference is that the edge of the

Australian stone axes, like that of the

European implements of later periods of

civilisation known as thunderbolts or

lightning-stones, is mostly produced by
grinding, whereas on the stone axes from
the drift of the Somme valley it has always
been obtained by simply chipping the
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stone, and by repeated, skilfully dn-ected

blows. According to Tylor the stone im-

plements of the old Tasmanians were

entirely of Drift form and make, all with-

out traces of grinding, being simply angu-

lar stones whose cutting-edge had been
sharpened by being worked with a second

stone. Some of these stone implements
of Drift Man may have been

T e c le
siniply used in the hand when

?'r^^ , the natural form of the stone
OI 1 OOlS rr 1 • j. J 1- j.

offered a convenient end, but

the majority were certainly fastened in

a handle in some way or other, to serve

as weapons—spear-heads or daggers

—

both for war and the chase. LyeH's

large number of very rude specimens
have also been found, of which many may
have been thrown away as spoiled in the

making, and others may have been only

rubbish produced in the working. Evans
has practically proved that it is possible

to produce such stone implements in

their remarkable agreement of form with-

out the use of metal hammers. He made a

stone hammer by fastening a flint in a

wooden handle, and worked another piece

of flint with this until it had assumed the

shape of the axe form—the second, oval

form—of the Drift implements.

Lyell draws attention to the fact that,

in spite of the relatively great frequency

HOW PREHISTORIC MANKIND IS REVEALED
Most of our knowledge of the earliest life of man has been revealed by the excavator. When at a certain depth
below the earth's surface the skeleton of a man is found, surrounded with rude stone weapons, ornaments, and the
remains of domestic animals, a whole chapter in the life of Prehistoric Man stands revealed at one glance. Our
photograph shows an actual skeleton and grave of the Stone Age, as discovered in the year 1875 near Mentone.

second chief form would have been used
as an axe for such purposes as digging up
roots, felling trees, and hollowing out
canoes, or to cut holes in the ice for fishing

and forgetting drinking water in the winter.

In the hand of the hunter and warrior

the stone axe also became a weapon. As
the third form of stone implements Lyell

distinguished knife-shaped flakes, some
pointed, others of oval form or trimmed
evenly at one end, obviously intended
partly as knives and arrow-heads, and

J
partly as scrapers for technical purposes.

' Although there are many variations

between the first two chief forms, yet the

typical difference indicating the difterent

purpose of their use is always easily

recognised in well-finished examples. A

of stone implements, it would be a great

mistake to rely on finding a single specimen,

even if one occupied himself for weeks
together in examining the Somme valley.

Only a few lay on the surface, the rest not

coming to light until after removing
enormous masses of sand, loam, and gravel.

As we may presume with Lyell that the

11' r- J
larger number of the Drift

Lyell s rmd
^^^^^ implements of Abbeville

and Amiens were brought into

their position by the action

of the river, this sufficiently explains why
so many were found at great depths below

the surface ; for they must naturally have
been buried in the gravel with the

other stones in places where the stream

had still sufficient force or rapidity to

^33

in the

Somme Valley
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STONE AGE
Making: an axehead of flint, like that photographed on
the opposite page. From the painting by F. Cormon.

wash stones away. They can, therefore,

not be found in deposits from still water,

in fine sediment and overflow mud.
Bones of Drift Man are absent from the

deposits of the Somme valley, in spite of

the wonderful abundance of stone im-
plements. The " lower jaw from Moulin-
Ouignon, near Abbeville," had been
fraudulently placed there by workmen.
But proof of the existence of man is

undeniably assured by the objects, so

unpretentious in themselves, that have
been recognised as the work of his hands.

When once the recognition of Drift

Man, founded on the authority of Lyell,

was achieved, search for further relic-

beds was made in England and France
with success. Yet scarcely one of the

newly discovered stations was to be
compared to those of the Somme valley

as regards purity of stratification and
conditions of discovery. The relics of

the " earliest Stone Age " or " Palaeo-

lithic Period," as the period of Drift

Man was called, frequently came from
caves and grottos, whose primary conclu-

siveness Boucher had rightly doubted.

Under these circumstances it was of

the greatest importance that in Ger-

many Drift Man was discovered in two
places, where not only was the geologi-

cal stratification just as clear as at

Abbeville and Amiens, but where also

the relics of Drift Man were found, not

in a secondary situs, as they were then,

but in a primary one. In addition to

this the two German relic-beds may be

safely assigned to the last two great

divisions of the Drift Period, to the

warmer Interglacial Period, and to the

cold Glacial Period proper, with its Post-

glacial Period ; and their climatic condi-

tions were made clear from the remains

of plants and animals found in them.

From the occurrence, in the deposits of

the Somme, of reindeer that contain the

stone implements of Drift Man, we can
not, as we saw, exactly settle in what
part of the Drift Era man lived there,

whether in the Interglacial Period, to

which numerous animal remains found

there doubtless belong, or not until the
" Reindeer" Period, as the last Glacial

and early Postglacial Periods werecalled»

when the reindeer was most largely

distributed over France and Central

Europe. One is inclined to date man's
habitation of the Somme valley back to

'

the Interglacial Period : but it is certain
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that the relic-bed near Taubach is the first,

and, as far as I can see, the only one
hitherto, that has given sure proof of Inter-

glacial Man in Europe. There the oldest

vestiges of man in Europe were found that
have yet been absolutely proved. We have
not hitherto succeeded in Europe in

tracing man farther back than the Inter-

glacial Period. Relics of him are hitherto

as absent in the

older Drift as

they are in the

Tertiary.

The Taubach
r e 1 i c-b e d also

furnished n o

bones of Drift

Man among all

the parts of

skeletons of Drift

animals that we
have mentioned.
Here, too, as in

the Somme val-

ley, the proof of

the presence of

man is based on
the works of his

hand and mind.
Here, too, stone
implements and
stone weapons
are the chief

things to be
mentioned. But
whereas, in the
chalk district of

France, flints of

every size were
to be had in the
greatest abun-
dance for the
preparation of

weapons and
tools, corre-
sponding stones
are not exactly
wanting at the

[

t\vo standard ^ workman's tool in the stone age
ijCiman places, pu^^ implement found in Gray's Inn, London ; now in British Museum
though they oc-

cur in limited number and size. It is due
to this that the larger forms of flint imple-
ments, which are most in evidence in the
Somme valley, are absent at Taubach. On
the other hand, smaller "knives and
flakes "—Lyell's third form of Drift flint

implements—occur here with comparative
frequency and variety of form. Next to

the usual lancet-shaped knife, worked
flint flakes, of triangular prismatic form,
with sharp corners, are most numerous at

Taubach, and scrapers, chisels, awls, and
the chipping-stones with which the stone
implements were produced may also be
distinguished among other things. The
material for the implements was supplied
by the older Drift debris of the valley

—

namely, flint,

flinty slate, and
quartz porphyry.

Besides the
stone imple-
ments which
alone were ob-
served in the
Somme valley,

still further im-
portant relics

were found here
in their primary
situ s. Above
all, numerous
finds of charcoal

and burnt bones
prove that the
Drift Men of

Taubach not
only knew how
to kindle fire, but
were also accus-

tomed to roast

the flesh of the
animals they
killed in the
chase. Stone."

and pieces oj

shell limestone
also occur which
have become
reddish and hard
from the action

of heat. These
are to be re-

garded as the
floors and side-

waUs of the fire-

places on which
the food was
then and there

prepared. The animal bones, especial]

v

those that were taken up from around
the fireplace, appear in most cases
to be remains of meals. This is shown
at once by the fact that bones of young
representatives of the large beasts of
the chase—such as the rhinoceros, ele-

phant, and bear—are very frequent as
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Hunters

of the

3toae Age

compared with the rare occurrence of
full-grown animals.

It appears that in the hunting and
captuie of animals ;he young ones were
most easily killc'.i. and therefore served
chiefly as lood. Whtuc'ver a large animal
was killed, it was probably cut up on the
spot by the fortunate hunters, who

consumed at once part of its

flesh ; the trunk was then left

at the scene of the killing,

while the head, neck, and fore

and hind legs, on which was the most
muscular flesh, and which were at the

same time easier to carry SLway, were
taken to the settlement. This may explain

why, among the many large bones of the

rhinoceros that have hitherto been found,

the ribs and the dorsal and lumbar
vertebrae are almost entirely absent.

Some of the bones of the beasts of the

chase bear the unmistakable traces of

man. They are broken in the manner
characteristic of " savages " of all ages

and climes—for the sake of the marrow,
one of the greatest dainties of men living

chiefly on animal fare. The broken-off

heads of the metatarsal bones of the

bison still show particularly clearly the

method of breaking. They are broken
off transversely exactly where the marrow
canal ends, and on all these bones there

is a roundish depression, or hole, at the
same place—namely, in the middle of their

front or back surface, and just where
the end of the marrow canal is, therefore

about in the centre of the break of the
broken-off piece. The hole is a " blow-
mark " of one inch in diameter, evidently
driven in by force from without, as several

well-preserved specimens still show the
edges and splinters of bone pressed
inward. These splinters and all the
breaks are old, and have on the surface
the same greasy coating, full of the sand
in which they lay, as the bones themselves.
The instrument used for breaking the

How Drift Man
bones in this way might very

^-.„ . .. well have been the lower
Killed the . ^ .^ , ,

c- * A •
I

]aw of a bear with its large
Great Animals •'

. , ,

,

^ x-
canine tooth, as Oscar traas

has ascertained to have been the case in

other places where Drift ]\Ian has been
found. Such lower jaws were found at
Taubach, and the nature and size of

the hole and its edges agree with this

assumption. The long bones of the
elephant and rhinoceros were whole.
Drift Man did not succeed in breaking
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these huge pieces, and where such bones
are found broken they are accidental

fractures. On the other hand, almost
all bones of the bear and bison are inten-

tionally split—in almost all cases trans-

versely, and seldom lengthways.
In the Somme v-alley we have only the

fhnt implements—which, although rude,

are very regularly and uniformly made
for different recognisable purposes—to

tell us of the hfe and state of Drift Man.;
but the finds at Taubach afford us a rather

closer insight into the conditions of his

life and culture. What we had suspected
fiom the first finds is confirmed here.

During the Interglacial Period we see

near Taubach, on the old watercourse
of the Ilm, which had there at that time
become dammed up into a kind of pond,
a human settlement. This was occupied
for a long period, as is proved by the

large number of bones, evidently remains
of meals, and by the quantity of charcoal.

Immediately on the bank were the fire-

places—rude hearths built of the stones

obtained without trouble in the neigh-

bourhood. Here the flesh of the beasts

of the chase, the bison and
the bear, and also the elephant

and rhinoceros, was broiled in a
crude manner in the hot ashes,

as is still done by savages on the level

of the Fuegians and primitive tribes of

Central Brazil at the present day. For
this no utensils are required, a sharpej>ed

rod or thin pointed stick being sufficient

for turning and taking out the pieces of

meat. The ashes that the gravy causes

to adhere supply the place of salt and
other seasoning. The meat was cut up
with the stone knives, and many traces

of cuts on the bones may also be attri-

butable to these instruments. For cutting

out larger portions a powerful and very
suitable instrument was at hand, in the

lower jaw of the bear, with its strong

canine tooth, which also served for break-

ing bones to obtain the marrow. In
spite of the apparent meanness of the

weapons, remains of which we have found,

the Drift ]\Ien of Taubach were 3'et able,

as their kitchen refuse proves, not only
to kill the bison and bear, but also the

gigantic elephant and rhinoceros, both
young and full grown.

This shows man to have been then, as

he is to-day, master even of the gigantic

animal forms which so far surpass him
in mechanical strength. It is the mind

Drift Man
at

his Meals
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WEAPONS OF THE CHASE USED BY PREHISTORIC MAN
A collection of neolithic lance and arrow heads found in Ireland, now to be seen in the British Museum.

of man that shows itself superior to the

most powerful brute force, even where
we meet him for the first time. From
the finds in the Somme valley it appears
that Drift Man already possessed spear,

dagger, and axe, besides the knife, as

weapons. There the blades were of stone.

The relatively small blades of the Taubach
stone implements are, it is true, of the

same character as the stone implements
of Abbeville and Amiens, but they are

chiefly, as we have said, merely knife-

like articles, very suitable as blades for

knives, scrapers, and daggers, and as

arrow-heads, but not strong enough as

« -r. w hunting-weapons for such big
Drift Man ° t-, u j. j. ^x,

. game, ihe hunt must, there-

n. « 4.
fore, have been more a matter

the Hunt
J- , •

,

1 i

of capture in pits and traps, as

practised at the present day where similar

large types of animals are hunted by
tribes armed only with defective weapons.
The kitchen refuse also proves that the
settlement by the Ilm pond, near Taubach,
was a permanent one, to which the hunters
returned after their expeditions, bringing
their game and trophies so far as they
were easily transportable. But there is

no trace of domestic animals. They could
not have completely disappeared, any
more than remains of clay vessels, which
are still less destructible than bones, and
In this respect may be compared to stone
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implements. There was no trace of pot-

sherds either.

The finds in the Somme valley and near
Taubach are of incalculable importance
as sure, indisputable proofs of Drift Man
in Europe ; but as regards the wealth
of information to be derived from them
respecting man's psychical condition in

that first period in which we can prove
his existence, they are far and away
surpassed by the find at the source of

the Schussen, which Oscar Fraas, the

celebrated geologist, has personally in-

ventoried and described. Fraas has
rightly given to his description of this find

of Glacial Man—the most
The Bcit 4. 4. ^ A u ^
.>r- J., r.i. important and best exam
Fsnd of the ^

Ice Age
ined hitherto—the title " Con-
tributions to the History oi

Civilisation During the Glacial Period."

The geognostic stratification of the
relic-bed on one of the farthest advanced
moraines of the Upper Swabian plateau
proves that it belongs to the Glacial Period,

and that this had already pushed its

glacier-moraines to the farthest limit ever
reached. In point of time the finds

are, therefore, to be placed at the end
of the Glacial Period, as it was passing
into the Postglacial Period ; everything
still points to Far Northern conditions

of life. The finds at the source of the

Schussen are thus decidedly more recent,



IMPLEMENTS OF THE STONE AGE AND THEIR MAKING
The methods of holding- a hammer-stone and of making a flint by pressure are illustrated at the top, those of using
a chopping tool at the bottom, of this plate. The other objects are spear-heads, axes, and hammers of stone
and flint, and javelin-heads of horn, the latter being smooth and barbed. The method of tying a flint chisel

to a wooden handle is shown at the right (x). Most of these objects are to be seen in the British Museum.
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geologically, than those made at Taubach.

They are a typical, or, better, the typical

example of the so-called
'

' Reindeer Period
"

of the end of the Drift.

From Fraas's description there seems

to be no doubt whatever that the relic-

bed, with its remains of civilisation, was
perfectly undisturbed, and its palaeonto-

logical contents plainly show
its great geological age. It was
perfectly protected by Nature.

On the top lies peat, the same
that covers the lowlands of the

whole neighbourhood for miles,

and forms the extensive moor-
lands of Upper Swabia, on which
no other formations are to be

seen than the gravel drift-walls

thrown up by glaciers of the

Drift Period. Under the peat

lies a layer of calc-tufa, four

to fjve feet thick, a fresh-water
formation from the water-courses that

now unite with the source of the Schus-
sen. Under this protecting cover of tufa

were the remains of the Glacial Period
and Glacial Man. The tufa covered a
bed of moss of a dark brown colour,

inclining to greeri, the moss still splen-

didly preserved. Under this bed of moss
was the glacier drift. The moss was
dripping full of water and intermingled
with moist sand. In it were the relics

of Glacial Man—all lying in heaps as
fresh and firm as if they had been only
recently collected. A sticky, dark-brown
mud filled the
moss and sand
and the smallest
hollow spaces of

antlers and bones,
and emitted a

musty smell.

Glacial Man had
used the place as

a refuse-pit.
Among the bones
and splinters of

bone of animals
that had been
slaughtered and
consumed by man, among ashes and
charred remains, among smoke-stained
hearthstones and the traces of fire, there
lay here, one upon the other, numerous
knives, arrow-heads, and lance -heads
of flint, and the most varied kinds
of hand-made articles of reindeer horn.
All this was in a shallow pit about seven
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hundred square yards in extent, and only
four to five feet deep in the purest glacier

drift, clearly showing that the excellent

preservation of the bones and bone imple-

ments was solely due to the water having
remained in the moss and sand. The bank
of moss was like a saturated sponge ; it

closed up its contents hermetically from
the air, and preserved in its

ever-damp bosom what had
been entrusted to it thousands
of years before.

Under the peat and tufa at

the source of the Schussen we
find only the type of a
purely Northern climate, with
Northern flora and Northern
fauna. There are no remains

EARLY DRINKING VESSEL ^f domcstic animals— not

Reindeers skull used as drink- CVen of the dOg, HOr any
ing vessel by men of the Stone boUCS of the Stag, rOC, chamois,
Age. British Museum collection. c>' ' '

or ibex. bverythmg corre-

sponds to a Northern climate, such as

begins to-day at 70° north latitude. We
see Upper Swabia traversed by moraines
and melting glaciers, whose waters wash
the glacier-sand into moss-grown pools.

We find a Greenland moss covering the

wet sands in thick banks ; between the
moraines of the g'aciers we have to

imagine wide green pastures, rich enough
to support herds of reindeer, which roved
about there as they do in Greenland, or

on the forest borders of Norway and
Siberia, at the present day. Here, also,

are the regions of the carnivora dangerous
to the reindeer

—

TREASURE-STORES OF PRIMEVAL KNOWLEDGE
Such to-day are the mounds of prehistoric rubbish accumulated
by the people of the Stone Age. These Danish "kitchen
„: J J

fjg^yg vastly enriched our knowledge of the remote past.middens

'

the glutton and
the wolf, and, in

the second rank,
the bear and Arc-
tic fox.

According to

Fraas, it is on this

scene that man of

the Glacial Period
appears; in all pro-
bability, a hunter,
invited by the pre-

sence of the rein-

deer to spend some
time—probably only the better portion of

the year—on the borders of ice and snow.
It is true that the relic-bed that tells of
his life and doings is only a refuse-pit,

which contains nothing good in the way of

art productions, but only broken or spoiled
articles and refuse from the manufacture
of implements. The bulk of the material



FAMILY GROUP
It was thus that the Danish kitchen middens illustrated on the opposite page were created. Each family group cast
its refuse, in the shape of shells, bones, wood, etc., on the midden near at hand, and these heaps of rubbish in process
of time became valuable records of the people's life, in which the archaeologist can read for us the story of the past.
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consists of kitchen refuse, such as, besides

charcoal and ashes, opened marrow-bones
and broken skulls of game. Not one of

the bones found here shows a trace of

any other instrument than a stone. It

was on a stone that the bone was laid,

and it was with a stone that the blow was
struck. Such breaking-stones came to light

in large numbers. They were
merely field stones collected on

„....„ the spot, particular preference
Rubbish neap , . ^ -

^
j. ji i n jbemg given to finely rolled

quartz boulders of about the size of a

man's fist. Others were rather rudely

formed into the shape of a club, with a

kind of handle, such as is produced half

accidentally and half intentionally in spht-

ting large pieces. Larger stones were also

found—gneiss slabs, from one to two feet

square, slaty Alpine limes, and rough
blocks of one stone or another, which had
probably represented slaughtering-blocks,

or done duty as hearthstones, as on many
of them traces of fire were visible. Where
these stones had stood near the fire they
were scaled, and all were more or less

blackened by charcoal. Smaller pieces of

slate and slabs of sandstone blackened by
fire may have supplied the place of clay

pottery in many respects ; for, with all

the blackened stones, not a fragment of a
clay vessel was found in the layers of char-

coal and ashes of the relic-bed.

The flint implements are of the form
familiar to us from Taubach and the
Somme valley, being simply chipped, not
ground or polished. At the source of the
Schussen, also, only comparatively small
pieces of the precious raw material were
found for the manufacture of stone imple-
ments. So that here, too, as at Taubach,
Lyell's third form, the knife or flake, was
practically the only one represented. They
fall into two groups—pointed lancet-

shaped knives and blunt saw-shaped stones.
The former served as knife-blades and
dagger-blades, and lance-heads and arrow-

j^ . heads ; the latter represented

Drift Man's *^^ blades of the tools required

Tools ^^^ working reindeer horn. The
larger implements are between

one and a quarter and one and a half
inches broad and three to three and a half
inches long ; but the majority of them
are far smaller, being about one and a half
inches long and only three-eighths of an
inch broad. The various flint blades ap-
pear to have been used in handles and
hafts of reindeer horn. Numerous pieces
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occur which can only be explained as

such handles, either ready or in course of

manufacture.
Moreover, owing to the want of larger

flints, numerous weapons, instruments,
and implements were carved from rein-

deer horn and bone for use in the chase
and in daily life. Fraas has ascertained

exactly the technical process employed in

producing articles of reindeer horn, and
we see with wonder how the Glacial men
of Swabia handled their defective carving-

knives and saws on the very principle

of modern technics. They are principally

weapons—for example, long pointed bone
daggers, otherwise mostly punchers, awls,

plaiting-needles (of wood), and arrow-
heads with notched grooves. These may
possibly be poison-grooves ; other trans-

verse grooves may have served partly for

fastening the arrow-head by means of

some thread-like binding material, prob-

ably twisted from reindeer sinews, as is

done by the Reindeer Lapps at the present

day ; other scratches occur as ornaments.
The forms of the bone implements show

generally a decided sense of symmetry
_, _ and a certain taste. For in-
Thc Skilled , 1 ,, r

Workman
stance, a dagger, with a perfor-

f th D "ft
^^^^ knob for suspension, and a
large carefully-carved fish-hook.

Groove-like or hollow spoon-shaped pieces

of horn were explained by Fraas to be
cooking and eating utensils

;
probably

they also served for certain technical

purposes—as for dressing skins for clothing

and tents, like the stone scrapers found in

the Somme valley. A doubly perforated

piece of a young reindeer's antler appears
to be an arrow-stretching apparatus, like

those generally finely ornamented, used
by the Exquimaux for the same pur-

pose. A branch of a reindeer's antlers,

with deep notches filed in, is declared by
the discoverer to be a " tally." The
notches are partly simple strokes filed in

to the depth of a twelfth of an inch, and
partly two main strokes connected by
finer ones. "The strokes," says Fraas, "are
plainly numerical signs—a kind of note,

probably, of reindeer or bears killed, or

some other memento." Among the objects

found were also pieces of red paint of the

size of a nut—clearly fabrications of clayey

ironstone, ground and washed, and pro-

bably mixed with reindeer fat and kneaded
into a paste. The paint crumbled between
the fingers, felt greasy, and coloured the

skin an intense red. It may have been



HUNTING FOR FOOD IN THE LATER ICE AGE
From the painting by Ferdinand Cormon

used in the first instance for painting the
body. The Glacial men at the source of the
Schussen were, according to the results of

these finds, fishermen and hunters, with-
out dogs or domestic animals and without
any knowledge of agriculture and pottery.
But they understood how to kindle fire,

which they used for cooking their food.

They knew how to kill the wild reindeer,

bear, and other animals of the district they
hunted over ; their arrows hit the swan,
and their fish-hooks drew fish from the
deep. They were artists in the chipping

of flint into tools and weapons ; with the

former they worked reindeer horn in the

most skilful manner. Traces of binding

material indicate the use of threads,

probably prepared from reindeer sinews
;

the plaiting-needle may have been em-
ployed for making fishing-lines. Threads
and finely-pointed pricking instruments

indicate the art of sewing ; clothing

probably consisted of the skins of the

animals killed.

To this material concerning Drift Man,
scientifically vouched for, coming from
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IMPLEMENTS OF THE STONE AGE
The upper illustrations show handles of celt or stone-

cutting- instruments and method of hafting- ; the

lower picture is that of a handmill of sandstone.

Drift Strata that have certainly never

been disturbed, other countries have

hitherto made no equal contributions

really enlarging our view. Yet the numer-

ous places where palaeolithic—that is,

only rudely chipped—implements of flint,

such as were doubtless used by Drift Man,
have been found must not remain un-

mentioned here. We know of them in

Northern, Central, and Southern France,

in the South of England, in the loess at

Thiede, near Brunswick, and in Lower
Austria, Moravia, Hungary, Italy, Greece,

Spain, Portugal, North Africa, and Russia.

A HUT-CIRCLE OF THE BRONZE AGE
One of the earliest forms of habitation in Britain. From

the British Museum " Guide to the Bronze Age."

It is of special importance to note that

similar flint tools have also been found
along with extinct land mammalia in the

stratified drift of the Nerbudda valley, in

South India, as the supposition more than
suggests itself that Drift Man came to our
continent with the Drift fauna that immi-
grated from Asia. The possibility that

man also got from North Asia to North
America with the mammoth during the

Drift Period can no longer be dismissed

after the results of palaeontological re-

search. It explains at once the close con-

nection between the build of the American
and the great Asiatic (Mongolian) races.

Stone implements of palaeolithic form
have been found in Drift strata in North
America, and the same applies also, as

we have seen, to South America. The
best finds there were those made by
Ameghino in the pampas formation of

Argentina. Here marrow-bones, split,

worked, and burnt, and jaws of the stag,

glyptodon, mastodon, and toxodon have
been repeatedly found along with flint

REMAINS OF A STONE AGE MANSION
These remains of a large pile hut discovered in Germany
show that Stone Age Man had made good prog-ress in

building. The lower diagram shows a transverse section.

tools of palaeolithic stamp ; and Santiago

Roth, who took part in these researches,

supposes that fossil man in South America
occasionally used the coats of mail of

the ' gigantic armadillos as dwellings.

But the civilisation of South American
man is doubtless identical with that of

European fossil man—tools and weapons
of the stone types familiar in Europe, the

THE EARLIEST EFFORTS AT BOAT-BUILDING
The dug-out canoe, hollowed from a single trunk, was
the far-off parent of the ocean-going ship. The upper
picture represents a prehistoric canoe found in Sussex
and the lower example is taken from a German specimen.

working of bones, the use of lire for cooking,

and animal food, with the consequent
special fondness for fat and marrow.
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PRIMITIVE MAN IN THE PAST & THE PRESENT
'Y'O the picture of Drift Man that has been
^ drawn for us by the discoveries of

human activit}^ in deposits of uniform
character and sharply defined age, the

much richer but far less reliable finds in

the bone caves add scarcely any entirely

new touches. Von Zittel says :

The evidence of the caves is unfortunately
shaken by the uncertainty that, as a rule,

prevails with regard to the manner in wliich

their contents were washed into them or

otherwise introduced, and also with regard
to the beginning and duration of their

occupation ; moreover, later inhabitants
have frequently mixed up their relics with
the heritage of previous occupants.

This doubt strikes us particularly for-

cibly as regards man's co-existence with
the extinct animals of the earlier periods

of the Drift, the Preglacial and Interglacial

Periods. On the other hand, the habitation

of the caves by man during the Reindeer
Period appears in many cases to be per-

fectly established, and, according to Von
Zittel, the oldest human dwellings in caves,

rock-niches, and river-plains in Europe
belong for the most part to

"^,.
. the Reindeer Period—that is,

_ the second Glacial and, m par-

ticular, the Postglacia' Period.

In the caves there is also no domestic
animal, and no pottery or trace of pot-

sherds, in the best-defined strata where
Drift Man has been found. In the

Hohlefels cave, in the Ach valley in

Swabia, a new utensil was found in the

form of a cup for drinking purposes or for

drawing water, made out of the back part

of a reindeer's skull. Also a new tool in the

form of a fine sewing-needle with eye, from
the long bone of a swan, such as have also

been found in the caves of the Perigord.

Teeth of the wild horse and lower jaws
of the wildcat, which are found in the
caves, perforated for suspending either

as ornaments or amulets, are also hitherto

unknown, it appears, in the stratified Drift.

As both animals are at a later period
connected with the deity and with witch-
craft, one could imagine that similar

primitive religious ideas existed among the
old cave-dwellers. In the stratum of the

Reindeer Period at the Schweizerbild, near
Schaffhausen, Niiesch found a musical
instrument, " a reindeer whistle," and
shells pierced for use as ornaments.
The finds in the French cave districts

prove that man was able to develop
certain higher refinements of life, even
during the Drift in the real flint districts

—

_..,,, , where a very suitable material
Drift Man s , > j- i • .1

y, .. was at man s disposal in the

„ . . , flint that lay about everywhere
Materials -i 1

-^
1 • 1

or was easily dug up ; which
was worked *vith comparative ease into

much more perfect and efficient weapons
and implements than those supplied by
the wilder stretches of moor and fen of

Germany, with their scarcity of flint.

If we compare the small, often tiny,

knives and flint flakes from the German
places with the powerful axes and lance-

heads of those regions,, it is self-evident

how much more laborious life must have
been for the man who used the former.

What labour he must have expended in

carving weapons and implements out of

bone and horn, while flint supplied the

others with much better and more lasting

ones with less exptnditure of time and
trouble ! In this light a wealth of flint

was a civilising factor of that period which
is not to be under-estimated. In the flint

cUstricts not only are the stone implements
better worked, answering in a higher
degree the purpose of the weapon and the

tool, but delight in ornament and decora-

tion is also more prominent.
Life in the caves and grottos and under

the rock shelters in the neighbourhood
of rivers was by no means quite wretched.

. The remains left in the caves

•

?K
' ^ ^y their former inhabitants

L give almost as clear an idea

of the life of man in those

primeval times as the buried cities of

Herculaneum and Pompeii do of the

manners and customs of the Italians in

the first century of the Christian era.

The floors of these caves in which men
fo'.merly lived appear to consist entirely

ot broken bones of animals killed in the

1 base intermixed with rude implements
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Drift

Man as

Artist

and weapons of bone and unpolished

stone, and also charcoal and large burnt
stones, indicating the position of fire-

places. Flints and chips without number,
rough masses of stone, awls, lance-heads,

hammers, and saws of flint and chert lie

in motley confusion beside bone needles,

carved reindeer antlers, arrow-heads and
harpoons, and pointed pieces

of horn and bone ; in addition

to which are also the broken
bones of the animals that served

as food, such as reindeer, bison, horse,

ibex, saiga antelope, and musk-ox. The
reindeer supplied by far the greater part

of the food, and must at that time have
lived in Central France in large herds and
in a wild state, all trace of the dog being
absent.

Among these abundant remains of

culture archaeologists were surprised to

find real objects of art from the hand of

Drift Man, proving that thinking about
his surroundings had developed into the

ability to reproduce what he saw in

drawing and modelling. The first objects

of this kind were found in the caves of the

Perigord. They are, on the one hand,
drawings scratched on stones, reindeer

bones, or pieces of horn, mostly very
naive, but sometimes really lifelike,

chiefly representing animals, but also

men ; on the other hand imitations plasti-

cally carved out of pieces of reindeer horn,
bones, or teeth. Such engravings also

occurred on pieces of ivory, and plastic

representations in this material have been
preserved. On a cylindrical piece of

reindeer horn from the cave excavations
in the Dordogne is the representation of a
fish, and on the shovel-piece of a rein-

deer's horn are the head and breast of an
animal resembling the ibex. Illustrations of

horses give faithful reproductions of the
flowing mane, unkempt tail, and dispro-

portionately large head of the large-

headed wild horse of the Drift. The
p. most important among these

from the
representations are such as

Drift World ^^''^eavour to reproduce an
historical event. An illus-

tration of this kind represents a group
consisting of two horses' heads and an
apparently naked male figure ; the latter

bears a long staff or spear in his right
hand, and stands beside a tree, which is

bent down almost in coils in order to ac-

commodate itself to the limited space, and
whose boughs, indicated by parallel lines,
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show it to be a pine or fir. Connected
with the tree is a system of vertical and
horizontal lines, apparently representing

a kind of hurdlework. On the other side

of the same cylindrical piece are two
bisons' heads. Doubtless this picture tells

a tale ; it is picture-writing in exactly
the same sense as that of the North
American Indians. Our picture already
shows the transition to abbreviated
picture-writing, as, instead of the whole
animals—horses and bisons—only the
heads are given. The message-sticks of

the Australians bear certain resemblances
;

Bastian has rightly described them as the

beginnings of writing.

If we have interpreted them aright, the
finds that have been made, with the
tally from the source of the Schussen
and the message-stick from the caves of

the Dordogne, place the art of counting,

the beginnings of writing, the first artistic

impulses, and other elements of primitive

culture right back in the Drift period.
" None of the animals whose remains

lie in the Drift strata," says Oscar Fraas,
" were tamed for the service of man."

^ On the contrary, man stood

•
^

f"th'^'
^" hostile relation to all of

«^ °
w^- J them, and only knew how to

kill them, m order to support
himself with their flesh and blood and the
marrow of their bones. It was not so

much his physical strength which helped
man in his fight for existence, for with
few exceptions the animals he killed were
infinitely superior to him in strength

;

indeed it is not easy, even with the help

of powder and lead, to kill the elephant,

rhinoceros, grizzly bear, and bison, or to

hunt down the swift horse and reindeer.

It was a question of finding out, with his

mental superiority, the beast's unguarded
moments, and of surprising it or bringing

it down in pits and snares. All the more
wonderful does the savage of the European
Drift Period appear to us, "for we see

that he belongs to the first who exercised

the human mind in the hard battle of life,

and thereby laid the foundation of all

later developments in the sense of progress

in culture." And yet, in the midst of

this poor life, a sense of the little pleasures

and refinements of existence already began
to develop, as proved b}^ the elegantly

carved and decorated weapons and imple-

ments, and there were even growing a sense

of the beauty of Nature and the power of

copying it. The bone needles with eyes and



PRIMITIVE NATURE FOLK ENGAGED IN FISHING
From the painting: by Ferdinand Cormon.

the fine awls are evidences of the art ol sew-
hig, and the numerous scrapers of flint and
bone teach us that Drift Man knew how-

to dress skins for clothing purposes, and
did it according to the method still used
among the Esquimaux and most northern
Indians at the present day. Spinning
does not seem to have been known. On
the other hand Drift Man knew how to

twist cords, impressions and indentations
nf which are conspicuous on the bone and
liorn implements ; on which also thread-

marks were imitated as a primitive

ornament. Pottery was unknown to

Drift Man. Indeed, even to-day the
production of })otter3^ is not a commonly
felt want of mankind. The leather bottle,

made of the skin of some small animal
stripped off whole without a seam, turned
inside out as it were, takes the place of

the majority of the larger vessels ; on the

other hand, liquids can also be kept for

some time in a tightly-made wicker basket.

The art of plaiting was known to Drift

Man, This is shown by the ornaments on
weapons and implements, the plaiting-
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needle from the find at the source of the

Schussen, and the liurdlework represented

on the message-stick mentioned above,

which may be cither a hurdle made of

boughs and branches or a summer dwell-

ing house. To these acquirements, based
chiefly on an acquaintance with serviceable

weapons and implements, is added the

art of representing natural objects by
drawing and carving. This results in the

attempt to retain historical momenta in

the form of abridged illustrations for the

purpose of communicating them to others

—incipient picture-writing. The tally

shows the method of representing numbers

—generally only one stroke each, but also

two strokes connected by a line to form
a higher unit. Of the art of building not
a trace is left to us apart from the laying

together of rough stones for fireplaces :

nor have tombs of that period of ancient

times been discovered.

The civilisation of Drift Man and his

whole manner of life do not confront the

present human race as something strange,

but fit perfectly into the picture exhibited
by mankind at the present day. Drift

Man nowhere steps out of this frame. If

EARLY AGRICULTURISTS, WITH IMPLEMENTS OF BONE, STONE, AND BRONZE
From the painting by Ferdinand Cormon.



AN EMIGRATION OF THE GAULS IN THE BRONZE AGE
From the painting by Ferdinand Cormon.

a European traveller were nowadays to

come upon a body of Drift men on the

borders of eternal ice, towards the north

or south pole of our globe, nothing would
appear extraordinary and without analogy

to him ; indeed it would be possible for him
to come to an understanding with them by
means of picture-writing, and to do busi-

ness with them by means of the tally.

The manner of life led by man beyond
the borders of higher civilisation, especi-

ally under extreme chmatic conditions,

depends almost exclusively on his out-

ward surroundings and the possibility

of obtaining food. The Esquimaux, who,
like Drift Man of Central Europe in former

times, live on the borders of eternal ice

with the Drift animals that emigrated

thither,—the reindeer, musk-ox, bear,

Arctic fox, etc.—are restricted, like him,

to hunting and fishing, and to a diet

consisting almost entirely of flesh and
fat ; corn-growing and the keeping of

herds of domestic animals being self-

prohibitive. Their kitchen refuse exactly

resembles that from the Drift. Before

their acquaintance with the civihsation

of modern Europe they used stone and

T 'fi
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bone besides driftwood for making their

weapons and implements, as they still do

to a certain extent at the present day,

either from preference or from super-

stitious ideas. Their binding material

consisted of threads twisted from reindeer

sinews, with which they sewed their

clothes and fastened their harpoons and

arrows, the latter resembling in form those

of Drift Man. They knew no more than

he the arts of spinning and weaving, their

clothes being made from the skins of the

animals they hunted
;
pots were unknown

and unnecessary to

them.
It has often been

thought that we
should have a definite

criterion of the period

if it could be proved
that fresh mammoth
ivory was employed
at the particular time

for making imple-

ments and weapons,
or ornaments, carv-

ings, and drawings.

There can be no
doubt that when
Drift Man succeeded
in killing a mammoth
he used the tusks for

his purposes. But on
the borders of eter-

nal ice, where alone

we could now expect

to find a frozen Drift

Man, no conclusion

could be drawn from
objects of mammoth
ivory being in the

possession of a corpse

to determine the

great age of the

latter. For the many
mammoth tusks
which have been found and used from
time immemorial in North Siberia, on the
New Siberian Islands, and in other places,

are absolutely fresh, and are even employed
in the arts of civilised countries in exactly
the same way as fresh ivory. Under the

name of " mammoth ivory " the fossil tusks
dug up by ivory-seekers, or mammoth-
hunters, form an important article of com-
merce.
The same conditions as many parts of

Northern Siberia still exhibit at the present

day jirevailed over the whole of Centra)
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Europe at the end of the Glacial Period and
the beginning of the Postglacial Period.

Here man lived on frozen ground on the
borders of ice-fields with the reindeer and
its companions, as he does to-day in

Northern Asia, and here, too—as he does
there to-da}^—he must have found the
woolly-haired mammoth preserved by the

cold in the ice and frozen ground. The
Drift reindeer-men of Central Europe pre-

sumably searched for mammoth tusks just

as much as the present reindeer-men in

North Asia. The great field of mammoth
carrion at Predmost

>

»>

-:#-

PRIMITIVE ART OF OUR OWN DAY
The picture-writing of the American Indians in our own
day offers an interesting parallel to that of the primitive
peoples of the remotest past. The Pawnees decorate their
buffalo robes with such drawings as these, representing
a procession of medicine men, the foremost giving freedom
to his favourite horse as a sacrifice to the Great Spirit.

was, therefore, a very
powerful attraction,

not only for the beasts

of prey—chief among
them wolves — but
also for man.
In France especially

many primitive work>^

of art of the " Ivory
Epoch " have been
found, and even the

nude figure of woman
is not wanting ; but
no proof is given that

these carvings belong
to the time when the

mammoth still lived.

Much sensation has
been caused by an
engraving on a piec<^

of mammoth ivory

representing a hairy

mammoth with its

mane and strongly-

curved tusks. This
illustration has been
taken as unexception-

able proof that the

artist of the Drift

Period who did i"^ saw
and portrayed the

mammoth alive. But
could the mammoth hunter Schumachow
•—the Tunguse who, in 1709. discovered, in

the ice of the peninsula of Tumys Bykow at

the mouth of the Lena, the mammoth now
erected in the collection at the St. Peters-

burg Academy [see page 123]—have

pictured the animal other*vise when
it was freshly melted out of the ice ?

And the Madelaine cave in the Peri-

gord, where the piece of ivory with

the picture of the mammoth was found,

certainly belongs to the Reindeer Period.

Had we not independent proofs that



THE EARLIEST ART: MANKIND'S FIRST EFFORTS IN PICTURE-MAKING
These illustrations are of engravings on stone and bone and scratchings on rocks made by prehistoric man,
chiefly in France. The figures of the reindeer and those of the mammoth and the bison, the two latter found at
Dordogne, are astonishingly good, and indicate genuine power of draughtsmanship at a remote period of human life
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Drift Man
Compared with

Modern Man

Drift Man lived m Central Europe—for

instance, at Taubach— with the great

extinct pachydermata, neither the finds

in the "loess" near Predmost, nor the

articles of ivory, nor the illustration of the

mammoth itself, could prove it. They
furnish absolute proof of the

existence of Drift Man only

back to the Reindeer Period.

To decide whether a corpse

frozen in the stone-ice belonged to a

Drift Man, the examination of the corpse

itself, its skull, bones, and soft parts,

would no more suffice than clothing,

implements, and ornament. For at least

so much is con-

fidently asserted

bymany pakeonto-

logists, that all the

skulls and bones
hitherto known to

have been ascribed

to Drift Man by
the most eminent
palaeontologists,
geologists, a n d
anthropologists,
cannot be dis-

tinguished from
those of men of the

present da3^ Von
Zittel, the foremost
scholar in the field

of paleontology in

Germany, says :

The only remains
of Drift Man of re-

liable age are a skul!

from Olmo, near
Chiana, in Tuscany

;

a skull from Egis-
heim, in Alsace: a
lower jaw from the
Naulette cave near
Furfooz, in Belgium ; and a fragment of
jaw from the Schipka cave in Moravia. This
material is not sufficient for determining race,
but all human remains of reliable age from
the drift of Europe, and all the skulls found
in caves, agree in size, form, and capacity
with Homo sapiens, and aie well formed
throughout. In no way do they fill the gap
between man and ape.

" On the other hand," writer Dr.
Chalmers Mitchell, " a large majority of

modern anatomists and palaeontologists

accept the antiquity of such skulls as

the Neanduthal specimen, and agree
that these point to the existence of a
human race inferior to any now existing,

lliis race com})rised powerfully-built indi-

PRIMITIVE PEOPLE OF TO-DAY
Until they came in touch with European travellers the
Esquimaux were in precisely the same condition as Drift Man :

they were living in the Ice Age. They are but little more
advanced now, and the difference between them and prehistoric
men is slight. This is a group of young Esquimau women.

viduals, with low foreheads, prominent,
bony ridges above the eyes, and retreating

chins. The radius and ulna were unusually
divergent, so that the forearms must have
been heavy and clumsy. The thigh-bones

were bent and the shin-bones short, so

that the race must have been bow-legged
and clumsy in gait.

" The intermediate position of these

primitive types has received extraordinary

confirmation by the discovery of what
may truly be called the link, no longer

missing, between man and the apes. In

1894, Dr. Eugene Dubois discovered in the

Island of Java in a bed of volcanic ashes

containing the re-

mains of Pliocene

animals the roof of

a small skull, two
grinding-teeth, and
a diseased femur.
These remains in-

<licate an animal
which, when erect,

stood not less than

5 ft. (1 in. high.

The teeth and
thigh-bones were
very human, and
the skull, although
\'ery human, had
}M'ominent eyebrow-

ridges like those

of the Neanduthal
type, and a capa-
city of about 1,000

( ubic centimetres

—that is to say,

much greater than
that of the largest

living apes, and
falling short b\

about 100 cubic

centimetres of the largest skull capacities

of existing normal human beings. Thi-

creature, regarded at first by some
anatomists as a degenerate man, b\
others as a high ape, has now been
definitely accepted as a new type of being,

intermediate between man
D .

^^^
«< ^^iid the ape< and designated

Between Man tt-? -7 l j >•

. . y
as Fithecanthropits eredus.

There is no doubt that Asia.

Europe, North Africa, and North America,
so far as their ice-covering allowed of theii

being inhabited, form one continuoiv'^

region for the distribution of Palsohthic
Man, in which all discoveries give similar

results. In this vast region the lowest



THE HOMES OF PRIMITIVE PEOPLE OF THE PRESENT DAY
There are people still living in dwelling--places of prehistoric type. This photograph of Esquimau stone
and turf huts, in Greenland, shows exactly the kind of dwellings used by prehistoric men in the Ice Age.

THE GRADUAL EXTINCTION OF PRIMITIVE PEOPLES
The Yukaghirs, natives of Siberia, a division of the Mongolic family, were formerly a wide-spread race, and,
according to their national tradition, were so numerous that "the birds flying over their camp fires became
blackened with smoke." The Jesup Expedition found them reduced to 700 in number. Hunger had forced some
of them to cannibalism and suicide. They are a primitive people, but considerably superior to the Esquimaux.
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and oldest prehistoric stratum that serves

as the basis of historical civilisation is the

homogeneous Palaeolithic stratum. In the

Drift Period. Palaeolithic Man penetrated

into South America, as into a new region,

with northern Drift animals. In Central

and South Africa and Australia, Palaeo-

lithic Man does not yet seem to be known.

All the more important is it that in Tas-

mania Palaeolithic conditions of civilisation

existed vmtil the

middle of the last

century.

The palaeontology

of man has hitherto

obtained good geo-

logical information of

the oldest Palaeolithic

culture-stratum of

the Drift in only a

few parts of the earth,

and only in Tasmania
does this oldest stra-

tum appear to have
cropped out free, and
?till uncovered by
other culture strata,

down to our own times. Otherwise

it is everywhere overlaid by a second,

later culture-stratum of much greater

thickness, which, although opened up
in almost innumerable places, is not

spread over the whole earth as is the

Palaeolithic stratum. As oppo-
sed to the earliest Stone Age
of the Drift, which we have
come to know as the Palaeolithic

Period, this has been called the Later
Stone Age or Neolithic Period.

The Neolithic Period is also ignorant of

the working of metals ; for weapons and
implements, stone is the exclusive hard
material of which the blades are made.
But geologically and palaeontologically the

two culture-strata are widely and sharply
separated.

As regards Europe, and a large part of

the other continents, the second stratum
of the culture of the human race still lies

at prehistoric depth. But in other exten-
sive parts of the earth the stratum of

Neolithic culture was not covered by other
culture-strata until far into the period of

written history. Even a large part of

Europe was still inhabited by history-less

tribes of the later Stone Age at the time
when the old civilised lands of Asia and of

Africa, and the coasts of the Mediter-
ranean, had everywhere—on the basis of
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A CREATURE BETWEEN APE AND MAN
The skull of the Fossil Ape-man found in 1894, in

the island of Java ; restored by Dr. Eugene Dubois.

Backward
Races of

Europe

the same Neolithic elements, with the

increasing use of metals—already risen to

that higher stage of civilisation which,

with the historical written records ol

Egypt and Babylonia, forms the basis of

our present chronology.

When these civilised nations came into

direct contact with the more remote
nations of the Old World, they found them,

as we have said, still, to a certain extent,

at the Neolithic stage

of civilisation, just

as, when Europeans
settled in America,
the great majority of

the aborigines had
not yet passed the

Neolithic stage, at

which, indeed, the

lowest primitive
tribes of Central

Brazil still remain.

Australia, and a large

part of the island

world of the South
Sea, had not yet

risen above the Neo-
lithic stage (Tasmania, probably, not

even above the Palaeolithic) when they
were discovered. There the Stone Age,

to a certain extent, comes down to modern
times ; likewise in the far north of Asia,

in Greenland, in the most northei'n parts

of America, and at the south point of the

New Continent among the Fuegians.

The men of the later Stone Age are the

ancestors of the civilised men of to-day.

Classical antiquity among Greeks and
Romans had still a consciousness of this,

at least partly ; it was not entirely for-

gotten that the oldest weapons of men
did not consist of metal, but of stone, and
even inferior material. The worked stones

which the people then, as now, designated

as weapons of the deity, as lightning-

stones or thunderbolts, were recognised by
keener-sighted men as weapons of primeval
inhabitants of the land.

The "kitchen middens" on the Danish
coasts mark places of more or less permanent

settlement, consisting of

more or less numerous in-

dividual dwellings. From
these middens a rich in-

ventory of finds has been made, afford-

ing a glimpse of the life and doings of

those ancient times. The heaps consist

principally of thousands upon thousands
of opened shel's of oysters, cockles, and

What the

Kitchen

Middens Tell
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other shellfish still eaten at the present

day, mingled with the bones of the roe,

stag, aurochs, wild boar, beaver, seal, etc.

Bones of fishes and birds were also

made out, among the latter being the

bones of the wild swan and of the now
extinct great auk, and, what is specially

important in determining the geological

age of these remains, large numbers of

the bones of the capercailzie. Domestic
animals are absent with the exception

of the dog, whose bones, however, are

broken, burnt, gnawed in the same way
as those of the beasts of the chase.

Everything proves that on the sites of

these middens there formerly lived a race

of tishers and hunters, whose chief food

consisted of shellfish, the shells of which
accumulated in mounds aroimd their

dwellings- Proofs of agriculture and
cattle-rearing there are none ; the dog alone

was frequently bred not only as a com-
panion in the chase, but also for its flesh.

The state of civilisation of the old Danish
shelltish-eaters was not quite a low one

in spite of its primitive colouring, and in

essentia] points was superior to that of

Palaeolithic Man. Not only had they

tamed a really domestic animal, the dog,

but they made and used clay vessels

for cooking and storing purposes. The
cooking was done on fireplaces. They
could work deer-horn and bone well.

Of the former hammer-axes with round
holes were made, and of animal bones

arrow-heads, awls, and needles, with

the points carefully smoothed. Small

bone combs appeared to have served

not so much for toilet purposes as

for dividing animal sinews for making
threads, or for dressing the threads in

weaving.
In the way of ornaments there were

perforated animal teeth. The fish re-

mains found in the middens belong to the

plaice, cod, herring, and eel. To catch these

EUROPE IN THE ICE AGE
The map illustrates the extent of the Ice Age in Europe. It will be noticed that in England the ice-cap did not
extend south of the position of London though it occurred much further south in the mountain regions of the Pyrenees,
the Alps, Tyrol, the Carpathians and the Caucasus. The dark portions of the map represent the extent of the ice
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deep-sea fish the fishermen must have gone

out to sea, whicli impHes the possession of

boats of some kind. Nor was only small

game hunted, but also large game. Ninety

per cent, of the animal bones occurring

in the shell-mounds consist of those of

large animals, especially the deer, roe, and
wild boar. Even such dangerous adver-

saries as the aurochs, bear,

wolf, and lynx were killed.
Drift Man
and His

Adversaries
likewise the beaver, wildcat,

seal, otter, marten, and fox.

'J1ie very numerous fragments of clay

vessels belong partly to large })ot-like

veGsels without handles and with pointed

or flat bottoms, and partly to small oval

bowls with round bottoms. All vessels

were made with the free hand of coarse

clay, into which small fragments of

granitic stone were kneaded ; as ornament
they have in a few cases incisions or

impressions, mostly made with the finger

itself on the upper edge.

The great importance of the Danish
middens in the general histor^^ of mankind
is due to the fact that their age is geologi-

cally established, so that they can serve

as a starting-point for chronology. It is

to Japetus vSteenstrup that the earh'

history of our race owes this chronological

fixing of an initial date.

The earliest inhabitants of the North of

Europe during the Stone Age. as recorded
by these kitchen-middens of the Danish
period, were scarcely superior to Palaeo-

lithic Man in civilisation.* judging from
outward appearances. But a closer investi-

gation taught us that, in spite of the
])overt3' of their remains, a higher develop-
ment of civilisation is unmistakable. And
this superiority of the Neolithic over the
Palaeolithic Epoch becomes far more
evident if we take as our standard of com-
parison, not the poor fisher population, who
probably first reached the Danish, shores
as pioneers, but the Neolithic civilisation

that had been fully developed in sunnier

Th F"
lands and followed closely upon

Elemen" of y^^-^^ /^'W^/:^ ""'
^"^'fu-^'''

Civilisation ^^,^| ^^ ^^^^"^1"^ ^^^ hshmg,
cattle- breedmg and agriculture

are noticeable as the first elements of Neo-
lithic civilisation, and in connection with
them the preparation of flour and cooking

;

and as technical arts, chiefly carving and
the fine working of stone, of which wea-
l')ons and the most various kinds of tools
were made

;
with the latter wood, bone,

deer-horn, etc.. could be worked. The
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blades are no longei" sharpened merely b\'

chij)ping. but by grinding, and are made in

\'arious technically })erfect forms. S})ecial

importance was attached to providing
them with suitable handles, for fixing which
the stone implement or weapon was either

provided with a hole, or, as in America
especially, with notches or grooves.

In addition to these, there are the primi-

tive arts of man—the ceramic art, spinning,

and weaving. In the former, especially,

an appreciation of artistic form and decora-
tion b}^ ornament is developed. The orna-

ment becomes a kind of symbolical
written language, the eventual deciphering
of which appears ])ossible in view of the

latest discoveries concerning the orna-
mental symbolism of the primitive races

of the present day. Discoveries of dwell-

ings prove an advanced knowledge of

primitive architecture ; entrenchments and
tumuli acquaint us with the principles

of their earthworks ; and the giant

chambers, built of colossal blocks of stone
piled upon one another, prove that the

builders of those times were not far behind
the much-admired Egyptian builders in

_. ., , , transporting and piling masses
The Mental r . -?! u i \

of stone. Ihc burials, whose
ceremonies are revealed by
opened graves, afford a glimpse

of the mental life of that period. From
the skulls and skeletons that have been
taken from the Neolithic graves, science

has been able to reconstruct the physical

frame of Neolithic jNIan, which has in no
way to fear comparison with that of

modern man. Of the ornaments of the
Stone Age the most important and charac-
teristic are perforated teeth of dogs,

wolves, horses, oxen, bears, boars, and
smaller beasts of pre}'. How much in

favour such ornaments were is proved b\'

the fact that even imitations or counter-
feits of them were worn. Numerous articles

of ornament, carved from bone and deer-

horn, were universal : ornamental plates

and spherical, basket - shaped, square,
shuttle-like, or chisel-shaped beads were
made of these materials and formed into
chains.

In the Swiss lake-dwellings of the Stone
Age have been found skilfully carved
ear-drops, needles with eyes, neat little

combs of boxwood, and hairpins, some
with heads and others with pierced side

protuberances. Remains of textile fabrics,

even finely twilled tissue, and also leather,

were j'ielded by the excavations of the

Life cf

Ancient Days
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lake-dwellings of that })eriod, so that we
have to imagine the inhabitants adorned
with clothes of various kinds.

What raises man of the later Stone Age
5o far above Palaeolithic Man is the

possession of domestic animals and the

knowledge of agriculture. As domestic

animals of the later Stone Age we have

„ , _. proof of the dog, cow, horse,

?n,rT sheep, goat, and pig.

Animal Friend
^"'^"^ ^^^ animals that

nima ncn
Yiq^yq attached themselves to

man as domestic, the first and oldest is

undoubtedly the dog. It is found dis-

tributed over the whole earth, being absent

from only a few small islands. Among
many races the dog was, and is still, the

only domestic animal in the proper sense

of the word. This applies to all Esquimau
tribes, to the majority of the Indians of

North and South America, and to the

continent of Australia.

We have no certain proofs that Palaeo-

lithic Man possessed the dog as a domestic
animal. In the Somme valley, at Tau-
bach, and at the source of the Schussen,
bones of the domestic dog are absent.

And yet. among Drift fauna in caves
remains of dogs have been repeatedly
met with, which have been claimed to be
the direct ancestors of the domestic dog.

The dog's attachment to man may have
taken place at different times in different

parts. Man and dog immigrate to South
America with the foreign Northern fauna
simultaneousl}'—in a geological sense

—

during the Drift. In Australia, man and
dog (dingo), as the most intimate animal
beings, are opposed to an animal world
that is otherwise anomalous and, to the
Old World, quite antiquated

;
probably

man and dog also came to Australia
together. We know of fossil remains of

the dingo from the Drift, but no reliable

finds have yet proved the presence of

man during that period.

In the later Stone Age the dog already
occurs as the companion of man wherever

Y^ Q it occurs in historic times.

in the
°^ ^^ Europe its remains have

Stone Age
been found in the Danish
kitchen-middens, in the nor-

thern Neolithic finds, in the lake-dwellings
of Switzerland, in innumerable caves of
the Neolithic Period, in the terramare of

Upper Italy, etc. It was partly a com-
paratively small breed, according to

Riitimeyer similar to the " wachtelhund "

(setter) in size and build. Riitimever

calls this breed the lake-dwelling dog,

after the lake-dwellings, one of the

chief places where it has been found.

Like all breeds of animals of primi

tive domestication, the dog at this

period, according to Nehring, is small-
stunted, as it were. With the progress of

civihsation the dog also grows larger.

In the later prehistoric epochs, beginning
with the so-called "Bronze" Period, we
find throughout almost the whole of

Europe a rather larger and more powerful
breed with a more pointed snout—the

Bronze dog—whose nearest relative seems
to be the sheep-dog. At the present day
the domestic dog is 'mostly employed for

guarding settlements and herds and for

hunting. In the Arctic regions the Es-
quimaux also use their dogs, which are

like the sheep-dog, for personal protection

and hunting ; they do particularly good
service against the musk-ox, while the

wild reindeer is too fast for them. But
the Esquimau dog is chiefly used for

drawmg the sledge, and, where the sledge

cannot be used, as a beast of burden, since

it is unable to carry fairly heavy loads. In

^ ,, , China and elsewhere, as for-
oreat Value i j.u u • -i- jmerly m the old civilised

D M countries of South America,
the dog is still fattened and

killed for meat. So that the domestic
clog serves every possible purpose to which
domestic animals can be put, except, it

seems, for milking, although this would
not be out of the question either. The
dog was also eaten by man in the later

Stone Age, as is proved by the finds in

his kitchen refuse. The reindeer is now
restricted to the Polar regions of the Nor-
thern Hemisphere— Scandinavia, North
Asia, and North America, whereas in the

Palseolithic Period it was very numerous
throughout Russia, Siberia, and temperate
Europe down to the Alps and Pyrenees.

It does not seem ever to have been
definitely proved that the reindeer existed

in the Neolithic Period of Central and
Northern Europe, although according to

Von Zittel it lived in Scotland down to the

eleventh century and in the Hercynian
forest until the time of Caesar. The
earliest definite information we appear
to have of the tamed reindeer, which at

the present day is a herd animal with the

Lapps in Europe, and with the Samo^'edes
and Reindeer Tunguses in Asia, is found
in iE^lian, who speaks of the Scythians
having tame deer.
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Oxen at }>resent exist nowhere in the

svild state, while the tame ox is distributed

:is a domestie animal over the whole earth,

and has formed the most various breeds.

In the European Drift a wild ox, the

urus, distinguished by its size and the

f;ize of its horns, was widely distributed,

and it still lived during the later Stone
Age with the domestic ox. In the later

])rehistoric ages, and even in historic

times, the urus still occurs as a beast of

the forest.

In the later Stone Age the horse, too,

is no longer merely a beast of the chase,

luit occurs also in the tame state. During
the Drift the horse lived in herds all over

Europe, North Asia, and North Africa.

From this Drift horse comes the domestic

horse now found all over the earth. Even
the wild horses of the Drift exhibit such
considerable differences from one another

that, according to Nehring's studies, these

are to be regarded as the beginning of

the formation of local breeds. The taming
and domestication of the wild horse of

the Drift, which began in the Stone Age,

led to the domestic horse being split up
. later into numerous breeds.

If the

""""^ The old wild horse was com-

.17-1 /u paratively small, with a large
Wild Horse f j -i j- i-nhead ; a similar form is still

found here and there on the extensive

barren moors of South Germany in the

moss-horse, or, as the common people call

it, the moss-cat. At the present day the

genus of the domestic horse falls, like the

ox, into two chief breeds—a smaller and
more graceful Oriental breed, and a more
powerful and somewhat larger Western
hveed with the facial bones more strongly

developed. The horse of the later Stone
Age of Europe exhibits only comparatively
slight differences from the wild horse

;

it is generally a small, half-pony-like form
with a large head, evidently also a stunted
product of primitive breeding under
comparatively unfavourable conditions.

Two species extant in the Stone Age
still live wild on the steppes of Central

Asia at the present day ; one of them
also occurs as a fossil in the European
Drift, although only rarely. That the

a.ss occurred in the European Drift is

probable, but not proved. It has not
yet been found in the Neolithic Period of

Europe.
A survey of the palaeontology of the

domestic animals shows that they come
from wild Drift species which—at any rate.

as regards the ox, horse, and dog—are now
extinct, so that these most important do-

mestic animals now exist only in the tame
state. Some of the domestic animals came
from Asia, and, according to Von Zittel,

were imported into Europe from there
;

this applies to the peat-ox and the domestic
goat and pig. The Asiatic origin of the

_. domestic horse and sheep is

„ probable, but not proved ; the
Horse come ^i • j- , -i i • r> ,i
, A • 9 sheep IS found wild in South
from Asia? ^^ ^ n • a -r-iEurope as well as m Asia. 1 he
tarpan, a breed of horse very similar to the
wild horse, lives in herds independent of

man on the steppes of Central Asia. This
has been indicated as being probably the
parent breed of the domestic horse, and
the origin of the latter has accordingly also

been traced to Asia.

One thing is certain : a considerable
number of animal forms that co-exist

with man in Europe at the present day

—

for instance, almost all the forms of our
poultry and the fine kinds of pigs and
sheep—have originally come from Asia.

Our investigations show a similar state of

things even in the Neolithic Period.

In the North of Europe, which has
furnished us with our standard information
regarding the Neolithic culture-stratum,

the certain proofs that have hitherto been
found of agriculture and the cultivation

of useful plants having been practised at

that time (to which civilisation owes no
less than to the breeding of useful tame
animals) consist not so much of plant

remains themselves as of stone hand-mills

and spinning and weaving implements,
which indicate the cultivation of corn and
flax.

Our chief knowledge of Neolithic agri-

culture and plant culture has been fur-

nished by the lake-dwellings, especially

those of Switzerland, which have pre-

served the picture of the Neolithic civilisa-

tion of Central Europe, sketched for us, as

it were, in the North, in its finest lines.

So far we can prove the cultiva-

•

'fK"*"! k
^^^^ °^ ^^^ following useful

n M-
* plants in the later Stone Age;

Dwellings f, . u- a
their remains were chiefly

found, as we have said, well preserved in

the Stone Age lake-dwellings of Switzer-

land, which have been described in

classical manner by Oswald Heer. Of
cereal grasses Heer determined, in the

rich Stone Age lake-dwellings of Wangen,
on Lake Constance, and Robenhausen, in

Lake Pfaffikon, three sorts of wheat and
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HORSE
The liorse which was common in the Stone Age was a wild ancestor of our own domestic horse, but not
quite so large or so strong as the average well-bred creature familiar in our modern life. Its remotest ancestor
w?s the Hyracothenum, or Orohippus, while an intermediary stage was that of the Hypparion, or Protohippus,m which, as shown in the diagram, the change from the foot to the hoof had advanced to a very great extent.

i6o
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two varieties of barley—the six-rowed and
two-rowed. Flax was also grown by
Neolithic Man. This was, it seems, a

rather different variety from our present,

flax, being narrow-leaved, and still occurs

wild, or probably merely uncultivated,

in Macedonia and Thracia. Flax has also

been found growing wild in Northern India,

on the Altai Mountains, and at the foot

of the Caucasus.
The common wheat occurring in the lake-

dwellings of the Stone Age is a small-

grained but mealy variety ; but the so-

called Egyptian wheat with large grains

also occurs.

Traces of regular gardening and vege-

table culture are altogether wanting. Some
finds, however, seem to indicate primitive

arboriculture, apples and pears having been
found dried in slices in the lake-dwellings

of the vStone Age ; there even appears to

be an imin'oved kind of apple besides the

wild-growing crab. But although they are

chiefly wild unimproved fruit-trees of

whose fruit remains have been found, we
can imagine that these fruit-trees were
planted near the settlements, and the great

^ , . nutritious and health-giving

•

«K
properties of the fruit, as a

„ A supplement to a rneat fare,
^^ must have been all the more

appreciated owing to the lack of green
vegetables. The various wild cherries,

plums, and sloes were eaten, as also

raspberries,, blackberries. and straw-
berries. Beechnut and hazelnut ai)pear

as wild food-olants.

The original home of the most important
cereals—wheat, spelt, and barley— is not

known with absolute certainty
;
jMobably

they came from Central Asia, where they
are said to be found wild in the region of

the Euphrates. The real millet came from
India

;
peas and the other primeval legu-

minous plants of Europe, such as lentils

and beans, came likewise from the East,

partly from India. So that, apart from
flax, which probably has a more northern
home, the regular cultivated plants of the

Stone Age of Central Europe—cereal

grasses, millet, and lentils—indicate Asia
as their original home. We have therefore a
state of things similar to that observed in

the case of the domestic animals.
The potter's art was probably entirely

unknown to Palgeolithic Man, for in none of

the pure Drift finds have fragments of clay

vessels been found. So where clay vessels

or fragments of them occur, they appear as

the proof of a post-Drift period. On the

other hand, pottery was quite general in

the Neolithic Age of Europe. Still, the

need of clay vessels is not general among
all races of the earth even at the present

day ; up to modern times there were,

and still are, races and tribes without
pots. From their practices it is evident

_ . . that the European Stone men
egmnmg

^^ ^j^^ Drift could also manage

P tt
' A t

^*^ prepare their food, chiefly

meat, by fire without cooking
vessels. The Fuegians lay the j^iece of.

meat to be roasted on the glowing embers
of a dying wood fire, and turn it with a
pointed forked branch so as to keep it

from burning. Meat thus prepared is very
tasty, as it retains all the juice and only
gets a rind on the top, and the ashes that

adhere to it serve as seasoning in lieu of

salt. On a coal fire not only can fish be
grilled, stuck on wooden rods, but whole
sheep can be roasted on wooden spits,

precisely as people have the dainty of

roast mutton in the East. To these may be

added a large number of other methods of

roasting, and even boiling, without earthen
or metal vessels, which are partly vouched
for by ethnography and partly by arche-
ology, and some of which, like the so-called
" stone-boiling," are still practised at the

present day.

Although, according to this, pottery is

not an absolute necessary of life for man,
yet it is certain that even those poorly

equipped pioneers who first settled in

Denmark in the Pine Period, in spite of

their having an almost or quite exclusive

meat fare, had clay pottery in general use

for preparing their food, and probably also

for storing their provisions. As we have
already shown, the remains that have been
preserved in the kitchen-middens are the

oldest that have been found in Denmark.
Simple and rude as the numerous pot-

sherds that occur may appear, they are

of the highest importance on account

., „ , ^ of the proof of their great age.
No Perfect t - x / x i i

T» .X • .1. unfortunately, as we have
Pottery in the , ,

•'
.

,
^ . already seen, not a snigle

jiei'fect vessel has come to

light. The fragments are very thick, of

rough clay with bits of granite worked
in, and are all made by hand without the

use of the potter's wheel. The pieces

partly indicate large vessels, some with
flat bottoms, and others with the special

characteristic of pointed bottoms, .so that

the vessel could not be stood up as it was.

lOI
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Smaller bowls, irequcntly of an oval

form, also occurred with rounded bot-

toms, so that they also could not stand
by themselves. It is very important to

note that on these fragments of pottery

we find only extraordinarily scanty and
exceedingly simple ornamental decora-

tions, consisting merely of incisions, or

impressions made with the fingers, on the

upper edge.

We shall see how far this oldest pottery
of the Stone Age is distinguished by its

want of decoration from that of the fully-

developed Stone Age. But it is very im-
portant to notice that this rudest mode of

making clay vessels, which we here see

forming the beginning of a whole series that

rises to the highest pitch of artistic jierfec-

tion, remained in vogue not only during

the whole Stone Age, but even in much
later times.

It is true that in the fully developed
neolithic Stone Age of Europe the clay

pottery is also all made by hand, without
the potter's wheel, the oldest and rudest

forms still occurring everywhere, as we
have said ; but besides these a great

variety is exhibited in the size,
one

^

gc
fQj-j-,-^ ^i^^i mode of production

„ ,''
, of the iiottery. The clay is

Handwork
, ,

,-
i •

i

often fmer, and even quite

finely worked and smoothed, and the vessels

have thin sides and are burnt right through.
The thick fragments are generally onl}/

burnt outside, frequently only on one side,

and so much that the clay has acquired a
bright red colour, whereas the inside,

although hard, has remained only a greyish
black. We have numerous perfectly pre-

served vessels of the later Neolithic Age.
They are frequently distinguished by an
artistic finish and beauty of form, and on
their surfaces we find ornaments incised

or imprinted, but rarely moulded on them,
which, although the style is only geometri-
:al, cannot be denied a keen sense of beauty
and symmetry. The clay vessels also

show the beginning of colom"ed decoration.

The incised strokes, dots, etc., are often
(illed out with white substance (chalk

or plaster), which brings the patterns out
into hold ornamental relief from the black
or red ground of the surface.

After that it is no wonder that pottery
advanced to the real coloured painting
of the vessels during the Neolithic Period,
at least in some places.

On these vessels the handle now appears,
in its simplest form as a wart-like or riattei

projection from the side of the vessel,

pierced either vertically or horizontally

with a narrow opening just large enough
to admit of a cord being passed through.
Other handles, just like those in use at the
present day, are bowed out broad, wide,
_ and high for holding with the

J.

. . . hand. These generally begin

Taste
quite at the top, at the rim of

the vessel, and are continued
from there down to its belly, whereas the
first-mentioned are placed lower, fre-

quently around the greatest circumference
of the vessel.

There is no doul^t whatever that in the
main these clay vessels were made on
the spot where we find their remains at

the present day. This easily explains the
local peculiarity that we recognise in

various finds, by which certain groups ma\-
be defined as more or less connected with
one another. Different styles may be
clearly distinguished by place and grouj).

But, this notwithstanding, wherever we
meet with neolithic ceramics, they cannot
conceal their homogeneous character. In
spite of all peculiarities this general

uniform style of the ceramics of the Stone
Age. which we can easily distinguish and
determine even under its varioiis dis-

guises, goes over the whole of Europe.
In finds that lie nearer to the old Asiatic

centres of civilisation and to the coasts of

the Mediterranean—as, for instance, at

Butmir—the vessels are in part better

worked, and the ornaments are richer

and more elegant, and the spirals more
frequent and more regular, and are some-
times moulded on, and sometimes, as we
have mentioned, even painted in colour.

But the general character remains un-
mistakably Neolithic, and may be found
not only on the European coasts of the

^, „ , , Mediterranean and the islands
The Proofs of r , , T^ c u x •

-, , -, , , of the ^-Egean Sea. but m cer-Man s Mental , •
"

, i • at
_. , . tarn respects also m Mesopo-
Development

, it- . ti i i .tamia and Egypt. Ihendest
Trojan pottery also exhibits unmistak-
able points of agreement with it.

Not only the stone weapons and imple-
ments, but, as far as we can see, even the
remains of the oldest ceramics, show that

uniform development of the culture of the

Neolithic Period which proves a like course

of mental development in mankind.
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THE HOME LIFE OF PRIMITIVE FOLK

A PICTURE, of unequalled clearness of

delineation, of the general conditions

of the life and culture of Central European
Man during the Neolithic Period, was
given, according to the results of the cele-

brated researches of Ferdinand Keller and
his school of Swiss archaeologists, by the

lake-dwellings in the Alpine lowlands.

Whereas in cave districts

ilk
*

Dwell
*^^ ^^^^^ ^"^ grottos often

•

*
*T Tr

' served the men of the later
"*^* ^ Stone Age as temporary and
even as permanent winter dwellings, in the

watery valleys of Switzerland the Neolithic

population built its huts on foundations of

piles in lakes and bogs. In that period we
have to imagine the Alpine lowlands still

extensively covered with woods and full of

wild beasts ; at that time the huts

standing on piles in the water must have
afforded their inhabitants a security such
as scarcely any other place could have
given. .The first founders and inhabitants

of settlements of pile-dwellings in Switzer-

land belong to the pure Stone Period.

In spite of their lake-dwellings the old

Neolithic men of Switzerland appear to

have possessed almost all the important
domestic animals, but they also knew and
practised agriculture. They lived by cattle-

rearing, agriculture, hunting, and fishing,

and on wild fruit and all that the plant

world freely offered in the way of eatables.

Their clothing consisted partly of skins,

but partly also of stuffs, the majority of

which seem to have been prepared from
flax.

The endeavour of the settlers to live

together in lasting homes protected from
. . surprises, and in large num-

egmnings
]-,gj-g^ j^^ ^j^ unmistakable proof

s ' \o A
i^Sii f hey were aware of the
advantages of a settled mode of

life, and that we have not to imagine the
inhabitants of the pile-dwellings as nomadic
herdsmen, and still less as a regular race

of hunters and fishermen. The permanent
concentration of a large number of

individuals at the same point, and of

hundreds of families in neighbouring inlets

of the lakes, could not have taken place if

1*4

there had not been through all the seasons

a regular supjily of provisions derived
principally from cattle-rearing and agri-

culture, and if there had not existed the

elements of social order. Even the establish-

ment of the lake-settlement itself is not
possible for the individual man : a large

community must have here worked with a

common plan and purpose. Herodotus
describes a pile-village in Lake Prosias, in

Thracia, which was inhabited by Pseones,

who defended it successfully against the

Persian general Megabazos. The scaffold

on which the huts were built stood on high
piles in the middle of the lake ; it was
connected with the bank only by a single,

easily removable bridge. Herodotus says :

The piles on which the scaffolds rest were
erected in olden times by the citizens in a
body ; the enlargement of the lake-settle-

ment took place later, according as it was
necessitated by the formation of new
faniilies.

According to the large number of lake-

dwellings of the Stone Age in the Alpine

lowlands, and according to the
The Lake
Dweller

large quantity of products of

. , „ primitive industry that have
At Home f j j . u y •

been found there,
^
cenlunes

must have elapsed between the moment
when the first settlers rammed '. the piles

on which to build their dwellings and the

end of the Stone Period.

The huts of the settlements of the Stone
Age were partly round and partly quad-
rangular, and, like the pile-hut discovered

by Frank near Schussenried, were divided

into two compartments—one for the cattle,

and the other, with a hearth built of

stones, for the dwelling of man. The floor

of the hut was made of round timber

with a mud foundation, and perhaps

also with a mud flooring ; in Frank's

hut the walls were formed of split tree-

trunks, standing vertically with the split

sides turned inward, firmly put together

between corner posts. The round huts

had walls of roughly intertwined branches,

covered with clay inside and out ; of this

clay-plaster numerous pieces have been

preserved, hardened by fire, with the marks
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of the branches. The pile huts of the lakes

were connected with the waier by block
or run,i( ladders. Victor Cross found such
a ladder in one of the oldest stations

;

it consisted of a long oak pole provided
at fairly regular intervals with holes

in which the rungs were inserted.

Of special importance in estimating the

degree of civilisation attained by the
lake-dwellers of the vStone Age are the

remains of spinning and weaving imple-
ments and of webs and textile fabrics,

plaited work. etc. Flax has been found
wound on the implements made of ribs,

that we mentioned above as flax combs
;

we have also mentioned the fixing of blades

with flax, or threads made of it, and
the numerous wide and narrow nets made
of threads. For spinning the thread,

spindles were used just like those of the
present day, a spindle-stick of wood

into a spinning-whorl
of stone, deer-horn, or

The distaff was probabl}^

not yet known ; a loom has

not yet been found, either ; but
numerous weaver's weights, which served
for spinning the threads, have been. Excel-
lent webs, some of them twilled, were
produced, of which we have man}'' frag-

ments. Remains of mats and baskets prove
that those were manufactured from the

being

Firsc

Traces of

Textiles

fastened

made
clay.

materials still employed at the present

day. Corn was baked into a kind of bread
consisting of coarsely ground grains. The
millstones that were used for grinding the

corn are found in large numbers. They
are rather worn, hollowed slabs of stone,

and smaller flat stones rounded
" *

. on the top, with which the
Stone Age . ^ '^

, ,

J,.
. grams oi corn were crushed on

the larger slabs. Some of the

kitchen utensils we find already much
improved. Large and small pots for stor-

ing purposes, earthen cooking pots, and
dishes, and large wooden spoons and twirl-

ing-sticks—the latter probably for churn-
ing—have been preserved. Vessels like

strainers served for making cheese : they
are pots in whose sides and bottoms a
number of small holes were made for

pouring off the whey from the cheese.

Here, in the fully developed Neolithic

Period we find the early inhabitants of

Switzerland to be a settled agricultural and
farming population. Although hunting
and fishing still furnished an important
part of their food, so that in some places

even more deer bones have been found
among the cooking remains than bones of

the ox, yet the milk, cheese, and butter of

the cows, sheep, and goats, the flesh of these

and of the hog, and bread and fruit, already

formed the basis of their subsistence.

A PRIMITIVE STYLE OF DWELLING STILL WIDESPREAD IN SAVAGE LANDS
The lake dwellings still in use in New Guinea, illustrated in this reproduction from an old work,
D'Urville's "Voyage of the Astrolabe," are exactly like the lake dwellings of prehistoric Europe.
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The results of ca\e research are ahiiost as

rich and varied as the results yielded by
the study of the lake-dwellings in their bear-

ing on the Neolithic stratum. Wliere there

is a Drift stratum in the cave-earth the con-

fusion of Paleolithic and Neolithic objects

can, as we have said, scarcely be avoided.

But there are numerous grottos and small

caves in which the Neolithic
Man Learning

^^ratum is the oldest, SO that
the

Art of Living
mistakes are out of the ques-

tion. In a large number of

such places in the cave district of the Fran-

conian-Bavarian Jura the conditions under
which finds have been made in the Neo-
lithic stratum have proved almost as pure

and unmixed as in the lake-dwelhngs.

The cave-dwellers of the later Stone Age
in the Franconian Jura were, like the

Swiss lake-dwellers of the Stone Age.

mainly a pastoral race. They possessed

all the important domestic animals that

the latter possessed—dog. cow, horse,

sheep, goat, pig—and likewise practised

agriculture, or, at any rate, flax-growing :

at the same time hunting and fishing formed
a considerable part of their means of sub-

sistence. So that, not only on artificial

pile-works on the shores of lakes, but

also on the banks of South German rivers,

there formerly lived a race which, al-

though still mainly restricted to hunting
and fishing, and using no metal, but
exclusively stone and bone tools, already'

practised cattle-breeding and primitive

agriculture, and was able to increase the

means of existence afforded it by Nature
by the first technical arts—by the chipping

and grinding of stone instruments, bone
carving, and, above all, pottery-making,
tanning, and the arts of sowing, weav-
ing and plaiting.

Of most importance, as showing the

state of civilisation of the Neolithic rock-

dwellers, are the numerous articles carved
from bone that must be looked upon as

instruments for weaving and net-knitting.

... For the latter purpose there
eginning

^rgj-e large, finely-smoothed
. j^ . . bone crochet-needles, some of

them carved from the rib of a

large ruminant. The handle-end is

smoothed by use, and the end with the
hook is rounded from the same cause.

The end is frequently perforated, so that
it might be hung up. Still more numerous
were shuttles of various forms.

According to the numerous finds of

oerforated clay weaver's weights, the

i66

loom, like that of the lake-dwellers, must
have been like the ancient implement
that, according to Montelius, was in use
on the Faroe Islands a comparatively
short time ago. Spinning-whorls are very
numerous, being partly flat, round discs

of bone pierced in the centre, and partly
thick bone rings or large beads of bone
and deer-horn and flat burr-pieces of deer-

antlers.

It was formerly thought that the Neo-
lithic Europeans did not possess the arts

of engraving and carving animals and
human figures which the Palaeolithic Men
had understood in such conspicuous
manner. The progress of research has
now produced more and more proof that

in the later Stone Age the arts of carving
and engraving had not died out. We have
the celebrated amber carvings of the

later Stone Age from the Kurisches Haff,

near Schwarzort, some of which probably
served a religious purpose ; those of ivory,

bone, stalactite, etc., from the caves of

France and the Polish Jura ; the figures

from Butmir, and other evidences.

In Italy, in Lombardy, and Emilia.

another group of settlements of the Stone
Age has been found, w^hich

c°5./
'^

X • again exhibit the civilisation
Settlements m " j ,, ,

,

r .i_

c. A and all other signs of the

later Stone Age, and in many
respects more closely resemble the lake-

dwellings than do the cave-dwellings.

These aie the " terramare," whose inhabi-

tants, however, had already to some extent
advanced to the use of bronze. A sharp
division of strata into habitation of the

pure Stone Age and habitation of the Metal
Age has not yet been made. The huts stood

on pile-work on dry land, the piles being

six to ten feet high ; the whole settlement

was fortified with trench and rampart,
generally with palisades, and was of an
oblong or oval plan. Besides many
natural and artificial caves in Italy the

dwelling-pits, which may formerly have
borne the superstructure of a hut, also

belong to the pure Stone Age.

Such dwelling-pits of the Stone Age
seem to have been distributed all over

Europe. Burnt wall-plaster with impres-

sions of interwoven twigs, has frequently

been found near or in the pits, doubtless

indicating hut-building. In ^Mecklenburg,

where the dwelling-pits were first carefully

examined by Liesch, they have a circular

outline of ten to fifteen yards, and are five

to six and a half feet deep. .At the bottom



LAKE-DWELLERS RETURNING FROM THE HUNT IN THEIR DUG-OUT CANOES
From a painting by Hippolyte Coutau, in the Geneva Museum.
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of the pit lie burnt and blackened stones,

hearthstones, charcoal, potsherds, broken

bones of animals, and a few stone imple-

ments, the latter being mostly found in

larger numbers in the vicinity of the

dwellings. The same circular dwelling-

pits of the Stone Age are found in France.

Smaller hearth-pits were recently found in

very large numbers in the
Strange

Spessart, in Bavaria, with hun-

"rrT^Man
^^'^^^ °^" ^^^^^ hatchets and

*• y *"* perforated axe-hammers, some
ot the former being very finely made of

jadeite.

During the Neolithic Period dwelhngs
were frequently made on heights, and it

seems that even at that time they were to

a certain extent walled round and fortified.

Such settlements are numerous all over

Southern and Central Germany, in Austria-

Hungary, especially in the coast-country,

and in Italy and France. Many of these

stations belong purely to the Stone Age :

indeed, the majority were inhabited

already during the Stone Age, and furnish

the typical Neolithic relics familiar from
the foregoing. On the other hand, they con-

tinue to be inhabited even in the later metal
periods, and in some cases right down
to modern times. The rock near Clausen,

in the Eisack valley, in the Tyrol, on which
the large Saben monastery now stands, was
a mediaeval castle, and during the times of

the Romans a fortified settlement called

Sobona stood there ; and when excava-
tions were made in 1895, for adding new
buildings to the monastery, a well-ground
stone hatchet of the later Stone Age came
to light. On many hills in Central
Germany are found traces of the ancient
presence of men who lived on them or
assembled on them for sacrificial feasts ;

the earth is coloured black by charred
remains and organic influences, and this
" black earth on heights and hills

"

contains frequently, as we have said, the
traces of Neolithic men. In Italy, many

finds on such heights—for in-

stance, those made on the small
America
before

History
castle-hill near Imola—seem to

exhibit that stage of the Stone
Age that is missing in the terramare, and
that precedes the beginning of the Metal
Age of the terramare, but corresponds to
it in every essential except in the possession
of metal.

But the view that is opened up is still

tvider. The prehistoric times of the New
World also exhibit a Neolithic stage,

168

corresi)onding to that of Europe, as the

basis of the further development of the

ancient civilised lands of America. And
where a higher civilisation did not develop
autochthonously in America, European
discoverers found the Neolithic civnlisation

still in active existence, as they did in the

whole Australian world. Accordingly in

these vast regions, which have never risen

above the Stone Age of themselves, the

same stage of civilisation which in the old

civilised lands belongs to a grey, im-
memorial, prehistoric period, here stands
in the broad light of historic times. The
study of modern tribes in an age of stone

throws many a ray of light on the con-

ditions of the prehistoric Stone Age
;

and this study, on the other hand, shows
us that the primitive conditions of civil-

isation of those tribes stand for a general

stage of transition in the development
of all mankind.
The lake-dwelling stations, and the

land settlements resembling them, prove
of themselves how far the culture of the

early inhabitants of Europe was advanced
even in that ancient period which was for-

merly imagined to be scarcely

raised above half-animal con-

ditions. Such structures could

not be erected unless men
combined into large social communi-
ties, which is indeed indicated by the

very fact of the number of dwellings that

were crowded into a comparatively small

space. For the first ramming-in of the

pile-works a large number of men working
together on a common plan was absolutely

necessary. The same applies to the con-

struction of the artificial islands, protected

by pile-works and partly resting on piles,

termed "crannoges" by Irish archaeologists,

and to the Italian villages called " terra-

mare," which likewise once rested on
piles and were protected by ditches.

From the extent of the pile-works we are

able to estimate the number of the former
inhabitants of the settlements supported
by them. Quite as clear an idea of the

number of the former inhabitants is also

given by the early circumvallations on
the tops of hills and shoulders of rock,

which were likewise made and inhabited

during the Stone Age.
The co-operation of a large number of

men for a common purpose is also shown
in the often huge stone structures to which,
on account of the size of the stones

emplo\'ed in their construction, the name

The
Foundations

of Society
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considerably to hold the whole struc-

ture toj:^ellu'r. In order to distribute

the pressure of the covering-stones
regularly, smaller stones were carefully

inserted under the wall-stones where
they had to stand on the ground. How
exactly these proportions of weight
were judged is proved by the fact

that these structures of heavy and
irregular stones, resting on theii

natural, differently shaped sides and
edges, have held together until the

present day. The inner walls ol

the chambers were made as care-

fully as possible. Where, as on the

outside, the rough and irregular

form of the stone block projects;

either the naturally smooth side was
turned inward or the roughness was
chipped off.

These are the beginnings of a real-

architecture, seen also in the regu-

lar wedging with small stones of the

spaces left between the wall-stones and
covering-stones and between the wall-

stones themselves. These small stones

were frequently built in, in regular

wall-like layers. Sandstone was often

used for the purpose, being more easily

split into regular pieces, which gave
this masonry a still more pleasing ap-

pearance. The number of stone blocks

used for the wall-sides varies according

to the size of the giant's chambers, as

does also the number of covering-

stones. For smaller chambers, with six

to nine wall-stones, two or three cover-

ing-stones were required. But far

larger stone chambers occur, as many
as seventeen wall-stones having been

counted. Such large chambers require

a whole row of covering-stones l:)e-

side one another. The door-opening
often shows a special regard for

architectonics. The two door-post

stones are rather lower than the other

wall-stones ; on them a stone was
laid horizontally, which kept them
apart and distributed the pressure

of the covering-stone equally on both

posts.

Very often there was also a stone as

a threshold. Leading to the door is a

low passage, made in similar manner
to the chamber, but of far smaller

stones. The passage is only high

enough to allow one to creep through,

whereas the chamber itself is about as

high as i man, so that one could stand
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"THE MERCHANTS' TABLE": AN IMMENSE DOLMEN ERECTED IN THE STONE AGE
Archeeologists are not entirely agreed as to the purpose of these dolmens. They were more likely graves, or
chambers associated with religious rites, than residences. This example is at Locmariaquer, near Carnac, in Brittany.

upriglit in most of them. Larger .stone

chambers are rarely without this pas-

sage, and from it such grave-structures

have been named " passage-graves."
Besides the building-in of small stones,

the holes still re-

maining between the

stones were also

coated over on the

outside with mud to

keej) the rain-water

from soaking in

;

mud was also fre-

quently used for

making a rough
plaster floor for the

chamber if the

natural floor could

not be made level

enough. On the floor

is frequently found a

compact layer of

small flints, or a

regular pavement ot

flat stones, often

r o u g h - h e w n , or

roundish stones fit-

ting one another as

nearly as possible,

which were then

l^robably also
covered with a thick

layer of mud.
So that in these INTERIOR of the "MERCHANTS' TABLE'

giant's chambers we This is the interior of the above dolmen, it win be seen that

havp rpal bnilHinp''? theearthhasslowly risen a great height since it was erected,Udvc lcd.1 UUilUingS, nearly covering the dolmen, thus indicating immense age.
which implv high The principal supporting stone is covered with sculpture.

technical accomplishments and have pre-
served for us the usual form of the
dwellings of those early times. In what
manner the huge covering- stones were
placed on the side-walls of the giant's

chambers is a pro-

blem still unsolved.

Doubtless many
hands were occu-

pied on such struc-

tures ; and the
historj^ of building

teaches us that witli

the proper use of

human strength- -as,

for instance, in

ancient Egypt

—

great weights can be
raised and placed in

position with very
simple tools—round
pieces of wood as

rollers, ropes, and
handspikes.

Some of these

giant's chambers,
which were origin-

ally enclosed in

mounds or barrows,
are still preserved at

the present day, and
splendidly too. Very
often the chamber
was quite covered
'vith earth outside ;

it then formed the

centre of what was
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generally a circular barrow, often regular

small hills ten to fifteen feet high and fre-

quently over ninety feet in circumference.

The corpses were buried, not cremated.
They were frequently in a crouching
attitude, or tl at of a sleeper lying side-

ways with the legs drawn up to the body.
The smaller graves often represent single

interments ; the larger or largest ones are

mostly family tombs, in which numerous
corpses were interred one after the other

at different times. But this repeated use

of the graves is found also with smaller

ones, and even with stone cists. Only
the last corpse then lies in a normal
position, while, through the repeated
opening of the grave and the later inter-

ments, the skeletons belonging to pre-

viously interred corpses appear more or

less disturbed or intentionally put aside.

The skulls of the corpses interred in the Neo-
lithic graves are well formed, their size indi-

cating a very considerable brain develop-
ment. The corpses were no bigger than the

present inhabitants of the same districts,

and the form of the head corresponds partly

with that of the present population of those

countries. Nor do the skeletons otherwise

differ from those of modern men.
In America, also, gigantic structures were

erected by the aborigines who lived in the

Stone Age, to commemorate and to protect

their dead. They consist partly of large

mounds of stones and earth, which are like-

wise often regular small hills, and partly of

stone structures reminding one of the giants'

chambers. The majority of the mounds
were doubtless mainly sepulchral ; others

may have been temple-hills or sacrificial

mounds, defensive works or observatories.

The objects buried with the occupants
belong mostly to the Neolithic Period,

and consist chiefly of stone weapons and
tools, some rude, but others finely worked
and polished. Some are of pure natural
copper, which was beaten into shape cold

with stone hammers. Besides these, and
ornaments and pottery, an American
specialty is found in the form of tobacco-
pipes carved from stone, some of which
give interesting representations of men
and animals ; this seems to prove that
tobacco also played a part in the American
funeral rites of those times.

The graves of the Neolithic Period not
only indicate that mankind generally was
endowed with the same gifts as regards the
iirst principles of the art of building, but
tliey also afford us a glimpse of the mental

life of that period of civilisation which
at a more or less distant period was spread
over the whole earth. What is so charac-
teristic is the affectionate care for the
corpse, for whose protection no amount of

labour and trouble appeared too great. We
can have no doubt that this reverence was
based on a belief in the immortality of the

soul—a belief which we find also at the

present day among the most backward and
ci'")andoned "savages." That the prc-

HOW STONE AGE MAN WAS BURIED
Photograph of an actual skeleton, in position of burial,
taken from a prehistoric mound grave in North America.

historic men of the Stone Age held this

belief is proved by the ornaments, weapons,
implements, and food placed with the dead
for use in the next world. Their burial cus-

toms certainly express a kind of worship
of departed souls which has played and
still plays so important a part in the

religious ideas of all primitive peoples, and
is one of the oldest fundamental notions

common to mankind.
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THE WORLD
BEFORE

HISTORY VI

Professor

JOHANNES
RANKE

WHEN HISTORY WAS DAWNING
THE discoVery of Drift Man, his distinc-

tion from man of the later Stone Age,
the investigation of the Palseohthic and
Neolithic strata of culture of Europe and of

the whole earth, and the scientific recon-

struction of the earliest forms of civilisa-

tion based on these, are due solel}? to

the natural-science method of research.

It was only when the exact methods of

palaeontology and geology had been brought
to bear with all their rigour on the study
of ancient man by savants schooled in

natural science that solid results were
obtained. On this sure foundation the

science of history now continues building,

and uses, even for the later periods, so far

as recorded information is not available,

and to supplement it, the same methods of

palaeontology and natural science which
were applied so successfully to the earliest

stages of the evolution of mankind.
The first point is to collect the relics

of the periods of the evolution of culture

which follow on the later

r'n^'i.*.^- Stone Age, and to separate
of Prehistoric ., j- , f • i

p . . them accordmg to geological

strata, uninfluenced by those
older pseudo-historic fancies by which the

deepening of our historical knowledge has so
long been hindered. By carefully separat-

ing and tracing the earth's strata till we
come to those that furnish remains of times
recorded in history, it has been possible

to establish first a relative chronology of

the so-called later prehistoric periods of

Central Europe, whose offshoots pass
immediately into recorded history.

By digging, after the same method of

palaeontological science, through stratum
after stratum in the oldest centres of culture,

especially in the Mediterranean countries,

and by arranging the products by strata

—

uninfluenced by historical hypotheses

—

after the same natural-science method of

research which has produced such remark-
able results in Central Europe, the most
surprising conformity in the evolution of

culture in widely remote regions has been
shown. It was found that in the Medi-
terranean countries, and also in Egypt and
Babylonia, forms of culture already belong

to the time of real history which were first

recognised in Central Europe as pre-
liminary prehistoric stages of historical

strata ; so that it was possible also to
establish an absolute historical chronology
for those instead of the relative prehistoric
one.

Thus times which, as regards Central
Europe, were hitherto wrapped in pre-

, historic night are enlightened by
uropc s

^ history. Although, as regards
Prehistoric <- , -i j x- fV, -r-

^

Night
Central and Psorthern Europe,
we cannot name the peoples who

were the bearers of those forms of culture,

and although we disdain to give them a
premature nomenclature of hypothetical
names, yet their conditions of life and
culture and the progressive development
of these, in manifold contact and inter-

course with neighbouring and even far

remote historic peoples and periods, have
risen from the darkness of thousands of

years ; and their relation in time to the
latter has been recognised.

Thus prehistoric times have themselves
become history. The historical account
of every single region has henceforth to

begin with the description of the oldest

antiquities of the soil that tell of man's
habitation, in order thereby to obtain the

chronological connection with the evolu-
tion of the history of mankind generally.

That is the palaeontological method ol

historical research.

The palaeontology of man ha^ proved the

Stone Age to be a general primary stage

of culture for the whole human race.

All further general progress in culture

was affected by the discovery of the art of

_ , , metal-working—the extraction
Landmarks r xi j. i x ^u •

. „ . of the metals from their ores

Culture^
^"^ ^^^^ casting and forging of

them. The later and latest

eras of culture are the Metal Ages, as

opposed to the Stone Ages. It is not the

use of metal in itself, but the above-
mentioned metallurgical arts, that form
the criterion of the advance of culture

beyond the bounds of the Stone Age.
Where, as in some parts of America, native

copper was found in abundance, this red
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malleable mineral could probably be

worked in the same way as stone, without

any further progress necessarily develop-

ing therefrom. The same may apply to

m e t e o r - i r o n

,

which is said to

have been used

for arrows, to-

gether with
stone points, by
American tribes

who were other-

wise in the age

of stone and but

poorly civilised.

In civilised

lands it is chiefly

metal casting

and the forging

of the heated
metal which
have made it

possible to pro-

duce better wea-
pons and tools

and more valu-

able ornaments.
The worked
metals are first

copper, then the

alloy of copper
and tin that

bears the name
of classical
bronze, and to these are soon added gold

and—especially in districts rich in the

metal, as in S]iain—silver. Later on the

extraction of iron from its ores and the

forging of that metal are discovered.

According to this course of metallurgical

progress the first metal period is distin-

guished as the Bronze Period, which is

begun by a Copper Period lasting more
or less long in different places. The second
or later metal period is the Iron Period, in

which we are living at the present day.

In the course of time, by gradually dis-

placing bronze and copper from the rank
of metals worked for weapons and tools,

this Iron Age has developed to its present

stage.

In Central Europe the pile-dwellings in

the lakes of Western Switzerland again
present us with specially clear and unin-

terrupted series of illustrations of the

progress of culture from the Stone Age to

the Iron Age. Ending the Stone Age, we
find first a period of transition, in which,
while stone continued to be principally
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Growth of the wing:s

THE TRANSITION FROM STONE TO IRON
This series of diagrams, reproduced from specimens in the British

Museum, by permission of the Trustees, shows how the stone axe-
head was used as the model for the metal axe or celt, and how that in

turn was modified as workers gained experience in the use of the metal

employed, a few ornaments, weapons, and
tools of metal began to be used. This

metal is at first almost exclusively copper,

with only very little bronze ; iron is quite

absent. Copper
objects have
been found in

Wes tern Switzer-

land by Victor

Gross, most
extensively in

Fenel's lake-

dwelling station,

which otherwise

still belongs to

the Stone Age.

The majority of

these are small

daggers, formed
after the pattern

of the flint dag-

gers ; some
already possess

rive tings for

fastening the

blade to a

handle. There
are also chisels

and small awls

in bone handles,

beads, and small

or name n t a 1

1 e a v.e s , and
hatchets of the

form of the simplest stone hatchets, with
the edge hammered out and broadened.
Much has proved the existence of a Copper
Period corresponding to this description

in the lake-dwelling in the Mond See in

Austria, and in Hungary the remains of a

Copper Period are particularly frequent.

Parallel cases also occur in many other

parts of Europe, particularly, as Virchow
has proved, in the Spanish Peninsula, and
in the Stone Age graves of Cujavia in

Prussian Poland, These are the more
important as they are most closely related

to the conditions of culture discovered in

the ancient strata of Hissarlik-Troy.

Further unmistakable analogies occur with

very ancient finds in Cyprus, and probably
even with the oldest remains of Baby-
lonian culture hitherto known. Here, too,

we may include the finds of copper in the

Stone Age of America.

So that in the normal and complete
evolution of culture there seems to be first

a stratum of copper as the connecting link

between the Stone and Metal Ages ; and
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this must be missing in those regions in

which progress from the stone to the

metal culture was only brought about at a

relatively later period by external influ-

ences. This applies not only to all modern
races in an age of stone, who obtained

. metal in recent times only
e assing

^j^j-Q^g^ contact with European
_ . nations who had been living

in the Iron Period for thou-

sands of years, but, curiously enough, also

to the greater part of Africa, where the use

of iron was prevalent at a prehistoric period.

Just as the modern Stone races passed

straight from the Stone Age into the most
highly-developed Iron Age of the most
advanced culture, so also the stone stratum
of Central and South Africa is immediately
overlaid by a stratum of iron culture,which
was brought there in ancient times, prob-

ably direct from Egypt. As there is in

Egypt and throughout North Africa a

regular development from the Copper-
bronze Period to the complete iron culture,

corresponding to the progress of the

metal cultures of Europe and Asia, the

point of time is thus chronologically

fixed at which this important element
of culture was transmitted from Europe
to the blacks of Central and South Africa.

In Western Switzerland the transition

period of copper is followed without a
gap in the development by the Bronze
Period proper. With the introduction of

bronze all the conditions of life were more
highly developed in the sense of increased
culture. With better tools the stations of

the Bronze Age could be erecled at a

greater distance from the bank, often two
hundred to three hundred yards ; the
space they take up is also much greater.

The piles are not only better preserved,

according as the time of their being driven
in more nearly approaches our own, but
they are also better worked, are often

square, and the points that are rammed into

the lake-bottom are better cut. The settle-

ments of the Bronze Age often cover an
area of several hundred square yards,

and are no longer comparatively mean
villages, as in the Stone

^.\,."\'!^ . Age; the pile settlements

„ . ot the Bronze Age are weil-
Bronze Age . , P , ,

organised market towns
and even flourishing small cities, where
a certain luxury already prevails. The
products of their industry are graced by
that beauty and elegance of form that

only an advanced civilisation can create.

As in the Stone Age, so also in the Bronze

WEAPONS USED BY MAN IN THE PERIODS OF DAWNING HISTORY
Reproduced chiefly from specimens in the British Museum.
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Age of Central and Northern Eu.ope,
the most important working-implement,
which was, however, also used as a

weapon, was the axe, or celt. The most
primitive forms of axes, like the above-
mentioned copper axes, still resemble the

simple stone axes : like these, they have
no special contrivance for fastening the

handle. In more developed forms of

axes such contrivances for fastening the

handle appear first in the form of slight

flanges, which become wider and wider
;

finally they develop into regular wings,

which, by curving towards one another,

develop into two almost closed lateral

semi-canals on the upper side of the celt.

used for making their weapons and
tools in tlie periods of transition, they
still imitate the old forms received from
their forefathers. Just as the first metal
axes of copper are copies of the stone
axes, so also, when iron first became
known, were weapons made of this metal
which corresponded in form to the bronze
weapons that had hitherto been used.

The Bronze Period was first proved
to have been a complete form of culture
in the North of Europe—in North Germany
and Scandinavia. We have now suc-

ceeded in establishing the fact that it

was a preliminary stage of the Iron Age, in

locally original development, in all ancient

THE HILL OF TROY, IN WHICH IS RECORDED A WONDERFUL STORY OF MAN'S PROGRESS
Seven towns of Troy were built upon this hill, one above the ruins of the other, the earliest dating from 3000 B.C. ;

and the brilliant excavations of Dr. Henry Schlieraann, which have won him immortal f3.me, have contributed
more to our knowledge of the history of mankind than any other excavations in our time, as on this site is

concentrated a continuous record of man's progress from the late Stone Age to the height of Greek civilisation.

In the hollow celts a simple socket for

the handle was cast in the making ; an
additional means of fastening the handle
was provided in a loop, which also occurs
on winged celts. Besides the celt, or
axe-blade, broad and narrow chisels of

bronze occur in various forms for working
wood. A second chief type of instrument
is the one-edged bronze knife with elegantly
curved back and a handle tongue.
The manner in which iron was found in

the lake-dwellings, as mentioned above,
shows the gradual development of a period
of transition between a Bronze and an
Iron Age. In spite of the difference

in the material which the lake-dwellers
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centres of culture. It is very remarkable
that the civilised states of the New World
also employed only copper and bronze
as working metals. Thus the Peruvian'^

did not know iron any more than the
other American peoples until they came
in contact with European influences.

Besides copper and bronze they had tin

and lead, gold and silver. The Peruvian
bronzes contain silver to the extent of

five to ten per cent. There are axes or

celts of bronze similar to the rudest of the

first European beginnings in metal cor-

responding in form to the simple stone axe.

iManv of the other forms of weapons
and implements familiar in the Bronze
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Age of ihe Old
World were also

made of bronze
or copper in

America ; semi-
lunar knives with
a handle in the

middle, lance-

heads and arrow-
heads, swords,
war-clubs like

morning stars,

etc. At the same
time weapons
and implements
of stone still

remained in use.

In the Old
World progress

beyond bronze is

everywhere due
to iron.

One place has
been found and
most completely investigated after the

method of palaeontological research, with
all the help afforded by archjeological and
historical science, where, in overlying geo-

logical strata, the evidences have been
found of a progressive development of cul-

ture from the end of the Stone Age down to

the brilliant ddys of Graeco-Roman history.

EXCAVATIONS

A WINE MERCHANTS CELLAR IN ANCIENT TROY
Nine colossal earthen jars were discovered by Dr. Schliemann in the depths of the Temple of

Athena. They had evidently belonged to some wine merchant's cellar in the pre-Hellenic period

There the chronological connection has
been obtained, not only for the metal
periods, but also for the end of the Neolithic

Period. This most important place is Troy,

the citadel-hill of Hissarlik, by the excava-

tion of which Henry Schliemann has won
immortal fame. Schliemann's excavations,

supplemented and completed in deci-

-ive manner by
D o r p f e 1 d , have
brought about the

most important
advancement of the

history of mankind
that our age can
show.

Virchow s name
is inseparably
associated with
Schliemann's.
Furtwangler, in his

account, based on
peisonal observa-

tion, of the results

of the excavations

at Troy, has accom-
plished the great

service of exactly
determining the

chionological con-

nections of the pre-

historic with the

historic eras, and
thereby linking the

former to historv.

THE OF ATHENA TROY
Dr. Schliemann's discoveries in the ruins of this temple and the ruins of older buildings
beneath it were among the richest in the entire annals of archaeological research.

lyg
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On th? spot on wliich tradilicna placed

Homeric Troy (saj-; Furtvviingler) there really

has stood a stately citatlel, wliich was con-

temporaneous with the golden age of Mycenae,

tlie epoch of the Agamemnon of legend, was
intimately related to Mycenaean culture, and
at the same time corresponds most exact'y to

'he idea of Troy underlying the old epic.

The citadel-hill of Troy terminates a

ridge of heights stretching westward fiom
Mount Ida, almost parallel to

^^""^^ the Hellespont, and slopes

I^'^H-n" Steeply into the Trojan plain
One Mill ^^. ^j^g ^^^jgy ^j ^j^g Scamander.

The natural hill itself is not very high, but

it was overlaid by enormous layers of ruins

of buildings and walls, whereby it has been

considerably increased not only in height,

but also in breadth. Stratum after stratum

lies one upon the other like the leaves of

a bud, so that the history of the habitation

of this venerable place from the most
ancient times can be read from these strata

which have been opened up by Schliemann
and Dorpfeld, as from the leaves of a book.

The original ground of the hill-plateau now
lies some sixty feet above the plain, but the

latter may have been raised something like

sixteen to twenty feet by alluvial deposits

since the Trojan War. The whole stratum

of ruins l3^ing on the original ground of the

hill, which Schliemann opened up, amounts
to about fifty-two and a half feet. Schlie-

mann distinguished seven or eight different

layers or strata, corresponding to as many
towns which were successively built on
this hill, one on the ruins of the other.

The lowest stratum, lying immediately
on the original ground, belongs accordingly

to the oldest, or first town, on the citadel-

iiill of Troy. Furtwangler says :

By moderate computation this settle-

ment must belong to the first half of the
third millennium before Christ, but it may
very well date back even to the fourth
millennium. The inhabitants already used
copper implements in addition to stone ones.

Their whole culture is most closolv connected
with that which prevailed in Central Europe

during the Copper Period. Clay
The First vessels of the Copper Period from
Town Lake Mond, in Austria, agree
of Troy completely with those of the first

Trojan town. Troy represents
only an offshoot of Central European cul-
ture, and its inhabitants were in all prob-
ability of European origin.

We have already learned that the Copper
Period is the end of the Neolithic Period
and the beginning of the Metal Age.
In the first Trojan town there is still

extraordinarily little metal used, the axes,

1 80

hatchets, knives, and saws still being

of stone, of the familiar Central European
types, and of the same materials, among
which nephrite is particularly frequent.

C)ther materials are serpentine, diorile,

porphyry, hematite, flint, etc.

The forms of these implements corre-

spond entirely to those of the later Stone
Age of Europe. The character of the
ceramics also conforms in many respects,

according to Virchow, to that of the Euro-
pean Stone Age ; and the Stone Age finds

at Butmir, in Bosnia, and similar ones in

Transylvania seem especially to offer close

analogies. It would be a higlily important
step toward connecting history with the

Neolithic Period if the first town could be
even more closely investigated, and perhaps
more sharply divided from that second
stratum which lies between it and the

stratum described by Schliemann as the

second or burnt city, and which Schlie-

mann afterward separated into two strata,

corresponding to two towns. Perhaps the

metal comes only from the second or

higher stratum under the burnt city. In

that case the oldest would belong purely
to the Stone Age. The ceramics
would seem to contradict

_, , ^, this. Fmiwangler continues

:

Troy s Olory "
High above the first town, a

deep la5'^er of debris, is the level surface of

the second town, which must at least be
dated back to the second half of the third
millennium before Christ. It was the first

period of Troy's glory. Mighty walls protected
the citadel. Three different building periods
may be distinguished. The walls were brought
out a long way and strengthened, and
magnificent new gates were built. During the
third period of this second city a prince,

fond of splendour, had the old narrow gate-
way replaced by magnificent propylsea and
a large hall-erection with a vestibule. A
great conflagration destroyed his citadel.

A treasure was found by Schliemann—he
called it Priam's treasure—in the upper part
of the citadel wall, which was made of straw
bricks. The tools of the second citv are still

partly of stone, but also partly of bronze, so

that they already belong to the Bronze Age.

The general character of culture is,

according to FurtwSngler, still essentially

Central Eiu'opean. And yet many an indi-

viduality has developed, and the influence

of Babjdonian culture is everywhere
apparent, although it does not go very deep.

To this influence our authority chiefly

attributes the occurrence of a few pots

turned on the wheel, especially flat dishes
;

for the potter's wheel was still quite



THE EXCAVATIONS AT TROY : REVEALING THE WALL OF THE ACROPOLIS
A view of the great substruction wall of the acropolis of the second city of Troy, on the west side, close to

the south-west gate : (a) is the paved road, which leads from the S.W. gate down to the plain
;

(b) is the

continuation of the great acropolis-wall of the second city on the west side of the S.W. gate ; (c) is the foundation

of the paved road and the quadrangular pier to strengthen it
;

(d) marks the masonry added by the third settlers.
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unknown at that time in Europe, and even

at a post so far advanced toward the East

as Cyprus, while in Egypt and Babylonia

it had been in use from the earliest times.

In this period also Troy inclines more to

Central Europe as its centre of gravity,

but remains far behind the peculiar

development that bronze work attained

there ; in the metal tools no advance is

made on the forms of the Copper
Period. Into any close relation

with Cyprus it does not come
;

only the basis of their culture

is common to both. But this basis had a

wide range, relics from German districts

being often more closely related to the

Trojan ones than are those from Cyprus.

The brilliant period of the second city-

is followed b}' a long period of decline for

Troy. Ruins are piled upon ruins, walls
rise upon walls, but each poorer than the
others ; no new citadel walls, no gates, no
palaces belong to this period, in which three

The Early

Culture

of Troy

TROY: THE GREAT TOWER OF ILIUM
The top of the tower is 26 ft. below tlie surface of the hill. The
foundation is on the rock 46 ft. deep ; the height o.' the tower is 20 ft.
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strata—the third, fourth, and fiidi towns

—

are distinguished. The first half of the second
millennium before Christ must at least be
regarded as the time of this deposit. The in-

habitants evidently remained the sainc, and
their culture is that of the second city. Bui
no progress was made ; nothing but stagna-
tion : the same forms of vessels continue to
be made, the same decorated whorls.
Naturally, no active intercourse with abroad
could develop in this period. And yet this

was the time when an active civilised life

began to develop on the islands of the /Egean
Sea and on the east coast of Greece, which
was to bloom in all its splendour in the
following period. To this time the finds at
Thera belong, where the pottery, all turned
on the wheel, is already painted with a so-

called varnish colour which shines like metai,
and in which plants, flowers, and animals are
treated in quite a new and promising natural-
istic style hitherto unheard of in Europe.
In Cyprus, too, the decoration of pottery
developed exceedingly in wealth and variety
in this period of the Bronze Age. Troy, on
the other hand, is poor and degenerate.

But a new period of prospe-
rity arrived for Troy, too

;

this is the sixth town. Rich
and powerful princes again
ruled in this citadel. They en-

larged it far beyond its former
compass. They built strong
new walls—the old ones had
long since sunk in ruins

—

not of small stones and straw
bricks as before, but of large,

smooth blocks, and gates and
turrets. They did not have
the sloping mound of ruins
levelled, as the lords of the
second city had done ; the}'

let the new buildings rise in

terraces, on the ruins of the
old ; stately mansions with
wide, deep halls, covered the
acropolis. Constant inter-

course existed with the princes
of Greece, who at that time

—

the second half of the second
millennium before Christ

—

built their citadels with
Cyclopean walls. The Trojans
employed the same peculiar,

:,onstantly-recurring small
projections in their walls that
we find in a Mycenaean town
on Lake Copais in Boeotia.
And, above all. the Trojans

now provided themselves witli

those beautiful vessels pain-
ted with shining colour that
characterise .Mycenaean cul-

ture in Greece, and whose
natural style had so wonder-
fully developed there on the
basis of the attempts that we
found at Thera I n Troy these



THE TREASURE OF PRIAM, KING OF TROY : A COLLECTION REVEALED BY THE EXCAVATIONS
This remarkable collection of regal treasure comprises the key of the treasure-nouse (at top of picture in

centre) ; and, under and about the key, a number of golden diadems, fillets, earrings, and smaller jewels. On
the shelf be'.ow there are a number of silver talents and vessels of silver and gold ; while below them is a series
of silver vases and a curious plate of copper. A variety of weapons and helmet crests of copper and
bronze are displayed beneath, and on the floor are a vesssl, a cauldron and a shield, all made of copper.

things caused some imitation, but the results

remained far behind the originals. The living,

imaginative conception of the natural was
closed to the Trojan ; the home-made pottery
kept, on the whole, to its unpainted vessels,

although these were now almost entirely
made on the wheel.
Yet what chiefly interests us is the his-

torical. The sixth town, too, was suddenly
given up, destroyed, and burnt. What follows
it are again only poor .settlements. Its

destruction must have taken place about
the end of the Mycenaean epoch of culture.

The seventh town, which is built immediately
on the ruins of the sixth, shows, already,

other and later culture. It had long been
suspected that a historical kernel was con-

cealed in the legend of Troy—now we
have the monumental confirmation. There
really was a Troy, which was strong and
great at the same time as the rulers of

Mycenae, rich in gold and treasure, held
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sway in Greece. And that Troy was des-

troyed—we may now safely affirm, from
this agreement between rehcs and legend—by
Greek princes of the Mycenaean epoch, whom
the legend calls Agamemnon and his men.

The seventh and eighth towns, built

soon after the destruction of the sixth,

show an interruption in the intercourse

with Greece. There the Mycensean period

was broken by the displacement of peoples

known as the Doric migration, and that

rich civilised life was replaced by a relapse

into the semi-barbaric conditions of the

North. In Troy, too, we perceive a period

of decline, " a relapse into a stage long

since past ; black hand-made vessels,

which in their form and decoration are

strikingly like the home-made pots usual

in Italy, especially Etruria and Latium,
in the first part of the first millennium
before Christ." Finally, the seventh town
also furnishes inferior imported Greek vases

with painting, though coming not from
Grece itself, but from the coast of Asia

Minor, where Greeks had settled in connec-

tion with the Doric migration. " The
iEolic colonisation of Troas brought
Ilium no fresh prosperity. Other places

rose, Troy remained a miserable village.

In the Hellenistic period the sky clears

over Troy. What Alexander intended,

Lysimachus carried out ; he restores

Ilium to the place of a real city with

new walls, and erects a magnificent

temple to Athene on the top of the acro-

polis. . . . Yet artistic creation came
to no real perfection. It was only when the

great men of Rome, mindful of their

Trojan ancestors, began to interest them-
selves in the place, that new life bloomed
on Troy's ruins."

Thus the geological - archccological

method relates history, merely relying

upon the monuments of the soil, without
requiring written evidences. Pre-history

has here attained its end ; it has become
history. Johannes Ranke

A VIEW SHOWING THE REMARKABLE CHARACTER OF THE EXCAVATIONS AT TROY
Some idea of the erormons work involved in unearthing ancient Troy will be gathered from the fact, made
rear in this view, that the ground-level before excavating was above the height of these buildings. /
deep trench was rut, as shown in the illustration, through the whole hill of Hissarlik, the citadel towa
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THE GREAT STEPS IN AAN'S
DEVELOPAENT

BY PROFESSOR JOSEPH KOHI.Eie

THE MATERIAL PROGRESS OF MANKIND
'T'HE opinion that our own circumstances
'• and affairs are the only standard for

judging universal history has long been
obsolete. Our day, with its conceptions,

beliefs, hopes, and endeavours, is but a

tiny portion of the past ; for thousands of

years peoples have existed who have lived

in other intellectual spheres than ours,

who have pursued other ideals.

The study of history does not consist in

an examination of the past projected, as it

were, into the present ; it is the study of the

past considered as a part of the constant
coming and going of men. And in order to

become qualified as historians we must first

of all attain a p^oint of view from which we
may, independently of time, behold history

with all its great events file by ; as though
we were men who had ascended to some
elevation in the universe from which they
could look down upon the whole earth
lying as a unity _^^.
before them. This .

-"""

is rendered possible

through the power
of abstraction gained
from a study of his-

tory ; it enables us,

on the one hand, to

adapt ourselves to

strange times and
beliefs, and, on the

other, to look upon
our own day—-all

time to its contem-
porary men—objec-

tively, as a mere hour
of the ages of human
development. \W e

must learn to escape
from the present, to

withdraw ourselves

from that which we
may call the tyranny
of our own time.

From universal

history we obtain a

THE PRIMITIVE ART OF WEAVING
The art of weaving arose from plaiting:, and soon
developed to perfection, the American Indians and most
primitive peoples of onr own day being skilled weavers.

picture of the develoi)ment of humanity

—

that is, the development of the various
active germs or principles inherent in
man. By these are meant the active
principles innate in mankind in the
aggregate, in contradistinction to those
which may exist in single individuals
or in single races.

The result of development is called
" civilisation "—the state of intellectual
being, and of outward, material life,

attained by a people through evolution.
Although spiritual and material cul:;ure
flow into each other, they may be separated
to this extent : as a physical being
endowed with senses, man endeavou'-s to
obtain satisfaction of his needs, and strives
for a position in relation to his environ-
ment corresponding with the efforts he has
made to obtain welfare ; as a feeling,

inquiring, spiritual being he contains
within him an ever-

present desire to fuse

the multitude of

i-, ,
separate impressions
he receives into unity,

and to struggle for-

ward until he arrives

at a conception of the
world and of life.

" Material civilisa-

tion " is the mode of

life through which
the obstacles opposed
to humanity may
be overcome. By
the surmounting of

obstacles is meant
the conqu ering of

enemies, particularly

of hostile animals,

the obtaining of

means for the preser-

\ation of existence,

and the employing of

these means for the

increase of bodil}-

i«5
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BC.5000 _

B.C.4500 _

B.C.4000_

B.C.3500 -

B,C.3000_

B.C.2500.

B.C. 2000.

B.C. 1500.

B.C.100C_

B.C 50(i_

A.D. _

A.D.500 ,.

AD.IOOO_

DARK
AGES

_ Buildingof the Pj-ramid^.

Earliest monuments tn

_ kings in Liabylonia.

Rise of Semitic Baljy
Ionian kingdoms.

C liald;ean .Astronomy.

Khammurabai.
Assyrian records.

Hebraic Monotheism.

AD.1500_

A.D.l900_

MEDI/C VALOR
SCHOLASTIC ERA

MODERN OR
SCIENTIFIC

ERA

Z'jroaster.

-K'jean Culture.

_ Hellenic Culture.

Thales.

.
liuddha. Confucius,

.^ocrates.

Plato. Aristotle.

Stoics and Epicureans

Christianity.

Xeo-platonists.

.St. .Augustine.

.Mohammed.

Johannes Scoius.

Avicenna

scholasticism

Aiiselm. Abelard.

A'luinas. R. Bacon.

W iclif.

. Copernicus. Luther.
Francis Bacon. Newton.

Kant. Steam.

. l>ar\vin. Electricity

OUR OWN DAY COMPARED WITH THE
HISTORIC PAST

Our day, with its conceptions, beliefs, hopes, and endea-
vours, is but a tiny portion of the past ; for thousands of

years peoples have existed who have lived in other intel-

lectual spheres than ours, who have pursued other ideals.

i86

welfare. In respect of matenal civilisa-

tion man passes through stages that
differ widely from one another, that vary
according to the manner in which the
necessities for existence are obtained,
and according to the way in which enemies
are withstood for the safeguarding of life,

welfare, and acquisitions already gained.
Races are spoken of as supporting them-
selves by the chase and fishing, or by cattle-

breeding and farming, according to

whether they are accustomed to derive
subsistence directly from " nature un-
adorned," or by means of the cultivation

and utilisation of natural products.
No sharp line of distinction, however,

may be drawn. It is inadmissible to
speak of races as supporting themselves
solely by hunting and fishing, for the
very same peo])les feed on products of the
soil wherever they are found and recog-

nised as means of subsistence. They
live, it is true, upon flesh and fish, but also

upon roots and the fruit of wild trees.

While in this state of civilisation, man
avails himself only of that which Nature
places before him ; he neither adapts
Nature to his desire, to his needs, or to his

manner of living, nor understands how to

do it. He can make no further use of

Nature than to acquire a knowledge of the

sources of supply, of how to seize time and
opportunity', and to overcome the obstacles

of life in his own territory. He ascertains

the haunts of game, discovers how to

obtain fish, explores for wild honey or

edible roots, learns to climb the tallest

trees and to let himself down into the

deepest caves ; but he lacks the ability to

cultivate Nature, to cause her to produce
according to his will.

Gradually the one phase amalgamates
with the other. It is not seldom that

hunting tribes have small tracts of land

on which they raise a few edible plants.

Observation of Nature teaches them that

germs develop from fallen seeds, and
leads of itself to the idea that it is not best

to allow plants to grow up wild, and that

it would be expedient to clear the surround-

ing ground for their better growth. And
when this stage is reached, the next step

—

not to allow seeds to spring up by chance,

but to place them in the soil one's self

—

is not very far off ; and thus the mere
acquisition of Nature's raw vegetable pro-

ducts gives ])lace to agriculture. Often

enough we observe instances of the men of

a group carrying on hunting operations,
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ing of weapons and of contri-
vances used for the capture
of animals lay within the
province of the men.
The discovery of how to

produce fire by artificial

mean?, independently
effected in all parts of the
world—as was also the
discovery of the art ol

navigation—was of the
greatest importance for
the entire future. Fire was
first a result of chance.
When lightning set a por-

tion of the forest in flames,
and caused a multitude of

while the women
are not only occu-
pied with their

domestic employ-
ments, but also till

the soil ; thus the
men are hunters
and fishers, and
the women are

agriculturists. Do-
mestic work led
the latter to take
up the cultivation
of plants, even as
it led them to the
other light femi-
nine handicrafts

;

while the repair-

animals or fruits to be
roasted, men put it to

practical use. They re-

cognised the advantage
that fire gave them and
sought to preserve it.

The retention of the fire

which had been sent

down from heaven be-

came one of the most
weighty and significant

o f functions. Man
learned how to keep
wood - fibres smoulder-
ing, and how to blow
them into flame at will

;

MANKIND'S PROGRESS IN HABITS OF DRESS ^^ also learned that It

This series of typical pictuies is intended roughly to illustrate the upward progress of WaS pOSSlDlC tO COnVCy
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him in his wandeiings. But even then

success was uncertain until a lucky

chance led him to discover how to pro-

duce flames at will, by rubbing two
sticks together or by twirling one against

the other. These actions were originally

p(^rformed for other purposes—to bore

holes in a piece of wood, or to rub it into

fibres ; finally, one or the other was carried

out with such vigour that a filament began
to burn, and the discovery was made.
Sparks from flint must have suggested a

second method of kindling a lire : certainly

the art of igniting soft filaments of wood
by means of a spark—thus enabling the

very smallest source of combustion to be
used for human purposes—was known to

man in the earliest times. The obvious

ESQUIMAJ MAKINU FIRE BY FRICTION
results of the use of Are are means of
obtaining warmth and of cooking food.

vSelf-defence had already led to the use
of weapons, and, at the same time, the
contrivances for hunting and fishing must
have become more and more perfect.
A very low degree of civilisation is

that of races unacquainted with the bow
and arrow, and familiar with club or
boomerang only—who know how to make
use merely of the weight of a substance,
or, as in the case of the boomerang, of a
peculiar means of imparting motion.
The time previous to the discovery of

the art of working in metal was the Age
of Stone. It was a natural transition
period during which men began to learn
to make use of the malleable metals, which
could be hammered and beaten into
various shapes, and finally discovered

I.S8

AN INGENIOUS INDIAN FIRE DRILL

how to work in iron. Iron, by being
placed in the fire, brought to a white
heat, and smelted, was rendered capable
of being put to such uses as were impos-
sible in the case of brittle materials

—

bone or stone, for example. JMany races

never acquired the art of working even in

the softer metals, and procured metallic

implements from other peoples. The
great importance of metal-working is

borne out by the fact that the position
of the smith, even in legendarv times,

has been of the utmost significance. The
Ages of Stone and of Metal belong to the
most important stages of civilisation.

THE GAUCHO'S WAY OP GETTING A
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Having made himself weapons, man did

not employ them in fights with animals

only ; he also used them on his fellow-men,

and at the same time arose the necessity

for protective coverings—that is, the need

for a means of neutralising tlie effect of

weapons on the body. Thus followed the

invention of the shield as a portable

shelter, of the coat of mail and of the

helmet, and of armour in general in all its

different forms and varieties.

Together with weapons, utensils are

characteristic of material culture. Utensils

are implements used in the arts of peace,

domestic and industrial ; they are instru-

ments which enable us to increase our

power over Nature. vSome utensils have
undergone the same transformations as

have weapons ; others have their own
independent history. Just as the edges

of shells served as patterns for knife-

blades, so did hollow stones,

the shells of crustaceans or

Vnoernnod ^i CnderwnoJ
THE WONDERFUL ADVANCE IN AGRICULTURE

These pictures present a striking contrast : the sullen clod with his primitive
hof. and »-hf ereat Canadian reaper drawn by thirty horses, both in use to-day.

THE MAN WITH THE HOE
From the painting by Millet

of tortoises, become models for

dishes and basins. From the

discovery of the impervious-

ness of dried earth, the

potter's art developed ; it be-

came possible to mould clay

into desired shapes while

moist, and then, when dry, to

employ it in its new form as a

vessel for holding liquids ; for

that which has always been

of the greatest importance in

the making of utensils has

been the taking advantage of

two opposite characteristics

displayed by a material dur-

ing the different stages of

its manufacture—plasticity,

which admits of its first being

moulded into various forms,

and another quality, which
causes it afterward to stiffen

into solidit}^ and strength.

A further acquisition was
the art of braiding and plait-

ing, the joining together of

flexible materials in such a

way that they held together

by force of friction alone.

Thus coherent, durable fabrics

may be produced, and by
joining together small parts

into an aggregate it is also

possible to give a definite
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The way in which man has protected him-

self against his foes in battle, and the

gradual progress and decline of such
methods, is shown in these pictures. The
first is from the monuments of Nineveh, and

shows the earliest form of chain mail. In
the second we see the armour ofthe Roman
legionary, while the third shows the heavy-
accoutrement of a mediaeval warrior. A
helmet of the same period is also shown.

MAN'S METAL DRESS : THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOUR FROM ANCIENT TO MEDIEVAL TIMES

Growth of

the Textile

Arts

form to the whole and to adapt it to

various uses. The quahty of adaptabihty

is especially developed in the products of

plaiting, but the quality of imperviousnes^

is lacking. Wickerwork was used not only

in the form of baskets, but also in other

.shapes, as means for jirotection

and shelter, as material for

sails, as well as for tying and
binding. The art of weaving

arises from plaiting, and along with it come
methods for spinning thread. It thus

becomes possible to make an immense
number of different useful articles out of

shapeless vegetable material. Fibres arc

rendered more durable by being bound
together, and textures formed from
threads are adapted to the most various

uses of life. This has an influence on the

development of weapons also : bow-
strings, slings, and lassos presuppose a

rudimentary knowledge, at least, of the

textile arts ; and as knowledge increases,

so are the products improved in turn.

Means for conveyance are also invented,

that difficulties arising from distance may
be overcome. At first men carry burdens
upon their backs, heads, or shoulders, or

in the hand, placing whatever they wish
to transport in a utensil— a basket or a

piece of cloth—thus producing a coherent
whole ; later, in order to render convey-
ance still more convenient, handles are

invented. Objects are dragged along the
ground, and from an effort to save them

190

from injury the idea of sledges develops.

Things that are round enough are rolled

to their destinations : this leads to the

invention of rollers and wheels, materials

of required form being brought into

combination with rudimentarv agents of

circular motion, and thus, through a

rotary, a horizontal movement is obtained ;

and so the force of gravity is made use of,

consistency of motion procured, and the

hindering effect of friction overcome to

the greatest possible degree.

Means for carrying inanimate objects

once invented, it is not long before they
are put to use for the conveyance of man
himself ; thus methods for the trans-

])ortation of human beings are discovered

in the same manner as the means for the

carriage of goods.

In primitive times transportation by
water is employed to a far greater extent

than by land. Man learns how to swim
in the same way as other animals do, by
discovering how to repress his struggles,

transforming them into definite, regular

movements. The sight of

objects afloat must, through un-
conscious analysis — experience

—have taught men to make
water-tight structures for the

conveyance of goods upon water, and.

later, for the use of man himself. The pole

by which the first raft was pushed along

developed into the rudder. Kayaks and
canoes were built of wood, of bark, and

Man's
First

Boats

liffht,



The invention of gunpowder and fire-

arms rendered tlie protection of armour
useless, and by the sixteenth century it

had been greatly modified. The first of
these pictures snows the slight armour

worn by James II. The second is a suit
of Japanese armour, discarded in our
own time ; while the last is a portrait
of a present day Life-guardsman, whose
cuirass is more ornamental than useful.

MAN'S METAL DRESS: THE GRADUAL MODIFICATION OF ARMOUR IN MODERN TIMES

of hides. In this connection, moreover,
an epoch-marking invention was that of

cloths in which to catch the wind—sails
;

and this, too, was a result of observation

and experience. Man had known the

effect of the wind upon fluttering cloth,

to his loss, long enough before he hit

upon the idea of employing it to his

advantage. Finally he learned that by
adjusting the sails he might make use of

winds blowing from any direction.

Habitations are structures built in order

to facilitate and assure the existence of

man and the preservation of his goods.

Indeed, the presence of caverns caused
nen to recognise the ])rotective virtue of

i"oof and wall, and the knowledge thus

icquired gave rise in turn to the making
:)f artificial caves. Holes beneath over-

hanging banks and precipices led to the

Iniilding of houses with roofs extending
1-eyond the rambling walls. Perhaps the

protection afforded by leafy roofs, and
the walls formed by the trunks of trees in

primeval forests, may also have turned

, men's thoughts to the con-
*"* * struction of dwellings. Houses

of various forms were built, cir-

Home
and
Dress

First

Houses
cular and rectangular : some

with store-rooms and hearths. The use
')i dwellings presupposes a certain amount
of consistency in the mode of living, the

presence of local ties, and a general spirit

favouring fixed and permanent residence.

Nomadic races use movable or temporar}^
shelters only—waggons, tents, or huts.

The houses of stationary peoples become
more and more firm and stable. At first

they are built of earth and wickerwork,
later of stone, and finally of bricks, as

among the Babylonians. Foun-
dations are invented, dwellings

are accurately designed as to

line and angle ; the curved line

is introduced, bringing with it arches

both round and pointed, as may be seen

in the remains of Roman and Etruscan
buildings. The structure is adorned, and
it becomes a work of art.

But man also dwelt over the water,

sometimes erecting his habitations upon
rafts and floats, often upon structures

that rose from beneath the surface.

Thus was he, dwelling in communities of

various sizes, secure from the attacks of

land enemies. Even to-day there are

uncivilised peoples who live over water,

constructing their homes upon piles.

Clothing, however, was invented partly

that in cold climates men might survive
the winter, partly for the sake of ornament.
In tropical regions man originally had no
knowledge of the necessity for clothing :

garments are masks, disguises : they bear

with them a charm ; they are the peculiar

property of the medicine-men or of those

who in the religious dance invoke the

higher powers. Modesty is a derived
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of the

Wild

feeling ; it cannot exist until a high state

of individualisation has been attained,

until each man desires exclusive possession

of his wife, and therefore wishes to shield

her from the covetousness of other men.
\\'ith the knowledge of dress, a desire

. for adornment, the effort to
Taming

^^^^^t Nature in producing cer-

tain definite aesthetic effects,

arises. Less uniformity in the

appearance of the body is wanted, and
this brings tattooing and the use of orna-

ment into vogue. Later there is a fusing

of these several aims ; clothing becomes
protection, veil, and ornament in one, ful-

filhng all three functions at the same time.

Another epoch-marking discovery, often

arrived at while races are still in the

state of subsistence by hunting, is the

domestication of animals. This may have
originated in the practice of provoking
one beast to attack another in order to

vanquish them both the more easily.

Further development, bringing with it the

idea of totemism and the notion that the

soul of an animal dwells in mm, drew
him nearer to his animal neighbours

;

and he sought them out as comrade? and
attendants. The taming of

wild creatures arose from two
sources—human egoism, and
the innate feeling of unity and
identification with Nature
common to all savages ; hence
on the one hand, the subjuga-
tion of animals, and, on the

other, their domestication.
Neither employment rendered
it by any means less possible

lor men to hold animals in

reverence, or to attribute to

them virtue as ancestral spirits.

Such acquisitions of exter-

nal cultiire accompany man
during the transition from his

subsistence by the pure pro-

ducts of Nature to the culti-

vation of natural resources,

cattle-breeding and agriculture
— occupations necessitating

the greatest unrest and mo-
bility. The simple life in

Nature incites men to wander
forth that they may discover
land adapted for their sup-
port ; they rove about in

search of roots as well as of

hving pre3\ The breeding of

domestic animals also causes

them to travel in the hope of finding

ground for pasture ; nor does agriculture

in its primitive form tend to establish

permanence of residence, although it

contains within itself latent possibilities

of developing a settled life, one of the

most important factors in the progress of

mankind.
Only fixed, domestic peoples are able to

create great and lasting institutions, to

store up the results of civilisation for

distant later races, and to establish a

developed, well -organised commercial and
civil life. The transition from nomadism
to life in permianent residences has,

therefore, been one of the greatest steps

in the development of humanity. At the

time of the beginnings of agriculture, how-
ever, man was still a periodic

wanderer. According to the

field-grass system of cultiva-

tion, seed is sown in hastily-

cleared ground, which soon becomes
exhausted and is then abandoned. A
migration follows and new land is cleared.

This system continues until men learn to

cultivate part of the land in a district,

allowing the remainder to lie fallow for

Mankind
" Settling

Down "

( Q

HOUSE-BOATSPRIMITIVE DWELLINGS OF TO-DAY:
AT CANTON

Not only are there lake-dwellers to-day, as we have seen, but
even largre communities, as at Canton, in China, live in boats.
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a time in order that the soil may recover
;

thus they remain fixed in their chosen
district. Various circumstances—for ex-

ample, the danger of enemies from without,

and the difficulties attending migration

—

must have led to this change, the transition

to the system of alternation of crops.

The wanderings are confined to less ex-

tensive regions, the same fields are

returned to after a few years, until finally

the relation' of patches under culti-

vation to fallow land is reduced to a

system, and the time of wandering is past.

With fixed residence the forms of

communities alter. The group settles in

a certain district, homes are built close

to one another, and the })atriarchal

organisation gives place to the village,

which, with its definite boundaries, is

thenceforth the nucleus of the social

aggregate. Often several village com-
munities have fields and forests in com-
mon, and a common ownership of dams
and canals ; Nature takes care that

they do not become isolated, but unite

together in close contact for common
defence and protection. With agricul-

_ . ture is associated the working
The coming

^^^ ^^ j.^^, products. These
are fashioned into materials

for the support of life and for

enjoyment ; furniture for dwellings,

clothing, tools, utensils, and weapons
are made. For, however much agricul-

ture-favours a life of j^eace, so rarely

does man live in friendship with his

fellows that agricultural peoples also find

it necessary to arm themselves for war.

At first manufacture is not separated

from farming ; the agriculturist himself

prepares the natural products, assisted by
the members of his family. Later, it is

easily seen that some individuals are

more skilled than others ; it is also recog-

nised that skill may be developed by
[)ractice and that employments must be

learned. Therefore it is requisite that

special individuals of the community
should prepare themselves for particular

activities in the working up of raw pro-

ducts and pursue these activities in con-

sistency with the needs of the society

—

trade or craft. The craftsman at first

labours for the community ; in every

village the tailor, cobbler, smith, barber,

and schoolmaster is supported by society

at large. The craftsman receives his

appointed income—that is, his portion

of the common supply of food ; and, in

of the

Craftsman

addition, every one for whom he expend-
his labour gives him something in compen-
sation, or finds him food while employed
about his house, until, finally, a syste-

matic method of exchange is established :

and with this another advance—an

epoch for civilisation—is arrived at.

This is the division of labour. It is

found advantageous not only that the

craftsman be employed as

Labour'"^*
he IS needed, but also that he

-,*
°*""

produce a supply of products
Problem ^ ,. . i,- . j r

peculiar to his trade ; for

the times of labour do not in the least

harmonise with the times of demand.
Although during the first periods of in-

dustrial life men sought more or less to

adjust these factors, in later times they
become wholly separate from one another.

There is always, in addition, labour ready
to be expended on casual needs ; in more
advanced phases of civilisation this coii

dition of affairs is not avoided ; but

wherever labour can be disassociate:!

from fortuitous necessity, the capacity

for production is greatly increased. Com-
modities are manufactured during the

best seasons for production and are

preserved until the times of need ; thu-^

men become independent of the moment.
Here also, as in other problems oi

civilisation, it is necessary to surmount
the incongruities of chance, and to ren-

der all circumstances serviceable to oui

purposes.

Exchange and division of labour are

the great factors of the progress of a

civilisation based upon industrialism.

Crafts and trades develop and improve
;

greater and greater skill is demanded,
and consequently the time of preparation

necessary for the master craftsman be-

comes longer and longer. The worker
limits himself to a definite sphere of

production and carries his trade forward

to a certain perfection. His wares will

then be more eagerly sought for than
those made by another hand

:

Crafts and
^j^^^ ^^^ better, yet cheaper,

-"^^
f^ . for his labour is hghtened by

Developing
j^.^ ^^^^^^^ ^j^-^j^ jj^^ ^.^^.j^^^

fellow craftsmen, and the agriculturist

also, must exchange their goods for his
;

for the more specialised the work of an

individual, the more necessary the com-

munity is to him, in order that he may
satisfy all his various requirements. Ex-

change is at first natural ; that is,

commodities are traded outright, each
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THE BEARERS OF MANS BURDENS: PRIMITIVE AND NATURAL METHODS OF CARRYING
These illustrations show a palanquin borne by horses ; the Chinese single-wheel cart and the same
assisted by a donkey and a sail: pack mules and camels; and a sledgp drawn by Esquimau dogs.
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SOME VARIOUS AND COUNTRIES
In this plate are illustrated a caravan of yaks ; the elephant with a howdah ; the African litter ; reindeers as pack
animals ; and the familiar bullock waggon of France—a few of the many methods of carrying used by man.
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individual giving goods directly in return

for the goods he receives. The production

of the community as a whole has become
far richer, far more perfect. The labour

eif the organised society produces more
tilatn the activity of separate individuals.

Here, again, is shown the impulse of

marl to free himself from the exigencies

of the rriorrient, to lift himself above the

fortuitous differences that arise between

Mediums of exchange, particularly

necessary for the carrying on of traffic

between different communities, which exist

in large quantities and can be divided up
into parts, make their appearance in very
early times. At first their values are more
or less empirical, dependent upon the con-

ditions of individual cases, until gradu'

ally a medium obtains general recognition

and thus becomes money. The same need
for surmounting the lark of

I
uniformity in individual

!
requirements has led the

*. most different peoples in

the world to the inven-

tion of money. Naturally,

many different things have
been employed as mediums
of exchange ; these vary
according to geographical

situations, conditions ol

civilisation, and the cus-

toms of races. Pastoral

^ / tribes at first employed
i cattle ; but tobacco, cow-
< ries, strings of flat shells,

1 )its of mother - of - pearl,

and hides are also

At last it is found
that metal is stable, dur-

able, divisible, and ot

generally recognised value

;

and finally the precious

metals take precedence of

all others. Finally this

form of money is adopted
by all civilised races.

Division of labour origin-

ates in the development
of the handicrafts, in the

distinction made between
the labour of working up
the raw material and that

of its production. With
PRIMITIVE MONEY; SELLING A SLAVE FOR COWRIES the help of a Currency it

Cowries, which are small shells, are a very primitive form of money, still used in leads tO a Complete traUS-
parts of Africa and in Siam. They were formerly so used in India, where ^£30,000 iVirrmtinn nnt nnl\7 c\\worth used to be imported annually. In Africa 5,000 shells are equivalent to 4s.

iOlIIldllon, nui Uiuy OJ

economic relations, but

1.1,5.-.,

ised.

supply and demand. The more varied
the production, the more difficult it be-
comes to find men who are able to offer

the required commodity in exchange for

what has been brought to them. An
escape from this embarrassment lies in

the discovery of a universal measui-e of

exchange value and medium of exchange
—money. Money is the means of adjust-
ment which renders traffic between men
independent of individual requirements.

iq6

also of the social conditions of men.
Country }:)ecomes city ; centres of popu-

lation which rest upon an industrial

basis arise ; in many cases growth of the

various manufacturing industries is fur-

thered by unfavourable agricultural con-

ditions. Such industrial centres require

markets and market-places ; it is neces-

sary for the producers of raw materials to

come to market from the country with
their goods, in order that thev mav meet



Early Roman bar money of the 4th century B C

THE BEGINNING OF MONEY: SOME OF THE EARLIEST KNOWN COINS IN EXISTENCE
Of these coins, chiefly from the British Museum, the South England iron currency bars are perhaps most interesting:.

Our reproduction of these is one-tenth actual size. It will be noticed that the handles and the sizes vary.
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THE BEGINNING OF PRINTING : STRADANUS'S PRINTING OFFICE AT ANTWERP IN THE YEAR x6oo

From a very rare engraving: in the British Museum

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRINTING: THE LARGEST 'PRESS IN THE WORLD
How great has been the progress in the art of printing is seen from these two pictures. The modern Hoe print-mg press is a marvel of mechanism. The " Harmsworth History" is printed on presses somewhat similar.
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together with the craftsmen of the city, and
with other producers from the country who
offer their wares in turn. The market
town is the point of departure for further

culture. Here, too, the endeavour to
harmonise individual incongruities exists.

Fruit is sent to market ; each man has his

choice ; an exchange value is determined
by means of comparison,

* *" * * through analysis of the indi-

^. vidual prices which themselves
do not furnish any rational

determination of worth, and therefore

expose both buyer and seller to chance.
Thus a market-price develops. The city is

ihe living agency promoting industry and
exchange ; it brings its population into con-

tact with the population of the country by
means of the market, and prevents men
from separating into isolated, unsym-
pathetic, or even hostile groups.
Here industry flourishes—arts, crafts,

and large manufactures. In the latter,

division of labour is developed to a maxi-
mum degree, and production in factories

derives a further impulse through the
introduction of machinery. Machines, in

contrast to implements and utensils, are

inanimate but organised instruments for

labour, requiring subordinate human
activity only (attendance) so that they
may impart force and motion in a manner
corresponding with the designs of the
inventor. Machinery is originally of simple
form, dependent on water or wind for

motive power—rude mills, and contriv-

ances for the guiding of water in canals or
conduits belong to its primitiv^e varieties.

But man's power of invention increases,

and in the higher stage of industrial evolu-

tion the facilities for labour are enor-

mous. We have but to think of steam and
of electricity with all their tremendous
developments of power. Finally the dis-

covery of the unity of force leads men to

look upon Nature as a storehouse of energy
and to devise means by which natural
_. ,, forces may be guided, one
The Use r r i. J L

f XI «
form ot energy converted into

of IN &tur&I ,1 J i_ r J _f

_ another and transferred from
place to place ; and thus man

becomes almost all-powerful. He is not
able to create, it is true, but he
may at least mould and shape to his

desire that which Nature feas already
formed. Thus the discovery how to

direct the forces of Nature enables
us again, according to the principle

already cited, to escape the disabilities of

human differentiation with its attendant
incongruities.

As already stated, division of labour
leads to exchange ; exchange leads to com-
merce. Commerce is exchange on a large

scale, organised into a system with special

regard to the production of a store, or
supply. The latter requires a certain

knowledge of trade ; the centres of demand
must be sought out, and the goods trans-

ported to these centres. In this way a
fruitful reciprocal action develops ; and
as production influences trade, so may
trade influence production, governing it

according to the fluctuations of demand,
and leading to the creation of stores of

commodities for which a future market
is to be expected. Thus commerce pre-

supposes special knowledge and special

skill ; it develops a special technique
through which it is enabled to execute its

complicated tasks. Men who live by
trade become distinct from craftsmen

;

and the mercantile class results. Mer-
chants are men whose task is to effect an
organised exchange of natural and manu-
factured products. Commerce always

displays an impulse to extend
oun ess

j^ggjf beyond the borders oi
Growth of • 1

•'.
, ,

_ smgle nations—not to remain
Commerce • i j i i . i

inland only, but to become a

foreign trade also ; for the products ol

foreign countries and climates, howevei
valuable they may be, would be inacces-

sible except for commerce. Thus trade

becomes both import and export. The
first step is for the tradesman or his repre-

sentative to travel about peddling goods,

or for an owner of wares or money to offer

capital to an itinerant merchant with the

object that the latter may divide the

profits with him later on. This leads to

the sending of merchandise to a middle-

man, who places it on the market in a

distant region—commission business. The
establishment of a branch or agency in a

foreign country, in order to trade there

while in immediate connection with the

main business house, follows ; and, finally,

merchants deal directly with foreign houses
without the intervention of middlemen,
thus entering into direct export trade.

This, of course, presupposes a great

familiarity with foreign aftairs and con-

fidence in their soundness ; consequently
it is possible only in a highly developed
state of civilisation.

Foreign trade is carried on overland by
means of caravans, and, in later times,
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THE GREAT STEPS IN MAN'S DEVELOPMENT

Dy railway's ; over sea, through a merchant
narine—saihng vessels and steamships.

The magnitude of commerce, its pecuHar
methods, and its manifold, varying phases
combine to produce new and surprising

phenomena : traffic by sea leads to insur-

ance and to different forms of commercial
associations ; intercourse by caravan gives

rise to the construction of halt-
Birth of New

ing-stations, establishments for
Trades and 7 u i. j • ^i a
, ,., .. refreshment and repair, that
institutions r- ,, , , • ,

^
,

finally develop mto taverns
and inns. And that which first arose from
necessity is subsequently turned to use for

other purposes : insurance is one of the

most fruitful ideas of the present day
;

hotels are an absolute necessity.

Commerce is able to bring further con-

trivances and institutions into being, here,

again, overcoming individual incongruity

by means of combination. Trade cannot
always be carried on directly between the

places of production and of consumption
;

one district requires more, another less
;

it would be difficult to supply all from
one centre of distribution. Thus an
intermediate carrying trade is dev^eloped,

rendering the surmounting of obstacles less

difficult and increasing the stability of the

market. The demands of the middleman
are compensated for by these advantages.
Thus the world's commerce develops, and

that which is accomplished by market
traffic in lesser districts is brought about
!)y the concentrative influence of bourses,

or exchanges, in the broadest spheres.

Here, as in the smaller markets, the ten-

dency is for all prices to seek a level, to

become as independent as possible of

individual conditions ; and so commerce
between nations, and the possibility of

ordering goods from the most distant

lands, bring with them an adjustment :

world prices are formed ; and to establish

these is the business of the exchanges.
The exchange is a meeting together of

merchants for the trans-
ommercc

action of business by pur-

iJ"^fJ T *
*v chase or sale. It has

World Together j ,.,, .,

acquired still more the

character of a world institution since men
have been able to interchange advices by
means of telegraph and telephone ; it is

possible for the bourses of different countries

to transact business with one another from
moment to moment, so that the ruling prices

of the world can be immediately known.
It has already been stated that com-
merce leads to a taking up of residence in

Supply

of Human
Labour

foreign countries ; it also leads to colonisa-

tion, and it is chiefly due to commerce that
civilisation is introduced into foreign lands.

In earlier centuries the labour question
was settled by means of the legal sub-
jection of certain classes of men, until com-
plete injustice was reached in slavery. The
system was rendered still more efficient

by making slave-ownership hereditary.

Slavery originated in wars and man-
hunting, in times when there were but
few domesticated animals and no ma-
chines, when utensils were very imperfect
and a more or less developed mode of life

could only be conducted by means of the
manual labour of individuals. Therefore,
in order to obtain labourers, men resorted

to force, introducing a slave population of

which the individuals were either divided
among households or kept in special slave

habitations. The industry of the slave

was often increased by the promise of

definite privileges or private possessions.

He was often granted a home and family
life, and thus he became a bondman

—

burdened and taxed and bound
to the soil, it is true, but other-

wise looked upon as a man
possessed of ordinary rights

and privileges. Even during the days ot

slavery there were instances of emancipa-
tion, and the possibility was opened up of

rising to the social position of a slave-owner.

The evolution of a free working class,

with recompense for labour, is one of the

most important chapters in the history of

modern civilisation. The chief sphere of

development is that of the crafts and
trades. The power of guilds often induces
legislation in their favour ; thus they
become monopolies, and only such indi-

viduals as are members of an association

may adopt its particular trade or craft

as a profession. Sometimes the unity
of a guild is broken, and the individual

right to form judgments enters in place

of the rules laid down by the corporation.

From this results competition, which
finally leads up to free competition.
Through free competition,the encumbering
rigidity of the guilds is avoided ; it leads

to a high development of the individual,

and is therefore a great source of progress ;

it discloses the secrets of the craft, freeing

men from deeply-rooted prejudices in

regard to different vocations ; and it in-

creases man's inventive capacity, producing
new methods for carrying on trades and
new combinations and connections.
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THE HIGHER PROGRESS OF MANKIND
SPIRITUAL culture may develop in the

directions of kriowing arid df feelingi

These two forms of the manifestation of

consciousness are originally not to be
separated from each other ; but as time

goes on, a preponderance of one or the

other becomes noticeable. Language is

the first result of spiritual culture : the

communication of thoughts by means of

words (sound pictures of ideas). Language
arises from the necessities of life, from
the need for communication among the

members of a social aggregate.

A much later acquisition, the art of

writing, or the fixation of language in a

definite, permanent form, stands in close

connection with speech. Writing develops

according to two systems : the one based
on the symboUising or picturing of ideas

—

picture-writing, hieroglyphics ; and the

other on the breaking up of the speech-

sounds of a language into '. notation of

syllables or letters—syllabic or letter writ-

ing. According to the first method thoughts
are directly pictured ; according to the

second, sounds, not

ideas, are represented

by symbols — that

is, the sounds which
stand for the ideas

are transformed into

signs. The transition

from sign to syllabic

writing comes about
in this manner : if,

during its develop-

ment, a language uses

the same sound to

express various con-

ceptions, men repre-

sent this sound by one
sign ; and whenever
a foreign word is

reproduced in writing

it is first separated
into syllables, and
the syllables are then
pictured by the same
signs as are employed
to represent similar

sounds—but different

GUTENBERG, THE INVENTOR OF PRINTING
Nothing has eclipsed the printing- press as an agency
of man's intellectual and spiritual advancement

ideas—in the native speech. Thus sym-
bols are employed more and more phoneti-

cally, and less and less meaning conies to

be attached to them. This process must
continue its development if the pronuncia-
tion changes as time goes on ; the old

writing, with its national symbol-method,
may be retained ; but with the changing
of speech-sounds the new writing is altered ;

syllables are now represented by signs,

and combinations of syllables are repro-

duced by means of a combination of their

corresponding symbols. Thus phonetic
writing was not an invention, but a gradual
development. Together with the phonetic
symbols, ideograms or hieroglyphs also

exist, as in Babylonian. It is especially

interesting, and indicative of the unity ol

the human mind, that the transition to

syllabic writing has been arrived at inde-

pendently by different races ; the Aztecs,

for example, exhibit a wholly independent
development.
Communication by writing ma^' be

either single or private, or general and
public ; in the latter

case plurality is at-

tained through such
methods as the

affixing of bills and
placards, or by means
of transcripts or re-

productions of the

original copy. At
first the latter are

made in accordance
with the ordinary
methods of writing

;

and in slave-holding

communities—Rome,
for example—slaves

who wrote to dicta-

tion were employed
as scribes. The dis-

covery of a method
by which to obtain

a plurality of copies

through a single
mechanical process

was epoch-making.

The printing-press
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lias peiiornicd a

lar greater service

to humanity than

have most inven-

tions ; for,with the

possibihty of pro-

ducing thousands
of copies of a com-
munication, the

thoughts em-
bodied in it be-

come forces ; they
may enter the

minds of many
individuals who
are either con-

vinced or actually

guided by them.
Ideas become
ictive through
their suggestion

on the masses ot

the population.

This may lead to

a one-sided rule

of public opinion ;

but a healthy race

will travel intel- examples of aztec hieroglyphic sculpture and writing
lectualiy in many The hieroglyphics and script of the Aztecs were independently developed. The first illustration

HirprtioTT" ^ nr\ '^ from a sculpture in Mexico, and the other is a small reproduction of a page of the Maya
UireCTlOn:?, a n n manuscript at Dresden. In both cases the symbolism is only imperfectly understood at present.

various beliefs
supplement one another, strutrgle together,

conquer, and are conquered. In this

manner thoughts awaken popular move-
ments, rousing a people to a

„ .. hitherto unknown degree, and

f Id
'"^ forcing men to think and to

join issues. Thus the Press be-

comes a factor in civilisation of the ver}^

first importance. The necessity for periodic

communication, together with curiosity

that refuses to wait long for information,

leads to the establishment of regularly

recurrent publications ; and thus, in

addition to the book-press, the newspaper-
press, that has learned how to hold great

centres of population under its control,

appears. Naturally this method of aiding
the progress of civilisation has its dis-

advantages, as have all other methods
;

the conception of the world becomes
superficial ; individuahty loses in charac-
ter ; not only a certain levehing of educa-
tion, but also a levelling of views of life

and of modes of thought, results. But, on
the whole, knowledge is spread abroad as

it never was before.

Man, as a thinking being, craves for a
conception of life ; and in his inmost

thoughts he seeks for an explanation of the

double relationship of Man to Nature and
of Nature to Man, striving to bring all into

harmony. This he finds in religion.

Religion is belief in God ; that is,

belief in spiritual forces inseparable from
and interwoven through the universe-
forces that render all things distinct

and separate, yet make all coalescent

and firm, permeating all, and giving to

every object its individuality. Man is

impelled by Nature to conceive of the

universe as divine. This idea exhibits

itself universally among primitive folk

in the form of animism—a belief that

the entire internal and external world is

animated, filled with supernatural beings

that have originally no determinate nature,

but which may appear in the

most varied of forms, may
v^anish and may create them-
selves anew, as clouds arise

from unseen vapour in the air. Spirits

are supposed to be not far removed from
man ; families as well as individuals

consider themselves to stand more or

less in connection with them ; and men,
too, have a share in the invisible world

Man's
Craving for

Religion
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of Nature
Worship

svhen they have cast aside the garment

of the body in dream or in death. Thus,

every man is thought to have his pro-

tecting spirit, his mnniton, that reveals

itself to him through signs and dreams.

Special incarnations, objects in which

. . supernatural beings are in-

in some way connected, are

called " fetiches" ; hence arises

fetichism, in regard to which the strangest

ideas were held in previous centuries

when the science of anthropology was
unknown. Trees, rocks, rivers, bits of

wood, images of one's own making—any

of these are thought capable of containing

beings of divine nature. Naturally, the

tree or the fragment of wood or of stone

is not worshipped, as men formerly

thought, but the spirit that is believed to

The Realm
of

Shadows

THE GREAT BUDDHA AT KAMAKURA, IN JAPAN
Professor Kohler points out that in the history of the world's religions,

although the belief in the omnipotence of God has become so wide-

spread, it is not thought inconsistent that a Buddha, claiming to

incarnate the Supreme Being completely within himself, should appear.

have entered it. In many cases the belief

approaches worship of Nature, especially

among agricultural peoples. Divinity is

recognised in the shape of factors essential

to agriculture—sun, sky^ lightning,

thunder ; these being the beneficent

deities, in contrast to whom are the

earth-spirits v/ho bring pestilences,

earthquakes, and other evils to man-
kind. Thus the cult is refined ;

spirits are

no longer attached to fetiches, but men
Worship the heavens, and the earth also.^

Religion accompanies man from birth'

to death. Spirits both for good
and for evil are supposed to

hover about him at his very

birth. The soul of some being

—

perhaps an animal, perhaps an ancestor

—

enters into the new-born child, and from
this spirit he receives his name.

Oftentimes there is a new con-

secration at the time of marriage

:

often when an heir-apparent suc-

ceeds to the chieftainship. At his

decease primitive folk believe that

man enters the realm of shadows.

At first he hovers over the sea or

river of death, and often only

after having passed through many
hardships does he arrive in the

new kingdom, where he either

continues to live after the mannei
of his former existence, or, accord-

ing to whether his Ufe on earth

has been good or evil, inhabits a

higher or a lower supernatural

sphere. To the dead are conse-

crated their personal possessions

—

horses, slaves, wives even—that

they may make use of them during

the new existence ; men go head-

hunting in order to send them
new helpmates. On the other

hand great care is often taken

that the spirits of the departed,

satisfied with their new existence,

may no longer molest the world of

the living : propitiative offerings

are made ; men avoid mentioning

the name of the departed, that

he ma}^ not be tempted to visit

them with his presence ; they seek

to make themselves unrecognisable

during the time immediately fol-

lowing his death, wear different

clothes, and adopt other dwelling-

places. Sometimes the light placed

near the deceased for the purpose

of guiding him back to his old
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home is moved further and further away,
so that his ghost, unable to find the right

path, shall never return.

Thus the belief in spirits encompasses
primitive man, following him step by step.

From animism develops worship of

heroes and polytheism, with their atten-

dant mythological narrations. The idea

of the unity of the supernatural world
becomes lost ; and the indefinite forms
of spirit become separate, independent
beings, that are developed more and
more in the direction of the souls either

of animals or of men. This splitting up
of the deity, which destroys the tendency
toward unity in religion, is followed by

a reaction that comes about
partly through a belief in crea-

M ^ - tion by a father of the gods.Many Gods .1.1 u 4. r
partly through acceptance of

a historical origin of the mythological
world from a single source (theogonic
myths), and partly through direct

banishment of the plurahty of gods and
a new formation of the belief in a unity
according either to theistic or to pan-

The Belief

theistic ideas. In spite of the conception
of a world permeated and pervaded by
God alone, the belief that certain persons
and places are more powerful in respect

to the divinity than others is retained
;

and the appearance from time to time

„ . of a Buddha who incarnates
Happiness j -1-^x1 o

. and mamlests the Supreme
. p ,• . Being directly and completely

withm himself—in a special

manner apart from other natural phe-
nomena—is also not looked upon as

inconsistent.

Religion is a thing of the emotions, not
merely in the sense of having its origin

in fear, or in the remembrance of lasting

sensations derived from visions or dreams,
but emotional in so far that it satisfies

the necessity felt by men for a consistent

life-conception—not an intellectual but
an emotional conception. It is not the

matter-of-fact desire for knowledge that
finds its expression in religion, but the joy
of the heart in a supreme power, the call

for help of the needy, and the conscious-

ness of our own insignificance and our

A STRANGE RELIGIOUS RITE: FUNERAL SACRIFICE OF THE TODAS IN SOUTHERN INDIA
The elaborate and ex'^raordinary funeral rites of the Todas illustrate admirably the older notions of life and death.
A funeral endures for several days ; the body is cremated ; last of all the buffaloes of the deceased are slaughtered at
the grave and thought to enter into mystic reunion w^ith their master. In olden times a whole troop v/ould be
slaughtered, but under British influence the number has been limited to one for a common person and two for a chiet
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NOAH'S SACRIFICE
From the painting by Daniel Maclise, R.A.

mortality. Judgment is not yet

abstracted from the other psychic func-

tions ; indeed, it really retires behind
the emotions.

When men thus believe in divinity, if

the belief have an active influence on the

emotions, it follows that the individual

must establish some connection between
himself and the object of his worship.

This is brought about through certain

actions, or through the creation of cir-

cumstances in which special conditions

of consecration are perceived, and there-

with the possibility of a close relationship

with the Supreme Being. The acts

through which this relationship may be

brought about, taken collec-

tively, are embraced in the word
,,, .. "worship," and if performed
Worship J- i . . .

accordnig to a strict system
they are called " rites." Sacrifice has an
important place among the ceremonies
observed in accordance with ritual. It

is based on a conception of the wants and
necessities of the higher beings, and, in

later times, is refined into a representation

The
Basis of

of man's ethical feelings—unselfishness

and gratitude, which give pleasure to the

Deity and thus contribute to its happiness.

But sacrifice does not retain its unselfish

character for any great length of time,

Man thinks of himself first : he makes
offerings to the good spirits, but

ftK
'"°^ more particularly to the evil

Priesthood f^^' ^"7^^^" t° P^fy their

fury and appease their evil

desires. Sacrifices are also offered to the

dead, and from such offerings and
memorials is developed the idea of a
" family " or " clan," which outlives the

individual.

Thus, emotion is the principal active

agent ; but intellectual power also must
gradually lay its hold on the system of

belief. The principles discovered are

formulated into a science ; and the culti-

vation of this science becomes the special

duty of the priesthood, often as a secret

art—esoteric system—in which conceal-

ment is conducive to the maintenance of

the exclusiveness and peculiar power of

the priest class. The science becomes
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partly mythologic-historical, partly dog-

matic, and partly ritualistic.

The artistic instinct develops i)artly in

connection with worship, partly in the

direction of its practical application to

life ; and although no very sharp line

of distinction is drawn between the two

tendencies, the germ at least of the

difference between the fine

P
*

. and the industrial arts is
Religion

^j^^^g -^ existence from the
*™« '

very earliest times. Worship
gives rise to images and pictures, at

first of the very roughest form. They
are not mere symbols ; they are the

garments or habitations with which the

spirit invests itself. The spirit may take

up its abode anywhere according to the

different beliefs of man—in a plant, an

animal, a stone, above all, in a picture

or effigy that symbolically reflects its

peculiarities. Therefore, the ghosts of

ancestors are embodied in ancestral images.

Just as skulls were reverenced in earlier

times, in later days the images of the dead
[korvjar) are worshipped. Such images

are the oldest examples of the art of

portraiture ; and the oldest dolls are the

rude puppets which according to the rites

of many races—the American Indians,

for example—widows must v^ear about
them as tokens, or as the husks or wrappers
of their husbands' doubles.

Religion itself becomes poetry. The
belief in the identity of spirits of the

departed with animals, and the myths of

metamorphosis, take the form of fables

and fairy tales ; the cosmogonic and
theogonic conceptions develop into my-
thologies ; hero sagas become epics ; the

myths of life in Nature become a glorifi-

cation of the external world, an expression

of unity with Nature, and thus a form of

lyric poetry.

Everyday life, too, demands artistic

expression. At first the childish passion

for the changing pictures that correspond
with different ideas of the

_,'''^'
. imagination joins with the

Expression i • , • ,i i

J
,

.J
desu'e to mipress others, and
finery in dress and ornamenta-

tion result. This has developed in every
clime. Tattooing arises not only from a
religious motive, but also from the desire

for ornament. The painting of men's
bodies, the often grotesque ideas, such as

artificial deformation of the liead, knocking
out and blackening of teeth, ear ornaments
-ind mutilation of ears, pegs thrust through
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the lips, and various methods of dressing

the hair, may be in part connected with

religious conceptions, for here the most
varied of motives co-operate to the same
end. Yet, on the other hand, there is no
doubt that they are also the outcome of

a craving for variation in form and in

colour. In the same way the dance is

not only an act of worship ; it is also a

means of giving vent to latent animal
spirits : thus, dances are often expressions

of the tempestuous sensual instincts of a

people.

The dance exhibits a special tendency
to represent the ordinary affairs of life

in a symbolic manner ; thus there are war
and hunting dances, and especially animal

dances in which each of the participants

believes himself to be permeated by the

spirit of some animal which throughout
the dance he endeavours to mimic. In

this way dramatic representation, which is

certainly based on the idea of personifica-

tion, on the notion that a man for the

time being may be possessed by the

spirit of some other creature that speaks

and acts through him, originates. Thus
arose the primitive form of

'^ ""* masques, in which men dressed

^. _ themselves up to resemble
the Drama f ,

various creatures, real 01

imaginary, as in the case of the animal

masques of old time ; for according to

the popular idea the spirit dwells in the

external, visible form, and through the

imitation or adoption of its outward
appearance we become identified w^ith

the spirit whose character we assume.

Among many races not only masks propei

were worn, but also the hides and hair or

feathers of the creatures personated.

Dramatic representation was furthered

by the dream plays—especially populai

among the American Indians—in which
the events of dreams are adapted for

acting and performed. Even as men
seek illumination in dreams as to questions

both divine and mundane, so do they

anticipate through dreams the dramatic

representations which shall be performed
on holidays as expressions of life.

Play is a degeneration of the dance,

and it arises less from the instinct for

beaut3' than from a. desire to realise

whatever entertainment and excitement

may be got from an}^ incident or occur-

rence. From another special inclination

originate those satirical songs of Northern
peoples, written in alternating verses,



SAVAGE DANCES : THE FAR-OFF BEGINNINGS OF THE DRAMA
The dance is an effort to give symbolic expression to affairs and moods of everyday life. Thus the Zulu wedding-
dance is self-evident in its purpose. The second illustration depicts a strange religious dance of the Australian
natives, associated with totemism or animism. The third picture shows dancers in Kandy endeavouring to banish
evil spirits, and the last illustrates an Australian corroboree. From such sources the drama has been slowly evolved.
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in which the national tribunal and the

voice of the people are given expression

at the same time. Thus they have a truly

educative character. These are the pre-

liminary steps to the free satire and
humour that gleam through the lives of

civilised peoples, now like the flicker of a

candle, now like a purifying lightning

flash, freeing men frqm life's

.

*" *^ monotony, and illuminating

l^., ^
. ., the night of unsoh'ed questions.

Life of Man ^ •, r • j i •

Capacity for organised play is a

characteristic that lifts man above the

lower animals. The expression of individu-

ality without any particular object in view,

the elevation of self above the troubles of

life, and free activity, uncoerced by the

necessities of existence, are characteristic

both of play and of art. Thus pla}^ as well

as art, exhibits to a pre-eminent degree

man's consciousness of having escaped, if

only temporarily, from the coercion of

environing nature ; being without definite

object, it proves that he can find employ-
ment when released from the pressure of

the outer world—that is, when he is

momentarily freed from his endeavour
to establish a balance between himself

and the necessities of life, with a view to

overcoming the latter. Man stands in

close connection with his environment
and with the immutable laws of nature

;

but in play and in art he develops his own
personality—a development that neither
in direction nor in object is influenced

by the outer world and its constraint.

The step that leads to the overcoming
of custom is the recognition of right.
" Right " is that which society strictly

demands from every individual member.
Not all that is customary is exacted by
right ; a multitude of the requirements of

custom may be ignored without opposi-
tion from the community as a whole,
although, of course, detached individuals
may express their displeasure. The aggre-
gate, however, grants immunity to all who

do not choose to follow the
Fall of Man
and Rise

custom. In other words, the

of the Race separation of custom from
right signifies the develop-

ment o* a sharper line of demarcation be-
tween that which is and that which ought
to be. In primitive times " is " and
" ought to be " are fairly consonant terms

;

hut gradually a spirit of opposition is de-
veloped

; cases arise in which custom is

opposed, in which the actions of men run
counter to a previous habit. ]\Ian is
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conscious of the possibility of raising hiiii-

self above the unreasoning tendencies

toward certain modes of conduct, and he
takes pleasure in so doing—the good man
as well as the evil. Whoever oversteps

the bounds of custom, even through sheer

egotism, is also a furtherer of human
development ; without sin the world
would never have evolved a civilisation

;

the Fall of Man was nothing more than
the first step toward the historical de-

velopment of the human race.

This leads to the necessity for extracting

from custom such rules as must prove
advantageous to mankind, and this collec-

tion of axioms—which " ought to be "

—

becomes law.

The distinction between right and
custom was an important step. The
relativity of custom was exposed with one
stroke. Manj^, and by no means the worst
members of communities, emancipate
themselves from custom. It is the opening
in the wall through which tl^e progress of

humanity may pass. Nor do the demands
of right remain unalterable and unyielding.

A change in custom brings with it a

_ change in right ; certain rules
«s om.

^£ conduct gradually become
Right, and -1,1 x i.u

"

j^ .. isolated owing to the recession

of custom, and to such an ex-

tent that they lose their vitality and decay.

And as new customs arise, so are new
principles of right discovered. In this

manner an alteration in the one is a cause
of change in the other—naturally, in

conformity with the degree of culture

and contemporary social relations. Custom
and right mutually further each other,

and render it possible for men to adapt
themselves to newly acquired conditions

of civilisation.

Together with right and custom a
third factor appears—morahty. This is

a comparatively late acquisition. It, too,

contains something of the " ought to be,"

not because of the social, but by virtue

of the divine authority or order based on
philosophical conceptions. Morals vary,

therefore, as laws var}', according to

peo]:)les and to times. The rules of morality
form a second code, set above the social

law, and they embody a larger aggregate
of duties. The reason for this is that men
recognise that the social system of rules for

conduct is not the only one, that it is only
relative and cannot include all the duties

of human beings, and that over and beyond
the laws of society ethical pinnciple,«; exist.
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Naturally conflicts arise between right

and morals, and such struggles lead to

further development and progress.

The late appearance of ideas of morality

proves that ethical considerations were
originally foreign to the god-concep-

tions. The spirits, fetiches, and world-

creators of different beliefs are at first

neutral so far as morals are concerned
;

myths and legends are invented partly

from creation theories, partly from historic

data, and partly through efforts of the

imagination. In primitive beliefs there is

no trace of an attempt to conceive of

deities as being good in the highest—or

even in a lower—sense ; and it would not

be in accordance with scientific ethnology

to appraise, or to wish to pass judgment on,

religions according to the point of view
of ethics. Not until the importance of

morality in life is realised, and the

profound value of a life of moral purity

recognised, do men seek in their religious

beliefs for higher beings of ethical signili-

cance, for morally perfect personalities

among the gods.

Different elements of civilisation vary
greatly in their development in different

civilised dis-

tricts; one
race may have a

greater tendenc}'

toward intellec-

tual, another
toward material

culture. No race-

has approached
the Hindoos in

philosophic
speculation, yet

they are as chil-

dren in their

knowledge of

natural science.

One people may
develop com-
merce to the

highest extent,

another poetr}'

and music, a

third the free-

dom of the in-

dividual. The
language of the

American I n -

dians is in many respects richer and more
elegant than English. Therefore nothing

is farther from the truth than to say that,

in case one institution of civilised life is

found to exist in a hunting people, another
in an agricultural race, or the one in an
otherwise higher, and the other in an other-

wise lower nation or tribe, the institution

in question must have reached a state of

perfection corresponding with the general

development of the people possessing it.

According to this, the monogamic uncivil-

ised races were further advanced than the

polygamous Aryans of India and the Mo-
hammedans ; and the Polynesians, with
their skill in the industrial arts and their

dramatic dances, perhaps in a higher state

of civilisation than Europeans !

Development fulfils itself in communi-
ties of men. Except in a human aggre-

gate it cannot come to pass ; for the germs
of development which are brought forth

by the potentiated activity of the many
may exist only in a society of individuals.

It has therefore been a significant fact

that from the very beginning men have
joined together in social aggregates, partly

on account of an instinctive impulse,

partly because of the necessity for self-

defence. Thus it came about that primi-

tive men lived together in wandering, pre-

datory hordes, or packs.

THE EMBLEM OF A TRIBE;
This mysterious " totem " disting^uishes

the old Hydah Indians and is erected at

The individuals

were bound- to

one another very
closely ; there was
no private life

;

and the sex-

relationships were
promiscuous.
Men not only

dwelt together

in groups, but
the groups them-
selves assimilated

with one another,

inasmuch as mar-
riages were re-

ciprocally entered

into by them. So
far as we are able

to determine, one

of the earliest of

social institutions

was that of group-

marriage. Indi-

viduals did not

first unite in

pairs, and then

join together in

groups—such would soon have fallen

asunder ; on the contrary, group-marriage

itself created the bond that held the

community together ; the most violent
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THE BEGINNINGS OF MONARCHY : AFRICAN CHIEF SEATED IN STATE AMONG HIS HEADMEN
The tribal state has a fixed form of government. The chiefs or patriarchs of the various families stand at the
head of affairs, the position of chief being either hereditary or elective. In most cases, however, it is determined by
a combination of both methods, a blood descendant being chosen, provided ne is able to give proof of his competence.

instinct of mankind not only united the

few but the many, indeed, complete social

aggregates.

Group-marriage is the form of union
established by the association of two
hordes, or packs, according to which the

men of one group marry the women of the

other ; not a marriage of individual men
with individual women, but a promis-
cuous relationship, each man of one group
marrying all the women of the other
group—at least in theory—and vice versa

;

not a marriage of individuals, but of

aggregates. Certainly with such a sex-

relationship established, sooner or later

regulations develop from within the com-
munity, through which the marital rela-

tionships of individuals are adjusted in a

consistent manner ; but the principle

first followed was, as community in pro-
perty, so community in marriage ; and
this must of itself lead to kinships
entirely different from those with which
we are familiar.

Group-marriage was closely bound up
with religious conceptions ; single hordes,

or packs, considered themselves the em-
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bodiment of a single spirit. And since at

that time spirits were only conceived oi

as things that existed in nature, the horde
felt itself to be a single class of natural ob-

ject—some animal or plant, for example ;

and the union of one pack with another
was analogous to the union of one animal
with another. Eacli group believed itself

to be permeated by the spirit of a certain

species of animal, borrowed its name thence
and the animal species itself was looked

upon as the protecting spirit. The ances-

tral spirit was worshipped in the animal,

and the putting to death or injuring ol

an individual of the species was a serious

offence.

Such a belief is called Totemism.
" Totem "—a word borrowed from the

language of the Massachusetts Indians

—

is the natural object or animal assumed
as the emblem of the horde or tribe, and
correspondingly the group s3'mbolised by
the class of animal or natural object is

called a Totem-group.
This belief led to a close union of all who

were partakers of the spirit of the same
animal ; it also strictly determined which
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groups could associate with one another.

And as the totem-group mimicked th.>

animal in its dances, and fancied itself to

be possessed by its spirit, it also ordered

the methods of partaking of food, and
all marriage, birth, and death ceremonies

in accordance with this conception. It is

said that, the totem being exogamous,
marriages were not possible within the

totem, but only without it. Precisely

so ; for the original conception was not

that individuals formed unions, but that

the whole totem entered the marriage

lelationship ; a single marriage would have
been considered an impossibility.

To which totem the children belonged

—

to the mother's, to the father's, or to a

third totem—was a question that offered

considerable difficulty. All three possi-

bilities presented themselves ; the last

mentioned, however, only in case the child

belonged to another group, a sub-totem,

and in that event its descendants could

return to the original totem.

Descent in the male or in the female

line occasioned in later times the rise of

important distinctions between nations.

If a child follow the mother's

\A^
""*

totem, we speak of " maternal

,1,. , . kinship "
; conversely, of " pa-

of Kinship ^ ,^,.'. ,, .
^' ^ ^

ternal kmship m case of

heredity through the father. Which of these

is the more primitive, or did tribes from
the very first adopt either one or the other

system, thus making them of equal anti-

quity, is a much-vexed question. There is

reason to believe that maternal kinship

is the more primitive form, and that races

have either passed with more or less

energy and rapidity to the system of

descent through males, or have kept to the

original institution of maternal succession.

There are many peoples among whom
both forms of kinship exist, and in such
instances the maternal is undoubtedly the

more primitive ; from this it appears very
probable that development has thus
taken place, the more so since there are

traces of maternal kinship to be found in

races whose established form is paternal.

As time passed, marriage of individuals

developed from group-marriage or to-

temism. Such unions may be polygamous
—one man having several wives—or poly-

androus—one woman having several hus-

bands. Both forms have been represented
in mankind, and, indeed, polygamy is the
general rule among all races, excepting
Occidental civilised peoples. The form

of marriage toward which civilisation is

advancing is certainly monogamy ; through
it a complete individual relationship is

established between man and wife ; and
although both individualities may have
independent expression, each is reconciled
to the other through the loftier associa-

tion of both. Nearly associated with

-J
monogamy is the belief in

J
imion after death ; it arises

^ . from the religious beliefs pre-Marriagc , ,
" r,

valent among many peoples.
Among other races there is at least the
custom of a year of mourning, sometimes
for husband, sometimes for wife, often
for both.

Marriage of individuals has developed in

different ways from group or totem
marriage : sometimes it was brought about
through lack of subsistence occasioned by
many men dwelling together ; sometimes
it arose from other causes. One factor

was the practice of wife-capture : whoever
carried off a wife freed her, as it were, from
the authority of the community, and
established a separate marriage for himself.

Marriage by pruxhase was an outcome of

marriage by capture and of the paying of an
indemnity to the relatives of the bride

;

men also learned to agree beforehand as to

the equivalent to be paid. The practice of

acquiring wives by purchase developed in

various directions, especially in that of

trading wives and in the earning of wives
by years of service. Gradually the purchase
became merely a feigned transaction ; and
a union of individuals has evolved—now
sacerdotal, now civil in form—from which
every trace of traffic and of exchange has

disappeared.

Thus already in early times marriage had
become ennobled through religion. It is

a widespread idea that through partaking

of food in common, blood-brotherhood, or

similar procedures, a mystic communion
of soul may be established ; and in case of

marriages brought about by the mediation
of a priesthood the priest in-

c igion
vokes the divine consecration.

^^ . Marriage is thereby raised above
arnagc

^^^ ^^^jj^ ^^ profane actions

of life ; it receives a certain guarantee of

permanency ; indeed, in many cases, by
reason of the mystic communion of souls,

it is looked upon as absolutely indissoluble.

The ownership of property also was
originally communistic, and the idea of

individual possession has been a gradual

development. The idea of the ownership
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THE IDEA OF MARRIAGE: WEDDING CUSTOMS IN MANY LANDS
III countries where women are subservient to men tlie idea of marriage by capture or by compulsion prevails. The
Bedouin bride (z) makes a pretence of escaping and is pursued by the bridegroom and his kinsmen. Some Africans

(4) show their love by knocking down their prospective brides. The Moorish bride (6) shrouded and seated in bed is

an object of curiosity, i, 3, and 5 represent respectively the marriage customs of Persians, Chinese, and Moslems
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of work done outside became the property
of the particular individual who had
performed the labour. Consequent expan-
sion of the conception of labour led men
to one of the greatest triumphs of justice,

to the idea of establishing individual rights

in ideas and in combinations of ideas, to

the recognition of intellectual or imma-
terial property—right of author or inven-

tor—one of the chief incentives to modern
civilisation.

On the other hand, individual rights in

transactions led to conceptions concerning

of land, especially when developed by
agricultural peoples, is of a communistic
nature ; and, from common possession,

family and individual ownership gradually
comes into being. It is brought about in

various wa^^s, chiefly through the division

of land among separate families : at first

only temporary, held only until the time
for a succeeding division arrives ; later,

owned in perpetuity. Nor was it a rare

method of procedure to grant land to any
one who desired to cultivate it—an estate

that should be his so long as he remained
upon it and cultivated the

soil, but which reverted to

the community, on his leaving

it. There gradually developed
a constant relationship be-

tween land and cultivator

as agriculture became more
extended and lasting improve-
ments were effected on the

soil. Land became the per-

manent property of the in-

dividual ; it also became an
article of commerce.
Ownership of movable pro-

perty oven was at first

of communistic character.

Clothing and weapons, en-

chantments effectual for the

individual alone, such as

medicine-bags or amulets,

were, to be sure, assigned to

individuals in very early

times ; but all property ob-

tained by labour, the products
of the chase or of fi.shing,

originally belonged to the

community, until in later days
each family was allowed to

claim the fruits of its own
toil, and was only pledged to

share with the others under
'„vy/y/,f, i «

certain conditions. Finally, '•**/^''!(/v|''\^,

individuals were permitted to the church and marriage : an English wedding scene
rptain nr +r> Vim-fpr i^rnnprf^r In very early times marriage had assumed a religious significance and came

, . , V 1 1
P^'-'P'^yy to be regarded among the sacred as opposed to the secular functions of life.

which they had produced by
labour ; and exchange, especially exchange
between individuals, attained special sig-

nificance through the division of labour.

^The individuahsation of the ownership
of movable property was especially

furthered by members of families perform-
ing other labour, outside the family, in

addition to their work within the family
circle. Although the fruit of all labour
accomplished within the family was shared^

by the members in common, the results'

obligations and debts. Exchange, eithei

direct or on terms of credit, brought with

it duties and liabilities for which originally

the persons and lives of the individuals

concerned were held in pledge, until

custody of the body—which also included

possession of the corpse of a debtor

—

was succeeded by public imprisonment
for debt, and finally by the mere pledg-

ing of property, imprisonment for debt

having been abolished—a course < of
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developrtient through which the most
varied of races have passed.

The relation of the individual to his

possessions led men at first to place mov-
able property in graves, in order that it

might be of service to the departed owner
during the life beyond ; hence the universal

custom of burning on funeral pyres not
r.nly weapons and utensils, but

*^ * animals, slaves, and even wives.

p In later times men were satis-
ropcr y ^^^ with sjmibolic immolations,

or possessions were released from the
ban of death and put into further use.

The property of the deceased reverted to

his family, and thus the right of inheritance

arose. There was no right of inheritance

during the days of communism ; on the
death of a member of the family a mere
general consolidation of property resulted

;

with individual property arose the rever-

sion of possessions to the family from
which they had been temporarily separated.
Thus property either reverted to the family
taken as a whole, or to single heirs, certain

members of the family ; hence a great
variety of procedure arose. Up to the
present day inheritance b\^ all the children,

or inheritance by one alone, exists in

Eastern Asia as in modern Europe.
In like manner criminal responsibility

was originally collective ; the family or
clan was held responsible for the actions
of all its individual members except those
who were renounced and made outcasts.

Such methods of collective surety still

exist among many exceedingly developed
peoples ; but the system is gradually
dying awaj', the tendency being for the
entire responsibility to rest upon the
individual alone.

The state is a development of tribal, or
patriarchal, society. The tribal group is

a community of intermarried families, all

claiming descent from a common ancestor.
From tribal organisation the principle is

developed that participation in the com-

g . . munity is open only to such

of fh
** individuals as belong to one or

Community °^^^^" ^^ ^^^ families of which
It IS composed ; and the

political body thus made up of individuals
related either by blood or through marriage
is called a patriarchal, or tribal, state.
This form of community was enlarged even
in very early times, advantage being taken
of the possibility of adopting strangers
into the circle of related families, and of
amalgamating with them. Still, the funda-
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mental idea that the community is com-
posed of related families always remains
uppermost in the minds of uncivilised

peoples. The tribal state gradually
develops into the territorial state. The
connection of the community with a
definite region becomes closer ; strange
tribes settle in the same district ; they are

permitted to remain provided tribute is

paid and services are performed, and are

gradually absorbed into the community,
the strangers and the original inhabitants

—

plebeians and patricians—united together

into one aggregate. Thus arises the con-

ception of a state which any man may
join without his being a member of any
one of the original clans or families.

In this way the idea of a state becomes
distinct from that of a people bound
together by kinship, the latter being
especially distinguished by a certain unity

of external appearance, custom, character,

and manner of thought. This is not
intended to suggest that an amalgamation
of different race elements in a state and an
assimilation of different modes of thought
and of feeling are not desirable, or that a

^ .1 , spirit analogous to the sense
Growth of ^ •, •

°
, r ,,

.

.

of unity m members of the

, c* * same family is not to be sought
for ; such a condition is most

likely to be attained if a certain tribe or

clan take precedence of the others, as the

most progressive, to which the various

elements of the people annex themselves.

The tribal state has a fixed form of

government. The chiefs or patriarchs of

the various families stand at the head of

affairs, the position of chief being either

hereditary or elective. In most cases,

however, it is determined by a combina-
tion of both methods, a blood descendant
being chosen provided he is able to give

proof of his competence. In addition

there is often the popular assembly. In

later times many innovations are intro-

duced. Passion for power united to a
strong personality often leads to a chief-

tainship in which all rights and privileges

are absorbed or united in the person of one
individual ; so that he appears as the

possessor of all prerogatives and titles,

those of other men being entirely second-

ary, and all being more or less dependent
upon his will. Rehgious conceptions,

especially, have had great influence in this

connection. Nowhere is this so clearly

shown as in " teknonymy," an institution

formerly prevalent in the South Pacific



"IN THE NAME OF JUSTICE": SOME OLD METHODS OF TORTURE
These pictures represent : i. Roman gaolers cutting- off a Cliristian's ears. 2. The cangue as still used in China.
3. A prisoner on the rack in Mediaeval England. 4. Tortiu-e of the Iron Chair. 5. The ordeal of fire and brand ing
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islands, according to which the soul of the

father is supposed to enter the body of his

eldest son at the birth of the latter, and
that therefore, immediately from his birth,

the son becomes master, the father con-

tinuing the management of affairs merely

as his proxy. Other peoples have avoided

such consequences as these by supposing

the child to be possessed by the
" "

• ^°^^ °^ ^^'^ grandfather, thcre-

t!! . .
^""

fore naming first-born males
after their grandfathers instead

of after their fathers. Another outcome of

the institution of chieftainship is the

chaotic order of affairs which rules among
manj^ peoples on the death of the chieftain,

continuing until a successor is seated on the

throne—a lawless interval of anarchy
followed by a regency.

The power of a chieftain is, however,
usually limited by class rights ; that

is, by the rights of sub-chieftains of

especially distinguished families, and of

the popular assembly, among which
elements the division of power and of

jurisdiction is exceedingly varied. These
primitive institutions are rude prototypes
of future varieties of coercive govern-
ment, of kingship, either of aristocratic

or of republican form, in which the primi-

tive idea of chieftainship as the absorption

of all private privileges is given up, and in

its place the various principles of rights

and duties of government enter.

Class-differentiation with attendant
privileges and prerogatives is especially

developed in warlike races, and in nations

which must be ever prepared to resist

the attacks of enemies, by the establish-

ment of a militant class. The militant

class occupies an intermediate position

between the governing, priest, and scholar

classes on the one hand, and the industrial

class—agriculturists, craftsmen, merchants
—on the other. Employment in warfare,
necessary discipline, near association with
the chieftain, and the holding of fiefs for

^ material support give to this

-
j^.j.

class a unique position. Thus
^, the warrior castes developed in

India, the feudal and military
nobility in Japan, the nobility in Germany,
with obligations and service to feudal
superiors and to the Court. This system
survives for many years, until at last

feudal tenure gr^-dually disappears, and
its attendant prerogatives are swallowed
up by all classes through a universal

subjection to military service ; although

2X8

even yet a distinct class of professional

soldiers remains at the head of militarj;

affairs and operations, and will continue

to do so as long as there is a possibility of

internal or external warfare. However,
here too the militant class is absorbed into

a general body of officials. Officials are

citizens who not only occupy the usual

position of members of the state, but to

whom in addition is appointed the execu-

tion of the life functions of the nation, as its

organs ; in other words, such functions as

are peculiar to the civic organisation in

contradistinction to the general functions

exercised and actions performed by indi-

vidual citizens as independent units.

Officialism includes to a special degree

dut);' to its calling and to the public trust,

and there are also special privileges

granted to officials within the sphere

appointed for them.
In a society governed by a chieftain, as

well as in a monarchy, there is a popular
assembly or consultative body ; either an
unorganised meeting of individuals, or an
organised convention of estates founded
on class right. A modern development,

that certainly had its proto-

type in the patriarchal state, is

„ ,. , the representative assembly,

an assembly of individuals

chosen to represent the people in place of

the popular gathering. The English

Government, with its representative legis-

lative bodies, is a typical example in

modern civilisation.

One of the chief problems encountered

not only in a society ruled by a chieftain,

but also in states of later development,
whether governed by a potentate or by
an aristocracy, is the relation of tem-
poral to spiritual power. Sometimes both
are united in the head of the state, as in

the cases of the Incas of Peru and of the

Caliphate. Sometimes the spiritual head
is distinct and separate from the temporal

;

frequently the two forces are nearly asso-

ciated, a member of the imperial family

being chosen for the office of high-priest,

as among the Aztecs. Often, however, the

two functions are completely independent

of each other, as among many African

races, the medicine-man occupying a posi-

tion entirely independent of the chieftain.

Such separation may, of course, lead to

friction and civil war ; it may also become
an element furthering to civilisation, a
source of new ideas, opening the way to

alliances between nations, and setting
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bounds to the tyranny of individuals, as

exemplified in the relation of the Papacy
to the Holy Roman Empire.
The form of state in which the functions

of government are exercised by a chieftain

contributes greatly to state control and
enforcement of justice. The realisation of

right had been from the first a social

_ , , .. function ; but its enforcement
State Justice •

i j. -i •/

., ^ was mcumbent on the unit
a Momentous r • j- • j i /r i-

cj p , groups 01 nidividuals (lamilies

or tribes bound together by
friendship). The acquisition by the state

of the power to dispense justice and to

make and enforce law is one of the greatest

events of the world's history. The idea

of all right being incorporated in the

chieftain (and social classes) played an
important part in bringing about this

condition of affairs ; for as soon as this

typical of the effect of the curse of God.
"* Already in primitive times religion led to

a strange idea of justice—secret societies

consecrated by the deity took upon them-
selves the function of enforcing right,

instituting reigns of terror in their dis-

tricts, maintaining order in society, and
claiming authorisation from the god with
whose spirit they were permeated. Later,

influenced by all these causes, the social

aggregate took over the control of justice.

It was already considered to be the

upholder of right, the servant of the deity,

the maintainer of public peace, the dis-

penser of atoning sacrifices, etc. ; and so

the various elements conceived of as

justice, which had previously been dis-

tributed among the single families, tribes,

associations, and societies, were cambined,
and placed under state control.

p»* --- v^ '•.,-''— --jra^vi'

»tffcv -w.-^- '-r^v'.i- c<?Bew3a»> wi»iii.wH'**»ww''w»<. u juj»yiiiw i'i" ii| iwi-'"Bi«a<ii
i i '

<. !-L "g''i«-»'*°Niii.'i»wBWW »"''iW" -- • «t

u
AN EARLY EGYPTIAN REPRESENTATION OF JUSTICE ^''""'-"

"The Judgment of the Dead ' as illustrated by innumerable paintings on the walls of Egyptian temples and tombs.

conception receives general acceptance,

the chieftain, and with him the state,

become interested in the preservation and
enforcement of justice, even in its lower
forms in the common rights of the sub-

jects. On the other hand, not only the

interests of chieftainship, but also those

of agricult^ure and commerce, are furthered

by the preservation of internal peace ;

and internal peace calls for state control

of justice and enforcement of law.
,

Moreover the religious element worked
to the same end. Wickedness was held

to be an injury to the deity, whose anger
would be visited upon the entire land—

a

conception that lasted far into the Middle
Ages, and according to which the fate of c
Sodom and Gomorrah was held to be

Certain forms for the dispensation of

justice, judging of crimes, and determining

of punishments were developed. Thus arose

the different forms of judicial procedure,

which for a long time bore a religious

character. The deity was called upon to

decide as to right and wrong—divinity in

the form of natural forces.
Terror & ^^^^^ ^^^ judgments of God
Tyranny of

^^ ^i trial by water, fire,
ReliEion . ®

,

-^
1

poison, serpents, scales, or

—

especially in Germany during the Middle

Ages—combat, or decision by the divining

eye, that was closely allied to the so-called

trial by hazard. A pecuhar variety of

ordeal is that of the bier, according to

which the body of a murdered man is

called into requisition, the soul of the
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victim assisting in the discovery of the

murderer. Ordeals are undergone some-

times by one individual, sometimes by
two. An advance in progress is the curse,

which takes the place of the ordeal, the

curse of God being called down upon an

individual and his family in case of wrong-

doing or of perjury. The curse may be

uttered by an individual in co-
The Ordca!

opgi-ation with the members of

*^ -, families. Thus arise ordeals by
invocation and by oath with

compurgators. Originally a certain period

of time was allowed to pass—a month,

for example—for the fulfilment of the

curse. In later times, whoever took

the oath—oath of innocence—was held

guiltless. Witnesses succeeded to con-

jurers ; divining looks were replaced

by circumstantial evidence ; and, instead

of a mystic, a rational method of obtaining

testimony was adopted. The develop-

ment was not attained without certain

attendant abuses; and the abolition of

ordeal by God was among many peoples

—notably the inhabitants of Eastern Asia,

the American Indians, and the Germans
of the Middle Ages—succeeded by the

introduction of torture. In many lands

torture stood in close connection with the

judgment of God ; in others it originated

either directly or indirectly in slavery.

According to the method of obtaining

evidence by torture, the accused was
forced through physical pain to disclosures

concerning himself and his companions,
and, in case he himself were considered

guilty, to a confession. However barbarous
and irrational, this system was employed
in Latin and Germanic nations excepting
England, until the eighteenth century, in

some instances even until the nineteenth.

Judgment was first pronounced in the
name of God ; in later times, in the name
of the people or of the ruler who appeared
as the representative of God. The prin-

ciples of justice, the validity of which at

_. _, first depends upon custom, areThe Slow • 1 J i- 1 • 11
„ .... in later times proclaimed and
Building up^j ^j r/-j
, , nxed as commands of God.

of Law =
, r ^ , . ,

Ihus systems of lixed right

come into being first in the form of sacred
justice, then as commands of God, and
finally as law. Law is a conception of

justice expressed in certain rules and prin-

ciples. Originally there were no laws ; the
standard for justice was furnished to each
individual by his own feelings ; only iso-

lated cases were recorded. As time
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advanced, and great men who strove to •

bring about an improvement in justice

arose above the generality of mankind
;

when the ruling class became differentiated

from the other classes ; when it was found
necessary to root out certain popular cus-

toms—then, in addition to the original

collection of precedents, there arose law of

a higher form : law that stood above prece-

dent, that altered custom, and opened up
new roads to justice. Great codes of law
have not been compilations only ; they

have led justice into new paths. Originally

a law was looked upon as an inviolable com-
mand of God, as unalterable and eternal

;

its interpretation alone was earthly and
transitory. As years passed, men learned

to recognise that laws themselves were
transitory ; and it became a principle

that later enactments could alter earlier

rules. The relations of later statutes to

already established law, and how the laws

of different nations influence one another,

are difficult, much-vexed questions for the

solution of which special sciences have de-

veloped—transitory and international law.

Judgment and law are intimately concerned

. with justice, the conception
Evolution ^j

J.J j^^ ^^ evolved from the
of the

Modern State
double action of life and cus-

tom. To this development
of justice is united an endeavour of the state

or government not only to furthq- welfare

by means of the creation and administra-

tion of law, but also to take under its con-

trol civilising institutions of all sorts.

This was originally a feature of justice

itself ; certain practices inimical to civilisa-

tion were interdicted and made punish-

able offences. Already in the Middle Ages
systems of police played a great part among
governmental institutions, especially in

the smaller states. Subsequently the idea

was developed that not only protection

through the punishment of crime, but also

superintendence of and promotion of the

public weal, should be administered by law;

and thus the modern state developed with

its policy of national welfare. With this

arose the necessity for a sharper distinction

to be drawn between justice and the various

actions of an administration ; and thus in

modern times men have come to the system
—based on Montesquieu—of the separation

of powers and independence of justice.

Justice varies according to the develop-

ment of civilisation, and according to the

function that it must perform in this

development ; in like manner every age
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creates its own material and spiritual

culture. Every poet is a poet of his own
time.

The notion of natural right, however
unhistorical it was in itself, characterised

a period of transition in so far as it enabled
men to form a historical conception—a con-

ception of what might be : for, by con-

trasting actual with ideal justice, we are

enabled to escape the bonds of the opinions

of a particular time, and to look upon such
opinions and views objectively and in-

dependently. Yet it is certainly a foolish

proceeding to consider an ideal, deduced
principally from conceptions and opinions

of the present, to be a standard by which
to measure the value of historical events

of all times, sitting in judgment over the

great names of the past with the air of an
inspector of morals. The office of the his-

torian as judge of the dead is quite differ-

ently constituted. Every age must be
judged in accordance with the relation

which it bears to the totahty of develop-

ment ; and every historical personage is

to be looked upon as a bearer of the spirit

of his day, as a servant of the ideas of his

„. , „,. time. Thus it is quite as
Right Way ,

^
i

»r.v;^«,
wrong to pronounce moral
censure on the men of his-

tory, as it is wrong to judge
an era merely according to its good or

evil characteristics. A period must be
estimated according to what it has
either directly or indirectly accomplished
for mankind.
There are common factors of civilisation

shared by nations themselves, "through

which many contradictions disappear.

The religious civilisations of Christianity,

Mohammedanism, Brahmanism, Buddh-
ism and Confucianism have been the

determining factors of the intellectual

and emotional life, even influencing the

course of events, in vast regions. And
thus it is also comprehensible that in

the judicial life of nations there is an
endeavour for a closer approach, and
also the existence of equalising tendencies.

In spite of countless variations in detail,

there is a certain unity of law in the

entire Mohammedan world ; and although
the hope of establishing the unity of

Roman canonistic law over the whole
of Christendom has not been realised

none the less it was a tremendous idea :

that of a universal empire founded on the

Roman law of the imperators, and placed

under ^he rule of the German emperor, thus

to View
History

ensuring the continuance of the law of the
Roman people—an idea that swayed the
intellects of the Middle Ages up to the

fourteenth, even to the fifteenth century,
and according to which the emperor would
have been the head of all Europe, the other
sovereigns merely his vassals or fief-holders.

This idea, once advocated by such a
_ ^. great spirit as that of Dante,
Conception u ri ii j

. has, like many others, passed

II •. J «7 ij into oblivion ; and in its
United World , , ,1

place has arisen the con-

ception of independent laws of nations.

Yet the original idea has had great

influence : it has led to a close union of

Christian peoples ; it opened a way for

Roman law to become universal law,

although, to be sure, English law, com-
pletely independent of that of Rome,
has grown to unparalleled proportions as

a universal system, entirely by reason of

the marvellous success of the English
people as colonists. Likewise international

commerce will of itself lead to a unifica-

tion of mercantile, admiralty, copyright,

and patent law.

Then the idea of an international league

must develop, arising from the idea of the

unity of Christian nations. We have
advanced a great distance beyond the

time when every foreigner was con-

sidered an enemy, and when all foreign

phenomena were looked upon as strange

or with antipathy. Rules for inter-

national commerce are developed ; state

alliances are entered into for the further-

ance of common interests and for the

preservation of peace. Many tasks

which in former times would have
been executed by the empire are now
undertaken by international associations ;

and the time for the establishment of

international courts of arbitration for the

adjustment of differences between states

is already approaching.

It also seems probable that states will

unite to form political organisations,

wholly or partially renouncing
ommon

their separate positions. Thus
Interests of .. n i i j u..... nations will be replaced by a

federal state, and a multitude

of unifying ideas which would otherwise

be accomplished with difficulty will come
to easy realisation. Federal states were

already in existence during the times of

patriarchal communities : an especially

striking example is that of the admirably

constituted federation of the Iroquois

nations.
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The vision of no man may pierce

through to the ultimate end of the pro-

cesses of history, and to advance hypotheses

is a vain endeavour—quite as vain as it

would be to expect Plato to have foretold

the life of modern civilisation or the im-

perial idea of mediaeval times, or Dante to

have foreseen modern industrialism or the

character of industrial peoples.
Universal

^ jo-day we are more certain
Transmission ,

,

'
.1, ^ „ „,. ^(

- _ ,^ than ever that no process 01
of Culture , 1 , ,

^1
development, hov/ever smiple

it may have ]>een, has ever taken place

according to a fixed model ; all develop-

ments have had their own individualities

according to place and to time. Thus we
must forego discussion of the future.

However, there is another point of view.

Development of nations as well as of

individuals leads either to progress or to

decay. No people ma}' hope to live

eternally ; and how many acquisitions

already gained will be lost in the future it

is impossible to say. If a nation declines,

it either becomes extinct or is annihilated

by another state ; it becomes identified

with the newer nation, and disappears

with its own character ; thus its civilisa-

tion may also disappear. This is a serious

possibility. It is the Medusa head of the

world's history which we must face—and
without stiffening to stone.

There is one truth, however, the know-
ledge of which fills us with hope for the
future : it is the fact that the results of

development and civilisation are often
transfused from one people to another,
so that a given development need not
start again from the very beginning.
This is owing to the capacity which races

have for absorbing or borrowing civilisa-

tions. Absorption of culture is by no
means universal ; it does not prevent the
occasional disappearance of civilisation,

for every civilisation has before it at least

the possibility of death. Nevertheless the
transmission and assimilation of culture

, -, - is constantly taking place.
Influence of t-,

-'
.

° ^ .

p . there are various ways m
On?Ano°her ^^hich it may be brought

about. A conquering nation
may bring its own civilisation with it to the
conquered ; culture is often forced upon
the latter by coercive measures. The con-
querors may acquire culture from the
vanquished ; or assimilation of culture
may come about without the subjection
of a people, through the unconscious
adoption of external customs and internal
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modes of thought. Finally, culture may
be borrowed consciously from one nation

by another, the one state becoming con-

vinced of Lhe outward advantages and inner

significance of the foreign civilisation.

In this way the problem of develop-

ment becomes very complicated ; many
institutions of vanished races thus con-

tinue to live on. Certainly the race that

acquires a foreign civilisation must, among
other things, be so constituted in its

motives and aspirations as to lose the very
nerves of its being, its very stability, in

order that, intoxicated with the joy of a

new life, all traces of its past existence may
be allowed to break up and disappear.

On the other hand, many a promising
germ of 'Culture possessed by a vigorous

people may come to grief, owing to the

influence of acquisitions from without.

But, in return, a race that knows how to

assimilate foreign culture may obtain a

civilisation of such efficiency as it would
never before have been capable of attain-

ing, by reason of the fact that its power
is established on a recently acquired basis,

and because it has been spared a multitude
of faltering experiments.

rogress
Civilisation may be mutu-

_ _ ally obtained from reciprocal
For Ever /. ,

.

u ^u •

iaction, nations both giving and
taking. Such a relation naturally arises

when states enter into intercourse with
one another, when they have become
acquainted with one another's various

institutions and are able to recognise the

great merits of foreign organisations and
the defects of their own. Especially the

world's commerce, in which every nation

wishes to remain a competitor, compels
towards mutual acceptance of custom and
law ; no nation desires to be left behind ;

and each discovers that it will fall to the

rear unless it borrow certain things from
the others. Such reciprocal action will

be the more effective the more like nations

are to one another, the better they under-

stand each other, and the more often they
succeed not only in adopting the outward
forms, but in absorbing the principles of

foreign institutions into their own beings.

Thus we may hope that even if the

nations of to day decay and disappear,

the labour of the world's progress will not

be lost ; it will constantly reappear in new
communities which ma}' rejoice in that

for which we have striven, and W'lich we
have acquired by the exertion of our own
powers. Joseph Kohler



THE SEVEN WONDERS OF ANCIENT CIVILISATION
From the French of Victor Hugo

Bv HAROLD BEGBIE
The Temple of Diana at Ephesus speaks:

'J'he sun standeth in the high places of the
mountains,

Inill of brightness and mirth is the dawn
Hut my loveliness is not shamed by him,
Neither is it dimmed :

I''or, behold and consider well, the sun is not
more than thought. [shall be

:

'J'hat which yesterday I was, to-morrow I

I live : I wear upon my brow the moving ages
and the spirit of man,

And genius, and art :

These things are more wonderful than the sun.

.-enseless is the stone in the earth, Inight

;

And the granite is not more than the formless
The alabaster knowcth not the dayspring
i'orphyry is blind,

And marble is without understanding

;

r<ui lot Ctesiphon pass,
( >T Daedalus, or Chresiphon,
And fix his eyes, full of llie divine flash.

Upon the ground where the rocks slumber,
And lo, they awake, they tremble, they are

stricken with understanding
;

[eyelid,

The granite, lifting some vague and troubled
Struggleth lo behold his master:
The rock feeleth within himself the breathing

of the unhewn statue, [darkness,

I'he marble stirs in the midnight of his

I'ecause that he is aware of the soul of a man.
The buried alabaster desireth to rise up from

the grave,
ICarth shudders, it trembleth violently.

It feels upon it the will of a man ;

And behold, beneath the gaze of him who
passelh with creation in his eyes,

From the deeps of the sacred earth

The sublirrie palace comes forth and mounts
upward.

When she has made an end, the Gardens of
Babylon sing their laud of Semiramis

:

I llory to Semiramis, [bridges
Who reared us up on the arches of the great
Whose span outraceth lime.

I his great queen was wont to delight herself

btrnealh our floating branches ;

1 n the midst of the ruin of two empires
>he laughed in our groves,

^he was happy in our green places ;

>he conquered the kings of far countries,

And when the man had humbled himself
l,o, she would go upon her way, [before her,

:-he would come hither,

j^he would sigh gleefully under our branches,
\ ery pleasantly would she lie down on the

skins of panthers.

And alter the Gardens have sung, there Is heard
the voice of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus

:

I am the monument of a heart that knew
itself infinite

;

Death is not death beneath my dome of blue,

Beneath my dome, death is victory,

Death is life. [precious stone
Here hath death so much of gold and cl

That he boasteth himself thereof;

Behold, I am the burial which is a pageant,
And the sepulchre which is a palace.

Then, like a g:reat thunder, the voice of Jupiter

:

I am the Olympian,
The lord of the muses ;

All that which hath life, or breath, or love, or

thought, or growth.

Growelh, thinketh, livelh, loveth, and breatheth
in me.

_
[feet

The incense of supplication which rises to my
Trembles with terror and affriglit

;

The slope of my brow doth touch the axis of

the world
;

The tempest speaketh with me before he
troubles the waters

;

I endure without age
;

I e.xist without pang ;

Unto me one thing only is impossible

—

To die.

After Jupiter, from the island of Pharos sounds
the voice of the great Lighthouse

:

In the midst of the mighty waters
I tarry for the ceasing of the centuries.
Sostratus the Cnidian built me,
He built me that there might be thrown
Across the rolling waters,
And through the darkness where hirkelh

destruction,

A rebuke to the lovely vanity of the stars.

After the Lighthouse, the Colossus at Rhodd

:

1 am the true Ligiithouse.

Rhodes lies at my threshold.
Before the steadfast gaze of my unsleeping eves
Winter maketh white the mountains. j mists;
I behold the deep waters in their cavernous
I am the sentinel whom none cometh to relieve

;

I look forth upon the coring of the night,
.And upon the coming of the dawn
I behold the lifting of the mists,

I behold the terror of the sea,

With the immense dreaming of Colossus.

And last speaks the Pyramid of Cheops

:

The desert, spread like a table, lieth beneath
my foundations.

Lo, from some mysterious gateway of the night
I lift unto heaven my stair of terror.

And out of the darkiltss itself seemeth it that I

am builded.
The sphinxes dropped their broods in the

caverns; [sighing;

The centuries went by ; the winds passed
And Cheops said again : I am eternal

!

Then, after a profound silence, the creeping
worm of the sepulchre lifteth up his voice

:

1 say unto you Buildings that ye rise, and
arise still more !

Set ye up a stone above a stone,

Above cities lift your.selves up, O temples I

Lift up yourselves, like Babel !

Column above column ;

Higher and yet higher ;

Let palaces arise upon the hollow places

And let nothingness be fastened upon the

foundations of night

!

Ye are like smoke.
Therefore exalt yourselves with the clouds

!

Set not an end to your boasting !

Mount up, mount up, for ever ! [wait.

Lo, in the dust beneath jour feet 1 crawl and
Small am I, O mighty ones,

And yet I say unto you,
From the going down of the sun to his rising up,

From all the corners of the earth,

Everything which hath substance and which
The thing which is sorrowful, [hath being,

And the thing which is glad.

Descend unto me. [for ever.

And 1 only have strength and I only endure
For behold, 1 am death.

IE
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THE HANGING GARDENS OF BABYLON
The Hanging Gardens have been atLribuced to Semiramis, although Nebuchadnezzar is also said to have built them
to please one of his wives, vrho, coming from a hilly country to Babylon, in the midst of a vast and barren plain,

sighed for some reminder of the leafy beauty of her old home. The gardens, built in the form of a square
extending some 700 feet on each side, rose to a great he-ght in terrace upon terrace supported by massive
pillars. A remarkable hydraulic system kept their multitudinous plants and trees in almost perpetual verdure.
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THE Pykamius, uF EGYPT
For six thousand years the Pyramids have thrown their shadow across the sands of Eg:ypt. The stone of which they
are built would make a g-reat wall from Cairo to New York ; the white marble which covered them would have built
more king's palaces than Egypt has had need of. The building' of the Great Pyramid employed 100,000 slaves for 30 years,
and the geometrical perfection of it is a marvel to this day. Khufu, or Cheops, who built the Great Py ramid—probably
as his tomb—reigned about 4700 B.C., so that the pyramid is more than three times as old as the Roman Empire.
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THE MAUSOLEUM AT HALICARNASSUS
This famous monument of antiquity was erected in the year 354 B.C. to the memory of King Mausolus of Caria
by his widow Artemisia, at Halicarnassus, the beautiful Greek city-colony on the shores of the .<Egean Sea. Some
idea of its size will be gathered from the fact that it was surrounded by an esplanade which measured over
three hundred feet on each side, while its total height was nearly a hundred and fifty feet. The statue existed almost
intact until the fourth century of our own era, and was finally destroyed in the Middle Ages by the Turks.
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THE COLOSSUS OF RHODES
This short-lived achicveiuent of ancient art dated from about 300 B.C. It was the largest of a hundred statues to

the sun-god raised in the island of Rhodes, any one of which, said Pliny, would have made famous the place where
it stood. Dedicated to Apollo, who was thought to have delivered Rhodes from Demetrius Poliorcetes, it was
made from the engines of war which that besieger left behind. One finger of it was larger than an ordinary statue.

An earthquake in 224 B.C. destroyed it, but even in its broken and fallen state it was long the wonder of Rhodes,
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THE TEMPLE OF DiAiNA Ai EPHtbUb

"Great js Diana of the Ephesians." Her temple was burned down in 356 B.C., and subsequent to that year the great
temple lamed in history was erected by the lonians. It is said to have taken 220 years to construct, and measured
about 4C3 feet in length and 200 feet in width, while it contained no fewer than 127 Ionic columns nearly 65 feet high.
The temple was despoiled by Nero and destroyed by the Goths in 262 A.D., but some of its ruins still remain.
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THE STATUE OF JUPITER ON OLYMPUS
The world-famous statue of Jupiter was tiie work of the great sculptor Phidias. It measured 43 feet in hei^jht above
the base. The body of the god was carved from ivory, and the drapery was of solid gold. No other statue
of such magnitude, of such artistic perfection, or of such precious material, has been known to history. Among
the ruins of the temp'.e are still to be seen the remains of the black marble mosaic on which the statue stood.
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THE LIGHTHOUSE OF ALEXANDRIA
Jn the island of Pharos, close to Alexandria, stood the famous lightliouse erected by Ptolemy Philadelphus about 280 B.C.
Constructed of white marble, in a series of vast stages of vaulted masonry, it reached the height of 520 feet, and in its

summit burned, night and day, an immense beacon fire of wood, which could be seen 30 miles at sea. The lighthouse was
gradually destroyed by earthquakes and the action of the sea but existed in some condition to the end of the 13th century.
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BIBT noN

ANDT f RACES
THE RISE OF CIVILISATION

IN EGYPT
BY PROFESSOR FLINDERS PETRIE

IN looking back to the beginning of

civilisation in any country, we have
to deal with the physical changes which
the land has undergone, and to con-

sider the conditions which promoted or

h.indered the advance of its inhabitants.

The nature of a country largely rules

the nature of its people, both bodily

and mentally ; and it may even be true

that, if sufficient time be given, the same
character and structure will always be

produced by equal conditions.

From historical records, and the ccme-
'.eries that have been examined, it appears

chat the beginning of a continuous "civil-

isation in Egypt must be set as far back
as about 10,000 years ago, or

8000 B.C. The question then
Civilisation

10,000
Y is, how far the condition of the

ago
^Q^^j^i^-y ^|- ^Yi-a.i age was similar

to that now seen ? The present state

is quite new, geographically speaking, as

the deposit of mud by the Nile, provid-

ing a suitable soil, is only a matter of a

few thousand years. The accumulation of

deposit is about 5 in. in a century (47 at

Naukratis, 5-1 at Abusir. 5-5 at Cairo);

and the depth of it is not less than 26 ft.,

and varies in different places down to

62 ft. The lower depths are, however,

often mixed with sand beds, and do not

show the continuous mud deposit ; hence

the average depth of 30 ft. is too large,

and if we accept 35 ft., it will certainly

be a full estimate." At the average rate

of deposit, this would be formed in 6,000

\^ears. But, on the other hand, the deposit

may have been slower at the beginning,

and hence the age would be earlier. Also,

the full depth may be greater, owing to

some l:)orings hitting on ground which v.-as

originally above the river. Hence the

extreme limits of age of Nile
How we

deposit in different positions

IhevZe
^^'^ perhaps 7,000 to 15.000

years, and probably about

10,000 years may be a likely age for the

beginning of continuous Nile mud strati-

fication. Hence it is clear that the start

of the civilisation was about contemporary
with the first cultivable ground.

Earlier than the Nile deposits there

must have been some rainfall, enough to

keep up the volume of the river, and to

])revent its slackening, so as to deposit

its burden. We must picture, then, the

country as having enough rainfall for a

scanty vegetation in the valleys, while

the Nile flowed down a mighty stream,

filling the v/hole bed as it now does in

flood, and bearing its mud out to the sea.

except' in some backwaters which were

shoaling up. Such a land would support

a small population of hunters, who
the desert game and snared

hippopotami in the marshes.

The Nile had been in course

of recession for a long period

before it began to rise again

its bed. The gravels high

above the present Nile contain flints

flaked by human work : nuich as in Sinai

such flakes are found, deep in the filling

of the valleys which belong to a pluvial
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period. Yet after the Nile had retreated

down to the present level, man appears

to have been still in the Paheolithic stage,

as freshly staked, unrolled flints have

been found at the lowest surface level of

the desert. As the country, while drying

up, and before mud deposits were laid

down, would have only been suited for

occupation by hunters, it seems
The First

-oi^able that Pala^ohthic Man
Dwellers .n

^^^ continued in Egypt until
the Land

^^^ beginning of the Nile de-

posits—that is to say, till the beginning

of the continuous civilisation as dis-

covered in the cemeteries.

BrsHMAX Type. On turning to the

remains of the earliest burials, we find

that in many cases female figures of the

Bushman—or more precisely Koranna

—

type, were placed in the graves ; while at

the same time long, slender figures of the

European type are also found. The
inference is that the Palaeolithic race of

the Koranna type was known to the

earliest civilised race in Egypt, and that

they were being expelled and exterminated,

as only female figures are found—repre-

senting captive slave women—and even

these soon disappear. Thus it would
seem that Egypt, as an almost desert

region, before the formation of the cultiv-

able mud flats, was the last home on the

Mediterranean of the hunters who con-

tinued in the Palaeohthic stage. The
physical type of the figures which we can

attribute to this earliest population, has

the Bushman characteristics of fatness

of the thighs and hips, with a deep
lumbar curve ; and a line of whisker

covers the jaws of the

female figures, akin to

the fur on the bodies
of women on the Bras-
sempouy and Lau-
gerie - Basse ivory
carvings. This indi-

cates that they be-

longed to a cold
cHmate, and had not
been developed in

Egypt. As, however,
man had certainly

dwelt in the Nile

valley for long age^.

this northern indica

tion points to a com-
paratively recent

such as has been the rule throughout
historical times.

^

Prehistoric Period. The beginning

of the continuous civilisation of the

country must be placed a about 8000 B.C.

The written history extends back to the

first dynasty, and places that at 5500 B.C.,

and this is checked at the sixth, twelfth,

and eighteenth dynasties by records of

the rising of Sirius, and of the seasons in

the shifting year, which agree to this

dating in general. For the length of the

prehistoric age before these written records

there is no exact dating. But, as in a given
district of Egypt, where all the desert has
been searched, the prehistoric graves are

about as numerous as those made during
the six thousand years of the historic

time, at least 2,000 or 3,000 years must
be allowed. The amount of change in

every kind of production during this age
is considerable ; and as we can trace two
cycles of civilisation, which usually occupy
about 1,500 years each in the later times,

it is likely that 2,500 years is too little

rather than too long a period. As no
definite scale of years can be used, the
dating of the graves of this age is treated

as a matter of sequence. From
a careful statistical classing of

the pottery, it is practicable to

put about a thousand of the
fullest graves into their original order

;

this series is then divided into 50 equal
parts, and these are numbered from
30 to 80. Thus, sequence date 30 is the

carliast type of graves yet found, and
s.D. 80 is of the age of Mena, the founder
of the first dynasty. The sequence dates

are given below for

each stage of the pre-

historic times.

Earliest Burials.
The earliest graves
found are shallow cir-

cular hollows on the

desert, about 30 in.

across, and a foot

deep. The body lies

closely doubled up,

wrapped in goat-skins.

There are very few
objects placed with
these burials; a

single cup of pottery,

Time
Without

Dates

irie. FIRST INHABITANTS OF EGYPT, red, with black top ;

A. female figures of the Bushman type are found in the rarely, a slate palette
very earhest Egyptian graves, it is thought that this • j • r

mvasion from a colder race was native'' to tiie° country and was gradually for grinding ( faCC
^,^ o ,x,^-^,r^^^ ^^^,^^^^ expelled by the first civilised people. The photograph __• + . „„j ;'„ r^r>ato a warmer climate, uiustrates one of the fifeures taken from a grave, paint

J
and, in oue
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grave, a copper pin to fasten the goat-
skin. Pottery was in a simple stage, and
weaving was quite unknown. These graves
are classed as sequence date 30.

First Civilisation. The next period
is that of the white patterns on red (s.d. 31
to 34). This use of lines of raised white slip

is the same as on the present Kabyle
pottery, and the patterns are so closely

ahke on the ancient and modern that this

forms a strong evidence for a Western
connection of the

people. In this

jieriod the main
lines of the civili-

sation become
clearly marked.
The fine flint chip-

ping with delicate

serrated edges ; the

polished red pot-

tery, of circular The
- ised

S.D. 40 and 44. These changes serve to

stamp the point of the change, but it is

in other respects that the differences

are most visible. The black-topped pottery,

red polished, and fancy forms of pottery
cease to develop after 43, whereas the

decorated pottery, with brown line patterns

on buff ware, is scarcely known till 40,

and the late class of pottery begins at 43.
In the stone vases the forms of tall tubular

shape, with handles, cease at 40, and the

barrel forms begin

at 39, and are

dominant by 42.
In flint wox^k the

^miMMWW WiSsMS^^SK ^'^^ious new types

^IHII^ ^WBS^W begin from 39 to

45 ; the disc mace
dies out about 40,

and the pear-
POTTERY OF FIRST EGYPTIAN CIVILISATION shaped macc be-
otteryof the first period of Egyptian civilisation is character- gius at 42. In the

ori/l ,-,< f-.n^T7 Jsea oy raised white lines on a red body, and from the fact that it i ,„ i .. ijand Ot lancy closely resembles the pottery of the Kabyle people, who live in S^atC paletteS old
forms : the tall North Africa to-day it is thought the first Egyptian civilisation tVDCS Vauish and

'. ,
, , . may have come from the west. These examnlp<:arp hpfr.rp-,r.~, R r ^J f^-^ v ciinoii tin^

round- bottomed
stone vases ; the slate palettes for face-paint,

of animal forms and of rhombic shape ; the

use of sandals; the ivory combs with animal
iigures ; the disc-shaped mace-head—all of

these were in use with the white cross-lined

pottery, and stamp the general type of

_ the beginning of the civilisa-

EmerTn °from
*^°"- ^^^ ^""^^ ^^^°^^ "'

th™^Nr"t^
'^°™

^ settled population, with
strong artistic taste in

handicraft, but not in copying Nature

;

with patience for very long and skilful

work, and probably organised, therefore,

under chiefs who commissioned such
labour

;
yet with sufficient general demand

for fine things to have raised hand pottery
to its highest level ; with strong beliefs

about a future life, as shown by the uniform
detail of the position of the body and the
nature of the offerings in the grave

;

with the arts of spinning and weaving

;

fairly clothed, as shown by the use of

sandals ; fighters, with finely-made and
treasured weapons ; with the use of

personal marks for property—altogether

much in the stage which we now see in

the highest races of the Pacific or Central
Africa.

Eastern Invasion. This civilisation

had lasted for a few centuries when we
see a change come over it. On searching
the types of pottery we see many new
forms arisii g from s.d. 38 to 43, while

many older types disappear between

These examples are before 7000 B.C.
new ones arise

from 37 to 42. The same is seen in

ivories. Foreign intercourse was increased,
as silver (from Asia Minor ?), lazuli

(from Persia ?), serpentine and haematite
(from Sinai ?) all come into use from
38 to 40. In copying Nature, the steato-

pygous figures of the Bushman type
are only found before 38, and human
figure amulets are known from down to

44. Animal figure amulets begin in 45.
Multiple burials in graves are common
down to 40, and continue till 43 ; only
single burials are known later.

The racial changes that are thus in-

dicated by these widespread differences

can only be traced by the different pro-

ducts. The white line pottery charac-
teristic of the earliest people is closely

hke that of the Kabyles, and the simi-

larity of the skull measurements show that

there is no bar to accepting the con-

nection with the North African race.

But the details of the new people, using
animal amulets, a face veil, wavy-handled

pottery like that of early Pales-

tine, and the Asiatic silver

and lazuli, all point to their

coming in from the East. This
change may be further linked with the

religious traditions. This later myth-
ology taught that Osiris had found the

Egyptians in a brutal existence, and he
had taught them agriculture, laws, and
worship ; this appears to be the tradition
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of the bringing in of cultivalion by tlie

earliest civilisation at s.d. 30. His wor-

shippers were allied with those of Isis, who
were a kindred trilie. Hence O-iris is said

to have married his sister Isis. The myth
further shows that this civilisation was
attacked treacherously by the tribe who
worshipped Set, in confederacy with an

Ethiopian queen, and they suc-

ceeded in suppressing the wor-

ship of Osiris and removing
his remains to Byblos in Syria.

This seems to agree to the influx of Asiatic

influence, about s.d. 40, which we have
noticed above. The correction of the calen-

dar from 360 to 365 days, is attributed to

the beginning of the civilisation (at S.D.

30) by the myth that Osiris and his cycle

of gods were born on the extra live days.

Second Civilisation. The second pre-

historic civilisation, of which we have

What
Mythology

Says

stone \ dses were wrought ; and tiiat by
the form of the vase they were probably
the same people as the later prehistoric

stock. Yet, on the other hand, we occa-

sionally find i:)ottery vases of that people

in the earlier jirehistoric age, so that they
must have been in touch with Egypt
throughout. The more likely source for

them was the mountainous region, where
snow sometimes lies, between Egypt and
the Red Sea : and certainl}' this was the

source of the rare igneous rocks used for

the prehistoric vases.

The general conclusion would be, then,

that a people occupying the mountainous
region east of Egypt had an independent
civilisation, and were in touch with the

early prehistoric people of the Nile valley.

Then about s.d. 38 they began to push
down into Egypt, and fully entered it

by s.d. 44, bringing with them various

4A^Ai4AA44AA^

PREHISTORIC ships : THE EARLIEST PICTURES OF EGYPTIAN VESSELS
The pottery of the second period of Egyptian civilisation is rich in representations of prehistoric ships. The vessels
are snown with many oars, and the cabins are placed amidship with a gangway between. It is gatliered from these
crude drawings that in prehistoric times there was a considerable shipping trade along the coast of Egypt.

traced the Asiatic source, is specially

marked by the use of a hard buff pottery,

on which designs are often painted in

brown outline. The art of these has no
connection with that of the early white
line designs ; the habit of covering figures

with cross lines, and the imitation of

basket-work, have entirely disappeared

;

and, on the contrary, the plant, ostrich,

and ship designs are quite new.
What, then, were the connections of

these people ? One indication is gleaned
from carvings at the close of the pre-

historic age. Two tributaries of the new
king of Egypt are shown bearing stone
vases of the style of those of the second
prehistoric civilisation, s.d. 45-75. They
have large pointed noses, and wear pig-

tails, and another tributary of the same
type wears a long robe. Hence we may see
that they came from a cold region where
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different points of their own civilisation,

and expelling the Osiris worship in favour
of Set, who was their god. They probably
brought in the Semitic elements to the

Egyptian language, along with the other
Asiatic connections.

Shipping. Under this new order of

things we see much more foreign and mari-
time connection. The introduction of

silver from Asia, of lazuli from
Persia, of haematite from Sinai,

of serpentine from the Arabian
desert—all show this. On the

vases we see the starfish painted, and one
of the most usual decorations was the

figure of a great galley or ship. These
ships are shown with oars on the pottery

vases, and without oars or sails on the

tomb paintings. From the proportion of

the figures they appear to have been as

much as 50 ft. long, and this is confirmed

Fleet of

Prehistoric

Ships
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by the oars, which number ni) to sixty.

Neither indication is exact : but the ten-

dency would be to exaggerate the size of

the figures, and certainly not to diminish
them, and so aggrandise the ship. The
shipbuilding in the early history may
]-)repare us for the earlier rise of such
work, when we read of Senefru building

sixty ships of a hundred feet long in one
year.

These j)rehistoric ships were all of one
l)attern. Amidships were the large cabins,

and thei"e was no poop or forecastle struc-

ture, probablj^ because of the want of

support fore and aft, the flotation being

mainly in the middle. The two cabins

were separated by a broad gangway across

the boat, and joined above the gangway
by a bridge from roof to roof. Lesser

cabins projected fore and aft from the

main cabins. On the roofs were rails at

the corners, so as to secure top cargo

without getting in the way of loading it up.

In a large ship there was an upper cabin

on the hinder main one, a light shelter

shaded with branches. From the back
of the hinder cabin stood up a tall pole

bearing a solid object as a

standard, which we shall notice
Ships

Were Like
below. At the stern was the

steersman seated by an vipright

post, to which was probably lashed the

steering oar, as in the historical boats. In

the bows was a low j)latform, with a rail

round it, for the look-out, shaded with
branches. The cabins were narrower than
the beam, and left free space for rowers
on each side.

Foreign Imports. Vessels of this large

size certainly imply a corresponding
importance of commerce. We have noted
ah-eady the foreign imports into Egypt ; and
others imply more distinctly a sea inter-

course. From s.D. 33 down to s.d. 68 there

is found black pottery with incised basket-

work patterns [page 238] filled in with
white. It is always rare, only occurring in

less than i i)er cent, of the graves, and in

only one case was there more than a solitary

example. It is entirely disconnected from
the Egyptian types, but it is closely akin

to pottery found on the north of the

Mediterranean, in Spain (Ciempozuelos),

m Bosnia, and in the earliest town of Troy.
At the close of the prehistoric age the

black pottery of the late Neolithic city of

Knossos is found in the lowest levels of

the temple at Abydos. And in the royal

tombs of the first dynasty there many

vases and pieces ha\c l)ern found which
are clearly of the earliest age of ]:)ainted

/Egean pottery. Considering that the bulk
of the trade must have been for perish-

able goods—oil and skins from Crete and
Greece, corn and beans from Egypt

—

it is not to be expected that a great

amount of breakable pottery would pas.-

_ . and be preserved in burials.
Trade t,
.

J.,
1 here are, moreover, some

jj
tallies left to us besides the

northern pottery. Throughout
the later prehistoric age emery was regu-
larly in use for all the grinding and
jwlishing of stone vases and of carnelian
beads ; and so common that one excelsior

spirit in search of a tour de force had even
cut a vase out of block emery, as being the
hardest known material. This emery, so
far as we know, must have come from
Smyrna. Again, the gold of the first

dynasty contains a large amount of silver.

This points to its source from the Pactolus
region, where electrum was found, rather
than from Nubia, where the gold is free

from silver.

CONNFXTION OF THE SHIPPING. When
we look at the evidence of the ships them-
selves we see that it points to their having
been used at sea rather than on the Nile.

It is impossible to row a ship up against

the Nile stream, which runs at three miles

an hour, and sailing or towing is the only
way to go southward in Egypt. But in

only one instance is a ship with a sail repre-

sented, while there are many dozens of

figures of rowing vessels. The galley has

always been the type of business ship on
the Mediterranean. All through the clas-

sical wars the rowing galley was the main-

stay of power. The Homeric catalogue of

ships, the Phoenician coinage, the Assyrian

sculptures, the Greek fleets, the Cartha-

ginian navy and its destroyers of Rome,
the pirates of Liburnia and Lycia, down to

the Venetian fleet and the French galleys

of a couple of centuries ago, all show
the dominance of the oar.

°'^. The nature of the standards
nsigns

1^1pon poles carried by the ships
Carried 11 1 • a j. j

has been variously mterpreted.

We can distinguish the elephant, bird

on a crescent, and fish ; the two or

four pair of horns, the bush, and the

branch ; the rows of two, three, four, or

five hills : the crossed arrows, and the

harpoon, besides other forms which we
cannot identify. The question is, what view-

will account for these most completely ^
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ARTICLES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE EARLY CIVILISATION OF EGYPT
(i) Slate palettes on which paint for rubbing round the eyes was ground

; (2) adze heads and harpoons, the
harpoons at the sides being of bone, the others of copper; (3) beautifully flaked flint knife; (4) serpent amulet
of stone ; (5) maces of quartzose rock, very effective weapons ; (6) forked lances of flint ; (7) combs
of ivory

; (8) vases carved from hard stoue ; (9) black incised pottery, a foreign import into early Egypt
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Some have thought they were emblems
of gods, and that the boats were sacred

to divinities ; but there are many which
cannot ])c thus explained. Others have

they indicated tribes
;

of repetitions, and the
duplicates together, are

Marks of personal ownership
suggested ; and this is not

thought that

but the rarity

absence of any
against this,

have been

HTT

impossible, as they might be well dedicated

to special gods. But the prominence of

the groups of hills as signs agrees best with
their being marks of the ports from which
they hailed ; the divine emblems would
naturally be those of the god of the port,

the number of hills would be very likely to

distinguish different ports, the elephant,

the bush, or the fish might well be the mark
of a port. And the parallel in later times

of such being distinctive ensigns for ports

—as in the ensign of Gades found in the

Red Sea—agrees to this usage. The carry-

ing of a port ensign in an age of independent
city-states was equivalent to a national

flag in later times
;

ancl it was essential

for showing friends

or foes.

We have dwelt at

length on the detail

of this shipping, as

it is the most im-

portant subject for

showing the extent

and character of the

early civilisation. It

takes two to trade as

well as to quarrel

;

and these large ships

were not rowed about the Mediterranean
unless there was a paying trade to be done
on those coasts, a people civilised enough
to produce goods that were wanted and to

require foreign stuff in exchange, and a

society stable enough to enable goods to be
stocked in bulk and traded without any
serious risk of fraud or force.

Hunting. The main occupation repre-

sented in the prehistoric paintings is hunt-
ing. The bow and arrow was
used. The bow was a single

piece of wood, painted red and
covered with zigzag white lines

;

the arrow was of reed, with a point several

inches long of hard wood. The forked lance

of flint was also a favourite weapon [p. 238]

;

it was inserted at the end of a wooden
shaft, which was controlled by a long thong
of leather ending in alabaster knobs which

Mode of

Ostrich

Hunting

This lance

parallel to

in fishing,

the trap,

formed of

STANDARDS OF EGYPTIAN SHIPS
There has been much speculation as to the significance
of the standards carried by the most ancient of tlie

Egyptian vessels, as recorded on pottery and else-
where. Some examples of these standards are here
given. The most reasonable supposition is that these
devices indicated the port from which the vessel sailed.

Ingenuity

of the

Hunters

kept it from entirely flying from the fingers.

Thus the lance could be thrown by a man
in ambush to cut the legs of a gazelle,

while, if it missed, it was jerked back
by the elastic thong, and so saved from
breaking the delicate edge of flint. These
forked lances are found throughout nearly
all the prehistoric time ; and they con-

tinued in use in North Africa

till the Roman Age, when Com-
modus borrowed thence their

use for hunting the ostrich,

retained by a thong was the
the favourite harpoon used
Another mode of hunting was
This is represented as being
pointed sjilints or stakes,

lashed together like spokes of a wheej,

with the points around a central hollow.

Such traps to catch the legs of animals
are used now in Africa, and an example
was found at the Ramesseum, dating
perhaps from the twentieth dynasty.
Sticks or clubs were used in hunting and

in fighting.

Fighting. The
earliest representa-

tion of fighting is on
a vase of the white
slip on red, at the

beginning of the pre-

historic age. On that

a man with long,

wavy hair appears to

be spearing another
man in the side.

Later, there are the

fighters on the Hiera-

konpolis tomb, at

about s.D. 63. On this hooked sticks are

used, and the fighters are clad with a

spotted animal's hide on the back. One
man has been killed, and another is hard
pressed, fallen on one knee. To save him-
self from blows he has taken off the hide

and is holding it up, thus anticipating the

use of the shield. It seems likely that the

Egyptian shields of hide stretched on a

frame of sticks were directly copied
from this use of the hide that was other-

wise worn on the body. In another group
a black man is holding three red captives

bound with a black cord, while two red

men approach him to deliver their

kindred.

The weapons mostly found are the stone

maces [page 238]. These were sharp-edged
discs in the earlier age, a form which is

very effective in a mixed fight, as it
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with

Maces

and perfection of hand work. The Scandi-

navian flint chipping used to be regarded

as the most perfect, but the Egyptian
work entirely surpasses it in regularity

and boldness.

Stone Vases. Hard stones were largely

employed for making vases [page 238].

In the earlier age tall, cylindrical forms
were used, and in the later age barrel

forms. The earlier material was usually

basalt, but syenite, porphyry, alabaster

and limestone were also used. The later

materials included slate, grey limestone,

breccia, serpentine, and diorite. The
hollowing out of these vases was by
giinding, but the outside was entirely

formed by chipping and polishing

without rotary motion. The per-

fect regularity of the forms, and
the fine taste shown in the curves

of the outlines, as well as the

hardness of the material, place

the vase working higher than any
work of the historic times.

Pottery. Pottery was greatly

developed, although the wheel was
not used, and all the forms were
entirely modelled by hand and
eye without mechanical guidance.

The outlines are true and fine, the

circularity is astonishingly regular,

although all the trimming and
polish runs verti-

cally ; and it was
as easy in such a

mode of building

to make oval,

doubled, or
square forms, all

of which are
found. The
specially later

^ is the
another man in the side. Later, are fighters on the Hierakonpolis tlQ,^r.i-Q+ArI ^i-itVi

hooked sticks and clad in piebald hides of animals. uecoidLeu, \\ ILIJ

jannot be turned aside like a battleaxe,

but must cut in whatever direction it

lalls. These maces were usually made
of porphyry and other quartzose rocks.

The mace used in the later age was of a

pear shape, and this form was continued

. into the historic times, and per-
Fighting

pgtuated in the conventional

scene of the king striking an
enemy, even in the latest times.

The handle holes in these maces are

very small, and this shows that prob-

ably the handles were dried thongs of

hide. Nothing else would be sufficiently

tough and elastic. The flint dagger was
probably also used, and certainly the

copper dagger. A very fine ex-

ample of this, dated to s.d. 55 or f

60, is wrought with a quadran-

gular blade, giving the utmost
strength and hghtness, a better

design th;n that of any daggers

of the historic times.

Tools. Tools of metal begin

with smaU, square chisels of copper

at S.D. 38. The intermediate

examples have not been found till

we reach a fine large chisel of

copper at the close of the pre-

historic. Adzes of copper [p. 238J
begin at s.d. 56, or earlier, and
increase in size down to historic

times ; they con-

tinued to be the

favourite tool of

t h e Egyptians
for both wood
and stone work-
ing until Greek
times. Borers
are usually
tapered, to work
in soft material.

Needles of cop-

per appear as

early as s.d. 48, and the fastening pins

of copper begin with the very earliest

graves of s.d. 30.

Flint working was the greatest artistic

industry of the prehistoric age. The
surfaces were not merely reduced by hap-
hazard flaking, but the flints were ground
into form, and then reflaked in a mar-
vellously regular manner with uniform
parallel grooves [page 238J. The finishing

of the edges by deep serrations of the

fineness of forty to the inch, and the
chipping out of delicate armlets of flint,

show also the same astonishing skill
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THE FIRST PICTURES OF FIGHTING
The earliest representation of fighting-, at the beginning of the
prehistoric age, shows a man with long, wavy hair, spearing pottery
another mar ' " -'"- ' ' t^-t-^ ^l- tt- i i:_

tomb, using
brown - red lines

on a hard buff body. The forms are

clearly copied from those of the stone

vases ; and the patterns are derived from
the fossils and veins in the stone, or

from the cordage net in which the vases

were slung for carrying. Next
appear aloes and other bushes,

and figures of ships, which
we have already noticed.

Rows of ostriches and of hills arc also

favourite designs.

Other pottery of this ware, hut not

decorated, has a curious type of pro-

jecting ledge, wavy up and down, for

1,000

Forms of

Pottery
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handles. Beginning at s.d. 40 as a globular

vessel, the type narrows to an upright

jar ; by s.d. 60 the handles dwindle,

becoming united around it as a wavy
band of pattern ; by s.d; 70 the jar at

last becomes a cylinder ; by s.d. 75 the
band becomes a mere line ; and then
after s.d. 80—in the first ctynasty—the

jar dwindles to a rough tube like a thumb-
stall. The contents of such jars similarly

deteriorate. At first, perfumed ointment
was put in them, then it was covered with
a layer of mud to retain

the scent ; the mud in-

creased until it was
merely scented mud, then
only plain mud was used,

and lastly they were left

empty. Beside many other

forms of this hard
ware there was also

a long series of types
in a rough brown
pottery, which passed
on into the ordinary
pottery of the first

dynasty. As there

they only l>elung to tlie earlier age, sug-
gesting that the hair was worn shorter
in the second })eriod. Decorated tusks

of ivory are also early ; they were fastened
on to leather work, probably to close the
openings of water skins. Ivory spoons
belong only to the second period, as like-

wise do the forehead pendants of shell.

Amulets of animal forms were fre-

quent in the second period. They are

generally cut in stone, carnelian, serpen-

tine, porphyry, and coloured limestones.

The forms are the bull's

head (which continued in

use into historic times),

the hawk, serpent [p. 238],
frog, fly, scorpion, claw,

vase, and spear head. The
meanings attached to

them are quite un-

known.
Games are found,

as shown by the ivory

draughtsmen. the
small balls on
marbles, the stone

gateway and nine-PREHISTORIC POTTERY OF EGYPT
are over a thousand The later pottery of the prehistoric period is characterised pins fpage 2421, the
,.„ *

J r r ,1 • by brown-red hues on a hard hurt body. The forms f- r i- i

different forms of this and decorations have been copied from earUer stone ngures Ot lions and
prehistoric pottery ^^^^'' ^"'^ *'''°" ^''« "«^^ '" "^^'""^ ^''^y "^^'^ ''^"'^'^- hares, and the throw-

A Constant

Personal

Possession

known, and their study has been the key to

the whole arrangement of that age, this

subject is a very wide one, which we have
barely noticed here.

Slate Palettes. A constant personal

jiossession was the slab of slate upon
which the green malachite or

red ochre was ground for colour-

ing around the eyes. Usualty
a brown pebble crusher accom-

panies it ; and the dead often have a

little leather bag of malachite in the

hands. These slate palettes begin with
a plain rhomb form, probably de-

rived from the natural cleavages of the

slate rock. Well-formed animal figures

were also carved as slate silhouettes ; the

deer, hippopotamus, and turtle are the

oldest, and the fish also comes into the

earlier age. The double bird tyjie begins

with the second age, and all the types

continuously degrade by repeated copy-

ing until their original form is quite

indistinguishable at the close of the

prehistoric age [page 238].
Personal Objects. Ivory car^nng

is common, mainly for long combs
to fasten up the hair. These usually

have an animal on the top of them ; but

ing slips for obtaining a count as with dice

Clothing. The clothing of men was,

at most, the kilt of linen, or an animal's

hide put over the body. Often only a

belt was worn, with three narrow striji^

hanging down in front. A usual covering

was a belt with a sheath attached to it

to hold up the genitals. With the pleated

kilt was also worn a belt having apparenfl}'

a jackal tail hung behind. On some figures

there is merely a double rope* round the

waist. These various forms may belong
to different peoples and periods ; but
there are hardly enough examples to

prove any distinctions, as the varying
circumstance of the figures, captive and
conquered, resting and working, rich

and poor, in heat and in cold, may easily

have led to the different dress that we
see. Women are represented

with a white linen petticoat

from the waist to the feet.

Leather was a favourite

material for clothing, as well as for bags.

It was painted with patterns, and deco-

rated with beads, reminding us of the

North American work.

Decay of Civilisation. All of tki?

civilisation gradually decayed ; the
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What
the People

Wore
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pottery is seen becoming coarser, good

work dying out in rougher copying, new
types seldom appearing, cheaper and

poorer objects being more usual. There

is ground, however, for supposing that

at some time in this age there was a

central rule at HeliopoHs. There are

many -traditions of a principaHty there,

which must certainly have
been before the dynasties. TheThe Oldest

Capital
sacred emblem preserved in

of Egypi
^^g temple was the shepherd's

crook, haq, which served for the .title of
" prince " in all l^ter times ; the other

sacred emblem was the whip, and these

two were the royal emblems of Osiris.

The title of the nome was " the princes'

territory," and this capital retained in

later ages the reputation of being the

centre of learning and theology. And on

the fragment of the early annals known
as the " Palermo Stone " there is shown

THE EARLIEST GAME OF NINEPINS
These ninepins, the gate to play through,

_
and tlie

porphyry balls were all found in a child's grave.

a long row of kings of Lower Egypi
before -the dynasties ; these cannot have
ruled at Memphis, as that was a new
foundation by Menes.
History in Mythology. Of the break-

up of this civilisation we may trace some
relation in the mythology. After Isis

had recovered the body of Osiris, and the

worship of the Osiris and Isis tribes had
revived again from the Semitic invasion

of Set worshippers. Set again
History as

attacked the Osiris worship,

^^""J^**
'" and scattered the body of

y o ogy
Qg-j-jg jj^|.Q fourteen parts in

different places. This refers probably

to the distribution of parts of the body
to different districts, when it was cut

up in the funeral ceremonies, according

to prehistoric usage. These parts of

Osiris were kept at sixteen nomes in

Egypt in historic times, six in the Nile

valley and ten in the Delta, probably
tha original nomes of the country. The
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End of

Prehistoric

Times

civil discord implied in this persecution

must have weakened the land ; and then
came the attack by the hawk worshippers
from the south. In the legend of Horbe-
hudti, or Horus of Edfu, we read that

the crocodiles and hippopotami (animals
of Set), attacked him, and his servants,

armed with metal weapons, smote and
conquered them, slaying 381 before the
city of Edfu. Then the worshippers of

Horus allied themselves with the sun
worshippers, and " Horbehudti changed
his form into that of a winged sun disc,"

and " took with him Nekhebt the goddess
of the South and Uazet, the goddess of

the North, in the form of two serpents,

that they might destroy their enemies
in the bodily forms of crocodiles and
hippopotami." That is to say, the Horus,
Ra, and serpent goddess tribes were all

allied to attack the domination of the Set

tribe. They gradually drove them back,

and " Set went forth and cried out
horribly "

; he was finally struck down
at Pa-rehehu. " Thus did Horbehudti,

together with Horus , the son of

Isis, who had made his form like

unto that of Horbehudti." That
is to say, the rest of the Horus

worshippers joined the Horus-Ka party.

The final battle and expulsion of Set

was at Zaru on the eastern frontier of

Egypt. This, in mythological form, seems
to give the history of the driving out of

the Semitic population of the later pre-

historic age, by the dynastic race descend-

ing from Upper Egypt, at the close of

the prehistoric period. An actual result

of this war, all through later times, was
the multitude of towns named Samhud,
Oi " United to Behudti," marking the

allies of the Horus party.

Historical Slate Palettes. Of the

period of the conquest by the dynastic

races, which closed the prehistoric age,

there is an invaluable series of monu-
ments carved on slate. These carved slates

are the elaborated outcome of the slate

palettes used for grinding the face paints

throughout the prehistoric age. A similar

elaboration of a simple article is familiar

in modern times in the snuff-box. A
plain receptacle of bone or wood was
decorated, plated, made of silver and

of gold, inlaid with diamonds and
painted with the costliest miniatures, and
yet—it was but a snuff-box. So the plain

slip of slate was carved into animal out-

lines, had animals scratched on it, then
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signs in relief upon it, and at last was
covered with the most elaborate carvings,

and yet—it was but a paint grinder,

and had always the pan for colour carved

on it, exactly of the shape of the pans on
the painters' palettes of that age. Every
stage can be shown, from a formless slate to

an artistic scene in relief. There are many
stages to be seen in the artistic development.

A. In the prehistoric age are the scratched
outlines.

B. The well-incised elephant is as early as

s.D. 33-41 ; and with it are those signs in

low relief.

C. The hi^h relief sign is of s.D. Go-63.
D. On the boat slate, the drawing is much

more detailed than on the boats of the
Hierakonpolis tomb of s.D. 63. We can
hardly separate this froin the work of the
artistic new-comers, and it may well be
about s.D. 70-75.

E. The animal slate seems to be next, as
the treatment of the lion's hair is unlike the
following.

F. The four-dog slate, being a coarser but
more elaborated design of the same type,

may well be next.

G. The hut slate shows for the first time
the arrangement of lion's mane as on the
ivory lions of King Zer.

H. The gazelle slate shows the same treat-

ment more advanced.

J. The towns slate show"s the wiry detail

of muscles, beginning to appear in archaic
manner.

K. The bull slate has the same style

carried out fuKy and finely.

L. The Narmer slate has a less forcible and
smoother treatment of the bull, and brings
us down to touch with the historic times.

The figures can be seen in Capart's
" Primitive Art in Egypt," where they
may be identified by these letters, corre-

sponding to the paragraphs above : A, B,
figures 61, 62 ; C, 63 ; D, 169 ; E, 171-2

;

F> 173-4 ; G, 170 ; H, 177-80 ; J, 175-6 ;

K, 181-2; L, 183-4.

Racial Types. These slate carvings
not only show the art of the time, but they
present the different races and the details

of their life, more fully than we find them
for many centuries later. We see six differ-

ent types of physiognomy in the early

remains, and learn how complex the racial

history must be at the most remote period

accessible to us.

A. The aquiline type is that of the principal
prehistoric race, closely like the Libj^an on
the west and the Amorite on the east.

When mixed with negro it produced the exact
type of a European-Negro mulatto. Prob-
ably equal to the Libyan. [See Heads i to

4 on next page.]

EGYPT IN THREE PERIODS OF ITS ^
CIVILISATION '

This map of Egypt shows Egypt in three of its early
periods. ' (i) The earliest centres of culture were at the
places where parts of Osiris were preserved in the
prehistoric age, here named. (2) The second period is

sliSwh by other centres being placed in the right geo-
graphical order, all here numbered I to XIX, following
down each branch of the Nile. (3) The third period is

when other centres were inserted in the lists in the
wrong order, here numbered 8 to 20. These three
stages of Egypt's history are all before the monarchy,

^A3
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Numbers i and 2 are the aquiline type, similar to 3, the Libyan, and 4 the Amorite. 5 is the curly hair
type, 6 the sharp-nosed type, 7 the short-nosed type, 8 the forward beard type, 9^11 the straight-faced
type of dynastic conquerors. 12 is King Khafra of the Pyramid ag-e, reverting to the original type of i and 2.

B. The sliarp-nosed type, firstly, with the
hair in a pigtail, bringing stone vases as

tribute, and sometimes dressed in long robe
;

^^econdl}^, with bushy hair and arn^ed with
spear, throw-stick, mace, bow and arrows.
Probably the Arabian mountain race mixed
with Libyan. See figure 6 on this page.

C. The curly hair type, with plaited beard,
conquered and destroyed by type B. Prob-
ably from North Syria, by sculptures there.

See figure 5 on this page.
D. The fonvard beard type, with close-cut

hair ; much like the figures 01: early Nau-
kratite vases. Probably a coast people of

Libyan connection. See figure 8 on this page.
E. The short-nosed type, a variety of D,

apparently belonging to the Fayum. Fig. 7.

F. The straight-faced type of the dynastic,
conquerors. See figures 9-1 1 on this page.

All of these different peoples were in

continual mixture and struggle during
the few centuries before the first

dynasty. Looking to the tribal hints
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given by the mythology,
able that :

It seems prob-

A represents the early Osiris and Isis

worshippers ; B the first dominance of Set ;

C the second irruption of Set ; D and E the
allied Osiris and Isis worshippers of the
Delta and coast who helped to expel Set ;

and F the hawk Horus worshippers, who took
the lead in driving out B and C by alliance

with A, D and E.
"

Dynastic Race. The most essential

difference between the prehistoric and the

dynastic people is in their artistic capacity.

The earlier peoples, though highly skilled

in mechanical detail and handling, were
yet very crude in their copying of any
natural forms. But as soon as we reach

the dynastic race we find that there is an
artistic sense and power in their work, which
puts even the roughest of it far above all

that had gone before. The earhest examples
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of their sculpture appear to be the

colossal figures of the god Min, found at

Koptos. These are of the most primitive

style possible, the limbs scarcely marked
ofif from the trunk, and no details of form
attempted. But on the side of each there

is a patch of hammer-work outhning
some figures, perhaps a copy of embroi-
deries on a skin pouch hung at the side.

These are figures of a deer's head and
pteroceras shells on one, swordfrsh,

shells, and standards of the god on an-

other, and the same objects, together with
an ostrich, elephant, hyaena, and calf on
the third. All are but roughly hammered
round, yet the spirit and correct forms
of the animals are of an entirely different

order from anything that had yet appeared
in Egypt. The promise of all the artistic

triumphs of thousands of

years to come is clearly seen

in these decorations of the

rudest statues known.
The source of this dynastic race can

only be inferred. Though marked off

from the earlier inhabitants by their

artistic taste, and by their use of

hieroglyphic writing, we know so very
little of the early history of any other

Mystery

of Dynastic

Race

Earliest

Promise of

Greatness

lands near Egypt that we cannot yet

trace any link to their original source. On
looking in various directions, it seems at

least clear that they do not belong to the

southern tribes, to which they have no
resemblance ; nor can we suppose that the

Libyans, who appear to be one
with the prehistoric people,

would also supply a race so

different in face and in habits.

The north and Syria seem barr-ed by the

earliest centres being at Abydos and
Hierakonpolis in the south of Egypt, from
which they conquered the north.

Lastly, no source seems open except the

East, the road from which joined the Nile

at Koptos. It is there that the earliest

statues have been found, and the decora-

tion on those comprises the swordfish and
pteroceras shell belonging to the Red Sea.

Such seems to have been the road of the

dynastic race into Egypt ; but the

origin of that race yet awaits research.

There are undoubtedly some Babylonian
elements in their culture, and somewhere
at the south end of the Red Sea lay Punt

—

the " divine land " of the Egyptians.

Thus we are tempted to look to some
migration from Southern Arabia, whence

THE FIRST PROMISE OF THE ARTISTIC TRIUMPHS OF EGYPT
These animal figures were wrougrht by hammering: around on the surface of the colossal statue of the god Min,
found at Koptos, and show the beginning of the wondertul art of Ancient Egypt. It is the work of the earliest

dynastic peopie, who have passed beyond the stage of making rude scratches on walls and on pottery, and
have arrived, as the figures of the ox and the hyaena prove, at a real conception of the methods of sculpture.
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also may have proceeded the kindred

Sumerian culture, a few centuries later.

From this centre in Pun, or Punt, it may
have conquered and colonised Egypt, and

then later passed on up the Red Sea

to the coast of the Poeni and their later

Punic colony—Phoenicia and Carthage.

Such is a pleasing co-ordination, but

whether we shall ever recover
The Way the

^j^^ evidence to prove or
Conquerors

^-^^^.^^^ i^ haugS upon the
^""^

chance of the past and the

activity of the future.

Conquest of Egypt, The conquest of

Egypt spread down from the south to the

north. The earliest centres were Abydos
and Hierakonpolis. Probably Edfu was
as important, or more so ; but the great

Ptolemaic temple there being still com-
plete, the remains of the earliest kingdom
are sealed beneath its pavements. The
conquest must have been a gradual pro-

cess ; it is described as such in the myth,
many times and in many successive places

was Set defeated and repelled. And the

probability is that tribal war of such a

kind would only gradually transfer district

after district from one holder to the next.

We know how in England the conquest
occupied three centuries, from the Saxon
landing to the first Saxon king of all the

land. So it may well have been in

Egypt.
We read in Manetho of ten kings of

Thinis (Abydos) who ruled for 350 years

before the first dynasty of kings of all

Egypt. And we know, from the fragment of

the Palermo Stone, that at least thirteen

kings of Lower Egypt were recorded before

the first dynasty. It is obvious from this,

and from the probabilities of the conquest,
that there were Kings of Upper Egypt
before the first dynasty ; and there is no
reason for not accepting this statement of

Manetho as being equally correct with his

account of the first dynasty, which we can
verify. Of the actual course of the con-

„. quest, one fragment of carved

Bcf^\ slate has preserved the record.

„. , Seven towns are representedHistory ., i. . . i j i.upon It, each attacked by one
animal of the standards of the allies.

These towns may be tolerably identified
l)y comparing the hieroglyphics placed
within them with the names known in

historic times. The upper row of four
towns st?m to be Mem in the Fayum,
Hipponon, Pa-rehehui, and possibly
A.bydos ; and the lower three towns were
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probably in the delta, though there are

the uncertainties of two northern similar

names.
Dynasty O. The contem})orary remains

that appear to belong to this age of the

Kings of Abydos (which we may call

Dynasty O) are the tomb chambers and
funeral objects in the royal cemetery at

Abydos. The plan of that cemetery
shows a sequence of each later tomb
being placed next to the previous tomb,
and generally a receding further back into

the desert as time went on. Now, in

front of the tomb of Zer, the second king

of the first dynasty, there are three large

tombs alike, and four lesser ones. As
objects of Mena, the first king, were found
here, the other tombs are presumably
those of six kings before the first dynasty,

by their position. The actual objects found

in these tombs are all of a more archaic

style than those of Mena or any la^ er king.

The tombs themselves are all lesser and
simpler than those of Zer and later kings.

And the names of kings found here are all

without the vulture and uraeus title, but

with only neb neb, the double lordship of

_ Egypt. The whole of the evi-

/*^f^ dence, therefore, goes to show
of Unknown ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^-^ ^^^^^ ^^

"*^^
the Thinite kings before Menes.

The names of these earlier kings, so far

as we trace them, are Ka, Ro, Zeser, Zar,

Nar, and Sma. Of these, Nar, or Narmer,
has the most important remains—part

of an ebony tablet, and an alabaster

jar from his tomb, and the great slate

palette, a great mace head, with scene

of a festival, and an ivory cylinder,

from Hierakonpolis. The next in im-

portance is Zar, or the " Scorpion

King," of whom there is a great carved

mace head, and also some vases. The
objects of the carvings appear to be

celebrations of the sed festival ; this

appears originally to have been the slaying

of the king every thirty years, making
him Osiris, one with the god, while his

daughter was married to the new king.

By the time of these carvings, it appears

that the king took the place of Osiris in

the ceremonials, and his successor mas-
queraded as the new king, and was hence-

forth the crown prince—the heir to the

kingdom.
There were brought to the festival of

Narmer 120,000 captives, 400,000 oxen,

1,422,000 goats ; and the system of

numeration was as complete before Menes



A FESTIVAL SCENE OVER 7,0O0 YEARS AGO, IN THE REIGN OF KING NARMER, 5,500 B.C.

A record of the festival of Narmer, a king of Abydos, who reigned before the first dynasty of kings of all

Egypt. It indicates that when the festival of his own death was celebrated, in accordance with the ancient
custom of killing the king every thirty years to make him one with Osiris the god, no fewer than 120,000 captives,
400,000 oxen, and 1,422,000 goats were offered. The numerical system is here seen to be complete up to millions.

as it was in any later time. The other

mace head of King Zar shows part of the

festival, and also the ceremony of the

king hoeing the bank of a canal, probably
at the inundation. We see the reclama-
tion of the land, with men busy embanking

p
the canals, and cultivating a

V^ "'*' palm tree in an enclosure of

„ .... reeds, while they lived in reed

huts with plaited dome tops,

and used boats with a very high, upright
stem. The carved slate palette of Narmer
shows him grasping the chief of the Fayum,
prepared to smite him, a scene which was
repeated for five thousand years in all the

Egyptian triumphs. The metal water-
pot and sandals are carried behind the

king by his body servant. On the other

side of the palette is the king going to a

triumphal ceremony, preceded by the

scribe, tliet, and four men of different

types bearing the standards of the army,
possibly connected with the four terri-

torial divisions of the army found under
Ramessu II. Before them lie ten slain

enemies, with their heads cut off and put
between their legs. The carving of the

detail, and particularly the muscular
anatomy of the king's figure, is extra-

ordinarily fine and firm, and as true as

any work of later time.

Written History. Having now dealt

with the history as drawn from the

remains which have come to light, we now
enter from this point on the continuous

written history, which has come down
from hand to hand without a break

to our own times, during over seven

thousand years. This history was com-
piled by the high-priest and scribe Manetho
of Sebennytos in the Delta, and only a

fragment of his work has been preserved

on its full scale ; but three later writers

have given epitomes of it, and it is on their

lists that we have to depend. These are

Julius Africanus (221 A.D.), Eusebius (326

A.D.), and George the Syncellus (792 a.d.).

Unfortunately, much confusion has been

caused by scholars not being content to

accept Manetho as being

substantially correct in the

main, though with many
small corruptions and errors.

Nearly every historian has made large

and arbitrary assumptions and changes,

with a view to reducing the length of

time stated. But recent discoveries seem
to prove that we must accept the lists as
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An Ancient

Historian and

His Figures

having been correct, however they may
have snffered in detail. A favourite

supposition has been that the dynasties

named were arbitrary divisions of later

times ; but the earlier lists also show such

divisions as far back as the eighteenth

dynasty, and kings founding
a dynasty used to copy the

titles of the founder of the

previous dynasty, showing
that the change was recognised at the time.

Another idea has been that the dynasties

were contemporary. But, on the contrary,

in the overlapping of the tenth and
eleventh and also the twenty-fifth and
twenty-sixth dynasties, we can trace that

Manetho was very careful to cut off from
one dynasty all the time which he allows

to another. As regards the general

character of the whole length of time, we
can show that Nlanetho's version in 271 B.C.

at Sebennytos was the same as rhat given
to Herodotus two hundred years earlier at

INIemphis. Herodotus was told that from
Menes to his time were 330 kings, and
the totals of Manetho are 192 +96 +50
to Artaxerxes -^ 33<S. so that, in sj^ite of

corruption in de-
. ___

tail, the totals

seem to have
been correctl}'

maintained.

In earlier times

we can compare
Manetho with the

fragments of the

Turin papyrus,
written in the

eighteenth d y -

nasty ; and here,

in one of the
most disputable

points—the kings
of the thirteenth

dynasty— the
average of eleven

reigns legible in

the papyrus is

6i years, and
Manetho states

sixty kings in 453
years, or 7 -i years'

average. The
general character
of a great number of short reigns in this age
is quite supported. Then in the eighteenth
dynasty there is a rising of Sirius in the
movable calendar, in the twelfth dynasty
another rising of Sirius, and some seasonal
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THE EARLIEST DETAILED SCULPTURE
This carved slate palette of King Narmer shows him grasping the
chief of the Fayum, prepared to smite him, a scene which was
repeated for five thousand years in all the Egyptian triumphs.
The sculpture shows anatomical treatment for the first time in art.

dates, and in the sixth dynasty are two
seasonal dates. | Owing to the ignoring oi

leap year, the Egyptian months shifted

round the seasons in 1,460 years ; hence any
seasonal date can only recur once in 1,460
years, and fixes an absolute date in that
cycle.] All of these agree with Manetho

;

and though the seasonal dates are vague,
they at least show that there is not an
error of several centuries in the total. In
the earliest times there is the account of

the first dynasty, the names and succession

of which are verified by the sculptured
lists in the nineteenth dynasty and by
the actual graves of the kings. Every
accurate test that we can apply shows
the general trustworthiness of Manetho,
apart from minor corruptions.

., ^ . , , It is naturally a question
Material for 1 , , r 1 • 1 • . 1

„. what sort of material existed
„*^, ^L. for an accurate historv of the
Early Times , ,. ^, . "

, ,

early times. 1 he fragment of

annals known as the Palermo Stone was
engraved in the fifth dynasty, and it

recorded the principal events of all the

years back to the beginning of the king-

dom, a thousand vear:^ l^efore, the height ot

the Nile for every
year, the length

of every king's

reign and of in-

terregnum to the
exact days. With
such a record of

the most remote
times carefully

maintained w e

have every
reason to sup-

pose that the

high-priests and
sacred scribes

had adequate in-

formation as to

the general
course of their

history. And we
can see by the

T u r i n papyrus
how in the
eighteenth d y -

nasty there was
a full historical

list of all the

kings, with their length of reigns, dj'nasties,

and summations of numbers and years at

each of the large divisions. .Thus it is

proved that there were historians at

various periods who compiled and edited
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1 1 \

A RECORD OF EVENTS IN 4750 B.C.

A part of early annals known as the Palermo Stone.
Each compartment contains the events of one year, with
the height of the Nile in cubits stated below it. The
lower right division records :

" Building of a ship 170 feet
long, and of 60 ships 100 feet long. Conquest of negroes,
bringing 4,000 men, 3,000 women, and 200,000 cattle.

Building a wall of the palaces of King Sneferu. Bring-
ing 40 ships of cedar (from Syria)." The left division
reads :

" Making 35 hunting lodges and 122 tanks for

cattle. Building a ship of cedar 170 feet long, and
two other ships of 170 feet. 7th census of cattle."

the history, and so provided a solid ground-
work for later writers, such as Manetho.
The materials that we have for studying

the civilisation of the early dynasties are

Th Wt ^^^' royal tombs and steles, the
_, tablets of the annals, the seal-

J?. .f.*" ^,. ings of officials, the inscribed
Civilisation ,0 . , ,' ,

stone bowls, glazed pottery,
i\'ory, and wood, the rock steles of Sinai,

fragments of buildings of the second
dynasty and onward, the steles of private
persons and their graves.

Royal Tombs. The tombs show that
brickwork was familiar on a large scale.

The prehistoric houses and tomb chambers
were by no means slight. The town at

Naqada has house-walls about two feet

thick, and a town wall nearly eight feet

thick. The brick-lined tombs are some-
times as large as 8 ft. by 12 ft. The kings'

tombs of Dynasty are about 10 ft. by
20 ft. Those of Narmer, Sma, and Mena
are about 17 ft. by 26 ft., with walls 5 ft.

to 7 ft. thick. Under Zer there is a great
extension ; the brick pit is 39 ft. by 43 ft. ;

it contained a wooden chamber 28 ft. by
34 ft., and it was surrounded by many
rows of graves—318 in all. The later

tombs of the first dynasty are less im-

In the

Kings'

Tombs

posing. At the end of the second dynasty
the tomb of Khasekhemui consisted of

fifty-eight chambers covering a ground
223 ft. long and 40 ft. wide. The sizes of

bricks were between 9 in. and 10 in. long,

half as wide, and under 3 in. thick, in

the prehistoric and through
the first and second dynasties.

Wood was used on a large

scale. The royal tombs show
beams for framing of about 10 in. wide
and 7 in. deep, and 18 ft. or 20 ft. long,

and these beams supported chamber sides

and floors formed of planks 2 in. or 3 in.

thick. The roof was made of similar

beams, covered with boards and mats,
which sustained 3 ft. or 4 ft. of sand
laid over the tomb. Such was an
extension of the roofs of poles and
brushwood which were laid over the
prehistoric tombs, and over the lesser

tombs of the officials of the early kings.

The sign for royal architect in the earliest

Inscriptions is that of a Carpenterj the
" two-axe man."
The stone steles were of limestone in the

first dynasty, and in the end of the
first dynasty the steles of Qa are of

black quartzose stone. Those of Perabsen
in the second dynasty are of very tough
syenite. The carving of all these is in high
relief, finely and boldly cut in a simple,

clear style. At the end of the second
dynasty a stone- built chamber appears for

the first time ; the blocks have naturally

cloven surfaces so far as possible, and the

rest of the faces are dressed with a flint

adze. Of the same reign of Khasekhemui
there is a granite door-jamb with signs in

high relief. Granite had already been
wrought flat for pavements in the previous

dynasty, at the tomb of Den.
Tablets of Annals. The greater part

of the inscriptions of this age are on small

square tablets of ebony and of ivory, which
were found in the royal tombs. These
each have a hole in the top corner, and the

sign of a year—the palm stick

—down the side, as there is by
the side of the entries of the
events of each year on the early

They thus appear to be each the
record of a year, and to have been strung
together by the corner holes. There has
not yet been any authoritative study of

the meaning of these earliest inscriptions,

which are very difficult to understand,
owing to the transitory condition of ideo-

graphs having not yet yielded to syllabic
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usage. We can, however, glean many
points about the civihsation horn them.
The towns were fortified with battlemented

walls. The shrines were small sanctuaries,

with a large court in front, like the temple

^. „ courts of later times. At the
The Honour , ^ j.i ^ i

K* entrance to the court were two

n* A f"*^*
^'^^^ poles, apparently with flags,

which later developed into the

row of masts with streamers in front of the

pylon. The great festival at the close of

each thirty years was one of the most
important, already noticed here under
Narmer. The sanctuary for it had two
shrines back to back, each with a flight of

steps, apparently for Upper and Lower
Egypt. The dancing of the new king, or

the crown prince as king, before the old

Osirified king in the shrine, was one of the

main events of the feast. The types of

temple furniture were already fixed in the
forms which lasted for several thousand
years ; the barks of Harakhti are shown
with the same hangings at the prow, and
are double—for the E. and W.—as in the
temple of Sety I. Large bowls of electrum
were offered in the temples by the king.

Wild cattle were hunted by trap nets,

as was done much later in Greece. And
there is shown a long road, with rest-

houses and palm-trees, leading up to the
great temple in the reign of King Zer.

Sealings. The clay sealings of ofhcials

show much of the organisation of the
country. The oldest titles, under Zer,

are the " Commander of the Inundation
"

and " Commander of the Cattle." In
the reign of Zet we find a " Commander
of the Elders " and " Archon," or chief

of the city ; also the temple property,
or " Inheritance of the Chief God," is

named. Under Merneit and Den there is

a prince [ha). The vizier was " Commander
of the Centre," probably the major domo
of the Court, and also " Over-head of the

Commanders." There are further

named a " Royal Sealer of the

Vat of Neit," the " winepress of

the north," and a " Deputy of

the Treasury." In later reigns there is an
" Over-head " of a city. And under the

second dynasty the titles are " Royal Sealer

of all Deeds," " Scribe of Accounts of Pro-

visions," " Sealer of Northern Tribute,"

Officers

of the

Empire

.A RECORD OF A YEAR'S EVENTS : EBONY TABLET OF KING MENA, 5500 B.C.

The greater part of the inscriptions of the first dynasty are on small square tablets of ebony and of ivory. These each
have a hole in the top corner, and the sign of a year -the palin stick—down the side. They thus appear to be each
the record of a year, and to have been strung together by the corner holes. They were fo'imd scattered in the tombs.
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"Collector of
Lotus Seed," and
" Chief Man Under
the King." These
titles are irom but

a very small part

of the bureau-

cracy, only those

whose seals were
affixed to the royal

provision which
was placed in the

tomb ; but they
suffice to show the

regular organisa-

tion of the govern-

ment at that age.

Stone Vases.
The stone vases for

the royal palaces

were cut in many
kinds of hard rock.

The rarer kinds are

rock crystal, ser-

pentine, and
basalt ; limestones,

porphyry and syenite were more usual

;

and the commonest materials were meta-
morphic rocks formed from volcanic ash

verging into slate, dolomite, marble, and
alabaster. These materials were mostly
selected for their beauty. The red por-

phyry is the rarest, being only known
in a bowl of the time of Mena, and two
prehistoric pieces. Black porphyry with
very large detached white crystals belongs

THE SEAL OF AN

TOMBS OF KING ZER OF THE FIRST DYNASTY, 5400 B.C.

Brickwork was common in the houses and tomb-chambers of the prehistoric period,
and in the time of the kings of Abydos the building of the tombs was greatly
extended. Here are seen the brick partitions to contain offerings, around a wooden
chamber now destroyed. Beyond this all round were 318 graves of the royal servants.

working of the inside was always done by
grinding with blocks, sometimes having first

removed the axis by a tube drill hole. The
outside was dre.ssed by chipping, hammer-
dressing, and hand polishing ; sometimes
done by circular motion on a block, but
often by crossing work by hand. The
readiness with which oval forms were
made shows how little depended on
circular motion.
The use of glazing had been already

invented early in the prehistoric age, as far

back as s.d. 31 ; but it was only applied

to beads and small amulets. The earliest

glazed pottery vase known is of

Mena, and this has his name
in violet glaze inlaid in the

green glazed body. Glazed
vases continued to be made throughout
the first and second dynasties, but became
rarer, and they have not been found
revived till much later times. But ivory

and wood were largely used for carved
objects, sometimes of elaborate design.

One of the most distinguishing points of

the age of the early kings was the minute
carving in imitation of leafage and basket-

work, which was mainly done in slate,

but also in wood. The fragments which
remain show most elaborate patterns

worked out with minute attention to

detail. Nothing of the same kind is

known in any other age.
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EGYPTIAN OFFICIAL
the life of ancient EgMuch exact knowledge of the life of ancient Egypt

is derived from the clay seals of high officials. The
oldest known titles are those of " Commander of the
Inundation." The seal here is that of the " Southern
Sealer of all Documents of King Sekhem-ab," 5100 B.C.

only to the age of Mena. Pink granite,

blue-grey volcanic ash, the quartz crystal,

and the pink limestones are all very

beautiful materials. The hardness does

not seem to have been aught but an

attraction, as the finest work is always put

on the best materials ; whereas the .soft

alabaster and slate did not seem to

challenge any great amount of care. The
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Monuments. There are but few monu-
niental remains from these early dynasties.

The great rock-cut scene of Semerkhet
conquering a Bedawy chief in Sinai is

the main example. The figures are only

summarily cut in the natural
Remains

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ sandstone : but the
of the Oldest

^j^^^ of the outline is better
CM pturc

^j^^j^ -^ ^j^y ^j ^j^g more pre-

tentious work of later times in that

region. The scene of Sanekht—early

third dynasty—is much poorer, and that

of his successor, Zeser, is scarcely legible,

the work is so rude and slight. The private

tablets which were put over the gra\'es

around the royal tombs show that the

fine work was limited to a small number
of royal artists in the fii^st dynasty, and
that there was no general school of able

men such as arose in later times. The
figures and hieroglyphics are rudely

hammered out, and the

drawing is but clumsy.
There is seldom more
than just the name of

the deceased. By the

time of Den many are

distinguished as the

Akhii-ka, the " glorious

soul" ; while there is also

a class apparently named
" people of King Setui.

daughter of the captive
"

— i.e., slaves born of ca.\i-

tives taken in his wars.

It appears that the use
of fine materials was at

its height under Mena
and Zer. Zer has the

largest and best - built

tomb, Zet shows the
greatest delicacy in work,
and Den seems to have
had the most showy ob-

^

jects. The changes in
|

about five generations
here were much like tho-c
in an equal time from
Amenhotep I. to III. in

and carved granite for the door-jambs
of his temple, at about 4950 B.C. These
instances are the earliest use of stone

for construction that are yet known
;

though as early as the middle of the first

dynasty King Den had a pavement of

red granite in part of his tomb.
Pyramid Building. We now approach

to the well-known age of the pyramid
builders, when the civilisation appears
at its highest development in most
respects. We shall not deal with this

in detail, as it falls into the

i^^rf ..ordinary historical period
the Pyramid i • i, "

1 1 • .v

B li
which appears elsewhere m this

work [see Egypt]. But it may
be useful to give the most essential

facts of the material civihsation, which
may otherwise be lost sight of in the

mass of the history.

In stonework the accuracy reached its

highest point in the fourth
dynasty, when the Pyra-
mid of Khufu was con-

structed with an average
error of less than i in

15.000 of length, and even
less in angle. The later

work fell off from this

accuracy ; but in the
twelfth dynasty the
granite sarcophagus of

Senusert II. was wrought
with an average error in

straightness and parallel-

ism of under seven -

thousandths of an inch,

and an error of propor-
tions between different

parts of less than three-

hundredths of an inch.

There was no attempt to

reach this high degree of

accuracy in the later

work. In sculpture the

main character of the

work of the Pyramid
kings is its dignity and
grandeur, representing

on
+ V, U4- -i-u ^-i ^ THE EARLIEST SCULPTURE ....,,.
tne eighteenth dynasty. There are but few momxmental remains from ludlVlduallSm OU the
Then decay markedly set the early dynasties. The great rock-cut highest iilane of ab-
•

, „„ J iu" scene of Semerkhet, of which this shows a '^
. *

m, ana mere was no re- part, is the main example. The figures are straCtlOU.
vival until the Pyramid only summarily cut in tfie natural face of the

i^'nder the twelfth dv-
, . T3 i 11 sandstone; but the truth of the outline is ^ iiv^ivi nn^ mi.in.ii i_i_y

Kings. But some develO]:)- better than in any of the more pretentious nastv the personality is
..^^o ,„ ,» o,,^» ,-»„.„„

^^.pj^jigj^. ^^^^ j.j^g stylemcnt in the use of ^"''^ °f later times in the same reg-ion.

materials went on ; and Zeser, of the third
dynasty, is said to have built a stone palace

;

while Khasekhemui, a generation earlier,

had a limestone chamber for his tomb,

that of a formal school, highly trained
but dependent upon training. In the

eighteenth dynasty the vivacity of expres-

sion is directed to a purely personal appeal.



THE BUILDING OF THE PYRAMIDS IN THE ZENITH OF EGYPTIAN CIVILISATION
The age of the Pyramid builders may be regarded as the height of Egyptian civilisation. The greatest accuracy in
stonework was reached during the fourth dynasty, when the Pyramid of Cheops, or Khufu, was constructed with an
average error of less than i in 15,000 of length, and of even less in angle. In the twelfth dynasty the granite sarcophagus
of Senurset 1 1, was wrought with an average error in straightness and parallelism of under seven-thousandths of an inch.
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The Great

Navy
of Egypt

Metals.

more of emotion than of character. After

that there is nothing but copying, good
or bad. The growth of shipj^ing at the

early date of Sneferu, the end of the

third dynasty, is surprising ; and the

record that we happen to have shows
how much probably went on at other

times, there being built, in

one year sixty ships of loo ft.

long, in the next year two
of 170 ft. long.

The use of copper is as remote
as the beginning of the continuous civilisa-

tion in the prehistoric age, about 8000 b.c.

It increased in quantity down to the

eighteenth dynasty, and it was hardened
by using arsenical copper ores, and
leaving oxide in it ; this, with hammering
made it equal to soft steel for working
purposes. Rare instances of tin, probably
derived from natural mixture in the ore,

are known from the third dynasty

;

but there was no regular use of it until

sve find pure tin, also known about
1500 B.C. Thence bronze was the main
material until Roman times. Iron had
been sporadically found in the fourth,

sixth, twelfth, and other dynasties, and
was known for about 4,000 years before
it came into general use in Greek times.
Tliis agrees with its having been obtained
from nati\'e masses
rarely discovered, as has
been the case in North
and South America.
Such native iron is the
result of volcanic action
on iron ore in con-

tact with carboniferous

strata. All these con-

ditions exist in Sinai,

and hence native iron

might be found there.

By about 800 B.C. iron

was used for knives, but
with a handle of bronze
cast upon it to save the
rarer metal. The iron

tools in Egypt from the
seventh to fifth century
B.C. are all Assyrian or
Greek, and it is not till

Ptolemaic or Roman
times that bronze <^^ools

disappear.

The forms of tools

varied very httle. The plain strip of copper,
which was used for an adze in the early

prehistoric age, became in historic times
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TOOLS OF ANCIENT EGYPTIANS
The plain st/ip of copper used for an adze in the
cariy prehistoric age became in historic times
widened at the edge, and had a shght contraction
at the top ; but the straight strip was kept up for
7,000 years without any attempt at a haft, simply
lashed on to a bent handle. It is not tiU about
800 B.C. that any use of a haft occurs in
Egypt, and then only for a hoe. The different
dynasties are indicated in the examples here given.

widened at the edge, and had a slight ron--

traction at the top to assist in l)inding i?

on ; but the straight strip was kept u}

for 7,000 years without any attempt at a

haft, simiily lashed on to a bent handle.

It is not till about 800 B.C., or later, thai

any use of a haft occurs in Eg^'pt, and
then only for a hoe ; while in Babylonia
axes cast with a strong haft were used
before 3000 B.C. Nor was a haft used for

a hammer—a smooth stone in the hand
was the only beating tool ; while foi

striking tools a wooden mahet was used,

cut out of a block. The axe began as a

plain rectangle of copper, sharp on one
edge

;
projections at the back were added,

until they were half as long as the breadth
of the axe, but no haft was attempted.
The saw was used before the pyramid
period ; and also the saw and tube

drill set with hard stones for
" cutting granite. Drills for bor-

jj°.*^ ing vases were usually blocks

of stone fed with sand and
water, or probably emery for cutting the

harder stones. Socketted chisels were
an Italian invention in the later Bronze
Age, about 900 B.C., and were copied h\

the Greeks, in iron, about 500 B.C. ; but
they were never used except undei
Greek influence in Egypt. Shears are

also Western, and were
unknowTi till Greel
times in Egypt.
Glazing and Glass.

The very ancient art oi

glazing, already used in

two colours under Mena,
did not take any new
form till the eighteenth
dynasty, when it was
greatly varied by new
colours and new appli-

cations. Large objects,

nve feet high, were
co\'ered with a single

fusing of glaze; minute
ornaments, for stitching

on garments, blazed
with the brightest red,

green, blue, or yellow
;

while whole inscrip-

tions were executed in

coloured glaze hiero-

glyphs, inlaid in the

white stone walls. Glass,

however, was not made separately until

about the time of Tahutmes III., 1500 B.C.

There is no earlier example of true glass.
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PYRAMID OF MEIDUM : BUILT BY SENEFERU, LAST KING OF THE THIRD DYNASTY
This tomb was beg'iin as a square block of masonry, and was enlarged by successive coats, which are here seen.
Then one smooth coating of sloping blocks was put over all from bottom to top, and so the first real pyramid
appeared in 4700 B.C. The pyramid coating has been destroyed and only the base remains under the rubbish mounds.

largest are those of Karia and Spain,

comprising over 30 signs, and these have
many points of peculiarity in common.
This is .sufficient to show that the fuller

alphabet is the original form, from which
the shorter lists have bi:en selected.

Now, in Egypt there are found scratched
on pottery and woodwork over 100 signs,

and these comprise the forms of the

fuller alphabet. Moreover, these Egyptian
examples are found at about 1200 B.C.,

or only a few centuries before the Karian
and Spanish alphabets, again in 3000 B.C.,

in 5500 B.C., and before 7000 B.C. Of 41
alphabetic signs, 19 occur in 1200- 1400 B.C.,

32 in 3000 B.C., 27 in 5500 B.C., and 31 in

7000 B.C. As we have not a very large

amount of material, the occurrence of

from 19 to 32 out of 41 signs is as much

as we could expect, as all the 41 occur
in one period or another. The early date
of these puts all derivation from the
sub.sequent hieroglyphics entirely out of

the que .tion. We can as yet only say that

a large signary of 40 or more linear forms
was in continuous use from before 7000 B.C.

downwards, and that these furnish all

the forms of the fuller alphabets, those

of the short Phoenician and Greek list

of later time.

We have now outlined the rise of

civilisation in Egypt, apart from the
history of the country, which is dealt

with separately ; and we turn to the other
great valley of early civilisation, in Meso-
potamia, to compare the resemblances and
the differences betVveen the two lands.

^^^ M. Flinders Petrie
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THE RISE OF CIVILISATION
IN MESOPOTAMIA

BY PROFESSOR FLINDERS PETRIE

The first impression that strikes the

reader in passing from the Egyptian to

the Mesopotamian civihsation is the

lack of that unity and conciseness which
makes history in the Nile valley so

intelligible, and its problems so well

defined.

In place of the well ordered history of

Manetho, with its numbered dynasties,

and totals stated throughout, there is

practically nothing stated before Nabunasir
in 747 B.C. The mythological extracts

from Berosus, and the list of Ktesias,

which cannot be identified with any
known facts, give no help in arranging

the outlines of the history. In place of

the uniform language and writing, which
develops without a break during the

whole history of Egypt, there is the entire

break from Sumerian to Semitic. In

]:)lace of the continuous importance of

Egyptian capitals, there is the change
from the principalities to Baby-
lon, and thence to Nineveh. In

Disunion

of Early
_ . place of the unified kingdom
a y onia

^^ ^-^^ -j^.^^ vaUey, through the
whole written history, the greater part

of the documentary period is filled with
rival principalities, within thirty or forty

miles of each other, the tops of whose
temples must have been visible over
the entire territory of their respective

states.

As the general scale of Egypt is so

familiar to the modern reader and traveller,

it will be well to compare Mesopotamia
with that. Babylon was twice as far from
the sea as Cairo ; and from Babylon to

Nineveh was the distance from Cairo to

Sohag. Or in other terms, starting from
the sea, Babylon was as distant as

Oxyrhynchos, Nineveh in place of Thebes,

and the highlands of Carchemish, Com-
magene, and Lake Van were the equivalent

of Nubia. The old land of Shumer was
just the size of the Delta, and Akkad as

large as Middle Egypt. The principalities

of Eridu, Lagash, tJr, Erech, and others,

were as far apart as those of the Delta

—

Bubastis, Benha, Sais, or Sebennytos.
Indeed, it seems as if this were a natural
unit-size of early dominions in a fertile

plain.

Though the relative age of the beginning
of civilisation on the Nile and the
Euphrates is yet an uncertain matter, still

it is clear that the unification of Egypt

The Nile
^°"? preceded that of Baby-

... * * Ionia. The earliest date of the
ana tne ^^ j o i

•

J,
. scattered bumerian kmgs is

up ra es
^^^^^ ^j^g^^ q£ ^j^^ fourth

dynasty ; the earliest Semitic dynasty

—

Sargon and Naramsin—was contemporary
with the ninth djmasty, and the rise of

the d5masties of Babylon is of the later

Hyksos age of the sixteenth dynasty.
Euphrates Valley. The conditions

of the Euphrates valley are very different

from those of the Nile. On the Egyptian
coast the river runs into a strong current
in the Mediterranean, which sweeps away
its sediment and prevents any continuous
growth of the coast. But the Meso-
potamian rivers reach the sea-level at the

head of a deep bay, the Persian Gulf, and
hence there has been a continuous for-

mation of new land at the estuary. The
Mesopotamian valley and the Persian Gulf
form one long drainage valley gently sloping

down to a distance about twenty miles

outside Hormuz, where the valley bottom
drops suddenly three miles into the floor

of the Indian Ocean. The slope of this

vaUey so far as submerged, is about i ft.

to the mile, and it is probably even less

in the Babylonian plain, where sea-shells

are found as far up as Babylon.
This valley has been filled, and
the sea-shore pushed down-
ward, 47 miles in 2,200 years, or

115 ft. yearly, since Spasinus Charax—now
Mohammerah—was founded on the shore

in the time of Alexander. The account of

a sea expedition to Elam by Sennacherib

is usually interpreted as showing a more
rapid growth ; but in the uncertainty how
far he went down a channel before enter-

ing the Persian Gulf, it is not decisive.
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How far back the extension of land has

been going on, and whether it was con-

tinuous to above Babylon, has not yet

been proved. The aj^pearance of the map
much suggests that the original drainage

bed ended

—

i.e., the valley was sub-

merged—at about the nearing of the two
rivers by Sipi)ara, and that all below this

is the filling up of the estuary. Should

this growth have extended uniformly back
so far, it would give limits to the possible

ages of cities—5000 B.C. for Eridu, 8000 B.C.

for the whole plain of Shumer, 10,000 B.C.

for Nippur, and earlier for the site of

Babylon. This would bar the southern

region from being as old as Memphis, and
Eridu was probably open sea when
Menes laid out his capital.

Range of Civilisation. In looking

for the earliest movements of people

that we can trace, it seems that the

Semites must have extended from Northern
Arabia into Upper Mesopotamia and
Assyria. In short, Semitica stretched u])

to the mountain ranges of Armenia and
Media. But the culture was barbaric.

and probably they were nomads who had
no fixed centres of life or stable organisa-

tion which could resist any united move-
ment. At this period the Persian Gulf
probably extended as far as Babylon.
On their eastern flank were the mountain
tribes, in what is known as Parthia and
Media, south of the Caspian. How remote
is the beginning of civilisation in this

region has been found in the last few years.

On the north-east extremity of Parthia,

in the far end of Hyrcania, stands a group
of mounds, near tlie modern Askabad,
not far from the celebrated Turkoman
stronghold of Geok Tepe. Here are 14 ft.

of town ruins with iron, 15 ft. with copper
and lead, about 70 ft. of ruins with wheel-

made pottery and domesticated animals,

and 45 ft. of remains with only rude hand-
made pottery. What ages these represent

we cannot judge until the full account
by Prof. Pumpelly is issued. But in any
case a very long period is involved. If

the accumulation is at the rate found in

Palestine, 4J- ft. per century, the periods

would be perhaps 1,500 years for the

4 8° 4 9'

aSusa

BABYLONIA
100
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THE PLAIN OF BABYLONIA: ITS EXTENT AT DIFFERENT PERIODS IN HISTORY
This map shows how the Plain of Babylonia has been extended down by silting since 10,000 B.C. The dotted
lines, marked 330 B.C. and 1830 A.D., show the known positions of the coast, as it shifted by silting up. These give
an approximate scale of dating for the coast-line of earlier ages, which is marked here at each thousand year?.
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wheel pottery, and i,ooo years for the
rough pottery, before the beginning of the

age of copper.

At the other side of these countries

stands the great mound of Susa, with
over 80 ft. of ruins. The inscriptions show
that about 26 ft. of the height was accu-
mulated between about 4500 and 500 B.C.,

or in about 4,000 years. Yet before that

there is a depth of about 50 ft. com-
prising three periods. In the upper of

these is elementary cuneiform writing on
tablets. Below that is a period of rather

rough, thick pottery, painted with chequer
patterns and closely-crossed lines, of the
style common in early Syria and Cyprus.
And at the bottom of all is a great quantity
of very fine, thin wheel-made pottery of

huff tints, with decoration of thin dia-

gonal lines, rows of ostriches, and various

patterns all derived from basket-work.
If the scale of accumulation of the

historic times were to apply here, it

would reach back to 12,000 B.C. : but
if the far quicker scale found in Palestine

applied, it would hardly reach 6000 B.C.

In any case we have here
Measuring
the Depths

evidence of a civilisation appa-

"J*LV*"'" rently much earlier than that

of Babylonia, and none of this

earliest fine pottery has been found in

the great plains. The highland civilisation

may have begun as early, or earlier, than
that of Egypt ; but that of Babylonia
started probably later than the North
African culture on the Nile. Seeing, then,

that there was a very early civilisation

at Susa on the west of Media, and that

further east on the limits of Parthia we
meet another early centre, it is not
surprising that the inhabitants of these

regions united to spread down into the

fertile plain which was created by the

growing delta of Mesopotamia. These
people belonged neither to the Semite
of Arabia nor to the Aryan of Persia and
India, but used an agglutinative language
of entirely different structure from these

others, and most akin to Turkish or

Finnish. Having descended from their

mountain homes, the people were known
as Akkadu, probably meaning " high-

landers," though there are other open
derivations. And hence the northern
part of the Babylonian plain, next to the

Semitic Assyrians, was the land of Akkad
;

while the southern part, next to the sea,

was known by the native Babylonian
name of Sumer, or Shumer.

SuMERiANS. The civilisation of the
Sumerians was more akin to that of the
Chinese than to western types, especially
in its art, its picture writing and devo'-
tion to literature, its capacity for town
life, and its religious ideas. The cognate
origins of the people may well account
for this, and some more precise re-

China'
semblances led Terrien do

Links* with
Lacouperie to the view that

Babylon Chmese civilisation was an
offshoot from the Sumerian

stock in its old Parthian home.
The elements of life were well developed

by the Sumerians. They were great
agriculturists, and wrote works on the
main industry of man, much as the
Carthaginians wrote standard works prized
later by the Romans. They fermented the
grape and corn, and had alcoholic drinks.
Cattle of all kinds were raised, and prized
as stock, which was fed on grass or grain
or oilcake. The horse is mentioned first

in Semitic times, about 2000 B.C. Dates
and figs were the principal fruits grown

;

and, indeed, the date palm seems to have
had a far more important place in the
civilisation than it did in that of Egypt.
Both wool and leather were used for

clothing, as might be expected.
Building. The nain structural in-

dustry of the country was that of brick-

making and building. Immense jiiles ot

brickwork were made to support the

temples, marking clearly the custom
of the highlander Akkadi worshipjMng on
the hilltops. The brick ziggiirat, or five-

stepped pyramid, at Nippur was igo ft.

by 128 ft., and about a hundred feet high.

The earliest baked bricks are 8*7 in. by
5*6 in. by 2*2 in., and they were enlarged

to 12 in. by 7*8 in. by i'q in. within the

Sumerian age. Toward the close of that

time large square bricks were used.

Sargon made baked bricks 18 in. square and
3J- in. thick. From the time of Ur-Engur
(3200 B.C.) onward the baked Ijricks were

II in. or 12 in. square.

Beside the baked brick used
for pavements, drains.

facings, and important work,
the great bulk was made up of crude
brick as in Egypt. For important pur-

poses, such as store-rooms, the inside of

chambers was lined with a coat of bitumen,
rendering them damp-proof ; and such a

lining was used on tanks. , Pottery is

abundant in all ages, but we still need
a study of the pottery such as has been
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THE ANCIENT BABYLONIANS AND THEIR WEAPONS OF WAR
There is a fine study of weapons os} a carving of Eannatum (4400 B.C.), where spears about 7 ft. long-,
with blade heads, are figured. Shields are shown reaching from the neck to the ankles, straight-
sided, used edge to edg-e as a shield wall by a phalanx of soldiers. The heads of the men are
covered by well-formed peaked helmets reaching down to the nape of the neck, with nose pieces.

made in Egypt, so that it can be u.sed

to date excavations in general. Stands
for jars, framed of wood, were used as in

Egypt ; and also the clay sealings were of

the same type in both lands. Stone vases
were made to imitate pottery ; and this

suggests that the highlanders were only
using basket-wo^^' when they descended
into the plain, and therefore did not
possess any types of stonework.
Tools and Weapons. The common

tools were used, such as knives and drills
;

and great skill was developed in seal
engraving upon hard stone cylinders. Of
weapons there is a fine study on a carving
of Eannatum (4400 B.C.), where spears
of about 7 ft. long, with blade heads, are
shown ; also shields reaching from the
neck to the ankles, straight-sided, and

S62

ased edge to edge as a shield wall by a
phalanx of soldiers ; while the heads are

covered by well-formed peaked helT.ets,

with nose pieces, and reaching down to the

nape of the neck. Bows and arrows and
daggers were also used ; and stone mace-
heads, of the pear shape used in Egypt,
were important ceremonially, and often

bear inscriptions. \A'oodwork was elab-

orated with carving, and used for bed-

steads and stools, as seen in the seats of

the gods figured on seals and tablets. **

Clothing. Clothing varied a good deal.

A primitive custom of nudity when offering

to the gods was continued down to the

close of the Sumerian age, as shown on the

tablet of Ur-en-lil. The kilt was worn
with a fringe, not reaching the knee ; or it

was worn from the waist to the ankles, as
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by shepherds. A robe over the left shoulder
reachmg to the knee was used with a
deep fringe all down the front edge and
round the bottom. A long robe reaching
to the ankles is shown on the figures of

Gudea. But the most characteristic dress

was that of ribbed woollen stuff, much like

that of the fifth century B.C. in Greece, as

on the Running Maiden. This stuff was
worn as a flounced petticoat (Urnina 4500
B.C.), or in a longer form over the left

shoulder and down to the ankles, as by
Eannatum and Naram-Sin. A splendid
flounced cape and long robe of this stuff is

shown as worn by Ishtar on the Anubanini
rock stele, about 3600 B.C.

Science and Art. The system of num-
ber, weight, and measure was peculiarly

Babylonian. Some people have theorised

about all later standards having been de-

rived in various intricate ways from those

of Babylon. But it is very unlikely that

standards should not arise in different

centres, and still more unlikely that the

complex derivations should be formed
when the whole object would be to

maintain a system in common.
But there is no question of the great

advance of the Sumerian in these matters.

_ . The sexagesimal system, which
Science • <• •

i. r
IS far more convenient for

c . many purposes than the deci-

mal, and which we still retain

for time and for angle, was due to the

Sumerian intellect, while the standards
of weight, the talent, maneh, and shekel,

were also from the same source. And we
cannot doubt that the cubit was already
in use by a people living in cities and
carrying on business.

The style of art was clumsy, owing to

the habit of crowding together as much as

possible into the space, in order to form the

record. The human forms are thick and
short, and detail is firmly and perseveringly

repeated. It entirely lacks, in its early

stages, the spontaneous truth of the early

dynastic work in Egypt. At the close of

the vSumerian age, under Naramsin, there

is a fine bold design in groups of figures,

well proportioned, and with good action,

recalling curiously the spirit of late Greek
work from Praxiteles to the Pergamene
warriors. The stages of change cannot yet

be distinguished, owing to the scarcity of

the dated examples that we have.

Literature and Writings. It is in

literature that we know the Sumerian
best. Unhappily, other branches of

Loss

of

History

archaeology have been neglected, and even
destroyed, in the eager search for tablets,

and yet more tablets. By the thousand
they are found, and hurriedly removed,
while the architecture, crafts, and art-

history are thrown aside in the process.

The hunter for tablets in Babylonia, and
for papyrus in Egypt, is a heartless wrecker,

without any interests beyond
his own line. When so much
has been sacrificed for the
written record, we must glean

all we can from it for the history of

the civilisation, as most of the other
material that might have been preserved
has been sacrificed. The Sumerian lan-

guage was the sole language of civilisa-

tion, until, at about 4000 B.C., the Semite
began to conquer and to take part
in the advance of the world. Yet the
older tongue was by no means extin-

guished ; it held its place as the official

religious and literary language, like Latin
in Europe. The literature of the world was
in Sumerian, and only gradually did the
new Semite intruders translate the older

works or rise to writing a literature of their

own.
The Sumerian literature was for long

accompanied by a Semitic translation, like

Latin and Saxon gospels ; and syllabaries,

vocabularies, and grammatical lists were
written to teach the Semite the old religious

language. Legal documents were drawn uj)

in Sumerian, and it only gradually lost its

precedence from 4000 B.C. down to 1600
B.C., when it was almost extinct, being

only revived as a literary curiosity in the

seventh century B.C.

The writing was a pictorial system like

the Egyptian hieroglyphics. And so long as

the Sumerian used it he clung to the

pictorial origin even though obscured by
the lineal style of drawing. On papyrus or

parchment it is easy to make curved forms,

and such were adopted in drawing the signs

originally. But on clay, which was the all-

available material in the

Se'Titl'^Made
Babylonian plain, impressing

His Notes
lines is far neater than
scratching them up ; and the

handy tool for making impressions was a

slip of wood with a square end. Hence all

the curves tended to become four or five-

sided outlines, and all the detail became
built up of little lines tapering off to one
end, or "digs" with the corner of the stylus.

Yet down to the close of the Sumerian age

the forms of the objects can still be
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THE FINEST EARLY BABYLONIAN ART: TRIUMPH OF KING KARAMSIN, 3750 B.C.
This work, found at Susa, is curiously free and pictorial ; it is unrivalled by any early carvings, and most resembles
the action and spirit of late Greek sculpture. It marks the great period of the fusion of the Sumerian and Semite.
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discerned, and they are still pictures rather

than mere immaterial symbols.
The Semite, however, changed all this.

He learned merely the sound values of

certain forms, their meaning could not
appeal to him, and he built up his words
out of these sounds or syllables. He found
it inconvenient to write in vertical

columns, which was the constant Sumerian
habit, and turned his tablet sideways to his

hand, so as to make his signs along a

horizontal line of writing. Hence these

signs became familiar to him on their

sides, and as they had to him no pictorial

values, the position was indifferent. Lastly,

he produced a syllabary of signs written

with combinations of four forms of impress,

a long line wider at one end, a short line,

a tall triangle, and a small equilateral

triangle, written in horizontal lines ; and
each sign was standing on what had ori-

ginally been its side. The wedge-shaped
form of these lines has given rise to the

lame of wedge-writing, or cuneiform
writing for this system.
The knowledge of this writing survived

Greek influence for some four centuries

after Alexander, only becoming extinct at

„ the close of the first century
* °'^ of our era. In its long history,

^ double that of the Roman al-

phabet at present, it had been
used for very diverse languages. The
Sumerian inventor had handed it on to

the Semitic intruder, and he had passed
it to the Syrian, the Mitannian, the

Hittite, and the Vannic peoples. Prob-
ably it had kept its hold in its first home
in Elam, where it is found in historic

times, and thence it became the writing

of Persia, and even of the Parthian, before

it became extinct. The variety of

languages and the extent of country
which it covered is much like the scope
of the Roman alphabet in Europe to-daj^

Law and Religion. In matters of

law the Sumerian was well advanced.
The needs of city hfe which he had
developed necessarily required a full

definition of rights and duties. The first

law book was that of Ea, the god of

civilisation, the Oannes of the later

legends of Berosus. The decisions of

judges were kept in abstract, and such
case-made law served as a body of

precedent to guide decisions. The posi-

tion of women was on a level with that of

men ; in the Sumerian hymns the woman
takes precedence, and one of the great

If
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THE DECAY OF PICTURE-WRITING
This illustrates the decay ot pictures into signs, and
shows very clearly how the cuneiform writing was deve-
loped from the earlier hieroglyphics. It will be noticed
that the word originally rendered by a crude drawing
of the object—"fish," for example—retains even in its

final cuneiform style some resemblance to the tail of a fish.

The cuneiform lettering was necessary to the Babylonians,
as clay was the most abvmdant material in their land'
and could best be marked upon in lines without curves.

Sumerian divinities was Ishhtar, who
became Ashtaroth of Syria, Athtar of

Arabia, and hence Hathor of Egypt. In

the Semitic system the goddess is but a

feeble companion of a god ; but Ishtar was
the great divinity of war, to whom the kings

owed their triumphs, as well as the queen
of love, who ruled the course of nature.

The religion of the Sumerians was like

that of other Turanian races. These
peoples have an aversion to the idea of

a personal god, to which the Semitic

peoples cling. The Samoyede believes in

a multitude of local spirits, the Chinese
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have their impersonal Heaven and the

host of gnomes or earth spirits. Thus
also the Sumcrian thought of all objects

as having a zi or spirit, good or evil,

which needed to be appeased by the

weak or commanded by the sorcery of

the strong. Shamanism was the type of

religious-:, and books of exorcisms and

,j

THE SUMERIAN TYPE OF BABYLONIAN
The fact that the shaven type of face appears
in all the monuments back to 4500 B.C. indi-
cates that the Sumerians were shaven as they
were the older of the two main races in Babylonia.

magic spells were in permanent use. The
importance of the principalities naturally

led to their local spirits being of general

importance ; and hence the political

changes brought Sin the moon god of

Ur, or Utuki the sun god of Sippar and
Larsa, or Marduk of Babylon, into a

leading position, and led toward the

Semitic type of deities. How far this

change was due to the beginning of

Semitic influence we cannot now say.

Other native gods were less personal,

such as Ana the sky, Enlila the earth,

and Ea the sea.

Types of Races. The physical type
of the people is shown to us by the early

monuments, though we hardly yet know
enough of the early history to understand
them fully. Two main types stand out
entirely apart, the shaven and the full-

haired. And when it is seen that the
shaven type is that of all the earliest

human figures, dating from 4500 B.C. and
extending down to even 2100 B.C., while
the full-haired type is not found on men
before 3750 B.C., it is clear that the
shaven is the Sumerian and the bearded
is the Semitic type. The remarkable
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point is that the gods are represented

with long hair tressed up and long beards

from 4400 B.C. ; and as early as we can
go back there is never a figure of a beard-

less god. The reason probably is that

personal gods were of Semitic origin,

their worship was borrowed, and hence
their forms. If so, we must see a
large Semitic influence already acting on
the earhest known Sumerian art. The
variations of type may perhaps lead to

some further distinctions. The full,

curly, square-ended beard and long hair

are usual for the gods, as seen under
Eannatum (4400), Urenlil (4000), Gudea
(3300). and Hammurabi (2100). The
same beard, but with the hair done up
into a disc (as on the Tello heads and
Hammurabi), is worn by the King
Anubanini (3600). The long and rather

pointed beard is seen on Naramsin (3750),
and Hammurabi (2100). The short,

square beard is seen on the god, under

Eannatum (4400), and on men about

THE SEMITIC TYPE OF BABYLONIAN
Men with full beards are not represented on Babylonian
monuments until 3750 B.C. ; hence it is clear that
such figures represented people of the Semitic type.
This portrait is from a sculpture of King Hammurabi.

Naramsin'sage[see the seal of Ubilishtar].

The shaven type has a wide face, with a

large prominent aquiline nose, best seen

in the head from Tello. This type is



THE FAMILIAR BEARDED TYPE OF ASSYRIAN GODS AND MEN
Although the full-haired faces are later in appearing on the monuments of Babylonia, all figures of gods are shown as pos-
sessed of full beards and a wealth of hair. A familiar example is here reproduced. It is supposed that the Semitic race
in Assyria was the first to personalise the deities, and hence the resemblance of the images to the features ofthe Semites.

that of all the human figures on the scenes
of Urnina (4500), Eannatum (4400), and
Urenlil (4000) ; and in the figures of the

Scribe Kalhi (cylinder, 375o),Gudea (stele,

3300), the heads of the same age from
Tello, and the later head of beautiful

work at Berlin. The general conclusions

may be that the beard was worn and
admired by Semites, who elaborated a
very full type for the gods ; and that
the Semitic influx, though ruling under
Naramshi at Sippara, north of Babylon,

was yet subordinate at the later date of

Gudea, in the Sumerian south. w
Semitic Age. We now turn to the

later stage of the civilisation, as it

flourished under the mixed race of

Sumerians and Semites, partaking of

the culture of the older race and the higher

moral tone of the less advanced people.

The Sumerians, as we have noted, had
pushed down from the IMedian high-

lands into the growing plain of Babylonia,

while the earlier Semites remained to the
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north in Assyria, and to the west in

Naharaina and Syria. Sooner or later

a fusion was inevitable ; as we have seen

already, the gods were of a Semitic type

at a very early time, and gradually the

union took place during three thousand

years, until in the later times the product

was vmitied in one strong civilisation

which spread its strength far and wide

to the Crimea, to Egypt, and to the

deserts of Central Asia.

Building. The old skill and abihties

found a wide scope in this larger frame
of life. The fundamental craft of brick-

work was carried on to a vast extent.

Every city had its great pile of an artificial

hill of bricks, built in stages to support the

temple of its god high above all. Immense
walls surrounded the cities ; those of

Babylon were some nine miles around, and
are stated to have been 85 ft. high and

340 ft. thick, surrounded by a moat lined

with burnt brick laid in bitumen. Not
only was brickwork used on this great

scale in the Babylonian plain where stone

was a luxury, but the force of example
was so strong that the

Assyrian, in his highland

home, kept up the same
scale of brickbuilding as

his teachers, and used

brick for his palaces and
temples when stone would
have been much more
easily available.

In Babylonia, as in

Egypt, • the supply of

material for brickmaking
on a large scale is a

serious question. For the

great walls of cities, ob-

viously a surrounding ditch

was an advantage ; but

for the materials of houses,

temples, and ziggurats,

great pits had to be dug,

or older buildings pulled

down. At Nippur it was
found that the later

builders had torn down a

long piece of the disused

city wall and dug out

a great pit below and
around it. So in Egypt
the outskirts of every

village has its perilous

hole where the bricks are

made, which, in course of

time, becomes a stagnant
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pond, and every ancient temple, with its

fortifying wall, was built out of a large

pit at its side which became the sacred
lake of the temple.
A higher branch of building was the use

of glazed bricks. In Egypt the use of glazed
tiles for coating walls was boldly carried

out in the earliest dynasties, before

5000 B.C. ; but there was no glazing of the

bricks, because in so dr}^ a climate the

Egyptian was never induced to burn his

bricks. In the wet and damp of Babylonia,
on the contrary, burnt bricks were usual,

and all the facings and main divisions

of structure were in the indissoluble

material, which held together and pro-

tected the mass of crude brickwork within

it. It was, however, mainly, or only,

in the later times—from the ninth century
onwards—that bricks glazed on the outer

face were used for building. It seems that
this was done not so much for utility—like

our modern use of glazed bricks— as

for the artistic effect of colours and
designs. The grandest example of such
work that is known is the fa<?ade of

A TEMPLE PLATFORM, OR ZIGGURAT, OF BABYLONIA
This restoration of the Temple of Bel at Nippur, from the designs of Hilprecht
and Fisher, gives a good idea of the massive character of Assyrian
architecture. The portion marked (i) consists of a stage tower with a
shrine at top and a long stairway leading thereto

; (2) is the temple
proper; (3) house for "honey, cream and wine"; (4) "place for the
delight of Bur-sin": (5) is the inner wall and (6) the massive outer walls.
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coloured glazed brick in relief, repre-

senting the royal archers, from Susa of the

Persian age, now in Paris, restored from
the fragments.

Beside baked brick, pottery was used
on a large scale. Great jars occur in the

earliest times, and cylindrical drains of

large size, sufficiently wide for a man to

descend in them for repair. In later times
coffins of baked pottery of the Parthian
age, and glazed coffins of slipper shape,

dating from the Sassanian period, are very
common on most of the city ruins. Un-
fortunately, sufficient attention has not

yet been given to the pottery of any age.

Wood was largely used in the more
wealthy ages, but it was always valuable,

A KINGS EMBROIDERIES
This illustrates the richness of the decoration on
the breast of an Assyrian king:, whose complete
attire is seen in the other picture on this page.

as large timber had to be brought from a
distance. The great halls of the palaces
were all roofed with timber beams, and
[panels of cedar lined the walls where
stone was not used. Probably palm trunks
and palm leaves served for ordinary
rooting, as in Egypt at present.

Clothing. Clothing became far more
elaborate than in earlier ages, and the
dominance of the more northern people
brought a fuller dress into customary use.

The Assyrian covered the whole body with
a tunic down to the knees, and the upper
classes wore a robe to the feet. Rich em-
broideries were usual among both Baby-
lonians and Assyrians, and the splendour
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brought in various auxiliaries, who differed

from the older Babylonians. Slingers,

northern horsemen clad in leather, and
mountaineers with woodman's axes, all

added new branches to the army.
Art. The arts were carried to great

perfection by the mixed population.

Broadly speaking, the best work is that of

. the early age of Naramsin

TooT' (3750 B.C.), and that of the

Y A ^^te age of Ashur-bani-pal
ears go

(^(^^q -g^y Though not SO fine,

yet probabh' the Hammurabi sculptures

are the highest between the early and late

schools. This would give intervals of 1,650

and 1,460 years between the successive

waves of art. and about 1,450 years more
to the glories of Baghdad, a period much
like that found on the Mediterranean,

though not coincident with it.

The finest work of Naramsin (3750 B.C.)

is his great stele from Susa, now in Paris.

It is remarkab'y pictorial in style, agreeing

in this with the pieces of a limestone stele

representing rows of combatants from
Tello, also in Paris. The figure of the

king is lithe, active, romantic in attitude,

the enemies and his soldiers are full of

animation. No Oriental sculpture has had
(juite the same life in it ; and it recalls

the pictorial style of Crete and the later

Greek sculpture. The art of Gudea (3300
B.C.) is more cold and formal, and has not

the same fine sense of proportion ; it is

distinctly a period of survival and not of

artistic instinct, as seen, for instance, on
the limestone relief in Berlin. The age
of Hammurabi (2100 B.C.) shows careful

portraiture, but not the .spirit of the earlier

age ; the work is well finished, and there

was no hesitation in handling materials
boldly, as on the great black stele of the
laws, now in Paris. There was a fine

sympathetic treatment in private sculp-

ture, as shown in the beautiful limestone
head of a Sumerian in Berlin [see page 266].

The last great age was that of the
Assyrian Empire. Under Ashur-nazir-pal

(885) the work is fine and severe,

but without much expression.

Shalmaneser HI. (860) troubled
more about history than about

art, and his principal remains are the
long records of the black obelisk and
the Balawat gates, which are but clumsy
in the forms. Under Sennacherib (705)
there is a breadth of composition, as

in the siege of Lachish, which is

worthily aided by a more pictorial
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Fine

Later

Art

style, while under Ashur-bani-pal (668-626)
the art reaches both grace and vigour,

as in the splendid natural scenes of the

wild-ass hunt, in the lion hunt, and in

the garden feast with the queen.
Mech.wics. The mechanical arts were

also greatly dev-eloped. The large size of

the buildings, the great quantities of stone

transported for the sculptures, and the

immense size of many blocks—the bulls

weigh nearly 50 tons each—all show that

there was not only considerable skill, but
also large ideals and directive ability.

Layard found that three hundred men were
wanted for drawing his cart bearing the

great bull ; and the sledge used by the

Assyrians for the transport must have
needed as many, or more. I^ong levers are

represented as having been used in a

very effective manner ; but the placing of

such great blocks exactly in the right

position required far more ability than the

GUDEA LED BY A GOD
This shows the Babylonian art at 3300 B.C., inferior to the
earlier st}rle of Naramsin. Theorig-inal is in Berlin Museum.



AN ARTISTIC TRIUMPH OF ASSYRIAN SCULPTURE
Under Ashur-bani-pal (668-626 B.C.) Assyrian art reached both grace and vigour, as is manifest in the splendid
natural scene of the wild-ass hunt, which is here r'^produced from the original in the British Museum.

The use of an official stamp of guarantee
on uniform pieces of silver was adopted by
the time of Nebuchadnezzar, but as this

is two centuries later than Greek coinage
it was probably copied from that. In one
respect the INIesopotamian never equalled

the Egyptian. The Memphite school of

work had attained to a mechanical ac-

curacy which we can scarcely gauge ; their

errors on large pieces of work were only a
matter of thousandths of an inch. But the

Mesopotamian never did a piece of passably
square or regular stonework ; the inequali-

ties and skew angles are glaring, even in

highly elaborated works of art. The sense

of accuracy was quite untrained, and
neither Semite nor Sumerian show any
ability in this line. Egypt, on the con-

trary, started with a prehistoric race which
excelled in exquisitely true handwork and

dexterous flint flaking, and
with the artistic sense of the

. dynastic people added, the
y oft>a

combination was one of the

highest that the world has seen.

Literature. To give any adequate
idea of the literature of Babylonia is far

beyond our scope, and only the main
classes of it can be named in this outline.

These were :

I. Theology and Omens. 2. History

3. Despatches and Correspondence. 4. Lan-
guage and Translation. 5. INIathematics

6. Astronomy. 7. Geography and Natural
History. 8. Medicine.

The striking omission is that of literature

in the form of tales or poetry of actual

life ; there seems, amid all the myriads of
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mere transport. The forms of tools were
much in advance of those used by the

Egyptians. As far back as Naramsin,
the copper axes were all well halted, gener-

ally with rings raised round the edges of

the haft hole to strengthen the band and
prevent it splitting.

The forms of the iron tools are also

excellent ; and iron seems to have been
common in Assyria at an

o era 00 s
gg^j.|jg^- ^^j-g than in any other

of Ancient , i ri j- xi,™ country, probably from the

tenth or twelfth century B.C.

Certainly the set of Assyrian tools left at

Thebes by an armourer of Esarhaddon in

670 B.C., show that the principles, and even
the exact forms, of modern tools had
already been reached. The chisels and rasp

have not been improved since ; the saw is

the same as the modern Oriental pull-saw,

but the teeth have not an alternate set ; the

centre-bits and files anticipate our forms,

but have not reached the complete stage.

The material of most of the edge tools is

steel, showing that the hardening was then

understood. The cutting of seals in hard
stones was an early art, but it was well

maintained, and some of the most beautiful

specimens are the chalcedony cylinders

such as that of Sennacherib in London.
The engraving of the inscriptions also

.shows that cutting in hard stones was
freely done on a great scale ; but the

writing, being entirely in straight hues,

was much easier to engrave than the

figures of natural objects of the Egj'ptian

signs. Probably emery powder or copper

was the means used, as in Egypt.

The Books
of
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tablets, to be nothing similar to the tales of

the various periods of Egypt. We look in

vain for the tales of the magicians, the

romances of adventure, of love, or of his-

tory, which restore to us the living view of

Egyptian thought. The Babylonian was
severely commercial or scientific, and his

poetical ideas were only developed in his

theology ; he seems to have had no play
of fancy or taste for the excitement of

story-telling. Similarly in the Middle Ages
the " Thousand and One Nights," though
often referring to Baghdad, are yet
tales of entirely Egyptian source and
idea.

But for his own purposes the Babylonian
was well educated from a literary point of

view, and, considering the complexity of

his writing, he was probably better trained

than any modern people except the Chi-

nese. The hundreds of signs which he
had to remember had long lost their

pictorial significance, and needed an atten-

tive memory and long training
;

yet not
only in public documents, but also in pri-

vate letters, mistakes are but rarely

found. Classification of the signs, classified

lists of words of Sumerian and Semitic,

grammatical works, and reading books
were the apparatus used.

Wonderful
^^^^^ ^^^ peasantry and

Training of ,- ju i_ . , . sometimes the slaves
Babylonians , j ,

•, j j.i

learned to write, and there

was hardly more need of a professional

scribe than there is in England to-day.

But this general eucation belonged to the

Sumerian stock, and was much diminished
where the Semite was in the majority, so

that in Assyria only the upper classes could
write, and nail-marks of contracting parties

are common. The feeling for literature kept
the names of great writers in remembrance,
and the authors of the main religious pieces,

?uch as the Epic of Gilgames, are still

known. The Egyptian, on the other
hand, has not preserved the name of a

single author ; even Pentaur was probably
only a scribe. The honouring of literature

led to the Assyrian kings amassing great

libraries, and to the princes becoming
librarians and secretaries. The copying
of ancient tablets for the new libraries

was a large business, carefull}' planned
;

and the scribe was required to exactly

state where his original was defective and
what uncertainties existed in the reading.

Even private persons sought to obtain

favour by presenting copies of works
to the temple libraries.

Of the classes of writings, the religious

works are noticed later ; the historical

writings are mainly Assyrian, recording
the constant wars with other lands, and
the tribute and booty brought from them.
That there was a complete State history is

shown by the ready allusions to the time
since certain events had happened. Ashur-

oi ., ,xr w,. . bani-pal recounts 1,635
Shall We Find ^- +u tti u i-

. . years smce the Elamitekmg
an Assyrian u j • j rr
cx ^ u- X o had carried off an image.
state History? ^y 1 1 i_ j r j

IS aoonidus searched tor and
found the tablet of Naramsin, which he says

had not been seen for 3,200 years ; he recites

that there were 800 years from his time to

Shagarakti-buriash, and 700 years from
Burnaburiash to Hammurabi. These
references show that we may hope to

recover a complete State history from
Assyria, as we may hope yet for a com-
plete historical papyrus from Egypt.
The despatches and correspondence give

full light on detail of politics and affairs,

showing the conditions of various countries;

and where a sufficient number have been
preserved together it is possible to build

up a continuous history of a period, as

in the case of the Tellal-Amarna letters.

The yearly annals of a reign belong more
to the historical division, and such records

of Sennacherib, Ashur-bani-pal, and others

are of the highest value. The private

letters give a full view of the current life
;

and the business documents, especially

receipts, are the commonest of all records,

showing the trade, the law, and the

business of the country in all its fulness.

The tablets dealing with the Sumerian
and Semitic languages together, and the

translations from one to the other, we have

noted already. The mathematical tablets

are multiplication tables, lists of multiples

of measures, tables of squares and cubes,

and plans with measurements along the

sides, which show the practical use of the

science. The astronomical records were

already tabulated in the time of the early

. . Semitic Empire, Sargon having
Beginning

compiled for his library a work
°

in seventy-two books, the title
Astronomy

^^ ^,j^.^j^ -^ rendered -'The

Observations of Bel." The purpose of this

was astrological, like the great mass of

short tablets reporting observations of a

later date. But the inquiries involved a

considerable familiarity with astronomical

movements, and a mass of records which

became of great value to the student.

The astronomical tablets of the Seleucid
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period are of special value, as they often

contain valuable historical matter.

Law. In the domain of law the Baby-
lonian had early formulated a code from
the actual working of decisions. Case-

made law was his basis, as in most countries,

and abstracts of important cases were
carefully preserved as precedents. No
torture was used upon witnesses, and
ample investigation of the right of a case

" 'Altai.
»-'•-<-.-' ^~

t.
— •-.~.5'-*df*rK***SS^

^4|;**f*i&fc*«*" JJ"»i"«i::»W^T j«*i^»-^d^/^«s

*''**'^ ju<« J";— -fir"'*' s^ "Sj5

A KING'S LETTER OF 1400 B.C.
A clay tablet letter from Tushratta, King of Mitani, to
Amenophis III., King of Egypt, announcing the despatch
of valuable gifts and begging Amenophis to send him a
large quantity of gold as payment for expenses
mcurred by his grandfather in sending gifts to the King
of Egypt, and also as a gift in return for his daughter,
a princess of Mitani, whom Amenophis had married.

seems to have been usual, with full cross-
examination. High penalties were stipu-
lated for the infringement of sales or con-
tracts. The status of women was equal
to that of men in the Sumerian, but became
inferior in the Semitic law. Slavery was
rather an assignation of labour than a
control of the person, as a slave family
could not be separated. Slaves could hold
pro])erty, own other slaves, give witness,
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and were sometimes well educated. The
family union was strong, as inherited land
could not be sold without assent of

relatives, and boys and girls alike inherited

intestate property.

The detail of the laws form a long study,
but we may here note the main sections
of the great code of Hammurabi, show-
ing the scope of the laws, and stating the
number of enactments.

Witchcraft 2 Marriage property 19
Legal falsehood 3 Women 32
Theft 3 Votaries property 7
Loss 5 Adoption 10
Child and slave steal- Assault 20

ing 7 Doctors 13
Robbery 5 Builders 6
1-loyal messengers and Shipping 7

officers 16 Cattle 12
Agriculture 24 Hire 25, and
Accounts 8 Slaves 5
Licensed traders 6 Distraint & deposit 13

Thus the whole scope of an agricultural

and commercial community was well safe-

guarded, and little doubt left as to general
principles and penalties. All this must
have been the product of innumerable
cases and difficulties for two or three

thousand years, before such a complete
code was set up.

History in Mythology. The religion

has usually occupied a large part of the
attention and interest given to Mesopo-
tamia ; it is comparatively well known
owing to the quantity of documents and
representations. Here we need only
mention such points as bear on the general
civilisation. We have already noticed
how the purely Sumerian Shamanism, or

belief in the spirit of every object, which
needed to be appeased, had been tinctured

by the worship of personal deities of the
Semitic neighbours, and how this inliuence

was shown by borrowing the Semitic beard
for the gods and flounced robe for the

goddesses, and occasionally for the gods.

Thus the Semite was the missionary of

theism as against animism.
On the other hand, the civilisation of

Babylonia is expressly stated to have been
given by Ea, or Oannes, who rose from
the sea of the Persian Gulf ; he passed
the day among men, and taught letters

and sciences and arts—the building of cities

and temples, and the use of laws and geo-

metry. Also he showed the uses of seeds

and fruits, and softened and humanised the

people, who had lived in a lawless manner
like wild beasts. This full ascription of civi-

lisation to sea immigrants shows that it
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cannot be set down
growth, or as due to

still less to the Semite,

movement is roughly

belonging to the

city of Eridu

;

and 5000 B.C. is

the earliest date

at which we can
suppose the
ground of that

city to have been
dry land. Such
must be taken as

the extreme limit

of the early civili-

sation, and what
we find of the

early kings

as an indigenous

the Sumerian, or

The date of this

indicated by Ea,

ot

about 4700 B.C.

is the first effi-

cient rise of
monumental his-

tory in the land.

All this is paral-

lel to the early-

civilisation in

came only a few centuries earlier than the

mission of Ea. It may be possible that there

is one common source of a seafaring people

for both civilisations, and, if so, we might
look to Hadhra-
mot as being in

the most likely

common centre.

At least, it is

always conveni-

ent to explain

the unknown by
the unknown.
The nature

gods of Apsu and
Tiamat, the ocean
and the chaos,

described in the

first tablet of

the Creation
series, belong to

the primitive

Sumerian. " The
waters of these

mingled in union,

and no fields

were embanked,

A CAMP SCENE IN THE DAYS OF NINEVEH'S POWER
The interior of a castle, indicated by a kind of ground-plan with towers and battlements, is divided into four

compartments. In each is a group of figures, either engaged in domestic occupations or in preparations for a

religious ceremony. The pavilion is supported by columns, probably of painted wood, and the canopy is

adorned with a fringe of alternate flowers and buds, like the usual Egyptian border. Beneath the canopy is a

groom cleaning a horse with a curry-comb. A eunuch at the entrance is receiving four prisoners. Above are two
mummers dressed in the skins of lions, while a figure with a staff appears to be the keeper of these monsters.

Egypt. That also came in apparently
from the Red Sea at about 5800 B.C.,

as the civilising movement which changed
the prehistoric age to the dynastic. And it
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no islands were seen ; when the gods

had not come forth, not one ; when they

neither had being nor destinies." And
afterward " Evil they plotted against



A CHASE IN THE DESERT, RECORDED ON THE MONUMENTS OF NINEVEH
The series of which this bas-relief formed a part appears to have recorded the conquest by the Assyrians
of an Arab tribe or nation who made use of the camel in war as a beast of burden. This sculpture
belongs to a later period than the bas-relief from the North-West Palace at Nineveh reproduced below.

the great gods." After an attempt of

Aiishar (perhaps the same as the Egyptian
Anher, the sky god) to snbdue Tiamat
(tablet 2), Marduk, the sun god, gains the
victory ; and in tablets 3 and 4, the

supremacy of Marduk is finally confirmed
by all the gods. In this we seem to have
the echoes of a tribal history as in the
Egyptian theology. The Shamanistic

worship of a confused host of warring and
malignant spirits, is at last subdued by
the worshippers of personal gods under
Semitic influence, and of these the people ol

the sun god take in the end the leading

place. All of these changes were, however,
long before the political domination ol

the Semite, which began about 3800 B.C.,

with Sargon.

ROYAL SPORT IN THE DAYS OF ANCIENT NINEVEH
This bas-relief probably formed part of a subject representing the King of Nineveh in his chariot hunting
the wild bull. The warrior rides on one horse and leads a second, richly caparisoned, for the use of the
monarch. Numerous small marks on the body of the animal probably denote long and shaggy hair.
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A VIEW OF HILLAH, THE

We have now reviewed the questions of

the rise of civihsation, as apart from the

ordinary history of the countries, which is

dealt with in its proper place in this work.
Though it is ditticult, and rather misleading,

to look at the civilisation and the political

history apart, yet, as so much has come to

light in recent years to clear our view of the

origins of culture that we may be allowed
to focus our attention on that view of

man, apart from his l^oftor known history.

MODERN BABYLON

We seem at last to have reached back to

a definite beginning of arts and capacities

on both the Nile and the Euphrates, and
to have touched a condition of things that

seems to point in both lands to some
external source of a yet pre-existing

culture, which yet has to be traced.

I am happy to add that one of our greatest

Babylonian scholars, Dr. Pinches, concurs

in the view of his subject which is here
pip^pntpd. W. M. Flinders Petrie

THE EXILES IN EAB\LON
"By the rivers of Babylon there we sat down; yea, we wept." From the paint.ng by Bendemaiiii.
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THE RISE OF CIVILISATION
IN EUROPE

By DAVID GEORGE HOGARTH, M.A.

OUT of the East came Light " has been

the text on which all great historians

of civilisation have preached, from the

authors of the Mosaic literature down
through Greek and Roman times to our

own. Hebrew wiiters have looked back to

Mesopotamia ; Greek writers to Egypt
;

Roman writers to Greece; writers of Western

and Northern Europe and the New World

to Rome, Greece, and Palestine. Their behef

is justified in so far as it is based on two

great facts. Man first found in the warm,

alluvial valleys of Southern Asia and
North-Eastern Africa the conditions of

climate and soil most favourable to his

upward progress from the savage state ; and

from these regions, so soon as with increase

of numbers he was moved to migrate, his

steps were turned by the geographical

conditions surrounding his early homes,

in a general way, westward. He knew not

yet how to cross broad seas ; deserts,

sandy steppes, high mountains and tropi-

cal forests and swamps were
"Out of the

equally deterrent. The Polar
East H _ J

came Light
,, ice-sheet, which had extended

in Pleistocene times to the

Caspian, Black Sea, and Danube basins,

and still lay, in the dawn of human civilisa-

tion, far south of its present hmits, pro-

bably rendered, with its wide fringe of

impassable moraine, forest, and tundra

country, all the lands included in the

present Empire of Russia singularly in-

hospitable. Whoso looks at the map of

the Western Hemisphere, bearing these

facts in mind, will see at once that the

line of least resistance, and, indeed, the

only possible hne, led the men of the

great sub-tropic river valleys towards and

along the Mediterranean coasts.

In so far, therefore, as European civilisa-

tion is a state of things due to influences

from without, it is due to the East ;
but

that is very far from the whole explanation

of its origin. The impulse to rise above

savagery has not always—not, indeed,

usually—come to peoples from without

;

and probably in primitive time, when

communications were slow and difficult to
a degree which we can hardly realise, the
origin of local culture was seldom or never
to be accounted for thus. In modern days
there have been obvious instances to the
contrary ; but even now it remains to
be seen how far civilisations originated
among absolutely barbarous peoples by
^. ... .. contact with higher races are
Civilisation , i • * ,, -,^

from ^ ^ livmg growths. Ex-

Without
amples of the modification and
possible elevation of ancient

indigenous societies by incoming aliens,

such as have been seen in Mexico or Peru,
India or Japan, Egypt or Barbary, are
not in point ; for in these cases local

civilisations certainly existed long before
the foreign influence. We must look to

the history of the relations of white and
negro, or other savage, races in the homes
of the latter, and the results of such
inquiries are far from conclusive. Does
civilisation so originated grow and thrive ?

Do even the races thus civilised themselves
any longer thrive and grow ? Our antipo-

dean colonies, and the story of the native

races of North America, if there were no
other instances, would not admit a cate-

gorical affirmative. Nay, rather, the

evidence so far available tends to discount

the permanence of transferred civilisation,

and to throw doubt on the continued

vitality of races so civilised.

It is necessary to raise this question at

the outset of the present essay because it

has been too often assumed, both implicitly

and explicitly, by historians of our civilisa-

tion, that all the cultural devel-
The Escape

^^^^^^ ^f Central, Western,
^1°^ and Northern Europe has been
Savagery

^^^^ ^^ ^^-^^ influence, exerted

from the south and south-east, and

mainly by the agency of the Greek,

Grajco - Roman, and Gr?eco - Romano -

Semitic (the Christian) systems. Maine's

famous dictum that " Nothing moves in

the world which is not Greek in origin
"

has long dominated our thoughts. Yet

that magnificent generalisation is contrary
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not only to inherent probability, but to

known fact. Escape from the savage

state, as Buckle showed, depends in the

first place on the existence of such con-

ditions of geographical environment as

favour the accumulation of wealth and
the development of a leisured class—that

is, such as conduce to the production of a

good deal more than the mini-

mum necessary for life. It
Conditions

Essential for

Civilisation
can, therefore, have taken place

wherever man found compara-
tively genial climate and remunerative

soil, and, in process of time, made for

himself, by clearing forests or draining

swamps, an arable area which would feed

him and his more abundantly than was
absolutely necessary.

Where these conditions were presumably
present it is unreasonable to suppose that

the beginnings of civilisation were deferred

age after age, until late in time some
stimulus chanced to be imparted by an alien

race or races which had, after all, advanced
towards their own civilisation, albeit

earlier, through the operation of similar

conditions elsewhere. In the European
areas inhabited by the Celtic and
Germanic peoples, for instance, long

before we have the slightest reason to

believe that these can have come into

intimate relation with the civilisations of

the South and East, both climate and soil

were unquestionably favourable, and local

civilisations cannot but have been origin-

ated independently. As has been well said,
" Man every\vhere has the same humble
beginnings "

; and, up to a certain point,

which is found to be, in fact, far later

than the inception of some kind of culture,

he will satisfy his primitive needs and
desires in very much the same ways.
Under certain conditions, known

to have arisen independentl}^ in many
different regions of the earth, articles of

luxury and art, irrefragable witnesses to

incipient civilisation, begin to be produced
„ , spontaneously. To what re-
spontaneous ^ , J 1 ,

_. ... ,. mote periods have not cave
Civilisation -, ./ ,, 1,1^1
.

J,
deposits thrown back the

urope
history of artistic effort in the

valleys of Gaul ? And what credit, in

reason, can be given to Greece, or even to

Rome, for the elaborate social order of the
Teutonic tribes, which was of ancient
standing when first the Romans pene-
trated beyond the Danube and Rhine ?

So well rooted in the soil, so potent and
so widel}^ diffused were the Teutonic and
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Celtic social systems, that in the history

of our actual civilisation they are factors

as worthy of consideration as the influences

of Rome, Greece, or Palestine. If Grseco-

Roman Christianity came greatly to modify
them in the end, they had, perhaps, ere

that, modified Christianity itself hardly
less ; and the social superiority of the
northern and western adherents of the
now dominant religion is probably as

much due to character and habits deve-
loped before ever its creed was formulated,
as the dominance of the Turkish peoples
in the Islamic system is undoubtedly due
to social characteristics evolved in the
oases and steppe-lands of Central Asia far

back in the " Times of Ignorance."

Let it, therefore, be understood that in

the following pages it is not necessarily

the whole origin of European civilisation

that is being set forth, but the modi-
fication and heightening of probably
pre-existent European culture by the first

influences of the Nearer East which can
be supposed to have reached it. Of these

influences the effect is to some extent a

matter of inference only. We cannot
always, or, indeed, often, point with any
assurance to actual results of their action.

In great part we must still be content
with little more than a demonstration
that directly along certain lines of com-
munication, or indirectly through certain

intermediaries, the civilisations of the

South could, or did, come into relation

with European areas at an early age.

The sea routes which were

P
^ /*° most likely to be used in ruder

S R ^S^^ by Levantine mariners,

after leaving the Nile estuaries

or the Syrian ports—which, as a matter of

fact, are known to have been most used

—

are : that which followed the littoral of Asia

Minor to Rhodes, whence it bifurcated, to

Crete on the one hand, and to the .Egean
isles and coasts on the other ; or that strik-

ing across the narrow strait to Cyprus, and
thence by way of Rhodes, or directly, to

Crete. In connection with both these

routes, the importance of Crete and
Rhodes, and especially the former, must
be obvious. Thence the Cyrenean and
Carthaginian projections of Africa were
reached with greater ease than by way
of the littoral to west of Egypt,
which, for some hundreds of miles, is

desert, reef-girt, almost harbourless, and
pitilessly vexed by an on-shore wind.

From Carthage, Sicily and the Italian



THE GREAT SEA ROUTES OF ANCIENT CIVILISATION
Along the routes marked in this map lay the course of ^gean and Phoenician civilisation. The importance of Crete
and Rhodes in the spreading of civilisation is clearly seen; they may be called the "half-way houses" between
Mesopotamian culture, with its seat in the valley of the Euphrates, and Egyptian culture, in the valley of the Nile.

peninsula were readily accessible, or the

Gibraltar strait and the Iberian shores

could be made after coasting a littoral

much kinder to navigation than that

between Egypt and the western bight of

the Syrtis.

The land routes in chief were also two.

The Nile valley, closed by desert on the

^. ^ western side, had comparatively
The Two i xi . . \

_ easy access to the great natural

,
"^^

. „ . road which, leading northwards
Land Routes ., „' .

^
, r ,through Syria, passes at first

along the Palestinian littoral, and then
through the central cleft between the

Lebanons to the Orontes valley. Mesopo-
tamian traders, following up the Euphrates
till they had left the desert part of its

course behind them, fell into this same road
in the region of Aleppo and Antioch.

Thence by the easy passes which turn the

southern end of Mount Amanus, the com-
bined caravans reached Tarsus, penetrated
Taurus by the gap of the Cilician Gates,

and found themselves on the plateau of

Asia Minor with a choice of easy" routes

leading either to the rich western littoral,

or the north-western straits, and from
any and every point offering safe passage

to South-eastern Europe. This was the

only land route for Egyptian civilisation.

But the ]\Iesopotamian had an alternative

one, leading by way of the upper Tigris

vallev to the north of Taurus and the

Cappadocian plateau, whence it descended
the Sangarius and debouched, like the
first route, on either the north-western or
the western coast of Anatolia.

In speaking of such land routes, we do
not, of course, mean to imply the existence
of any made road, nor even of a single

track. When most definite, they probably
resembled the Syrian Pilgrim Way—

a

skein of separate paths now spreading
widely, now running into and across one
another ; and doubtless the early tracks

diverged far more than this, and making
great elbows, followed now one valley,

now another, to meet again only after

many days. One of the great lines from
Mesopotamia to the western Anatohan
coast, that described last in our enumera-
tion, came to t»e defined more strictly

than the rest, perhaps by the Kings of

Nineveh and their " Hittite " rivals and
allies in Cappadoc'a, and was known in the

Persian era to the Greeks as the Royal

p 1
I^oad " of ^11 who go up into

„
c

^

oya
Asia." But at the much earlier

time with which we are most
concerned, the influences of the

East did not rush westward torrent-wise

in one bed, but soaked slowly, finding a

way now here, now there, in one general

westward direction, and sending offshoots

far out to right and left of the main
streams.

2S5

Road up

into Asia
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THE RISE OF CIVILISATION IN EUROPE

It has been said that there is evidence
of the routes just indicated having been,

in fact, those most used. It is upon these

hues, and no others, that we find certain

remarkable focuses of early culture dis-

})osed as half-way houses between the Meso-
])otamian and Egyptian civilisations on the
one hand, and continental Europe on the
other. These are, in relation to the sea

routes, first, the prehistoric i^igean

civilisation, focused from the first in

Crete, but extended to all isles and
jieninsulas of South-eastern Europe from
Cyprus to Sardinia and Spain ; and,

secondly, the Phoenician, originated on
the Syrian coast, but focused also at a

later time at a second point much farther

west—namely, on that Carthaginian pro-

jection, whence lay easy sea-ways to Sicily

and Italy and all the western seas. Hard
by the Egyptian land route lay this same
Phoenician society ; while all about its

point of junction with the Euphrates
road, on both its continuations north-

westward, and on the northern road from
Mesopotamia so soon as this had passed
Euphrates, was established the singular

but as yet little understood
a -way

civilisation which we call
nouses of n-jj.-. tt i

„. ... ,. Hittite. How early we may
Civilisation

. , i , , . • ,

assume the latter s existence

in North vSyria is still doubtful ; but since

the discoveries of Winckler at Boghaz Keui,

there is little question that it was focused

in prehistoric time in Northern Cappa-
docia, whence its influence seems to have
radiated southward to the confines of

Palestine, and westward to Lydia and
almost the shore of the ^^igean Sea. It

is to this North Cappadocian region

that the Tigris route from Assyria and
Babylonia, which was afterwards the Per-

sian " Royal Road," tended. Among these

civilisations the most important for our
present purpose is the JEgea.n, because
its geographical area touched at some point

all the westward roads, whether by sea or

land ; and, moreover, because it is the

one which actual evidence both dates from
the remotest antiquity and most clearly

proves to have been operative on Europe,
especially on the most expansive of its early

cultures, the Hellenic. The recent explora-

tion of Crete, due in the main to Messrs.

Arthur Evans and Federico Halbherr, has

enhanced enormously the significance of

the civilisation revealed to the modern
world at Hissarlik and Myceme by the

faith and fervour of Henry Schliemann.

We are now assured of certain facts of

much moment to our inquiry. Firstly,

that this civilisation was developed origin-

ally from its rudest beginnings within the
iE^gean area itself. This is proved by
evidence of the uninterrupted evolution
of fabric3 and decoration, especially in

ceramic ware, produced at Cnossus from
„ . the dawn of the historic

Evidences of 5^^^,^"/^ P^''^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

Culture
Neolithic time. At various
points in this long retrocession

we can place the Cnossian culture in

synchronic relation with the Egyptian
by the presence both of Egyptian objects
in the MgeRn strata, and .Tigean in the
Egyptian. These points correspond with
the highest developments respectively
of the New, Middle, and Old Pharaonic
Empires—moments at which we should
naturally expect to find evidence of inter-

national communication. The earliest

point indicated by these synchronisms
lies possibly as far back as the First

Dynasty, if certain vases, exported
apparently from the ^Egean as vehicles

for colouring matter, and found by
Dr. Petrie at Abydos, are accepted as of

the remote date to which their discoverer

attributed them ; but in any case the con-

temporaneity of some part of the Old
Empire period with the JEgea.n civilisa-

tion is assured, and that, moreover, when
the latter was already far advanced
beyond its rudest origins, as represented

by the contents of the thick strata of

yellow clay which underlie the earliest

structures at Cnossus.

Thus is the indigenous origin of JEgean
civilisation assured. So also is the in-

dependence of its after development.
The typical Cretan pottery, known as

the " Kamares " style and lineally

descended from Neolithic ware, which
attained, about the acme of the Pharaonic
Middle Empire a perfection both of fabric

and ornament worthy of the highest

ceramic products of any age,

_.^.,. ^^.'^^ remained absolutely distinct.
Civilisation ^, . , ^ ,

. ., ^. 1 he same independence cha-
is Native , . f ,

racterises a later ceramic
product of the JEgea.n, a glazed ware with
monochrome decoration, which went into

Egypt abundantly under the Eighteenth
Dynasty, and especially when Amen-
hotep IV., " Khuenaten," was reigning

in his new capital at Tell-el-Amarna. Nor
is .(E^gean art distinctive only in its

humbler products. The frescoes, the
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THESEION TEMPLE, ATHENS : DORIC ORDER OF ARCHITECTURE
The perfection of the Hellenic style, derived from ^gean architecture. 5th century B.C

plaster reliefs, the chased work in precious

metals, the ivory carvings, and the gem
intaglios of the ^^gean area, of which Sir

Charles Newton said thirty years ago that
they were not to be confounded with pro-

ducts of any other glyptic art, show the
development and retention of an in-

dividual naturalistic style—a style

which reacted on the fresco paintings

of Egypt itself under Khuenaten.
Finally, to clinch the proof of its

independence with the strongest pos-

sible argument, the JEgesm civilisa-

tion, as soon as it became articulate,

evolved for itself, in Crete at any rate,

a system of writing, displayed to us
on some thousands of surviving clay
documents, which was purely its own,
and cannot be interpreted by com-
parison with any other known script.

Secondly, it is now known that
this civilisation, of remote indigenous
origin and independent development,
reached a very high point of achieve-
ment in many respects which afford
the best-known tests of culture

—

namely, in its artistic products, ex-
tant examples of which offer am})k'
evidence of wonderfully close study
of natural forms, of mastery of
decorative principles and their exe-
cution, and of a sort of idealistic

quality, which has been rightly
called " a premonition of the later
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Hellenic " ; also, in

architectural construc-

tion and the organisa-

tion of domestic com-
fort, as displayed in the

})alaces at Cnossus and
Phaestus, with their

superposed stories,
their broad stairways

of many flights, their

rich ornament, their

arrangements for ad-

mitting air and light,

and their astonishing

systems of sanitation

and drainage. The
written documents
found, though still

undeciphered, ]:)]ainly

attest an advanced
knowledge of account-

keeping and correspon-

dence. The frescoes and
gem scenes, as well as

many surviving objects

of luxury, attest the existence of a leisured

and pleasure-loving class ; and, lastly, the

tribute-talhes of Cnossus support the in-

ference which is legitimately drawn from
the uniformity of certain material objects

all over the ^Egean area at certain periods

TEMPLE OF WINGLESS VICTORY; IONIC ORDER
The perfection of the second Hellenic style, refined from the Doric,
probably in the first place by Asiatic Greeks. Fifth century B.C.
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—notably that contemporaneous with the

earHer part of the Eighteenth Egyptian

Dynasty—and also from the wide range of

certain place-names, that there was an
extensive imperial organisation. The centre

of this empire, as well as the original focus

of the civilisation, was almost beyond ques-

tion in Crete. The prejudice in favour of

other focuses raised by the priority of

.Egean discoveries elsewhere, especially

those made in the Argolid, has been greatly

weakened by demonstration of the superior

catholicity and quality of Cretan culture,

and by recognition of the failure of Myceme
to offer evidence of anything like the same
antiquity. And no more need be said here

to counteract it than that, if Buckle's

statement of the climatic and geographical

conditions necessary to the first develop-

ment and upward progress of culture be

sound, those conditions were never present

in plenitude anywhere in the ^Egean area

except in Crete. There are found in the

most conspicuous degree the combination

of these geographical features—large tracts

of fertile and deep lowland soil ; moun-
tains so situated as to cause abundant

precipitation, and so high as

f E r***"*
*° ^^^'^'^ ^^°^ against the early

°
. .f.'^ ^,. summer ; absence of both

Civilisations j i j. jswamps and desert areas ; and
a climate not prone to extremes.

Like all other high civilisations the

/Egean both borrowed and lent. Since

its debts could be contracted only with

contemporary cultures as high as its own,

they were owed mainly to Egypt and
Babylonia, while its loans went out

chiefly to lower civilisations further re-

moved than itself from the eastern centres,

those, namely, of the European continent.

As regards Egypt, something has been said

already of its intercourse with the iE^gean

in all ages of the latter's prehistoric

period. The evidence of that intercourse,

known even before the exploration of

Crete, was fairly abundant, though
limited almost entirely to later ages of

.ILgean culture, often called particularly
" Mycenaean." The " pre-Cretan " case

was set forth very concisely in a paper

read before the Royal Society of Literature

in 1897 by Professor Flinders Petrie, who
enumerated the objects of Egyptian fabric

or style found on .'Egean sites, notably at

Mycenae, and in Cyprus and Rhodes

;

and of objects of .-Egean style or fabric

found in Egypt, notably at Thebes,

Memphis and Tell-cl-Amarna, and in the

Fayum. One word of warning only

may be added—that the occurrence of

such imported objects, especially if they
be of the amulet class, on a site of a certain

dat:^ does not necessarily imply exact

contemporaneity with the period at which
the objects were actually produced ; for

they may well have been carried hither

^ and thither in the stream of
What Crete , j r a-trade for some time ere comnig
_f ^

. to rest, and been long preserved
*"^ "^ afterwards. Some of the

Cypriote and Rhodian tombs, for example,
in which .scarabs and other Egyptian
objects of the Eighteenth Pharaonic
Dynasty have been found, are probably
considerably later than that dynasty.

Crete has largely reinforced this evidence,

not only by throwing it back to a much
earlier time than that of the Eighteenth
Dynasty, but by proving that in its later

periods ^gean art had come to be con-

siderably modified, both in forms and in

motives and treatment of decoration, by
the art of Egypt. We have then to do,

not merely with mutually imported objects,

but, much more than was previously

understood, with the mutual action of

influences—the strongest possible proof

of close intercourse. On the Mgea.n side,

our sole concern at present, are now found

scenes represented in fresco-painting or

metal-work — for example, the mural

scene with a river and palms at Cnossus,

and the well-known cat-hunting scene

inlaid on a Mycenaean poniard—and also

decorative motives which are of obvious

Egyptian parentage. Other motives pro-

claim their alien origin by more or less

mistaken treatment. The best instance

in point is the use made of the lotus

motive in Greece and the isles, where the

flower was never domiciled.

For influences of the Mesopotamian
civilisation we have to look in the main

to the early civilisations of Syria and Asia

Minor ; but evidence is not whoUy wanting

on .E^gean sites. A Babylonian
Influence of

^^y^^^^^^^ ^ame to light at Cnos-
Egypt and

sus ; the fashion of dress.
Mesopotamia

gg^g^^i^Hy fg^.^ie^ ^s shown in

yEgean frescoes and gems, is very like

the Babylonian, from whatever primitive

garments it had been developed ; and in

other respects also the intaglio class of

/Egean art products shows at least as

much Mesopotamian as Egyptian in-

fluence. It has borrowed the decoration of

both cylinders and scarabs ; but it proves
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PALLAS ATHENA, THE MAIDEN GODDESS OF ATHENS
Cue of the chief gloiie-. of the art of ancient Greece left to the modern world. Athena was the goddess and

protectress of Athens, and her statue stood at the heig:ht of the Acropolis, dominating the city.
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THE SUPREME MONUMENT OF ANCIENT GREECE LEFT TO THE MODERN WORLD
The Venus of Milo, one of the noblest examples of Greek art, and one of the most famous statues extant. Found

at Milo, in Crete, about loo B.C., and now in the Louvre, Paris. 1
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its essential independence all the time by
never, adopting the forms of either of those

characteristic alien vehicles of glyptic art.

Lastly, in the most important of all

aspects of early civilisation—the religious

—

we now know that the ^Egean approxi-

mated very closely to the old civilisations

to south and east of it. The main idea

. . of its cult was that which seems
Religious ^^ j^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^g Q^^g^. ^j^^ ^^^

most dominant in such cults

—

Ideas of

Early Times
namely, the worship of the re-

productive force of Nature. This idea was
embodied, as soon as divinities were
imagined in human shape, in feminine form,

the desired relation of divinity to humanity
being expressed by the addition of a son-

consort. How far other features of this

cult, common to the south-eastern lands

—

such as the descent of the son to the

human race, his periodical death at the

hands of the latter, and his joyful resur-

rection—were present, we do not yet

know. It would probably be false to

ascribe the presence of this cult idea in

.^gean civilisation to any foreign influence,

for it seems to be a necessary expression

of the religious sense of many peoples,

and is as likely to have been as indigenous
in the case of Rhea and Zeus (to give the
Divine pair their possible ^Egean names) as

in those of Isis and Osiris, or Ashtaroth and
Tammuz-Adon. But we may note first

that here was a vital bond of affinity

between the iEgean folk and their main-
land neighbours on east and south, and
-;econd, that long before historic Hellenic
times the former had arrived at that essen-

tial condition of progressive civilisation, an
anthropomorphic conception of divinity.

Enough has now been said to show
that ^gean civilisation was both a broad
channel through which influences of Asiatic
and Egyptian culture could and did flow,

and also in itself of such importance as to

be likely to exert influence on nascent
civilisation in Europe. To see whether

TheGre k ^^ ^^^ ^°' ^® ^°°^ ^^^^ ^° ^^®

Debt t^^gean ^"^^.'"'^ ^^^^^h succeeded

Civilisation ^ ,1" • '^' °'^^
^^'^f'

}^^
Hellenic culture of the his-

toric age, about whose action, exerted in-

directly on all subsequent civilisation, there
is no possible doubt. And at the outset
stress must be laid on the fact that we are
dealing, in respect of the two civilisations

in question, with one and the same geo-
graphical area. There is here no question
of alien influences dependent on short or
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long communications by sea or land. The
Hellenic race, if indeed to be distinguished

from all elements in the earlier iEgean,
came into the very domain of the latter,

and experienced by actual contact the full

force of the pre-existent culture. This being
so, the probability of heavy debts having
been contracted by the later culture to the

earlier is enormous ; and it becomes all

but certainty when the few facts which
we know about the early history of the

Hellenic peoples proper come to be con-

sidered in the light of ascertained general

laws governing the relations of inter-

mingled races.

It is clear that the Hellenic tradition of

a great descent of peoples from the north
into mainland Greece and the western
isles, about 1000 B.C., enshrines substantial

fact. These peoples, possessed of iron

weapons, were superior to the ^^gean folk

in war, but evidently inferior in the softer

social arts. The Greeks called them
Dorians, a name afterwards associated

with the most distinctive, but the least

cultivated, of the historic races of the

peninsula—a race, however, possessed in

its full form of the conception

f°H'*^/'*^'
^^ ^^^ city-state

;
which im-

„ „*
. plied the subordination of the

Hellenism • t • i 1 . .^i

individual to the corporate

body, and was the chief social message to

be taught thereafter by the Greek to the

world.

Without calling these invaders by any
one name, or supposing Northern folk to

have made then their first appearance in

the ^gean area, we may safely see in this

Greek tradition the record of a cataclysmic
change out of which historic Hellenism was
to issue at the last. In proof of the invader's

inferiority in the useful arts we have the

undoubted fact that the command of the

Greek seas, formerly held by Cretans and
other Jigean folk, passed for some cen-

turies into Semitic hands—the hands of

those Sidonian Phoenicians whose coming,
but as yet incomplete, " thalassocracy," is

reflected in the most important of con-

temporary documents, the Homeric lays,

and, under the lead of the Tyrians, was to

grow greater yet. To illustrate their

inferiority in the luxurious arts we have
the dry, uninventive style of artistic

decoration known as the " Geometric,"
which also lasted for some centuries. It

is evident that the newcomers were con-

quering soldiers, who destroyed, but could
not of their own virtue create.
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Now, the course of events after all

such contjuests, if permanent but not

exterminative, is the same. The rude

military invaders, finding themselves de-

ficient in woman-folk, take not only slaves

hut wives from the civilised people of the

soil. The resultant children tend more and
more, as time goes on, to be influenced

by their native mothers. In them previous

culture begins to revive, and ere many
generations are past, so completely is the

new race assimilated by the old that the

language in general use is that not of

the conquerors but of the conquered.

For a crucial instance we need look no
further than to the after history of the Nor-
man invaders of our own island ; and we
might almost assume, were there no actual

memorials of the fact, that the civilisation

which arose anew in the /Egean area, after

the tumultuous period reflected in the

Homeric lays and the Greek tradition of

early Asiatic colonisation, was largely

influenced by what had been there in the

.Egean Age. There is, however, proof that

such was indeed the fact. As will presently

be pointed out, the long period of unrest had
allowed other alien influences to

enter Hellas, notably the Sem-
itic from Phoenicia. But be-

side what appears to be Asiatic,

and also beside what was new and dis-

tinctively Hellenic in the historic culture,

which became prominent from the ninth
century onwards (and this includes such
all-important features as the conceptions
of a supreme Father-God, and of the

city-state—an idea of social order as

obdurate to southern influences as our
own Germanic social order has proved)

—

beside all this, the " non-Hellenic " ele-

ments in the civilisation are almost
entirely such as may be referred to ^Egean
prototypes. Hellenic art, which flourished

pre-eminently among the non-Dorian in-

habitants, is distinguished from Eastern
art by just those distinctive qualities of.

both realism and idealism which dis-

tinguished the highest art of the JEgea.n

Age. Hellenic religion has for its oldest,

most universal, and most popular deities

various feminine impersonations, indistin-

guishable from the earlier Mother-Goddess.
The chief of these is the unwedded Artemis-
Aphrodite, supreme patroness of life

all through the historic period of pagan
Greece, the ersential features of whose
cult are still dominant in the observance
of the Greek peasant-worshippers of the
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its

Conquerors

Christian Virgin. Hellenic cult is full of

interesting survivals of the Tree and Stone
ritual amply attested in ^i^gean cult.

Hellenic custom retained many traces

of a matriarchal system, appropriate to

a society exclusively devoted to the Great
Mother, whom Hellas took in name and
actual i)rimitive form to her pantheon
_,

-J
under the names of Rhea and

^.^.,. ^7- Kybele. The Dorian and
. Q Ionian styles of architecture

can be directly affiliated to the

.F^gean as revealed in Mycenaean tombs
and Cnossian frescoes, and the Greek
house is a development of the earlier

domestic plan. Certain notable excep-

tions go far to prove the rule. The dress

of the upper class, and the fashion of

body-armour and weapons, seem to have
been determined henceforth by the

new folk. These are just the features

in civilisation which conquering invaders

would naturally introduce and retain.

It is hardly necessary to add that if

^gean civilisation seriously influenced

that of historic Hellas, it seriously

influenced at second hand that of Western
and Central Europe.

Hellenic civilisation, however, was per-

haps not the only medium through which
iF^gean influence affected inner Eurojjc.

In Scandinavian tomb-furniture certain

presumably foreign decorative motives,

notably the returning spiral and the

triqiietra, which are identical with charac-

teristic ^'Egean types, make their appear-

ance in the first part of the local Bronze
Age ; and these have been noticed also,

at a slightly later period, in the art of

early Ireland, at that time the most
civilised of the British Isles. In point of

form also some Northern weapons in

bronze resemble those of the Far South.

If the spiral motive stood alone, the

affiliation of this distant decorative art

to the iF^gean would be very doubtful,

since Nature, whether through the forms

^ . »^ assumed by vegetable tendrils

. ., or animal horns, or through
Influences ,

,

. i • r ^

. „ tliose of shavings of wood or
in Europe , , . ,, °

, ,

metaf, might easify have sug-

gested the ornament independently. But
taken together with other related motives,
and the evidence of assimilation of weapon-
forms, these spirals raise a pi"esum})tion

in favour of an early obligation of North
Europe to /Egcan civilisation. A jiossible

explanation of this fact, if fact it be, has
been found in the communication which
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appears to have been created by the

^geaii demand for Baltic amber ;
and

early ways for this traffic have been

traced by Dr. Arthur Evans up the

Adriatic, and also overland from the

^gean shores to the Danube basin,

whence, from a point near the later

Carnuntum, a combined route ran up the

Moldau to the Elbe system. Further, it

is the opinion of Professor Montelius

and some other archaeologists that not

only certain bronze forms and decorative

motives, but the usage of this metal

itself was derived in Scandinavia from
the south, somewhere before looo B.C.

Since pure copper and pure tin hardly

occur in Sweden among objects of this age,

it has been held that the bronze was
imported ready made in the mass. But
Sweden contains large natural copper

deposits, and tin is also found ; and,

therefore, this opinion is not universally

accepted. Indeed, some authorities reverse

the debt, and actually derive ^Egean
knowledge of bronze from Europe. If,

however, the first derivation be ever

proved, we shall have to refer the first

-, . . use of metal weapons—an
Commercial , c j •

_ . ,. enormous step forward m
Communication -,

^
• xt j.u

.. „ social progress — m JNorth
wi uropc

^^^^ Central Europe to the

Southern civilisations, such as the Egyp-
tian, which had certainly known and used
bronze for at least a thousand years before

we find it in Sweden. It is sometimes main-
tained that Cyprus was the first, and long

the sole, source of copper, which travelled

north by way of Asia Minor and the ^E^gean

to Hungary and inner Europe ; but this is

not proved. In any case, for some reason,

bronze seems to have become known to

the Scandinavians and Danes earlier than
to the Gallic peoples.

Yet more evidence is there of possible

iEgean communication with Central
Europe after the introduction of iron,

which seems not to have reached Scandi-
navia till almost the Christian Era. Tran-
sylvanian, Russian, and Balkan graves
have yielded to recent explorers abund-
ance of both weapons and decorated
articles of personal use and adornment,
closely resembhng fabrics in the later

periods of ^gean civilisation. Further into
the European continent we have again the
various evidence of the early Iron Age
graves of the Salzkammergut on the south-
eastern fringe of the Bavarian plain. This
" Hallstatt " culture, as it is called, from
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the location of the chief cemetery, presents

both in character and development an
extraordinarily close parallel to that of the

^gean Geometric Age. About the same
period we know also that a civilisation was
in progress in the fertile lands round the

head of the Adriatic, which is called

Veneto-Illyrian, and shows even stronger

evidence of iE^gean influence
Influences

^j^^^^ ^^^ HaUstatt culture ; as,

indeed, might be expected, if
in Western
Europe

it be remembered that in

Southern and Central Italy, as well as

Sicily, forms and decoration, obviously

learned from /Egea.n civilisation, as well as

actual imported ^gean objects, had been
plentiful ever since the bloom of the

iEgean age. A visit to the local collections

in Syracuse, Bari, and Ancona, will estab-

lish this fact to the satisfaction of any
archaeologist. These two civilisations, that

of the Salzkammergut and that of the

North Adriatic lands, have important bear-

ing on the development of all Western
Europe ; for we know that the Celtic

peoples, who penetrated south of the

Alps in the sixth and fifth centuries

B.C., learned much from both, and espe-

cially from the second ; and graves, fur-

nished after they had been pressed back
again into Switzerland and Gaul, show
abundant evidence of what is called " sub-

iEgean " influence—that is, of form and
ornament probably derived ultimately from
iEgean culture, but indirectly, or after

undergoing considerable degradation.

Through various subsequent interme-

diaries, notably the Belgic tribes, these

derivatives passed ultimately to our own
islands, and we find their influence opera-

tive on early English art.

At the same time it is necessary to add
that this derivation of the higher develop-

ments of mid-European and Scandinavian
culture in the Bronze and Early Iron ages

from the influence of iEgean civilisation is

far from certain, whatever be the case for

^ the Adriatic lands. Know-
Cmhsations

j^^^^ obtained .ince Dr.

Evans and Dr. Montelius

first expressed their views,

especially in regard to the so-called Neo-
lithic or " Butmir " pottery, which has a

very wide range in South-Eastern Central

Europe, has not strengthened their case,

but rather tended to suggest that the con-

tinental culture developed independently

to, though in a parallel direction with, that

of the southern peninsulas and isles. If

Help

One Another
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this view ultimately prevail, it will illustrate

the opinion, to which we personally incline,

that the derivation of civiHsations, one
from another in early times, is the exception

and not the rule, except in respect of minor
matters.

Two other intermediary civilisations of

the South-east remain to be considered

—

the Hittite and the Phoenician. The
first is still, unfortunately, very little

known to us, and we are hardly in a posi-

tion to say much about its influence

on Europe until more small objects of

use and ornament have been discovered

on Hittite sites. The general facts so far

ascertained, which make such influence

probable, are these. This civilisation,

characterised and distinguished from all

others by a very individual art, and by a

system of writing apparently independent
of the Mesopotamian and Egyptian sys-

tems, but in its later development show-
ing kinship to Mediterranean systems, lay

across all the mainland routes from inner

Asia and Egypt to South-eastern Europe.
Its monuments have been found scattered

thickly from the valley of the Syrian
Orontes northwards, to within

.^. *^°''°"^I50 miles of the Black Sea, and
^. ... ^. westward to the last passes
Civilisation i • i i i i c iiwhich lead clown trom the

Anatolian plateau to the iEgean littoral.

So far as we can judge at present, its place

of origin was Cappadocia, but its later

focus was possibly in North Syria ; while

its period of florescence ranges back from
about the sixth century B.C. for at least

a thousand years.

It was, as we know from many writ-

ten records, in frequent collision with
both Egypt and Assyria, and in its

southern home and latest period came
under Mesopotamian domination. As is

to be expected, therefore, its monuments
show very strong Mesopotamian, and less

strong Egyptian, influence. At the last,

indeed, those of North Syria approximate
very closely indeed to the contemporary
Assyrian of the Sargonid Age. At the

same time, however, they retain sufficient

individuality never to be mistaken for

other than Hittite ; they represent facial

types, dress, and fashion of arms which
are peculiar ; and the inscriptions they
bear are always couched in a script

having no relation to cuneiform writing.

This vigorous civilisation, occupying the

great land bridge from Asia into Europe
in the dawn of the historic Hellenic period,

and eminently receptive of Mesopotamian
influences, cannot but have been a

medium through which these reached the

^gean Sea, and so told on Europe. But
this did not take place to any appreciable

extent in what is known as the prehistoric

period. The Cretan products, and those

of the other iEgean Isles and mainland
Greece, betray very httle Meso-

^1°^^..-. potamian influence, and none
and Hittite f, , Li i x

J J.
that we can reasonably trace to

the Hittites. So far as we can
see, the ^gean culture was much more
ancient than the Hittite, and if there was
kinship between them we are bound, on
the evidence, to derive the latter from the

former, and not vice versa. There is a

certain relation between late ^Egean art

and products of inland Asia Minor, but it

indicates influence passing eastward rather

than westward ; and even on the remoter
iEgean sites of Asia Minor—Hissarlik, for

instance—non-^Egean traces are but slight,

and do not suggest the influence of

a strong civilisation focused inland.

In the early Hellenic Age, on the other

hand, we have to note considerable Mesopo-
tamian influence on Greek culture, and, at

the same time, certain evidence of counter

influence, both sub-iEgean and Graeco-

Lydian, on Mesopotamia, which is as yet

not fully understood. But whether both or

either of these respective influences were
transmitted through the Hittite civilisation

is still very doubtful. The Egyptian
influence on archaic Anatolia, especially

on Rhodes, and even on the Greek main-
land, seems clearly to have come by way
of the sea ; and considering the part

which the Phoenicians had been playing

for some time previously as transmitters

of things eastern, there is a probable alter-

native westward route for Mesopotamian
influence also. In Cyprus, at any rate, this

influence, which at a certain period has left

strong traces, certainly came for the most
part through the western Semites. The

. claim of the Hittites, however,

Pat^hw^'of
^^ "°^ ^° ^^ denied altogether.

„? .^'^\. Theirscript seems undoubtedly
Civilisation , , ^ at, a f j-^,

to have been the parent of the

Lycian and other local Anatohan systems.

Phrygian art and writing attest Graeco-

Lydian influence inland ; Ionian culture

was certainly not unaffected by the Lydian
in which many students recognise a western

offshoot of the Hittite ; and there are a

few features in Ionian cult and in cult

representations which seem to be owed
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rather to the rehgious system of the

central plateau than to that nativ'C to

the .Egean area. In this state of sus-

pense we must leave the question, adding
only these final remarks, that Greek tra-

dition itself ascribed some of the arts and
luxuries of its civilisation—for example,
the coining of money—to Lydian inven-

tion, and also affiliated to Lydia
Pari Played

by the

Phoenicians

a whole western culture, that

of Etruria : while it is an un-

doubted fact that a Mesopo-
tamian standard of weight-currency
tra^'elled to the .^gean, and thence

affected all western commerce, but by what
channel we do not certainly know. There is

an unknown quantity in all this problem

—

viz., Lydia. We have reason 'o suspect the

latter of a considerable influence on early

Hellenic civilisation, both as creator and
transmitter , but must await further evidence.
The part played by the Phoenicians in

transmitting influences of civilisation from
East to West is far more certain, and is

now much better understood than it was
a few years ago. Much vague exaggera-
tion of it has been swept away by recent

demonstration that there is practically

nothing of probable Phoenician origin in

the remains of the .'Egean culture. The
script of the latter is wholly independent

;

the typical Phoenician vehicles of glyptic

art, the cylinder and the scarab, were never
naturalised in the early .Egean ; the whole
path of the latter's artistic development
was distinct ; and the .Egean religious

representations, once regarded a'; Semitic,
are now seen to be native. On the other
hand, decadent and derived ^Egean forms
and motives appear among the earliest

Phoenician known to us. Influence,

if it passed at all, between the yEgean
and the Syrian coast lands, in the pre-

historic age, moved from west to east.

In short, we now know that the Phoe-
nicians did not begin to spread over the
western sea and influence Europe till

. . the break up of the .Egean

o"/written
civilisation. The Homeric lays

,
" and Hellenic myths reflect theLanguage .

r -^ e .l-mception of a Semitic ex-
pansion, which must be placed after

1 100 B.C. Even in Homer there is more
mention of Greek ships than of Sidonian,
and the Tyrian power is yet to come.
The latter pushed westward later, and
the founding of Carthage, usually dated
in the eighth century, marks its first

great achievement along those distant
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sea-routes, which certainly the Semites
had been coming to know during a couple
of centuries of huckstering trade, even if

the dependence of the early Hellenes on
Phoenician knowledge of these waters has
been overrated. But, in any case, during
the interval between the fall of iEgean
power and the rise of the Hellenic maritime
cities these Semites counted for much.
Even in the light of Cretan discovery, we
need not question their responsibility for

the Greek alphabet, and thus, indirectly,

for the ultimate medium of written com-
munication used throughout European
civilisation ; nor need it be doubted that
Hellenic writers, who trace early instruction

in trade and barter to visits of Semitic ships

to their coasts, show real, though limited,

knowledge of fact. Phoenician factories

were certainly established on Greek shores,

and left Semitic forms among later Greek
place-names ; and it is quite possible

that political power was exercised at one
time by Semitic colonists in parts of

Hellas. Sufficient Phoenician art products
have been found on archaic Hellenic sites,

to prove that, in the period between 1000
and 500 B.C., the JEgezn coasts

eini ic
^ were often visited by these

mfluence in ^ i c- u u- i.

Semites. Such objects are espe-

cially numerous in Rhodes, a

convenient stage on the westward sea route,

and thej' radiate over not only Ionia and
the Hellenic lands, but also into the further

Mediterranean, to Sicily and its neigh-

bouring islands, to Italy and South Gaul,

and to Sardinia and Spain. Carthage

probably had much to say in their

western distribution.

Of Semitic influence on archaic Greek
art there is considerable evidence. After

the Geometric Age, we find in the Greek
lands pottery and metal-work showing cer-

tain motives and arrangement of decora-

tion foreign to ^Egean art, and referable

ultimately to the Mesopotamian and
Egyptian. Such are the animals and
monsters disposed in concentric friezes

and zones on Cypriote bowls, Corin-

thian vases, and the Cretan shields of

the Idaean Cave. But this influence,

strong and undoubted as it was, must
not be over estimated. As the Hellenes

rose to power, their instinct of sincerity

and naturalism, inherited from .Egean

civilisation, rftvolted against, and
triumphed over, this parasitic Semitic

art, and already in the ninth or eighth

centurv we find a Graeco-Lydian influence,
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No Phoenician

Influence

in Britain

which owes nothing to Phoenician, break-

ing back to the east and creating the

ivories of the Sargonid Age at Nineveh.

Phoenician objects thenceforward become
fewer and fewer in Hellenic strata, and
in the sixth century B.C. they virtually

vanish. By this time Phoenicia had be-

come a suijject country, about to give up
the last ghost of its indepen-

dence to the Greeks them-
selves, as its western offshoot,

Carthage, was also to surrender

a little later to another civilisation near akin

to the Greek. But, needless to say, the

Semite has had his full revenge for the

short tenure of his earliest predominance
in European waters. The fall of Phoenicia

cleared the way for another Semitic family

to capture international trade, and, first

with one creed and then another, to conquer
the Greeks, the Romans, and the World.
There are, of course, possibilities of

direct Phoenician intercourse with non-

Mediterranean Europe—for example, with
our own south-western coasts ; but they
need not detain us. For whether certain

Semites came to Cornwall in quest of tin

or no, it is certain that by these no
lasting influence of civilisation passed in

to us. Neither the religion, the speech,

nor the script of Britain owed them any-

thing. Recent scholarship tends to dis-

credit any Semitic element even in our

south-western place-names.
Such, in brief outline, are the channels

through which the civilisations of the

South-eastern river-valleys could communi-
cate with primitive Europe. It is easier to

point them out than to say exactly what
flowed along them. Seldom can so definite

a debt be recorded as that under which
we lie to the Semites of Phoenicia, for the

names and the forms of the written
characters which, presumably, the}' them-

TK o • • selves had borrowed from
e rigins

£gyp^^ ^^^^ modified ere they
<-,. ... ,. passed them westwards.
Civilisations f, n .u i i- x- i. uUsually the obligation must be
stated much more vaguely, being confined,

as in the case of iEgean influences, to little

more than a general responsibility for

the spirit, and for many forms of the ex-

pression, of the first great artistic growth
on the mainland soil of Europe, as well as

for certain persistent and dynamic features

in South European cults.

Thus, it becomes even more apparent

at the end of our discussion than it was
at the beginning that when all has been

said about influences of Egypt and
Mesopotamia, and influences of the inter-

mediate civflisations of the iEgean, Syria,

and Asia Minor, only a very small part of

the whole story of incipient European
civilisation has been told. Nor is it to be

expected that the origin of our culture

should be capable of being adequately
expressed in terms of other cultures,

developed at a great distance and under
different geographical conditions. Civilisa-

tions, destined to be living growths, spring,

it seems, of themselves, and the debts which
they can incur at the first are very small

and mostly in small things. It is only when
they are come to adult estate, have bred

men of wealth and leisure with open
and receptive minds, and have broken
through the geographical barriers about
them, that they begin to borrow at

large.

One of the intermediate civilisations

of which we have treated, the ^gean,
the only one whose own origins are fairly

well known, offers proof in point. Its

remains indicate but trifling

J^. .*.
f. , obligations to neighbouring

Childhood T- , . 11 1 r J'

Egypt till a very late period,
urope

^j^^^ which, in Crete, we call the

Third Minoan. Thereafter, in the space

of two or three generations, the

evidence of its debt increases at a

wholly disproportionate rate. So too,

no doubt, in the misty period of the child-

hood of Central and Western Europe,

little was borrowed from abroad that was
essential to civilisation ; and the heavy
obligations which we owe to the Eastern

lands fall in ages much more recent.

They fall, in fact, in those times which
saw the Anatolian cult of Kybele and
Attis, the Egyptian cult of Isis and Horus-

Harpocrates, the Mesopotamian cult of

Mithra, and, far more momentous, of

course, than these, Christianity—Hebrew
in origin if modified by Greek concep-

tions—brought by a greater intermediary

civilisation than any with which we have
had to deal, to the knowledge of inner

European races already long emerged
from savagery, and able and eager to

borrow.
David George Hogarth
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THE TRIUMPH OF RACE
WHY ONE NATION CONQUERS ANOTHER

BY DR. G. ARCHDALL REID
<^=\

IT is a familiar fact tliat offspring

resemble their parents on the whole,

but differ from them in details. For

example, the child of a human being is

always another, but never an exactly

similar, human being.

These differences in detail are of two

sorts, inborn and acquired. Inborn or

innate differences arise " by nature " ;

the child is inherently unhke the parent

—

taller or shorter, fairer or darker, and so

forth. Acquired differences, on the other

hand, are due to the conditions under

which parents and children have hved.

Thus, owing to better or worse surround-

ings, the child may develop better or

worse than the parent and so be taller or

shorter, or a greater exposure to weather

may render him darker or fairer.

It was formerly believed by scientific

men, and is still believed by the public,

that traits acquired by the parent

tended to be inherited by the
Things

We Cannot
Inherit

child—that is, reproduced as

inborn traits. Thus it was sup-

posed that if a man were made
strong by exercise, or injured by accident,

his child would tend to inherit, in some
degree at least, the acquired benefit or

injury, and as a result be naturaUy stronger

or more defective than the parent was at

the start.

But very prolonged and careful investi-

gation has proved that this is certainly an
error. For example, though for seons

human beings have been learning to speak
and walk, and make a multitude of other

acquirements, yet none of these are ever

inherited. In fact, owing to the evolution

of memory and the retrogression of

instinct, man, of all animals, acquires the

most and inherits the least. Every child

has to begin afresh and learn what its

ancestors learnt ; all are born ignorant
;

none speak or walk " naturally." Each
starts where the parent began, not where
he left off. The parental traits, if repro-

duced at all, are always of the same kind in

the child as in the parents, and appear in

the same way. That is, the inborn traits

of the parent are always inborn in the
offspring ; the acquired traits are never
anything but acquirements resulting

from the same causes as they did in the
parent. In brief, the acquirements of

the parent are never transmuted into

. inborn characteristics in the
cquirc

child. They are never inherited.

j^
.. It is admitted on all hands

^ that inborn differences

—

varia-

tions, as they are termed technically

—

tend to be inherited.

Thus, if the parent is naturally darker
than the grandparent, the child tends in

colour to. resemble the former more than
the latter. Since the child may vary from
the parent in the same direction as the
latter varied from the grandparent, these

inborn differences may be accentuated in

subsequent generations. It is due to this

fact that plant and animal breeders have
improved domesticated species. They
are able to benefit the individual by
improving his surroundings, but the race

they can improve only by breeding from
the best. In other words, when they

have the latter end in view, they must
build on natural variations, not on
acquirements.

One of the most important problems in

the whole range of science is the question

as to what causes offspring to differ in this

inborn, natural wa}^ from their parents.

Many theories have been formulated,

and the subject is still to some extent

under discussion ; but the evidence is

overwhelming that variations—natural

differences—are not generally
"^^^

caused, as most people believe,

f Scfe^ce
^y anything that happens to the

o cience
p^j-g^^j- Vjgfore the birth of the

child, but are " spontaneous." The sub-

ject is a large and intricate one, and we
have not space to discuss it at length. One
or two facts, however, may be mentioned.

The members of a litter of puppies,

kittens, or pigs, may differ naturally

amongst themselves and from their parents
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in all sorts ol" ways— in colonv, shaj^e, size,

hairiness, disposition, and so on. One

l)uppy may i)resent points of resemblance

to the father, another to the mother, a

third to some ancestor, while a fourth may
be unlike any of its i)rcdecessors. Since,

practically speaking, the puppies were all

conditioned alike before birth, it is evident

that these great differences
Differences

5-,-^^^ j^g " spontaneous." They
^™°j ^

A cannot have been caused by
^'^^'^^

such things as the good or ill

health of the parents, their food, or the

life they led, for, in that case, the puppies

would all have varied in the same way.
" Again, malaria is, in effect, a universal

disease on the Wes' Coast of Africa.

Individuals differ naturally in their powers

of resisting it, some taking it lightly and
some severely ; but almost every negro

suffers, and many children perish of it. If

the sufferings of the parents caused children

to be born weaker " by nature," it is

evident that every individual would start

life inferior to his predecessor at the

start, and the race would thus degenerate

and ultimately become extinct. On the

other hand, if variations are " spon-
taneous," if, quite unaffected by the

sufferings of the parents, some children are

born naturally different, naturally more or

less resistant to malaria than their pre-

decessors, it is plain that the weeding out
of the unfittest, the weak against the
disease, would ultimately make the race
resistant to it. In the one case the race
would drift to destruction ; in the other
it would undergo protective evolution.
Obviously, the latter is what hcts happened.
Negroes show no signs of any kind of
degeneration, but they are of all races the
most resistant to malaria.

Similarly, Englishmen who have been
much exposed to consumption and measles,
natives of India who have been much
afflicted by enteric fever and dysen-
tery, Esquimaux who have suffered from

Suffer!
^°^*^' -'^'"^^•^ ^^^" have endured

Produlcs
^^^^^' Chinamen and Jews who

Strength
^^^^^ ^°^^S ^w^Vi under that
complex of ill conditions found

in slums and ghettos, are none of them
degenerate, but, on the contr.jy, have
become resistant, each race to its own par-
ticular ill-conditions in proportion to its

sufferings in the past. In fact, it may be
laid down as a general rule that races
strengthen only when exposed to ill con-
ditions, and deteriorate' only when the
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conditions are .so favourable that the unfit

are not eliminated. An example of the

latter is seen when prize breeds of animals

and plants, however well nourished and
cared for, are no onger bred with care.

It follows that races, if not exterminated,

are not injured but strengthened by ill

conditions, by the elimination of the un-

fittest, as gold is refined by fire.

It is a remarkable fact that many people

are able to accomplish the siu-prising feat

of knowing that races have become inured

to ill conditions, and of believing at the

same time that the offspring of people

exposed to such conditions tend, as a rule,

to be degenerate. It is as if they believed

that two and two make four, and two
more six, but that if a great mmiber of

two's are added together the total result

is a minus quantity. Obviously the two
beliefs are incompatible. A race cannot
degenerate in every generation and yet

emerge in the end strengthened from the

struggle. The confusion has arisen because
the two diametrically opposite propo-

sitions are seldom considered together, and
in part also from a mistaken interpretation

of what is observed in such
situations as the slums of cities.

Here puny children are seen to

be derived from puny parents,

and it is assumed that the children are

degenerate because the parents have
suffered.

As a fact we have no reason to doubt that

the children are affected in precisely the
same way as the parents. On the one hand,
slums are sinks into which descend people
naturally inferior, people who have varied

spontaneously from their ancestors in such
a way as to be feeble, physically or men-
tally, and who reproduce their like. On the
other hand, the conditions are such that
even the naturally strong, both parents and
children, develoj) badly. Doubtless, owing
to the constant elimination of the unfit,

the latter—the naturally strong—are b}^

far the more numerous. There is nothing
to show that, if they were removed in early

life to better surroundings, they would not
develop just as well as the offspring of

country folk.

The fact that races grow resistant to the
ill conditions to which they are exposed,
and degenerate when placed under par-
ticularly good conditions, is decisive proof
that offspring are not, as a rule, innately
affected by the surroundings of their

j:)arents. No doubt exceptions occur, Init

Survival

of the

Fittest
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these are amongst the most unfit, and the
race is soon purged of them. Thus Euro-
pean dogs are said to degenerate when
taken to India. But the existence of old-

estabhshed nati\'e races of dogs is

proof that the degenerative process is not
perpetual. Malaria and many other ill

conditions are quite normal parts of the

» ^ . . environment of the races ex-
An Evolution j j. 4.\ j i, i,posed to them, and have been

_ , so lor thousands of years.
now Ceased ^^ , r rhxcept lor occasional un-
favourable variations, which are quickly
eliminated, they have long purged
the races of those strains that tended
to become degenerate under their

influence.

After man— through the evolution of

the structvu"es and faculties which distin-

guish him from the lower animals, the large

brain, with its accompanying memory,
the organs of speech, the hand, the erect

attitude—had achieved the conquest of

the earth, his selection and evolution along
the ancestral lines gradually diminished,

and has now almost ceased. At the pre-

sent day clever, strong, or active people

do not on the average have an appreciably
more numerous progeny than those who
are not exceptionally endowed. No modern
race is intellectually superior to the Greeks
who flourished more than two thousand
years ago. The brains, the hands, the

organs of speech, the erect attitude,

have not altered. Apparently nothing
more than traditional knowledge has
im})roved.

The gradual accumulation of traditional

knowledge during prehistoric times en-

abled man to cultivate animals and planes,

and so to increase and regulate his supply
of food. As a consequence his numbers
multiplied. Areas of country which for-

merly supported only a few wandering hun-
ters now afforded sustenance to growing
multitudes of agriculturists, who often

dwelt together for mutual protection
in villages. Commerce followed agricul-

ture, towns and cities arose, and civilisa-

tion dawned.
Civilisation implies a dense and settled

community, protected from most of the

dangers which beset wild animals, and in

which, therefore, the elimination of the
unfit is no longer of the kind that weeded
out the brute and the utter savage. vSome
sort of elimination does occur, however,
for, even in the most civilised states, mul-
titudes of people perish in youth, before

they have contributed their full quota of

offspring to the race.

We have excellent opportunities of

studying this elimination and noting
whether it results in evolution. Indeed,
man presents the only instance in

Natm"e in which we are able to observe
natural selection actually at

c \ ^\^ work. In all modern states

™ statistics are compiled which
set out the causes of death, the

mortality from each cause, and the ages of

its victims. By comparing races which hav^e

been much afflicted by this or that cause

of mortality with races that have been little

or not at all affected, we are able to ascer-

tain the resulting racial change, if any. As
may be noted by everyone, civilised people

perish, with rare exceptions, of disease.

MANKIND'S LONG BATTLE AGAINST BACTERIA
\Y7'E have just seen that every race is

*^ resistant to every disease precisely

m proportion to its past experience of it.

It follows that the evolution of civilised

_ . peoples is against disease. If
Resistance iu i

• i r i i-
- _ any other kmd of evolution is

of Races •'
.

jj.
now occurring, no one as yet

has been able to demonstrate
it, though many unproved guesses have
been made. Mere alterations in traditional

knowledge is not evolution. Children may
derive it just as well from other people

as from their parents.

The vast majority of deaths from disease

are of zymotic origin. A zj-motic or

microbic disease is caused by the entrance
into the body of minute animals or plants

(microbes), which find their nutriment
there. There are many species of microbes,

each disease being due to one. Some
species are mainly air-borne, and infect

through the breath ; others are water-

borne ; others earth-borne
;

yet others

insect-borne ; while a few pass by' actual

contact from an infected to a healthy
])erson.

Some diseases—for example, consumj)-

tion and lepros}'—are of indefinite but
always prolonged duration ; others, like

measles, are short and sharp. In the case

of the latter, for reasons we need not dwell

on here, the body after an attack becomes,
for a longer or shorter time, an unfit habi-

tation for the microbes of that particular
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species. The rapid recovery which occurs

in these " acute " diseases, indeed, impHes

the banishment of the microbes. The air-

borne diseases—measles, influenza, small-

pox, and the like, all of that acute type

which confers immunity against subse-

quent attacks—are very infective, spread-

ing through a susceptible population with

great rapidity. Under favour-
Thc Way

^^j^ conditions the water-
Disease

ijorne diseases also—cholera,
IS prca

dysentery, enteric fever, and
the Uke—may spread very quickly. Chief

amongst the earth-borne diseases is con-

sumption. It is contracted chiefly in such

dark, ill-ventilated, and crowded houses

as are built by the inhabitants of cold and
temperate climates.

The disease-producing microbes are an
infinitesimal proportion of the total num-
ber of bacterial and protozoan species. In

Nature it is not easy to find a speck
of earth or a drop of water from which
these minute living beings are absent.

All decay, by means of which the

dead bodies of plants and animals are

returned to the soil, is due to them.
It is a safe assumption that the microbes

of human diseases have evolved from non-
parasitic species. The niche they now
occupy in Nature is the human body. Two
things formed essential parts of this evolu-
tion—first, the microbes became capable of

existing and multiplying for a shorter or
longer period in the body ; secondly, they
evolved means of passing from one living

body to another. The latter must have
been the more difficult process. Under
favourable circumstances several species
of microbes— for example, those of putre-
faction, which are ordinarily non-parasitic
—are capable of entering the human body
and becoming virulent ; but, since they
cannot secure passage from one individual
to another, they die out, and their viru-
lence is lost. Historical evidence renders
it probable that all known human diseases

The Immenseff
"^ ^^^ense antiquity.

Antiquity ^^ so-called new diseases

of Diseases
'^^^"^ merely newly-observed
diseases. It appears probable,

therefore, that, owing to constant perse-
cution by disease, by continued survival of
the fittest, humanity has grown so resistant
that no species of microbe which has not
undergone concurrent evolution is now
able to establish itself as a regular parasite.

Obviously, since the microbes of human
diseases draw their nutritive supplies from

^02

man, they cannot persist except amongst
populations so crowded that they are able

to pass from one individual to another in

unending succession. When the succession

fails, the disease dies out, and is not

renewed, except from foreign sources.

Microbic disease is never contracted in

desert places far from human settlements,

and even in modern times it is compara-
tively rare amongst nomadic tribes, and,

seemingly, was quite unknown in Arctic

regions and in many Pacific islands before

its introduction by Europeans. These
maladies, therefore, must have made their

appearance only after men had peopled

certain regions in considerable numbers.
On the other hand, we have no certain

evidence that any well-established para-

sitic disease has ever completely died out.

The chances are all against such an occur-

rence in the past. When once established as

parasites, the microbes, owing to the

constant growth of human population,

found a constantly augmented food supply,

and therefore constantly increased oppor-

tunities of reaching fresh fields of con-

quest. Sanitary science is still in its

infancy. Preventive measures,
rogress

^^^ perhaps other agencies,
o

^

am ary
^i^ive caused the disapuear-

ance of leprosy from several

countries, but it is still prevalent in many
quarters of the globe. Contagious diseases

have spread very widely. Earth and air

borne diseases have become endemic
instead of merely epidemic. Consumption
is always with us, and almost every
child contracts measles, whooping-cough,
chicken-pox, and common cold. Small-pox
has been replaced by vaccination, which is

merely modified small-pox. Malaria has

spread but little during the historic epoch,

but only because its microbes were already

present in almost every place where the

mosquitoes that convey it are able to exist.

All our information indicates the Eastern
Hemisphere as the place of origin both of

man and of his microbic diseases. Parts

of it have been inhabited by a dense
and settled population from a time im-
mensely remote. " Behind dim empires
ghosts of dimmer empires loom." Beyond
the traces of the oldest civilisations we find

evidences of primitive agricultural com-
munities, and far beyond these the remains
of the cave-men and hunters of the
Stone Age. Even a race of hunters tends
to increase faster than the food supply.

Doubtless the pressure of population in



THE DAYS OF THE PLAGUE IN LONDON
Di . Ai'jIk! ill RprI, in his essay on race supremacy, explains that the evolutioivof civilised-pSbiJles is against disease,

ai'.d that, therefore, the agre of pestilence and plag^ue is passing;. This picture of an incident in the greatest plague
that has affected London in historical times—in the year 1665—is from the painting- by F. W. Topham, R.I.
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the Old World led to the colonisation of the

New. But even in the New World there are

signs of a civiUsation so ancient that some
authorities have jilaced its beginnings as far

back as a score or more of thousands of years.

With the exception of malaria, it is extremely

doubtful whether any zymotic disease ex-

isted in the whole of the New World at

the time of its discovery by Columbus.
The subject is involved in obscurity;

but, while it is evident that the European
adventurers introduced many diseases,

there is no clear indication that they

found and brought back one. Appa-
rently all the diseases which have been
prevalent in Europe and America during

the last four hundred years were preva-

lent in the former continent before the

fifteenth century. Venereal disease and
yellow fever have sometimes been regarded
as exceptions. But the former was well

known to the Roman physicians, and was
common during the Middle Ages. Moreover,
the inhabitants of the New World take the

disease in a very acute form, and it is not

found in remote communities to which
Europeans have had no access. Yellow
fever was first noted with certainty in

the West Indies in the middle of the

seventeenth century. The records of the

time " tell of the importation of the

disease from place to place, and from
island to island."

Not till more than a century later

was it observed on the West Coast of

. . Africa. There can be no doubt,

f R
"^^ however, that the earlier ob-

_. servers confused yellow fever

with bilious malaria, and that it

was present both in the West Indies

and Africa long before a differential

diagnosis was made. The fact that of all

races negroes are most resistant to the

disease would seem to indicate West Africa

as the place of origin. In any case, it is

certain that, with the exception of malaria,

zymotic diseases, if not entirely absent,

were extremely rare in the New World.

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE NATIVE RACES
7YMOTIC disease, then, arose amongst
^—' the slowly-growing populations of the
Old World. Air and insect borne diseases

may have arisen amongst the early hunters
and nomads. Similar forms of disease,

murrains as they were anciently termed

—

Th A f
^^'^ example, distemper, rinder-

n ^-1
^^ ° pest, the horse sickness in South

Pestilence .r • ^1 i 1 i 1

. n . Africa, the rabbit plague m
Northern Canada, and the cattle

ie\-er in Texas—occur among lower ani-

mals, when these are present in considerable
numbers. With the exception of tubercu-
losis and leprosy, endemic disease was
probably almost unknown in the sparsely-
l^eopled ancient world. The facts that
air and water borne diseases spread very
rapidly, that the illnesses caused by them
are comparatively short and sharp, and
that recovery is followed by immunity,
must have caused rapid exhaustion of the
food supply of the microbes. Under such
conditions the persistence of the patho-
genic species was maintained among the
scanty populations by a passage to new
and perhaps very distant sources of supply.

Introduced by travellers, or spreading
from tribe to tribe, they appeared suddenly
in epidemic form as plagues and pesti-
lences, and, disappearing as suddenly, were
not known again till a fresh generation
furnished a fresh supply of food.
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When, however, in spite of war, famine,

and pestilence, the human race increased

to such an extent that the number of

fresh births furnished a perennial supply
of food, while at the same time a rising

civilisation and improved means of com-
munication lessened the isolation of various

communities, then many diseases slowly

passed from an epidemic to an endemic
form. Pestilence grew rare, but every in-

dividual was exposed to infection, and,

during youth, either perished from, or

acquired immunity against, the more
prevalent forms of disease.

When endemic, zymotic disease— at

any rate, disease against which immunity
can be acquired—is far less terrible than
wlien epidemic. Modern examples of

ancient epidemics may be seen in isolated

regions. In Pacific islands, for example,
air-borne disease spreads like

^f^" , aflame. The whole community
a National , -, j t-i • 1

„ IS stricken down. Ihe sick
courgc

_^^_^ j^j^ untended and perish in

multitudes. The entire business of the

community is neglected, and famine
frequently follows. Under such conditions

measles or whooping-cough, diseases which
we in England are accustomed to regard
as scarcely more than nuisances, may rise

to the level of a great national disaster.

Tluis. in 1749, 30,000 natives perished of
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measles on the banks of the Amazon.
In 1829 half the population died in

Astoria. In 1S46 measles committed
frightful ravages in the Hudson Bay
territory. More recently a quarter of the
total inhabitants was swept away in the

Fiji grou]:) of islands.

At the dawn of history, long after

the evolution of zymotic disease, the

o .. .• population of the Eastern
sanitation It -

i ^ -n i

. _ ,. Hemisphere was still Sparse and
IS Sometimes j.. j t^ i .

p 1

scattered, hven as late as

the Norman Conquest that of

England was barely two millions—about
one-third of the number now present in

London. Means of communication were
jioor and beset by dangers. A journe}'

from York to London was then a more
serious affair than a journey from London
to San Francisco to-day. Water and air

borne diseases were, therefore, absent
during long periods of time. When they
came the}- spread as epidemics. According-
ly we read of plague and pestilence ; of

diseases suddenly becoming epidemic and
sweeping away a fourth or half of entire

communities. Historians are apt to

attribute these immense catastrophes
partly to the bad sanitation of the period
and partly to diseases which have died
out of the world, or, at any rate, out of

Europe. Doubtless they are right in a

few instances. But, apart from diseases

which spread under special circumstances
from tropical centres, bad sanitation,

under modern conditions of intercom-
munication and crowding, tends to render
water-borne disease endemic, not epi-

demic. Over air-borne disease it has no
effect. Measles, whooping-cough, chicken-
pox, influenza, common cold, and small-

pox (in a modified form) are as common
as ever.

The character of these ancient epi-

demics, their special symptoms as indi-

cated in old literature, their sudden and
portentous appearance, which men attri-

buted to the wrath of God,

..xf^"wr .1 their tremendous infectivity and
the Wrath , ^ ,i n
. P . ,, rapid s]:)read, their equally

sudden and complete departure
as of Divine anger assuaged, point rather

to air and water borne diseases of the

types now endemic and comparatively
harmless among us, but still so fearful

in their effects on isolated communities.
Like the light flashed from a child's

mirror on a darkened wall, so they

flickered and swept forwards and back-

wards from end to end of the Old World—
from the Malay Peninsula to the North
Cape of Norway, from Kamschatka to
the south point of Africa. A parallel may
be found in the recent epidemic of rinder-
pest amongst the herbivorous animals of
Africa. Years might pass, old men might
remember, the peoples might sacrifice to
their gods ; but when a fresh generation
of those who knew not the disease had
arisen, when the harvest of the non-
immune was ripe and ready, the diseases
would return to the dreadful reaping.
Behind them the earth was heaped with
the dead, and the few and stricken survi-
vors grubbed for roots, to satisfy their
hunger. To-day sanitation has nearly
abolished water-borne diseases, and, in

a population largely immune, epidemics
of air-borne disease, like a light thrown
on a sunlit wall, are but faint shadows
of that which they were in their old days
of awful power.
The progress of consumption was

different ; it was never truly epidemic.
Owing to its low infectivity, to its linger-

ing nature, to the fact that no immunity
could be acquired against it,

it did not spread suddenly when
first introduced, but when
once established its virulence

did not abate within measurable time.

In other words, it was endemic from the
beginning. It made its home in the

hovels of the early settlers on the land. In

such situations— as in Polynesian villages

—modern Englishmen do not take the

disease. But their remote ancestors were
more susceptible ; they could be infected

by a sm^aller dose of the bacilli. Gradually,

as civihsation advanced, the conditions

grew more stringent ; men gathered into

larger and denser communities, into

hamlets and villages in which they built

houses ill lighted and worse ventilated.

With the rise of towns, and ultimately

of great cities, the stringency of selection

continually increased ; and with it, step

by step, the resisting power of the race.

To-day Englishmen dwell under condi-

tions as impossible to their remote ances-

tors as to the modern Red Indians. In fact,

no race, especially in cold and temperate
climates, is now able to achieve civilisation,

to dwell in dense communities, unless it has

previously undergone evolution against

tuberculosis. But of this more anon.

So during the long sweep of the .ages

microbic diseases strengthened their hold
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on the inhabitants of the Eastern Hemi-
sjihere, who in turn slowly evolved powers

of resistance. In like manner antelopes

grew swift and wild sheep active when
persecuted by beasts of pre}'. Then,
when the germs of disease were rife in

every home and thick on the garments of

every man, there occurred the greatest

event in human history, the vastest

tragedy. Columbus, sailing across an

untracked ocean, discovered the Western
Hemispliere. The long separation between
the inhabitants of the East and West
ended. The diseases of the Old World
burst with cataclysmal results on the New.
The ancient condition of the Eastern

Hemisphere was reproduced in the West.
Again we read of plague and pestilence,

of water-borne and air-borne diseases

coming and going in great epidemics, and
of the famines that followed. Measles
and cholera piled the earth with the dead.

The part played by small-pox was even
greater. When taken to the West Indies

in 1507 whole tribes were exterminated.
A few years later it quite depopulated
San Domingo. In Mexico it destroyed

three and a half millions of
3.500,000

people. Prescott describes
Destroyed by f,- ^ r . . ,1 ,

^ ,. this first tearful epidemic as
Small-pox ,, XI 1 J 1 1sweeping over the land like

fire over the prairies, smiting down prince
and peasant, and leaving its path strewn
with the dead bodies of the nati\-es, who

—

in the strong language of a contemporary

—

perished in heaps hke cattle stricken with
murrain." In 1841 Catlin wrote of the
United States : " Thirty milhons of white
men are now scuffling for the goods and
luxuries of life over the bones of twelve
millions of red men, six millions of whom
have fallen victims to small-pox."
But the principal part was played by

tuberculosis. Air-lwrne and water-borne
diseases generally left an immune remnant,
but against tuberculosis no immunity
could be acquired. Red Indians and
Caribs could not in a few generations
achieve an evolution which the inhabi-
tants of the Old World had accomplished
only after thousands of years, and at the
cost of hundreds of milhons of lives.
Civilisation, which implies a dense and
settled community with cities and towns,
had suddenly become a necessity, but
remained an impossibihty to all the
inhabitants of the temperate parts of the
West. It is a highly significant fact that
throughout the New World no city or
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town has its
^
native quarter, whereas

every European settlement in Asia and
Africa has its native suburbs. The
aborigines of the New World are found
only in remote or inaccessible parts.

The following is an examj^le of the
manner in which tuberculosis went to

work :
" The tribe of Hai.'aa is said to

have numbered some four hun-A Plague

that Spread
like Fire

dred when the smallpox came
and reduced them by one-
fourth. Six months later, a

woman developed tubercular consumption
;

the disease spread like fire about the valle5^

and in less than a year two survivors, a
man and a woman, fled from the newly-
created solitude. . . . Earl}' in the
year of my visit, for example, or late in

the year before, a tirst case of phthisis

appeared in a household of seventeen
persons, and by the end of August,
when the tal^ was told to me, one soul

survived, a boy who had been absent
on his schooling."

The Caribs of the West Indies are

almost extinct. The Red Indians are

going fast, as are the aborigines of cold

and temperate South America. The Tas-
manians have gone. The Australians and
the JMaoris are but a dwindling remnant.
As surely as the trader with his clothes,

or the missionary with his church and
schoolroom appears, tlie work of exter-

mination begins on Polynesian islands.

Throughout the whole vast extent of the

New World the only pure aborigines who
seem destined to persist are those which
live remote in mountains or in the depths
of fever-haunted forests, where the white
man is unable to build the towns and
cities with which he has studded the
cooler and more " healthy " regions of

the north and south.

Many explanations, or pseudo-explana-
tions, have been offered to account for

the disappearance of the natives. We are

told that they cannot endure " domestica-

„ ,
tion," that they " pine like

Races that , 1 i. •

"^

!;

^ ,. . . caged eaeles m connnement,
Dechnebefore ,1 °, ,1 ' 1 j 11

the Whites ^^^.
.

the change produced by
civilisation makes them inler-

tile, as the change produced by captivity

makes some wild animals infertile, and so

forth. But the onl}' peoples who are disap-

pearing are those of the New World, somic of

whom were by no means savage. In Asia
and Africa are many tribes far lower in the

scale of civiUsation who have persisted in

constant communication with dense and



THE EVE OF "THE VASTEST TRAGEDY IN HISTORY": COLUMCUS SIGHTING AMERICA
"The greatest event and the vastest tragedy in human history" is Dr. Archdall Reid's striking; description
of the discovery of America by Columbus. It ended the long separation between the inhabitants of
East and West, and the diseases of the Old World burst with cataclysmal results upon the New. The
picture, by George Harvey, shows Columbus approaching America, his rebellious crew pleading for pardon.

.settled communities from time immemorial.
Notwithstanding all that has been written,

the people of the New World do not
wither away mysteriously when brought
into contact with the white man. They
die as other men do of violence, or famine,

or old age, or disease. But deaths from
all these causes, except the last, are now
comparatively rare amongst them—much
rarer than formerly during the time of

their perpetual wars. The vast majority
die of imported diseases—exactly the

same diseases as. white men die of. But
their mortality is invariably much higher

than that of white men, and they perish

on an average at a younger age.

All this is not mere hypothesis. It can
be proved by reference to carefully col-

lected and tabulated statistics pubhshed
by every department of Public Health in

America, Australasia, and Polynesia. The
cause of the sterility cannot be demon-
strated with the same precision ; but it is

hardly necessary to invent fanciful caiises

when a reasonable one is to hand. The

high mortality indicates a high sick-rate,

and presumably illness is as much a

cause of sterility in the New World as

in the Old, among savages as among
civilised people.

The Spanish conquest of the West Indies

was followed by the swift disappearance
of the natives. To that end the Spaniards
unconsciously adopted the most effectual

means possible. They satisfied their greed

by forcing the natives to labour in planta-

tions and in mines, and their religious

enthusiasm by compelling attendance in

churches and cathedrals. In other words,

they placed the natives under conditions

the most favourable for acquiring tlic

diseases which they imported by every

vessel. When the native population

dwindled, it was replaced l)y negro slaves

from West Africa.

The history of negro migrations is

e.Ktremely interesting and illuminating.

There are no accounts of negro conquest

outside the hmits of Africa, but from very

ancient times a constant stream of slaves
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has passed to Southern Europe and Asia,

where they have been emj)loyed mainly

in domestic service, and in more modern
times to America, where their occupation

has been mainly agricultural. The in-

vasion of Asia has continued to our own
day. But one may search from Spain to

the Malay peninsula and, except in

AC n recent importations, find
Africans Die

.(^^^cely a trace of a negro

i^.^.ir ,. ancestry. Yet slaves, like
Civilisation ..i i ui „ j.

cattle, are valuable property,

more cheaply bred than imported. In

Eastern countries they have often been
kindly treated, and many have attained

to wealth and power. Like the African

soldiers in Ceylon, of whom it is recorded

that, though many thousands were im-

ported by the Dutch and English, hardly

a descendant survives, all perished in a few
generations, the elimination of the unfit

being so stringent as to cause extinction,

not evolution. A permanent colony of

native Africans in the midst of an
ancient consumption-infested civilisation

is impossible.

The fate of the negro migrations into

America has been different. The race

had undergone some evolution against

consumption in Africa, and, therefore, was
more resistant than the vanishing abori-

gines. In its new home, employed in

agriculture in a hot climate where white
men and tubercle bacilli, also recent

importations, were as yet few in numbers,
it was placed under the best conditions

l)0ssible. Gradually, as the stringency of

selection waxed, it evolved resisting

power. To-day, American negroes are able

to d\yell even in Northern cities, though it

is said " every other adult negro dies of con-

sumption." After the discovery of America
the principal maritime races of Western
Europe competed for its possession. Spain
and Portugal, then powerfu nations, had
the first start in the race, and chose the

seemingly richer tropics. But the forests

of the centre and south were defended by
malaria, which raised a barrier against

immigration, and by heat and light,

which raised a barrier against tubercu-

losis. ^Moreover, the Spaniards and the

Portuguese intermarried freely with the

aborigines, and the mixed race which
resulted inherits in half measure the

resisting power of both stocks. At the

present day this mixed race, with a
leavening of mulattoes, pure Spaniards,

Portuguese, and negroes, inhabits the

cities and more civilised parts. Even in

tropical America the pure aborigines are

found, speaking generally, only

N^r
°

beyond the verge of civilisa-
a ivcs o

^JQj-j_ Farther south the dis-
Amenca r ^i i- iappearance of the natives has

been more complete, and the cooler,

healthier, and more open pampas are settled

by a race more purely European.

THE TRIUMPH OF THE ANGLO-SAXON PEOPLES
""PHE weaker British and French were
•• shouldered into the seemingly inhos-

pitable north. But the British won the
battle of Quebec, and the French immigra-
tion soon ceased. That little fight is half

forgotten, but it is doubtful if any battle
in history had results half so important.
It placed all North America in the grasp
of the Anglo-Saxon, and gave his race
enormous space for expansion. Unchecked
-, . by malaria, the new-comers
Expansion -^

,-, j . -, i

f the
gathered mto communities and

. , _ built towns and cities such asAnglo-Saxon,. , . , , » ,

those which across the Atlantic
were the homes of tuberculosis. The
cold forced them to admit little air and
light into their dwellings. The aborigines
melted away from the borders of the
settlements. Under the conditions there
was little intermarriage. In that climate
Indian women, and even half-caste chil-

dren, could not exist within stone walls.

:^o8

The few white men who took native

wives preserved them only while living

a wild life remote from their kin.

The British conquest of North America
and Australasia resemble ^ the Saxon con-

quest of Great Britain. The natives have
been exterminated within the area ol

settlement. It is in sharp contrast to

their conquests in Asia and Africa. Both
in the Old World and in the New the sub-

jugation of the natives was accompanied
bv many wars and much 'bloodshed, and
probably the conflicts in the former were
more prolonged and destructive than
those in the latter. But in no i)art of the

Old World have the British exterminated
the natives. They do not supplant them

;

they merely govern them. Southern Asia

and East and W^est Africa are defended by
malaria. The British cannot colonise

them, and the natives have undergone
such evolution against tuberculosis that
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they are capable of resisting the hard con-

ditions imposed by modern civihsation. Tn

South Africa, where there is little malaria,

Huro]:)eans share the land with the natives,

but the latter are likely to remain in an
overwhelming majority.

If history teaches any lesson with
clearness it is this—that conquest, to be
]~)ermanent, must be accompanied with
extermination, otherwise in the fulness

of time the natives expel or absorb the

conquerors. The Saxon conquest of

England was permanent ; of the Norman
conquest there remains scarcely a trace.

The Huns and the Franks founded j^erma-

nent empires in Europe ; the Roman
Empire, and that of the Saracens in

Spain, soon tumbled into ruins. It is

highly improbable, therefore, that the

British will retain their hold on their Old
World dependencies. A handful of aliens

eannot for ever keep in subjugation large

and increasing races that yearly become
more intelligent and insistent in their

demands for self-government. But no
p/robable conjunction of circumstances
can be thought of that will uproot the

.\nglo-Saxons from their wide ]:)ossession

in the New World. The wars of extermina-
tion are ceasing with the spread of civilisa-

tion W'e have ransacked the world, and

now know every important disease.

Diseases cannot come to us as they came
to our forefathers and to the Red Indians,

like visitations from on high. All the

diseases that are capable of travelling have
very nearly reached their limits ; the

rest we are able to check. Even in the

unlikely event of a new disease arising, it

would affect other races equally. Canada
and Australasia, like the United States,

may separate from the parent stem, but
the race will persist. If ever a New
Zealander broods over the ruins of London,
he will be of British descent.

The natural history of man is, in effect,

a history of his evolution against disease.

The story unfolded by it is of greater

proportions than all the mass of trivial

gossip about kings and queens and the

accounts of futile dynastic wars and
stupid religious controversies which fill

so large a space in his written political

history. In the latter, as told by historians,

groping in obscurity and blinded by their

owm preconceptions, men and events are

often distorted out of all proportions.

A clever but prejudiced writer may pass

base metal into perpetual circulation as

gold. Luther and the Reformation are

accepted as Divine by many people

;

the}' are reviled as diabolical by more.
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Cromwell was long regarded as accursed ;

to-day he is half-deified. How many of

us are able to decide, on grounds of fact,

not of fiction, whether the Roman Empire
perished because the Romans, becoming

luxurious, sinned against our moral code,

as ecclesiastic historians would have us

believe, or because a disease of monkish
bigotry and stupidity clouded

The Natural
^j^^ ^^^^^ Roman brain and

/i°'"l- A enfeebled the strong Roman
of Mankind

j^^^^^ ^^ Gibbon would have us

think ? But the natural history of man
deals, without obscurity and without uncer-

tainty, with greater matters. Study it, and
the mists clear away from much even of

political history. We see clearly how little

the conscious efforts of man have influenced

his destin}'. We see forces unrecognised,

enormous, uncontrolled, uncontrollable,

working slowly but mightily towards tre-

mendous conclusions—forces so irresistible

and unchanging that, watching them, we
are able even to forecast something of the

future.

The m.ere political results of man's evolu-

lion against disease are of almost incalculable

magnitude. The human races of one half

of the world are dying, and are being re-

placed by races from the other half. Not all

the wars of all time taken together con-
stitute so great a tragedy. A quite dis-

proportionate part in this great movement
has been borne by our own race. It has
seized on the larger part of those regions

in which the aborigines were incapable of

civilisation, because incapable of resisting

consumption, and were undefended by
malaria. In the void created by disease
it has more room to spread and multiply
than an}'^ other race.

Other races ma}^ dream of foreign
conquests, but the time for founding
permanent empires is past. There
remains for them only temporary con-
quest, in a few malarious parts of the
world in which Europeans cannot flourish

^. . and supplant the natives.
Disease is c • j t^ ^ i i ,

Mightier than JP^.^^-
a"^, Portugal lost

the Sword ^^^^"^ opportunity when they
turned from the temperate

regions and chose the tropics. France lost
her opportunity on the Heights of Abra-
ham. Germany is more than a century too
late in the start. Russia can conquer only
hardy aliens who will multiply under her
rule and ultimately assert their supremacy.
In times now far r.mote in the history
of civilised peoples, the sword was the
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principal means for digging deep the
foundations of permanent empires. Its

place was taken by a more efficient

instrument. A migrating race, armed
with a new and deadly disease, and with
high powers of resisting it, possesses a

terrible weapon of offence. But now
disease has spread over the whole world
and so is losing its power of building

empires. The long era of the great

migrations of the human race, of the

great conquests, is closing fast.

It is generally supposed by historians

and others that races that disappear before

the march of civilisation are mentally
unfitted for it. The assumption is not
supported by an iota of real evidence. To
be mentally incapable a race must be of very
defective memory. Recently a school of

x\ustralian natives, who belong to one of

the " lowest " of races, took the first place

in the colon3^ Negroes occupy a very
inferior position in America, especially

in Anglo-Saxon territories. But they
are stamped by glaring physical differ-

ences, are treated with great contempt
and jealousy by the whites, and their

„ acquired mental attitudes,
Possibilities -11 1 i J 1therefore, do not develop
° ,^_ under good conditions. It
Black Races •

"^
., , ,. , ,,

IS very possible tiiat they are

mentally inferior to the whites ; but not
so inferior as is commonly believed.

Russian peasants, though not sharply
differentiated by physical peculiarities

from the governing classes, are equally
scorned by them, and show a mental
development hardl}', if at all, superior to

the negroes of United States. The Latins
of South America seem very incapable of

orderly government, but they are the heirs

of a civilisation older than our own. At
any rate, while it is conceivable the
American negroes and some other races

are incapable of building up a highly-

enlightened society by their own efforts, it

is manifest that they are able to persist and
multiply when civilised conditions are im-
posed on them. Not so the aborigines

of the New World, some of whom—for

example, the Maoris and the Polynesians

—

are admittedly of good mental type. They
perish swiftly and helplessly of bodily

ailments.

Very clearly, then, human races are

capable or incapable of ci\ilisation, not
because they are mentall}', but because
they are phj'sically, fit or unfit.

G. Archd.vll Reid



AN ALPHABET OF RACES
BEING A HANDY DICTIONARY OF MANKIND

BY W. E. GARRETT FISHER

AN attempt is made in these pages to

compile a dictionary of the main
existing races of the world, arranged in

alphabetical order. The accompanying
Ethnological Chart on page 348, will

enable the reader to see at a glance the

relationship of the various main divisions,

families, and stocks under which these

races are distributed. The Dictionary and
the Chart, if used in conjunction, will

thus supply infonnation about any race

named in the list, and will tell the

inquirer to what branch of the human
race it belongs. It is obviously impossible

to niake the Dictionary inclusive of every
tiny and out-of-the-way tribe of Africa or

South America, but all important races

are included. If the reader wants to know
something about the Abyssinians, he will

look them up in the Dictionary, and find

that they are partly Semitic Himyarites,

Ababua. A tribe of Sudanese negroes in

Central Africa. See Welle Group.
Abaka. See Nilitic Group.
Abkhasians. A Western Caucasian tribe

occupying the Black Sea coast from Pitzunta
to Mingrelia, akin to Circassians {q.v.).

Abo, or Ibo. See Nigerian Group.
Abors. An Assamese tribe in the Brahmaputra

Valley, belonging to the Tibetan branch of the
Southern RIongolic family. Wild jungle-dwellers.

Absarakas. See Siouan.
Abukaya. A negro tribe in the Sudan. See

Nilitic Group.

Abunda. A settled and fairly civilised race
of Bantu Negroes, occupying the seaboard and
inland tlistricts of Portuguese West Africa, south
of Ambriz.

Abyssinians. A mixed race of Hamitic,
Semitic, and Negro stock, inhabiting Abyssinia
(from Arabic habashi—mixed). The main racial

element—Abyssinians proper—consists of brown-
skinned Semitic Himyarites, who probably emi-
grated from Arabia in prehistoric times, and
profess themselves descended from the Queen of

Sheba. Since the sixteenth century Abyssinia
has been over-run by the Hamitic Gallas (q.v.),

who have largely mingled their blood with this

older element. There is also a considerable
admixture of Sudanese Negro blood. Since the
fourth century the religion of Abyssinia has been
a corrupt form of Christianity ; the mediaeval
myth of Prester John perhaps relates to this fact.

Acadlans. French settlers of seventeenth
century in Nova Scotia.

partly Hamitic Gallas, etc. The Chart
will then show him that the Hamitic and
Semitic families belong to the great
Caucasic Division of mankind, that the
Himyarites are one of the main stocks of
the Semitic family, and that the Gallas
belong to the Eastern branch of the'
Hamitic family. The student should
famiharise himself with the names and
places of the famihes and chief stocks of
mankind, as given in the Chart, and so
greatly facilitate the task of reference.
The intention of both Chart and Dictionary
is, of course, to serve as a kind of index-
to the History proper, which must be
consulted for further information. As far
as can be discovered, no previous attempt
has been made to summarise the con-
clusions of modern ethnology in this

convenient form. The illustrations depict
some of the most interesting races.

Achaeans. See Argives.
Achinesc. A warlike Malay race of Sumatra,

long at war with the Dutch colonists.

Accras. See Ga.
Achuas, or Wochua. A pygmy Negrito race,

well-proportioned, though dwarfish, inhabiting
the forests of the Welle and Aruwimi districts
in Central Africa, and living by hunting.
Adamawa Group. A group of Sudanese Negro

tribes inhabiting the district of the Upper Benue
in Northern Nigeria.

Adansis. Negro tribe on Guinea coast. See
TSHI.

i'Colians. See Hellenes.
Aetas. A No^grito race of the Philippine

Islands, belonging to the Oceanic family of

Ethiopic Man. Short of stature, black-skinned,
with woolly hair, they present many points of

resemblance to the Negritoes of Central Africa.

There are m.any crosses between Aetas and
Malays.

Afars. A nomadic Turki tribe of Persia. See
also Danakij,s.

Afghans. A race of Iranian stock, belonging

to the great Aryan family, who form about half

the population of Afghanistan. They are divided

into various tribes, of which the Duranis are the

dominant one, the Ghilzais the most warlike, and
the Yusufzais the most turbulent. There are also

large tribes known as Pathans, who are of the

same stock as the Afghans, but are classed

separately. The Afghans are a handsome and
athletic race, inured to war from their childhood,

lawless and treacherous, but sober and hardy.

Ml
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'rhroughout the nineteenth century they were a

constant source of trouble to British India, but

a new era seems to have opened under the present

Amir. For non-Afghan inhabitants of Afghanis-

tan, see Hazaras, Kizil-Bashis, and Tajiks.

Afridis. A warlike and turbulent Pathan race,

occupying the neighbourhood of the Khyber
Pass, anif often at war with the English.

Afrikanders. Persons of European descent

born and living in South Africa.

Agaos. An indigenous Hamitic race of

Northern Abyssinia.

Ahoms. Primitive inhabitants of Assam,
belonging to the Indo-Chinese stock of the

Southern Mongolic family.

Ainus. An aberrant family of Caucasic ]Man

in the Far East. They were probably the

aboriginal inhabitants of Japan, but are now
few in number, and confined to Yezo, the Kurile

Islands, and part of Sakhalin. They have regu-
lar and often handsome features of Caucasic
type, but are of low stature, and characteristically

marked by an abundance of coarse, black, wavy
or crisp hair on head, face, and body, whence
they are commonly called the " Hairy Ainus."
Akawais. See Caribs.
Akkas. A pygmy Negrito race of the Welle

district in Central Africa, akin to the Achuas
(<].v.), who are specially interesting because
they are represented on Egyptian monuments of

3400 B.C., with their e.xisting racial characters.

Akkads, or Akkadians. An extinct Meso-
potamian race, founders of the oldest known
civilisation in Babylonia, who belonged to the
Northern IMongolic family, and probably to the
Turki 01 Finno-Ugrian stock. They invented the
cuneiform alphabet, which was adopted by their

Semitic successors—see B.abvlonians—and it is

thought that they ma}' have been the ancestors
of the Chinese.

Akpas. See Nigerian Group.
Alani. .A warlike nomadic race, probably

belonging to the Turki stock of the Northern
Mongolic family, and allied to the Tartars {a.v.).

In the fifth century they made settlements in
Gau! and Spain, where they were absorbed by
the ^'andals and the Visigoths respectively. The
remnant left in the East of Europe were con-
quered in the thirteenth centur>' by the Golden
Horde, and their name disappeared from history.

Albanians, or Arnauts. The warlike race of
mountaineers who inhabit Albania, on the
western coast of the Balkan Peninsula. They are
semi-civilised, live in a perpetual state of tribal
warfare, and make admirable soldiers, forming
the best part of the Turkish Army. They are
probably the oldest of the Balkan races, and
represent the earliest Aryan immigrants into
Europe [see Illyrians].' They are partly
Thristian, partly Mohammedan.
Albigenses. A heretical sect, mostly of

Proven9al descent, who appeared in the South
of France about the eleventh century, and were
rigidly persecuted until they became extinct in
the middle of the thirteenth century.

Alemanni. An ancient German tribe on Upper
Rhine, of Teutonic stock, from whom the modern
Swabians and Swiss are in great part descended.

Aleutians. Natives of Aleutian Islands, be-
longing to Eskimo stock of Northern American
family.

Alfuros. A half-breed race between Malays
and Papuans : in Malaysia, a term given by
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Malays to their rude non-Mohammedan neigh-
bours.

Algonquian. A group of North American
Indian tribes, formerly inhabiting the Central
and Southern States of America, east of the
Rocky Mountains, and as far south as South
Carolina, now gathered into Indian Reservations.
They include the Algonquin, Blackfoot, Chey-
enne, Cree, Delaware, Fox, Illinois, Massachusett,
Mohican, Ojibway, Sac, Shawmee, and many
smaller tribes.

Alibamus. See Muskhoge.an.
Ali-Elis. See Turkomans.
Alsatians. Natives of Alsace, of High German

stock, allied to the Swabians (q.v.).

Amadis. See Welle Group.
Ama. Prefix of many Bantu racial names, as

Ama-Zulu, .\ma-Xosa. See Zulu, etc.

American. One of the four main divisions of

the human race, comprising three families,

occupying North, Central, and Southern America
respectively. Tj'pically red-skinned, with lank,

black hair, retreating foreheads, high-bridged
noses, and either long or broad skulls—dolicho-

cephalic or brachycephalic.
Americans. The English-speaking white in-

habitants of the United States, mainly of Anglo-
Saxon descent. See also Latin Americans.
Amharas. Natives of Central Abyssinia, of

Hamitic descent.

Amorites. A branch of the ancient Libyan
race, of Semitic origin, inhabiting Canaan before
the arrival of the Israelites from Egypt.

Anatolian Turks. See Turks.
Andamanese. Natives of Andaman Islands,

a race belonging to the Oceanic Negrito family,

possibly representing the primitive type from
which both Negroes and Papuans have sprung.
The}^ exhibit the lowest stage of civilisation.

Andis. See Lesghians.
Angles. A Teutonic race of Low German

stock, who formerly inhabited the country round
Schleswig, in North Germany. In the fifth

century they migrated in large numbers to
Britain, and with the Jutes and Saxons formed
the stock of the Anglo-Saxon or English people.

Anglo-Saxons. A general name now given to

the English-speaking races of English, Scotch,

and even Irish and Welsh descent, who inhabit
the British Empire ; in a wider sense, to all people
of British descent.

Annamese. Natives of Annam, or Cochin-
China, belonging to the Indo-Chinese stock of the
Southern Mongolic family ; now under French rule.

Apaches. See Athabascan.
Appalachis. See Muskhogean.
Arabs. One of the main branches of the

Semitic family, inhabiting the Arabian peninsula.
They are usually divided into two branches, the
Ishmaelites of the north and the Joktanides of

the south. The latter probably represent the
oldest Arab stock, and may be of African origin.

The primitive .\rabs were nomadic horse-breeders
and shepherds, ver\- warlike, and of fine physical
development. Under Islam they reared an endur-
ing religious civilisation, which has had the
greatest influence on the world after Christianity.

Arakanese. Natives of Arakan, in Lower
Burma, of Indo-Chinese stock.

Aramaeans. One of the main groups of the
Semitic family, Syro-Chaldeans, who anciently
inhabited Syria, Palestine, and the Euphrates
Valley. The modern Syrians (q.v.) belong to it.
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Araucanians. The cliief Indian race of Chili,

possessing an ancient civihsation hke those of

Peru and Mexico, though less advanced The
Araucanians are probably the finest native race
of the New World. They are a fierce and warlike
people, who have always preserved their inde-
pendence.

Arawaks. A group of South American Indian
tribes in the Guianas, including Maypuris,
Wapisianas, Atorais and others.

Arcadians. .\j"ace of ancient Greece, inhal)it-

ing the central highlands of the Peloponnesus,
whose seclusion from the world caused them to

be identified with the quality which we still call

Arcadian simplicity-

Arecunas. See Caribs.
Argentines. White natives of the Argentine

Republic in South America, mainly of Spanish
descent.

Argivcs. Natives of .\rgos, the most im-
portant state of Homeric Greece : hence a generic
term for Greeks or Hellenes in the Homeric
Age. Acha^ans is another term similarly used.

Armenians. Natives of Armenia, the moun-
tainous country roinid Mount Ararat, now divided
between Russia, Persia, and Turkey. They
belong to the Iranian stock of the Aryan family,
blended with Semitic blood, and with a still

older unknown but probably non-Aryan element.
They are not warlike, but of quick intelligence

and specially successful in commerce.
Arnauts. See Albanians.

Aryans. The most important family of Cau-
casic Man, to which all the chief civilisations of

modern times belong. A tall, fair-skinned, long-

headed race, whose origin is still doubtful

—

though it was probably in Central Asia—and who
spread in prehistoric times over the whole cf

Europe and parts of Asia and Africa. Almost all

modern Europeans are of Aryan descent. The
family is also called Indo-European or Indo-
Germanic, but these names are open to objec-
tions from which the term Aryan is free.

Ashantis. See Tshi.

Assamese. Natives of Assam, between India
and Burma, belonging to the Hindu stock of the
Aryan family.

Assinabcins. See Siouan.
Assyrians. One of the main branches of the

Semitic family. The Assyrians founded a great

empire in the northern part of Mesopotamia, of

which Nineveh was the capital, and afterwards
conquered the older Babylonian state (710 b.c.)

and Egypt (671 B.C.), thus forming the first

world-empire known to history. Within a century
Assyria had become a Median province, and its

people ceased to have an independent existence.

Athabascan or Tinney. A group of North
American Indian tribes, formerly inhabiting
Alaska and the greatest part of Canada. It in-

cludes the Apaches, Chippewayans, Hupas,
Kutchins, Navajos, Tacullis, and Umbquas.
Athenians. The most important race of

ancient Greece, whose city of Athens was the

earliest centre o! civuisation m ttie hi.~tw:...a',

age of Europe.
Australians. The aborigines of Australia, a

branch of the Oceanic Negro family. Their

numerous tribes present a general uniformity of

physical and mental development, under which
two main types may be recognised. The earlier

of these is probably that shown by the extinct

Tasmanians (q.r.), one of the lowest racis in

])oint of culture yet discovered, who were
probably si ill in the earliest stage of the Stone
Age. 'Ihe other type was perhaps akin to the
L^ravidians of India, or to a very low Caucasic
race. The Australians are among the lowest
of savage races, and present many features which
have thrown light on the manners, customs and
beliefs of primitive man.

Australians. White inhabitants of Australia,
mostly of .\nglo-Saxon descent.

Austrians. Inhabitants of the Austrian em-
pire, including a great diversity of races. The
name is properly applied only to the German-
speaking people, of High-German Teutonic
stock, who predominate in Austria proper.

Auvergnats. Natives of Auvergne, in Central
France. A short, sturdy, dark, round-skulled
race, formerly regarded as typical Aryan Celts,
but possibly descended from an older non-Aryan
people. Much employed in Paris as porters.

Avars. See Lesghians.
Avars. A Tartar tribe, belonging to the Turki

stock of the Northern Mongolic family, who
appeared in the district round the Caspian Sea
about the fourth century, and later made
predatory raids over a large part of Eastern
Europe. They were subdued by Charlemagne,
and disappeared from history in the ninth cen-
tury. They seem to have been closely allied to
the Huns, whom they resembled in physical
characteristics and warlike cjualities.

Awawandias. Bantu Negroes of the Nyassa
plateau in British Central Africa.

Aymaras. A race of South American Indians
in Boli\-ia, probably related to the Incas {q.T.)

and perhaps their ancestors.

Azandeh, or Niam-Niam. Sudanese Negroes
of the Welle group. Notorious cannibals.

Aztecs. The dominant Indian race in Mexico
at the arrival of the Spanish invaders. They en-

tered the country about the end of the thirteenth

century, and founded the city of Mexico in 1325.

Around it they reared a remarkable civilisation

and a sanguinary religion. They were warlike,

ferocious and cruel, but had a considerable

aptitude for the arts of peace. Their empire was
destro5'ed by Cortes in 1521, and annexed to

Spain. Every trace of Aztec nationality was
suppressed, but their name still lingers among
the Nahuan Indians, and their blood is mixed
with that of the conquerors. Many attempts

have been made to find an Old World origin for

Mexican culture, but they are not convincing.

Babylonians. The Semitic race which founded

one of the greatest of ancient civilisations

in the rich alluvial plains of Chalda;a and on

the arid plateau of Mesopotamia. Their history

i-, too long to summarise here, but it may be

stated that the Semitic peoples, variously known
as Babylonians, Chalda?ans, Elamites, Medians,

and Assyrians, invaded and dispossessed at

different "times the primitive Mongolic race of

Akkads {q.i:.). Their earliest settlement seems to

have been at Ur of the Chaldces, on the right

bank of the Euphrates. Babylon and Nineveh

were afterwards the seats of the Babylonian and
Assyrian powers, whilst Elamite and INIedian

conquerors intervened at various times. These

powerful Semitic races made great advances in

art, science, literature, religion, and social policy.

Their lirst incursion, probably from Arabia,

into the Euplirates Valley dates back to about

3S00 B.C.
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Bagg&ras. A fierce and warlike race settled

in tile Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and formerly

donimant under the Mahdi.
Baghirmis. See Lake Chad Group.
Bakairi. See Cartes.

Bakatla, Bakwena. Bantu Negroes of

Bechuana stock.

Bakwiri. Bantu Negroes settled in the Came-
roons.

Balinese. A Malayan race of the East Indian

Archipelago.
Balolo. Bantu Negroes of the Middle Congo ;

one of the finest negro races.

Balong. Bantu Negroes of West Africa.

Baltis. A hardy Tibetan race, inhabiting

the Alpine valley of the I'pper Indus.

Baluba, or Basonge. A dominant Bantu Negro
race of the Kassai basin in Equatorial Africa.

Baluchis, or Beluchis. Natives of Baluchistan,

south of Afghanistan, of Iranian (Aryan) descent,

with a mingling of Tartar (INIongolic) blood.

The dominant race of the country is the Brahui,

aboriginals who are probably of ^longolic descent,

allied to the Dravidians {q.v.) of India. The
Brahui are of INIongolic type, short, with round
flat faces, hospitable and generous. They are

the more settled portion of the inhabitants.

The Baluchis are chiefly nomads, taller, with
more Aryan features, a warlike and predatory
people.

Balunda. Bantu Negroes of South Central

Africa, occupying the Congo-Zambesi divide.

Bamangwato. Bantu Negroes of north Be-
chuanaland ; Khama's semi-civilised people.

Bambaras. See Mandingan.
Banandi. Bantu Negroes of apish type, in

the Semliki forests.

Bangalas. Bantu Negroes of Middle Congo,
on the Ubangi river.

Bantus. One of the two subdivisions of the
.\frican Negro famih" of Ethiopic ^^lan, occupy-
ing the southern half of the African continent,

.south of the Cameroons and Albert Nj'anza.
A Negro race modified from the Sudanese type
by Hamite influences.

Banyai. Bantu Negroes, south of the Middle
Zambesi.
Banyoro. See Wanyoro.
Bapedi. Bantu Negroes of Bechuana stock.

Bareas. Sudanese Negroes inhabiting the
Abyssinian slopes.

Barguzins. See Buriats.
Baris. See Nilitic Group.
Barolongs. Bantu Negroes of Bechuana stock,

between Vryburg and ]\Iolopo river. Mafeking is

their capital.

Barotse. Bantu Negroes of Bechuana stock,
about headwaters of ^NIolopo river.

Barres. South American Indians in Venezuela
and Guiana.

Bases. Sudanese Negroes of Abyssinian slopes,

a very low negroid type.

Bashkirs. A branch of the Turki stock of the
Northern Mongolic family. They are first men-
tioned in the tenth century as a warlike and
idolatrous race, noted for their large, round,
short heads, from which their name is derived.
They now inhabit the Orenberg and Perm
districts of Russia, on the western slopes of the
Ural. Some are settled agriculturists, others
pastoral nomads.
Bashukulumbwe. Bantu Negroes of Kafue

basin in Zambesia.
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Basimba or Cimbebas. Aboriginal Negroes of

South Angola ; a low Bantu type, or possibly
Negrito, allied to Bushmen.

Basonge. See Baluba.
Basques. One of the few non-.\ryan races still

existing in Europe, where they inhabit the dis-

tricts on the French and Spanish sides of the
Western Pyrenees. They originally occupied
a much wider area in this neighbourhood, and
preserve their ancient costume and language.
Their ethnological affinities are still in dispute,

but the best opinion is that they represent the
ancient Iberians {q.v.), a Western Hamitic race,

related to the Berbers of North .\frica on the one
hand and to the Picts of Scotland and the ancient
Irish on the other. Probably they have occupied
their present home since Neolithic times. They
are mainly agriculturists, with all the rustic vir-

tues, and make excellent soldiers and servants.

Bassas. See Liberian Group.
Bastaards. See Griquas.
Bastarnae. See Goths.
Basutos. The most civilised race of Bantu

Negroes, of the Bechuana stock, who inhabit
the rugged uplands of Basutoland, a British

Crown Colony. They have long been subjected
to European and Christian influence, under
which they have presented the sole instance
of a pure negro community, which has made
itself self-supporting and approximately civilised.

They have succeeded in assimilating \\'estern

culture, and their little State—which always pre-
served its independence against other natives and
Boers—is a very flourishing example of what
the negro can do under favcrurable auspices.

Batanga. Bantu Negroes of the Cameroons.
Batavi. An ancient German race inhabiting

the island formed by the IMeuse and an arm of

the Rhine. Ancestors of the modern Dutch.
Bateke. Bantu Negroes of Congo, above

Stanley Pool.

Batjans. See Indonesian.
Batlapi. Bantu Negroes of Bechuana stock,

near \'ryburg.

Batonga or Batoka. Bantu Negroes of

Zambesia, ]\[anicaland and Tongaland.
Battaks. A pre-]\la!av race of North Sumatra,

probablj- allied to the Polynesians (q.v.).

Batwas. A pygmy (q.v.) Negrito race south
of Congo, allied to Bushmen.
Batwanas. Bantu Negroes of North Bechuana-

land.

Bavarians. A branch of the High German
stock of the Teutonic famil}', in Bavaiia.

Bayansis. Bantu Negroes of Middle Congo,
on Kwa Kiver. Strong negro element.

Bechuanas. A main stock of Bantu Negroes,

occup3'ing what is known as British Bechuana-
land. The name is of European origin, and has
no native significance as applied to the race,

but is a convenient general term.

Bedawi or Bedouins. Nomadic Arabs (q.v.)

who inhabit the deserts of Arabia and the
neighbouring countries, and live by stock-

breeding and robbery. Their breed of horses is

world-famous. They are independent, chivalrous

and hospitable. They correspond to the Biblical

Ishmaelites, whose race and customs they pre-

serve practically unchanged.

Bejas. A race of Eastern Hamites, of splendid
physicjue, occupying the eastern seaboard of

Africa north of Massowah, including Bisharis,

Hadendowas, and other tribes.
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Belgae. Tlic northernmost of the three races
occupyino; Gaul in Ca?sar's time, probably of Low
German stock, with perliaps a Celtic element.

Belgians. The inhabitants of Belgium,
formerly the Spanish or Austrian Netherlands,
of very mixed origin. The natives arc either

Flemings of Teutonic stock, or Celtic Walloons
iq.v.). Mingled with these are large numbers of

German, French and Dutch immigrants ; and
constant crossing of blood has tended to produce
a truly Belgian type out of all these fluctuating

elements. They are among the most patient
and productive of agriculturists, mostly small
proprietors ; and they possess flourishing

manufactures and a rich commerce through the
great port of Antwerp

Beluchis. See Baluchis.
Bengalis. The majority of the natives of

Bengal belong to the Hindu stock of the Aryan
family, which was probably the first to develop
a true civilisation and a great literature (in the
ancient Sanscrit tongue). The typical Bengali
is quick-witted, versatile, and successful in the
arts of peace, but not warlike—though the native
army of the old East Indian Company was
largely recruited from Bengal. The Bengali
Babu, of the professional or lower official class,

is well known.
Beluchis. See Baluchis.
Benin. See Nigerian Group.
Berbers. A Western Hamitic race occupy-

ing the Atlas jMountains and the Northern
Sahara, of predatory and warlike habits. They
are known in Algeria as Kabyles, and in Sahara
as Tuaregs. Largely dark-haired and swarthy,
with prominent noses, they belong to the
Melanochroid branch of Caucasic Man. They
correspond to the ancient Numidians.

Betsimisarakas. One of the three main
divisions of the Malagasy, or Malayo-African
race which inhabits Madagascar. Thej- occupj'
the east coast.

Bhils. Primitive and still wild non-Arvan
inhabitants of Central India, of Kolarian
family (q.v.).

Bisharis. Sec Bejas.
Blackfoot Indians. See Algonouian.
Boeotians. .\ branch of the ^olian race in

ancient Greece. The Boeotians were supposed to
be peculiarly dull, and were the typical rustic
clowns of Greek literatuie.

Boers. White inhabitants of Cape Colon}-,

the Transvaal, and the Orange River Colony,
mainly of Dutch descent, with a French Hugue-
not element and a sprinkling of Negro blood.
They were the original colonists of South Africa,

which they entered in 1652 A race of farmers
(Boer is derived from the Dutch boor, peasant),
they also proved themselves to be hardy pioneers
and admirable, though not at all romantic,
fighters, learning in long native wars the arts of

strategy, which they exercised so well against
the English in the South .African War of 1899-
1902. They have now accepted the English
rule, and promise to be among our most flourish-

ing African subjects.

Bohemians. See Czech.
Bolivians. White natives of Bolivia in South

America, of Spanish descent, with a considerable

admixture of Indian blood.

Bongos. See Nilitic Group.
Botocudos. South Anicrican Indians on

eastern seaboard of Brazil.

Brahui. See Baluchis.
Brazilians. White natives of Brazil, mainly »f

Portuguese descent, but with a considerable
admixture, in many districts, of Indian and
negro blood.

Bretons. Natives of Brittany, descended from
a short, round-headed, dark race, generally
called Celtic, but perhaps pre-Aryan.

Bribris. South American Indians of Costa
Rica.

Britons, (i) The ancient Britons were a
Celtic race, whose remnants are still to be found
in the Welsh (q.v.). They attained a consider-
able degree of civilisation under the Roman con-
querors, and adopted Christianity The Anglo-
Saxon conquest of Britain drove most of them
back into Wales, Cornwall, and other outlying
portions of the island, whilst the remainder
were either destroyed or assimilated. (2) In
the wide modern sense, Britons are the white
citizens of the British Empire.
Bugis or Buginese. Natives of Boni in

Celebes ; a primitive Malay race.

Bulalas. See Lake Chad Group.

Bulgars. A branch of the Finns (q.v.), who
were originally settled on the banks of the Volga.
In the sixth century they crossed the Danube
and conquered the modern Bulgaria, then
occupied by the Slavonic Slovenians (q.v.).

A speedy fusion took place between the Slove-

nians and the Bulgais, who adopted the language
and customs of the former, and rose to greatness

as a Slav power. In the ninth and tenth centuries

they ruled the greater part of the Balkan
Peninsula, and warred successfully with the
Byzantine Empire, which, however, subjected
them in 1019 under Basil II., " the slayer of the
Bulgarians." Later they passed under the

Turkish rule, and ceased to have an independent
national existence down to the nineteenth

century.

Bulgarians. Inhabitants of the modern
Balkan state of Bulgaria, descended from the

Bulgars (q.v.) with considerable admixtures of

Greek and Turkish blood.

Bulloms. See Temne Group.

Burgundians. An ancient people of Teutonic

I ace (High German), who were originally settled

between the Oder and Vistula. In the fifth

century they invaded Gaul, where they formed

the first kingdom of Burgundy, between the

Aar and the Rhone. There were many later

Burgundian kingdoms and duchies, of which the

last and most famous was that of Charles the

Bold, annexed to France in 1477. The Burgun-
dians are now French subjects, but still show
traces of their Teutonic origin.

Buriats. The Western or Siberian branch of

the INIongol stock of the Northern Mongolic
family. They occupy the vicinity of Lake
Baikal. The majority are nomad pastors, but

some have taken to agriculture. A peace-loving,

but lazy and drunken people ; they include

various tiibes, such as the Barguzins, Selengese,

Idinese, Kudaras and Olkhonese.

Burmese, or Burmans. A short-statured,

thick-set and fiat-featured people, approaching
the Chinese type, the principal race of the Indo-

Chinese stock of the Southern Mongolic family.

They inhabit Burma—now a British possession

—

and are excitable, turbulent, and given to

dacoitv, or highway robbery. They make good
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farmers and shopkeepers, l)iit are not warlike
or inothodical.

Burus. See Indonesians.
Bushmen. A nomadic Negro race of South

Africa, who stand at the lowest stage of human
culture. They are probably the aborigines of

South Africa, where they have been di'^possessed

by Hottentots and Bantus from the north.

They are thin and wiry, of small stature, not
unlike the Hottentots in colour and features.

Thev live by hunting, and possess a curious

mythology. Their artistic powers, comparable
to those of Palaeolithic Man, are shown in the
remarkable rock-drawings on the walls of their

caves.

Calchaquis. South American Indians, in

Plate River district.

Cambojans. Natives of Cambodia, Mongoloitl
approaching Caucasic type.

Canaanites. One of the main hianches of the
great Semitic family, inhabiting Palestine and
the Mauritanian sea-coast in ancient times,

including Jews, Phosnicians, Carthaginians,
Moabites, Amorites, Idumaeans and Philistines

(q.v.). A fierce and warlike people, with a
remarkable genius for religion, which has greatly
influenced the modern world.

Canadians. White natives of Canada, of

mixed French and Anglo-Saxon descent.

Caribs. South America*! Indians, formerly
occupying the West Indian Islands, and now the
shores of the Caribbean Sea, including Macusi,
Bakairi, Akawai, Arecuna, and Rucuyenne
tribes. They are strongly built, warlike and
fierce, but honourable. The term cannibal is

supposed to be a corruption of their name
based on their habits.

Carthaginians. Natives of one of the great
empires of the ancient world, which was founded
at Carthage, near the modern Bizerta, by
Phoenician colonists in the ninth century b.c,
and was destroyed by Rome in 146 b.c. Carthage
was the great rival of Rome as a Mediterranean
power. Its inhabitants belonged to the Canaanite
stock of the Semitic family, and were a nation
of traders, cruel and gloomy in temperament,
worshippers of Moloch with human sacrifices.

Though in Hannibal they produced one of the
greatest of generals, they were not warhke, and
trusted chiefly to mercenaries, wherefore they fell.

Catalans. Natives of North-east Spain, mostly
of Gothic descent, and still distinct from other
Spaniards in language and costume. Honest and
enterprising, turbulent, and intensely devoted to
liberty.

Caucasians. One of the families of Caucasic
Man, inhabitnig the mountainous region of the
Caucasus, and divided into southern,western, and
eastern branches [see Georgians, Circassians,
Chechenzes, Lesghians]. They include a great
number of different tribes, who seem to have
settled there from the earliest historical times.
Some of these, the Melanochroid highlanders,
hke the Georgians, Circassians, and Lesghians'
present an almost ideal standard of physical
beauty, whilst others are squat and ungainly.
Some ethnologists see in the Caucasus the
primitive home of the Aryan family, from whom
the Caucasians would, on this view, be an off-
shoot. The Ossets (q.v.) are certainly Aryan.
The Caucasians are very warlike, and struggled
till quite recently with success against" the
Russian domination.
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Caucasic. One of the four great divisions o*"

the human race. Type, white-skinned, square
jawed (orthognathous), skull between broad and
long (mcsocephalic), hair soft, .straight, or wavy

;

in intelligence, enterprise, and civilisation, much
superior to other divisions.

Cayugas. See Iroquoian.
Celts. See Kelts.
Chakhars. A branch of Eastern ]Mongols,

settled on the south-east boundary of the Desert
of Gobi.

Chaldaeans. See Babylonians.
Chamorros. Aborigines of the Ladrone

Islands, so named from their thievish propensi-
ties. A branch of the Oceanic Mongolic family
probably allied to the Formosans (q.v.).

Chancas. See Inc.\s.

Chaudors. A nomad tribe inhabiting the
steppes east of tlie Caspian and south of Wry
Oxus. See Turkomans.

Chapogirs. See Tunguses.
Charruas. An extinct race of South American

Indians in South Brazil, peculiar for their
extremely black colour with lank hair.

Chechenzes. A branch of the Eastern stock
of the Caucasian family, inhabiting the northern
slopes of the Eastern Caucasus. Their chief
tribes are Ingnshis, Kishis, and Tushis.

Cheremisses. See Finns.
Chcrokecs. A brave and warlike tribe of

North American Indians. See Iroouoi.an.
Cheyenncs. See Algonquian.
Chibchas. South American Indians of Bogota.
Chichimecs. See Nahuans.
Chickasaws. See Muskhogeans.
Chilians. White natives of Chili, of Spanish

descent, with a mixture of Araucanian Indian
blood.

Chinese. One of the most numerous races of

the world, inhabiting the Chinese Empire. They
are a stock of the Southern ]Mongolic family, and
it is thought by some ethnologists that they are
descended from the !\Iongolic Akkads (q.v.) of
Mesopotamia. There is a remarkable uniformity
in. the physical type presented by the Chinese in

all climates and environments ; they are the
most homogeneous of great peoples. They are
yellow-skinned, short in stature, with oljliquely

set eyes, high cheek-bones, long skulls, and broad
faces, with slight prognathism. They possess
an ancient and highly organised civilisation,

which is characterised by its conservatism and
slowness to accept new ideas—so different in this

from the Japanese. The Chinese are naturally
frugal, industrious, and patient ; they are
excellent agriculturists, and very gregarious ;

they despise war, but make excellent soldiers
when drilled by Europeans or Japanese. They
are eminently literary, and have a high system
of morality. There are man}^ local varieties,
such as the Puntis of the Canton districts, the
Hakkas of Swatow, the Hoklas of Fohkien, the
Dungans (q.v.), which need not be farther
particularised.

Chinooks. A nearly extinct tribe of North
American Indians on the Columbia River, on
whose language is based the Chinook jargon, or
traders' Lingua Franca of British Columbia.

Chins. See Singphos.

Chippewayans. See Ath.\bascan.

Chiquitos. South American Indians of Upper
Parasuav basin.
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Chiriguanos. South American Indians of

Bolivia.

Chitralis. Natives of Chitral, in the Hindu
Khush, rough, hardy hillmen, closely allied to
the Kafirs {q.v.) of Kafiristan.

Chocos. A tribe of South American Intlians
of Matto Groiso.

Choktaws. See Muskhogean.
Chontals. Central American Indians of

Nicaragua.
Chols. See M.wa-Quiche.
Chorasses. Si^e Kalmuks.
Chorotcgans. Central American Indians of

Nicaragua.
CKukchis. A Northern Mongol ic race of

North-east Siberia, closely akin to the American
Eskimo in features and customs. They arc of

high character and very independent, but at a
low stage of civilisation, and live by reindeer-

breeding and hunting. A branch of the Chuk-
chis, differing mainly in language, is known as

the Koryaks.

Chunchos. South American Indians on tribu-

taries of Beni River in Peru.
Citnbebas. See Basimua
Circassians, or Tcherkcsses. A race of Cau-

casian mountaineers, formerly inhalnting the
Black Sea coast between Anapa and Pitzunta,
of higli physical type, who maintained an
unavailing struggle against Russia till 1864,
when their subjugation was followed b}?- a whole-
sale emigration of the Circassian tribes to the
Turkish Empire, .\llied to them are the
Abkhasians and Kabards {q.v.).

Colombians. White natives of Colombia, in

Central America, mostly of Spanish descent,
with an admixture of Indian and negro blood.
Comanches. See Shoshonean.
Conibos. South American Indians of Peru.
Copts. Christian descendants of the ancient

Egyptians (q.v.), of middle stature, slender !iml:)s,

and pale complexion, who inhal^it Egvpt, and
preserve the language and customs of the last

period <)i a-icient Egyptian civilisation. They
are essentially townsmen, clerks, or artisans.

Coras. See Opata-Pima.
Cornish. A race of Brythonic or P Celts,

akin to Welsh and Bretons, inhabiting Cornwall
in earlier times ; now absorbed in English stock.
'Jhcir language became extinct in seventeenth
or eighteenth century. The crossing of the
Cornish Celts with Anglo-Saxons has given birth
to a singularly fine race of hardy fishermen and
miners.

Corslcans. The aborigines of Corsica were
proliably a Western Hamitic race, allied to the
I.igurians (q.v.). They were followed by Ionian
invaders, and in turn by Carthaginian. Roman,
X'andal, Hun, Gothic, Saracenic, and Italian
conquerors, each of whom has added something
to the mixture of blood in the modern '^orsicans,
a turbulent, lawless, and warlike race (now
belonging to France), whose greatest son was
Napoleon.

Costa Ricans. White natives of Costa Rica,
ui Central America, mostly of pure Spanish
ilescent.

Crccs. See Algonquian.
Creek Indians. See Muskhogean.
Creoles. Persons born in past or piesent

French, Spanish, or Portuguese colonies, of pure
European descent.

Cretans. An ancient race of prehistoric

culture [.sec Mycen^icans
| ; ni modern times

chiclly Greek, mi.x-.d with Turk.
Croats. Inhabitants of Crcatia, now mainly of

Slavonic race, mingled with an earlier short,
dark race of non-Aryan descent. One of the
motley races of the Austrian Empire. They arc
warlike. turl)ulent, and eager for independence.
Cro-Magnon. A prehistoric race- settled in

the Vezero district of France, which may be
taken as the primitive type of Caucasic Man^ It
is only known by a fevv skulls and other relics,
and probably dates back to the Glacial Period.
Crow Indians. See Siouan.
Cymry. See Welsh.
Czechs, or Bohemians. The most westerly

branch of the Slavonic stock of the Aryan
family, now occupying Bohemia, Moravia, and
other parts of Austria. They are closely allied
to the Slovaks of Hungary, they migrated from
the Upper Mstula district to the modern Bohemia
in the fifth century. Long an independent
kingdom, and a bulwark of Christendom against
the Turks, Bohemia passed to .\ustria in 1526.
During the last century there has been a great
recrudescence of the " Czech nationality and
language. The Czechs as a race are very musical
and artistic.

Daflas. A Tibetan race inhabiting the
northern border of As.sam.
Dahomans. See Ewe.
Dakotas. See Siouan.
Dalmatians. .A Southern Slavonic race, crossed

with Gothic blood. A fine race of hardy seamen,
they manned the Venetian fleets, but now belong
to Austria.

Damaras, or Hau-Khoin. S.'c Hereros.
Danaklls, or Afars. An Eastern Flaniilic

race settled in the vicinity of Obock, between
Abyssinia and the Red Sea. They are noir.ad
pastors and fishermen, well-built, and slenr',cr.

Danes. Natives of Denmark, belongi/ig to
the Scandinavian stock of the Aryan family.
Denmark was originally inhabited by the Angles,
Saxons, and Jutes, who coloni.sed England. C»n
their departure, the Danes from Zealand settled

on the deserted lands, and there reared the
kingdom which still exists. The early Danes
were brave warriors and skilled seamen, who for

a time ruled Saxon England under Canute.
Their descendants, of comparatiycly pure blood,
preserve these characteristics, and are also
industrious agriculturists.

Dards. A warlike and hardy race of Aryan
descent, inhabiting the mountainous country
around Gilgit, in North-west India, of whom
the Hunzas and Nagars are the chief tribes.

Dargos. See Le.sghians.
Delawares. A Nortli American Indian race

with whom \\'ilham Penn dealt in (h? 17th
century: now fairly civilised. See Algonqui.\n.

Didos. See Lesghians.
Dinkas. See Nilitic Group.
Dogras. An Aryan race in the Punjab,

between the Chinab and tlie Kavi, who contribute
excellent soldiers to the British Native Army.

Dorians. See Hellenes.
Dravidas, or Dravidians. Indigenous non-

Aryan inhabitants of South India, including

the Telingas or Telugu of the Nizam's Dominions,
the Tamils of Karnatic and Ceylon, the Kanarese
of My.sore, the Malayalim of Malabar Coast,

those wild hunters the Gonds of Vindhya Hills,

the Sinhalese of Ceylon, and perhaps the Veddahs
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(q.v.). A IMongoloid race originally, which has

been assimilated to the Caucasic type by long

intermixture of blood.

Druses. A brave, handsome and industrious

white race, who have been settled in the Lebanon

district of S\Tia for at least 800 years, and

owe their unity to the possession of a special

religion. Their origin is uncertain, but they

are probably of a mixed stock, to which Arabs,

Kurds, and Persians have all contributed.

They are fair-haired and of light complexion.

They are very warlike, have always preserved

their independence against the Turks, and are

the inveterate enemies of the Maronites {q.v.).

Dungans. Southern Mongolic inhabitants of

Zungaria, between Tian-Sban and Altai. Allied

to Chinese (q.v.).

Durbats. See K.a.lmuks.

Duranis. See Afghans.
Dyaks. The aborigines of Borneo, probably

akin to the Malays {q.v.), whom they resemble

physically, though of greater average stature.

They are active and warlike, and formerly in-

dulged in the practice of head-hunting, now
dying out. The Sea-Dyaks were bold and
inveterate pirates. They possess a consider-

able degree of indigenous civilisation, and their

moral character is very fine.

Easter Islanders. (i) See Polynesians.

(2) Easter Island once possessed an older

race of inhabitants, now extinct, who have left

very remarkable traces in the shape of numerous
colossal statues, thin-lipped and disdainful,

standing on platforms of Cjxlopean masonr}',

as well as many stone houses with thick walls,

painted on the inside. Nothing farther is known
of their race or history.

Ecuadorians. White natives of Ecuador, in

South America, of Spanish descent ; noted for

their laziness and political instabilit}-.

Edomites. See Idum.^ans.
Egbas. See Yorubas.
Egyptians, (i) The ancient inhabitants of

Egvpt—known to them as Khem, the Biblical

Mizraim—who reared one of the oldest and most
important civilised states of the ancient world.
The aborigines of Egypt were apparently a
Palaeolithic branch of Ethiopic Man, allied to the
modern Bushmen. They were dispossessed and
practically exterminated, probably about 7000
B.C., by a slender, fair-skinned race of European
type, belonging to the Hamitic family, and
resembling the modern Berbers (q.v.) in many
respects. These w-ere probably the same as the
ancient Libyans (q.v.). Later this r.tce was
modified by the introduction of a Semitic element,
partly from Syria, partly from the Phoenician
conquerors who founded dynastic rule in Egypt
under Menes, between 5000 and 4000 B.C.
Their later history is written on their imperish-
able monuments, and need not be summarised
here. In later times the Egj^ptian racial type
was modified by Greek and Roman influence.
The ancient Egyptians were highly skilled in
agriculture and engineering, warlike but not
aggressive, and with a highly developed literature
and religion. (2) The modern Egyptians are
partly descended from the ancienV Egvptians,
whose racial type as represented on the monu-
ments h still to be found in purity, mingled with
Bedouin Arabs, Turks, Syrians, and other
races. See Copts and Fellahin.

English. Natives of England ; used in a
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wider sense as equivalent to citizens of the
British Empire [see Britons, Anglo-Saxons].
The English people are a Low German branch
of the Teutonic stock of the Aryan family, with
a faint Celtic element derived from the primi-

tive Britons, a strong Scandinavian element
especially in the north-east), derived from the

invading Danes and Norsemen in the ninth
to eleventh centuries, and a considerable Norman
element—Norse modified by French culture.

The typical Englishman is white-skinned and
fair-haired, belonging to the Xanthochroi, but
there are many deviations due to modifying
influences. The race is eminently warlike and
aggressive, and makes the most successful

colonisers kno\\'n to the world.
Erie Indians. See Iroquoian.
Erse. See Irish.

Eshi-Kongo. A semi-civilised race of Bantu
Negroes, belonging to the ancient Kongo Empire,
now Portuguese West Africa.

Eskimos, or Innuits. An Arcnc aboriginal

race, now inhabiting Greenland and the northern
coasts of the American continent. They are

nomadic, live by hunting and fishing, and are

inured to extremes of cold. They are very
broad-headed, fat, and of short stature, with
fl.at quasi-Mongolic features. They seem to

occupy a place midway between the North
American Indian and the Mongolic type, and
there is some reason to suppose that they
represent a prehistoric ^Mongoloid incursion from
Northern Asia, or perhaps from Indo-Malaysia.

Esthonians. A branch of Baltic Finns (q.v.)

settled in Esthonia, and possessing an ancient
ballad literature and mythology.

Ethiopians. An ancient Berber tribe, settled

in Egypt at least 5,000 years ago,now represented
bj- the fair Berbers of ^lauritania. Homer called

them " blameless," because he knew so little

about them. See Nubians.
Ethiopic. One of the four great divisions of

t le human race, occup3ing Africa, Australia,

and many islands of the Eastern Ocean. Its

members are typicalh' black-skinned and woolly
haired, with projecting jaws and broad skulls.

Etruscans. An ancient Italian people, in-

habiting Etruria in North Italy in pre-Roman
times. They probably consisted of an aboriginal

Pelasgian (q.v.) race, modified by a dominant
race of invaders, who may have been of Mongolic
type, or perhaps akin to the Hittites (q.v.).

The Etruscans may be classed as Hamitic.
They had a distinctive civilisation, and made
great progress in art, of which many monuments
remain. The Etruscan confederation, of which
Veil was the chief city, long warred with the
rising power of Rome, under whose dominion it

fell in the fourth century B.C. Families of un-
doubted Etruscan descent are still found in

North Italy.

Europeans. Natives of Europe, mainly Aryan.

Ewe. A group of Sudanese Negro tribes of

Guinea Coast. The best known are the Daho-
mans, or natives of the ancient kingdom of

Dahomey, on the Slave Coast. Of small stature,

but lobust and warlike, they are noted for their

great human sacrifices and their employment of

female warriors or " Amazons." Now under
French rule. The Togos are also an Ewe trib?.

Fans. A race of powerful and aggressive

warriors, who intruded into Gaboon -Ogoway
district about the middle of the nineteeriLI;
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ct-ntury ;
possibly relator! to Azandeh or Fulahs

(ij.v.). Cannibals, but otiicrwise ol higher

intellect and morality than the average Negro,

from whom they differ in physical type.

Fantis. See Tshi.

Fcllahin. The labouring peasantry of modern

Ef^ypt, industrious but not warlike, descendants

of ancient Egyptians, with a mixture of Syrian

and Arab blooti.

Felup. A group of Sudanese Negro tribes on

Casamanza and Cacheo estuaries.

Fcrtits. See Nilitic Group.
Fijians. Natives of Fiji, belonging to the

Melanc!-ian stock of the Oceanic Negro family.

Formerly ferocious cannibals, they are now
civilise 1.

Filipinos. See Philippines.

Fingus, or Ama-Flngu. Bantu Negroes of

the Kafir division in South-east Africa, regarded

by Zulus and Ama-Xosa as an inferior race.

Finno-Ugrian. A stock of the Northern

Mongolic family, including (i) Ugrian or Siberian

Finns, of which the chief races are Soyots,

O^tyaks, Samoycdes, Voguls, Permian Finns,

Sirvanians, and' INIagyars {q.v.) ; (2) European
Finns, divided into : \a) Volga Finns, {b) Baltic

Finns.

Finns. The Finns proper are the inhabitants

of Finland, between Russia and Norway. They
are a Northern Mongolic race, of Finno-Ugrian

stock, who are supposed to have originated

beside the head waters of the Yenisei River.

They entered Finland about the end of the

seventh century and established themselves

there, being afterwards annexed, first by Sweden
and then by Russia. They are a strong, hardy
race, who make excellent seamen, with round
faces, fair hair and blue eyes. They are honest,

highh- moral and religious, and possess a re-

markable ballad and folk-tale literature, of

which the Kalevala is the chief example. The
Baltic Finns of allied race include Esthonians,
Karelians. Lapps, Livonians and Tavastians
[q.v.). The Volga Finns are another branch of

the same people, whose chief tribe was the
ancient Bulgars (q.v.). The JNIordvins and Chcre-
misses, still settled on the banks of the Volga in

small communities, belong to the same race.

Flathead or Salish Indians. A mixed race
of North American Indians, in British Columbia
and Montana.

Flemings, or Flemish. The inhabitants of

Flanders, now divided bjtwecn Belgium and
Holland, desceiided from Belgic tribes settled

there in Caesar's time. They are a Low German
branch of the Teutonic stock. They are an
industrious and honest, though phlegmatic,
people, who played a great part in mediaeval
commerce.

Formosans. Natives of Formosa, of mixed
Malayan and Negrito descent. They were
divided into three classes by the Chinese in-

vaders : the Pepohwan, civilised agriculturists,
under Chinese rule ; Sekhwan, settled ti'ibes

who acknowledged Chinese rule ; and Chinhwan,
the wild savage tribes of the mountains, who
waged unceasing war against the invaders.
The island has now passed under Japanese
dominion. The Formosans in general approxi-
mate to the Malav tvpc^, but are more sturdilv
built.

Fox Indians. See ALGONyui.\N.
Franks. .\ confederation of Germanic tribes,
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dwelling on the Middle and Lower Rhine in the
third century. They belonged to the High
German branch of the Teutonic stock. In the
third and fourth centuries they began to invade
Gaul, where they established a Prankish kingdom
under Clovis (48 1-5 1

1 ), who adopted Christianity.

This later developed into the modern State of

France. The Franks were a brave and stalwart

race of warriors, with blue eyes and long flowing

hair, well-built and large-limbed. They were a

nation of democratic fighting men, who practised

agriculture in the intervals of war.

French. The inhabitants of modern France,
a race of mixed origin. Among their ancestors
are the Celtic Gauls, the Teutonic Belgae and
Franks, the Hamitic Iberians, the Romans,
and the Scandinavian Normans (q.v.). They
are probably the quickest-witted and most in-

telligent race of modern Europe. Extremely
warlike and aggressive in earlier days, they are
now displaying greater devotion to the arts of

peace, especially agriculture. Paris has long
been the chief centre of ideas in Europe.

Frisians. A Teutonic race of Low German
stock, living between Scheldt and Weser in

Roman times, now belonging to the Nether-
lands.

Fuegians. Natives of Tierra del F\iego in

South America, savages of a very low physical
and mental type.

Fulahs. A warlike and predatory race of

Saharan Hamites, formerly occupying small
communities throughout the West and Central
Sudan, who over-ran the native Hausa States
about 1 800- 1 8 10, and founded the empire of

Sokoto.
Furs. See Nuba Group.
Ga. A Sudanese Negro group in Guinea,

including Accras and Krobos.
Gaels. See Highlanders.
Galkas ami Galckas. See Xosas.
Gaichas. Highlanders of Hindu Kush ami

Turkistan, of Iranian descent.

Gallegos. Natives of Galicia, in Spain, of

Gothic descent.

Gallas. A branch of Eastern Hamites,
occupying Gallaland, south of Abyssinia. The
finest people in all Africa, strongly built, of a
light chocolate colour. They are distinguished

for their energy and honesty. They are divided

into numerous tribes, and are inveterate foes of

the Somalis.

Gallinas. Sudanese Negroes of Sierra Leone.

Garamantes. An ancient Hamitic race in-

habiting the neighbourhood of Tripoli in Roman
times.

Garhwalis. Tibetan natives of Garhwal, on
the border of Tibet.

Gascons. Natives of Gascony, of Basque
descent, modified by Frank and French blood.

They are notorious for their lively imagination

and boasting " Gasconades."
Gauchos. A mixed race of Spanish and

Indian descent, admirable horsemen, who are

the chief herdsmen of Uruguay and the Argentine

Republic. See Puelches.
Gauls. In Caesar's time the Gauls occupied

the central part, and formed the chief race, of

modern France, which, after them, was called

Gaul. They probably belonged to the Brythonic
division of the Celtic stock, being closely allied

to the ancient Britons, as well as to the modern
Welsh and Bretons, who respectively represent
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the remnants of the primitive Celtic population
of England and France. It is possible that there
was a still earlier Celtic element in France,
corresponding to the Goidelic division of the
Celtic stock. Mingled with the Celtic element
in the Gauls were traces of the earlier Iberian
and Ligurian aborigines (q.v.). The Gauls were
blue-eyed, fair-haired and long-headed, in dis-

tinction to the older dark-eyed, black-haired,
round-headed type, which is more commonly
known as Celtic, but is probably characteristic
of an older race. Under Roman rule the Gauls
acquired a considerable degree of civilisation.

They were dispossessed in the decline of the
empire by Franks, Burgundians and Visigoths
(q.v.), but became in part ancestors of the
modern French.

Georgians. The chief race of the Southern
Caucasus, a line athletic race of pure Caucasic
type, noted for the personal beauty of its

individuals. The Georgians were formerly fierce

and warlike, but under Russian rule have Jaecome
industi"ious in the arts of peace. They are noted
for a passionate love of music. They first appear
in history in the time of Alexander the Great,
when they were already settled in their moun-
tains. The Georgian kingdom had an independent
existence for about seven centuries, but suffered

much from Mongolian and especially Turkish
invasions. Georgia and Circassia furnished the
majority of white slaves for Turkish harems.
In 1 80 1 Georgia was annexed to Russia. Other
important South Caucasian races are the
Imerians and the Mingrelians, who closely

resemble the Georgians in physical characteris-
tics, but have displayed less aptitude for

civilisation.

Gcpidae. See Goths.
Getae. An ancient race of Thracian (q.v.)

descent, who settled in Wallachia in the fourth
century B.C. They were warlike and turbulent,

but were conquered by Trajan and incorporated
in the Roman Empire. In later centuries they
appear to have been fused with the Goths (q.v.).

Germans. The Germans first appear in history

as a multitude of independent and warlike

tribes living amongst the dense forests which
stretched in Roman times from the Rhine to

the Vistula. They belonged to the Teutonic
stock of the Aryan family. They were a tall and
vigorous race, with long, fair hair and fierce

blue eyes, who delighted in war and the chase.

Their democratic social organisation has greatly

influenced all Teutonic history ; their love of

liberty was a passion. At an early period they
were divided into High and Low Germans,
differing in type, according as they inhabited

the central and southern portions of modern
Germany or the low-lying lands towards the

North Sea and the Baltic. The chief races of the

former were the Goths, Franks, Burgundians,
Swiss, Swabians, Austrians ; of the latter,

Saxons, Angles, Jutes, Frisians, Flemings,
Batavi—from whom the modern English and
Dutch are descended, whilst the High Germans
represent the modern Germans. These are a

very enterprising, thorough, and industrious

race, alike in war and peace, and have thus given

birth to one of the greatest Powers of the modern
world.

Ghilzais. See .\fghans.
Gilyaks. A Siberian Mongol ic race of

Saghalien.

Gipsies. .\ nomadic race, which was first

described as appearing in Europe in the hfteenth
century, and is now found in nearly all civilised
countries. At first they v.^ere believed to come
from Egypt, and their name is a corruption of
" Egyptians." They have a dark, tawny skin,
black hair and eyes, are small-handed and often
very handsome, and live by tinkering, basket-
making, fortune-telling, and other arts which
can be practised on the road. Their chief
characteristic is independence and love of a
wandering life. Their origin is still uncertain

;

though their language, Romany, is known to be
a corrupt dialect of Hindi, which supports the
older theory that they arc of Indian descent. A
later and well-supported theory is that they are
the descendants of the prehistoric race which
introduced metal-working into Europe. On this
view they must have existed in Europe from
time immemorial, without being noticed in

literature. The gipsy problem still awaits
solution.

Goajiris. See Tupi Guarani.
Golden Hordes. See Kipchaks.

Gonaquas. Hottentct Negro half breeds on
Kalirland frontier.

Goads. See Dravidas.
Goths. One of the chief Teutonic races of

ancient times, who played a great part in

European history from the third to tire eighth
century, but have left no descendants as a

distinct race. They first appear in histcry in

the third century, as a confederation of German
tribes who had made a settlement in the district

north of the Lower Danube. They soon split up
into two distinct peoples, the East Goths 01

Ostrogoths, and the West Goths or Visigoths.

There v/as a third and unimportant race ol

Moesogoths, settled in Mcesia, for whom Ulfilas

made his famous translation of the Scriptures.

The Goths were extremely warlike and aggres-

sive, a typical race of German warriors. The
Ostrogoths remained north of the Danulic,

where they were subjugated for a time by the

Finns of Attila. Recovering their independence,
they invaded Italy, destroyed the Western
Empire, and established a new kingdom under
Theodoric. This was conquered by the Byzantine
Nar.ses in 552, after which the Ostrogoths dis-

appear from history. The Visigoths, unwilling

to submit to the Huns, crossed the Danube and
settled in the Roman Empire, where they fur-

nished many recruits for the army. In 395
they rebelled, and under Alaric invaded Italy

and besieged Rome. Afterwards they founded
kingdoms in the south of Gaul and in Spain,

where the Visigoths ruled till the invasion of

the Saracens, and where their blood is still found
incorporated with that of the older races. .\

branch of the Ostrogoths which settled in the

Crimea preserved its nationalit}^ and language
dowm to the sixteenth centur)', or even
later. The Bastarnae, Gepida;, and perhaps the

Vandals (q-v.), were branches of the Gothic
race.

Greeks, (i) For ancient Greeks, see Hel-
lenes. (2) The modern Greeks are partly

descendants of ancient Greeks, with a large

admixture of Albanian, \\'allachian and Slavonic

elements. They are great in commerce, but iK)t

warlike.

Griquas. .\ race of Hottentot-Dutch half-

breeds, also known as Bastaards, in Griqualand.
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Guaicuris. Central American Indians of

Lower California.

Guanches. Aborigines of Canary Islands

:

so-called " White Africans," probably of Berber

Hamitic stock.

Guatemalans. White natives of Guatemala,

in Central America, of Spanish descent.

Guatusas. Central American Indians of Costa

Kica.

Guebres. See Parsees.

Gujcratis. Natives of Gujerat in Western

India, Aryans of Jiindu stock.

Gurkas. The dominant race of Nepal, who
claim a Hindu (Arvan) origin, but have probably

acquired a Mongoloid tinge from inter-man-iages.

They are of small stature, yet eminently warlike,

and supply some oj the best troops to our Indian

Army.
Gypsies. See Gipsies.

Hadcndowas. See Bejas.

Haidas. North American Indians in British

lohimbia.
Hamites. A family of Caucasic i\Ian, belong-

ing to the Melanochroid or dark type, ranging

in colour from white to brown, and even black ;

hair soft, straight or wavy ; skull, medium
(mesocephalic) ; square-jawed (orthognathous) ;

generally of fine physical development. Divided

into Eastern Hamites

—

e.g., Somali, and Western
Hamites

—

e.g., Berbers and Basques. Closely

related to Semites.

Hau-Khoin. See Hereros.
Hausas. The most important Sudanese Negro

race of Northern Nigeria. Keen traders, phj^-

sically well developed, they make excellent

soldiers, and are largely utilised for this purpose
by their British rulers. The Hausa States were
over-run by the Hamitic Fulahs (q.v.) about
1800-1810, and now form part of the Empire
of Sokoto. The Hausa language is the common
medium of commerce in the Central Sudan.

Hawaiians. Natives of Hawaii, of brown
I^olynesian stock, akin to INIaoris. A remarkably
line and handsome race, steadily decreasing
since contact with European civilisation and
diseases. Peculiarly subject to leprosy.

Haytians. Natives of the negro republic of

Hayti, descended from negro slaves imported
by the earlier Spanish and French owners, who
freed themselves at the time of the French
Revolution. The Spanish portion afterwards
formed the Dominican Republic in the eastern
part of the island. Of mixed Bantu and Sudanese
Negro descent, with a cross of white blood.

Hazaras. Mountaineers of N.W. Afghanistan,
a vigorous and turbulent race of Mongolo-Persian
descent, often troublesome to British India.
Hebrews. See Jews.
Hellenes. Inhabitants of ancient Greece,

which they called Hellas. The Proto-Hellenes, or
aborigines, were probably of Pelasgian origin,

belonging to the \\'estern Hamitic family,^ of
whom the ancient Cretans and Mycenaeans {q.v.)

may represent the ancestral type. These were
followed by the true Hellenes—Achaeans or
Argives—divided into three main branches

—

Dorians, lonians, and ^Eolians. Later they were
divided into many local states, such as Athens
and Sparta. The modern Greeks are in part
descended from the Hellenes, crossed with
Albanian, Wallachian, and Turkish blood. It is

to the Hellenes that we owe the first important
developments of civilisation in Europe.

Hclveli. Ancient inhabitants of Switzerland
in Caesar's time, probably a German tribe,

from whom the modern Swiss are in part de-

scended.
Hereros, or Ovaherero. Bantu Negroes inhabit-

ing the plains of Damaraland, or German South-
Wcst Africa. The Damaras or Hau-Khoin arc

a cross between Hereros and the Hottentot
aborigines. A pastoral nation who migrated
thither about two centuries ago from the inland
districts, and dispossessed the aboriginal Hotten-
tots, now represented by the Namas of Namaqua-
land, with whom thev are perennially at Wcf.
Recently they rose against the German authoii-
ties, and have given them much trouble. A
fine, warlike race.

Highlanders. The Gaelic-speaking inhabitants
of Northern Scotland, a branch of the Goidelic
or Q Kelts, also known as Gaels. They are

descended from the ancient Scots (q.v.), who
originally migrated from Ireland in the fifth

century. One of the finest races of the British

Islands, who give us our finest soldiers.

Hlmyarites. A branch of the Semitic family
(" Red ]\Ien," whence the Red Sea), formerly
occupying Arabia Felix and Abyssinia ; they
form the main stock of the Abyssinian race.

They included the kingdoms of the Minseans
and Sabaeans. the latter being identified by some
with the Biblical Sheba.
Hindus. A stock of the Aryan family, com-

prising a large proportion of the natives of India,

described under the headings of Kashmiris,
Punjabis, Rajputs, Marathas, Bengalis, Sindis,

Gujeratis, Assamis, etc. The original Hindus
entered India—hence called Hindustan—from
the north-west at some prehistoric time, and
soon became the predominant race in the
peninsula.

Hittites. A forgotten but once mighty people
of Semitic race, w^ho contested the entry of the
Israelites into Canaan, and waged w-ar with
Egypt and Assyria for manj' centuries. Little

is known about them, but they seem to have
reared a mighty empire between Lebanon and
the Euphrates, which endured for more than a
thousand 3'ears, and w^as destroyed by the
,\ss3Trian Sargon II. in 717 B.C.

Hondurans. ^^'hite natives of Honduras, of

Spanish descent ; few in numbers, the popula-
tion being mostly of mixed blood.

Hor-Soks. A primitive Mongol-Turki race of

the Tibetan plateau.

Hottentots, or Khoi-Khoin. The aboriginal

Negro inhabitants of South Africa, which they
shared with the Bushmen {q.v.}. Possibly the
Bushmen are degraded Hottentots, or the
Hottentots are a cross between the Bantus from
the north and the Bushmen, who would on
this view be the true aborigines. The only
surviving race of pure Hottentots are the Namas
of Namaqualand : the Damaras, Griquas,
Gonaquas, and Koranas, are other races in which
Hottentot blood is mixed with that of Bantu
Negroes or of Europeans (mostly Boers). The
Hottentots are a distinct branch of the Negro
family, marked by extremely long heads and
high check-bones, a brownish-yellow com-
plexion, with other physical peculiarities exem-
plified in the so-called " Hottentot \'enus,"

and also found in the Bushmen. Their
language is peculiar for its unique " clicks,"

which no European can pronounce, and which
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seem to stand between articulate and inarticu-

late speech.

Hovas. The dominant Malagasy race of Mada-
gascar, of Malay descent, mixed with Bantu
Negro blood from Africa. They stand nearest to
pure IMalays of all Malagasy peoples. The
existing French Protectorate was onl}' estab-

lished after much fighting with the warlike Hovas,
who had conquered all the other native tribes.

Huastec. See Maya-Quiche.
Hungarians. See Magyars.
Huns. A nomad race of the Northern Mon-

golic family, probably of Turki stock, who
settled in tlie neighbourhood of the Volga and
the Urals about the dawn of the Christian era.

In the fourth century they conquered and dis-

possessed the Ostrogoths and Visigoths on the
Danube. Under Attila, in the fifth century,
they invaded Greece and Gaul, and pushed their

arms as far as Rome, which was only saved by
the diplomacy of the Pope. Their cruel fierceness

in war caused their great leader to be known as
the Scourge of God. Like the Mongols, thev
were essentially a race of horsemen, and their
" deformed figures and hideous Mongolic faces

"

added to the terror which thev inspired. After
Attila's death in 453 the Huns fell to pieces, and
soon were absorbed into other nations—especi-
ally, perhaps, the Bulgars.

Hunzas. See Dards.
Hupas. See Athabascan.
Hurons, or Wyandots. A North American

Indian race of Iroqi;oan stock, fcrmerly
inhabiting the shoes of Lake HurMi.
Hyksos. A Northern Mongolic race who

invaded Egypt and established the dynasty of
the Shepherd kings about 2000 B.C.

Ibeas. A Negro race which recently invaded
the Cameroons from the East : they bring down
i\ory from the unexplored interior. Either
Bantu, or Sudanese—perhaps connected with
the Azandt'h {(/.v.).

Iberi, or Iberians. An ancient race of Western
Hamitcs, related to the fair Berbers of Mauritania.
The Basques are probably descended from them,
and there is good reason for identifying them
with the Picts of Scotland and the Irish aborigines.

Ibo. See Abo.
Icelanders. Inhabitants of Iceland, originallv

Norwegians, who settled there about the end of

the ninth century A typical tall, fair-haired,

blue-eyed Scandinavian race. The Icelandic
Sagas form the chief part of ancient Scandinavian
literature.

Idumaeans or Edomites. A warlike Semitic
race of Canaanite stock, thought to be descended
from Esau, who were conquered by the Israelites

under Saul and David, and again by Judas
^laccabaeus in 165 B.C.. after which they dis-

appear from history.

Ife. See Yorubas.
Igorrotes. An industrious agricultural race

of the Philippine Islands. Indonesians of Malay
descent, with a possible Chinese or Japanese
element.

Illinois Indians. See Algonquian.
Illyrians. A savage piratical race of the

eastern Adriatic sea-board, who were conquered
by the Romans, and were the last of the Balkan
peoples to be civilised. Probably the modern
Albanians are descended from them, and they
were among the first Aryan immigrants to

Europe.

Ilocanos. A Malay race of the Philij)pine
Ishuids.

Imerians. See Georgians.
Incas. The chief of the six Indian races, in-

cluding the Quichuas and the warlike Chancas,
which formerly occupied the central mountain-
region of Peru. The Incas became the dominant
i-ace about 1000 a.d., and built up a vast and
peaceful civilisation, in which a purely socialistic
government was successfully administered. This
Inca Empire was destroyed by the Spanish
under Pizarro in 1533, but the Inca Indians
sUll survive as a race in Central Peru,
where they are known as industrious and honest
agriculturists.

Indians. Native races (1) of India; (2) of
North, Central, and South America.

Indo-Chinese. A section of the Southern
Mongolic family, inhabiting the countries between
India and China.
Indo-European, Indo-German. See Aryan.
Indonesians. The light-coloured, non-Malay

inhabitants of the Eastern Archipelago and South
Sea Islands, who are of Caucasic type, and are
mostly brown-skinned Polynesians (q.v.). They
also include the Batjans of Batjan I., the Burns,
Korongui, and Suvu of the Malay Archipelago,
and the Mentawey Islanders {q.v.).

Ingushis. See Chechenzes.
Innuits. See Eskimos.
lonians. (

i ) One of the three main Hellenic
races of ancient Greece. (2) Greek inhabitants
of the coast districts and islands of Western Asia
Minor, forming the Ionian League, who passed
in the sixth century b.c. under the Persian sway.
Iowa Indians. See Siouan.
Iranians. Ancient inhabitants of the Asian

p'atcau bounded by the Indus, the Tigris,

and the Hindu Kush. A stock of the Aryan
family, now including Persians, Afghans, Balu-
chis, Kurds, and Armenians {q.v.).

Irish, (i) The aborigines of Ireland, probably
Iberians {q.v.). (2) The later Erse-speaking
inhabitants of Ireland, a branch of the Gcidelic

or Q Celts. (3) Modern inhabitants of Ireland,

mostly Celtic, but largely mixed with Teutonic
elements in the north.

Iroquoian. One of the families of North
American Indians, including the Iroquois, or
" Six Nations," who comprised the RIohawks,
Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas, Tuscaroras and
Cayugas ; the Hurons, or Wyandots, including

the Eries, and the Cherokees. Their territory

was Upper Canada, round the great lakes.

New York, and the Virginian Highlands, and the}'

played a large part in the Franco-British war-
fare of the eighteenth century. They are now
few in numbers and confined to Indian Reser-

vations in the U.S. and Canada.
Israelites. See Jews.
Italians, (i) Ancient inhabitants of Italy,

of Ligurian stock, probably Eastern Hamites,
related to the Pelasgians [see Latins and
RoMAN.sJ. (2) JNIodern Italians, mostly of Latin

stock, crossed with Teutonic (Gothic and Lom-
bard) blood.

Italic. A stock of the Aryan family, including

ancient and modern Italians (with ancient

Ronians), modern French, Spanish, Portuguese,

and Roumanian, with Latin (Spanish and
Portuguese) Americans.

Jallonke. See Mandingan.
Jangalis. An aboriginal Indian tribe, in-
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habiting the forest district north of (uttack—
the most primitive race in all India. Perhaps
an early Dravidian {q.v.) stock.

Japanese. A race of the Northern Mongolian
family, probably originating in Korea, whence
they spread to Japan and dispossessed the Ainu
aliorigincs, aljoiit the dawn of the Christian era.

The most entc'.-prising and civilised people in

Asia, often called " the English of the Far East."

They possess a singnlarly high standard of honour
and patriotism, which was the main factor in

their recent victory over Russia, and they are

eminently warlike, besides producing industrious

agriculturists and enterprising traders. Of
short but sturdy stature, white skin and yellow
or sallowish complexion, oblique eyes, black hair.

Jats. A numerous agricultural race of the
Punjab in North-west India. They are probably
of an Aryan stock, but ethnologists disagree as to

their history, assigning them ancient Scythian in-

vaders, the Rajputs, or the Gipsies, for ancestors.

Javanese. A Malay race inhabiting Java,
where they dispossessed the Negrito aborigines
[see Kalangs] in prehistoric times. The Sun-
danese and Madurese are allied tribes, possessing
parts of the island of Java, now under Dutch rale.

Jebus. See Yorubas.

Jews, Hebrews, or Israelites. The most im-
portant of Semitic races, of the ancient Canaanite
stock. The Israelites descended from Abraham,
who came from INIesopotamia to Canaan about
2000 B.C. ; thence they migrated to Egypt, and
returned to take possession of Palestine. Their
history is familiar to all from the Bible. After the
Roman capture of Jerusalem under Titus, 70 a.d.,

the Jews—as they were now called—were dis-

persed though the world, but they have retained
their racial characteristics in remarkable purity
through long persecutions, and now play a
great part in the commerce and finance of nearly
all civilised countries, though they have no
national unity or racial home.

Jivaros. South American Indians, in Peru,
on the head-waters of the Amazon.

Jolofs. See Woi.oF.s.

Jutes. Early inhabitants of Jutland, a Low-
German branch of Teutonic stock, who invaded
England in the fifth century and made the first

Teutonic settlement in that country, in Kent.
Kabards. A Western Caucasian race, allied

to the Circassians {q.v.) and presenting a high
standard of physical beauty.

Kabyles. See Berbers.
Kacharls. Natives of the Terai at the foot of

the Himalayas, belonging to the Tibetan stock of
the South'^rn Mongolic family.

Kafirs, or Kaffirs. Generic name of tlie fierce
and warlike Bantu Negro races which occupied
the south-eastern seaboard of South Africa when
Europeans first colonised that country. They
then held all the coast lands from the Gamboos
to the Limpopo. The southern part (Kalfraria)
belonged to the Kafirs proper, and the northern
(Zululand) to the Zulus, an allied race, but usually
distinguished from the Kafirs, or Ama-Xosa,
whose chief tribes are Galekas, Gaikas and
Tembus {q.v.). Throughout the greater part of
the nineteenth century the English settlers
were engaged in constant Kafir wars, which
resulted in the gradual suljjugation of both
Kafirs and Zulus.

Kafirs. Fair-skinned mountaineers of Kafiri-
stan, between the Kabul River and Hindu Kush.

An olfshoot of the Aryan family, thought by
some to be descendants in part of the Greek
trocps with which Alexander the Great invaded
India,.

Kakhycns. A race of freebooters, iidiabiting

the northern frontiers of Burma, whence they
raid the more civilised agriculturists of the plains
and levy blackmail. A Southern Mongolic race
of Indo-Chinese stock.

Kalangs. A recently extinct Negrito race of

Java, remnants of the aborigines of that island
;

small, black and woollv-haired, with very
retreating forehead and projecting jaws. The
most ape-like of human beings, and the nearest
approach yet found to the " missing link

"

between man and ape. They belonged to the
Oceanic Negro family.

Kalmuks. The Western Mongol stock of the
Northern Mongolic family, scattered through
Central Asia, and extending into S'juthern
Russia. Nomadic pastors, owning large flocks

and herds, and living in tents on the great
steppes, they include the tribes of the Chorasses,
Turguts, Khoshots, and Durbats. A large horde
of Kalmuks invaded Russia in 1650, and settled
there for a century, but in 177 1 most of them
were expelled, and endured great sufferings on
the march to China, so brilliantly described by
De Quincy. These were mainly Khoshots and
Durbats.

Kamchadales. A Silierian branch of th"
Northern Mongolic family, inhabiting Kam-
chatka ; a hardy race of hunters and fishers.

Kanakas. A name given to South Sea Is-

landers, generally by sailors and traders, and
especially to Polynesian labovu'ers imported
to Queensland.
Kanakas, or Bakanaka. Negro aborigines

of y\ngola, prol^ably akin to the Bushmen.
Other similar tribes are the Korokas, Kulabes,
Kwandes and Kwisses.
Kanaresc. Mongoloid abo.'igi les of Mysore

in India. See Dravidians.
Kancmbu, Kanurls. See Lake Chad Group.
Kara-Kalpaks, or Black Bonnets. A liranch of

the Turki stock of the Northern Mongolic family,
dwelling on the south-east of the Aral Sea and
in the Oxus basin. A pacific pastoral race,

dominated by their warlike relatives, the nomadic
Kirghiz, and now subject to Russia.

Kara-Kirghiz. See Kirghiz.
Karclians. An Eastern branch of Baltic

Finns dwelling in the eastern parts of Finland
and adjoining provinces of Russia. Probably
a Siavo-Mongolic mixture in which the original

Mongolic element has been largely eliminated.

Karens. Inhabitants of Burma, of the Indo-
Chinese branch of the Southern Mongolic family.

Largely Christianised. Formerly oppressed by
the Burmans, than whom they arc less clever,

but more industrious. Agriculturists.

Karons. A Negrito race of New Guinea, of

very degraded type, and addicted to canni-

balism.

Kargos. See Nuba Group.
Kashmiris. Natives of Kashmir, belonging

to th(- Hindu branch of the Aryan family. Of
fine physique, but corrupt and untrustworthy.

Kassonke. See Mandingan.
Kazaks. See Kirghiz.

Kelts, or Celts. A stock of the .\ryan family

which settled in France and the British Islands

in prehistoric times. The Gauls and Belga- of
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Ciesar's time and the early Britons represent
tliem. They are divided into two branches, Goi-
deiic and Brythonic Celts, respectively known
also as Q and P Celts, from a linguistic pecu-
liarity. The former are represented in modern
times by Irish, Manx, and Scottish Highlanders

;

the latter by Welsh, Cornish, and Bretons. The
typical Celt was probably a tall, broad-headed
individual, with prominent nose, high cheek-
bones, light hair and eyes. The small, round-
headed, dark race which is also classed as Celtic,

is more probably an earlier Hamitic type, allied

to the Basques {q.v.).

Khulkas. A nomadic i^ace of Eastern Mongols,
occupying the Gobi desert.

Khamtis. An Assamese race—Indo-Chinese
stock of Southern Mongolic family—in the
Brahmaputra Valley.

Khasis. An Indo-Chinese hill tribe of Southern
Mongolic family, in Khasi Hills of Assam.
Khoi-Khoin. The name given to themselves

by the Hottentots {q.v.).

Khoshots. See Kalmuks.
Kickapoos. See Algonquian.
Kiowas. A North American Indian race in

Oklahoma.
Kipchaks. A Turki race of Northern Mongolic

family, settled in eleventh century between
I'rals and Don. In the niiddle of the thirteenth
century, Batu Khan, a son of Genghiz Khan, led

them to conquer all Central and South Russia,
where they founded the Empire of the Golden
Horde. It was broken up by Tamerlane about
1 390, and from its fragments arose the Khanates
of Astrakhan, the Crimea, etc., now absorbed by
Russia. From the Eastern Kipchaks are des-
cended the Kirghiz {q.v.), one of whose hordes is

still known as Kipchak. The modern Kipchaks
are nomadic, and live by stock-feeding in the
steppes of western Turkestan.

Kirantis. A Tibetan race of East Nepal, of
Southern Mongolic family.

Kirghiz. A nomadic people of Central Asia,
where they occupy the vast steppes which lie to
the north of Turkestan. They are descended
from the Kipchaks {q.v) of the Golden Horde.
They form a group of the Turki stock of the
Northern Mongolic family. The Kara-Kirghiz,
who inhabit the uplands between the Issik-Kul
and the Kuen-Lun, are the oldest Turki nomads
of whom there is any historical record, and are
divided into On and Sol—right and left wings.
The Kirghiz proper, who call themselves Kazaks,
or " riders," roam from Lake Baltiash to the
Volga, over the vast level steppes, where they
dwell in skin tents and support themselves by
breeding camels, horses, oxen, sheep and goats.
They live in the saddle, and were formerly a
warlike people, who once could put 400,000
fighting men in the field. They are divided into
four hordes—Great, Middle or Kipchak, Little,
and Inner. They are all now under Russian
dommion.

Kishis. See Chechenzes.

Kissis. See Temne Group.
Kizil-Bashis. Persianised Turkis of Afghan-

istan, belonging to Turki branch of Northern
Mongolic family, who su]iply the chief com-
mercial classes of Afghanistan.

Kolajis. See Nuba Group.
Kolarians. One of the three non-Aryan

races to which the primitive inhabitants of
India belonged, of the Indo-Chinese stock of the
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Sttuthern Mongolic family. They entered Bengal
from the north-east, and are now represented by
a few .scattered tribes, like the Santals, Mundas,
Kurkus, and Bhils.

Koranas. See Hottentots.
Koreans. Natives of Korea, belonging to the

Koreo-Japanese stock of the Northern Mongol
family. They stand midway between Chinese and
Japanese, the latter being probably their des-
cendants, and are taller, with lighter complexion
and more regular features, than the typical
Mongol. Their civilisation is of Chinese origin.

They are not warlike, but are prosperous
agriculturists.

Korokas. See Kanakas.
Korungas. See Wadai Group.
Koryaks. An Arctic race of North-east

Siberia, allied to the Chukchis {q.v.).

Krej. See Nilitic Group.
Krim-Tartars. See Tartars.
Krus, or Krooboys. Sudanese Negroes of

Liberian Grouj). Bold and skilful boatmen,
employed for that purpose all along the West
African Coast.

Kulabes. See Kanakas.
Kulfaiis, Kunjaras. See Nuba Group.
Kurds. Natives of Kurdistan, partly nomad

and pastoral, partly settled and agricultural.

A fierce and warlike people, they are much given
to raiding, and were utilised by the Sultan to

oppress the Armenians. They have settled in

Kurdistan from time immemorial, and belong to

the Iranian stock of the Aryan family.

Kurile Islanders. See AiNUS.
Kurinis. See Lesghians.
Kurkus. A broken Kolarian tribe, allied to the

Santals of Central India, belongireg to the Indo-
Chinese branch of Southern Mongolic family.

Kutchins. See Athabascan.
Kwandes, Kwisses. See Kanakas.
Ladakhis. Natives of Ladakh in the

Upper Indus Valley, belonging to the Tibetan
stock of the Southern Mongolic family, con-

quered by Kashmir in seventeenth century.

Lake Chad Group. A group of Sudanese
Negro tribes, inhabiting the districts round Lake
Chad, including Kanembus, Kanuris, Baghirmis
(warlike slave-raiders), Mandaras, Yedinas,

Logons, Mosgus, Bulalas, Saras, etc.

Lampongs. Malay inhabitants of Southern
Sumatra.

Lamuts. See Tunguses.
Landumans. Sudanese Negroes of Senegambia.

Laos. See Shans.
Lapps. A branch of the Finno-Ugrian stock

of the Northern Mongolic family, inhabiting the

parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia

collectively known as Lapland. They are the

shortest and broadest-skulled people in Europe.

Most of them are nomads, who live by their vast

reindeer herds, though some have become
settled and live by fishing and hunting. They
are closely allied to the Baltic Finns, and like

them show traces of a mixture of Caucasic

blood.

Lascars. A term applied to sailors of Indian

and Malay seafaring races, employetl on British

vessels.

Latins. The ancient inhabitants of Latium,

the district of Central Italy which lay between

the Tiber and the Liris, and included the Roman
Campagna. They absorbed the earlier allied

races of Oscans, Sabines, Samnites, and
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TTmbrians, and formed a league of thirty cities,

which warred for some generations with Rome
and then fell under the Roman dominion. Rome
itself was originally a Latin city. The ancient
population of Italy was divided into three grades :

Roman citizens—not necessarily residents in

Rome—Latins, and Italians. The Latins are a
branch of the Italic stock of the Aryan family

Latin or Romance Races. A name often given
to the moilern races which speak a Romance
language derived from Latin, and belong in

whole or part to the Italic stock of the Arvan
family. They include Italians, French (including
Proven9als), Spaniards, Portuguese, and Rou-
manians.

Latin Americans. The white inhabitants of

South America, of Spanish or Portuguese descent,

and speaking these languages.
Lazes. See Georgians.
Lencan. A group of semi-civilised Central

American Indian tribes, including Chontals,
Ramas, Payas, Wulwas, and Guatusas.

Lepchas. Natives of Sikkim and Bhutan,
belonging to the Tibetan stock of the Southern
Mongolic family.

Lesghians. A branch of the Eastern stock
of the Caucasian family, inhabiting the Eastern
Caucasus. Wild mountain tribes, who long
offered an unavailing resistance to the Russian
arms under Shamyl (1S59). Their chief tribes

are the Avars (the most cultivated and powerful),
Andis, Dargos, Didis and Kurinis.

Lettic. A stock of the Aryan family, includ-
ing Letts, Lithuanians and the extinct Pruczi,
Borussians, or Old Prussians, from whom
modern Prussia takes its name. The Letts and
Lithuanians in the fifteenth century formed a
united people, inhabiting the south-west of
Russia, from Couriand to Odessa. Afterwards
they passed under Polish and then Russian
ilominion. They are now mostly peasant
agriculturists. They are fair and well-built,

with fine features and blue eyes.

Letts. See Lettic.
Liberian Group. Sudanese Negro tribes, in-

. habiting the Grain Coast of West Africa. The
Krus or Krooboys {q.v.), Queahs and Bassas
are their chief tribes.

Liberians. Natives of the negro republic of
Liberia on the Guinea Coast, partly descended
from freed slaves of all races, but mainly belong-
ing to the Liberian group.

Libyans. An ancient fair-haired and light-

skinned race of Northern Africa, akin to the
modern Berbers, belonging to the western
stock of the Hamitic family. They are depicted
on Egyptian monuments of fifteenth century B.C.

Ligures, or Ligurians. An ancient race of

the western stock of the Hamitic family, probably
the aborigines of North-West Italy round Genoa,
to whom the Siculi, Sards and Corsicans were
apparently akin.

,

Limbas. See Temne Group.
Lithuanians. See Lettic.
Livonians. A branch of Baltic Finns, belong-

ing to the Finno-Ugrian stock of the Northern
Mongolic family ; a dwindled remnant now
inhabits the Baltic provinces of Russia.

Logons. See Lake Chad Group.
Lolos. A fair-complexioned aboriginal race

on the frontiers of China and Tibet, belonging to

the Chinese stock of the Southern Mongolic
family.

Lombards. A race of Teutonic stock, formerly
settled in the district of the Lower Elbe, who
invaded Italy in 568, and there founded a power-
ful Lombard kingdom under Alboin and his
successors. The Lombards were at first fierce
warriors and little more ; but they soon fell

under the influence of Italian civilisation, and
were merged into the Italian race when Charle-
magne destroyed their independence in 774.
Their name and some traces of their racial
character still remain in Lombardy, between the
Alps and the Po.

Luchuans. Natives of the Luchu or Liu-Kiu
Archipelago, between Japan and Formosa,
resembling the Japanese, but with differences
which are attributed to a cross of the aboriginal
Ainu blood. They belong to the Koreo-Japanese
stock of the Northern Mongolic family.

Lushais. A warlike race of Tibetan stock
inhabiting the Lushai Hills on the confines of
Assam, Bengal and Burma.
Mabas. See Wadai Group.
Macedonians. A warlike people of ancient

Greece, who attained their greatest power under
.Alexander the Great. They were not true
Hellenes, but a race of wild mountain tribes
probably of Hamitic origin. Modern Macedonia
is peopled by an extremely mixed race of Greeks,
Bulgarians, Turks, etc., among whom some
descendants of the ancient Macedonians may
no doubt be found.

Macusis. See Caries.
Madis. See Nilitic Group.
Madurese. A Malay race inhabiting Java,

and allied to the Javanese {q.v.).

Magars. A Tibetan tribe of Western Nepal
Magwangwaras. A fierce predatory race of

Bantu Negroes, occupying the head-waters of

the Rovuma River in East Central Africa.

Magyars. A warlike and now highly civilised

race belonging to the Finno-Ugrian stock of

the Northern Mongolic family. They first

appeared in Europe about a thousand years

ago, being probably Scythian (q.v.) immigrants
from the Caspian district. They conquered the

Roman provinces of Pannonia and Dacia, and
there founded the Kingdom of Hungary in the

year 1000. They are still the dominant race in

Hungary, which now forms part of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, and preserve their Finno-
LTgrian speech. They are a chivalrous and
highly intelligent race, whose Mongolic descent

is no longer perceptible in their white skins and
regular, often handsome features. Probably
this is due to frequent crossing of blood with
German, Slav and Roumanian neighbours.

Mahrattas. See Marathis.
Makololos. A warlike branch of the Basuto

race of Bantu Negroes who, in 1835, moved
north and conquered the Barotses, only to be

reduced by them to vassalage about 1864.

Makuas. A savage cannibal race of Bantu
Negroes, living north of the Zambesi in Portu-

guese East Africa.

Malagasy. A Malayo-African people of mixed
blood, inhabiting Madagascar. The Hovas
(q.v.) are the dominant tribe.

Malays. The dominant native race of Malay-
sia, the chief stock of the Oceanic Mongolic

family. They are of a distinctly ISIongolic

physical type, of low stature and yellowish colour,

with high check-bones, black lank hair and
broad skulls. They may be divided into three
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races : the Orang-Bcnua, or men of the soil,

the indigenous Malay tribes at a low stage of

culture ; the Orang-Laut, or men of the sea,

who live by fishing and piracy ; and the Orang-
Malayu, or civilised Malays proper. They in-

habit the southern provinces of Sumatra, the

native states of the Malay Peninsula (Kelantan,

etc.). the British Straits Settlements (Johor,

Perak, Selangor, etc.), parts of Borneo, Ternate,

Tidor and the Banda Islands, and many islands

of the Malay Archipelago. They have wandered
as far as Madagascar, where the Malagasy {q.v.)

are Malays crossed with Negro blood. They
were formerly warlike and much given to

piracy, but are now the chief trading race of

South-eastern Asia. Their origin is dubious,
but Sumatra is generally regarded as their

original home. Of kindred blood are many so-

called Proto-Malay races, such as the Achinese,
Javanese, Sundanese, Dyaks, etc. (q-v.).

Malayalim. See Dravidians.
Manchus. The dominant native race of

Manchuria, who conquered China in the seven-
teenth century and founded the existing Chinese
dynasty. They are of the Mongol stock of the
Northern Mongolic family. They first appear
in history in the thirteenth century, when a

number of nomad Manchu tribes were formed
into a single people. They probably originated
in Siberia, where the Tunguses (q.v.) represent
their primitive stock.

Mandans. See Siouan.
Mandaras. See Lake Chad Group.
Mandingans. The chief race of Sudanese

Negroes in the Western Sudan, with numerous
branches between the Upper Niger and the
coast, including Mande or Mandingoes, Bam-
baras, Jallonkes, Kassonkes, Masinas, Sarakoles,
Solimas, Susus, etc. Timbuctoo was formerly
the capital of the Mandingan empire, before it

fell under Berber domination. A large propor-
tion of American Negroes are descended from
slaves of Mandingan origin.

Mangbattu. Sudanese negroes of Welle group,
noted for their pronounced cannibalism.

Mangkassara. Malay natives of Macassar,
in Celebes, under Dutch rule.

Manipuris. Natives of Manipur, between
Burma and Assam, mostly wild hillmen of
mixed Burmese and Hindu blood, but classed
with the Indo-Chinese stock of the Southern
I\Iongolic family.

Man-Tscs. Inhabitants of the mountain dis-
tricts of Sze-chuen in China, akin toLolos {q.v.). m
Manx or Manxmen. Inhabitants of the Isle

of Man, belonging to the Celtic stock of the
Aryan family, and the Goidelic or Q Celt
branch of it. There is a strong Scandinavian
element in their blood, from the numerous
invasions of the old Norse pirates Their
customs are also strongly marked by the Scan-
dinavian element.
Manyuemas. Warlike Bantu Negroes of the

I'ppcr Congo, long allied with the Arab slave-
trailers.

Maoris. The aborigines of New Zealand,
belonging to the tall brown race of Polynesians
iq.r.), a branch of the Indonesian family. A
brave, generous and warhke people, who are said
to have reached New Zealand from the Pacific
islands about a thousand years ago, they are
one of the few native races which promise to
assimilate western civilisation with success.

Marathis, or Mahrattas. A numerous Indian
race of mixed origin, probably of aboriginal

(Dravidian) blood in the main, with a Hindu
element. They inhabit West and Central India,

where they became the dominant power under
Sivaji in the seventeenth century. The English
had long and bloody contests with these wild

and warlike mountaineers, who founded several

great native states, some of which (Gwalior and
Indore) survive to this day.

Maronites. A sturdy, warlike Christian race

of mountaineers in the Lebanon, belonging to

the Syrian branch of the Aramaean stock of the
Semitic family. Implacable foes of the Druses,
with whom they are constantly at war.

Marquesans. See Polynesians.
Masais. A branch of the Eastern Hamites,

settled in British East Africa on the Tana River.

A linely-built race, w'hom only their chocolate
colour and frizzy hair prevent from passing for

Europeans. Extremely warlike and intelligent,

they are confirmed raiders and cattle lifters.

Mashonas. Natives of IMashonaland, in South-
eastern Rhodesia, formerly the half-fabulous

empire of the Monomotapa, and the home of a
forgotten civilisation, to which the ruins of Zim-
babye and other similar relics bear witness.

The Mashonas are Bantu Negroes, a peaceful,

industrious people, who were subjugated about
1838 by the Matabeles under Umsilikatzi, and
are now under British rule.

Massachusett Indians. See Algonol"I.\n.
Massalits. See Wadai Group.
Matabeles. A branch of the Zulu race of

Bantu Negroes, which was expelled from Zulu-
land in 1838, and conquered the Mashonas, in

modern Rhodesia, under Umsilikatzi. Like the
Zulus, they were proud and fearless warriors,

who were only subjugated with difficulty by
the English in 1893, and revolted unsuccessfully
in 1896.

Matacoans. A South American Indian race
on the \'ermejo River in Argentine.

Mauri. See Moors.
Maviti. Bantu Negroes of the Upper Shire

in British South Central Africa, of Zulu stock,

who came as conquerors from the south.

Maya-Quiche. A group of Centi^al American
Indian races, mostly in Yucatan and Guatemala.
It includes the Mayas of Yucatan, Zendals and
Zotzils of Chiapas, Quiches, Chols, Pokomans, and
Zutugils of Guatemala, Huastecs and Totonacs
of Vera Cruz. Like the Aztecs, the Mayas
possessed an ancient civilisation and system oi

picture writing.

Maypuris. See Arawaks.
Mbcngas. Indigenous Bantu Negroes of French

Eijuatorial Africa, about Corisco Bay.
Melanesians. The indigenous natives of the

Western Pacific Islands, forming a distinct stock
of the Oceanic Negro family of Ethiopic Man.
They are long-skulled, or dolichocephalic, with
the lowest cephalic index of all known races,

prognathous, broad-nosed, of a sooty-black

colour, with black frizz}' hair, and of low stature.

They are at a low stage of culture, being very
savage, bloodthirsty, and treacherous, mostly
cannibals and head-hunters, with little social

organisation. They include the Fijians and the

natives of the New Hebrides, the Solomon,
Admiralty, Bismarck, and Loyalty Islands, New
Britain, New Ireland, New Caledonia, and other

islands of the Eastern Pacific. They are closely
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allied to the Papuans ((/.?,i.), under which name
some ethnologists prefer to class the whole body
of Melanesians.

Melanochroi. A suggested division of Caucasic
Man, in which a pale skin is typically accompanied
by dark hair and eyes ; it would thus inchide
the Hamitic and Semitic families, with the
Hellenic, Italic, and Celtic stocks of the Aryan
family.

Mendis. See Temne Group.
Mcntawey Islanders. A remnant of the

aborignial Polynesian race dispossessed by the
Malays, off the coast of Sumatra.

Mestizos. Cross-breeds between Europeans
and Indians, in Spanish and Portuguese America.
Mexicans. See Aztecs and Nahuans. Also the

modern inhabitants of Mexico, who are of Spanish
descent, with a strong infusion of Indian blood.
Micmacs. An Indian race of Nova Scotia,

in whom some ethnologists think that a trace of
Norse blood, dating from the pre-Columbian
discovery of America, is perceptible.

Minzeans. See Himyarites.
Mingrelians. See Georgians.
Minh-huongs. Franco-Annamese half-breeds

in Cochin China, an increasing race who make
\'ery valuable colonists.

Minnetarees. See Siouan.
Mishmis. A wild Tibetan hill tribe occupying

the jungle-covered hills through which the
Brahmaputra flows, on the northern border of

Assam. \\'arlike and turbulent.

Missouri Indians. See Siouan.
Mixtecs. An ancient Mexican race, contem-

porary with the Toltccs (q.v.), probably repre-
sented by the modern Miztecs of Oajaca.

Moabites. An ancient pastoral race of Semitic
origin, ethnologically cognate with the Israelites,

who dwelt on the east of the Dead Sea, and are
now extinct.

Moesogoths. See Goths.
Mohawks. See Iroquoian.
Mohicans. One of the most famous and war-

like of redskin races, immortalised by Fenimore
Cooper. See Algonquian.

Mojos, or Moxos. A yellowish Indian race of

Bolivia, akin to the Chiquitos.

Mokis. See Shoshonean.
Mongolic. One of the four great divisions of

mankind. Typically characterised by yellowish
skin, broad, flat features with prominent cheek-
I)ones, broad skulls, mesognathous jaws, and
oblique, almond-shaped eyes, with black, lank
and coarse hair. The Manchus are a typical

Mongolic race. The Mongolic races are mostly
found in Asia, which is chiefly peopled by their

stocks. The name " Mongolic" has replaced the
older " Turanian."

Mongols. A stock of the Northern Mongolic,
otherwise known as Mongolo-Tartar or Ural-

Altaic, family, from whom the general term
of Mongolic is derived. The name seems origin-

ally to have meant " brave," and the Mongols
have provided some of the most fierce and war-
'ike races of history. They originated as scattered

tribes in modern Mongolia. Under Genghiz Khan
they were formed into a confederacy- which con-

quered the whole of Central Asia in the thirteenth

centurv, thanks to an unlimited supply of hardy
and very mobile horsemen. The existing Mongol
tribes, nomad pastors of Mongolia in Central

Asia, are divided into Sharras or Eastern Kal-

Z

muks, or \\'estern Buriats, or Siberian Mongols,
and Tunguses, including Manchus {q.v.).

Montenegrins. A Servian race of civilis:'d

mountameers, inhabiting the rugged district
of ]\Iontenegro

; the only Balkan race which
preserved independence and Christianity against
the Turkish conquerors. Their history is one of
constant warfare with the Turks, and they have
thus preserved the primitive virtues of the
warrior in great perfection.

Moors. The ancient Moors, or Mauri, were the
inhabitants of the Roman province of Maure-
tania, roughly including the modern Algeria and
Morocco. They were probably of mixed descent,
partly Semitic from Arabia, partly Western
Hamitic from indigenous sources. In modern times
the name is applied (i) to the invaders and con-
querors of Spain in the Middle Ages, who were
mostly of Arab and Berber stock; (2) to the
present inhabitants of IMorocco and the Barbary
States, of the same stocks, with a large infusion of

Sudanese Negro blood. The Moors have always
been a turbulent and warlike people, who fur-
nished the most notorious pirates of modern
history, thanks to their commanding position on
the great highway of sea-borne commerce.

Moquis. See Pueblo Indians.
Mordvins. A branch of the Finns ((y.t,'.),forming

small communities on the banks of the Volga.
Mosgus. See Lake Chad Group.
Mossis. See Nigerian Group.
Mpongwes. A Bantu Negro race on the Gaboon

Estuary in French Equatorial Africa, given to

drink and boasting, of little economic value,
though once powerful.

Mulattos. Half-breeds between whites and
negroes.

Mundas. A Kolarian race of Lower Bengal,
with possible traces of Negroid blood.

Mundrucus. See Tupi-Guarani.
Mundus. See Nilitic Group.
Mushi-Kongo. Bantu Negroes of Portuguese

West Africa, still in an absolutely savage state.

Muskhogean, or Appalachian. A group of

North American Indian tribes, formerly occupy-
ing the south-eastern corner of the present

United States, south of Tennessee, and east of

Arkansas. Formerly a powerful confederacy of

warlike hunters, they are now extinct or confined

to Indian reservations. The chief tribes are

Alibamus, Apalachis, Chickasaws, Choktaws,
Creeks or Muskhogees, and Seminoles.

Mycenzeans. The inhabitants of ancient My-
cena;, one of the chief centres of prehistoric

culture in Greece befoi-e the Homeric age.

Recent excavations, at Mycena^ itself, at Cnossos

in Crete, and other contemporary sites of

government, have thrown light on the remarkable
civilisation which then existed. The Mycenaeans,

Cretans, and their kindred peoples were prob-

ably a mixed Caucasic race, with affinities to the

later Arj-an Acha^ans and to the aboriginal

Hamitic Pelasgians ; but nothing is yet certainly

known of their ethnological place.

Nagars. See Dards.
Nagas. Aborigines of the Naga Hills, in South

Assam, semi-savage and formerly accustomed
to raid the British provinces ; now under British

rule. They are of Tibetan stock.

Nahuans, or Mexican Indians. The aboriginal

inhabitants of modern Mexico, whose history

dates back to the sixth century. The oldest of

the Nahuan races was that of the Toltecs, who
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established a civilisation marked by architectural

and artistic monuments still existing, north of

the valley of Anahuac. They were followed by
the ruder Chichimccs and the Aztecs {q.v.). Other
branches of the same race arc the Pipils and the
Niquirans of Nicaragua.
Naimans. (i) Sec Sharras. (2) A tribe of

the Middle Horde of the Kazaks. See Kirghiz.

Nairs. A Hindu tribe of Malabar, dis-

tinguished by their peculiar marriage customs.

They practise polyandry, and a Nair's property
descends not to his own but to his sister's

children.

Namas or Namaquas. A Hottentot tribe of

Namaqualand, the true aborigines and the
principal representatives of the Hottentots (q.v.).

Scattered in small pastoral groups.

Natchez Indians. An extinct North American
Indian race, formerly inhabiting the region of the
Lower Mississippi.

Navajos. See Athabascan.
Neanderthal Man. A race of primitive man,

represented only by a skull and a few bones
found in a limestone cave of the Neanderthal
in Rhenish Prussia in 1856. The most ape-like

race yet known, and probably the oldest.

Negritoes. A branch of Ethiopic Man, found
in Central Africa, and in the Andamans, the
Malay Peninsula and the Philippines, akin to

negroes bvit.of smaller stature and more ape-like.

Possibly the primitive stock from which the
Negroes {q.v.} were developed.

Negroes. The most numerous branch of

Ethiopic Man, divided into African (Sudanese,
Bantu, and Hottentot-Bushman) and Oceanic
(Papuan, Melanesian, and Australian) sections.

American Negroes are descended from African
slaves, mostly of Sudanese origin. See Haytians.
Nempes. See Nigerian Group.
Nestorians. A Syrian race, belonging to the

Aramaean stock of the Semitic family, dis-

tinguished by a special form of Christiaii belief,

who were driven out of the Roman Empire in the
fifth century, and whose descendants now form a
special community in the mountain ranges of

Kurdistan. They are poor and illiterate. A
branch of Nestorians is found in Travancore,
where they go by the name of Syrian Christians.

New Guinea Natives. See Papuans.
New Zealanders. (i) Aborigines [see Maoris].

(2) White inhabitants of New Zealand, -of Anglo-
Saxon descent.

Nez Perces. A tribe of North American
Indians, in British Columbia and Idaho, part of
whom are well advanced in civilisation.

Niam-Niam. See Azandeh.
Nicaraguans. White natives of Nicaragua,

in Central America, of Spanish descent, with
Indian and negro elements.

Nicobarese. Natives of the Nicobar Islands,
of Malay blood mixed with that of the Mon-
golic aborigines. Formerly given to piracy.

Nigerian Group. A group of Sudanese Negro
tribes, all of allied stocks, inhabiting the Niger
Delta, the Oil River, Lower Benue, and Niger
region, including the Niger Bend. Amongst them
are the people of Benin—noted for their vast
human sacrifices—the Abo, Nempe, Nupe, Akasa,
Qua, Etik, Okrika, Akpa, Mossi, Sienereh, and
many other tribes.

Nilitic Group. Another group of Sudanese
Negro tribes, inhabiting the districts of the
White Nile, Sobat, and the northern slopes of the
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Nile-Congo divide. They include the Abaka,
Abukaya, Bongo, Shuli, Falanj, Madi, Bari, Nuer,
Shilluk, Dinka, Mundu, Rol, Mittu, Krej, and
Fertit tribes. They are mainly hard-working
agriculturists, from whom the British draw
material for excellent soldiery.

Niquirans. See Nahuans.
Nogais. A race of Caucasian Tartars (q.v.)

inhabiting the steppes of the Kuma River ;

nomadic cattle-breeders.

Normans. Natives of Normandy, descended
from the Norsemen (q.v.) who settled on the
French coast under Rolf the Ganger in the
beginning of the tenth century.- The history of

the Normans, who conquered England and
Sicily, is well known. The modern Normans
still preserve many signs of their Scandinavian
ancestry, which distinguish them from their

French or Breton neighbours.

Norsemen or Northmen. A name given in the
Middle Ages to the piratical emigrants from
Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, and Norway, who
descended on the coasts of England, France,
Germany, and Southern Europe. They called

themselves Vikings. These sea-rovers came, in

the first instance, for portable plunder, but in

many cases they were tempted by the look of the
more fertile lands of the south to make settle-

ments, among which those of the Danes in

England and Ireland and of the Norwegians in

Normandy, England, and Sicily were the most
lasting and important.

Norwegians. A branch of the Scandinavian
stock of the Aryan family. They are probably
descended from Teutonic immigrants—perhaps
of Gothic race—who entered the Scandinavian
peninsula in prehistoric times, and drove out the
aboriginal Lapps or Finns. Another theory
makes Scandinavia the original home of the
Aryans, of whom, on this view, the Norwegians
would represent the primitive stock. Their his-

tory begins in the nmth century, when a Nor-
wegian kingdom was established by Harold
Fairhair. The old Norwegians were extremely
warlike and piratical [see Norsemen]. Their
modern descendants are a peaceful and in-

dustrious race, the most simple and democratic
people of Europe, who recently threw off the
Swedish rule and re-established the ancient
Norwegian kingdom.

Nsakkaras. See Welle Group.

Nuba Group. A group of Sudanese Negro
tribes, occupying Nubia, Dar-Fur, and Kordofan,
in the Egyptian Sudan. They include the Furs,
Nubas, Nile Nubians, Tumalis, Kargos, Kulfans,
Kolajis, and Kunjaras. They are an active and
warlike race, in which the primitive Negro blood
has frequently been modified by Semitic (Arab)
and Hamitic influences. They supply many of
our Sudanese regiments.

Nubians. Ancient inhabitants of Nubia,
probably identical with Ethiopians (q.v.), but
modified by the infusion of Negro blood. They
established a Nubian kingdom in the Upper Nile
basin about the sixth century.

Nuers. See Nilitic Group.
Numidians. An ancient Hamitic race, in-

habiting the district now known as Algeria.

They were fine ho.'semen, warlike, but
treacherous, and were conquered by Rome
B.C. 46. See Berbers.

Nupes. See Nigerian Group.
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Nutkas. A collective name given to the
Indian tribes of \'ancoiiver Island and the
adjoining districts of British Columbia.

Obongos. A Bushman-like race of p^'gmy
Negritoes discovered bj"^ Du Chaillu on the
western coast of equatorial Africa, physically and
mentally degenerate.

Ojibbeways. See Algonquian.
Okrikas. See Nigerian Group.
Olkhonese. A tribe of Buriats (g.u.) inhabit-

ing the district of Lake Baikal.

Omaguas. See Tupi-Guarani.
Omahas. See Siouan.
Onondagas. See Iroquoian.
Opata-Pima. A group of Central American

Indian races, allied to the Nahuan group (q.v.),

but of lower mental and physical tj'pe. It

includes the Cora, Yuma, Papago, Tarahumara
and Tepeguana tribes.

Orang-Benua, Orang-Lauts. See Malays.
Ordos. See Sharras.
Orochs. A nomadic tribe of the Sibf-rian

Tunguses (q.v.).

Osages. See Siouan.
Oscans. A primitive Italic race inhabiting

Campania, who were conquered by and amalga-
mated with the Samnites {q.v.) in the fifth

century, B.C. Their language was a ruder form
of Latin.

Osmanlis. See Turks.
Ossets. An isolated Aryan race inhabiting

the Central Caucasus, and differing in language

and customs from their Caucasian neighbours.

They are probably allied to the Iranian stock,

though some suppose them to be descended
from Gothic settlers.

Ostrogoths. See Goths.
Ostyaks. A Ugrian race of Mongolic physical

type, allied to the Samoyedes {q.v.), inhabiting

the Obi basin in Western Siberia. They are mainly
nomads, hunters and reindeer breeders. They
are kind, gentle and honest, and show consider-

able artistic power.
Otoes. See Siouan.
Otomis. An Indian race of Mexico, assumed on

linguistic grounds to represent the oldest of

American Indian stocks.

Ottomans. See Turks.
Ovahercro. See Hereros.
Ovampos. The chief Bantu Negro race of

German South-west Africa, tall and well-

proportioned, with regular features—a fine

Negro type. They are industrious agricul-

turists, given to raiding and inter-tribal warfare.

Oworos, Oyos. See Yorubas.
Pampas Indians. See Puelches.
Pangasinans. A semi -civilised Malayan race

in the Philippine Islands.

Papagos. See Opata-pima.
Papuans. The savage aborigines of New

Guinea and the neighbouring islands of the

Torres Strait and East Malaysia. They belong

to the Oceanic division of Ethiopic Man, and
are allied to the African Negro, though they stand

at a somewhat higher intellectual level. They
are of Negroid physical type, characterised

specially by their mops of frizzy hair ; colour,

a sooty brown to black, with projecting jaws,

thick lips and retreating foreheads ; nose some-
times flat, but oftener hooked and of Jewish
appearance. The race has probably been
modified by Malayan and Polynesian inter-

mixture. Probably the Melanesians and the

Australian aborigines are closely related to the
Papuans. They are a fierce and treacherous
race, hostile to strangers, and given to canni-
bahsm and head-hunting. They show much
agricultural skill, and in some cases are suscept-
ible of European civilisation.

Paraguay Indians. See Tupi-Guarani.
Parsees. Followers of Zoroaster, of Persian

descent, who have settled in India, chiefly near
Bombay, where they have become one of the
most thriving sections of the community, owing
to their marked ability for commerce. A
small remnant of Parsees, known as Guebres,
is still to be found in Persia itself.

Parthians. A warhke people of the ancient
world, inhabiting a district of Northern Persia.
They seem to have been of Scythian {q.v.)

descent, and were noted for their habit of fight-
ing on horseback and discharging their most
fatal arrows whilst in pretended flight. Under
Mithridates ( 17 i-i 38 b.c), the Parthians became
supreme in Persia, and afterwards warred for long
successfully with the Romans.
Patagonians or Tchuclchcs. Natives of the

most southerly region of the American continent,
noted for their great stature, in many cases
approaching the gigantic. They are one of the
physically strongest races of the earth, of a
yellowish brown colour, with well-formed and
regular features. They are nomadic tribes ol

Araucanian {q.v.) descent, who live by fishing .ind

hunting ; and peacefully disposed to strangers.
Pathans. See Afghans.
Payaguas. A South American Indian race,

in the Argentine, whose wealth of silver orna-
ments gave a name to the Rio de la Plata.

Pawnees. A brave warlike trib^ of Noith
American Indians, akin to the Shoshonean
group {q.v.) and formerly settled in Nebraska.

Pechencgs. An ancient Mongolic race of

Turki stock, a branch of the Kipchaks {q.v.).

Pelasgians. The pre-Aryan inhabitants of

Greece, apparently the aborigines of that

country, who were dispossessed by the Aryan
Hellenes. Little or nothing is known of their

racial characteristics and affinities ; but the
excavations recently made at Mycen?e, Knossos,

etc., show that they had reached a high stage of

civilisation in prehistoric times on the ^^gean
coast. Probably a branch of the Western
Hamitic family, resembling Berbers {q.v.) in

phj'sical type. See ]\Iycen.eans and Etruscans.
Permians. A branch of the Finnish race,

inhabiting the district of Perm in Russia, and
closely resembling the Karelians {q.v.).

Persians. The ancient Persians were the

main branch of the Iranian stock of the Aryan
family, a civilised and warlike nation, who
taught their sons " to ride, to shoot with the bow,
and to speak the truth." They reared a great

empire under C>t:us (b.c. 537) and his successors,

which was destroyed by Alexander the Great

and divided in 324 B.C. The modern Persians,

known as Tajiks, and as Tats on the west of the

Caspian, are the descendants of the ancient

Persians with a considerable admixture of

alien blood, due to a long period of Arab and
Turkish domination. They present a fine Aryan
type, however, and are cultivated and com-
mercial, though not warlike.

Peruvian Indians. See Incas.

Peruvians. White natives of Peru, partly of pure

Spanish descent, partly crossed with Indian blood.
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Philippine Islanders. The natives of the

Philippines belong to three distinct races

—

Negritoes, Indonesians' and Malays. The
Negritoes arc known as Aetas {q.v.). The Indone-

sians are confined to the island of ^Mindanao ;

they are light-skinned, tall and well-developed

physically. Their chief tribe is that of the

Igorrotes. The Malays are brown-skinned,

with black hair and flat noses, being crossed

with Negrito blood. Their chief tribes are the

Visavans, Tagalogs, Bicols, Ilocanos, Cayagans,
Pangasinans and Pampangas. These are all

Christianised and fairly civilised. The interior

is occupied by wild and savage tribes of similar

race, and by the dwarfish and nomadic Negritoes.

Many of these tinbes practise head-hunting,

cannibalism, and human sacrifices. The more
civilised tribes, with the Spanish-Indian half-

breeds, known as Filipinos, are turbulent and
lawless, the source of much trouble to the new
American as to the old Spanish .rulers.

Philistines. An ancient I'ace inhabiting the

Mediterranean seaboard to the south-west of

Juda?a, who warred much with the Israelites,

and were finally subdued by them. They were
probablv a Canaanitish people, belonging to the
Semitic family ; but some regard them as an
immigrant Hamitic race, perhaps related to the
Cretans or Pelasgians. The assumed inferiority

of their culture to that of the Israelites has given
rise to the modern use of " Philistine " as a term
of reproach.

Phoenicians. The greatest seafaring and
trading nation of ancient times, and the earliest

of Mediterranean sea-powers. A branch of the
Canaanite stock of the Semitic family, they
inhabited the Mediterranean coast between
Latakia and Acre, their chief cities being T\Te
and Sidon. They possessed a remarkable
polytheistic religion, disfigured by human sacri-

fices. They were an inventive race, to whom we
owe glass and Tyrian purple. They seem to have
entered Phoenicia from the direction of the Red
Sea in prehistoric times, and were at first subject
to Egypt, but about 1300 B.C. reared a great
maritime empire, which endured for nearly a
thousand 3'ears and was destroyed by Alexander
the Great. They were the great traders of the
ancient world, and carried on a commerce which
ranged from Cornwall to Ceylon and Senegal. The
Carthaginians (q.v.) were a colony of Phoenicians.

Phrygians. An ancient pastoral people of
Asia Minor, closely related to the Armenians
(q.v.), who were absorbed by the Persians in the
sixth century B.C.

Picts. The aborigines of ancient Scotland, a
short, round-headed, dark race, probably a
branch of the Iberian stock of the Western
Hamitic family, and thus closelj' related to the
Basques (q.v.). The Picts were a wild and warhke
race, who harassed the Roman province of
Britain, and were exterminated by the invading
Scots from Ireland in the early part of the
Christian era. The whole Pictish problem is

still unsolved by ethnologists, some of whom
hold that the Picts were a Celtic race, allied to
the modern Welsh or to the Scottish Highlanders
of to-day.

Picuris. See Pueblo Indians.
Pipils. See N.ahuans.
Pitcairn Islanders. Half-breed descendants of

Englishmen (the mutineers of the " Bounty ")

and Tahitian women. A peaceful and idyllic race.

Pocomans, Poconches. See Maya-Quiche.
Poles. A stock of the Western Slavonic

family, originally dwelling between the \'istula

and the Oder. In the tenth century Poland
became an independent European Power, and
remained an elective kingdom down to its

partition in the eighteenth century between
Russia, Austria and Prussia. The Polish
peasantry have always been industrious and
successful agriculturists, whilst the nobility were
turbulent and warlike. The Poles who live under
Austi'ian and German rule are fairly contented,
but those of Russian Poland have carried on a
long and often bloody series of struggles for

liberty. Of late years, Russian Poland has
become a manufacturing country, under German
influence. The Poles have a considerable litera-

ture, and are eminently musical.

Polynesians. The chief stock of the Indo-
nesian (q.v) family, the tall, browii-skinned race
of Caucasic type who inhabit the chief islands
of the Eastern Pacific, and are generally known
as South Sea Islanders. Their chief races
are the ilaoris (q.v.) of New Zealand, the
]Marquesans, Tahitians, Tongans and Samoans,
besides the natives of Easter, Gambier, Hervey,
and other smaller islands. Thev are of tall

stature—onlj^ surpassed by the Patagonians

—

muscular frame, regular and often handsome
features, with brown skins, square jaws, and
broad skulls. They probably originated in

Malaysia, where they are still represented by the
Battaks of North Sumatra, some Dvak races,
and certain tribes of the Philippines and Gilolo.

They are a gay, pleasure-loving people, formerly
addicted to cannibalism, but otherwise of pleasing
manners, and are now rapidly acquiring civilisa-

tion, though their numbers are everywhere
decreasing under the influence of European
manners and diseases.

Poncas. See Siouan.
Portuguese. Natives of Portugal, a mLxed

race, probably of Iberian or Basque origin, with
later Celtic elements. After falling successively
under Roman, Visigothic, and Saracen dominion,
they formed an independent kingdom in the
twelfth century. The early Portuguese were
enterprising seamen, who contributed largely to
the exploration of the world, and founded many
colonies in Africa, which they still possess.
Brazil is their chief American settlement, now
independent.

Provencals. Natives of Provence, in the
South of France. Their primitive Ligurian (q.v.)

stock was modified by many successive influences,

such as the Greek colonists, who founded ^lar-

seilles, the Roman settlers in the Provincia
(Provence), and, later, Gothic and Saracen
iiavaders. The Provencals are a gav, impulsive
and pleasure-loving people, markedly distinct
from the more staid and industrious inhabitants
of Northern France.

Pruczi, or Old Prussians. See Lettic.
Prussians. 'Jhe earliest inhabitants of Prus.sia

were Slavonic tribes [see Lettic]. The modern
Prussians, the dominant race of the German
Emyjire, belong to the High German branch of
the Teutonic stock.

Pueblo Indians. A semi-civilised race of

North American Indians, dwelling in New
Mexico and Arizona. They inhabit " pueblos,"
or huge houses, often large enough to contain a
whole tribe under one roof. They possess



WOMEN OF THE NUPE TRIBE IN NIGERIA
The Nupe tribe is a family belonging- to the Nigerian group of Sudanese Negroes. They inhabit chiefly the town

of Lokoja, in West Africa. [See under Nigerian group].

^;

THE AINUS, PROBABLY THE ORIGINAL INHABITANTS OF JAPAN
The Ainus are a declining race, now confined to a small area in the Far East. They hare, as is seen in this picture,

handsome features and an abundance of hair. [See page 312].
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interesting religious and social customs, much
studied by anthropologists. Their chief tribes are

theZunis.Teguas, Taos, Picuris, and Tusayas. The
Moquis of Arizona are closely related to them.

Puelches, or Pamp&s Indians. A strongly-

built, dark-skinned race of South American
Indians, who inhabit the great plains or pampas
from the Saladillo to the Rio Negro in Argentina.

They are expert horsemen, from whom the

Gauchos iq.v.) are derived.

Punjabis. Natives of the Punjab, in North-

West India, mostly Jats and Sikhs (^.y.) belonging

to the Hindu stock of the Aryan family. An
agricultural and warlike people.

Puntis. See Chinese.
Pygmies. Dwarfish Negrito races of Central

Africa, long considered to be mythical, but now
well known to ethnologists. They include the

Akkas and Wochuas of the Welle Basin, the

Obongos of the Gaboon, the Batwas of South
Congo, etc. In very early times they w-ere

known by repute to the Egyptians—on whose
monuments they appear in the thirtj'-fourth

century B.C.—and the Greeks. They live by the
chase in the Central African forests, and use
poisoned arrows. Other small races, such as the
Bushmen, Lapps, Kalangs, Samangs, etc., have
contributed to the fame of the Pygmies.
Quas. A Sudanese Negro tribe on the Ivory

Coast, belonging to the Nigerian group (q.v.).

Quapaws. See Siouan.
Queahs. See Liberian Group.

Quiches. A race of Central American Indians
in Guatemala, rivalling the Aztecs in the
pqsseissipn of an ancient civilisation and a curious
mythology. See jMaya-Quiche.

Quichuas. See Incas.
Rajputs. The predominant race of Raj-

putana, in Central India, belonging to the Hindu
stock of the Aryan family. They are a proud and
warlike aristocracy of soldiers and landowners,
who rule many native states, of which Jaipur,
Jodhpur and Udaipur are the most important.
Ramas. See Lencan.
Redskins. A term given in common parlance

to North American Indians, from their colour.
Rejangs. A Malayan race of Sumatra, akin

to the Achinese {q.v. ).

Rols. See Nilitic Group.
Romans. The most powerful and warlike, and

in every sense the greatest race of ancient
Europe, who acquired the dominion of the
Western world, and laid the foundations of
modern civilisation. The city of Rome was
founded by Alban shepherds, of Latin (q.v.) race,
in the eighth century B.C. Oscan, Sabine,
Samnite, and Umbrian {q.v.) elements were
added to the original stock, and thus the great
Roman character was moulded. Rome later
extended her power over the whole of Italy, and
then over the whole of the knowii world.
Romance Races. See Latin Races.
Romansch. Natives of the Grisons in Switzer-

land, speakmg a Romance dialect, and probably
of Italic race.

Roumanians, or Vlachs. Natives of the
modern Roumanian kingdom, the leading
Balkan State, composed of the older principali-
ties of Wallachia and ^Moldavia, which were long
subject to the Turks. Tho Vlachs (Wallachs, a
name akin to our Welsh) are pj-obably descended
from the Latin-speaking iiiiabi^tants of the
ancient Roman province of Bawa, a tribe of

Thracian descent, which was subjugated by
Trajan in the second century. They have
preserved their language, but their blood has
been mingled with that of numerous conquerors

—

Goths, Huns, Slovenians, Albanians, Turks, etc.

The Roumanian peasantry are a hardy and
thrifty race, retaining their old warlike traditions.

Rucuyennes. See Caries.
Russians. The chief of the Slavonic races

inhabiting European Russia, and divided into

Great, \\'hite, and Little Russians. The physical

distinction between • these races is attributed to

the mixture of the primitive Russian stock
respectively with Finnish, Lithuanian, and
Turkish blood. The original Russians belonged
to the Slavonic stock of the Aryan family^^ and
seem to have been settled in prehistoric tiYnes

between the Danube, the Elbe, and the south
coast of the Baltic. Thus they must have
entered Russia from the west in the early

centuries of our era. There they conquered and
drove out or assimilated the aborigines of

Northern MongoHc (Finno-Turkish) stock, and
established a number of small states, agricultural

in character, which long suffered from Tartar
invasion, notably that of the Golden Horde
[see Kipchaks], and were gradually'' moulded
into a single kingdom, with Moscow for its

capital. Modern Russia, with its vast Asiatic
dependencies, is one of the greatest Empu'cs in

the world, but it is in a state of transition, and
its civilisation is consequently backward. The
Russian peasants are very patient, industrious,

and thrifty. When well led, they are admirable
soldiers. Their chief occupation is agriculture.

Ruthenians. A branch of the Little Russian
race, who inhabit the district of the Carpathians
in Galicia and Hungary

;
poor, but hardy

cultivators of the soil.

Sabaeans. See Himyarites.
Sabines. An ancient Italic race, who in-

habited the district between the Central Apen-
nines—then- ancestral home—and Rome. The
Samnites were their descendants or near kins-

men, and the Umbrians were less closely related

to them. When Rome was founded there was
a strong Sabine element in its population, as
indicated by the story of the Rape of the Sabine
Women, and the statement that several of the
early kings of Rome were of Sabine blood. The
Sabines and Samnites warred against Rome
for many j-ears, but both were ultimately sub-
dued and incorporated in the Roman State.

Sac Indians. See Algonquian.
Sakais, or Samangs. An aboriginal Negrito

race of the Malay Peninsula ; a wild and un-
civilised people, with black skins and woolly
hair, often approaching the ape-!ike in physical
development and intelligence.

Sakalavas. One of the principal groups of

the Malagasy tribes, inhabiting the west coast
of ^Madagascar ; of mixed ^lalay and negro
blood, and akin to the Hovas {q.v.).

Salish. See Flatheads.
Samangs. See Sakais.
Sambos, or Zambos. Half-breeds sprung from

Negro and Indian parents.

Samnites. See Sabines.
Samoans. A Polynes'an {q.v.) race, of fine

phvsical development, lazy and pleasure-loving,

inhabiting the Samcan group of islands.

Samoyedes. A Finno-Ugrian race, inhabiting

the Obi basin in Siberia, once widely spread over
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tlic extreme north of Europe and Asia. They
are short and dark haired, with Mongohc features,
brave and honest, hve by hunting and fishing,

and are still in the Stone Age.

Samsams. A mixed Malayo-Siamese race,
forming a large part of the population of the
Malayan States of Kedah and Ligor.

Santals. A negro-like aboriginal tribe of

Orissa in India, agiculturists, of the Ivolarian

family {q.z'-).

Saracens. A term applied in the Middle Ages
to the Moslem enemies of Christendom, especially

to the nomadic Arabs and Bedouins of the
Syrian deserts.

Saras. See Lake Chad Group.
Sarakolcs. See Mandingan.
Sards, or Sardinians. The aboriginal inhabi-

tants of Sartlinia, probably of the Western
Hamitic family, akin to the Iberians or

Ligurians {q.v.). The modern Sardinians are
descended from this race, with considerable
admixtures of alien blood from the Carthaginian,
Roman, Saracen, Spanish and Italian owners
of the island in successive periods.

Sarmatians. An ancient nomadic and war-
like people, probably akin to the Scythians
(q.v.), who roamed over the wide plains of

Eastern Europe. Fine horsemen. They were
destroyed by the Goths in the fourth century,
and disappeared from history.

Sassaks. Natives of Lombok in the Sunda
Islands, of Malayan race.

Savoyards. Natives of Savoy, originally a
sliort, round-skullcd, dark race, akin to the
Auvergnats {q.v.), now largely mingled with
'J'cutonic blood.

Saxons, (i) The Old Saxons originally in-

liabitcd the estuary of the Elbe and the neigh-
bouring islands. They were a warlike race, of

Low German stock, whose name is said to be
derived from the " Saxes," or heavy knives
which they used in war. They were one of the
most adventurous of Teutonic races, and made
many piratical and colonising excursions, of

which the most important was their settlement
in Britain in the fifth century, where they united
with the Angles {q.v.) to lay the foundation of

the modern English people. (2) The Saxons who
remained on the Continent gradually extended
their dominion till it readied modern Saxony,
Under Charlemagne the Saxon power was sub-
ordinated to that of the Franks. Saxony later

became an independent duchy, which is still

one of the chief States of the German
Empire. The modern Saxons are less adventurous
than their ancestors, very industrious, and
successful in agriculture and industry, and make
excellent soldiers.

Scandinavians. A main stock of the Aryan
family, sometimes classed as a branch of the
Teutonic stock, including the Icelanders, Norwe-
gians, Danes and Swedes, as well as the okl

Norsemen and Normans {q.v.). Some ethnolo-
gists regard them as the original stock of the
Aryan family. Tlrey are tall, blue-eyed, fair-

haired, warlike, and good sailors and colonists.

Scots or Scotch, (i) The ancient Scots were
a Celtic race, belonging to the Goidelic or

O Celts {q.v.), originally settled in Ireland—the
ancient Scotia—whence they made settlem nts

in the fifth century in modern Scotland, to which
they gave tlaeir name. They were gradually
driven back into the Highlands by Anglo-

Saxon, Norman and Danish invaders, and are
now represented by the Highlanders (q.v.) or
Gaels. {2) The modern Scots, or Lowland
Scots, are mainly of Anglo-Saxon race, modified
by Norman, Danish, and Flemish elements.
They are one of the hnest and most hardy and
hidustrious races in the world, equally successful
in the arts of war and peace.

Scythians. An ancient nomadic and warlike
race, found in the seventh century b.c. on the
vast plains of South-eastern Euro])e, where they
lived by cattle-breeding and raiding. They
dwelt in tent-covered waggons, fought on horse-
back with bows and arrows, and made drinking-
cups of their enemies' skulls. Their origin is in
dispute. Some regard them as a Mongoiic race,
which was modified by association with Aryan
races, and others as an Aryan stock ; their
kinsmen, the Sarmatians {q.v.), were almost
certainly Aryans. They made several incursions
into Asia, where they conquered a large ti'act

of Northern India and established a kingdom
which lasted till about the fourth century a.d.
The Rajputs and Jats (q.v.) are sometimes held
to be their descendants.

Selengese. See Buriats.
Seljuks. A warlike Turkish people who were

settled on the Jaxartes in the eleventh century
and afterwards founded a considerable empi e
in Webtern Asia, See Turks.

Seminoles. See Muskhogean.
Semites. An important family of Caucasic

Man, who probably originated in North Africa,

from a similar stock to that of the Hamites.
They are characterised by fine regular features,

large aquiline noses, black eyes and hair, white
skins, long skulls and square jaws. They are
very intellectual, though less practical than the
Aryan type ;

poets, prophets, and dreamers,
rather than men of action. They have given the
world its two greatest religions—Christianity

and Islam. Their chief divisions are Assyrians,

Aramaeans, Canaanites, Arabs and Himyarites
{q.v.). In the modern world they are best known
from the ubiquitous Jews {q.v.).

Seneca Indians. See Iroquoian.
Serbs. Sec Servians.
Serers. Sudanese Negroes inhabiting Sene-

gambia in the Cape Verde district. They are

the tallest of Negro races, with herculean frames,

and are akin to the Wolofs {q.v.)

Servians, or Serbs. A race of Southern Sla-

vonic stock, now inhabiting Servia. They were at

first identical with the Croats (q.v.), and seem to

have originated in the Carpathian district,

whence they migrated into the Balkan pcnijisula

in the seventh century. The Serbs then separated

from the Croats, and in the twelfth century
founded a powerful Servian kingdom, which was
conquered by the Turks in the fifteenth. The
Servians recovered their independence in 1830,

under Milosh Obrenovitch. The Servians are a
well-built race, proud and martial in tempera-
ment, quick-tempered and prone to deeds of

\ iolence, as their recent revolution witnessed.

Shangallas. A mixed negroid race of the
Abyssinian slopes. Sudanese Negroes with a
Hamitic infusion.

Shans. Natives of the independent Shan
States, lying to the north of Siam. They are

identical with the Laos, and closely related to the

Siamese {q.v.). They belong to the Indo-Chinese

stock of the Southern Mongoiic family, and are
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probably descenclcd from an aboriginal race of

China, which appeared on the Upper Lawadi
about 2,000 years ago. They arc a peaceful,

pleasure-loving people, mainly agricultural, but
not unwarlike. They have a sallow skin and
Mongoloid features.

Sharras, or Eastern Mongols. A branch of the
Mongol stock of the Northe:n Mongolic family.

They are a nomad, tent-dwelling, pastoral race,

who roam over the great steppes of Central
Asia. Tliey include the Khalkas, north of the
Gobi Desert, the Tanguts of Northern Tibet, the
Chakars, Barins, Durbans, Uruts, Naimans,
and Ordos south of the Gobi. They are descended
from the older ^Mongols {q.v.), whom they re

semble in ph^'sical type.
Shawnees. See Algoxquian.
Shilluks. See Nilitic Group.
Shoshonean. A group of North American

Indian tribes, all belonging to the Shoshone or
Snake family, formerly occupying Idaho, Utah,
and Wyoming, with neighbouring districts. They
include the Shoshones or Snakes, Bannocks,
Comanches, Utahs, and Mokis. With the excep-
tion of the warlike Comanches, they are a peace-
ful race, who have received the white invaders
with friendship.

Shulis. See Nilitic Group.
Siamese. Natives of Siam, belonging to the

Indo-Chinese stock of the Southern Mongolic
family. They are closely related to the Shans
(q.v.). They are of medium height, olive com-
plexion, with slightly flattened noses, promirent
lips, and black hair. They are a peaceful and
indolent race, who have recently shown promise
of assimilating Western civilisation. Their blood
is largely mixed with Chinese and Malay. Siam
is still independent, forming a buffer state
between British and French possessions.

Siberian. A stock of the Northern IMongolic
family, including the Chukchi, Koryak, Kamcha-
dale, Gilyak, and Yukaghir tribes {q.v.}.

Sicani, Siculi. See Sicilians.
Sicilians. The primitive inhabitants of Sicily

were the Sicani, probably a Hamitic race allied
to the Ligurians {q.v.). They were followed by the
Siculi, an Aryan race of Italic stock, who crossed
from Italy about 1000 b.c. They were civilised
and modified by Phoenician, and especially Greek
settlers, with later Norman and Saracen influ-
ences. Of all these elements the modern
Sicilians are compounded. They are a hand-
some, industrious, and amiable race, but turbu-
lent, lawless, given to blood-feuds and brigandage.

Sienerehs. See Nigerian Group.
Sikhs. A powerful and warlike race of

Northern India, united by a common religious
faith, dating from the eighteenth century, and
mainly of Jat {q.v. ) descent. Under Ranjit'Singh,
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, they
reared a formidable military power in the Punjab,
which was conquered by the British in 1 846-1 849!
The Sikhs contribute many of the best and
most trustworthy troops to our Indian Army.

Silurians. A dark, round-skulled, short race
who hihabited South Wales and the neighbouring
districts of England in Roman times. They
were probably of Ibcnan stock, related to the
ancient Picts and modern Basques.

Sindis. Natives of Bind in North-Wcst India,
of Hindu descent.

Singphos. A wild, daring hill-tribe of Tibetan
stock bordering on the Assam valley, formerly
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given to raiding, but now peaceful agriculturists.
The Chins of the Arakan uplands are probably
an identical race ; they are still predatory.

Sinhalese. See Dravidians.

Siouan. A numerous and formerly powerful
group of North American Indians, inhabiting the
western prairies between the ]\lississippi and the
Rocky Mountains. Their chief tribe was the
Sioux or Dakotas, warriors of fine physique,
courage, and military skill, who long maintained
a successful resistance against the white settlers.
Other allied tribes w-ere the Assinaboins, Omahas,
Poncas, Kaws, Osages, Quapaws, lowas, Otoes,
Missouris, Winnebagos, Mandans, Minnetarees,
Absarakas or Crows, Tutelos, and Catawbas.

Sioux, or Dakotas. See Siouan.
Siryanians. A tribe of Ugrian Finns, dwelling

on both sides of the Northern Urals, resembling
the Samoyedes {q.v. ), except in their white colour
and fair hair, probably due to a mixture of
Slavonic blood. See Finno-Ugriax.

Slavonic Races, Slavs or Slavonians. A main
stock of the Aryan family, occupying the greater
part of Eastern Europe, and formerly extending
as far west as the Elbe. ]\Iany ethnologists con-
sider them to be the primitive Arj^an stock.
They are a peaceful and industrious agricultural
and pastoral race, broad-skulled, with fair hair
and blue ej'es ; though the primitive type has
been much modified by intermixture of blood,
e.specially w'ith jMongolic races, who have im-
printed a Tartar character on many Slavonic
physiognomies. The Slavs are divided into
Eastern (Russians and Ruthenians), Western
(Czechs and Slovaks, Poles and Wends or Sorbs),
and Southern (Bulgarians, Serv-ians, and Croats,
Dalmatians, Slovenians, and Montenegrins). See
under these heads.

Slovaks. See Czechs.
Slovenians. A branch of Southern Slavonic

stock, inhabiting Styria, Carinthia, and adjoining
districts. '

Solimas. See Temne Group.
Somalis. An Eastern Hamitic race of Somali-

land in North-East Africa. They are a pastoral
people, of good physique, handsome features,
and light-brown colour, warlike and independent.
The original Hamitic stock—closely akin to that
of the Gallas {q.v.)—is modified by Semitic and
Negro blood. They make excellent soldiers and
servants.

Sonrhays. A Negro race of the Middle Niger,
in whom the Sudanese stock is modified by Arab
and Berber elements.

Sorbs. See Wends.
Soyots. A tribe of Ugrian Finns, mixed with

Tartar blood, in the Sayan Mountains of South
Siberia. See Finno-Ugrian.

Spaniards, or Spanish. The earliest known
race of Spain was the Hamitic Iberians {q.v. ), now
represented by the Basques. They were modified
by Celtic invasions, which gave birth to the
Celt-Iberian races of Central and Western Spain,
who struggled so long against the Roman arms,
by which they were finally subjugated and further
modified. In the fifth century the Vandals and
\"isigoths {q.v.) invaded Spain, and founded a
Gotliic monarchy, which fell before the Saracens
in 711. The ^'isigothic refugees in the northern
mountains gradually recovered the country, and
the kingdoms of Leon, Navarre, Castile, and
Aragon were ultimately iinited into a single

state. The modem Spaniards are thus of mixed
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race, in which the Iberian and X'isigothic are the
jMedominant elements. Tliey are haughty, brave,
and warlike, by which qualities they once owned
the greatest power in Europe. But they are
turbulent and lacking in political skill, so that
Spain has decayed. There are now signs of a
return to prosperity.

Spanish Americans. White natives of Central
and South American States, except Brazil.

Spartans. Natives of Sparta, the greatest
state of ancient Greece after Athens, of Dorian
stock, eminently warlike and patriotic, but
wanting in art or literature.

Sudanese. Full-blooded Negroes inhabiting the
Western, Central, and Eastern or Egyptian
Sudan

—

i.e., most of Africa north of the Victoria
Nyanza They are black in colour, with woolly
hair, projecting jaws, long skulls, broad, flat

feet and projecting heels, and form one of the
main divisions of Ethiopic ]Man. They are less

intelligent and susceptible of civilisation than
the Bantus (q.v.), in whom the Negro blood is

modified by Hamitic or Semitic admixtures.
They are mostly of strong physique, warlike and
predatory, fond of music and bright colours, with
the most elementary notions of art and religion.

They may be divided for convenience into several
racial groups (q.v.), such as Wolof, Felup, Tou-
couleur, INIandingan, Temne, Nigerian, Nilotic,

Liberian, Lake Chad, Wadai, Welle, Nuba, and
Nilotic, besides the Tshi, Ga, Ewe, and Yoruba
peoples of the Guinea district.

Suevi. Sec Swabians.
Sundanese. Natives of the Sunda Islands, of

Malayan stock, closely allied to Javanese (q.v.).

Susus. See Mandingan.
,

Sutughils. See Maya-Quiche.
Swabians. Natives of Swabia, an ancient

duchy occupying the south-western part of the
modern German Empire ; descended from the
ancient Suevi, with whom the Alemanni (q.v.)

were amalgamated. A strong, large-boned, and
good-humoured race of High German stock. The
Alsatians are closely allied to them.

Swahilis. Natives of Zanzibar and the adjoin-
ing mainland, Bantu Negroes, with a strong
infusion of Arab blood, which has made them
superior in intelligence and enterprise to the
average negro. They play a large part in the
commerce of East Africa, and their language

—

Ki-Swahili—is the principal medium of com-
munication throughout the part of Africa between
the Equator and the Zambesi.

Swazis. Natives of Swaziland, a native state

on the south-east of the Transvaal. A cross
between Zulus and other Kafirs, they are indus-

trious and warlike.

Swedes. Natives of Sweden, a branch of the
Scandinavian stock. They seem to have been
originally a Teutonic race, who entered Northern
Sweden about 3,000 years ago, and drove out
the aboriginal Lapps and Finns. The inhabitants

of Southern Sweden were called Goths, and may
have been the ancestors of the Teutonic Goths.
In time they amalgamated with the Swedes,
and formed one nation, which has been an inde-

pendent kingdom through most of the Christian

era. The Swedes are warlike, and successful in

commerce and industry ; they make good sailors,

and possess a consitlerable literature.

Swiss, or Switzers. The prehistoric inhabitants

of Switzerland were the unknown builders of

the lake dwellings. At the dawn of history, in

Ca"sar's time, the country was largely occupied
by a Celtic race, the Helvctii. Later, Switzerland
was invaded by 'teutonic races of High German
stock, Alemanni, Burgundians, etc. The modern
Swi.ss are mostly descended from these races

;

there is also a considerable mixture of French,
Italic and Romansch elements. The Swiss have
always been a warlike race, who preserved the
independence of their mountainous country
through all ages, and in earlier times furnished
excellent mercenary soldiers to foreign armies.
They are now very industrious and successful in

many arts and crafts, .such as watchmaking,
wood-carving, hotel-keeping, etc. They are a
simple and handsome race, possessing in full

measures the virtues of the mountaineer.
Syrians. The ancient Syrians were a branch

of the Aramaean stock of the Semitic family,
and the modern Sj'rians are their descendants,
with some Arab and Turkish elements added.
They are tall, with white skins and dark com-
plexions, black eyes and hair, often very hand-
some, and approaching the Jewish type. They
are not warlike, but succeed in commerce.

Tacullis. See Athabascan.
Tahitians. Natives of Tahiti, of Polynesian

stock
;

pleasure-loving and polite, but immoral
and untrustworthy ; now civilied but formerly
noted for their cruelty.

Taipings. The Chinese rebels who attacked
the d\ nasty from 1850 to 1864.

Tajiks. See Persians.

Talaings. An Indo-Chinese race who preceded
the Burmese in the Irawadi Delta, and founded
a state of which Pegu was the capital. They were
subjugated by Burmese in the eighteenth century.

Talamancas. Wild hunting Indians, perfectly

uncivilised, who occupy the forest-coveretl

Atlantic slopes of Costa Rica.

Tamils. Natives of Northern Ceylon and
the Iirilian Carnatic. See Dravidas.
Taos. See Pueblo Indians.
Tanguts. Nomadic Mongols of Northern

Tibet. See Sharras.
Tarahumaras. See Opata-Pima.
Tarascans. A group of Indian tribes in-

habiting the province of Michoaca in Mexico.

Tartars or Tatars. The modern Tartars are

inhabitants of the Russian Empire, belonging to

the Turki stock of the Northern Mongolic family.

They are divided into various geographical

subdivisions, such as the Kazan, Astrakhan,

Crimean (or Krim) Caucasian and Siberian

Tartars. The name has no definite ethnical

significance. The Tatars—a Manchu word
meaning " archers " or " nomads "—were Mongol
tribes who were finst so named in the ninth

century. They formed a large part of the hordes

of Genghiz Khan [see Mongols] and stood in

the van of the mediaeval Mongol incursions into

Europe, whence they attractecl an attention out

of proportion to their importance, luiropeans

called them Tartars, confusing the name Tartar

with the Greek Tartarus or Hell. See Turki.
Tasmanians. The extinct aborigines of Tas-

mania, akin to the Australians (q.v.), but of a

still lower Oceanic Negro type. They held a

place at the very bottom of humanity, alike in

physique, intelligence and culture, being still in

the early Stone Age ; savage, untamable, and
degraded.

Tatars. See Tartars.
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Tats. See Persians.
Tavastians. A branch of the Baltic Finns,

uith thick-set ligurcs, small blue eyes, light hair,

and white skins, {irobably the consequence of an
admixture of German blood with the original Fin-

nish stock. They inhabit central Finland

Tazis. See Funguses.

Tcguas. See Pueblo Indians.

Tehuelches. Another name for the gigantic

Patao;c.nians {q.v.) of South America.

Tclugus. Sec Dravidiaxs.
Tembus, Amatcmbu, or Tambukies. A group

of Kafir {c/.v. ] tribes in Tembuland, to the north

of the I\ci River in Cape Colony. Formerly
warlike and troublesome, now settled to agri-

culture and subjected to British rule.

Temnc Group. A group of Sudanese Negro
tribes, inhabiting the Sierra Leone district of

West Africa, including the Temnes or Tim r. is,

Kissis, Sherbros, Gallinas, Bullonis, Solimas,

Limbas, and ]\Iendis.

Tepeguanas. See Opata-Pima.

Teutons. An important stock of the Aryan
family, inhabiting England and the Scottish

Lowlands, with the United States and British

Empire, Germany, Holland, and parts of Austria

and Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.
The Teutonic races are divided into Low German
and High German divisions, to w-hich some add,

but others do not, Scandinavians.

Thlinkits. A race of North American Indians
inhabiting the Pacific coast from IMount St. Elias

to the Simpson River, and the adjacent islands.

They live chiefly by fishing and hunting.

Thos. An Indo-Chinese race of Lao descent
[see Shans], in the north of Tongking
Thracians. The ancient inhabitants of Thrace,

on the west of the Black Sea. Their origin is

didiious, but they are generally assumed to
have belonged to the Aryan family, and been
related to the Teutons and the Greeks. They
were wild hill tribes, who acquired in later days
a certain amount of Roman culture and .spoke
tho Latin language. There is some probability
that they were the ancestors of the Vlachs or
Roumanians (q.v.).

Thuringians. A High German tribe inhabit-
ing Thuringia in the fifth century, probabl}' a
branch of the Suevi {q.v.). Now merged into
the modem Saxons.

Tibetans, or Bod-Pa. Natives of Tibet, form-
ing the Tibetan stock of the Southern Mongolic
family, and allied to the minor races of Lepchas,
Baltis, Ladakhis, etc. (q.v.). The Tibetans are akin
to the Burmese, wuth Mongolic features, broad-
shouldered and muscular. They are a secluded and
archaic race, with many curious customs, such as
polyandry-. Their religion is full of elaborate cere-
monials, and the land abounds in monasteries.
Tibbus. A race inhabiting the oases of the

Sahara, intermediate between Berbers and
Negroes

; perhaps descended from the ancient
Garaniantes (q.v.).

Timnis. See Thmne Group.
Tinne, or Tinncy. See Athabascan.
Tobas. A warlike and predatory race of

South American Indians on the Rio Vermejo in
Bolivia.

Tocantins. See Tupi-Gu.\rani.
Todas. An isolated group of Caucasic race

inhabiting the Nilgiri Hills, and distinguished

from the neighbournig Dravidian tribes by their
line physique and regular features of Caucasic
type ; a dying race.

Togos. See Ewe.
Toltccs. The oldest of Nahuan (q.v.) races,

who established a semi-civilised State in Mexicr
before the Aztecs.

Tongans. See Polynesians.
Tongas, or Amatonga. .\ Kafir race of peaceful

agriculturists, occupying Tongaland, to the north
of Zululand.
Tonkinese. A branch of the Annamese (^.f.),

skilled in agriculture and dyke-building.

Toucouleurs. Sudanese Negroes of Sene-
gambia, probably crossed with Hamitic blood ;

formerly dominant in the Western Sudan.
Tshi Group. A group of Sudanese Negro tribes

of the Guinea Coast, including the warlike
Ashantis, Fantis and Adansis.

Tuarcgs. The predatory Berber (q.v.) Nomads
of the Sahara.

Tudas. See Dr.avidi.ans.

Tumalis. See Nub.a Group.
Tunguses. A branch of the ^Mongol stock of

the Northern Mongolic family, who lead a nomad
existence in the mountains of East Siberia and
the Amur region. They are of Mongolic physical
type, with square skulls, low stature, and wiry,
well-knit figures. They are distinguished by
fine moral qualities, a fearless race of hunters,
industrious, trustworthy, and self-reliant. Their
main tribes are the Lamuts, or " sea people,"
Orochs, Chapogirs, Golds, and Tazis. The
modern Tunguses probably represent the primi-
tive stock of the Manchus (q.v.).

Tupi-Guarani. A wide-spread family of South
American Indians, in Brazil, including numerous
distinct tribes, of which the Chiriguanas of

Bolivia, Caribunas of the Rio Negro, Paraguay
Indians, Tupinambas of the Para coast, Mun-
drucus of tlie Tapajos, Omaguas, Goajiris and
Tocantins, are the most important. They are

copper-coloured, thicj:-set and muscular, with
broad features, black hair and sometimes
obliquely set eyes. They are of apathetic
nature, and are slow to acquire civilisation.

Tupinambas. See Tupi-Gu.arani.
Turanian. An ethnological term, now aban-

doned, roughly corresponding to the Northern
IVIongolic or Lral-Altaic family.

Turguts. See Kalmuks. •

Turkanas. An African Hamitic race, allied

to the Masais (q.v.), and dwelling between Lake
Rudolf and the Nile.

Turki, or Turks. An important and wide-

spread stock of the Northern Mongolic family,

dwelling in Central Asia, Asia Minor, and in

European Turkey. The primitive Turki stock

—the Chinese Tu-kiu and ancient Turcse

—

seem to have inhabited the Altai region as

early as the second century e.g. Thence they
spread far and wide, and founded many powerful
and predatory, but unstable empires. The
Huns (q.v.) who followed Attila were largely of

Turki stock. Their chief modern race is that

of the Ottoman Turks [see Turks], who raised

their empire on the ruins of Constantinople in

1453. Other Turki races are the Yakuts,
Usbegs, Naimans Andijanis, Nogais. Tartars,

Bashkirs, Kizil-Bashis, Anatolian Turks, etc.

They are closely allied to the Kirghiz, Kipchaks,
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Kara-Kalpaks ami Turkomans (g.v.). The Turki
physical type, of Mongol origin, has been modified

by intermixture with Caucasic races.

Turks, Osmanlis, or Ottoman Turks. The
••lominant inhabitants of the lurkish Empire
in Europe and Asia Minor, the most powerful

of Turki races. They trace their descent from
the Seljuks, a confederacy of Turki tribes who
were settled on the Jaxartes in the eleventh

century, and there adopted Islam. They
conquered Persia and established kingdoms in

Sj^ria—the great Saladin was one of their

princes—and Asia Minor, or Anatolia. The
true Ottoman Turks entered the service of the

Seljuk rulers in the thirteenth century, being
driven from Kharasan by the advance of the

Mongol hordes, and under Othman and his

successors they became the dominant Turk
race. They reared a great military power, and
soon invaded Europe, where they destroyed
the Eastern Empire in the middle of the fifteenth

century and founded the still existing Turkish
Empire. The Ottoman Turlis are proud, ignor-

ant and fanatical, but honourable and upright.

They make admirable soldiers, when properly

led, but are surpas ed in the arts of peace by their

subject races, Greeks, Bulgarians, Jews, etc.

Turkomans. A race of Turki nomads who
inhabit the steppes east of the Caspian and
south of the Oxus. They include such tribes

as the Chaudors, Tekkes (Akhal and Merv),
Salors, Yomuds, Goklen, and Ali-Elis. They
were formerly noted for their predatory and
man-stealing habits, but under Russian rule

have been forced to live a more peaceful life, m
Tusayas. See Pueblo Indians.
Tuscaroras. North American Indians. See

Iroouoian.
Tushis. See Chechenzes.
Tushilange. A branch of the Baluba [q.v.).

Tutclos. See Siouan.
Tyrolesc. Natives of the Tyrol, the ancient

Rhaetia, a mountainous district now belonging

to the Austrian Empire. They are of High
German Teutonic stock, and are noted for

their patriotism and bravery, ilhistrated by their

resistance under Hofer to the arms of Napoleon.
They are industrious and thrifty, but backward
in education, and devout Catholics.

Tyrrhenes. An ancient pre-Hellenic race of

Greece, found in Thrace and Etruria, who prob-

ab'y bslonged to the PelaFgian stock of the Hamitic
family, giving birth to the Etruscans [q.v.).

Ugrian. A branch of the Finno-Ugrian
stock (q.v.) including the Samoyedes, Voguls,

Ostyaks, Soyots and Siryanians of Siberia, the

Permian Finns of Russia, and the Magyars of

Hungar}'. See under these heads.

Umbquas. See Athabascan.
Umbrians. An ancient Italic race, perhaps

allied to the Etruscans [q.v.) or the Samnites,

afterwards subjugated by Rome.
Ural-Altaic. A term applied to the Northern

Mongolic family of races, corresponding nearly

to the older Turanian. It includes the Mongol,

Turki, Finno-Ugrian, Siberian, and Koreo-

Japanese stocks.

Uruts. See Sharras.

Utahs. See Shoshonean.

Uzbegs. Nomadic Turki race of the Oxus Basin.

Vaalpcns. A Negrito race of the Kalahari

Desert, probably a half-breed between Bechuanas

and Bushmen, formerly the serfs of the dominant
Bantu races, V)ut now freed under British

rule.

Vandals. A Teutonic race, settled at the
dawn of the Christian era in North-east Germany
between the Oder and the Vistula. Like the

Goths, whom they physically resembled, they
were a warlike and roving race. Early in tlie

fifth century they invaded Gaul and formed a
.settlement in Spain, where Andalusia (anciently

Vandalitia) preserves their name. Later, under
the fierce Gcnseric, they crossed to Africa and
over-ran Mauretania, where they established

a short-lived piratical Empire. In 534 it was
destroyed by a Byzantine army under Belisarius,

and the Vandals thereafter disappeared as a
separate race. Their name has become a by
word on account of their turn for devastation.

Vaudois. See Waldenses.
Veddahs. A primitive hunting people of

Ceylon, who are sometimes classed as Dravidian,
but more probably represent the still older

(Negrito ?) aborigines of the island. They are

dwarfish, of dark complexion, with features

intermediate between the Hindu and Papuan
types. They rank among the rudest and least

civilised of races, being equally unable to laugh,

count, or cook. The}^ are dying out.

Veis, or Vey. A Sudanese Negro race, of

Mandingan stock, on the West Coast of Africa,

who are said to be the only Negro race who
have invented an alphabet.

Venezuelans. White natives of Venezuela, of

Spanish descent. Most of them are crossed with
Indian blood.

Vikings. See Norsemen.

Visigoths. See Goths.

Voguls. A nomadic Finno-Ugrian race who
inhabit both slopes of the Urals. They closely

resemble the Ostyaks and Samoyedes (^.t^.). m
Vuaregga, Vuarua, Vuarunga, Vuavinza.

Bantu Negro tribes inhabiting the Congo basin

and the Tanganyika district.

Wachaga. A predatorj' Bantu race on the

southern slopes of Kilimanjaro.

Wadai Group. A group of Sudanese Negro

tribes inhabiting Wadai and East Darfur,

including Birkits, Massalits, Korungas, Mabas
(mixed with Hamitic blood), and other tribes.

They are mainly of pastoral habit.

Waganda. A Bantu Negro race who founded

the kingdom of Uganda and attained a remark-

able degree of civilisation before the arrival of

white men. They are very intelligent, and their

skill in the industrial arts has caused them to be

called the Japanese of Africa. They are also

warlike, and formerly indulged in frequent

plundering and slave hunting raids among the

surrounding races.

Wagogo. A Bantu Negro race of German
East Africa.

Wahehc. See Wasagara.
Wa-Huma. A conquering pastoral race, of

Eastern Hamitic stock, who migrated from

Gallaland and penetrated as far south as Unyam-
wezi, founding various kingdoms on the way.

They are of Hamitic features, fair complexion,

and tall stature ; very warlike. The ruhng

classes of Uganda and Unyoro are of Wa-Huma
origin. The Wa-Huma are a branch of the

Gallas (q.v.). Among their tribes are the

Wajiji, Warundi, Waruanda, etc.
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Wajiji. Slc Wa-Hl'ma.
Waldcnses, or Vaudois. A heretical sect wliich

orisiiiateil in the South of Franco in the twelfth

crnturv, and was formed into a separate race by
jiersecution ; of French, Swiss, and Itahan

elements. They arc now settled in Savoy.

Walloons. Natives of South-eastern Belgium,
of mixed Celtic and Romanic stock, probably
descended from the ancient Belgae (q.v.). They
are tall, bony, and of strong physique, and are

very successful in industry, as shown in the

great manufacturing tow-n of Liege.

Wanyamwezi. A warlike Bantu race of

German East Africa, who formerly composed
a ]iowt'rful predatory state.

Wanyoro. Natives of LTnyoro, in British East
Africa, of Bantu race, skilled in iiadustrial arts,

and formerly alhed with Arab slave-traders.

Wapisianas. See Aravvaks.
Wapokomo. The chief Bantu race of the Tana

Ijasin, skilled boatmen and hunters, formerly
under Masai domination, now acquiring civilisa-

tion under British rule.

Warraus. An aboriginal Indian race of

British Guiana.
Warua. A powerful, warlike, and barbarous

Bantu race of the Lualaba district in the Congo
Free State, forming a powerful native state,

and skilled in industry and rude art.

Waruanda, Warundj. See Wa Huma.
Wasagara. A warlike and widespread Bantu

jieople of German East Africa ; fierce moun-
taineers, much given to marauding. The
Wahehe, who claim Zulu affinities, are one of

their tribes.

Waswahili. See Swahilis.
Wataveita. A mild and settled agricultural

Bantu race inhabiting the slopes of Kilimanjaro
in German East Africa.

Welle Group. A group of Sudanese Negro
races inhabiting the region of the Upper Welle
l\iver in Central Africa, including the cannibal
Niam-Niam, or Azandeh, the Mangbattu, Nsak-
kara, Amadi, Ababiia, and other tribes.

Welsh, or Cymry. The chief surviving branch
of the Brythonic or P Celts, inhabiting ^^'ales,

where they preserve their ancient language and
customs. The}^ probably represent the ancient
Britons who inhabited England at the time of
the Anglo-Saxon immigrations. " An old and
haughty nation, proud in arms."
Wends. A stock of the Western Slavonic

family, settled in the north and east of Germany
in the sixth century. They were gradually
absorbed by the Teutonic Germans. A remnant
of the Wendish race, preserving their ancient
language and customs, survives in Lusatia, on
the borders of Saxony and Prussia, where they
are also known as Sorbs.
Winncbagos. See Siouan.
Wochuas. See Pygmies.
Wolofs. Sudanese Negroes, dwelling between

Lower Senegal and Gambia ; very black, but with
regular features, indicating a trace of Hamitic
blood. Their chief branch is that of the Jolofs,
Wulwas. S(>e Lencan.
Xanthochroi. A suggested division of

Caucasic Man, opposed to the Melanochroi, cha-
racterised by fair hair, blue eyes, and rosy
complexion. It would thus include the Teutonic,
Scandinavian, and Slavonic stocks of the Aryan
family.
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Xosas, (r Amaxosa. The southern stock of

the Kalir race {q.v.), allied to the Zulus, or
northern stock. They are eminently warlike,

and have an interesting system of social organ-
isation. They are of Bantu origin, immigrants
from the north, who have dispossessed the
Hottentot cjr Bushman aborigines. They are
tall, well-l)uilt, and muscular, with Negro features
and complexion, and woolly hair. They are
semi-nomadic cattle-breeders and hunters, but
many have taken to the settled pursuits of

agriculture. Thev were long at w'ar with the
British and Boer settlers, but are now- a peaceful
and contented people under British rule.

Yakuts. A IMongolic race of Turki stock,

inhabiting the province of Yakutsk in East
Siberia. They are of middle height, with black
hair, flat noses, and narrow e^'es. The}- are
laborious and entcrj^rising, and show more
aptitude for civilisation than the Buriats or
Tunguses. The}^ inhabit log " yurtas " in winter,
but camp out in summer. Cattle-breeding, and
to a less degree agriculture, are their chief

occupations.
Yankees. Natives of the New England States.

In a wider sense, the northern inhabitants of the
L'nited States.

Yaos. Agricultural aborigines of French
Indo-China, perhaps allied to the Chinese proper.
Yedinas. See Lake Chad Group.
Yomuds. See Turkom.ws.
Yorubas. A group of Sudanese Negro races

inhabiting the eastern half of the Slave Coast
district, and united by a common Yoruba
language, though much broken up by political

feuds. They are peacefully disposed, indus-
trious, and friendly to strangers. Their main
pursuit is agriculture, but they also practise
many industries ; they are the best architects
in Africa. Their chief tribes are those of Egba,
Jebu, Oworo, Ondo, Ife, and Oyo. Abeokuta,
the Egba capital, owes its fame to the success
with which it held out as a city of refuge against
the slave-hunters of Dahomey and Ibadan.
Yukaghirs. A nomadic tribe of north-east

Siberia, probablv identical with the Tunguses

Yumas. See Opata-Pima.
Yuruks. A nomadic J urki race in the Konia

vilayet of Turkey-in-Asia.

Yusufzals. See Afghans.
Zambos. See Sambos.
Zaparos. S>_)uth American Indians, on the

Upper Napo in Peru.
Zapotecs. Central American Indians of Oajaca

in ^Icxico.

Zcndals, Zotzils. See ]Maya-Ouiche.
Zulus, or Amazulu. A very warlike Bantu

race, allied to the Xosas and other Kafir tribes,

whom they resemble in physique and organisa-
tion. Originalh^ a small Kahr clan, the Zulus
were' raised to eminence at the beginning of the
nineteenth century by the genius of Tchaka, a
kind of Negro Napoleon, who established a
severe military despotism, and dominated South
Africa from the Zambesi to Cape Colony by the
courage and military skill of his regiments.
Tchaka's descendants ruled Zululand" proper,
and w-aged war against Kafirs, Boers, anil
English, until their countrv was annexed bv
Britain in 1887. The Zulus" are both phvsicallv
and mentally one of the finest of African races.

Zunis. See Pueblo Indians.
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23. Kalmuck 24. Kamchadale 25. Aleoutian

/

\
26. Esquimau 27. Ainu 28. Samoyede



GROUPED ACCORDING TO PHYSIOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP

42. North Australian 43. West Australian 44. South Australian 45. Tasmanian

46. Tikopia Islander 47. Maori

49. Mel»"£siaii ^Va;^>ttoro Island) 50. Melanesian (New Hebrides) 51. Fijian
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ETHNOLOGICAL CHART OF THE HUAAN RACE
This Chart, intended lor reference in connection with the Dictionary of

Races beginning on page 311, gives a view of the various main divisions,

famihes, and stocks into which the human race is divided by ethno-
logists. It is impossible to give a complete hst of the individual races
within the necessary limits, but the chief typical races are named under each
stock in the right-hand column. The races marked with an asterisk are extinct
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MAKIN IONS

AND Tri F NATURE

THE BIRTH & GROWTH OF NATIONS
BY PROFESSOR RATZEL

TN order that the cosmic conception of the
* hfe of man may be more than a mere
isolated idea, incapable of being applied

and developed, it is necessary to indicate

the relation which human life bears to the
collective life of the earth.

Human existence is based upon the

entire development of vegetable and ani-

mal life ; or, as Alexander von Humboldt
said, in reality the human race partakes of

the entire life on earth. Just as plants and
animals, vegetable and animal remains and
products, occupy an intermediate position

between man and the inanimate substance
of the earth, so almost without exception
the life of man depends not directly upon
the earth; but upon the animals and

plants, which in turn are im-
mediately bound to the earth

by the necessities of existence.

It is the dependence of later

and more evolved types upon the earlier

and less evolved. In 1845 Robert Mayer,
the German scientist, published his epoch-
making thesis on " The Relations of

Organic Motion to Metabolism," in which
he described the vegetable world as a
reservoir wherein the rays of the sun are

transformed into life-supporting material

and are stored up for use. According to

his view the physical existence of the

human race is inseparably linked together

with this " economic providence "
; and

he even went so far as to connect it with
the instinctive pleasure felt by every eye

at the sight of luxuriant vegetation.

The history of mankind shows how
various are the elements contained in

this reservoir, and how manifold their

I A

Man is

Bound up with

the Earth

action. Originally plants and animals
share the soil with man, who must struggle
with them for its possession. The plains
favour and the forests obstruct historical

movement ; the inhabitant of the tropics
is hardly able to overcome the growth of

XM ' I" k* weeds that covers his field
;Mans right ^ ii, t- •

,i

with Plants l""'^^^
Esquimau the vege-

and Animals
table world exists but two
months in the year, and then

only in stunted, feeble species. The unequal
distribution of edible plants has in a large
measure been the cause of divergence in

the developments of different races. Aus-
tralia and the Arctic countries have
received almost nothing ; the Old World
has had abundance of the richest gifts

showered upon it, Asia receiving more
than Africa or Europe. The most valu-
able of domestic animals are of Asiatic
origin. America's pre-European history is

incomparably more uniform than that ol

the Old World, and this is owing to her

moderate endowment of useful plants

and almost complete lack of domestic
animals. The transplanting of vegetable
species from one part of the earth to

another, carried on by man, is one of the
greatest movements in the collective life of

the world. Its possibilities of

extension cannot be conjec-

tured; for the successful

diffusion of single cultivated

plants—the banana, for example—over a

number of widely separated countries is yet

problematical. This process can never be

considered to have come to an end so long

as necessity forces man to get a firmer and
firmer hold on the store of earthly life.
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The relations of man to the earth are

primarily the same as those of any other

form of life. The universal laws of the

diffusion of life include also the laws of

the diffusion of the human species. Hence
the study of the geographical distribution

of man must be looked upon only as a

branch of the study of the geographical

distribution of life, and a succession of the

conceptions belonging to the latter.

To these conceptions belong the main
area of distribution, the habitable world,

and all its various parts : zones, continents,

and other divisions of the earth's surface,

especially seas, coasts, interiors of lands,

bordering regions, divisions exhibiting

continuity with others as links in a chain,

and isolated divisions. Also relations as

to area : the struggle for territory, varia-

tions in the life development in small or

inextensive regions, in insular or in conti-

nental districts, on heights of land and
plateaus, and, in addition, the hindrances
and the aids to development presented
by different conformations ; the advance
development in small, densely populated
districts ; or the protection afforded by
1^1 »« . • . isolated situations. All must
I he Material i • i j j t-- n
'n- it iD- J be mcluded. r mally, proper-
Tie that Binds ,-

J. 1 1 . J^^ T, .. ties ot boundaries must beMen together . . ^ ,

conceived ot as analogous to

phenomena occurring on the peripheries of

living bodies.

As races are forms of organic life, it

follows that the state cannot be compre-
hended otherwise than as an organised
being ; every people, every state is organic,
as a combination of organic units. More-
over there is something organic in the
internal coherence of the groups and indi-

viduals from which a state is formed.
However, in the case of a people and a
state, this coherence is neither material
nor structural ; states are spiritual and
moral organisms. But, together with the
spiritual, there is also a material coherence
between the individual members of a race
or a nation. This is the connection with
the ground. The ground furnishes the
only material tie that binds individuals
together into a state ; and it is primarily
for this reason that all history exhibits
a strong and ever-increasing tendency to
associate the state with the soil—to root
it to the ground, as it were.
The earth is not only the connecting

principle, but it is also the single tangible
and indestructible proof of the unity of
the state. This connection does not
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decrease during the course of history, as

might be supposed, owing to the pro-

gressive development of spiritual forces
;

on the contrary, it ever becomes closer,

advancing from the loose association of a

few individuals with a proportionately

wide area in the primitive community, to

the close connection of the dense popula-

^. _ , tion of a powerful state with
The State •, i , • f ,i

its relatively small area, as in

th S "I
^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^ modern civilised

nation. In spite of all dis-

turbances, the economic and political end
has ever been to associate a greater and
greater number of individuals with the
soil. Hence the law that every relation

of a race or tribe to the ground strives to

take a political form, and that every
political structure seeks connection with
the ground. The notion of an unterri-

torial and a territorial epoch in the

history of man is incorrect
;

ground is

necessary to every form of state, and also

to the germs of states, such as a few
negroes' huts or a ranch in the Far West.
Development consists only in a constant
increase in the occupation and use of land,

and in the fact that, as populations grow,
so do they become ever more firmly

rooted in their own soils.

At the same time the nature of the
movements of peoples must change.
Penetration and assimilation of one race

by another occur instead of displacement
of one by another ; and with the rapid
decrease of unoccupied territory the fate

of the late-comers in history is irrevocably

sealed. Since the state is an organism
composed of independent individuals and
households, its decay cannot be analogous
to the death and corruption of a plant or

an animal. When plants decay, the cells

of which they are composed decay also.

But in a decayed state the freed individuals

live on and unite together into new
political organisms ; they increase, and
the old necessity for growth continues in

the midst of the ruin. The
T.

.^^
f.f decay of nations is not de-

Embraced the ,
•', •, • J 11-

tii-i. . r it struction ; it is a remodelling,
Whole Earth , r ,- *

°'

a transformation. A great

political institution dies out ; smaller insti-

tutions arise in its place. Decay is a life

necessity. Nothing could be more in-

correct than the idea that the growth of

nations would come to an end were one
state to embrace the whole earth. If this

were to happen, long before the great

moment of union came, there would be
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a multitude of processes of growth already

in operation, ready to rebuild in case

of decadence, and to provide for a

new organisation if needed. As yet the

political expansion of the white races over

the earth has not resulted in uniformity,

but in manifoldness.

All conditions and relations of peoples

and states that may be geographically

described, dehneated, sur-
Earth and

yeyed, and, for the greater
the Movements

^^.^^ ^^^^ measured, can be
of Peoples

^^.^^g^ ^^^j, ^^ movements-
movements that are peculiar to all forms

of Hfe, and of which the origin is growth

and development. However various these

movements may be in other respects, they

are always connected with the soil, and

thus must be dependent upon the extent,

situation, and conformation of the ground

upon which they take place. Therefore, in

every organic movement we may perceive

the activity of the internal motive forces

which are peculiar to life, and the influences

of the ground to which the life is attached.

In the movements of peoples, the internal

forces are the organic powers of motion

common to all creatures, and the spiritual

impulses of the intellect and will of man.
In many a view of history these forces

alone appear ; but it must not be for-

gotten that they are conditioned by the

fact that they cannot be active beyond
the general limiits of hfe, and they cannot

disengage themselves from the soil to

which life is bound. In order to under-

stand historical movements it is first

necessary to consider their purely

mechanical side, which is shown clearly

enough by an inquiry into the nature of

the earth's surface. Neglect of this

occasions a delay in the understanding of

the true character of such movements.
Men merely spoke of geography, and
treated history as if it were an atmospheric
phenomenon.

Nations are movable bodies whose units

are held together by a common origin,

language, customs, locahty,

and often necessity for defence

—the strongest tie of all.

A people expands in one
direction and contracts in another ; in case

of two adjacent nations, a movement in the

one betokens a movement in the other.

Active movements are responded to by
passive, and vice versa. Every movement
in an area filled with life consists in a

displacement of individuals. There are
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National

Emigrations

in History

also currents and counter-currents : when
slavery was abolished in the Southern

States of America, an emigration of white

men from the South was followed by an
influx of ex-slaves from the North, thus

causing an increase in the black majority

of the South.

Such external movements of peoples

assume most varied forms. History takes

a too narrow view in considering only the

migrations of nations, looking upon them
as great and rare events, historical storms

as it were, exceptional in the monotonous
quiet of the life of man. This conception

of historical movements is very similar to

the discarded cataclysmic theory in

geology. In the history of nations, as in

the history of the earth, a great effeci

does not always involve a presupposition

of its being the immediate result of a

mighty cause. The constant action of

small forces that finally results in a large

aggregate of effect must be taken into

account in history as well as in geology.

Every external movement is preceded by
internal disturbance : a nation must grow
from within in order to spread abroad.

•aru Ki • T-^^ increase of Arabs in
Why Nations q^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ emigration to

East Africa along highways of
Must Seek

New Homes
traffic known to times of old.

Merchants, craftsmen, adventurers, and
slaves left their native land and drew
together in Zanzibar, Pemba, and on the

mainland. The process was repeated from
the coast to the interior, and as a result

of the aggregate labour of individuals as

merchants, colonists, and missionaries,

Arabian states grew up in the central

regions of Africa. Instances of the occu-

pation of vacant territories are of the

greatest rarity in history as we are

acquainted with it. The best example
known to us is the settlement of Iceland

by the Northmen. The rule is, a forcing

in of the immigrating nation between other

races already in possession ; the opposition

of the latter often compels the former to

divide up into small groups, which then

insinuate themselves peacefully among
the people already established in the land.

The movements of nations resemble

those of fluids upon the earth : they

proceed from higher altitudes to lower
;

and obstacles cause a change of course,

a backward flow, or a division. Though
at first there may be a series of streams

running along side by side, there is a

convergence at the goal^ a^ sUqwn by the



THE NORTHMEN TAKING POSSESSION OF ICELAND
Instances of peoples taking- possession ofuninhabited lands and settling therein are extremely rare. Iceland is the best

example known. The hardy Northmen took possession of it in the ninth century, but found the country untenanted.
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migration of different peoples to a common
territory ; there is concentration when
there are hindrances to be overcome, and
a spreading out where the ground is level

and secure. One race draws other races

along with it ; and, as a rule, a troop of

wanderers come from a long distance will

be found to have absorbed foreign elements

on its way. But it would be
wrong to look upon the move-The Human

Will Knows
no Obstacle

ments of nations as passive

onflowings, or even to deduce
a natural law from the descent of tribes

from the mountains to the river valleys and
to the sea—an idea that once led to the

acceptance of the theory of the Ethiopian
origin of Egyptian civilisation. Either

the wills of individuals unite to form a

collective will, or the will of a single man
imposes itself upon the aggregate. The
human will knows no insurmountable
obstacle within the bounds of the habitable

earth.

As time goes on, all rivers and all seas

are navigated, all mountains climbed,

and all deserts traversed. But these have
all acted as obstructions before which
movements have either halted or turned
aside, until finally they have burst the

barriers. At least two thousand years

passed from the time of the first joiu'ney

of a Phoenician ship out through the
Pillars of Hercules into the Atlantic
until the arrival of the day when a voyage
across was ventured from Southern
Europe. The Romans turned the Alps,

both to the right and to the left,

seven hundred years after their city had
been founded, but how many nooks in

the interior of those mountains were
unknown to them even centuries later !

Yet to-day Europe feels the effect of this

circumstance, the fact that the Romans
did not advance straight through the
Central Alps into the heart of the Teutonic
country. They followed a roundabout
way through Gaul, and thus Mediterranean

„ culture and Christianity were

Natur"^'^
brought to Central Europe

Barriers
from the west instead of from
the south ; hence the depend-

ence of the civilisation of Germany upon
that of France.

It is precisely the Romans who, con-
trasted with barbarians, show us that will

or design in the movements of nations
does not necessarily increase with growth
of culture, even though culture constantly
puts more means of action at its disposal,
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improved methods of transportation, by
which the way may be lightened. The
mounted bands of Celts and Germans
crossed the Alps quite as easily as did the

Roman legions ; and in spreading about
and penetrating to every corner of the

Alps and the Pyrenees, the barbarians

were always superior to the Romans.
Wandering tribes of semi-civilised

people are smaller, less pretentious, and
less encumbered. In every war that has

taken place in a mountain land, the

greater mobility of untrained militia

has often led to victories over regular

troops. Races of inferior culture are

invariably more mobile than those of a

higher grade of civilisation ; and they
are able to equalise the advantages of the

superior modes of locomotion with which
culture has supplied the latter. Mobility

also indicates a weaker hold upon the

ground, and thus uncivilised peoples are

more easily dislodged from their territories

than are nations capable of becoming, as

it were, more deeply rooted. In nomadic
races, mobility bound up with the necessity

for an extensive territory assumes a

definite form, and, owing to a

,.,
^

.

'"^*
constant preparedness for

Wanderers , • j ^ j.-u

r ^v r XI. wandermg and to the posses-
of the Earth . ^ • j <•

sion of an organised marching
system, such peoples have been among the

greatest forces in Old World history.

Movements of nations are often spoken
of as if certain definite directions were
forced upon them by some mysterious

power. This view not only wraps itself

in the garment of prophecy—for example,
when announcing that the direction in

which the sun travels must also be that

of history—but it formally presupposes

a necessary east-to-west progression of

historical movements, endeavouring to

substantiate its doctrine by citation of

examples, from Julius Caesar to the gold-

seekers of California. But this necessity

remains always in obscurity. Not only

is it contradicted by frequently confirmed

reflex movements in historical times, but

it is also disproved still more by the great

migrations which have taken place on
the same continent in contrary directions.

In Asia the Chinese have spread over the

entire area of interior plain and desert,

westward to the nation-dividing barriers

of the Pamir Mountains ; other Asiatic

races have overflowed into Europe—also

from east to west. Contrariwise, ever

since the sixteenth century we have seen



HOW CIVILISATION SPREAD THROUGH EUROPE
The inexorable influence of physical conditions on the life of the peoples is well illustrated by the influence
of the Alps in deflecting the path of Mediterranean culture. These mountains hemmed in the north of the
Roman Empire and forced the Romans, in their expansion, to the west. Hence Mediterranean culture and
Christianity were carried to Central Europe from the west instead of from the south, and the civilisation

of Germany depends on that of France. The map shows the route followed by the stream of Roman civilisation.

the Russians at work conquering the entire

northern part of the continent, constantly

pressing on towards the east. Even the

sea proved no obstacle, for they both
discovered and acquired Alaska during
the course of this same movement.
We shall not attach any universal

significance to such fashionable terms
employed in historical works as political

or historical attraction, elective affinity

or balance ; least of all shall we presume
to discover occult, mysterious sources for

them. It is obvious that a powerful

nation will overflow in the direction of

least resistance ; and in the case of a

strong Power confronting one that is

weak there is a constant movement
toward the latter. Thus, from the earliest

times, Egypt has pressed on toward the

south ; and everywhere in the Sudan we
find traces of similar movements to the

south as far as Adamawa, where they are

still to-day in energetic continuance.

The history of colonisation in America
shows a turning of the streams of immigra-
tion, in the south as well as in the north,

towards the more thinly settled regions

;

the more thickly populated are avoided.

The migrations of nations, which took
place during periods of history when a

surplus of unoccupied land existed, were
determined to a great extent by natural

causes. The more numerous nations

become, the greater the obstacles to

migration, for most of these obstacles

arise from the very nations themselves.

Nations increase with their populations ;

lands with enlargement of territory. So
long as a country has sufficient area, the

second form of growth need not of necessity

follow the first—the race spreads out over

the gaps which are open in the interior,

and thus internal colonisation takes place.

If there is need for emigration, occu]:)iable

districts may be found in the lands of

another people—for centuries Germans
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have thus found accommodation in

Austria, Hungary, Poland, and America.

Of course, such colonists gradually become
absorbed into the people among whom
they have settled. This is simple emigra-

tion, which is therefore connected with

the internal colonisation of a foreign land.

External colonisation first comes into

being when a state acquires
How New

territory under its control, into"
which territory, if it be suit-

arc orn
a\)\e, a portion of the inhabi-

tants of the state move and settle.

Colonisation is not necessarily a State

affair from the first. If a race inhabit a

country so sparsely as the Indians did

America in the sixteenth century, a

foreign people, having the power of

spreading out, may press into the gaps
with such success that this initial internal

colonisation may also be advantageous
from a political standpoint. The State then

intervenes and appropriates the territory

over which groups of its inhabitants have
previously acquired economic control.

The emigrants formed a social aggre-

gate in the new country, and from this

aggregate a state, or the germ of

a state, develops. Since such an
economic-social preparatorygrowth greatly

assists in the political acquirement of

land, it is obvious that this form of

colonisation is especially sound and
effectual. The opposite method follows

when a state first conquers a territory

which it occupies later with its own forces
;

this is colonisation by conquest. It can
be capable of development only when
subsequent immigration permanently
acquires the land as a dwelling-place.

Conquest that neither can nor will take
permanent possession of the soil is charac-
teristic of a low stage of culture ; thus the
Zulu states in Africa, surrounded by
broad strips of conquered yet uncon-
trolled territory, and the old " world-
empires" of Western Asia, exhausted

,„. „ , themselves in vain efforts toWhy Rome s i - • i . r

£ . obtain lastmgmcrease of area

EraTrtd Long ^^'^^'S^ aggressive expedi-
tions. That the Roman

Empire lasted a longer time than any of
the preceding universal empires was due
to the single fact that agricultural
colonisation invariably followed in the
footsteps of its political conquests.
The enlargement of a nation's area is

associated with soil and inhabitants. If

the increase of territory—for example,
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through conquest—is much more rapid

than the increase of population, an
inorganic, loosely connected expansion
results, which, as a rule, is soon lost again.

If, on the contrary, population increases

at a proportionately greater rate than
area, a crowding together, checks to

internal movements, and ov^er-population

follow. In consequence, great dis-

crepancies between growth of territory

and increase of population lead to the
most varied results. The conquering
nation expands over extensive regions for

which there are no inhabitants. Passive
races in India and in China become so

crowded together that it is impossible
for their soil to support them any longer

;

hence a continuous degradation and
recurrent periods of famine, which may
bring with them a relatively feeble and
unorganised emigration.

There are nations with whom conquest
and colonisation seem to follow in most
profitable alternation : this appears to

have been the case with all colonising

countries of modern history that have
followed the example of the Roman
^. .. .

Empire. But there are great
The Modern 7 , , j i

-- ,. contrasts presented even by
Nations as ,1 i- r^_ , . these nations. Germany,
Colonisers a ^ • 1 t->

•

Austria, and Russia, in im-

mediate connection with their conquered
provinces, have colonised and expanded
toward the east. In spite of a rapid

increase of population, Germany has

been backward in establishing trans-

marine colonies, while France, with a
proportionately smaller increase of popula-

tion, began by colonising in all directions,

but occupied more land than she was
able to master ; for which reason colonisa-

tion in the history of France has taken

more or less the character of conquest.

England, on the contrary, with a vigorous

emigration and an expansive movement
in all directions, presents an example of

the soundest and strongest method of

founding colonies which has been seen

since early times.

Through the entire course of history

an ever-increasing value attached to land

may be traced ; and in the expansion of

nations we may also see that mere conquest

is growing less and less frequent, while

the economic acquisition of territory,

piece by piece, is becoming the rule. The
getting of land assumes more and more
the character of a peaceful insinuation.

The taking possession of distant countries
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without consideration for the original

inhabitants, who are either driven away,
or murdered—speedily with the aid of

bullets, or slowly with the assistance of

gin or contagious diseases or by being

robbed of their best land—is to-day no
longer possible. Colonisation has become
a w^ell-ordered administration combined

with instruction of the natives
Some New

-^^ ^^^^^^^ emplo>Tnents. The

Pr^'oblems
^^^ method has left scarcely a

single pure-blooded Indian east

of the Mississippi in the United States,

and not one native in Tasmania ; the

new method has before it the problem
how to share the land with negroes

—

in the Transvaal with 74 per cent,

and in Natal with 82 per cent.

Climatic conditions are also to be taken

into consideration, for Caucasians are

able to develop all their powers in

temperate regions only ; a hot climate

impels them to ensure the co-operation of

black labour through coercion.

During the course of centuries a motley
collection of countries has developed, all

of which are called colonies, although
they stand in most striking contrast with
one another. Several are nations in

embryo, to which only the outward form
of independence is lacking ; not a few
have once been independent ; and many
give the impression that they will never
be fit for self-government. There are

some in which the native population has
become entirely extinct, such as Tasmania,
Cuba, and San Domingo ; others in which
the original inhabitants, still keeping to

their old customs and institutions, are

guided and exploited by a few white men
only ; and, finally, colonies in which the
rulers and the natives have assimilated
with one another, as in Siberia. Once
upon a time such tokens of the youth of

races as may be seen in rude but re-

munerative labour on unlimited territory

were widespread in many colonies. But
-, ... the new countries fill up visibly,
Mankind , ,

,

, . i .

-^

. . and even they show that man-
ges wi

i^ij-,,^ ^^ ^ whole, ages the more
C/ivilisation 11,1 , ,, ,

rapidly the more the so-called

progress of civilisation is hastened. How-
ever, an examination of the peoples of

the present day shows that the differences

in age between mother-countries and
colonies will, indeed, continue for a long
time yet. Such differences exist between
west and east Germans as well as between
New Englanders and Californians ; they
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are even to be detected in Australia,

between the inhabitants of Queensland
and of New South Wales. Such differences

are shown not only in the characteristics

of individuals, but also in the division of

land and in methods of labour.

Divergence and differentiation are the

great factors of organic growth. They
govern the increase of nations and states

from their very beginnings. Since, how-
ever, these organisms are composed of in-

dependent units, differentiation does not
consist in an amalgamation and transfor-

mation of individuals, but in their diffusion

and grouping. Therefore the differentiation

of nations becomes eminently an affair

of geography. Never yet has a daughter
people left its mother-country to become
an independent state without a previous

disjunction having taken place. All growth
is alteration in area, and, at the same
time, change in position. The further

growth extends away from the original

situation, the sooner dismemberment fol-

lows. In Australia, New South Wales
spreads out towards the north, and at the

new central point, Brisbane, a new colony,

Queensland, is formed, which
„ * already differs materially from

N New South Wales. And Queens-
land itself expands towards the

north, beyond the tropic of Capricorn
into the torrid zone ; and a younger,
tropical North Queensland develops.

The fact that nations hold fast to their

natural conditions of existence, even
when growth impels them towards expan-
sion in various directions, is a great con-

trolling force in historical movement.
Russia expands in its northern zone to

the Pacific ocean ; England continues its

growth on American soil, across the

Atlantic, in almost the same latitude. The
Phoenicians, as a coast-dwelling people,

remained on the coasts and on the islands
;

the colonising Greeks ever sought out
similar situations to those of their native

land ; the Netherlanders are found
everywhere in Northern Germany as

colonists of the moors and marshes. All

German colonies beyond the Alps and
the Vosges have disappeared ; and the

few Germans that remain are Latinised.

Nations that are accustomed to a limited

territory, as were the Greeks, always search

for a similar limited area ; on the other

hand, the Romans discovered a main
factor of empire-building in their judicious

agricultural colonisation of broad plains
;



LANDMARKS OF PAST AGES: FAMOUS FORTRESSES THAT HAVE CEASED TO BE OF USE
With the chaiigingr conditions of politics, places once of enormous importance have often become mere curiosities.

There are in Europe to-day hundreds of useless castles, fortresses, and harbours. Even Dover Castle is of
Uttle strategic value. The fortresses illustrated are (i) Mantua, (2) Dover, (3) Chillon, (4) Calais, (5) Verona.

Pliuluar.iphs by Fritli and Neurdein
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and the Russians sought and found

in Siberia the endless forests, steppes,

and vast rivers of their native land.

Every nation, in expanding, seeks to in-

clude within its area that which is of

the greatest value to it. The victorious

state acquires the best positions and drives

the conquered race into the poorest

districts. For this reason

competition between the colo-
The Genius

of the

Coloniser
nising nations has become very

keen ; they all judge of the

character of territory according to the same
standard. Therefore, wherever England
has colonised, only a gleaning remains for

the rest of the Northern and Central

European Powers.
Differentiation, arising from the valua-

tion of land, is the cause of a constant

creation of new political values and of a

constant lapsing of old. Every portion of

the world has its political value, which,

however, may become dormant, and must
then be either discovered or awakened.
Such a discovery was the selection of the

Pirjeus as the harbour for Athens from
among a number of bights and bays.

Every settlement and every founding
of a city is at bottom an awakening of dor-

mant political value. Capacity for recog-

nising this value is a part of the genius of a
statesman, whose policy may be called far-

seeing partly because he is able to discern

the dormant value while yet on the
most distant horizon. It is obvious that
political values vary ; each is determined
by the point of view from which it is

looked upon. The French and the German
valuations of the Rhine borderland are
very different. Every nation endeavours
to realise the political value which it

recognises ; and in respect to political

growth, ends are set up in the shape of the
portions of the earth to which that growth
aspires. Peculiarities in the conformation
of states may be traced back to an appre-
ciation of the value of coasts, passes.

The World
^^tuaries, and the like. With

u n^i „ the spreading out and the con-
is Being ^

.
»

Centralised
^^"tration of nations, such
portions of the world as are

important from a political point of view
have marvellously increased both in

number and in value. But for this very
reason a choice of selection has become
necessary, and this we see in the use of
fewer Alpine passes during the age of
railways than before, and in the concen-
tration of a great commerce into fewer
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seaports—into such as are capable of

accommodating vessels of the deepest
draught. Others must withdraw from
competition. To-day there are hundreds
of worthless harbours, passes, and for-

tresses in Europe that were once situated

on the highways of historical movement

;

now, however, they are avoided, deserted

by the current of traffic.

There are more things necessary to

an understanding of the dependence of

history on natural conditions than a mere
knowledge of the land upon which the

development has taken place, particularly

than a mere knowledge of the ground as

it was when history found it. Although
each country is in itself an independent
whole, it is at the same time a link in a

chain of actions. It is an organism in

itself, and, in respect to a succession or a

group of lands forming a whole, of which
it is a member, it is also an organ. Some-
times it is more organism than organ

;

sometimes the opposite is true ; and an
eternal struggle goes on between organism
and organ. If the latter be a subjected

. „ . province, a tributary state, a
All the J 1 . , 1

„ .. . . , daughter country, a colony, or
Rubbish of ^,

J. 'r , ,. -^ ,1

^. ... ,. member of a confederation, the
C/ivilisation , . . , . ^ , .

striving for independence is

always a struggle for existence.

This by no means presupposes a state

of war. Not only war, but the out-

wardly peaceful economic development
of the world's industries reduces

organisms to organs. When the whole-

sale importation of bad but cheap pro-

ducts of European industries into

Polynesia or Central Asia causes decay in

the production of native arts and crafts, it

is a loss to the life of the whole people
;

henceforth the race will be placed in the

same category with tribes that must gather

rubber, prepare palm-oil, or hunt elephants

to supply European demand, and who in

turn must purchase threadbare fabrics,

spirits that contain sulphuric acid, worn-
out muskets, and old clothes—in a word,
all the rubbish of civilisation.

Their economic organisation dies ; and in

many cases this is also the beginning of the

decline and extinction of a people. The
weaker organism has succumbed to the

more powerful. Is the case so different

—

that of Athens, unable to live without
the corn, wood, and hemp of the lands on
the Northern Mediterranean coast ?—or

of England, whose inhabitants would
starve were it not for the importation of
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meat and grain from North
America, Eastern Europe, and
Australia ?

In vain have men sought

for characteristics in the

rocks of the earth and in the

composition of the air by
which one land might be
distinguished from another.

The idea of great, lasting,

conclusive qualitative varia-

tions in different parts of the

earth is mythical. Neither the

unconditionally rejected by
even Alexander von Hum-
boldt. The degeneration and
wasting away of the Ameri-
can Indians would certainly

be a less disgraceful pheno-
menon could it be attributed

to some great natural law
instead of to the injustice.

Garden of Eden nor the

land of Eldorado belongs

to reality. There is no
country whose soil bestows
wondrous strength upon man
or an exuberance of fruitful-

ness upon woman. In India
precious stones are as little

apt to grow out of the cliffs as

silver and gold are likely to

exude from fissures in the

earth. Nor is there any basis

for the slighter differences

between the Old World and
the New which the philoso-

phers of history of the

eighteenth century believed

they had discovered. The
opinion that the New World
produces smaller plants, less

powerful animals, and finally

a feebler humanity, was not

l-n.ltTwooii .iiul L'inler»oo.l

MAN'S WONDERFUL TRIUMPH OVER NATURE
By irrigation the arid desert of California has been made to blossom
as the rose in the luxurious orange groves of Riverside. These views
ahow the deserti the method of irrigation, and the result of man's labour.
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greed, and vices of the white men. In

the course of development of the

European daughter-nations in America

we cannot recognise any such great and

universal distinction. The course of his-

tory in America, just as in corresponding

periods of time in Northern Asia, in Africa,

and in Australia, only confirms
How Man ^j^^ i^^jj^^ ^j^^^ j^^^^^ -^^ matter
IS Levelling

^^^^ distant from one another
the Earth

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ whenever their

chmates are similar, are destined to

be scenes of analogous historical deve-

lopments.

It is certain that, so far, one of the

greatest results of the labour of man has

been the levelling and overcoming of natural

differences. Steppes are made fertile

through irrigation and manuring ; the

contrast between open and forest land

becomes less and less—indeed the destruc-

tion of forests is being far too rapidly and
widely carried out—the acclimatisation of

men, animals, and plants causes varia-

tions to disappear more and more as time

passes. We can look forward to a time

when only such extremes as mountains
and deserts will remain—everywhere else

the actions of the earth will be equalised.

The process by which this is carried

out may be described shortly. Man, in

spite of all racial and national differ-

ences, is fundamentally quite as much
of a unity as the soil upon which he
dwells ; through his labour more and more
of this character of unity is transmitted
to the earth, which, as a result, also be-

comes more and more uniform.

One of the most powerful of the ties by
which history is bound to Nature is

that of its dependence on the ground. At
the first glance any given historical

development is involved with the earth
only—the earth upon which the develop-
ment takes place. But if we search deeper
we shall find that the roots of the develop-
ment extend even to the fundamental

principles of the planetary
system. By this it is not
meant that every history

must be founded on a cosmo-
logical basis, that it must begin with the
creation, or, at least, with the destruction of

Troy, as was once thought necessar •/ ; but it

is cprtainly safe to say that a philosophy
of the history of the human race, worthy
of its name, must begin with the hea'/ens
and then descend to the earth, nlled

with the conviction that all existence is
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History

from Heaven
to Earth

fundamentally one—an indivisible con-

ception founded from beginning to end on
an identical law.

The 316,250,000 square miles of the

earth's surface is the first area with

which history has to do. Within it all

other surface dimensions are included
;

it is the standard for measurement of all

other areas, and also comprehends the

absolute limits of all bodily life. This

area is fixed and immutable so far as the

history of mankind is related to it, although

in respect to the history of the world
it is not to be looked upon as having
been unalterable in the past, or as being

likely to remain unchanged in the future.

The earth's surface may be divided

into three unlike constituent parts

—

84,250,000 square miles of land, 220,000,000

square miles of water, and 13,750,000

square miles of ice-covered, and for

the greater part unexplored, land and
sea in the Northern and Southern Polar

regions. The land is the natural home
of man, and all his historical movements
begin and end upon it. The size of states

is computed according to the amount of

land which they include ; their
316,250,000 ,, , T

-. 1 ., .
,

Miles growth has derived its nourish-

of History ^nent from the 84,250,000
square miles of earth as from

a widespread fundamental element. The
sea is not to be looked upon as an empty
space between the divisions of land,

merely separating them one from another,

for the 220,000,000 square miles of water
are also of historical importance, and the

area of every ocean and of every portion

of an ocean has its historical significance.

History has extended itself over the sea,

from island to island, from coast to coast,

at first crossing narrow bodies of water,

later broad oceans ; and states whose foun-

dations arose from connections by sea

remain dependent on the sea. The
Mediterranean held together the different

parts of the Roman Empire just as the

oceans unite the Colonies of the British

Empire.
The variations of the earth's form

from that of a perfect oblate spheroid are

so small that they may be entirely dis-

regarded from the point of view of history.

All portions of the earth's surface may be
looked upon as of equal curvature ; the

pyriform swelling which Columbus be-

lieved to be a peculiarity of the tropic zones

in the New World was merely an optical

illusion. Thus all portions are practically
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similar, and uniformity obtains over

the entire earth to such an extent that

there is room left only for minor inequali-

ties in configuration. To these belong the

differences in level between lands and seas,

highlands and lowlands, mountains and
valleys. Such variations amount to very
little when compared with the earth as

a whole ; for the height of the tallest of

the Himalayas added to the earth's radius

would increase its length by about =.^5

only ; and the same may be said of the

greatest depressions beneath the level of

the sea—inequalities that cannot be re-

presented on an ordinary globe. Their

great historical significance is due chiefly to

the fact that the oceans and seas occupy
the depressions, from which the greatest

elevations emerge as vast islands.

The remaining irregularities of the

earth's surface are not sufficient to pro-

duce any permanent variations in the

diffusion of races or of states. Their

influence is merely negative ; they may
only hinder or divert the course of man
in his wanderings. Even the Himalayas
have been crossed—by the Aryans in the

west, and by the Tibetans in

L"T. !, the east ; and British India

has extended its boundaries far
Surface of

the Earth
beyond them to the Pamirs.

The historian is concerned with but two
of the variable qualities of the land

—

differences in level and differences in

contour. Variations in constitution,

development, elementary constituents, and
the perpetual phenomena of transforma-

tion and dissolution which present a

thousand problems to the geographer,

scarcely exist for the historian. Nor are

those great inequalities, the depressions

in which the seas rest, of any interest

to him. It is indifferent whether the

greatest of such depressions be covered

by five miles of water, or, as we now
know, by almost six miles. The fact that

the Mediterranean reaches its greatest

depth in the eastern part of the Ionian

Sea has nothing whatever to do with

the history of Greece.

To be sure, there is a general connec-

tion between the depth of the Mediter-

ranean, shut up within the Straits of

Gibraltar, and the climate of the neigh-

bouring regions, which has a direct

influence on the inhabitants of Mediter-

ranean countries ; but it is a very distant

connection, and it is only mentioned here

in order to remind the reader that there

is not a single phenomenon in Nature
that is not brought home to mankind at

last. Still, as a rule, history is concerned
with the depths of the sea only in so far

as they are the resting-places for sub-

marine telegraph cables ; and this is a
fact of very recent times. It may be
said that the formation of the earth's

crust occurred at a period too

^^ ^ remote to have had any in-

js. g fluence on the history of man,
and that therefore all questions

concerning it should be left to geology.

The first statement may be admitted,
but the latter does not follow by any
means ; for if the whole Mediterranean
region from the Caucasus to the Atlas

Mountains, and from the Orontes to the

Danube, is a region of uniform conforma-
tion, it is purely by reason of a uniformity

• in development. In the same manner
there is an extensive region of uniform
conformation to the north, between the

Atlantic Ocean and the Sudetic Moun-
tains in Austria.

There are great features of the earth's

conformation that are so extensive that

groups of nations share them in common.
Russia and Siberia occupy the same
plain upon which the greater portions of

Germany, Belgium, and Holland are

situated. Germany and France share

the central mountain system, which ex-

tends from the Cevennes to the Sudeten,

or Sudetic Mountains. A mere participa-

tion in a common geological feature

produces such affinity and relationship

as may be seen in the Alpine states, in

Sweden and Norway, and in the nations

of the Andes. This reminds us of the

groups of nations that surround seas
;

but that which separates the Baltic

states binds them together ; and the

mountains that unite the Swiss can-

tons also separate them from ont

another. Lesser features of conforma-

tion divide countries and often exhibit

gaps and breaches in develop-

ment, for the reason that they

divide a political whole into

separate natural regions. The
history of the lowlands of North Germany
differs greatly from that of the moun-
tainous districts of the same country

;

the lowlands of the Po and Apennine

Italy are two different lands. The
great contrast between the hilly manu-

facturing west of England and the low-

lyin^ agricultural east extends throughout
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SCENERY THAT SHAPES CHARACTER: THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOUNTAINS
The stories of mountain peoples are very similar ; the Highlanders of Scotland, 'Wales, Switzerland, the Cevennes,

and Tyrol, have many characteristics in common, owing their rugged nature and independence to environment.

English history ; and in hke manner
the highlands and the lowlands are

opposed to each other in Scotland.

Wherever mountain formations occur

largely in a country, the question arises

whether, in spite of all diversity, they

unite to form a whole, or whether they

exist as separate, independent neigh-

bouring parts. The elements of the

surface formation of the earth are not
only historically important in themselves
as units, but also on account of the way
in which they are connected with one
another. We have in Greece an example
of an exceedingly intricate mountain
system in which barren plateaus a.re

interspersed with fertile valleys and bays.

Owing to the sea, such bays as those of

Attica, Argos, and Lamia are to a high
degree self-dependent ; they became little

worlds in themselves, independent states,

which could never have grown into a
united whole had they not been subjected
to external pressure.

The reverse of this state of disunion,
arising from the juxtaposition of a great
number of different formations, is the
division of North America into the three
great regions of the Alleghanies, the
Mississippi Valley, and the Rocky Moun-
tain plateau, which gradually merge
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into one another and are bound into a

whole by the vast central valley. Austria-

Hungary includes within itself five

different mountain features—the Alps,

Carpathians, Sudeten, the Adriatic pro-

vinces, and the Pannonian plains. Vienna
is situated where the Danube, March, and
Adria meet, and from this centre radiates

all political unifying power. If a still

closer-knit unity is co- existent with a

diversified geological formation of insular

or peninsular nature, as in Ireland or

Italy, it follows that this unity binds the

orographic divisions into an aggregate.

The discrepancies between Apennine
Italy, Italy of the Po Valley, and Alpine

Italy, which have been evident in all

periods of history, formed, in their rise

and in their final state of subjugation to

political force, an example of dissimilarity

of mountain features existing within

peninsular unity.

The great continental slopes are also

important aids to the overcoming of

orographic obstacles to political unity.

In Germany there is a general inclination

towards the north, crossed and recrossed

by a number of mountain chains and
successions of valleys. It is not to be
denied that the intersecting elevations

have furthered political disunion. Without



THE SOFTH:. ', i-t-FECr OF THE RICH AND FRUITFUL LOWLANDS
Whereas mountains breed independence and rugged character in their inhabitants, the more fruitful lowlands
develop a gentler race, loving the companionship of communities. The lowlands, also, are the homes of mixed races.

with greater labour and in a shorter time
than in the east, among the broadened-
out chains of mountains, where there are

numerous smaller hindrances to pro-

gression spread out over a wider territory.

The route from Vienna to Trieste is twice

as long as that from Constance to Como.
In mountain passes orographic differ-

ences are concentrated within very limited

areas, and for this reason passes are of

great im])ortance in history. The value

of gorges and defiles increases with their

rarity, and their number varies greatly in

different mountain chains. The Pindus

range is broken but once, by the cleft of

Castoreia, and an easy passage from
Northern to Central Greece is possible only

by way of Thermopylae ; the short

overland route from Persia to India is

through the Khyber or Bolan Passes. The
Rhaetian x\lps are rich in defiles and gorges ;

but the mountain ridges are poor in

crossing-places, and, as a rule, the elevation

of the passes decreases towards the east.

The possibility of journeying over the

Himalayas increases as we travel west-

ward. During the Seven Years War the

great difference between the accessible,

sloping Erz-Gebirge of the Bohemian
frontier and the precipitous, fissured,

sandstone hills of the Elbe was very

apparent. Mountain passes are always

3^9

doubt, a gradual slope from the southern

part of Germany to the sea, with a

consequent partition of the country by
the rivers into strips extending from
east to west, would have been attended

by a greater political unity. Again, but
in another way, the preponderance of

any one orographic element has a unifying

effect on all the other elements, as we
have seen in North America, where the

simple, even course of development has

been in conformity with the existence of

geological formations on a large scale.

There are internal differences in for-

mation in every mountain range and in

every plain, all of which have different

influences on history. The steep fall of

the Alps on the Italian side has rendered

a descent into the plains of the Po far

easier than a crossing in the opposite

direction, where many obstacles in the

shape of mountain steeps, elevated

plateaus, and deep river valleys surround
the outer border of the Alps. Again,

penetration from the plains to the interior

of the Alps is less difficult in the west,

where rhere are no southern environing

mountains, than in the east, where there

is such a surrounding mountain chain.

The compact formation of the Alps in

the west crowds obstacles together into

a small space, where they may be overcome

I B
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closely connected with valleys and rivers
;

the latter form the ways leading to and
from the former. The valleys of the

Reuss and the Tessin are the natural

routes to the pass of St. Gothard ; and
were it not for the gorges of the Inn and
the Etsch in the northern and the southern

Alps, the Brenner Pass would not possess

anything hke its present su-

preme importance. Wherever
such entrances to passes meet
together or cross one another,

important rallying-points either for carry-

ing on traffic or for warlike undertakings

are formed ; such places are Valais,

Valtehne, and the upper valley of the Mur.
Coire is a meeting-point of not less than
five passes—the Julier, Septimer, Spliigen,

St. Bernardin, and Lukmanier. The
value of passes varies according to whether
they cross a mountain range completely

from side to side, or extend through only

a part of it. When the Augsburgers, on
the way to Venice, had got through the

Fern Pass, or that of Leefeld, the Brenner
still remained to be crossed ; but when
the Romans had surmounted the difficul-

ties of Mont Genevre, the ridges of the

Alps were no longer before them ; they
were in Gaul.

There are also passes through cross

ridges that connect mountain chains, such
as the Arlberg, that pierces a ridge extend-

ing between the northern and the central

Alps. Passes of this sort are of great

importance to life in the mountains, for, as

a rule, they lead- from one longitudinal

valley to another, such valleys extending
between ridges being the most fertile and
protected districts in mountainous regions.

In this manner the Furka Pass connects
Valais, the most prosperous country of

the Alps during the time of the Romans,
with the upper Rhine valley ; and the
Arlberg connects the Vorarlberg with the
upper valley of the Inn.

Mountain passes are not only highways
for traffic, they are the arteries of the

y . mountains themselves. Com-
r w t • merce along the mountain ways

of Mountain i j , ,'?i , , ^
^•

Passes
leads to settlements and to agri-

culture at heights where they
would hardly have developed had it not been
for the roads ; and the highest permanent
dwellings are situated in and about passes.

The Romans established their military
colonies in the neighbourhood of passes,

and the German emperors rendered the
Rhietian gorges secure through settle-
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ments. There are political territories that
are practically founded on mountain
passes. The kingdom of Cottius, tributary

to the Romans, was the land of the defiles

of the Cottian Alps ; Uri may be desig-

nated as the country of the north Gothard,
and the Brenner Pass connects the food-
producing districts of the Tyrol with
one another.

The transition point from one geological

formation to another is invariably the
boundary line between two districts that
have different histories. The movements
in one region bring forces to bear on the
movements in the other. Hence the
remarkable phenomena which occur on
mountain borderlands. The historical

effects of mountainous regions are opposed
by forces that thrust themselves in from
without ; external powers anchor them-
selves, as it were, in the mountains, seek-

ing to obtain there both protection and
frontier lines, Rome encroached more
and more upon the Alps, first from the
south, and then from the west and the

north, by extending her provinces.

Austria, Italy, Germany, and France

T, ... r. . . have drawn up to the Alps on
Battlefields jrr ,1 ,i ^1
, „ , . dmerent sides ; they merely

of Mountain r n u i \i- j. •

„ J , . tall back upon the mountains,
Borderlands ,

^,, . . ,.

however ; their centres he
beyond. The same phenomenon is shown
in the regions occupied by different races.

Rhaetians, Celts, Romans, Germans, and
Slavs have penetrated into the Alps ; but
the bulk of their populations have never
inhabited the mountainous districts. The
question as to which nation shall possess

a mountain chain or pass is always decided
on the borders. Here are the battlefields

;

here, too, are the great centres of traffic

whose locations put one in mind of

harbours situated at points where two
kinds of media of transmission come into

contact with each other. This margin,

like that of the sea, also has its promon-
tories and bays.

Height of land obstructs historical move-
ments and lengthens their course. The
Romans remained at the foot of the Alps

for two centuries before they made their

way into them, forced to it by the constant

invasion of Alpine robbers who descended

from the heights as if sallying forth from
secure fortresses. Long before this the

Romans had encircled the western side

of the Alps and had begun to turn the

eastern side. The colonies on the Atlantic

coast of America, the predecessors of the



I ,1C o..-, :.'• .'S WIFE
The effect of life in the hills is clearly seen in this picture by Leopold Robert, who painted it after living: among the
" Brigands of the Mountains " and studying their wild and picturesque life. The association of peoples with mountains

develops a rugged character and gives that strength and independence which mountain races have displayed in history.

United States, had been in existence for

almost two hundred years before they

passed the Alleghanies ; and it is certain

that this damming up of the powerful

movement towards the west, which arose

later, had a furthering influence on the

economic and political development of

the young states. The passes of the

Pyrenees occur at about two-thirds

of the distance from the level ground

to the summits of the mountains ; in

the Alps the elevation of the gorges is

but one-half or one-third that of the

mountain tops ; hence, as a whole, the

Alps are more easy of access than the

Pyrenees. The Colorado plateau is a

greater obstacle than the Sierra Nevada
range in Cahfornia, which, although of
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much greater elevation, slopes gently and

is interspersed with broad valleys. It

was due rather to the forests than to the

moderate elevation of the central mountains

o! Germany that their settlement was
delayed until the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. The influence of the broad,

desert tableland of the great basin in

separating the western from the Mississippi

states is greater than that of the Rocky
Mountains with peaks more than twelve

thousand feet in height. The extensive

glacial formations and the sterility of

the mountains in Scandinavia have held

Sweden and Norway asunder, and at

the same time have permitted the Lapps
and their herds of reindeer to force

themselves in between like a wedge. The
broad, elevated steppes of Central Tien-

schan enabled the Kirghese to cross the

mountains with their herds and to spread

abroad in all directions.

In such cases the natives of tablelands

and mountainous regions, who inhabit

little worlds of their own on the heights,

themselves contribute not a little towards
rendering it difficult to pass through their

countries. The most striking

example of this is Central

Asia with its nomadic races,

whose influence in separating

the great coast-nations of the east, west, and
south from one another has been far more
potent than that of the land itself. And
these nomads are a direct product of the

chmate and the soil of this greatest plateau
in the world. The dry tablelands of North
America, from the Sierra Madre in

Mexico to Atacama in the south, were in

early times inhabited by closely related

races, having more or less similar institu-

tions and customs. A like effect of life on
plateaus, shown in the Caucasus Moun-
tains, that have preserved their character
as a barrier against both Romans and
Persians, and have been crossed by the
Russians only in recent times, points to a
further reason for the sundering influence
of the wall-like position of mountains
between the steppes and the sea. Phe-
nomena similar to those observed in

Central Asia and in North America occur
on a smaller scale in every mountainous
country — extensive uninhabited table-

lands in which man and free nature
come into direct contact with each other.
Independent development is thus assured
to the dwellers on mountains, and to their
states a preponderance of territory over
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Little
Worlds on the

Heights

population. The political importance of

Switzerland is not owing to its three

millions of inhabitants, but to the impos-
sibility of occupying one-fourth of the

Alps. The position—almost that of a

Great Power—held by Switzerland during
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was
due to the union of this element of

. strength (and the fact that

_ ^^ [^ .,. Switzerland, by reason of its
Touch with ., , • 1 J r , i_

j^
situation, includes many ot the

most important commercial
routes in Europe) with the mountain-bred
spirit of liberty and independence of its

people. In Other respects, too, mountain
states stand pre-eminent among nations

—

as Tyrol outshone all other Austrian pro-

vinces in i8og, so the mountain tribes of

the Caucasus were the only Asiatics able

to offer any permanent resistance to the

advance of the Russians. The broad,

rough character of a highland country is

an active force ; in all mountain wars it

has led to the spreading out of armies and
to the lengthening of columns.
The support afforded by mountains to

weak nations that without the protection

of a great uninhabited region would not
have been able to maintain their inde-

pendence can be likened only to the pro-

tection which, as we have seen, is given
by the sea. Switzerland has often been
compared to the Low Countries ; and
there is even a still greater resemblance
between city cantons such as Basle and
Geneva and ports like Hamburg and
Liibeck. It was owing to similar reasons

that the strongholds of French Protes-

tantism during the sixteenth century were
the Cevennes, Berne, and La Rochelle.

The protection given by mountains must
not be looked upon as of an entirely

passive nature, for the rugged nature of

mountaineers, and their concentration

within small areas where a development is

possible, rendering them conscious of inde-

pendence and assisting them to preserve it,

^ are also a result of life in
Mountains the

Friends of

Weak Nations . j ^i
cannot exceed a thousand

feet ; and, as the variations in conformation
are correspondingly small, the lowlands
offer fewer hindrances to historical move-
ments than do rivers, seas, and marshes

—

thus there is a greater opportunity for the

development of such movements upon the

plains. Consequently there is a rapid diffu-

sion of races over extensive regions whose

the highlands. In low-lying

countries difference in levels
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boundaries are determined by area rather

than by conformation.

Lowlands hasten historical movements.
There is no trace of the retarding and
protecting effects of the highlands in

lands where, as Labu said of Saxony, a
nation dwells together with its enemies
on the same boundless level. Nomadism

is the form of civilisation

^
^*^ ° characteristic of broad plains

p J

and extensive tablelands. But
the Germanic races of history, a

great part of which were no longer nomads,
exhibited a hastening in their movement
towards the west when they reached the
lowlands ; for they appeared on the lower
Rhine at an earlier time than on the upper
Rhine, delayed in their wanderings to-

wards the latter by the mountainous,
broken routes. Long after the Celts had
disappeared from the lowlands, when their

memory only was preserved in the names
of hills and rivers, they still continued to

exist in the protected mountain regions of

Bohemia. In like manner, in later times,

the Slavs maintained themselves in natural
strongholds after they had vanished from
the plains of Northern Germany. Com-
pare the conquest of Siberia, accomplished
in a century, with the endless strugelci"

in the Caucasus. And what lowland
country can show remnants of people
equivalent to those of the Caucasus ?

The lowlands are also regions of the most
extensive mingling of races. We have
but to think of Siberia or the Sudan.
In the development of states, lowlands
take precedence over mountainous dis-

trict. Rome expanded from the sea-coast

to the Apennines, and from the valley

of the Po to the Alps ; the conquest of

Iberia began in the one great plain of the

peninsula, in Andalusia, and in the low-

lands of the Ebro ; and foreign control

of Britain ended at the mountains of

Scotland and Wales. In North America
colonisation spread out in broad belts at

the foot of the Alleghanies
e

^
*"*

before it penetrated into the
strongholds of ,

^
t c xi,

VI J D mountams. In SouthernNomad Kaces ^, . ,, , • -,,Chma the mountams with
their unsubdued tribes are like political

islands in the midst of the MongoUsed hills

and plains.

The lesser the differences in level, and
the smaller the conformations of the

earth, the more important are those

differences that remain within heights of

less than a thousand feet above the sea.

Elevations of a dozen yards were of the
greatest importance on the battlefields of
Leipzig, Waterloo, and Metz. The signifi-

cance of the little rise in the land of
Gavre, near Ghent, lies in the fact that
even at times of flood a foundation for a
bridge will remain firm upon it. The
slightest elevation in the lowland cities of

Germany and Russia offers such a contrast
in altitude to its surroundings that a
fortress, a cathedral, or a kremlin is

erected upon it. The two ridges that
extend through the plains of North
Germany are not only very prominent in

the landscape, but also in history. Owing
to their thick forests, their lakes and
marshes, and small populations, they are
peculiarly hke barriers ; and the breaches
in them are of importance to the geo-
graphy both of war and of commerce.
The battles fought against Sweden and
Poland, round about the points where the
Oder and the Vistula cross these regions,

are to be counted among the most decisive

struggles in the history of Prussia.

Wherever there are no differences in

level, a. substitute is sought in water.

In such cases wide rivers or

numerous lakes and marshes
form the most effective

obstacles, boundaries, and
strongholds. Finally the plains approach
the sea and are submerged by it ; and here

lowland countries find a support safer than
that of the mountains, and richer in political

results. North Germany is supported by
the sea ; South Germany by mountains.
Which boundary is the more definite, the

more capable of development, politically

and economically ? Political superiority

is ever connected with the protection and
support of the sea.

The influences of vegetation upon
historical movements are often more
important than those of the earth-

formation itself. Wherever extensive

lowland regions are overgrown with grass,

we always find mobile nomadic races that,

with their large herds and warlike organi-

sations, are great causes of disturbance in

the development of neighbouring lands.

Since the form of vegetable growth
which covers grass steppes and prairies

is dependent on climate, it follows that

nomadism is prevalent throughout the

entire northern sub-temperate zone,

where such grass is abundant—from the

western border of Sahara to Gobi.

Nomadic races of historical significance

Nature
at

Waterloo
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NOMADIC PEOPLES OF THE NEW WORLD
Wherever there are vast lowland countries covered with grass, nomadic peoples are found moving
from place to place with their herds. There are many such peoples in the Old Woild and a few in
the New World, notable among the latter being the Gauchosof the Pampas, types ofwhom are here seen.

are even to be seen in the New World

—

for example, the Gauchos of the Pampas,
and the Llaneros of Venezuela.

In comparison with plains and prairies,

forests are decided hindrances to his-

torical movements. Peoples are separated
from one another by strips of woodland

;

the state and the civilisation of the Incas
ceased at the fringe of primeval forest of

the east Andes. Thickly-wooded moun-
tains present the most pronounced diffi-

culties to historical movements. The
appearance of the oldest large states and
centres of culture on the borders of

steppes, in the naturally thinly-wooded
districts at the mouths of rivers, and on
diluvial plains, seems natural enough to
us when we think of the difficulties pre-
sented by hfe in a forest glade to men
who had only stone implements and fire

at their command.
A description of the difficulties encoun-

tered during Stanley's one hundred and
fifty-seven days' journey through the
primeval woods of Central Africa gives us
a very clear conception of what are

termed " hindrances " to historical move-
ments. The early history of Sweden has
been characterised as a struggle with the
forest ; and this description is valid for

every forest country. The forest divides
nations from each other ; it allows only
small tribes to unite, and creates but small
states, or, at the most, loosely bound
confederations. It is only where a great
river system forms natural roads, as in

the regions of the Amazon and the Congo,
that great forest districts may be rapidly
united to form a state. In other cases
settlements in forest clearings and road-
breaking precede political control.

In this way the Chinese conquered the
I aces of the western half of Formosa in two
hundred years ; in the eastern half the
land is still under forest and the narives
have also retained their independence.
The existence of srnall s'.ates, with their

many obstacles to political and economic
growth, still continues in forest regions

alone ; and the roaming hordes of hunters
inhabiting them belong to the simplest

'

forms of human societies.
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LAND AND WATER AND THE GREATNESS
OF PEOPLES

CINCE man is a creature capable only of

^ life on land, bodies of water must at

one time have been the greatest obstacles

to his diffusion. Thus the original family of

human beings could have inhabited only

one portion of the earth, to which it was
restricted by impassable barriers of water.

We know that in early geological times the

division of the earth's surface into land

and water was subject to the same general

laws as to-day ; therefore such a portion

of the earth could not have been more
than a part of the total land in existence

—

a larger or smaller world-island.

The first step beyond the bounds of

this island was the first step towards the

conquest of the whole earth by man. The
first raft was therefore the most important
contrivance that man could have invented.

It not only signified the beginning of

the acquisition of all parts of the earth

to their very farthest limits, but also—
and this is far more important—the poten-

^ , -- , tiality for all possibilities of
Early Man Si- •'

j \_ divergence and temporary
, ^. separation oneredbyour planet.

It brought with it escape from
the development that always turns back
upon itself, travelling in a circle, and the

progress that constantly consumes itself

—

factors inseparable from life confined within
a small area ; it led to the creation of

fruitful contrasts and differences, and to

wholesome competition—in short, to the
beginning of the evolution of races and
peoples. Looked at from this point of

view, even the discovery of Prometheus
has been of less moment to the progress

of mankind than that of the inventor who
first joined logs together into a raft and
set out on a voyage of discovery to the
nearest islet.

From the time of this first step onward,
the development of the human race was
so intimately connected with the unin-

habitable water that one of its most
powerful incentives lay in the struggle

with the sea. And so little have we
advanced from this condition that the

stoutest race of the present day is one that

from a narrow island commands the
ocean. England's strength is a proof of

the tremendous importance of the sea as

a factor of political power and of civilisa-

tion. But not to exaggerate the signifi-

cance of the ocean, we may at the same

Wh th
^™^ remember that it consists

„ ^. ^ in the fact that, by means of
j%gft is

Im ^^^ ^^^' '^P^" highways arempor an
presented from land to land.

Command of the sea is a source of great-

ness to nations, for it facilitates dominion
over the land.

By reason of its consistency the water
is an important agent of levelling and
equalising effects. As we perceive this in

Nature, so do we also in history. A race

familiar with the sea in one place is fami-

liar with it in all regions. The Normans
off the coast of Finland, and the Spaniards
in the Pacific, found the same green,

surging element, moved by the same tides,

subject to the same laws. The ocean has

an equalising effect upon the coasts even
;

the dunes of Agadir and of the harbour
at Vera jCruz awaken memories of home
in the mind of the sailor from Hela. The
diffusion of the sea over three-quarters of

the earth's surface must also be taken into

account. Thus the influence of the ocean

in rendering men familiar with different

parts of the world is far greater than that

of the land. From the ocean comes a

constant unifying influence which ever

tends to reduce the disuniting effect of

the separation of land from land. As j^et

no attempt to extend boundaries beyond
the land out over the sea has been followed

by lasting success.

No nation can or ever will possess the

sea. Carthage and Tarentum wished to

forbid Italian vessels the pas-

sage of the Lacinian capes byNo Nation

can Possess
treaty ; the Venetians desired

dominion over the Adriatic to

be granted tnem by the Pope ;
Denmark

and Sweden strove for a dominion ovxr

the Baltic Sea ; but all this is against the

very nature of the sea ; it is one and
indivisible. Only near by the coast, within
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the three-mile limit of international law,

and in landlocked bays, may it be ruled

as land is ruled. The claims of the

Americans concerning the sovereignty of

Bchring Sea have never been recognised,

and England can retain dominion over the

Irish Sea only by means of her naval
power. The ocean has a unifying influence

on the land, even when this

influence consists only in the

same ends to be attained being
placed before different nations.

During a time of the greatest disunion,

German cities that lay far enough from
one another were united by Baltic interests.

The union of scattered land-forces pre-

pared the way for the opening up of

wider horizons to England in the sixteenth

century in the same manner as for Italy

and Germanv in the nineteenth.

The Sea's

Unifying

Influence

gain from piracy that lures men forth,

many a ship has returned to port bearing

with it inestimable benefits to mankind
;

for the greatest maritime discoveries have
not been mere explorations of new seas,

but of new lands and peoples. Such
discoveries as these have contributed most
to the broadening of the historical horizon.

Even political questions expand, assume
a larger character, and often become less

acute, when they emerge from the narrow
limits of continental constraint upon the

free and open coasts. This is true even of

the Eastern Question, to the solution of

which definite steps were taken upon
the Mediten-anean when it seemed to

have come to a deadlock in the Balkan
peninsula.

The ocean is no passive element to

maritime races. By deriving power from

THE LITTLE ISLAND THAT RULES THE SEA
The command of the sea is the source of national greatness, as it facilitates dominion over land. England
from a narrow island dominates the sea. The tiny part of white in the Eastern Hemisphere on this page shows
how relatively insignificant Great Britain is to the vast world of waters where her shipping is supreme

Sea power is far more closely connected
with traffic than is land power ; in fact,

tlie foundation of sea power is trade and
commerce. It is, however, more than
mere commercial power and monopoly
of trade. In spite of all egoism, greed,

and violence there remains one great
characteristic peculiar to maritime Powers,
spared even by Punic faith and Venetian
covetousness. Even the neighbourhood
of the ocean is characterised by its vast
natural features ; rivers broaden as they
approach the sea, great bays lie within the
coasts, and, though the latter may be
flat, the horizon lines of their low dune
landscapes are broad. The horizons of

maritime races are also broad. Whether it

be the hope of ])rofit from commerce or of
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the sea they become subject to the sea.

The more strength they draw from the
ocean, the less firm becomes their footing

upon the land. Finally, their power no
longer remains rooted in the land, but
grows to resemble that of a fleet resting

upon the waves ; it may with but small
expenditure of effort extend
its influence over an enor-

mously wide area, but it may
also be swept away by tiie first

storm. As yet all maritime nations have
been short-lived ; their rise has been
swift, often surprisingly so ; but they have
never remained long at the zenith of pros-

perity, and, as a rule, their decay has been
as rapid as their elevation to power. The
cause of the fall of all maritime nations

Short-lived

Nations

of the Sea



MANS FIRST STEP TOWARDS THE CONQUEST OF THE EARTH
The most momentous event in the early history of man was the launching of the first raft. That moment
was instinct with all the mighty conquests and discoveries yet to be accomphshed over seas; and even the

discovery of fire, says Professor Ratzel, has been of less moment to the progress of mankind than that of the

inventor who fi st joined logs together into a raft and set out on a voyage of discovery to the nearest islet
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has been the smallness of their basis,

their foreign possessions, widely separated

from one another and difficult to defend,

and their dependence upon these foreign

ipossessions. In many cases the over-

balancing of political by economic interests,

the neglect of materials for defence, and
effeminacy resulting from commercial

_ pros]:)erity, have also con-

, „ . tributed to their destruction.
of Maritime c • i i • j t
-, ,. Special combmations of
Nations / , ,. r

characteristics arising from
the geographical positions of oceans,

continents, and islands are connected
with the broad features common to

oceanic continuity. These characteristics

are reflected from the sea back to the

land, and there give rise to historical

groups. The historical significance of such
groups is expressed in their names even

—

Mediterranean World, Baltic Nations,

Atlantic Powers, and Pacific Sphere of

Civilisation. They are primarily the results

of commerce and exchange, and of the

furthering, correlating influences of all

coasts and islands. When they united all

peninsulas, islands, and coasts of the

Mediterranean into one state the Romans
merely set a political crown upon the
civilised community that had developed
round about, and by means of, this sea.

And if we wish rightly to estimate
the significance of Roman expansion from
a Central European point of view, we may
express our conception very shortly—
the diffusion of Mediterranean culture over
Western and Central Europe. It was at the
same time a widening of the horizon of a
landlocked sea to that of the open ocean.
The Atlantic Ocean succeeded to the
Mediterranean Sea. The Americans and
the Russians, and the Japanese, repeating
their words, maintain that in the same
manner the Pacific must succeed to the
Atlantic ; but they forget the peculiar
features of the Mediterranean, especially
its conditions of area. It is no more prob-

,, . able that such a compact,Uniqueness • i j. j j i , ^l

Qf jj^g
isolated development will

Mediterranean S^^.^^ ^gff
than that the

riistory of Athens will repeat
itself on the Korean peninsula or at
Shantung. The greater the ocean, the
farther is it removed from the isolated
sea. It was not the Atlantic that
succeeded to the Mediterranean, but the
broad world-ocean that succeeded to the
narrow basin called the Mediterranean Sea.
There have always been differences
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between the various divisions of the main
sea ; and these variations will ever con-

tinue to be prominent, although constantly
tending to become less and less so.

The Pacific will always remain by far the

greatest ocean, including, as it does, forty-

five per cent, of the total area of water.

Owing to its great breadth, the Pacific

routes are from three to four times as long
as those of the Atlantic. The Pacific

widens toward the south ; and Australia
and Oceania lie in the opening, thus
furnishing the Pacific with its most
striking peculiarity—a third continent
situated in the Southern Hemisphere, to-

gether with the richest series of island

formations on earth. Whatever the Pacific

may contribute to history, it will be a
contribution to the annals of the Southern
Hemisphere ; and if a great independent
history develop in the antipodes, it

will have the Southern Pacific, bounded
by Australia, South America, New
Zealand, and Oceania, for its sphere
of action. The area of the Atlantic

Ocean is but half that of the Pacific.

Nor is it for this reason alone that in com-
parison with the latter it is

an inland rather than a world
sea ; for, owing to its narrow-
ness between the Old and the

New Worlds, the branches it puts forth, and
the islands and peninsulas that it touches,
it shortens the routes from one coast to

the other. In it there is more of a merging
of land and sea than a separation; and
to-day it is chiefly a European-American
ocean. The Indian Ocean is both geo-
graphically and historically but half an
ocean. Even though important parts of

it may be situated north of the equator,
it is too much enclosed to the north

;

it widens to the south, and thus belongs
to the Southern Hemisphere.
The great oceans open up broad areas

for historical movements, and through
their instrumentality peoples are enabled
to spread from coast to coast in aU direc-

tions ; the inland seas, on the contrary,
cause the political life of the nations
bordering upon them to be concentrated
within a limited area. The Mediterranean
will ever remain a focus towards which the
interests of almost all European Powers
concentrate. It has, moreover, become
one of the world's highways since the
completion of the Suez Canal. The Baltic

somewhat resembles the ^Mediterranean
;

but it would be saying too much to look

The vast

Potentialities

of the Pacific
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The Coast

the Threshold

of the Land

upon its position as other than subordinate

to that of the greater sea. The area of the

Baltic is but one-seventh that of the

Mediterranean ; and it is lacking in the

unique intercontinental situation of the

latter. In many respects it resembles the

Black Sea rather than the Mediterranean,

especially by reason of its eastern-relations.

Originally the coast was the

threshold of the sea ; but as

soon as maritime races deve-

loped it became the threshold

of the land. In addition it is a margin, a
fringe in which the peculiarities of sea and
land are combined ; and for this very reason

sea-coasts have a historical value greatly

disproportionate to their area, especially

as they constitute the best of all bound-
aries for the nations that possess them.
Here harbours are situated, fortresses,

and the most densely populated of cities.

Owing to their close connection with the

sea, the inhabitants of coasts acquire

characteristics which distinguish them
from all other peoples. Even if of the same
nationality as their inland neighbours

—

as, for example, the Greeks of Thrace and
of Asia Minor and the Malays of many of

the East Indian islands—their foreign

traffic nevertheless impresses certain traits

and features upon them which in the case

of the Low Countries led almost to political

disruption.

A coast is more favoured than an
interior in all things relating to commerce
and traffic

;
j^et neither may enjoy per-

manent life alone without the other. The
French departments of the Weser and of

the Elbe were among the most ephemeral
of the political results achieved by the
short-lived Napoleonic era. With the sea
at their backs it is easy for the inhabitants
of a coast to become detached from their

nation, and but a simple matter for them
to spread over other coasts. Ever since
the time of the Phcenicians there have
been numerous colonists of coasts and
1^.

. founders of coast states. The
..!Vrf A Normans are most typical inand Uead t:- , . , „/ ^

Coasts
European history. The expan-
sion of coast colonies towards

the interior is one of the most striking
features of recent African development.
Thus coasts are to be looked at from within
as well as from without. To many
races—such as Hottentots and Austra-
lians—the coast is dead compared with
the interior ; for Germany the coast has
been politically dead for centuries. A
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river-mouth is best suited to carrying
the influences of the coast inland.

All ancient historians supposed that
the Mediterranean Sea, with its many
bays, peninsulas, and islands, schooled the
Phoenicians in seamanship. This, however,
is not so. Nautical skill is transmitted from
one people to another, as may be seen
from some of the most obvious cases in

modern history. No maritime people has
become great through its own coast alone.

It is not the coast of Maine, with its numer-
ous inlets and bays, that has produced
the best seamen, but the coast of

Massachusetts, naturally unfavourable for

the most part ; and it has produced the
best seamen for the reason that the
inland districts bounded by it are far more
productive and furthering to commerce
than are the interior regions of Maine.

Nature has forced races to take to the
sea only in such countries as Norway and
Greece, where the strips of coast are
narrow and the inland territory poor.
In order to have political influence it is

sufficient to have one foot on the sea-

coast. Aigues-Mortes, with its swampy
-, p

environment, was sufficient to

f fu
^^^

^ extend France to the Mediter-
01 the Coast J ., r
. „. ranean durmg the reign of

St. Louis ; Fiume sufficed for

Hungary. Forbidding desert coasts have
had a peculiarly retarding effect on his-

torical development. It was necessary to

rediscover the Australian mainland, to

touch at more favourable points, one
hundred and thirty years after the time
of Tasman ; thus the history of the settle-

ment of Australia by Europeans originated,

not with him, but with Cook.
As portions of the general water area,

rivers are branches or runners of the

sea, extending into the land—lymphatic
vessels, as it were, bearing nourishment to

the ocean from the higher regions of the
earth. Therefore they form the natural
routes followed by historical movements
from the sea inland and vice versa. A solid

foundation of truth underlies those rivers

of legendary geography that joined one
sea with another. The connection of the
Baltic and the Black Sea via Kieff is not
that described by Adam of Bremen ; but
Russian canals have established a water-
way, following out the plan indicated by
Nature, just as the Varangians also realised

it in a ruder way by dragging their

boats from the Dwina to the Dnieper. By
uniting the Great Lakes to the Mississippi



by means of the Illinois River, the French
provided a waterway from the North
Atlantic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico, a
line of power in the rear of the Atlantic

colonies. The latter fell back on salt water,

the former on fresh. The Nile, flowing

parallel to the Red Sea from Tanasee in

the Abyssinian highlands, shares with the

Red Sea even to-day in the traffic

between Eastern and East-central Africa.

The railway from Mombasa to Uganda
completes a western Mediterranean-Indian
line of connection, as a road along the

Euphrates to the Persian Gulf would
an eastern, each following the direction

of rivers running parallel to the Red Sea.

We can clearly see the transition of the

functions of oceans to fresh, shallow water,

to sounds and lagoons, in which sea traffic

is furnished with smoother, quieter routes

under the shelter of the coasts.

In truth, only portions of the lines of

traffic follow rivers ; for rivers flow from

highland to lowland, watersheds breaking

their course here and there. In comparison

with the oceans, rivers are but shallow
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channels, the continuity of which may be

broken by every rocky ledge. Thus different

regions for traffic arise at various points

in the same stream. Only that part of

Egypt which is situated north of the first

cataract is Egypt proper ; the territory

to the south was conquered from Nubia.

The farther we travel up a stream the less

water and the more rapids and falls we
shall find ; therefore traffic also decreases

in the direction toward the river's source.

It may be seen from this that there is but
little proba-

bihty of truth

in the analogy
drawn between
the flowing of

rivers f r o iri

elevations to

plains and
the migrations

of nations and
directions in

which states

expand. His-

tory shows
that migration
and develop-

ment follow a

direction con-

trary from that

in which rivers

flow.

Maritime and
terrestrial ad-

vantages are

concentra-
ted where a

river joins the

sea ; especially

character-
istic of such
districts are

deltas, at an
early date
rendered more
efficient for

to this ; the colonising Greeks also showed
a preference for river mouths. Miletus,

Ephesus and Rome were states situated

at the mouths of rivers, and so were
the ancient settlements on the Rhone, the

Guadalquivir, and the Indus. It would
not be possible, however, to deduce from
this proofs of a potamic phase of civilisa-

tion and formation of nations preceding

the Thalassic, or ]\Iediterranean. Estuary
and delta states are far more a result of

the Mediterranean culture. The latter led

to the settle-

ment of favour-

able districts

, on various
coasts, all of

which were
finally swal-

lowed up into

the Roman
Empire during
the period of

;^, its northern
and eastern^

:

expansion.

1^ Another
much more
evident process

of development
1 hrough the

instrumen-
tality of rivers

was shown at

the time when
traffic began to

extend itself

over wide
areas. Rivers
are the natural

highways in

i~ o u n t r i e s

which abound
in water, and

purposes

^ ,^ are of so muchTHE ORIGIN OF SEAFARING PEOPLES -i ^ ,

It is not sufficient to have a favourable sea-coast in order to breed a race of .

gredier
sea-g-oing people. The land behind the coast-line must be fertile and produc- importance be-

„f tive, else no inducement exists for seafaring-. This condition is everywhere • uOl „ „„„4. »l 4.l,„ D_:^:„u „i _f ...u:-i.^\.:. :_ . i_„:_-i ^i _
.^ mn^P ID SUCH

commerce
through canals and dredging. The fertility

of the aUuvial soil, the lack of forest
occasioned by frequent floods, and the
protection afforded by the islands of the
delta, may have had not a little in-

fluence on the choice of such regions as
settlements for man. At all events,
estuaries and deltas, both small and great,
were in the earhest times centres of civilisa-

tion. Egypt and Babylonia both testify
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typical coasting scene. caUse in

thoroughfares
lands other

are frequently wanting.
Taken collectively, rivers form a natural
circulatory system. In America at the
time of the exploration and conquest, in

Siberia, in Africa to-day, they are natural
arteries by means of which exchange and
political power may be extended. The
more accessible a river is to commerce, the
more rapidly political occupation increases

about its basin, as has been shown by the



THE JUNCTIONS OF GREAT RIVERS ARE LANDMARKS OF HISTORY
Where two rivers join, two lines of political tendencies always meet, and their junction is the point whence political forces
must be controlled. This is the significance of the situations of Mainz (i at top), Khartoum (z), Lyons (3), and Belgrade (4)

I'llolus : 1-atli Jiul IMlolui-liroliie
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Varangians in Russia and the Portuguese

in Brazil. The best example of a country

having developed through conformity with

a natural river system and in connection

with it is that of the Congo State, with

part of its boundaries drawn
Rivers as

simply along the lines of water-
Highways of

^j^^^g- Mastery among rival
Development

^^^^^^-^^ -^ determined by the

results of the struggle for the possession of

rivers ; this has been as clearly shown by
the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi in

America, as by the Niger and the Benuwe
in Africa. The influence of riverways in

furthering the path of political develop-

ment may be best seen in the contrast

between South America and Africa ; the

colonising movement came to the latter

more than 300 years later than to the

former continent.

Every river is a route followed by
pohtical power, and is therefore at the

same time a point of attraction and
line of direction. The Germans have
pushed their way along the Elbe between
the Danes and the Slavs, and along the

Vistula between the Slavs and the Lithu-

anians or old Prussians. The river that

supports an embryonic nation holds it

together when developed. The influence of

the Mississippi was directed against the

outbreak of the Civil War in America. As
pearls are strung along a cord, so the pro-

vinces of new and old Egypt are connected
by the Nile. Austria-Hungary is not the

Danube nation only because the river was
the life nerve of its development, but also

because eighty-two per cent, of Austro-

Hungarian territory is included within
the regions drained by it. When the

natural connection of rivers is broken then
this power of cohesion ceases. The political

and economic disunion of the Rhine, the

Main, and other German rivers preceded
the dissolution of the German Empire.
Where two rivers join there is always a

meeting of two lines of political ten-

_. dencies, and the place of their
Rivers as , .li. •

i. v
_ junction IS the pomt whence

J p the political forces must be con-
trolled and held together. This

is the significance of the situations of

]\Iainz, Lyons, Belgrade, St. Louis, and
Khartoum. The course followed by flow-

ing water is far less direct than that of

historical movements ; the latter take the

shortest way, and do not continue along

the stream where a loop is formed ; or

they may follow a tributary that runs on
in the original direction of the main stream,

as in the case of the very ancient highway
along the Oder and the Neisse to Bohemia,
The sides of sharp angles formed by a

river in its course lead to a salient point as,

Regensburg and Orleans. A tributary

meeting the main stream at this point

forms the best route to a neighbouring

river, or the angle may become a penin-

sula, so bounded by a tributary stream at

its base as almost to take the form of an
island.

Breaks in the continuity of the land

occasioned by rivers are caused rather by
the channel in which the water flows than
by the river itself. Thus we often find

that dry river-beds are effective agents of

this dividing up of the land. Permanent
inequalities of the earth's surface are in-

tensified byflowing water. Therefore a river

system separates the land into natural

divisions. These narrow clefts are ever

willingly adopted as boundary lines,

especially in cases where it is

'^J!!"^. . necessary to set general limits
as Dividers -^ " —
of Land

to an extensive territory. Thus
Charles the Great bounded his

empire by the Eider, Elbe, Raab, and
Ebro. Smaller divisions of land are formed
by the convergence of tributaries and main
streams, and again still smaller portions

are created by the joining together of the

lesser branches of tributaries, these taking

an especially important place in the

history of wars : for example, those formed
by the Rhine, Weser, Elbe, and Oder, and
on a lesser scale by the Moselle, Seille,

and Saar. Fords are always important

;

in Africa they have even been points at

which small states have begun to develop.

Rivers as highways in time of war no
longer have the value once attributed to

them by Frederick the Great, who called

the Oder " the nurse of the army." Yet
rivers were of such great moment in this

respect in the roadless interior of America
during the Civil War that the getting of

information as to water-levels was one of

the most important tasks of the army
intelligence department. Rivers will always
remain superior to railways as lines of com-
munication during time of war, at least in

one respect, for they cannot be destroyed.

3^6
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THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT IN THE
LIFE OF NATIONS

UPON the earth, with its varied con-

figuration and formation of land and
sea, are many kinds of hindrances and
Hmits to hfe.

The most obvious effect of natural

region and natural boundary lies in the

counteracting forces opposed by the

earth through them to a formless and
unlimited diffusion of hfe. Isolated terri-

tory furthers political independence, which,

indeed, is of itself isolation. The develop-

ment of a nation upon a fixed territory

consists in a striving to make use of all

the natural advantages of that territory.

The superiority of a naturally isolated

region lies in the fact that seclusion itself

brings with it the greatest of all advan-

tages. Hence the precocious economic
and political development of races that

dwell on islands or on peninsulas, in moun-
tain valleys and on island-like deltas.

Often enough growth that originates

under such favourable conditions leads to

ruin. A young nation deems
itself possessed of all so long

as it has the isolation that

ensures independence ; it

sees too late that the latter has been pur-

chased at the price of a suffocating lack of

space ; and it dies of a hypertrophy of

development—a death common to minor

states. This was the cause of the swift rise

and decline of Athens and of Venice, and
of all powers that restricted themselves

to islands and to narrow strips of coast.

The more natural boundaries a state

possesses, the more definite are the

political questions raised by its develop-

ment. The consolidation of England,

Scotland, and Wales was simple and
obvious, as patent as if it had been decreed

beforehand, as was also the expansion of

France over the region that lies between

the Alps and the Pyrenees, the Mediter-

ranean and the Atlantic Ocean. On the

other hand, what a fumbhng, groping

development was that of Germany, with

her lack of natural boundary in the east !

Thus in the great geographical features

of lands lie pre-ordained movements,

The Rise and

Death of

Isolated States

constrained by the highest necessity—

a

higher necessity in the case of some than
of others. The frontier of the Pyrenees
was more necessary to France than that
of the Rhine ; an advance to the Indian
Ocean is more necessary to Russia than a

movement into Central Europe.
a ura

^ Growth is soundest when a
Boundaries , , , . £,,
, „ . , state expands so as to fill out

of a State . n i i i

a naturally bounded region

—

as, for example, the United States, that
symmetrically occupy the southern half

of the continent of North America, or

Switzerland, extending to the Rhine and
Lake of Constance. There are often ad-

justments of frontiers which force the

territory of a nation back into a natural

region, as shown in the case of Chili,

which gave up the attempt to extend its

boundaries beyond the Andes, in spite of

its having authorisation to do so, founded
on the right of discovery, the original

Spanish division of provinces, and wars of

independence. A favourable external form
is often coincident with a favourable

internal configuration which is quite as

furthering to internal continuity as is the

external form to isolated development.

The Roman Empire, externally uniform

as an empire of Mediterranean states, was
particularly qualified for holding fast to its

most distant provinces, by reason of the

Mediterranean Sea that occupied its very

centre. Everything that furthers traffic is

also favourable to cohesion. Hence the sig-

nificance of waterways for ancient states,

and of canals and railways for modern
nations. Egypt was the empire of the

Nile, and the Rhine was at one time the

life-vein of the empire of Charles the Great.

A state does not always
A State must

^^^^^^ fi^ed in the same
Forsake its

natural region. However ad-
Boundaries

^^^ntageous they may have

been, it must, on increasing, forsake the best

of boundaries. Since one region is exchanged

for another, the law of increasing area^

comes into force. Every land, sea, river

region, or valley should always be conceived

of as an area that must be discovered.
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inhabited, and politically realised before it

may exert any influence beyond its limits.

Thus the Mediterranean district had first

to complete its internal development

before it could produce any external effect.

This internal development first took

possession of the small territories, and,

mastering them, turned to the greater.

Thus we may see history pro-

gress from clearings in forests,

oases, islands, small peninsulas,

such as Greece ; and strips of

coast, to great peninsulas, such as Italy

;

isthmian situations of continental size,

such as Gaul ; only to come to a halt in

half continents such as the United States

and Canada, and continents. Europe

—

next to the smallest continent—has had
the richest history of all, but with the

greatest breaking up of its area into small

First

Continent

State

geography, it is by no means to be neglected

by those who are interested in history,

boundary questions being among the most
frequent causes of wars. In addition,

boundaries are the necessary result of

historical movements. In case two states

strive against each other in expanding,

the motion of both is impeded, and the

boundary lies where the movement comes
to a halt. It is in the nature of things

that growing states are very frequently

contiguous to uninhabited regions, not to

other states. This contiguity is always

a source of natural boundaries. The most
natural of all arise from adjacency to un-

inhabitable regions : first the uninhabitable

lands, then the sea. The boundary at the

edge of the uninhabitable world is the

safest ; for there is nothing beyond. The
broad Arctic frontiers of Russia are a

THE HOTTEST PLACE IN THE WORLD IS INHABITED BY MAN
No climate has triumphed over the endurance of man. Massowah, the most important town in the Italian Colony
of Eritrea, in North Africa, is the hottest place in the world, but, like the coldest known place, it is inhabited.

divisions ; Australia, the smallest continent,

is the earliest to unite its parts into a
continental state. Development expends
all its power in bringing the areas of the
three greatest land-divisions into play,

and in opposing their one hundred and
five million square miles to the ten and
a half million of the smaller divisions

;

their economic action is already felt to a
considerable degree. Thus there arises

an alternation of isolation and expansion,
which was clearly shown in the history of

Rome, whose territory grew from the single

city, out over the valley of the Tiber, into

Apennine Italy, into the peninsula, across
the islands and peninsulas of the ]\Iedi-

terranean, and finally into the two adja-
cent continents.

The boundaries of natural regions are
always natural boundaries. Although
this delicate subject may be left to political

3^^

great source of power. A high mountain
range, also, may separate inhabited re-

gions—which are always State territory

—

by an uninhabited strip of land. After

all, the sea, marshes, rivers even, are

uninhabitable zones. But traffic brings

connection with it, and the Rhine, which
to the Romans was a moat, especially well

adapted as a defence, is now,
with its thirty railway bridges

and thousands of vessels ply-

ing up and down and across,

far more of a highway and a means of

communication than a dividing line.

The position, foiTn, and movements of

the earth seem far enough removed from
the deeds and destinies of peoples, yet the

more we contemplate the latter, the more
we are led to consider the earth's inclina-

tion to its axis, its approximately spherical

form, and its motion, which, combined.

Nature

and National

Destiny
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INHABITANTS OF THE COLDEST PLACE IN THE WORLD
Man is the most adaptable ot living creatures. There is no climate in the world in which he cannot live. The lowest
temperatures taken have been at Verkhoyansk, in Siberia, but the place is inhabited by people, of whom we give a group.

are the cause of the recurrence in fixed

order of day and night, summer and winter.

The effects of these great earthly

phenomena are differently felt in every
country ; for they vary according to

geographical location. Practically, that

which most conforms to any given situa-

tion north or south of the equator is the

climate of a land. Day and night are of

more even length at the equator than in

our country ; but beyond the Polar circles

there are days that last for months, and
nights equally long. Scarcely any annual
variaticn in temperature is known to the

inhabitants of Java, while in Eastern
Siberia Januarys of fifty degrees below
freezing-point and Julys of twenty de-

grees above zero of Centigrade, winters

during which the mercury freezes, and
summers of oppressive sultriness, are con-

trasted with one another.

In our temperate region there is rain, as a

rule, during all months, but as far north

as Italy and Greece the year is divided

into a dry and a wet season. Great effects

are produced over the entire earth

and upon all living creatures by the

thus conditioned climatic differences.

They must be considered at the very

beginning of every investigation into

history. Since we know that a fluctua-

ting distribution of heat is caused by
the 23i° inchnation of the earth's

axis, investigation also leads us to a

knowledge of further phenomena, to a

consideration of the dependence of the

MANS TRIUMPH OVER CLIMATE : THE COLDEST PLACE IN THE WORLD
just as man has established himself in the torrid heat of Massowah, so he can endure the highest degree oi cold.

The coldest place in the world, Verkhoyansk, of which this is a photograph, is the capital of a Siberian province.
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The First

Question about

& Country

winds and of the precipitation of heat

upon this very same condition.

And thus we come into contact with the

thousand connecting threads by which
man's economic activity, health, distri-

bution over the earth, even his spiritual

and his political life, are inseparably

bound up with the climate. Hence the

first question that should be

asked concerning a country

is : What is its geographical

situation ? A land may be

interesting for many other reasons besides

nearness or remoteness from the equator
;

but that which is of the greatest interest

of all to the historian is a consideration

of the manifold and far-reaching effects

of climate.

The study of human geography teaches

us that climate affects mankind in two
ways. First, it produces a direct effect

upon individuals, races, indeed the inhabi-

tants of entire zones, influencing their

bodily conditions, their characters, and
their minds ; in the second place, it pro-

duces an indirect effect by its influence on
conditions necessary to life. This is due
to the fact that the plants and animals

with which man stands in so varied a

relationship, which supply him with
nourishment, clothing, and shelter, w^hich,

when domesticated and cultivated, enter

his service, as it were, and become most
valuable and influential assistants and
instruments for his development and cul-

ture, are also dependent upon climate.

Important properties of the soil, the

existence of plains, deserts, and forests,

also depend upon climate. Effects of

climate, both direct and indirect, are

united in political-geographical pheno-
mena, and are especially manifest in the

growth of states and in their permanence
and strength.

There is no climate that cannot be
borne by man ; of all organic beings he is

one of the most capable of adapting him-
self to circumstances. Men

an can
^^^yg^ even in the very coldest

^,. , regions. The place where the
Climates , * , . / , ,

lowest temperatures have been
measured, Verkhoyansk, with a mean
January temperature of — 54° F., is the
capital of a Siberian province ; and a dis-

trict where the temperature is of the very
hottest, Massowah, is the most important
to\\Ti in the Italian colony of Eritrea.

However, both heat and cold, when ex-

cessive, tend to lessen population, the size
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of settlements, and economic activity.

The great issues of the world's history

have been decided on ground situated

between the tropic of Cancer and the Polar
circle. The question as to whether the
northern half of North America should be
English or French was decided between the
parallels of 44° and 48"^ north latitude

;

and in the same manner the settlement as

to whether Sweden or Russia should be
supreme in Northern Europe took place

a little south of 60° north. Holland did

not lose and regain her Indian possessions

in the neighbourhood of the equator, but
in Europe ; and Spain fell from the high

estate of sovereign over South and Central

America because her power as a European
nation had decayed.
The coldest countries in the world are

either entirely uninhabited—as Spitz-

bergen and Franz Josef's Land—or \ery
thinly populated. Some are politically

without a master—the two territories just

mentioned, lor example ; some are politic-

ally occupied, as is Greenland, but are of

very little value. History teaches that

trafhc between such colonies and the

mother country may cease
range

entirely without the mother
ivcrgcnce

(,Q^j^^j-y suffering any loss there-
of a Race , t*. i, j.x ^ • av,

by. The hottest regions m the

world are for the most part colonies or

dependencies of European Powers. This

applies to the whole of tropical Africa,

Asia, Australia, and Oceania, and partly

to tropical America.
The exclusion of European nations from

grasping for possessions in America was
not determined upon in the compromised
territory of tropical America, but in the

United States, a short distance south of

39° north latitude. What a difference in

the parts played in history by the two
branches of the Tunguse race, the one held

in subjection in the cold latitude of Russia,

the other conquering China, and now the

sovereign power in the more temperate

climate of that country ; or between the

Turks who, as Yakuts, lead a nomadic hfe in

the Lena valley, and the Turks who govern

Western Asia! Latham called the region

extending from the Elbe to the Amoor

—

within which dwell Germans, Sarmatians,

Ugrian Finns, Turks, Mongohans, and
Manchurians, peoples who strike with a

two-edged sword—a " Zone of Conquest."

Farther to the north nations are poor and
weak ; toward the equator, luxurious and
enervated. The inhabitants of this central
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zone have over-run their neighbours both
to the north and to the south, while never,

either from the north or from the south,

have they themselves suffered any lasting

injury. The Germans have advanced from
the Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean ; the

Slavs inhabit a territory that extends

from the Arctic Ocean to the Adriatic Sea
;

the Turks and Mongolians have penetrated

as far south as India ; and there have been
times when Mongolians ruled from the

Arctic Ocean to Southern India. Finally,

the Manchurians have extended their

sphere of influence over Northern Asia as

far south as the tropic of Cancer.

These differences occur over again in

more restricted areas, even within the

temperate zone itself. The inhabitants of

the colder portions of a country have often

shown their superiority to the men who
dwell in the warmer districts. The causes

of the contrast between the Northerners

and the Southerners, which has dominated
in the development of the United States,

may for the most part be clearly traced :

the South was weakened by the plantation

EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON THE COURSE OF HISTORY
A map on which the isothermal lines are drawn is rich in historical

instruction. W^here the lines diverge we have regions of equal

temperature; where they crowd together, districts of different mean
annual temperatures lie close together. The crowding of climatic

variations in any region enlivens and hastens the course of history.

method of cultivation, and slavery ; its

white population increased slowly, and
shared to a lesser degree than did the
Northerners in the strengthening, edu-
cating influences of agriculture and manu-
facturing industries. Thus after a long
struggle that finally developed into a war,
the North won the place of authority.

In Italy and in France the superiority

of the north over the south is partially

comprehensible ; and in Germany the ad-

„ ^ vantages possessed by Prussia,
Sunbeams j. i ^ • j • ^ ,

J n • r 11 at least m area and in sea coast,
and Rainfall , • t-> . i

. „. are obvious. But when in

English history also the north is

found to have been victorious over the
south, conditions other than climatic

must have been the cause. In this case

elements" have been present that are more
deeply-rooted than in sunbeams and
rainfall alone.

We must call to mind the zone-like

territories of early times, occupied by
peoples from which the nations of to day
are descended ; the boundary lines have
disappeared, but the northern elements

have remained in the north, and
the southern elements in the south.

It is well known that iVristotle

adjudged political superiority and
the sphere of world-empire to the

Hellenes because they surpassed

the courageous tribes of the north

in intelligence and in mechanical

instinct, and were superior to the

both intelligent and skilful inhabi-

tants of Asia in courage. " As the

Hellenic race occupies a central

geographical position, so does it

stand between both intellectually."

The thought that this union of

extreme intellectuality and power
in arms on Hellenic soil could be

the result of ethnical infiltration

did not seem to have occurred to

the philosopher. The fundamental

idea of Aristotle, the aristocratic

state, in which the talented Hellene

alone was to rule over bondmen
of various origins, who were, above
all, to labour for him, could not

have been possible had his views

been otherwise. And yet he

had clearly seen that the two
talents—for war and for industry

—

were unequally distributed among
the different Hellenic stocks, and
that they were also variable

according to time.
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lie close to one another. The
crowding of climatic variations in

any region enlivens and hastens the

course of history in that region. If

the variations occur only at long

intervals, all parts of a large territory

having approximately equal mean
annual temperatures, then climatic

contrasts, which act as a ferment, as

it were, are not present to any
appreciable extent, and their effects

lose in intensity and are dispelled.

\\'here are greater combinations
of contrasting climatic elements to

be found than in Greece and in the

Alps ? The joining together of the

natives of rich, fruitful Zurich with
the poor shepherds of the forests

and mountains was of the utmost
importance to the development of

^ ,
the Swiss Confederation. It was

The Yakuts, who lead a nomad life in the valley of the Lena, and the • r •
t ,^'^A A

Turks who govern Western Asia, are of the same stock, but the genial alSO a UUIOU 01 rCglOUS 01 mUQ and
The possession

of Central European and Medi-
terranean climates, that shade into

HOW THE SAME PEOPLES DIFFER

climate has enabled the Turks to flourish while the cold has kept the Qold temDCratureS
Yakuts poor. These groups represent both branches of the stock. - ^

Considering the influence even of slighter

differences in climate, the locations of

regions of similar mean annual tempera-
ture, and the distances which separate

them from one another, cannot be other-

wise than important. A map on which
the isothermal lines are drawn is rich in

historical instruction. Where the lines

diverge we have regions of equal tempera-
ture ; where they crowd together, districts

of different mean annual temperatures

3Q2

one another without any sharp line

of demarcation, is a great advantage to

France. If climatic differences approach
one another in too great a contrast, clefts

in development are likely to occur, such

as the gap between the Northern and the

Southern States in America, and that

between North and South Queensland.
If it be possible to adjust the political

differences, then the union of areas of
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different temperatures has an in-

vigorating effect, as shown by the
history of the American Southern
States since 1865.

Winds blowing in a constant
direction for many months at a
time were of great assistance to

navigation during the days of

sailing vessels, which, indeed, have
not yet been entirely supplanted
by steamships. Before the time
of steam vessels all traffic on the
Indian Ocean was closely con-

nected with the change of the

monsoons ; and important political

expansions have followed in the

track of the same winds—for ex-

ample, the diffusion of the Arabs
along the east coast of Africa and f^

THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON THE POWER OF PEOPLES
There is a world of difference between the two branches of the Tungnse race : the one is a poor people living: in cold
regions and subject to Russia ; the other is the ruling race of the Chinese Empire, flourishing in a temperate climate.
The upper group is composed of ruling Tunguses in China and the lower group represents Tunguses subject to Russia.

in Madagascar. The influence of the trade

winds on the Spanish and Portuguese dis-

coveries along the Atlantic coast of America
is well known. The south-eastern trade

winds have been a cause of both voluntary
and involuntary emigrations of Polynesian
races. It may be clearly seen from the

history of Greece what advantage was ob-

tained by the race that won the alliance of

the coast of Thrace and the wind that blows
south from it with constancy during the

entire fair season, often eight months long.

Where the wind is most variable, visiting

entire countries with storms, to the great

destruction of lives and property, the
result is a stirring up of the survivors to

exertions that cannot fail to be strengthen-

ing both to body and to mind, and of direct

benefit to life in general. At the same
time that the people of Holland were
engaged in forcing back the ocean, they

won their political liberty. In another
part of the North Sea coast the Frisians

receded farther and farther south, owing
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Oae of

the Greatest

Problems

to the invasions of the sea and the attacks

of the natives of Holstein. The tempest

that scattered the armada of Phihp II.

was one of the most important pohtical

events of the time ; and it is not to be

denied that the snowstorm in Prussian

Eylau, at the beginning of the battle in

which Napoleon suffered his first defeat,

contributed not a little to the result.

Acclimatisation is one of the greatest of

human problems. In order that a nation

shall expand from one zone
into another, it must be
capable of adapting itself

to new climates. The
human race is, as a whole, one of the

most adaptable of all animal species to

different conditions of life ; it is diffused

through all zones and all altitudes up to

about thirteen thousand feet- above the
level of the sea. But single nations are

accustomed to fixed zones and portions

of zones ; and long residence in foreign

climates leads to illness and loss of life.

In some races the individuals are of a
more rigid constitution than in others,

and are thus less capable of adaptation.
Chinamen and Jews adapt themselves to

different climates far more easily than do
Germans, upon whom residence in the
southern part of Spain even, and to a still

greater degree in Northern Africa, is

followed by injurious effects. The constant
outbreaks of destructive disease before
which the German troops withered away
are' to be counted amongst the greatest
obstacles opposed to the absorption of

Italy into the German Empire. During
the Spanish discoveries and conquests in

America in the sixteenth century, whole
armies wasted away to mere handfuls.
The greatest hindrances to German
colonisation in Venezuela are climatic
diseases. Medical science has, to be sure,
pointed out such deleterious influences as
may be traced to unsuitable dwelling-
places, nutrition, clothing, etc. ; and the

Climate
^osses to Europe of soldiers and

^^J
officials in the tropics have been

Will-Power S^^^^ly reduced. But even
to-day deaths, illnesses, and

furloughs make up the chief items in the
reports sent in from every colony in the
tropics. British India can only be governed
from the hills, where the officials dwell
during the greater part of the year.

Climatic influence is not hmited to
bodily diseases. One of the first effects

of life in warm climates upon men accus-

304

tomed to cold regions is relaxation of

what is known as will-power. Even the
Piedmontese soldier loses his erect car-

riage in a Neapolitan or Sicilian garrison.

Englishmen in India count on an ability

to perform only half the amount of work
they would be capable of at home. Many
inhabitants of northern countries escape
the bodily diseases of the tropics ; but
scarcely one man of an entire nation is

able to resist the more subtle alterations

in spirit.

Their historical influence extends only
the deeper for it. The conquering nations
that advance from north to south have
invariably forfeited their power, deter-

mination, and activity. The original

character of the Aryans who descended
into the lowlands of India has been lost.

A foreign spirit rings through the Vedic
hymns. West Goths and Vandals alike

lost their nationalities in Northern Africa
and Spain, as the Lombards lost theirs

in Italy. In spite of all emigration,
immigration, and wandering hither and
thither, there always remains a certain

fixed difference between the inhabitants

1..^ T» .of colder and those of warmer
I he Peoples , • • ^.-u j. r

f N th
countries ; it is the nature of

J c it the land, moulding the more
and South i . i i . r i

ductile character of a people
into its own form. There are differences

also betw^een the northern and the
southern stocks of the same race, and
thus climate exerts here greater and there

lesser influence upon nations and their

destinies.

Since it lies in the nature of climatic

influences to produce homogeneity among
those peoples who inhabit extensive regions

of similar mean annual temperatures, it

follows that a unifying effect is also pro-

duced on political divisions that might
otherwise be inclined to separate from
one another. In the first place, a similar

climate creates similar conditions of Life,

and thus the northern and southern races

of each hemisphere, with their temperate
and their hot climates, differ widely.

Climate is also the cause of similar con-

ditions of production over large terri-

tories. Leroy-Beaulieu rightly mentioned
climate—above all, the winter, during
which almost every year the whole land
from north to south is covered with snow
—as next in importance to the configura-

tion of the country in its unifying, cohesive

effects on the Russian Empire. Winters
are not rare during which it is possible



A STORM THAT CHANGED THE COURSE OF HISTORY : THE WRECK OF THE ARMADA
The weather has greatly influenced the course of history and helped to mould the fate of nations. The tempest
that scattered the Spanish Armada in 1588 was one of the most important political events of the time. This
picture, from the painting by J. W. Carey, illustrates the wreck of the galleon " Girona," at Giant's Causeway.

to journey from Astrachan to Archangel
in sledges ; and both the Sea of Azov
and the northern part of the Caspian Sea
are frozen over during the cold months,
as well as the Bay of Finland, the Dnieper
as well as the Dwina.

Situation determines the affinities and
relations of peoples and states, and is

for this reason the most important of

all geographical considerations. Situation

is always the first thing to be investi-

gated ; it is the frame by which all other

characteristics are encircled. Of what
use were descriptions of the influence of

the geographical configuration of Greece
on Grecian history, in which the decisive

point that Greece occupies a medial
position between Europe and Asia, and
between Europe and Africa, was not
insisted upon above all ? Everything else

is subordinate to the fact that Greece

stands upon the threshold of the Orient.

However varied and rich its development
may have been, it must always have been
determined by conditions arising from
its contiguity with the lands of Western
Asia and Northern Africa. Area in par-

ticular, often over-valued, must be sub-

ordinated to location. The site may be

only a point, but from this point the most

powerful effects may be radiated in aD
directions. Who thinks of area when
Jerusalem, Athens, or Gibraltar is men-
tioned ? When it is found that the Fanning
Islands or Palmyra Island is indispensable

to the carrying out of England's plans in

respect to telegraphic connection of all

parts of the empire with one another,

merely because these islands are adapted
for cable stations on the hne between
Queensland and Vancouver, is it not owing
to their location alone, without con-

sideration as to area, configuration, or

climate ?

Every portion of the earth lends its

own peculiar qualities to the nations and
races that dwell upon it, and so does each

of its subdivisions in turn. Germany, as

a first-class Power, is thinkable only in

Europe. There cannot be either a New
York or a St. Petersburg in Africa. Our
organic conception of nations and states

renders it impossible for us to look upon
situation as something lifeless and pas-

sive ; far rather must it signify active

relations of giving and receiving. Two
states cannot exist side by side without

influencing each other. It is much more
likely that such close relationships result

from their contiguity ; that, for example,
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we must conceive of China, Korea, and

Japan as divisions of a single sphere of

civiHsation, their history consisting in a

transference, transplanting, action, and
reaction, leading to results of the greatest

moment. Some situations are, indeed,

more independent and isolated than others

;

hut what would be the history of England,
the most isolated country in Europe, if

all relations with France, Germany, the

Netherlands, and Scandinavia were
omitted ? It would be incomprehensible.

The more self-dependent a situation is,

the more is it a natural location ; the

more dependent, the more artificial, and
the more it is a part of a neighbourhood.
Connection with a hemisphere or grand
division, identity vv^ith a peninsula or archi-

pelago, location with respect to oceans,

seas, rivers, deserts, and mountains, deter-

mine the histories of countries. It is

precisely in the natural locality that we
must recognise the strongest bonds of

dependence on Nature. Apart from all

other features peculiar to Italy, her
central position in the Mediterranean
alone determines her existence as a

Mediterranean Power. However highly
we may value the good qualities of the

German people, the best of these quali-

ties will never reach so high a develop-
ment in the constrained, wedged-in,
continental situation of their native land
as they would in an island nation ; for

Germany's location is more that of a

state in a neighbourhood of states than
a natural location, and for this reason
more unfavourable than that of France.

Natural localities of the greatest im-
portance result from the configuration

and situation of divisions of the earth's

surface. The extremities of continents

—

such as the Cape of Good Hope, Cape
Horn, Singapore, Ceylon, Tasmania, and
Key West—are points from which sea

power radiates ; and at the same time

4j0
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POLITICAL EXPANSION HAS FOLLOWED IN THE TRACK OF THE WINDS
This map illustrating- the trade winds and prevailing winds shows how important were these winds before the days of
steam vessels. It shows that the outward voyage of Columbus was entirely along the track of the north-east
trade wnidf. Where the arrows cross, as off the North-west of Scotland, we have regions of wind disturbances.



THE RIVERS OF TWO CONTySTENTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE IN CIVILISATION
The influence of riverways in furthering^ political development may be best seen in the contrast between South
America and Africa ; the colonising movement came to Africa three hundred years later than to South America.'

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND THEIR NEARNESS TO THE SEA
A country's prosperity depends greatly upon its relation to the sea. This map shows the boundaries of European

countries, and the black lines indicate those countries that lie within 250 and 500 miles from the sea-coast

THE RELATION OF RIVERS AND THE SEA TO THE CIVILISATION OF COUNTRIES
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they are the summits of triangular

teiTitories that extend inland and are

governed from the apex. In the same way
all narrowings of parts of continents are of

importance. France occupies an isthmian

position between ocean and sea ; Ger-

many and Austria between the North Sea,

the Baltic, and the Adriatic. Some states

are situated on the coast, occu-
Thc Ideal

pying a bordering position

;

Situation
Qi-j^grs occupy an intermediate

for a State
j^^^^^qj^ And the more isolated

situations are all fundamentally different,

according to whether they are insular,

peninsular, or continental. Situations in

respect to the oceans are even more
various. How different are Atlantic

locations in Europe from those on the

Mediterranean, the Baltic, or the Black

Sea ! Only a few nations occupy a position

fronting on two great oceans. The ideal

natural situation for a state may be said to

be the embracing of a whole continent

within one political system. This is the

deeper source of the Monroe Doctrine.

Similar locations give rise to similar

political models. Since there are several

types of location, it follows that the

histories of such locations assume typical

characters. The contrast between Rome
and Carthage, their association with each

other, exhibiting the reciprocal action of

the characters of the northern and southern

Mediterranean coasts, is repeated in

similarly formed situations in Spain and
Morocco, in Thrace and Asia Minor, and
on a smaller scale in the Italian and
Barbary ports. In all these places

events similar to those in Roman and
Punic history have taken place. Japan
and England are unlike in many respects

;

yet not only the peoples, but also the

political systems, of the two island nations

have insular characteristics. Germany
and Bornu are as different from each
other as Europe is from Africa, but cen-

_
^

tral location has produced
Contrasts ,, t i uthe same peculiarity in each

—

_ . a source of power to the strong
Comparisons .. r • > ,i i

nation, of rum to the weak.
Contiguity with neighbouring states

brings with it important relationships.

The most striking examples of such con-
tiguity are to be seen in nations that are
cut oft from the coast of their continent and
completely surrounded by other countries.

Owing to the constant reaching out for

more territory, such a situation in Europe,
as well as in other continents, signifies
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unconditional loss of independence. Only
connection with a great river can prevent
the dissolution of a nation so situated.

The instinctive impulse to extend its

boundaries to the sea, sho^ATi by all

nations, arises from the desire to escape
an insulated continental position. Only
the very smallest of states, such as

Andorra and Liechtenstein—which, more-
over, do not aspire to absolute inde-

pendence—could have existed for centuries

in the positions that they occupy. A
medial situation held by one country
between two others is also, in point of

risk, comparable to a completely encom-
passed position. France was so situated

when Germany and Spain were under the

same ruler. The alliance of two neigh-

bouring lands may place a third state in

a similar position.

Whatever the individual locations of

neighbouring states may be, their number
is a matter of great importance. It is

better to have a multitude of weak neigh-

bours than a few strong ones. The
development of the United States that

gradually ousted France from the south,

. Mexico from the west, and

m.T ^ *^ Spain from both south and
National ^

, • j < 1 • . i

p , west, m order to be in touch
rogrcss

. ^y^^^i the sea on three sides, has,

with the decrease in neighbouring Powers,
resulted in an enviable simplification of

political problems.

A nation covering various dispersed

and scattered situations is to be seen at

the present day only in regions of active

colonisation and in the interiors of federal

states. Powerful nations are consolidated

into a single territory. We may see every-

where that when the area of distribution

of a form of life diminishes in extent,

it does not simply shrink up, but trans-

forms itself into a number of island-like

sites, giving the appearance that the form,
of life is proceeding from a centre of the

conquest of new territory. In what does
the difference lie between islands of pro-

gress and of recession ? ^^'ith nations and
states progress lies in the occupation of

the most advantageous sites ; retrogres-

sion lies in their loss and sacrifice. The
American Indians, forced back from
oceans, rivers, and fertile regions, form
detached groups of retrogression ; the

Europeans who took these sites from
them formed isles of progress as, one after

another, they seized the islands, promon-
tories, harbours, river-mouths, and passes.
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THE SIZE AND POWER OF NATIONS
TT is not without reason that so much
^ importance is attached to extent of

surface in geography. Area and popula-
tion represent to us the two chief charac-

teristics of a state ; and to know them is

the simplest means—often too simple—for

obtaining a conception of the size and
power of a nation. We cannot conceive of

any man, much less a human
^.

*^ community, without thinking

^ *.^
of surface or ground at the

crri ory
j^^j^ig time. Political science

may, through a number of clever con-

clusions, reduce the area of a state to a
mere national possession ; but we all

know that territory is too tightly bound
up with the very life of a state for it to

assume a position of so little importance.
In a nation, people and soil are organic-

ally united into one, and area and
population are the measure of this union.

A state cannot exchange or aler its

area without suffering a complete trans-

formation itself. What wonder, then,

that wars between nations are struggles

for territory ? Even in war the object is

to limit the opponent's sphere of action
;

how much more does the whole history of

nations consist in a winning and losing of

territory. The Poles still exist as they did

in former times ; but the ground upon
which they dwell has ceased to belong to

them in a political sense, and thus their

state has been annihilated.

During the course of history we con-

stantly see great political areas emerging
from the struggle for territory. We see

nations from early times to the present

day increasing in area : the Persian and
Roman Empires were small and
mean compared with those of

the Russians, English, and
Chinese. Also the states of

peoples of a lower grade of culture are

insignificant compared with the states of

more advanced races. The greatest empires

of the present day are the youngest ; the

smallest— Andorra, Liechtenstein, San
Marino, Monaco, appear to us only as

venerable, strange petrifications of an

The Vast

Modern
Empires

ahen time. The relation of surface to the
growth of spheres of commerce and oi

means of communication is obvious. Com-
munication is a struggle with area ; and the
result of this struggle is the overcoming of
the latter. The process is complicated
because, as control is gained over area, one
also acquires possession of its contents :

advantages of location, conformation,
fertihty, and, by no means least, the
inhabitants of the territory themselves.
But the loss in value of all these things,

brought about by their being widely
scattered throughout an extensive area,

can be overcome only by a complete con-
trol of the region over which they are

spread.

The development of commerce is the
preliminary history of political growth.
This apphes to all races, from Phoenicians
to North Americans, who point out to

us a post of the American Fur Company
as the germ from which Nebraska de-

veloped. Every colony is a result of

traffic ; even in the case of

Siberia, merchants from
European Russia travelled

thither as far as the Ob about

three centuries before its conquest. The
phrase " conquests of the world's com-
merce " is perfectly legitimate. The build-

ing of roads is a part of the glory of the

founders and rulers of nations. To-day.

tariff unions and railway politics have taken

the place of road-making. It has- always

been so ; both state and traffic have had
the same interest in roads and thorough-

fares. Traffic breaks the way, and the

state improves and completes it. It seems

to be certain that the firmly organised

state in ancient Peru opened the roads

which were later a service to traffic. In

a lower phase of development we may
see commerce leading directly to the

estabhshment of states ; in a higher, to

victory in war, arising from commercial

and railway communication. It would be

impossible for France to construct the

Sahara Railway without first subjugating

the Tuareg and seizing their country.
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Highways of traffic as weapons for hostile

states, the important part played by com-
mercial nations and the culture of strictly

industrial and commercial peoples, the

endeavour of traffic to be of service to the

poHcies of states, and, finally, the power-

ful reactions caused by the removal and
disuse of thoroughfares of commerce to

races, nations, and to entire spheres of

civilisation—can only be indicated here.

Every political movement, whether it

be a warlike expedition or a peaceful

emigration, is preceded by movements
which are not political. Inquiries must
be made and relations instituted ; the

object must be determined, and the road

explored. All the while that knowledge
of the world beyond the bounds of a

country is being gained, there is also an
imperceptible broadening of the geo-

graphical horizon ; and this not only widens

out, but becomes clearer. Fabulous tales

are circulated as to the terrors of strange

countries ; but the fear gradually vanishes

as our knowledge increases, and with the

latter a spirit of political enterprise awakens
One can say that every trader who passes

_ _, ^ the bounds of his country
Every Trader

^^^^^ j^-^ ^^^^^ ^-^^ ^-^
ears is

^^ j^-^ ^^^^ ^^ merchandise.
State with him ^ , .-, u iUTo be sure, there are both
long preparations made and quick leaps

taken in the processes of commerce.
Roman merchants prepared the way to a

knowledge of Gaul and its conquest. But
how different the attitude of the Romans
to Gaul before and after the time of

Caesar ! What a difference in the Spanish
estimate of the worth of iVmerican colonies

before the daj^s of Cortez and Pizarro, and
afterward ! The broader and clearer the

geographical horizon grows, the greater

become political schemes and standards of

policy.

The widening of the geographical horizon

and the clearing up of mysteries beyond
are invariably a result of the travels of

individuals or of groups for peaceful pur-

poses. The first of these purposes is com-
merce ; the chase and fishing are also to

be taken into consideration ; and the
involuntary wanderings of the lost and
strayed are not to be excluded. Europe
possessed a Pytheas and a Columbus who
discovered new worlds ; and every primi-

tive community had its explorers, too, who
cleared paths from one forest glade to

another. If such pioneers return, they also

bring back with them contributions to
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the general stock of knowledge of the world
without, and it becomes less difficult for

others to follow in their footsteps

;

finally armies or fleets may advance,
conquering in their tracks. Whenever
traffic makes busy a multitude of men,
and employs extensive means by which to

carry on its operations, the truth of the

_ , saying, " The flag follows
Causes of j. j >> r u j. u
-, ,. , _ trade, is finally estab-
National Success 1- i i • i / ,

. P .. lished in its broadest sense.

With all this strugghng and
labouring, territory does not fall to the
state simply as a definite number of square
miles. Just as single individuals bring
enlightenment to the state, in the same
manner the idea of area arises in the
intelligence of the aggregate.

When we say that an area increases, we
must remember that by this we mean that

the intelligence which views it and the

will that holds it together have increased,

and naturally, also, that which is re-

quisite for rendering intelligence and will

capable for their work. In this lies one of

the greatest differences that exist between
nations, one of the greatest causes of suc-

cess and failure in development.
A disposition for expansion that ad-

vances boundaries to the farthest possible

limit is a sign of the highest state of

civilisation. It is a result of an increase

both of population and of intellectual

progress.

There is something very attractive in

the small political models of early times :

those city-states whose development had
in definiteness and in precision a great

deal of the lucidity and compactness of

artistic compositions. Liibeck and Venice
are more attractive than Russia. The
concentration of the forces of a small

community in a limited, beautifully situ-

ated, and protected location, is a source

of a development that takes a deeper

hold on all the vital powers of a people,

employing them more extensively, and
therefore ending in a more
rapid and definite perfection

Small States

in Fine

Situations
of historical individualit5^

Thus small areas take the

lead of large territories in historical

development ; and we may see many
examples of a slow but sure trans-

ference of leadership from the small

area to the large, and of the gradual

diffusion of progress in the latter. Thus
Italy followed Greece ; Spain, Portugal

;

England, Holland.
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The opposite of this is precocity in

growth : the earher a state marks out

its hmits without consideration for later

expansion, the sooner the completion of

its development. The growth in area of

Venice and the Low Countries stood

still, while all about them territories in-

creased in size. The development of small

countries flags unless the increase of popu-

lation within a limited area leads to that

disquiet and emigration and expulsion

of citizens especially characteristic of

small nations : the horizon grows too

narrow for the times
;
patriotism becomes

local pride ; and the most important

life forces are impaired. Thus minor
nations, through.which races are separated

into little groups, develop : the great

national economic and religious cohesive

forces are broken up ; and even the

political advantages of the ground are

reduced in value through disintegration.

Under such conditions the impulse for

new growth must be brought in from
without. The native, who is acquainted
with only one home, is always inferior to

the foreigner, who has a knowledge of two
lands at least. It is remark-

f°St T^ h
^^^® ^^°^^ numerous are the

o a cs y
j-j-g^fjj^JQj^g Qf ^]^g establishment

rangers
^^ states by strangers. Some-

times these are mighty hunters, as in

i\frica ; often they are superior bearers of

civilisation, as in Peru ; and an especially

large number of them have descended to

the earth from heaven. In the face of

history which tells of the foundation of

a Manchurian dynasty in China and a
Turkish in Persia, of the establishment of

the Russian Empire by wandering North
Germans, and that of the great nations in

the West Sudan by the Fulah shepherds
—these mythical accounts, although they
may appear decidedly incredible when
taken singly, as a whole are probable
enough. The foundation of the nation of

Sarawak in Borneo by Brooke is reality

and corresponds with many of the old
legends of the formations of states.

The broad conception of a state, which
acts as a ferment does on a disrupted
mass, is introduced from one neighbouring
nation into another, each sharing in its

production. When such territories are
adjacent, the state situated in the most
}iowerful natural region overgrows the
other. The more mobile race brings its

influence to bear on the less mobile, and
possibly draws the other along with it.
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The more compact, better organised and
armed state intrudes on weaker nations,

and forces its organisation upon them.
A nation left to itself has a tendency to

split up into small groups, each of which
seeks to support its own life upon its own
soil, heedless of the others ; and as such
groups increase, they always reproduce in

their own images : families

^f^ . families, and tribes tribes.

• "r?."^^"**""* We find all sorts of measures
taken by some nations to limit

an increase in growth that would carr}^

them beyond their old boundaries and
place them under new conditions of life.

Many an othenvise inexplicable custom
of taking human life is a result of this

tendency; perhaps, in some cases, even
cannibalism itself. This impulse towards
limitation would have rendered the growth
of nations impossible had not the anti-

thetical force of attraction of one to another

led to growth and amalgamation. Truly,

the advance from a condition of isolated,

self-dependent communities to one of traffic

between state organisms, which must of

necessity lead to ebb and flow and union
of one group with another, is one of the

greatest turning-points in the history of

man.
Since the tendency has been for terri-

tory to become the exclusive reward of

victory in the competition of nations,

balance of territorial possessions has grown
to be one of the chief ends of national

policies. The phrase " balance of power,"
which has been so often heard since the

sixteenth century, is no invention of

diplomats, but a necessary result of the

struggle for expansion. Hence we find

an active principle of territorial adjust-

ment and balance in all matters con-

cerning international politics. It is not
yet- active in the small and simple

states of semi-civilised peoples ; such
states are much more uniform, for they
have all originated with a uniformly w^eak

capacity for controlling terri-

tory. In addition, the principle

ff . of "territorial isolation hinders
cig ours

^^^ action of political com-
petition. As soon, however, as necessity

for increased area leads to the contiguity

of nations, the conditions alter. The state

that occupies but a small region strives

to emulate its larger neighbour. It either

gains so much land as is necessary to

restore equality, or forces a decrease in

the neighbour's territory.

Nations
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Both alternatives have been of frequent
occurrence. Prussia expanded at the

expense of Schleswig and Poland in order

to become equal in territory to the other

great Powers. The whole of Europe
fought Napoleon until France had been
forced back within such boundaries as

were necessary to international balance.

Austria lost provinces in Italy

_ and replaced them with others

_ in the Balkan Peninsula. This
loss and gain appears to us,

in looking over an easily epitomised
history, such as that of France, as an
alternation of violent waves and temporary
periods of rest attained whenever a
balance is reached. Therefore it is not
owing to chance that the areas of Austria,

Germany, France, and Spain may be
respectively designated by loo, 86, 84,
and 80, that the area of Holland is to that
of Belgium as 100 is to go, and that the

United States stands to Canada as 100 to

96. To be effective, such balances must pre-

suppose equal civilisations, similar means
for the acquirement ot power. Rome was
so superior to her neighbours in civilisa-

tion that she could not permit any terri-

torial balance. Perhaps the adoption of

the River Halys as the boundary between
Media and Lydia was a first attempt to

establish a national sj^stem on the principle

of balance instead of " world" dominion.
Our standards for measuring the areas

of countries have constantly increased

during the growth of historical territories.

The history of Greece is to us but the
history of a small state ; and how many
years shall pass before that of Germany,
Austria, and France will be but the history
of nations of medium size ? England,
Russia, China, and the United States

include the better half of the land of the
world ; and to-day a British Empire in

the other half could not be conceivable.

Development has ever seized on greater

A ,.T n ... I and greater areas, and hasA New British m. "j j_ . . ^ united more and more ex-
Empire IS not ,

'
,

Conceivable tensive regions into aggre-

gates. Ihus it has always
remained an organic movement. The
village-state repeats itself in the city-state,

and the family-state in the race-state, the

smaller ever being reproduced in greater

forms. The smallest and greatest nations

alike retain the same organic character-

istics more or less closely united to the soil.

The surface of a state bears a certain

relation to the surface of the globe, and

according to this standard is the land
measured upon which the inhal:)itants of a
nation live, move, and labour. Thus it

may be said that the 208,687 square miles
of the German Empire represent about vy],-,-

of the entire surface of the earth ; further,

that the empire has a population of

60,500,000, from which the ratio of

5*45 acres to each individual follows.

Although it is true that wholly unin-
habited or very thinly populated regions,

high mountains, forests, deserts, etc., may
be valuable from a political point of view,
nevertheless the whole course of the
world's history shows us that, as a general
rule, the value of territory increases with
the number of inhabitants that dwell upon
it. Thus, before their disunion, Norway-
Sweden, with an area of 297,000 square
miles—two-fifths greater than that of the
German Empire—but with a population

of 6,800,000, cannot be looked upon as a

first-class Power ; while Germany closely

approaches the Russian Empire in strength,

for although its area is but ^ that of the

latter, its population is only
one-half less. Thus area

Area Does
Not
-, _ alone is never the deciding
Mean Power . . r ,.

,
y^

factor of political power. In

the non-recognition of this fact lies

the source of the greatest errors which
have been made by conquerors and states-

men. The powerful influence that small

states, such as Athens, Palestine, and
Venice, have exerted on the history of the

world proves that a great expanse of

territory is by no means indispensable to

great historical actions. The unequal

distribution of mankind over a definite

area is a much more probable source of

pohtical and economic progress.

Civihsation and political superiority

have always attended the thickly popu-

lated districts. Thus the whole of de-

velopment has been a progression from

small populations dwelling in extensive

regions to large populations concentrated

in more limited areas. Progress first

awoke when division of labour began

to organise and differentiate among
heaped-up aggregates, and to create dis-

crepancies promoting life and develop-

ment. A simple increase of bodies and
souls only strengthens that which is already

in existence by augmenting the mass. In

China, India, and Egypt, population has

increased for a long time ; but develop-

ment of civilisation and of political power

has been unable to keep pace with it.
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THE FUTURE HISTORY OF MAN
LOOKING back upon the history of man,

it appears to us the history of the

human race as a hfe phenomenon bound
and confined to this planet alone. We are

thus unable to form any conception of

progress into the infinite, for every

tellurian life-development is dependent

upon the earth, and must always return

to it again. New life must
Man and

^^^j^^ ^^^ j-^^^g Cosmic in-

fluences may broaden or narrowthe

Universe
the districts within which man

is able to exist. This was experienced by
the human race during the Glacial Period,

when the ice sheet first drove men toward
the equator, and later, receding, enabled

them once more to spread out to the north.

The limits of world life in general depend
upon earthly influences ; and thus, for

mankind, progress limited by both time

and space is alone possible.

Perhaps it would be well, for the elucida-

tion of the question of development, were
geography to designate as progress only

that which from sufficient data may be

estabhshed as such beyond all doubt.

Thus, to begin with, we have learned to

know of a progress in space—man's
diffusion over the earth—which proceeds

in two directions. The expansion of the

human race signifies not only an extension

of the boundaries of inhabited land far

into the Polar regions, but also the growth
of an intellectual conception of the whole
world.

Together with this progress there have
been countless expansions of economic
and political horizons, of commercial
routes, of the territories of races and of

. nations— an extraordinarily
_***'

° , manifold growth that is con-
Growth of ,• 11 1 T
\M V- A tniually advancmg. Increase

of population and of the near-

ness of approach of peoples to one another
goes hand in hand with progressing space.

Mankind cannot become diffused uniformly
over new areas without becoming more and
more familiar with the old. New qualities

of the soil and new treasures have been
discovered, and thus the human race has
(-onstantly been made richer. While these
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gifts enriched both intellect and will,

new possibilities were all the while arising,

enabling men to dwell together in com-
munities ; the population of the earth
increased, and the densely inhabited
regions, at first but small, constantly
grew larger and larger.

With this increase in number, latent

abilities came to life ; races approached
one another ; competition was entered
into ; interpenetration and minghng of

peoples followed. Some races acted
mutually in powerfully developing one
another's characteristics ; others receded
and were lost, unless the earth offered

them a possibihty of diffusion over better

protected regions. Already we see in

these struggles the fundamental motive
of the battle for area ; and at the same
time, on surveying this progress, we may
also see the limit set to it—that increase

in population is unfavourable to the pro-

gress of civilisation in any definite area,

• t if the number of inhabitants

Growth
'^become disproportionately

J^T.. large in respect to the terri-
of Differences , ° j iv/r

tory occupied. Many regions

are already over-populated ; and the num-
bers of mankind will always be restricted

by the limits of the habitable world.

Already in the differences in population

of different regions lie motives for the

internal progress of man ; but yet more
powerful are those incentives to the

development of internal differences in

races furnished by the earth itself through

the manifoldness of its conformation.

The entire histoiy of the world has thus

become an uninterrupted process of

differentiation. At first arose the differ-

ence between habitable and uninhabitable

regions, and then within the habitable

areas occurs the action brought about by
variations in zones, divisions of land,

seas, mountains, plains, steppes, deserts,

forests—the whole vast multitude of

formations, taken both separately and in

combination. Through these influences

arise the differences which must at first

develop to a certain extent in isolation

before it is possible for them to act upon
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one another, and to alter, either favour-

a])ly or unfavourably, the original charac-

teristics of men.
All the variations in race and in civilisa-

tion shown by different peoples of the

world, and the differences in power shown
by states, may be traced to the ultimate

processes of differentiation occasioned by
variations in situation, cli-

Earth's Variety

Reflected

in its Peoples

mate, and soil, and to which
the constantly increasing

mingling of races, that be-

comes more and more complex with the

diffusion of mankind over the globe, has
also contributed. The birth of Roman
daughter states, and the rise of Hispano-
Americans and Lusitano-Americans from
some of these very daughter nations, are

evidences of a development that ever strives

for separation, for diffusion over space,

which may be compared only to the trunk
of a tree developing, and putting forth

branches and twigs. But the bole that has
sent forth so many branches and twigs was
certainly a twig itself at one time ; and
thus the process of differentiation is

repeated over and over again. Progress

in respect to population and to occupied
area is undoubted ; but can these daughter
nations be compared to Rome in other

respects ? They have shown great powers
of assimilation and great tenacity, for

they have held their ground. Never-
theless, their greatest achievement has

been to have clung fast to the earth ; in

other words, to have persisted. Certainly

this is far more important than the

internal progress in which the branches

might perhaps have been able to surpass

the older nation.

It is- an important principle that since

all life is and must be closely attached

to the soil, no superiority may exist

permanently unless it be able to obtain

and to maintain ground. In the long run,

the decisive element of every historical

force is its relation to the land. Thus great

forces may be seen to weaken
in the course of a long

struggle with lesser forces

whose sole advantage consists

in their being more firmly rooted in the

soil. The warlike, progressive, on-marching
Mongols and Manchus conquered China,

it is true, but they have been absorbed

into the dense native population and have
assumed the native customs. The same
illustration applies to the founding of

Decisive

Element in

a Nation

nations by all nomadic races, especially

in the case of the Southern European
German states that arose at the time of the
migration of (icrmanic peoples. The
health and promise of the English Colonies
in Australia present a striking contrast
to the gloom that reigns over India, of

which the significance lies only in a weary
governing, conserving, and exploiting of

three hundred millions of human beings.

In Australia the soil is acquired ; in India
only the people have been conquered.
Will a time ever come when all fertile

lands will be as densely populated as

India and China ? Then the most civilised,

evolved nation will have no more space
in which to develop, maintain, and root

its better characteristics ; and the success

of a state will not result from the posses-

sion of active forces, but from vegetative
endowments—freedom from wants, longe-

vity, and fertility.

Even though the future may bring

with it a union of all nations in the world
into the one great community already

spoken of in the Gospel of John,
growth may take place only through

differentiation. And thus there

is no necessity for our shar-

ing the fear that a world-

state would swallow up all

national and racial differences, and all

variations in civilisation.

From the fact that history is move-
ment, it follows that the geographer

must recognise the necessity for progress

in space in the sense of a widening out of

the historical ground, and a progressive

increase of the population of this ground
;

further, a development toward the goal

of higher forms of life together with an
uninterrupted struggle for space between
the older and newer life-forms. Yet, for

all this, the definite bounds set to the

scene of hfe by the limited area of our

planet always remain.

Finally, all development on earth is

dependent on the universe, of which our

world is but a grain of sand, and to the

time of which what we call universal

history is but a moment. There must be

other connections, definite roads upon
which to travel, and distant goals, far

beyond. We surmise an eternal law of all

things ; but in order to know, we should

need to be God himself. To us only the

belief in it is given.

Frederick Ratzel

The Goal

of the

Nations
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THE FAR EAST DIVISION OF THE HARMSWORTH HISTORY OF THE WORLD
This History begins with the East and comes westward round the world. Japan is therefore the first country to
come into its survey, and from Japan we travel to Siberia, which, though extending: far west, must be treated as one.
After Siberia come China and Korea ; and Australia, Oceania, and Malaysia all come into the " Far East " when thus
treated geographically. The who'.c of the white portion of thi? map is treated in the Grand Division which now opens.
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SECOND GRAND DIVISION

THE FAR EAST
The Far East falls into two sections, Asiatic and Oceanic.

Tiie Asiatic comprises the insular empire of Japan ;
and,

on the continent, China, Korea, and Siberia, the extreme

northern territory which, though extending far westward,

must be treated as one.

The Oceanic division includes the Australian continent,

with the island of Tasmania ; the Pacific islands grouped

under the names of Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia,

to which last New Zealand is attached, the whole being

conveniently associated under the name of Oceania ;
and

the Malay Archipelago, or Malaysia, lying between Australia

and the Asiatic continent.

Of these three sections of Oceanic Far East only

Malaysia has a record extending over centuries. The
history of the other two, till the white sea-going races

began to settle among them, is inferential, conjectural. A
doubt was suggested whether New Zealand should be
attached rather to Australia than to Oceania, for the

reason that it has developed into one of the group of

autonomous states which make up so large a portion of

the British Empire ; but this consideration must clearly

yield to those based on geography and ethnology.
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L7\ND5 & PEOPLES

OF THE E^R EAST
THE INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE

OF THE FAR EAST

BY ANGUS HAMILTON
nPHE influence of environment upon a
* people is seldom shown more promi-
nently than in the high degree of civilisation

attained by the early Chinese.

Although the records are shrouded in

mystery and marred by discrepancies, a
consensus of scientific opinion traces the

origin of the Chinese to a nomad tribe

who, setting out from the shores of the

Caspian, continued to wander until it

found a home on the banks of the Yellow
River and in the plains of Shansi. Under
the influence of these immigrants, the rude
manners of the aboriginals gave way to

conditions in which a knowledge of the

smelting of iron and the resources of

agriculture was acquired. In the up-
ward process of development, the weaving
of flax into garments and the spinning
of silk from cocoons followed ; then,

with primeval chaos reduced to order

and the faculties quickened by habits of

industry, the beginnings of government
were made in the separation of the tribes

from one another under their own leaders.

While conditions of a settled existence

were in course of attainment within the

region which is now known as China
Proper, the spectacle of a prosperous
civilisation, reacting upon the uncouth
instincts of tribes dwelling among the

grassy uplands of Mongolia and the plains

of Manchuria or amid the ice-clad fast-

nesses of the mountains and forest-strewn

valleys of the farthest north, was presently

to be responsible for the rise of predatory

races, who, in the zenith of their strength,

regarded the teeming cities of the south
as lawful prizes. While the northern
heights of Asia were producing a race that

was to leave an indelible impression on
the whole of the Asiatic Continent, the

evolution of a no less spec' fie type was
proceeding in the islands off the coast.

Carried by a wave of migration from India,

which lapped the coast of Malaysia,

Indo-China and Polynesia, and mingled in

the islands of the Yellow Sea with a stream
from New Guinea so that separate ethno-

graphic identities were lost, were tribes who
looked to the ocean for their existence

much as the earUer Chinese relied upon
the proceeds of their husbandry and the

northern nomads upon their flocks.

Glancing at the people living amid the

plains, the uplands, and the islands, it

will be seen that an irresistible force was
enveloping the several races, moulding
their instincts and idiosyncrasies in accord

with the nature of their environment.

Thus, while the Chinese, under the incen-

tive of a knowledge of arts and crafts, had
already produced, in 2356 B.C., a system

of civilisation destined to endure to our

time, the nomads and the islanders,

unqualified by knowledge and controlled

by climate, were hardly removed from a

state of savagery a few centuries before

the Christian era.

If the passage of 4,000 years has

affected the Chinese no more than the

gliding of an hour, the existence of this

.109
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Eternal

Mystery

of China

great impassive people has not been with-

out its effect upon the nations of Europe
as upon the races of the Farthest East.

A point of ancient contact between
Christendom and the world of Confucius,

reflecting, in contemporary Japan to-

day the more permanent qualities of its

teaching, China has stirred the spirits of

the adventurous in all ages by
its singular graces of refine-

ment, its hidden wealth and
the exquisiteness of its artistic

perceptions. Arousing the curiosity of

the Arab traders as early as the eighth

century, it was known to the ancients,

if they journeyed by the Southern

Sea, as the kingdom of Sin, Chin, Sinae,

or China, in corruption, perhaps, of the

word Tzin—under which dynasty occurred,

in 250 B.C., the fusion of several petty

kingdoms into an organic empire ; or by
the name of Seres if, traversing the longi-

tude of Asia, they came by the overland

route. Known to the Middle Ages by the

name of Cathay—corrupted from Kitai, the

name by which China is still described by
Russia and by the races of Central Asia,

but which itself sprang from the Khitans,

the first of the northern dynasties—it

represented to European commerce of

the thirteenth century the embodiment
of wealth, romance, and mystery ; much as

its position, maintained unchanged through
long centuries, had made it the actual

repository of the records of Central, as well

as Southern, Asia.

Contemporary with the early Egyptians,
the Assyrians, and the Hebrews, and com-
prising an empire that in 241 B.C. repre-

sented as nearly as possible the present

limits of the Eighteen Provinces, the

Middle Kingdom has been affected by
the great upheavals of the Western
world as little as she herself has troubled
to impress her methods and manner of

government upon the aboriginal races

beyond her borders. Indeed, filled with
a lofty disdain of the outer
barbarians, it was not until the
chance migration to Korea
of some five thousand Chinese

under Ki-tze, in 1122 B.C., that the
ethical, social, and political systems in

vogue in China were carried further afield.

Once transplanted, however, the aboriginal

life of the cave-dwellers of the peninsula
gave way before the superior culture of

Ki-tze's followers, and within the course
of the succeeding thousand years a cluster
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Korea, the

Middle

Kingdom

of independent states, fashioned upon the

parental model, was firmly established.

Although in the centuries just before the

Christian era there was a constant inter-

change of communications with these

states of the Eastern Peninsula, the classic

conservatism of the Middle Kingdom was
unabated by any expression of curiosity or

interest in the welfare of the unknown
islands. Yet the islanders, confronted with
a struggle for existence, had risked the

perils of many voyages to the neighbouring

coasts, spreading wonderful stories of their

own land and returning with ample evi-

dences of the power and importance of the

Korean kingdom. Unconscious of this

intercourse, but by reason of it, China,

the tutor of Korea, became through the

agency of her pupil a determining factor

in the upward progression of the islanders

when, between 290 B.C. and 215 B.C., in

consequence of dynastic difficulties, a

steady stream of inhabitants from the

peninsula passed from the Land of Morning
Radiance eastwards with the intention of

settling on the coasts of Japan, with whose
inhabitants, in fact, they at once merged.
Though at the other end of the pole

of human endeavour in comparison with

the Chinese, and famihar only
^P*** * with the elemental accessories

to life, the islanders, under the

influence of this alien strain,

at the dawn of our era had emerged from

a state of tribal control to the recognition

of the authority of a single and supreme
ruler. Two centuries later Japanese arms
were strong enough to invade Korea,

where several victories were gained ; but

even then the Middle Kingdom maintained

no communication with the islands of the

Yellow Sea, and was more or less indifferent

to the rise of over-sea relations between her

vassal and the mariners from the East.

It is possible to trace to this obliquity in

the political vision of the Celestial Empire
of the day much of the subsequent havoc
that the self-same race were to inflict upon
the coasts of Asia. Impressed with no
consideration for the interests of the main-

land, and troubled by no sense of material

responsibility, Japanese corsairs harried

the Chinese and Korean coasts unmerci-

iviWy, finding in the occupation an outlet

for that primitive but inherited instinct for

aggression that stimulates the race to-day.

Disturbed less by the appearance of an
island Power than by a confederacy of

barbarian clans that, by 1000 a.d., had

the Dawn of

Our Era
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exerted a mastery over Mongolia, Tartary,

and Manchuria, and a century later

served as a menace to the safety of

the dynasty itself, the Celestial Empire
was beset on two sides by enemies who
were attracted by the prosperity of its

people. Unmindful to a great degree of

the dangers which were accumulating, an
instinct for and an interest in trade, con-

firmed by the revelation of the self-

supporting character of an empire that
reached to Cochin-China in one direction

and the Pamirs in another, prompted the
Chinese to neglect the arts of war in their

preference for the triumphs of peace.

Characterised by a capacity for infinite

pains, and possessed of a complete under-
standing of the varied resources of agri-

culture, the Chinese insensibly pursued
a path leading always in a contrary
direction to those marked out by Nature
for the islanders, as for the fierce nomads
of the steppe. Thus innately addicted to

habits of peace, centuries upon centuries of

undisturbed prosperity chastened natures
that were never very warlike ; whereas the
exact inversion of this existence propelled
those hordes of Tartars, Huns, Turks,

Th P f 1
Khitans, Kins, Mongols, and

p . . Manchus to leave the Far

the Chinese
^°^^^ ^^ ^ disfiguring passage
through Asia, and bade the

islanders release their sails in expeditions
against Korea. It was not enough for the
founder of the Tzin dynasty to fortify his

northern frontiers by the construction of

the Great Wall, or for that great warrior
Panchow to drive the Huns before him to

the Oxus itself, or for the rulers in the long
period of disunion which unites the fall of

the Han dynasty to the rise of the Sung to

compromise with the leaders of successive

rushes of barbarian horsemen by matri-
monial alliances with their families. The
cause lay in the foundations of the race
itself. Yet, such was the insidious charac-
ter of the land against which these mounted
hordes so often flung themselves that,

although the imminence of attack ulti-

mately became a thing with which the
Government of China was wont to conjure
the peaceful, well-contented lower classes

and the luxury-loving upper classes, the
effect of each invasion was dissipated so

soon as the invaders experienced the subtle

blandishments of Chinese civilisation.

Presented with remarkable clearness,

we have an array of devastating invasions,

the one following the other in rapid

succession and occasionally assuming such
dimensions that the operations riveted the
attention of Emope upon the little-known
lands of Asia, which in most instances
required only the passage of a few centuries
for the minutest vestige to be obliterated.

Thus the Kins, who left no trace, dis-

c ... . placed the Khitans, equally

History in Little
Irrecoverable, and were in

Known Lands J)^™
dispossessed by the

Mongols, whose wide
dominion embraced so much of the
earth's surface that in 1227 a.d. the whole
of High Asia, from the Caspian to Korea,
and from the Indus to the Yellow Sea,

recognised its sway—always excepting the
strong but still despised sea-state of

Japan, whose lusty inhabitants threw
back the allied hosts of China, Korea, and
the Mongol monarch in 1274 and 1281.

Yet if the Mongols, in an effort to wreak
their vengeance on the Chinese, razed to

the ground the cities of the vanquished so

that their horsemen could ride over their

deserted sites without stumbling, none
the less they earned the acclamations of

posterity by the faciUties that the Mongol
domination of Central Asia offered to

communications between the West and
Cathay. Marco Polo was not alone in his

knowledge of the Court of the Great Khan,
although doubtless he was the first to visit

it. But this liberty of intercourse, existing

only by the land route to Asia, was mea-
sured solely by the duration of the Mongol
rule ; freedom of action along the high-road

from West to East stopped prematurely
when the sway of Islam settled once again

over Central Asia. Two centuries elapsed

before, under the banners of the Manchus,
bold horsemen of the North, in 1644, flashed

once again through the plains of China,

imposing, by a change of costume and of

coiffure, perhaps the most striking effect of

any that has followed in the train of these

invasions.

But if the exclusiveness of the Moham-
medan conquerors closed the route to

Cathay so effectually that for

two hundred years nothing

more was heard of the country,

Columbus, Cabot and others

set themselves the task of opening up
communications by water. But it was
not Cathay that they reached. That was
left to the Portuguese Raphael Perestralo

to accomphsh by saihng, in 15 11, from

Malacca to Canton, and thus winning
the coveted distinction of first approaching

All

Opening

the Gates of

the East
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China by sea. Fifty years later (1560)

the same race succeeded in obtaining a

settlement at Macao, while the Spaniards

gazed with longing eyes from their strong-

holds in the Phihppine Islands upon the

rich junks on the China seas. Such was
the effect of these trading visits from the

West that the Chinese in their turn

were emboldened to visit for

T V -I
themselves these outlying

in Ja an
centres of Western trafhc. But

apan
^^ ^^^ more usually vessels

from Japan that were seen, for the Chinese

were still without any special appetite for

Western trade. With the islanders, on the

other hand, a love of barter, acting on the

native instincts of a maritime people,

caused them to traverse these more distant

waters ; although occasionally the scanti-

ness of the resources in their own country
moved them, so that they were propelled

as much by stern necessity as by the

lust of war and loot or a passion for

trade. At first Polynesia, then Malaysia
and India were visited. Again, trips

were made to the remote coasts of Mexico.
Still later, a colony founded at Goa
became the centre of an important trading
connection throughout the Indian hemi-
sphere. In these voyages we see the

attractive inifuence exercised by the

Pacific and the Indian Oceans on an
island people, who, fitted by temperament
no less than by position, played in Eastern
waters the role filled by the Ehzabethan
explorers on the coasts of the New World.
As yet the distinctive call of the East

had been heard only along the byways of

Turkestan, and even those who had
responded had ventured no further than
the provinces of Cathay. Thus the isles

of the Yellow Sea were to the Western
mariner at the dawn of the sixteenth
century as much a terra incognita as the
Arctic and Antarctic regions are to the
sailor of to-day. The spectacle of Japanese
junks saihng gaily across the heaving

waters of the Spanish Main
and rounding the heel of India
aroused the interest of the
Western traders, who at once

embarked for the fortunate lands of the
East, arranging relations there even before
they had been welcomed by the Chinese.
With the arrival of Portuguese traders

off Japan in 1542, a curtain was raised
which was never quite to descend. In
the interval a commercial entrepot was
established on the island of Hirado, and

4T2

Raising

the

Curtain

an intercourse set afoot that encouraged
a visit from a Spanish squadron towards
the close of the sixteenth century. This

visit was returned in 1602 by the despatch

of a ceremonial embassy to the Governor-
General of the Philippines.

Throughout the first half of that century

Japan continued to attract the adventu-
rous, and the Dutch now followed in the

wake of the Portuguese and Spanish

ships. The reception of the bold spirits

was unequal, and in 1624 all foreigners

except the Dutch and the Enghsh were
banished. By 1641 no traders were
allowed but Dutch, who, in spite of being

restricted to the island of Deshima,
enjoyed a monopoly of the trade with

Japan until 1867. In the meantime,
abroad, rumours of the untold wealth of

Asia had brought the Indies, together

with Cathay and Japan, into distinct

prominence. Under the Chinese Emperor
Kien-Lung, whose reign of sixty years,

1735-1795, was remarkable for its con-

quests and successful administration,

commercial intercourse with the West
was regularised, and the founding of

recognised trading settlements on the

China coast ended the era

of furtive attempts to open
trade relations with this ex-

clusive people. From these

early trading stations have sprung the

several commercial capitals that now
grace the China coast. Hong Kong, Canton,

Shanghai, Tientsin, and Newchang are

the links existing to-day between the

magnificence of the merchant princes and
the sway of the " John Company." Of
course conditions are now much altered,

yet the memories of the past find a very
splendid setting in the size, dignity, and
importance of the modern treaty ports.

Although the Far East was already mani-

festing its powers of holding the attention

of the civilised world, the centres of

interest there w^ere concerned for many
years solely with the kingdoms of China
and Japan.

Australasia was a great unknown when
the high latitudes of Asia were the fount

of many conquering races. Obviously,
therefore, the magnet of acquisitiveness

pointed to the value of investigating the

bleak northern steppes. Once started,

the Pacific and the Amur were reached
within eighty years under the impetus
of an unrelenting progress which swept
from west to east across the regions of

Untold

Wealth
of Asia
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China on

the Western
Horizon

North Asia. Begun at the instigation of

Stroganoff, who pushed the hesitating

footsteps of Yermak across the Urals in

1580, by 1584 this gallant freebooter

was offering to Ivan IV. with no uncertain

voice the wide dominions of Siberia as the

price of pardon. Khan after khan was
unseated, tribe after tribe dispossessed,

for neither Tartar nor Turk,

Buriat nor Tunguse, could

offer effective resistance to

the Cossacks from the Don.
In the end this all-conquering advance
was stayed by the Chinese, who, in

the treaty of Nertchinsk, i68g, con-

tracted their first formal convention with
a foreign Power. For nearly two centuries

Russia faithfully observed the terms of

this engagement, apprehensive of en-

dangering the Kiachta trade if she con-

tinued her encroachments upon Manchu
territory. By this action the trade of

China, which has now made the problem
of the Far East of dominating importance,

became of more than passing interest to

a Western Government. As generations

passed, however, the advance of Russia,

to the Pacific in one direction, and in

search of a warm-water harbour in another,

was resumed. First Eastern Siberia and
then Northern Manchuria were added to

her Asiatic satrapy, and the Amur ceased

to be the containing line. Ultimately her

frontier rested on the ocean to the north,

the east, and the south ; Vladivostock,

Port Arthur, Harbin, and Mukden
becoming the centres from which her Far
Eastern dominions were administered.

The spirit of adventure, now inspiring

all ranks of society as well as most of the

civilised races of the world, was by no
means satisfied by territorial conquest.
The wide dominions of the sea, as yet
untraced and all unknown, embraced an
empire which appealed as strikingly to

the sympathies of geographers as did the
prospects of Far Eastern trade to the

Th r r h
^^^l^^Ss of the East India

e ng IS
mgi-cj^a^j^^j^ Much the same

. .. ceaseless quest carried the
Cossack Dejneff, in 1648, round

the north-eastern extremity of Asia ; Torres,

a Spaniard commissioned by the Spanish
Government of Peru, in 1606 nego-
tiated the strait between New Guinea
and the mainland ; and various Dutch
expeditions in 1606, 1616, 1618, 1627 and
iO>^2 endured the dangers of the reef-

bound coasts. But it was not until 1688
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that the English first made their appear-
ance on the Australian coast. In

some measure the situation was await-

ing the man. The voyages of Captain
Cook (1769-1777) took up the work of

geographical exploration in the Southern
Hemisphere in a style quite befitting the

records already elsewhere accomjjlished.

If between the continent of Australia

and the coasts of China to-day there is only

a commercial connection, it must not be
forgotten that Australia is closely identified

with the Polynesian races, who in turn

are related to the early Japanese. New
Zealand, Australia, New Caledonia, and
New Guinea, as parts of one and the

same continent, which now in many places

has disappeared beneath the sea, present

an ethnographic study of unusual impor-

tance and interest. In few other parts

of the world is so great an ethnographic

variation imposed upon a single con-

necting racial family as in the island

divisions of the South Seas—Australasia,

Polynesia, Micronesia, and Melanesia. It

is by the existence of this underlying

relationship that the Indo-Pacific races,

„ .,. J whatever their specific origin.
Pacific and

undoubtedly link up two
the Destinies -^ ^

of Peoples
hemispheres which organically

are widely separated. By the

abruptly disintegrated character of exist-

ing racial location, however, it is possible

to read the impression made by the

Pacific Ocean on the history of the world.

If oceanic influences are represented in

other ways to-day, and tribal migrations

in a body are occurrences of the past, the

necessities of the age still make such
heavy demands on what is, after all, the

immemorial highway of mankind that the

Pacific can still be said to mould the

destinies of races to-day as easily as it

has obliterated them in the past.

Turning to Asia, although the Empires
of Russia in Siberia and of China
have worked out their destinies inde-

pendently of the Pacific, remaining un-

affected by it more than all other Eastern

states, the part that the Pacific has played

in the development of Asia since the

eighteenth century cannot go unnoticed.

Japan, in particular, has profited by the

readiness of communication that the

ocean provides to rise above prejudices

which are usually inseparable from an
island people ahd are pre-eminently to be
expected among Asiatics. In China the

absence of any prominent dependence on
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the sea, either for food or means of trans-

port, has produced in very sinister form
an aversion against the West. None the
less, under pressure from the Occident,
and without regarding the example set

by Japan, the Celestial Empire has
permitted much commercia' encroach-
ment. Succeeding the galleons of the

buccaneers have come the stately traders

of the merchant princes of Europe and
America, and these in turn have given
place to the steamers of industrial trusts,

exacting as large a tribute as the earliest

marauders. While the consequences of

industrial expansion among Oriental people
have made the Pacific the focus of much
restless energy, Japan, now as great a
Power on land as formerly she was, and
is, at sea, has developed an intelligence

that has made her pre-eminent among the

trading nations of the East. Undeterred
by exertion, unmoved by expenditure,

Japan has displaced the carrying trade

of the Pacific by her fearless invasion

of Western markets. Throughout the
isles of the Southern Seas, and up and
down the face of the Pacific slope, the

. islanders have swarmed, filling

„ * ' the lands of their passage with
Happen ^ i

J,
, unaccustomed energy.

Looking back, then, at the
conditions of Asia in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and comparing them
with those existing to-day, it will be noticed
that as wide a gulf separates Japan from
China in the twentieth century as then
separated China from the rest of the
Far East. On one side there is China,
unemotional, and only slightly irruptive

;

on the other there is Japan, voicing the
regeneration of Asia with raucous tones.

Meanwhile the vast interests of the
Occident in the Orient are united with
either power by frequent political inter-

course and a traffic which has given to the
Pacific priority of place in the battle for

commercial supremacy. Yet while China
is commercially independent of the W^est,

and Japan dependent upon it, all branches
of foreign industry cannot but view with
alarm the increasing aggressiveness of

the spirit of independence now inspiring

Asia at the prompting of Japan. Obvi-
ously these signs are the indication of

an approaching cleavage between East
and West, which, when fully attained,

will bear witness to the complete severance
of the shackles hitherto enthralling Asia

to the interests and purposes of the West.

It must not be forgotten that Japan
already has achieved her complete re-

generation. Thirty years hence China,
no doubt, will have followed suit, when a
federacy of the Far Eastern Powers may
become an accomplished fact. Even at
this moment such a union is possible,

^.. and its realisation wouldChina „ T,
rp.. . impose upon all European
inirtyycars ^ '

, ,i ,-

Hence Cjovernments the immediate
revision of their Asiatic policies.

At this time such a combination is

hampered only by the unwillingness of

China to accept the suggestions of Japan
in anything affecting the policy of Asia,
although, in spite of this objection, active
reforming influences are gradually effect-

ing important changes throughout the
Chinese Empire. For the moment,
therefore, Japan is content to tread alone
the path she has marked out, encouraging
her subjects by example to exploit Asia
for the Asiatics, and to secure recogni-

tion of the doctrine of equality between
the white and Asiatic races.

If the full significance of this move-
ment is not yet discernible, there is enough
evidence to show that the problem will

rank among the greatest that the politics

of the twentieth century can disclose. Not
only one part of the civilised globe will be

affected by the rise of a dominant Asia,

for the whole world will be confronted
equally with the necessity of resisting

whatever indications may appear. If

it is difficult to devise an arrangement
short of total exclusion that does not

admit an annual influx of a large number
of Japanese, Chinese, Korean, or Indian

immigrants into the lands affected by this

invasion, it is at least tolerably certain

that if the existing flow of Asiatics across

the Pacific to America and Australasia

continues unabated for a further decade,

the areas now menaced will be inhabited

by a white minority.

It appears evident that the continuation

of the Far East under existing conditions

is doubtful, if not impossible, in

/*th
^™ ^^^^^ °^ ^^^ awakening of Asia

°
^ and the visible prejudices

en ury
^^^^ Western democracy enter-

tains against the Asiatic. Yet if the cleish

of conflicting interests ultimately pre-

cipitates a struggle between the two
great racial divisions of the world, there

can be no doubt that the moral teachings

of humanity will be discredited.

Angus Hamilton
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GREAT DATES IN THE HISTORY OF JAPAN
B.C.

660

A.D.

59
•25

202
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552
645
675
689
750
782
800

889

"55

1 186
1 192

1220
1275

1281

•333

'337

1543

•549

1574
1581
1582

1583

1592
•598

1606
1615
1617
1 62

1

1624

•637
1641
1694
•792
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To 500 A.D.
Supposed foundation of the Japanese
Empire by Jimniu

Emperor Suinin flourished. Abolition

of the practice of burying retainers

alive on the master's death
Reputed Korean immigration
Legendary hero Yamato Dak6

flourished

Reputed conquests in Korea by Empress
Jingo Kogo

Probable introduction of Chinese civili-

sation, through Korea

500-1000

Introduction of Buddhism
The Taikvva Laws of Kntoku
Encouragement of l)Uddhism by Temmu
The Laws reduced to a written code
Development of the Samurai class

Emperor Kwammu
Fusion of Shinto with Buddhism by
Kobo Daishi

High offices become hereditary in the

Fujiwara family

1000-1500
the Taira and MinamotoWars of

clans

Victory of the Minamoto
The Minamoto Shogunate established.

Japanese feudal system
Supremacy of the Hojo family

Attempt of Kublai Khan to invade
Japan

Destruction of the Chinese (Mongol)
Armada

Ashikaga revolt and overthrow of the

Hojo
Rival Mikados of the North and South

for iifty-five years

1500-1800

First appearance of Europeans (Portu-

guese) in Japan
Francis Xavier attempts to introduce

Christianity

Overthrow of Ashikaga by Nobunaga
Rapid development of Christianity

Death of Nobunaga. Supremacy of his

general Hideyoshi (TaikO .Sama)

Envoys sent from feudal lords to the

Pope
Hideyoshi' s invasion of Korea
Death of Hideyoshi. Accession to

power of lyeyasu
.Prohibition of Christianity

Restoration of Minamoto Shogunate
Foreign trade limited to two ports

Japanese prohibited from foreign travel

Decree of expulsion against all foreigners
e.xcept Dutch and Chinese

Peasant and Christian revolt

Dutch and Chinese restricted to Nagasaki
Development of trade-guilds

Russian sciuadron visits Japanese coast

A.D. 1800-1867
1804 Russia attempts unsuccessfully to open

relations with Japan
1818 Captain Gordon at Yedo Bay
1844 Holland makes proposals for extension

of trade
1848 Visit of American and French warships

to Japanese waters
•853 Commodore Perry in Yedo Bay
•854 First Japanese Treaty with a Western

Power {L^.S.A.) in ^larch. First Treaty
with Great Britain in October

•855
I

Russian Treatv
1856 Dutch Treaty'
1859 Readmission of Christian missionaries
1 86 1 Attack on British Legation
1862 Murder of Mr. Richardson

Japanese Embassy to the Treaty Powers
1863 Bombardment of Kago-shima by British

1864 Bombardment of Shimonoseki by inter-

national squadron
Contest and reconciliation of the two

great clans ( Sats-cho)
1866 Kei-ki, last Shogun

New Conventions with Western Powers
1867

[

Accession of Mutsu-hito as Mikado
Appointment of Europeans : French

military and British naval instructors

Resignation of Shogun Kei-ki

i 1868 1907
1868

I

Restoration of imperial power
1869

j

The Emperor takes up residence at

1 Yedo, re-named Tokio. Emperor's
'

' charter
'

' oath
! The Daimiyo surrender feudal rights

1 87 1
I

Feudalism abolished
1872 Establishment of religious toleration

• 873 Adoption of Gregorian Calendar
Universal Military Service

1874
j

.Saga rebellion. Formosan expedition

1875 I Saghalin exchanged for Kuriles

1876 Korean Treaty
•877 Revolt and death of Saigo
1879 Annexation of Riu-Kiu Islands

1889 Promulgation of the Constitution. Es-
tablishment of local self-government.

Anti-foreign reaction

1890 First Imperial Parliament. New civil

and commercial codes
1894 War with China

189s X'ictory over China. Formosa anne.xed

1897 Revised customs tariff. Gold standard.

Freedom of Press and public meetings
1899 I New Treaties on terms of equality.

I

Opening of the whole country
1900 Expedition against Boxers in China
1902 Anglo-Japanese agreement
1904 War with Russia
'905 Victory over Russia. Japan obtains

Port Arthur, S. Saghalin, control of

.S. Manchuria, and protectorate of

Korea
Anglo-Japanese alliance

1907 Korea's last throes
Violent Californian and Canadian

opposition to Japanese inuuigrants

Franco-Japanese Agreement
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THE COUNTRY AND THE PEOPLE
BY ARTHUR DIOSY

THE EMPIRE OF THE EASTERN SEAS

Great Japan

A SIA'S furthest outpost towards the vast
** waters ot the Pacific Ocean, a long,

narrow chain of rocky, volcanic islands,

extends north-east to south-west along the

eastern coast of the mainland, separated
from it by the Sea of Japan and the China
Seas. A glance at the map shows this

long string of more than three thousand
islands and islets, stretching from 51° 5',

the latitude of Shumo-shu, the most
northern of the Kurile group of islands,

down to 21° 48', the latitude of the South
- . Cape of Formosa, a total

BreLth^of
length of nearly thirty degrees.

Its component parts extend
from 157° 10' east longitude, at

Shumo-shu, as far westwards as 119° 20',

the position of the extreme western islets

of the Pescadores, or Hokoto, archipelago,

a distance of nearly thirty-eight degrees.

the total breadth of the Empire of Dai
Nippon—Great Japan.
The enormous length of the island

empire, the configuration of which is

likened by the Japanese to the slender

body of a dragon-fly, provides a great

variety of climate, from the Arctic rigour

of the Kurile Islands and the Siberian

climate, with its long and terrible winter

and its short but fierce summer, obtaining

in the larger northern islands, to the

sweltering, steamy heat of Formosa, the

tropic of Cancer passing through that

island and throixgh the Pescadores. These

IE 2S G

extreme temperatures apart—and they
prevail only at the ends of the empire

—

Japan po.ssesses a temperate chmate,
similar to that of the northern .shores of

the MediteiTanean, but colder in winter

and much damper, the excessive humidity
causing both heat and cold to be very

trying, though never dangerous. The
rainfall is especially heavy in June and
in September, but no month is entirely

without rain. The hottest period of the

ye&r is called do-yo, corresponding to our

"dog-days," and follows the rainy season

of June and early July.

Japan owes its great humidity, the

consequent fertility of such parts of its

surface as are cultivable—about 84*3 per

cent, of the whole area of Japan proper

is too rocky to yield food for

man—and the luxuriant ver-

dure that clothes the lower

slopes of its wooded hills, to

its msular position, and, chiefly, to two
great factors, a current and a wind.

The great warm current known as the

Kuro-shio, the Black Brine, or Black

Tide, flowing from the tropical region

between the Philippines and Formosa,

raises the temperature of the east coast,

and, where it is in part deflected by
contact with the southern coast of

Kiu-shu, also of the west coast, acting

in the same beneficent manner as the Gulf

Stream of the Atlantic. The wind that

417

What Japan

Owes to

its Position



A GLIMPSE OF THE INLAND SEA, THE LOVELIEST SHEET OF WATER IN JAPAN
Studded with hundreds ot islands, every part of the Inland Sea of Japan, stretching 2+0 miles in length, and widening
once to 40 miles, offers an enchanting prospect. The islands occur often in clusters, giving the appearance of lakes.

affects the J apanese climate most strongly

is the north-east monsoon, tempered by the
action of the dark, warm, ocean current.

The geographical position of Japan
has had great influence on the history

of its people, and clearly indicates the

supremely important part the empire
is destined to play in the future develop-
ment of the Far East. Its insular charac-

ter has preserved it from invasion—it

is the proud and legitimate boast of the

Japanese that no foe has, within historical

times, trodden Japanese soil for more
than a few hours—and whilst it rendered
possible the seclusion in which the nation
lived for more than two centuries, develop-
ing, undisturbed, a high civilisation of

its own, the basis of many of the Qualities

displayed by the Japanese in our day,
it has been, in recent times, the cause of

Japan's real might in the world—her sea-

power, naval and commercial.
The map shows the four principal

islands of Japan Proper : Hon-shu, or

418

Hon-do—" Principal Circuit," the largest

island of Japan, commonly called Nippon,
really the name of the whole empire,
meaning "Sun-origin," equivalent to

Sunrise Land ; Kiu-SHU, or Nine Pro-
vinces ; Shi-koki^ or Four States ; and
the great northern iJand of Yezo, the

second in size, officially termed Hok-
kai-do

—
" North Sea Circuit."

The four islands extend, opposite the

mainland, from the coast of the Russian
Maritime Province, on the north-west,

down to the southern extremity of the
Korean peninsula, on the south-west.

North of Yezo, facing the mouth of the

great River Amur, the long, narrow
island of Saghalien—Karafuto, in Japanese
—belongs partly to Russia, partly to

Japan, its southern districts, ;ip to the

fiftieth degree of latitude, being ceded to

the victors by Article IX. of the Treaty
of Portsmouth (1905). Separating these

islands, important channels afford com-
munication between the Sea of Japan and



Ke> sloi;e \'ic\v Co.

A CRATER WITH EIGHTY VILLAGES, iN WHICH TWENTY THOUSAND PEOPLE LIVE
Twenty thousand people live in eig:hty villages in the outer crater of Aso-san, probably the largest crater on
earth, competing, says Professor Milne, with some of the great craters of the moon. The crater of Aso-san is from
10 to 11 miles across, and its wall is everywhere 2,000 feet high, the highest peak being Taka-dake, o,630 feet.

the Pacific. The Gulf of Tartary divides

Saghahn from the mainland, whilst the

Strait of La Perouse, or Strait of Tsugaru,
separates the island from Yezo. The
Straits of Korea, between that empire,

now under the protectorate of Japan, and
the main island, Hon-shu, or Nippon, are

the way of communication joining the

Sea of Japan and the eastern part of the

China Sea, the straits being divided into

three channels by the island of Iki

and by those of Tsu-shima, a name
rendered for ever glorious by Togo's

great victory on May 27th, 1905. The
various straits are sufficiently narrow to

be easil}' closed to an enemy by Japan's
splendicl fleet.

Although Japan has remained immune
from invasion throughout historical time,

its proximity to the mainland, and especi-

ally to the Korean peninsula, led, in pre-

historic ages, to its receiving from the

continent an inilux of immigrants who

gradually conquered the insular natives,

and whose descendants probably form the

main stock of the present Japanese race.

It was this proximity that brought the

civilisation of China into Japan, in the

first instance through Korea ; the same
route was followed by another mighty
invasion of foreign thought, the intro-

duction of Buddhism.
No country has been better fashioned

by Nature for the acquirement of sea-

power than the Island Empire of the

Rising Sun. Its enormous extent of coast-

line, with countless indentations, especi-

ally numerous on the south-eastern coasts

of Hon-shii, Shi-koku, and Kiu-shu, its

many excellent harbours, naturally forti-

fied by reason of the narrow entrances to

the gulfs in which they are situated—for

example : Nagasaki, in Kiii-shu, the naval

stations at Sa.sebo, in the same island.

Kure, in the Inland Sea, and Yoko-
suka, near Tokio Bay—and. above all, the
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u 1 xi^^^?'^^ LAKE AND THE GATEWAY TO THE INARI TEMPLE IN KIOTOHakon6 Lake, the top picture, is a deligrhtful summer resort. The bottom picture, the avenue of Torii (portals), formic-
the entrance to a Shinto Temple at Kioto, is a wonderful sight. There are over tOO Torii, arranged in two colonnades
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A GLIMPSE OF THE BUSY NAGOYA CANAL AND OF THE PARK AT KUMAMOTO
Nagoya is one of the great manufacturing cities of Japan, and a busy canal links the city with the port of

Yokkaichi. The park of Suizenji, in Kumamoto, is a beautiful example of Japanese landscape gardenmg.
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excellence of its seafaring population,

supply the elements that give Japan the

mastery in Far Eastern waters.

In the thousands of hamlets nestling in

the bays, large and small, and creeks of the

Japanese islands, dwells a hardy race of

fishermen, inured to peril and fatigue, men
of brawny strength and indomitable pluck,

frugal and enduring, as fine
ea aring

niaterial for the manning of
Qualities of , i ^ v r^

\varships and trachng craft as
apanesc

^^^ world has ever known.
The persistence of those seafaring qualities

which the Japanese owe chiefly to the

natural advantages of their island home

—

partly, no doubt, to a strain of the blood

of Malay sea-rovers, perhaps also of Poly-

nesian canoe-men—is a remarkable phe-

nomenon. In olden times they were bold

seafarers, roaming as far as the Philippines

and the coast of Indo-China. The waters

of Formosa and of Siam were the scene

of their piratical exploits, for, like all

nations destined to be great at sea, they

passed through a period when the spirit

of adventure, as much as the lust for

spoil, made them into daring sea-robbers.

But, with the closing of Japan to foreign

intercourse—save on a strictly limited

scale—early in the seventeenth century,

came the enactment of laws devised to

prevent the Japanese from visiting foreign

parts ; the tonnage and build of ships were
fixed by these decrees in such a manner
that only fishing and coasting trips were
thenceforward possible. This prohibition

lasted for two centuries and a half
; yet, on

its removal, the germ of the seafaring

qualities, supposed to have died out, was
found Lu have been only in a state of

suspended animation ; it revived with
surprising rapidity. In less than a quarter
of a centur}^ it produced a naval personnel
capable of manning a highly efficient

fleet of thirty-three sea-going fighting-

ships ; in ten years more the amazed
world recognised Japan's Navy as the

Th S
triumphant victor in the

J
, greatest battle since Trafalgar,

Friend
^""^ coupled Admiral Togo's
name with that of Nelson.

The sea has, indeed, ever been Japan's
friend ; to this day it supports a large
number of the population, and, in a sense,
it may be said to keep the whole nation
alive, as the fish that teem in Japanese
waters supply a considerable part of the
people's food. Every marine product
available as nutriment is utilised, even
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seaweed of various kinds being largely

used as food. Fishing seems to have been
l)ractised from the earliest times ; it is

probably in recognition of its antiquity

and national importance that the Japanese
of our day still affix to any gift a strip of

dried seaweed, passed through a piece ol

paper peculiarly folded, the idea they thus
symbolise being, it is said :

" This is but
a trumpery present, but it comes from a

cheerful giver ; be pleased to take it as

it is meant. Remember our forefathers

were poor fisherfolk ; this strip of seaweed
is to remind you that poverty is no
crime."

There are many other customs connected
' with the harvest of the sea, and innumer-
able legends and folk-tales wherein the

chief part is played by some marine spirit

or by a visitor—deity or mortal—to the

mysterious realms of the deep. And deep
it is, for, off the eastern coast 01 Northern
Japan, the sea-bed falls abruptly to a

depression—the famous Tuscarora Deep,
called after the United States warship of

that name—of 4,655 fathoms, nearly

28,000 ft., or more than five miles, prob-

ably the deepest sea-bed in the
apans

^yorld. The encircling sea forms
Beautiful

, , f ^

c an important part of most
of the beautiful pictures the

scenery of Japan offers to the delighted eye.

Whether the waves dash tumultuously
against the precipitous rocks of the south-

eastern side of the main islands, especially

of Shi-koku and Kiu-shii ; whether the

waters dance in the sunshine in the count-

less bays and creeks of those coasts where
the frequency of the shelter afforded to

fishing-craft led to an earlier and more
dense settlement than on the north-west

coast of Hon-shu ; whether the far-famed

Inland Sea shines like a mirror under the

moonbeams, or the Sea of Japan tosses its

grej' billows or spreads a sullen expanse
under the pall of fog caused by the meeting
of warm and cold currents—in all its moods
the ocean forms part of nearly all the

grandest scenery of Japan.
The " Three Views," known to every

Japanese man, woman and child, for they

are portrayed in countless pictorial

representations, are sea-scapes. The 808
islets of Matsu-shima, with the thousand
trees from which the group derives its

name of Pine Islands, are the glory of the

province of Sen-dai, in Northern Hon-
shu ; the hoary tori-i, or gatewa5^ of the

great Shin-to temple at the sacred island



SCENES IN JAPAN AFTER AN EARTHQUAKE
There is at least one sliockofearthquakeevery day in Japan ; there are 500 shocks in a year. As late as 1891 an earthquake
wrecked two populous towns and destroyed two smaller ones. These photographs show the havoc of such earthquakes.
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of Miya-jima, or Itsuku-shima—so hoi}-

that no birth nor death may take place

on the island, and no dog is allowed there

—stands firmly amidst the very waves
of the Inland Sea ; Ama-no Hashidatc,

the " Sacred Bridge," stretches its slender

two-mile length of sandy spit, only 190 ft.

broad—crowned, all along, with an avenue
of pine-trees—into the blue waters of the

gulf of Miya-zu, in the Sea of Japan.
The so-called Inland Sea, 240 miles long

from its narrow western entrance, only

one mile across, between Shimo-no-seki

on the main island and Mo-ji, the busy
colliery port in Kiia-shu, to its eastern

extremity, where it joins the open sea

through the Aka-shi and Naru-to Straits

—it widens to forty miles where the Bun-
go Channel divides Shi-koku from KiiJshu

—is perhaps the most lovely sheet of

salt water in the world. Studded with

many hundreds of islands, every part of

its expanse offers an enchanting prospect,

the islets being often in clusters, making
many stretches appear like lakes.

Water enters into the beauty of every
Japanese landscape ; districts remote from
the sea have their lakes and rivers

—

generally short, swiftly-flowing streams,

almost, sometimes quite, dry in summer,
exposing beds of pebbles, but rushing
torrents in the wet season.

Biwa is the largest lake in Japan, and
far-famed for its scenery; its area is

about the same as that of the Lake of

Geneva, and it is nearly as beautiful.

Lake Chu-zen-ji, or Chii-gu-shi, is sur-

rounded by luxuriant verdure at an
altitude of 4,375 ft. above sea-level, and
is surpassed in beauty by the smaller

Lake Yumoto, higher up, in the sulphur-

springs region, s,ooo ft. above the sea.

MODERN YOKOHAMA: THE HARBOUR,
Kevstonu \ii-w Co

SEEN FROM THE HEIGHTS OF THE TOWN
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OVERLOOKING MODERN TOKIO, THE CAPITAL OF JAPAN

There are many other lovely lakes in

Japan, Lake Hakone amongst them.

Those just mentioned are singled out

because they lie in the mountainous
district round Nikko, a region on the main
islands, to the north of Tokio, present-

ing, in their greatest beauty, character-

istic features of Japanese inland scenery

—imposing mountains, stately, venerable

trees, and grand waterfalls comparable to

those of Norway. The aspect of the

Japanese islands is, as may be inferred,

diversified, stern and rugged amidst the

dark forests of the north, smiling in tiie

sunlit regions further south, beautiful

almost everywhere.
The land is chiefly mountainous,, the

ranges running from south-west to north

east, interspersed with smiling valleys,

fertile plains, chequered into regular

squares by the narrow, raised embank-
ments dividing the rice-fields, with, here

and there, wild, desolate moors in places

where even the untiring industry and
agricultural skill of the people could not

induce the stubborn ground to yield
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Looking over the Bay of 808 Islands

SCENES MATbUSHlMA BAY, JAPAN

sustenance. Where anything useful can
possibly be made to grow, the Japanese
grow it. Beside plants of utility, they
grow, to a greater extent than in any
other land, plants intended only for

pleasure, for the dehght they give the

Japanese eye by their beauty.
In no other country are flowers so rever-

ently admired as in Japan ; nowhere are

they more skilfully gro\vn and tended.
Every month has a special blossom, and
what may be termed its flower festival,

when the people, high and low, rich

and poor, go in their tens of thousands
to seek happiness in the^ contemplation
of Nature's most delicate productions.

The plum-blossom appears about a month
after the New Year, and is followed by the
far-famed cherry-flower early in April,

when, in many ancient groves and on
many hillsides, the lightest of dehcate
clouds, faintly pink, seem to have settled

on the trees. ,

No words can do justice to the exquisite

beauty of Japan* in cherry-blossom time
;

it is then easily to be understood how dear
the flower of the cherry is to the Japanese
heart. To the people of Great Japan it is

the emblem of patriotism and of chivalry,

sharing their affections with the chry-

santhemum, the badge of the empire.
Other flowers grown to wonderful per-

fection are the peony, symbolical of

valour ; the graceful wistaria, the glow-
ing azalea, the slim-stalked iris, the
convolvulus, or " morning-glory," in many
strange forms, and the lotus, the sacred

flower of Buddhism. Besides these and
other cultivated flowers, Japan possesses

wild blossoms galore that fleck its plains

and valleys with colour. The leaves of

the maple tiu-n, in November, to hues of

crimson and gold, clothing the woods with
a glory to be equalled only in Canada.
The natural beauty of Japan has un-

doubtedly fostered the aesthetic taste

inborn with the Japanese of all classes.

High and low, they admire and enjoy
intensely the lovely scenes amidst which
they dwell. This admiration and enjoy-

ment are strong incentives to their patriot-

ism. It seems to them that their beautiful

country must indeed be Kami-no-Kiiui,
" the Land of the Gods." To travelled

Occidentals, the scenery of Japan suggests,

in places, the Norwegian fjords ; in others,

the smiling shores of the Italian lakes ; at

some points the coves of Devonshire, the

rockv coasts of the Channel Islands, or
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the pleasant hills of Surrey. That these
impressions are correct is proved by the
fact that Japanese travellers who visit

any of these places never fail to recognise
their similarity to some favourite spot in

Japan.
The " backbone " of the southern half

of the main island and of the whole island

of Shikoku consists of rock, principally

primitive gneiss and schists ; Kiu-shu,
Yezo and the northern half of the main
island are partly, the Kurile islands—Chi-

shima—entirely, volcanic. Subterranean
fires still smoulder in many parts of Japan,
many of the mountains being volcanoes,

not all of them extinct. Fuji, the glorious

cone so dear to the Japanese heart, uplift-

ing its peak 12,365 ft. from the surrounding
plain, is a volcano that erupted last in

January, 1708. Fifty-one volcanoes, such
as Asama and Bandai-san in Eastern
Japan, Aso-san in Kiu-shu, Koma-ga-take
in Yezo, have been active in recent years,

some of them, especially Bandai-san, with
disastrous results. Nor do only volcanoes
threaten danger to the inhabitants of

Japan : earthquakes are frequent—about
500 shocks yearly—and sometimes ap-

palHngly destructive of life and property.

The great earthquake in the Gifu
region, in the central provinces of the main
island, on October 28th, 1891, wrecked
two populous towns—Gifu and Ogaki

—

completely destroyed two smaller ones

—

Kasamatsu and Takegahana—killed about
ten thousand people, and caxised more
or less severe wounds to nearly twenty
thousand. In Japanese earthquakes, a

great part of the destruction arises from
the innumerable fires that break out when
the flimsy houses—mostly of wood, with
paper partitions, in sliding frames, between
the rooms—collapse through the shock,

scattering the glowing charcoal from the

kitchens amidst heaps of highly inflam-

mable materials. Earth-tremors bring not
only fiery ruin in their train ; they cause

at times upheavals of the sea that work
stupendous havoc. On the evening of

June 15th, i8cj6, the north-eastern coasts

of the main island were overwhelmed by a

so-called " tidal wave." The sea, impelled

probably by a seismic convulsion on the

bed of the Northern Pacific, rose in a

wave of towering height and, rushing

inland with terrific speed, engulfed whole
districts. More than 28,000 lives were
lost, and more than 17.000 people v/ere

injured.

Sea-girt g:arewa> of Miya-jima,a famous Shinto shrine

The Sacred Bridge at Nikko

i he Wl.itc Cj.

View of Fuji-yaraa across Motosu
THREE FAMOUS SCENES IN JAPAM
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JAPAN AND
ITS

PEOPLE— II
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ARTHUR
DIOSY

QUALITIES OF THE JAPANESE PEOPLE

The
Wonderful
Islanders

IT is in presence of great calamities that
* the best qualities of the Japanese
masses shine brilliantly. Their resignation,

their patient endurance, the altruism that

prompts them to mutual help and to

countless acts of kindness ; their self-sacri-

ficing braver}' in the work of rescue, the

proud honesty with which they will con-

tent themselves with the barest pittance,

when relief is distributed, so that enough
may be left for others in greater need

—

these are only some of the fine character-

istics of the wonderful islanders

whose achievements in recent

times have earned the respect-

ful admiration of the world,

even of their late foes. There is, of course,

another aspect of their character ; they
are not without some of the vices and
failings human nature is heir to. An
attempt is made, later in these pages,

to describe their

moral and mentcT
characteristics, and
in so doing to

hold the scales im-
partially.

There are nearly

fxiiy million sub-

jects of the Emperor
of Japan, and their

num.ber is increasing

steadily and rapidly.

The rate of increase

was i"09 ])er loo in

iSq5 ; it had risen to

I "54 per loo in 1003.
The number of males
exceeds that of

females by about
600,000. The popu-
lation is very dense
in the fertile regions,

and increases so

rapidly that emigration is absolutely neces-

sary. The masses are healthy and strong,

capable of great endurance—a fact brought
into striking prominence by the achieve-

ments of the Japanese forces in the Arctic

winter of Manchuria, and in its torrid

IF

A Race
of Little

People

THE RISING

summer. The Japanese can, as a rule,
bear cold much better than heat. Living
thinly clad in unwarmed houses that offer
but httle protection and are by day
draughty as bird-cages, they early become
inured to cold. The average j:>hysique of
the upper classes is by no means so' good
as that of the manual workers, and is con-
siderably below the Occidental standards.
The Japanese are a black-haired race,

with smooth skins, varying in colour
through various yellowish shades, from

a hue of brown, in the case of

those working in the sun, to a
hght tint no darker than that
of the Southern European, with

comparatively large skulls, jMominent
cheek-bones, and a tendency to project-

ing jaws. They are of small stature, the
average height of the male being only
slightly over five feet (5*02 ft.), that of

the female slightly

o\'er four feet six

inches (4-66 ft.). In
other words, the men
are of about the same
average stature as

European females,

the women propor-
tionately shorter.

There are, of
course, exceptions,

some Japanese being

of a height that

would cause them
to be considered

tall amongst Occi-

dentals ; but they
appear as giants

amongst their dimi-

nutive compatriots.

Both men and
women have small

hands and feet, those

of the upper classes being beautifully

shaped. Even amongst manual workers

it is not rare to find, especially amongst
females, hands of an aristocratic type.

The shapely appearance of the feet is

often spoiled by thick ankles, probably
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THE CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL: FEAST OF DOLLS IN A JAPANESE HOME
Japan is the land of love for children, and many quaint customs are observed for their sake. On the third day of the
third month in each year the Feast of Dolls is held in thousands of Japanese homes, and the day is one of great delight.

The Two
Types of

Japanese

directlv

the result of wearing sandals. The black

hair is abundant on the head, straight

and coarse ; there is hardly any on the

arms, legs and chest. The eyelashes are

scanty, and grow immediately out of the

eyelids, without the " hem " Ihat borders
the eyelids of Occidental races. The eyes

are dark, full in the broad-faced, plebeian

type, narrow in the aristocratic cast

of countenance. In the latter they are

generally set more or less obliquely,

their slanting appearance being
enhanced by the fact that the

aperture for the eye seems to

have been cut, as it were,

in the smooth skin, tightly

stretched over the upper part of the face,

not, as in the white races, in a very
marked depression under the brow.
There are two plainh^ distinct types in

the nation. The majority are " stocky,"
rather squat people, with broad, round
faces, rather thick lips and fiat noses

;

the minorit}^ of the aristocratic type,

are more slenderly built, with long oval
face and aquiline nose. In both types
the trunk is long as compared with the legs,

their shortness being probably due, in

some measure, to the national habit of

sitting on the floor, in a kneeling posture,

the weight of the body being thrown back
on to the heels. Sitting on benches, as
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in school and in barracks, necessitated

by the introduction of Western educa-
tional and military methods, has some-
what improved the proportions of the

Japanese body in this respect. The
admirable gymnastic training given in the
schools to children of both sexes, and,
still more, the naval or military service

to which every able-bodied Japanese
adult male is liable, have done wonders
in improving the physique of the nation.

Statistics collected by the Army Medical
Department clearly show that the race

is gradually growing taller since the intro-

duction of universal service. The Japanese
grow to maturity more rapidly than
Occidentals ; they also age earlier. As

in other countries, very old

women are more numerous
than very aged men. Both
the slender, often weakly,

upper classes and the stout plebeians are

nimble in their movements, have supple
limbs and remarkably skilful fingers.

The workers use their toes to hold and
steady the material on which they are at

work, often sitting at their labour where
Occidentals would stand. The great

toe is well separated from the others,

owing to the effect of the loop of cord

passing between them to secure the

sandal to the foot, the tabi, or sock, of

Physique

of the

Nation
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cotton-cloth being made with a separate
compartment for the great toe. The skin

of the whole body is generally of satin-

like smoothness, owing, no doubt, to the

very hot baths—at a temperature of

about 110° F.—in which all Japanese
indulge at least once a day,

eanes^
thus maintaining their well-

Nation in J J ,
'^- ,1

. ^ .. deserved reputation as the
cleanest nation in the world.

To the Occidental eye, the majority of

Japanese men are not comely, although
there are notable exceptions, presenting

fine faces, of noble and intellectual type.

The women are often very pretty, judged
by the Occidental standard ; they are

nearly always graceful and charming,
owing to their exquisite manners and
gentle voice. The chief element in their

charm is undoubtedlj^ their perfect

femininity. There is absolutely nothing
masculine about their ways or their

speech, yet, when the need arises, they
are capable of courage and self-sacrifice

that places them on the same high
level as their heroic fellow-countrymen.
It may safely be asserted that there

are no more dutiful wives, no better

mothers. There are certainly no daughters
with a greater sense of filial piety, a

virtue that forms the basis of family life

in Japan.
Throughout the Far East the vyhole social

fabric is based on the family
; the whole

state is, indeed, considered as one great
family, with the Emperor at its head. It is

the mothers who train Japanese children
from infancy in the spirit of reverence and
obedience to parents and elders in the
family circle, and to the Emperor as the
supreme chief of the great national
family. And well do the children assimi-
late the lessons of obedience and devotion
so carefully inculcated by the mother,
for there are none more docile than the
boys and girls of Japan, whose respectful,

courteous manners, not only towards
their parents, but towards elder brothers
and sisters, earn the admiration of Occi-
dentals. The chief qualities of the Japanese

Ti rM.- f '"^ce are patriotism—which
The Chief •,, ,,

^
^ .... , IS. with them, synonymous
Qualities of -., i i. ' -^ /-i- i

.j^ P With loyalty—courage, filial

piety, and cleanliness. In
love of country, in self-sacrifice for the
common weal, in loyalty to the sovereign
—with them a cult—in reckless gallantry,

and in bodih'^ cleanliness, the Japanese
surpass all other nations of our time. It

may be trul^^ said that patriotism is their

THE VARIOUS GRADES OF SOCIETY IN OLD JAPAN
Society in Old Japan was based on the principle that the producer was worthy of high honour. There were four

great classes. At the top were the Shi, the nobility and gentry, warriors, administrators, and scholars. Next were the

/Vo, the agricultural class ; thirdly came the Ko, craftsmen and artists ; and at the bottom were the Sho, traders and
bankers. Some of the wealthier classes were thus at the bottom, because they were not producers but only circulators.
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SOME TYPES IN OLD JAPAN: CHIEFLY DEPICTED BY NATIVE ARTISTS
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real religion ; it inspires their magnificent
courage in war, on land and sea ; it

supplies the incentive of their lives in

times of peace, all merely personal con-
siderations being subordinate to this

passionate national feeling.

The people of Japan are distinguished,

besides, by quick intelligence, a remark-
able power of observation—derived, no
doubt, from their close study of Nature,
of which they are devoted lovers—by a
mastery of detail, and a very retentive

memory, fostered by the system of learn-

ing b}' rote imported from China, together
with the writing b}? means of ideographic
signs, necessitating the memorising of

thousands of characters standing for

words. In politeness they stand first

amongst the nations, every incident of

life being attended by strictly-defined

rules of social etiquette, observed by all,

not onlj^ as in Occidental countries,

by the more highly educated classes.

Their courte<=y, though often degenerating
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into mere hollow formality, is

1)ased on a kindly regard for the
ieelings of others, a geijerous

altruism and a consequent depre-
ciation of self. They are hospitable
and open-handed, the giving of pre-

sents attending numerous festivals

and many occasions in social hfe.

Schooled from babj'hood by the
rules of their rigid etiquette, Japan-
ese, young and old, of all classes,

are remarkably quiet in their de-

meanour, the higher ranks being
extremely dignified in manner, and
completely concealing their feelings

under an imperturbable mask.
They bear pain, both physical and
mental, with Spartan stoicism, their

nerves being much less easily ex-

cited than those of Occidentals, so

that they have often been described

as "a nation without nerves."

Their apparent contempt for death
arises chiefly from the fact that, to

most of them, the passing out of

this world does not imply a total

severance from mundane interests,

their general belief being that the

spirits of the departed have cogni-

sance of the doings of those they
leave behind. This idea, insepar-

able from the ancestor-worship that

has prevailed amongst them from
time immemorial, and still prevails,

was well exemplified in their great

struggle with Russia, their forces being

buoyed up by the conviction that the

spirits of all the warriors who had died

for Japan were fighting side by side with
their gallant successors.

The love of the beautiful in Nature,

common to all members of the Japanese
race, is probably one of the chief factors

in the artistic feeling so highly developed
among all classes. Their appreciation of

beauty of form and colour, their exquisite

sense of appropriateness in decoration,

the delicate resti-aint so evident

T-'^?*^i-.t in the productions of their
Taste of the j r n 1 ir 1 *• I
J wonderfully skilful, patient
Japanese ... ,,-'

,

^
„artist-craftsmen, are too well

known to require more than passing

mention. Even their commonest house-

hold utensils are beautiful in shape, elegant,

and well adapted to their purpose. Their
innate good taste has added a delicate re-

finement to the vigorous art they, received,

in early times, from China, chiefly by
way of Korea. Their resthetic perception
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enables even the poorest Japanese
to derive intense pleasure from the
contemplation of the beautiful,

thus providing them with many
delights unknown to the vast
majority of modern Occidentals.

Combined with the simplicity and
frugality of their lives, and with
their naturally contented spirit, it

would seem to have enabled the

Japanese to solve the great problem
" how to be happy, though poor."

A nation possessing, to a high
degree, the virtues and qualities

just enumerated would appear to

be living in a perfect Utopia.
There is, however, shade in the

picture as well as bright light. This
happy, contented, smiling people,

pre-eminent in domestic virtues,

industrious, fond of learning, easily

governed, gentle in manners and
speech, capable of rising, in

moments of national emergency,
to admirable heights of patriotic

heroism and self-sacrifice, is, after

all, human, and consequently
tainted with some of the vices and
many of the defects inherent in

human nature. The defects of the

Japanese character are, to a great

extent, inseparable from their very
virtues and good qualities in their

extreme manifestations. Their in-

tense patriotism is the cause of the

anti-foreign spirit still, unfortunately, rife

amongst them. Their country is to them
" the Land of the Gods," their nation the

Elect People, living under the special

protection of Heaven, whose blessings are

transmitted to them by the benevolence of a

superhuman sovereign, directly descended,
in unbroken line, from the Sun Goddess.
With this belief firmly rooted in the

minds of the great majority of the people,

it is no wonder that all those who have
not the good fortune to be born Japanese

appear to them not only as

foreigners, but as Gentiles.

The statesmen of New Japan
are profuse in their assurances

that it is the desire of their people to

form a unit, on terms of equality, in

the great family of nations.

This assurance is echoed by many
Japanese writers : it is in accordance
with the spirit of the tolerant, all-embrac-

ing, gentle Buddhist faith, brimming over
with sympathy for all living creatures

;

National

Pride of the

Japanese

is

LADY AT HER TOILET : BY A JAPANESE ARTIST

it is also in agreement with the calm,

placid tenets of the Chinese philosophy
that, with Buddhism, has to such a great

extent moulded the thought of Japan,
Yet those statesmen and writers know
full well that in this respect neither

Buddhism, nor Chinese philosophy, nor
the cosmopolitan spirit of the middle
period of the nineteenth century, nor
the brotherhood of man inculcated by
true Christianity, has succeeded, to any
appreciable degree, in causing the Japanese
to look upon foreigners as brothers, or

even on the same plane with their own
heaven-descended race.

The reckless bravery of the Japanese,

their contempt for death, are closely

related to the slight value they .set upon
human life and to the national delight

in tales of bloodshed. Co-existent with

the mildness of their manners and the

placid tenor of their domestic life,

there is found, deep in Japanese hearts,

a wild delight in carnage, the legacy,
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naturally most cherished amongst those

of the warrior class, of centm'ies of

internecine warfare. The s\vord, " the

living soul of the Samurai," is still held in

reverence as the instrument not only of

national defence against the foreign foe,

but of vengeance and of the chastisement
of one looked upon by the wdelder of the

weapon as an enemy to the State. Hence
the indulgence with which political

assassination is still regarded by the

masses in Japan. As the brutal instincts,

inherited from primeval ancestors, often

become manifest in an English-speaking
crowd watching a football match or a
boxing contest, so, in Japan, the old
savagery reveals itself, time and again, at

fencing bouts, the excited cries of the
combatants recalling the bad, wild days
of yore.

This fierce spirit seems incompatible
with the noble generosity towards prisoners
of war, and the tender care of the enemy's
wounded and sick, that redounded to the
glory of the Japanese in both their great
struggles in our time, the wars against
China and against Russia. It is difficult

to belie\'e that savagery' can survive in

the breasts of people capable of organising
such an admirable institution as the Red
Cross Society of Japan, whose noble work,
in war and peace, is one of the chief glories
jf New Japan ; but it must be reniem-
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bered that the young Great Power still

feels itself to be undergoing probation
under the eyes of an observant and critical

world. The natural instinct of the Japan-
ese warrior would lead him utterly to

destroy the foe who dared to oppose his

Emperor's will, and it requires the appli-

cation of the most severe discipline to

make him understand that on his exercise

of humane forbearance to the vanquished
depends, to a great extent, his nation's

good repute among the Powers.
This desire to stand well in the opinion

of foreign nations has been so thoroughly
inculcated in the people of New Japan
that every individual brought into contact

with foreigners beyond the boundaries of

his native land feels that the honour of

Japan is dependent on his behaviour,

even in minute particulars. Hence the

high reputation for excellent conduct
enjoyed by Japanese students and others

residing, or "travelling, abroad.

The altruism and self-effacement, born
of the family system, fostered by the

division of the nation into clans—now
officially abolished, but still binding huge
groups of families with strong ties—and
culm.inating in the most complete devo-

tion to the head of the national family,

the Emperor, are the causes of a peculiar

defect in the Japanese character—the

lack of individuality. It may be said of

MSH HAWKER IN JAPAN
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the Japanese that, on most important
matters, they feel and think by mihions.

The whole system of their civilisation

tends to make individual effort subser-

^•ient to the common cause ; the reverence

and obedience inculcated from early

childhood are not likely to develop the

spirit of individuality. Hence the wonder-
ful facility with which the Japanese
combine to carry out any policy they
recognise as needful for the public welfare

once that course has bee' : : 1\' indicated

by their trusted leader

as one that has thi

Emperor's approval.

Japan is, for this

reason, the land where
leagues, unions, guilds,

trusts and "combines"
work with astonishing

efficiency, such institu-

tions being, by their very
nature, well suited to

the national character.

There are, of course,

exceptional Japanese
Vv'ho chafe under the re-

pression of their strong

individuality; these occa-

sionally break through
the national custom and
strike out an indepen-
dent line. Their fate is

not encouraging to those

who might be tempted
to follow their example.
Public opinion reproves
them, and they are soon
made to feel that their

conduct is looked upon
as anti-national. Those amongst them who
V\-ill not bow their heads to the popular
verdict, and refuse to be reduced to the

level at which, the nation strives to keep
the individual, soon find life in their own
country unbearable. In various cities of

Europe, still more in those of North
America, such Japanese individualists may
be found living in self-imposed exile,

shunned by their compatriots, until the

da}^ which comes to most of them, when
they submit and go home to resume their

place in the ranks of a nation that abhors
eccentricity and expects every man to fit

into his pi^oper groove in the great national

machine.
The mental activity of the Japanese,

their respect for knowledge and for all

intellectual pursuits, causing them to

A PEASANT IN A RAIN CLOAK

admire keen wits and exercise of brain-

power, have })rol)ably contributed in a
large measure to form one of the traits

in their character that is repellant to

Occidentals—their inclination to be cun-
ning and deceitful. In spite of the higli

and pure ideals of their chivalry, they
have not our loathing for deceit, our con-
tempt for chicanery, our respect for the
truth. A Japanese convicted of an untruth
merely conceals his annoyance at being
found out by ar smile, sometimes by a

laugh, and is not deterred

from another statement
at variance with facts

should he consider it use-

ful to make one. Low cun-
ning is frequently looked
upon as cleverness ; the

^up])ression of facts is so

lommon that there is

uo other country where
1 1 is so difficult to arrive at

I he truth. The national

failing of intense secre-

tiveness arises, no doubt,

from the suspicious

nature of the people, who
distrust not only all

foreigners, but even most
of their own race—a con-

dition of mind due, to a

great extent, to the

widely ramified system,

of spying that flourished

during the rule of the

^ Tokugawa Shoguns, and
still exists to a lesser

degree.

Their infinite capacity

for attention to the most minute details

leads to a certain pettiness, a disinclination

to consider great abstract questions, and,

consequently, to a narrowness of view that

accounts for some of the blunders which

occur in the execution of the otherwise

marvellously efficient pohcy of the rulers

of Japan.
The exquisite politeness of the Japanese

is responsible for a great part of that

insincerity with which they are taxed by
Occidentals who have been much in

contact with them. This extreme courtesy

makes them so anxious to avoid any speech

that might possibly give offence that they

frequently distort the truth, suppress it

entirely, or replace it by polite fiction,

intended to give pleasure. It should be

remembered that, in the knightly times of
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old—they continued until the early 'seven-

ties of the nineteenth century^a Japanese
had to be very guarded in his speech and
demeanour ;

quite unintentionally, a word
lightly spoken, an incautious gesture,

might give dire offence to a Samurai—one

of the gentry, privileged to wear two
swords—who would be quick to resent the

fancied slight to his punctilious sense of

personal dignity. Insults, real, and often

imaginarj', were wiped out with blood.

, Hence the endeavour to avoid
Manners of

the Haughty

Samurai

any possible cause of offence,

for the same reason that made
Europeans very circumspect in

their behaviour in the days v/hen gentle-

men wore swords and drew them on
small provocation.

To such a pitch was punctilio carried

amongst Japanese gentlemen until quite

recent times that they preferred death,

inflicted by their own hands in the most
painful manner—by self-disembowelment,
or hara-kiri, more elegantly termed sep-

puku, or " self-immolation "—tohving with
a stain on their honour, such stain being
often merely inability to disprove a slander-

ous imputation. To this day, the Japanese
remain the most acutely sensitive people on

' the point of honour ; so " touchy " are they
that friendly intercourse with Occidentals

is thereby rendered extremely difficult.
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What places an additional bar to perfect

cordiality in such relations is the deplor-

able fact that an Occidental may un-
wittingly give grave offence to a Japanese
without the latter giving any sign of dis-

pleasure at the time. Allowance is seldom
made for the perfectly unintentional error

on the part of the offender, whilst the

grievance is allowed to rankle, is rarely

forgiven, and never forgotten. Where an
Occidental would certainly call his friend's

attention to the fact that he was dis-

pleased by some remark or action that

would, no doubt, be promptly atoned for

by a sincere apology, thus terminating the

incident, the Japanese says nothing. He
nurses his resentment, sometimes for

years, until a fitting opportunity presents

itself to avenge the real, or fancied, wound
to his feelings by some particularly un-

pleasant action directed against the Occi-

dental, all unconscious of his offence.

This unfortunate pecuharity of the

Japanese character is the outcome of two
main currents that run through the

national temperament—the spirit of se-

crecy, already alluded to, and the thirst

for revenge. The latter, possibly due to

the strain of Malay blood in the much-
mixed Japanese race, is one of the chief

stumbling-blocks hindering the introduc-

tion of Christianity, and has prevented
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Buddhism, also a religion teaching meek-
ness, from obtaining a complete hold on the

people. In its petty forms, this spirit of

long-cherished spite is merely annoying
;

in its extreme manifestations it becomes
exceedingly dangerous.

It may be thought that the admirable
magnanimity displayed by the Japanese
towards the vanquished in their wars
with China and with Russia affords evi-

dence that the old spirit of revenge
is dying out. Unfortunately, it is as

strong as ever, the explanation of the

apparent anomaly being that, in both
cases, the foe was vanquished, and thus

became, according to the principles of

Japanese chivalry, an object for mercy
and compassion. As long as the opponent
resists, or refuses to surrender at the mercy
of the conqueror, he is implacably at-

tacked ; the moment he' has, metaphoric-
ally speaking, grovelled and placed the

victor's foot on his head, he is raised from
the ground and treated with the greatest

consideration.

This applies not only to warfare, but

to those incidents in civil life, already

alluded to, in which a Japanese considers

himself aggrieved, especially when the

offender is a foreigner. In such cases,

humble apology for the slight, however
unintentional^—in fact, an attitude amount-
ing to " I do not know what I have done
to offend ; but, in any case, I own I am
in the wrong, and promise, with sincere

apologies, not to offend again ; deal

with me as you think fit," would generally

ensure the restoration of good relations,

provided the apology be sufficiently public

to gratify the self-esteem of the Japanese.
It is hardly to be expected that a

self-respecting Otcidental would demean
himself thus to atone for an error un-

consciously committed.
Japanese self-esteem has just

Defects of

Japanese

Character
been mentioned ; it often be-

comes insufferable arrogance,

showing plainly, through a cloak of false

modesty, "the pride that apes humility."

This arrogance, displayed chiefly towards
foreigners, but also by Japanese in official

positions towards their fellow-countrymen

of inferior rank, is intimately connected

with another national failing, excessive

vanity. It is less noticeable amongst
sailors and soldiers than amongst civil

officials of corresponding rank.

Minor failings of the Japanese are

jealousy, envy of those who achieve

success, and, connected \Vith these faults.

A GROUP- OF CIVIL AND MILITARY OFFICIALS IN OLD JAPAN
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a great love of gossip and a readiness to

listen to slander, or to disseminate it.

There are, finally, two charges to be
examined that are frequently levelled at

the Japanese by those who profess to

know them well—the accusations of

immorality, sexual and commercial. The
first of these charges may be disposed of

by the statement that the Japanese are

about as moral in their sexual relations

as the Latin nations of Europe, with the

advantage slightly in favour of the

Japanese. What has given them an ev'il

repute in this respect is, probably, the
fact that they consider as natural, and
treat accordingly, certain evils that the
Northern Occidental peoples affect to

ignore. The natural, simple life led bj^

the vast majority of Japanese pre-

disposes them to take a natural, sensible

view of matters that the less primitive

conditions of Western civilisation have

, imbued with an obiectionable
Japanese r- t-i r •

,

.

, Significance. They ?^ee, for m-
Ideas of ^°

,
- . ' ..,

Modest Stance, no harm m nudity
where it is unavoidable, as in

bathing, or convenient, as in the perform-
ance of hard work in hot weather. A
Japanese woman will feel no shame at being
seen naked when entering or leaving the
daily bath, but would strongly object to
what she would consider the gross im-
modesty of exposing a considerable surface
of her body in Occidental evening dress.
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National

Honour in

Commerce

In the first case, the nudity is looked upon
as quite natural ; in the second, as useless

and provocative Of pruriency.

As to the commercial morality of the

Japanese, it is necessary to observe the
great difference that exists between the
position, in this respect, of Japanese
State institutions, financial and commercial

corporations, and firms of the

first rank on the one hand,
and the great mass of traders

on the other. The Imperial

Japanese Government, municipal corpora-

tions, and the great financial institutions

and industrial and commercial associa-

tions under State control (such as subsi-

dised steamship companies), have always
met their obligations with scrupulous
fidelity and are likely to continue to do so.

With them the national honour is con-

sidered at stake ; it is certain that the

last Japanese will part with his last

garment sooner than involve the national

credit in disgrace by failure to meet the

nation's engagements towards the foreign

creditor.

It is. unfortunately, quite otherwise in

the case of the great bulk of the trading

classes. There are, in Japan, a number of

first-class firms, some of them established

for centuries, whose reputation is above
reproach ; but between these and the

majority of the merchants a great gulf is

fixed. It must be remembered that, until
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the beginning of the New Era, in the early

'seventies of the nineteenth century, the
trading community formed the lowest of

the four classes, then sharply and immut-
ably divided one from the other, com-
posing that part of the Japanese nation

that had full civil rights (below

Old" CI
them stood only the Eta, who

r,. . . carried on despised occupa-
tions, mvolvmg contammation

by contact with dead bodies, human or

animal, and the outcast Hi-nin).

The nation was divided into Shi, the

nobility and gentry, the military, scholarly

and administrative class ; No, the agri-

culturists ; Ko, the craftsmen, with whom
the artists were counted ; and Sho, the

traders, placed below farmers and handi-

craftsmen as non-producers.
The natural consequence of this low

place in the social scale was a lack of self-

respect on the part of those engaged in

commerce and finance that led them to

be unmindful of their good repute. Trade
and finance were looked upon by the

majority as occupations unworthy of a

gentleman and beneath the callings

of the peasant and the workman ; every

trick was considered excusable when
practised by the merchant, whose whole
business was looked upon as a sort of

warfare, in which cunning stratagem could

be legitimately^ employed to the end of

personal gain, a purpose appearing most

unworthy to the classes swayed by the old

knightly spirit. The evil effects, on a class

as on an individual, of a bad reputation
and consequent public contempt have,
unfortunately, outhved the abolition of

the old social divisions. The Japanese'
merchants and bankers no longer form a

separate and despised class ; the gentry,

even members of the aristocracy, are

engaging every day more and more in

financial, industrial and commercial pur-

suits, many of them with marked success,

yet the old taint adheres to the bulk oi

the trading community.
There are, of course, many strictlv

honourable dealers in Japan, even
amongst the smaller tradespeople and
retailers. It is amongst the wholesale

merchants and the brokers that lapses

from the straight path of commercial
integrity are still frequent, especially

in their deahngs with foreigners. It

is, unfortunately, still the case that an
advantage gained over the foreigner, even

. by the most shady methods,

1 .

?**!"*^
is looked upon as, in some

to Tr.ck the
^ national victory. This

Foreigner 1111 •
1. r •

deplorable pomt of view is

likely to prevail as long as Japanese
nationalism exists in its extreme form.

The Japanese Government has, time

after time, loudly proclaimed, by the

mouths of its statesmen at home, and
its representatives abroad, it^ d'^siro to
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facilitate, in every way, the introduction

of foreign capital, the vital influence so

urgently required for the realisation of

Japan's bold schemes of industrial and
commercial development. Strange to say,

this cordial invitation, though energetic-

ally responded to by the capitalists of

Europe, especially of Britain, and by those

of America, has not, as yet, led
Japanese ^^ ^j^^ investment of any very

considerable sums in Japan-
National

Finance
ese enterprises, although, as is

well-known, the Japanese Government
has easily borrowed many millions sterling

in London, New York and Paris, for

purposes of State. The chief obstacle to

the investment on a large scale, of

foi-eign capital in Japanese enterprises is

to be found in the fact that, forgetting

that capital is, after all, a commodity,
therefore subject to the laws of supply

and demand, the Japanese financial and
industrial classes do not realise that the

capitalist, being virtually the seller, con-

trols the price of his property.

A mistaken impression appears to

prevail in Japan that foreign capital is

obliged to find an outlet in the Empire of

the Rising Sun and must, therefore,

submit to such conditions as may seem
suitable to the Japanese and accept such
security as the Japanese may deem
sufficient. As long as this erroneous view
obtains, there can be no considerable

influx of foreign money into the coffers

of Japanese industrial and commercial
concerns. Experience is proverbially the

best teacher ; the dearth of funds that is

certain to follow, in due time, the abnormal
and feverish activity which is animating

J apanese economic conditions , immediately
after the successful issue of the great

struggle with Russia, will undoubtedly
induce a more reasonable appreciation of

the circumstances. Once the Japanese
have been taught by experience that they
must regulate their demands by the lowest

. terms considered acceptable
c ocia

|_^y ^j^^ foreign holders of

.

J
capital, a vast and profitable

field will lie before those
Occidental capitalists who have the ad-
vantage of expert advice in their selection

of Japanese investments.
As a general rule, it may be stated that

intercourse with the people of Japan
leaves Occidentals very favourably im-
pressed with the social qualities of the
inhabitants of the island empire. Their
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exquisite courtesy, their gentle manners,
and the thousand ways in which they
demonstrate that kindness of heart that

lubricates the wheels of life's machinery
all tend to make ordinary, everyday
relations with Japanese a delightful ex-

perience. It is only when the more
serious aspects of life are approached that

the Occidental begins to feel the wide
divergence between his point of view, in

nearly every important matter, and that

of the Japanese.
It is exceedingly difficult to specify

with exactitude the particular feature

of the Japanese character which lies

at the root of the unfortunate fact

that nearly all Occidentals who have
had serious dealings with the people of

Dai Nippon have emerged from their

experience exasperated and often dis-

gusted. It is probable that want of

candour is the trait that acts as the

sharpest irritant, for it must be confessed

that frankness, so highly prized by
Occidentals, especially by those of the

nations that " push the world along," is

neither appreciated at its true value nor

generally practised by the J apa-
our esy

j^ggg jj^g ygj-y nature of their

J
^ elaborate courtesy makes them

apanese
c;}^j-ink from that bluff frank-

ness which obtains amongst Occidentals

on a footing of intimate friendship. Even
the Japanese mode of speech is a

hindrance to direct statement of fact

;

a Japanese, asked if he has ever been in

England, will reply, in his own tongue,

"Yes." and, after a pause, "I have Jiever

visited England." He would not deem it

polite to shock his questioner by a direct

negative !

Another peculiarity of the Japanese
character, that is apt to loom large in

Occidental eyes as a grave national

failing, is the lack of the spirit of grati-

tude, as it is understood by the white

races. The Japanese have, hitherto, never

failed to deal out fair measure, according

to the letter of the contract, to the

numerous Occidentals whom they have
employed, as advisers and instructors, in

adapting Western civilisation to the

material needs of their re-organised

empire ; their labours, as well as those

of friends of Japan who have rendered

voluntary, unpaid services, have also been
recognised by the bestowal of marks of

Imperial favour ; but it is doubtful whether
a real feeling of what we term gratitude
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TYPICAL JAPANESE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS

has ever entered the hearts of the nation

towards the many distinguished men who
have given of their best to assist in the

making of New Japan, or to spread a

knowledge of its greatness. This doubt does

not apply to the Navy and Army ; those

gallant forces, keeping the sacred fire of

chivalry alight, show deep gratitude to

the British
sailors and
European sol-

diers— French
and, after
them, Ger-
mans—who in-

structed them
in the modern
art of war.

S ym p a thy
with their as-

pirations is, of

course, cordi-

ally welcomed
from ever y
quarter by the

Japanese; they
are delighted to receive help of any kind
from Occidental friends at such times as,

in their view, render such assistance or

sympathy necessary. When the occasion

has passed, and they feel independent of

foreign support, they not only cease to

make^any effort to attract, but take no
pains to conceal their indifference to it.

This attitude, induced by the severely

practical nature of their policy, is repug-
nant to Occidental feeling, and has caused
the accusation to be brought against the

Japanese that they treat their foreign

friends "like lemons, to be thrown away
once the juice has been squeezed out of

them."
This course of conduct should not be

judged too harshly; it should be remem-
bered that such a proud, hypersensiti\'e

nation is ever desirous of displaying its

independence, and is consequently averse
to appearing to solicit help or sympathy
from the outside. A gifted Frenchman,
^ true friend of Japan, the late Felix
Regamey, several of whose spirited pictures

of Jaj^an are reproduced in this History,

and who did much to gain sympathy
for that country amongst his compatriots
at a time when they were little inclined

to extend it, said to the writer : "It would,
indeed, be a pleasure to help the Japanese,
but they will not let one help them."
It is noticeable that this coolness to-

wards foreign

sympathy i s

usually coinci-

dent with a
period of na-

tional elation,

consequent on
the victory of

Japanese arms,
or the obtain-

ing of some
solid advan-
tage by Japan-
ese diplomacy.
Reviewing

impartially the

good and the
bad points of

the Japanese national character, one must
come to the comforting conclusion that its

faults are likely to disappear, or, at least,

to be considerably attenuated in the future,

as Japan enters more and more into the

active life of the family of nations. The
pressure of the public opinion of the
vast majority of civilised mankind must
exercise a beneficial influence in bring-

ing the Japanese gradual^ into line

with ourselves where the points of view
are still too widely divergent to admit
of cordial co-operation between them
and Occidentals. The virtues now pre-

eminentlj' Japanese may, indeed probably
will, suffer to a certain extent in the

process ; it is the writer's firm conviction

that enough of them will i-emain to

enable the Japanese to accomplish the
glorious destiny towards which they ai"e

marching. Their patriotism, their valour,

their thoroughness, their wisdom in

matters of national moment, are of the
virtues that make nations great.

Arthur Diosy

^^.v
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OLD JAPAN
THE MAKING AND SHAPING OF THE NATION

ITS PEOPLE, RULERS, AND INSTITUTIONS
BY MAX VON BRANDT

/^UR information concerning the earliest
^^ inhabitants of Japan is ahke scanty
and unreUable. At different spots in Yezo
and the Kurile Islands excavations are

found from three to six feet deep, with a
length or diameter of fifteen to twenty feet

;

these lie in groups, numbering as many as

one thousand, and are attributed by the

Ainos to a people called Koro-pok-guru,
meaning " people having excavations,"

or " cave-dwellers," or to the Ko-bito
(dwarfs), who are said to have inhabited

the island before the Ainos and to have
been exterminated by them. These holes

were probably covered with a roofing of

branches on which earth was laid.

Excavations in their neighbourhood have
brought to light potsherds and stone

arrows, a fact which is the more remark-
able, as the Aino seem never to have
learnt the art of

making pottery,

which they do not

even now possess.

On the other hand,

a few centuries ago
they made use of

stone arrowheads

;

these were later re-

placed by points of

bamboo, which are

both more easily

made and better

suited to hold the

poison which they
employ in hunting.

Nothing is known
as to the origin of the

Koro - pok - guru or

of the Ainos ; appa-
rently both peoples

immigrated from the

I H

JAPAN IN THE FIFTH CENTURY
The map shows the land (in white) still inhabited by the
Ainos, descendants of the original inhabitants of Japan.

north at an early period ; the Ainos at any
rate advanced as far as the northern half
of Hondo, and perhaps even farther south.
Some authorities consider the Ainos a Mon-
golian, others a Polynesian, people. Dr. E.
Baelz places them among the Caucasian
races, and believes them to have been re-

lated to the Mujiks, the peasants of Great
Russia ; the resemblance, at any rate in
advanced years, is certainly remarkable.
In this case we must consider the Ainos
as members of a greater continental race,
which migrated to Japan in prehistoric
times and was gradually drive further
northward by later arrivals Jtimately
crossing into Yezo by the Tsr ^aru Strait.

There are probably twenty thousand oi

them in Yezo, the southern part of Sak-
halin, and in the Kurile Islands. Where
their race has maintained its purity,

their civilisation is

scarcely higher than
it was at the time
when they first came
in contact with the

Japanese.
The origin of the

Japanese is also
wrapped in mysterj'.

The attempt to

solve the problem
from the anthro-

pological side,
and to consider

the modern Japan-
ese as a mixed
people consisting

of Ainos, Korean,
Chinese, and
M a 1 a y o - C h i nese

elements may be

said to have been
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successful, in so far as all these races have
undoubtedly contributed to the formation

of the nationality now inhabiting Japan :

but no proof has been brought forward

to show to which of these races the main
body of those immigrants belonged, who
probably made their way into Japan long

before the seventh century B.C.

Ethnological comparisons promise better

results. The practice of soothsaying by
means of the shoulder-blade of a slaugh-

tered animal, and that of send-
Ancicnt

^^^ horses and servants to ac-

J*"^ company a ,dead prince, who
ustoms

y^yQT^Q not killed and buried with

him, but were partly buried in an upright

posture round the grave mound to serve

as a living fence—these seem to have
been Japanese customs from a very early

antiquity. For purposes of soothsaying

they used the shoulder-blades of the stag
;

the sheep, which is usually employed for

this purpose in Northern Asia, is not

found in Japan.
Concerning their burial customs, the

chronicle known as the Nihongi speaks
as follows :

" The brother of the Emperor
Suinin [29 b.c-
70 A.D.] died and
was buried at

\Iusa. All those

who had been in

his personal ser-

vice were gather-

ed together and
were buried alive

in an upright
position around
his barrow. They
did not die for

many daj^s, but
wept and bewail-

ed day and night.

At length they
died and became
putrid. Dogs and
crows came to-

gether and ate

them up." The
emperor, who
had listened to

the lamentations,

ordered the aboli-

tion of this custom ; and it is said that from
the year 3*a.d. clay figures instead of human
beings were buried in or about the barrows.
Pieces of these figures are constantly found
at the present day. However, this ordinance
was frequently disregarded. Thus the
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Barbarous
Ideas of

Mourning

A FAMILY OF
The Ainos are the earliest people

Chinese annals of the Wei dynasty stated

that, on the death of the Empress Regent
Himeko (Jingo Kogo, according to the Jap-
anese lists), in the year 247 a.d., a large

mound was piled above her grave, and
more than a thousand of her male and
female servants followed her in death.

It is indeed difficult to eradicate

customs which have become part and
parcel of the national hfe, as is the

case when the - unwilling sacrifice has
become voluntary in the course

of centuries and is considered

an honourable .duty. In the

3'ear 646 a.d. the Mikado
issued an order for the cessation of all

these customs—namely, suicide or the

murder of others for the purpose of

sharing the fate of the deceased, the

killing of his horses, the burying of

treasure for the benefit of the dead, the

cutting short the hair, stabbing in the

thigh, or loud wailing on the part of

mourners
;

yet almost a thousand years

later we find Lyeyasu obliged to forbid the

Samurai to kill or mutilate themselves

upon their master's grave. Both of these

customs, divina-

tion by shoulder-

bones and the

slaughter of ser-

vants at their

master's grave,

are undoubtedly
of North Asiatic

or Tartar origin.

They also existed

in China. Con-
fucius mentions
the second o f

these customs as

lielonging to an-

tiquity, as also

the substitution

of wooden figures

for human sacri-

tices ; and the last

known example
occurs in the time
of the present

Manchu dynasty
after Kanghsi's
ascent of the

throne (1662). They are to be retraced to

the influence of Tartar dynasties. More-
over, the obscene character of a part of the

vShinto mythology and the popular phallic

worship, which was practised without
concealment in Japan so recently as i860,

AINOS AT HOME
of whom there is any trace in Japan,



TYPES OF JAPANESE AND THE PEOPLES FROM WHOM THEY HAVE PROBABLY DEVELOPED
It is probable that the Japanese nation has evolved from a mixed people, consisting: of Ainos, Koreans, Chinese, and
Malayans. The types of these races, compared with Japanese as above, impress this probability upon the observer

and still exists (1907), less openly, are evi-

dences in favour of a Tartar-Shamanist
origin. Finally, it is important to observe

that the earliest events of importance in

Shinto mythology are laid not in Kyiashu,

which would be evidence in favour of an
immigration from the west or south, but in

Izumo, Yamato, and Setsu, thus pointing to

a migration from the north. According to

Chinese annalists, Korea was conquered and
civilised by a member of their Shan dynasty,

Kit-sze, on the fall of that dynasty, 1122
B.C. ; therefore the migration from Korea to

Japan must have taken place before that

date, as the immigrants in question had cer-

tainly never come in contact with Chinese

civilisation. It is, however, quite possible

that this migration may have
ncicn

started from one of the Man-

J
Z^ churian states (lor example,

Funu) lying to the north of

Korea. According to Chinese sources

of information the inhabitants of these

districts seem to have had many ideas

and customs corresponding to those of

Old Japan. In that case, old Engelbert

Kampfer was correct when he wrote in

1712 :
" Strangers from Datz, or Tartary,

have long lain concealed in Japan under a

name of doubtful meaning, and, scattered

about the provinces, lived the wild life of

fi.sh-eaters."

It is hardly within our scope to detail,

and it would be unprofitable to sum-
marise, the extravagances of the Japanese
accounts of the cosmogony, the evolution

of the world out of chaos, the union of

one of the sons of the gods with the

daughter of the first man and woman,
the immigration, so to speak, of gods and
the rule of demigods on the earth.

Myth may be regarded as beginning to

merge in historical fact with the rule of

the last lord of divine birth,Kamu-Yamato-
Iware-Biko, the youngest son of the last

terrestrial spirit and the daughter of the

dragon-god Riyo-siu, whom Japanese ex-

positors regard as a ruler of the Loo-choo
Islands. In the year 667 B.C., at the age of

forty-five, he advances with his three

brothers to conquer the whole kingdom
of Japan. He first subdues Tsukushi (the

modern Chikuzen and Chikugo), then

Kibi (that is, the provinces of Bizen,

Bitchu, and Bingo) in Kyiishii, and also

Aki in Hondo. After three years of pre-

paration for a further campaign he sails

along the coast with his fleet to Naniwa
(Osaka), where he lands. However, at

Kusagesaka in Yamato and at Kumano, in

the province of Kii, he is beaten, and is

obliged to retire to his fleet. He loses the

greater part of his ships in a storm ; the

remainder are saved only by the
A Great

(jevotion of two of his brothers,
Legendary

^^.j^^ ^^^^ themselves into the
^"^

sea to appease the anger of the

gods. With fresh troops he returns to

Yamato, and in the year 660 B.C. subdues

the independent petty chiefs, partly by
treachery, his supremacy being established

by the surrender of the tokens of

empire—the sword, mirror, and insignia,

which had hitherto been in different
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hands. He builds his residence, lialf

palace and half temple (that is, house
for ancestors) on the mountain Uji in

Yamato, and hands over the government
of the kingdom to four Ministers, one
of whom becomes the ancestor of the
famous family of the Fujiwara. The first

"heavenly king" of Japan is known b3^

the name of Jimmu, .Spirit of War,
which was given him after his death

;

so run the Japanese narratives.

If there be any substratum of reality

in these traditions, it probably consists

in the fact that the main settlement of

the immigrants was situated in the

provinces of Izumi, Yamato and Setsu,

which were united at a later period

with Yamashiro and Ka-
wachi, and formed t\w

Gokinai (the five original

provinces), which was the

central part of the king-

dom. From this centre

the advance to the con-

quest of the western and
southern districts Ma>
m.ade. Jimmu's expedi-

tion was probably under-

taken to » enforce the

recognition of actual or

putative rights which had
existed at an earlin

period ; he is said to haM
married the daughter ol

the ruler of Izumi. The
struggles appear to have
been fought out between
members of the same clan.

Whether the Takeru, who
are mentioned later as

inhabiting Kyushu, are

to be identified with
the Kumaso, whether
they were members of the immigrant
hosts, whether and how far they were
commingled with the Malay-Chinese or

Korean nationalities, are problems in-

soluble at the moment.
According to Japanese sources of infor-

mation the first Korean immigration
is said to have taken place in 59 a.d. ;

J
. however, embassies from Korea

apan s
seem to have arrived in the

Intercourse , 1 „ t
. .

j^
country as early as 33 B.C. In

the north-east the Ainos.were
the only enemies with whom the immi-
grants had to contend, although their

opponents in that direction are mentioned
under different names.

INVENTOR OF JAPANESE WRITING
Until the sixth century the Japanese had no

system of writing, and from then to the ninth

century they used Chinese. In the ninth cen-

tury Kobo Daishi invented syllabic writing.

He is here shown as a Buddhist saint, holding

a thunderbolt, symbol of priestly authority.

The great obstacle to the proper compre-
hension and narration of early Japanese
history is the fact that native historical

records are entirely wanting until the eighth

, , century a.d. Until the sixthJapans ,
•' ,-, t

Oldest
century a.d. the Japanese

jj. possessed no system of writ-

ing of any kind, and from that
period until the invention of the Katakana
syllabic script in the ninth century they
used nothing but the Chinese characters.

The oldest piece of historical writing
extant, the Kojiki, the " book of old tra-

ditions," was completed in the years 711
and 712 ; two older works, apparently
time between the years 620 and 681,

have been lost. The Kojiki contains

the history of the

creation, of the gods
and heroes, and of the

Mikados, up to the year
O28 A.D. ; it was printed

for the first time between
1624 and 1642. The next

work in point of age, the

Xihongi, " Chronicles of

Japan," belongs to the

year 720 a.d., and treats

of the same subject-

matter as the Kojiki, ex-

cept that it carries the

annals of the emperors
to 699.
For this reason, apart

from the fact that

Chinese, Korean, Budd-
hist, and Confucian in-

fluences are very strongly

marked, these books can

only be used with the

utmost caution. The lists

of rulers given by them
often fail to correspond

with those contained in Chinese works
upon the subject—for example, that of

]\Iatuanhn. Moreover, they obviously bear

the stamp of improbabihty. For instance,

they relate that Jimmu reached the age of

127 years, and that among his first sixteen

successors, the last of whom died 399 a.d.,

thirteen lived more than 100 years

;

one of them, Suinin, the Solon of

Japanese history, lived 141 years, and
ruled for 99 of them ! Moreover, the long

line of the ^Mikados—the ruling JMikado

Mutsuhito, is the one hundred and twenty-

third—does not continue in direct suc-

cession according to our ideas, but, as

even Japanese accounts admit, is broken
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by seven empresses and many adopted

children.

Where contemporary Chinese and
Korean accounts exist side by side

—

and this is constantly the case in the

histories of the individual dynasties and

states of these countries—the Japanese

versions usually appear wholly untrust-

worthy. For instance, as re-
^^^

gards the Empress Jingo Kogo
Empress

(201-269) and her reported
"*^°

successful conquest in 202 of

Shiraki in Korea, the account given by the

writer of the Nihongi is adorned with

impossible extravagances.

Apart from all the evidence against any
historical foundation to the narrative

(such as the mention of names which can

be proved not to have existed at that

period), the Chinese and Korean annalists

mention Japanese attacks against Silla

only in the years 209. 233, and 249.

The first was a wholly unimportant event,

'vhile in the two latter the Japanese were

defeated with heavy losses in ships and
troops. The annals of the Chinese Wei
dynasty of the year 247 mention the death

of the Queen Himeko—that is, Jingd

Kogo—and relate that, after the outbreak

of a civil war in which 100,000 persons

were killed, a girl of thirteen years of age

succeeded to the throne. This is a far

more probable account than the story that

Jingo Kogo reigned 68 years after her

consort's death.

Influenced by these and similar dis-

crepancies between the Chinese and Korean
historians on the one hand and the

Japanese upon the other, W. G. Aston has

declared his conviction that the Japanese
narratives are unworthy of credence, not

only up to 400 and 500 A.D., but also during

the sixth century of our era. He considers

that the first demonstrably historical event

in Japanese chronology occurs in the year

461 A.D. Japanese history properly so'

called does not begin before

500 A.D., and the introduction
Introduction

of Chinese

Civilisation
of Chinese civilisation into

Japan took place 120 years

later than the date given by the Japanese to

that event—in 397 a.d., instead of 277 a.d.

Modern Japanese criticism has also

declared against the credibility of the

Nihongi. In 1889, Tachibana Riohei col-

le-cted a large number of instances showing
the unreliable character of the work.
According to the Nihongi, Yamato Dake,
the national hero of the Japanese, died in

the forty-third year of the Emperor
Keiko—that is, 114 a.d.—but his son
Tsinai, according to the same authority,

was born in the nineteenth year of the reign

of Seimu (150)—that is, thirty-six years

after his father's death. Prince Oho-usu-
no-mikoto was the twin-brother of Yamato
Dake ; the latter was aged sixteen when
he took the field against the Kumaso in

98 A.D., so that the brothers must have
been born in 83 a.d. But the Nihongi
informs us that Prince Oho ill-treated a

nobleman's daughter in the year 75

—

that is, eight years before his birth. A
large number of similar discrepancies have
been collected.

Consequently, to reconstruct Japanese
history from the foundation of the

empire (660 B.C.) to the introduction of

Buddhism, we are forced to restrict our-

selves to such information as can be

checked and corrected by accounts other

than Japanese. These latter are, at best,

nothing but a patchwork of incredible

traditions arbitrarily put together, appar-

ently with the object of providing some
support for the claims which the ruling

.

V I f
dynasty advanced at a later

*:"^ ° period. Hence there can be no

Recordt
possible doubt that the three

original settlements of the

immigrants, Yamato, Izumi, and Tsu-

kushi (Northern Kyushii), existed inde-

pendently of one another long after

the time of Jimmu. In the annals of

the Han dynasty of China (25-220 a.d.)

mention is made of Japanese embassies

which could only have been sent out by
petty princes. The Chinese records com-
piled by Matuanlin in the thirteenth

century show how low was the stage of

Japanese development at the time when
these accounts were written.

The annals of the later Han, referring to

Japan, say that there was a mountainous
island to the south-east of Korea, divided

into more than a hundred districts. After

the conquest of Korea by Wuti (140-86

B.C.) thirty-two of these tribes, who called

their hereditary rulers kings, are said to

have entered into communication by
messenger with the authorities of the Han.
The ruler of " Great Wo " (Japan) resided

in Yamato, and the customs of the people

were similar to those of the Chinese province

of Chekiang (600 miles away), which lay

opposite to Wo. The soil was suitable for the

cultivation of corn, hemp, and mulberry-

trees. The people understood the art of
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weaving. The country produced white
pearls and green nephrite. In the moun-
tains there was cinnabar. The chmate was
mild, and vegetables could be cultivated

both in winter and summer. They had no
oxen, horses, tigers, leopards, or magpies.
Their soldiers carried spears and shields,

bows and arrows of wood, the points in

many cases being made of bone. The
men tattooed their faces and bodies with
designs. Difference of rank was denoted
by the size and position of these designs.

The clothes of the men were fastened

crosswa.ys by knots, and consisted of one
piece of material. The women bound up
their hair in a knot, and their dress

resembled Chinese "clothes of the thick-

ness of one piece ; these they drew over
their heads. They used red and purple

colours to besmear their bodies as the

Chinese used rice-powder. They had forts

and houses protected with palisading.

The father and mother, and the elder and
younger brothers of a family, lived apart,

but when they came together no difference

was made between the sexes. They took
up their food in their hands, but laid it

upon plates of bamboo and
* '

V wooden dishes. They all went
o c ar y y^^^QJQQ^ Reverence was paid

by crouching low. They were
very fond of strong drink. They were a

long-lived race, and people a hundred years

old were constantly met with. The women
were more numerous than the men. All

men of high rank had four or five wives,

others two or three. The wives were
faithful and not jealous. Theft was un-
known and litigation extremely rare.

The wives and children of criminals were
confiscated, and for grave offences the

criminal's family were destroyed. Mourning
lasted only ten days ; during that period

the members of the family wept and
lamented, while their friends came, sang,

danced, and made music. They practised

soothsaying by burning bones over the

fire, and thereby pre-determining good
or evil fortune. They appointed one man
who was known as the public mourner

;

he was not allowed to comb his hair, to

wash, to eat meat, or to approach any
woman. If they, the survivors, were
prosperous, they made him valuable

presents ; but if misfortune came upon
them, they blamed the " mourner " for

having broken his vows, and all joined in

killing him, a custom the existence of

which is confirmed by Japanese sources.

Further on we are told that "between
147 and 190, Wo was in a state of great
confusion, and civil wars continued foi

]nany years, during which period there was
no ruler. Then a woman, Pimihu (Himeko).
appeared. She was old and unmarried,
and had devoted herself to the arts of
magic, so that she was able to deceive the

A Qu people. The people agreed to

who w recognise her as queen. She

Sorceress
^^*^ 1,000 male servants

;
but

few saw her face, except one
man, who brought her meals and main-
tained communication with her. She lived

in a palace of airy rooms, which was sur-

rounded by a palisade and protected by a
guard of soldiers."

From the third century a.d. we have
constant references to embassies from
Japan to China bringing presents (tribute)

and seeking grants of titles and seals.

Many of such mentions may have been
inspired by Chinese vanity alone ; none
the less, it is quite possible that the half-

barbarian Japanese of that age may have
been flattered by the conferment of such
outward distinctions, although their de-

scendants naturally deny the dependency
of their country upon China. Traces of a

certain degree of dependency are to be

found until the period of the great IMongol

invasion of 1370-1380.
From the last century B.C. closer and

more constant connections subsisted be-

tween Japan and the states in the

south of the Korean peninsula. It is

not easy to distinguish the character or

results of the various embassies, incur-

sions, and larger expeditions undertaken

by the State or by individuals ; at any
rate, many of the hostile descents of the

Japanese upon the Korean seaboard of

which we hear were made as often for

piratical purposes as to support one or

other of the political parties in Korea.

The Japanese State was too loosely

organised at that period to have provided

the impulse to each one of
Chinese

^^^.^ different movements.
and Japanese ^ ^ Parker, who has madem Korea

^ special study of the relations

of China and Japan with Korea, says on this

point :
" The Chinese twice overran Korea,

once in the third century B.C. and once in

the seventh century a.d. In both cases

their personal government was of short

duration, and their viceroyalty never

extended over the northern half, and for

some time not even beyond the mountain
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THE CEREMONY OF WORSHIPPING THE IMPERIAL ANCESTORS IN JAPAN

The worship of their common ancestor was the bond of union within each tribe in Old Japan. Each tribe,

with its chief, formed a self-contained whole, the Emperor's tribe being- the most numerous and powerful. The
Imperial ancestors were worshipped by the tribe as a whole, the custom being attributed to Confucian influences.

range which divides the northern half

into eastern and v/estern portions. The
Japanese never set foot in that part of

Korea which was actually under Chinese

influence, except during a few months in

the time of Hideyoshi at the end of the

sixteenth century. They never really

subdued any part of Korea. It is, how-
ever, possible that scattered remnants of

the Japanese race may have existed in

the extreme south of the peninsula

during the first century a.d. There is no
doubt that Japanese influence was strong

in the south-western parts until the second
Chinese invasion. At a later time they
vv'ere mere pirates, until Hideyoshi
conceived the idea of attacking China
by way of Korea. On the other hand, the

Japanese from the earliest to the latest

periods seemed to have possessed a settle-

ment in the extreme south of

Korea, or at Fusan." Japanese
records mention many battles

with the Kumaso in Kjiishij,

who were either invaded and attacked
in their own country, o/ themselves
invaded and overran the western pro-

vinces of the main island. The first

battles against these eastern neighbours
are those mentioned as having occurred
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Origin of
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of War

individual

Early

Wars with

China

under the Emperor Keiko (71-130 A.D.).

His son Yamato Dake, the warrior

prince, carried the fame of the Japanese
arms, though certainly only for a time,

into the mountain district of Nikko,
the modern capital, Tokio.

respects, the records are con-

fined to accounts of the gradual
and very slow development of

the interior, which is naturally

ascribed to the enterprise of

emperors. Siijin, the tenth

emperor (97-30 B.C.), is said to have
constructed the first aqueduct for the

irrigation of rice fields. His successor,

Suinin (29 B.C.-70 a.d.), continued the

work, and extended it by making canals

;

he is also said to have encouraged
the national god worship. He seems also

to have been the first to introduce a
system of taxation, a reform of which the

chief object was to provide funds for reli-

gious worship. Under the twelfth Mikado,
Seimu (131-190), an expedition against

the Aino of the East took place, and under
the fifteenth, the Empress Jingo Kogo
(201-269), occurred the fabulous voyage
to Korea. Her son Ojin, of whom she is

said to have been pregnant at the time,

and who for that reason has since been
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svorshippcd as the god of war (Hachiman)
succeeded her (270-310), and is reported

to have paid special attention to trade

and manufactures, teachers of which he
brought over from Korea. His successors

imitated his example, and thus we reach

the epoch of the introduction, through
Korea, of Chinese civilisation into Japan,
although many of the statements upon this

subject must be considerably post-dated.

During the whole of this period the

immigrants seem to have been in no very

close relations with the Emperor. Fukuda
Tokuzo connects these " Yamato " even
during their earliest period by the fusion

of three subordinate tribes—the " descend-

ants of heaven" (Tenson), the "heavenly
deities" (Tenjin), and the earthly deities

(Chiji) standing in different degrees of re-

lationship to the sun-goddess. But here he

is probably describing the

results of later developments
;

such distinctions do not usuall}^

become manifest until the

necessity is apparent for sharper lines of

demarcation between the upper and lower

grades of society, and this can hardly have
been imperative at the stage of development
reached by the immigrants about 660 B.C.

The development of the priesthood

must also have been a very slow process,

even according to the Japanese reports.

The more pronounced ancestor-worship

with which were connected the more
definite distinctions of social rank may
be ascribed to later (Confucian) influences.

This much is certain, that the race which
had the upper hand in Central Japan

—

the power of the " Yamato " scarcely

reached beyond this region—was com-
posed of a large number of tribes (Uji),

each of which had originated in a single

family. Both in Japan and China we find

the same course of development which
was followed in Greece, Rome, Germany,
and among the North American Indians.

The Growth
of the

Priesthood

The Old
Tribal

System

Such tribal unions increase to a remarkable
degree the stability and permanence of the

body politic in which they pass the first

stages of their constitutional development.
In Japan each tribe with its chief formed

a self - contained whole, the

Emperor's tribe, under his

personal leadership, being the

most numerous and powerful.

The worship of their common ancestor

was the bond of union within each
individual tribe, and the worship of the

sun-goddess formed the tie between the

Imperial and the other tribes. The
creation of fresh tribes, especially ol

prisoners of war, slaves, and servants

or craftsmen attached to the Imperial

Court, seems to have been a privilege of the

Emperor, who was thus able to increase

the strength of his household troops.

It seems that originally within the

tribe, while it was yet small, the pro-

ducts of hunting, fishing, and agricul-

ture were held in common, and that

ultimately there was community of all

acquisitions. The tribe could also entei

into external relations without losing its

corporate character, appearing in some
respects as a legal personality. Certain

offices belonged to the, tribe, and were

hereditary in it : the man followed the

woman into her tribe, to which also the

children belonged. The power of the head

of the tribe over the members was very

considerable, but, on the other hand, the

relations of individual Uji to the Imperial

tribe seem to have been very
'^"*'*^

loose. They consisted chiefly in

the recognition of the Emperor

as high-priest for the worship

of the common ancestral goddess, as war-

lord, as the representative of the common
interests abroad, and as chief judge to

decide disputes between the different

tribes. The Emperor had no right ovei

their land or propert}'.

of the

Chiefs
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ORGANISATION OF THE EMPIRE & WARS OF
GREAT FAMILIES

RISE OF THE SAMURAI AND THE SHOGUNATE
TF the Japanese annals are to be believed,
^ Jimmu, immediately after the founda-
tion of the empire, handed over the govern-
ment to four Ministers, one of whom was
an ancestor of the family of Fujiwara.

In this piece of information we may prob-

ably recognise nothing more than a desire,

formulated by this powerful family some
fifteen hundred years later, 1o justify

their actual predominance by reference to

an ant quity as remote as possible.

In reality, the true state of affairs for a

long period must have been that the supreme
chieftains of the victorious tribe found them-
selves obliged to defend and to extend their

tottering supremacy as best they could.

As the emperors attempted to strengthen

the forces under their control, so also did

the chieftains of other tribes (Uji). Conflicts

can be shown to have been waged in the

course of cen-

turies between
the emperor and
unruly Uji chiefs,

which were gene-

rally decided by
the interference

of other chiefs

in favour of one
or other of the

contending
parties, and not
always in favour

of the rightful

superior. Such
struggles con-

stantly broke out
over questions

concerning the

succession to the

throne, for it was
not until the reign

of Kwammu
(782-806) that
the right of
primogeniture

was asserted, and it was some time before
it advanced from the theoretical to the
practical stage.

These continual contests for power and
supremacy involved the downfall of the
old tribal system. The ultimate causes
of the change are to be found in the
increase of the population and conse-
quently of the members of the individual
tribes, and also in the increased necessity
for labour to provide sustenance for in-

dividuals, resulting in the abandonment
of fishing and hunting for agriculture.

The rise of the family and of the individual

within the tribe gradually made itself

felt as a danger both to the upper and to

the lower strata of society : to the upper,

because the Uji system, in the event of a

rapid increase in the members of the tribe,

placed these numbers at the immediate
disposal of a

vassal anxious

to create dis-

turbance ; to the

lower, because
the tribe was
no longer able

to provide for

the welfare of its

members.
The Chinese

constitution
offered a solution

of these difficul-

ties, on which
the Emperor or

his councillors

gladly seized. In

the great neigh-

bour empire the

monarch's person

was unapproach-
able to the mass
of the popula-

tion. He ruled

by means of his
A JAPANESE EMPEROR OF EARLY TIMES

typical representation from a drawing by a native artist
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officials, of whom he saw none but the

highest. Everything in the country, men
as well as land, was his property, and
wholly subject to his will, as exercised

through Ministers in the capital and
viceroys in the provinces.

The constitution of the Japanese Empire
now underwent a change in accordance
with these principles. The Mikado was
^, „ , nominally at the head of
The Reform ,1 /- a • j.-

the Government : m practice,

^ ^w i- though not as a matter of
Constitution , P , ^ j ^ ^i

right, he was confined to the

precincts of his palace, and as time
went on became more and more a

stranger to his subjects. Ultimately
he became, what he remained until

1868, a mythical personality, for the

possession of whom disputants would
fight, because this alone could give to their

measures the stamp of legality ; but a

personality who could only give expression

to his will when his servants provided
the means to this end, with a view to their

own advantage and aggrandisement. The
executive power lay in the hands of the
central administration, which had been
remodelled after the Chinese pattern.

This body was controlled by anyone who
had sufficient strength or cunning to make
himiself master of the situation. From the

heads of tribes a court nobilit}', the Kuge,
was created, from which wei^e selected

the high officials of the central administra-

tion and the viceroys of the provinces

and departments.
The tribes, as such, lost the political

and economic importance which they had
hitherto possessed, and their property
was no longer held in common. Their
place was taken by the family, the Ko, in

which the individual member had greater

freedom of action. On the other hand,
again after the Chinese model, freedom
was limited and the solidarity of family

life increased by the introduction of a
new system of police, to which the

history of early England supplies a striking

parallel. The Ko were organised in groups
of five, and each group became answerable
in common for its members : this regula-

tion seems to have been further

strengthened by the creation of

similar unions of ten families,

or twenty, and so on. Only
a few of the greatest tribes, such as the

Fujiwara, the Taira, and the Minamoto,
retained that influence which the Uji
had formerly exercised, and this in spite

of the fact that the unity of the members
on which the strength of the Uji had rested

was now a thing of the past. We may,

Organising

a System
of Society

SCENE IN THE HOUSE OF A JAPANESE NOBLEMAN UNDER THE OLD REGIME
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however, conclude that these

famihes, and especially the
Fujiwara, were the chief agents
in the introduction of this

change, which exercised so great

an influence upon the whole of

Japanese internal developrr.ent

that the battles of the next
eight hundred years were, al-

most without exception, fought
Qut between and within such
tribes.

Such a change was naturally

ilow of completion. Initiated

and supported by Chinese and
Buddhist influences, which be-

gan to make themselves felt in

the sixth century, a necessary

condition of its accomplishment
was the downfall of the existing

system, the reduction of the

Emperor's position, which that

system strengthened, and, above
all things, energy and decision.

As early as 603 a.d. the Em-
press Suiko created twelve new
grades of nobility ; in 647 these

were reorganised in thirty sub-

divisions by the Emperor
Kotoku. In this institution

we may trace the origin of the

Kuge, the Court nobility. In

603, eight Ministers of the

Imperial palace were created,

to deal with administration and
education, ceremonies, finance,

and the census, military affairs,

the judicature, the exchequer,
and the domestic economy of the palace.

At this time the
'

' Counsellor of the Gods
of Heaven and Earth " (Jingi Kwan), who
had previously been a supreme authority,

was deprived of his dignity by the progress

of Buddhist influence. In 786 the Daijo
Kwan was created, a board of the chief

ofhcials of the realm, consisting of four

Ministers (the princes and the chief of the

Kuge) ; these were the great Minister of

the Great Government (Daijo

Daijin), the Sadaijin and the

Great Ministers of the Left

and Right (Udaijin), and the

Privy Councillor (Naidaijin). The entire

government was in the hands of these

officials. Finally, in the year 889 the

hereditary dignity of the Kwambaku or

Regent was created.

Other changes exerted a deeper influence

upon the social organism. Under the

KWAMMU,
He reigned 7

8

The Chief

Officials

of the Realm

WHO ESTABLISHED THE LAW OF SUCCESSION
2-806, ending a long series of struggles as to the succession.

Emperor Kotoku (645-654), a succession

of regulations called the Taikwa laws (this

being the name of the year-period in

which they were issued), withdrew from

theUji the offices which had hitherto been

connected with them, and arranged that

these offices should henceforward be held

only by men of proved capacity. The
members of the Uji now became vassals

of the Empire, and the land was divided

into provinces (kuni) and districts (kori),

the inhabitants of which were now
responsible to the Emperor for the

payment of taxes in kind and the per-

formance of labour services. In the year

689 was promulgated the "Taiho"—that

is, the existing body of legislation reduced

to writing.

The most important point of this code

was the introduction of a system that

had existed in China from immemorial
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The Land
System of

Old Japan

antiquity, the division of the arable land,

all of which henceforward belonged to

the em])eror, into temporary family hold-

ings (on leases of six or twelve years).

The size of these was proportioned to that

of the famihes that held them, and rent"

was paid in the form of produce and of

labour services. Forest, moorland, etc.,

remained common property.

If the peasant brought fresh

land under cultivation, he had
the right of usufruct for a

considerable period free of taxation, and
this right he could even sell to others with

the consent of the authorities.

At a later period this system of land

tenure became the basis for the formation

of the feudal state ; at that time the

territorial lords claimed to stand in the

position of the emperor toward the

tenants, raised the taxation upon arable

land from three to fifty per cent., appro-

priated the common land, and respected

only those articles of the code which
happened to correspond with their own
convenience. Under this system the pos-

sessions of the temples and monasteries

increased with unusual rapidity ; in

addition to the land which they gained

by making clearings for cultivation, they

acquired, notwithstanding repeated pro-

hibitions, rich presents and legacies, which
enabled the priests during the wars of the

coming century to play a part by no
means in consonance with their vows of

poverty.

In the year 66q Xakatomi noKamatari
received from the Emperor Ten-ji, who
favoured his desires, the family name of
" Fujiwara," indicating his place of

birth. His family was of divine origin

;

their ancestor was Amano-koyane no-

Mikoto. One of their forefathers had
accompanied Jimmu on his campaign,
and had received from him the daughter
of a subjugated prince in marriage ;

another member had taken the family

name of Xakatomi under the Mikado
Kimmei (540-571). Thus the

Fujiwara were the oldest and
most distinguished clan in the

country after the Mikado's
Of one hundred and fifty-five

composing the Court nobility

(Kuge), the first ninety-five traced their

descent from Kamatari, and it was from
the first five of these, the Go-sekke,

that the Mikado was obliged to choose
his consort. From 888 to 1868 the office
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family,

families

of Regent and also that of Dai jo Daijin

was hereditary in this family.

Its influence was further increased

by constant intermarriage with the

house of the Mikados, the daughters
of which almost invariably married
into the same family. However, this

position of almost complete supremacy
which the family had succeeded in acquir-

ing was destined to bring about the loss

of its political power. In the hands of

the Fujiwara the Mikados were mere
puppets, generally children, and often in

their tenderest years. The provincial

governors remained peacefully in Kioto,

and sent substitutes to occupy their posts.

If a Shogun were appointed to deal with

MICHIZANE, EXILED JAPANESE NOBLEMAN',
who was overthrown in conflicts arising out of Court in-

trigues in the reign of Daigo (898-930) and sent into exile.
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a rev^olt of the Aino or of some governor,
he left others to do the work, and remained
at Court to lead the life of pleasure for

which he found there all possible pro-
vision. Japanese literature centred round
the Court of the Mikado, and in this epoch
attained its zenith ; but the period was
also one of extreme luxury and unbridled
immorality.
The real power passed by degrees into

the hands of those who did the work of

the Government. While the effeminacy of

the Court nobility increased, a strong-,'r

caste rose into prominence, the Buke,
who may be defined as a military nobility.

The chief representatives of this caste
were the two families of the Taira and the
Minamoto. The former traced their

descent from Takamochi, the great-grand-
son of the Emperor Kwammu (782-806),
while the latter family were descended
from Tsunemoto, a grandson of the
Emperor Seiwa (859-880) ; both were
originally members of the Court nobility,

five families of which, as late as the
year 1868, retraced their origin to the
Taira and seventeen to the Minamoto.
The first serious danger with which the

Fujiwara were confronted arose from a

„ struggle for precedence against

P ..J
wara, who were no less ancient
than themselves. The con-

flict was fought out amid the intrigues of

Court life, and ended with the overthrow
of Michizane, the representative of the

Sugawara family, who was defeated in

the reign of Daigo (898-930) and sent into

exile. More dangerous was the revolt of

one of the Taira, who set himself up as

emperor in the Kwanto under the Mikado
Shuzaku (931-946), and was supported by
some members of the Fujiwara ; the

movement, however, was suppressed after

a bloody conflict. The influence of the

Fujiwara in Kioto remained unimpaired
until the beginning of the twelfth century.

The Taira were active in the south and
west, the Minamoto in the north and east,

where they won a great military reputa-

tion, and gathered bands of bold and
predatory warriors around them. Both
parties were fully occupied with wars
against the Aino in the north, and against

the Koreans, who had invaded Kyushu
in the south.

Meanwhile, both the Taira and the

Minamoto began to acquire influence in

the capital. A favourite of the Emperor

Claims

to the

Throne

Toba, by name Taira no-Tadamori, had
a son by one of his master's concubines
(or by a servant of the palace whom he
married later) in 1118, whom he nam.ed
Kiyomori. In the disputes concerning
the succession which broke out upon the
death of the Emperor Konoye in the year
1 155, the two chief claimants for the

throne were Shutoku, a former
^likado, who had abdicated
in 1141, and now claimed the
imperial title for his son, and

Go-Shirakawa, one of the sons of the
Emperor Toba, who had abdicated in 1123.
Almost all the Minamoto supported the
first of these claimants, while the cause
of the other was espoused by the Taira.

The latter succeeded in obtaining the
election of Go-Shirakawa ; Kiyomori,
who had inherited all the dignities and
offices of his father, offered to support
him. In the battles between the two
parties, Yoshitomo, a member of the
Minamoto, also fought on the side of

the Taira. The Minamoto were defeated
at the battle of Taiken Gate ; their leader.

Yorinaga, committed suicide, while Tame-
tomo, a renowned archer, was captured
and banished. Kiyomori was rewarded
with the position of Daijo Daijin. He
now ruled as the Fujiwara had done
before him. The Minamoto became the

special objects of his hatred, and he

persecuted them with such ferocity that

in 1159 Minamoto no-Yoshitomo, who
had previously been on his side, declared

against him. He, however, was quickly

overpowered, and murdered while in flight.

This victory gave Kiyomori absolute pre-

dominance. His father-in-law, the Mikado
Go-Shirakawa, who had abdicated in 1158,

was carried off and sent into exile [see

plate facing page 417], and the war of

extermination against the Minamoto con-

tinued. Yoritomo, the fourth son of

Yoshitomo, escaped the fate of his

brother owing to the pleading of the

sons of Kiyomori, and was
Carrying ^^^^ -^^^ ^^-^^ j^^^^ ^j j^j^
°'*^'"'

half-brothers, including the
Emperor

f^^-^-^^^^ Yoshitsune, who was
then an infant at the breast, were spared

for a like reason. Their mother, the fair

and clever Tokiwa, a peasant woman by
birth, who had been the concubine of

Yoshitomo. saved them after they had

been cut off from flight by offering herself

to the victor as his concubine. Yoritomo,

who had married the daughter of Hojo
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'THE BATTLE THAT DESTROYED HUMAN RELATIONS": THE FIGHT AT TAIKEN GATE
This internecine conflict, in which brother fought against brother and families were divided, was one of the battles of
the wars of the Taira and Minamoto families, which broke the power of the ex-Emperor Shotoku, who, having been
forced to abdicate, claimed the throne for his son in 1155. The fight came to be known as " the battle which destroyed
human relations." The final battle of these Japanese "Wars of the Roses " was fought at sea, near Shimonoseki.

Tokimasa, the man to whose custody he
had been commited, raised the standard
of revolt against the Taira. His first

attempt ended in disaster; but he escaped

to the Kwanto, soon collected a force,

and fortified himself in Kamakura, where
the Taira did not venture to attack him.

Shortly afterwards (ii8i) Kiyomori died
;

his last words to his family were that the

observance of the usual burial customs
was to be omitted in his case, and that

the only monument to be set up before

his grave was the head of Minamoto
no-Yoritomo.

His .son Munemori possessed neither the

capacity nor the bloodthirsty energy of

his father. He wasted valuable

time in _ deliberation while his

enemies in the north, who
were joined by the remnant

of the Minamoto, grew more powerful
every day ; their cause was also espoused
by many of the Fujiwara, by the priests

of Hieizan, and by the exiled Go-Shirakawa.
The first conflict took place in the moun-
tains of the Xakasendo, between an army
of the Taira and Minamoto no-Yoshinaka,
whose father had also been a victim

of Kiyomori. The Taira were utterly

I)eaten in 1182. and IMunemori fled from
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Defeat

of the

Taira

Kioto with the young Mikado Antoku.
There the old Go-Shirakawa greeted the

conqueror upon his entry. Antoku was
declared to be deposed, and Go-Toba
was elected Emperor in his place. He
appointed Yoshinaka to the post of Shogun,
so that this personage now became leader

of the opposition to the family of his cousin

Yoritomo. Minamoto no-Yoritomo sent

his younger brothers, Yoshitsune and
Noriyori, against him ; they defeated

him in 1184 at Lake Biwa, and Yoshinaka
committed suicide. Yoshitsune availed

himself of this advantage to resume the

pursuit of ^lunemori.
After a series of combats, all of

which went against the Taira, a de-

cisive naval battle was fought
in 1 185 at Dan-no-ura, near
Shimonoseki. The Taira made
a most valiant resistance, but

were utterly routed. The widow of Kiyo-
mori drowned herself with the Mikado
Antoku, who was then five years old.

Most of the Taira who did not fall in the

battle committed suicide or were killed

in the pursuit. A few found refuge in

the remotest parts of Kyushu, where it is

said that their descendants may to this

day be recognised. The utter ruin with

Decisive

Naval
Conflict
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which the Taira had once threatened the
Minamoto was now dealt out to them by
the enemy they had formerly conquered.

In certain respects the wars of the Taira
and Minamoto are analogous to the

Wars of the Roses in England ; the com-
parison can be extended to the colours

worn by the Japanese parties, the standards
of the Minamoto being white and those

of the Taira red. The events of these

wars form the subject of the most famous
Japanese novels, which are to this day
the delight of young and old.

The following four centuries of Japanese
history are filled with indiscriminate

fighting. Law and order are non-existent,

treachery and murder are of daily occur-

rence, and our contempt for the faithless-

ness of the nobles to the Mikado, the

Shogun, and the Regent is increased by
the numerous instances of the fidelity dis-

played by the lower orders towards their

masters. Each individual is concerned
only with his own advantage and the

easiest means of obtaining it. The one in-

spiring feature of the period is the stoical

courage with which the conquered, who
as conquerors w-ere merciless, met their

death—they fell upon their own swords,
after the manner of the ancient Romans.

At the outset of the rule of the Fujiwara
in the eighth century the necessity became
apparent, probably owning to the growing
effeminacy of certain classes of the popu-
lation, for the creation of a special military

JAPANESE WARSHIP IN 12TH CENTURY
From a drawing on a Japanese bank-note

class (the Samurai). At an earlier period

every man was a soldier, and marched
when he received his summons ; now this

militia was replaced by a class of profes-

sional soldiers. Instances occur at an
early period of the existence of body-
guards of which the military forces of the
greater lords may have been composed

;

TAMETOMO, THE GREAT ARCHER,'
defying his enemies in battle against the Taira families,
about 1155, when he was captured and banished.

these, however, are purely exceptional

cases. As in Anglo-Saxon England and
in Europe at large dur.ng the ninth and
tenth centuries of our era, the necessities

of the time obliged the free peasants and
often the petty nobles of Japan to place

themselves under the protection of a more
powerful lord, and to give up their fi"eedom

in return for the security which he could

offer them.
A.n additional piece of evidence for

this fact is the argument invariably ad-

duced by the Japanese themselves during

the debates on the proposal to capitalise

the incomes of the Samurai (1870-1880),

that this order of nobihty, or rather gentry,

had originated from the peasant class

in the eighth century and ought to revert

to that condition. The peasant serfs,

like those who voluntarily sought the

protection of a lord, owed military service

to this lord, and not to the Emperor
;

eventually, in view of the unbroken con-

tinuance of war, both parties, lord and

peasant, found it to their advantage to

draw a more definite line of demarcation

between the productive and the military

classes.

Similar circumstances no doubt gave

rise to the great fiefs. In the times when
might was right, the regent, the field-

marshal, or whoever was in power for

the moment, either seized the property

of a defeated enemy for himself or divided
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Owners
of the

Country

it among his adherents. At a later period,

when an increased number had been able

to carve a kin^om for themselves out of

the ])roperty which theoretically belonged
to the Emperor, when the country was
divided among great and small lords,

actual possession formed nine-tenths of

the law, and often the whole of it ; whether
the possessor of land had been duly and
formally invested with it was a matter of

total indifference. What the sword had
won, the sword alone could

keep. So when social conditions

became more stereotyped at the

beginning of the seventeenth
century, the whole of the country was in

possession of greater or smaller lords,

who held their lands in theory from the

Mikado either directly, or mediately
through the Shogun. The theory became
practice when, upon the restoration of

the Mikado's power, the landed property
and all the inhabitants of the empire were
claimed as Imperial possessions by the

Government.
From, the victory of the Minamoto over

the Taira until the restoration of the

Mikado in 1868, a period of almost seven
centuries, two facts are of primary im-
portance for the internal development of

Japan. First, that whereas Kioto had
hitherto been the social and political

centre of the country, this centre of

gravity was now transferred to the north-

east, first to Kamakura, a foundation
of Yoritomo, and afterward to Yedo,
founded by lyeyasu. The second fact is

of no less importance : during the greater

l^ortion of this period the actual power was
not exercised by the bearers of the different

titles of office, the Mikado, Shogun, and
Regent, who were generally children,

and sometimes babes in arms ; the
strings of government were pulled by

TK R 1
relations and other personages

„
,

- behind the scenes. Extremely
Rulers of ,, 1 • , .1

-^

Old Jaoa
^^^'^ ^^® cases m which the
bearer of the title plays any-

thing but a passive part, and that, too,
at a time when there was certainly no
kick of vigorous and energetic men in

Japan.
The victory of Dan-no-ura was follov/ed

by an outbreak of serious dissensions
within the Minamoto family, evoked by
the jealousy of Yoritomo at the military
success of his half-brother, Yoshitsune

;

shortly afterward the latter was murdered
by order of Yoritomo. The person-
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ality Oi this most attractive of all the
Minamoto has become the nucleus of a

cycle of legends ; the most probable
story says that he committed hara-kiri,

after killing his wife and children,

and that his head was brought to

Kamakura, to be shown to his brother
as evidence of the execution of his

orders.

Yoritomo himself was invested in 1192
with the title of Sei-i Tai Shogun, " the
great general subduing the barbarians." He
died in iigg. Upon his hereditary estates

in the eastern provinces he instituted a

properly organised system of government,
the " Baku-fu," indicating the " curtain

screen " which surrounded the tent of the

field-marshal. This system corresponded
in some respects with the military ad-
ministration of the field - marshal ; the
incompetent provincial governors were
replaced by capable subordinates of hi.*;

own. Under him Kamakura became a

large and beautiful town, oi

which only a pair of stately

temples now remain, togethei

with the colossal statue of

Buddha [see page 205] and the simple
sepulchre monument of its founder.

After the death of Yoritomo his father-

in-law, Hojo Tokimasa, together. with his

widow, Masago, acted as the guardians
of Yori-iye, who was then eighteen year&
of age ; after a rule of four years he was
deposed in 1203, sent into exile, and mur-
dered a year later. He was succeeded by
Sanetomo, a brother eleven years of age,

who was murdered in 12 19 by his nephew
Kokio, the son of Yori-iye. The main
branch of the family of Yoritomo thus

The Title

of

Shogun

THE MASSACRE OF THE MONGOLS
As represented in an old Japanese print.



FOUNDER OF THE SHOGUNATE, WHOSE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT LASTED 700 YEARS
Yoritomo (1147-98) belonged to the Minamoto family. He spent his life in fighting. He instigated the murder of his

lialf-brother, and won renown as the first ShOgun, " the great general subduing the barbarians." He established the
Baku-fu system of government, which lasted centuries, and changed the centre of influence from Kioto to Kamakura.

became extinct, and power remained in the

hands of the Hojo family. They did not
themselves assume the title of Shogun, but
contented themselves with that of Shiken
(regents) of Kamakura, preferring to

appoint children of the Fujiwara family,

or of the Imperial house, to the position

of Shogun, and ruling under their names.
Of the eight Shoguns included in the

period 1220-1338 s x were between three

and sixteen years of age at the time of

their appointment ; all were deposed, and
two are known to have been murdered.
In the family of the Regents things

were no better ; eight rulers succeeded
one another in the years 1 205-1326, and
three or four in the short space between
1326 and 1333. The family then became
extinct.

The assumption of the power by the

Hojos caused much dissatisfaction in

Kioto. The three ex-Mikados, Go-Toba
and his sons Tuschi and Juntoku, together

with the son of the latter, Chukyo, who had
been ruling from 1222, offered resistance

but were overpowered ; the three ex-

Mikados were sent into exile and there

thrown into prison, while the reigning

emperor was deposed. The first of the

Hojo Regents, or their councillors, were
men of high capacity. Yoshitoki (1205-

1224) and Yasutoki (1225-1242) did their

utmost to maintain peace throughout the

country, but were forced to struggle against

the parties in Kioto and the Buddhist
priests, especially in Yamato, who stirred

up the population against them. Tsune-
toki ruled for only three years (1243-1246),
and abdicated in favour of his younger
brother Tokiyori (1246-1256). He, too,

gave proof of much energy and made
special efforts to improve the administra-

tion of justice.

The greatest services to Japan during

that period were, however, those of Toki-

mune (1257-1284). After his conquest of
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THE REPULSE OF THE MONGOL ARMADA IN 12S1

As the Spanish Armada, on its way to England, was wrecked by a storm, so the Mongol Armada, composed of
Chinese and Korean forces, was wrecked by a typhoon on its way to Japan. A hundred thousand lives were lost,

and only three Mongols are said to have escaped the massacre which followed the destruction of the fleet.

China, Kublai Khan sent a letter by the

Koreans to the Mikado Go-Uda (1275-

1287), demanding the recognition of his

supremac}' and the payment of tribute

from Japan. Tokimune scornfully re-

jected the demand. The Mongol ruler of

China continued his diplomatic efforts, but

\\dth no greater success. The Mongols
then took possession of the islands of

Tsushima and Ikishima, making Korea
their base of operations, and attempted,

in 1275, to establish themselves in Kjnishii,

but wei"e driven back. In the year 1279,
Chinese ambassadors again arrived at

Nagasaki with demands for the submission
of the country, but were beheaded by the

orders of the Kamakura government.
Finally, in 1281, a powerful Mongol fleet

appeared off the coasts of Kyushu. The
Japanese annals are full of stories con-

cerning individual deeds of valour per-

formed in the repulse and destruction of

this armada. The truth appears to be
that the fleet of between 3.000 and 4,000
sail, carrying 100.000 warriors (some ac-

counts say 300,000), including 10,000
Koreans, was almost entirely destroyed
by a typhoon, and the Japanese then made
an end, without loss to themselves, of such
of the crews and troops as had been saved.

This success, and the absolute power
which they exercised in the empire, tempted
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the Hojos to disregard the most ordinary
dictates of prudence and common sense.

H'therto they had ruled with an iron

hand, had deposed and appointed Mikados
and Shoguns at their pleasure ; but their

measures had been actuated by desire for

the national \.'elfare. Now, however,
the}' and their officials began a course
of appalling oppression of the lower classes,

in order to provide themselves with the
means for luxury and dissipation. Dis-

satisfaction and irritation increased, until

at last, in 1330, the Mikado, Go-Daigo,
the fifth who had ruled since 1287 and
himself a nominee of the Hojos, raised the

standard of revolt. One of his sons, Mori-

j-oshi, had previously attempted, in 1327,
to shake off the yoke which lay heavily

upon the Imperial house and the country,

but his plot had been discovered and he
was sent into a monastery. His father was
equally unfortunate ; he was conquered,

deposed, and sent into exile. Kusunoki
]Masashige, who had revolted in Kawaji,
was also defeated, but escaped capture

The country now appeared to be bound
more firmly than ever in its chains ; but
salvation was to come from the family of

the Minamoto. Two grandsons of Mina-
moto Yori-iye, the great-grandfather ol

Yorimoto (known in Japanese history a-

Hachiman taro—that is " eldest son of the
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war god "), had founded two families—the

Nitta and Ashikaga, who now revolted

against the Hojo. Nitta Yoshisada, who
had formerly been in the service of the

Regents, allied himself with Moriyoshi
(now called Otono INIiya) in 1333, collected

h s adherents and those of his family, and
made a forced march upon Kamakura,
before which he appeared on the fourteenth

day of his revolt. Takatoki, who had
himself resigned the regency in 1326, was
then conducting the government for the

last of the child regents. He 'was com-
pletely taken by surprise. The castle of

Kamakura was captured after a short

resistance. Takatoki and a large number
of his adherents committed suicide, while

the remainder were slain by the conquerors

or by peasants who joined in the revolt.

At the same time Ashikaga Takauji, in

alliance with Kusunoki, had broken the

power of the Hojos in Kioto. There also all

the adherents of the Hojo were slaughtered

wherever they could be caught. Even at

the present day in J apan the memory of

the Hojos is regarded with abhorrence.

AN EMPEROR MEETING HIS NOBLES
A reception of Japanese nobles in the days when the Emperor was still visible.

Upon the success of his friends the ex-

Mikado Go-Daigo returned from exile and
again ascended the throne in 1334. He
appointed his son Moriyoshi as Shogun
of Kamakura, and rewarded Ashikaga
Takauji with Hitachi, Musashi, and
Shimosa ; Kusunoki Masashigc was re-

warded with Setsu and Kawaji; while

Nitta Yoshisada received Kozuke and
Arima, many others receiving smaller

possessions.

Peace and unity were not, however, to

endure for long. Go-Daigo in Kioto and
Moriyoshi in Kamakura led a life of

debauchery that shocked even the care-

lessness of that age. A former Buddhist
priest, under the pretext of seeking for

adherents of the Hojos, overran the

Kwanto, robbing and murdering at the

head of a mob of ruffians, until he
was crucified by the orders of Takauji
Moriyoshi availed himself of the oppor-

tunity to make clamorous complaints to

his father, until at last a younger brother

of Takauji, Todoyoshi, revolted and pro-

claimed a new Shogun. At first the two
brothers fought upon dif-

ferent sides, but ultimately

they joined forces, marched
together upon Kamakura,
and expelled Moriyoshi.

Takauji now proclaimed
himself Shogun. Go-Daigo
summoned his adherents,

including Nitta Yoshisada,

for war against the pre-

tender. Nitta, however,

after obtaining some initial

success, was defeated at

the pass of Hakone.
Takauji now marched
upon Ki5to, and Go-
Daigo fled, bearing the

insignia of empire to the

fortified temple of Miidera,

near Mount Hie, but was
ultimately driven out.

Meanwhile, his adherents

had collected and in their

turn expelled Takauji from
Kioto and Miidera, but

were ultimately defeated

with crushing loss at

Minatogawa, near Hiogo.

Kusunoki Masashige, the

commander of the Im-
perial troops, fell in the

battle. Go-Daigo fled to

iMiidera once more, and in
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1337 Takauji appointed a younger son of

Go-Fushimi (1299-1301) as Mikado under
the name of Komiyo Tenno. Ultimately

the conflicting parties came to an agree-

ment upon the terms that the position of

Mikado should be occupied for alternating

periods of ten years by the descendants of

Go-Daigo and those of Go-Fushimi. Go-
Daigo temporarily restored the insignia

of em]:>ire, and Komiyo was crowned.

Takauji became Grand Shogun and resided

in Kioto, while his son Yoshimori remained
in Kamakura as Shogun. Under the latter

a Shiken at Kioto dealt with the affairs of

the western provinces, while a governor

(Kwanrei) ruled over the eastern pro-

vinces from Kamakura. However, the

peace between the two parties was not

destined to be permanent. In the same year

(1337) Go-Daigo declared himself the only

legal Mikado, and proclaimed his opponent
illegitimate, collecting round him his ad-

herents, the chief of which were Kusunoki
Masayuki, the son of Masashige, and
Xitta Yoshisada.

Henceforward until the end of the

century two Mikados ruled in Japan, one

in the south and another in the north, the

former of whom was considered as the

legitimate ruler, while the latter possessed

the real power. Meanwhile, the supporters
of the southern Mikado were destroyed one
after the other, and in 1392 a convention
was arranged providing the same conditions

as the agreement of 1337. Go-Kameyama
Tenno, the second of the southern emperors,
who had been nominal ruler since 1366,
resigned, and surrendered the insignia of

the empire to his opponent in the north.

Takauji died in 1358, at the age of

fifty-three. He was succeeded by his son
Yoshimori, who abdicated in 1367 ; his

grandson Yoshimitsu, who also abdicated,

in 1393, lived till 1409, and exerted a

highly beneficial influence upon the Govern-
ment. Under him the empire enjoyed for

a short space the peace of which it was
greatly in need. Soon, however, dissension

broke out again among the different

families who had gained power and prestige

in the wars of the last century. The
Hosokawa, Takeda, Uyesugi, Tokugawa,
Ota, and Odawara in the north and centre

of the country, the Mori in the we-t, the

•^*:?

THE EMPEROR GO-UDA. IN WHOSE REIGN THE MONGOL ARMADA WAS DESTROYED
The strong- man in the reign of Go-Uda (1275-1287) was Tokiraune, who urged the Mikado to refuse the demands of

Kublai Khan for tribute. The Mongols then invaded Japan with 1 00 ,000 men, and the armada was destroyed by a typhoon.
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GO-DAIGO, THE UNFORTUNATE EMPEROR, DRIVEN TO HOLD COURT IN THE MOUNTAINS
Go-Daigo (1319-39), unable to withstand the tyranny of the HojOs, feudal lords, who exercised an almost absolute
power in the empire, raised the standard of revolt against them. He was defeated, and sentinto exile; but the
subsequent success of his friends, the Minamoto, brought him back. Again he was driven into the mountains,
but he lived a life of debauchery, and was once more driven to flight, eventually returning to rule until his death.

Satsuma, Hizen, and Bungo, in Kyushu,
were continually at war with one another
and with their neighbours. The Ashikaga
were powerless to restore peace and order
until the last of them, Yoshiaki, was
deposed in 1573 by Ota Nobunaga.
The country wa^ in a terrible con-

dition ; on every side were to be seen

devastated fields and the ruins of

formerly flourishing towns and villages.

Kioto itself was a heap of ruins ; all

who could leave the capital had fled

long since to take refuge in the camp
of one of the great teiTitorial lords. The
prestige of the Mikado had sunk so low
that in 1500 the body of Go-Tsuchi stood
for forty days at the gates of the palace

because the money for the funeral expenses
was not forthcoming. The peasant class

had been almost entirely exterminated
;

every peasant who had strength had
become a soldier or had joined one of the

piratical hordes which raided the coasts

of China, Korea, and Japan. The con-

dition of the country may be compared
with that of Germany during the Thirty
Years War, and even as the German
princes of that time begged support from
foreign countries, France, Spain, and
Sweden, so the Shogun Yoshimochi at

the beginning of the fifteenth century
requested the Emperor \ung lo of the

Chinese Ming dynasty to grant him the

title of " King of Japan," and obtained his

request in return for the yearly payment
of a thousand ounces of gold.

The fall of the Ashikaga family was
brought about by the action of its own
adherent, Ota Nobunaga. This youth
was descended from a grandson of Taira
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no-Kiyomorl, who had been secretly left

in charge of the magistrate of the village

of Tsuda by his mother when in flight

before the soldiers of

the M i n a m o t o
;

shortly afterwards the

magistrate handed him
over to a Shinto priest

from Ota, living in

Echizen, who adopted
him as his son. The
boy grew up, entered
the profession of his

foster-father, and foun-

ded a family from
which, in 1533, nearly

400 years later, Nobu-
naga was born.

The immediate an-

cestors of the latter

had taken an active

share in the disturb-

ances of the period

;

his father, Ota No-
buhide, who died in

1549, bequeathed to

him possessions of con-

siderable importance. ^

The son entered the service of the Ashi-

kaga, and succeeded in adding to his

hereditary property until he found him-
self in possession of six provinces and
the capital of the

country. Among
his retainers were
included Kinoshita
Hidc3^oshi and To-
kugawa lyeyasu (a

Minamoto), two
men who were to

play a great part

in the history of

Japan. In 1574, No-
bunaga quarrelled

with the Ashikaga,
marched. against

them, and defeated
the Shogun Yoshi-
aki, whom he cap-

tured and deposed.
This event ended

the dynasty of the

Ashikaga Shoguns.
As Nobunaga was not himself descended

from the IMinamoto, he could not be

Shogun, and therefore governed under the

title of Nai-da'-;:n. His struggles against

FOUNDER OF A LINE OF SHOGUNS
Ashikag:a Takauji, founder of the Ashikaga line ot

Shogfuns, lasting from his accession in 1333 to 1573.

THE BAYARD OF OLD JAPAN
Kusunoki Masashigi?, who lived in the first

half of the 14th century. The pattern of de-
voted loyalty, he destroyed himself after being
defeated in the battle of MLnatogawa in 1336.

the Buddhist monks and the preference
which he showed for the Christians are

dealt with in the chapter on the religions

of Japan. His rule-

lasted but a short

period (1574-1582), too
short to enable him
to restore peace to his

country. The battles

against the power-
ful princes in tht

west of Hondo and
in Kyushii continued
uninterruptedly, and
while Hideyoshi wa-.

leading the greatei

portion of the troops

of his master against

Mori in the west, No-
bunaga fell a victim

to treachery. He had
insulted Akechi Mitsu-

hide, one of his

generals
; _

this leader,

who had been des-

patched with the re-

mainder of the troops

upon another expedi-

tion, suddenly halted under the gates

of Kioto, incited his soldiers to revolt,

entered the city with them, and sur-

rounded the temple of Honnoji, in which
Nobunaga had
established himself.

Surprised by the

appearan e of so

many soldiers, No-
bunaga opened a

window in order to

inform himself of

the state of affairs.

An arrow struck him
in the arm, and,

seeing that his cause

was lost, he closed

his career by hara-

kiri, committing sui-

cide after command-
ing the women of

his company to flee,

and setting the

temple on fire. The
traitor assumed the

title of Shogun, but twelve daj-s later he
was defeated by Hideyoshi, who had
hurried to the spot. The general was
utterly routed, and slain while in flight.
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lYEYASU, THE GREATEST RULER OF JAPAN IN PEACE AND WAR
Iyei»asu (1542-1616) obtained, in 1603, the title of Shog-un, which continued in his family until 1868, when the
Shogfunate was abolished. It was he who isolated the Emperor in Kioto and concentrated power in the Shognnate-

^yyyk/yyy /A^//,

^ZZ^^ZZZ^IZ. '^Z^ZZZ^ZZZ

HIDEYOSHI, WHO, BORN A PEASANT, BECAME THE NAPOLEON OF JAPAN
Hideyoshi (1536-88) rose to power by his great military capacity, and established good government and prosperity.
He could not assume the title of Shogian, not being of noble birth, but was Chief Counsellor to the Emperor.

TWO OF THE MOST FAMOUS FIGURES FN JAPANESE HISTORY
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Napoleon

ITIDEYOSHI was th; son of a peasant,
^ ^ and was born in 1536 at Nakamura, in

Owari. At an early age he enlisted in the

service of Nobunaga, under the name of

Kinoshita Tokichiro. Here he quickly gave
proof of bravery and military skill, and
eventually became the most capable and
trustworthy general of Nobunaga. At the

time of the attack upon the
latter he was opposing the

troops of Mori in company with
Nobunaga's son, Nobutaka

;

with him he quickly came to an agree-

ment, and was thus enabled to turn his

steps to Kioto with the success we have
already descr bed. Of the three sons of

his former master, one was already dead,
leaving behind him a son, .who nominally
continued his grandfather's rule from
1582 to 1586 under the name of Samboshi.
The second son was now with lyeyasu,
who was pledged to prevent any outbreak
on his part. The third son, Nobutaka,
entered into alliance with a brother-in-

law of his father, by name Shibata,*who
was in possession of Echizen, but was
unable to make head-

way against Hideyoshi.

He was defeated, and
his ally was also over-

i:)owered in Echizen by
the pursuing enemy.
The narrative of the

death of Shibata is one H=
of the most impressive

incidents among the

many moving events of

Japanese history. Be-
sieged in his castle at

Fukui, with no hope of

relief, Shibata resolved

to die. He invited all his

friends and adherents to

a feast, at the conclusion

of which he informed his

\yifo, the sister of Nobun-
' aga, of his determination,
and gave her permission
to leave the castle and
save her life. The brave

WHERE SHIBATA WAS OVERTHROWN
Echizen, the village where Shibata was defeated
in the battles which gave Hideyoshi his power

woman, however, declined to avail herself

of the opportunity, and demanded to be
allowed to share her husband's fate.

Shibata and his comrades then slew their

wives and children—who thanked them
that they had thus been privileged to die

with them—and then committed hara-kiri.

All were buried in the ruins of the castle,

which they had previously set on fire.

Hideyoshi succeeded in restoring peace
and order to the country, though at the
price of a severe struggle. lyeyasu was
ruling in the Kwanto, the eight provinces of

the East, with which he had been invested
by Hideyoshi, and is said to have built him-
_ Q self a capital at Yedo on thewo rca

^(jyj(,g Qf Hideyoshi. Possibly

in Old J
' ^^® political recollections and
sympathies of the latter made it,

in his opinion, far more desirable to have the
powerful Minamoto, who had been subdued
only at the cost of a long struggle, resi-

dent in Odawara, the headquarters of the
Shoguns subsequent to the destruction of

Kamakura. Between lyeyasu and Hide-
yoshi there existed a general understand-

ing, which was, however,
modified by their mutual
suspicion. The former,

for instance, declined to

go to Kioto to have an
audience of the Mikado
until Hideyosh', who wa^
staying in the city, had
handed over his mothei
as a hostage.

The most important
prince in the west, Mori
of Nagato (or Choshii),

had alsomade submission
to Hideyoshi ; and the

most powerful prince in

Kjmshij, Shimazu of Sat-

suma, who had made
himself almost absolute

master of the island after

long struggles with Riu-
zogi of Hizen and Otomo
of Bungo, was utterly de-

feated after a campaign
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of many \dcissitudes, in which Hideyoshi
himself was ultimately obhged to assume
the command (1586-1587). Why'Hide-
yoshi did not entirely destroy this most
powerful and restless of his opponents
is a doubtful point. He allowed the son of

the conquered man, who was forced to

abdicate and to accompany the victor to

Kioto as a hostage, to remain in possession
of his father's territory, alleging as a reason
for this clemency that he did not wish to

exterminate their ancient family.

This, however, seems an extremely un-
likely motive in the case of so practical

a politician as Hideyoshi. It is more
probable that he hoped- by the exercise

of kindness to gain the gratitude of the
Prince of Satsuma and of his father, and
then to use them as a counterpoise to

the other princes of the south and west.

As soon as peace was restored through-
out the empire, Hideyoshi proceeded
to attempt the great ambition of his life,

which he is said to have entertained from
early youth—the conquest of Korea and
China. In 1582 he had demanded of

the King of Korea the tribute which had
_,. formerly been paid to Japan.
_ . At a later period he had
onqu s

required that Korea should
form his first line of defence

in his war against China, where the Ming
dynasty was in power. Upon the rejection

of these demands, he sent an army of nearly

two hundred thousand men against Korea
in the spring of 1592. His first successes

were as rapid as they were sweeping.
Eighteen days after his landing at Fusan,
Seoul, the capital, fell into the hands of the

Japanese. The army speedily advanced
to the Ta-tong river and overpowered
the town of Ping-yang, situated on the

northern bank of that stream.

At this point, however, his advance was
checked partly by the difficulty of obtaining
supplies, but chiefly owing to the fact that

the Japanese fleet which was to cover his

further advance had been defeated by the

Koreans. Shortly afterward the Chinese
forces appeared, which the Koreans had
begged might be sent to their help. The
plans of the Chinese were also favoured
by the jealousy existing among the

Japanese generals, one of whom, the

Christian Konishi Yukinaga, w^as at the

head of a column formed entirely of

Christians ; while the other, Kato Kiyo-
masa, was a Buddhist and hostile to the

Christians. Almost a year after the cap-

ture of Seoul, the Japanese were obliged
to evacuate the town, which was not re-

entered by a Japanese force for another
300 years (1894).

Military operations and negotiations
between Kioto and Peking occupied the
period ending with the year 1596. Upon
the failure of the negotiations, Hideyoshi

nni. ^t • sent additional reinforcements
1 he Chinese, t^ ,.1

jj
.

J
to Korea m the year 1597,

,
^
e '^i while the Chinese also sent outfrom oeoul

, , . , . ,
another army, wnich advanced

far beyond Seoul. Fortune at first favoured
the Japanese. In October they had again
advanced nearly to the walls of Seoul

;

. but a second victory of the united Chino-
Korean fleet and a threatening advance
of the Chinese again obliged them to

retreat, in the course of which operation
they utterly devastated the country
through which they passed. The Chinese
pursued their retreating enemy to Ulsan,
where the beaten Japanese army took
refuge. The Chinese made vain attempts
to capture the fortress until February
13th, 1598, when a Japanese division

relieved their besieged compatriots. With
that event the great war ended. A few
unimportant skirmishes followed, but
Hideyoshi, who died on September 8th,

1598, recalled the expedition upon his

deathbed. The only outward token of

success was the Mimizuka (the mound of

ears), a monument erected near Kioto,

under which the noses and ears of 185,738
slaughtered Koreans and of 29,014 Chinese

are said to have been buried.

Whether Hideyoshi was actuated solely

by the motives b}^ which he declared

himself induced to attack Korea, or

whether he was also attracted by the

possibilit3' of providing occupation for the

disorderly elements in the country, and
weakening the military power of the

Christians, is a question which must
remain undecided. During his reign

numerous prohibitions were issued against

., Christian teachers and pro-

Pla Y°
^ selytes, but at the. same time

. t^f he continued the policy of
IS ory

]vTQ]3unaga against the Buddhist
monks and destroyed their monastery of

Kum.ano among others.

He is certainly one of the best known
figures in Japanese history. Even at

the present day he is an object of

general reverence to all classes of the

population, and no doubt his Korean
expedition largely contributed to increase
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his reputation. But his government was
a period of prosperity for the country in

other respects. Actingin the nameof the

Emperor, he gave full support to law and
justice, and in many branches of the

administration he not only established

order, but effected great im-

^ provements by new laws and
cars o

regulations. We may presume
^^'^^

that the attempt of his successor

lyeyasu to reduce the country definitely

to peace and order would have proved
fruitless without his preliminary labours.

It is customxary at the present day to

heap reproaches upon the dynasty of

the Minamoto Shdguns, but at the same
time we must not forget that they gave
the country more than 250 years of

peace after centuries of war and conse-

quent disruption.

Hideyoshi appears in Japanese history

under different names. We have already

mentioned that under which he first

entered the service of Nobunaga. While
a general he was known by the name of

Hashima, and afterwards the Mikado
conferred upon him the name of Toyotomi.
He is, however, best known as the Taiko-
Sama, the title usually assumed by the

Kwambaku, or chief counsellor of the

Emperor, upon laying down his office. He
could not hold the title of Shogun, as he
did not belong to the Minamoto family,

who for nearly 400 years had been the

exclusive possessors of this dignity. How-
ever, at an advanced age he procured his

adoption by one of the Kuge belonging to

the Fujiwara family, and was thus able

to take the position of Pi-ime Minister

(Kwambaku). Like other great men, he
was J<nown by a number of nicknames,
such, for instance, as Momen Tokichi

—

that is, " Cotton-cloth Tokichi," as he
was useful for every purpose, like

cotton-cloth. After he had obtained the

dignity of Kwambaku he was known
as the Crowned Ape (Saru Kwanja), on
account of his ugliness. Notwithstanding
his high position and the great honour
in which his name is held, his burial

place in Kioto is unknown.
According to the Japanese custom,

Hideyoshi resigned the post of Kwambaku
in 1591 in favour of his son, but continued
to exercise the actual power. He married
his six-year-old son (or adopted nephew ?)

Hideyori, to a granddaughter of lyeyasu,
thinking thereby to secure the support of

this most powerful of the Imperial Princes.

He appointed five councillors of the
empire as regents. However, the actual

government was in the hands of the
mother of Hideyori, the heir, a woman
of extraordinary beauty and energy.

The peace that had been established

was not destined to endure for long.

It is by no means certain who was
the first to break it. The ambition

of lyeyasu, who, like other

nobles, had been obliged to ac-

knowledge the capacity of the

father but despised Hideyori,

the son, may have been the occasion of an
open rupture. The outbreak of the war,
which was in any case inevitable, may also

have been precipitated by the regent's

fear of the actual or supposed plans of

lyeyasu. The fact that the most powerful

End of

the Long
Peace
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princes of the west and the south,

especially Mori and Shimazu. were on
the side of Hideyori, no doubt strongly

contributed to induce lyeyasu, the

champion of the east, to take up arms.
After long preparations and petty con

flicts in different places, in which lyeyasu

^ . . displayed both greater power
riump

g^j^^j more patient forbearance,
°

matters came to an open rup-
yeyasu

^^^^.^ ^^ 1600. In a battle

fought at Sekigahara, on Lake Biwa,
not far from Kioto, lyeyasu utterly

defeated the allies, partly with the help

of treachery, and followed up his advan-
tage with unexampled energy. . Osaka
and Fushimi, which had been- strongly

fortified by the Taiko Sama, and formed
the key to Kioto, fell, one after the other,

together with the capital itself, into the

hand of the conqueror. Many of the hostile

leaders committed hara-kiri ; others, who
declined as Christians to commit suicide,

were publicly executed ; the remainder
were forced to submit ; while those who
favoured lyeyasu were bound more firmly

to his cause by gifts of land and marriage
aUiances.

Notwithstanding this great success,

lyeyasu left Hideyori in possession of

his position and dignities, and merely
limited his income by imposing upon him
the duty of erecting castle buildings and
other expensive undertakings. The newly-
discovered gold mines in Sado provided
him with rich resources for the execution
of his further plans. In 1603 lyeyasu
was appointed Shogun. However, he
soon abdicated, and procured the appoint-

ment of his son Hidetada to this dignity
in 1605, retaining the actual power in his

own hands. Hidetada resided in Yedo,
while lyeyasu kept watch upon his

opponents from Suruga, 100 miles south
of Yedo. In 1614 a new conflict broke
out, the result, no doubt, of the grow-
ing popularity of Hideyori. lyeyasu and
Hidetada attacked Osaka, the residence

of Hideyori, apparently without success.

After concluding the pacification they
marched back towards Kwanto, but
suddenly wheeling round, reappeared
before Osaka, and took the town after

a short struggle, being aided by treachery
within the walls. During the storming
of the fortress Hideyori disappeared

;

lyeyasu himself, who had been wounded
during the operations, died in the next
year (16 15). The lords of the east had
now definitely conquered the west, and
the advantage thus gained they were
enabled to retain until the restoration of

the Mikado Government in 1868.

The hundred years which saw the fall

of the Ashikaga dynasty and the estab-'

lishment of the Tokugawa—more precisely

from 1543 to 1641—saw also the first

period of contact between
Japan and missionaries and
traders from the West. Among
missionaries Francis Xavier

and the Jesuits took the lead ; among traders

the Portuguese. The Jesuits were followed

by mendicant friars, whose methods were
less diplomatic ; the rapid advance of

Christianity during the second half of the

sixteenth century was checked before its

close, in the time of Hideyoshi, on political

Japan's First

Contact with

the World

YEDO WAS MADE THE CAPITAL BY lYEYASU, FOLLOWING ON KIOTO AND KAMAKURA
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LAKE BIWA, THE SCENE OF lYEYASU'S TRIUMPH
At the battle of Sekigahara, near this lake, in 1600, Kioto, the capital,

fell into lyeyasu's hands. This and succeeding battles established
lyeyasu in the Shogunate, which his family held until our own time.

grounds. The new creed appeared to be

subversive of order, as, centuries before,

it had appeared to the Roman Marcus
AureHus. Jesuits and mendicant friars

fell under the same ban.

The trade initiated by the Portuguese,

and after them by the Spaniards, was taken
up in the early years of the seven-

teenth century by the Protestant

English and Dutch, newly emanci-
pated from the Spanish domination.
Will Adams, who sailed with a

Dutch expedition, was the first

Englishman to reside in Japan
(1600). On his arrival he found
favour with lyeyasu, for whom he
built ships, and he remained
attached to Japan till his death
in 1620. The Japanese reaped
their profit, but their vigorous
rulers at this period were ill-

pleased with the extensive slave

trade for which all the foreigners,

but primarily the Portuguese, were
responsible ; they found the dissen-

sions between the European rivals

unedifying, and the arrogance and
piratical violence of the Portu-
guese in particular intolerable

The English were but in the back-
ground ; the Dutch, as being
Protestants, and at enmity with
the Hispano-Portuguese power

—

the two kingdoms were at this

time united under one crown

—

were dissociated both from the

offensive Portuguese and the sus-

pected Catholic missionaries. The
climax was reached in the reign of

lyeyasu's successor. Foreigners

and missionaries were banished
utterly from the country ; only
the Dutch were permitted to

maintain a trading establishment
at Nagasaki. In spite of the

embassy of the Dutch East India

Company in 1657, from whose
record illustrations are here re-

produced, even that favoured
nation was kept resolutely at

arm's length ; for two hundred
years the Japanese interior was
jealously hidden from the anar-

chical influences of the West.
Feudalism in Japan is usually

considered to have originated in

the year 1192, when Yoritomo
abolished the imperial civil

governors (Kokushu), who had been
previously drawn from the Court nobility

(Kuge) ; and replaced them by military

governors belonging to the Buke class.

The actual beginnings of this organisa-

tion must belong to that period toward
the close of the ninth century when the

family holdings of the peasants (that is,

HIDEYOSHI IN CAMP, WITH THE "CURTAIN SCREEN,"

on the Atago Mountains, overlooking Fukui, where Shibata died under
Cathetic circumstances, narrated on page 483. Hideyoshi is surrounded
y the Curtain Screen, which gave the Government the name Baku-fu.
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the system of vassal tenure under
taxation created by the Taikwa
reforms of the seventh century)

were replaced by the great estates,

exempted from taxation, of the

Shoyo and Uenyo owners. The
former of these systems originated

in grants of land to those by
whom it had been brought under
cultivation, the latter in the arbi-

trary appropriation of Govern-
ment lands by the governors and
their subordinate officials. From
the tenth to the twelfth century
the Shoyos absorbed the larger

proportion of all the landed pro-

perty ; the country became the

Ireehold property of the occupants,

who were independent of the pro-

vincial governors and exempt from
taxation.

These inhabitants were known
as territorial owners (Riyoshu) or

owners of hereditary estates

(Honjo) ; they usually lived in

Kioto, or upon their ancestral

property, and handed over the

administration of their estates to

shoshi, or bailiffs. The territory

subject to the kokuga (governors) passed
through a similar stage of development.
These officials and their subordinates, like

the Kuge of Kioto, absorbed the peasant
holdings, bought up the properties held

by families in common, and possessed
themselves of the common forests and
meadows, which thus became private

Denyo possessions. The right of adminis-
tering justice was usually concurrent with
possession ; the consequence was that

not only the income of the emperors

—

that is, of the Government—but also

their judicial powers, were greatly re-

stricted, and what they lost the land-

owners gained.

During the following centuries, which
were occupied by continual civil war,

this condition of affairs was naturally

considerably extended. Towards the end
of the sixteenth century the whole country
was in the hands of great territorial lords

who, whatever their position, had risen

from the military order, and to whom,
instead of to the emperor, the peasants

were responsible for the payment of

taxation and the performance of labour

services. Where individuals of importance
gained and exercised high powers, the

smaller owners within the boundaries of

WILL ADAMS, FIRST ENGLISHMAN TO ENTER JAPAN
He arrived with a Dutch expedition in 1600, found favour with lyeyasu,
for whom he built ships, and is here represented appearing before the
Shogun at an audience given to traders. He remained twenty years.

their property, or within their sphere of

influence, were dependent upon them.
Hence, at the outset of the seventeenth

century two lines of feudal i^elation had
been formed : there was the theoretical

relation of the great owners to the helpless

emperor, and the practical dependence of

the smaller owners upon their powerful
overlords. Of the latter character was
the connection of the members of the

Samurai (or knightly) class with their

lords, though here, again, a further

subdivision existed, according as a de-

pendent was invested with the possession

of land, or only received payment, usually

made in rice ; he performed service

according to his rank, either alone or

with a following of his adherents, either

in the cavalry or as a foot-soldier. Cavalry
service in Japan, as ;n all feudal states,

was considered the more honourable,

and carried with it the further distinction

of permission to ride on horseback in

times of peace.

Such was the general condition of

affairs when lyeyasu became powerful
enough to establish the main features of his

administration. In general he introduced

but few reforms, and contented himself

with accommodating the existing system
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to the necessities of his government, and
with making numerous changes in the
possessions held by the territorial lords

;

he transferred them from one province
to another, according as he desired to

reward or to punish then>, a change which
carried with it diminution or increase of

revenue.

Of^cials in immediate connection with
the Empire were alone excepted from
this measure. Hideyoshi had already
cleared the way for these changes by his

division of the landowners into three

classes : these were the Kokushu, the

owners of a province at least ; the Riyoshu
(landed owners), in possession of land

bringing in a ye.-jrly revenue of 100,000
koku or more of rice (a koku ^ nearly

five bushels) ; and the Yoshu (the owners
of castles whose -property brought in an
annual income of less than 100,000 koku).

Territorial owners were known as Daimi-
yos (great name), a title which, however,
properly belonged only to the first two of

these classes. The Kokushu became the

military governors of Yoritomo ; after

the fall of the Hojo family (about 1333),
. - the title of Kokushu, formerly

aimiyos
appropriated to the civil

g . governors, had been assumed
by them, though their relation

to the emperor had been in no way altered

by the change. When for a short period

the government returned to the hands of

the emperor and the Kuge, the friendly

treatment meted out to this class was of

an illusory nature, possessing no practical

value.

lyeyasu added two classes, the Hata-
moto (Under the Flag) and the Gokenin to

the three already existing. The Hata-
moto, who numbered apparentl}^ two
thousand, possessed different positions

and incomes, some being small land-

owners while others were paid yearly

incomes in rice by the Shogun : of the

former, seven were placed upon an
equality with the Daimiyos, in so far as

they were obliged to reside alternately

in Yedo and upon their property, whereas
all the others were forced to remain
permanently in Yedo. The Gokenin,
about five thousand in number, received

a small salary, and were t^mployed to

fill low official posts under the Shogun.
Next in order to these came the ordinary

Samurai.
Very similar was the condition of the

larger territorial" owners, 'since they also

had a number of vassals in direct depend-
ence upon them. Generally speaking,
the organisation of these private vassal-

trains was as follows : In the first place,

the Karo (elders), who often bore the
title of Minister, were almost invariably
in possession of land within the district

of -their lords, who could summon them

R" ht d
^^^^^^ their contingents to war.

_'^.. ^ *^ In the case of certain territorial
Duties of T ,1
th CI e

o^'fiers, iyeyasu seems to have
appointed elders, and to have

sent them into their territory, apparently
with the object of thus keeping watch
upon the lords and bringing pressure to

bear upon them in case of necessity. The
Samurai were either in possession of land
or received an income of rice, the former
of the two positions being the more highly
esteemed. They usually dwelt under the
prince's roof, or in close proximity to

his castle.

Many of these territorial owners, upon
their transference to other districts,

were unable to take with them a large

proportion of their adherents, but they
often found numerous Samurai on the
spot who had lost their former lord

or had been unable to depart with
him. From these people (Goshi) a kind
of yeomanry was formed, the eldest

son of a family inheriting the name,
rank, and property of his father, while
the other children remained upon the level

of the common folk. The Goshi was
allowed to sell his name, his position, or

his land, with the permission of the over-

lord. If he sold only a portion of the

latter, he retained his name and his rank
;

he lost both upon the sale of his whole
property. The Goshi were allowed to

possess horses, and were often people of

influence and position ; the common
peasants were their servants. Upon the

restoration of the Mikado, in 1868, the

Goshi alone retained their landed property,

since it was assumed that they had not
received it from the Tokugawa.

easan s
|^^^^ j^^^^ been in occupation

1 from the remotest times. Inter-
^ ^ mediate between the Samurai

and the common peasants were the

Kukaku, a kind of country gentry who
received a yearly income of rice and wore
two swords, were not allowed to ride, and
lived on the borders of the capital or in

the country.
The peasants paid their taxes to their

overlord, the Karo. or^ the- SamuraJ, to

4.0.1
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whom their land had been assigned, but
he was not obUged to transmit such
})ayments to the territorial owner. The
peasants do not seem to have l^een

absolutely in the condition of serfdom.
In cases of gross idleness they could be
removed from their property, which they
could also sell under certain conditions

;

in time of war they served only as labourers

or carriers. The unit of peasant society

Vv'as the village, or mura, which usually
consisted of fifty men (families), divided
into ten groups of tive members. Taxes
were neither assessed upon nor paid by
individuals ; a fixed amount was debited
against the village, and the inhabitants
were collectively liable. Every peasant
possessed his own house and arable land

;

but pastures and grazing lands were
common property, while forest and moor-
land belonged in most cases to the over-

lord.

When lyeyasu took up the government
eighteen Kokushu were in existence. In

due course these were increased by the

two princes of Kii and Owari, thirt^^-two

Riyoshu, and two hundred and twelve
Yoshu. He introduced, how-

yeyasu
^ ^ ever, another division of the

g . territorial owners. I here were
*^*^ ^

seventy-five outside nobility

(Tozama) appointed on an equality with
the princes, apparently the earlier of the

Crown officials. All others were entitled

Fudai—for a long period a term of cour-

tesy, or with the meaning, " vassals of

the dynasty "
; they were invested with

their possessions by the Shogun, and were
allowed, or probably obliged, to take up
positions under Government. For this

system of division lyeyasu himself gave
as a reason that the Fudai were the class

of owners who had supported him before

the capture of the castle of Osaka in 1603,
while the Tozama had only submitted to

him at a later period.

Of still greater importance was the

distribution of the territorial owners, the

Hatamoto and the officials, into councils,

in which they deliberated apart when
summoned by the Shogun.

These councils were summoned when
any important questions arose. They
arrived at their decisions in isolation by a

majority of votes, and the question at

issue was ultimately decided by the

vote of the majority of the councils.'

Current business was transacted by com-'

mittees composed of such members of

individual councils as wer;e present in

Yedo. The relations of the Mikado and the

Kuge to the empire were so arranged that
while they retained all their titles and
prerogatives, they lost every vestige of
influence and power. The income of the
Imperial Court and of the Kuge was
reduced as much as possible, and they
- were almost entirely excluded

and th
from connection with the outer

Mikado world. One hundred and thirty-

seven Kuge with, amongst
them, five titles of the second class, and
27 of the third class, had a yearly income
of about 42,500 koku of rice (a koku
equals five bushels), whereas 263 Buke,
including the Shogun, though possessing
only one title of the second and four of

the third class, had a yearly income of

30.000,000 koku. The revenue of the
Imperial Court was established in 1615
at 10,000 koku, and gradually increased
to 120,000 koku by the year 1706. In
1632 the yearly incomes of all territorial

lords amounted to 18,700,000 koku, while
the income of the Shogun's house, derived
from its immediate property, amounted
to 11,000,000 koku.

Ij^eyasu issued several proclamations,
particularly the so-called "Eighteen
Laws " and "One Hundred Laws," the
first of which deals particularly with the
relations of the Shogun to the Imperial
Court, and the latter with those of the
Shogun to the territorial lords, the

Samurai, and the people. These manifestoes
explained that the -larger incomes of the
Buke class carried with them the obligation

of greater services to the State, where-as

the Kuge were allowed to expend their

smaller revenues exclusively upon them-
selves. Beyond this the Buke were obliged

to provide cavalry in proportion to one-

half of their revenue, at the rate of five

men to every 1,000 koku, so that a lord

with a total income of 200,000 koku
provided 500 cavalry in case of war.

To understand the Japanese
Emperor
Virtually

Deposed

constitution at this time is onh-
possible w^hen we take into

account the theory on which
lyeyasu defended the virtual deposition of

the Emperor and of the Kuge, and the

transference of the power to the Shogun
and Buke. It will be helpful to an
understanding of lyeyasu's time and
policy to give extracts from his Laws.

"According to an old doctrine of the

country of the gods [Japan], the gods
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF OLD JAPAN

are the genii of heaven, as the Emperors
are of the earth. The genii of heaven
and of the earth can be compared with
the sun and the moon. And for the same
reason that the sun and the moon fulfil

their course, so must the Emperor keep
his noble heart unharmed. For that
reason, he lives in his palace as in heaven

;

indeed, corresponding to the nine heavens,
the palace contains nine sets of rooms
with 12 gates and 80 chambers ; more-
over, his insignia are the ten virtues, and
he is lord of 10,000 chariots—[in China
the Emperor marched out to war with
10,000 chariots]. Every day he is to pray
to heaven that he be an example to the
country in philanthropy, filial piety, in-

telligence, and economy ; he shall also be
assiduous in the practice of learning and
the art of writing. By such means tjie

lofty virtue of the Emperor is spread
abroad, so that the faces of his subjects

be not overspread with the colour of

grief, and peace and happiness rule every-
where within the four walls." (Eighteen
Laws : i)

" As the office of overseer of the two
Court schools in Kioto has been transferred

to the Shogun, the three Shinno [Imperial
Princes], the Shike [families in which
the highest dignities were hereditary], the

Kuge and the territorial lords, are collec-

tively subordinate to him. By his orders

he regulates all duties owed to the State,

and in State questions he may act without
the Emperor's assent. If the country
between the Four Seas is not at peace,

then the«Shogun shall bear the blame."
(From the Eighteen Laws : 2)

" In ancient times the Emperor was
wont to make pilgrimages to different

temples, and this in order that he might
become acquainted with the sorrows of

his people upon the way. Now, however,
the emperor has reformed the Govern-
ment, and entrusted it to the Buke. If

these be unaware of the miseries of the

people, the Shogun shall bear the blame.
Therefore the ruling Emperor shall no
longer leave his own palace, except when
he betakes himself to visit in his palace

the Emperor who has abdicated."

(From the Eighteen Laws : 4)
" With Minamoto no-Yoritomo, who

governed as Hao [literally the helper of

the Emperor], the supremacy of Japan
has passed into the hands of the Buke.
As the Kuge carried on the govrtnment
carelessly, and were unable to maintain

order in the country, all that could be
done was for the Emperor to order the
Buke to take over the ancient govern-
ment. But with inadequate revenues
it is impossible to govern a country, to
feed the people, and to perform the public
services. Thus the Kuge would commit
a great wrong should they seek to detract
from the Buke. According to the old
saying, ' All the country under heaven
belongs to the Emperor,' the Emperor has
been ordered by heaven to feed and to
educate the people ; for this reason he
orders officials and warriors to care for the

A DAIMIYO IN COURT DRESS

peace and prosperity of the country. It

would have been, possible to entrust the
Kuge with the performance of this office

;

as, however, this arrangement is displeasing

to the people, the Emperor has given it to

the Buke. If the land be not at rest,

differences of rank between high and low
disappear, and uproar is the consequence,
therefore the Buke shall conscientiously

perform the duties of their office."

(From the Eighteen Laws: 15)
" If the five harvests do not come to

maturity, then is the government of the

Tenshi [the Son of Heaven, the Emperor]
bad ; but if many punishments must be
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ANCIENT WARRIORS OF JAPAN : ARCHERS, DRAWN BY JAPANESE ARTISTS

inflicted throughout the reahii, then ye
are to know that the mihtary powers of the
Shogun are inadequate. In either case ye
(my successors) shall make trial of your-
selves to that end, and be not careless."

(One Hundred Laws : 89)
Originally the position of the Shogun

compared with that of the Kokushu
Daimiyo was little more than that of " first

among equals "
; it was only by degrees

that he assumed the dominant position.

The Kokushu were originally exempt from
the rule compelling the landed nobility to

spend a year in Yedo and a year upon their

properties alternately, their families be ng
obliged to remain permanently in Yedo

;

but under the third Shogun the Kokushu
were in this respect treated like the smaller

princes. The only prerogative they
possessed was, that as theoretical vassals

THE MERCHANT NAVY OF OLD JAPAN: A TRADING SHIP UNDER THE OLD REGIME
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of the Mikado they were Crown officials,

and received their investiture at his hands.
However, they could only approach the

Mikado through the Shogun, who super-

intended the confirmation of titles upon
the territorial lords by the emperor. Any
direct communication between the Imperial

Court and the territorial lords was strictly

forbidden. Even when travelling from
their districts to Yedo or back, they were
not allowed to pass through Kioto ; if

they desired to visit the Imperial capital

or its suburbs, they were required to

obtain a special permit from the Shogun,

keep an eye upon the latter, and, apart
from this, the property of the Shogun was
scattered throughout the country in such
a manner as to enable him to visit other
districts without trouble. Strong garrisons

were kept up in Kioto and Fushimi, as also

in several di tricts of the province of

Suruga ; all the passes leading to the
Kwanto were provided with guards, and
the chief trading and commercial centres
(such as Osaka, Sakai, Nagasaki, i8 in

number) were in the power of the Shogun.
His officials now undertook those tours

of inspection upon which th ; emissaries of

A CASTLE PRESENTED BY TWENTY FEUDAL LORDS TO A SHOGUN OF JAPAN
The castle of Nagoya was built in IfilO by twenty great feudal lords as a residence for lyeyasu's son and successor,
Hidetada. The dolphins on the roof, made of gold, are nearly nine feet high and worth j<,"l 8,000. One was shipwrecked
on returning from the International Exhibition at Vienna in 1873, and lay for a long time at the bottom of the China Sea.

and even then they were not allowed to

approach within a certain distance of the

Emperor's palace. For a marriage between
a member of a Buke family and one of a

Kuge family, the express permission of the

Shogun was equally necessary. To become
a medium for the transmission of gossip

upon political affairs to the Imperial Court
was to commit a crime punishable with
the utmost severity.

In other respects all possible measures
were taken to keep the territorial lords in

a state of dependence. Upon the redistri-

bution of districts friends and former foes

were so intermingled that the former could

the Mikado had previously been sent every
five or seven years, and in cases where the

high position of the territorial lords, such
as the Kokushu, made this kind of super-

vision impossible, friends and presumable
enemies were entrusted with the task of

keeping guard upon one another. Thus,
for instance, the defence of the siand of

Kyushii was entrusted to Satsuma and his

opponents, Hizen, who relieved one another
every year. Moreover, the whole country
was covered with a network of officials and
spies of the Baku-fu bureaucracy. Thu>
lyeyasu and his successors made every
possible effort to keep the territorial lords
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF OLD JAPAN

within bounds. The system eventually
collapsed, not so much before foreign

attacks, as because those classes whom
its founder had specially designed to be
its supporters first undermined and then
overthrew it. The Shogunate fell because it

was abandoned by those who should have
had the greatest possible interest in

ensuring its permanence.
If the regulation of the position of the

Emperor, the Kuge, and the territorial

lords had been difficult, a yet more arduous
task confronted ' he founder of the Toku-
gawa dynasty of Shoguns when he came to

grapple with the settlement of questions of

family precedence and of the succession,

lyeyasu left live sons, the princes of

Echizen, Kii, Owari, Mito, and the second
son, Hidetada, whom he had appointed
as his successor during his lifetime, and
invested with the power. He arranged that

the succession should follow the direct line

of Hidetada's family, and that if no heir

should be forthcoming one should be chosen
from the house of Kii, or that of Owari.
These houses, and hat of Hidetada, were
entitled Three August Families (Go-san
_ ke), as being the three most
. ,

""^^
important houses. At a later

P ... period the title was also ex-

tended to include the houses of

Kii, Owari, and Mito, though it did not in

this case imply the possession of claims
to the succession.

On the other hand, the prince of Mito
obtained the right of demanding or

j.roclaiming in certain cases the deposition

of a Shogun who had not performed the

duties of his office, while under other
conditions the position of regent was
reserved to the prince of Echizen. The
prince of Mito was also the only territorial

lord who possessed the right of direct

communication with the emperor. Echizen
the eldest son, and Mito, the youngest,

were excluded from the succession ; the

ffrst had been originally adopted by
Hideyoshi, and had thus ceased to belong
to his father's family according to Japanese
ideas, while the latter had married the

daughter of a former enemy. lyeyasu
himself is said to have characterised his

son the lord of Mito as a very important,
but extremely dangerous personality, and
to have compared him to a sharp sword,
which is only harmless so long as it

remains in the sheath. Two hundred and
fifty years later the foresight of the founder
ot this dynasty was to be confirmed ; in

any case, the house of Mito materially

contributed to bring about the downfall
of the Shogunate.
The question of the succession, already

sufficiently difficult, became still further

complicated by the fact that in 1715 the

family of Hidetada became extinct in the

direct line. The prince of Kii, who had
_ . been appointed Shogun, has-

. tened to mvest his second,

Q. - . third, and fourth sons with the
titles ot princes of laiasu,

Shimizu, and Hitotsubashi ; he then
arranged that these three families, to

whom he gave the common title the Three
Lords (Go-san-kio), should provide a

successor in the event of his first son's

descendants becoming extinct in the

direct line. This regulation also proved
ineffectual. A younger son of the house
of Mito, Kei-ki, who had been adopted by
a prince of Hitotsubashi, was appointed
Shogun in 1866 ; the last of a long line,

his loss of the supremacy in no way
redounded to his honour.

lyeyasu died at his castle of Sumpu, in

Suruga, on March 8th, 1616, and, accord-
ing to his wish, was buried a year later in

Nikko, a mountainous district, richly

vv'ooded and adorned with every kind of

natural beauty, about ninety miles north
of Yedo, where Buddhist and Shinto
temples, erected by the holy Shodo
Shonin, had existed since the close of the
eighth century. A representative of the
Mikado and of the Shogun, together with
a great number of the Kuge, the territorial

lords, and their military comrades, were
present at the burial of the deceased,

upon whom the Mikado conferred a special

title of honour to mark the occasion. The
dead man was created " Noble of the First

Class, of the First Rank, Great Light of the

East, Great Incarnation of Buddha." After

the death of the former abbot and the

abdication of his successor, Go-Mizuno,
the fifth son of the Mikado was appointed

high-priest of Nikko, in the year
ycyasu s

1654, under the title of Rinnoji
. „ . , no-Miya. He and his succes-

and Burial -^
, r, ,

sors, who were afterwards
princes of the Imperial House, usually

resided at Yedo, in the temple of Uyeno,
and visited Nikko three times a year.

The last of these Imperial priests, Kita
Shirakawa no-Miya, who was afterwards
educated in Germany, was abducted by
the northern party during the civil v/ar of

1868, and set up by them as an opposition
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF OLD JAPAN.

Mikado, but shortly afterward yielded to

the attacks of the victorious southerners.

Of the successors of lyeyasu, one only,

his grandson, lyemitsu (1623 to 165 1),

was buried at Nikko. All the other

Shoguns

Temples

of

Nikko

were buried at Yedo, either

within the precincts of the

temple of Uyeno or within that

of Shiba. The temples of

Nikko are certainly the largest,

the richest, and most beautiful in Japan,
and are distinguished by the artistic

finish of the buildings and the decorations

of their interior, as well as by the beauty of

the surrounding landscape. The interest

of the spot and of its buildings is further

increased by the numerous dedicatory pre-

sents in and about it, brought from every
part of Japan, and even from Holland.

Hidetada, the first successor of lyeyasu,

followed in his father's footsteps, and main-
tained the institutions introduced by him,

lyemitsu, the grandson of the founder
of the dynasty,
was undoubtedly
the most impor-
tant of the fourteen

Shoguns who fol-

lowed lyeyasu. He
laid a stronger hand
upon the reins of

government, obliged

the great landowners
to render a formal
recognition of his

undisputed supre-

macy, and made
himself and his suc-

cessors masters of

Japan.
The visit which he

paid to the Mikado
in Kioto, in 1623,
was the last paid
by any Shogun until y.=«g

the year 1863. It v

was under his rule,

in 1641, that the

Dutch and the
Chinese were sent to

Nagasaki, and all

other foreigners were
expelled from the
country, while emi-
gration and foreign travel were forbid-

den to the Japanese. The coinage and
the weights and measures in use

were reduced to a common standard,

AN ANCIENT CHIEF OF A CLAN

the delimitation of the provincial frontiers

was begun and completed, maps and
plans of the districts and castles belonging
to the territorial lords were made, the
genealogical trees of these latter were
clrawn up, and all names obliterated

which might have aroused

V "t th
disagreeable political recollec-

»,., . tions or have given rise to incon-

venient claims. Moreover, the
two State councils, the upper and the
lower chambers, were reorganised. Finally,

lyemitsu made his capita of Yedo not
only the most "beautiful but also the most
cleanly and the best fortified city in the

kingdom. The castle, with its triple line

of walls and moats, was then considered
impregnable, and even to-day rouses the

admiration of the visitor. lyemitsu was
also the first to employ the title of Great
Lord (Taikun), as the expression of his

absolute power in his intercourse with
other countries, such as Korea.

Of his successors

we need only men-
tion Yoshimune
(1716-1745), the last

of the direct descen-

dants of lyeyasu.

He gave much
attention to the

improvement of

agriculture and
manufactures, and
repealed the pro-

hibition of the intro-

duction of European
books, though this

still held good of

such as dealt with

the Christian reli-

gion. Of his remain-
ing successors it need
only be said that

they confined their

actions, generally

speaking, to the

lines already laid

down. However,
their power of in-

dependent action

was completely de-

stroyed by the

bureaucracy, which
took into its hands more and more of the

administration. Government departments
degenerated in consequence, and the frjll

of the Shogunate was the ultimate resuir.
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THE EVE OF THE GREAT CHANGE
IN his work upon the social and economic

development of Japan, Tokuzo Fukuda
defines the rule of the Tokugawa as a

period in which the Government was that

of a policeman with unlimited powers.
This statement, however, is true only of

the second half of the government of the

Shogunate, and of that only in so far as the

administration was careful to maintain
existing institutions and to throw obstacles

in the way of all innovations, which the

bureaucracy in Japan, as everyAvhere,

considered as so many threats against

the existence of the State. The heaviest

oppression has never been more than a

temporary obstacle to national develop-
ment ; and so in Japan under the Sho-
gunate, development, far from coming to

a standstill, followed a roundabout course,

and society advanced by devious paths
from the old order to the new. The most
obvious contirmation of this fact is the

part played by the towns, or, more
correctly, by the mercantile

oguna c
(^ia.ss of the community.

and Japan s t-, j c A /i 2

p 1 he vigorous rule 01 the first
rogr s

Shogun, and especially of the

third, convinced the territoi"ial lords that
the dynasty of the Tokugawa was entirely

rapable of maintaining its supremacy,
and that any attacks upon it would
recoil upon the heads of their pro-

moters. At the same time the measures
of the Shogunate, especially those respect-

ing the hereditary rights of the great

families, inspired the conviction that the

existence of the territorial nobility, so far

from being endangered, was secured even
more permanently than before. The great

nobles were therefore able to concentrate
their attention upon the peaceful develop-
ment of their districts. The ordinary
Samurai were in a far more evil case,

especially in the matter of their yearly
salary of rice. Their business was war,
and any other occupation was forbidden
to them. As, however, their salaries were
usually inadequate for their support, the

consequence was that in course of time a

large proportion of the Samurai became

deeply involved in debt. They were then
obliged either to lay aside their swords,
renounce their profession and enter some
other, or, while retaining their swords, to

leave the service of their overlord and

p. to join the class of the Ronin,
_ . the masterless Samurai, who

J
were the terror not only of

the peaceful citizen.^, but also

of the Government.
As regards the peasants, the position of

those settled upon the land of the Shogun
was, upon the whole, preferable to the lot of

those within the districts of the territorial

lords. While the former were treated with
kindness and consideration, the latter were
without defence against the extortions of

the officials of their prince. The average
holding of a peasant was small ; the least

quantity of land amounted to about two and
a half acres, and was but seldom increased

;

consequently their agricultui'e was rather

of the character of market gardening.
Fukuda asserts that the towns had

developed from and around the castles of

the territorial lords, for the reason that

the formation of towns in Japan dates
from the period of war after the twelfth

century. The statement is correct only
from one point of view. In a state which
had already existed for a thousand years

men and houses must have collected in

large numbers at the most important
points upon the several lines of communi-
cation.

Naturally the new territorial lords would
choose such positions for the central points

of their districts, and would settle and
erect their fortified castles in them ; not

less naturally the inhabitants would gather

w, .

f
rnore closely round the pro-

eginning o
|-g(,^jj^g castles, and possibly

n , ^ in the course of time two or
Development ,, .,, .1 i

three villages may thus have
been united into one communit3\ At any
rate, the towns of early Japan never attained

any power of self-government ; they were
not even considered as independent com-
munities, and the period of their growth
and prosperity begins, in almost every case,
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at the time following the rule of lyeyasu.
Centuries of civil war by no means
favoured the increase of merchants and
handicraftsmen, and of these the population

of the towns was chiefly composed. The
system of caste which prevailed in Japan
must also have hindered commercial de-

velopment. The warrior caste was the first

;

with it, if not theoretically at any rate in

]:)ractice, were joined the castes of scholars,

i:)hysicians, artists, priests, and others
;

then came the farmers, then the handi-
craftsmen,
and finally

the m e r

-

chants. Below
these were the
di s honour-
able castes

—

actors, j u g -

glers, dancing
women, etc..

and the un-
clean castes

—

knackers,
tanners, exe-

cutioners, and
so on.

After their

rise the towns
lay either on
ihe demesne A POLICE COURT SCENE IN OLD JAPAN

of the landed loi'ds, upon whose whims
and ideas their growth materially de-
pended, or on the demesne of the Shogun,
who had succeeded in getting possession of

the most important trading centres—Yedo,
Osaka, Kanagawa, Nagasaki, Sakai, Hako-
date, and Nigata near Yokohama. Hence
the Shogunate was obliged to confront the

task of extending trade and procuring the
recognition of the traders' importance.
Even during the period of foreign influx

the Shoguns had made every effort to

secure to
themselves
the largest
possible share

of the profits

derived from
commer-
cial inter-
course with
other lands,

and this ob-

j e c t they
entirely
attained
.when they
removed the

Dutch a n d
the Chinese

to Nagasaki.

At the same
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i~C)0 only one. Communication with the

Chinese was Hmited in a similar manner.
On the other hand, every effort was

made to provide facilities for internal

trade, especiahy after the year 1694,
when guilds (kumi) were created in Osaka
and Yedo, at first ten in each town, a

number afterwards increased to twenty
during the years 1720 to 1730. The^e
were free societies, occupied with mer-

cantile and ship-

p i n g business,

and seem to have
been chiefly
active in pro-

moting the sale

of the manufac-
tures produced
on the demesnes
of the territorial

ords. Conse-
quently an un-
usually severe

blow was dealt at

their existence in

the middle ot

the eighteenth

century, when
the lords de-

manded and ob-

tained the per-

mission to se.l

- ' their products

THE EVENING MEAL OF MI DDLh-CLA.-,S JAPANESE ''^ t thc great

time exports and imports were so regulated

in amount that the balance of trade might
be as much" as possible in favour of Japan,

Foreign wares were sold at so high a price

as to be within the reach of only the

richest classes, while the exportation of

anvthing that the country wanted, or

seemed to want, was restricted or pro-

hibited entirely. Thus in 1752 the expor-

tation of gold, which had previously

been subject to

repeated restric-

t i o h s , w a s

entirely for-
bidden ; in 1685
the exportation

of silver, which
had been em-
ployed to pay for

the imports, was
limited to 2,000

lb., an amount
further reduced
to 500 lb. in

1790 ; in 1685
exports of copper
were limited to

about one ton ;

from 1 715 on-

ward only two
Dutch ships were
allowed to visit

Japan in any one
3'ear, and from
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A FUNERAL PROCESSION IN THE STREETS OF YEDO, THE CAPITAL OF THE SHOGUNS

SCENES IN THE DAILY LIFE OF OLD JAPAN
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commercial centres by means of their

own merchants.
Possibly it was this regulation which

induced the Government in 1813 to
place the guilds upon another footing.

They now became close corporations
of merchants and manufacturers ; their

number and the numbers of their members
were defined by law. They were not
allowed to elect new members, but u]?on
the death of an individual could admit
only his blood relations, and they held
the monopoly of the sale of that particular
article with which they were concerned.
In 1841 this arrangement was abolished,
after many complaints had been made of
the manner in which prices had been
forced up ; but it was reintroduced in

1851, apparently because the Govern-
ment thought they could not dispense
with the general supervision exercised by
the guilds.

^ In othei respects, during the rule of the
lokugawa, conditions remained practi-
cally unaltered. Ancestor worship con-
tinued, as did the patriarchal system, and
the responsihihty of the patriarch for

510

the actions of members of the family.
The law of inheritance, which gave a
dispi-oportionately favoured position to

the eldest son, remained unaltered. The
majority of posts in the service of the
Shoguns and of the territorial lords con-
tinued to be hereditary. Custom demanded
that a son should succeed to the profession
or the handicraft of his father. It was
extraordinarily difilicult to pass from one
class to another. All these restric-

tions must have constituted so many
obstacles to the free development of the
individual, and consequently to ihe

progress of society.

Soon after the Shogunate had passed to

the Tokugawa, a certain opposition began
to arise within this family itself to the
policy of usurpation by which the Mikado
had been deprived of his rights. This
movement remained for a long period
exclusivelj- literary, and its chief repre-
sentatives and supporters were to be
found among the princes of the house of

Mito.

The early history of this house is a
good example of the manner in which



JAPAN ON THE EVE OF- TRANSFORMATION

the fortunes of the landed nobihty changed
during the age preceding the delinite

.pacification of the kingdom. The territory

afterwards inchided in this principahty
was governed from the tenth century by
scions of the Taira family. It was over-

come in 1427 by Yedo Michifusa, who was
the first to assume the name of Mito.

In the year- 1590 the Yedo family were
driven out by the Satake. Yoshinobu, a
member of the latter house, who had
joined the side of Hideyori, was trans-

ferred to Akita by lyeyasu in 1602. The
tilth son of lyeyasu was appointed Prince

of Mito in his stead ; when he died, upon
the journey to Mito, the tenth son took
up the position. He was afterward trans-

ferred to Suruga in 1609, but became
Prince of Kii about ten years later, and
was then succeeded by the eleventh son,

Yorifusa, who was born in 1603.
Yorifusa died in 1661, and was suc-

ceeded by his second son, Mitsukuni.
He invited learned men to his Court,
among them apparently a number of

Chinese who had fled to Japan before the

Manchus, and with their help he published,

among other works, a "History of Great

J apan
'

' (Dai-nihon-shi) , from Jimmu Tenno
as far as the year 1393, in 240 volumes.

A SHOGUN OFFICIAL IN COURT DRESS

A SHOGUN OFFICIAL IN TOWN DRESS

This is still considered as a work of capital

importance for students of Japanese his-

tory. He also published the " Reigiruiten,"

concerning the ceremonies of the Imperial

Court, in 510 volumes.
These works and a large collection of

Chinese and Japanese books, to which
the prince continued to make additions

until his death (1700), largely contributed

to direct the attention of scholars to early

Japanese history; hence Mitsukuni is

justly considered as the founder and pro-

moter of the movement which is usually

characterised as a revival of the pure

Shinto teaching, and undoubtedly exerted

a powerful influence in preparing the way
for the restoration of the Mikados. The
men who were chiefly influential in their

work in this direction were Kada (d. 1736),

Mabushi (d. 1769), and Motoori (d. 1801).

The latter pubhshed the ' Kojikiden,"

being explanations of the Kojiki, a work
attracting the greatest attention, not only

among scholars, but also and particularly

among the landed nobility. The "Great
History" was continued by the princes of

J\Iito, and printed in 1851 after a long

period of circulation in manuscript. The
successors of Mitsukuni, besides being

])atrons of literature, were also sound
and economical administrators of their

5"
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the shortness of

money and the
need for assist-

ance.

The very lords

whose ancestors

owed their rise to

the

th-

line

Sho-
ex-

in-

power to

founder of

Tokngawa
deserted the

gunate in its

tremity. The

THE BAY OF YEDO : FROM AN EARLY JAPANESE DRAWING

territory, so that the princes of

acquired a reputation as excellent

in contrast to the Shogun. In 1829
Nariakira, the brother of his prede-

cessor, Narinaga, became prince ; he
was destined to play a leading

part in the struggle against the

Shogunate.
The increasing poverty of the

Samurai, the growing degeneracy
of the Shogun's Government, due
to the rise of a bureaucracy, the

rapid spread of foreign ideas and
the concurrent diminution in the

power of the Shogun, together with
the more ardent desire of the terri-

torial lords for partial or complete
independence — these influences

found expression in the formation
of parties at the Imperial Court as

well as at the Court of the Shogun.
The situation became even more
strained as the repeated appearance
of foreign vessels off the J apanese
coasts—the first of these visitors

being the Russian squadron off Yezo
in 1792—increased the fears of a

hostile attack.

When apprehensions of this

nature drove the Government of

the Shogun, in 1842, to request

the landed nobility to take measures
for coast defence, the only response

was a general outcry occasioned by

Mi to many generations

rulers Japan.

stitution had
becom.e effete ; it

had to go, and it

went, " unwept,
imhonoured and
unsung," in 1868.

XA'ith it went the

greater part of the

system of govern-
ment that had
obtained for so

in the empire of Old
Max Vox Brandt

THE LAST OF THE OLD ORDER
This picture of an archer on the ramparts of a castle dates back
only as far as the year 18t>2, and thus illustrates the rapidity of

Japan's change from media^valisra to modern methods of warfare.
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RELIGION IN JAPAN
BY MAX VON BRANDT

THE BIRTH AND GROWTH OF BUDDHISM
T^HE development of Shintoism, the
J- native religion of Japan, is recorded
in the history proper of the country of

which it forms an inseparable part.

Buddhism and Christianity, having
reached Japan from without, have
individual histories of their own.
Buddhism has been to Japan what

classical antiquity and Christianity were
to the West ; it brought with it Chinese

civilisation, and a better religion than the

native ancestor-worship.

The different accounts of the time and
manner of its introduction are widely dis-

crepant. The most
probable story is that

m 552 A.D. a king

of Kudara in Korea
sent .

pictures . of

Buddhist sacred his-

tory to the Emperor
Kimmei (540-571),

and that the new
teaching, fell upon
fruitful soil. It does

not, however, seem
to have obtained

a footing in the

country entirely un-

opposed. In con-

sequence of the

outbreak of an
epidemic, under the

Emperor Bindatsu

(572-585), it was
persecuted and for-

bidden. Prince
Shotpku, a son of

the Empress Suiko,

seems to have mate-
rially; influenced the

extension of Budd-
hism. In 587 he

PRINCE SHOVOKU, PATRON OF BUDDHISM
The prince is here seen in a native drawing:. The first royal
patron of Buddhism in Japan, he materially influenced the
extension of the new faith, and in .')ST A.D. built the oldest

Buddhist temple still existing in Japan, shown on page 5 1 4.

built a great temple, and encouraged
foundations and organisations for works
of mercy and charity. The new doctrine
obtained an informal official recognition
from the Emperor Temmu (673-686),
who ordered the erection of a temple in

every province of the empire.

Japanese Buddhism, like the Chinese
and Korean forms, and perhaps under
their influence, was soon broken up into a
number of sects (six) ; at the same time
the antagonism and hostility between
Buddhism and Shinto became strongly
apparent. It is remarkable that the

emperors generally

accepted the new
teaching, though it

threatened from the

outset to discredit

their own divine

origin. Thus on
both sides the desire

maywell have
arisen to incorporate

the new belief with
the old. In 794 the

Emperor Kwammu
changed his }ilace

of residence from
Nara to the modern
Kioto ; at the same
time the J apanese
Buddhists began
their journey to

China, in order to

.seek information and
enlightenment at the

sources of the doc-

trine, which for

Japan at least was
new. Dengio Daishi

went to China, and
on his return in 798
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A NATIVE PICTURE OF THE OLDEST EXISTING BUDDHIST TEMPLE IN JAPAN
Temple of Horyu, founded in ;'iS7 by Prince ShOtoku, first royal patron of Buddhism in Japan, and completed in 607 A.D.

iounded the Tendai sect, and the

monastery Enriaku-ji on Mount Hie as

its headquarters.

A yet more important influence upon the

development of religion and of scientific

hfe and thought was exercised by
Kobo Daishi (774-834) ; he is also said

to have visited China, and upon his return
in 816 to have founded the

nvcn or
^ Shingon sect. On the Koya

of Japan s - ° -^

Alphabet
Mount he founded the monas-
tery of Kongofuji, which be-

came, with the support of the Emperor
Saga, the central point, in many respects,

of Japanese Buddhism. Kobo Daishi, who
was known in life as Kiikai, invented the

Japanese alphabet, the I-ro-ha, consisting

of forty-seven signs, and also the first

Japanese writing, the Katakana : hitherto

only the Chinese characters had been
known, and these continued in use for the
writing of works of a scientific character.

But the greatest achievement of Kobo
Daishi was his effort, which attained a
great measure of success, to make a fusion

of Buddhism and Shinto. The old divinities

were received into the J apanese heaven and
explained as incarnations of Buddha

;

while the demi-god heroes and warriors

received general, or, at any rate, local,

514

worship as " gongen." Thus he gave a

Japanese colouring to Buddhism. To him
it is undoubtedly due that the emperors
gave their unconditional adherence to the

foreign doctrine, which had now become
national. During several centuries after

his age most of the emperors resigned after

a short rule, shaved their heads, and
ended their lives as Buddhist monks. To
him also is to be ascribed the introduction

of cremation ; in several cases even the

emperors accepted this custom.
During the struggles between the rival

families of Taira and Minamoto the pres-

tige and power of the Buddhist priesthood

steadily increased. With Yoritomo's vic-

tory over his rival in 1186, and the removal
of the capital of the Shogun toKamakura,

near the modern Yokohama,
begins the most brilliant age of

Japanese Buddhism, as regards

the number of its sects, their

power, and their political influence.

[The Shoguns were originally military

commanders, four in number, ruling the

four military districts into which the

empire was divided. But in 1192 the title

was given to a supreme military chief ; and
from that date to 1868 there was an almost

unlnoken succession of Shoejuns, whose

Brilliant

Age of

Buddhism
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Party of

Buddhism

importance will be seen in the later

course of the narrative.] In iigi Yeizai

founded the Ruizai sect ; and Shinran, in

1220, founded the Shin sect, the Nationalist

Party of Japanese Buddhism. Shinran

., ,. ,. , allowed the priests of his sect
Nationalist - . j. j j. j

to eat meat and to marry ; and
in order to break down the

barriers between priests and
people, removed the temples to the towns
from the mountains and desert places

where they had previously been erected.

Contrary to the usage of other sects, the

writings of the Shin sect are in Japanese
characters. The sect is known by the names
of Ikko (the first word of their most import-

ant work, the Book of Everlasting Life) and
Monto (Servant of the Gate, referring

to the unity of their organisation). They
are spoken of, and with much reason, as the

Protestants of Japan. They refuse to con-

sider as obligatory not only celibacy and
abstinence from certain meats, as we have
already observed, but also the practices of

penance and ascetic living, pilgrimages,

and the monastic life. They teach that

men are justified by faith in Buddha.
Among them the priesthood is hereditary.

In 1227 the Jodo sect was founded by

Dagiu, and in 1261 Nichiren founded
the sect which has been called after him,

which may be considered as a counterpoise

to the Shin sect, and perhaps owes its origin

to a feeling that some such opposition was
required. Like its founder, who escaped
the death sentence pronounced upon him
by the Regent Hojo Tokiyori, owing to

the miraculous splintering of the sword
upon his neck, this sect was invariably

characterised by intolerance and fanati-

cism, and therefore played a leading part

in the struggle against the Christians. One
of its members was Kato Kiyomasa, that

persecutor of the Christians who is a

notorious figure in the Jesuit reports at

the outset of the seventeenth century ; and
its motto was to be seen on the standards
of many a general

—
" Honour to the book

of the law that bringeth re-

ih^c* demption "—adopted in place
_^ *" of the old "Honour to the

Holy Buddha." In 1288 the

last of the great sects, Ji (Seasons of

the Year), was founded by Jippen.

During the civil wars which devastated

the country between 1332 and 1602 the

priests kept alive the study of science

and literature ; but they also took a very

THE SOLDIER-PRIESTS OF OLD JAPAN, WHO LIVED IN ALMOST CONSTANT WARFARE
Early in the tenth century the Buddhist priests increased in power and wealth so g^reatly that military forces were
maintained at the monasteries, the priests being trained as soldiers. They became very turbulent, and grew into

important political forces defying the Emperor himself, and were constantly at feud with the secular armies.
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definite part in the political struggles of

the time, and many an abbot, in full

armour, charged into the fray at the head

of his monks and vassals. Hence it was
only to be expected that Ota Nobunaga,
the first important personality who made

it his object to restore peace
Breaking the

,^^J order throughout the
ower o t e

(,Q^jj^|-^.y ^^^ ^q secure obedience
onas eries

^^ ^^^ emperor's will (though

this redounded also to his own advantage),

should have turned upon the monasteries.

In 157 1 the worst of these spiritual

strongholds, the monastery of the Shingon

sect on the Hieizan, was destroyed by his

orders and all its inhabitants slain. Some
years later the same fate befell the great

temple of Hongwanji of the Shin sect in

Osaka. The priests of this latter had har-

boured robbers and also political oppo-

nents of Nobunaga. After

weeks of fighting, three for-

tresses were captured out of

the five which composed the

monastery. Two thousand of

the garrison are said to have
fallen during the siege, and
upon the entrance of the

!\Iikado the survivors were
]:)ermitted to depart. The
Buddhist priesthood, however,
never recovered from these

two blows ; and even though
it was found necessary at a
later period to break down
one or another of the strong-

holds of political Buddhism,
Nobunaga had already per-

formed the hardest part of the

task.

The Jodo sect was the most
important under the Tokugawa
rule. It is noteworthy that

the Shoguns of this dynasty
showed special favour to this

sect, which certainly was less

cultured than any other. Its

priests followed the chief rules

of Indian Buddhism, and taught
that the welfare of the soul de-
pended rather upon prayers,

and upon the strict perform-
ance of external ceremonies
and pious precepts, than upon
moral purity and perfection.

The Shogunate was therefore

able to entrust to this low
type of sect the religious

guidance of the ]:)eople with-
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out fear of any attempt to exercise an
influence in opposition to its own plans.

The Jodo priests also provided the services

in the burial grounds of the Shoguns at

Shiba and Nikko.
The Temple of Zojoji, situated in Shiba.

which was burnt down in 1574, a:lso be-

longed to them. The Buddhism which
had become the State re-

ligion, at any rate of the

Shogun bureaucracy, declined

greatly in the later years

of the Shogunate, as did all other

branches of the public service. It failed

completely in the final struggle of the

Shogunate against the Mikado. After

the Sh5gun himself had given up the

contest, the adherents of the Shogunate
made an attempt to set up an opposition

Mikado in the person of Rinnoji-no Miya,

Decline of

State

Religion

THE MIRACULOUS DELIVERANCE OF NICHIREN
The great saint, Nichiren, who founded the sect named after liim, was
believed by his devotees to have been delivered from the Executioner
of the HOjo by the miraculous splintering of the sv/ord upon his neck.
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SERVICE IN A BUDDHIST TEMPLE IN MODERN TOKIO

an imperial prince and high-priest of

the Tendai sect, with a residence in

the Temple of Toyeisan at Uyeno. This
proceeding had, however, nothing to

do wiih Buddhism as such ; it was
little more than an historical recollection

of the reasons which had induced the

. Shoguns of the Tokugawa
nes s s

dynasty to find an instrument
Tools of the [•' •'

.i.1 Till J
g. - lor use against the Mikado in

the chief of this sect, which
the Emperor Kwammu had joined upon
its foundation by a prince of the blood
royal.

After the fall of the Tokugawa dynasty,
the victors began to display violent

animosity against Buddhism which re-

sulted in persecution. This was the more
natural as the literary activity of the

Shintoists, and authors who gave them-
selves out to be Shintoists, materially

contributed, from the eighteenth century

onward, to bring about the downfall of

the Shogunate in 1868. The Mikado
then issued a decree making a sharp
distinction between the Buddhist
and Shinto forms of worship.

Buddhist priests who had hitherto

been allowed to perform Shinto
ceremonies were now prohibited

from doing so, and all temples in

which the two creeds had been
united were assigned to Shinto.

At the same time a special

ministerial department (the Shin-

gaikwan) for the support of Shinto
worship was created, the object of

which was to spread Shinto doc-

trines by means of missionaries

educated for the purpose. In 1870
a new decree appeared forming
these missionaries into a kind of

political corporation, to which also

prefects and other administrative

officials might belong. In 1871
relations between Buddhism and
the Government were entirely

broken off. The Buddhist sanctuary

in the palace was closed, the Bud-
dhist festival of the Emperor
abolished, and the statue of

Buddha removed from the palace.

The titles of honour given to the

temples were annulled and their

landed property was sequestrated.

In 1872 the Government deprived

the priests of their clerical titles

and dignities and ordered them to

resume their family names,

the same time the prohibitions

against marriage and the eating of meat
were removed, all temples without priests

and congregations were sequestrated, and
the priests were forbidden to appeal to

the charity of their behevers. The im-

portance of these rules can be easily

understood if it be remembered that in

1872, in a population of rather

more than 33,000 000, there

were 72,000 Buddhist priests

and 9,621 nuns, to whom must
be added about 126,400 novices, students,

and priests' families belonging to the Shin

sect, and that the number of temples in

the possession of the seven chiet sects

amounted to more than 67,000.

These efforts of the Government to

suppress Buddhism and to revive Shinto

remained fruitless, as was bound to be

the case, for the Shinto doctrine contains

none of those elements which are essential

to .successful religious propaganda. The

.5iy

At

Attempt to

Suppress

Buddhism



A BELL-TOWER AT NIKKO, ONE OF THE STRONGHOLDS OF BUDDHISM

THE DENSE CROWD OF WORSHIl
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BIRTH AND GROWTH OF BUDDHISM

Shingaikwan was consequently
dissolved, and religious affair'^

submitted to the ordinary
ministerial department of

public worship, which now
laid three injunctions upon
the State niissionarles : they
were to preach the fear of

the gods and the love of the
fatherland ; to explain the

'avvs of Nature and sound
morals : to serve the Emperor
and to obey his orders.

At the same time the Govern-
ment appointed for every
Buddhist and Shinto sect a
chief of these official mis-

sionaries, and allowed the

members of all Buddhist sects

to preach when and where
they would, provided that they
taught nothing opposed to the

three injunctions above men-
tioned.

As these measures did not
produce the desired result,

the Government abolished the

ofhcial missionaries in 1884.

and left the settlement of the

missionary question to the

heads of the different sects

whom it was to appoint.

Fmally, in 1889, the new con-

stitution recognised religious

toleration as a cardinal point.

Proposals for a law to settle

the questions concerning the

Buddhist, Shinto, and Christian

sects were rejected by the first

chamber in 1899.

The most obvious conse-

quence of the Government's

interference in religious ques-

tions and of the discourage-

ment of the Buddhists may
be said to consist in tlie

fact that, with the exception of

the Shin sect, which seems to

have gained new strength in

the struggle for existence, all

the Buddhist sects have suffered

financially to a greater or less

extent, while their religion has

emerged from the period of

trial with advantage rather

than loss.

^^ 'i!

BUDDHIST PRIESTS AT PRAYER

A REMARKABLE ARRAY OF BUDDHIST IMAGES

In the Temple of Seikenji, at Okitsu, are three hundred
ancient stone images of the Rakan, the "holy men" of
Buddhism, presenting an e.xtraordinarily impressive spectacle.



ENTRANCE TO A BaDDHIST TEMPLE AT NAGASAKI
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THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN
IT was at the close of the gloomy Ashi-
* kaga period that Europeans first came
into contact with the Japanese. The actual

date, which lies between 1530 and 1545.
has not been established, and the names
of the first Europeans to visit the country
are equally doubtful. The date usually

adopted is 1543. If the Portuguese
Fernando Mendez Pinto observed any
chronological sequence in the narrative of

his adventures—though he is known as the
" lather of lies " his story is none the less

deserving of serious historical examina-
tion—he at any rate can no longer claim
the honour of being one of the first three

foreigners to enter Japan. In any case,

these early visitors, whatever their names
may have been, belonged to that class of

adventurers who then harassed the seas

and coasts of Eastern Asia, working either

on their own account or in the

comimny of Chinese freebooters.

Shortly after the discovery of

Japan, and the announcement
of a good opening for trade existing in

that country, a much stronger inliux of

foreigners took place.

The trade was followed by the mis-

sionary. In 1549 Francis Xavier arrived

at Kagoshima; there he met with a

hostile reception, as the Prince (or
" King," as he is termed in the chronicles)

of Satsuma was enraged at the fact

that the Portuguese ships had failed

to appear off his coasts

Francis

Xavier

in Japan

during the

]:> r e V 1 o u s year ;

Xavier therefore pro-

ceeded to Nagato
and Bungo, and
thence to Kioto,

where he met with
equally little success

on account of the

jnevailing disturb-

ances. In 1551, he left

with the intention ot

returning to India to

enlist missionaries

for service in Japan,

ENGLISH MISSIONARY AND FIRST
BISHOP IN JAPAN

The Rev. George Ensor (left) was the first missionary
but died during the sent by the church Missionary Society to japan, in ISHS; duriuff t

,.^,,„^^ TJ„ the Rev. Arthur W. Poole (right) was first Bishop *=
i

\ Oyage. However, of the church of England in Japan, appointed in 1883. SUCCecd

the new held was not long without
labourers. As early as 15(34 seven churches
and chapels existed in the suburbs of
Kioto, and a number of smaller Christian
communities was established in the south-
. west of Japan, esiieciallv in the

^_. ^ island of Kvushu. In 1581 thereiLmbassy • , ^,
,

t^ n^^., ^'^'^'^c more than 200 churches
to Kome . T Jm Japan, and the number of

native Christians had risen to 150,000. The
conversion of the population continued
peacefully until the death of the Shogun
Nobunaga in the following year ; he had
openly favoured the Christians, possibly
because he hoped to find in them a counter-
influence to the Buddhist priesthood, which
was hostile to himself. In the year 1583
the Christian princes of Bungo, Arima,
and Oniura, in the island of Kyushu, .sent

an embassy, consisting of four nobles, to

declare their subjection to Rome. The
ambassadors were received by Pope
Sixtus V. and King Philip II. of Spain,
and returned to Japan in 1591, bringing
seventeen Jesuit missionaries with them.
However, in the year 1587 the fir.st

clouds began to gather above the heads of

the foreign missionaries ; a decree of

banishment was issued against them,
probably inspired by the desire of the
Prime Minister, Hideyoshi, to secure
the support of the Buddhists in his

struggle for the supremacy of the
country. The Jesuits, who in the Far
East have always understood how to avert

the dangers that

threatened them and
ilicir work, by an
iitward show of

submission, closed

tlieir churches and
ceased their public
preaching ; the pro-

cess of conversion,
however, continued
without interruption

or disturbance, and
was attended w th
such success that

the three years

ing this edict

5-23
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30,000 Japanese were baptised. TheTaiko
Sama Hidej^oshi seemed at tiist to be
satisfied with this formal submission to

his will : he may also have feared that

the exercise of greater severity would result

in the loss of the advantage which accrued

to him from foreign trade, or would
induce the Christian princes of Kyushu to

abandon his cause. But further measure-^

were necessitated by the appearance of the

Spanish mendicant friars, who came over
in great numbers from the Philippines and
defied his orders by preaching and wearing
their priestly robes in public. The decree

of banishment was revived ; some churches
and the houses belonging to the mission-

aries were destroyed, and, finally, in 1596,
six Franciscan monks, three Jesuits, and
seventeen Japanese Christians were cruci-

fied at Nagasaki.
Even now, however, tlie prudent behav-

iour of the Jesuits seemed to have obviated
any immediate danger. Upon the death of

the Taiko Sama, lyeyasu. the most powerful
of the leaders who were struggling for the

supremacy, seemed inclined to favour the

missionaries ; he even attempted to use

the Spanish monks as a means
yeyasu

^^ initiating commercial rela-

„ . . tions between the Philippines
Persuaded 1 1 •

i • ^f .

,

and his own domain of the

Kwanto (the district near Yedo). Soon,
however, he found himself obliged to

oppose the foreign missionaries and the

native Christians.

For this change of policy the latter

had only themselves to blame. The Spanish
mendicant friars continued to defy the

orders of the Government and to inspire

their converts with a refractoiy spirit
;

and the insubordination displayed by the

native Christians in many places occa-

sioned serious forebodings in the Govern-
ment. During the period when the work
of conversion was at its height, cruel

persecution of the Buddhists had been
instituted in many of the districts governed
by Christian princes, and ]n particular in

Kyiishu. If these were not instigated by
the missionaries, they were at any rate

countenanced by them, as is plain from
their narratives. For example, in Omura.
after the conversion of the prince in 1562.

troops were sent out to destroy all the

temples and images in the district. In

Amakusa. in 1577. the prince offered his

subjects the choice between conversion and
exile, and in many other places anyone
who hesitated to embrace the new religion

was driven forth from house and home, no
matter what his position. The victory of

the Taiko Sama and lyeyasu over the
south, where their chief opponents were
settled, was followed by a redistribution of

the principalities among new rulers. The
heathen princes then began to persecute
their Christian subjects, as their prede-

_ . . cessors had persecuted the
Beginning: u i-u <, i. \.-l.- ^

. . heathen. At this moment, a

Persecution
I'-^actory spirit of resistance

was manifested by the peasant
population—a spirit unprecedented among
the peasant class of Japan. A natural
result was the issue of further edicts

against missionaries and Christians, and,
n short, against all foreigners.

In the year 1606 Christianity was pro-

hibited, and was declared in 16 13 to be a

danger to the constitution, perhaps in

con.sequence of a conspiracy thought to

have been discovered in 161 1 in the gold-

mines of the island of Sado, where thou-

sands of nat ve Christians had been trans-

ported to undergo convict labour. It was
resolved to destroy all the churches and
expel all the missionaries, and the decision

was carried into effect. In the year 1614
twenty-two Franciscan, Dominican, and
Augustine monks, 117 Jesuits, and several

hundred Japanese priests and catechists

were forcibly placed on board three junks
and sent out of the country, so that

the 600,000 native Christians of Japan
(2,000,000 according to Japanese his-

torians) were thus at one blow deprived
of their spiritual pastors. The'r position

became even more serious after the battle

of Sekigahara, when lyeyasu defeated

Hideyori, the son of the Taiko Sama, as

in that battle the Christian princes were
on the losing side.

The main reason which drove the

Japanese Government to severer measures
is to be found in the continual attempts
of foreign priests to return to the country
by stealtli. Hidetada. the son of lyeyasu,

who had succeeded him in

ibib (or 1615), issued a

decree in 1617 that all foreign

priests found in Japan should

be put to death, a penalty to which they

had been previously subjected upon one
occasion only (in 1596). In the year 161

7

foreign trade was limited to Hirado and
Naga.saki ; in 1621 the Japanese were pro-

hibited from leaving their country, and in

1624 all strangers, with the exception of

the Dutch and Chinese, were sentenced to

Death Penally

for Foreign

Missionaries
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THE ISLAND PRISON OF THE DUTCH IN JAPAN FOR TWO HUNDRED YEARS
On this- island of Deshima, at Nagasaki, the Dutch traders were cooped up from 1650 to 1856. They were
the only Europeans allowed to visit the Jsnanese during that period, and were subject to great restrictions.

PROCLAIMING THE EDICT FOR THE BURNING OF CHRISTIANS
A scene, taken from an old Dutch print, early in the 17th century, when thousands of Christian converts were
crucified, burnt, or drowned. The inhabitants near the places of execution had to furnish the wood required,

THE CLOSING OF THE DOOR OF JAPAN AGAINST CHRISTIANITY
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The Long
Roil

expulsion, though the latter edict was not
fully carried out until fifteen years later.

Meanwhile the persecution against the

native Christians continued. Thousands
were crucified, burnt, drowned, or other-

wise martyred, but, as was to appear more
than two liundred years later, Christianitv

was never entirely stamped out in Japan.
In December, 1637, ^ revolt

broke out in Kyushu, which.

-J
though but indirectly connected

ar yrs
^^^y^ ^-^^ Christian movement,

icsulted in a renewal of the persecution

with increased severity. The revolt began
with a rising of the peasants of Arima,
who had been driven to despair by the

repeated imposition of fresh taxation and
liy other oppressive measures ; they were
.soon joined by all the Christians who
remaned n the neighbourhood. Accord-
ing to the Dutch narratives written at the

time, the rebels wore linen clothes, shaved
their heads, and destroyed the heathen
temples, and had chosen " Santi Dago "

(Spanish and Portuguese for St. J ago) as

their war-cry.

After a vain attempt to storm the

castle of the Daimiyo, or Prince, of Ama-
kusa, they established themselves in the

peninsula of Shimabara. and there

offered a heroic defence, both against the

forces of their overlords, the princes of

Arima and Amakusa, and against the

troops of the Government, until they
succumbed to superior numbers, after a

desperate struggle, on April i6th and
17th, 1638. Seventeen thousand heads
are said to have been exposed as tokens
of victory, and probably very few escaped
of the 35,000 men who are said to have
taken part in the revolt. On April 25th,

the overseers of the Portuguese
" factories " were imprisoned, as they were
considered to blame for the revolt. On
/vugust 22nd, the Portuguese galleons were
forbidden to approach Japan under pain

of death for all on board, and on September

„ . . , 2nd the last Portuguese were
Banishment 1 • 1 1 r xi .

. Iianished from the country,

„ . and took with them their over-
x^O ftUS\lCSC

seers, who had remained in im-

})risonment up to that time. On May
nth, 1641, the Dutch, the only Europeans
lemaining in Japan, wei"e ordered to

remove their settlement to Nagasaki,
whither the Chinese were also sent. Thus
the first period of contact between Japan
and European Christianity came to an
end ; it had lasted for nearly a century.

The conditions of Japanese life during
the second half of the sixteenth century
and the first fifteen years of the seventeenth
century are the best explanation of the
rapidity with which the pioneers of

Western religion and trade succeeded in

gaining a footing in the country. The
land was torn by dissension and war,
which had utterly destroyed the economic
prosperity of the middle and lower classes

of the population. From the two native
religions no consolation could be derived.

Shinto had become a mere mythology,
and, in any case, had never taken a hold
on the sympathies of the people ; 'Buddh-
ism had lost its vitality, and had replaced
it by the doctrine that prayer and priests

alone could provide help and salvation

from the dangers which threatened the

soul in its wanderings after death.

Moreover, the priests were far too busi'\

concerned with the political questions of the

day to bestow attention and sympathy 01.

the sufferings of the lower classes, hence
the Christian missionaries found numerous
converts from the very outset ; to th(.

poor and miserable they promised immedi-
. ately upon their death the joys

omanism
^^ ^^^^ paradise of which the

a ing
Buddhists only held out a pro-

spect after long trials and vicis-

situdes. By the splendour of its services,

by its numerous and mystic ceremonies,

in which the converted were themselves
allowed to take a part, Roman Catholic

Christianity de''eated its adversaries on
their own ground.
A material reason for- the first success

was also the fact that the introduction

of Christianity was entrusted to the

Jesuits ; the mendicant orders are largely

to blame for the ultimate collapse of the

work of conversion. Pope Gregory XIII.,

in a Bull of January 28th, 1585, gave the

Jesuits the exclusive right of sending out

missionaries to Ja].)an. On December 12th,

iboo, Clement VIII. extended this per-

mission to include the mendicant orders,

upon the condition that they should take
ship in Portugal and go to Japan by
way of Goa. On June nth, 1608, Pope
Paul V. amended this permission so as

to include friars going by way of the

Philippines. Inmost cases, the members
of the mendicant orders had not waited for

the Pope to grant them the permission
which they had requested ; they went to

Japan without it, although by so doing
they incurred the major excommunication.
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This proceeding gave rise to unseemly
quarrels among the missionaries them-
selves, and further contributed to under-

mine their prest ge in the eyes of unfriendly

Japanese. Moreover, the procedure of

the mendicant orders during their work
of conversion in Japan differed greatly

from that followed by the Jesuits. The
latter did their best to accommodate
themselves to the views, wishes, and
orders of the Japanese authorities, whereas
the Franciscans, Dominicans and Augus-
tines continually defied the authorities,

and declined to make any such sacrifice

of the external or the non-essential as

might have enabled them to attain their

object.

At the same period politica" dissensions

broke out between the Portuguese and
the Spaniards, which were rather increased

than lessened by the union of the two
kingdoms (1580). Since the date of the

first entry of the Portuguese into Japan
the power of Portugal and the prestige

of her emissaries had steadily declined
;

the revolt of the Spanish Netherlands, the

wirs between England and Holland, and
. the downfall of the Spanish

^•'"'^M"*^r... power under Philip II. and

^orei'Tcr
Philip "I"' ^^^^'^^ ^^^^

Japanese authorities to at-

tempt during the seventeenth century
what they would not have dared in the

sixteenth. Moreover, the behaviour of

the foreign merchants and mariners was
not calculated to arouse the respect or the

good-will of the Japanese.
The foreign trade certainly brought a

great increase of wealth to the pr.nces

of the country, but this again was a
continual source of jealousy and of

friction between them, as each was
anxious to secure the lion's share for him-
self, and to use it for the purpose of gain-

ing some advantage over his neighbours.

After a strong central government, the

Shogunate of lyeyasu, had been set up, it

naturally attempted to secure control of

the trade, and to exclude those who
had previously been its rivals and were
now its subjects. The different nation-

alities who traded with Japan—the

Portuguese, Spaniards, Dutch, and
English—damaged their reputation by
continually accusing and slandering one
another to the Japanese, and by lodging

complaints with them concerning goods
and ships of which they had deprived one
another. The continual quarrels between

IN -8 G

the foreigners in Japan, and the con-

descension with which they treated the

natives, are sufficient explanation of the

dislike which the proud Japanese con-

ceived for them in the course of a few
years.

An additional and a justifiable reason

for dissatisfaction was the slave trade

carried on by all the foreigners
Importation t j i.- 1 1 u^ m J apan, and particularly by
• »

7^'^^ the Portuguese. Civil war, the
into Japan j i- j_ rz ^

expedition against Korea, and
the growing poverty of the lower classes

had brought so many slaves into the

market that, as Bishop Cerqueira relates,

even the Malay and negro servants of

the Portuguese traders were able to buy
Japanese or Korean slaves upon their

own account, with the object of selling

them afterwards at Macao. Both the civil

and ecclesiastical authorities at Macao
(Bishop Cerqueira in 1598 and his pre-

decessors) had made vain attempts to

suppress this trade in human flesh, which
was undoubtedly the strongest ground
of complaint possessed by the Japanese ;

in 1641 the Government of Japan forbade
the export of hired or bought native^

without special permission, and prohibited

it altogether at a later period under the

severest penalties.

The unprecedented enthusiasm of the

Japanese converts became a serious anxiety

to the rulers of the country, and inclined

them to suspect some political object

behind the religious zealot the missionaries

:

hence their determination to put an end
to foreign intercourse by the destruction

of Christianity was received with approval
by the whole of the country. Moreover,

the Government had taken special care to

lower the prestige of the foreigners in the

eyes of the population, and to depri\e

them of their influence by a series of regu-

lations extending over a number of years.

In 1635 the Portuguese were forbidden

to walk under an umbrella carried by a

fi-
• Japanese servant, or to gi%'e

f p^tl
'^ alms beyond a minimum surh.

Z. ^ \ At the same time they were
yrannies

Qj-^^gj-g^ ^q ^g^J^g Qff their shoes

upon entering the council chamber ; and in

that year all of them except the overseers,

were forbidden to carry arms, and weie
obliged to dismiss their old servants and
to take new ones. The Dutch were for-

bidden to employ Japanese servants for

the future, except within their houses. In

1638 a Dutch ship-captain was beheaded
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A YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION IN TAPAN

A JAPANESE CHRISTIAN PASTOR AND HIS FAMILY
Since the establishment of religious freedom in Japan, Christianity has made notable progress, which figures can only

faintly suggest. There are said to be 1 50,000 Japanese converts to Christianity. The Protestant, Greek, and Catholic
Churches have altogether nearly fifteen hundred licensed preachers, with nearly twelve hundred " stations," and there
are four dioceses of the Anglican Church under the Archbishop of Canterbury, with a staflT of about seventy clergy.

THE PROGRESS OF CHRISTIANITY IN MODERN JAPAN
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111 1639 all Japanese women li\ing

with Dutch or English were banished,

and Japanese women were forbidden to

contract marriages with the Dutch. In

1640 a steward was executed for adultery

with a Japanese woman. Two white
rabbits found on a Dutch ship called the

Gracht did not appear upon the list

of living animals which had to

A ainst
^^ provided, and the captain

gams
^^^^ consequently deprived of

his office. The Dutch factories

in Hirado were searched for ecclesiastical

articles, and the Dutch were ordered to

pull down all buildings which bore a date
upon their walls. The decree ran :

" His
Imperial Majesty [that is, the Shogun,
who had no right to any such exalted

title] has reliable information that you
are Christians, even as the Portuguese.
You celebrate Sunday, you write the date
' Anno Domini ' on the roofs and gables

of your houses, you have the Ten Com-
luandments, the Lord's Prayer, the Creed,

the Cup and the Breaking of Bread, the
Bible, the Testament, Moses and the
Prophets, and the Apostles—in short,

everything. The main points of resem-
blance are there, and the differences

between you seem to us insignificant.

That you were Christians we have known
long since, but we thought that yours
was another Christ. Therefore his Majesty
gives you to know through me," etc.

In 1641 the decree was issued that the
Dutch were no longer to inter their dead,
but to bury them at sea four or five miles

away from the coast. This decree was
executed for the first time on August 29th,
" because a Christian corpse is not worthy
of burial in the earth." In the next
year the Dutch cemetery in Hirado was
destroyed. The Dutch and Chinese were
indeed allowed to remain at Nagasaki

;

but this permission was given because
they were the sole medium for the im-
portation of certain necessary goods, and
^. . ,. had also made themselves use-
Christians

Not Worthy
of Burial

ful by providing timely in-

formation of the schemes that
other Powers might concoct

against Japan. In other respects the

members of both nations were treated

little better than prisoners.

When Japan was reopened to foreign

trade during the years 1854 to 1858, the

Roman Catholic missionaries, who once
again had followed in the wake of the
trader, found remnants of a Christian

community existing near Nagasaki in the
village of Urakami, though it was thought
that Christianity had long been destroyed
by cruel and continued persecution. The
attention of the Japanese Government
was drawn to this case by the imprudent
action of the missionaries. In the year 1867,
seventy-eight of these native Christians
were imprisoned, and an attempt was made
to induce them, by threats, to abjure their

faith. Owing to the efforts of foreign repre-

sentatives, especially those of the French
Minister, M. Roches, the prisoners were set

free on the understanding that proselyt-

ising would cease outside the settlement.

Hardly, however, had the Mikado re-

turned to power under the reconstituted
Government of 1868 than the persecution
of these people and of their co-religionists

was resumed, and the prohibitions against
this " evil Christian sect " were again
enforced. More than four thousand native
Christians were imprisoned, and, not-
withstanding all the efforts of the foreign

representatives, were sent in small bodies
to hard labour upon the estates of different

territorial princes. It was not until 1873
„., . . that it became possible to pro-
Mikado gives ,, , u i- 1 ii__ . \ cure their liberation, and the

^« . .. .. removal of the prombitions
Christianity , . , a, . . .

issued against Christianity.

From that date missionaries have been
allowed a free hand within those limits of

residence imposed, until August, 1899, upon
all foreigners. The chief obstacle, however,
to their efforts is the strongly-developed
national feeling of the Japanese ; besides

this, there is undoubtedly a widespread
dislike of the foreign missionaries, who are

often considered merely as the political

agents of the country which sent them out.

In particular, Japanese chauvinism, even
under the form of the new Shinto, has
found a useful lever against Christianity in

the elevation by the missionaries of God,
Jesus, the Pope, the Church, and the
Bible above the Mikado. In any case,

this " Japanese self-concentration," how-
ever modified by individual feelings and
opinions, has hitherto proved the greatest
obstacle to the spread of Christianity

;

the various successful attempts even of the
Japanese Christians to break away from
the influence of foreign missionaries, and
from connection with them, are to be
ascribed to this source. If there be any
hope for the Christianising of Japan, the
movement must be upon a Japanese basis.

Max Von Brandt
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NEW JAPAN
BY ARTHUR DIOSY

THE KNOCKING AT THE GATES
""PHE middle ot the nineteenth century

•*• found Japan in a state of latent

unrest. The carefully devised system of

administration so eflficiently practised by
the earlier rulers of the Tokugawa line of

Shoguns and by those of the middle period

of that family's ascendancy showed signs of

weakness in the decrepit hands of regents

who were but pale shadows of their great

predecessors.

Many of the powerful feudal lords, the
Daimiyo, practically ignored the behests

of the Government at Yedo. The long

peace, following centuries of internecine

warfare, had given opportunity for the

revival of learning, and a new school

of political thought had arisen, radiating

from Mito, the capital of the feudal pro-

vince of Hitachi. Its leading idea was the
restoration to power of the heaven-
descended Emperor at Kioto, the study
of ancient Japanese history having con-

'Ti. D- it vinced its disciples that the rule
The Birth r ,, ^i,-

of the bhogun was an usurpa-

j^ J
. tion. The Chinese classics, and

particularly the teachings of

Confucianism, engrossed the minds of many
of the learned, bringing home to them
the great principle that the aim of good
government is the happiness of the people,

a factor sadly overlooked since the days of

the good Emperor Nintoku (313-399 a.d.),

whose care was all for the people.

It began to dawn upon earnest

thinkers that all was not well with the

bulk of the nation. The military gentry,

the Samurai, had lost, in the long years

of peace, the warlike occupation that was
the sole reason for their existence as a

privileged class. With no fighting to do,

many of them were tempted to lead lives

of luxurious ease, incurring expenditure
beyond the stipends received, in kind.

from their feudal lords. As in other

countries, the impoverished members of

the upper classes sought financial assist-

ance from the despised mercantile com-
munity, which soon learnt to regard with
animosity and secret contempt the debtors
who made full use of their privileged

position, and abated not a jot of their

high-born arrogance towards those who
_. „ .., , supplied their ever-increasing
The Swiftest jt jjj.j.i. 1

„ , .. . needs. I o add to the general
Revolution in j^ , ,

•
i ? , 1 •

»j . »,. lermentation caused by this

unhealthy state of the body
politic, a leaven was slowly, and at first

imperceptibly, germinating that was to

cause, within a surprisingly short time, the
greatest revolution in modern history.

Although Japan had spent two centuries

and a half in seclusion since, in 1638,

the land was rigorously sealed—save for

the narrow and jealously-guarded gap
through which only the Dutch and the

Chinese were allowed to trade—although
the subjects of the Emperor were forbidden,

under pain of death, to visit foreign parts,

and the laws restricting the tonnage of ships

effectually prevented navigation away
from the coasts, Japan was at no time
absolutely impenetrable to echoes from
the outer world. The class of hereditary

interpreters, trained for the purpose of

communicating the harsh behests of the

Shogun's Government to the despised

Dutchmen, closely interned in their

narrow settlement at Deshima, near Naga-
saki, and to the almost equally despised

Chinese, had acquired, with the quick

intelligence and persistent inquisitiveness

of their race, considerable knowledge
of the state of the countries beyond the

seas. Dutch works on subjects of practical

utility to the Shogun's administration,

such as military science and the elements
of astronomy and mathematics, necessary

for the computation of almanacs and the
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calculation of the eclipses, were translated

and read by many of the scholarly classes.

The first principles of European medicine

and surgery had become known to

Japanese doctors, who
sought information

with avidity from the

medical officers at-

tached, at various

times, to the Dutch
factory at Deshima.
The medical know-
ledge thus imparted
was looked upon at

first with suspicion,

the plates illustrating

Dutch medical and
surgical works being

so much at variance

with the teachings of

Chinese medical lore,

hitherto blindly fol-

lowed in Japan, that

they were considered

absurd creations of

the fantastic Occiden-

tal mind. The native

dread of the defile-

ment consequent on

contact with a corpse

had prevented dis-

section, which would
have convinced the

inquirers of the
accuracy of the Dutch
drawings.

Some bolder spirits,

fired with scientific

zeal, screwed up their

courage to the point

of dissecting the corpse of a criminal,

purchased from the executioner, and found,

to their amazement, that the various

internal organs were really situated as

shown in the plates of the anatomical
works. One can picture the weird scene,

the eager faces peering over their ghastly

work by the light of paper lanterns, for

it was in the dead of night that the

undaunted investigators braved the super-

stition of their country.

Their enterprise was well rewarded by
the results, for it established once for

all the conviction that, in medical science

at least, the " Barbarians " across the

seas possessed useful knowledge as yet

undreamt of by the Japanese. All honour
to that small band of devoted men who,
permeated by this idea, persevered in
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SAMURAI IN HIS OFFICIAL DRESS
From a photograph taken in 1865

their studies of Occidental matters in

spite of difficulties that might well have

dismayed the stoutest hearts. It should

be remembered that, with the exception

of the very few who
were appointed to

study Dutch, or

Chinese, or, later on,

Russian or English.

for the purpose of

acting as interpreters.

Japanese acquired

Western learning in

those days at the risk

of their lives.

Dutch books were
surreptitiously ol>-

tained at immense
cost, translated in the

face of tremendous
difficulties, caused by
the absence of dic-

tionaries, and the

translations labor-

iously copied by hand
and circulated by
stealth. One modest
hero among these

pioneers compiled,

after years of grind-

ing labour, a Dutch-

J a [)anese dictionary.

Whilst poring late

one night over its

]-)ages, overcome by
fatigue, he fell asleep

and let the precious

manuscript drop into

the hi-bachi, or fire-

bowl, the only means,
at that time, of warming a Japanese room.

The priceless pages were consumed in the

embers. Awakened by the chill air of

morning, the student realised his terrible

loss, and that very day set about re-writing

the whole work from memory ! Small

wonder that his nation lias accomplished,

within our time, the marvels that have
won for it the respectful admiration o!" ihe

world.

Although the bulk of the Japanese
nation remained profoundly ignorant of,

and indifferent to, the affairs of the outer

world, there were undoubtedly some
amongst th? official and scholarly classes

who obtained, through Dutch channels,

considerable and accurate knowledge of

foreign countries. Considering the source

of this information, it is only natural that
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ii should luive been presented to them
strongly tinged by Dutch opinions, or

rather by the desire of the Hollanders to

preserve their monopoly of the trade be-

tween Japan and the Occident. However
distorted, the great events of modern
history became known to the governing

classes in Japan ; the fame of the great

Napoleon reached the shores of the Island

Empire.
The wonderful career of that " super-

man " seemed to appeal to such of the

Japanese as heard of his existence ; a

book was even written about him, illus-

trated, by a native artist, with quaint

cuts that make it one of the most curious

productions of the Japanese printing-

press. All this knowledge of the outer

SAMURAI IN THE TRANSITION PERIOD
These portraits show two "knights of old Japan," known as Samurai, in 1868,

with European clothing, Japanese weapons, and in one case, Japanese footgear.

The top-knot has almost disappeared, and the forehead is no longer shaved.

world had, however, no effect on the policy

of strict seclusion ; it tended, rather, to

strengthen the rulers of Japan in their

resolve to have as little intercourse as

possible with the uncanny folk who in-

habited the greater part of our planet- -a

fact brought home to them by the study
of a terrestrial globe, presented by the

Dutch and kept concealed lest the masses
should realise how small their island

empire was in comparison to most of the

other states.

From time to time there was a knock
at the closed gates ; one of the maritime
Powers, Britain, France, Russia, or the

United States, craved admission, only to

meet with an absolute refusal, more or

less courteously conveyed. The Shogun's
Government continued
to congratulate itself

on the success of its

hermit policy until a

time came when the

conduct of the Russian
navigators, exploring

the northern Japanese
seas, began to convince
the authorities at Yedo
that a mere edict of

the Shogun would not
eternally suffice to

warn off the adven-
turous high - handed
" Barbarians." This
conviction took a long

time to grow in the

Japanese official mind.
Years were allowed to

elapse before any very
serious notice was
taken at Yedo of the

urgent appeals of the

northern feudal lords,

asking for guidance in

the face of the con-

tinued visits of Russian
warships to their coasts

and islands, sometimes
in the guise of friendly

calls, with the humane
purpose of repatriating

J apanese fishermen

who had been cast

away on the shores of

Russia in Asia ; some-
times of a forcible

nature and amounting
virtually to armed raids

on Japanese territory.
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Whilst the Baku-fu—the " Curtain

Government," as the Shogun's administra-

tion was called, from the curtain sur-

rounding the Shogun's headquarters in

camp—was striving to keep the hated

foreigners off Japanese soil by politely-

worded notifications in Dutch, English,

or French, darkly threatening " very

„ . . , _ disagreeable consequences
"

British Guns ^ r •, • ^ ^,
. m case of opposition, an event

^ ^ „. took place that produced a
Canton River , -^ .u r^

deep impression on the (jOv-

ernment at Yedo. The roar of the British

guns, battering down the forts in the

Canton River, in 1842, had reached the

ears of the Shogun's advisers, who, much
perturbed by this evidence of the might
of the " Hairy Barbarians " prevailing

over the forces of the great Chinese

Empire, received the news with the same
astonishment that the Occident displayed,

fifty-three years later, when Japan defeated

China and, ten years after that, when she

demolished the Russian power in the

Far East. They resolved upon measures
to protect the sacred soil of Japan, and
issued, in 1842, an appeal to the feudal

lords to make provision for the defence

of the coast. The response showed the

rottenness of the condition of the feudal

system at that time ; it was a general plea

of poverty' and a request for assistance.

A new trouble was soon to disturb the

minds of the Shogun's advisers, a difficulty

far greater than the temporary scare

caused by the appearance of a Russian
squadron off Yezo in 1792, or the annoy-
ance arising from Resanoff's attempt to

open relations on behalf of the Russian
Empire in 1804. They were, indeed, con-

fronted with a question of the first magni-
tude, an effort to break through the

barriers of Japanese seclusion far more
determined than the spasmodic attempts
of the British frigate Phaeton at

Nagasaki in 1808, or those of Captain
Gordon in Yedo Bay in 1818, or of the

expedition of Morrison, fitted
rea ing ^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ American

Through the , "
. . t.» o

B merchants at Macao in 1837.

The coming event had long

cast its shadow before it, for in 1844
a letter from King William II. of the
Netherlands had been received, through
the Dutch factory at Deshima. recom-
mending the Japanese Government to

open the country to foreign intercourse.

It may seem strange that the Dutch
monarch should thus apparently en-
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deavour to open the door to competition,

destroying the profitable monopoly hitherto

enjoyed by his subjects. The fact is that

it was becoming every day more clearly

apparent that this exclusive privilege

could not be maintained much longer.

The development of the whale fishery,

carried on chiefly by Americans in the

waters of the Pacific, and the gradual
but unceasing opening up of China to

foreign trade, were calling the attention

of the Occident in a marked degree to the

Japanese islands. It could only be a

question of time ; the Japanese barriers

were bound to fall before the determina-
tion of the maritime Powers to obtain

free commercial intercourse with Japan.
There is no evidence that King William's

letter would, by itself, have caused a

change of policy at Yedo. What happened
within the next decade rendered a change
inevitable. On July 20th, 1848, Commodore
Biddle, of the United States Navy, anchored
in the Bay of Yedo in the Columbus, ship

of the line, with the Vincennes frigate in

company, with the object, according to

his instructions, of ascertaining if relations

could be entered into with the
Why the

Change was
Inevitable

Japanese. The attempt proved
fruitless, and Biddle had to set

?ail from Japanese waters on
July 29th. On the day before his depar-

ture from the Bay of Yedo, two French
warships, the frigate Cleopatre, flying the

flag of Admiral Cecille, and a corvette,

surveying in Far Eastern waters, entered

the Gulf of Nagasaki, showed the tri-

colour for the first time in a Japanese
harbour and, having been refused all

intercourse with the shore, sailed away
within twenty-four hours.

France seems to have accepted this

rebuff in a philosophic spirit, induced, no
doubt, by her political troubles at home
at that time. The United States of North
America were not so easily to be put off.

Commander Glyn, in the U.S. .sloop-of-

war Preble, visited Nagasaki in April.

1849, to take charge of the survivors of a

party of fifteen American and Hawaiian
seamen, who had deserted from the

American whaler Ladoga, and been cap-

tured by the Japanese at a village on the

coast of Yezo ; and of one Ronald
McDonald, a young seaman from Astoria

Oregon, who liad landed from an American
whaler on one of the islands to the north

of Yezo. McDonald seems to have made
good use of his quick intelligence, was



IN OLD TOKIO: THE INTERIOR OF A SILK MERCERS SHOP

IN MODERN TOKi^ iCAL SCENE IN A CURIO SHOP
The swift transformation of Japan has been without a parallel in modern times, but the Great Chcinge is not every-

where so striking as might be imagined. These pictures belong to the old and the new Japan, but there is only a slight

contrast between the top picture, of a shop in Old Japan, and the bottom picture, of a shop as in Japan to-day.
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well treated, and employed to teach

his captors English, presumably as spoken
on the Pacific Slope, with a hereditary

Scottish accent. In more favourable times,

he might have ev^entually developed
into an American Will Adams. As it

was, he seems to have greatly exercised

the minds of the Japanese authorities

who questioned him by his startling

statements, when asked as to the classifi-

cation of ranks amongst his countrymen.
His reply that " In America the people is

king " might well astound the officials of

managed to land and to visit the fishing

villages opposite which he lay at anchor ;

but, yielding to the entreaties of the

Japanese officials, he returned on board the

Mariner, which sailed away, as unsuccessful

as her predecessor, H.M.S. Samarang

—

miscalled Saramang by American writers

on 'Japanese history—the frigate that had
visited Nagasaki, in the course of a sur-

veying cruise, in 1845.
it became clearly evident that the

Japanese Government had no intention

of departing from the uncompromising

TU KEEP OUT THE EA: APANESE FORTS AT SHINAGAWA IN THE BAY OF YEDO
A view, taken in 1855, of the j^y,^..^^i. ;,^» i.ications desigrned to keep the "hairy barbarians" out of the country
at the period when Biddle, Matheson, Perry, and others were endeavouring: to open relations with the Government.

the Baku-fu, accustomed to the minutely-
graded hierarchy of officialdom under the

despotic rule of the Shogun.
Commander Glyn having, with some

difficult5^ obtained the delivery to him of

these waifs and strays, he, too, weighed
anchor, having made a considerable impres-
sion by his stern attitude and his refusal to

put up with the prevarication and endless

delays of the Japanese officials. On
May 29th, 1849, five weeks after the
sailing of the Preble, Commander Mathe-
son, in H.M. surveying ship Mariner,
anchored off Uraga, in the Bay of Yedo,
and spent two days in surveying the
anchorage, proceeding thereafter to the
Bay of Shimoda, where a week passed,
five days thereof being also usefully

employed in making a survey. He
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attitude adopted in their edict of 1843,
forbidding access to their country, even
to shipwrecked Japanese, unless brought
home in Dutch or Chinese ships, and
prohibiting surveys of the coast of

the empire—a prohibition appljang to

Japanese subjects as well as to foreigners.

This edict was handed to the Dutch at

Deshima, with a request that they should
communicate it to the other foreign

nations, this being the first occasion on
which the Dutch were thus emplo3'ed as a

medium of communication with foreign

powers. It appears that the Dutch did not

communicate this edict until 1847, ^^^
then only to the Governments of France
and of the United States.

The gold rush to California in 1848-9,

and the interest in the Northern Pacific



COUNT OKUMA, A GREAT JAPANESE STATESMAN,
Underwoofi ti* I. nderwooil

IN THE SIMPLICITY OF HIS HOME
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consequently aroused, was, with the

development of the whale fishery in those

waters and the greatly increased trade

with China, potent in moving the Govern-

ment of the United States to a momentous
decision relating to Japan. President

Millard Fillmore entrusted Commodore
Matthew C. Perry with the command of

an expedition that was to

make a pacific, but determined,
Commodore
Perry's

Expedition
attempt to obtain from Japan
permission for American vessels

to use one or more Japanese ports for

supplies and refit in case of need, and for

purposes of commerce " by sale or barter."

Commodore Perry was also directed to

endeavour to obtain permission for the

establishment of a coaling station on one

of the islands, even if only " on some small,

uninhabited one," and to negotiate an
arrangement for the protection of dis-

tressed American seamen and their pro-

perty.

The letter which Perry bore with him
as his credentials, was addressed by
President Fillmore " To his Imperial

Majesty, the Emperor of Japan," but
was intended, not for the Emperor at

Kioto, the real sovereign, but for the

Shogun at Yedo, this error being

caused by adherence to the usage of the

Jesuit Fathers, the Dutch writers on

Japan, and honest Will Adams himself,

all of whom gave to the Shogun the title

really belonging only to the monarch
living in sacred seclusion in the ancient

capital. Readers of Adams's delightful

letters remember his constant references

to his patron, the " Emperour," as' he
called the great Shogun lyeyasu. Having
carefully organised his expedition. Com-
modore Perry sailed on his historic voyage
and made Cape Izu about daybreak on
July 8th, 1853. He anchored his squadron
of four ships, the steam-frigates

Susquehanna, in which he flew his

broad pennant, and Mississippi, and

.. ui I,
the sloops - of - war Plymouth

_. . ,, and Saratoga, on the same
„'y a ^^y i^ the Bay of Yedo,

off the town of Uraga. The
news of the arrival of the American
" black ships " spread like wildfire

through the vast city of Yedo ; Perry's

four vessels were multiplied to forty, his

five hundred and sixty men became
thousands, and by the time the rumour
reached the Imperial capital, Kioto, his

squadron was reported to be a fleet of a
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hundred sail, carrying one hundred thou
sand " ugly barbarians." the greatest

danger that had threatened the sacred

shores of the " Land of the Gods " since

the attempted Mongol invasion in 1281.

Owing to Perry's wise firmness, he suc-

ceeded in delivering the President's letter,

on July 14th, 1853, to commissioners
appointed Ijy the Shogun, obtaining an
official receipt, which stated that the

communication had been received " in

opposition to the law of Japan, in order to

avoid the insult to the Ambassador " that

would have been implied in a persistent

refusal to accept the communication any-

where but at Nagasaki, considered " the

proper port for intercourse with foreigners."

It was arranged that Perry should give

the Japanese authorities ample time to

prepare a reply to the President's message.

He accordingly left the Bay of Yedo 01.

July 17th, 1853, and returned on February
13th, 1854. During his absence, lyeyoshi,

the twelfth Shogun of the Tokugaw.i
dynasty, died on August 25th, 1853
His son lyesada succeeded him, and found
his Government in a chaotic state. There

p Ki
^^^^' iii^sed, sufficient cause

c ro ^n^^Qj.
^YiQ perturbation in the

Th Sh"
minds of the Shogun's ad-

ogun
^j^gj.g j)-^ they accede to the

stern Commodore's demands, they would
be considered traitors to their country by
every Japanese, with the exception of the

very small band of " Dutch Students," as

they were called, who were earnestly

striving to increase their knowledge of the

Occident, and already knew enough to

make them fearless advocates, at the risk

of their lives, of unrestricted, peaceful,

commercial intercourse with foreign

nations. Did the Shogun's Cabinet, on

the other hand, maintain the traditional

policy of seclusion, they would have to

face the consequences of a rupture with

the United States. What this danger
meant, they well understood, for they

knew their utter helplessness against the

mighty engines of warfare of the " lawless

and arbitrary barbarians," as the intruders

from across the seas were called in the

popular literature of the day.

To add to their perplexity, the s})irit of

discontent prevaihng throughout the

country took, more and more, the direc-

tion of the Mito school of political thought,

tending to recognise the Emperor at Kioto

as the sole source of all authority, and to

look upon the Shogun as merely his



THE KNOCKING
^Majesty's chief executive officer. The
Imperial Court having plainly manifested
its determination to " keep the sacred soil

unsullied by the foreigners," it became
the duty of the Shogun, so the Mito
scholars and their following argued, to

carry out the Imperial wishes. The
Shogun, they said, must again justify the

real meaning of his title, Sei-i-Tai Shb^ttn,
" Barbarian-Subduing Generalissimo." If

COMMODORE PERRY, WHO OPENED THE DOOR OF JAPAN
to Western civilisation in 1854, after tlie exclusion of Western nations
"or 250 years. He secured the opening of a port to American trade.

he could not subdue the barbarians, it

was evident that he must go, and his

office be abolished, the whole power being
restored to the hands of the Heaven-
descended Emperor.
On July 15th, 1853, two days before

the departure of the American ships, the

Daimiyo of Mito, a descendant of the

famous Mitsukuni, who had made his

Court, at the end of the seventeenth
^entury, the centre of Japanese learning

AT THE GATES
and the fountain-head of the great Shinto
Revival, addressed to the Government at
Yedo a memorial setting forth ten reasons
against concluding a treaty with the
foreigners and in favour of war against
them. As this memorial is, in reality,

a profession of faith embodying the views
of the anti-foreign party, it may usefully
be here given in full, in the translation by
Dr. Nitobe in his excellent work on " The

Intercourse Between the
United States and Japan."

1. The annals of our history
speak of the exploits of the
great, who planted our banners
on alien soil ; but never was
the clash of foreign arms heard
within the precincts of our
holy ground. Let not our
generation be tire first to see
the disgrace of a barbarian
army treading on the land
where our fathers rest.

2. Notwithstanding tlie

strict interdiction of Christian-
ity, there are those guilty of

the heinous crime of professing
the doctrines 0/ this evil sect.

If now America be once
admitted into our favour, the
rise of this faith is a matter
of certainty.

3. Wliat ! Trade our gold,

silver, copper, iron and sundry
useful materials for wool,

glass, and similar trashy petty
articles ! Even the limited

barter of the Dutch factory
ought to have been stopped.

4. Many a time recently

have Russia and other coun-
tries solicited trade with us,

but they were refused. li

once America be permitted
the privilege, what excuse is

there for not extending the
same to other nations ?

3. The policy of the bar-

barians is first to enter a
country for trade, then to in-

troduce their religion, and
afterwards to stir up strife

and contention. Be guided by
the experience of our fore-

fathers two centuries back ; despise not the

teachings of the Chinese Opium War.

6. The " Dutch Scholars " say that our
people should cross the ocean, go to other

countries, and engage in active trade. This

is all very desirable, provided they be as

brave and strong as were their ancestors

in olden time ; but at present the long-

continued peace has incapacitated them
for any such activity.

7. The necessity of caution against the

ships now lying in the harbour- -i.e., Perry's
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THE BIRTHDAY OF NEW JAPAN: OPENING HER DOORS TO THE WORLD AFTER :J:,n YEARS
Commodore Perry is represented in this picture— drawn from a contemporary print—meeting- the Japanese authorities
in ]Sr>4. He delivered President Fillmore's letter to the Shogun's commissioners on July 14th. To give the authori-
ties ample time he left Japan and returned on February l;ith, 1854. A few weeks later, on March 31st, Japan's first

treaty with a Western nation was signed, opening- the door to American trade. It was the birthday of New Japan.

squadron — has brought the vahant
Samurai to the capital from distant
quarters. Is it wise to disappoint them ?

8. Not only the naval defence of Nagasaki,
but all things relating to foreign affairs,

have been entrusted to the two clans of
Kuroda and Nabeshima. To hold any
conference with a foreign Power outside
of the Port of Nagasaki—as has been done
this time at Uraga—is to encroach upon
their rights and trust. These powerful
families will not thankfully accept an intru-
sion into their vested authority.

9. The haughty demeanour of the bar-
barians now at anchorage has provoked
even the illiterate populace. Should nothing
be done to show that the Government
shares the indignation of the people, they
will lose all fear and respect for it.

10. Peace and prosperity of long duration
have enervated the spirit, rusted the armour,
and blunted the swords of our men. Dulled
to ease, when shall they be aroused ? Is not
the present the most auspicious moment to
quicken their sinews of war ? (Sic.)

The Shogun's Government, in its ex-
tremity, reported matters to Kioto, and
finding the Imperial Court more stubborn
than ever in its anti-foreign spirit, it

decided that the feudal lords should be
consulted, and that preparations be made
lor national defence, including the cast-
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ing of cannon from the metal of all temple
bells not in actual use.

President Fillmore's letter was laid

before all the feudal lords, who, almost
unanimously, declared against the opening
of the country. The more enlightened
amongst them were in favour of the

experiment suggested in the letter, that
the country be opened temporarily. They
argued that if the experiment were tried

for three, five, or even ten, years, the
defences of the country could, in the
meantime, be improved, modern arms
could be procured from abroad and the
Samurai trained in their use, so that,

did the experiment prove harmful to

Japanese interests, the foreigners might
be forcibly expelled and never permitted
to return. All this seemed to point to an
unsuccessful issue of Commodore Perry's

mission ; but, fortunately for Japan
and for the world, wiser counsel prevailed.

The Tai-ro, the Hereditary Regent, li-

kamon-no-Kami, Lord of Hikone, who
governed for the Shogun lyesada during
his minority, was shrewd enough to

understand that a rupture with the
Americans, and the inevitably disastrous

war that would follow, would at once put
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an end to the institution of the Shogunate
;

on the other hand, he feared the foreigners

might discover the real state of Japanese
poUtics and become aware of the fact that

they were negotiating with a ruler who
lacked treaty-making power, which was
really vested solely in the Emperor at

Kioto. Whatever the motives that in-

duced the Regent, when Commodore
Matthew Calbraith Perry reappeared in

the Bay of Yedo, with a squadron in-

creased to seven, and later to ten, ships

of war, on February 13th, 1854, he found
the Japanese authorities ready to negotiate

with him. After seemingly endless dis-

cussions, every minute point being the
subject of hair-splitting wrangles, a treaty

was signed on March 31st, opening the
port of Shimoda immediately, and that
of Hakodate in one year, to American
trade, providing for the care of ship-

wrecked persons of either nation, allow-

ing American citizens to move freely

within defined limits round the two Treaty
Ports, providing for the establishment of

a consulate of the United States at

Shimoda, and including a "most favoured
nation " clause.

Thus was Japan opened after almost
complete seclusion lasting two centuries

and a half. The date of the signing oi

this, the first formal treaty between Japan
and any Occidental Power, is memorable
as the Birthday of New Japan.

Kcvbtonu \'it

MISSISSIPPI BAY, WHERE COMMODORE PERRY ANCHORED HIS SHIPS IN 1854
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Mr. Namikawa, whose cloisonne? ware is the finest in the world, superintending its manufacture at his works in Kioto.
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THE MAKING OF JAPANESE BEADS AND PAPER LANTERNS
The art of drilling and cutting- gems has been practised from the earliest times in the East, and the drill in the hands
of the beadmaker at the top of this page is one of the simplest and oldest known, the drill being worked by raiding
the crossbar like a pump handle. Beads, like the familiar lanterns seen in the bottom picture, are made in millions in Japan.



JAPANESE ARTISTS AT WORK: A PAINTING CLASS AND A POTTER'S WHEEL
The art of the gold lacquer painter is one of the finest in the world, and its devotees are carefully trained in lacquer
schools throughout Japan. The class here shown is in Shizuoka, painting the lacquer work in which Japan takes
precedence of the world. The lower picture shows a Japanese potter modelling in the famous Kinkosan works at Kiuto.
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FACTORY GIRLS AT KIOTO : DECORATING CHEAP POTTERY FOR THE FOREIGN MARKET
\yomen and girls play an important part in tlie workaday life of Japan, whether in the fields or in the workshops. In this
picture the girls of Obuke, near Kuwana, are seen in the famous pottery works of Nuami Banko, decorating pottery of the
cheaper kind for the European and American markets. Thousands of girls work in this way from sunrise to sunset.



A GLIMPSE OF A NATIVE CLOG FACTORY AND A BLACKSMITHS SHOP
The upper picture shows the interior of a clog manufactory ; in the lower picture a blacksmith and his wife are seen at
work. It is common for the Japanese blacksmith, who prefers to work sitting down, to be assisted by his wife or daughter.
The small anvil is supported on a stone or wooden block, the bellows being manipulated by the blacksmith's foot.
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AT WORK IN THE RICE FIELDS AND THE FAMOUS TEA PLANTATIONS OF UJI
In the upper picture Japanese girls are seen gathering rice ; the lower picture gives us a glimpse of the great tea
gardens at Uji, near Kioto, where tea has been grown for seven hundred years. The Uji tea plantations are the most
famous in Japan, and there are shrubs here which are said to have yielded two crops a year tor three hundred years.
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HOME SCENES IN JAPAN: BED-ROOM AND KITCHEN IN A JAPANESE HOUSE
The bed seen in the upper picture is made up of thick padded quilts, which take the place of our mattresses. The bed-

stead, altogether unknown in Old Japan, is still rare, and thousands of Japanese still sleep on wooden pillows. The
picture of a Japanese kitchen shows the fire-box, fed with charcoal, which still serves as a stove in Japanese houses.



"MEAL-TIME AS AN EXPRESSION OF ART." A JAPANESE HOTEL AND TEA-ROOM
The upper picture represents meal-time at an hotel, where meals are served in the guest's room. The lower picture is of
a tea-house on a festival clay. A meal in Japan, it has been said, is always '

' a polite ceremony and an expression of art.

'





PICTURESQUE ENTRANCE TO THE DUTCH LEGATION BEFORE THE GREAT CHANGE

HUME Ol- IHb. AMERICAN LEGATION IN THE EARLY DAYS OF FOREIGN INTERCOURSE
EARLY CENTRES OF WESTERN INFLUENCE IN JAPAN
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SIR RUTHERFORD ALCOCK THE EARL OF ELGIN
The first British representative in Japan after the He negotiated the first full treaty between Great
establishment of permanent diplomatic relations. Britain and Japan—acommercial treaty signed in 1858.

\ Nation

Torn by

Faction

bflonged to the latter class of outrages.

I he British Minister, Mr. (afterwards Sir)

Rutherford Alcock, was unable to obtain
(i om the Shogun's Government payment of

t he indemnity he demanded for this outrage.

II is no wonder the Cabinet at Yedo hesi-

tated to comply not only with this demand
but with the other peremptory
requests of foreign Powers,
such as their insistence on the

opening of other and more con-

venient harbours than those designated in

fhe original conventions. Political assassi-

nations were the order of the day. The
death, in 1853, of the Shogun lyeyoshi

occurred in suspicious circumstances. His
young successor, lyesada, died in 1859. ^^

seems very probable that he, like his father

before him, was " removed " at the instiga-

tion of the powerful Lord of Mito. This
feudal prince was the bitter enemy of the

Shogunate. When Nariakira succeeded
his brother as Lord of Mito, in 1829, the

province was torn by dissensions between
the Imperialist faction, the adherents of

the Shogunate, and a third party whose
opinions fluctuated and tended towards thu

views of whatever party appeared to be

gaining the upper hand.
This troubled condition of Mito had

led to open revolt against the Shogun's
Government. It was suppressed without
much difficulty, but was, nevertheless, of

importance as the first serious rising in

arms after nearly two and a half centuries

of profound peace. It had marked Mito,
in the eyes of the Shogunate, as a danger-
ous, turbulent district ; its ruler took
no pains to conceal his hostility to the
" usurper " at Yedo, as he and his

followers, known as the " Mito School,"
considered him.

On the removal of lyesada, it became
necessary, in accordance with the law, for

a prince of the Three Honourable Families
(Go-san-ke) to be selected as Shogun. One
of them, the Lord Hitotsu-bashi, was a son
of Nariakira, Lord of Mito. li Kamon-no-
Kami, the Tairo (Great Elder), or Heredi-
tary Regent, who had ruled for the minor
lyesada (though a man inferior in

governing capacity to lyesada's pre-

decessor, the strong and farseeing Shogun
lyeyoshi), gave many proofs of shrewd-
ness and determination. He succeeded, by
cunning political manoeuvres, in obtaining

the appointment as Shogun of the Lord
of Ki-shu, then only twelve
years old, thus ensuring a con-

^r^'cT- tinuance of the tutelage he
I he Shoguns , , ,

. ° ^had so long exercised. Ihe
Lord of Mito was sentenced to close

confinement in his palace, and all the

feudal lords suspected of being his sup-

])orters were imprisoned or compelled to

abdicate. In the fulness of his apparent
power, the Regent was murdered on

March 24th, i860, in broad daylight, at
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the Kuro-mon, or Black Gate, of the

Shogun's castle in Yedo, the assassins

being retainers of the Lord of Mito. Thus
terminated the career of a statesman who
was by no means unfavourable to inter-

course with foreign nations, foreseeing that

it was inevitable. His successor in the

Regency, Ando Tsu-shima-no-Kami, nar-

rowly escaped a similar fate. In 1861 he
was attacked and severely wounded. He
soon afterwards resigned his office.

During these troubled years, the later

'fifties and early 'sixties, the land resounded
with the cry of ]o-i!—"Expel the

foreigners !

"—but it was not to be taken
as an indication that the whole nation was

The feeling in favour of the abolition of

his decadent rule, and of the transference
•of all power to the Emperor, had grown
far beyond the most sanguine anticipa-

tions of the small band of Mito scholars
who were responsible for its inception.

The spirits of such men as Kada, who
died in 1736 ; Mabuchi, who died in 1769 ;

and Moto-ori, who lived down to 1801,
must indeed have rejoiced could they
have seen how thoroughly the nation had
become impregnated by their teaching, the

result of their studies of ancient Japanese
history and of the Shinto cult. Every
further step taken by the Shogun's Govern-
ment in compliance with foreign demanc's

WHERE BRITISH INFLUENCE IN JAPAN WAS INTRODUCED
This old temple in Yedo was, between the years 1854-.it), the residence of Lord Elgin, the First British Envoy to
Japan, and it is historic, therefore, as the earliest home of British influence in the empire of the Mikado.

animated by hatred of the strangers. There
is abundant proof that . the masses were
quite ready to live on terms of cordiality

with the intruders from abroad so long
as they respected national customs and
etiquette, and refrained from the over-
bearing conduct too often indulged in by
the Occidentals with very shady pasts
who began to swarm into the treaty ports,

especially into Yokohama, from the Pacific

Slope and from the gold diggings in

Australia. Jo-i ! often meant, in the
mouth of an ardent Imperialist, not so
nmch an appeal to his fellow-countrymen
to " expel the foreigner " as a hint that it

was high time to " expel the Shogun."
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was looked upon by the Imperialists as

another sign of the utter inability of the

authorities at Yedo to preserve the national

honour, that was considered at stake.

The treaty with Portugal, in 1858, was
followed by one concluded with Prussia in

1861, by which time the diplomatic repre-

sentatives of foreign Powers had alread}^

been admitted to Yedo, foreign consuls

resided at the Treaty Ports, and the sub-

jects of their nations were placed under
their jurisdiction, as in China and in the

Mohammedan States of the Near East.

Foreign trade was developing at a great

rate, the export of many articles causing

a sharp rise in prices, adding greatly to



THF BRITISH FLEtT AT ANCHOR OFF YOKOHAMA IN isr.t

The era of anti-foieign feeling 111 Japan had not parsed away in the treaty-making: period of the later fifties, and
the presence of such a fleet as this acted as a stimulus to reflection when negotiations became protracted.

the cost of living, and, consequently, to

the anti-foreign spirit of the indignant

Samurai, who made frequent murderous
onslaughts on foreigners. To add to the

national feeling of exasperation, came the

attempt of Russia to obtain possession of

the island of Tsushima, in i86t, British

intervention being necessary to compel
her to desist from her juirpose. On
July 5th in the same year occurred the

desperate attack on the British Legation.

A Japanese embassy was despatched to

the capitals of the Treaty Powers, with
instructions to obtain the postponement
of the opening of additional ports.

This was the first regular mission,

f)roperly accredited, by Japan to foreign

Powers ; it reached Europe in 1862, but
had been preceded, in i860, by a visit

paid to the United States b}' three of the

Shogun's officials, with a staff of seventy-

three persons. The Shogun's war-steamer,
Kan-rin-Maru, of 250 tons, built for

him by the Dutch, and manned by a
Japanese crew of seventy, had crossed
the Pacific in forty days to San Francisco,

to herald the approach of the three
" ambassadors." She was the first Japan-
ese warship to visit a foreign port, and it

is characteristic of those days of the infancy
of Japan's Navy that her officers and
crew looked upon the unusually severe

gales they encountered as being the
normal atmospheric conditions to be
met with on the ocean, and weathered the
continual storms with perfect equanimity,
spending their few hours of lei.-^ure in

playing go, the national game of chequers.

The Japanese mission of 1862, by bringing

forward every possible argument to explain

why the Shogun's Government found itself

unable to fulfil the conditions previously

HISTORIC MOMENT IN ANGLO-JAPANESE RELATIONS. SHOGUN RECEIVING LORD ELGIN
the first audie.ice of Lord Elgin with the Shogun, on the occasion of the negotiation of the first treaty with Japan.
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JAPAN'S FIRST TREATY OF COMMERCE WITH GREAT BRITAIN
A contemporary picture illustrating the exchange of credentials between the Japanese commissioners and the Earl
of Elg^, in 1858, on the occasion of the negotiation of the first full treaty of commerce between Britain and Japan

agixed to, succeeded in obtaining from the

Powers the postponement of the opening
of additional ports, promising, on the other

hand, that the obstacles still put in the

way of trade at the ports already opened
would be removed.
The visit of this embassy to Europe and

America was fraught with most important
consequences, deeply affecting the policy

of Japan. Not only did its members, whose
mtelligence, courtesy, and refinement won
golden opinions in every capital they
visited, realise by the evidence of their

own eyes the futility of resistance to the

armaments of the Occident, but they began
to see foreigners in quite a new light. The
friendliness of their reception convinced
them that the foreigners had been grossly

maligned ; those whom they had been
taught to look upon as coarse barbarians,

animated by sordid motives, they found
to be cultured folk inspired by the best

intentions towards Japan.
Whilst the ambassadors of the
Shogun were thus being con-

verted, by actual experience,

to more friendly feelings towards foreigners,

the hot-headed patriots at home were
l)ecoming daily more infuriated at the
presence in their midst of the men
from across the sea. On June 26th, 1862,
a party of them again made a desperate
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attack on the British Legation in Yedo, ai

that time located in the Temple of To-zen-

ji, where the charge d'affaires, Lieutenant-

Colonel Neale, had once more taken up
his quarters, after residing for some
time at Yokohama. In spite of the

protection supposed to be given

.^ n •.- I by the numerous men - at -

the British -^ J X J J • I .

. . arms, on duty day and night,
ega ion

furnished by the Shogun 's

Government, the fanatics succeeded in

entering the Legation and in killing

two of the British marines belonging

to the guard supplied by the fleet. The
evident insecurity of Yedo induced Colonel

Neale to return to Yokohama, and the

British Government exacted an indemnity
of ;^io,ooo for the families of the two
victims. Whilst the negotiations in con-

nection with the reparation for this das-

tardly outrage were in progress, the

Richardson incident occurred, that has

been already referred to. Richardson's

answer to one of his English companions,
who attempted to dissuade him from
riding past the litter in which Shimazu
Sabur5. father, uncle by adoption, and
guardian of the young Lord of Satsuma.
was being carried, without dismounting 01

saluting :
" Let me alone. I have lived

fourteen years in China, and know how
to manage these people !

" supplies the



THE BEGINNING OF BRITAIN'S DEALINGS WITH JAPAN
A further scene in Lord Elgin's historic mission to negotiate the earliest commercial treaty between Great Britain
and Japan is here illustrated by an artist of the day. The earl is seen being received by the chief Ministers of Japan.

explanation of the foolhardy conduct that

cost him his life and led to the .severe

wounding of the other two Englishmen—the

lady with them had a miraculous escape.

Charles L. Richardson had become
accustomed, during his long residence as

_. _ ^ a merchant at Shanghai, to
1 he r ate , , << ,• ))-,i

. D -f L look upon natives with con-

^ . tempt. Unable to appreciate

the difference between the

.submissive, down-trodden Chinese coolies

and the proud, fierce Japanese Samurai,
marching, fully armed, as an escort to

their feudal lord, he undoubtedly brought
upon himself the terrible fate that was
shortly to lead to the first act of war
by Britain against Japan. Colonel Neale
having wisely restrained the incensed
foreign community from violent courses,

a demand was presented, in regular form,

to the Shogun's Government for the
arrest and punishment of the man who
had killed Richardson, and for payment
of " blood-money " to the extent of

£100,000 from the Shogun's Government,
and an additional .sum from the Daimiyo
of Satsuma. This feudal lord proving
unwilling to comply with the demand for

the surrender of his man-at-arms, and
for the payment of an indemnity. Admiral
Kuper appeared before Kagoshima on
August nth, 1863, and, negotiations

being fruitless, proceeded to action.

Three steamers, recently purchased by
Satsuma as the nucleus of its nav}', were
captured and burnt, the shore batteries

were dismantled by the lire of the

squadron, and the prosperous town ol

Kagoshima, which had at the time a

population of about 180,000, was almost

entirely laid in ashes.

This bombardment, which took place

on August 15th, 1863, served to bring the

rulers of Satsuma to reason, and ought to

liave convinced any people le.ss stilf-

iiecked than the Japanese aristocracy of

that time that the foreigners were in

grim earnest, and dangerous to tackle.

It was Britain alone that in this case

taught the les.son. A year hardly elapsed,

and it was repeated on another coast by
an international squadron. Another
powerful feudal jjrince, the Lord of

Cho-shu, or Nagato, whose forts com-
manded the Strait of Shimo-

Feudal
noseki, th.e narrow western

PrmcesAct
^^.^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ inland Sea,

^ ^ ^ displayed his loyalty to the

Emperor, and his devotion to the ultra-

patriotic, anti-foreign Court Party at Kioto,

by causing his batteries to fire upon
several vessels, merchantmen and war-

ships, passing through the .strait. These
outrages took place in June and July,
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1863, and were promptly avenged by

America and France. The United States

warship Wyoming sank one of Cho-

shu's ships, exploded the boiler of another,

and did some other damage in an action

with the swaggering prince's squadron and

batteries on July i6th, 1863, in retalia-

tion for the firing, on the 25th of the

previous month, at the American merchant

steamship Pembroke—an insult to the

Stars and Stripes, but nothing more,

for the Cho-shii gunners were on that day
unskilful, and the Pembroke was not

hit. On July 20th, 1863, four days after

the punitive visit
^

of the Wyoming,
the frigate Semiramis

and the gunboat
Tancrede, both Ifying

the tricolour of

France, the frigate

also bearing the flag

of Admiral Jaures,

appeared in the strait

to administer punish-

ment for the shots

fired, on July 8th, at

the French despatch-

boat Kien-chang as

she lay at anchor.

The Cho-shii artillery

would seem to have
been practising assi-

duously since their

"wide" firing at the

Pembroke, for they
hulled the small

French warship seven
times, and inflicted

serious damage.
Admiral Jaures re-

turned these shots

with compound in-

terest, for the
Semiramis and Tan-
crede not only destroyed the offending

battery, but actually landed an armed force

on the sacred soil of Japan. The landing

party of 180 seamen and 70 soldiers had
a sharp brush with the troops of Cho-shii,

and re-embarked after completing the

damage begun by their ships' guns.

Another blow had been struck at the

gates of Old Japan, and had set them
quivering

; Japanese warriors had been
defeated on their native soil by a handful
of the hated foreigners. The fact of the
successful landing impressed the men of

Cho-shu more than the wreckage caused
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ADMIRAL SIR AUGUSTUS KUPER
who commanded expeditions at Kagoshima in 1863 and
at Shimonoseki in 1864, to compel the Japanese to re-

open the latter port in observance of the new treaties.

by the French ships' shot and shell

;

more than the stout reply made by the

sixteen guns of the Netherlands corvette

Medusa, when, on July nth, she had
to run the gauntlet under the concen-

trated fire of the Shimonoseki forts and
of Cho-shii's recently acquired warships.

Through the action of the Lord of Satsuma,

Japan had become embroiled with Great

Britain ; the Lord of Cho-shu had set his

country at loggerheads with no less than
three Powers—the United States, France,

and the Netherlands—all at the same time.

It is highly probable that the ruler of Cho-
shu thus achieved

one of his principal

aims, the creating of

trouble for the Gov-
ernment of the
Shogun ; for his
artillery officers, well

versed, through
translations of Dutch
manuals, in the art

of gunnery, must
have known that

they could not long

withstand the forces

the navies of the

outraged Powers
would, sooner or later

an-ay against the

defences of the strait.

Time after time,

in Eastern politics,

attacks on foreigners

are deliberately
planned by those

opposed to the Gov-
ernment for the time

being, for the purpose

of involving it in diffi-

culties that will bring

it into contempt and
hasten its fall. In the

case of the Shimonoseki outrages, the

Shogun's Government was soon held in a

vice by the offended Powers, Great Britain

having joined theii" diplomatic action,

although she had suffered neither damage
nor insult from Cho-shu, but inspired by the

necessity for showing Japan that the Powers
were as one in their determination to ensure

the observance of treaties. The Baku-fu
wriggled and struggled ; but the vice held

tight, and after endless negotiations the

Powers informed the Shogun that they

would undertake what he seemed powerless

to effect; thev would chastise Cho-shu and



SATSUMA ENVOYS PAYING INDEMNITY FOR THE MURDER OF AN ENGLISH MERCHANT
Mr. Chas. L. Richardson was a notable English merchant of Shanghai, who paid with his life Tor his temerity in cross-
ing the line of march of the men-at-arms of the Lord of Satsuma on Sept. 14, 1862, without dismounting or saluting.
He was killed by a man in the line, and this picture represents Satsuma envoys paying indemnity to Britain.

I«?»t-*»T »3»«»».«»?yT5':^'>'S?*Se*!

LORD OF CHu-SHUS ENVOYS PAYING INDEMNITY FOR FIRING ON FOREIGN VESSELS
At the height of J.ipan's anti-foreign feeling, m 1^.;:!, the Lord of Ch"-slui, a feudal prince, whose forts commanded
the Strait of Shimonoseki, fired upon passing ships, and this picture shows his envoys paying indemnity for the outrage.

Jy\PAN PAYING THE PRICE OF ITS ANTI-FOREIGN POLICY
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open the straits to tlie ships of aU nations.

In the first week of September, 1864,

an international squadron, consisting

of nine Britisli warships—conveying,

besides their usual complement of Royal
IVfarines, a battalion of that splendid

force—three French and four Netherlands

ships of war, and a steamship chartered

by the United States to represent their

Navy, at that time busily
Two Young

Y ij^ the Civil War at
Men in i 1 • ii, cj. ...

„ c* home, appeared m the Strait
Gower St. .. ^, . ^^ , . , ^j-

of Shnnonoseki. under V ice-

Admiral Sir Augustus Kuper, in H.M.S.
Euryalus. The most interesting step in

the attempts to settle the matter without
bloodshed was the self-imposed mi.ssion

of conciliation undertaken by tw^o young
Ch6-shu clansmen who had recently

visited England by stealth. Hearing in

London of the proposed coercive

measures to be adopted against their

lord, they had hurried back to Japan,
loyally to warn that prince of the

danger he would incur by opposing the

might of the Occident, and especially of

Britain, whose power had been revealed
IT), a thousand ways to their wondering
eyes and quick intelligence. Their noble
;iU5sion proved abortive ; the Lord of

Cho-shu stiffened his neck and declared
be could not disregard the orders issued

to him repeatedly by the Sacred Emperor,
und once by the Shogun. The very fact

(>\ the young men appearing before their

lord on this peace-making errand caused
rhem to be looked upon, at the time, as

renegades, dazzled and corrupted by the

allurement of strange cities—above all, of

London. The ultra- patriotic Samurai of

Cho-shii did not know Gower Street,

where the young men had dwelt !

Whatever contempt they incurred in

1864, later years were to see them laden
with well-deserved honours and famous
beyond the borders of that New Japan
they have so powerfully helped to make.
The elder of the two was Inouye Bunta
the other Ito Shunsuke. They are now
known the world over as the Marquis
Inouye Kaworu and Prince Ito Hirobumi.
All attempts at a settlement by diplo-

matic means having failed, Vice-Admiral
Sir Augustus Kuper's guns, and those

of the other Powers co-operating, spoke
out the itUima ratio of the irritated

Occident. From September 5th to the

8th, 1864, all means of offence or defence

possessed at Shimonoseki by the Lord of

Cho-shu were destroyed, his numerous
guns removed by the

international fleet, and a

number of his warriors

killed, some of them during

a short, but brisk, engagement on shore.

The recalcitrant Lord of Cho-shu made
complete submission to the Powers, and
the Shogun's Government agreed to pay
an indemnity of three million dollars. A
notable fact in connection with this fine

imposed on the nation is that the United
States, nineteen years later, in 1883.

returned to Japan their share of the

indemnity, amounting to /i57,ooo.

Remarkable
Act by the

United States

SHIMONOSIiKI AT THE TIME OF THE EXPEDITION AGAINST THE LORD OF CHO-SHU IN 18(34
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THE REAL CREATORS OF NEW JAPAN
'T'HE drastic punishment inflicted by the
•* Powers had far-reaching consequences

;

both the leading clans, Satsuma and
Cho-shu, had now become convinced, by
bitter experience, of the futihty of opposi-

tion, with the means at their disposal,

to the determination of the Powers to

maintain their treaty rights, guaranteeing
free intercourse, within certain limits,

with the people of Japan. These diplo-

matic instruments may well have seemed
to them mere waste paper, lacking the

sanction of the Emperor, whose im-
portance as the heaven-sent incarnation

of the national spirit loomed greater in

their eyes day by day, in proportion as

that of the Shogun dwindled. The latter

appeared to the hot-headed Samurai of

the great Southern and South-western
clans a crafty huckster traf-

^"^ fickmg with the national honour
„ and shamefully submitting to

foreign dictation, thus belying

the very aature of his ancient office, that

of ' Barbarian-compelling Commander-in-
Chief " (Sei-i-Tai Shogun).
The position of the powerful clan of

Cho-shu at this period was characteristic

of the chaotic state into which Japanese
politics had rapidly drifted after the first

contact with the masterful Occident had
torn the ship of state from her ancient

moorings. In 1863, on September 30th,

the retainers of the Lord of Cho-shu
furnished the guard of one of the gates of

the Imperial Palace at Kioto. They had
hatched a plot, in conjunction with seven
Court Nobles (Kuge), to obtain possession
of the Emperor's person, in pursuance of

the traditional policy that dictated such
an extreme step whenever his Imperial
Majesty appeared, in the opinion of the
cons[)irators, to be in the hands of wicked
or incompetent advisers—in this case the
Shogun and his Cabinet. To secure the
Emperor's person had been the means,
time after time in days of yore, of " saving
the empire " to the satisfaction of the
discontented party, his captors being
transformed, in one moment, from " rebels

against the Imperial Court " (Cho-teki)

into loyal guardians of the throne. The
Cho-shu plot was, however, frustrated
by the vigilance of the Shogun's spies

swarming about the Imperial Court,
which, on being informed of its danger,
closed the grounds of the palace to the

A ^^ t * Cho-shu men. They retiredA Mob Army , , i
-^

,

at the
to then- provmce, accompanied

PalaceGates ^^^ ^heir seven sympathiser^
amongst the Court Nobles,

two of whom, Iwakura and Sawa, were,
later on, to play important parts in ihr

re-organisation of the empire. For tht-

time being, the Shogun's influence at tht

Emperor's Court was paramount, but the
resolute men of Cho-shii were not easily

turned from their purpose. They mustered
in large numbers, their ranks increased by
many Ro-nin (hterally, " wave-men ")—

•

Samurai who, for one reason or another, had
become detached from their clans, desperate,

adventurous swashbucklers, most of them.
With great energy, the councillors of

the Lord of Cho-shG set about the organisa-

tion of this crowd of undisciplined warriors,

and took full advantage of such notions ot

European drill and tactics as they possessed.

Amongst other military innovations, they
startled and shocked the old-fashioned

Samurai by arming and drilling many
of the peasant class, men hitherto con-
sidered unworthy of the honour of bearing

arms. These were enrolled in the irregular

troops, or Ki-hei-tai. The Cho-shu army,
thus reinforced, advanced on Kioto, and,
on August 2oth, 1864, made a desperate

attempt to seize the palace and the
person of the Emperor.

Severe fighting took place in the streets

of the sacred capital, resulting in the defeat

of the Cho-shu men, who once more retired

. . . within their own borders, this

*^K
"*^ time branded as rebels by

g Imperial Proclamation, rebels

who had desecrated the Holy
City with bloodshed for several days and
caused a large part of it to be destroyed
by a conflagration occurring during the

conflict. They had lost many of their

stoutest warriors, some killed in action

with the troops of Etchu, Echizen, Hikonc
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—all clans supporting the Shogun and,

at the critical moment of the fighting, with

the men of Satsuma, recently opponents

of the Yedo Government, but, for the

nonce, adversaries of Cho-shii for reasons

of clan rivalry ; others dead by their own
act, having committed suicide by hara-

kiri when they saw themselves defeated.

Some had been taken prisoners

p
^ ° by the Satsuma men, and seem

a owcr u
to have given their captorssuch

Combination , ^ , cc Igood and suincient reasons

lor their desperate attempt to free the

Emperor from the influence of the Shogun
that they were treated with great con-

sideration and ultimately sent home
vvith gifts—a notable departure from the

custom of Old Japan, by which their

lives would have been forfeit.

Cho-shu appreciated Satsuma's clemency

ind generosity ; the seeds were sown of that

co-operation between the two great clans

which developed later into the powerful

combination known to the Japanese as

r>ats-ch6-to, from the initial syllables of

the names of the three clans Satsuma,

Cho-shu and Tosa, a combination that

may with truth be said to have made
New Japan. Later still, it contracted

to Sats-cho (pronounced Sat-cho), and to

this day the majority of those who
rule, especially in the highest positions,

and of those who lead Japan's gallant

sailors and soldiers, are clansmen of

Satsuma or of Cho-shu, the warlike

Satsuma men predominating in the armed
forces, especially in the Navy, whilst the

keen-witted men of Cho-shu are found in

every branch of the Civil administration,

and have, in the person of Prince It5,

a representative whose wise advice is

nought in every crisis.

The reconciliation of these two great

clans, after their conflict in the streets

of Kioto in 1864, bore fruit in the next

year, when Satsuma refused to join in

the expeditions organised by the Baku-fu,

a'cting under Imperial orders,

*p
^

for the chastisement of the

. . Cho-shu rebels. ihese ex-
**"^

peditions made but little

headway, and were finally abandoned
when Saigo Kichinosuke, better known
as Saigo Takamori, the great Satsuma
leader, arranged a definite treaty of amity
between his clan and Cho-shu, the real

bond of union between them being their

common resolve to overthrow the ShOgunate
and to restore the Emperor to his. proper
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})osition as real head of the State, as in

days of yore. Once these two powerful

'clans had joined hands, the fate of the

Baku-fu was sealed. Subsequent events

proved that the Daimiyo, principally

Northern and Eastern ones, who sided with

the Shogun, were no match for the coalition

of the feudal states of the South and
South-west. As in the early years of

the seventeenth century, the East and
the North were arrayed against the Wesl
and the South, but this time the South and
the West were to be victorious.

The momentary triumph of the Shogun ';

influence at the Imperial Court, at the timt

of the repulse of the Cho-shii men in the

fighting at Kioto, was the last glow oi

the setting sun of Tokugawa rule. Its

opponents—nominally the great Daimivo
of the Southern and Western clans, realh*

the intensely energetic, clever Samura*.

who held office as assistants to thf

Councillors (or Elders) at their courts--

had made up their minds to put an end
to a supremacy they hated and despised

and to restore the political condition o^

the empire to what it had been prior ti»

^, Yoritomo's appointment ss
Last Glow oi - • u
, . ^, - , Shogun m 1102—an abso-

01 the Shogun s , ,
° ,^ •,, .1

„ lute monarchy with the-
mg un

xvhole power concentrated

in the person of the H0I3' Emperor, th«

sovereign descended " in unbroken line'

from the gods.

A few, probably very few, of these mei,

had a wider and grander purpose in view

than the mere desire to put the clock o!

history back six and a half centuries In-

reverting to the system of the period thai

seemed to the majority of them Japan'sr

Golden Age. These few, to be found chiefl)-

amongst the Dutch Scholars and the very

small number of Japanese who had, b)*

that time, travelled abroad, dreamt of a

Japan transported, not back into the

thirteenth century, but onward into

the latter half of the nineteenth, a Japan
transformed not only in its political

system and its armaments, but in every

phase of the nation's life, a Japan that

was to take its place amongst the powers

of the world regenerated and rejuvenated

by the adaptation to its needs of all that

was best in the knowledge of the Occident.

But a handful, most of them j'oung;

and in subordinate positions, these men
were the real creators of New Japan.
With indomitable courage—many of them
paid for their temerity with their lives---



COUNT KATSUKA
Prime Minister of Japan, 1901-1905

COUNT HAYASHI
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

COUNT KOMURA
Japanese Ambassador to Great Britain, 1907

MARQUIS SAIONJI
Prime Minister of Japan in 1907

COUNT OKUMA
A famous statesman and Opposition Leader

PRINCE ARISUGAWA
One of the Imperial Princes of Japan

SOME OF THE MAKERS OF NEW JAPAN
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The Little One
Becomes
a Thousand

they succeeded, in the course of a few years,

in leavening the whole body of the Samurai,

the gentry of the nation, with a great

]:)ortion of their reforming ideas ; but in

1865 theirs was still a small voice crying in

the wilderness, whereas the demand for

the abolition of the Shogunate and the

restoration of the Emperor's pristine power
—only the first step in their

movement—was a growing
clamour in the land, op-

posed only by those who
were bound to the Tokugawa dynasty by
ties of blood or of interests.

That this clamour was accompanied by
howls of " Out with the Foreigners

!

"

was no fault of these few earnest

reformers ; it was an almost unavoid-

able circumstance of the campaign
against the Shogunate, accused of

(ruckling to the " Barbarians," and of

thereby disgracing the nation and offend-

ing against the Emperor's majesty. That
it was used as a convenient weapon for

this campaign—a weapon highly popular,

no doubt, with the violently anti-foreign

majority of the Samurai of that time

—

but nothing more, is shown by the fact of

its being so quickly abandoned as soon

as it became evident that the Shogunate
was doomed. It was but natural that

the majority of those advisers, Imperial

j)rinces, nobles, and others, whose opinions

.vere put forth as the expression of the

Imperial will, were bitterly anti-foreign.

The whole fabric of the Court at Kioto was
based on the assumption of its sanctity,

a holiness that would not tolerate pollution

by contact with the Outer Barbarians ; but

the Court was absolutely without means to

carry into effect its edict for the expulsion

of foreigners, issued, in the Emperor's
name, to the Shogun early in June, 1863.

This edict, issued after an audience

the Shogun had of the Emperor—for the

Shogun had taken to visiting Kioto, a

custom that had lapsed for two hundred
and thirty years— actually

oreigncrs
f^^^g^J ^l (J^y {qj- ^J^g expulsion,

Given Notice t j^i. ar 1 i^ ^i L
. -. .. Tune 2'^th, 1803; but that
to Quit •', J ' J

'

day came and passed and
the foreigners remained, in danger of their

harried lives and under conditions that
resembled a state of siege, yet without any
actual force being used to remove them in a

body. TheYedo officials duly communicated
the order of expulsion to the foreign repre-

sentatives, but the whole affair was farcical,

tor " nobody seemed a penny the worse."
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In subsequent rescripts in 1864, the

Em})eror was made to say that he ajjpre-

ciated the difficulties in the way, and
deprecated rash haste in the execution

of the Law of Punishment and Warning
(the old edicts which closed Japan).
The Shogun, in his reply of March 21st,

1864, promised to act with prudence,

whilst never losing sight of the ultimate

object, the " revival of the great Law
of Punishment and Warning." But he
had his tongue in his cheek, for he knew
full well, and so, by this time, did the

Imperial Court, that the foreigners would
not be dislodged, even were Japan's
strength tenfold what it was then. In the

same year, 1864, the feelings of the Samu-
rai were harrowed by a new desecration

of their sacred soil, which was now defiled

by the presence thereon of a foreign

garrison. Two companies of British in-

fantry, detached from the 2nd Battalion

of the 20th Foot (now the Lancashire
Fusiliers) were summoned from Hong
Kong and quartered, with the consent of

the bewildered Baku-fu, in barracks in the

European settlement at Yokohama, to the

great contentment of the Occi-
uropcan

(^ig^tal community. Thev were
Barracks at • , , ,

•^, f^ ,

Y . . jomed, later on, by a rrench
force, and the uniforms of both

were for years notable features in the

streets of the rapidly rising international

seaport. The more thoughtful amongst
the warrior class turned the unwelcome
presence of the foreign soldiers to good
account by watching their drill intently,

thus learning many a useful lesson. The
townspeople took very kindly to the

foreign soldiers in their midst ; indeed,

throughout the sad years of the 'sixties,

with their constantly-recurring tale of

murders and murderous assaults perpetu-

ated on foreigners by Samurai, especially

by fanatical Ro-nin, the common people of

Ja})an were, on the whole, on very good
terms with the " Barbarians," whom they
looked upon as quaint, eccentric beings,

whose curious habits were a source of

endless interest and amusement.
The lower orders secretly chuckled at

the flagrant impertinence, according to

Japanese notions of etiquette, shown by
foreigners in their dealings with the two-
sworded gentry who had so long lorded

it over their inferiors with arrogance and,

at times, with downright brutality. The
day was fast approaching when the

Sanmrai would no longer swagger along
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the streets, carefully avoided by people
of lesser degree lest a jostle, albeit un-
intentional, might be resented by a
sweeping and generally fatal cut of the
terrible long sword. The old order was
about to change, giving place to conditions

new and strange ; for the ferment amongst
the clansmen, the trepidation amongst the

adherents of the Tokugawa, and the con-

fusion and intrigues at the Imperial Court,

Lieut. -Colonel Edward St. John \eale,
Charge d'Affaires.

Sir Harry Parkes may truly be said to
have been, if not one of the creators of

New Japan, at least one of its earliest

tutors ; his wise advice, often very
forcibly expressed, was of the greatest

advantage to the regeneration and re-

organisation of the empire. Even his

threats, for he was one of the school of

were daily growing, so that signs and por- Palmerston and an exponent of the " gun-
tents of the coming fall of the Shogunate boat policy," were of great benefit in

became evident

even to the
foreign represen-

tatives, usually

enshrouded in

the thick mist

of the Yedo
Government's
prevarications
and subterfuges.

The diplomatists

began to realise

that the Emperor
at Kioto, the

sacred Mikado,
was the ruler

with whom they
must join issue

if the treaties

they had ex-
torted from the

Shogun were to

have any real

value. Foremost
among the re-

presentatives of

the Powers was
Sir Harry Parkes,

who was her Bri-

tannic ]\Iajesty's

Envoy to Japan
from 1865 to 1883
—a man of strong

character and
much energy. He
succeeded Sir

Rutherford Al

THE FAMOUS BRITISH ENVOY, SIR HARRY PARKES
Sir Harry Parkes was one of the earliest tutors of Japan, and his

curbing the
arrogance and
restraining the

extravagances
of some of the

makers of New
Japan in the

first flush ot

their triumph.
His advice was
freely given to

Japan's states-

ra e n , who
generally grum-
bled at it as an

u n w a r rantable

^ interference and
ended by acting

on it. The Em-
peror of Japan
has probably
never heard
"straightertalk"

about h i >

country than
the earnest
words addressed

to him by Sii

Harry Parkes at

his audience be-

fore going honii

on leave in May.
1871, after six

years of con-

stant work and
responsibility at

wise advice was of great advantage to the empire in its reorganising his pOSt ; it 1^

cock, who had P"""''- "" ^«P^«-"*^'» Great Britain in Japax, from 1865 to 1883.
^^^^tful if any-

been the British representative since the

first establishment of permanent diplo-

matic relations in 1859. ^^^ Rutherford
Alcock (then Mr.) had been in England,
partly on leave of absence, partly to

furnish explanations to the Foreign Oflice,

one has ever spoken so plainly in his

Imperial Majesty's presence.

Whilst the Japanese hated Sir Harry for

what they considered his bullying manner,

and because they found it was useless

to attempt to hoodwink him, they

from March 1862 to March i86'4, during respected his strength of character, hi>

the greater part of which time he devotion to duty, and his singleness oi

had been very efhcientlv replaced b}' purpose. Many of the wisest amongst
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Ihem are now willing to admit that he was
a true friend of Japan, and proved himself

so at a most critical period. Sir Harry
Parkes, soon after his arrival in Japan, set

about the achievement of a diplomatic

victory rendered absolutely necessary if the

treaties were to be aught but waste paper.

As Sir Rutherford Alcock and his foreign

colleagues had foreseen in the

previous year (1864), the sanc-

tion of the Emperor must be
obtained before these agree-

ments could be considered really valid by
the people of Japan. In November, 1865,

the Shogun being then in residence at his

castle at Osaka whence he visited Kioto

to confer with the Imperial Court, Sir

Harry Parkes and the representatives of

Stimulus

for Imperial

Reflection

fore, undertake the necessary arrange-

ments in connection therewith." It after-

wards transpired that the Shogun had
induced the Emperor to consent by
promising that the port of Hiogo would
never be opened to foreigners, whose
presence so near the Imperial Court was
dreaded by the monarch. His anti-

foreign feeling was undoubtedly strong,

and he gave his sanction with great

reluctance, little knowing the worthless-

ness of the Shogun's pledged word as to

the port of Hiogo. now amalgamated
with Kobe as one of the great trading

ports of the world.

On September 19th, 1866, the Sb5gun
lyemochi died at Osaka, in rather sus-:

picious circumstances, which recall the fact

SHiMOD/i, ONE OF THE FIRST TREATY PORTS OPENED TO WESTERN i:.RCE

France, of the United States of America,
and of the Netherlands, appeared before

Hiogo—now virtually one city ^\^th the

flourishing port of Kobe—with a squadron
of live British warships, three French,
and one Dutch, a force calculated to

-stimulate reflection on the part of the
Imperial Court. After negotiations, less

protracted than usual, perhaps on account
of the presence of the international

squadron, the subject having been hotly

debated in an assembly of leading coun-
cillors summoned at Kioto, the Emperor,
on November 23rd, gave his sanction in

the following laconic rescript, addressed
to the Shogun :

" The Imperial consent
is given to the treaties, and you will, there-

that other Shoguns had departed thii

life in times of political crisis, succumbing
rapidly to mysterious ailments. For some
months lyemochi had been a prey to con-

tinual anxiety. The army, consisting of

his own "drilled" troops
"

.
^° and contingents supplied by

Sh
various clans, which he had

ogun
^^^^ ^^ chastise rebellious

Cho-shu, had been unable to enter Cho-shu
territory in any strength. The men of Cho-

shu were wefl drilled, armed chiefly with

Occidental weapons, and lightly equipped;

they simpl}' " danced round " the Shogun's

warriors, who fought with the old national

arms, sword and spear, and wore surcoats

over armour, as in the palmy days of



KOBE, THE GREAT COMMERCIAL PORT OF WESTERN JAPAN
Kohi is a flourishing- port on Osaka Bay. It now forms one city witli the town of Hiugo, and was opened
to the trade of foreigrn countries in 1868, after the appearance of an international squadron off the latter place.

KIOTO, THE RESIDENCE OF THE MIKADOS IN THE DAYS OF THEIR HELPLESSNESS
Kioto was the old capital of Japan from the eighth century until the Great Change in 1S08. It was founded by the
Emperor KwammCi, wlio reigned in the eighth century, and of whom a portrait is given on page 400 of this histoiy.

A MODERN TOWN AND AN ANCIENT CITY OF JAPAN
I Q 2C> 569
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JAPAN'S CHIEF MINISTER IN 1862

Matsudaira Yoshinaga, the Daimiyo of Echizen, who took
a leading: part in the restoration of the Mikado's power.

chivalry. The victory they gained over the
Baku-fu's forces, pursuing them to Hiro-
shima, in Gei-shu, shortly before the
Shogun's demise, was yet another object-

lesson to the Samurai of Old Japan,
teaching them the superiority of Western
arms and drill over the weapons, the
armour, and the methods of what was
rapidly becoming the ancient past.

Satsuma, be it noted, had taken no part
in the campaign ; loyal to its new friend-

ship, it had protested against the expedi-
tion, and had refused to furnish a contin-

gent to the Baku-fu's army. lyemochi
had, nearly a year before his death,
petitioned the Emperor to be aUowed to

resign and hand over his office to Hitotsu-
bashi, the clever seventh son of Xaria-kira,

Lord of Mito, who had been adopted into
the Hitotsu-bashi family in his boyhood,
and was, in the early 'sixties, a power
in Japanese politics. The Emperor refused
to accept lyemochi's resignation ; but in

October, 1866, a month after the Shogun's
death, appointed Hitotsu-bashi—then in

his thirtieth year—to the high office,

maKmg him head of the Tokugawa family,

under the name of Tokugawa Kei-ki. He
was clever and accomplished, but he had a
hopeless task before him when he became
the fifteenth Shogun of the Tokugawa line,

and the thirty-eighth, and last, holder of

the office. His exchequer, drained by his
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predecessors and by the heavy blood-

money exacted by foreign Powers, was
almost bankrupt owing to the expendi-
ture incurred in the expedition against

Cho-shu.
The failure of that " punitive " expedi-

tion had made the Shogunate ridiculous,

and in Japan, as in France, " ridicule

kills." The feudal lords, all over the

country, who were not closely related to

the Tokugawa, began to snap their fingers

at the decaying power. One of the first acts

of Kei-ki's government was, however, one
that would have done honour to a more
firmly established rule. In May, 1866, the

old law forbidding Japanese to leave their

country—death being the penalty—was
repealed. A month later, on June 25, 1866,

the Baku-fu concluded conventions with
Great Britain, France, the United States of

America, and the Netherlands, granting

improved facilities for commerce, revising

the Customs Tariff, permitting Japanese
to serve in foreign merchant vessels, pro-

viding for the establishment of a mint,

and for the lighting and buoying of the

approaches to all treaty ports.

THE LAST OF THE SHOGUNS
Tokugawa Kei-ki, the last of the Shr.guns, still lives in
retirement in Tokio. His surrender of power at the
bidding of the Mikado in 1868 closed a system of govern-
ment which had lasted nearly seven hundred years.
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THE RESTORATION OF THE MIKADO
AND THE GREAT EMANCIPATION

"T^HE green shoot of New Japan was
^ coming through the ground. One of

the chief hindrances to its growth was to

disappear in 1867, with the death, early

in the year, of the Emperor Ko-mei, who
had reigned twenty years. Ko-mei Ten-no
is supposed to have been bitterly anti-

foreign, but it should be borne in mind
that, in his time, the Emperor's personal

opinion was but the reflection of the views
of the women by whom alone he was
constantly attended, and of the Imperial

princes and the very few nobles sufficiently

exalted in rank to approach his sacred
person. Towards the close of his reign,

his entourage, taught by the stern logic of

facts, had become more resigned to the

unwelcome presence of foreigners in the
" Holy Land " of Japan ; but it was hardly
to be expected that, as long as their august
sovereign occupied the. Imperial Palace

. at Kioto, they would openly
ThcCommg

^^^^^^ ^^^-^ opinions. They
° *

j^ toned down their anti-foreign
rong an

(jjg^^j-j]-)gg considerably some
time before the Emperor's death on
February 13, 1867 ; the advent of his

successor, his son Mutsu-hito—born on
November 3, 1852, and enthroned, with
ceremonies equivalent to an Occidental
coronation, on October 13, 1868—gave
them full opportunity for an avowed change
of policy. The boy of fifteen, who now
became the one hundred and twenty-third
sovereign of Japan " of one unbroken
line," by far the oldest dynasty in the

world, was unhampered by any anti-

foreign edicts. He could accept the advice

of his counoillors, speaking of great things

that were impending, of an entire change
of front towards the " haught\' bar-

barians," of a complete alteration in the

system of government, of innovations and
reforms that would have staggered the

late monarch, to whom they would have
seemed impious and accursed.

Fortunately for Japan, this new
Emperor was no weakling, but strong in

health—he grew up a fine, deep-chested
man, tall for a Japanese, five feet eight
inches in height—and strong in character.

Deeply imbued with the awful responsi-

bility of his position, animated by a strict

sense of duty, his Imperial Majesty has

Mufs«-.hito
g^'^^"' ^«

f^"-
throughout his

Emperor of
^poch - makmg reign, many

New Japan
proofs of shrewd common-
sense and of that supreme

political sagacity which consists in the
selection of the best advisers and in a wise
abstention from interference, except in

cases of great emergency. In such times of

crisis, the Emperor Mutsu-hito has always
spoken the right word at the proper
moment, and all Japan has bowed in awe-
struck obedience. How much of this

policy is his own, how much is due to the
Elder Statesmen he consults, will probably
never be known ; this much is certain,

that the acceptance of good advice, and
the use thereof at the right moment,
constitute by themselves political wisdom
of the soundest kind, and with such
wisdom the stately, imperturbable, benign
Emperor Mutsu-hito is amply endowed.
The Japanese National Anthem. " Kimi-
ga yo, etc," expresses a pious wish for the

long continuance of the monarch's reign,

which will be re-echoed bj^ all friends of

Japan—indeed, by the \vhole world, even
by those who have recently felt the sharp-

ness of Japan's sword.

Surely no reign in history can show
such a record of progress, of refoi'm, of

peaceful achievement, of military glory by
land and sea, as that of Mutsu-hito—a name
. _ . - meaning literall\". "Benign

Peaceful
Man " — one hundred and

eacc u
twenty-third sovereign of Old,

Achievement r . -r' r -nt t i

first Emperor of New, Japan!
With his accession a new wind began to

blow in official circles ; the Court of Kioto
was no longer a hotbed of anti-foreign

fanaticism. The Shogun's government,
which had been only outwardly friendly to

foreigners, now earnestly strove to cultivate
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amicable relations, especially with Britain,

with the United States, and with France.

Napoleon III. lost no opportunity of

showing how well he was disposed towards

the Baku-fu. Misinformed as to the state

of Japan—as in so many other matters

—

that schemer and dreamer " backed the

wrong horse," at least with moral support,

and might have given material aid, in the

hope of reaping the Shogun's gratitude,

had not the march of events been
too rapid for Napoleon's vague
plans to mature.
French influence was paramount

at this time in the Baku-fu's

military councils ; at the Shogun's
request the French Government
selected a military mission, which
set to work to train the Baku-fu's

motley troops and to educate
young Samurai in the art of war.

The mission, consisting of five

officers, under Captain Chanoine,

of the Staff Corps, arrived in

January, 1867, Its activity was, a

3/ear later, transferred by the

course of events to a wider sphere,

when the nucleus of a truly

national army was formed. The
French instructors remained at

their posts until after the Franco-
German war had opened the eyes

of the Japanese to the fact that

another great military Power had
arisen, under whose scientifically

calculated, overwhelming blows,

the gallant but ill-organised and
badly-directed Army of the Second
Empire had crumbled into dust.

New organisers and instructors

were procured from the victorious

German General Staff, the late

General Meckel at their head, and
for years the German officers

brought their consummate know-
ledge of military science and their

native thoroughness to bear on
shaping and moulding into its

present marvellous approach to perfection
the excellent material prepared by their

French predecessors.

The year of the arrival of the French
military mission saw the advent, in

September, 1867, of a British naval mis-
sion, under Commander Tracey, R.N.,
invited by the Shogun to organise and
train his Navy, which, consisting in 1865 of

five vessels of European build—one paddle-
ateamship, two square-rigged sailing ships
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for training purposes, a steam -yacht
presented to the Shogun by Britain, and a
three-masted steamer—had grown to the

total strength of eight ships. The downfall
of the Shogunate interrupted the labours

of this first naval mission only five months
after its arrival. Its work was taken up in

1873 b}^ the second British naval mission,

under Commander Douglas, R.N., now
Admiral Sir Archibald D )uglas. which

THE EMPRESS HARUKO OF JAPAN
Her Imperial Majesty Haruko was married to the Emperor Mutsu-hito
on Feb. 9th, 1869. She is, by about two years, his senior, and is a mem-
ber of the noble house of Ichijo. Her name means " Child of Spring

remained in active operation six \ears.

After its departure, a few British naval
officers, warrant officers, and petty officers,

were still employed as instructors in special

branches, with Commander Ingles, R.N.
(now Rear-Admiral, retired), as naval
adviser to the Japanese Admiralty : but
their number became steadily less as the

Japanese began to feel confidence in their

own naval efficiency. The last Occidental
officer to be employed b}^ the Japanese
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Government was Engineer-Commander A.

R. Pattison, R.N., who returned to his

dut3^ in the Royal Navy in iqoT, The
work of these men, sailors and soldiers,

British, French, German, and Italian

—

for a couple of Italian artillery officers

organised the great_ military arsenal and
gun-foundry at Osaka—whether por-

formed in the office, in the lecture-room,

on the parade-ground, or at sea, was
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by a display of force—made hosts of

enemies who eventually compassed its

downfall. Its worst legacy is the widely
ramified system of spying it brought to

the pitch of perfection, a system that has
stood Japan in good stead in the prepara-
tions for her wars, but has severely damaged
her national character. The Japanese are

^ the best spies in the world

;

e egacy
^-^^ Baku-fu system trained

g. - their ancestors to be eaves-

droppers, but they have small

cause to be thankful for it. They would
have been victorious against China, even
against Russia, had the Intelligence

Departments of their Na\^ and their

Army been less wonderfully efficient ; but
more than two generations must pass

before they get the spy-taint out of

their blood.

At present it poisons life in Japan in

almost every phase ; until its disappear-

ance no real fellow-feeling is possible

between Japanese and Occidentals. Spies

had a busy time in 1868 and the next
few years, for with the restoration of

the ruhng power into the hands of the

Emperor the Samurai class were plunged
into a whirlpool of intrigues, of plots and
counter-plots, of schemes of reform (some
admirably practical, others visionary), of

accusations and suspicions, a feeling of

bewilderment permeating all at the seem-
ingly inexplicable conduct of the leaders

of the Imperialist party. During the

struggle against the Shogunate, " Out
with the Foreigners !

" had been the

war-cry ; now the Shogunate was no
more, behold the victors sitting at meat
with the hated " barbarians," worse still,

inviting them to Kioto, to the sacred

precincts of the Court and—it was hardly
to be beheved—allowing them to gaze
on the divinely-descended Emperor's face

in solemn audience ! Such impious pro-

ceedings must be stopped, and the dis-

gusted Samurai kept his long sword keen
. . as a razor and used it, as

^fi!^V^^^ opportunity offered, on the
of the Last u ^ ^ i n /•> 1(1

P . ... ugly barbarian, the hairy

Chinaman," as the Occidental
was scornfully called, and on the native

traitor, for so seemed to the swordsman
the Japanese who had become defiled by
associating with foreigners.

This anomalous state of things con-
tinued until well into the 'seventies, the
Court and the Government markedly
friendly to Occidentals, the officials adopt-
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ing the same attitude, sometimes pain-
fully against Iheir inchnation, but the great
body of the Samurai, on the other hand,
inspired by fanatical anti-foreign feelings,

leading to the commission of such out-
rages as the indiscriminate firing on the
foreign settlement at Kobe by troops of
the Bizen clan, on February 4th, 1868

;

the murder, by Tosa clansmen, of eleven
French man-o' -war's men at Sakai on
March 8th of the same year (a crime for

which an equal number of the assassins

had to commit hara-kiri) ; and, most
audacious of all, the fierce attack on the
procession in the midst of which the
British Minister, Sir Harry Parkes, was
riding to the palace at Kioto, on Ma'rch
23rd, 1868, to be received for the first

time by the Emperor.
The assailants were only two, mem-

bers of a newly-raised force of red-

hot Imperialists, the Shim-pei, or " New
Troops," a corps intended to act as an
Imperial body-guard, formed principally

of yeomen, landed gentry holding small
estates and independent of any feudal

lord, with a considerable admixture
of Ronin and other adven-
turers, ex-Buddhist priests and
the like. The two fanatics

managed between them to

wound, with their long swords, nine

out of the eleven ex-constables of the

Metropolitan Police who, tired of the mono-
tony of their London beats and " point-

duty," had volunteered to serve as the

mounted escort attached to the British

Legation in Japan. They also wounded
one of the military escort of 48 men
(furnished by the detachment of the gth
Foot, then guarding the foreign settlement

at Yokohama), a Japanese groom in the

British Minister's employ, and five horses.

They ran " amok" down the line of the

procession till one was stopped by a British

bullet and a British bayonet (he was
ultimately degraded from his rank as a
Samurai and decapitated), and the other

cut down by a Japanese official, Goto
Shojiro, of the Foreign Departments, and
beheaded by a Japanese officer, Xakai
Kozo, who was cut on the head in a brief

but fierce sword-fight with the miscreant.

The British Government recognised the

gallantry of Goto and Nakai by the

presentation to each of them of a hand-
some sword of honour. An Imperial

Edict, dated March 28th, 1868, threatened

the perpetrators of outrages on foreigners

Attack on
a British

Procession
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ADMIRAL SIR RICHARD TRACEY REAR-ADMIRAL INGLES
who started the reorganisation of the Japanese Navy one of the organisers of the modern Japanese Navy

Russell. Soiitlls.-i

GENERAL CHANOINE, OF THE FRENCH ARMY ADMIRAL SIR ARCHIBALD DOUGLAS
vj\\o started the reorganisation of the Japanese Army one of the organisers of the modern Japanese Navy

EUROPEAN ORGANISERS OF THE JAPANESE ARMY AND NAVY
Japan, at the time of the Great Change, sought European counsel in military and naval matters. French military

officers, under General Chanoine. undertook the reorganisation of the Army at the request of the Shogun (not yet

deposed), but after the defeat of the French at Sedan the Shogun replaced the French mstructors by Germans. Admiral

Sir Richard Tracey , of the British Navy, began the organisation of the Japanese Navy at the invitation of the Shogun, and

after the downfall of the Shogunate the work was resumed by Admiral Sir Archibald Douglas and Rear-Admiral Ingles.
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with a punishment the two-sworded
gentry feared more than anything else :

the striking of their names ofi the rolls of

the Samurai. The edict clearly stated

the Emperor's resolve to " live in amity
"

with the Treaty Powers—two great

strides forward in the history of New
Japan : the first earnest attempt to check

outrages and the first pro-
The Emperor

^^i^mation of the new
*

..1 fi *'»m, . . Emperor's abandonment of
with the World ,, ^

, j .- r t
the old anti-loreign policy.

From this time outrages on foreigners

became fewer, until they practically ceased

to occur, with the exception of the isolated

acts of criminal lunatics ; there is little

doubt it was while in an insane condition

that the policeman Tsuda Sanzo slashed at

and wounded the Tsarevitch, now the

Tsar Nicholas II., at Otsu, in i8gi, and
Koyama, who shot Li Hung Chang in

the face, during the peace negotiations at

Shimonoseki, in March, 1895, was half-

witted. In the opening years of the

twentieth century, the lives and property

of foreigners are as safe as in any civilised

country-^safer, indeed, than in most of

them, the statistics of Japan showing
that- crime is not very prevalent, and the

police being perhaps the most efficient

in the world.

If this general state of security be,

as it undoubtedly is, greatly to the

credit of the way in which Japan is

governed and of the law-abiding character

of her people, it must be admitted that

in one respect life is, unfortunately,

still less safe than in most Occidental

countries.

Japanese statesmen still run greater

risks than most others, and have to be
carefully guarded, for political assassina-

tion, which has cut off in their prime some
of the noblest patriots and most en-

lightened administrators among the makers
of New Japan, is still an ever-present

danger. It is, of course, punished with
the extreme penalty of the law

;

Promise i. j i. j-
but its disappearance cannot

„ ,. be expected until the popular
leeling towards it changes

completely. Purity of motive, and zeal,

however misguided, for what the assassin

considers to be the public good, still

justify his murderous deed in the eyes

of the Japanese people. On April 6th,

1868, the Emperor assembled the Court
nobles and great feudal lords at the

Palace of Ni-j6, in Kioto, and, in their
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presence, took a solemn oath, by which he
promised that a Deliberative Assembl}'
should be constituted, so that all measures
for the public good be, in future, decided
by public opinion ; that old abuses should
be removed, and that impartiality and
justice should reign in the government
of the nation " as they were to be
seen in the workings of Nature.." The
Emperor promised, further, that intellect

and knowledge should be sought for

throughout the world, in order to assist

in establishing the foundations of the

empire.

Thus was the seed of constitutional

government sown in Japan, establishing

once for all the principle of government
by the will of the majority. The plant

has grown apace ; it is now a healthy

tree, doing quite as well, all things con-

sidered, as similar ones planted in countries

in which they were as exotic as in Japan.
Some of the fruit borne by its branches
has been sour enough ; but it should be
remembered that even the Mother of

Parliaments has not always given her

numerous offspring throughout the world

^ , , an example of supreme
Growth of 1- J. Tu J- av,

•

r^ .-. X- . dignity. That there is a
Constitutional j_ • e

r. X certain amount of corrup-
Government ^- • t i-

tion in Japanese parlia-

mentary politics is undeniable ; but its

proportions are far smaller than they were
a few years ago. Scenes in the House still

occur occasionally, but they have, fortu-

nately, hardly ever sunk to the level of

absolute savagery that has so often dis-

graced the sittings of the Reichsrath in

\"ienna and of the Lower House of the Hun-
garian Diet at Budapest. In one respect,

the Parhament of Japan has been a brilliant

model for the legislative assemblies of the

world : at the outset of both the great

wars in which New Japan has engaged,

the Leader of the Opposition, speaking

on behalf of his adherents, solemnly
announced that thenceforward, until

Japan's victorious sword returned to its

sheath, there would be no more parties

in the council of the nation : in the

presence of a national crisis all J apan .

would be as one man.
In 1868, however, Japan's constitutional

government was in its earliest embryonic
stage; divided counsels, intrigues, plots

and counterplots still confused the nation

and obscured the great issues .at stake.

The ex-Shogun Kei-ki had retired to the

monastery of Kwanyei-ji, at L^yeno, in



THE SEAT OF EARLY BRITISH INFLUENCE IN JAPAN
It was here that one of the earliest unpleasant manifestations of the anti-foreign feeling in Japan was experienced.

In June, 18H2, a party of hot-headed patriots made a desperate night attack on the Legation, killing two of the

guard. The attack induced the charge d'affaires, Col. Neale to move the British Legation temporaiily to Yokohama.
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Yedo, and showed signs of disinclination

to play any further part in pohtics.

The Imperial troops were advancing on
Yedo, the forts in the bay there being

handed over to them without a blow

on April 4th, 1868. On the 25th of the

same month the Imperial ultimatum
was presented to Kei-ki. summoning him

to hand over the castle of
^ og"»

Yedo, his warships and arma-
cps own

j^gj^|-g and to retire into seclu-
from Power •

'
, jr t\tm.

sion m the province of xMito.

Kei-ki accepted these terms and retired to

Mito. The other conditions of the ulti-

matum were speedily complied with, except

that relating to the transfer of the Shogu-
nate's fleet, which was to have taken place

on May 3rd, the day of Kei-ki's departure

from Yedo, but was postponed owing to

a violent storm. The next morning it

was found that the squadron had put

to sea. It subsequently returned and
several months were spent in negotiations

as to its surrender, the Imperial Govern-
ment being obliged to temporise," as it

had no naval force wherewith to compel
submission. In the night of October 4th,

1868, the fleet, consisting of eight steam
vessels, under the command of Captain
Enomoto Kamajiro, whose naval educa-

tion had been received in Holland, from
1862 to 1867, sailed from Yedo Bay for

Yezo, where, at Hakodate, its commander
and the three or four thousand adherents

of the Tokugawa who sailed with him,
attempted to set up a republic.

It seems more than likely that the idea

of such a very un-Japanese experiment
did not germinate spontaneously in the

hardy sailor's mind, but was, in some
way, connected with the presence on his

staff of Captain Brunet and another
member of the French military mission,

as well as of two midshipmen from a

French warship, all of these having
joined the expedition secretly, apparently
without the knowledge of the French

Minister. The strange kind of

f ^Sf"*"^
"Republic," which was any-

R
^

br^^^^
thing but democratic, for only
Samurai had votes, was short-

lived. As soon as the Imperial Govern-
ment could improvise a squadron of its

own, it began operations against Enomoto.
troops also attacking him by land.

Short but sharp fighting took place
by sea and land, in May and June,
1869, resulting in the total discomfiture
of the " rebels," as they had been declared
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by a decree of October loth of the previous

year. Their leaders surrendered, their

forces were disarmed, and the adventurous
Frenchmen went on board a warship of

their own country and placed themselves

in the hands of her captain. They were
conveyed as prisoners to Saigon, together

with one of the runaway French mid-
shipmen who had been captured by the

Japanese Imperial forces at the stranding

of the rebel ship in which he was serving,

and who had been given up to the French
Legation.

Thus ended, in a miserable manner,
the hare-brained adventure of Enomoto
and his followers. A remarkable sign of

the times, auguring well for the wisdom
with which the new Government was
imbued, may be found in the clemency
extended to the rebel leaders. In Old
Japan their lives would certainly have
been forfeited to the victors. After sejving

a term of imprisonment, they were,

under the new regime, pardoned by the

Emperor. Many of them lived to serve

him faithfully in high official posts.

Enomoto himself is now (1907) a Vis-

count, a Vice-Admiral, and
. .^

*
a highly-respected states

who IS now a o ~ r

Statesman
man, who has rendered good,

service in several Cabinets,

having held in turn all the portfolios

except those of War, Finance, and Justice.

Meanwhile, other adherents of the

Tokugawa besides the navy of the late

Shogunate offered armed resistance to

the new order of things. The powerful
Aidzu clan had retired into their moun-
tain fastnesses, after presenting to the

Government a petition indicating their

intense dissatisfaction with the state of

affairs. They were joined by large num-
bers of malcontents, and prepared for

w^ar. About twentj^-five clans ultimately

joined this northern coalition of rebels,

their headquarters being established in the

castle of Waka-matsu, which was be-

sieged by the Imperial forces during the

month of October, 1868.

After severe fighting, the besieged

making a heroic defence, the castle capitu-

lated, on November 6th, the Imperial

Army owing their victory chiefly to the

superiority of their armament, which
was of the most modern kind. In Yedo,
the Tokugawa retainers, naturally dissatis-

fied at the disestablishment of their claii

from the position of power it had enjoyed
for 265 years, had formed themselves
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into armed bands, under the name of

Shogitai, meaning "the corps that makes
duty clear." They seized the person of the

Imperial Prince, who, under the title of

Rinnoji-no Miya, was abbot of the great

Buddhist temple at Uyeno, a post always
held by a son of a Mikado—an artful piece

of policy on the part of the Shogunate,

which thus always had a candidate ready

to its hand in the event of a break in the

direct succession to the Imperial throne.

The Shogitai proposed to set up their

more or less willing captive as a rival

emperor, and proceeded to establish them-
selves in the groves round the temple,

then known as Toyeizan, and now forming
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pan of the beautiful Uyeno Park. They
attracted a host of dissatisfied adventurers

and unemployed Samurai, who swaggered
about on high clogs, with long swords
stuck in their girdles, scowling at

the Kingire, as the Imperial troops were
called from the " scraps of

brocade " sewn to their
Loyal Clans

, , _ . clothes as a distmguishmg
Lawless Bands , /- a- . ? ^

mark. Lonflicts between
the two parties were frequent, especially

when the Tokugawa adherents could fall

upon an isolated Imperialist in some
remote street.

The proceedings of these lawless bands
of swashbucklers became at last so out-

rageous that a decree was issued pro-

claiming them outlaws, and, as they refused

to disperse, the forces of the loyal clans,

those of Satsuma at their head, attacked
them on July 4th. 1868, and utterly de-

feated them, chiefly owing to the execu-
tion done by two Armstrong field-guns

served by the men of Hizen. In the course

of the fight, the Hondo, or great hall

of the monastery, was destroyed by fire.

The Imperialists were now in full posses-

sion of Yedo, the municipal government
of which they now took into their own
hands.
The spirit of the Tokugawa clan had

been broken, and their importance was
further diminished by a great reduction

in the extent of their territorial posses-

sions, fixed by an Imperial decree. In
the same year (1868), the birthday
of the reigning Emperor, November 3rd,

was constituted a national

•

*th''
holiday, and the important

^ -^
^^^^

step was taken of decreeing

that thenceforward there

should be only one }iciigo, or chronological

epoch, for each reign, not, as hitherto,

liable to be altered, at the Emperor's will,

on the occurrence of any notable event.

The epoch beginning with the present

Emperor's reign was ordered to be known
as " Enlightened Rule " [Meiji), surely a

THE EMPERORS THRONE IN THE JAPANESE HOUSE OF PEERS. AT TOKIO
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The first home of constitutional government in Japan,

well-justified choice of name. The present

year of grace, 1907, is the fortieth year of

Meiji, or the year 2567 of the existence

of the Japanese Empire as reckoned
from the beginning of the reign of its

alleged founder, Jim-mu, in 660 B.C., a

^. . mode of computing time in-

,. -, , troduced m 1872. A momen-
the Name of . j • , i

ih r "t 1

decision was now taken
**** * by the makers of New Japan.

It was resolved that the Emperor
should reside, at least for a time, at

Yedo, the city founded by the " usurpers,"

as the Shogun were now commonly
called by the triumphant Imperialists

;

and his Majesty, travelling by land, in

a closed palanquin, arrived in the Toku-
gawa capital on November 26th, 1868.

He found it no longer Yedo, but Tokio,

the '' Eastern Capital," his Government
having changed the city's name as a

sign, easily understood by all and sundry,

that the old order of things that centred

in Yedo had passed away never to

return, while a new era was dawning for

the empire of which Tokio was to be

the capital.

This action of the Government, and
its effect on the popular mind, may best

be understood if we imagine the first

Repubhcan Government of France chang-

ing the name of Paris, to celebrate the

great revolution of 1789-1793, as the

present Municipal Council of the French

capital dehghts in changing the names of

streets to commemorate various cele-

brities it holds in high honour ; or if we

OF PARLIAMENT, IN TOKIO
now being replaced by a new palatial structure.

can conceive, in our wildest dreams, the
British Cabinet of 1832 changing the name
of London to mark the passing of the great
Reform Bill. The making of Tokio into

the sole seat of the Imperial Government
took place only after a transitory stage,

when there were virtually two capitals

—

Tokio, the Eastern one ; and Kioto,
which was renamed Saikio, or " Western
Capital."

With the extinguishing of the pinchbeck
" republic " in Yezo, in October, 1869, all

armed resistance to the new order of things

seemed to have ceased. The ex-Shogun
Kei-ki was living quietly in retirement

—a state in which he has ever since

remained—obtaining, in later years, per-

mission to reside in Tokio, where he is

simply an amiable old nobleman of no
political imjiortance. The new Govern-
ment continued to show its wisdom by the

clemency with which the leaders of the

rebellions were treated. The Imperial

Prince-Abbot, Rinnoji-no Miya, was par-

doned, and, under the title of Kita-Shira-

kawa-no Miya. proceeded to Germany,
where he resided for many years, ulti-

mately returning to hold high

command in the Imperial
Army, in whose service he
died from illness contracted

during the occupation of Formosa at the

close of the war with China, 1895. In

January, 1869. the Emperor for the first

time went on board one of his warships.

He returned shortly afterwards, by land,

to Kioto, where he was married, on

S8i

" An Amiable

Old Nobleman
of Tokio "
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February 9th, to the Princess Haruko,
"Child of Spring," of the house of Ichijo,

who is his senior by about two years.

This noble-hearted lady, as sweet and
graceful as her own poetical name, has

exerted an incalculably great influence for

good in the land over which her spouse
reigns. Keeping carefully aloof from poli-

tics, she is the guiding spirit in
mpcror

every good work, bestowing her

P high patronage especially on
"^^^

institutions connected with
female education, with the care of the sick

and wounded, of orphans, and of all who are

in distress. Her Imperial Majesty contri-

butes generously from her privy purse to

these charities and other good works, and
takes a personal, active part in their

management. Japan is, indeed, fortunate

in having at the head of the nation a
sovereign worthy of the veneration,

amounting almost to worship, with which
he is regarded, and, in his gracious con-

sort, an Empress who is the very embodi-
ment of the noble spirit, the devotion, the

quiet dignity, the gentleness and sweetness
that are the characteristics of Japanese
womanhood.

In March, 1869, the Official Gazette
(Kampo) published a memorial to the

throne by the feudal lords of the four

leading clans—Satsuma, Cho-shii, Tosa,
and Hizen—offering up lists of their entire

possessions and of their retainers, and
placing the whole at the disposal of his

Imperial Majesty. In this remarkable
document, the drafting of which has been
attributed to a Samurai, Kido Junichiro,

one of the foremost makers of New Japan,
the princely memorialists state : " The
place where we live is the Emperor's land,

and the food we eat is grown by the
Emperor's men." and they proceed, in

burning words of devoted loyalty, to

beg the Emperor to take possession of

all they own, and to assume the direct

rule over the empire. Their example was
. _ ,. followed by all but 17 of theA Dramatic r t>. - -ri re

A t h th
^7 Daimiyo. 1 he oiler was

r J 1 ¥ J accepted, and the greatest
Feudal Lords i ,

.

, i ,

revolution of modern times
was thus completed with less strain and
friction than had accompanied any great

change in the world's history. It cannot be
said that the restoration of the Imperial
power was a bloodless revolution. As
already related, the malcontents had made
a short but stout resistance in arms, and
blood was still to flow before the new state
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of things could be firmly established. Never-
theless, the loss of life and destruction of

property were astonishingly small when it

is considered what immense issues were at

stake. Had the French nobility possessed

the wisdom of the counsellors who advised

the Daimiyo, and the good sense shown by
the latter in adopting their advice, the

great Revolution at the end of the eigh-

teenth century would have been a peaceful

one, and France would have been spared
" the red fool-fury of the Seine."

The feudal lords were not immediately
dispossessed of all their power, although
their revenues were greatly diminished and
their warships and armed retainers were
taken over to form the nucleus of the

Imperial Navy and Army respectively.

With that prudence that has always been
characteristic of the polic}' of the rulers of

New Japan, they caused the Daimiyo to

be appointed governors (Chihanji) to ad-

minister their old clans (Han) on behalf

of the Emperor. This period of transition

lasted till 1871, when the Han were con-

verted into Ken, or prefectures, governed
by prefects appointed by the Imperial

I
Government, and the old feudal

TK^
*^

f
lords became simply members

„ . ,. of the aristocracy, as they are
Feudalism . ^ .., ^ . j.-

to-day, with no administrative

functions and no political power beyond
their votes in the House of Peers. If of a

rank lower than that of a marquis, they
must be elected by their peers, for a term
of seven years, to the delegation repre-

senting their particular rank in the House.
Before feudalism could be looked upon

as completely abolished, the division of

the people into strictly separated classes,

or castes, had to be effaced ; the various

elements that had for centuries been kept
apart, with the very object of preventing

combination between them, had now to

be welded into a nation of men equal before

the law, possessing equal rights and duties,

and permeated by a feeling of brotherhood
within the borders of the empire—in short,

a nation had to be established on the only

principles that can ensure national strength.

Two short years saw the greater part of

this stupendous work accomplished.

By the end of 1871 feudalism had been
entirely abolished, leaving behind it only

a very natural sentimental attachment on
the part of those who had been retainers

towards the great families to which they had
owed allegiance as their forefathers had
done for so many centuries. By the noblest
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stroke that ever moved an imperial pen

two classes of human beings who had
hitherto enjoyed no legal rights, the

Eta, a despised class who had for cen-

turies been occupied in trades considered

degrading, such as the slaughtering of

„ „. . animals, the j^reparation of

"n,OOo:ioO '-,''•"' ''= digg-ng of c>;,m,-

„ D - nals graves, and the titniii.
Human Beings ,< 2j ,'

,, , -i,

or Non - humans, a still

lower class of outcasts, were admitted to

citizenship. This grand act of emanci-

pation raised nearh' a million of human
beings (287,111 Eta, and 695,689 Hinin)

from a position little different from
that of cattle to a state of manhood.
The nation was now divided into three

great social orders : the Kwnzokii, or

nobility ; the Shizoku, or gentry, the old

Samurai class ; and the Heimin, embracing
all the rest of the people. This division

exists to-day, but it must be noted
that there is, in practice, absolutely no
dividing wall bet\yeen one and the other

of these classes. A capable member of

the Heimin may rise, by his own exer-

tions, to the highest post in the State,

and intermarriage between one class and
another, although still infrequent, is per-

fectly feasible. Socially, there is far less-

demarcation between the classes than
in the monarchical countries of Europe,

or than between the millionaires of the

United States of North America and
their less wealthy fellow-citizens.

Along with so much that is good, Japan
has imported from the Occident more than
one thing that would better have been
left outside its borders ; there is, however,
one foul thing that degrades Occidental,

and especially British, humanity that has

not obtained any hold in Japan: the

Japanese has not become a snob. It is,

indeed, one of the greatest marvels in a

land of wonders that the intense feeling

of veneration for the sovereign, the respect

for his Court, the sentimental attachment
to the ex-feudal lord, and the awe inspired

by official rank are co-existent in Japan^
with a truly democratic spirit probably
unequalled in any country except Switzer-

land or Norway. The reason is probably
to be found in the self-respect, and conse-

quent self-esteem, of every J apanese. High
and low. rich and poor, are care-.

apan s
fully trained from early child-'

Democratic 1 j 11 1 j. • j r
„ . . hood, and have been framed for

'*"^*

untold generations, to treat all

and sundry with that courteous considera-

tion that honours the giver as much as the

receiver. They have for ages appreciated

the truth that rudeness is no sign of manli-

ness, that courtesy of speech and manner
are perfectly compatible with self-respect.

THE HOME OF MEDIEVALISM, NOW THE HEADQUARTERS OF MODERN GOVERNMENT
Sakurada Avenue in Tokio is here shown as it was when occupied by the Daimiyos. Then the most aristocratic
thoroughfare in Yedo, it is now the " Downing Street " of Tokio, containing the Foreign Office and War Department.
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REORGANISING THE NATION
WITH the early 'seventies began the

great period of national reorganisa-

tion. The most intelligent men in the land
scoured the world in search of everything
that might, perchance, be usefully intro-

duced into Japan, and the best technical

advice was sought from all parts of

Europe and America. Hundreds of Occi-

dentals, eminent in their various callings,

were engaged, at handsome salaries, to

come to Japan and guide the footsteps of

the infant Power. Japan will never be
able fully to repay the debt she owes to

these men. No pillar of stone, no brazen
tablet, has been erected to their memor\-
by the Jaj:)anese. They need none. The
nol)lest monument in the world is that

which the Occidental instructors and
advisers have erected for themselves—the
New Japan that would not for generations

to come have reached its greatness had it

not been for their devoted labours.

With rare insight, the rulers of Japan
knew where to look for the best helj)

:

they placed their infant navy under the

charge of British instructors
;

their army was organised and
Guiding

apan s irs
^j..jjj-jp^-:^ according to the ad-

vice of Germans of the school

of Moltke, after the war of 1870-71 had
shown their superiority over the French
officers, at whose feet the Japanese had
hitherto sat. The system of national

education—it would perhaps be better

to say national instruction—was modelled
chiefly by Americans, while the codifica-

tion of the laws and the reform of juris-

prudence was the work of Frenchmen and
of Germans. In medicine and surgery,

too, the Japanese sought instruction from
(jerman men of science. They learnt their

engineering, their chemistry and their

electro-technical science at first from
Britons and Americans, but latterly, to a

great extent, from Germans.
In many cases the Japanese have im-

proved upon the instruction imparted
to them ; in no case have the}', so to say,

swallowed an Occidental idea whole. It

is a very prevalent, but entirely erroneous,

idea that the Japanese have merely co[)ied

I R

from the Occident. They have not
adopted so much as adapted, showing, in

most cases, .sound judgment in tlieir

selection and great skill in modifying
Occidental importations to suit Japanese
conditions.

Besides placing the intelligent \-outh

of the country—destined to carry on the

Y fhf
work of governing the nation,

°" !* of leading its forces, of bnild-

,. »[)'". ing its means of communica-
tion, of increasing its wealth

—

under the tuition of the best obtainable
foreign knowledge and skill, large numbers
of young men were sent to study abroad.
The selection of these students, sent out
sometimes by the Imperial Government,
sometimes by their e.x-feudal lords, was
in the early days somewhat of a haphazard
nature. The results obtained were there-

fore scarcely commensurate with the great

expense entailed, and the Government
found itself obliged, in the early 'seventies,

io recall the majority of the students
who were maintained abroad from the

public purse.

With the establishment of e.xcellen't

facilities for secondary and higher educa-
tion in Japan, and the engagement of the

best i^rocurable foreign professors and
lecturers, it became possible for students

to complete their studies in the country
at a very moderate cost to the Govern-
ment, and scarcely any expense to them-
selves. -The disturbing influences of resi-

dence in foreign countries, away from
disciplinary control, were thus obviated.

Residence abroad, for the purpose of

pHirsuing the higher branches of their

studies, was thenceforward
reserved as a prize, to be

Establishment

of Educational

Facilities
obtained only as the reward
of extraordinary ability and

application. The students who were sent

abroad under these revised conditions were
consequently the pick of the youth of the

country. Thev achieved excellent results

at the principal universities and technical

schools of Europe and America. Their

industry, their intelfigence. and their excel-

lent conduct won golden opinions for them
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and for their nation. With very few

exceptions, they seemed to feel that

Japan's reputation depended on their

conduct, and they behaved accordingly.

At first the students, and the numerous
officials sent abroad to investigate

matters connected with their particular

departments, were much " lionised " by
society in Europe and America.

».,
^ ."*

^ No public function, no evening
Watchwords / i ^ ii, ^
. party, was complete without

apan
^j_^^ presence of one of " those

delightful, interesting Japanese." But
society soon tired of its new toy, and
the Japanese abroad found, after a

while, that their social life was restricted

within rather narrow limits. In England
they found themselves welcomed chiefly

in intellectual circles of rather advanced
opinions. The Philosophical Radicals

—

a class now practically extinct—took them
under their wing and exerted a consider-

able influence on the minds of the students.

Those were the days when the Japanese
worshipped at the shrine of Herbert
Spencer, and derived • their economic
principles from the works of John Stuart

Mill. Had the rulers of Japan—for such
those students eventually became—con-

tinued to be guided by the principles

imbibed abroad in the 'seventies, the

course of history might have been different

indeed. The great watchwords that

lingered on in Europe and America at

that time—Free Trade, Universal Peace,

the Rights of Man, the Brotherhood of

Nations, and other high-sounding terms,

as comforting to the minds of the period

as " that blessed word Mesopotamia," were
imported into Japan by returning students,

whose influence was so great that the

nation seemed likely to adopt their views,

however advanced and subversive.

Impelled by such ideas, Japan might
have been a sort of " proof-butt " for

the firing of experimental shots by various

Utopian doctrinaires ; it would not have

WK f
become, in our time, the grimly

M" M
^^^^

efficient power that now makes
„'^ g its stern influence felt even

beyond the Far East. An
idealistic Japan, animated by advanced
liberal theories, might have suited the

Occident far better ; the West has only
itself to blame if the Far East has entered
upon a different, more practical, course.

It was Germany's triumph over France
that decided Japan's career at the parting

of the ways. Bismarck's policy of " Bloo-^l
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and Iron " established, by its emphatic
success, the principle that " Might is

Right " ; and the Far East, always ready
to admire strength and power, was not
slow in learning the lesson.

From that time dates the powerful
German influence that swayed Japan
until 1895, reaching its culminating point

in the years 1886-7. The Constitu-

tion of Japan, which was originally

intended to be constructed in accordance
with the British pattern, was ultimately
inspired by the Constitution of the

Kingdom of Prussia, with its restricted

popular liberties. There is some reason
in the explanation of this fact offered by
a Japanese statesman :

" W^e went to

London to study the British Constitution,

with the intention of taking it as our
model, but we could not find it anywhere

;

so we had to go to Berlin, where they
showed us, with great readiness, some-
thing that we could easily understand,
for it was clear, logical, and set forth

plainly in black and white." So Japan
participated in the wave of reaction that

swept over Europe in the last thirty years

of the nineteenth century. Protection,

_ , - . Militarism, Nationalism,
Japan s Search t ^ n t 1 tt
, xt » •.. t Imperialism, Colonial Ex-
for the British ^ •

, j .i u_ ».. ^- pansion, replaced the oldConstitution ^
^ ^ ^ t^ t- Jwatch-words tree Irade,

Universal Peace, and the Brotherhood of

Nations, which were relegated to the

lumber-room, where cobwebs were already

accumulating over the Rights of Man.
Whatever one's opinions may be, one

must admit that Japan took a wise course

in devoting her energies primarily to

making herself immen ely strong by sea

and ]and, thus acquiring that sense of

absolute security indispensable to national

development. It is quite certain that no
amount of progress in education, in arts,

science, commerce, and industries, no
increase, however wonderful, in the insti-

tutions for promoting the welfare of the

population, would have earned for Japan
the position among nations that she has
made for herself by the use of her keen-

edged sword. '' Pity 'tis, 'tis true," but we.

need only carry our thoughts back to the

Occidental opinion of Japan before her

victory over China in 1895 to realise that

it was her military prowess that opened
the eyes of the purblind West to the fact

that a new Great Power was arising in the

Far East. When the makers of New
Japan, set about constituting the armed
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lorces that were" to make the reorganised

empire safe and, later, to " carry its

glory beyond the seas "—to use a Japanese
phrase—they might easily have adopted
the system of voluntary service that still

obtains in the British Empire and in tht;

United States of America, with this

difference, that the question of pay would
have been a minor consideration.

They had ready to their hands, in 1868,

al>out half a million males of the military

class—Samurai—hereditary warriors, the

kind of material anv Occidental Minister

vigour, skill with strength, but they nlso

prepared for the nation a magnificent
training-school where all the best elements
of the poi^ulation could be further im-
proved by l)eing taught the great lessons

of devotion to the public weal, of self-

sacrifice, of discipline, of order and cleanli-

ness—the last a " gilding of fine gold " in

the case of such a cleanly pcoj)le.

So the law of universal naval or military
service was instituted, in 1873, placing
every able-bodied Japanese male at the
disposal of his country from the age of

seventeen to that of forty. In prac-
tice, only the physically and mentally
fittest are selected, joining the colours

at twenty years of age, for an active

service of three years if in the Army,
four in the Navy—the active service

of the infantry of the line is about
to be reduced to two years. This is

followed by service in the Reserve, for

four years in the Army, or seven years
in the Navy, with periodical recalls to

the colours for training and mauftuvres.
On leaving the Reserve, a Japanese is

still liable during ten years to be called

u]:)on for what is called " Depot Ser-

\ice " at home or abroad, in case of

extreme iirgency. Not only are these

military obligations cheerfully borne
by all classes—a premium is offered to

young men of higher education ])y

allowing them the privilege of a re-

duction of their active service to one
year, during which they must qualify

themseh'es for the duties of officers

in the Reserve—but they are eagerly

entered upon and considered a personal

honour.
'

'"^-a The formation of this truly national

army aroused misgivings in the minds

jAPANS "PULL-MAN" CAR of m^uy of the Samurai, who could

The jinrikisha is one of the most familiar objects of Japanese UOt bring thcmSclveS tO bclieve that
daily life. So changred are times with the old Samurai that some jhg Hei-miu, the COmiUOU people, who
of them are now drawing these cars m the streets of I'>kio. , , , -., , , , • i ,i • -i

had hitherto been denied the privilege

of War would have given a year's budget
to have at his disposal. These born fighters

would have flocked to the standards, con-

sidering, as they did, that the profession

of arms, even in its lowest ranks, was the

only one fit for a gentleman to follow.

But the makers of the new empire were
wise men ; they decided that the pick

of Japan's manhood, irrespective of class

or wealth, should man Japan's warships
and fill the ranks of her Army. B^' so doing,

they not only ensured that their forces

would combine intelligence with physical

of bearing arms, could ever be made into

soldiers. Their opposition to the enrolment

of peasants, craftsmen, and traders had
an element of personal interest, for mili-

tary service, ashore or afloat, seemed the

only occupation oj^en to the two-sworded
men now that feudalism was abolished ; had
the armed forces been recruited entirely

from them, as in the past, their future

would not ha\'e appeared so gloomy.
It must be borne in mind that these

feudal retainers had, under the old system,
little need of care for the morrow. They
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and their families were ke})t by their

feudal lords. Some of them obtained their

pay—for such it really was—from the rents

of lands assigned to their ancestors by their

feudal masters, in return for military ser-

vice ; the majority received their salary

in rice. Some enjoyed pensions for life,

as a reward for special services. With the

disestabhshment of the Han, or
The Feudal feudal clan governments, these
°^ ^_ i)ensions, and the whole system

step Down ^ r r j i -u j
of feudal service, were bound

to terminate, but the Imperial Govern-
ment recognised that the Samurai had a

vested right that could not be ignored, so

they decreed, in 1873, that any Samurai
who desired to commute his hereditary

income could do so, receiving the commu-
tation, equivalent to six years' income,

half in cash and half in Government
Bonds, bearing 8 per cent, interest ; life-

pensioners could commute for the equiva-

lent of four years' income, in the same
proportion of cash and bonds. In 1876 this

commutation was made compulsory.-

It will be of interest to Socialists to note

that, soon after this distribution of capital

amongst the Samurai, many of them were
found to have fallen into great poverty.

The energetic and clever ones made excel-

lent use of the means at their disposal.

Equipped with the capacity for ruling that

was the result of their hereditary high

position and privileges, they managed to

remain in the upper strata of society, and
they virtually rule Japan in our time.

The less capable, the spendthrifts, the

careless ones, sank from their high estate

and became gradually merged in the ranks
of the common people. Some of them are

drawing jinrikisha in the streets of Tokio. A
great number naturally entered the armed
forces, but as they could not all be officers,

many of them had to be content with
warrant rank or non-commissioned ratings.

The admirable police force is recruited

entirely from Samurai, or, as they are

called, since 1878, Shi-zoku.

f thl**^
The misgivings of the knightly

° ^ . class as to the efficiency of
Samurai ,, . ,1 -1 £

the new Army, the majority of

whose men were not Samurai, were soon to

be dispelled by its prowess in war, although

its early victories were gained over its

fellow-countrymen, except in one case,

and in that over Formosan savages.

The new military law had only been in

operation one year when, in 1874, the

troops had to be employed in quelling an
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insurrection in the province of Saga,

where a number of the discontented

attempted to oppose by force the great

changes that were being introduced. In

the same year. New Japan sent its first

warlike expedition across the seas ; the

savage aborigines of Formosa were chas-

tised for the massacre of some shipwrecked

Japanese fishermen, China, at that time

the owner of the island, being totally

unable to control its unruly subjects in

those parts. The expedition, the expense

whereof was ultimately refunded by
China, provided but an unsatisfactory

test of the efficiency of the new army

;

the rugged, mountainous nature of the

country presented great obstacles to the

movement of troops,, but the fighting

was insignificant. Three years later, in

1877, the new Imperial forces were to

come, with brilliant success, through a

very severe ordeal. The ultra-conserva-

tive party in the powerful Satsuma clan,

under the leadership of the famous
General Saigo Takamori, the idol of the

Samurai, the very incarnation of the

Japanese knightly spirit, had determined
to possess themselves of the Emperor's

person, quite in the grand

J.'"* J f
manner of Old Japan, and to

_" "" ° save him, so they said, " from
Feudalisin ,, , ,< ,

the evil counsellors who were
ruining the country with their absurd
new-fangled notions." The truth is that

the High Toryism of these men of Satsuma
was not unmixed with personal interests.

They considered that the Imperialists of

other clans—and especially those of Cho-
shu and of Tosa—had secured an undue
share of the loaves and fishes. Saigo, who
had retired to Kagoshima in the sulks,

had organised a vast system of military

schools, at which 20,000 young Samurai
were being trained for war and imbued
with deadly hatred of the Government.

After several ineffectual attempts on
the part of emissaries of the Government
to come to an amicable understanding
with Saigo, he began a march, at the head
of 14,000 men, up the west coast of Kiu-
shu, with the intention of reaching Tokio.

The great obstacle in his way was the

ancient castle of Kumamoto, built by the

famous General Kato Kiyomasa, after his

Korean expedition at the end of the

sixteenth century. This was gan-isoned

by a force of between two and three

thousand Imperial troops under General
Tani. Saigo made a furious onslaught on
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the fortress, which was most gallantly

defended, and delayed his ad\'ance for

several weeks. This gave the Government
time to organise a large force, under the

Imperial Prince Arisugawa. The prepara-

tion of the expedition was entrusted,

strangely enough, to General Saigo

Tsugumichi, a younger brother of the great

rebel. By keeping him at headquarters

at Tokio, busy with matters of equipment
and organisation, he was given the oppor-

tunity of displaying his loyalty to the

Emperor, without actually taking the

field against his brother. The Imperial

forces relieved Kumamoto in the nick of

time, for the garrison was reduced to

GENERAL VISCOUNT KODAMA
who took a leading part, vinder General Tani, in the
defence of Kumamoto Castle against the Satsuma rebels
in 1877. He became Vice-chief of the Japanese Army.

great straits. There was desperate fighting,

the besiegers were driven ofi and retreated

towards the east coast, and after a succes-

sion of desperate actions, in which they
were outnumbered and outmanoeuvred,
they made a last stand at Nobeoka, in the

north-eastern corner of Hiuga.
Recognising the hopeless nature of their

position, Saigo, with about two hundred
of his adherents, broke through the

Imperial lines and escaped to Kagoshima.
The bulk of his army surrendered on
August 19th, 1877 ; they had begun
their northward march in the middle of

February of the same year. Saigo and

his devoted little band entrenched them-
selves on the hill Shiro-yama, above Kago-
shima, where they were surrounded and
subjected to bombardment day and night.

The great rebel, wounded in the thigh, and
seeing that all hope was gone, retired into

a cave, and committed hara-kiri, after

having requested one of his trusted
lieutenants to behead him, which his friend

promptly did, as the last service he could
render to his revered leader. When the
Imperial troops discovered the remains
of the little band of heroes—the few who
had not been killed, some of them mere
boys, had committed hara-kiri—they gave
them decent burial. Admiral Kawamura
himself reverently washed the head of his

dead friend and fellow-clansman Saigo,

whose memory is venerated to this day
as that of a brave knight and noble
gentleman, who paid for his misguided zeal

with his life. A monument has heen
erected in Tokio to his memory, to which
even the Imperial Court paid homage, his

honours having been posthumously
restored in 1890.

The Satsuma rebellion of 1877 was the

last struggle of moribund feudalism. It

taught two great lessons : the powerless-

ness of the ancient weapons, even though
wielded by the bravest of the brave, when
opposed to modern armaments and Occi-

dental tactics, drill, and organisation

;

and the splendid lighting capacity of the

common people when led by Samurai.

It could no longer be maintained by the

Conservatives that the Hei-min troops

could never prevail against the hereditary

warriors.' The newly-introduced universal

military service was thus fully justified by
its works, and there could be no more
question of restricting the army to the old

warrior class. The Satsuma clan soon

settled down to peaceful pursuits, but it

continues to play a leading part in the

affairs of the nation, supplying more
officers to the Navy and the Army than any
other of the old clans, thus forming the

backbone of the strong Mihtary Party.

In the '^arly 'seventies, whilst the

foundations of the Imperial forces were

being laid, Japan w-as, towards the outer

world, much in the same condition as a

shellfish deprived of its shell. Fully

cognisant of the danger they ran whilst

the country was in a state of transition,

preparing its new armour, the wise states-

men of Japan exercised remarkable pru-

dence in dealing with such international
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A Bad
Bargain with

Russia

questions as might iKne in\'olved them
in war. It was thus they came to an

agreement, in 1875, with Russia, by
which they exchanged such parts of the

island of Saghalin as were considered

within their sphere of influence for the

long chain of the barren Kurile Islands

(in Japanese, Chi-shima. or " Thousand
Islands "). They were well

aware of the bad bargain they

were making, but considered

it preferable to a breach with

Russia at a time \\'hen they were not in a

position to oppose a great Power with any
chance of success. Patiently l:)iding their

time, as is the wont of Orientals, some of

those statesmen have lived to see, thirty

years later, the southern part of Saghalin

restored to Japan, whilst the Kuriles

remain in her possession.

They behaved with similar prudence
when, in January. 1876. they found
themselves compelled to despatch a small

expedition, under General Kuroda, to

Korea, to demand satisfaction from the
" Hermit Kingdom " for an unprovoked
attack upon a Japanese ship calling for

coal and provisions at a Korean port.

The High Tories, especially those of

Satsuma, clamoured for immediate chas-

tisement of the Koreans, who had already

incurred their wrath by neglecting to

send a congratulatory mission, as ancient

usage demanded, on the accession of the

Emperor in 1867. The rulers of Japan
wisely preferred to settle the matter by
diplomacy, and concluded a treaty with
Korea, safeguarding the important

Japanese interests in that country. In

1879, t^s Riu-kiu, or Loo-choo, Islands,

the suzerainty over which had long been
claimed both by China and by Japan,
were incorporated in the latter empire,

as the Prefecture of Okinawa, after diplo-

matic negotiations conducted with great

skill. The period from the abolition of

feudalism in 1871 to 1887 was one of

tremendous activity and rest-

P ^'^t less effort in the direction of
o oreign

j-gfQj-j^ A great wave of foreign

influence swept over the land,

culminating in 1873 and in the years

between 1885 and 1887, when the move-
ment for " Europeanisation " became a

perfect rage, affecting not only adminis-
trative methods and national institutions

but social life. Many of the foreign

features introduced into public and private

life in that epoch took firm root, being
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recognised as great improvements on the

old order of things ; but ever}' one of

them suffered a "sea-change " in crossing

the ocean, being adapted, general!}' with
great skill, to national requirements, and
coated, so to say, with a laj^er of fine

Japanese lacquer. Other importations,

hailed at first with enthusiasm, proved,

by the experience of practical use, unsuited

to Japanese conditions, and were dropped
as hastily as they had been taken up,

leaving no trace behind.

In 1871, the defunct feudal system was
replaced by a centralised bureaucratic

administration. The Daimiyo, being thus

deprived of the last remnant of authority

that remained to them whilst they had
been placed in charge of their former
clans, were " compensated " by the receipt

of fixed incomes, amounting to one-tenth

of their former revenues. This arrange-

ment, apparently unfavourable to the

ex- feudal nobility, was in reality much
to the advantage of most of them, who
were now relieved of the heavy charges

they had formerly borne for the expenses

of the government of their fiefs and
. the support of the Samurai

th7oid
families. The large sum that

-j^.... had to be raised b\' the
° ' * ^ Government for the com-

mutation, already described, of the

pensions, or salaries, of the Samurai class,

was obtained by means of public loans.

The first foreign loan was negotiated in

London, in 1870, bearing interest at

9 per cent., the proceeds being employed
chiefly for the construction of the first

railway, between Tokio and Yokohama
(eighteen miles), opened for traflic in

1872, and of that between Osaka and
Kobe. At the end of 1904, the total

mileage open to traflic was 4,889.

The nationalisation of all the railways

was decided upon in 1906 and is being

gradually effected. The State is pur-

chasing the private lines, starting with
seventeen companies, whose property

is to be bought within ten years from
March, 1906, and paid for with bonds
bearing interest at 5 per cent., the pur-

chase-price being calculated thus : the

average rate of profit, over cost of con-

struction, during six half-yearly terms

(the first half of 1902. first and second

halves of 1903 and 1904, and the first

half of 1905), is multiplied by twenty
;

the figure thus obtained is then added to

the cost of construction up to the date
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cf purchase and to the cost price of roll-

ing stock and stores in hand at that

time. At the beginning of the fiscal year
1906—that is, in April of that year—the

National Debt of Japan amounted to

;^2o6,500,000 of which total £114,227,100
is owing to foreign creditors. The war
with Russia increased the National Debt of

Japan from £53M5,90^ ^Y £153,028,300
to the total given above.

These figures, those for railwav mileage,

and those for the national indebtedness,

bear eloquent testimony to the enormous
increase in facihties for internal com-
munications and in the extension of the

national credit. In every direction the

same astonishing development may be

traced since the Great Change in 1S68.

The system of lighting the coasts of

Japan, now a pattern for the maritime
nations, dates its inception from 1870,

the year which also saw the birth of the

netwoik of telegraph lines that now covers

the whole empire. In 1871, tlie ancient

method of conveying letters by post-

runners, a wonderfully speedy one con-

sidering its primitive nature, was sup-

planted by the beginnings of a Postal

Administration that has reached a high
degree of efficiency, handling, at the end
of the fiscal year 1904, at 6,918 post and
telegraph offices, 1,075,165,415 articles

of ordinary mail matter, whereof

258,084,604 were letters. 562,880,205
]:)ostcards, and 194,158,448 newspapers,

magazines and book-packets, the number
of articles of ordinary mail matter trans-

mitted amounting to 22-8 per head of the

population. The Imperial Mint at Osaka
was estabhshed, with British technical

assistance, in 1871.

The first railway was opened, as already

mentioned, in 1872, the year that also

saw the birth of the newspaper press,

with the appearance of the first number
of the Nisshin Shiujishi, a periodical

started by an Englishman named Black.

There had been attempts at the publication
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of newspapcis, of a sort, in 1871. and
as far back as 1864-5 ; but Mr. Black's

^•enture was the first serious step taken

to provide the nation permanently with

something l^etter than the news-sheets

hawked about the streets by newsvendors
called vomi-v)'i. who bawled out their

wares, usually lurid accounts of some
horrible murder, a fire or an
earthquake, very much in the

The First

Newspaper
in Japan

style of the London newsboy's
" 'Orful slaughter! " of bygone

days. These roughly-printed broadsheets

were issued spasmodically, whenever some
important event, or some crime sure to

excite the popular imagination, seemed
likely to render their sale profitable.

The publication of Mr. Black's little

journal was followed by the establishment

of purely Japanese journalistic undertak-
ings—the Nielli Nichi Shimhun (Daily

News) in 1872, which still flourishes under
the same title. The number of i:)eriodicals

has continued to increase steadily, especi-

ally since the amendment of the Press

Laws, in 1890, substituting the regular

process of law for the arbitrary jurisdic-

tion of the censorship. Every periodical

must have a responsible editor or publisher,

and any daily paper or other periodical

dealing with current politics must
deposit with the authorities a sum,
ranging from £100 downwards, as security

for good behaviour, to cover eventual

fines. The price of one of the Tokio
dailies is as high as two farthings and a

half (2'5 sen) ; all the others cost one
farthing (one sen). They are all issued in

the morning, except the Japan Times,
the only Tokio newspaper written, edited,

and published in English by Japanese,
which appears in the evening. The charge
for advertisements in the Japanese Press is

from gd. to is. 3d. per line of about twenty
words. In 1903 there were 1,499 news-
papers and other periodicals published in

Japan, whereof seven were English news-
papers written, edited, and
owned by foreigners, British

or American, and published
in the foreign settlements at

the late Treaty Ports, the most important
and oldest established being the Japan
Mail, owned and edited by Captain
Brinkley, late R.A., the Tokio correspon-
dent of the Times. This excellent

j)eriodical was established in 1865. Of
the nearly fifteen hundred vernacular
])eiiodicals, some are of high standing and
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Japan's

Modern
Press

deserving of all praise. Many of the others,

unfortunately, take the " Yellow Press
"

of America and England as their model,

and are correspondingly mischievous and
degrading.

Nearly every Japanese adult, and
practically all the young people of both
sexes, are able to read, and make great

use of this ability. Even the sturdy men
who do the work of horses, drawing the

jinrikisha, the cabs of Japan, seem to

occupy the greater portion of their un-

employed hours in the daytime in

reading newspapers or cheap, popular
books. The craftsmen and peasants are

kept well informed of current events, and
take an intelligent interest in the affairs

of the nation, the farmers especially

often displaying sound common-sense when
they discuss, as they often do when the

day's work is over, the topics of the day.

The greatest need in connection with the

Press in Japan is undoubtedly a more
drastic law of libel, to check the slanderous

scandal that at present disfigures the
" Personal " columns of all but the very
best journals, pandering to the national

love of ill-natured gossip about those

in high official positions or

otherwise prominently before
A Special

Embassy
to Europe

the public.

The year 1872 was also

memorable for the establishment of the

first Protestant church, and for the

foundation of the Imperial University of

Tokio. In the same year a special embassy,
with the former Court Noble, Iwakura, a

former Prime Minister and Minister for

Foreign Affairs, at its head, was sent out,

fi.rst to the United States, thence to England
and the Continent of Europe, nominally
" to communicate to the Governments of

the Treaty Powers details of the internal

history oi" Japan during the years pre-

ceding the revolution of 1868, and the

restoration of the Imperial power, to

explain fully the actual state of affairs

and the future policy of the Japanese
Government, and to study the institutions

of other countries, their laws, commerce
and educational methods, as well as their

naval and military systems." The real

object of this embassy was to endeavour
to obtain a revision of the treaties, whereby
the " Extra-territoriality Clause," Avith-

drawing foreigners from Japanese juris-

diction and placing them under that of the

repiesentatives of their own nations, would
be abrogated, thus removing a sharp thorn
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irom the Japanese national body. To
such a proud, sensitive people, the idea

of foreign jurisdiction established on their

territory was unbearably galling. The
embassy failed to secure the abrogation of

the obnoxious clause, and Japan had to

wait twenty-seven years, till 1899, for the

nations, Britain leading, to treat her, for

the first time, on terms of
Europe Accepts

^ ^^g^i^^y by consenting to
Japans System ^^^^^^'^ -^^he privileged
of Justice •, . r iU • 1 • i

position of their subjects

.md placing them under the jurisdiction

of the Japanese courts. The next year,

[873, was memorable for two acts of

progress—the adoption of the Gregorian
calendar, and, more important, the

repeal of the edicts against Christianity

that were still in vigour, in spite of

repeated unofficial assurances that no
Japanese should suffer for his ad-

herence to that faith. One of the first

edicts of the Imperial Government, after

its estabhshment in 1868, ran as follows :

" The evil sect called Christian is strictly

prohibited. Suspected persons should be
reported to the proper officials, and reward
will be given for detection." The immedi-
ate cause of this intolerant order was the

discovery, at Urakami, a village in the

mountains near Nagasaki, of a small

community who had retained, in secret,

oome faint reminiscences of the Iberian

Catholicism openly practised by their fore-

fathers m the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. It is said that about 4,000
people in the district still carefully

cherished the shreds of doctrine and of

ritual that had been thus wonderfully
preserved, at the risk of torture and
death. In June, 1868, the Government
ordered that all native Christians who
would not recant should be deported to

different provinces as dangerous persons,

and put in charge of various feudal lords.

The foreign diplomatic representatives

protested vigorously and successfully;

r.. . . .. the Government, after striving
Christianity , , j ^ i

... to excuse its conduct by
K, , alleging the intense feeling ofNew Japan .1 '^ /? ^ ni. j.- -j.

the nation against Christianity,

ultimately restored these faithful ones to

their homes. As already stated, in 1873
Christianity was no longer a misdemeanour,
and tliere began the reign of toleration

which culminated in the right, assured to

all Japanese subjects by the Constitution of

1889, of freedom of religious belief " within
limits not prejudicial to peace and order,
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and not antagonistic to their duties as

subjects."

This religious tolerance is, indeed, in

accordance with the real feeling of tha

Japanese in such matters. Having, ds

a rule, no deep religious sentiment, as

Occidentals know it, they pass easily

from one creed to another, many of them
belonging to more than one religious de-

nomination, at all events as far as the

outward observances are concerned, and
the majority of those educated in the

higher schools being practically Agnostics.

The fact is that the Japanese of our time

have been, and still are, so busy acquiring

the Occidental knowledge necessary for

the transformation of their country into

the great naval, military, commercial, and
industrial power of the Far East, that, as

they themselves have frequently stated,
" they have had no time to devo.te to re-

ligious questions." Nevertheless, whether
they be willing to admit it or not, the men
of New Japan have been greatly under
the influence of Christian ideas, propagated
by the numerous missionaries within their

borders or imbibed by Japanese students

during their residence abroad,.
n "«nc«

especially in the early years of
of Christian ^-.'^ -^

, ai^tI i, j-t,

, , the present era. Although the
Ideas -'i r . r-number of natives professing

Christianity is not very great, amounting
only to about 150,000 of all denominations
out of a population of nearly 50,000,000,

they exercise a considerable influence,

several of them occupying some of the

highest posts.

The rights assured to the Japanese by
their Constitution are borrowed from the

liberties enjoyed by the citizens of Occi-

dental nations, whose laws are inspired

by the spirit of Christianity, if their

policy be often sadly at variance there-

with. In one respect Christianity has,

fortunately, succeeded in effecting a

marked change in the Japanese : the

spirit of mercy so brilliantly in evidence

in the treatment of defeated enemies, and
of the sick and wounded in war and the

weak and suffering in peace, especially in

the humane work of that most admirable

Japanese institution, the Red Cross

Society of Japan, with its membership
of over a million — all this is un-

doubtedly the outcome of Christian

influence prevailing over the old savage

ruthlessness of the Japanese character.

A generation or two will have to pass

before Christianity can totally eradicate
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the cruelty, the deceit, and the spirit of

revenge from Japanese natures—it has
not yet, after many centuries, succeeded in

cUminating them from the bosom of some
Occidental nations ; but there are good
grounds for hoping that the Japanese of a

not very distant future will let Christianity

accomplish, in that respect, what nearly
fourteen centuries of Buddhism have failed

to do. Whatever form ol Christianity may
ultimately claim the adherence of a large

proportion of the Japanese people—and
they are, at present, bewildered by the

PRINCE IWAKURA, JAPAN'S ENVOY TO EUROPE IN 1872

He headed the Mission to Europe and America in 1872, to obtain

treaty revision and to study methods of government and education.

multiplicity of " one and only " direct

routes to heaven offered to them

—

it will not be the Christianity of Rome,
nor of Canterbury, nor of Moscow, nor

of the Salvation Army ; it will surely be

a Japanese Christianity, and, perchance,

nearer than any of the others to the

Christianity of Christ.

Meanwhile, the State religion of Japan
is the ancient, truly national, faith known
as Shinto, meaning " The Way of the

Gods," a mixture of primitive Nature-

wonship and of the cult of the Kami, the
spirits of the Powers of Nature and the
s])irits of deified heroes, from whom
the Japanese claim descent—the noble
families directly, the others in a more
or less vague way. It can hardly be
termed a religion, as it has neither dogma,
creed, nor commandments. Its principal

idea, which forms its sole ethical teaching,
is, roughly expressed, that, the nature of

mankind being originally good, every
man may safely be left to his own devices,

provided he always bear in mind the
duty of so regulating his conduct
as to " make the faces of his an-

cestors to shine with glory " and
never to do aught that would
cause them to blush.

The makers of New Japan sought
to re-establish this ancient cult in

its original purity, cleansing it ot

the Buddhist overgrowth that had
accumulated since the cunning
Buddhist priests of the Middle
Ages had virtually " annexed

"

Shinto, providentially discovering

that the Kami of the aboriginal

faith were "'avatars," or incarna-

tions (in Japanese, gon-gen, oi

temporary manifestations) of the

myriad Buddhas who lived in this

world and are now in Nirvana.

The reformers, who had succeeded

in abolishing the " usurpation
"

that had so long flourished as the

Shogunate, were keen in scenting

out usurpations. Surely, the mix-

ture of the original national cult

with Buddhism, the creed favoured

by the Shogunate, producing the

strange composite religion known
as Riyobu Shinto, or Shin-Butsu

Gattai
—

" amalgamation of Shinto

and Buddhism "—was a usurpation

not further to be tolerated.

So the reformers proceeded to dis-

establish Buddhism with a thorough-

ness approaching that of Henry VIII. in his

suppression of monastic institutions. The
gorgeous paraphernalia of Buddhism, in-

spired by the ornate art of ancient India,

was cleared out of the annexed Shinto

temples (Jin-ja), which were restored to

their original austere simplicity, resem-

bling that of a bicycle-shed or a motor
garage, and many Buddhist monas-

teries were shorn of their tat revenues.

The imported faith had never succeeded

in gaining a footing in Izumo, the " Land
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of the Gods " (Kami-no Kuni), where the

influence of ancient tradition, making
that district the scene of so many purely

Japanese mythological events, was too

strong to be overcome, nor in Satsuma.
whose warlike people naturally looked

upon meek and mild Buddhism as a

creed unfit for warriors ; in the rest of

Japan the disestablishment of

the Indian rehgion, and the
Shintoism

and

Buddhism
return to pure Shinto, was a

serious matter. That it was so

easily accomplished indicates the strength

of the national movement, striving to

re-estabhsh the supreme influence of the

sacred Imperial power.

Like other creeds. Buddhism derived

benefit from persecution ; a notable

revival has taken place in that religion

of late years. Strangely enough, in its

efforts to regain its lost predominance in

Japan, it has taken a lesson from the

activity of the Christian missionaries.

Every feature that distinguishes missionary

enterprise in the Far East has been
faithfully copied by the more enlightened

sects of Japanese Buddhists, especially

by the wealthy and powerful Mon-to,
or Shin-shu, who have been called the

Buddhist Protestants (their priests are

allowed to marry ; in fact, the priesthood

is hereditary with them). Buddhist
chaplains march with the troops in the

field, minister to the sick and wounded,
and preach to convicts in the gaols

;

Buddhist priests and lay-helpers visit

the poor, a popular religious literature is

widely circulated, Buddhist periodicals

flourish, seminaries are attached to the

more important temples, the one belong-

ing to the great Xishi Hong\van-ji Temple
of the Mon-to, at Kioto, being virtually a

Buddhist university.

The same sect has formed a splendid

library of theological literature, embracing,
with a praiseworthy broadness of view,

works in foreign languages dealing wdth

^ . . . all creeds. Mothers' meetings,

wk'*
'** prison gate missions, rescue

B ddh'
work amongst fallen women, in

short, all phases of Christian

activity, have now their counterpart
amongst the progressive Buddhists.
JLven foreign missions have been under-
taken, Buddhist priests working amongst
the tens of thousands of Japanese emi-
grants in the Hawaiian Islands and in

Cahfornia, nothing loath to expound
their ancient faith to non-Japanese in-
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quirers. All this manifold activity is

supported entirely by voluntary contribu-

tions, the offerings of the faithful, mostly
peasants and craftsmen, pouring in, both
in money and in kind. Thousands of

])oor women, who have nothing else to

give, cut off their long hair to be made
into a huge cable wherewith the main
beam of the roof of a new temple is hoisted

into position.

In 1877 the new state of things was,

for the first time, made manifest to one
and all by the opening, in Tokio, of the

First National Exhibition of Arts and
Industries, commencing a regular series

of such exhibitions, held periodically,

alternately in the capital, at Kioto, and
at Osaka, the first commercial and in-

dustrial city of the empire. These ad-

mirably managed shows of Japanese
natural and industrial products are to

lead up to a great International Exhibi-

tion, to be held in Tokio in 1912.

In 1880 a great step forward was
taken by the promulgation of a new
penal code and a code of criminal pro-

cedure, both inspired by a close study of

. the best foreign models. In
rcparing

^^^ same year, prefectural
or opu ar

-^gggj^i-j^igg were instituted, as

trammg schools not onl}' lor

provincial self - government but to

famiharise the people with parliamentary

forms as a preparation for the intro-

duction of the long-promised era of

constitutional government, the advent of

which, in 1890, was officially announced,

nine years beforehand, in 188 1. The
foUowdng year, 1882, was one of feverish

political activity, parties being busily

formed in readiness for parliamentary
government.

It is scarcely necessary to devote much
time to the study of Japanese political

parties, as they are still, in 1907, in a state

of flux, the differences between them being

less contrasts of main principles than ques-

tions of personal leadership. In Japanese
home politics, men stiU count for more
than measures, in spite of the high-sound-

ing, often deceptive, names adopted by the

various parties, such as Liberals, Radicals,

Progressives, and so forth, in imitation

of Occidental pohtics. It will be sufficient

to bear in mind that the two great parties

in Japanese parliamentary life may be

roughly denominated the " Ins " and
the " Outs." A change from the front

Opposition bench to a Ministerial arm-chair



THE IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY OF TOKIO, FOUNDED IN 1872

The year 1872 was memorable because of Japan's advance in educational methods. In that year the Imperial

University of Tokio was founded, and a special embassy, under Prince Iwakura, a former Prime Minister, was sent

to America and Europe to study the laws, commerce, institutions, and educational methods of other countries.
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of Japanese

Policy

seems to exercise a most sobering influence

on men who have been violently attacking

the mode of government whilst they were
in the cold shade of non-employment. A
change of Cabinet produces but slight

difference in the method of governing,

almost none in the guiding principles of

statecraft. Hence the steady continuity

^ . . of Japanese policy, abroad
Continuity ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ -^ ^^ ^

great extent responsible for

the splendid results achieved

in so few years. The worst mischief

wrought by the violence occasionally

manifested in the speeches of members
of the Opposition is the erroneous

impression created abroad, where the

rhetorical exaggerations of politicians are,

unfortunately, often taken as sober truth.

A moment's reflection should suffice to

recall similarly wild utterances
—

" the

nation is on the verge of ruin," " the country
is going to the dogs "—in many a speech

delivered by Occidental politicians.

Fortunately for Japan, the exaggerations

of the " Outs " do not greatly disturb

the equanimity of the " Ins," who stick

to their chairs of office as long as possible.

The supersession of a Cabinet Minister

does not necessarily entail a change of

policy in his department. He usually

holds offlce until some palpable blunder,

Oi singular want of success in his ad-

ministration, seems to his colleagues to

render it advisable that he should be

replaced. A change in the personnel

of a Japanese Cabinet is, often enough,
a question of " loaves and fishes," the

cause at work in many countries, whether
despotically governed, ruled under con-

stitutional limitations, or enjoying the

more extended popular liberties of a

republic, centi'alised, as in France, or

federated, as in the United States. In

Japan, when the men of Choshu consider

that there are too many representatives

of the other great clan, Satsuma, in the

Cabinet, they growl and agitate

until the balance of power is

restored ; if the fellow clansmen

Changes
in the

of a Minister think he has had
a sufflciently long innings of power and
patronage, they set to work to pull in-

visible wires until they have caused his

retirement in favour of another statesman
who enjoys their favour. There are, however,

two seats in the Cabinet which are rightly

considered too important to be subject

to political changes—those of the Minister

5^5

for War and of the Minister for the Navy.
But the frequent changes in the other

Ministries do not really matter as much
as they would in the Occident, for, in

Japan, there are influences at work that

guide the destinies of the nation over

the heads of both Houses of the Diet,

of the Privy Council (established in 1888),

and of the Cabinet ; at nearly every im-

portant juncture in the affairs of the nation

it is the " Elder Statesmen " who virtually

steer the ship of state. These veteran

statesmen, the survivors of the greatest

amongst the makers of New Japan, may
almost be counted on the fingers of one

hand. The names of Prince Ito, Marquis
Inouye, Marquis Matsukata, on the civil

side, and of Admiral Count Ito, Field-

Marshal Prince Yamagata, and Field-

Marshal Prince Oyama, must occur to the

mind of anyone who is in the habit of

reading the news from Japan published

in the Occidental Press.

The active, energetic younger men, who
carry on the administration, chafe more and
more under the ever-present control of the

Elder Statesmen, who are faithfully carry-

'nt n 1 ^^S o^t their patriotic resolve

^ Make° ^° ""^^'^ J^l"^" ^'^^^' ^'^^
1° * r wisdom and moderation in
apan ^rea

^j^g-^. mg^hods that do not

always commend themselves to the more
fiery spirits amongst their juniors. Even
amongst the Elder Statesmen there are

differences of opinion as to the means to

be adopted for attaining the noble object

in view
;

grizzled warriors like Field-

Marshal Prince Yamagata have but little

sympathy with parliamentary govern-

ment ; the very idea of the Party system,

which the followers of Prince Ito are

anxious to introduce, is abhorrent to

them. But they are in a minority ; the

general tendency amongst the gentry,

who virtually rule, is towards continual,

if gradual, progress in the direction of

highly-developed parliamentary govern-

ment. The main differences of opinion

amongst the majority are as to the rate of

speed at which reforms should be intro-

duced, tending to broaden the franchise,

to make Ministers responsible to Parlia-

ment, and to extend popular liberties.

Whilst Japan was preparing, from 1882,

for the new era that was to dawn with the

promulgation of tht Constitution, on

February nth, 1889, tremendous mtellec-

tual activity prevailed throughout the

land. From 1868 to 1888, Occidental ideas



P'ield-Marshal Marquis Nodzu General Count Nogi

Lieutenant-General Terauchi
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permeated the minds of the rising genera-

tion. No man did more to explain them
lo his fellow-countrymen than the great

educationalist Fukuzawa Yukichi, the
" Sage of Mita " (a district of Tokio),

whom the Japanese are fond of comparing
to Arnold of Rugby. This remarkable
man, who was born in 1835 and died,

regretted by the whole nation,
,^.**

. in iqoi, probably exercised a
intellectual I a +u ^- ^

greater mfiuence on the mmds
of those who now rule Japan

than any other of their fellow-countrymen.

Many of the most prominent public men
were educated at the great school, the

Keio-gi-jiku, founded, and directed for

many years, by him. He was a prolific

author and his works have had, and still

have, an enormous circulation.

The widespread Occidental influences

tiffected every phase of the life of the higher

and middle classes, who strove, during the

decade prior to 1888, to alter their way
of living after the fashion of the West. The
nHtional costume was discarded by many,
even by ladies, who underwent much
xuluntary torture in the tight boots, with

.nigh heels, and the corsets, of Paris for

the sake of being '' in the movement." In

[873, Government officials w'ere ordered

lu wear European dress, uniforms of Euro-

pean pattern were designed for all the

Services, and an edict was issued abohsh-

mg the little, stiff queue, the mage, that

Japanese men used to bring forward

over the shaven forepart of the head,

and ordering the hair to be worn in

the Occidental fashion. Many crazes

turned the heads of Tokio society in

that period, from rabbit-fancying (in

1873 as much as one thousand dollars

being paid for a single " bunny," the little

animal having been, till then, unknown in

Japan) to waltzing. The rabbit craze did

not last long ; the Government saw its

chance, and imposed a poll-tax on the

long-eared pets, whose price dropped

The Craze
suddenly, ruining many gam-

„ . biers in rabbits, ihe craze tor
or eing

waltzing vanished as rapidly
European

.1. u j j j ^u
as it had appeared, and the

aiost that Japanese now attempt in the

way of Occidental dancing is the solemn,
and perfectly correct, walking through a

quadrille at an oihcial ball.

The succession of fashionable crazes,

all more or less derived from the Occident,
lasted, in full swing, until 1889, when a

-evere anti-foreign reaction set in. The
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cause of this set-back was political ; it

was due to the nation's disgust at what it

considered the rank injustice of foreign

Powers in refusing to abrogate the Extra-

territoriality Clause in the Treaties. The
Japanese, conscious of the giant strides

with which they were marching on the

road of progress, felt deeply humiliated

by the continued refusal of foreign nations

to submit to the jurisdiction of Japanese
courts of law. From the Iwakura Em-
bassy of 1872, the chief, almost the sole,

aim of Japanese diplomacy had been to

obtain the removal of the obnoxious clause.

Several times success had been within

sight, but some hitch had always occurred

to frustrate the hopes of the nation. Its

irritation broke out in i88g in the above-

mentioned wave of anti-foreign feehng,

causing most of the foreign innovations

in the home and social life of the upper
and middle classes to be abandoned, which
happened the more easily as they had
never taken firm root, being generally the

result of the craze of the moment. The life

of the masses remained, and still remains,

almost untouched by foreign influences.

_. _ , . Needless to say, the back-
The Backward

.^^rd swing of the pendulum
did not affect essentials,

such as the brand-new
Constitution, nor the material importa-

tions, such as railways, telegraphs,

steamships, gas, petroleum, matches,

which had already become necessities

to the people. Their introduction had
caused new wants to arise, and the cosi

of hving was steadily augmenting ; it

still continues to rise. In 1899, a family

of the lower middle class, consisting of

five members and one servant, living in

Tokio, and practising the strict economy
usual with the Japanese, required a

monthly income of at least 35 yen, whereas

in 1889 they could have lived decently for

19 yen less than that sum. In rgoi. the

general average index number of the price

of commodities classed as necessaries was

97 ; it had risen in 1904 to 108.

Since the war with Russia, prices have
taken a great leap upward, and the cost of

living has much increased, whilst salaries

and wages, although they have risen

steadily since the beginning of the new
era, have not kept pace with the rise

in necessary expenditure. The increasiri{'

demands on everyone's means, consequeu*

on the Great Change, rendeied the acquisi-

tion of more capital absolute!}" necessary.

Swing of

The Pendulum



REORGANISING THE NATION

Taj)an'G funds were at that time not large

—

the resources of the country were not
yet developed—and her rulers had to

strain every nerve to meet the enormous,
constantly growing, expenditure necessi-

tated by what may be termed the national

outfit.

Japan was, in those years, and, to a
certain extent, still is, in the position of a

new firm starting in manufacturing busi-

ness. She has to provide herself with plant,

tools, and the thousand-and-one things

necessary for beginning operations. All

these have had, and in great measure still

have, to be procured from abroad ; hence
the great excess of imports over exports

in nearly every year since 187 1. In the

period from that year to 1905, only two
years showed an excess of exports over
imports—1904—the first year of the war

"THE SAGE OF MITA, ' FUKUZaWA YUKICHI
Tiie celebrated Japanese educationalist (1835-1901), whom his country-
man are fond of comparing to Arnold of Rugby, exercised a greater
i-itl lence on the intellect of Japan than any of his countrymen.

with Russia, being the one in which the
imports most largely exceeded exports, the
excess amounting to 167,004,000 yen. It

will probably be some years before the
exports steadily exceed the imports.
The extraordinary balance of trade in

favour of Japan in 1906 was exceptional,

and is not likely to become a settled

feature for some years to come. The pro-

gress of the foreign trade of Japan under
the new regime has been })henomenal

;

in 1871, the total figure, exports and
imports together, was 38,885,000 yen ; in

1905 it had risen to 810,057.000 yen.

The marvellous development of com-
merce, and especially of industries, has
been due to the fostering care of the
Government, which may be said also of

tlie mercantile marine, whose develop-
ment, almost entirely due to a system of

subsidies and bounties, has
been as wonderful as the in-

dustrial expansion that has
raised a forest of tall factory

chimneys, belching forth a pal!

of smoke over the great cotton-

spinning city of Osaka.
At the end of the year 1892

Japan possessed a mercantile
fleet of 214,000 tons ; in 1902.

the tonnage had risen to 934,000.
Four hundred steamships flew

the Hi-no Maru— the white
flag with the red sun-disc in

the centre, which is the civil

flag of Japan (the naval and
military ensign has red rays

1 unning from the sun-disc to

the edges of the flag, broaden-
ing towards their outer ends)

111 1893 ; in April, 1906, the

merchant steamers of Japan
numbered 1,423. Eighty steam-
ships now (1907) form the splen-

ihd fleet, aggregating 262,120

gross tonnage (with ten more
building in 1907, which wfll

bring the gross tonnage up to

326,976), that flies the flag of

the Japan Mail Steamship
Company (Nippon Yusen
Kaisha), one of the world's

greatest and most enterprising

shipping companies, with a

paid-up capital of 22,000,000

yen—a splendid example o)

what Japanese energy and
bold enterprise can accomplish

when assisted by carefully-
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THE FIRST ORGANISED LABOUR MEETING IN JAPAN
Labour movements are kept well in hand by the Japanese Government, yet they are steadily, if slowly, growing

in importance and strength. Their development will be watched by students of political economy witli great

interest in view of the national policy, which is in the direction of controlling Japans economic activities with

the same thoroughness, knowledge, and skill that have made Japans armed forces the wonder of our time

State Taxes
for

Industries

selected European advisers and men of

great technical experience.

This great undertaking is tlie result of

the amalgamation, in 1S85. after desperate

competition between them, of the Mitsu-

bishi ]\lail Steamship Company (founded
hv Baron Y. Iwasaki. in 1877) and the

Union Shipping Company,
established in 1882. Shipbuild-

ing, which seems likely to

become one of Japan's greatest

industries, is much cncomaged by a law
which awards valuable bounties for the

construction of steel-framed steamships

of not less than 700 tons burthen. To
the English-speaking races, hitherto

staunch believers, in individualism, it

may seem but an artificial, imhealthy
prosperity that is bolstered up in this

way by support drawn from the national

taxation, The rulers of Japan, however,
evidently think otherwise, and they have
shown such wisdom in many other
directions that there is some ground
lor belief in their being right also in

respect of State-aided and State-controlled

industries, commerce, and navigation.
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They have taken a keen survey of tl>i

world in our time ; the lesson it has taught
them is that ours is the day of combined,
methodically organised effort, before whiclt

the activity of even the most capable
single individual must give way. They
have watched the growth of huge " trusts

*

in America, of " combines " of variou-*

kinds in Germany and in Britain ; they

have noted the tendency towards co^

operation, which seems the only prac-

tical panacea for the constant warfare

between Capital and Labour, thai

threatens the very existence of the social

system of the Occident ; and they have
resolved that Japan's economic activities

shall be organised, drilled,

and directed with thf

same thoroughness, know-
ledge, and skill that have

made Jaj^an's armed forces the wonder
of our time. The national predisposition

to co-operation in guilds, the people's

capacity for organisation, subdivision of

labour, and attention to minute details,

their amenability to directions from above,

all seem to point to the ultimate success ot

Organisation

of Industry

and Commerce



REORGANISING THE NATION

Ine tremendous task undertaken byjapan's
rulers. As in trade, in manufactures and
in navigation, so in banking, the Govern-
ment exercises firm control, not only over
the great Bank of Japan, founded in

1882, over the prosperous Yokohama
Specie Bank, Limited, established in

1880, and over the very important In-

dustrial Bank of Japan, established in

1902—these institutions may be looked
upon as being, in reality. Government
concerns—every financial transaction of

any magnitude comes under the cogni-

sance of State officials, and is subject
to their control.

It may be a purely private business,

exempt from the control by law estab-

lished ; it will, nevertheless, be dependent
for its success on the sympathy and
goodwill of the powers that be, who
constitute themselves judges as to what
is good, financially, for Japan.

All this naturally takes place suh rosa,

and is usually emphatically denied by
Japanese, both official and unofficial. The
fact, nevertheless, remains, and is respon-
sible for the tired feeling that overcomes
most of the Occidental capitalists desirous
of utilising their funds in Japan, a lassitude
that causes their early abandonment ot

the field and the turning of their attention
to countries where there is

more scope for individual
action. In 1887, the dis-

satisfaction of the more ardent
at the prudent slowness

of the preparations for constitutional

government caused them to become so

restless and aggressive that an edict, com-
monly called the " Peace Preservation

Act," was issued, enabling the Govern-
ment to keep them in order with a high
hand, expelling many, for a time, from
Tokio, and imprisoning the recalcitrant.

Impatience

ol the

Reformers

reformers

THE JAP
Suiit in Englaiiv^ ^i Cc.
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ARTHUR

DIOSY

NEW JAPAN OYERCOAES OLD CHINA
IN 1888, on July 15th, on a fine, clear
^ morning, the great volcano Bandai-san
--6,000 feet high—broke out in a terrible

eruption, that completely buried four

hamlets, destroying 461 lives. The year

1889 was remarkable, as already stated,

for the promulgation of the Constitution

and the estabhshment of local self-

government, more under Government con-

trol than the type prevalent in English-

speaking countries. In the same year
the Imperial Prince Haru was proclaimed
Crown Prince. The next year, 1890,
saw the first parliamentary election, on
July 4th, and the opening of the first

session of the Imperial Diet on November
29th. The new civil and commercial
codes were promulgated in the same year.

In 1891, the tremendous earthquake in

the Gifu district killed about ten thousand
people. Within the next three years

ominous portents of great events began
to be apparent to those who had eyes to

see and ears to hear. The
* °^

. determination of Russia to
o a oming

construct, with French capi-

tal, a gigantic railway across

Siberia foreshadowed her intention of be-

coming the paramount Power in the Far
East. In 1893, Colonel (now Major-General)
Fukushima, at the close of his period

of service as Military Attache to the

Japanese Legation at Berlin, rode on
horseback from the German capital to

the Pacific Ocean, arousing by his sports-

manlike feat incredible enthusiasm in

Japan. The real cause for the popular
exultation was the fact that every

Japanese knew that the gallant horseman
kept his eyes wide open and his keen
brain alert during his ride along the

track of the proposed Russian railway.

What he reported as to the rate of its

construction, and other portents he noted,

confirmed the suspicions of the Japanese
(Government as to the Muscovite designs.

The Japanese spies, who swarmed all over

China, especially in the northern parts,

also sent , home disquieting reports. It

became evident to the clear-sighted

statesmen in Tokio that the huge,

flabby, weak and corrupt Chinese Empire
would, within a few years, pass entirely
under the mastery of Russia. Li Hung
Chang, at that time the man who ruled
the destinies of China, was a tool in the
hands of Russian agents. It had become

China's
1^"°'^'^ ^°

u^^^
Japanese

y^„ . , Government that he was medi-(^ontempt .

, , 1 t

for Japan ^''^/"^^ ^^ .^^^ack on Japan,
with his fleet of excellent

warships, l^uilt in England and in Ger-
many, and his army—drilled by German
officers—at the first favourable oppor-
tunity. The ill-will with which China
regarded New Japan—a nation it affected
to despise as " impudent dwarfs "—mani-
fested itself in many directions, but
more especially in that truly distressful

country, Korea. That kingdom, as it

then was, must always be within the
sphere of Japan's vital interests. Japan
could no more allow a foreign Power to

become predominant there than England
could permit an alien state to hold Ireland.

Aloreover, gifted by nature with rich

resources, waiting to be developed in a

manner impossible with its small popula-
tion of people who, if physically fine, and
mental y capable, are reduced morally to a

level so low as to deprive them of nearly

all the qualities a nation should possess,

Korea is the natural receptacle for the

overflow of Japan's teeming, rapidly-

increasing population. It is destined to be

the granary of Japan, and is already the

scene of great commercial activity on the

part of the Japanese, who possess flourish-

ing settlements there, some of them, like

Fusan, from ancient times.

By diplomatic agreement, neither Japan
nor China was to preponderate in Korea.

. . and. whenever the frequent
Begmnmg

^y^^^^.^^^. ^^ ^^^^^ disturbed
of rroublc , 1 J -i
. „ country rendered it necessary

for one of the two Far Eastern

empires to land troops for the protection

of its subjects, due notice was to be given

to the other Power. Such was the compact
entered into by the Convention negotiated

at Tientsin on April i8th. 1885, by I to and
Li Hung Chang. In 1894, a fanatical sect
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(the Tong-hak) started a serious revolt

in Korea. The distracted Government of

that country appHed to their ancient

suzerain, China, for help. Japan immedi-
ately replied to this move by announcing
her intention of sending an expedition of

equal strength to any China might
despatch. The first Chinese expedi ion

landed in Kcrea on June y.h,
Outbreak of

^^^ ^^.^^ Japanese four days
the Ch;no- , ^ ^n, i^

later, ihe revolt was soon
Japanese War j \^ • nu-

suppressed, but on Chma m-
forming Japan that it considered the

trouble at an end, and that the troops of

both should be recalled, Japan stated that

she thought the time had come to confer

with China as to the future of Korea, so

as to avoid a repetition of similar incidents.

China refused to discuss the matter, pre-

pared for war, in her own spasmodic, reck-

less way, and continued to despatch troops

to Korea. Over a thousand of these soldiers

were being conveyed in the British steam-

ship Kowshing, chartered by China, On
the refusal of that vessel to submit to the

orders of Captain Togo—since known to

fame as Japan's great admiral, " the

Nelson of the Far East "—that gallant

sailor acted with quick decision. His ship,

the cruiser Xaniwa. had met the Kowshing
off Shopeiul Island, in the Korean Archi-

pelago, on July 25th, 1894, and on that

very day he sank the recalcitrant trans-

port, v/hose British captain and European
officers were willing enough to surrender,

but were prevented from so doing by the

Chinese officers and troops, who, panic-

stricken, had lost their heads and had
filled the ship \vith a mutinous, excited

crowd, firing at random. The Japanese
picked up the European officers who had
jumped overboard, and ultimately released

them, after treating them with great kind-

ness. To save the drowning Chinese was
not feasible, as they kept up a frantic

rifle-fire from the ports and the deck, not
only at the Naniwa's- boats, but at the

^ . ^. Europeans and at their own
Frantic Fire ^ j u u j • .„„ jcomrades, who had jumped

S" k" Sh*
*^^^^ ^^^ side, as the}' strug-

ing ip
^j^^ .^^ ^j_^^ water. This inci-

dent, virtually the first hostile act in

a war thus begun without a regular

declaration, which was issued, by both
belligerents, only on August ist, nearly

embroiled Japan with Britain, but the

very able Minister of Foreign Affairs,

the late Count M. Mutsu, one of the ablest

and most honest statesmen of New Japan,
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conducted the delicate negotiations that

ensued with such tact that Britain was
satisfied with an indemnity to the owners
of the ship, paid by China.

On July 28th, 1894, the Japanese
attacked and routed the Chinese near Asan,
in Korea. This success, gained by about
2,500 Japanese, under General Oshima,
over 3,000 Chi.iese, under General Yeh,
resulting in the capture of eight guns and
large quantities of stores and ammunition,
made a great impression on the Koreans.
A pro-Japanese Cabinet was formed in

Seoul, which concluded an alliance with

Japan, inviting its new friends to expel

the Chinese from Korea. On September
15th, the Japanese took Ping Yang, an
important strategical point, on the Tai-

dong River, in the north-west of Korea,
after a pitched battle, in which about
14,000 Japanese utterly defeated about
13,000 Chinese, capturing thirty-five gims
and an immense quantity of rifles, ammuni-
tion, and stores, with a loss to themselves

of 162 killed and 438 wounded, the Chinese

losing about 1,500 men on the night of the

15th alone, during their disorderly flight.

By this victory the Japan-
ese virtually became mas-
ters of Korea. Two days
later, their Navy was to

win an action that gave them full control of

the seas between Korea, China, and Japan.
On September 17th, 1894, the Japanese
Fleet, consisting chiefly of unarmoured,
partially protected, cruisers, under Vice-

Admiral Ito (now a Count), gained a victory

over the Chinese squadron, under brave old

Mce-Admiral Ting, whose five armoured
ships (two of them powerful battleships)

and well-armed cruisers should have been
much more than a match for their oppo-
nents. It was the superior handling of

the Japanese ships, their greater speed,

and better gunnery that won for them this

action, known as the Battle of the Yalu,

owing to its having been fought in Korea
Bay, between the Island of Hai-yang and
the mouth of the Yalu River.

The Chinese sailors fought bravely

where their captains gave them a chance
of fighting—some of them, thinking dis-

cretion the better part of valour, steamed
out of action at the first shots—but the

absence of a knowledge of steam tactics

on the part of most of their commanders,
and the diversity of speed of the various

units of their fleet, rendering it impossible

for many of the ships to keep station m

Japanese

Become Masters

of Korea
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Battle

of Yalu
River

the line of battle, i)laccd them at the

mercy of Ito's well-trained squadron,

acting like a perfectly-regulated machine.

The significance of this naval victory,

by its consequences the most important.

at the time, since Trafalgar, cannot be

over-estimated. It heralded the birth of

a new Great Power and the advent of an

entire change in the balance of

power in the Far East. The
present writer has attempted to

set forth, in his book, " The
New Far East," the causes that led to the

war between Japan and China, the lessons

that campaign taught the world, and the

consequences of Japan's victory over her

huge adversary. Exigencies of space

forbid a detailed description in these

pages of the moving incidents of the con-

flict. Suffice it to record that on October

25th the Japanese crossed the Yalu
River and again scored a victory. Bear-

ing all before them, they advanced into

Manchuria, until brought to a halt by
the approach of winter. In the mean-
time, a second Japanese army corps

landed on October 24th on the east coast

of the peninsula of Liao-tung, took posses-

sion of Ta-lien-wan on November 7th,

and stormed Port Arthur on the 21st.

The capture of this " Gibraltar of the Far

East " cost the Japanese only 270 casual-

ties, the extraordinarily small number of

eighteen losing their lives in the action,

whereas the Chinese had more than a

thousand killed. The fact is, the Chinese

had by this time become thoroughly

demoralised, and, besides, never had
sufficient drilled troops to man the

vast system of forts and connecting

defences that the Viceroy Li Hung Chang
had spent such vast sums in erecting

—

French and, ater. German military en-

gineers supplying the admirable plans.

With the capture of this stronghold J apan
had apparently achieved her main object.

It needed only the taking of the fortified

' rtf naval harbour at Wei-hai-
Japan s Object

^^^-^ ^^^ opposite gate-post

With Ch^a ""^ *^^ "^°'''" °^ Peking,"

to place the Chinese capital

entirely at her mercy. It must be borne
in mind that this was the main purpose of

the war—to obtain that control over

China that would otherwise inevitably

have passed into Russian hands. Tho-
roughly alarmed, the Government of China
opened negotiations for peace, but the

pompous embassy that arrived in Japan,
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at Hiroshima, on January 31SI, 1895,
reinforced by the presence of an American
diplomatist, Mr. Foster, as " unofficial

adviser," was made ridiculous in the eyes

of the whole world by the refusal of the

Japanese plenipotentiaries to negotiate

with it, the credentials of the envoys
being found to be vague and insufficient

Thus did this mission fail owing to tht

attempt of its Government to practise

a childish trick. A prior, informal, peace

mission, entrusted to Mr. Detring, the

Commissioner of Imperial Chinese Mari-

time Customs at Tientsin, and the trusted

adviser of the Viceroy Li, had been politely

bowed out of Japan when he attempted
soon after the fall of Port Arthur, to open
negotiations with the Japanese Govern-
ment, who, of course, refused to have any
relations with an envo}' of such very

inadequate rank, who was not even &

Chinese.

Towards the end of January, 1895, a

fleet of fifty transports, protected by

twenty warships, landed a Japanese divi-

sion on the coast of Shan-tung. near the

town of Yung-cheng, whence it marched
. to attack Wei-hai-wei, whilst a

ovmg
separate brigade proceeded all

"g^ the way by sea. On January
26th, the Japanese troop.-

began the attack, and, after som..:

hard fighting on land and some daring

raids into the fortified harbour by tlK-

Japanese torpedo-boats, Wei-hai-wei wa-

taken on the afternoon of February 2nd.

The Chinese fleet, at anchor in the har-

bour, still had to be dealt with. By
February i6th it was in the hands of the

Japanese. Vice-Admiral Ting, one o'

the few heroic figures in the modern
history of China, after a correspondenc*

with Vice-Admiral Ito that reads like ai;

extract from Plutarch, committed suicidr;

so as to avoid the humiliation of con-

ducting the surrender of his fleet. What
followed fills a bright page in the histor\'

of the war, illustrating that fine sense ol

chivalry that still animates the warriors

of Japan. Admiral Ito returned to the

Chinese their gun-vessel Kwang-tsi, on*

of the captured fleet, with her office) s

and crew, in order that the remains ol

China's greatest sailor might be conveyed
to their last resting-place in one of his own
ships, under the Dragon Flag of the empire

he had served so faithfully. The Japanese
even allowed the Kwang-tsi to retain her

four guns, so that she might fire a salute
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when her admiral's body was brought on
board. Before she left her anchorage,

the officers of the Japanese fleet, and many
from the troops on shore, filed slowly past

the coffin, solemnly and reverently saluting

the remains of the enemy who had fought

. so stoutly against them. As

f Ch-"""'"*^
the Kwang-tsi passed between

G t*s**t
^^® ^°"^ ^^"^^ °^ ^^^ Japanese
squadron, flying at half-mast the

dead Admiral's flag, every Japanese ship

dipped her victorious ensign, minute guns
were fired, the ships' bands play^ed fvmeral

marches, and the " Admiral's salute " rang

out from Japanese bugles in honour of the

gallant enemy who would fight no more.

Such chivalry befitted the knightly

heroes of Japan, for heroes

they were, every one of

them., those sturdy little

brown men who planted the

flag of the Rising Sun on
the citadel of Port Arthur,

Asia's strongest fortress,

who marched through
Korea and through the

Liao-tung Peninsula, where-

soever they listed, crump-
ling up the armies of Chin;i

like so much paper. They
were heroes, every man,
those dauntless bluejackets

of Japan, who smashed
China's modern fleet at the

Yalu Mouth, who " picked

up the pieces " of the de-

feated squadron, months
later, at Wei-hai-wei. Their

daring raids, with their

torpedo - boats, into the

harbour of Wei-hai-wei,

under the guns of the

forts, the swift " terrors

crashing through the ice-floes in the bitter

nights—more than one gallant officer or

man was found dead, frozen stiff, at the

post of duty—would have caused Nelson's

heart to rejoice and made Cochrane's olood

tingle. And the folk at home, men and
women too, were as heroic as the warriors

at the front.

Since classic times the world had
not been treated to the spectacle of

such heroism, such patriotic devotion,

such a noble spirit animating a whole
nation. The statesmen of the Occident
rubbed their eyes at the vision, to them
a re\'elation of a new, unsuspected force

;

the naval and military experts foimd

6io

themselves, to their surprise, learning

great lessons in the art of war from those

who were but yesterday their pupil>.

They saw a great army, numbering about

eighty thousand men, conveyed acros-.

the sea and landed, with its enormou,->

supply of stores, on an enemy's coast

without a hitch in any part of the opera-

tion. They saw that army kept healthy
and strong, apparently unaffected by
its herculean struggle against a difficult,

roadless, broken country and—in the

latter part of the campaign—against y

terrible arctic winter. They knew thi"-

success was due to the best system ot

commissariat, supply and transport, evei

seen in the field, working with automatic,

mechanical regularity ; and
to an Army Medical Corp>

that was pronounced by
a high British militar\

medical authority—Surgeon-

General Taylor, R.A.M.C.--
who witnessed its work in

the war. to be " the nearest

approach to absolute per-

fection."

From the actual fighting

on land but little could be

learnt, as the medley o'

well - trained, German

-

drilled troops, armed uitli

the latest weapons, and ot

an undisciplined rabble ol

matchlock-men, bowmen
and spearmen, that con-

stituted the " armj' " oi

A few China, had so little notion

hai-wei, Admiral Ting took iiis of playmg the game thai

""^^ J'^^T
'^*^^''

K*"^?
surrender its futilc, thoUgh SOmetinicv

and the Japanese bugfles rang out
rr

a salute in honour of Japan's brave foe. gallant, eflorts WCfC lOfe-

doomed to failure. From
the naval actions, however, much nsetu!

instruction was to be derived ; they rr-

vealed the great danger arising from rht

presence of woodwork, catching fire at tht-

long flames caused by the bursting ol

shells charged with high explosives ; they

demonstrated the value of speed and oi

" handiness " in steering. Tht
whole course of the war bore

testimony to the absolute nece-^-

sity, in a campaign over-

seas, for harmonious, carefully rehearsed

co-operation of the naval and military

forces. Above all, this conflict inculcated

once more the great lesson Captain Mahan
had so clearly expounded— the supreme
importance of sea-power.

ADMIRAL TING
Chinese leadei at the Battle of Yalu,
in 1894, when the Japanese gained
control of the Eastern Seas

of the sea

Lessons

of

the War
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Europe's

Interest

in Japan

Japan's success had been followed witli

-vmpathetic attention by the chief

nations of the Occident, by the people if

not by their Governments. The Germans,
especially, watched with delight the

prowess of their apt pupils. The
British nation, insufficiently in-

formed, as it often is in ques-

tions affecting its vlial interests

abroad, had, at the outset

of the conflict, " backed the wrong horse,"

feeling convinced that its " old friend "

—

it is difficult to see where the " friend-

ship " ever manifested itself—and good
customer, China, was bound to prevail

in the end over the daring little islanders,

owmg to her huge population, her " un-

limited resources." her " tremendous
latent power." Those were catchwords
ot the day that appealed to the mind oj

the Briton, accustomed to hear them used

m connection with his own vast, looseh^-

connected, ever-unready empire, When
events proved that China's resources and
population availed her so little that she

was cowering under Japan's l^lows, thai

her " tremendous power " was so " latent
"

it could not be found when wanted, then-

was a revulsion of British public sympathy,
which was transferred, as if by magic,

to the winning side. The few who. like thc-

piesenl wTiter, had all along predicted,

as a foregone conclusion, the victory ol

Japan, were no longei looked upon as
" visionary enthusiasts," and populai

attention was riveted on Japan for a

quite considerable time, considering th(

fickleness of " public interest."

With the fall of Wei-hai-wd and the

.surrender of the remnant ol the one*

so renowned " Northern Fleet," Chma''-

rulers understood that they must sue fot

peace, without the prevarication and
delays so dear to them, if they wished to

keep the victorious Japanese forces from
marching on Peking. They rehictantiy

decided to send the Viceroy f.i Hung
Chang, their foremost statesman, to Japan.
He arrived on March igih, 1895, at

Shimonoseki, the place appointed by thr

Government of Japan, whose plenipo-

tentiaries were Count fto (now Prince)

and the late Count Mutsu. It looked as

if the victors were about to impose harsh

terms, when an incident occurred thai

greatly modified their attitude and turned

out much to China's advantage. On
March 24th, as the VMceioy Li was le-

turning, borne in his palanquia, fion) a

conference with the Japanese plenipo-

tentiaries, a half-craz5' fanatic named
Koyama fired a pistol at him, almo^i point

blank, the bullt-t enicnng tlv

left cheek ueai the noso. TheChina
Saes for

Peace
Vvound was, foiifnuuely, sligbl

and soon healed : Inil I lie fee)

ings of sympathy for the aged statesman,

who had so far overcome fns [irond nature

as to sue foi peace, il aronsed amongst
the Japanese, from the Em()eror down-
wards, and the nation's sens*? of shame
at the outrage, caused every consideration
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THE INFANCY OF THE JAPANESE ARMY:
Drawn by

FRENCH-DRILLED
a Japanese artist

TROOPS MARCHING

to be shown to the envoy, on whom kind
attentions were showered, and resulted

in the granting of an armistice and the

facihtation of the negotiations.

The treaty of peace was signed at

Shimonoseki on April T7th, 1895. By
its terms, China and Japan " recognised

the independence of Korea "—a solemn
farce chat has been repeatedly performed,
leavmg that country on each occasion

less " independent " than before. China
agreed to pay, and did pay, an indemnit}'

cf thirty millions sterling, and ceded to

Japan the rich i land of Formosa, or

lai-wan, the strategically important Pes-

cadores (or Hokoto) Group, lying between
China and Formosa, and—most important
of all—the Liao-tung Peninsula, in which
Port Arthur is situated.

This last cession caused grave mis-

givings to several Powers, more especially

to Russia, who had long ago marked
down Port Arthur to be hers at no distant

date. France naturally shared the feelings

of her " dear friend and ally "—at that

time the most touching affection . united

the French to their Russian allies and
debtors. They cherished the alliance.

and well they might ; it had cost them
/-{oo,000,000 sterling, the amount of

French capital lent to Russia, or invested
•n Russian undertakings, at the time in

„. . . question. The great Trans-
isgivings

Siberian Railway was being

^ .^„ constructed with part of that
Great Powers j ^i rf umoney, and the French were
naturally much concerned as to the fate of

Port Arthur, and of Manchuria in general.

The Powers consulted one another as to

what should be done ; Russia and France

soon decided that Japan must not be

allowed to remain in possession of Port

Arthur, nor of any territory on the main-
land. Germany, with startling sudden-

Alliance

Against the

Japanese

declined.

Japan to

ness, threw away the exceptional irx-

fluence she enjoyed in Japan, with the
commercial advantage it gave her, and
earned the undj/ing ill-will of the Japanese
people by joining Russia and France
in a sort ol unholy alliance to coerce

Japan, an alliance indirectly active

against British prestige and interests

m the Far East, as events
proved, Britain had been in-

vited to join Russia, France and
Germany in their action, but

The three Powers "advised
"

relinquish her claim to any
Chinese territory on the mainland, " in

the interests of the permanent peace ol

the Far East "
! Their rank hypocrisy

seems almost incredible when one thinks

of subsequent events—the German seizure

of Kiao-chau, the barefaced Russian
" leasing" from China of Port Arthur, the

so-called Boxer outbreak provoked by the

German "grab," the terrible war of 1904-5,

due entirely to the Russian one. Japan had
to yield. She could not think, at that time,

of facing, alone, a coalition of the three

greatest military powers of the world

—

for so they then appeared to be : Russia

was not yet found out—and no help could

be expected from Britam, to whom
Russia, even without partners, was, in

those days, a paralysing " bogey."

The cause of the German Emperoi's

unexpected action in ioining Russia and
France was, probably, fourfold. Firstly,

his anxiety to oblige his huge neighbour,

Russia ; next, his ardent desire to secure

the goodwill of France ; thirdly, the wish

to inaugurate a strong German policy in

the Far East, and lastly, perhaps prin-

cipally, his 1'i'ee fixe, "the Yellow Peril,"

then germinating in his active brain. The
origin of the germ has been attributed,

by some who claimed to be behind the
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scenes, to the audience to which the

Kaiser summoned, immediately the Japan-
ese terms of peace became known, his

Excellency Dr. Max von Brandt, for many
years Germany's diplomatic representative

at Far Eastern courts. The Japanese
courteously thanked their

German ,<
^j^^^. ^^.j^^^^ „

^^^. ^^^^^
Emperor and ., ,^,.^^ ^^^ disinterested ".

Yellow Peril , • j ^ j
advice, and—at a word

from their Emperor—accepted the situa-

tion, relinquishing their claim to the

Liaotung Peninsula and receiving, as

compensation, three millions sterling

more, added to the indemnity already

agreed upon. They bowed to the

inevitable with a deep
sigh, and then clenched

their teeth and grimly
began those silent pre-

parations that lasted

nine years and led the

Sunrise Flag once more
to the topmost fort of

Port Arthur, where it

now flies, this time
defying any coalition

to haul it down.
The two great tasks

to which Japan applied
her energies directly

after the conclusion

of the treaty of peace
with China were—apart

from the strengthening

to an enormous degree

of her Navy and her

Army—the pacification

and civilising of her

splendid, but turbu-
lent, new dependency,
the island of Formosa,
and the settlement
affairs of Korea.

In the first task she has succeeded
admirably, after some initial mistakes,
soon rectified. In 1005, the item " sub-
sidy from the Imperial Gov/ernment

"

disappeared, for the first time, from the
Estimates of the island's

financial position ; the same
cheering omission took place

in IQ06—the colony has be-

come self-supporting within ten years. In
Korea the Japanese were less successful.

The Ant i-Japanese Party in that country
had gained strength after the war and
influenced the Court and official circles,

deriving its chief support from Queen
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MEMORIAL TO THE QUEEN OF KOREA
An Imperial Summer-house erected to mark
the place where the body of the murdered
Queen was burned by the Japanese in ld95.

of the confused

Terrible

Events

at Seoul

i\lin, a woman of great determination and
cunning". A plot was formed by certain

Japanese adventurers and their Korean
accomplices to " remove " the obnoxious
Queen, who had acquired complete mastery
over the weak, vacillating King.

It has been alleged that the Japanese
Minister at Seoul instigated the conspiracy,

but an official investigation failed to dis-

cover proofs of his complicity. Whether
officially encouraged or not, the conspi-

rators, on October 8th, 1895, broke into

the royal apartments and murdered the

queen with a barbarity that is recalled by
a more recent foul tragedy at Belgrade.

The miscreants hoped that, freed from the

influence of his consort,

the King would become
more amenable to

Japanese advice. On
the contrary, fearing he
might be the next
victim, his agitated

Majesty sought sanc-

tuary at the Russian
Legation, where he
held his fugitive Court
from February, 1896,
to February, 1897.

This, naturally, gave
Russia preponderating
influence in his king-

dom, and she made full

use of her advantage, to

the detriment of Japan,
who found herself worse
off in Korea than before

the war. The strained

situation, a conflict of

intrigues between the

Russian and Japanese
Legations, could not

last, and, after much diplomatic parleying,

the two Powers entered into agreements,

in May, 1896, at Seoul, and in July of the

same year at St, Petersburg, by which thej'

^. „ , undertook to respect the
The Farce of ,. • j j >> „V t'-^^-.^independence of Korea,
orean

^-^^^ j^^^ ^^ often been the
Independence .. ^ j. . ., , , ,

.

object of similar declarations,

and fixed the number of troops each of

them might maintain in Korea, for the

protection of its subjects there, at 1,000

men. Japan must have signed this

compact with a wry face, for it still

left her with Russia for a competitor in

Korea instead of China—as before the

war—and she could hardlj' hope to

profit by the change.





GENERAL KUROKI, COMMANDER OF JAP.-. : IRST ARMY IN THE WAR WITH i^JSbi s

It was Count Kuroki's First Army which gained the first great land victory at Kiu-lien-cheng and played an
important part in the last great defeat of the Russian Army at Mukden, after a week of fighting, day and night
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THE TRIUMPH OF NEW JAPAN
HTHE year after the conclusion of peace
* with China, i8g6, is memorable for the
occurrence of a stupendous natural catas-

trophe—the tidal wave, of seismic origin,

that swept over the north-eastern coast

of the main island, with the dire result?

described on an earlier page. This awful
visitation was borne by the people with
their usual patient iortitude and helpful-

ness ; it is in straits like these that the

best qualities of the Japanese are seen.

Besides, this was a period when the
hearts of the Japanese were glad, for

the nation had gained, two years ago,

a peaceful victory, as important as any
of the triumphs of their arms aga'nst the

Chinese. In 1894, Britain had consented
to a revision of her treaty with Japan,
abrogating the obnoxious Extra-Terri-
toriality Clause ; in other words, placing

her subjects in Japan undei' Japanese
jurisdiction, being thus the first Great

^. „ Power to treat lapan on
First Power r -• r ii
^ _, , - a tootmg of equality.
to Treat Japan ^, t

°
u 1_ . Ihe Japanese have long

q«a
memories for injury, real or

imaginary ; it is to be hoped that good
deeds live as long in their minds ; if so,

they will ever remember with gratitude

Britain's action as the first great nation to

treat them a- equals. The other nations

soon followed suit, more or less willingly,

and thus was removed a constant cause

of irritation that had exasperated the

Japanese for many years. Every failure

of their diplomacy to secure the revision

of the treaties had caused an outburst of

popular indignation ; Count Okuma, now
(1907) the much respected Leader of the

Opposition in Parliament, was, in 1888,

when Minister of Foreign Affairs, danger-

ously wounded by a fanatical critic of his

policy for securing revision, who threw

a bomb at his carriage, causing such

injuries that the Count had to suffer the

amputation of a leg. The revised treaties

were not to come into operation for

some time (August, 1899, was the date

when they came into force), and it was

provided that the moment foreigner-
became subject to Japanese law and
Japanese tribunals the whole country
would be thrown open to them for travel,

residence, and trade. In 1897, another
diplomatic success became apparent, Japan
_ . having obtained from foreign
Opening °-

, ,
°.

. countries consent to a revi-

Country ^^°"' ^" ^ Sense highly favour-
able to Japan's Pro ectionist

tendencies, of the very low Customs
Tariff that had been imposed on her,

virtually at the point of the bayonet,
by the early treaties.

The same year, 1897, saw the intro-

duction of the gold standard by Count
(now Marquis) Matsukata, then Minister of

Finance. This bold innovation, introduced
with great skill, has completely fulfilled t>

chief object, by enabling Japan to borrow.
a[ reasonable rates, in London and othei

gold-using money markets. The nation-

alisation of the railways, decided on m
1906 has probably the same aim, pro-

viding the State with a very valuable

asset that can be used as security foi

loans to be contracted abroad. The
successful carrying out of such an im-

portant financial operation as the intro-

duction of the gold standard is anothei

feather in the cap of a Treasury that

succeeded in restoring the national finance.--

at a time when the paper-money was at

an alarming discount (as much as 60 per

cent, in 1881). and that instituted the

Government tobacco monopoly in spite

of the great difficulties to be overcome.
The year 1897 is »one to be remem-

bered with gratification by the Japanese
people, for it marks a notable

epoch in the gradual extension

of their liberties ; the Press

laws were amended in a liberal

sense, and the right of public meet ng

(under certain, not very drastic, restric-

tions) was by law established. In the

following year, 1898, a Revised Civil

Code was promulgated ; every revision

of the laws tended to improve the legal
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status of the Japanese woman, just as

every year brought, and sti'.l brings,

increased laciHties for her education,

from the infant school and the kinder-

garten up to the University for Women
opened in Tokio in 1901. From July to

October, 1898, the first Party Cabinet,

so far the only one to which that descrip-

tion properly applies, was in
apan s

office, under Count Okuma as
irs ar y pj-gj^jgj- g^j^^j Minister of Foreign

Cabinet . r-, ^p, , "
Affairs, ihe experiment was

not brilliantly successful, and it made
way for a Cabinet of the usual " oppor-

tunist " type more congenial to Japanese
conditions, a " Cabinet of Affairs." with
Field-Marshal Marquis (now Prince)

Yamagata at its head. In August, 1899,
the- revised treaties came smoothly
into operation and Japan was entirely

opened to all comers. The new tariff also

became operative in this year. In May,
1900, the Crown Prince married the

Princess Sada-ko (born in 1884), fourth

daughter of the late Prince Kujo. Their
happy union has been blessed with three

sons. The rights of the people were
further enlarged in the same year by an
extension of the Parliamentary Franchise,

hitherto very limited.

But the event of 1900 that j'ooms

largest in history is the fanatical out-

breajv of the so-called Boxers in Northern
China, rabid patriots, lashed into fury

by the game of " grab " that was being

carried on by European Powers at the

expense of he'p ess, decrepit China, as

she was before her av\'akening. The
salient feature of the br'ef, and not very
glorious, campaign' of the eight Powders,

who despatched troops to suppress the
rising, was the part taken in it by the

admirably-equipped Japanese force, under
Major-General Fukushima (of " Siberian

Ride " fame). The absolute efficiency of the

Japanese contingent, their gallantry in

ict on, and, above a 1, the r excellent con-

duct, .together with the ser-

vices rendered by the handful
of Japanese soldiers sailors

and civilians who, under the

ible leadership of Colonel Shiba (at present.

1907, Military Attache to the Japanese
Embassy in London) did more for the

lefence of the besieged Legations in

Pekmg than any other bod}'—these facts,

A'hen known in Europe, had a strong
•nfiuence in bringing about an event that
(is'as to astound the world And well it
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An Event

that Astounded
he World

might for there has never been a compact
that has exercised, in so short a time, such
an important influence on the course of

history as the Anglo-Japanese Agreement,
concluded in January, 1902. Its aim
was to ensure co-operation between the
two Powers in protection of their identical

interest in the preservation of peace in

the Far East, and in case of war in that

part of the world between one of them
and one other nation, to limit the con-

flict to the two combatants
This provision was, of course, directed

towards the probability of Russia being
joined by France, her ally, in the

event of hostilities in the Far East. It

simply amounted to this : Russia was
informed, by the existence of this

Agreement, that if she attacked either

Japan or Britain single-handed, she

would be met and opposed single-

handed, but the appearance of an ally by
her side would immediately, and auto-

matically, unite the forces of Britain and
Japan against her and her partner.

The Agreement also recognised the

independence of China and—once more

—

Korea. That Britain, depart-

ing from her traditional policy

of " splendid isolation,"

should enter into such an
agreement, and with an Asiatic " heathen

"

nation, is conclusive proof oi two facts

—

the emergency of the moment, and the

great change that had come over popular
feeling .in 'the British Empire towards
Japan. The emergency was indeed press-

ing ; the rapid construction of ihe great

Trans-Siberian Railway, the large fleet

Russia was keeping in the Pacific, and
constantly reinforcing, her possession of

Port Arthur (against which the half-hearted

British occupation of Wei-hai-wei, after

its evacuation by the Japanese, was but a

futile set-oft"), the Muscovite preponder-

ance in Korea, but especially Russia's

military occupation of ^lanchuria, placed

at her mercy by Li Hung Chang—all these

factors gave colour to Russia's boast that

she was now mistress of the Far East.

And the Russians in that part of the

world, from Admiral Alexeieft", the
" Viceroy of the Far East," downwards,
behaved as if it belonged to them. As to

popular feeling in Britain, the trivunph of

Japan over China had produced a dee])

impression ; besides, the public mind was
immeasurably better informed on Japanese
matter-: than eight years before, and

Europe's New
Attitude

Towards Japan
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look a warm interest in them. Numerous
books had made Japan widely known

;

ihc Jajian Society of London had un-
doubtedly done much, by its meetings
and its publications, to disseminate trust-

worthy information on all sorts of Japanese
subjects, and the present writer probably
helped towards creating a sympathetic
feeling throughout the British Isles by his

lectures, delivered before people of all

classes, during ten winters, from Chelten-
ham to Cork, from Dundee to Dover. At
any rate, ths Agreement was hailed with
r-nthusiasm in Japan, and in Britain too.

The Agreement was designed to keep
The peace in the Far East ; it had exactly
the opposite effect, and led, indirectly, to

d terrible war. This is to be attributed
solely to a miscalculation on the part of

Its framers—probably only on the British

side, the Japanese were better informed

—

ds to the effect it wouM have on Russia.
No one in Britain could believe that the
war party in Russia would be so reckless,

>)i the Tsar so weak as to let himself be
carried away by their rash boldness.

But "whom the gods would destroy, they
lirst deprive of reason." It was not other-

wise with Russia, who, throughout the
long and tedious negotiations with Japan,
in 1903, on the subject of Korea and
of Manchuria, blindly went towards her
disastrous fate by goading the Japanese
into cold, silent exasperat on by studied
indifference, contemptuous delays, and
promises made only to be broken. This
was the attitude in St. Petersburg ; in the
Far East, Russia continued to play a huge
game of bluff. At last Japan's patience

was exhausted. Knowing Russia's weak-
ness and her own strength, doubled by the

agreement with Britain, which ensured
a well-kept ring for the great fight, and
made financial support from the London
money-market more than probable, she
broke off diplomatic relations on February
6th, 1904, and, at midnight on February
8th, a division of her fleet suddenly
attacked the unsuspecting Russians at

Port Arthur, and torpedoed two battle-

ships—Retvisan and Tsarevich—and the

cruiser Pallada. The next day the Japanese
returned to the attack and damaged
another battleship (Poltava) and three

cruisers (Diana, Askold, Novik). On the

same day, another Japanese squadron.

i
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which had covered the hinding tlie day
before at Chemulpo, in Korea, of the
vanguard of the Japanese Army, sank, at

that port, the Russian cruiser Varyag and
the gunboat Koreietz. Japan lormally
declared war on February lo.

Thus began the Titanic struggle that
was to revolutionise the conditions of Asia,

to upset the balance of power in Europe,
to cause a new " setting to partners

"

amongst the nations, and, most important
of all, to give to Russian absolutism, that
survival from the Dark Ages, a blow from
which it cannot recover. The limits of this

History will not allow of a detailed descrip-

tion of this gigantic war, so full of moving
incidents, nor even of a connected narrative.

A short Diary of the War must suffice,

beginning with its declaration on February
10, down to the fall of Port Arthur.

DIARY OF THE WAR BETWEEN RUSSIA AND JAPAN
1904

I I Russian ill-liick begins. ]^line-la\ iii;;' sliip

Yenisei sunk by a mine (probably one
of her own) at Talicnwan.

Russia's great naval constructor, Admiral
Makaroff, appointed to command the fleet

at Port Arthur, superseding Admiral Stark.
General Kuropatkin, Minister of War,
appointed Commander-in-Ci'ief cf the troops
in Manchuria.

I
[

Russian cruiser Boyarin torpedoed at
Port Arthur by Japanese desti^oyers.

J I The Viceroy, Admiral Alexeieff, removes
liis headquarters from Port Arthur to Muk-
den.

J

3

First Japanese attempt to block Port
Arthur harbour. Unsuccessful.

25 Russian destroyer "V'nushitelni sunk in

P geon Bay.

March
6 Vladivostock forts bombarded by Japanese

ships. A Russian destroyer sunk by Japan-
ese torpedo-boats.

17 Russian destroyer Skori blown up by
a mine.

2j Second attempt to block Port Arthur.
Also unsuccessful, in spite of heroic bravery
of Japan's sailors.

2S Japanese defeat Cossacks at Cheng-ju.
in Korea. A small affair, but the first

tight on land. General (now Count) Kuroki
commences his advance, with the First

Army Corps of 45,000 men, on Wi-ju, at thi'

mouth of the Yalu (Korea).

.\PRIL

Russians fall back before Kuroki, who
occupies Wi-ju.

1

3

Russian battleship Petropavlovsk strikes

a Japanese mine (having been lured

on to a mine-field by Admiral Trg I's

tactics) and sinks ; Admiral Makaroff,
the battle-painter \"erestch;')gin, and all

on board drowned except eighty. The
Grand Duke Cyril amongst the survivors.

25 Russian Vladivostock squadron cruises,

sinks small Japanese merchant-steamer
and the transport Kin-shfi i\Iaru, the
latter with tro:pson board, who refuse to

surrender and continue to tire until covered
by the waves. The officers commit hara-
kiri.

1904

M.^Y

I Kuroki foveas the passage of the Yalu
River. Complete rout of the Russia is.

Japanese artillery splendidly handled. Japan-
ese infantry storm Kiu-lien-cheng. Japanese
take 29 guns, bury 1,363 Russian dead, and
take 613 prisoners. Japanese loss: 318
killed, ji'i wounded.

3 Admiral Toga seals up Port Arthur, as
far as large craft are concerned, by sinking
eight merchant steamers (purchased for the
purpose) in the narrow mouth of the
harbour.

5' Second Japanese Army Corps, under
General (now Count) Oku, lands at Yen-tao,
on east coast of Liao-tung Peninsula.
Landing covered by the fleet under Admiral
(now Count) TCg"i, whose headquarters,
carefully kept secret, are at the Hall
Islands, on the west coast of Korea.

12 Oku's troops occupy various points on
the Peninsula and cut the railway. A
Japanese torpedo-boat destroyed by Russian
mine.

15 A Japanese despatch-boat meets with the
same fate. On this unlucky day for the
Japanese Navy it lost, further, the splendid
cruiser Yoshino, with 235 officers and
crew. She was rammed by her comrade,
the cruiser Kasuga, in a dense fog off

Port Arthur. Worse still, the battleships

Hatsus^ and Yashima struck Russian
mines and sank, the former with 61 officers

and 2i7^ crew ; from the latter all hands
were saved. This happened ten miles

south-east of Port Arthur. The loss of the
Hatsuse was kept secret for some time ;

that of the Yashima until the war was
over. The Russians also lost a ship at this

time, the cruiser Bogatyr, which ran
ashore in a fog near Vladivostock, and
became a total wreck.

J

7

Oku captures Kin-chau and carries the

strong Russian position at Nan-shan at

the ninth successive assault. He takes
68 guns and 10 machine guns, losing 739
killed and 3,456 wounded.

29 Oku takes Dalny (Tai-ren), to be used
as a sea base. General Baron (now Count)
Nogi commences the investment of Port
Arthur, defended by General Stoessel.
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1904

jUNK

14 Oku having marched northward to meet
& General Stackelberg, who was endeavour-
1

5

ing to rehevc Port Arthur, defeats
him at Tclissii. Japanese bury 1,854
Russian dead, and take 16 guns and 300
prisoners. Japanese loss : 217 killed, 946
wounded.

23 Field -marshal Marquis (now Prince) Oyama
appointed Commander-in-Chief of the three

army corps (Kuroki's, Oku's, and General
Count, now Marquis, Nodzu's), which were
now in touch along a front of from 150 to

180 miles. The late Lieut-General Kodama
was appointed Chief of Oyama's Staff.

27 Kuroki captures the Ta-ling and Mo-
tien-Iing Passes.

July
4 After a few days of truce caused by the

ton'ential ra ns, the Russians attempt to

retake the Mo-tien-ling Pass and fail.

9 Nodzu has three days continuous fighting

and drives the enem}' back. He occupies
Kai-ping.

17 Lieut.-Gencral Count Keller, with two
Russian divisions, attempts-, but in vam,
to retake the Mo-tien-ling Pass.

25 Oku occupies Ta-shih-chiao, after fighting

all day and far into the night.

27 Japanese occupy Niu-chwang, and make it

an advanced base.

31 Japanese advance all along the line.

August
2'-'. Major-Genera 1 Kontkovsky defeated and

killed at An-shan-chan. Japanese take eioht

field guns after stubborn fighting. Almost
at the same^time, Kuroki is fighting hard
against Kuropatkin, who tries to overwhelm
him before the other armj' corps can come
to his assistance, but fails, and loses eight

guns at Hung-sha-ling.

August 30 to September 4
The six-days battle of Liau-yang, Kuroki,

Nodzu and Oku defeat Kuropatkin, who,
however, makes a splendid retreat, ex-
tricating his army from a very dangerous
position. Opposing forces : Russians about
180,000; Japanese about 200,000. Russian
losses about 4,000 killed and 12,000 wounded.
Japanese casualties : about 17,539.

September
Torrential rains throughout the greater

part of the month made operations im-
possible.

October
10 The five-days', battle of the Sha-ho.
to The Russians, under Kuropatkin, defeated
15 by Oyama. The Japanese bury 13,333

Russian corpses, and capture 709 prisoners
and 45 guns. The total Russian casualties
in this great fight arc estimated at about
60,000, the total Japanese casualties at
about 15,000.

The exhausted armies entrench themselves,
the River Sha-ho dividing them, and remain
watching each other for the rest of the year.
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1904

THE SIEGE OF PORT ARIHUR
July
2 Capture of the iNIiao-tsin Fort.

6 Taking of No. 16 Fort.

26 Capture of Lang-shan (' \Volf'> Hill "),

to three miles north of the harbour and com-
28 manding it. The Japanese lose over 4,000

killed and wounded in the three days'

fighting, but the Russians are driven back
from the outlying works to iho permanent
defences.

August

8 Taku-shan and Shaku-shan, on the

eastern front, taken by storm. Batteries

mounted on these important positions, in-

cluding heavy guns from the ships, with
seamen-gunners to serve them.

16 Summons to surrender sent in to General
Stoessel, and promptly and emphatically-

refused, as is also an offer of safe-conduct
for all non-combatants. A general assault

is, soon after, delivered, but fails on the
whole, although the forts east and west
cf Pan-lung-shan are captured. This terrible

assau t costs the Japanese a heavy
casualty list. It is estimated that they
lost 14,000 killed and wounded between
August 19th and 24th. Direct assault

proving impracticable, the old-fashioned
approach by saps, parallels, and mines is

decided on, and the whole besieging force

is set to dig between thirty and forty miles

of trenches and tunnels.

September

29 Several forts are captured, including
Fort Kuropatkin. The position of these.'

forts enables the Japanese to damage some
of the Russian warships in harbour by
indirect fire.

October

25 Heav}- l)Ombardment bj- the largest siege

and naval guns continues ceaselessly for four

days, doing great damage to the Russian
guns.

30 The crests and glacis of Sung-shu-shan,
Erh-lung-shan, and the northern fort of

East Ki-kwan-shan are taken, with another
fort near Ki-kwan-shan, in which thrc;e

field guns and two machine guns are taken.

November

5 Bombardment of the dock and eastern
harbour, causing a great fire and sinking
some ships.

26 General attack on the centre of the
permanent forts.

30 Capture of 203-I\r-^tre Hill, which com-
mands the harbour and dockyard. Failure
of attempt, on same day, to storm Erh hing-
shan and Sung-shu-shan forts.

December

. 2 Carnage so great that a six-hours' truce
is arranged for dealing with the dead and
wounded on both sides.
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by Jajianese torpedo-boat
boat disabled and abaii-

1 yo4

Dl'CEMBER

3 Japanese bring up lieavy ordnance to
203-Metrc Hill, and bombard the harbour
with 1 1 -inch shells, hitting most of the
warships repeatedly, putting them out ot

action and partially submerging most of
them, between this date and the 9th.

I) The Sevastopol steams out to the mouth
of the harbour and is torpedoed by Japanese
torpedo-boats.

1 2 Bold raids
to flotillas One
14 doned.

(cS Capture, at night, of the north fort of

East Ki-kwan-shan on the eastern ridge,
with a number of field, quick-firing, and
machine guns.

.J Japanese hold all the Russian advanced
positions to the west of the fortress.

J J The very strong Erh-lung-shan fort is

undermined, the tunnels having to be cul
through the solid rock. The fort is breached
by dynamite, and carried by storm, a large

number of guns, including four heav\
ones and thirty guns of 37-millimftre calibre,

are taken.

o The great Sung-shu-shan Fort captured,
together with seven guns, by similar means
to those emnloved atjainst Erh-luny-:-lian.

1905

J.VNL AR\

General Xogi receives a letter, of the
previous day's date, from General Stocssel.
acknowledging the uselessness of furthei
resistance, and proposing a parley. General
Nogi assents, and sends a staff-officer into
the fortress.

At four p.m., the terms of surrender arc
arranged. The Emperor of Japan tele-

graphs his appreciation of the gallant
defence, and desires that all the honours ol
war should be paid to General Stoessel an:l
his troops. At 9.45 p.m. the capitulation
is signed, whereby the fortress, with ail

arms, ammunition, stores, ships—in short,
all Government property—are to be handed
over to the Japanese, some of the forts

being immediaiely evacuated and transferred
as a guarantee.
The Russian officers, naval, military, and

civil, are allowed to retain their swords,
and all those giving their written parole
are permitted to return to Russia, each
officer being allowed to take one soldier

servant with him.

The evacuation of the fortress is completed
this day. The total number of prisoners

amounts to 878 officers and 23,491 men,
whereof 441 officers, and 229 orderlies-

accompanying them, give their parole. This
total of prisoners includes more than 6,300
naval officers and seamen.

THE JAPANESE ARMY IN THE MOUNTAINS: CROSSING THE YALU RIVER UNDER FIRE
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PORT ARTHUR DURING OCCUPATION tJY TKE RUSSIANS. THE OPPOSITE DRAWING SHOV/S

The Japanese behaved with the greatest

kindness and consideration to the

prisoners, both at the surrender and
afterwards at the admirably-managed
cantonments erected for them in Japan.
A special department was instituted for

the purpose of supplying their relatives

at home with news of their whereabouts
and condition, and, for the first time in

history, efforts were made to hand to the
families of the Ru.^sian dead, through the

mtcrmediary of the French Government,
such articles of private property as were
found on their bodies by the Japanese,
^vhen time would allow of a search.

General Count Nogi, the chivalrous con-

queror of Port Arthur, the fortress that

nature and military engineermg skill had
combined to make so strong that it was
generally regarded as impregnable, lost

both his sons, one at Xan-shan and the

other killed during the siege. His trusted

THE REMARKABLE SEVEN-MILE FRONT OF THE JAPANESE ARMY, AS IT APPEARED
This picture and that on the opposite page are two parts of the sams scene
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THE SCENE OF THE FIRST TORPEDO ATTACK ON PORT ARTHUR BY THE JAPANESE

old soldier-servant, his favourite horse, and
his faithful dog were also killed before Port

Arthur. General Nogi held a review of his

victorious troops at Port Arthur, and thus

ended the greatest siege of modern times,

one in which the Japanese performed
•miracles of valour and patriotic devotion.

During the siege the Russian cruiser

Novik came out, with ten destroyers,

on June 14th, 1904, and an inconclu-

sive engagement with Japanese torpedo-

craft ensued. On the 13th of the same
month the Vladivostock cruiser squadron
made a raid outside the Straits of Korea,
looted and sank two small Japanese
sailing ships, and sank the transport

Izumi Maru, after the people on board
those ships had escaped in the boats.

Shortly afterwards, the same squadron
torpedoed and sank the transports Hitachi

Maru and Sado Maru, with all on board,

as they refused to surrender.

CROSSl

I U

NG THE YALU RIVER, IN KOREA, DURING THE WAR WITH RUSSIA, ON MAY 1,

This picture and that on the opposite page are two parts of the same scene
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Battleships

from the Bottom

of the Sea

The ) apanese destroyers and torpedo-

boats were unceasingly active during the

siege of Port Arthur, harrying such of the

enemy's ships as ventured to the mouth
of the harbour or outside. They succeeded

in damaging several of them. On August
loth, 1904, the Russian squadron attempted

to escape from Port Arthur, where it was
being subjected to a plung-

ing fire from the Japanese
heavy guns on Wolf's Hill.

Admiral Vitoft was in com-
mand, and was killed in the action, lasting

from noon till night, which ensued when
Admiral Togo intercepted and dispersed

the Russians. Five battleships, one

cruiser, and three destroyers managed to

regain the harbour, only to be sunk in its

muddy waters, later on, by the Japanese
fire. They were ultimately raised, with

great skill, by the Japanese, and most of

them, under new names, now form part

of the Japanese Navy. The ships which
did not return into the harbour mostly

escaped to neutral ports, where they were

disarmed and interned until the close of

the war.

On August 14th, 1904, an attempt, by
the Vladivostock squadron, to sail south,

was frustrated by Admiral Kamimura,
who sank the celebrated Russian cruiser

Rurik, from which the Japanese rescued

600 drowning Russians, as they said, "in
return for the cruel loss of Japanese lives

when the Novik sank the transport Hitachi

Maru." Truly, a noble revenge ! On
September i8th, 1904, the Japanese
armoured gunboat Hei-yen foundered off

Pigeon Bay, through striking a mine, 300
men going down in her. The cruiser

Sai-yen also struck a mine on November
13th, and sank, with her commander and

39 men, 191 officers and men being saved
by the boats of other ships.

All the other work done by the Japanese
Navy, heroic though it was, pales beside

its greatest achievement, the Trafalgar of

modern times, the glorious
ra a gar

yj^^^^ory won by the Japanese
of Modern ^.t i

-^
a j • i /- j. t- -

-,. Nelson, Admu"al Count logo,

over the fleet of Admiral
Rozhdestvensky, which had been seven
months on its weary voyage from the Baltic

to the Straits of Tsu-shima, there to be
practically annihilated, as a fleet, on May
27th, 1905. Never was the progress of a
fleet watched with greater interest all over
the world, and, although it had become
known that such a ridiculous Armada—

a
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-medley of good ships and bad, fast ones

and slow, manned, for the most part, by
landsmen in sailors' rig—had never yet,

\)\xi to sea, the crowning victory of the

Japanese Navy came as a surprise to many.
With consummate strategy, Togo fixed

upon the exact spot where he would
like to meet the enemy in Japanese waters.

He pounced upon them, just there, like a

Japanese hawk, and the superior gunnery
and seamanship of the Japanese, the

greater speed of their ships, the homo-
geneous nature of their squadron, and the

terrible, stupefying effects of the high

explosives with which their great shells

were charged, made the Russian Admiral's

fight a hopeless one. But even without

the advantages just enumerated, the

Japanese would have gained the victory,

because they meant to, and they knew
how.

In these few words are summed up the

two greatest lessons to be derived from the

Russo-Japanese War : that victory is only

for those who are determined to sacrifice

their lives, if need be, to gain it, provided

they unite with their indomitable spirit

thorough technical knowledge

of the
*^ and the skill which comes only

°
,f _ from long and careful, intelli-

North Sea , ,

-^ t-, .

gent trammg. 1 he voyage of

the Baltic Fleet to meet its doom at Tsu-

shima was. when the difficulties arising from
its composition are taken into considera-

tion, really a wonderful feat of seaman-
ship ; what Admiral Rozhdestvensky must
have suffered from continual anxiety during
those long months may be better imagined
than described. The hyper-nervous con-

dition of his officers was well illustrated

by the tragedy of the North Sea, when,
on the night of October 21st, 1904, his

fleet fired at random on he Hull trawlers,

peacefi'Jly pursuing their avocation on
the Dogger Bank. The steam-trawler

Crane was sunk, being mistaken, so it was
alleged, for a Japanese torpedo-boat

;

other craft were damaged, two men were
killed and several seriously wounded,
including some Russians, for, in their

frenzied panic, the Russian gunners kept
up a heavy fire on their own ships, wound-
ing the chaplain of their cruiser Aurora
so severely that he died at Tangier, when
the squadron called there.

This outrageous occurrence caused burn-
ing indignation in Great Britain, and the

Government found itself compelled to ask
Russia for redress in such a severe tone
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that the Japanese feared, for a moment,
that the glory of their ultimate triumph
might be diminished by a British partici-

pation in the overthrow of Russia. Their

tears were groundless ; Britain soon mode-
rated iier tone, took part in a solemnly
farcical Commission of Inquiry held in

Paris, and accepted an indemnity. On
^, ^ , January nth and T2th, ic)05,
The Fear of -^

i at- v, v, i > /^ „ 'i_ . . . General Mishchenko s Cossack

,
" '*

,. and other cavalry raided down
Intervention

, ^i i x-- ^ ^ ^
to Old Am-chvvang, destroy-

ing a quantity of Japanese stores, but
this effort, about the only instance of

dash on the part of the Russian horse-

men— the Cossacks entirely lost their

ancient reputation in this campaign

—

had no effect whatever on the course

of the war, and was far surpassed in

boldness by the raid of a small body of

Japanese cavalry, who penetrated a long

way behind the Russian lines.

From January 25th to 29th a battle

raged at Hei-kau-tai, where the Russian^;,

under Gripenberg, attacked the left wing
of the Japanese operating in Mancharia,
but were repulsed. On February 23rd
hostilities v,^ere resumed at the other end
of the line, where the Japanese right was
beginning its movement against Mukden,
which led to the occupation of that cit}/

by the Japanese, after a battle that ranks
as probably the greatest in history,

lasting a week of fighting by day and
night, culminating in the entry, of the
Japanese into the capital of Manchuria on
January loth. In the battle of Mukden
750,000 men were engaged (about 350,000
Russians and about 400,000 Japanese). The
Russians lost about 28,500 killed, between
00,000 and 100,000 wounded, and 66 out of

Kuropatkin's 1,500 guns. The Japanese
took about 45,000 prisoners in this stupen-
dous fight, their victory costing them a loss

of nearly 50,000 dead and wounded. These
figures must be pondered over before their

full significance can be thoroughly grasped.

•/•sn AAA \M The further operations in
/50,000 Men nr i • r •

;„ u.«fi» Manchuria were of mmor nn-m Battle
1 T • • , 1

at Mukden portance. General Linevitch.
who replaced, on March 17th,

Kuropatkin as Commander-in-Chief, had
no opportunity of retrieving his country's
lost fortunes in the Far Fast, for
Togo's victory had set the seal on
Japan's triumph. Russia understood it.

Weary and bleeding from many wounds,
robbed, right and left, by those whose
honesty should have been unimpeachable,
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and with revolution simmering" at home,
she was willing to listen to President
Roosevelt's invitation to negotiate, ex-

tended to her and to Japan.
On August 9th, 1905. nine days after

the surrender of the Russian forces in

the Island of Saghalin, the Peace Con-
ference opened at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, U.S.A. From that day till

August 26th the plenipotentiaries of the

two empires discussed, without any
apparent chance of agreement, and it

seemed as if the war would have to re-

commence when, on August 26th, Mr.
(now Coimt) de Witte finally declared that

Russia refused to pay any war indemnity
whatsoever. To the world's amazement,
on August 29th complete agreement
between the late belligerents was rendered
]:)ossible by the announcement, by Baron
(now Count) Komura, that Japan waived
her demand for an indemnity, and accepted
the southern half of Saghalin. up to the

fiftieth degree of north latitude, in lieu

of the whole island she had at first claimed.

The conditions of the peace were set

forth in a long agreement, of which, in

view of its historic interest, we give the
chief provisions

:

There shall henceforth be peace and amity
between their ^lajesties the Emperor of Japan
and the Emperor of All the Russias and between
their respective States and subjects.

The Imperial Russian Government, acknow-
ledging that Japan possesses in Korea paramount
political, military, and economical interests,

engages neither to obstruct nor interfere with the
measures of guidance, protection, and control
which the Imperial Government of Japan may
hnd it necessary to take in Korea. It is under-
stood that Russian subjects in Korea shall be
treated exactly in the same manner as the
subjects or citizens of other foreign Powers—
that is to say, on the footing of the most favoured
nation. The two High Contracting Parties will
abstain on the Russo-Korean frontier from
taking any military measures which may
menace the security of Russian or Korean
territory.

Japan and Russia mutually engage to evac-
uate simultaneously Manchuria, except the
territory affected by the lease of the Liau-tung
Peninsula ; and to restore to the exclusive
administration of China all portions of Man-
churia now under the control of the Japanese or
Russian troops with the exception of the territory
above mentioned. Russia declares she has not
in Manchuria an}^ territorial advantages or pre-
ferential or exclusive concessions in impairment
of Chinese sovereignty or inconsistent with the
principle of equal opportunitv.

Japan and Russia reciprocally engage not to
obstruct any general measures comnron to all

countries which China may take for the develop-
ment of the commerce and industrj- of ]\Iaii-

churia.
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Russia transfers and assigns to Japan, with

the consent of CHiiia, the lease of Port Arthur,

'ia-hen, and adjacent territory and territorial

waters and all rights, pri\-ileges, and concessions

connected with or forming part of such lease,

and she also transfers and assigns to Japan all

public works and properties in the territory

affected by the above-mentioned lease. Japan
undertakes that the proprietary rights of Russian

subjects in the territory above referred to shall

be perfectly respected.

Russia engages to transfer and assign to

Japan, without compensation and with the

consent of the Chinese Government, the railway

between Chang-chun (Kwang-cheng-tsze) and
Port Arthur and all its branches, together with

all rights, privileges, and properties appertaining

thereto in that region, as well as all coal-mines in

the said region belonging to or worked for the

benefit of the railway. The two High Contract-

ing Parties mutually engage to obtain the

consent of China mentioned in the foregoing

stipulation.

Japan and Russia engage to exploit their

respective railways in ^Manchuria exclusively for

commercial and industrial purposes, and in

nowise for strategic purposes. It is understood
that this restriction does not apply to the

railway in the territory affected by the lease of

the Liau-tung Peninsula.

Japan and Russia, with a view to promote and
facilitate intercourse and traffic, will, as soon as

possible, conclude a separate convention for the

regulation of their connecting railway services in

Manchuria.
Russia cedes to Japan in perpetuity and full

sovereignty the southern portion of the Island

of Saghalin and all islands adjacent thereto

and public works and properties thereon. The
50th degree of north latitude is adopted as

the northern boundary of the ceded territory.

Japan and Russia mutually agree not to con-

struct in their respective possessions on the

Island of Saghalin or the adjacent islands any
fortifications or other similar military works.

They also respectively engage not to take any
military measures which may impede the free

navigation of the Straits of La Perouse and
Tartary.

It is reserved to the Russian subjects, inhabi-

tants of the territory ceded to Japan, to sell

their real property and I'etire to their country ;

but if they prefer to remain in the ceded territory

they will be maintained and protected in the
full exercise of their industries and rights of

property on condition of submitting to Japanese
laws and jurisdiction. Japan shall have full

liberty to withdraw the right of residence or to

deport from such territory any inhabitants who
labour under political or administrative dis-

ability. She engages, however, that the pro-
prietary rights of such inhabitants shall be fully

respected.
Russia engages to arrange with Japan for

granting to Japanese subjects rights of fishery

along the coasts of the Russian possessions in

the Japan, Okhotsk, and Bering Seas. It is

agreed that the foregoing engagement shall not
affect rights already belonging to Russian or
foreign subjects in those regions.

The treaty of commerce and navigation
between Japan an<.l Russia having been annuUeil
by the war, the Imperial Governments of Japan
and Russia engage to adopt as the basis of their
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commercial relations, penduig the conclusion

of a new treaty of commerce and navigation" on
the basis of the treaty which was in force before

the present war, the system of reciprocal treat-

ment on the footing of the most favoured nation.

The Governments of Japan and Russia shall

present to each other a statement of the direct

expenditures respectively incurred by them for

the care and maintenance of prisoners from the

date of capture or surrender up to the time of

death or ilelivery. Russia engages to repay

Japan the difference between the actual amount
so expended by Japan and the actual amount
similarly disbursed by Russia.

By an additional Article both Powers are

allowed to station troops in Manchuria to guard
their Railways, their number not to exceed

15 men for each kilometre of track.

In presence of the leniency of the

victors, displayed in this treaty, the

world was at a loss to understand Japan's

sudden moderation. It was generally

ascribed, in English-speaking countries,

to an almost superhuman magnanimity;
and there was, indeed, something of

this noble spirit in the decision taken,

at the eleventh hour, by the Emperor's
advisers ; but the chief reason that

induced them was, without doubt, the

financial exhaustion of Japan at the time.

The financiers of E'jrope and
Financiers

the Real

Peacemakers

America were the real peace-

makers, who refused to let

either Japan or Russia have
money to continue the war, except on
exorbitant terms. And money is still

the crucial question in connection with the

future development of that wonderland,

Japan.
Resplendent in her new glory, that

shines, indeed, " beyond the seas," she is,

whilst wisely increasing her armed strength,

settling down to a commercial and indus-

trial campaign in which she hopes to win
victories as brilliant as were her triumphs
in the late war. Recognising that com-
merce is, after all, a kind of warfare, in

which success depends on qualities and
methods analogous to those that brought
her victory, she is preparing for the

commercial conquest of the Far East.

The one thing she requires for that pur-

pose is increased capital. The necessity

of obtaining" it from abroad is a strong

guarantee of her peaceful demeanour.
She knows full well that exce.ss of pugna-
city on her part would forfeit the confi-

dence of foreign capitalists and damage
her credit. And now a new and opulent
money-market is open to her in Paris,

chiefly as a result of the Franco-Japanese
Agreement, guaranteeing the stains

quo of the possessions of both in the
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Far East, signed in 1907. Whether it

come from the inexhaustible stocking

of the frugal French worker or from
elsewhere, the question of foreign capital,

its easy introduction, and profitable

employment, reniains the one on which
the whole future development of Jaj^an
hinges. Will the Occident find the capital

wherewith to finance the strenuous com-
petition of Japan in industries, trade, and
navigation ? In other words, will it " cut

a stick for its own back " ? The answer
must be, undoubtedly, affirmative, pro-

vided the security be satisfactory and the

profit alluring. Abstract considerations

as to probable consequences to future

generations trouble the money-merchants
but httle.

Japan's rulers have, indeed, ^ difficult

task before them. Whilst safeguarding her

interests, they have to keep within due
bounds the natural pride, not to say
arrogance, that shines from the eyes of

every Japanese since the victory over

Russia. Every man in the nation holds

his head higher since that triumph placed

Japan amongst the Great Powers, her

Legations in the principal capitals being
raised to Embassies. It is the duty of

Japan's rulers to curb the burning
indignation caused by what the nation

considers a slight to its honour—the

refusal, on the part of Californians, British

Columbians, and Australians to treat

Japanese on a footing of perfect equality.

The matter is one of grave importance,
complicated, in the case of the British

dependencies, by the fact of Japan and
Britain being no longer merely partners

in an Agreement, but allies, duly wedded
by the Treaty of Defensive and Offen-

sive Alliance signed in London on August
12th, 1905, and made public, officially, on
September 27th of the same year. The
following is the text of this compact

:

The Governments of Great Britain and japan,
being desirous of replacing the Agreement of

1902, have agreed upon the following Articles,

which have for their object

:

The congolidation and maintenance of the
general peace in the regions of Eastern Asia
and of India ; the preservation of the common
interest of all Powers in China by insuring the
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independence and integrity of the Chinese
Empire and the principle of equal opportunities
for the commerce and industry of all nations
in China ; and the maintenance of the territorial

rights of the High Contracting Parties in the
regions of Eastern Asia and of India, and the
defence of their special interests in the said

regions. The articles follow :

It is agreed that whenever, in the opinion of

either Great Britain or Japan, any of the rights

and inteiests referred to in the preamble of this

Agreement are in jeopardy, the two Governments
will communicate with one another fully and
frankly, and will consider in common the
measures which should be taken to safeguard
tliose menaced rights or interests.

If by reason of unprovoked attack or aggres-
sive action, wherever arising, on the part of any
other Power or Powers either Contracting Party
should be involved in war in defence of its

territorial rights or special interests mcnticjned
in the preamble of this Agreement, the other
Contracting Party will at once come to the
assistance of its ally, and will conduct the
war in common, and make peace in mutual
agreement with it.

Japan possessing paramoinit political, Jiiili-

tary, and economic interest in Korea, Great
Britain recognises the right of Japan to take
such measures of guidance, control, anil protec-
tion in Korea as she may deem proper and
necessary to safeguard and advance those
interests, pro\-id('(l alwavs that such measures

PRINCE OYAMA Isoystcmc \ >c

Chief of the Japanese Armies in the war with Russia.

are not contrary to the principle of equal oppor-
tunities for the commerce and industry of all

nations.
Great Britain having a special inten^st in all

that concerns the security of the Indian frontier,

Japan recognises her right to take such measures
in the proximity of that frontier as she may
find necessary for safeguarding her Indian
possessions.

The High Contracting Parties agree that
neither of them will, without consulting the
other, enter into separate arrangements with
another Power to the prejudice of the objects
described in the preamble of this Agreement.
The conditions under which assistance shall

be afforded by either Power to the other in the
circumstances mentioned in the present Agree-
ment, and the means by which such assistance
is to be made available, will l:)e arranged by the
Naval and Military authorities of the Contract-
ing Parties, who will from time to time consult
one another fully and freely upon all questions
of mutual interest.

The chief objection to Japanese immi-
grants alleged by their bitter opponents
is that they belong to a race which will

not—nay, cannot—assimilate with the
white population. That is a hard saying,

and requires careful investigation. Has
any attempt at assimilation ever been
made in the countries in question, and
how has it fared ? Until more light is

thrown upon this point, there will always
be, in the minds of the vmprejudiced, a

shrewd suspicion that it is the excellence

of the Japanese immigrant's work—not, as

often thought, its cheapness, for he soon
" assimilates " his demands to the current

rate of wages—and his fiugality, his

docility, that make him unpopular with
that particular class of so-called " worker.'^"

whose aim in life appears to be to work
as httle as possible and obtain high pay
in return for very little exertion. To any-
one who knows the people of Japan well,

it must appear clearly evident that

frequent and intimate contact between
them and the white race can tend only
to the ultimate good of both. It is likely

that association with white people would
tend, in time, to modify, perhaps to

remove, the evil characteristics that mar
the Japanese nature. On the other hand,
there is no doubt that the white race have
much to learn from a nation that is, on
the whole, composed of good men and
women—a nation gifted with grand
\irtues far outweighing those faults that

are apt to grate unpleasantly on Occi-

dental nerves. In one word, a nation that

has succeeded in producing that marvel
of history—New Japan.

Arthur Diosy
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SIBERIA
THE LAND AND ITS PEOPLES

LIFE NEAR THE NORTH POLE

THE NOnAD NATIONS OF EAST AND WEST
THE DWELLERS BY THE SEA

The Natural

Conditions

of Siberia

CIBERIA lies, like the body of some
*^ giant half numbed with frost, between
the Mongol steppes and the icy waters of

the Arctic Ocean.
This enormous territory, with its

magnificent rivers, would offer a bound-
less store of wealth to the inhabitants

were it not that a terrible

climate blocks the mouths of

the rivers with ice, changes
the soil of the vast plains

into swamps and barren tundras, and
even in summer keeps the ground frozen

hard beneath its surface. It is true

that the country which we call Siberia

falls into various divisions according

to the climate. The northern tracts,

which can hardly support a thin and widely

scattered population, abut further to the

south on a region of forests, which are

especially dense in the mountainous east,

while in the level west begins the steppe,

which stretches without a break to Turke-
stan and Eastern Europe. Various eco-

nomic zones are thus produced : a North
Siberian, which embraces the tundras,

and is broader in the west than in the east,

a West Siberian prairie zone, and an East
Siberian forest zone. Besides these the

east coast must be reckoned a separate

economic region, while the northern sea

is of little value to the inhabitants of the

tundras ; the east coast, with the lower
Amur river and Kamchatka, may be

called a strip, and there fishing is the

staple means of existence.

The various forms of social economy
which exist in Siberia are not, of course,

restricted to this region. The climatic

zones, taken as a whole, encircle the earth

in belts, however much the differences of

height in the countries and the influences

of the temperatures of the sea complicate

the simple conditions. Inside these belts

we find everywhere peoples who are

subject to almost the same natural

conditions, and ha\-e adapted themselves in

their way of life to these circumstances.

Thus tribes which are of completely

different origin show in this way an

affinity of habits and customs which is often

closer and more marked than that of blood

;

for example, the Arab nomad of the

steppe resembles the Mongols,
Economic

^^^ ^j^^ ^.^^^^^^ Bushmen of

.
°

1 South Africa have more re-
the Peoples

gg^^bj^^j.^g ^o the Australian

blacks than to the Nigritian agricul-

turists. It is not, however, the climatic

conditions only which affect the economic

life of a people ; the ]5ossibilities of inter-

course form an additional factor. If, for

instance, the nomadic methods of life,

for which large portions of their country
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are adapted, had been known lo the

isolated Australians, the Europeans on
their landing would have found a quite
different people, capable, ]M-obablv, of

offering a stronger resistance.

On the other hand, good exam}')le may be
despised ; the Bushman has learnt nothing
from his cattle-breeding neighbours. Pecu-
liarities of character which have been
acquired by a long process of heredity
and natural selection, but are difficult

to express and define accurately, play an
important part in this. In spite of these

limitations, the climatic-economic zones
gain importance in proportion as the other
sources of historical knowledge grow
scanty. From this aspect we cannot treat

.

the Northern Siberians merely as a distinct

group of the human race, but must investi-

gate the economic zone to which they, in

common with American and European
stocks belong—that is to say, the Northern
Polar zone, whose inhabitants have been
called by the collective name of Hyper-
boreans. The main features of this uni-

versal Hyperborean, or extreme northern,
civilisation are determined by the direct

_ and indirect influences of the

VT
^

^f?t^ climate ; on the other hand.
Nearest the ,, - i i • .

N th P I

separate branches mto
which it is divided ai-e differ-

entiated by the specific character of each
several region, by its position as regards
the rest of the world, and by the type of

its inhabitants. The direct influence of

climate appears very distinctly in modes
of dress and domestic architecture, since

among the Hyperboreans some special

protection for the body is absolutely

necessarj^ owing to the inclemency of the

weather. The indirect influences of

climate show themselves in the fact that

in the north the number of edible plants

is very small. For food and for the

paraphernalia of civilised exi'^tence the

])eoples of the north rely chiefly on the
abundant fauna of those regions. The
extensive and almost exclusive employ-
ment of animal and mineral in the place of

vegetable products is the most striking

characteristic of the northern culture.

This culture appears in its purest form
among the Esquimaux of America, since

hardly any southern influence is percep-

tible among them. Utensils and weapons
of bone, horn, and stone, fur clothing,

houses and tents constructed from stone,

blocks of snow, or skins, are the character-

istic features ; to these we may add, as

])ecuharities equally ])roduccd by. the
climate, snow-shoes, snow spectacles, and
sledges drawn by dogs. The Esquimaux
show at the same time that the Arctic
tribes, like all other primitive races of the
globe, at first jiractised a purely acquisi-
tive economy. They obtained the greater
part of their subsistence by hunting or

Life a d
fowling, or, to a less extent,

Culturl near ^^y ,^S^^^"§-
,
^ild plants, in

the Pole
"''°

" ^^ ^'^^y ^^'^^^ suitable
lor food, were by no means

des))ised. Indeed, among the southern
Ostiaks, roots and bulbs constituted a
considerable part of their diet, but there
is nowhere any idea of agriculture. Still

less was there any notion of breeding
domestic animals, with the solitary exce])-

tion of the dog, which almost everywhere
on the earth is the companion of man,
even among the roving nations, and has
acquired a peculiar importance among
the Hyperboreans. In these regions the
dog, as a carrying and drawing animal,
improves the mobility of the inhabitants,
and thus widens the area from which they
satisfy their needs. In Mdnter also, when
provisions are scarce, he serves his master
as food ; usually only a few dogs are left

alive in order to keep up the breed.

Like these tribes, the European inhabi-

tants of the southern ice-belt lived, during
the Diluvial Period, in the most simple
Hyperborean fashion, as we learn from
prehistoric finds. Like the Esquimaux,
they delighted in a rude form of art,

which aimed at a realistic representation

of animal and human forms, and may
in essentials correspond directly to the

character and inclinations of these purely

hunter peoples. In order to explain

this affinity, it is not necessary to dwell

upon the former junction of Greenland
with Western Europe, though this may
have facilitated migrations among the

Arctic nations. But, strangel\- enough,

the Asiatic and the modern European
Hyperboreans do not possess

Primitive
^^^^ fondness for naturalistic

h %°-h ^^^' ^"^ prefer a conventional
^ " ^^ ornamentation. This small

trait illustrates the great difference which

has grown up between the American and
Asiatic polar nations. The former have

remained hunters and gatherers of plants
;

the latter have mostly changed into Arctic

nomads, and thus revolutionised their

economic principles, their interests, and

their inclinations. This is the result of a
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A CHARACTERISTIC SCENE IN THE SETTLED COUNTRY OF WESTERN SIBERIA

THE URAL MOUNTAINS, SHOWING A VILLAGE OF LOG HOUSES IN THE VALLEY

CONTRASTS OF SIBERIA'S NATURAL CONDITIONS
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ON SIBERIA'S GREAThsi \\ \ i l ^'A\\ SCENES 0\' THE AMUR RIVER
Tlip Anrji, one of the most importan' i..'. u- A- i IIc.as thioiigh Silviia lor i^.Ti.n mile-. Formed by. the

union of the Shilka and the Argun at the Manchuriaa boundary, the Amur breaks through the Khmgan
Mountains, which stretch across Manchuria and the Amur Province, and is forced northwards by the Sikhota-ahn

Mountains in the southern Coast Province, entering the sea near the north end of Saghalin Island. The waters of

the Amur and its great tributaries are navigable for 8,400 miles. Steamers ply regularly during the season of

navigati/ju. from May to October, The upper pictures on this page show traffic on a raft and emigrants on a barge.
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development within historic times, the

course of which can to ' some extent be
still followed.

After the Glacial Period, the North of

Asia and Europe was inhabited by a

race which was adapted to a somewhat
inclement climate, and was therefore

able to colonise the regions now accessible

^. T, m.T .c owinsf to the shrinkage of
The Far North . i ° , , r • t^i

the great crust of ice. Thus
%t^'- .^n -J long-headed Arctic hunter
Glacial Period .v r i -i v

nations were found through-

out the entire breadth of Siberia, who
by their northern culture were little by
little sharpl}' differentiated from their

kinsmen living more to the south. While
the people of the south were influenced

by the higher development of agriculture

and metal - working among the short-

headed peoples of Western and Eastern
Asia, and while a northern offset of the

copper and bronze culture, whose repre-

sentatives were mainly dolichocephalic, or

long-skulled, was traceable on the Altai,

the northern Siberians remained almost
untouched by these agencies. Tillage was
for them a physical impossibility, and the

smelting of ore implies an immense supply
of suitable fuel, which is almost entirely

wanting in the tundras. Some new arts

and contrivances may have found their

way to the north. Potters and smiths
had practised their crafts at an early

period in the territory of the Ostiaks
;

but on the whole the Asiatic Hyperboreans
remained a small and poverty-stricken
nation of hunters, with whom neither

friends nor foes had intercourse. The
chase, an occasional fishing expedition,

and the berries and cedar-nuts which
they gathered, furnished the bulk of

their food.

The rise of nomadic pastoral nations,

first of Aryan and then of Mongol stock,

could not alter these conditions much at

first. The breeding of cattle, horses.

or sheep could not be directly intro-

_. -, ,, duced into the Arctic regions.
The Nomad s ,, , ,i -.r^-,

J,
. . even though the lakutsnow c ge

showed later that cattle-
of Animals , ..

i ^ i

breeding could be success-

fully attempted in quite northern latitudes.

The example, therefore, which was afforded
by the nomad tribes of Central Asia
could produce only an indirect effect.

It is indisputable that cattle-breeding
tribes had been driven to the northern
tundras, where their cattle could no
longer thrive, so that they were forced
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to look for some substitute. A long time
seems to have passed before the discovery
was made that the reindeer could be
domesticated like cattle, and could supply
milk, draw burdens, or be slaughtered
for food. Many tribes have adopted this

new method of economy only in modern
times—for example, the Oroks of Saghalin.

The Esquimaux, although there was alwaj^s

a certain traffic across the Bering Straits,

have not yet acquired a knowledge of

reindeer-breeding. Even the Kamcha-
dales at the time of their discovery bred
only dogs.

The reindeer has in many w^ays taken
the place of the dog, and, by adding to

the mobility of man even more than
the latter, it has enlarged the possibilities

of existence. It can be used not merely
.to draw the sledge, but for riding or as a
beast of burden, and it finds its own food.

It certainly yields far less milk than
the cow ; but it produces milk on a diet

of moss and bents. Thanks to the reindeer,

man extracts a living from the vegeta-

tion of the tundras. The extent to

which the existence of most Asiatic Hyper-
_^ ^ boreans depends upon the
The Great • j • i u ^i,

. reindeer is shown by the re-

_ . . marks of Otto Finsch on the
Reindeer , r .-^

dangers of pestilence among
the reindeer in Western Siberia. " If the

supply of reindeer fail, the indigenous
population must sink deeper and deeper
into poverty, and be reduced to the status

of fishermen living from hand to mouth.
Without reindeer, the tundra, and the

skins, etc., which it supplies, will be
lacking ; without reindeer the natives

lose their greatest resource for barter,

food, clothing, and shelter."

The welfare of the people is not, how-
ever, everywhere so closely bound up
with the possession of reindeer, since

hunting—or, after the disappearance of

the beasts of the chase, fishing—must
supply the majority with food. In many
places, also, the use of reindeer milk is not
yet known or has only recently been
learnt. These observations indicate that

the breeding of reindeer, to which the

Greeks and Romans make no allusion, is

not yet of any antiquity. The small
number of varieties among the reindeer,

and their general uniformity of colour, are

facts which support the same conclusion.

^^'hen, finally, observation shows that

among the most westerly Hyperboreans
of the Old World—that .is to say, the
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Lapps—the greatest use is made of the
reindeer, while the most easterlj^ tribes

on the Bering Strait, for example, are
not yet acquainted with it, we have some
intimation of the source from which the
practice of reindeer-breeding has been

A N f-
borrowed, and of the direc-

of R ind
^^°" ^" which it has spread.

„ . Reindeer-breeding, after all,

belongs exclusively to the
Hyperboreans. No other nation seems to
have served them directly as a model, and
none of the civilised nations which have
penetrated into the northern regions have
imitated them to any appreciable extent.
The inquiry into the characteristics of the

Hyperborean peoples assumes a different

language has not undergone any change is

that of the Yenissei-Ostiaks, who have
been erroneously confounded with the
Finno-Ugrian race of Western or Obi-
Ostiaks.

It is likely that some stray tribes of
fair-complexioned, long-headed Aryans
mixed with the Hyperboreans, as the
prevalence of a blond complexion among
the Ostiaks seems to prove ; it is, how-
ever, also possible that among the Hyper-
boreans themselves a fair-complexioned
variety may have been locally developed.
In any case these blonds increase the
racial confusion which reigns there. But,
on the whole, it can be said that the Finno-
Ugrian group, to which most of the peoples

-,^»8I•WA'^'?^^^ % jj^ "X-

"*«!»Sf

THE REINDEER, THE MOST USEFUL ANIMAL OF SIBERIA
The reindeer has, in the Far North regions, taken the place of the dog and largrely expanded the possibilities of life.

Thanks to this animal, man has contrived to live in parts of Siberia which would otherwise have been uninhabitable.

aspect when we examine the racial

affinity of the different tribes. It then
appears that not even the Asiatic Hyper-
boreans are genuine descendants of that

long-headed primitive population which
tilled Northern Asia and Northern Europe
at the close of the Diluvial Epoch, but
that a strong contingent of short-headed
peoples was mixed with most of them.
This fact is established by an investiga-

tion of their languages. The " Yenis-

seian " languages, which originally were
spoken by the long-headed (dolichocephalic)

northern peoples, were for the most part

supplanted by Mongolian or Finno-Ugrian
languages belonging certainly to short-

headed peoples. A nation that even in its

IX *7 G

of the extreme north are usually now
assigned, is the product of a mixture of

long-skulled Hyperboreans on the one
side, with short-skulled Mongols, speaking
one of the languages derived from the

same stem as the Mongolian, on the other,

but that the extent of the mixture may
vary greatly in each separate

Mystery of

the Northern

Peoples

tribe. Community of culture

has naturally tended to ob-

literate the differences which
were due to race. But this culture deserves

a more minute investigation, since, not-

withstanding its genuinely Hyperborean
character, it has been compounded of two
elements, one of which was peculiar to the

old Yenisseians, while the other may be
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SAMOYEDE MAN SAMOYEDE WOMAN AND CHILD

-^Ip

/^

^f

•^m

KAMCHADALE MAN KAMCHADALH WOMAN AND CHILD

REPRESENTATIVE TYPES OF THE ANCIENT INHABITANTS OF SIBERIA
lliese types, ;ib represented by e^irly tr.ivellers, 3.'f reproduced from one ul the e.iriy ellinologic.il descriptions of tlie country.
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YAKUT HUNTER KORIAK YAKUT WOMAN~

A CHUKCHI IN ARMOUR, WITH HIS FAMILY
j

REPRESENTATIVE TYPES OF THE ANCIENT INHABITANTS OF SIBERIA
Tliese ivpes. as represented by earlv travellers, are reproduced from one of the early ctlinolo^cal descriptions of the country.
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ascribed to the Mongol immigrants. The
remnants of the former, which suggest to

us the most ancient ways of life and
thought in the North, must be followed

with especial attention.

One of the most obvious survivals is

the Bear-worship, which was originall}'

connected with the idea that the spirits

_ . of the deceased were incarnated

f* a'^*
in bears. As a further develop-

„ "^ ' "^ ment, therefore, the bear ap-

pears as a sort of divinity, the

lord of the forests, whom men must treat

with the most marked consideration, even
when they fight or slay him. This cult,

still vigorous in the east among the

Ainos and the Giliaks, lost hold on the

west, though it did not entirely disappear.

In Finnish tradition the ancient signifi-

cance of the bear is still most prominent.

The Ostiaks and Vogules celebrate the

slaughter of a bear with feasting, and
.swear by the paws and the skin of the

beast. The Yenissei-Ostiaks in particular,

the pui'est remnant of the old population,

observe these customs.
A second peculiarity of the ancient

Hyperboreans is the great importance
which they attach to mystic implements,

the original meaning of which is hard to

determine. We may especially notice

sticks hung with rags or similar things.

Georg Wilhelm Steller (i 709-1746) re-

lates of the Kamchadales that they wor-

ship "fly-whisks"—that is, sticks hung
with grasses, as gods, under the name
of Inoul, the grasses being intended to

represent the cvirling hair of the deity.

The Ainos make similar sacred emblems
for themselves ; they leave half-cut

shavings fluttering at the end of a stick,

so that a sort of whisk is produced.

Similar things can be traced to Southern

Japan ; even the ancient Shinto religion

includes among its sacred implements
sticks wrapped with strips of paper
(Gohei). As usually happens, the traces

of this primitive implement of
ys ery

niagic grow less frequent as
of Ancient o <d

j i ,

„. . one goes westward, but an
attentive search will show a fair

number of instances. Among the Tartars
of Minusinsk, who certainly possess a

strong element of Hyperborean blood,

staves hung with rags are much used in

the Shamanist ritual ; and the Tartars

of the Buriat Mountains worship festoons

of leathern strips and scraps of cloth as

divine objects. Among the ^Magyars, the
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custom of constructing " rag-trees " can
be shown to have existed even in modern
times.

Genuinely Hyperborean is also the belief

in a subterranean world precisely similar

to the upper world ; the severity of the

climate does not encourage the thought
that the future world lies in the cold clouds,

but it guides men's looks to the warm
and sheltering earth. This trail is harder
to follow, since the belief in subterranean
realms can be found elsewhere ; only
among the more southern nations do we
find that the lower world assumes a
gloomy character and is contrasted with
the bright celestial abodes. Finally, the

art of ornamentation shows a surprising

affinity throughout the whole of Northern
Siberia. Once more the most recognisable

remains of this old art are to be found in

the east, although the patterns iised in

ornament can be traced far in the west
among Samoyedes and Ostiaks.

In all these matters a long period of

development is implied, which is pro-

duced less from great wanderings and
shiftings than from slow transpositions

which can be followed only in

r?^ r^ t
their results. Aggressive wars

of (he Early
,

,
*^'^

, ,
•

p . on a large scale, resultmg m
ethnological displacements of a

sudden and important nature, can hardly
have occurred in the extreme northern
region in antiquity. The warlike nomads of

the south, to whom the rich civilised coun-
tries lay open, ventured occasionally on
marauding expeditions into the " land of

darkness "
; but the nature of the country

prohibited wide conquests, for it could not
feed large armies, and was accessible

only to the native who had sledges, rein-

deer, and dogs at his disposal.

If, nevertheless, Mongol elements have
gradually mixed with the Hyperboreans,
it is a question only of detached fragments
which have been forced into the inhospit-

able northern realms. " A comparatively
recent example of this is shown by the

Yakuts, who are at present settled in the

district of the Lena, as far as the Arctic

Sea. The Yakuts are genuine Turks,
who still cherish the memory of their

southern origin. It is conjectured that

the Buriats, who, at the time of the first

^Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century,

pushed on from the Amur into the region

round Lake Baikal, drove them to retreat

to the north, when they thrust themselves
between the Tungusian tribes. Tliev



A SURVIVAL OF ANCIENT TIMES IN SIBERIA : THE FEAST OF THE BEAR AMONG THE OSTIAKS
One of the survivals of ancient religions among the Siberian peoples is bear-worship, which was originally connected
with the idea that the spirits of the deceased were incarnated in bears. The bear is regarded as lord of the forest,
whom men must treat with marked consideration, and the Ostiaks and Vogules celebrate its slaughter with feasting.

adapted themselves admirably to their new
country, without, however, abandoning
their original industry of cattle-breeding.

The kine of the tribe acclimatised them-
selves to their new home, and gave the

energetic Yakuts a better means of sub-

sistence than the Tungusians
and Ostiaks possessed in the

The Nomad
Peoples

of the West
reindeer. The Yakuts, who
retain a trace of nomad love

of enterprise, are certainly superior to

their neighbours in industry and vigour.

The nomadic West Siberians, on the one
hand, and the East Siberian hunter peoples,

on the other, are groups distinct from
the genuine Hyperboreans in their modes
of life, although both are ethnologically

more or less akin to the old long-skulled

races of the Aixtic regions.

While the Hyperborean tribes as a whole
lived undisturbed in their inhospitable

regions, and for their own part can hardly

have felt any inclination to seek new
homes in more southern lands, the inhabi-

tants of the West Siberian steppes had
been drawn into many of the great move-
ments of the nations of Central Asia, and
their territory had often formed a part

of nomadic world empires. The West
Siberians, in the more restricted sense,

from whom the northern Arctic peoples

are to be distinguished, inhabit a steppe

country which is turned to the best

advantage by such a combination of cattle-

breeding and hunting as forms the staple

means of subsistence among the Huns and
Mongols. It naturally follows that rest-

lessness is innate in the West Siberians.

In fact, the era of the Huns roused up a

people there which exercised a lasting

influence on the development of European
civilisation—namely, the Magyars.
The Magyars, differing from the Otto-

mans or Osmans, whose zone of expansion
touched their own in their power of adapta-

tion to European ways and thought,

attached themselves more and more firmly

to their new home, while the Turk
was slowly driven back from the soil of

Europe. That they succeeded in thus

adapting themselves is partly the result

of their ethnological aflinities.

At the dawn of history v,'e find South-

western Siberia filled with Scythian peoples

who were mainly of Iranian stock and
therefore belonged to the fair-

complexioned and long-skulled

group of European nations.

It was probably through these

Scythians that the hunter nations living

farther to the north, who were akin to

the long-skulled Hyperboreans, became
acquainted with nomadic ways of fife

;

and this result was hardly effected
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These pictures represent the Barathiaiis of Irkutsk, the upper picture showing the Barathians huntinp- reiiyeer.
These people were thus described by a traveller in 1695 : "The man's beard is plucked out above, and left under the
chin. Their caps are fox-skins; coats are blew calico, pleated in the middle, edged with furres ; their boots skins,
with the rough side outward. The woman's locks are adorned with corals, rings, and money. The girl's hair is clotted.

"

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE ANCIENT PEOPLES OF SIBERIA
646



Some of the customs of the Tungwsians are shown in these two pictures, reproduced from prints of the 17th
century. In the upper picture is seen an idol kept within a tent, a dead body left on a plank to decay, and dogs
and cats being prepared for food. The lower picture shows a female devotee and a priest of Irkutsk in 1695.

HABITS OF LIFE AMONG THE ANCIENT PEOPLES OF SIBERIA
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without a mixture of races. At a later

time the Mongol nomads drove out or

absorbed the Scythians, and, by inter-

mingling h"eely with the West Siberians,

imparted to the latter a ]\Iongol language
and physique, though without destroying

the central nucleus of this people. In this

way is explained the surprising pheno-
m.enon that the modern

Mixture ^r j^-u
.^. ^ .Magyars m then appear-

wifh European °"i ^I_,^ i t

p ance bear little resemblance
^

to the inhabitants of the

steppes of Central Asia. Later mixtures

with European peoples have naturally

tended to produce the same result. The
Urals formed no impenetrable barrier for

the Finno-Ugrian peoples. To speak more
correctly, the mixture of races, from which
they sprung, took place in the steppes

of Eastern Europe ; the Ural-Altai stock

spread as far as the Volga in the south
and Finland and Norway in the north.

The similarly compounded nation of the

Alani, in which Iranian and ^Mongol

elements were more strongly represented

than the Hyperborean, kept the Finnish

tribes in Western Siberia and Eastern
Europe for a long time aloof from contact

with the world of civilisation. It was only

when swept forward by the great Hun
onrush that it left an open road for the

Siberian nomads, dwelling further to the

north.

History tells us little about the earlier

condition of the Finno-Ugrian nomads,
who then for the first time attracted the

attention of the civilised world. It seems
that a line passing through Tobolsk,
Tomsk, and Krasnoiarskoi represents the

northern frontier of the true nomad peoples

and the Hyperborean hunting-tribes, for

the stupendous sepulchral mounds, so

characteristic of West Siberia, are found
only to the south of this line. The con-

tents of these tombs make it at once clear

that the culture of the nomads was closely

connected with that of the Altaian region,

_ . . . which, from its use of bronze
Original j i

u r.t and copper, may be re-
Homes of the J J At J. r
-, garded as an ortshoot of
agyars

^^^^ ancient civilisation of

the south. The frontier towards the

Hyperboreans may gradually have been
shifted further northward. The introduc-

tion of reindeer-breeding possibly modified
the differences between the nomads and
the northern hunters.

No accurate information is forthcoming
as to the original homes of the Magyars

;
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Ixii the great number of Turkish words
m their vocabulary shows that they lived

comparatively far to the south of West
Siberia and found opportunities of mixing
there with Turkish tribes. They were
there drawn into the great westward
movement of Central Asiatic peoples,

which lasted for centuries after the descent

of the Huns upon Europe. They were
preceded by a people with whom they had
much in common—the Avars, a branch of

the Yen Yen, who, after the destruction of

their Central Asiatic em'pire, pushed
toward the west, and in this movement
carried Uigurian tribes with them. They
invaded the modern Hungary about 565
and held their position there until their

overthrow by Pepin, son of Charles the

Great, in 796.
Meanwhile, the Magyars,who had reached

the Volga in 550, had followed on their

tracks until they appeared in the year 886
on the Danube and founded a new and
more lasting empire in the former territory

of the Avars. In contrast to their distant

kinsmen, the Bulgarians, south of the

Danube, who exchanged their language

for a Slavonic dialect, they
Nomad j j^i • i-

-, ,. ,^. preserved their own peculiar
Nation of the f j j •

^ . tongue, and m doing so

insured the permanence of

their nationality. After the disappearance
of the Huns and Alani, and after the with-

drawal of the Magyars, the nomad nation
of the Kirghiz, or Cossacks, came more
prominently into notice in South-west
Siberia. The tribes of the north-west,

on the other hand, are included under
the generic name of Ugrians, and their

country is called Ugria. This, notwith-

standing its remoteness, attracted some
notice from an early time, since it became
an important district for the fur trade,

and also communicated with Europe
through the passes of the Ural range. Ugria
shared, on the whole, the political destinies

of the districts lying immediately to the

south ; both the one and the other were
usually attached to the great nomad
empires of Central Asia, first to that of the

Turks, then to that of the Uigurians.

The Kirghiz themselves, the chief nation

in South-west Siberia, formed at a later

time a powerful empire of their own.
The new wave of conquest, which surged

outwards from Central Asia in the

Mongol era, naturally poured over Western
Siberia. On the dissolution of the mighty
Mongol Empire the country formed
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part of Kipchak, which, in addition,

inckided the steppes as far as the Sea of

Aral and the Caspian and the lowlands of

Eastern Europe. An attempt of the

Mongol general, Nogai, the grandson of

Teval, to found in the north an indepen-

dent state finally failed (1291) ; but his

followers, who from their leader's name
are known as the Nogais, held their own
in West Siberia and South Russia.

After that, we hear little of Ugria as a

part of the Mongol Empire, even at the

time of Timur. who temporarily annexed
Kipchak to his ephemeral world empire.

Timur on one occasion only (1391)
penetrated by a la*borious march through
the steppes of South-west Siberia as far

as the Irtish and Tobol, but he then turned
westward to the lower Volga.

A Great
g^^^ although Ugria had politi-

^* ^ °
cally little importance, steps

Commerce -^
. 1

,'
1 ,•

were taken at an early time

to develop its industries. As early as

the eleventh century merchants from
Novgorod reached the country and
opened up a trade in furs. These com-
mercial relations became more frequent

as time went on : Novgorod established

fortified factories, and finally the natives

were regarded as subjects of the powerful
commercial city, and were required to

pay a fixed tribute in skins. At that

period the countrj' appears to have also

supplied valuable metals. In the year

1 187 the tribes of Ugria, who were governed
by different princes, revolted. In 1193
an expedition from Novgorod against

North-west Siberia proved disastrous, and
before fresh operations- could be under-

taken the period of the Mongol conquests

dawned. Novgorod, however, contrived

to come to terms with the new rulers and
to resume her trading expeditions, so

that even then the connection of West
Russia with Ugria was not entirely in-

terrupted.

Upon the fall of the Empire of Kipchak
the leaders of Nogaian hordes began to

found small principalities in Ugria. When
Timur died. On was the most powerful of

these princes of Siberia, as the country was
now called for the first time ; but, besides

his Tartar rivals, he had to reckon with
the men of Novgorod, who had once more
acquired a footing in Ugria. Prince On,
having been dragged into the succession

AN OSTIAK, IN WINTER DRESS, OUTSIDE HIS HUT IN WESTERN SIBERIA
Ths Ostiaks are an important tribe in Western Siberia. In the sixteenth century they formed numerous petty
kingdoms, where the chief, established in a fortified town, developed power on the model of the Tartar princes.
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A DANCE IN THE OSTIAK TRIBE

wars of Kipchak, was defeated and slain,

whereupon his son Taibuga turned his

attention toward the lower Tobol, drove
the Novgorodians thence, and founded a
small kingdom, the capital of which corre-

sponded roughly to the modern Tiumen.
There were incessant struggles with the

Ostiaks and Vogules, with the Kirghiz,

and with the Mongol rulers of Kasan.
It was in connection with these events

that Ugria in 1465 became tributary to

the Russians, who now appeared on the

scene as a new great Power. The destruc-

tion of Novgorod by Ivan the Terrible

transferred to Russia all claims of that

ancient commercial city to the supremacy.
In the year 1499 the districts on the lower
Obi were incorporated in Ivan's dominions.
The Tartar prince of Tiumen removed
his royal residence to the country of the

modern Tobolsk, where he built the forti-

fied town of Isker or Sibir. The Siberian

princes, who in 1557 wisely agreed upon
an annual tribute to Russia, remained there

undisturbed for some considerable time.

Besides the " Siberian " Empire other

Tartar principalities must have existed

in Western Siberia. These examples of

organised constitutions were not left un-

noticed by the Ostiaks, the most southerly

of the northern nations; probably attacks

of the Tartars forced them into closer

combination. Every small Osfiak horde

Remains
of Ostiak

Fortresses

of them
of copper

was soon in possession of a '^osli, or

little town, where the chief developed his

power on the model of the Tartar princes.

Every fortified spot thus became the
centre of a petty principality ; several of

these small states were, later, occasionally

united into one large state. The strong

holds lay on heights above the rivers and
were fortified, on the Tartar
model, with ramparts, ditches,

and palisades. According to

legend, some of the smallest

were armoured with plates

Numerous remains of these

are to be found even to-day in Western
Siberia ; the southern fortresses, built

by Tartars, are much superior to the

northern, which are to be ascribed to the

Ostiaks. The Ostiak principalities had
only a very thin population ; the largest

of them, Tiaparvosh, in the modern
province of Tobolsk, hardly put three

hundred armed men ' into the field,

which implies twelve hundred inhabitants

at most, while the smaller could reckon

only some hundred souls or less. In face

of this political disunion the merchants
of Novgorod might well have ruled as

kings for a while. The princiimlitics of

the Tartars were somewhat more im-

portant ; Siberia, the rriost powerful of

them, might have boasted a population

of thirty thousand or so.
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III this Empire of Siberia a revolution

was consummated in the second half of

the sixteenth century. The reigning prince,

Yedigar (or Yadgar), was overthrown, and
Siberia was conquered in 1563 by the

Uzbeg chief Kozuni (or Kuchum). who
adopted an aggressive poHcy
toward his neighbours andEmpire

of
C-, • assumed the proud title of

Emperor of Siberia. But at

the same time, with crafty calculation, he
began to enforce the creed of Islam among
his mostly heathen subjects, towards which
end he applied to the prince Abd-Allah at

Bokhara for the necessary missionaries.

If this measure had not been adopted
too precipitately, and the encroachment

YAKUT MERCHANTS

of a new Power had not materially altered

the state of affairs, the prestige of the

Siberian Empire would have been ex-

traordinarily enhanced. In a country so

vast and so sparsely populated, a closer

union could not be looked for unless some
spiritual bond, such as Islam offered,

brought the separate national groups
nearer together. At the same time Mo-
hammedan fanaticism was a splendid

weapon with which to fight against Christ-

ian Russia.

Since, however, the ^Mohammedan pro-

paganda met at first with vigorous

opposition, especially among the Ostiaks,

it conduced rather to the weakness of

the empire, precisely at the moment when
the great merchants of Eastern Russia,

who liad suffered heavily by the attacks
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of the Siberians, sent the Cossack chief

Yermak to Ugria. The accounts of this

expedition show that a number of petty

Tartar principalities existed in Ugria,

more or less dependent, according to

circumstances, on the Siberian Empire.
The national strength, as well as the

majority of the inhabitants, lay along the

rivers and streams ; and along the rivers

also the Russians pressed fonvard, as they
took possession of the limitless plains

of Siberia. The south-western steppe, the

home of the Nogai and Kirghiz nomads,
preserved its independence far longer than
the Ugrian north.

The east of Siberia is principally

mountainous, and the tundras here he
farther to the north than is the

case in the west. The industries

which this hill country may profit-

ably support are very various. In

parts it is so rich in forests and
game that the chase, and also as a

consequence the fur trade, could in

themselves support a really con-

siderable population, while on the

numerous rivers another branch of

merely acquisitive industiy, fishing,

may be profitably pursued. In

the more southern parts there are

numerous hills and plains, suitable

for agriculture, as well as stretches

of pasture land well adapted for

cattle-breeding.

The increase of the population

is not, therefore, restricted by any
hard and fast limitations. On the

other hand, the mountainous char-

acter of the country checks those

\'ast migrations of peoples which

are so conspicuous in Central Asia.

Only the southern border of East Siberia

was involved in them, or, to speak more
correctly, it was a nursery for those

nations which inundated Central Asia or

China from that quarter. The country

round Lake Baikal was the cradle of the

^Mongolian and Turkish tribes ; but m^any

nations of conquerors, though in their

influence less important, poured
Advance

^orth out of Manchuria. From
°

. this southern border migrations
Tungusians

^^.^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

also, which gradually changed the ethno-

logical character of the regions adjoining

the North Pole : but it was naturally a long

series of slow mo^•eraents which brought

about this result. It is more than prob-

able that in earlv tim.es there was in East



YAKUTS OF EASTERN SIBERIA: A LABORIOUS RACE OF FARMERS AND CATTLE-BREEDERS

The Yakuts inhabit the province of Yakutsk in Eastern Siberia. Laborious and enterprising, they show more

aptitude for civilisation than the Buriats or Tungusians. The Yakuts, soon after the Tungusians had advanced north-

wards made a broad way for themselves through the Tungusian territory, takmg the country after desperate battles,

and establishing themselves in the vaUey of the Lena. They introduced cattle-breeding mto the Arctic regions.



A YAKUT WINTER HOUSE, WITH SLOPING TIMBER WALLS AND ROOF OF CLAY AND PEAT

Siberia no break in the chain of northern, or

Hyperborean tribes, which stretched from
Northern Europe along the shore of the

Arctic Ocean to America and Greenland ;

this view is supported by the connection

between the ancient civilisations of the

Western Hyperboreans and the small

nations on the shores of the Bering Sea.

This chain was, however, snapped by the

northern migration of the Tungusian
nation, which had been formed in the

south-east highlands of East Siberia, mainly
of Mongoloids, but with a strong infusion

of Hyperborean blood ; we must regard

the Xuchi and the Manchus as the people

most nearly akin to it.

The Tungusians are remarkable as an
instance of a primitive people whose lan-

guage and national customs are not closely

connected with their manner of life. The
explanation is found in the natural con-

figuration of the country, which offers

several possible means of livehhood, and
in its position, lying as it does close to the

nomad territories of Central Asia, the agri-

cultural districts of China, and the Arctic

hunting-grounds. It follows that no nation

perhaps has so easily changed its method

-P^'^'^^^*^^—

—

A VILLAGE OF THE OSTIAK PEOPLE, ON THE BORDERS OF THE OBI RIVER
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A BURIAT ENCAMPMENT OF STONE HUTS, IN THE REGION OF THE BURIAT MOUNTAINS

of living and adapted itself to different

conditions of existence as the Tungusian.
When at first there was only a suj^erficial

knowledge of the Tungnsians, a distinction

was made between the different groups
according to their way of life ; there were
thus Tungusians of the steppe, or of the

forest, and Tungusians employing the

reindeer, the horse, or the dog. In this

sense one could also speak of agricultural

Tungusians in the south. There are ac-

cordingly genuine hunters, nomads of the

steppe, Polar nomads, and settled agricul-

turists, among this many-sided nation,

the individual tribes of which have even in

modern times, at great crises, placed their

mode of life on a new economic basis.

Tungusians, for example, who have lost

their herds of reindeer from pestilence have
taken up dog-breeding, and agriculturists

who had pushed on to more northern
regions have learnt to become once more
simply hunters and fishermen. In earlier

times, as to some extent even now, the

chase was the most important industry of

the Tungusians, whose life clearly shows
the traits of a nation of mountaineers and
hunters. Observers have unanimously

A TEMPLE OF THE BURIAT TRIBE
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Qualities

of the

Tungusians

described the true Tungusians ds brave and
vet good-natured, trustworthy, honour-

able, industrious, and intelhgent. It is

owing to these quaUties, coupled with

their great capacity for adapting them-

selves to all economic conditions, that the

Tungusians were able to expand
farther to the north and prac-

tically drive out the Hyper-
boreans. We still find, as relics

of the old Arctic nations, Samoyedes on the

Taimir peninsula, Yukahires on the coast

of the Arctic Ocean, and Chukchis on the

north-eastern peninsula.

The Tungusians did not remain undis-

turbed in their new possessions. Just as

Manchuria, that cradle of nations, had sent

them northward, so in the Mongol period

the Yakuts came to the Arctic regions

from that other cradle on Lake Baikal, and
made a broad road for themselves through
the Tungusian territory down to the mouth
of the Lena. The Hyperboreans seem, so

we may conclude from the traditions of the

Samoyedes, to have given way at an earlier

time before the Tungusians with more or

less of a good grace. The warlike Tun-
gusians, on the other hand, allowed their

country to be taken from them only after

desperate battles, the most fierce of which
is said to have been fought not far from the

confluence of the Patoma and the Lena.

The victorious Yakuts introduced cattle-

breeding into the Arctic regions. In the

north-east, also, the Tungusians were again

driven back, this time by the Chukchis,

whose strength and mobility may have been
gi-eatly increased by reindeer-breeding.

Although their northern migration spread

the Tungusians over enormous tracts, yet,

since the Polar regions can support onl}^ a

small population, this was, on the whole,

the least important of the ramifications of

Tungusian. tribes, which spread from Man-
churia in every direction, with the excep-

tion perhaps of the purely western one.

Far more important was the

advance of the Tungusians to

Korea and Japan, which, like

the later wanderings toward
the south, seems to have been effected

under the indirect, but early felt, influence

of Chinese civilisation. The Tungusian
tribe of the Suchin, settled in Manchuria,
paid a tribute of stone arrow-heads to

China as early as iioo B.C. The Chinese

Tungusians

Enter Korea
and Japan

;//iiii,«»"a^

MAP SHOWING THE MOVEMENT OF THE PEOPLES OF SIBERIA
The Hyperboreans, or Far Northerns, and the Sea Dwellers, were primeval races ; the Manchurian Tunguses
entered Siberia from the south-east, the Turkish Yakuts penetrated to the Far North from the south-west. Their

kinsmen overran Europe ; the Ugri.in tribes are probably their kin also. These form the nomad and hunter groups.
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KIRGHIZ PEOPLE, OR COSSACKS, SHOWING TWO BRIDES IN WEDDING COSTUME

Civilisation

of the

Tungusians

political system, on the one side, and the

nomad empire of the Hiung-nu, on the
other, soon served as models to the Tun-
{^usian peoples, only that the latter, in

accordance with their national character,

showed a tendency to republican, or

at any rate federal, forms
of government. The first

instance of this kind was
apparently the tribal league of

the \\' u-hwan in Western ^lanchuria, which
flourished shortly before 200 B.C., but
then succumbed to the superior power
of the Huns, and preserved a remnant of

independence only by placing itself under
the protection of China. In the east of

Manchuria, on the other hand, the Sien-pe

(Hsien-pi) organised themselves ; some
of them advanced to Korea, and thence to

Japan, where they exercised great in-

fluence on the ethnological characteristics

of the population. This " advance " was
more probablj^ a retreat before the Huns,
who in 209 B.C. had broken up the Western
Tungusians and were now pressing hard on

tlie eastern section. It is open to question

whether the migration was really led by
Chinese, as the historians of the Middle

Kingdom tell us ; but there is no doubt
that the Tungusians brought with them
to Korea and Japan a civilisation which

was deeply tinged with that of China—

^

1 \

the germs of the J apanese state point to a

Chinese model.
The main body of the Sien-pe remained

behind in Manchuria, where it gradually

acquired strength, while the Wu-hwan
in the year 77 B.C. were again defeated

by the Huns and then completely humil-

iated by the Chinese. When the northern

empire of the Huns broke up in 84 A.D..

the Sien-pe seized the' greater part ol

Mongolia and, varied though their fortunes

were, long remained the first power in

Eastern Central Asia. Their empire

attained its greatest size about the middk>

of the second century, when Tunshih-huai

extended its frontiers beyond the Tianshan

and the Altai. According to Hun fashi6n,

it was divided into a central province with

an eastern and a western wing. The wide

diffusion of the Sien-pe over the steppe

country of Central Asia proves that they

were predominantly nomadic in their way
of life. The uncultui^ed Tun-

,.""% . i^usian inhabitants of the
of the Second

'^^^^^^ ^^ ^^_^ p^^-^^ ^^^^
cntury

tribes of fishermen, took no
part in jiolitical organisation, while the

southern and settled Tungusians in Liao-

tung, which had even then a strong mixture

of Chinese blood, had founded a state 011

the Chinese model, which was now required

to recognise the suzerainty of the Sien-p''.
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The empire of the Sien-pe lost ground
at times after the death of Tunshih-huai.

But the nation still held the inheritance

of the Hun power for centuries, monopo-
lised the Western trade, and attempted
to gain influence over China. There soon

arose in the Middle Kingdom, which was
torn by civil wars, states with Tungusian

d\Tiasties, whose founders had
lOtced their way into China as

States with

Influence

Over China
chiefs of separate tribes of the

Sien-pe, or as leaders of mer-

cenaries. In Liaot^ung, in the year 317
A.D., the Yumen tribe founded an empire,

which embraced later a large part of

North China and Korea. Other powerful

tribes were the Twan, the Mu-sung, and
especially the To-ba. The greater part of

China stood for centuries under the

sceptre of Tungusian princes. These,

however, quickly became Chinese in

sympathies, and were absolutely no sup-

port to the empire of the Sien-pe

;

indeed, they knew how to protect their

new homes against the attacks of their

kinsmen better than the Chinese them-
selves.

Notwithstanding a temporary rally in

the fourth century, the power of the Sien-

pe sank ; their western possessions fell

to the Yen Yen, and later to the Uigurians

and the Turks, so that nothing was left

them but Manchuria and the eastern

border of the Central Asiatic steppe. They
then constituted only a loosely compacted
body of separate tribes, which was some-
times welded more firmly together by an
energetic leader. Isolated groups had
pushed southward as far as Kuku Nor,

where a not unimportant state of the

Sien-pe arose in the fourth century. When
great Powers, such as the Empire of the

Turks, were formed in Central As a the

various Tungusian tribes fell under their

sway. If China gained in strength, she

extended her influence over them. The
tribe of the Sien-pe gradually disap-

peared entirely, ,
and others

assumed the headship. In

the seventh century the

Empire of Pu-hai (Bo-khai)

was formed in Manchuria, and soon

attained a great prosperity. The Tun-
gusian peoples of Manchuria became once

more important for the outside world at

the beginning of the tenth centur5^ when
the tribe of the Khitan extended its power.

The Khitan were a people deeply tinged

with Chinese culture, and also mixed with

6=i8

Fall of

Tungusian
Tribes

Chinese blood, such as might be ex-

pected to arise on the borders of

Liaotung. In their national character

the rude vigour of the savage was harmo-
niously blended with the u-ages of ? mgher
stage of civilisation. Tjnder the leader-

ship of Yelu Apaochi, who deliberately

encouraged this mixture of races by
transporting Chinese prisoners to Man-
churia, they hurled themselves in 907
against Ta-tung-fu in Shansi, where the

overthrow of the Tang dynasty had
lately led to civil war. In the year 947
the power of the Khitaji, whose leader

(d. 926) declared himself Emperor (Tai

Tsu) in 916, and who, in 924, had subju-

gated the Empire of Puhai, and later also

a great part of MongoHa, reached its

zenith, only to sink rapidly.

Nevertheless, their empire held its own
until 1125, when another Tungusian race,

the Kin or Nuchi, won the supremacy in

North China. These in turn succumbed
before the Mongols in the year 1234, and
even Manchuria became tributary to the

new rulin.;;; people. When the Mongol
dynasty was forced to retire from China

(1368), the southern cul-
A Spark

tivated districts remained

!-f' ^Ii.i more or less dependent on
China Ablaze

^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ northern

tribes, so far as they were not harassed by
the advance of the Yakuts, were of Httle

imoortance in their disunited condition.

The Chinese long succeeded in hindering

the reconstruction of a Tungusian state

—

which, as experience taught them, would

soon have encroached on the south—by
carefully fomenting all petty jealousies,

ilanchuria was then divided into four

territories, which were almost incessantly

at war one with the other. It was not

until the beginning of the seventeenth

century that the combined strength of

the country found a vent for itself in one

irresistible outbreak. In the year 1608 an

insurrection, produced by the extortions

of the excise, ought to have warned the

Chinese to act carefully ; but, before that,

a small spark had caused a fire, which,

neglected for a time, continued to smoulder

until it finally overwhelmed the whole of

China.

A petty prince of the Manchu race

had been defeated and killed by his oppo-

nents with the help of the Chinese. An
avenger of his death arose in his son

Nurchazi, who took the field in the year

1583 with thirteen mail-clad hovrcmen,
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and, after many years of fighting, united the

Manchus under his rule (1616). The Chi-

nese then for the first time began to notice

the danger, but could not decide upon any
ihorough-going measures. Threats from
\he Chinese gave Nurchazi the welcome
pretext for invading, in 1623, the Chinese

irontier province of Liaotung, and thus

initiating a series of battles which sapped

the sti'ength of China and shattered the

[lower of the Ming dynasty. In the year

1625 the Manchu sovereign removed his

court from Hsing-ching to Mukden. Nur-

chazi's successor, Tai Tsung Wen Hang Ti

to spread further in the north, and the

Chinese Government was now forced to

reckon with this factor. The destinies of

the north-eastern Siberians were soon to

be decided by the influence of the

Russians.

The Hyperboreans, who, with their scat-

tered and poverty-stricken settlements

fringe the northern limit of the inhabited

earth, are a true border nation, in com-
munication with the rest of mankind on
one side only. The races on the north-east

boundary of Asia deserve this title less,

because there a sea, studded with islands

and accessible to naviga-

tion, washes the coasts,

and the mainland of

America approaches
closely to the East Cape.

Like all border districts,

this part of Asia shelters

fragments of nations,

scattered or repulsed

remnants of earher and
lower civilisations, whose
representatives have
taken refuge from the

great floods of the con-

tinental peoples in the

peninsulas and islands, or

have offered a last and
successful resistance on
the narrow strips of coast.

Two circumstances fa-

voured this resistance.

Anyone who studies the

map will notice on the

north-east the Stanovoi

chain, which borders the

greatest part of the coast

and cuts it off from the

A GROUP OF GiLiAK PEOPLE IN THE AMUR VALLEY^' hinterland; the uarTOW

The Giliaks were closely akin in their civilisation to the Ainos before the arrival SpaCC
^

oetWCCn tneSC
of the Russians in Siberia. A race with a strong TungTisian mixture, they were pro- jxiountains and the SCa
bably driven to the Amur valley from Sag-halin by frequent warfare with the Ainos.

n .i •^ J' s J- M
offered the conquenng

(1627 i()43), assumed the imperial title in

1636 ; yet, properly speaking, it was not

by the Manchus that the Ming dynasty
was overthrown, but by Chinese bands
against whom the help of the Manchus
was invoked as the last desperate resource.

When once the Manchus had seized Peking
in 1644, they never left the country again

;

they ix-rame masters of South China also

after forty years of fighting.

The new dynasty of the Manchus, with
Peking for their capital, kept possession of

their old home up to the Amur. In the

meantime, the Russian power had begun

nations no room for expansion. Regions

such as the peninsula of Kamchatka,
which is connected with the mainland

only by a narrow pass far to the north,

or the islands of Saghalin and Yezo,

were naturally still more secure from

their attack." But if the nomads of

Central Asia, or even the hunter nations of

Manchuria, had attempted to hold the

coast, they would have been forced to

betake themselves to an unaccustomed

industry, that of fishing. Some few Tun-

gusian tribes, that reached the coast at

an earlv date, have indeed conformed to
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YERMAK, THE GREAT COSSACK CHIEF
Reproduced from the famous statue by Antokolski,
now in the Alexander III, Museum at St. Petersburg.

the customs of the eailier inhabitants and
liave become typical fishermen with a sur-

prisingly low civilisation. Such a transition

was hardly possible for the pastoral nations
of the steppe, who, on the rare occasions

when they entered the coast country, did
so as conquerors, not as fugitives.

Defective culture and complete political

disintegration characterise the nations of

the North Asiatic coast and the adjacent
islands. It will probably never be possible

to write a connected history of these I'aces
;

some general features may be noticed,

but for the rest, we can do no more
than attempt to adduce some historical

facts as to the various countries and races.

The chief countries to be distinguished
are the Chukchi peninsula in the north,
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Kamchatka, the islands of Saghalin and
Yezo, the coasts of the Sea of Okhotsk,
and, lastly, the valley of the lower Amur,
the only part where the coast seems more
closely connected with the hinterland and
where it is possible for a nation of fisher-

men to live farther in the interior.

The peoples of North Asia here came
most frequently into contact with more
advanced civilisations. The broad outlines

of the history of the North-east Asiatic

races are somewhat as follow. In the
period immediately succeeding the Ice

Age a population of Arctic hunters and
fishermen spread over a part of the north-
eastern mainland and had already crossed
the Bering Straits, as certain resemblances
to the civilisations of Arctic and North-
West America seem to show. The advance
of nations like the ^Mongols toward the
north forced a number of the inhabitants

to retreat to the peninsulas and islands,

where they long remained unmolested.
Tungusian tribes, by their northern
migrations, caused new displacements,

and partially broke through the chain

of coast nations, while other Tungusians,
by crossing over to Japan, helped to

drive back the old North Asiatics even
on the islands. The Chinese for their

part several times extended their rule as

far as the Amur, and influenced the

tribes whom they found there by inter-

marriage and the introduction of their

own civilisation.

The Chukchis are the most north-

easterly branch of the Palaeo-Asiatic

nations, as the whole group is called. Not
so very many years have elapsed since a
part of the nation passed from the primi-

tive condition of mere hunters to reindeer-

breeding ; the use of reindeer milk was
not yet known about the middle of the

eighteenth century. Similarly the Koriaks,

who lived farther to the south, were
divided into settled fishermen and nomad
reindeer owners. The nomads despised

the fishermen, and, as a matter of fact,

gained in strength and warlike spirit b}-

the change in their mode of life. In recent

times the Tungusians have been actually

driven back again by the Chukchis. The
knowledge of reindeer-breeding did not
cross the Bering Straits to America. But
the presence of true Esquimaux, the

Namollo, or Yu-ite, on the Asiatic side

of the Bering Sea, shows that, nevertheless,

international relations were established

there.



•MODERN TUNGUSIANS, WHO PROBABLY REPRESENTTHE PRIMITIVE STOCK OF THE MANCHUS

PEOPLE OF THE GOLDE TRIBE IN THE AMUR VALLEY
Tlie (joldes are a small tribe of mixed people inhabiting Siberia, but the Tungusian element is predominant among them
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A FINE GROUP OF TUNGUSIANS, WHOSE QUALITIES HAVE DOMINATED MANY RACES

The inhabitants of Kamchatka, the

Kamchadales, or Itelemes, are physically,

il not linguistically, akin to the Chukchis.
'Ihe multiplicity of languages among the

coast peoples, and the physical differences

between them—for example, between
tae Chukchis and the Ainos—show that

this group of nations, formerly scattered

over a wide region, is extremely hetero-

geneous.

The Kamchadales considered themselves
the original inhabitants ; they certainly

must have reached their peninsula as

fugitives at a comparatively early date.

That their immigration dates back to a

remote period is proved by the extraor-

dinary way in which the nation has
adapted itself to the nature of its new home.
The Kamchadales were politically dis-

united ; but, at the time when more accu-

rate knowledge of them was forthcoming,

the lesson of tribal consolidation had been
learnt to some extent. The need of it was
impressed on them not only by domestic
wars, but also by attacks from abroad.

The Koriaks, probably the more mobile
reindeer nomads, invaded Kamchatka from
the north, and the seafaring inhabitants

ONE OF THE GIGANTIC MOUNDS CHARACTERISTIC OF WESTERN SIBERIA
From excavations in these mounds the habits of the ancient peoples are revealed. The mounds were used ar.

tombs, and their contents show that the culture of the nomads had its origin in the ancient civilisation of the south.
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CHUKCHIS /T HOME IN THE KAMCHATKA PfeNIJMSULA, SHOWING THEIR HABITATIONS

AINOS AT HOME IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE IbLANU Vt i^AUHALi?^

The Ainos and Chukchis are two of the most enduring: races of the North Asiatic coast and the adjacent islands, but

are now decadent. A branch of the Chukchis is now known as the Koriaks. The Ainos hold a peculiar position

among the Siberian peoples in physique, language and culture. A type of the old northern race has been developed

in them, which recalls the Northern Europeans, while other characteristics resemble those of the Mongolian race.

TYPES OF THE PEOPLES OF SIBERIA; DWELLERS BY THE EASTERN SEA
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KAMCHADALES, THE NATIVE INHABITANTS OF THE PENINSULA OF KAMCHATKA

Federation

on the

Peninsula

ol the Kiirilcs plundered the southern
districts and carried away numerous Kam-
chadales into slavery.

Some sort of intercourse with the civil-

ised countries of the South must have
existed then ; the Russians found among

the Kamchadales Japanese
writings and coins, and even
captive Japanese sailors, who
had been shipwrecked on the

coast. The beginnings of a state under
an able chief led to the rise of two federa-
tions on the peninsula, which were able
to assert their independence, until, later,

the encroachment of the Russians put
an end to this slow process of internal

evolution.

The Ainos hold a peculiar position
among the Pal-eo-Asiatics in physique,
language, and culture. A type of the old
northern" race has been developed in them,
which, in externals, particularly in the
luxuriant growth of hair and beard, strik-
mgly recalls the Northern Europeans,
while other characteristics, such as the
colour of the skin and the sahent cheek-
bones, resemble those of the Mongo-
lian race. This people also, as their
isolated language proves, must have been
long settled in their home, the northern
islands of Japcn and Saghahn. When a
state began to be organised in the south of
japan by the combined action of Malays
and Tungusians, a struggh sr once broke
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out against the aborigines, the ' field-

spiders," by which we must understand
a race of pigmies dwelling in caves, and
the Ainos. The former, the Koro-pok
guru, were exterminated, and the Aino;
ousted or absorbed. An examination of

place names shows that the Ainos one
were settled in the south as far as Kyushu

;

in historical times they were still to be
found in large numbers in Northern Hondo
(Honshiu). They are at present limited
to Yezo, Saghalin, and some of the
Kurile*;. The withdrawal of the Ainos
was not consummated without the Palaeo-

Asiatic civilisation having left distinct

traces on the customs, religion, and art oi

the Japanese. Many j^erplexing phenomena
of Japanese civilisation can be explained
only by the discovery of their prototypes
among the Ainos.
At the present day, the x\inos give the

impression of a people who are decadent
in every respect. Alany of the arts ol

ci^•ilisation which they formerly possessed

T,. .. —such as, perhaps, the know-
Ilie Amos , , j- i

• ,i

of the
ledge ol makmg earthenware

PresLtDay -^PPear to have been lost;

partly, no doubt, under the
overpowering influence of Japanese culture
The fact also that the Ainos now exhibit
a predominantly gentle and friendly
nature instead of their old strength and
savagery, seems a sign of exhaustion in

the struggle for existence rather than
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SIBERIA THE LAND AND ITS PEOPLES

proof of advanciii,4< rivilisa-tioii. Their
political retrogression is undeniable. So
long as the nation was still at war with
the Japanese, a certain degree of com-
liination clearly existed. The Ainos in
Vezo even now relate that in former
(imes a mighty chief lived in Piratori,
who exacted tribute from the whole island.
Every village now has its petty chief,
under whose government it leads an
independent existence.

l\Iany changes seem to have occurred on
saghalin. Even before the arrival of
I lie Russians, the Giliaks, a race closely
akin in its civilisation to the Ainos, had
migrated thence to the mouth of the Amur,

come the Lamuts on the shore of the Sea
of Okhotsk, the (loldes on the Amur, and
many smaller tribes. The Tungusians
themselves are a mixture of Mongolian
tribes and the permanently settled long-
skulied ])opulation.

Trifling as may be the historical results
obtained by a survey of the regions of
North-east Asia, it is yet interesting to see
how, before the destructive encroachment
of a European Power began, the slowh
surging waves of civilisation had spread
to the remotest border countries. In the.
interior we see how, with the advance of
tlie Yakuts, the last wave of civi'isation.
which finally brought to the northern

A GROUP OF PEASANTS AND CHILDREN IN WESTERN SIBERIA

possibly in consequence of wars with
the Ainas, whose territory was more and
iriDie curtailed by the advance of the

Japanese from the south. The short-

headed race of the Giliaks, with its strong
Pungusian mixture, was probably led

l)y these events to return to its earlier

home. Tungusian reindeer nomads, the
Oiokes, crossed over later to Northern
Saglialin, appai-ently with peaceful in-

ventions.

Like the Giliaks, in whom an
infusi(ju of PaJaio-Asiatic blood was un-

inistakabie, the })eoples on the lower

Amur and the neighboiuing coast may be

mixed races, but the Tungusian element
IS predominant in them. Under tliis head

regions .the cattle-breeding industr\-

known since the earliest times in the
more southern countries, filled the
district watered by the Lena. An earlier

wave, which brought with it the reindeer
nomadism, reached in places the coasts
of the Bering Sea, and began gradually
to advance to Northern Kamchatka, and,
through the migration of the Oroks, to the
island of Saghalin.

Hut outside, on the more remote penin-
sulas and islands, there still live the mere
fishermen and hunters, who are acquainted
with no domesticated animal but the

dog, and eke out their existence, as their

ancestors have done for thousands of years
past, by a system of mere acquisition.
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SIBERIA

II

RUSSIA'S

ADVANCE

THE ADVANCE OF THE RUSSIANS
AND THE CONQUEST OF THE STEPPES

HTHE appearance of Russia in Siberia
*• and on the frontiers of Central Asia
marks a new and important chapter in the
history of the Old World.
The struggle of the unruly nomad

nations with the civilised countries which
surround the steppe districts of Asia had
lasted more than two thousand years.

Western Asia had succumbed under the
repeated shocks, or had become a nomad
country ; India had frequently sunk
defenceless before the attacks of the
sons of the steppes ; Eastern Europe
had met with the same fate and lay, since

the time of Genghis Khan, under the
yoke of barbarism ; only China, that

ancient country, although continually

overrun and apparently crushed, had
with indomitable pertinacity won back
the soil yard by yard from the powers of

destruction, and pushed the limits of her
influence up to the western extremity of

Central Asia.

Now a second civilised Power from the

vv^est came on the scene, and if it used its

weapons in order permanently to possess

the lands up to the frontiers of the Chinese

_, . ^. Empire, the evil spirit of
Taming the j r -• . j..

_ . . , destruction at any rate was
Barbarism of r .. , ,1 •, i n-,.,.. lettered until it was, to all
Central Asia i-a ^ L j.i

appearance, stifled beneath
the grip of civilisation. The Chinese had
indeed already shown, by their support of

Buddhism and their agricultural colonies,

how even the barbarism of Central Asia
could be tamed.
That from Europe a crushing counter-

blow would be eventually struck at the

sourcte of such unspeakable calamities,

and would bring a part of Inner Asia into

the power of the Western civilised nations,

was in itself to be anticipated, since the

highest existing Power of civilisation and
culture had been developed there. To
this Power, for which the earth itself soon
seemed too small, the wild, warlike

spirit of the nomads of the steppe was
doomed to yield so soon as the path which

I Z 27 (;

led to the desired goal was trodden. It

is far more astonishing that this counter-
blow was struck so late. The reasons for

this, however, are to be found to some
extent in geographical conditions.

If the European civilisation wished to

advance towards Central Asia, only tht-

east of Europe could serve as a basis.

Now, the east of Europe is nothing more
than an offshoot of the great plains ot

North-west Asia, and is a piece of Asia
that required to be conquered and
colonised before any further action could
be contemplated. The south of Russia

TK B ^^^ always been the favour-

_ ^ .* f' ite battle-ground of the
Oround of , ^i? ,,
^. ., . nomads. 1 here the swarms
the Nomads <• o ,1 •

1 .1
of Scythian horsemen had

forced the Persian Army of Darius to

retreat ; there the Alani had been over-

whelmed by the storm of victorious Huns
;

there the hordes of Khazars, Avars, Bul-

garians, and Hungarians had rested at

various periods ; and there, finally, Mongol
hordes had ruled as lords for centuries.

But farther to the north, where the forests

prevented the nomads of the steppe

from any long sojourn, lived Finnish and
Hyperborean tribes of hunters, who re-

sembled those of Siberia in poverty and
defective civilisation.

Against all these forces so adverse to

civilisation Europe could never once place

her most capable and advanced nations

in the field. The Russians, who, as the

eastern rearguard of the Aryan race, had
to bear the brunt of the attack, were
hardly less barbarous than the wildest

Central Asiatics, but, as a nation of

peaceful agriculturists, were no match for

them in warlike ability. This alone

explains why the Russians soon fell

before the attack of the Mongols, then

for centuries bore the yoke of the nomads
in shameful dependence, and even after

the hberation still, trembled before the

Tartar Empires in the Crimea and on
the Volga.
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THE ADVANCE OF RUSSIA IN SIBERIA

The long servitude, cO which the blood-

thirsty tyranny of Ivan the Terrible was
a sequel, naturally did not help to raise

the character of the people. One would
hardly have foretold a brilliant future

for the Russian even in the seventeenth
century. It was therefore one of the chief

duties of the Western civilised world to

introduce European civilisation among the

Russians themselves. Attempts were
made to reach this goal by means of

Western European immigrants, who first

worked upon the princes and through
them on the people, until Peter the Great
openly broke with Asiatic barbarism, and
applied all the resources of European
civilisation to the protection and exten-

sion of his realm. It was only after that

date that Russia was really quahfied to

undertake, and to bring to a victorious

close, the war against the destructive

forces of the nomad world.

Even if the Russian had retained,

from a period when he was more Asiatic

than European, qualities which made
him seem akin to the nations of the

steppes, that was perhaps no hindrance

• • w to his new task. He who
ussia s ar

^q^j^^ track the nomad to
agams

^-^ j^^^ lurking-place needsNomad World ,, • r ?u j •

somethmg of the nomad m
him. A ruler of Asiatics would understand
his subjects better if he felt a trace of the

Asiatic spirit in his own character and
impulses. In addition to this the Russian
nation, sorely against the will of its rulers,

had to some extent forged for itself an
instrument which was admirably adapted
for the conquest of the steppe, and soon
could be used with the greatest success

against nomadism—namely, the Cossacks.

In the insecure border lands between
Russian territory and the Tartar steppe

a new nationality has been gradually

formed. All who had made Russia too

hot to hold them, criminals as well as the

persecuted innocent, fugitive serfs, secta-

ries, fraudulent taxpayers, thieves and
vagabonds, sought an asylum in those

lawless regions, where they organised

themselves and daily fought for freedom
and life with the Russians and Tartars.

Every revolution in Russia brought fresh

masses of discontented people to the

Cossack settlements, and doubtless fugi-

tives from the Tartar countries swelled

their numbers. Thus semi-nomad nations

of horsemc. were formed, at first the

Ukraine Cossacks, from Little Russia

chiefly, on the Dnieper, and the Don
Cossacks of Great Russia on the lower
Don. It was by slow stej")s only that they
were incorporated in the Russian Empire.
The fact was then recognised that these
border folk and robbers were men admir-
ably adapted for use in the struggle with
the inhabitants of'tlie Asiatic steppes.

rru t ^ ^
A large number of Cos-

ine Instrument , " • ,

, „.. . , sacks, organised on a
of Siberia s iv, °
p . .. military system, were
Ji^uropeanisation 11, ^ . ,

gradually deported and
planted under various names in Siberia, as
far as the Amur, and in Turkestan. The
merchants of the republic of Novgorod had
first discovered the way to Siberia, and had
even founded a sort of sovereignty among
the tribes of that region. Such a policy, not
entirely checked even by the disorders of

the Mongol age, and soon resumed by the
Russian sovereigns after the overthrow
of Novgorod (1477-1479), was possible

because in the north it was not necessary
to traverse the homes of the nomad
inhabitants of the steppes, but merely
the hunting-grounds of small Finnish and
Arctic tribes. The northern road of the

fur trade was little affected by the revolu-

tions in the south ; indeed, it was not even
under the control of the Russians, whose
power was centred round Moscow and
did not extend far to the north. Even
after the fall of Novgorod (1570) the

merchants in the north-east of Russia

led an almost independent existence, and
it was only through them that the Russian

princes exercised a certain dominion over

some of the north-western tracts of

Siberia. Almost by chance these con-

ditions led to a campaign against the still

independent Siberian princes, which was
destined to alter the situation completely.

In the second half of the sixteenth

century, the Russian family of Stroganoff

in the district of Perm had got the trade

with Siberia into their hands, but saw their

profits and their influence menaced from
two sides. The great Khan of

Tartars
Siberia was beginning to form
schemes of conquest, and had
sent his Tartar armies on exjie-

ditions over the Ural right into the country

of Perm, while from the south-west the

Volga Cossacks, kinsmen of the Don
hordes, were harassing and plundering

the trading haunts of the great merchants.

According to the time-honoured com-
mercial policy of Russia, the Stroganoffs

tried to pit the two invaders one against
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This map indicates the beginnings of Russia's conquest of Siberia, and shows, in the shaded portions, the vassal states.

the other, and with this object apphed
to the Cossacks, whose raids in the north
were made only because this people,

disturbed in their old settlements by the

Russians, were seeking new homes. It

was not difficult to persuade an army of

seven thousand Cossacks, under the com-
mand of Yermak, and in the pay of the

Stroganoffs, to make an attack on Siberia.

Yermak started in 1579. but lost the

greater part of his army in the very first

winter, which he had to spend on the west
of the Ural. He pushed on with the

survivors, and with his fast dwindling
army eventually reached, in 1581, the

Tobol, on whose banks he more than once
defeated the forces of the Siberian Khan
Kozum. On October 23rd, 1582, Isker,

the capital of the Khan, was taken ; but
after that there was no prospect of any

further action by the weak
handful of men, against whom
the petty Tartar j^rinces soon
advanced from every side,

since no help could be expected either

from the Stroganoffs or from the Cossack
bands which had remained behind.

In this dilemma Yermak applied to the

Russian Tsar Ivan IV., the Terrible,

who already claimed the sovereignty over
the countries on the Obi. The first tidings
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Yermak

Yermak
and his

Cossacks

of the expedition against the Khanate
of Siberia had not been favourabh^
received at Moscow, since men were tired

of wars against the Crim Tartars, and
did not wish to bring Russia into conflict

with the Siberian Tartar Empire, the

power of which they clearly overestimated.
The victory of the Cossacks
was now welcomed with greater

enthusiasm. The support that

Yermak received was at first

indeed insignificant ; Isker was lost again,

and when Yermak fell, in 1584, prac-

tically nothing was left in the hands
of the Russians but the territory which
had long been claimed by them, even if

never really subject to their rule. But
the way had been paved, the dread of

the Tartars had been overcome, and the

effectiveness of the Cossacks for such
undertakings had been clearly shown.
The welcome possibility of giving these

unruly auxiliaries a new sphere for their

energies was an incentive to further

operations. Isker was reoccupied in the

year 1588, while Tobolsk had already

been founded as a centre of the Russian
power. In 1598 the Khan Kozum, who
had held his own in the south, suffered

a decisive defeat and fled to Central

Asia, where he disappeared. His sons
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Russia's

Two Fronts

in Asia

and grandsons continued to make inroads
with nomad hordes into Russian territory,

but achieved no lasting successes.

The Asiatic possessions of Russia now
had two fronts from which to repel

attacks or to make an advance : a

southern one toward the steppes of

South Siberia and Turkestan,
where warlike nomad nations
lived as insecure and dangerous
neighbours, and an eastern one

toward the tundras and hill country of

East Siberia, where only semi-civilised

hunters and reindeer herdsmen offered a

feeble resistance. An advance was natur-

ally made first on the east frontier, and
comparatively soon extended to the shores

of the Pacific.

The necessity of acquiring a secure

frontier also forced the Russians in-

evitably onward to the south, notwith-

standing the great sacrifices and efforts

which were here required of them as time

went on. The flanking position which
the command of the Caspian Sea offered

them was not used successfully until late

in the wars between Khiva and the Turko-
mans, after a disastrous attempt by
Peter the Great (1717). In the north,

on the other hand, communications by
sea through the Arctic Ocean were soon

resumed. The English explorer, Richard
Chancellor, penetrated in 1554 to the

White Sea, and a short while after founded
the Muscovy Company of English mer-
chants for trade with the far north of

Russia. His venture was patronised both
by Ivan the Terrible and by the English
Court ; and though he perished in 1556
while returning after a second voyage,
the heirs of his enterprise did not lose

heart, the Muscovy Company flourished,

and English ships from Archangel
appeared at the mouth of the Obi in 1614.

Eastern Siberia had been mainly
occupied by Cossacks, who pushed on
along the rivers, protected the new
territory, as they acquired it by fortified

settlements, and thus in course of half a

century reached remote Kamchatka. The
Russian Government was careful to cover

this advance by the establish-

ment of friendly relations with
the Mongol Altyn Khan. The
trade with China had then

been already started ; the first tea reached

Russia in 1638 through the agency of

Altyn Khan. Meantime rapid advance
was made in the north. In the year 1632
Yakutsk was founded on the Lena ; in

1643 the first Cossacks forced their way
to the upper Amur, and followed this
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Trouble

with the

Natives

stream down to the Sea of Okhotsk. Kam-
chatka was discovered a few years later,

but it was not occupied until after 1696.

All these results were naturally not

obtained without a struggle; the collec-

tion of the fur tribute, the yassak, often

led to insurrections. But the paucity of

the native population and the European
armament of the Cossacks

always turned the scale in

favour of the new masters.

The fortress of Nijni Kolimsk,
on the Arctic Ocean at the mouth of the

Kolyma, founded in 1644 by the Cossack

^Michael Staduchin, formed for a long

time an important base for the opening

up of Xorth-east Siberia. Anadyrsk, the

inhabitants of which held their own for

years in their wars w^th the Chukchis,

was built soon afterwards. When the

Cossacks had firmly established themselves

on the Amur, the country round Lake
Baikal was annexed to the Russian
dominions, and Irkutsk was founded in

the year 1652. But it usually happened
that the authority of the Home Govern-
ment was for a long time disregarded in

the distant territories they acquired.

The Cossack settlers habitually indulged

in civil war, plundering and massacring
each other .without scruple ; sometimes
they openly defied the home authorities,

as was the case in Kamchatka during the

years 1711-1713.
In the Amur districts resistance was

met with from the Manchus, who at first

retreated, but then, aided by the resources

of the subject Chinese Empire, regained

their old possessions (1656). Once again

the Russians tried to extend their

sovereignty from the strong town of

Albasin, which they founded on the

upper Amur as a base of operations ; but
after the place had been twice (1659 and
1658) taken and destroyed by the Chinese,

they were compelled in the year 1689
to decide to evacuate the whole Amur

district. Russia, nevertheless,

did not cherish hostile feelings

toward China, whither repeated
embassies were sent. On the

contrary, the most northerly of the trade

routes to China, which was now com-
pletely in Russian hands, began to develop
vigorously. The two nations gradually

recognised that both imports and exports
would pass best and most safely at the point

where their territories directly touched each
other with well-defined boundaries. The
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with the

Chinese

crests of those mountains, which border
the Gobi desert and the Tarim basin on
the north, seemed suitable as such boun-
daries. The first settlement of frontiers

was arranged by the envoys of the two
great Powers in the years 1728 and 1729.
The Chinese party in Manchuria had,
however, been much strengthened in

consequence of the wars with the Russians,

and a systematic partition of the country
had been carried out, so that for the future

Chinese culture triumphed in the original

home of the Manchus. Chinese military

colonies guarded the Amur, which formed
a fixed boundary for a long period. The
seat of the Chinese military administra-

tion was at first at Aigun (founded in

1684), subsequently at Mergen, and finally

at Tsitsikar. The disturbances on the

frontier now almost entirely terminated.

The gradual establishment of peace
and order in Siberia enabled the Russian
Government to undertake the scientific

exploration of this enormous, and still

unknown territory. There were first and
foremost geographical problems to be
solved, especially the problem whether Asia

was joined to America. The
report of the Cossack Desch-
nef about his voyage through
the channel, aftei"svards

called the Bering Straits (1648), still reposed
unread in the archives of Irkutsk. Finally,

in the year 1733, a scientific expedition was
sent which, by its admirable constitution,

gave to the entire civihsed world for the

first time definite information as to the

nature of Siberia. It was almost entirely

composed of non-Russians. The Danish
captain, Vitus Bering, who had already

explored the seas round Kamchatka in

the years 1725-1730, commanded the ex-

pedition. He was accompanied by Martin
Spangenberg and Alexis Tschirikov, who
had been his lieutenants on his previous

voyages, and by members of the Russian
Academy of Sciences—namely, the Tubin-
gen botanist Gmelin, the astronomer
Louis Delisle de la Croyere (died October
22nd, 1741), the historian Gerhard
Friedrich Miiller, and Johann Eberhard
Fischer, of Esslingen. The expedition

was joined later by Georg Wilhelm
Steller and Stephen Krascheinnikov, who
devoted their energies to the exploration

of Kamchatka. A number of minor
expeditions were sent at the sam.e time

to investigate particular regions, especi-

ally the east coast.

The Scientific

Exploration of

the Country
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In the course of some few years large

portions of Siberia were thoroughly ex-

plored, while Bering himself, amid many
dangers and adventures, cruised on the

icy coasts of the sea that was called after

him. He was able to prove the existence

of the strait between Asia and America,
but died on December 19th, 1741, of

_. scurvy. Miiller and Gmelin

of B^Hn^
returned home to St. Peters-

Itrl'its ^"^"S ^" ^743> the rest of the

expedition not until 1749-
Steller had died on his way back from
Kamchatka in 1746. Since this splendidly

organised undertaking, the scientific ex-

ploration of Siberia has been continuous,

although enthusiasm for the work has some-
times flagged. Especially successful were
the geological researches, which revived

the mining industry on the Altai and con-

firmed the existence of auriferous strata.

Much has been added to our knowledge
of the coasts of Eastern Asia by the

voyages of Russian circumnavigators,

especially by those of Adam Johann
Ritter von Krusenstern (1803-6) and of

Otto von Kotzebue (1815-8 and 1823-6).

It should be noticed that these voyages
were partly prompted by the wish of

Russia to open relations with Japan.
The state of things in the south-west,

where a boundless horizon of steppe

seemed to bid defiance to all the perma-
nent and restraining influences of civilisa-

tion, was very different from that in the

regions of Northern and Eastern Siberia.

The south-west was the theatre of the real

struggle between Russia and the nomads,
whose eastern representatives had, at

almost this same period, been finally

subdued by China. While in the east the

Cossacks showed themselves willing con-

querors and settlers, the Russian Govern-
ment itself was forced to undertake the

struggle in the south-western steppe, to

which direction settlers reluctantly turned.

After the death (in 1725) of Peter the

^, , ., Great, who had raised
Theatre of the r> 1 i. tt

_ Russia to a great Euro-

^1 ^c ""v?^
^

J pean Power, the frontier
with the Nomads '

r -rz j.ran from Kurgan to

Omsk, and then along the Irtish as far

as the spurs of the Altai. The system of

cordons was introduced by Field-Marshal

BurkhardChristoph von Miinnich, and such
a cordon, corresponding roughly to that

frontier, was drawn through West Siberia.

For a long time this fortified line was
hardly crossed, although the influence of
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the Russian power soon produced the

result that a large part of the Kirghiz

living fm-fher to the south professed their

submission. Raids by these " subjects
"

into the sphere of the Russian colonies,

and corresponding punitive expeditions,

form for nearly a century the scanty his-

tory of the possessions in West Siberia.

It was not till the end of the Napoleonic
wars that the importance of Siberian

policy developed. The occurrences in East
Asia have shown that the necessity of

obtaining free access to the ocean
has definitely affected the otherwise

clearly marked-out policy of Russia.

When the Russian Cossacks firmly

established their position on the Sea of

Okhotsk they suddenly gave a new
base to the Russian power, whose centre

had been separated from East Siberia

by an infinity of sparsely populated
tracts. However great the distance

by sea might be to the harbours of

the Baltic or the Black Sea, it was, on
the whole, easier to surmount than the

shorter one diagonally across Siberia.

But, apart from this, the possibility of

some communication with
the civilised peoples and inter-

Russia's

New Base
of Power

national trade marts of Central-

Asia meant a considerable

advantage to the countries on the Pacific.

The value of this position has increased

largely since the introduction of steam
navigation.

On the other hand, it was incontest-

able that Russia's position on the sea

was extraordinarily unfavourable ; the

shores of the Sea of Okhotsk with their

thinly inhabited hinterland, their harbours

icebound for many months, and their

mountain chains rising up directly be-

hind the coast, were far from being

adapted to promote a flourishing com-
merce. An improvement of the situa-

tion could be attained only by the ac-

quisition of the Amur district ; more
favoured harbours were to be found
there, and the valley of a mighty river

opened up a comparatively rich hinter-

land, and offered easy communications
with the interior. Little was to be feared

from the Chinese, who occupied only

the right bank of the upper Amur and had
neither garrisons nor colonies on the

coast.

A fresh advance was made by the

Russians in the nineteenth century to-

wards the south, which they had already
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once partly possessed, but had evacuated
owing to the threats of the Manchus.
In the year 1849 the Russian flag was
hoisted without opposition at the mouth
of the Amur ; in 185 1 a bay near the

Korean frontier was seized, where later

Vladivostock was founded ; in

1854 a fleet was sent from
the upper Amur, where the

Russians still had possessions

from an earlier date, down to its mouth, and
Nikolaievsk, founded there in 1850, was
more strongly fortified. The Government
in Peking, which did not dare to venture
on war, raised futile protests. By the

Convention of Aigun (May 28th, 1858), the

whole left bank of the Amur was ceded
to the Russians, and on November 14th,

i860, the Ussuri district, together with the

whole coast as far as Korea, was added to it.

Since by the founding of Vladivostock

an almost ice-free harbour was obtained,

the movements of Russia ceased for some
time. But diplomatic intrigues continued

to ruffle the relations of Russia with other

Powers in this quarter, and notably with
the ambitious State of .

Japan. The object at stake

in these intrigues was the

preponderance of influence

in Korea. The Chinese '
"

Government favoured the

colonisation of Manchuria
as far as possible ; but the

suppression of strong bodies

of bandits, who had col-

lected in the deserted border
])rovinces, proved a trouble-

some task. The successes

of Japan in the war of

1894-1895 with China were
a serious check to Russian
plans, and proved that the

island kingdom of East Asia
had taken its place among
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the great Powers of the world. The
Russians now found themselves inferior

to the Japanese at sea, and they were
alarmed by an attempt on the part
of their new rivals to seize Southern
Manchuria. A counterblow was soon
delivered. By a treaty concluded with
China on March 27th, 1898, Russia
occupied Port Arthur and Talienwan
on the Gulf of Pechili ; and even before

this treaty she had aleady exacted from
China permission to construct a railway
through Manchuria (September 6th, 1896),
intended to join the great Trans-Siberian
line then in progress.

Then the situation was suddenly altered

by the outbreak of an anti-foreign move-
ment in China, which was aimed with
]:)eculiar force against the Russians, and
Russia was driven to occupy Manchuria in

1900. The ultimate reason which forced

the Russians to round off their East Siberian

dominions by the absorption of Manchuria
may easily be conjectured ; they knew
that the Amur country was not adapted
for colonisation on a large scale, and gave
the Russian power on the Pacific no firm

support, while Manchuria would completely

meet this requirement. Moreover, the

ice-free harbour of Port Arthur was of

little value to Russia so long

as it was not in the assured

command of the hinterland

and the overland communi-
cations with Siberia. At the same time,

indeed, the plan seems to have been formed
of shifting the Russian frontiers forward
across the steppes up to China proper

;

in other words, of detaching Mongolia and
East Turkestan from China. Russia has

Russia's

Occupation of

Manchuria

A SIBERIAN WATER-CART IN WINTER



ON LAKE BAIKAL, ONE OF THE LARGEST FRESH WATER LAKES IN THE WORLD
Lake Baikal, 400 miles long:, with an area of 13,500 square miles, is one of the largest fresh water lakes in the world.
Its surface is 1,651 ft. above the sea, and its depth is remarkable, 791 fathoms having been sounded. The Siberian
Railway runs round the lake at the southern end, and during the war with Japan a railway was thrown across the ice.

Russia's

Policy in

Siberia

in recent times repeatedly formed alliances

with the Dalai-Lama. In this way the

same policy was adopted in the east and
in the heart of Central Asia

as Russia followed in the west
as far as the borders of Afghan-
istan and the gate of India

;

political and economic superiority over
China is the natural consequence to which
this policy should lead. While advan-
tageous frontiers had been thus won by
a series of wars, the economic situation

of Siberia had passed through many
phases. The first occupation had been
effected by the Cossacks, who governed
as lords among the Hyperboreans,
exacted the tax known as the yassak,

and, without exactly outdoing Spanish in

cruelty, were the cause of an extra-

ordinary diminution in the population ;

frequent revolts of the natives—for

example, in 1731 in Kamchatka—hastened
this result. Even after affairs had been
more satisfactorily organised, the shrink-

age of the native population continued.

Patkanoff, who made a searching investi-

gation into the condition of the Irtish-

Ostiaks, calls attention to the low birth-

rate among the natives, which in itself

must, so soon as the rate of mortality

increases, cause the numbers of the inhabi-

tants to become stationary or to shrink.

The diseases introduced by Euroj^eans,

especially smallpox and typhus, have
produced terrible and permanent gaps in

the population. Still more

T i??.° disastrous is the effect of

alcohol, not only from the
the Children

from Siberia
degeneracy and vice which it

brings with it, but perhaps still more
because the drunken mothers neglect their

children and let them die. Finally there
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are the economic changes, such as the

diminution of wild animals and conse-

quent scarceness of food, and the intrusion

of Russian peasants into the Ostiak com-
munities. So soon as the Russians are in

the majority, they make use of the existing

common land for their own advantage,

and appreciably reduce the earnings of the

natives. The consequences are pauperism,

non-payment of taxes, and serfdom for

debtors, and all these causes unfavourably

calculated to carry out a systematic
colonisation and to settle in the zone
suitable to agriculture. Partly to remedy
this disadvantage, partly on other
grounds, it became customary by the
middle of the seventeenth century to

send criminals to Siberia, as well as to

force prisoners of war, especially Poles, to

settle there. The unruly and Cossack-like

features of the national life in Siberia

were still more accentuated by this, and
for a long time healthy

^vis,^*;-. ''*^

SIBERIAN HOME LIFE; ROCKING THE BABY

affect the increase of the population.

Nevertheless, decadence is not so rapid
that we may not anticipate, under an
amelioration of the conditions, a change
for the better, slice, on the whole, the
Ostiaks have shown some capacity of

adapting them.selves to the requirements
of an advanced civilisation. The state of

things existing among most of the tribes of

North Siberia will be much the same.
The Russians, apart from the Cossacks

who poured into Siberia, were still less
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J development was checked.
A second hindrance was
the tendency of officials to

regard the country as a
mere source of profit to

themselves, for the im-
provement of which no
means were available.

It was not until the end
of the eighteenth centur}'

that the reformed methods
of Western government
were applied to neglected

Siberia. The settlement

of free peasants, which had
been tried before, was now
resumed on a more syste-

matic basis, although it

did not always meet with
the anticipated success.

The trade route from
'hina to Russia ran
through the zone of

Mberian civilisation, and a
great part of the settlers

iVjund it more remunera-
tive to devote themselves
to trade or the carrying
industry than to clear the

forests and cultivate the
soil, since the roving
tradesman and carrier

could better avoid the ex-

tortions of the officials.

The short period of

energetic reform inaugurated by Michael
Speransky (1819-1S21) did much to

ameliorate these conditions. The mining
industry, especially in the Altai district,

where it was needful only to revive the

habits of the past and appeal to the
traditions of the older civilisation, did

much to revive the prosperity of Siberia.

How neglected, and, on tlie whole, un-
explored, the greater part of Siberia never-

theless remained may be gathered from
the fact that even in the agricultural zone
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of Siberia new settlements often remained
for years unknown to the officials, until

they were eventually discovered and in-

cluded in the tax-paying community. The
country has at last been more thoroughly
opened up through the devoted energy
of many scientists, mainly German. The
intellectual life of Siberia made very slow
progress, although the great number of

educated exiles had its effect. The found-
ing of the University of Tomsk in the year

1888 had a beneficial influence, and was
followed on December 31st, 1900, by the
opening of the first Siberian polytechnic.

The first school for secondary studies in

East Siberia was opened in November,
1899, at Vladivostock.

The construction of the Trans-Siberian
Railway, which connects the east with the

west, and also for the first time gives a

proper support to the strong position of

Russia on the Pacific, long secured by

TOBOLSK AS IT IS: A GENERAL VIEW OF THE MODERN TOWN
Tobolsk, the chief town of Tobolsk Province, is on the Irtish river. Founded in 1587, it has developed slowly, having a

population only just over 20,000. Us chief buildings are the kremlin, the cathedral, prisons, and the Yermak monument.
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A WOMAN NIHILIST, EXILED TO SIBERIA FOR HER POLITICAL OPINIONS

A GROUP OF DANGEROUS RUSSIAN CRIMINALS TRANSPORTED TO SIBERIA
The exile to Siberia of criminal offenders was a prevalent custom in Russia- for three hundred years, but has
now been practically abolished. The insurrections and rebellions in Russia have brought large numbers of

educated men into Siberia, and their influence on the development of the country has been very marked.

TYPES OF THE PEOPLE SENT TO SIBERIA. FOR MANY GENERATIONS
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OUTSIDE THE WALLS OF A SIBERIAN PRISON

PRISONERS ON THE WAY TO EXILE

Giberia has been dotted with penal colonies since lOjy, but there is, apparently, a disposition to abandon or modity
the method of populating the country by settlements of criminals. The number of convicts sent is nearly 20,000 a year.

THE TRANSPORTATION OF RUSSIAN CRIMINALS TO SIBERIA
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a systematic organisation of the Amur
district, must be of vital importance for

all periods of the development of Siberia.

The beginning of the railway was ordered

by an Imperial Ukase on March 29th,

iSgi. The line, which is more than 4,000
miles long, starts from Cheliabinsk on the

southern Urals, and traverses Western
Siberia at about the fifty-fifth

.1
* 1^^ . degree of latitude, touches

the Oreat r\ 1 t- ^ j tt-_ ., Omsk, Tomsk, and Krasno-
a» way

y^rsk, then takes a bend to

the south-east to Irkutsk, coasts the lake

of Baikal, passes diagonally across Trans-
baikalia, then runs on the left bank of the

Amur down stream as far as Khabarovsk,
turning westward to Vladivostock. Pend-
ing the entire completion of the line, the

sections already in existence are connected
by steamboat services on Lake Baikal and
the Amur. This great undertaking has been
supplemented by the Eastern Chinese Rail-

way, which starts from the upper waters of

the Amur, traverses Manchuria, and
extends to Port Arthur and Talienwan.
The construction of the railroad has been
begun simultaneously at various points,

among others from Vladivostock on the
Pacific, where the present Emperor,
Nicholas II., then heir to the throne,

turned the first sod on May 19th, 1891.
At the beginning of 1902, as the diffi-

cult section round the southern shore of

Lake Baikal had been completed in 1901,
the permanent way of the gigantic under-
taking was roughly ready.

Toward the end of the nineteenth
century the colonisation of Siberia with
free Russian immigrants made im-
mense strides, a result indirectly due to

the extraordinary increase of the popu-
lation in the once sparsely inhabited
continent of European Russia. The be-

ginning of the railway had a stimulating
effect, since it was then possible to export
agricultural produce on a larger scale,

as the western section of the line traversed

the fertile black-earth region.

, „ - In 1800 the European popula-
Influx of ,. r CU- J. J„ . . tion of Siberia amounted

roughly to half a million. The
slow rate of growth in the first half

of the nineteenth century was somewhat
quickened after 1861, the year of the
abolition of serfdom, and then increased
its pace rapidly. From i860 to 1880 the
number of free immigrants amounted to

110,000 ; between 1880-1892, 467,000
new colonists settled there, and between
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1892-1899 a million persons or more J
sought homes in Siberia. The first rail- ^
road (Perm-Ekaterinburg-Tiumen). which
crossed the Ural in the year 1881, pro-

duced a great influx of colonists. A I
law has been in force since 1889 which I
guarantees to every man who immi- I

grates, with permission of the Govern- :

ment, fifteen dessiatines, or about forty

acres, of land as his own, three years'

exemption from taxation, and nine years'

exemption from military service. Even
more advantageous terms are offered to

immigrants in the provinces on the

Amur and the Pacific. Most settlements

spring up naturally along the railway

under the direction of the Siberian Rail-

road Committee, which at the same
time builds churches and schools and
promotes in every way the interests of

the colonists. The use of the waterways
has, however, not been neglected ; for

example, the fleet of steamers on the

Obi increased in the years 1880-1898
from 37 to 120 vessels. Thus a move-
ment is visible on every side which, in

spite of all possible reverses, cannot but

„ . exercise a profound influence
Processions

^^ ^^^ future of Northern Asia

D*^^
• ^^^ indirectly on that of

cspair
(^gpj-j.^^ Asia. Siberia will cer-

tainly not be spared grave economic
crises. It is already clear that the work
of colonisation has been carried out

prematurely and in unsuitable regions.

While masses of pauper emigrants con-

tinually stream into Siberia from the

famine-stricken districts of Russia, they
are already met by another stream of

starving and disillusioned wanderers who
are returning to their old soil. Besides

all this, agriculture in Siberia, whether
practised near the Arctic frontier, in the

old forest area, or in the steppe districts,

is threatened more than elsewhere by the

severity of the climate. Even the colonists

of the Amur district had to contend with

unexpected difficulties.

There is apparently a wish to abandon
the very dubious method of populat ng
the country by settlements of criminals

or political suspects. In the year 1899
Tsar Nicholas II. invited a commission
to give an opinion as to the advisability

of discontinuing transportation to Siberia.

This is the beginning of the end of a

practice which has given an unfortunate

aspect to the character of Siberian coloni-

sation and of the newlv created national



A CARAVAN OF YAKUTS IN THE SOLITUDES OF THE LOWER LENA RIVER

life. The custom of sending political

offenders out of Russia to Siberia has
obtained from an early period ; the first

authentic case dates from 1599. The
country has been dotted with penal
colonies of ordinary criminals since 1653 ;

but by the side of these a large number of

capable and intelligentmen . who had merely
become inconvenient to the Government,
have been at all times removed to the Far
East. The further destinies of the exiles

concerned nobody ; the majority probably
died there. Others, on the contrary, fur-

thered the cause of civilisation by their

efforts to obtain means of subsistence for

themselves ; exiles gave the first impetus to

the mining industry in the Altai region.

It was not until 1754 that regulations

were made as to the settlement and
employment of the exiles by which two
classes were distinguished—namely, the

criminals condemned to hard labour and
the deported colonists. In the nineteenth
century the Decabrist rebellion of 1825, the

Polish insurrections of 1830-2 and 1863,
and the Nihilist movement, brought again a
large number of educated men to Siberia.

It is difficult to estimate the influence of

the exiles on the development of Siberia
;

in any case it would be wrong to describe

it merely as imfavourable. The abolition,

moreover, of the transportation laws, which
were most disastrous perhaps for Russia
itself, will inaugurate for Siberia as well

as for Russia an era of economic moral
and spiritual improvement.

MARKET SCENE IN A SIBERIAN VILLAGE, SHOWING DEALERS IN NATIVE POTTERY
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SIBERIA IN OUR OWN TIME

THE INEXHAUSTIBLE TREASURE-HOUSE OF THE WORLD

BY DR. E. J. DILLON

CIBERIA, long reputed to be the most
*^ barren and desolate region of the globe
—like the Unshapen Land of yore on the

edge of everlasting night—is now coming
to be regarded as the future granary of

Europe, and the inexhaustible treasure-

house of the world—a country of imtold,

buried wealth, watched over by monsters
as formidable as the witch-huntress Brimo
and her mad hounds who once stood guard
over the Golden Fleece.

And for this radical change of view
there are undoubtedly weighty grounds.

In the first place, not only is the agri-

cultural yield of Siberia gradually in-

creasing, but even the zone of land there

capable of being tilled with profit is ex-

tending to districts which were hitherto

deemed utterly unsuited for cultivation.

Thus, curiously enough, this belt already

includes certain districts of Yakutsk—the

coldest tract of territory on our

r o"i
**"•

. planet, where, at Verkhoyansk,
of Siberia si, , ,

-^
,

^. the mean yearly temperature
is but I2*2^ F., while that

of the coldest day recorded was — 88'6 F.

In winter there mercury freezes so

thoroughly that it can be forged like

iron, iron becomes so brittle that it may be

shivered to fragments by a blow, moist
timber is as hard and resisting as granite,

and only very dry wood is capable of

being split.

In Siberia wheat and oats, butter,

cheese, eggs, and honey are now produced
in such quantities that an increasingly

large surplus remains for exportation.

But the main grounds for the hopes now
entertained of the future of Siberia

are sujiplfed by the mineral resources of

the country, which, when railway com-
munications- are improved and capital is

invested, will probably one day attract a

vast population of fortune-hunters and
city builders, who, by developing the

wealth of the various provinces, may

inaugurate a new era in Russian history.

As yet, despite the fact that Russia is the
largest gold-producing country of the Old
World, the minerals she possesses may be
said to have been worked barely enough
to warrant a firm belief in their existence,

a belief which is amply confirmed by the

amazing stories occasionally told of the

_. „ , discovery of gold, of emeralds,
The Fortune r ^ . .^

„ . , of pmk topazes, m the course
nunters of r ^ ^ • > n
T, of a brisk morning s walk.
To-morrow t- . ,^ i

l^oremost among the minerals
which Russians not unreasonably regard as

the source of their country's future wealth
are gold, in veins and alluvial mines, iron,

which in the Altai region is found almost
side by side with excellent coking coal,

manganese, copper, platinum, emeralds,

topazes, asbestos, Glauber's salt, rock

salt, and in all probability naphtha wells.

These facts, now widely known, are

awakening among West Europeans and
Americans a keen and practical interest

in the development of Siberia. Thus,

since the close of the Russo-Japanese
War a marked tendency has been evinced

by English-speaking capitalists to risk

in Siberian mines the money which, unlike

the Germans and the French, they per-

sistently decline to invest in regular and
lucrative undertakings in Russia Proper.

But one of the most striking proofs of the

strong faith cherished in Siberia's future

was afforded by the tempting offer re-

cently made to the Tsar's

Government by a syndicate, at
The Great

Faith in

The Future
the head of which was an enter-

prising American, Mr. Loicq de

Lobel. This gentleman undertook to build

a railway from Kansk, at the extremity

of the West Siberian section of the

line, to Alaska, which would cross the

Bering Straits by means of a tunnel

38 miles long. And such firm believers

in the mineral wealth of Siberia were the

members of this syndicate that they were
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willing to dispense with a State guarantee
and to recoup themselves by exploiting

the land traversed by the I'ailway, of which
they demanded a strip lor themselves
eighteen miles wide on alternate sides.

Thus, at the end of each strip on either

side, the State could, if it liked, exploit

a strip of equal extent. This condition

was proposed by General Boldyreff, and
accepted by the syndicate. They also

unhesitatingly accepted all the checks
and restrictions laid down by the Imperial

Commission, which examined their pro-

posal from the point of view of the national

interests involved. They consented to

deposit 1,000,000 roubles as a guarantee
that the work would be duly begun,

to lodge one-half of the estimated cost of

each section of the railway before beginning

it, and to deliver up to the Treasury, in

return for compensation at a fixed rate,

all the gold they might obtain.

The railway, which was to be built

by Russian workmen, of materials at

least one-fourth of which would be sup-

plied by native firms, was to become the

property of the State after the lapse of

ninety years. But although the Imperial

Commission welcomed the scheme, it was
rejected by the Council of Ministers

on grounds derived from considerations

which were, for the most part, admittedly
extrinsic. Possibly the wonder-working
faith thus manifested was well founded.

Still, it was but faith. But even were it

certain knowledge it would not have
extended to all the factors of the problem
of profit and loss. Considerable scope

would have still been left for the un-

known, for the conditions of labour,

the character of the work, and the cost

of production are so different in Siberia

from what they are in the West, and
likewise so fluctuating, that in all such
cases one must generally make allowance

for one or more elements unknown. In

time, when a settled and civilised popula-

tion has substituted fair and permanent
for hard and arbitrary conditions, and
when communications with the ports

of the Baltic and the Pacilic have become
easy and rapid, the economic possibilities

of Siberia will be transformed into pleasant

realities. Meanwhile, one would do well

to bear in mind the imjjortant fact that

over against every natural advantage there

stands a natural or an artificial drawback,
which sensibly lessens or wholly neutra-

lises it.
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THREE TYPICAL SCENES ON THE TK ANS-SIBERIAN RAILWAY
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Siberia—which probably takes its name
from the MongoHan word "shiber," or

forest— extends over 4,800,000 square

miles, or, say, one-fourth of ah Asia, one

and a half times Europe, or twenty-five

times Germany. It is abundantly watered,

l)0ssessing 27,843 miles of navigable

streams alone. It is divided into two

halves—an eastern and a western—by
the Yenissei, which is 2,820 miles long,

one of the greatest rivers of Asia.

Taking its rise in Mongoha, the Yenissei

rolls rapidly onwards through the Sayan

A UNIQUE FEATURE OF THE SIBERIAN
The interior of the church-car which travels on

Mountains, swelled by tributaries, until at

last it becomes a prominent feature in a

wild and sublime landscape, composed of

steep hills, bare crags, mountainous forest-

tangles, snow-fed roaring torrents, and
loud-sounding cataracts. Here the Yenis-
sei tears along with a speed of 45 miles

an hour, and for hundreds of miles

there is no sight or sound to remind one
of the presence of man, except at long
intervals a few squalid huts raised by
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poverty-stricken fisherijien. The western
half of Siberia at a relatively recent period

formed the bottom of a mighty ocean,

and therefore differs considerably from
the eastern half, which was then part of

the old continent. This ocean, cutting into

Asia from the north, extended as far as

the plains, where the Aral and the Caspian
Seas still remain to commemorate its

existence. Between the rivers Tobol and
Irghiz there is a narrow and relatively low
watershed, where in ancient times the

waters of the Arctic Ocean were connected
with those of the Mediter-

ranean Sea. During the

same period tho eastern half

of Siberia underwent fewer

changes than the western, for

even the Baikal was then, as

it is now, a vast lake, with
light-green water of such
transparency that its rocky
bed. rov-ered with plants and
looking like a forest, may be

clearly seen at a depth of

42 feet.

A country equal in area to

one-fourth of the continent of

Asia must necessarily show
great variety in soil, climate,

temperature, and configura-

tion. Thus, in the southern
parts of the Amur basin, the

\-ine grows and flourishes ;

on the north-western slopes

of the Yablonoi mountain-
range there are dense forests

of cedar ; on the south-eastern

side are woods of pine, fir,

poplar, and birch. In June
and July the meadows are

studded with gaily-coloured

and unusually large flowers,

forming a rich carpet that

charms the eye and offering

the honey-seeking bees large

quantities of nectar. Further

on, in Yakutsk, the land is

perpetually frozen three or four feet be-

low the surface, in spite of the summer
temperature of 104° F. The mountamous
country traversed by the Aldan range of

the Yablonoi Mountains along the western

coast of the Sea of Okhotsk—consisting
of bare hills, steep precipices, deep chasms,

with here and there a streak of purest

snow—has been aptly likened to a desolate

landscape on the surface of the moon as

scon through a powerful telescope.

RAILWAY
the line.



THIRD-CLASS PASSENGERS WAITING FOR TICKETS ON THE TRANS-SIBERIAN RAILWAY

Kamchatka, too, the land of volcanoes,

possesses a physiognomy which is entirely

its own. Twenty-six extinct and twelve

active volcanoes rise from the surface

bolt upright. Capped with snow, and
shaped like sugar-loaves, they tower aloft,

above a veritable ocean of grey moss that

spreads away to the far-off sky-line,

without a rise or a fall in the endless

jilain. It is the embodiment of sempiternal
sameness amid unbroken silence. All the

northern extremity of Siberia skirting the

Polar Sea is one great desolate tundra

—

a limitless, trackless, ocean-like space. In

summer it is chequered with silent lakes

and water-filled hollows—mirrors strewn

over a broad expanse of carpet whose
colour-scheme is made up of the yellow,

white, and dull green of mosses, lichens,

and grasses. Mound-like hills rise at great

intervals above the chaotic tangle of water
and land, but nowhere is there a tree or a

shrub. IiLwinter the tundra is a boundless
plain of unsullied snow, veiled in mournful
twilight, cradled in eternal silence. Neither

word of man nor song of birds nor the

chirruping of insects tells of animal life.

Only the elements run riot from time to

time, when a violent boorann—an Arctic

storm-wind—raises the snow in clouds and
sweeps it hither and thither with preter-

natural wailing and howling. Lastl}', there

THE LATESl TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE ON THE TRANS-SIBERIAN RAILWAY
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are extensive plains like the boggy water-
shed between the Irtish and the Obi, in

which air, earth, and water commingle in a

shapeless mass. This Vassyugan morass
is a tangle of vegetation and water, inter-

sected with stri])s of dry land and forest-

clad hills, lirs, shrubs, grasses, and moving
sands. Above the hilltops tower larches

XT . .

f
and cedars, and on all sides

anc y o
^-^^ surface of glassy, stagnant

a dCr waters are seen, here limpid
and translucent, there coated

with a film of light-green vegetation.
And the climate is as varied as the
landscape. Dryness and coldness, how-
ever, are its general characteristics in

winter, extreme heat, often accompanied
with damp, in summer, and the transitions

from one to the other are sudden. As a
rule, the cold increases as one moves from
west to east and from south to north, but
the climate depends largely upon the
Arctic Ocean, to the action of which Siberia
is absolutely exposed, while shut out on
the other three sides from all moderating
influences.

Yet it is not on the shores of the
Polar Sea that the coldest places are

situated, but more to the south ; and
for this reason. In winter the curdling
sea-winds that sweep the East Siberian
tundras are fraught with a certain amount
of moisture. Now, the atmospheric layers,

some colder, others warmer, mingle with
each other in the open tundras and raise

the temperature. On the other hand, more
to the south, in the mountainous regions,

intersected by broad valleys, the warmer
atmospheric layers, being lighter, rise higher
to the summits, whereas the colder and
heavier descend to the valleys, where the
cold becomes more intense. Hence, gener-

p. ally speaking, in winter the

of the""
higher the hill-tops the warmer

y.. . the temperature as compared
with that of the plain below.

That is why, in Eastern Siberia, the
weather in winter is so often serene, cold,

calm, and dry.

The following table of the mean tem-
peratures in degrees Fahrenheit in January
and June of four places in the direction
from west to east will convey an idea of
the rigour of the winter :

Berezoff
Turnkhansk
Yakutsk .

.

Verkhoyansk
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Tomsk, with a population of from 00,000 to 70,000, is the chief town of Tomsk Province. A branch railway,

ot miles long, links it with the Siberian Railway at Taiga. The town is :500 years old, and the top picture on

this page shows it in the early days of its development. The centre picture shows the town to-day, witli

a smaller separate view of the cathedral ; and at the bottom of the page is the great university, opened in 18?3.

TOMSK, THE GREAT UNIVERSITY TOWN OF MODERN SIBERIA
697
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from one extreme to another. Tlie hard
frozen ea-rth. refusing to absorb the

spring waters of thawing snow, con-

tributes to form those numerous lakes

which the Yakuts term " the blue eyes

of the steppe." and of which they say that

they are equal in number to the stars of

heaven. And yet these lakes, and the

rivers, too, are slowly drying

up. Lake Chany, for instance.
The Blue

Eyes of

the Steppe
once a vast inland sea, is now a

group of smaller lakes. In 1820
Lakes Chany, Sumy, Moloki, and Abysh-
kan covered an area of 3,620 square

miles ; sixty years later, in 1880, the

area was reduced to 1,320. Li the Semi-
jialatinsk territory Korakovskoye Lake is

remarkable for its perfectly roseate hue
and its pretty setting in a frame formed
bv the greenish j^ellow steppe with a

narrow border of white shimmering salt.

In the Baraba Steppe, near Kainsk, lies

Lake Uslyantsev, with a surface white
n.s milk, and waters which are said to

cure maladies of the digestive organs.

Lake Sliira, in the province of Yenissei,

enjoys and seems yearly to justify a
reputation for healing rheumatism and
cutaneous disorders which Royat, Kreuz-
nach, or Aix-les-Bains might envy.
And these marvellous curative properties

are enhanced by a mysterious trait which is

still unexplained. From time to time, on
a calm, windless day, its waters begin to

curl, roughen, and roll as though furrowed
by violent gusts of wind. In Transbaikalia
alone there are more than 120 medicinal
waters already known, but very few of

them can accommodate patients. In one
of the wildest spots, amid crags hidden
with vegetation, twenty hot and cold

mineral springs, some of the former
with a temperature of 131*^ F., render
Turkinsk celebrated. The Karghinsk
spring consists of water so hot that
meat has been boiled in it. In the
Xerschinsk district the number of

mineral springs is enormous.
.1.* w-° 1 Among the best known are
the Mineral , , t-O-' -. . , . ,

„ . the Darasunsk waters, whichprmgs
^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ better the di-

gestion, to soothe the nerves, and
to heal chronic rheumatism. They
are saturated with carbonic acid gas
to such a degree that in winter the
water poured into a glass continues for

long to hifes and sparkle, and it is im-
possible to drink more than one glass at

a time. But even this water is outdone
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by the Urumsk source, the gas of which
bursts the bottles and knocks out the

bottom of the vats into which it is poured.

Of the healing effects of these and other

springs genuine wonders are narrated by
the awestruck natives. In most cases

the patients are obliged to endure great

privations in order to take the cure, for

only a very few of these places have inns

or habitable huts in the neighbourhood.
In the great primeval forests, known as

the taiga, there are no grasses, no insects,

no birds, and hardly any animals, for the

ground is covered with the remains of

rotting trees and decomposed debris.

In the forests of Yakutsk the pine-

marten and the squirrel eke out a pieca-

rious existence ; but throughout Northern
Siberia the few animals that reside in the

northern jungles during summer are

usually concentrated on the banks of

rivers and the shores of lakes. In winter
every living creature shrinks from the

paralysing frost. Hares bury themselves
in the snow ; the hazel-hens, the grouse,

the heath-pouts, having sated themselves
with the offshoots of the willow and the

birch, swoop swiftly back to

„ . , the snow and burrow in it.
rrimeval ^, . ,
P 1 he rare sportsman sometmies

comes across a l:>rown bear or

wild reindeer, though the latter is disaj)-

pearing, as the sea-cow, which still existed

in the eighteenth centvuy. has disappeared.

In summer, a belt of the forests and
tundras is infested with midges, which by
crowding into the mouth, nostrils, and
lungs of an ox can choke out his life.

This insect, which seldom vanishes until

the first snow covers the ground, is a
veritable scourge in the country of the

Amur. The gadfly, too, is so irksome and
untiring that he sometimes drives big

animals mad. Another scourge of the

country is the corn-eating locust, which
frequents the southern districts of the

Amur basin. The useful animals, such as

the elk, the beaver, the marten, arc

disappearing, while the harmful beasts and
insects—wolves, gadflies, locusts—show a
marked tendency to increase and multiply.

A similar enormous advantage which tares

and weeds manifest over cereals, the
growth of which they hinder, is among the
most serious difficulties with which the
husbandman in Siberia is confronted. It

is probably also the most formidable barrier

to successful colonisation yet encountered
bv the Russian Government.
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Of the six million inhabitants of

Siberia, about three-fourths are Rus-

sians, whose influence on the various

aborigines cannot, on the whole, be

described as beneficent. In the north

and north-east more particularly the

once powerful tribes are impoverished

and crippled by debts which they

. were forced to contract.
The Russ.an

,^,j^.j^ preserving their own
Impresson .^^^^^ ^..^^^ ^^ j^,^^.^

the Natives
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^j^^^^ ^^

their masters. The Ostiaks are dying

out. The aborigines of Turukhansk are

helots in the hands of Russian fish

dealers. The souls and bodies of the

Tungusians of the Yenissei Province are

l)cing eaten by horrible diseases, spiritual

and physical, which they have contracted

from the Christian new-comers. In the

Yenissei Province the number of Ostiaks

has decreased by 48 per cent. ; in the

province of Tobolsk the Vogules and the"

Tartars are disappearing perceptibly. But
the Yakuts, hardy tribesmen who often

live on putrid fish and, in lieu of kissing,

carefully smell the bodies of those who are

near and dear to them : the Bunats,
who still gravitate towards Shamanism
and stand in awe of all mountain summits :

and the Kirghizes, who. being ]\Iohamme-

dans. abstain from alcoholic liquors, seem
to increase and multiply. Of the Kamasin-
ians and Karagasses, who wandered aljout

the districts of Kansk and Xishneudinsk.

iewer than a thousand survi\'e ; while

many tribes of the north-east—as, for

instance, the Omoks and Arintsey—are

wholly extihct. In time the vast stretches

of wild country in the north and north-

east which were inhabited only by these

hardy peoples will l)e desolate and devoid
of human beings.

But the Russians have taken as well as

given, and some of the worst qualities of

the aborigines have left their abiding im-

press on the settlers, who, having escaped
the evils of serfdom, were
much more independent and
manly than their l^rethren in

Russia Proper. The Russian
>ettler m Siberia is now become coarse,

almost savage, avid of gain, cunning, dis-

trustful, and reserved. Having adopted the

mode of protection against cold in vogue
among the. natives, many of them also ac-

customed them.selves to their food. Hence
many Russians eat frozen fish, frozen rein-

deer, frozen marrow, and frozen raw kid-
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neys. Intermarriages also contributed to

draw the Russians still nearer to the primi-

tive races among whom their lives are

being spent. As a result the very type was
modified, the language underwent many
changes, and certain alphabetical sounds
have been altered or dropped. The Rus-
sian population of the Verkholensk dis-

trict eat half-raw meat, believe firmly in

Shamanism, refer cases of illness to the

Buriat medicine-nion, and piously keep
idols in the lofts of tlieir houses, Russians
along the Lena speak excellent Yakut
and very bad Russian. The Russian
Cossacks of Verkhoyansk consider Yakut
their native tongue.

In the country this process of degenera-

tion is more advanced ; many Russians
imderstand only Yakut. In the Kolymsk
district the physical type of the settlers is

altered, and Russian men and women may
be seen with almond-shaped eyes, large

cheekbones, and developed chins. More
curious still is their mental degeneration

Their memory is uncommonly weak
;

they can hardy speak three words con-

secutively, ancl are almost incapable of

learning to read and write.

But these facts are indicative

at most ol a back eddy, not
of the main current of the

stream of immigration. Siberia must
be at least partly colonised before its

buried riches can be profitably unearthed.

On the one hand, the Unshapen Land,
despite its many drawbacks, is the safest

and most useful outlet for the surplus

population of the empire : and, on the

other, a considerable increase in the number
of Its inhabitants is necessary for the

exploitation of the mineral wealth of

Siberia. Conscious of this, the State has
taken the matter well in hand, appointing
men of knowledge and experience to guide
the stream of immigration. These officials

dispose of an annual Government grant,

and can provide land for a certain number
of promising immigrants.

For several centuries the Government
has been more or less alive to the need of

colonising the country with Russians.
It was partly with that object that penal
settlements were established there and
that special exemptions and favours were
granted to those convicts whose wives
and families volunteered to accompany
them into exile. Siberia has thus, for

generations, been a synonym for a

system of cruel and vindicti\-e punishment

Types
of the New
Settlers



TILLERS OF THE SOIL IN SIBERIA : THE
Agriculture is the solid groundwork oa which the future wellbeing of Siberia must be built up. In tiie cereai zone
of Western Siberia three-fourths of the population till the soil, and of the produce obtained 42 per cent, is

wheat, uo per cent, oats, and 15 per cent. rye. In Yakutsk, where the summer is short, wheat ripens in 77 days.

unparalleled since the days of the penal

mining colonies oi the Sassanian Kings of

Persia. By Europeans it was regarded as

a place of ruthless torture and a veritable

pandemonium. In this conception there

was a mixture of truth and error. It is

a fact that the offscourings of the human
race were despatched thither under con-

ditions which often constituted crimes as

heinous as those for which the felons had
been condemned. Political offenders, too,

were banished, but once in the district or

the province many of them were allowed

to an-ange their lives in accordance with

their tastes and their opportunities.

The authorities harboured the pleasing

fancy that by disposing in this summary
way of the restless and disorder^ elements

of the population they were at once

punishing criminals, freeing the State from

a serious danger, economising the money
which a permanent prison system would

have cost, and contributing to colonise a

_ ^,. ^ countrv rich in natural re-

/'r c u'"^-''*
sources. This belief, how-

of the Siberian
^^^^ j-j.^ ^^ ^^^^, others

Prison System
^herishe 1 by the bureauc-

racy, was at last seen to be a gross delusion.

It is now admitted that the population

of Siberia owes little in n imbers and less

in quality to the e.xiles, poHtical or

criminal, of whom a constant stream has

been steadily flowing into the country

The Cruel

Life of

the Exiles

since the sixteenth century. As colonists

they have played a most insignificant

part, notwithstanding the circumstance
that during the nineteenth century over

900,000 of them, mostly males, crossed

the Siberian frontier. Hardships on the

way and illness caused by the

climate and lack of proper food

and clothing are responsible

for the mortality among the

criminal colonists, which has been un-

commonly great. To break the long

journey they spent hours or days in

habitations erected for the purpose, called

efape prisons. " In the wjnter of 1882,"

wiites an official sent to examine these

places of detention, " in the Salikhoffsky

etape prison (District of Ufa) I was
shown a barrel of water destined to be

drunk by the prisoners. It was covered

over by a large piece of ice which had
become loosened by thawing a little at

the edges and was 5J in. thick. , . .

The etape of the prosperous village of

Alexeyeffsk is situated in an underground

cellar. The Uslonsky etape, near Kazan,

is a mere wooden cage 19I ft. square. In

March, 1882, a convict gang consisting of

27 exiles and 15 Cossacks arrived there.

The Cossacks were billeted in the neigh-

bouring huts, while the 27 prisoners,

thoroughly fagged out after the day's

journey of 22 miles, carrjnng their effects
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with Ihcm. were shut up in this dungeon.
They lay stretched out on tlie planks

;

they sat on their heels on the plank-be^is

and under them ; they stood up shoulder

to shoulder on the ground from 7 p.m.

till 8 a.m. A portion of the planks

i<roke down ; the windows had to be

smashed in order to let in a blast of cold

. air ; there was no fire in the
1
enan

^tove, and the common night-
rison

vessel was standing in the
Practices < . . 1^ iroom, but it was utterly im-

possible for anyone to get near it."

Under such conditions it is not to be

wondered at that the mortality amongst
exiles to Siberia was considerably above
the average. INIany of those who survived

these ordeals contributed to corrupt and
terrorise the inhabitants and to swell the

list of incorrigible criminals. As colonists

they hardly deserve to be considered.

For these and kindred reasons the Tsar
issued an edict in June, 1900, definitely

abolishing banishment to Siberia for

criminal offences ; onlj' political offenders

are despatched thither to-day. But the

worst conditions of exile, even for political

offenders, has practically disappeared, and
exiles live to-day under conditions much
less rigorous than those which prevailed

ten 3'ears ago.

Siberia has been colonised mainly by
peasants whom dearth of land or lack

of liberty drove from European Russia.

To acquire a farm for nothing, to escape

serfdom, or to practise their religion

without hindrance, were among the leading

motives that attracted the earliest settlers.

In 1822 there were but 70,000 of these all

told, but the influx was increasing. It

has been creditably affirmed that people

often deliberately broke the law in order

to provoke a sentence of banishment to a
country where the status of felon was
superior to that of law-abiding subjects

at home. Religious sectarians, who were
generally sober, thrift3% and enterprising,

. almost invariably prospered,
I erian ^^^ ^-^^ legendary stories of

Immigration ,, •
"

i j •

P . their success awakened an irre-

pressible desire in the hearts

of many others, whose motives were not
leligious, to follow their example. Thus,
the stream of immigration swelled ever

more rapidly until the Government, grow-
ing alarmed, deliberatel}- checked it. At
last M. Witte, rightly regarding the move-
ment with favour, adopted various means
of regulating it. Forty acres of land free
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and three years' exemjjtion from taxation
were among the inducements which this

Finance Minister held out to able-bodied
male settlers, "and by the end of the seven
years ending in 1899 the Russian Govern-
ment had distributed in this way no
less than 17,493,000 acres.

At present the number of land-hungry
peasants, mainly from the southern pro-

vinces of European Russia, who seek free

farms in Siberia, is enormous. In May,
1907, the Samara-Zlatoust Railway ran
fifteen trains daily, filled exclusively with
immigrants, into Siberia. ^lany of these

trains consisted of sixty waggons, and in

each waggon there were about thirty-three

persons. The following figures will give

an idea of the comparative dimensions of

the Eastward movement. The number of

voluntary colonists from Russia to Siberia

is shown here for ten years :

1897 .. .
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BLAGOVESHCHENSK TOWN AS SEEN FROM THE ISLAND OF SAGHALIN

'iilLfliiiliiii"!
-T-^

' ii

A GENERr^. vV OF THE TOW GOVESHCHENSK

THE MARKET-PLACE OF BLAGOVESHCHENSK IN WINTER

aiiy t»a*»wa«9»c' "r --'** ^;

STEAMERS LYINL K THE WINTER IN THE HARBOUR OF BLAGOVESHCHENSK

Blagoveshchensk, the only town in the Amur Province, has a population of between thirty and forty thousand.

SCENES IN BLAGOVESHCHENSK. THE GREAT SIBERIAN TOWN ON THE AMUR RIVER
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The Great

Procession

Homeward

sufferings, they find no land whatever,

or only allotments which, without the

expenditure of comparatively large sums
of money, cannot be rendered arable.

Thus they are forced to return whence
they came, and to return generally in

rags as broken-hearted beggars, who are

kept from starvation only by the alms of

the compassionate. During the

first six months of 1907, no
less than 50.000 misery-stricken

paupers>thus wended their way
back to European Russia. But this is

onl}^ a fraction of those who set out from
European Russia. The vast majority

arrived safely, settled on the land, and
have reasonable hopes of prospering there.

The bulk of these peaceful invaders come
to till the soil, being fitted for no other occu-

pation, and unless they succeed, and give

the country a large peasant population, the

outlook of Siberia will be less promising

than it seems, for at present the density

of the population is about one-fortieth

that of European Russia, where there are

but forty-five men to the square mile.

The network of railways indispensable to

the opening up of the country presupposes

a considerable influx of settlers, and
this increase w'ould rely mainly upon
husbandry for its support. Tilling the soil

in Siberia, however, requires much more
strenuous efforts than in Europe, for the

ground is hard and overgrown with weeds,

which in summer sprout up much faster

than corn. The implements of agriculture

must therefore be better and stronger

than in Russia Proper ; the livestock

must be hardier and healthier. Now,
these and kindred necessaries are expen-

sive. Moreover, the summer being very

short, all kinds of agricultural labour have
to be performed almost at the same time.

The number of hands required, therefore, is

correspondingly great ; and as there is no
employment to be had except at that par-

ticular season, labour is necessarily expen-

sive. As for factories and mills,

r
" n °

. which feed so many thousands
for Peasant r i - ~ o •

_ of peasants m European Russia,
Farmers ..

^
1 ji j.i

there are hardly any on the

other side of the Urals. Indeed, all the

cities of Siberia taken together contain a

population which is smaller than that of

JMoscow alone. Agriculture, therefore, is

the solid groundwork on which the future

well-being of Siberia must be built up. If

that, and such auxiliary pursuits as dairy-

farming, prosper, a network of railways
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Mill be constructed and mining industries

will flourish. But without a strong popu-
lation of prosperous farmers the develop-

ment of Siberia will progress but slowly

and laboriously. It is therefore worth
while casting a glance at the prospects

of agriculture as they appear to-da}'.

The country best suited for corn-growing

includes the flatlands of Tobolsk, Tomsk,
Yenisseisk, Irkutsk, Transbaikalia, and
portions of the territories of Akmolinsk
and Serhipalatinsk. In the cereal zone
of West Siberia three-fourths of the

population are employed in tilling the soil,

and of the produce obtained 42 per cent,

is wheat, 35 per cent, oats, and 15 per

cent. rye. In Yakutsk, where the summer
is short, wheat ripens in 77 days : sown
in the middle of May it is reaped in

mid-August, owing to the great length

of the day there. The growth of the

corn, even the corn itself, would seem to

have adjusted itself to the peculiar con-

ditions and surroundings. Certainly, it is

worthy of note that com taken from the

region of Yakutsk and sown an^'^vhere

further south will sprout, grow, and ripen

fifteen days earher than corn

or ea
^-^^ success of agriculture in

rowing
^ rigorous climate like that

of Yakutsk is most encouraging. Against

this positive result one should place the

negative upshot of the persistent endea-

vours made to colonise with farmers

the Amur country and the maritime
territory. The natural conditions in these

provinces are unpropitious to corn grow-

ing : the snowless winters, the incredible

vitahty of weeds, the abundant moisture

of the atmosphere, and the rains, which
have a bad effect on the grain ; the

coincidence of the rainy season with the

harvest, the consequent destruction of

large quantities of cereals, and the terrible

disease caused by a fungus known as
" drunken corn "—a scourge that is spread-

ing. Here is an instance. In soil of

remarkable fertility reclaimed from the

forest by Little Russians, the abundance
of the harvest surprised everyone. The
people of the village Dushkina were, there-

fore, envied. But a couple of years later,

owing to the redoubtable fungus in the

wheat, the farm lost its value, the fields

were left unfilled, the owners departed,

and the village is now the picture of

i-uin. But, then, the Amur basin and the

coast territory are not integral parts of the



CLEARING THE FOREST AND BEGINNING A SETTLEMENT

SETTLED VILLAGE THAT WILL PROBABLY BECOME A FLOURISHING TOWN
Siberia has room for an immense population, and its present population of six millions, three-fourths Russians, gives
it a density of only one to the square mile. Siberia must be at least partly colonised before its buried riches can be
unearthed

; and, conscious of this, Russia has appointed immig'ration officials to encourage settlers by grants of land.

THE SLOW PEOPLING OF SIBERIA: THE BEGINNING OF BUSY TOWNS
2 B 7"5
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agricultural zone ; and the utmost that

can be deduced from the unfavoura])le

conditions just described is that the

Russian Government erred when it im-

agined that farmers from Southern Russia
might, when dumped down in these

unhealthy regions, become successful tillers

_.„. . of unsuited soil. The dififi-
D.fficuitics

^^j^jg^ ^^^^-^ ^j^g Siberian
of Siberian r i.j.j.11 jj.i
. . farmer has to tackle, and the
gncu ure

j.jj,j,, ^^ which he is often

exposed even in the corn-growing region,

render agricultural pursuits more pre-

carious if not less lucrative than in

European Russia. Not only are many
of these problems capable of a satis-

factory solution, but in some cases the

compensations are ample. Thus, in

Transbaikalia, where the crops are

frequently injured or destroyed by hoar
frosts, the corn raised is considerably
better in quality than that of European
Russia. A striking instance of the simple
devices by which natural obstacles are

occasionalK' removed is supplied b}' the

artificial reservoirs of water, by which
the worst effects of the drought of the

steppe districts are eliminated. Snow
is heaped up in mounds, surrounded with
planks, thatched with straw, and used as

reservoirs of water. When drinking-water

is wanted, the farmers plunge a red-hot

iron into the pressed snow, and in this

primitive way a supply of water is en-

sured which generally lasts down to the

close of autumn. The solution to other

and more difficult problems, discovered

long before by the Chinese immigrant,
need only to be applied by his Russian
competitor. In a word, the material well-

being of the agricultural population of

Siberia seems fully assured.

Much more, however, is expected from
the unsummed treasures which are still

awaiting the advent of the enterprising

miner. And in all probability the ex-

pectation will be ultimately fulfilled

;

but only on condition that a
network of railways connect
the future mining districts with
the Trans - Siberian line and

also with the nearest ports of the Baltic and
Pacific ; that capital be freely and wisely
invested ; that the companies be served by
men who know the country well, and that
enlightened settlers identify their interests

and combine their efforts with those of

the fortune-hunters from outside.

Only then will imderground Siberia
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Future

of Siberia's

Mines

justify the high hopes that are cherished

of its future. For there would seem to be
no doubt in the minds of experts that gold
and silver, platinum, copper, iron, coal,

and other valuable deposits can be
obtained in large quantities and at a
reasonable cost. Heretofore too little

capital has been invested to allow of the
application of rational methods, too little

attention paid to the local conditions of

labour, and nothing done to render
transport cheap or even possible. Hence,
the output of gold, like the total produc-
tion of wheat, has undoubtedly decreased.

Relatively little has been done by the

State or by individuals to exploit the

mineral wealth of the land since the

^Middle Ages, when men of a Turko-Mongol
race made shallow winding holes in the

ground fromwhich they dug out their silver,

lead, and copper ores. The methods of these

miners, whose petrified wooden ladders

and props are still found near the ruins of

their workshops in the Nerchinsk region,

were primitive and inadequate. Greeks
were the first miners who laboured for

Europeans, and in 1701 they triumphantly
sent to Moscow 6 lb. of lead

and 20 lb. of silver ore taken
from Mount Kultak. After this,

progress was slowly made in

various parts of the country, until about
the middle of the nineteenth century
Siberia acquired in Russia the name of

the " golden ground." Yet, even to-day
all Siberia gives employment to no more
than 60,000 men, and supplies the Imperial

Treasury with barely two and a quarter
million pounds' worth of gold.

It is no exaggeration to assert that gold

is found everywhere and in every form
in Siberia. Gold-mining is carried on
in the western half of the country, in the

territories of Akmolinsk, Semipalatinsk,

various parts of the provinces of Yenissei,

and Tomsk. The very name Altai means
" gold mountains." In the Amur basin

and in the Lena mining district, which now
forms part of the province of Irkutsk, gold

is obtained in considerable quantities.

But in the Vitimsk and the Olekminsk
systems lie the richest gold deposits in all

Siberia : one ton of sand yields from o'i36

ounces to 2'i ounces of gold, whereas in the

Yenissei district o"o8 ounces is the maxi-
mum. The output of the gold-digging in

Eastern Siberia largely exceeds that of the

Western districts, but owing to the lack

of capital, to mismanagement, and to the

Siberia

the Golden
Ground
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neglect of vein ore, the amount of gold
obtained throughout all Siberia is falling

off. Thus, in 1882 the total output was
2774 tons ; in 1891 it had fallen to 26"6

tons ; and in 1897 it was only 23'99 tons.

The decrease is especially noticeable in the

Yenisseisk, Transbaikalia, a;nd the Amur
regions. On the other hand, the gold
industry on the shore of the Sea of Okhotsk
is prospering. For it flourishes wherever
little labour and capital are needed, and
it fails where strenuous efforts and large

investments are indispensable.

On the subject of ways of communication
it will, perhaps, suffice to remark that the
goldfields are generally situated on the

fringe of the jungle, to reach which is

possible only on horseback or else by the
peculiar conveyance known as volokushki.

Two long poles are fixed to the horse's

collar and allowed to drag along the ground,
and between them a seat is fixed which
resembles a cradle in its form and an
instrument of torture in its effects.

The conditions of labour in Siberia,

unfavourable to all parties concerned, are

still in flux. Convicts, old settlers, peasants
from Russia, Poles, Tartars,

• %°b"^ • ' Kirghizes, Circassians, Buriats,

j^. and Chinamen form the float-

ing population of the mines.

Labourers are hired by the year, and
receive, besides their wages—which are
paid every month—a fixed amount of

flour, brick-tea, meat, and meal. In some
gold-diggings the cost of this allowance,

owing to the exorbitant price of the

provisions there, exceeds the wages by
200 per cent. But the employer receives

th^ worth of his money, for the working
day begins at 3 a.m. and continues for

from 14 to 15 hours, the miner toiling

sometimes ankle-deep in cold water, with
only two breaks—one for tea and the

other for dinner. The effects of this kind
of labour on the physical and moral health

of the workman are most pernicious.

Of the many metals and minerals in

which Siberia is known to abound, gold

and silver are almost the only ones that

have as yet been exploited. Only a few
tons of silver are . annually obtained,

although this metal occurs in large

quantities in the Kirghiz steppe, on the

Altai Mountains, in the Nerchinsk district,

and many other places. Only two copper
works exist in all Siberia, in spite of

the abundance of that metal in various

parts of the country, and especially in the

Kirghiz steppe. Iron, the most useful

of metals, is equally neglected. A few
ironworks, which are carried on with a
fair profit, bear witness to the existence of

that metal in three or four provinces, and
also to the inborn indolence of Eastern
men. All over Siberia coal is found in

abundance. There are rich coalfields

and the quality is excellent.

p..
J..

. Doubtless, capital is necessary

Sibc
"^""^

^° work these minerals, but
the needs of the Siberian

railway, which consumes large quantities
of fuel, would almost suffice to guarantee
the success of the coal industry.

The development of means of communi-
cation is the great condition everywhere.
Communication between Moscow and
Siberia is relatively rapid and reasonably
comfortable. The Siberian Express is

provided with electricity, with a well-

furnished saloon, armchairs, writing-

tables, and portable lamps, by the light

of which travehers can read at night.

The system of ventilation, which, while

admitting fresh air, excludes the dust,

is unknown on any other Russian
railway. In the corridor the passenger
can see, printed in large letters, the

name of the next station, the hour at

which he is due there, and the length of

time the train will remain at it. The
food supplied on the restaurant car is

excellent. The mechanical arrangements
of the express are eminently satisfac-

tory, but the service which depends for

thoroughness and regularity upon human
efforts is very inadequate, without, how-
ever, being as bad as in other parts of

Russia. From Moscow to Irkutsk, the

distance of 3,383 miles is traversed by the

Siberian Express in 225 hours and 55
minutes ; from Moscow to Kharbin

—

4,908 miles—the time required is 344
hours, while the journey from Moscow to

Vladivostock—5,391 miles—can be accom-
plished in 380 hours and 46 minutes.

. The opening up of the mining
penmg

districts through branches con-
up the Coal ,• •., °,, . -,

„ . nectmg with this railway is
Region r xu J. -L-one 01 the great necessities

of progress. The development of the
Kuznetsk coal region, for example, needs
a railway 120 miles long. Surveys were
made last year (1906), and the day on
which any section of this projected line

is completed may be fitly regarded as the

beginning of an era of prosperity for

Siberia and for Russia. E. J. Dillon
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THE WORLD'S OLDEST EMPIRE

THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE
BY MAX VON BRANDT

(~\P the leading nations of Europe none
^-^ has had a Ufe of moi'e than a millen-

nium and a half, even if we date back
the birth of France to the days of Clovis.

A thousand years before Clovis, Rome
was no more than the chief city of a con-
federation in Central Italy. Of the Mace-
donian Empire nothing was left three

hundred yeeirs after the death of its

founder. Five hundred years before his

birth, it is doubtful whether any of the
Greek states known to history was even
in existence. Of the early empires of

Western Asia none survived the dawn
of the Christian Era. Until the energy

of very modern investigators

unearthed or deciphered the

monuments of Mesopotamia
and Egypt, all human happen-

ings earlier than the year 2.000 B.C. or

thereabouts were accounted by Europeans
as prehistoric, save for the story embodied
in the Hebrew narrative.

But in the Far East there lives to-day
an empire, vast in extent, painfully

populous, a civilisation complex, elaborate,

artificial to a degree, and tracing back
its unbroken history beyond the date at

which the Hebrew historian fixed the
Deluge. Doubtless, until well within a
thousand years of the Christian Era,
legend and fact are intermingled in that
history, until the period at which the

An Empire
" Before

the Deluge "

labours of Confucius set the records in

order
; yet there is no doubt that for

some two thousand years before his day
the Chinese Empire had subsisted con-
tinuously. Since Confucius, it has con-
tinued to subsist for more than two
thousand years with five hundred added
to them.,
A strange people—a stagnant people, to

Western eyes. As the Chinaman lived

rvij *!.
iri the days of Confucius, so he

Older than , ,. i' r n , r

Q^ has lived tor five times five

and Rome hundred years
; so he lives to-

day. In the West, the civilisa-

tions of Greeks and Romans arose, and
crumbled ; with infinite pains, the bar-
barian hordes which overthrew them have
built up a new civilisation. Before
Greece and Rome, China was standing,
and still she stands ; in all essentials

unchanged ; apart ; barring out the world
of outer barbarians, to whom China her-
self appears a stereotyped caricature

—

something grotesque—a bloodless incar-

nation of materialism. At last, the West
is knocking at her gates. Some change
seems inevitable. Will she crumble, as
Rome crumbled before the Teuton, or is

Europe to face a true yellow peril ?

Is her future one of disintegration or of
integration ? Will she shiver to dust, or
awaken to a new life ? The answer is not
3^et articulate.
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One of the most ancient names by
which the Chinese have called their

country is Tien Hsia, meaning Under the
Sky. Ssu Hai or All within the Four Seas,

and Chung Kuo, or Middle Kingdom, are

also earh' names, the latter dating h'om
the establishment of the Chou dynasty
about 1 150 B.C. As these names imply-

that there is but one country—China,
the centre of the earth—other names,
such as Hua, Chung-hua Kuo, or

Middle Flowery Kingdom, and Nei Ti, or

Inner land, refer to China's civilisation

and superiority to foreigners. [It is not
easy to make Chinese names intelligible

and the reader who finds Shan-tung on
one page will know that the Shantung
on another page is precisely' the same
place and precisely the same word. In
the case of Chinese proper names, as

in Japanese proper names, the family

surname comes before the Christian name,
as if we wrote Shakespeare William.]

For the people of China, a common
name is black-haired folk, and occasion-

ally they are referred to as men of Han or

Tang, from two dynasties distinguished

for their power and culture. The name
of the present dynasty, Tsing or Ching,

together with those of many earlier

A VIEW IN THE MOUNTAINS THAT DIVIDE CHINA INTO TWO PARTS
The surface of China, as a whole, slopes from west to east. The division between north and south is found in the
branch of the Kunlun Mountains in latitude 34° to 35*, which separates the basins of the Yellow River and the Yangtse.

in English, and to help English readers in

the pronunciation of these names the
hj'phen is introduced. The hyphen has
no other purpose than to help the reader
to the right pronunciation ; it is as if we
wrote Lon-don or Sid-mouth. Thus,
Shan-si or Shansi is equally correct. The
use of the hyphen has of late diminished
and will probabl}' die out altogether, and
it has been thought convenient here to

use it only sometimes in order to familiarise

the reader with the proper divisions of

words. Chinese names are spelt, therefore,

in this History with or without the hyphen,
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dynasties, is never applied in this general

sense to the people of China.

The origin of the name " China," given
to the country in Europe, has occasioned

much questioning. Dr. Legge states that

the name came to us from India through
Buddhism. Another authority says that

the China known to the people of India

before the arrival of Chinese pilgrims

and afterwards was apparently not the

Flowery ^Iiddle Kingdom, but rather a
region occupied by a tribe living to the

west of the Chinese Empire, far west of

the Yellow River ; and that the name was



A SCENE OF WILD GRANDEUR IN THE ALATOU MOUNTAINS OF CHINESE TARTARY

THE REMARKABLY PICTURESQUE SEVEN STAR MOUNTAINS OR TSEIH SING YEN

The Chinese system of mountain ranges contains many individual summits of rugged grandeur. The mass of monn-
tains towards Tibet has been described as "the greatest sea of high peaks and sharply-cut ridges in the world."

THE WONDERLANDS OF CHINAS MOUNTAINS
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aftenvards extended to the Fiowery Land,

apparently by the Buddhist writers and
translators of India and Kashmir.

In the seventh century a.d. Yuan-
chuang, the Chinese pilgrim, on his journey

homeward, about 150 miles east of the

Che-ka or Tek-ka district in the Punjab,

came to the country which he calls Chi-

na-puh-ti. This district, accord-
Seventh -^g ^^ j^-g g|.Qj-y^ ^y^g assigned

Century

Pilgrim
to a Chinese hostage sent from
an outlying vassal of China,

west of the Yellow River, to the Court

of King Kanishka, who probably hved in

the second century a.d. The name China
is also applied in the Birhat Samita, a

book composed in the sixth century a.d.,

to a people in the north-east division

of India.

But whatever the district first referred

to under this name, there seems to

be no doubt that it was applied later

by Indian Buddhists to China itself,

which is also mentioned as Chin-tan.

The difficulty is rather to understand
how a name, presumably derived from
the Chin or Tsin dynasty, which came
to an end in 209 B.C., should have
survived so long, and in its original

form. It is possible that the " Sinae
"

of the Romans is the same name in

a different dress, but the first record

of the name China, as used by
European writers is, according to

Colonel Yule, in the year 15 16 a.d.

by Barbosa. Baron F. von Richthofen's

theory that the name comes from Jih-nan,

an old name of Tonquin, or Tong-
king, seems to rest on weak ground, as

the local pronunciation would probably
be Yit-nam, instead of Jih-nan. The
Latin name " Seres," as applied to

the people of China, is said to be de-

rived from the word " ssu," silk, which,
in its Korean form, " sil," appears to

lend some justification to this theory.

Just as China is a name unknown to

the people of the country, so Cathay is

also a foreign name, derived
probably from the Ki-tan
Tartars, and ascribed so exclu-

sively to the interior of

China that it was only by travelling

overland from India to Peking that

the Jesuit missionary, Benedict Goes,
in 1663, established the fact that the
Cathay of the Persians was identical

with China.

China Proper is bounded on the north
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The Origin

of the

Name China

by Mongolia, on the west by Turkestan
and Tibet, on the south-west by Burma,
on the south by Tonquin and the Tonquin
Gulf, on the south-east and east by the

China Sea, on the north-east by the

Yellow Sea, the Gulf of Chih-li, Korea,
and, now that Manchuria has been in-

corporated in China Proper, by the Sea
of Japan.
The total area of China Proper, includ-

ing Manchuria, is 1,896.030 square miles,

and the total population, according to

Chinese estimates, amounts to 419,212,000.
The area of the whole empire, including

all the countries really or nominally tribu-

tary to it, is over 4.247,170 square miles,

and the population is claimed to amount
to over 430,000,000.
The figures in the followdng table, based

on figures given in Pere Richard's re-

cently published Geography of China,
show the area and population of the
different provinces of China Proper. In
addition, Mongolia has a population of

2,600,000, with an area of 1,367,600 square
miles ; Chinese Turkestan a population of

1,200.000, with an area of 550,340 square

A MAGISTRATE OF THE FIRST RANK
From a Chinese drawing.
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miles ; and Tibet a population of 6,500,000,

with an area of 463,200 square miles.

Provinces
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TYBES OF THE EARLY INHABITANTS OF CHINA
By native artists.

thrown across China in an east-by-north-
east and west-by-south-west direction.

These mountains are divided into three

branches, the northernmost of which forms
the border of the Mongohan plateau. The
central constitutes the water-parting of

the Yellow River and the Yangtse ; and
the southern runs along the northern
border of Sze-chuen, and further east
separates the upper waters of the Han
River from the Yangtse.
But across these ranges there also runs

a great series of mountain chains with a
north-east to south-west direction, named
by Richthofen the Chinese system. Along
the east coast these mountains are gathered
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into a belt about 40a
miles wide, and seldom
exceeding 6,000 feet in

height. To the west of

this belt the trend of the

mountain ranges is still

the same, and, according
to Prince Kropotkin, the
high ranges in the ex-

treme west of China are

but a continuation of the
Khing-an and Stanovoi
Mountains of North-east
Asia. Where the Chinese
system meets the Kun-
lun its ranges are de-

flected somewhat from
their course, but they
appear again with their

original direction north of

that range, though partly

confounded in the plateau
of Shan-si. Near Tibet,

where the system collides

with the outliers of the

Tibetan system, there is

found what Richthofen
calls the greatest sea of

high peaks and sharply-

cut ridges in the world.

The plateaus, of which
the mountain ranges in

many cases form the

western escarpment, are

found in Shan-si (6,000

feet to 7,500 feet), the

Ordos country (4,500 feet

to 4,800 feet), Sze-chuen,

Yun-nan, Kwei-chou, and,

on the largest scale of all,

in Mongolia, west of the

Khing-an Mountains.
The great alluvial plain

of China extends from Peking to the

Yangtse, with a width varying from
100 miles in the north to 300 miles

in latitude 34°. There are other

smaller plains or basins near Hankow,
and on the borders of the Poyang
and Tung-ting lake in the Yangtse
\'alley. The only other plain of import-

ance is that in the delta of the Canton
rivers. The surface of China, as a whole,

slopes from west to east. The division

between north and sputh is found in the
branch of the Kun-lun Mountains in

latitude 34° to 35°, which separates the

basins of the Yellow River and the
Yangtse.
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South of this hne Ues the country of
canals and boats, irrigation, and a tem-
perate or subtropical climate, with the
reed plains, rice fields, cotton plants,

bamboo woods, mulberry groves, tea

plantations, sugar cane, varnish, oil and
wax trees, oranges, pomelo, litchi, bananas,
and melons, which are its characteristics.

To the north of the chain, carts and
mules and ponies take the place of boats

-, and porters. The climate is

^,. ^ one of extreme heat and cold,
Climates ,, i .

•
i

f Ch"
With a short spnng and
autumn. Indian corn, millet

of many kinds, wheat and—further north

—

buckwheat and oats, pears, apples, apri-

cots, walnuts, grapes, persimmons, and
water melons are the common fruits,

and ice is so common as to be seen in

great blocks on every fruitseller's stall in

sum.mer.
With the different climates there follows

a change in the character and temper of

the people. The southerner is the more
studious, in some ways the more refined

;

his fingers have a more delicate sense of

touch ; if he emigrates, he goes to the

Straits, Australia, or to some warm climate.

The northerner drinks more heavily, eats

more food, endures cold and discomfort,

from which his neighbour shrinks, and
makes the splendid colonist who has been

AN ANCIENT CHINESE SOLDIER
From Kircher's "China Monumentis," 1064.

AN ANCIENT CHINESE SOLDIER
From Kircher's "China Monun;e itis," 1064.

transforming Manchuria and constructing

railroads. It is in the north that the

enormous loess beds lie which slope

down from the mountain tops to the
plains, and are intersected by gorges, in

the eastern walls of which are the cave
dwellings of a large proportion of the

population. In the south the bamboo
supplies almost every want of the house,

the lield, or the boat, and takes its

place on the table as a delicacy. In the

north the millet is used in the structure

of every cottage ; its straw is the fuel of

the poor man and its grain is the food of

men and beasts. In the lower valley of

the Yangtse, where neither millet nor
bamboo are quite at home, the gigantic

reed beds which line the river and the

shores of the lakes and swamps form the

fuel of the country and the material for

building cottages and fences. Lastly, in

the north are roads or cart-tracks across

the fields ; in Central China are paved
paths for barrow traffic ; in the south are

still narrower footpaths for porters.

In the geography of China rivers are

of much greater importance than moun-
tains, especially the three great streams
which traverse the empire from west to

east, the Hoang-ho, Yangtse Kiang, and
the Chu Kiang. The Hoang-ho, or Yellow
River, has so often burst its banks and
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I'nderu -o'i iV Umlerwood, London

THE GREAT PEOPLE OF THE NORTH : A GROUP OF MANCHU MEN

A LrROUP OF CANTON CHRISTIANS WITH IHEIR NAllVE TEACHER
In the North of China the people are hardy, enduring cold and fatigue better than their southern kinsmen; they
emigrate to temperate regions and form valuable colonists. The Chinaman of the South is more fastidious in his com-
forts, and when he emigrates, goes to tropical or sub-tropical countries ; he eats and drinks less than his northern cousin.

CHINESE OF THE NORTH AND THE SOUTH
716



MACAO WOMAN AND CHILD TONQUIN WOMAN AND CHILD

WOIviEN AND CHILDREN OF CHINA: TYPES OF CHINESE AND MANCHUS
riiotob UiKlcrwood & Underwood, London
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GROWING RICE, CHINAS

kiang (River, or Great River), and
from Wuchang onward it is usually
known as Chang-kiang, or the Long
River. It rises in the Tangla
IMountains, hardly iioo miles from
the sources of the Hoangho and
the Kun-lun range. In its course
of about 3,200 miles it passes
through the Central Chinese pro-

vinces of Szechuen, Hupeh, Kiang-
liuai, and Kiangsu, and waters an
area of about 685,000 square miles.

It is also the most important line

! )f communication in China ; towns
>uch as Nanking, Nganking, Han-
kow, Wuchang, and Chungking
are situated upon this stream. As
iar as Hankow it is sufficiently

deep to permit the passage of

large steamers ; its importance
will be increased in this respect

by the construction of canals to

pass the rapids between Ichang
and Chungking, which hitherto

have been crossed by only two
CANTON or three small steamers.

flooded the country as to have
been called " the plague of China,"
and is said to have completely
changed the lower part of its bed
no fewer than nine times ; it rises in

the plain of Odontala south of the
Kun-lun Mountains, and passes

through North China for a dis-

tance of more than 3,000 miles.

The district which it waters is over
400,000 square miles in extent.

The course of the Hoang-ho was
apparently followed by the first

immigrants, whose descendants we
now know as Chinese, and in its

vahey the larger part of ancient
and mediaeval Chinese history has
been worked out. Since 1852 the
Hoang-ho has emptied itself into
the Gulf of Pechih, though formerly
it flowed into the Yellow Sea
south of the peninsula of Shantung.
The nature of its bed makes it of
no importance as a navigable
waterway.
The Yangtse Kiang—so named

only in its lower reaches from
Nanking onward, toward Yang:-
chou—is known in its upper course
as Kin-sha-kiang, the River of the
Golden Sands, its central portion
being called merely Kiang or Ta-
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A SCENE IN BAMBOO-LAND
The bamboo plant i, i South China supplies almost every want of ths
house, the field, or the ooat, and takes its place on the table as a delicacy.



THE YELLOW RIVER, 3,ii(Jii MILES LONG, WATERING AN AREA OF 100,000 SQUARE MILES

^^^-.>r..fc.<-..- ^-
*-«*r'sniai|||

THE CHU KIANG, OR PEARL RIVER, WATERING A DISTRICT OF 128,000 SQUARE MILES

SCENES ON THE THREE GREAT RIVERS OF CHINA
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The Chu Kiang, or the Pearl River, rises

ill Yunnan, and is formed by the con-

fluence of the East, North, and West
ri\-ers, of which tributaries the last-

named, the Si-kiang, is the most im-

portant. The Chu Kiang passes through
South China, and reaches the sea near

Canton ; it waters a district estimated

at more than 128,000 square miles.

Nothing certain is known of the origin

of the Chinese people. Some probability

attaches to the theories proposed by
Terrien de Lacouperie and Robert Kenna-
way Douglas, which would consider them
as descended from the Accadians, relying

among other evidence upon the similarity

of the earliest Chinese writing to the

cuneiform script. An alternative is the

view of Richthofen, that the original

home of the first emigrants into China
was in the valley of the Tarim, where they

may have come into contact with Accadian
ancl Indian civilisation. Such an origin,

if proved, does not, however, explain the

great difference of the Chinese from all

the other peoples of Asia—as, for instance,

in the entire absence of a priestly or

military professional class ; still
ence

^^^^ does" it explain the simi-
Came the 1 v, • r 1 ^i
„.. „ larities—lor example, the ap-

parent existence 01 a certain

amount of astronomical knowledge at

so early a period as that of the Hsia
dynasty.

Equally difficult is it to discover

evidence of their origin from ethno-

graphical inquiry. The main part of

East Asia—the greater part of China,

Japan, Korea, Formosa, Mongolia, and
Tibet—is inhabited by a population of

about 500,000,000 of Mongolian race, to

which must be added the peoples of

Further India with the Mala5^s. It is

scarcel}^ possible to draw a definite line

of demarcation between these and the

Mongolians. In Manchuria, in the

district of the Sungari River, in part

of Korea and in a part of the west coast

of Japan, the Manchu-Korean type is pre-

dominant. In China we also meet with
the ]\liaot^ti and the little known Lolo ; in

Southern China and Japan infusions of

Polynesian blood can be traced, while a

slight infusion of the woolly haired negro
appears at rare intervals. The true ]\Ion-

golian is predominant in Central and
Southern China ; further south the Mala}^

type becomes more prominent, as does the
Manchu-Korean in the north.
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Peoples

of China

' These facts are indisputable, but they
do not help us to solve the riddle of the
origin of the Chinese or of the races

which existed in the East at the time of

their migrations. Of such independent
races, whether exterminated or absorbed
by the Chinese, there may have been a
great number, though it is improbable

that any one of them was

v^t^i^J
^ numerically large. Mention is

made of the San ]\Iiau in the
" Shuking," in its history of

the time of Yao and Yu (2356-2206 B.C.);

and in a speech made by King Wu of

Chou (1134-1116 B.C.) against Chou-hsin
of Shang before the battle of Mu, he
refers to eight auxiliary peoples, the
Yung, Shu, Chiang, Mao, Wei, Lu, Phang,
and Pho.
At a later period, between the eighth

and seventh centuries B.C., mention is

made of eight tribes of the Dsung or Yung
who were western barbarians in Shantung,
Chih-li, Honan, Shansi, Shensi, and on the

frontier of the kingdom. The Ti, who
were northern barbarians, dwelt in Shansi

and Chih-li, the I barbarians of Shantung
extended as far as the Han River, and
the Man lived on the central and upper
Yangtse, chiefly on the right bank. But
the number of the tribes that had not

then been subdued must have been much
greater ; even at the present day, more
than two thousand six hundred years later,

tribes of original inhabitants in complete
or partial independence are constantly

found in the southern and western pro-

vinces of the empire.

That such tribes as the Li, probably
descendants of the Miaotzu, to whom
Kublai Khan is said to have assigned a

part of Formosa in 1292, should have held

their ground in the interior of Formosa
and Hainan is the less remarkable in

view of the fact that even at the present

day whole tribes of original inhabitants

have been able to maintain their inde-

pendence in the provinces on
ri es o

^j^g mainland, where the
rigma

Chinese supremacy has endured
Inhabitants ^ 1 i r /^r

lor thousands of years. Of
tribes not of Chinese origin, or which have
only in part submitted to Chinese rule,

the largest are the Miaotzu, Lolo, Ikia,

Hakka, Hoklo, Yao, Sai or Li, Mosso,
Lissou and Minchias.

The Miaotzu, known to the Chinese as

the " savage " or " tamed," according
to their degree of civilisation, are found



THE VALLEY OF THE TARIM RIVER, PROBABLY THE EARLIEST HOME OF THE CHINtSE

Nothing certain is known of the origin of the Chinese people, but it is supposed that the original home of the

first emigrants into China was in the Valley of the Tarim, the chief river of the Province of Sin-kian, stretching

across the Tarinj Desert. Here they may have come into contact with Accadian and Indian civilisation,

l-'rotti Svei) Hetlin's "Scieuiilig Kesulls of .i Journey in Central -\s;.i,
'
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in Kwang-tung, Kwangsi, Hunan, Yunnan
and Kwei-chou. They number some fifty

tribes, and are purely aborigines. In
Yunnan their numbers have been reduced
owing to their having taken part in the
]\Iohammedan rising of 1860-1869. The
Lolos hve in Sze-chuen, in mountainous
country, on the left bank of the Yangtse.
They have a written character which has
not yet been studied. The Ikia form a
large proportion of the inhabitants of

Kwang-si, and have affinities to the
Siamese. The Hakka are of foreign origin,

probably from Fukien ; they constitute

some two-thirds of the population of

Kwang-tung, and are also found in

Kwang-si. The Hoklo are also of Fukien
origin, and number some three million

of the inhabitants of Kwang-tun
Yao, or Yu, of Burmese origin, are found
mainly near Lien-chou Fu, in Kwang-tung.
and do not exceed ;hirty thousand in

number. The Sai, or Li, reside in the
island of Hainan, and have a written
language of their own. The Mossos
hve in the north-west of Yunnan and
east of Tibet. South of them are the
Lissou. The Minchias are

also in Yunnan, and at one
time had their capital at

Ta-li Fu.
A serious attempt was

made by the late Dr. Ernst
Faber, in a pa])cr on

" Prehistoric China," to discover through
the growth and development of the
" ideographs," which superseded the

guipos or knotted cords previously in

use as remembrancers, the degree of

civilisation which existed in China at

the time of their introduction and its

subsequent development. He mentions,

by the way, that guipos, the invention of

which is attributed to Sui Jen or Shen
Nung are still in use in Tibet and among
the Miaotzu in Kwei-chou.

Dismissing as inapplicable to the ele-

mentary characters of Chinese writing the

description of the trigrams, devised by the

AN ANCIENT AND COMMON FORM OF TORTURE
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mythical Fu-hi, he notes the invention of

the " tadpole " characters, ascribed to

Huang-ti (2697 B.C.), after which date at

least 1,500 years pass without any mention
of writing. Then, at a time placed by some
in the twelfth century, and certainly

before the third century B.C., written

characters are grouped in the '"six

scripts" under six categories according
to the nature of their subject—viz.,

figures, ideas, inversions, relations,

metaphors, and phonetic characters, and
arrangement which, however, is practic-

able only for a small number of

characters. Probably the Great Seal

characters, about a thousand in number,
which were invented 800-752 B.C., are of

earlier date. These were followed some
six centuries later by the "Small Seal"
characters, which are probably the oldest

BEATING A PRISONER THROUGH THE STREETS

form now in existence, and these by
the Li-shu, the present of^cial form of

handwriting, and that again by others.

Chinese characters are composed of

radicals or classifiers, which give some clue

to their meaning, combined with phonetics,

which give an idea of their sound though not
of the tone in which they are pronounced.

The adoption of the pho-

netic system some time
after 1200 B.C. greatly

facilitated the increase of

the number of characters.

In the "Nine Classics"

4(101 different characters

are found, and in the

Sung dynasty (960-1126
A.D.) they had risen to

25,000. In Kang-hsi's dic-

tionary (1662-1722 A.D.)

A CHINESE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE STOCKS

^
about 45,000 appear. The
earliest dictionary in whch
these classifiers were used
was the Shuo-wen, published

about 100 A.D.

Dr. Faber holds that

writing, in its proper sense,

began with the invention of

the Seal characters (800-752
B.C.), a conclusion from
which, as he points out, it

necessarily follows that the

reliable history of China
begins with its inventions,

and that all monuments of

literature said to be of an
earlier date

—

among them
some famous por-

tions of the

Chinese classics

—

are later produc-

tions. For it would
have been impos-
sible to compose
those documents

rHE PUNISHMENT THE BAMBOO
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with characters consisting of figures o:

objects and ideographic combinations ; and
as all the hterary remnants of Chinese
anriquity show a predominance of pho-
netic characters, they cannot be older than
the Chou dynasty, under which phonetic

writing was first developed.

When phonetic writing was adopted, the

old figures or representation of objects

or characters were not aban-
inese

doned, though inevitably some-
ys cm o

\yi^at modified. But no
" "*^ attempt was made to reduce

phonetics to an alphabet, and the pro-

nimciation of words was not confined

to a definite set of characters, and the

phonetic principle was never universally

applied. With the classifiers there was
the same lack of sj'Stem. Their number
was not limited, and their position in the

body of the character was not invariable.

Sometimes they are found on the left,

sometimes on the right, sometimes above,

sometimes below the characters.

It is of these phonetics and classi-

fiers, sometimes called radicals, and
the elementary characters from \\hich

both are developed, that the WTitten

characters of the present day are com-
posed The use of the classifier is easily

understood if words of our own language

which have different meanings and the

same sound are taken as examples

—

e.g.,

" pine" with the classifier " tree" is not

likely to be confused with " pine," to

sorrow, which naturally would have
" heart " as its classifier ;

" mine " with
the classifier " stone " would be very
distinct from the " mine " of " mine and
thine "; and so on. It is easy to under-

stand in how many combinations classifiers

such as fire, water, wood, grass, heart,

man, woman, cow, would naturally find a

place. On the other hand, the advantage
of having a clue to the sound of a

character through the presence in it of

some smaller character the pronunciation
of which is familiar to every-

cograp s ^^g -g gg^gjjy appreciated, and
as a Clue to •, •

' • .1 . .1
^. ... .. it IS surpnsmg that the m-
Civihsation .. ^

^ ^ ^

vention once adopted was
never s.ystematised, but, on the contrary,

the number of phonetics increased to

such an extent as in large measure to

destroy their utility.

From the elementary characters, about
one hundred in number, from which
ideographs had been developed when
classifiers were introduced, Dr. Faber
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sought to learn of the state of civili-

sation at the time to which they may
be referred How far back in time
this may be it is impossible to guess.

He himself seems to have thought that

ideographs may have been in use for

ten or fifteen centuries before phonetics

were introduced. The conclusion at which
he arrived is that society was then already

in a settled state, with chiefs, officers and
clans, and most of the domesticated
animals. ^Melons and bamboos, fire and
ice, dwellings in cliffs, salt lands, and wells,

weapons such as knives, arrow.?, halberds,

javelins, bows, and shields, tools and
utensils, tripods and incense burners,

wheeled carriages and boats—all appear
among these elementary characters. Sacri-

fice and divination are also mentioned,
and seem to prove the existence of some
religious belief at this early period.

Taoism and Confucianism, as they appear
in the sixth century B.C., are proofs of a

high degree of intellectual development
even then. The great exponents of these

schools bear witness, and the fact is con-

firmed by the evidence of the Chinese
classics, that this develop-

r'f . .f^\^^, ment began long before the
of Intellectual j r^r a. j n_ , ^ days of Lao-tse and Con-
Development ^ •' r. . , ,

fucuis. It must have been
founded on a widespread civilisation and a

relativel}' high degree of culture. In the
" Chouli," " Hi," and " Liki " we find

proofs of the existence of a comprehensive
and detailed system of administration.

The rights and duties of every class of the

population are prescribed to the smallest

details. Every season has its appointed
tasks. Full provision is made for the

observance of all ceremonies connected
with funerals, receptions, the dedication

of temples, festivals, drinking feasts,

archery, etc. The relations of parents to

children and children to parents are

particularised in full form and ceremony.
Great attention was paid to the equip-

ment and evolutions of the troops, to

which orders were transmitted by signal.

Two-wheeled chariots, both open and
closed, and harnessed with one. two, three,

and four horses, .side by side, were in

common use. In war, chariots were used
drawn by two horses and containing three

occupants—the charioteer, a spearman, and
an archer. The emperor takes the field

with ten thousand chariots. Cavalry does

not seem to have been employed in the

earliest period, though pictures of cavalry



A "LILY-FOOTED" WOMAN OF CHINA A CANTON LADY IN STREET COSTUME

TYPES AND SCENES OF DAILY LIFE IN CHINA
Pliut. s I'lKlerwood & Unilfrwood, London.
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conflicts arc lf)iind lielonging to the second

century a.d. The arms in vise were the

spear, the halberd, the sword, the club,

the axe, the bow and arrow, and the

crossbow. The defensive armour ajipar-

ently consisted of a small shield, and. in

early times, of leather harness. This last

was afterward replaced by chain and mail

armour.
In the arts of peace the Chinese had

also made great progress a thousand years

at least before the Christian era. There

are in existence at the present day vessels

of bronze which date from the Hsia, Shang.

and Chou dynasties. The book called
" Po-ku-tou-lu," the first edition of which
belongs to the years iiig to 1126, and the
" Hsi-ching-ku-chien," a work published

by order of the Emperor Kien-lung in

1759, describing his collection of anti-

quities, contain numerous illustrations of

these vessels. They display excellent work-

manship and rich ornamentation. Ani-

mals are oftfen represented ; numerous
examples of palaces, great and small, are

met with. A large number of beautiful

works of art in nephrite are also in

existence, especially sacrificial

Art^r*
vessels and plates, with orna-

iooo'b C "^^"ts for the extremities of

chariot poles. The art of silk-

weaving seems to have been highly de-

veloped, and the attention devoted to it

at the courts of the emperor and the

princes must have exercised a beneficial

influence upon its progress. Little is

known of the art of pottery as practised

by the Chinese. Proofs exist of the pro-

duction of pots and tiles of clay in the

second and third centuries B.C., but there

can be no doubt that earthenware had
been made at a much earlier period.

Porcelain ware, on the other hand, does

not appear before the sixth or seventh

century of the Christian era.

In the " Chung-yung " (Unalterable

Mean), a work belonging to the fifth cen-

tury B.C., mention is made of the fact that

it was the emperor's prerogative to

arrange use and custom, and to establish

standard weights and measures. It is

said that from that time onward all the

chariot wheels throughout the kingdom
were of the same shape, and that all writing

was executed with the same signs. Tablets
of bamboo were used for writing even after

the period of Confucius. The signs were
first cut into these and then painted over
with a composition of lacquer. The inven-
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tion, or, at any rate, the general use, of the

camel-hair brush dates from the year

220 B.C. At a later period silk and other

cheaper materials were employed. The
use of paper made of the bark of trees,

hemp, rags, and old nets, does not appear

before 105 a.d. ; and it can be proved

that paper made of silk was in use until the

1-1. n- year 418 A.D. Of special interest

Relordl""^
^""^ our knowledge of earl>-

^_ *! Chinese civilisation are the

remains, existing in different

parts of Shan-tung, of tlie interior lining

of tombs. The two main centres of

these discoveries are u])on the Wu-tsze-

shan and on the Hsiao-tang-shan. In

other parts of Shan-tung these slabs

appear separately or in twos and threes.

They date from the second century a.d.,

probably between the years 125-137 and
147-169. However, references in the

classics make it certain that the art of

sculpture in low relief was widely spread
throughout China during the second
century B.C. The scenes represented upon
the interior lining of the above-mentioned
tombs, which are known to us chiefly

through the researches of Edouard Cha-
vannes, are most exclusively taken from
the Chinese classics, but their great

\'ariety affords a characteristic picture of

ancient China. They afford representations

of chariots, riders, battles, hunting, fishing,

imperial receptions, and of solemn pro-

cessions with elephants, camels, and apes.

Certain representations of palaces with
rich decorations on the outer walls provide

us with a complete explanation of a poem
by Wang-wen-kao, composed in the second
half of the second century a.d., upon the
" Palace of Supernatural Splendour." This
was erected at Lu in Shan-tung by King
Kung, the son of the emperor-king (154-

140 B.C.), in the second half of the second
century BC. Wang thus describes the palace :

" High above on the upper beams are

barbarians in great number ; they appear
to observe the rules of courtly behaviour

^, ,„ , , . bv kneeling down, and the\"
The Wonderful " 1 1

•
j. ^u

'

are lookmg at one another
;

a ace o
^^^^, have great heads, and

ing ung
^ j^^ fixed look of the vulture

;

they have enormous heads, with deepl\'

sunk eyes, and they open their eyes wide ;

they seem like peo])le who are in danger
and are afraid ; attacked by fear, they
knit their eyebrows and are full of uneasi-

ness. Divine beings are upon the summit
on the loof tree ; a woman of nephrite



THE PICTURE STORY OF AN EARLY CHINESE BATTLE BY LAND AND SEA
From an old Chinese stone-carving, the ornamentation beings in bas-relief on a burial vault in Shantung". About 1 50 A.D.

CHINESE HISTORY AND LITERATURE PRESERVED IN THE TOMBS
The art of sculpture in low relief was widely spread throughout China during the second century n.r. The scenes
represented upon the interior lining of some of the tombs are almost exclusively taken from the Chinese classics, but
their great variety affords a characteristic picture of ancient China. They include representations of chariots,
riders, battles, hunting, fishing, imperial receptions, and solemn processions with elephants, camels, and apes.

ANCIENT CHINESE SCULPTURE OF GREAT HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE
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is looking down l:)elow at the window.
Suddenly the gade is troubled by an
uproar and a crowd of figures, as if

demons and spirits were there. All

kinds and a whole company of beings

are represented, those" in heaven and
those on the earth, the most different

objects, the most remarkable miracles,

the gods of the mountains, the spirits

of the sea. Their pictures are there.

With red and blue colours the thousand
figures and their ten thousand trans-

formations have been represented.
" Everything [this description of the

Palace of Splendour goes on to say] has
its place and its own character ; through
the colouring each is like to its kind,

and by art their being has been expressed.

Above we are taken back to the great

separation [of the two elements out of

chaos] and to the beginning of the
earliest antiquity. There are the five

dragons with two wings
; Jen-hoang,

with his nine heads, Fu-hi, with his body
covered with scales. Niu-kwa. in fomi a

.^§>r-M

man above and a snake below. Chaos is

huge and without form ; its appearance is

rough and unworked. And here appear,

blazing with light, Huang-ti, Tang, and Yu
;

they have the chariot Jiien and the hat

nien : their mantles and clothes are of

different materials. Beneath we see the

three dynasties of Hsia, Yin, and Chou
;

here are the favoured wives of the em-
peror, the chiefs of the revolts, the true

subjects and the pious sons, the famous
men and the virtuous women, the wise and
the stupid, the victor and the conquered ;

there are none that are not represented.

The bad examples are there to inspire

posterity wdth abhorrence for the bad,

while for the instruction of posterity the

good are there."

The palaces represented upon the slabs

of the tombs are ornamented with birds

and animals ; other slabs contain repre-

sentations of fabulous beings of a mythical
]ieriod. and portraits of the early emperors
and heroes which resemble those described

by \\'ang.

A FAMOUS Gate on which appear records in an unknown LANGIJAGE
Tlie gate of Kiu-yung Kwan, standing on the road from Peking to Kalgan and the Great Wall, in the pass of Nan-kau,
is celebrated both for the richness of its decorations and for two long inscriptions on the inside walls of the archway,
which rivet the attention of linguists. These inscriptions, dating from l:i4,') A. P.. are in six languages, Sanscrit,
Tibetan, Mongolian, Uigurian Turkish, Chinese, and a language as yet unknown, preserved in this instance.
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ANCIENT
CHINA

II

THE ANCIENT FAITHS OF CHINA
CONFUCIANISM, TAOISM, BUDDHISM

nPHE ancient Chinese religion, the origin
-* of which is unknown, teaches ol a
Supreme Ruler of the Universe, known as

Tien (Heaven) or ShangTi. The religion is,

however, very far from being a pure mono-
theism ; on the contrary, it peoples the

universe with heavenl3', earthly, and human
spirits which can exercise influence and re-

ceive worship. To the heavenly spirit belong
the sun. the moon, the planets, and some of

tlie constellations ; to the earthly spirits, the

mountains, seas, streams, rivers, springs,

and trees. There is.

moreover, a special

guardian spirit of the

empire, together with
sj)irits of the .soil.

At an earlier period

for every principalitj'.

and now for every

town and locality,

there are guardian
spirits of agriculture,

of the crops, of the

herds, etc. To the

'lass of human spirits

belong the spirits of

the deceased in their

relations with the

family—that is. the

ancestors and the

spirits of famous men.
The religion never
had, and does not now
l)Ossess, a priesthood.

The Emperor is the

high-priest, and is

obliged to perform in

person certain reli-

gious duties, such as

that of offering prayer

in the temple of

Heaven, while there

aie others which he
may leave tempo-
rarily or permanently
to hi-- official repre-

sentative- In hi-

CONFUCIUS
Confucius, the founder of the ancient religion of China,
was born in jod u.c. He travelled through China as
a teacher, became Minister of Justice, succumbed to
plots by his enemies, wandered through the empire for

years, and finally died in feebleness in the year ITS n.c.

double capacity as Emperor and father of

his people he a.ssumes responsibility to

the Heaven for the behaviour of his sub-
jects, and national misfortunes are con-
sidered as due to remissness on his part.

Co.\FUCIANIS.M
Together with the religion, popular par-

ticipation in which depends solely upon the
practice of ancestor worship, and the cere-

monial thereb}^ implied, two philosophical
schools of thought have e.xisted from an
early period: the system of intuitive, metii-

])hysical philosophy,

from which Taoism
has been developed,

and the ethical

political system, now
known as Confucian-

ism. However, neither

Lao-tse nor Confuciu>

—the Latin form of

Kung-fu-tsze — were
the creators of the

teaching ascribed to

them, or named after

them. On the con-

trary, both have ex-

pressly declared
themselves to l>e

merely the preachei>

and the exponents
of the teachings ot

earlier ages. As
regards Confucian-

ism, an additional

proof of this trutli

may be found in

the fact that its

so-called classical
works, commonly
known as the " Fi\t'

King " and " Four
Shu," and also often

as the " Thirteen

King," belonged to

a much earlier
time than the life ot

Confnciu:^.
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There are sixteen great classics that

may be enumerated.
1. Book of Changes : The Iking. This

is devoted to a study of the eight trigrams

composed of whole and broken lines (attri-

buted to Fu-hi), and the sixty-four hexa-

grams, further developed from these, which
were used for purposes of foretelling the

future. These symbols, which belong to

the mythical period, are certainly older

than the thirteenth century B.C. Wen-wang
of Chou, the father, and Chou-kung. the

brother, of the first emperor of the Chou
dynasty, are said to have produced the

explanations of these symbols preserved
in the Iking. The remaining ten sections

of the work are, probably in error, ascribed

to Confucius.

2. Historical Records : The Shuking,
This contains the remnants of a much
larger collection of historical events and
examples, extending from 2357 to 627 B.C.

The compilation of this work is con-

sidered to have been carried out under
the direction of Confucius, and the

preface to have been written by him.

Only the preface and a portion of the

work now exist.

3. Book of Odes : The Shihking.
The Book of Odes contains three hundred
and eleven national odes and festival

songs for different occasions, belonging

to the period of 1719 to 585 B.C.

4. Book of Ritual : The Chouli.
This is the Ritual of the Chou dynasty,

and is said to belong to the twelfth

century B.C. Like most of the other

books, it was lost during the Chin
dynasty, and not rediscovered until the

year 135 a.d.

5. Book of Ceremonies : The III
This in its present form consists of two texts

which were rediscovered in the second
century a.d. The Hi is mentioned by
Mencius. But a book of this name cer-

tainly existed at the time of Confucius if

not before him.
6. Book of Ceremonies : The Liki.

The Liki is a work apparently belong-

ing to the second century a.d., containing

earlier explanations of the questions treated

of in the Hi. In this work is contained
the so-called calendar of the Hsia dynasty,

which, if it were genuine, would provide us

with astronomical dates two thousand
years before the Christian era.

7-9. Book of Annals : The Chunchiu,
properly "Autumn and Spring," that

is, the book of annals, is the only
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one of the classics actually written by
Confucius, and is a history of his native
state, Lu, from 722-484 B.C. It is

ascribed by Mencius to Confucius, and
is a dry and incomplete chronicle, a
mere skeleton, which has been clothed
with interest by the additions of the
three expositors, Tso-chiu-ming, Kung-
yang, and Ku-liang.

10. Conversations of Confucius .

The Lun-yu. This work contains the con-

versations of Confucius with his disciples.

11. The Works of Mencius. The
conversations of Mencius, or, according to

some authorities, the work of the philo-

sopher himself, who lived from 371 to

288 B.C. Others consider it as the com-
position of his pupils. It is, at any rate,

a collection of the conversations of this

master with different grandees, mainly on
the virtues of benevolence and integrity.

12. Book of Filial Love : Hsiaoking.
This is said to have been composed by
Tsze-sze, the grandson of Confucius,

from conversations held by "the master"
with one of his pupils. It treats of

questions concerning the fulfilment of

the duties of filial affection, and also

of the relations between master and
servant.

13. The Dictionary : Urhya. A
dictionary of the year 500 B.C., which
also contains portions which are supposed
to date from the thirteenth century.

14. The Teaching : Tahsio. This is

also ascribed to the grandson of Confucius,

consists of eleven chapters, on the funda-
mental principles of government, and
teaches the duties of practising virtues,

educating the people, and continuing in

perfection.

15. The Unalterable Mean : Chung-
YUNG. This work of the grandson of

Confucius traces the motives of human
conduct from their psj^chological source,

and furnishes a picture of the perfect man.
It teaches that whatever man has received

from Heaven is his nature, and that he
who acts in harmony with it walks in the

path of virtue, and that man can learn

this path only by instruction. Everyone,
especially the prince, must exert influence

by example, and to be able to use these

influences he must strive for perfection.

16. The Bamboo Books : The Chushu.
This work, said to have been found
in the tomb of one of the Wei Princes,

claims to be next in antiquity to the
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Chun Cilia, and is a record of events
from the time cl Huang-ti (2697 B.C.)

to 299 B.C. A book that, though not
authentic,, is highly esteemed for the large

mass of tradition it records, is the " Kung-
tsze-chia-yu," consisting of sayings of

Confucius among his pupils, dating from
the third century B.C.

Most of the works in this list,

with the exception of the Iking, the

works of Mencius, and the Urhya, were
lost in the general destruction of books
which took place under Shih-huang-ti.
and some of them were not rediscovered
for a considerable period. In many cases

they were recovered in an incomplete
state, or in different and discrepant texts.

The industry of collectors and expositors

which, however, he resigned about 517 B.C.

for the profession of teacher. He gathered
about himself a number of younger
scholars from the great families; attended
by these followers, he travelled about the

country and also visited the capital.

There, according to a later tradition, he
is said to have met Lao-tsze, who was
older than himself, and who held the post

of Overseer of the Treasury.

After his return to Lu, quarrels broke
out between the thi'ee most pov.'erful

families in the principality, the Ki. Shuh,
and Mang. The jirince was driven out
in consequence, and Confucius followed

him into the neighbouring principality of

Tse. Being unable to obtain any appoint-

ment there, he returned to Lu ; after

CHINESE PORTRAITS OF CONFUCIUS AND HIS GREAT FOLLOWER MENCIUS

lias restored as much as was possible. But
Chinese critics consider many of the pas-

sages, officially recognised as genuine, to

be doubtful or false. However, the classical

works of the Chinese in their present state

must be considered as representing a faith-

ful picture of the ages in which they were
composed, or, at any rate, of those ages

as they appeared to the later Chinese.

Confucius belonged to a collateral

braixh of the family of the Shang
emperors. He w^as born in the prin-

ci))ality of Lu, in the reign of Lingwang
(371-544) in the year 550 B.C.. By the

influence of the Ki famih'. one of the

three chief families of the principality,

upon which he seems to have been
to some extent dependent. Confucius
received at an early age an official post,

fifteen years he was gi\cn a position in

this province as chief official of the town
of Chung-tu. Afterward he became assist-

ant to the Chief Inspector of Public Build-

ings, and finally Minister of Justice. In

these three posts he is said to have per-

formed excellent service, but he ultimately

succumbed to the machinations of his

adversaries, who had made a strong im-

pression u})on his prince by a present of

sixty beautiful dancing and singing girL.

It is more probable that the family o!

Ki, which had appointed him. also brought
about his dismissal when they saw that

Confucius was attempting to overthrow
the power of the great vassals in the

principality and to destroy their fortified

towns. To the influence of this family

the fact is also to be ascribed that
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Confuciu=, after wandering through the

empire lor many years without obtaining

any appointment, was at length (483)

allowed to return to Lu in old age and
feebleness. There he died in 478 B.C. at

the age of seventy- three, his temper soured

by the disappointment of all his hopes.

His last words were, " No wise ruler

aj^pears ; no one in the whole kingdom
desires my advice : it is time for me to

die."

After his death, a temple was erected to

him in Lu, the principality of his birth, in

which sacrifice was offered four times a

year. But it was not until the year i a.d.

that the Emperor Ping Ti, of the older

western Han dynasty, conferred upon him
a supplementary title of honour ; and offer-

ings were made to him in all the imperial

schools, for the first time, in

the year 57 a.d. Until 609
A.D. he shared this honour
with Chou-king, of Chou,

and the first temple was
dedicated to him outside

the province of Lu, in 628.

However, no dynasty has

done so much in his honour
as the reigning Manchu
dynasty.

Confucius was a charac-

teristic product of his age

and his country ; he was
careful to confine his teach-

ing to those relations be-

tween man and man which
arise out of the intercourse

of daily life, and to this

fact is due the permanence
of that influence which he

has exerted upon his com-
patriots. One of his later

commentators says of him :

" Confucius preferred to

deal with the usual and
the normal, not with the

abnormal or the extra-

ordinary ; he spoke of what
can be attained by energy
and persistence, and not
of achievements due to

superhuman strength ; law
and order, not anarchy and
intrigue, were his subjects

;

he spoke of human affairs,

and left the supernatural
alone. He taught the mean-
ing of the principles laid

down in the writings of the

ancients, and enjoined conformity with
these, together with morality of life and
fidelity to ethical principles." To the
question of one of his pupils whether there

was any one word which might be taken
as a general rule for behaviour through-
out a man's life, he replied, " Ls not
reciprocity such a word ? " When another
pupil disputed whether or not evil should
be repaid with good, he answered,
" Wherewith, then, shall good be repaid ?

Repay evil with justice, and good with
good." Here he shows himself as repre-

sentative of popular opinion (Lao-tsze

in the " Tao-teh-ching " transgresses" the

Golden Rule), as he does when expressly

confirming the principles of blood
vengeance, which prevailed in China at

that period, and for long afterward.

AN EARLY TEMPLE ERECTED TO CONFUCIUS
From a Chinese drawing leproduced in an old French work.
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ENTRANCE ROOM OF THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
The famous temple erected to Confucius in his native principality of Lu
Reproduced from an engraving in a Life of Confucius published in 17S2

There is nothing exeeptional in the adop-

tion by Confucius of the profession of a

teacher, or in his wanderings from one

princely court to another. Before and
since his time teachers haxe traversed

China, generaUy vvitfi a strong following of

pupils and adherents, amounting in many
cases to several thousands ; they may,
perhaps, be compared with the Jewish
prophets, the Brahman and Buddhist
sages, and the Greek sophists. Half

rhetoricians, half politicians, they were

anxious for aj)pointments and occupation

at the courts of the princes. On account of

their haughty demeanour and their claims

to superior knowledge, they were ;-~'n-er

willingly receix'ed. and perhaps t\-en

Kss willingly in view of the'r

lesires for material advantage.
1 o the [)rinces and often to

the population they were a
burden, as they were the
abhorrence of the professional

statesmen. Generally, even in

( ases where they had found
I ecognition for the moment and
pidctical employment, they
were not long able to maintain
their ground, and succumbed
to the machinations of tht

lative nobles and ofticia'

I imilies who were struggling

lor power in every small state.
" After the death of Con-

lucius," so runs the history of

the earlier Han dynasty (210
H C.-24 A.D.), " his teaching
( ame to an end, and after the
death of his seventy pupils

I

this number includes, no
doubt, only the chief of his

pupils] his doctrines were dis-

torted. There were a great

number of different texts of

the Shuking, of the Shihking.

and of the Iking ; during
the disordei's and quarrels in

the period of warfare between
the states, truth and falsehood

became yet more confused,

and great disorder reigned

throughout the doctrines of the

different philosophers."

Mencius—the Latin form of

the Chinese name Meng-tsze

—

first appears dui^ing this period

of the decay of philosophy and
the empire. He, too, was born
in Lu, m j/i, and was a

descendant of one of the three great

famihes who shared the power of that

principality at the time of Confucius,

though they had by this time lost their

position and become impoverished ; so

tar his career was similar to that of his

j)rototype. At an early period he gathered

a number of scholars around him in his

native state, and these, according to the

custom of the time, contributed to his main-
tenance in proportion to their means ; but

in 3ji he gave up his peaceful existence, and
set out with his pupils to begin a career as

political adviser at the courts of the smaller

principalities. He occupied an unim-
})ortant post in Tse until the year 323,
apparentlv with no great success, and
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then, after paying visits to native states,

returned to Tse ; eventually he travelled

back to Lu in the year 309, discouraged
and undeceived. Here he lived in retire-

ment, and died forgotten and unnoticed
in 289 B.C.

Mencius was undoubtedly a man of

much greater energy and importance
than Confucius ; nevertheless, more than
thirteen hundred years elapsed before he
received official recognition (1083 A.D.)

and was given a place, though only fourth
in rank, among the scholars in the temples
of Confucius. At this time his works
were included among the classics. This

the first consideration. " The people," he

says, " are the chief element in a country ;

after them comes the deities of the arable

land and the corn, while the ruler is the

least important of all." In his explana-

tion of the passage in the " Shuhking,"
" Heaven sees as my people see,"

Mencius observes that the Heaven is not

speaking for itself. If the leader who is

in power rules well, this is a proof that his

power has been given him by Heaven ;

should he rule badly, some one will arise

to take his power from him. It was for

this reason that the founders of the Chou
dynasty had overthrown the last unworthy

vM.

SCENE IN A CONFUCIAN TEMPLE : i'ROPITIATOK V OFFERINGS FOR DEPARTED RELATIVES

official disregard is by no means in har-

mony with the respect with which he was
regarded in literary circles from the

second century a.d., and is, no doubt, to

be ascribed to the fact that whereas Con-
fucius supported the supremacy of the
imperial house, and condemned any trans-

gression of the narrow limits of ceremonial
duty by one of the imperial princes as

imjustifiabie presumption, Mencius, on
the other hand, had observed the weakness
of the existing dynasty, which indeed
collapsed forty years after his death, and
propounded the opinion that the imperial

throne belonged by right to the worthiest.

Moreover, in his teaching the people were
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monarchs of the Shang dynasty, and in

this act had shown themselves the instru-

ments employed by Heaven. Mencius
even asks King Suen, at whose court
he then was, to follow this example and
to overthrow the Chou dynasty, which
had shown itself unworthy of the throne.

Naturally such principles were not likely

to predispose rulers of that or later periods

in favour of the man who publicly pro-

claimed them. However, the principles

which he preached proved a material

counterpoise to the absolutist tendencies

of Chinese rulers. The vigour of intellec-

tual life in China at his time is shown by
his discussion of the question whether
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human nature is good or bad, by his

opposition to the demands of the Sociahsts

of the period that every one, the prince

included, should procure what was needful

for his own maintenance—that is, should
sow, reap, and prepare for harvest ; by
his refutation of the teaching of Mi Tih
upon " equal love to all" as not acknow-
ledging the peculiar affection due to a

father ; and also by his refutation of the

principle enunciated by the Taoist Chan
Chu, " Every man for himself," and by
his philosophical dissertations on the

doctrine of predestination, on filial affec-

tion, and many other subjects.

Perhaps in China, as in Germany in our
own time, the system of petty states which
limited the political horizon of the people

and of the princes proved favourable to

the development of philosophy and science.

Taoism
The other indigenous school of thought,

Taoism, possesses no ancient works be3'ond

the half - legendary " Tao - teh - ching,"

ascribed to Lao-tse, the book of the way
and of virtue. Lao-tse (the old youth),

whose true name is said to have been
Li-eh, is said to have been born in

604 B.C., and to have disappeared in

517, after a meeting with Confucius,

which can hardly be historical. In the
" Tao-teh-ching " are to be found many
quotations, introduced with the words
" a sage," " an old man," a fact which
proves that the teaching of Lao-tse

cannot have been new.
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Meaning
of

Taoism

What Lao-lse advocates as resulting

from the wisdom of earher periods is com-
plete abstraction from worldly cares. The
meaning of the word " Tao " has never been
explained or understood. Like the Hellen-

istic " Logos," it is at once the efficient

and the material cause. Lao-tse says of

the Tao :

" It was undetermined and
perfected, existing before the

heaven and the earth. Peaceful

was it and incomprehensible,

alone and unchangeable, filling

everything, the inexhaustible mother of all

things. I know not its name, and there-

fore I call it Tao. I seek after its name,
and I call it the Great. In greatness it

flows on for ever, it retires and returns.

Therefore is the Tao great." Another pas-

sage has led critics to suppose Hebrew
influence. " We look for the Tao, but we
see it not ; it is colourless. We hearken for

it, we do not hear it ; it is voiceless. We
see to grasp it, and cannot comprehend
it ; it is formless. That which is colour-

less, soundless, and formless cannot be
described, and therefore we call it

One."
The fact that colourless, soundless, and

formless in the Chinese text are repre-

sented by Ji, hi, wci. has led Abel Remusat,

Victor von Strauss, and Joseph Ed kins, in

opposition to the views of almost all other

Chinese scholars, to assert that Lao-tse
was attempting to express the Hebrew
Jehovah. It is more probable that Indian
influence, though this fact is equally

impossible to prove, gave the im])ulse to

the development of this intuitional teach-

ing. As regards his cosmogony, Lao-tse
takes his stand upon the ancient Chinese
teaching. " The Tao brought fortla One,
One brought forth Two, Two brought
forth Three. Three brought forth every-

thing. Everything leaves behind it the
darkness out of which it came, and goes
forward toward the light, while the breath
of the void makes it perfect "

; that is,

from the original chaos, which contains the

. germs of life, but as being
«*°'^

, incorporeal is called the void,
Doctrine of ,, ' j i i xu
-, .. there are now developed the
Creation , , . ,

^.
. ,

male and female prmciples,

which create dead matter, represented by
its three highest appearances as heaven,

earth, and man, to which the breath
gives life.

The most flourishing period of Taoism
was that of contest against Confucianism
and sharp criticism of Confucius. Kwang-
tsze, Lieh-yii-kou. and perhaps also

A TAOIST MOUNTAIN TEMPLE BENEATH THE OVERHANGING ROCKS IN MANCHURIA

2 1> 96 C. 7j7
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Chang-chu, place rather too great an
emphasis upon epicurean and cynic ten-

dencies, but as thinkers stand high above
Confucius and also above Mencius, who
is himself far in advance of his master.
But as early as the period of Mencius
Taoism seems to have taken upon itself

the alchemist and necromantic character,

which has since been its dominant feature.

It thus became a very superficial system
of teaching, and the Tao priests turned
their attention from the pursuit of philo-

sophy to the exploitation of superstition.

Where, in spite of these disadvantages,

LAO-TSE
Lao-tse, the founder of Taoism, is said to have been born
i.i 601 B.C. His true name is supposed to have been
Li-eh. His familiar name means "the old youth."

the doctrine was able to influence princes

and statesmen, it has always proved an
obstacle to healthy development.

Taoism, though originally on a higher
intellectual plane than Confucianism, thus
sank far below it, while the dry worldly
wisdom of Confucius and his school
maintained its old position, and to the
present day exercises undiminished in-

fluence upon the Chinese. Confucianism
teaches the art of becoming a good
father, oftirial, minister, landed noble, and

?3«

emperor, of fulfilling the duties connected
with a man's position and ol seeing that
subordinates, children and people, as well
as officials, perform their duties likewise.

Beginning with the love of the child for

his father, and concluding with the love
of the emperor for his people, the
philosophy of this school embraces the
whole range of human relations, and has
thereby gained a hold upon the life an 1

conduct both of individuals and of the
community which has remained unshaken
to the present day.

Buddhism
The first knowledge of Buddhism was

brought to China in 126 B.C. by Chang
Chien, on his return from his- travels

through Central Asia. In the year 61 a.d.

the Emperor ^ling Ti sent messengers to

India to bring back Buddhist books and
priests. This step may have been urged
upon, him by the Taoists, who thought
to find the Buddhist doctrine of retire-

ment from the world in harmony with
their own views, though legend relates

that the Emperor followed the m.onitions

of a dream. At any rate, the priests

were brought, and one of them., Kashiap-
madanga, translated a Sutra. Toward
the end of the second century a.d. another
Indian translated the " Lotus of the good
law."

The development of Buddhism seems
to have advanced somewhat slowly at

first. Not until the beginning of the

fourth century do we hear that men of

Chinese birth had begun to take upon
themselves the vows of the Buddhist
monks. In 355, a prince of the house
of Chou at the time of the eastern Chin,

gave his subjects permission to take this

step, and in 381 the Emperor Hsiao \Vu Ti

built a pagoda in his palace at Nanking.
At the same period large monasteries

were erected in North China, and nine-

tenths of the common people are said to

have embraced the Buddhist teaching at

that time.

The kingdom of Chin—Southern Shen-si

and Kan-su- -seems to have been the chief

centre of Buddhism, and here, in 405,

a new translation of the sacred Buddhist
books was brought out. An aiTny seems
to have been sent to India, and to have
brought back Indian teachers to Chang-an,

who there undertook the work, aided by
eight hundred other priests, and under the

Emperor's personal supervision. Com-
munication between India and China was



CHINESE CONCEPTIONS OF THEIR DEITIES GODS AS REPRESENTED IN NATIVE PICTURES
These pictures are Chinese representations of the gods of their ancient mythology. According to Chinese belief, these

gods exercise close supervision of mundane affairs, controlling the seasons and the crops, war and pestilence, mdustry

and commerce, political, social, and family relations. The characters of the Chinese gods are portrayed as pure

and noble. So numerous are these gods that it has been said that in China it is easier to find a god than a man.
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constant at that date. Numerous travel- The special favour shown to Buddhism,
lers went southward,' returned with sages . and the rapid rise of its doctrines, naturally

and books, and wrote the story of their,, .gave the Confucianists many reasons for

travels. Thus, Fa-hisen describes the

flourishing condition of Buddhism in

Tartary, among the Uigurian races to the

west of the Caspian Sea, in Afghanistan,

on the Indus in Central India, and in

Ceylon. It was from this island that he

returned by sea to Changan in the year

414, after an absence of fifteen years
;

and he then devoted himself, with the

help of an Indian scholar, to ])ublishing

the books he had
brought back.

In the year 420
the Chin dynasty fell

:

it was replaced in the

north by the Tartar

Wei, in the south by
the native dynasty of

Sung. The princes of

the two new dynasties

at first displayed

an aversion from
Buddhism. In Wei
the erection of temples

and statues was
strictly forbidden, and
the priests were per-

secuted. In 426 a

decree was issued for

the destruction of

books and .statues,

and many priests
were executed in the

course of the per-

secution. But after

the death of the

first Emperor these

orders were rescinded,

and in 451 permission

was given to erect

complaints against and attacks upon the

new teaching. Even under the Sung
emperors the reports of the officials show-

that Buddhism had lost its former purity,

and that piety had given way to careless-

ness. Ostentation and petty jealousies had
taken the place of simplicity and purity

of heart. Xew temples were continually

erected with great s^^plendour. while the old

were allowed to fall into ruins. These facts

called for official

supervision, and it

was urged that no
one should be al-

lowed to set up an
image without the

previous consent of

the authorities.

A conspiracy, dis-

covered in 458, in

which a Buddhist
priest had taken the

leading part, pro-

vided an excuse for

giving effect to these

proposals. An im-

perial decree was
issued, declaring that

there were many
among the priests

who were criminals

fleeing from justice,

who had taken the

\"ows onlv to secure

their personal safety,

and had used their

-acred character as

the cloak for further

crimes. The autho-

rities were, there-

fore, to examinea Buddhist temple buddha
in every town; The religion of Buddha was brought to China in 12013.0. cloScly the COnduct
r . r'r, f ii by Chang-chien on his return from Central Asia. Buddhist .- .1 -m^nl- - onrilOrty or nity OI tne literature was introduced about two hundred years later. OI ine mOHKb, ailU

inhabitants were to punish the guilty

allowed to become priests; and the with death. A further decree ordained

Emperor himself shaved the heads of that monks who did not observe the

some of those who devoted themselves

to the priesthood. Similarly the per-

secutions of the Sung princes soon ceased,

and their government gained a reputa-

tion for the special favour which it

showed to Buddhism. Embassies arrived

from Ceylon and from Kapilavastu, the

birthplace of Buddha, all of which referred

to the uniformity of the religion, and
sang the praises of the Sung Emperor.
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vows of abstinence and poverty were

to return to their families and their pre-

vious secular occupations; at the same
time the nuns were forbidden to approach
the palace or to speak with M'omen of the

harem.
The differences between Buddhism and

Confucianism gave rise to public dis-

putations. During one of these, which was
held in 483 under the Emperor Wu Ti of



A GROUP OF BUDDHIST PRIESTS IN FULL DRESS

ALTAR OF THE GREAT BUDDHIST TEMPLE AT HONAN, NEAR CAN : u:.

PRIESTS AND WORSHIPPERS OF BUDDHISM IN CHINA
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BUDDHIST TEMPLES, PEKING

the Chi dynasty,
hang, supported the Buddhists,
arguments of the Confu-
cianists were devoted to

combating the opinion that

the present condition of man-
kind was to be considered as

a recompense for good or

evil deeds committed in a

previous existence. " Men are

like the leaves on the trees,"

it was said ;
" they grow

together, are torn away by
the same wind and scattered

abroad ; some fall upon gar-

dens and carpets, even as

men who are born in palaces,

while others fall upon dung-
hills, like to men of low
estate." Riches and poverty
can thus be very well ex-

plained without reference to

the doctrine of recompense.
Moreo\'er, the soul belongs to

the body, like sharpness to

the knife ; the soul can there-

fore exist after the destruction

of the body, as sharpness
exists when the knife has been
destroyed.

In 518 Sun-yun was >-cnt to

7-12

Tse-

Th& chief

In Loyang he is

face to the wall

India l^y the Emperor Hsiao
Ming Ti of Pei We, and
returned with seventy-five

Buddhist works after a pro-

longed stay in Kandahar and
Udyana. In 526 the twenty-
eighth Buddhist patriarch.

Bodhidharma or Ta-mo,
came to China by sea ; the

downfall of Buddhism in the

country of its origin had
forced him and many of his

countrymen to seek a new
home. From Canton he went
to Nanking. However, his

meeting with Wu Ti, the

first emperor of the Liang
dynasty (502-549), brought
no satisfaction to either party.

Ta-mo therefore betook him-
self to Loyang, and declined

all the later invitations of

Wu Ti. The life of Ta-mo
\vas fully representative of

that contemplation which
-.huns the external world, and
that mystical reti'-cment

characteristic of Buddhism,
he is said to have sat with

A BUDDHIST MONUMENT 2,ii();i YEARS OLD
The Mihintale Dagoba, a shrine for preserving sacred relics, is one of the
best preserved of the Buddhist monuments, and is oider than Christianity.
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years without speaking a

word, for which reason he

was popularly known as
" the saint looking at the

wall." He died of old age,

after surviving five at-

tempts which were made
to poison him, and left the

dignity of patriarch to a
Chinese, the second of the

Six Eastern Patriarchs.

The Emperor Wu Ti

became a monk at the close

of his life. His son Chien
Wen Ti was favourably in-

clined to Taoism, and
attempted to bring about
a union between this school

and Buddhism. Taoists

who objectedwere executed.

In 558 the Emperor Wu Ti
of the Chen dynasty also

became a monk. Under
the first emperor of the Sui

dynasty. Wen Ti (581-604),
full tolerance was given to

Buddhism. Toward the
end of his reign he forbade
any destruction of the relics

or statues of Buddhists or

Taoists. The Tang em-
perors, who had been op-
posed to Buddhism at the
beginning of their dynasty
(618), soon became favourably disposed
to it.

This was especially the case with the

second ruler of the dynasty, Tai-tsung

(627-649), in whose reign the Syrian

Christians came to China in 639. When
Hsuan-tsang, who had gone to India in

629 without asking the Emperor's leave,

returned after an absence of sixteen years,

-the Emperor gave him a kindly reception,

and ordered him to translate the 637
books he had brought home. Three thou-

sand seven hundred and sixteen monas-
teries are said to have been in existence in

China at that date. In 714 a violent perse-

cution of the Buddhists broke out. Ten
thousand priests and nuns were obliged to

return to their families. In spite of this,

individual priests continued to occupy
State offices, and Indians were entrusted

with the arrangements of the calendar.

Under the later emperors of the Tang
dynasty, especially under Su-tsung

(756-62), Tai-tsung (763-79), and Hsien-

tsung (806-20), Buddhism made great

GROTTO

strides ; and when Han-yu, or Han Wen
Kung, under the last of these kings, in

819, protested against the transportation

of a Buddhist relic into the imperial

palace, he was banished from the court

and sent as governor to Chao-chau in

Kwang-tung, which was then a purely

barbarian district.

In 845 a third and specially violent

persecution broke out under the Empeior
Wu-tsung. Four thousand six hundred
monasteries, together with forty thousand
smaller buildings, were destroyed. The
possessions of the temples were confiscated,

and employed for the erection of govern-

ment buildings. The bells and statues

were melted down and coined into cash,

and more than 260,000 priests and nuns
were obliged to return to the ranks of

the laity. However, Hsuan-tsung, the suc-

cessor of Wu-tsung, permitted the erection

of new monasteries, though a few years

later he forbade the entry of new monks.
The Emperor Yi-tsung (860-73) \'/as

a zealous Buddhist, as wcio both his
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successors and the rulers of the later

Tang dynasty (923-36). During the short

period of the later Chou dynasty (951-60)
numerous teriiples were destroyed, and
only 2,694 retained. Priests were also

forbidden to practise self-martyrdom and
mutilation. The first emperors of the Sung
dynasty (960-997) were less favourably
disposed to Buddhism. A reaction set in

under their successors, though these often

acted arbitrarily in the designation of the
temples, monasteries, and priests, and of

Buddha himself. Under this dynasty
the com.munication
w i t h I n d i a i n -

creased, and Indian
Buddhism began
to exercise an im-

portant influence

on Chinese belief.

Strong support
was given to Bud-
dhism by the ]\Ion-

gol or Yuan dynasty
(1280-1368). kublai
Khan, who held

the throne of China
from 1280 to 1294.
under the name
of Shi-tsu, was a

zealous Buddhist.
The temples de-

voted to the old

national religion of

the Chinese were
now transformed
into Buddhist
shrines, while
Taoism was per-

secuted. In this

matter Kublai was
probably thinking
of the welfare of his

own Mongols rather

than considering

the wishes of the
Chinese. Even before he had united the

Chinese Empire under his sway he had
attempted to spread the Buddhist teach-

ing among his people, whom he caused
to be instructed by Kuoshi, or national

teachers.

His successor followed his example. The
enumeration made toward the end ot the
thirteenth century showed 42,318 Budd-
hist temples and 213,148 monks in China.
Translations from the Tibetan language
are frequently mentioned, and were used

;

as also, though only among the Mongols,
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were the immoral representations which
had passed into Tibetan Buddhism from
the Brahman Shiva worship. However,
even at that time the Chinese Buddhists
seem to have sought teaching and informa-

tion in India. A Chinese priest, Tan-wu,
travelled to India by land, and returning

as usual by sea, brought a number of

books back to China. This occurred in the

first period of the Mongol rule, and is the

last instance of the kind.

It is remarkable that the national

rising of the Chinese against the Mongols,
-, which ended in

.the utter exter-

mination of the.se

rulers, produced no
similar effects on
the religious side :

on the contrary,

the first rulers of

the national Ming
dynastyshow them-
seh'es specially well

disposed toward the

Buddhists. It was
not until 1426 that

measures were
taken to limit the

rising power of the

monks. Those who
rt'ished to enter a

monastery were
then obliged to

subject themselves

to previous exami-
nation, and in 1450
the regulation was
made that no
monastery should
possess more than
sixty more of landed

property. A similar

law seems to have
existed under the

^longols. Under
Shi-tsung (1522-1566) the Confucianists

attempted to introduce a persecution of

the Buddhists, but were defeated by the

action of the Government ; they succeeded

only in procuring the destruction of the

temple existing in the imperial palace.

The first ruler of the present Manchu
dynasty, Shun Cliih (1644-1661) was
friendly to Buddhism ; however, his

successor, Kang Hsi, became a convert

to Confucianism, probably for political

purposes. For the same reason, he and
his successors showed special favour to

E SM.'^LL TEMPLES
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the Lama worship of their Tibetan and
Mongol subjects, and the erection of

Lama temples and monasteries at that

seat of government in Peking dates from
this period.

Apart from the personal and political in-

fluence which the adherents of the Indian

teaching may have had upon individual

emperors and statesmen, the effects of

Buddhism are to be seen chiefly upon the

philological and philosophical sides. At
any rate, the meritorious attempt to

substitute an alphabet for the mono-
syllabic language and WTiting of the

Chinese is of the highest importance.

In the third century a beginning was made
with sixteen sj'mbols, which were in-

creased ultimately to thirty-six during

the sixth century, under the Liang dynasty.

The inventor of this latter series, the

priest Shen-kung. and his successors,

taught the Chinese to w'rite the sounds of

their language with the signs appropriate

to it. It is difficult to overestimate the

service thus rendered. Buddhism also

exercised an animating influence upon
literary activity. At one period Buddhist
works were more numerous than Confucian.

Thus, in the history of the Sui dynasty
(589-618 A.D.) mention is made of the exis-

tence of 1,950 different Buddhist works.
An important influence was also exerted

by Buddhist opinions and teaching upon

the development of philosoph}^ in China.

This influence is especially apparent in

the writings of Chu Hi (1130-1200), the

most important modern expositor of the

old classical teaching, whose works still

form the basis of what may be called official

Confucianism. During the last 150 years

the Chinese themselves have shown a
tendency to criticise hi^ teaching more
severely, chiefly on account of the

Buddhist influences apparent in it ; none
the less the official recognition of his

teaching has remained. The doctrines

held by the mass of the population are a
confused mixture of native and foreign

teaching, as expounded by Taoist and
Chinese sages, from which the original

Buddhism has almost vanished ; the

result is superstition in the truest sense

of the word. Confucianism, Taoism, and
Buddhism play the same part in the hfe

of the people, including the upper classes
;

but the influence of Buddhism is obvious

chiefly in the ceremonies customary
upon the death of the individual. At the

funeral both of the Emperor and of the

poorest of his subjects, Buddhist cere-

monies and the reading of the sacred

books ai'e a very prominent feature.

The story of Christianity in China is

dealt with in a separate section, since, un-

like Taoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism,
it has never become a Chinese creed.

PRIMITIVE STUDENTS OF SCIENCE IN CHINA : AN OLD DRAWING OF ANCIENT ASTRONOMERS
In China the science of astronomy and the kindred science of astrology date back to legendary history. An interesting'
liglit is thrown upon the knowledge of primitive scientists by the record that when two princes who were members
of the Board of Astronomy failed to predict the solar eclipse of 21.3o B.C. the sovereign sent an army to punish them.
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HOW A MARRIAGE IS CELEBRATED IN THE "FLOWERY LAND'
The ceremonies connected with a Chinese marriage are interesting and peculiar. A red and a green ribbon are tied
together. Clothed in fine raiment and standing before an altar, the bride takes hold of the free end of the green
ribbon and the groom seizes the free end of the red ribbon. Salutations are made and the ceremony is complete.
Feasting, music, and processions enter into the marriage festivals before the newly-wed settle down to family life.

THE CURIOUS CEREMONIAL OF A CHINESE FUNERAL
A Chinese funeral is attended by an elaborate ceremonial. Sometimes a coin is placed in the mouth of the
corpse to pay the boatman who will ferry the soul across the celestial river, and sometimes a hole is made in the
ceiling to enable the soul to escape. A portrait of the deceased is placed on a table or altar, where green
candles are burned, and the mourners prostrate themselves before it. The colours of mourning are blue and white.

CHINESE CUSTOMS DEPICTED BY CHINESE ARTISTS
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THE DYNASTIES OF ANTIQUITY

REMARKABLE LIFE-STORIES OF CHINAS EARLY RULERS

IT is unnecessary to regard as history

the fables of ancient Chinese writers

regarding the early rulers-of their country.

The stories are, of course, interesting as

typical of the trend of thought at the

time ; but they rest upon little basis

other than the imagination of the writers,

and hardly agree together. The time

that elapsed " from creation to
Chinese

^^g capture of the tin in the

^y^Y time of Confucius " (481 B.C.)
'^ °^^ was, in the " Chronology of the

Han Dynasty," asserted to have been

2,267,000 and odd years ; but a later

writer shows that the more correct number
of years was 3,276,000. If these writers

have erred, they are not alone in wrongly
estimating the world's age.

It is more interesting to note that the

first created being was Pan Ku, who
emerged from chaos as the embryo of an
all-productive cosmic egg or atom. He
was followed by a line of descendants,

constituting three families, known as the

soveieigns of Heaven. Earth and Man,
who ruled over the nine divisions of the

empire. This period, known also as that

of the Nine Sovereigns or Nine Heads,
formed one of ten such periods, all equally

m.ythical, of which the second was that
of the Five Dragons, who have, in addition,

a double set of appellations, which
correspond to the five notes of the Chinese
musical scale and the list of the five planets :

Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, and
Saturn. Of the next eras little is told,

but in the seventh, " so substantial was
the virtue of the sovereigns that men
followed after their example with celerity

like unto that of flight," a circumstance
from which the era took its name. In
the eighth era government was already
far advanced, for institutes were founded
for the benefit of the future world, though
the names given to later periods of the
same era, such as " Having Nests," and
" Fire-producers," do not indicate an
equal advance in material comfort.
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Following on the mythical times, there

comes a period of legendary history

dating from Fu-hsi, or Fu-hi, 2852-2737
B.C. Before his time the people had not
learnt to cook the flesh of beasts for

food. Men knew their mothers but not
their fathers, and lived like beasts. He
taught them the arts of hunting, fishing,

and pasturage, established marriage, and
constructed musical instruments. Being
himself the child of a miraculous concep-

tion, to him was delivered, by a super-

natural being called the dragon-horse,

which rose out of the waters of the Yellow
River, a scroll on which mystic diagrams
were inscribed. From these he composed
the system of written characters with
which he superseded the system of keep-

ing records by knotted cords, and he
also invented the systems of horary and
cyclical notation. His capital was on
the site of Kai-feng Fu, in the present

province of Ho-nan.
Shen-nung (2737-2697 B.C.), the Divine

Husbandman, succeeded Fu-hi. He in-

vented wooden ploughs, taught the people

the art of agriculture, and discovered the

curative virtues of plants.

Huang-ti (2697-2597 B.C.). like his two
predecessors, who were classed with him
as the Three Primordial Sovereigns, was
miraculously conceived. In his reign the

manufacture of utensils of wood, clay, and
metal, the construction of boats and carts,

and the invention of a medium of currency

were originated. Astronomy and music
obtained a great development,

A eign o
^j^^ empire was mapped out

.
"^^

. into provinces, and under his

consort's instruction the art of

rearing silkworms became known. The
Taoists later on transformed him into a

miraculous being, who invented alchemy
and succeeded in gaining immortality.

M. de Lacouperie identities him with

Nakhunte, the leader of the so-called

Bak tribes, which are supposed by him
to have traversed Asia from Elani



FOUR FAMOUS FIGURES IN CHINESE HISTORY
These four fisiires are from ancient Chinese representations of heroes ami heroines in Chinas history. The top male

figure is Hn Ta-hai, who helped to found the Ming Dynasty in 1368; the hgure below is \ o Fei. a patriot and nationalist hero

who was thrown into prison and executed in 1.41. The lower female hgure is that of the Kmpress W u-hoii, a famous

Empress who usurped the throne for twenty years from 684 a.d.; the identity of the figure above her is prol,al.ly the Kmpress

( hao-yang, whom the Emperor Cheng Ti made his consort in 18 n.c. [be', lexi.l
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to China, and to have started a new
civiHsation in the valley of the Yellow
River. Shen-nung, his predecessor, is

identified by this authority with Sargon
of Chalda?a. [See Dr. Petrie's chapter on
Babylonian civilisation, page 261.]

It is at about this period, but somewhat
later, that foreign critics place the arrival

from the west of the tribes who, following

the course of the Yellow River in their

travels, on reaching its last great bend
to the east established themselves in the

valley of its great tributary, the Wei
River. Here they introduced the prin-

ciples of civilisation, which afterwards

were carried by them into all parts of the

China of which they ultimately formed
the population, while the original in-

habitants were either absorbed or lost

among the invaders, or driven into the

mountains, where their representatives

still exist in the south and south-west of

China.

Huang-ti is followed by four other

rulers. With them the times regarded
by Chinese as legendary close, and in

2356 B.C. the historical period begins

with Yao, whose .

life is told in the
" Book of His-

tory," compiled
by Confucius
many centuries

later.

Yao, a model
of wisdom and
virtue, in 2287
B.C. associated

with himself in

the government
of the empire
the equally cele-

brated Shun; and
when dying in

2258 B.C., set

aside his own
son and appoin-

ted Shun as his

successor. Their
ca]:)ital was at

Ping-yang-fu, in

Shan-si.

During the ear-

lier of these
two reigns the

country had suf-

fered from inun-

dations in the

west, so vast as to

THE CHINESE "ADAM" MAKING THE WORLD
Pan Ku is the first created being in Chinese legend. He is

shown in this native picture as chiselling out tht heavens.

have been regarded by the early mission-

aries to China as corresponding with the

bibhcal Deluge. After eighteen years'

labour, the waters were at last drained

off by the Great Yu, who had succeeded

his less successful father in the direction

of the works. In 2205 B.C. he was ap-

pointed to the throne, and with him the

first dynasty (Hsia, 2205-1766 B.C.) begins.

Yu had desired to follow the precedents

set him by the illustrious Yao and Shun
in selecting as his successor the person,

in his opinion, most worthy of the throne
;

but after the three years of mourning for

his death had expired, the feudal princes

placed his own son in power.

Posterity, forgetting how this came to

pass, has blamed Yu for establishing the

hereditary rights of succession which have

since prevailed The rule of the new Hsia

dynasty, whose capital was in Ho-nan,

extended over the greater part of China

Proper of the present day, with the

exception of the three south-west

provinces. But the power of the throne

was constantly interfered with by different

princes, an interregnum of forty years

, , occurring, during

which one of

these adminis-

tered the govern-

ment. In the

whole period of

the dynasty there

was not one
sovereign who
showed ability,

and the last of

the line led such

a licentious life

that he was re-

moved from the

throne by the

Prince of Shang,
and by his vices

gained a celebrity

which was denied

to all the rest of

the dynasty with

the exception of

its great founder.

The chief event
of- interest in the

whole dynasty
was the des-

patch of an army
to punish two
princes, Ministers

of the Board
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of Astronomy, who had failed to

announce the echpse of the sun in 2155
B.C. The event not only serves to fix

the date, but shows the importance
which has been at all times attached in

China to such matters as eclipses and
the regulation of the calendar.

The Three Dynasties of Antiquity.

The Hsia dynasty was followed by the

Shang and the Chou ; the three are known
as the Three Dynasties of Antiquity.

Dynastic name. Number of rulers.
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The high moral standard of the early

sovereigns of the dynasty was not main-
tained by their successors, and the

prosperity of the country also diminished

in a manner which Chinese have learnt

from their history to regard as a

necessary outcome of a decline from
virtue. The murder (1038 B.C.) of a

Duke of Lu, in Shan-tung, by his brother,

the first regicide in Chinese history,

remained unpunished, probably on account

of the weakness of the central government ;

and the sovereign in whose reign the

murder occurred was drowned in some
mysterious way, for which no punishment
was awarded.

His successor, Mu Wang (1001-947),

weakened the maintenance of order

throughout the country by enacting laws

under which all punishments for serious

crimes could be redeemed by payment
of many fines. But he gained for himself

a lasting fame by an unsuccessful ex-

pedition against the wild tribes of Turfan,

in the course of which he is credited with

having paid a visit to Hsi-wang-mu, the
Royal Mother of the West, in her fairy

palace at the Lake of Gems. This
fabulous being, regarding whom the

legends bear signs of Hindu origin, forms
with her royal lover the basis of a mystical

doctrine of the tenth century a.d., in

which they are represented as " the first

created and creative results of the powers
of Nature."

During the six reigns (946-770 B.C.)

which followed Mu Wang's time, incur-

sions of barbarians became a frequent

occurrence, and finally the assistance of

the tribe called the Yungs was invoked
to assist in dethroning a sovereign who,
enslaved by the beauty of a lady of his

Court, desired to make a prisoner of his

own son and make her child his heir to

the throne. The movement was suc-

cessful, but it was only by a united

effort on the part of the most powerful

states that the Yungs were afterwards

driven from the country whose deliver-

ance they had secured.

The youthful Emperor Ping
Wang (770-719 B.C.) removed
his capital to Loyang in Ho-nan
in order to be farther from his

dangerous neighbours. In grati-

tude to the chief of Tsin for

guarding him on his way to his

new capital. Ping Wang estab-

lished him in command of

the district which he had
abandoned. The constant colli-

.sions which there ensued be-

tween the Tsin and the

barbarians had an effect which
was far from being foreseen at

the time, for the warlike

spirit which they induced
gradually prepared the Tsin to

assume the leadership of the

various principalities, and to

found a dynasty, five centuries

later, on more pi"etentious lines

than those followed by the

Chou.
It is with the reign of Ping

Wang's father (781-771 b.c)

that the tnie historical period

may be considered to begin.

The division between the

mythical and legendary is

Fu-Hi, SUPPOSED FOUNDER OF THE CHINESE EMPIRE naturally ill-defined, and the
Fu-hi, whose date is far back in the prehistoric period, though his lorrcnrlov^r i-.oi-ir.rl i+colf /-on Ui^
tomb is still seen at Chin-choo, is the traditional first ruler of China iCgenUdiy l)eilOtl USeu LdU ue
and creator of its social and political system. He is said to have divided illtO SCCtioUS of IcSS aild
instituted marriage, divided the people into classes, and to have estab
lished the calendar. He is represented here as in a native drawing-, greater trustworthiness ; but the
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" Spring and Autumn Annals," compiled
by Confucius from researches made at his

instance by his disciples among the State
records of the Chou, marks a much
clearer boundary. The book is a history

of Lu, his native state in Shantung,
from 722-484 B.C., and is the only one
of the Five Classics actually written by
Confucius himself. It is, of course, from
histories written at a much later date
that information regarding earlier ages

in China is obtained. The only contem-
porary records of earlier date are the
inscriptions on the stone drums in the
Temple of Confucius at Peking, which
date certainly from before 770 B.C. ; and
on bronzes, still in existence, of the

ninth century B.C., and even earlier

times.

The weakness of the Chou dynasty
and its inability to control the feudal

states was evidenced in the seventh
century B.C., when five foremost chief-

tains ruled the internal affairs of

China in a confederacy of states which
opposed the barbarians on its northern
and western frontiers. The prince of

Th D Chin, who w^as a member of
e ynas y ^j^^ league, was at the same

of Religious ,
. \u u-

Philos h
strengthenmg his posi-

tion by the conquest of several

smaller fiefs, which he incorporated in his

own. The remaining years of the dynasty
were occupied by incessant struggles

between different princes to obtain greater

}:)ower for themselves. The sovereign

himself did nothing to check these internal

disorders, and the weakness of the central

Government became year by year more
manifest ; but at last, in alarm at the

growth of the Chin state, the sovereign

organised a league of nobles against it.

He was quickly defeated, taken prisoner,

and subjected to the greatest indignities.

Soon afterwards he died (256 B.C.), and
with his death his dynasty virtually

came to a close, though part of his king-

dom remained in the hands of his family

for a few years longer.

The Chou dynasty is remarkable for

the great men who founded it, and for

the virtues of some of its rulers ; but its

fame is largely due to the birth of three

great men—Confucius, born 551 B.C.

;

Mencius, 372 B.C. ; and Lao-tse, about

604 B.C. It is a curious thing that

a time of such dissensions and wars
should have produced the founders of

two such schools of thought as Lao-tse,

2 E '7 G

SARGON, KING OF CHALDiEA
It has been suggested that Chinese civilisation, par-
ticularly the picture writing, had its origin in Baby-
Ionia. One authority identifies Shen-nung, who reigned
in China 2737-2697 B.C., with Sargon, King of Chaldaa.

who placed the highest good in a tran-

scendental abstraction from worldly cares

and freedom from mental perturbation,

and Confucius, the practical philosopher

and admirer of the patriarchs of antiquity,

who put on one side all questions relating

to a future existence, and confined himself

to the consideration of how best a man
shall do his duty to his sovereign, father,

brother, wife and friend, and by discharg-

ing these duties learn to govern himself.

Dynasties After the Chou. The table

given on the following page shows the

dynasties that succeeded the Chou.

the chin dynasty (221-207 B.C.)

The overthrow of Nan Wang in 255 B.C.

was not immediately followed by an
assumption of sovereignty on
the part of the ruler of the Chin
state. Two reigns intervene

after the death of the successful

prince before the power of the Chins was
sufficiently consolidated to enable them
to assume this position. At that time

their ruler was a remarkable man, who
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China
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15 feet at the top, with towers for guard
posts placed at frequent intervals along its

course. Like most of the walls of the kind in

China and Korea, it was carried, regardless

of all obstacles, across hilltops and valleys,

and even up precipitous faces of rock.

By its construction Shih-huang-ti was
able to secure himself from interruption by
the barbarians in his

work of consolidation

of the empire. He also

opened up for his

successors a road of

communication with
Central Asia. The bar-

barian nomads of the

steppes, finding that

raids into China were
rendered difficult, not

only by the presence of

this wall but by the

existence of a strong

army and the union
into one empire of the

states which they had
previously been able to

attack one by one,

legend about Shih-huang-ti does not also

belong to a later time, it may contain a
reference to his regulations for the general
disarmament of the people. Out of the
arms collected upon that occasion bells

and twelve statues of the barbarians are

said to have been constructed. Most of

the latter were apparently broken up in

the year 192 A.D. and
coined into cash,

though some survived
until the third century
of this era.

For the maintenance
of the Chin dynasty
and the continuance of

the work begun by its

first emperor, a supply
of capable men was an
indispensable necessity.

Shih-huang-ti died in

the year 210. His
funeral was celebrated

with great solemnity,

and a number of his

wives and servants, and
of the labourers who

had their attention also shih-huang-ti, builder of the wall had been employed
diverted to the west, Shih-huang-u (220-210 Bc.)buat the waii and burnt upon the tomb, are said

1 ,
, . . the books. The Great \A/ali, built in ten years by ,

^
, ,

' , . ,

and the construction troops and slaves, freed him from interruption by the tO haVC bCCU buncd
of fhp Grpqf Wall nnv barbarians in his work of consolidating the empire; ..rifh him His; plHpst01 ine Ijieat VVail may ^^^ ^^^ burning of the classics destroyed the argu- ^^^^" "l"!' -"^^ ClOeSl

therefore be regarded ments for the feudal institutions which the Emperor SOU FuSU had bcCU SCt
r ,1 desired to weld into one empire under himself. j ' • .1

as one oi the causes ^ aside in the arrange-

of the movement from east to west which
soon afterwards began to take place in

Central Asia.

Shih-huang-ti (220-210) also built a
castle in Hsien-yang, near Singan Fu, in

Shen-si, the famous A-fang Kung. The
chief hall in the upper floor is said to have
_^ ., , been large enough to contain
The Marvel . -i, j a
f *k D I t ^^" thousand persons, and

c. .. . .. standards fifty feet high

could be set up m the under
rooms. Round these rooms galleries ran

;

a high causeway led from the castle to the

ridge of the mountain lying to the south,

where a similar construction passed over

the River Wei to the capital. One of the

palace gates is said to have been made of

loadstone. If a warrior in mail armour,

or anyone with arms concealed about him,

attempted to pass the gate he was rooted

to the spot by the loadstone. A similar

legend referring to the action of the load-

stone upon iron appears at a later time

in the history of the popular hero Chu-
ko Liang (181-234 a.d.), and is no doubt
to be referred to Indian sources. If the

Inglorious

End of

a Dynasty

ments for the succession, and the throne
fell to the younger son, under the title

of Erhshih Huang-ti, or emperors in the

second generation. However, at the same
moment pretenders arose in all

the vassal states which his

father had subdued, and
though at the outset the Im-

perial armies fought successfully, they
were afterward defeated. Finally (207 B.C.)

the eunuch Chao Kao murdered the

Emperor, and set the Emperor's son

Tsze Ying upon the throne. The latter,

however, after sixty-four days, surrendered

the Imperial Seal to Liu-pang of Pei,

who had marched upon the capital with

one of the armies then in rebellion, and
captured it. Thus the Chin dynasty
came to an inglorious end in the year 20G.

WESTERN HAN DYNASTY (2o6 B.C-24 A.D.)

On the overthrow of Chin, there ensued

a period of disintegration ; but the frag-

ments of the Empire were united again

under a family whose dynastic name was
Han. It is known as the Earlier or Western
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Han Dynasty. The founder of the dynasty,

known in history as Kao Tsii, the title con-

ferred on him on his death, was originally

a peasant, named Liu-pang. On the out-

break of revolt against Erhshi Huang-ti
in 209 B.C., he had collected a band of

insurgents and fought his way to eminence.

After receiving the title of prince in reward
for being the first to enter

^^f^tf**"', ^ the capital, he retired for a
Who Founded ,. - -.1 J. \ 4. ii,

jj
tune to the west ; but on the

ynas y
niurder of his patron, the

Prince of Huai, he assumed the Imperial

title and overcame all opposition. The
clemency and moderation which he

showed towards those who submitted to

him assisted him in securing his hold of

the empire.

On his death in 193 B.C. he was succeeded

by his son, a boy only fourteen years old,

who died seven years later. The boy's

mother thereupon assumed the regency,

and subsequently the throne, which she

retained until her death in 180 B.C. Her
period of power was distinguished by
barbarous acts of cruelty. It is also note-

worthy as the only reign of a female

sovereign to which Chinese history accords

a legitimate title. .
One special act of

cruelty associated with her name was the

conversion into what she termed a " human
sow" of a beautiful concubine who had
been the favourite of the late Emperor,
Kao Tsu. This lady had her hands and feet

cut off, her eyes put out. her tongue and ears

destroyed, and in this condition was thrown
alive upon a dunghill, where the young
Emperor was sent to see her. The sight is

said to have driven him into a state of

imbecile terror which lasted until his death.

On her death a son of Kao Tsu by a

concubine was placed on the throne. This
emperor. Wen Ti (179-157 B.C.) pursued a

liberal policy. The law for the suppression
of literary works was cancelled, and
encouragement was given to produce all

such hidden treasures. With these an
. p . Imperial library was formed
, „ and catalogued with great care.

D t Unfortimatelv, the collection
Reforms . ^ j ^uwas burnt durmg the msur-
rection of Wang ]\Iang at the close of the
dynasty. The criminal laws were re-

formed. Mutilation was abolished, in

consequence of an appeal made by a

young lady, Ti-ying, on behalf of her
father, and flogging, was introduced- in its

place. The death penalty -w^as reserved
for the most serious crimes, and the family

75'^'

of a criminal was no longer punished
along with the offender. To guard against

the incursions from Mongolia of the

Hiung-nu, which had been of frequent

occurrence, colonies of Chinese were planted

on the border and a tribe of loyal Yungs
was transferred to the same region. In
the following reign Ching-ti (156-141 B.C.),

a royal princess, was given in marriage
to one of these troublesome Hiung-nu,
in order to ward off war for a time.

Wu Ti (140-87 B.C.) was constantly at

war with the Hiung-nu and used much
larger forces than had previously been
employed. Success generally attended his

efforts, but the results were not permanent,
and his own armies suffered considerably,

one of them, it is said, being engulfed in a

sandstorm and lost. The expense en-

tailed by these constant campaigns forced

him to institute a tax of five per cent,

on all kinds of goods and property.

The result was that informers and officials

enriched themselves at the expense of all

classes, and great discontent was aroused
throughout the country by the new form
of taxation, while the revenue derived

„ . . from it was insufficient for his re-
cgmning

quij-ements. It was in his reign
of Western ^, , 1 • ,•

, ,. that regular communication
_ . with the west was opened up

by the despatch of Chang Chien as an envoy

(139 B.C.) to the Yueh Ti or Indo-Scythians,

whose capital was on the north bank of

the Oxus. Chang Chien was taken prisoner

by the Hiung-nu and detained in their

country for many years, but at last he
reached his destination through Fergana.

On his return journey, via the Khotan-
Lobnor route, he was again taken prisoner

by the Hiung-nu, but escaped and got

back to China 126 B.C. In 122 B.C. he was
again sent on a mission to Turkestan to

negotiate treaties with the kingdoms
there, and by 115 B.C. a regular inter-

course with that part of Central Asia

was established. It was by him that the

grape, pomegranate, and lucerne were
introduced into China, and it was he who
was the first to report the existence of

Buddhism in India.

This reign was the longest and most
splendid of the dynasty. Literature was
encouraged, . literary degrees were in-

stituted, and the power of the empire was
extended through all the southern pro-

vinces of China and Yun-nan. Cochin-

China was annexed. Friendly embassies

were sent out to Sogdiana and Parthia in





GENERAL VIEW OF OLD PEKING, AS DEPICTED BY A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ARTIST

of little importance (Cheng Ti, 32-6, and
Ai Ti, 6 B.c.-i A.D.) followed, and then a

the reign of ]\Iithridates II. A change of

calendar was introduced and magnificent
Imperial progresses were made through
different parts of the empire. But the
Emperor showed a leaning towards the
professors of magic and superstitious

rites which occasionally led him to great

excesses and among them to the dis-

a]ipearance of his eldest son and heir, who
had been falsely accused of practising

magical arts against him. A short time
before his death Wu Ti ordered the execu-
tion of the mother of his child-heir, a
younger son, on the avowed ground that,

if she lived, she would be regent and that
he Jeared the intrigues of a woman during
the minority and the dangers that might
thereby result to the dynasty.

In the following reign (Chao Ti, 86-74
B.C.) the tax on property was abolished,

and other reductions of taxation were
_p. _ made. Hsiian Ti (73-40 B.C.),
The Romance r nu ^'%t--

J.

„ . successor of Lhao ii, was a

D . ^ grandson of the heir who had
disappeared in Wu Ti's reign.

He himself had been saved from death
by his gaoler, whose daughter he had
married, and now raised as his consort
to the throne. . In Yuan Ti's reign (48-32
B.C.) great blows were inflicted on the
Hiung-nu and also on some tribes who
had settled in Shen-si. Two short reigns
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Another
Disastrous

Regency

child. Ping Ti (1-6 A.D.) was placed upon
the throne with his grandmother as

regent. His reign added one more to the
list of disastrous regencies. The Empress

was in the hands of the Prime
Minister, Wang jMang, who
after a time poisoned the

Emperor, while still a child,

and then placed a baby on the throne.

Three years later he deposed the child

and himself assumed the title of " New
Emperor " ; but the Chinese, in their

magnificent horror of ciisloyalty, have
accorded him no nobler title than that of

Wang Mang the Traitor or Usurper, and
it is as such that he is known in history.

The eftorts of the first Han dynasty to

recover the lost literature were continued
through many reigns. Those who had
hidden copies of the books prohibited by
the Chin emperor were encouraged to

produce their treasures, and to guard
against the recurrence of any such cala-

mity. Repositories were formed for the

storage of such books as were recovered,

and officers were appointed to transcril)e

their contents. Search was also made for

such works as still were missing. As re-

gards the classical works alone there were
in existence 294 "collections" (probably
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meaning only fragments or sections) of
the Iking, 412 of the Shaking, 416
vohimes of the Shiking, 555 collections of
the Liki, 165 of the treatise upon music,
948 upon history, 229 of the Lun-yu,
836 of the orthodox sages, as well as other
works within the imperial hbrary. Such
emperors as Wu Ti did a great" deal to
arouse and maintain interest in the
literature of the country.

In other respects the age of the Western
Han must be considered as one of especial
brilliancy. Apart from all the descrip-
tions given by Chinese historians of the
palaces and gardens of the emperors of

this time, much yet remains to arouse
our astonishment. A great advance in

architecture had been made under the
Chin dynasty, but this was far surpassed
by the Han emperors, and by Wu Ti in

particular. At the outset of the second
century B.C. the Emperor Kao Tsu built

a town and palace in Chang-an, which is

_ , said to have been sixty-five li,

Q. . or about twenty miles, m ex-

Archittcture
^ent, with twelve gates and
sixteen bridges, and sur-

rounded by a lofty wall of earth thirty-five

feet high. The town existed until the year
582 A.D., and was then abandoned by the
Emperor Wen Ti of the Sui dynasty, who
removed the capital to Singan Fu. Parts
of the wall are still in existence. In

A Palace

of Barbaric

Splendour

this town was situated the palace of the
Em))ress Chao-yang, formerly a famous
dancer, under the name of Chao-fei-yen,
or the Flying Swallow. The Emperor
Cheng Ti had taken her into his harem
in 18 B.C., and made her his consort

in 16 B.C. The palace rooms
are said to have been painted
with cinnabar red, the ceilings

were in red lacquer, the com-
ponent parts of the walls were clamped
together with gilded copper, and the stairs

were of marble. The beams were carved
with dragons and snakes, and the walls were
decorated with pearls, precious stones,
and the blue feathers of the kingfisher.

A great palace built by Wu Ti is said to
have contained a number of buildings
hundreds of feet high, connected by lofty

galleries in such a manner that the Emperor
could pass from one to another over the
town as well as across the moat. Tradition
tells us that on the temples and the gates
stood great cop])er statues of men, partly
gilded, with statues of the phoenix and of

other monsters. We also hear of bronze
and stone figures of men, of unicorns and
other animals, of astronomical instruments
and large bells, and of a whale carved of

stone, thirty feet long, in an artificial

lake, which the Emperor had made for

the exercising of his soldiers and for the
])leasure of the women of his harem.

THE WESTERN GATE OF THE CITY OF PEKING
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THE EMPIRE IN DISSOLUTION
nPHE interregnum of Wang Mang the
'• Usurper (9-23 a.d.) was marked by
disturbances throughout the empire. On
the west the Hiung-nu refused to regard

their oath of loyalty as binding towards the

Usurper. In Shan-tung an immense body
of insurgents, known as the " Eyebrows,"
from these being painted red, marauded

the country and defied subjec-

ih^r
° ^^^^ ^y ^^^ ^^ ^^^ forces sent

u against them. Finally two
members of the Royal Family

headed a rising against Wang Mang, and
their armies, swollen by accessions from
all sides, marched on the capital, defeating

his troops on the way. Wang Mang then
took refuge in a tower in the city,

trusting in his virtues to secure him
Heaven's protection. The usurper, how-
ever, was disillusioned by the soldiers, who
invaded his retreat and beheaded him.

EASTERN HAN DYNASTY (25-22I A.D.)

The prince elected by the successful

troops to the throne was murdered two
years later in his capital, Chang-an in

Shen-si, by the " Eyebrow " rebels, who
took the city and held it until it was
recaptured by a stratagem. Liu Hsiu,

who was of royal descent and had already

distinguished himself in several cam-
paigns, was then made Emperor, and
received the dynastic title of Kwang Wu
Ti (25-57 A.D.). The next year he re-

moved his capital eastwards to Loyang
in Ho-nan, to which circumstance is due
the name of Eastern Han, which is given
to the dynasty. Many other leaders had
collectecl troops to resist Wang Mang's
usurpation of government, and great
difficulty was now experienced in re-

establishing Imperial authority. The first

half of the reign was occupied in suppress-
ing these and other rebellions ; an ex-

pedition was also despatched to Tonquin,
where an attempt had been made to cast

off the allegiance recently imposed by
China. But the latter half of the reign was
so peaceful that a solemn thanksgiving
was offered by the Emperor on the sacred
mountain Tai-shar. Ming Ti (58-75 a.d.),

7O0

in consequence of having seen an appari-

tion, which was interpreted to him as

that of Buddha, sent messengers to

India, who returned with two Indian
monks and some Pali books, and pictures

of Buddhist figures and scenes. A temple
was built, the books were translated, and
the pictures placed in the palace and
in the temple where the Indian sramano.s

stayed until their death.

The reigns which followed were short-

lived and inglorious. Many of the

sovereigns were mere children ; and the

regencies, though not so infamous as

some in Chinese history, are marked by
a lack of consideration for the people's

welfare and by an absence of any high

aims either for conquest or for literary

achievements. With women as regents,

the power of the eunuchs rapidly developed
until they became such a danger to the

state that their entire destruction was
plotted. The measures taken by them-
selves to avert this catastrophe hastened
their overthrow, and on the close of Ling
Ti's reign (168-189 a.d.), some 2,000 of

them were murdered by the troops.

The young princes had been abducted
by the eunuchs, but were brought back
to the palace ; and the younger of them
was proclaimed Emperor Hsien Ti (190-

221), by Tung-cho, a general who had
just returned from an expedition against

a rebellion in the north-east. Tung-cho
had now an opportunity of gratifying his

lust for power by assuming the regency.

The murder of the Emperor's elder

brother and that of the Empress Dowager
were followed by an act of cruelty which

. excited the hatred of the
urnmg

nation. Alarmed by the neigh-

^ . . bourhood of powerful enemies
he determined on the removal

of the capital with all its population
from Loyang in Honan to Changan in

Shensi ; and after giving the town up
to pillage by his troops, he fired the

palaces and all the chief buildings in the

city and left the capital a heap of ruins,

from which the people, deprived of their

homes and property, had to find their way
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without support to Shen-si. In 192 a.d.

his numerous acts of cruelty led to his

being stabbed in the palace as he entered
his carriage ; but his death only increased

the confusion in the empire. At this

crisis Tsao-tsao, another general, offered

the protection of his army to the Emperor,
who accepted the offer. Tsao-tsao is classed

with Tung-cho and Wang Mang as one
of the three famous traitors of the Han
dynasty. Like Tung-cho, he treated the
Emperor as an insignificant puppet, and
exercised a despotic system of cruelty,

from which neither the Empress nor her
sons escaped alive. In 220 a.d. Tsao-
tsao died, and his son, Tsao-pei, seized

the throne and declared himself Emperor,
adopting the title Wei for his dynastj'.

THE THREE KINGDOMS (22O-264 A.D.)

Naturally enough, the conduct of Tung-
cho and Tsao-tsao towards their sovereign

had weakened the government throughout
the empire, and Hsien Ti's manifest un-

fitness for the throne had taken away
any strong inducement for delivering him
from his contemptible position. In the

. o ,. <• general anarchy which ensuedA Seller of >' r li
_^ ci. in many of the provmces,
straw ohoes . , •; , , ^ ,i

,. T,. two leaders had come to the
on the Throne ,. , ^ ^ ,

,

t •

front. One of these, Lm-pei,
was a distant kinsman of the house of Han.
Though only a seller of straw shoes as

a lad, he had risen in Ling Ti's reign to the
command of a body of volunteers in com-
bating a rebellion in 185 a.d., and in 191
A.D. had fought against Tung-cho. When
Tsao-tsao's designs upon the throne were
revealed, he asserted his claim to the house
of Han, and eventually established him-
self in the West of China, in the modern
Sze-chuen. Here, on the extinction of

the Han dynasty in 220 a.d., he declared

himself Emperor, and founded a dynasty
which is considered as the legitimate

successor to the line of Han. and is known
as the Shu Han from Shu, an old name of

Sze-chuen.

]\Ieanwhile, in the lower Yangtse valley

another kingdom had been growing into

existence under Sun Chiian. His sister

had been married to Liu-pei, but a life-

long war was carried on between them.
Sun Chiian was defeated by Tsao-tsao in

215, and in 221 he tendered his allegiance

to the house of Wei ; but he had been
virtually an independent ruler for some
years, and in 229 he assumed the title of

Emperor and founded the dynasty of Wu.

Thus, at this time there were three
kingdoms—that of Wei, proclaimed by
Tsao-pei, which embraced the whole of

the North of China, and had its capital at

Chang-te Fu, in Ho-nan ; the kingdom of

Wu, in Central and Southern China, with
its capital at Nanking ; and the kingdom
of Shu Han in the west, with its capital

J,
. at Cheng-tu-fu. The period,

Pcr'od"*^f
though of no real importance,

j^j
. stands out in Chinese history

as the most fascinating of all,

owing to the loyal friendship which ex-

isted between Liu-pei and his two great
generals, and to the military stratagems
invented by his famous adviser, Chu-ko
Liang. One of the generals has since been
raised to the rank of a god, and is wor-
shipped in every town as the god of war.
The whole group has been immortalised
in the historical romance called San-kuo-
chi, or the Three Kingdoms.
Of these three kingdoms, that of the

Han in Sze-chuen was the first to expire.

Liu-pei, its founder, died in 222 a.d.,

after conducting several successful cam-
paigns against the Burmese. His son,

who succeeded him, under Chu-ko Liang's

guidance made repeated attempts to

destroy the power of the Wei kingdom,
but was invariably foiled, after early

successes, by the impossibility of pro-

visioning his army. After Chu-ko Liang's

death, the Wei began to assume the

offensive, and eventually captured the

Han capital. On this the king surren-

dered unconditionally, but his son, in-

dignant at such conduct, committed
suicide with all his family (263 A.D.). The
king was subsequently sent to the Wei
capital, and with him the Han dynasty
came to an end.

The Wei kingdom itself had not been
without its troubles. No success had
attended its attempts to annex its southern

neighbour, Wu ; the Yangtse had on each
occasion proved a barrier to its advance.

Among its sovereigns one had
onarc s i-^g^j^ deposed, another mur-

Deposedand , , ^j -i • j... . dered, and a third was now
Murdered ,. , . j- . , •

awaitmg his fate, being a mere
puppet in the hands of his commander-
in-chief. The fate was soon decided

;

the Emperor resigned his throne, and a

new dynasty—the Tsin or Chin—was
founded in 265 a.d.

The Wu dynasty survived its fellows

only by a few years. In 277 its emperor
surrendeied himself to a Tsin general, who
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had succeeded in crossing the Yangtse and
investing Nanking, the southern capital.

WESTERN TSIN DYNASTY (265-317)

Szema Chao, the general who founded
this dynasty, died the next year, and was
succeeded by his son, who assumed the

Imperial title (Wu Ti, 265-290.). His
success in overthrowing the Wn

Emperors 1 • j j •
1 i._ ,. kingdom was due mamly to a

Overthrown 11 i > r

. P .. general whose character tor
^ ^ justice and good administra-

tion inclined that people to come under
his control and to abandon their own
sovereign, whose cruel excesses had made
him infamous. But the new Emperor soon
forgot this lesson and gave himself up
to indulgence. His son's reign (Hui Ti,

290-307) was cursed by yet another
regent empress, and by the wholesale
murders which have marked such rule.

At the close of the reign the Emperor was
removed by an insurgent prince from his

capital, Chang-an, to Loyang. where he
died. His brother (Huai Ti, 307-312) ex-

perienced a similar fate, and was sent
to Peking, to which place Min Ti (313-317)
followed him in the same guise, and after a
time was in like fashion murdered.

EASTERN TSIN DYNASTY (317-419)

Finding that there was no hope of the
re-establishment of the Western Chins,
a descendant of the founder of the line,

who was living at Nanking, adapted to his
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own case a prophecy foretelling their

succession, and on Min Ti's death declared

himself Emperor and made Nanking his

capital. His reign (Yuan-ti, 317-322)
was marked by revolts. Independent
states rose ever3^where throughout the

empire, some of them governed by rulers

of Tartar origin. Struggles for power
among themselves were varied by wars
with the Tsin emperors, at such times as

the latter had sufficient strength to assert

their authority. Now and again one king

stronger than his rivals would proclaim
himself an emperor. IMurder and assas-

sination were the chief methods employed
to procure a change of rulers or advisers.

Short reigns and periods of regency
weakened the influence of Yuan Ti's suc-

cessors, and incursions of barbarians led

to some provinces falling under their rule.

Prominent among the barbarians of the

time were the Hsien-pi, or Tungusians, who
established themselves in Ho-nan. Be-

et .n • tween 317 and 419 eleven
Short Reigns r ^.x. t • t x

. - emperors of the Isin line sat

f. . on the throne, and sixteen to
Crises . , ,

, . r
eighteen kings or princes 01

greater or less importance ruled indepen-
dently of them in different parts of the

empire. Among them was a Hsien-pi
chief named Toba, who, in 386 assumed
the title of King, and placed his capital in

Ta-tung Fu in Shan-si, calling his dynasty
by the name of Wei, afterwards better

known as the Northern Wei. A few years
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later the imbecile Tsin emperor was de-

posed by a general, Liu-yu, who pro-

claimed himself Emperor (420) and
founded the Sung dynasty of Liu, making
Hang-chow in Che-kiang his capital.

DIVISION OF NORTH AND SOUTH (386-532)

With the extinction of the Tsin or Chin
dynasty China became divided into North
and South. In the northern Empire
Toba's dominions extended from the Yellow
River in the south to what is loosely

called Tartary, including among other

countries that of the Ki-tan or Ki-tai,

which we have corrupted into Cathay.
The southern Sung empire embraced the

whole of the country south of the Yellow
River, including Shan-tung ; most of the

various rival states which had been con-

tending for mastery disappeared, absorbed
in one or the other power by force of arms,

submission, corruption, and murder, but

at least five remained unsubdued for some
years later, the last of them

c iva
falling in 439. The Liu Sung

Ditappear
^yn^sty (420-479) saw eight

sovereigns placed upon the

throne. Four of them were murdered, one
of them by a son. The first of them made
a law that never in the history of his house
should an empress dowager be allowed to

act as regent to a minor. As it happened,
no occasion for this arose, but there was
only one reign (Wen Ti, 424-453) which
is at all distinguished. In that, a suc-

cessful expedition was undertaken against
Cochin-China, literature was encouraged,
and the welfare of the people was con-
sidered. But a disastrous campaign was
undertaken against the Northern Wei,
who invaded the country as far as the
Yangtse, and left such desolation behind
them when they retired that, as the

_ , ,. saying runs, the swallows were
Defending

-i . . • . tu
W 11 600 <^i"i"^'6'^ to nest m trees, ihe

^., , two last sovereigns of the house
Miles Long r x • • , 1 ^

of Lui were in turn deposed
by their own commander-in-chief, Hsiao-
tao, who founded the Chi Dynasty, and
retained Nanking as his capital (478).

The house of Wei, founded by Toba
in the north, had not enjoyed better

fortune than that of the Sung. Invasions

by barbarians in the north had led to the

necessity of building a wall 600 miles long
to guard against their aggressions. The
neighbouring state in the west not only
defeated an army sent against it, but
recovered Chang-an, the old capital, and
held it for a while. Still, by 439
Wei had defeated and absorbed the two
last of the independent states and under
the rule of their intelligent prince, Toba-
tao, had leisure to devote attention to

Buddhism, which was greatly in favour

at Court. In spite of his merits, the

sovereign met the usual fate of that

period in being murdered, though in

his case the murder was promptly
avenged (451). Under a later sovereign
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(471 -499) the liouse of Wei was again

ai)le to contrast its fortunes favourably
with those of its neighbours. Encourage-
ment was given to education, and the

Buddhist priests enjoyed favour. Toward
the close of the reign the capital was
removed to Loyang in Honan, and the

language and dress of the Sung were
. adopted by the Wei, who

c f^^sic
g]^Q^yg^ signs of being ashamed

Fate of the r ,-, 1 • t-i

C\' D their barbarian origin. Ihe
ynas y ^j^. ^yj^g^g^y^ whose capital was

at Nanking (479-501), inherited most of

the faults and misfortunes of the Sung,
which it had displaced. Seven different

sovereigns governed in twenty-three years,

and four of them were murdered, the last

of them by the populace, who could not
w\iit for the arrival of the mutinous troops

on their way to dethrone him.
The Liang Dynasty (502-555) suc-

ceeded the Chi. Its founder Hsiao-i,

known as Wu Ti, had been moved by his

brother's murder' to revolt against his

sovereign. In the early years of his reign

Confucianism was greatly studied in the

Wei and Liang countries ; but, subsequent
to a collision between the two Powers, in

which the Wei suffered heavy loss, Budd-
hism was greatly encouraged by Liang.

Messengers were sent by the Emperor to

the West for teachers to instruct the

people, thousands of bronzes arrived, and
Buddhist temples were built all over the

empire. It was in his reign that Bodhi-
dharma, last of the W^estern patriarchy,

came to China in 520, and, after a
short stay at Canton, settled at Loyang.

Dr. Bushell, in his " Chinese Art," men-
tions that it is he who is " often repre-

sented in glyptic art carrying the famous
patra, the holy grail of the Buddhist faith,

or is pictured as crossing the Yangtse in a

reed which he had plucked from the bank
of the river." In 528 the Emperor
himself withdrew from the palace and
spent his time, dressed in mendicant's

P robes, in expoundingthe Budd-
n j°iu- i.

hist scriptures in a temple that
as Buddhist 1 1 J / 1, • ,, • r , »,

Teach built m the capital. At
this period Wei was suffering

from a regency whose vices caused disaffec-

tion throughout the country. This was
brought to a head by the regent poisoning
her son and appointing another child,

three years of age, in his place. An
army was led against her, and after the
capital had been captured, she was thrown
into the Yellow River and drowned in
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528. In the years between 528-534,
six sovereigns sat on the throne for a
short time before death came to them
in different forms of violence. In 534-535
the Wei Empire was divided into Western
and Eastern Wei, who fought constantly

with each other for dominion.
In the midst of their struggle, a general

who had proved traitor to both of the

Wei powers in succession was driven by
fears for his personal safety to attack the

Buddhist sovereign of Liang in his capital

at Nanking, which he captured after a
siege in which terrible suffering had been
endured by the Emperor and his people.

The conqueror treated his aged captive

with such indignity that the latter soon
died (549), and a son was proclaimed
Emperor. But this son, too, was put out

of the way the next year, and in the

same year the conqueror himself was over-

thrown by troops who had come from the

south to avenge their loved sovereign, Wu
Ti. So great was the hatred entertained

for the defeated general that his body
was salted, and slices cut off it were eaten

. „ , , bv the people, and even, itA Peoples •

-' ,^j ^1 1 • ,

_, ... is asserted, t)y his widow,
Terrible -'

Vengeance
whose father had been one
of his victims. Then followed

a short period (552-555) in which the
sovereign devoted himself to the study
of Taoism as earnestly as his father

had done to Buddhism. His scholastic

enthusiasm led to his being surprised

by troops from West Wei in his capital,

Ching-chou, on which he burnt his library

as having failed him in his needs. He was
soon afterwards put to death.

The three kingdoms of West and East
Wei and Liang had now reached their

close. In 550 the ruler of Eastern Wei
was deposed by one of his generals who
founded the Northern Chi dynasty (550-

577). In 557, Western Wei was replaced

by the Northern Chou (557-582), and in

the same year the Liang dynasty was
succeeded by the Chen (557-589). In the

short period of the existence of the three

new Powers, the rivalry between Taoism,
Buddhism, and Confucianism promised
for a time to secure the survival of the
last at the expense of the other two ; but
in 582 Taoism and Buddhism were also

recognised by the State. The sovereigns of

the different houses were, with one excep-
tion, men of no note, and the tale of

cruelty, murder, treason and petty wars
was continued throughout their reigns.
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THE EMPIRE RESTORED
HTHE founder of the Sui dynasty, Yang-
*• Chien, had held the post of com-
mander-in-chief under the Chen dynasty,
and had married his daughter to the
Emperor in 578. Soon after being made
Duke of Sui he deposed his sovereign and
proclaimed himself his successor. Then,
after defeating several competitors for

A th
power, he overthrew the last

.,.,., ruler of the Chen dynasty in s8qMilitary -^ j_ ^ j

Sovereign
and from that time ruled as

Emperor of China. The consoli-

dation of the empire and the fame of his

generals strengthened him against attacks

on his frontiers and enabled him to devote
some attention to the condition of his

people. A survey also was made of the

empire, which was divided into provinces
and interdependent districts.

But in 605 he was murdered by his

son, Yang Ti, who, though a scholar of high
repute, led a life of extravagance and
license, in some measure redeemed only

by the construction of numerous canals.

These, though intended for his own
pleasure, and built at a terrible waste
of life, were of lasting benefit to the

country between the Yangtse and the

Yellow River. The splendour of Yang
Ti's Court attracted embassies from Japan,
Cochin China, and the peoples of Central

Asia; and large accessions of territory

were obtained on the western frontier.

But misgovernment at home led to

rebellions, fomented by a disastrous cam-
paign against Korea ; and a grandson of

the sovereign was proclaimed Emperor
by Li-yiian, Duke of Tang, who declared

himself the redresser of the people's

wrongs. Within two years of this date the

Emperor was murdered in his capital, and
his grandson had resigned his throne to

Li-yiian, the founder of the great Tang
dynasty. The rapid collapse of the Sui

dynasty, which seemed so full of promise

under Yang Ti, who was one of the great

scholars of his time, and the conjunction

of such learning with great immorality in

the same person, excited wonder among
the scholars of his own and later times.

THE TANG DYNASTY (618-907)
This period is regarded by Chinese

as the most glorious in their history,

partly on account of the position to which
the country attained among foreign
nations, but more especially because of
the success achieved in letters, which
entitles this to be regarded as the
Augustan Age of Chinese literature. It

was then that poetry obtained its highest
perfection in the poets Li-tai-po and Tu-fu.

" The series of dynastic histories up to

that date was completed (we read in

Wylie's " Notes on Chinese Literature")

;

important works were written in the
departments of Government and lexico-

graphy ; and a vast addition was made to

the translations of Buddhist WTitings. In
the early part of the eighth century,
which was the most flourishing period, the
number of works described in the official

records of the library amounted to 53,915
books, besides which there was a collection

of recent authors, numbering 28,469 books.

The classification which was iirst adopted
by the Tang has been followed with shght
deviations to the present day, the whole
body of the literature being then arranged
under the four great divisions of Classics,

History, Philosophy, and Belles Lettres."

Public examinations for literary degrees

were reinstituted, and in arts and science

great progress was seen. Even -in the

early years of the dynasty, when numerous
rivals were contesting with him for the

possession of supreme power, Li-yiian was
encouraging education by the establish-

ment of schools, under teachers qualified

to explain the classical writings.

•
^^^^^^ His son, Shihmin, who had

"^
. c . assisted him in obtaining the

and Science ,, .
'-'

throne, was for some years

occupied in subduing the rival princes

and in repelling a Turcoman invasion
;

but he, too, as soon as he had leisure,

devoted himself to the society of literary

men. In 618, Li-yiian abdicated in

fa\'our of his son, and was given the

title of Kao Tsu (High Progenitor) as

founder of the race.
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WU HOU
The Emperor Kao Tsung raised this woman to be his

equal on the throne under the title Empress of Heaven.
She is notorious only for her cruelties upon her rivals.

The son {627-649), best known by
his posthumous title, Tai Tsung (Great

Ancestor), carried on and extended the

work done by his father in promoting the

study of hterature. and drew up a code
of laws for the administration of justice.

At the same time, under his generals, the

empire was extended to the shores of the

Caspian Sea. Embassies were sent to him
by the Greek Emperor Theodosius, and
from Nepal and Magadha in India.

Christian missionaries of the Nestorian
sect, from Syria, arrived in China
and established themselves under his

protection at Si-an Fu. An uncle of

Mohammed came to Canton (628 a.d.),

and fleets of Chinese junks sailed to the

Persian Gulf. It was in this reign that

the southern Chinese were incorporated
in China, but Yun-nan and the neighbour-
ing country in the south-west do not
figure in Chinese maps as part of the
empire at that date.

Towards the end of Tai Tsung's reign

+WO expeditions had been undertaken
against Korea without complete success.

But in his son Kao Tsung's reign the
subjugation of the country was effected
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(667), and the king surrendered to

his conqueror. Kao Tsung himself (650-

683) proved an unworthy successor

to his father. He soon fell under the
influence of one of his father's concubines,

whom he raised to the throne by the
title of Wu Hou. This woman, in whose
favour the Empress had been displaced

and put into prison, together with an earlier

favourite of the Emperor's, had the hands
and feet of her ex-rivals chopped ofi,

and in this condition they were thrown
into tubs of spirits, where they were left

to die in their agony. But acts of this

kind had no effect on the Emperor's
passion for her. In 674, at her
request, the Emperor assumed the title

of Emperor of Heaven, and placed her on
an equal footing as Empress of Heaven.
The direction of affairs fell more and more
into her hands, and though her crimes,

among which were the murders of two
of her sons, horrified the country, the

ability which she showed in meeting
attacks on the frontier and plots at home
secured her in her position.

On Kao Tsung's death, she assumed
complete control, and, despite the fact

chat his son was nominally Emperor, in

690 proclaimed herself "Emperor"
of a new dynasty. After some years of

threatened revolt, a military conspiracy
was at length organised which, in 705,

TAI TSUNG, OR THE "GREAT ANCESTOR"
One of the g-reat rulers of early China. He promoted
literature, drew up a code of laws, sent embassies to

Western Powers and protected Christian missionaries.
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succeeded in wresting the government from
her hands and placing the rightful sovereign
upon the throne. But even after her
downfall she was treated with the highest
respect and awarded the title of Great
Sacred Empress Ranking with Heaven.
Chung Tsung, who now, after twenty-one

years of banishment, resumed the govern-
ment, was a mere tool in the hands of his

wife. At her request he allowed her to

sit with him in the audience chamber,
as Wu Hou had done in his father's reign,

and to decide with him all questions

that were there discussed. In 710 she

poisoned the Emperor and attempted to

assume supreme power, but was o\'er-

thrown by Lung-chi, grandson of Kao-
tsung, who placed his father, Jui Tsung
(710-712) on the throne.

In 713 A.D., Lung-chi succeeded his

father. His reign, called Hsiian Tsung,
extended over forty-four years, and is

one of the most celebrated in Chinese

history, owing to the splendour of its

earlier years and the disasters which
marked its close. One of the first

measures taken by him was to check
extravagance on dress and life.

To this end a fashion of ex-

treme simplicity was adopted at

Court, and a huge bonfire was
made in the palace of costly embroidered
robes of silk and satin. An attempt
was made to secure a better administra-

tion of justice by examinations in law of

magistrates before appointment to office.

Magistrates were also encouraged to come
into closer relation with the elders of the

villages for mutual instruction and advice.

and the famous Hanlin-yiian, or Imperial

Academ}/, was either founded or enlarged

and endowed.
By these and similar measures intended

for the welfare of the people, the country

prospered, until the Emperor fell under
the influence of Yang-kuei-fei, a concubine

of his son, whom he raised to a rank
second to that of the Empress alone. To
meet her wishes and those of her three

sisters, who were also introduced into the

palace, no extravagance was thought too

great, and the empire was ransacked
for gems for their wear. In 755 the

Emperor was driven from his throne by
another favourite, a Tartar general whom
he had pardoned, and who now declared

war upon his patron. In the course of

his flight the Emperor was forced by
his soldiers to put Yang-kuei-fei to death,

The Simple

Life in

Those Days

and her sisters and her brother, the
Prime Minister, shared her fate. The
rebel general was not more fortunate, for

in the height of his success he was assassi-

nated by his own son, after he had cap-
tured the capital. The Emperor, who had
continued his flight to Sze-chuen, soon
afterwards abdicated in favour of his son.

_. The whole country was now in

. a state of great disorder, but

Rebellion "^^"^ ^^^^^^ ^^'^^'^ holding out
loyally for the Emperor.

Offers of assistance were also marie to

him by the Turfans and the Uigurs of

North-western Mongolia ; and encouraged
by these, a successful attempt was
made in 758 to recapture the capital,

Chang-an. This was followed by an
advance upon Loyang in Ho-nan, where
the appearance of the Uigurs excited a

panic among the rebels. The town was
given up to the Uigurs, according to

promise, to pillage, but the booty was so

small as to excite discontent, and it was
only by the gift of handsome presents

that trouble with them was averted.

Fighting continued after this throughout
the empire, and later on Loyang had to

be abandoned. But early in the next

reign (Tai Tsung, 763-779), the rebel-

lion, which had for a time looked very

formidable, came to an end with the death

of its leader.

The employment of the Uigurs to crush

the rebellion led to the results which
might have been expected. The Turfans,

learning how weak the Government was,

invaded China, captured and looted

Chang-an, the capital, and were with

great difficulty expelled. The Uigurs them-
selves also raided Shan-si, and it was more
owing to the fame of the Chinese general

than to the quality of his troops that the

barbarians evacuated that province. So
great was the desolation wrought by the

rebellions and wars that it was estimated

that the population was reduced from
fifty to twenty millions. Of

„
'^* the emperors who succeeded

Become '-n t xu _ j.

„ . Tai Tsung. there was not
Enemies 1 P 11 li 1one who showed ability equal

to raising the fortunes of the dynasty.

The majority were under the dominion
of their Ministers or favourite eunuchs.

Such strength as the empire possessed

was needed to repel the incursions of

Turcoman and other invaders, or to

put down rebellions in the provinces.

In 880, one of these provincial governoi'S
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captured the capital. Chang-an, from

which the Emperor had fled, and pro-

claimed himself ruler of China with the

dynastic title Ta Chi ; but in 884 he

was defeated by auxiliary troops called in

from the Tartar nations adjoining the

Chinese frontier, and was slain by his own
adherents.

The commander of these troops, Li-keh-

yung, was the son of a chieftain of a tribe

of Turcomans, called Sha-to, who occupied

a region near Lake Balkash. In 847
they assisted the Chinese in repelling a

Tibetan invasion, and father and son were

among the foremost defenders of the house

of Tang in its troubles.

Meanwhile, the chief power in the state

resided in the hands of different generals,

and the Emperor became httle more than

a pawn the possession of which gave the

holder the advantage in the
Royal Pawn

^^^^^ },loved about rapidly
m the Hands

^^.^^^ ^^^ .^^ ^^ another
of Generals

^^ ^^^ ^^.j^ ^^ ^-^ j^^pp^
possessor, he was pursued by the opponent

with equal rapidity. At one time to pre-

vent his escape he was shut up in an iron

building by eunuchs, but at last he was put

to death (905), and one of his younger
sons was declared Emperor; a post which

he held for two years, when he resigned the

throne to the real ruler, Chu Wen.
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The following table gives the names of

the different emperors in the Tang dynasty
and the date of their accession. The name
given is the miao hao—that is, the name
conferred on them after death. The
name of their reigns {hien hao) was
subject to frequent changes, and is there-

fore not given here.

Kao Tsu
Tai Tsung
Kao Tsung
Chung Tsung
Jui Tsung
\Vu Hou
Hsiian Tsung
Su Tsung
Tai Tsung
Te Tsung

618 i Shun Tsung
627
6;o
684
684
6S4
713
756
763
780

Hsien Tsun^
Mu Tsung
Ching Tsung
Wen Tsung
\Vu Tsung
Hsiian Tsung
I Tsung
Hsi Tsung
Chao Tsung

805
806
821
825
827
841
847
860
874
889

Chao Hsiian Ti 905

Wu Hou, who reigned from 684. was the

Empress who usurped the throne of Jui

Tsung for twenty years.

LATER LIANG DYNASTY (907-923)

The destruction of the Tang dynasty

loosened the bonds of government through-

out the empire. The Prince of Liang, the

new Emperor, was unable to extend his

power bej^ond Ho-nan and Shan-tung.

Among those who refused to recognise his

title were Li-keh-yung in Shan-si, Li-mao

in Szechuen, and the Khitan chief Apaoki
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in Mongolia. Elsewhere, independent
states were forming and gathering strength.

On Li-keh-yung's death his son Li-tsun-

hsii captured a great stronghold of the
Emperor, and the latter, on his way to

oppose him, was killed by his own son. The
overthrow of the Liang, which now seemed
impending, was delayed by an invasion of

Shan-si by the Khitans, which compelled
Li-tsun-hsii to return to defend his own
country ; but in 919 a.d. he renewed his

attack with success, and in 923 assumed
the title of Emperor.

LATER TANG DYNASTY (923-934)

The promise of a vigorous rule which
the previous life of the new sovereign had
given was soon belied. After his acces-

sion he gave himself up to indulgence and
pleasure, and eventually he was killed in

a fight in his own palace arising out of a
rebellion led by one of the play-actors

whom he had made his associates and
friends. His successor was also of Turco-
man descent, and had been adopted by
Li-keh-yung. Born of unknown parents,

who had deserted him,* it is remarkable
_ that in his reign occurs the

w X-

""
r fii'st mention (932) of printing.

Mention of yy. , ,
^-'^ ' ^ , °.

p . . History makes no mention of

the inventor of this art or of

the date of the invention, but records that

the nine classics were printed by imperial

orders from wooden blocks, and sold to

tlie public. This Emperor is spoken of as

a gentle, peace-loving man, and he died a
natural death. His children possessed
neither his ability nor his character. In
self-defence their generalissimo, Shih-

ching-fang, raised the standard of rebel-

lion, and invited the Khitan chief to

come to his aid. With the latter's assist-

ance he quickly overcame all resistance,

and by the advice of the Khitan chief

then proclaimed himself Emperor, calling

his dynasty the Later Chin.

LATER CHIN DYNASTY (935-946)

As reward for the services of the
Khitans, sixteen departments in Shan-si

had been handed over to them, and the

payment of 300,000 pieces of silk annually
had been promised. Demands for further

presents and the position of superiority

assumed by the Khitan chief towards the

new Emperor, made a collision almost
inevitable ; and in the next reign war broke
out. After overcoming a strenuous opposi-

tion to their advance, the Khitans, who had
now given their dynasty the name of Liao,

2 F 27 a

marched as far south as Kai-feng Fu, in Ho-
nan, which they captured and looted. The
Emperor was sent by them into banish-
ment, and on their retiring to the north,
he was succeeded by his commander-in-
chief, Liu-chih-wan.

LATER HAN DYNASTY (947-950)
The Emperor died the next 3^ear, and

was succeeded by his son. For a time

^.., things went well with him, an:l

, . an invasion of Chih-li by theInvasion t'i,-*^ r n
Repelled

Khitans was successfully re-

pelled by his general, Kuo-wei.
But, impatient of the restraint laid upon
him by the Ministers whom his father had
recommended as advisers, he put three of
them to death, and ordered the execution
of Kuo-wei. On the news reaching Kuo-
wei, his army insisted on the deposition of

the Emperor, and the scheme was soon
carried into effect, their general then
assuming the throne.

LATER CHOU DYNASTY (951-960)
In the third year of his reign the new

Emperor died. He was succeeded by his

son, Shih Tsung (954-960), who showed
considerable vigour in attacking the Khi-
tans, from whom he recovered some of the
cities assigned to them in Shan-si. He also

bestowed attention upon the condition of

the people, and gave promise of being a

good ruler. But he died in a campaign
against the Khitans ; and his troops,

refusing at such a crisis to have his child

_ of seven years old for their emperor, made
their general Chao Kwang-yin their sove-

reign, and put the yellow robe on him while
asleep with drink in his tent.

SUNG DYNASTY (960-II26)

At the time of the accession of Chao
Kwang-yin, or Tai Tsu (960-975), there

seemed to be little prospect of the tenure of

power by his house proving less ephemeral
than that of his predecessors. While the

struggle for supremacy in North China had
been continuing, the regions south and

west were divided among seven
even

^ houses, who ruled them in a
Houses m , , r •. t-

Authority §°°^ ^^^^^^ °^ security.^ Fu-
kien was held by the King of

j\Iin. Kiang-nan by that of Wu, Sze-chuen,

An-hui, Kan-su. Kwang-tung and Ching-

chou (on the Yangtse, west of Hankow)
were governed by different generals of

note : and in the north the Prince of Han
and the Khitans threatened danger at any
time. The Emperor himself came of a

famih' that had held high posts under
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the Tang dynasty, and he had specially

distmguished himself by rescuing his

sovereign—Shih Tsung—from danger when
surrounded by enemies in a disastrous

battle against the Khitans. Now in

accepting the throne, he made it a condi-

tion that the lives of the child ex-Emperor

and other members of the Imperial

_. _ . family should be spared. He
The Empire

^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ recover

roHdIted
"' *^^^ portions of the empire

which were under independent
rule, and to unite them in one whole.

After dealing verj^ quickly with two
rebellions in Shan-tung, the Emperor
turned his attention to the Prince of Han
in Shan-si, over whom some success was
obtained. An army was then thrown into

Sze-chuen, and in the course of sixty-six

days its capital was taken and its king

was a prisoner on his way to the Emperor.
He then renewed the attack on the Prince

of Han, but with only partial success,

owing to assistance given to the prince

by the Khitans. But Kwang-tung and
Kwang-si, which were held by the prince

of the Southern Han, were subdued in

972 ; and the prince of the Southern
Tang at Nanking made his submission

to the Emperor, a submission which, in

975, was enforced by arms. In 976 the

Emperor died, and, in accordance with
advice given to him early in his reign by
his mother, he had nominated a brother

instead of a son as his successor.

The new emperor, Tai Tsung (976-

998), was more successful than his

brother in his campaign against the

Prince of Han, who, after a vigorous

defence, surrendered his capital, Tai-

yuan-fu, to the Imperial troops. Em-
boldened by his success, the Emperor
sent a large army across the Liao River
into the country of the Khitans, where
it sustained a great defeat. In 981 the

Khitans in their turn attacked Shan-si,

and without success. Then in 986 another
disastrous campaign was fought

f

'^
w^ri

against the Khitans near

r . Peking. It would seem, how-
Empire ,° , .

'

ever, that some mipression was
made upon the Khitan power, as a subject

tribe, the Nii-chi or Ju-chen, who after-

wards rose to such great power, sent to

the Sung Court offering to tender their

allegiance if the Khitans were defeated.

While his armies were fighting for the
enlargement of the empire, the Emperor,
like his brother, gave great attention to

the government of his people and to their

prosperity. But a rebellion, arising out
of misgovernment in Sze-chuen, saddened
the last years of his reign.

Chen Tsung (998-1022) succeeded his

father. A serious invasion b}? the Khitans
was checked only by a money payment.
In Jen Tsung's reign (1023-1063) a second
invasion was threatened. To avert this

the payment was further increased by a

treaty couched in somewhat humiliating

language, but a rebellion at home made
peace at an}^ price a necessity. The
rebellion was overcome, and a subsequent
invasion of Kwang-si by Cochin-China
was repelled. With the exception of the

northern portion of Chih-li, which, in-

cluding Peking, was permanently held by
the Khitans, and of some outlying por-

tions of its dimensions, the empire had
now been reunited, and the inclinations

of the dynasty towards the cultivation

of arts and literature could be indulged.

The d3^nasty has been designated a
" protracted Augustan age of Chinese

literature," and in it the language and
stvle of books may be said to have reached

i- ij A their highest point. Specula-
Golden Age

^.^,g philosophy suddenly came
into existence, large encyclo-

paedias were written, poetry

flourished, commentaries on the classics

were published, and important catalogues

of collections of different objects of art,

books, pictures and inscriptions were

"

produced. Under favourable influences

Chinese art gradually developed. At
the same time, reforms in the system of

government were introduced. Among
these the most far-reaching and eventual^
injurious were State advances to farmers

and a system of universal militia enrol-

ment, by which the whole population was
rendered liable to serve as an armed
constabulary. The rapacity of the under-

lings neutralised the benefit of the

advances, and the enrolment system

proved a burden through the exactions

to which it gave rise, and the responsi-

bility for the offences of others which
was laid ui^on all the members of the

tithing.

Ying Tsung's reign (1064-1067) was
marked by a difficulty with the Empress
Dowager, who had been called upon to

act as regent during an illness of . the

Emperor, and was induced to resign only

by the outspoken language of the Prime
Minister.

of Art

and Letters
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In the reign of Shen Tsung (1068-108O),
a large extension of the duties of the
Government was carried into effect on
the advice of Wang-an-shih, a celebrated
scholar, poet and statesman, who justified

himself by the institutions recorded in the
" Chou Li," or " State Regulations of

the Chou Dynast}^" which he adopted as

his model. In addition to the reforms
mentioned above, he proposed that taxes
in future should be paid in kind, and that
any surplus of produce above local needs
-hould be bought up by the State and sent
by it for sale in a good market. He also

proposed that, instead of contributing
forced labour for carrying out public works,
each family should pay a tax rated on the
property it possessed. In order to ascer-

tain this, the value of property was to be
declared to the local official, and if the
value was understated fines were imposed,
of which a third went to the informer.

The opportunities for oppression and
corruption afforded by these measures
rendered them most distasteful to the
people, and prevented them from pro-

ducing the benefits to the State which
_, ,. had been expected. While
Taxation ,, ^ r ,-

. these measures of reform were

^ .. being debated and carried out,
Corruption ,, ° , ,, r ^u 1the strength of the neigh-

bouring Powers was steadily increasing.

In 1074 a small cession of territory

was made to the Khitans, and iii

1082 A.D. a serious defeat was ex-

perienced at the hands of the Prince of

Hsia, who ruled over a Tangut tribe in

the present Ordos and Kan-su. A few
years later (logo) the latter obtained the

cession of some forts in Shen-si as the

price of peace.

Cheh Tsung (1086-1100) succeeded to

his father's throne at ten years of age.

During his minority his mother acted as

regent and, assisted by the celebrated

historian, Sze-ma-kwang, abolished some
of the most unpopular of the reforms

recently instituted. But his own rule

was not so wise. Eunuchs again rose to

positions of power, and undid some of the

work done by the regent.

Hui Tsung (1101-1126) in iiii entered

into a treaty with the Nii-chi or Niichen
Tartars for the destruction of the

Khitans, now known as the Liao Dynasty.
The latter, not suspecting that the Niichen

would dare to rise in rebellion, made no
preparations to resist them, and were
easily defeated by their leader, Aguta,

who in 1114 assumed the title of
Emperor, and ga\-e to his dynasty the
name of Chin, or Kin (gold). By 1125
all opposition by the Khitans was over-
come with the exception of a small body,
who, under their prince, were afterwards
known as the Western Liao. But the Sung
Emperor gained nothing by his friend's

J
. success, and his repeated de-

Carr ff
"lauds foi the fulfilment of the

the Emperor
^*^™''5 ^^ Shan-si and Chih-li,

which had been promised him
in return for his alliance, irritated the Kins.
They in their turn demanded payments of
silk and silver, which at first were con-
ceded. But a second demand was refused,
and this led to an invasion, which crossed
the Yellow River and marched upon the
capital Kai-feng Fu. On this the Emperor
abdicated and fled, leaving his son Chin
Tsung (1126) upon the throne to come to
terms with the invaders. An immense
indemnity was demanded and granted

;

but its payment in full proved impossible
at the time, and an attempt was made to
rise against the Kins, who returned to

capture the city and take the Emperor
and all his household away with them as

prisoners. The Huai River (Lat. 32^-33'')

was practicall}- at this time the boundary
between the two Powers.

SOUTHERN SUXG DYNASTY {II27-I280).

Kao Tsung (1127-1162), when the throne
became vacant through his brother's

capture, declared himself Emperor, and
removed the capital first to Nanking, and
then, on the approach of the Kins, to

Hang-chow, in Che-kiang. Driven from
this city, he took refuge in one of the
islands on the coast. On this, the enemy,
unable to get to his retreat, retired north-
wards, and suffered severe losses at the
hands of the Imperial forces in crossing the
Yangtse. The Emperor then returned to

Hang-chow, and made a treaty with the

Kins (1142) b}' which the provinces

^. ... which they held were, with the
The Kins ,• .-tt jouexception of Honan and Shensi,

J*
J

ceded to them. The Kins,
who had suffered severely at the

hands of the Chinese, were now attacked
on the north by the Mongols, with such
effect that thirty-seven fortresses had to be
handed over to this new enemy, and an
annual payment made of cattle, rice, and
beans. The power of the Kins was also

weakened by the assassination of their

sovereign, and a short-lived rebellion
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against his house, and it was at a time

when fortune seemed to be smihng on
the Sungs that the Emperor, having no
heir, abdicated in favour of a descendant
of Tai Tsu, the founder of the dynasty.

In the midst of aU these turmoils, the

philosopher Chu Hi (i 130-1200), while

holding the post of Governor of Nan-
chang in Kiang-si, was re-editing the

historical work of Sze-ma-kwang, and
composing the commentaries on the

classics which have for centuries been
recognised as the orthodox interpretation.

EMPERORS OF THE SOUTHERN SUNG DYNASTY |
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by willows for many miles. Below on the right the scene is that looking north along the East Tartar City Wall.
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Chinese do not mention their emperor
by name during his hfetime, but after his

death some honourable title is conferred

upon him, such as Tai-tsu (Great Ancestor),

by which he is afterwards known. The
title of the reign is conferred upon it by
the Emperor, and events occurring in it

are dated by the year of the reign

—

e.g., first year of Chih-3ruan. It is. how-
ever, not a personal name, though fre-

quently used as such by Europeans.
In 1253 Shen-si was added to the

Mongol Empire, and in 1259 the campaign
was carried into Sze-chuen, where, after

obtaining considerable success, ]\Iangu

Khan died, during a siege of Chung- king.
The ^longols thereupon withdrew. Kublai,

Mangu's brother, was at the time in Kiang-
si, and was obliged to return to Karakorum
where a 3'ounger brother was disputing his

successicTn. His arrival crushed all opposi-

tion, and after being declared Great Khan,
he moved his capital to Peking (1264).

The complete conquest of the Sungs
was now determined upon. The first

step taken was an advance upon Hsiang-

yang, on the Han River, in Hupeh. The
siege of this and the neighbouring city

of Fancheng lasted for several years, but
at length their capture was
effected. The fall of Wuchang
and the towns near it soon
followed, and the Mongols,

under Bayan, their general, continued their

advance along the Yangtse. Nanking fell

almost without a struggle, and the Chinese
fleet in the river was destroyed. Soochow
soon shared the same fate, and, finally,

Hang-chow was taken, and the Emperor
captured (1276 a.d.), and carried away
prisoner to the north.

Expansion
of Mongol
Dominion

The Fate

of a Prime
Minister

But the end was not yet. Some princes

of the Sung line still remained. One
of them was declared Emperor, and
the loyalists gathered round him at

Foochow, where for a time he made
his home. Some successes were obtained
over the Mongols, the most important
being the recapture of Canton for a time

;

but their remorseless advance
still continued, and the Em-
peror fled south, where he died.

Another child of the Sung
family w^as made his successor, and the

last stand was made at Yai-shan, an
island opposite the western estuary of

the Canton River. When defeat came
there the Prime Minister, Lu-siu-fu,

clasping the boy in his arms, jumped into

the sea, and was drowned, together with
thousands of the supporters of the Sung
cause (1279 A.D.).

YUAN DYNASTY (I260-I368)

The ^longol Emperors had already been
masters of the North of China since the
overthrow of the Kins in 1234, and during
their pursuit of the Sung Emperor
troops had been despatched to the

west and south of Nanking to crush

such armies as were still loyal to him.
Alter moving his capital to Peking, Kublai
(1260- 1395) had adopted the title of

Yiian for his dynasty (1271). Not
content with adding Southern China
to his dominions, he had sent two fleets

to Japan to demand its submission and
landed troops in Kiu-shiu ; but these

ventures had proved disastrous, and the

second fleet, with the troops on board,

was entirely lost in a storm (1281).

After crushing the Sung D^Tiasty, Kublai's

CHINESE EMPERORS OF THE YUAN OR MONGOL DYNASTY.
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KUBLAI KHAN
By SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE

/^NE day in the summer of 1797, at a lonely farmhouse in

Devonshire, Coleridge sat reading " Purchas's Pilgrimage."

Being indisposed, an anodyne had been administered to him, and
from the effects of this the poet fell asleep, at the moment that

he was reading :
" Here the Khan Kublai commanded a palace

to be built, and a statel}' garden thereunto ; and thus ten miles of

fertile ground were enclosed within a wall." On waking, Coleridge

appeared to have a vivid recollection of a poem he had written in

a dream, and, taking up pen and paper, he wrote down these lines,

now become immortal :

In Xanadu did Kublai Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree :

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man

Down to a sunless sea.

So twice iive miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled

round

:

And there were gardens bright with sinuous
rills

Where blossomed many an incense-bearing
tree ;

And here were forests ancient as the
hills.

Enfolding sunny spots of greenery-

But oh ! that deep romantic chasm which
slanted

Down the green hill athwart a cedarn
cover

!

A savage place ! as holy and enchanted
As e'er beneath a waning moon was

haunted
By woman wailing for her demon-lover !

And from this chasm vith ceaseless tur-

moil seething,

As if this earth in fast thick pants were
breathing

A mighty fountain momently was forced :

Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst

Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding
hail,

Or chaftv grain beneath the thresher's

flail
:"

And 'mid these dancing rocks at once and
ever

It flung up momently the sacred river.

mazyFive miles meandering with
motion

Through wood and dale the sacred river
ran,

Then reached the caverns measureless to
man.

And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean :

And 'mid this tumult Kublai heasd from
far

Ancestral voices prophesying war !

The shadow of the dome of pleasure
Floated midway on the waves

;

Where was heard the mingled
measure

From the fountain and the caves.

It was a miracle of rare device,

A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of
ice \

A damsel with a dulcimer
In a vision once I saw :

It was an Abyssinian maid,
And on her dulcimer she played,
Singing of Mount Abora.
Could 1 revive within me
Her symphony and song.
To such a deep delight 'twould win
me

That with music loud and long,

I would build that dome in air.

That sunny dome I those caves of ice !

And all who heard should see them there.

And all should cry, Beware ! Beware !

His flashing eyes, his floating hair !

Weave a circle round him thrice,

And close your eyes with holy dread,
For he on honey-dew hath fed.

And drunk the milk of Paradise.
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Policy of

Kublai Khan

attention in China was given to protecting

the country against floods from the Yellow
River and to extending what we know
as the Grand Canal from the Yellow
River to Tientsin. The latter great

work was accomplished in three years.

The southern and older portions of the

canal

—

i.e., from the Yellow River to

Chinkiang, and thence to Hang-chow

—

were also deepened and improved.
The Yiian dynasty, like those

omcs ic
^£ -^^ predecessors the Kins
and the Khitans, was liberal in

its encouragement of litera-

ture. The arts and sciences also flourished

and men of talent were invited to its

court from the most distant regions.

In Kublai's reign a new written character

was invented for the Mongol language,

and the classics were translated into

Mongol. But before the end of the dynasty
this style of writing was superseded by a

modification of the Uigur, which has been
retained to the present time as that of the

Mongol. The plays of this period have
attained a lasting celebrity, and novels and
romances, including the famous " Three
Kingdoms " and the " Shui Hu Chuan,"
were then first produced and obtained

a lasting popularity.

Fortunate in most things, the Mongol had
also the good fortune of having the story

of his times told by the great Venetian

traveller, Marco Polo, who, between 1275
and 1292, visited the coast and travelled

throughout the empire. During his

reign Kublai conquered Burma and
frequently invaded Cambodia and Annam.
Tibet was so completely under his rule

that the ex-Emperor of the Sungs was
sent there as a prisoner. Korea was
annexed and used as a place of embarka-
tion for attacks upon Japan ; and Mongol
armies under Khans, who nominally
owned a supreme head in Kublai, were led

. to victory across the Persian
orcign

^^j^ ^^^^ even to the confines

IT i.i^- K-t. of Austria. Great as a soldier,
Kublai Khan , , , ,

he was also great as an ad-

ministrator, and China found in him a

ruler who encouraged education and
advanced civilisation.

Timur, on succeeding to his grand-
father's throne (1295-1308), issued an edict

commanding Mongols and Chinese to hold
Confucius in the highest reverence. The
land tax was greatly reduced, a com-
niission was appointed to examine into

the conduct of officials throughout the
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empire, and consequent on its report

an immense number of the latter were
removed from their posts.

The reigns that followed seem to

indicate by their short duration that

power was gradually falling from the
hands of the Mongols ; and such was
actually the case, although it was not
until 1324 that the murders of emperors
which customarily heralded the downfall
of dynasties began. In Shun Ti's reign

(1333-1368) misgovernment in the pro-

vinces and extravagance in the palace

were accompanied by disastrous floods,

earthquakes, and other portents evi-

dencing the displeasure of Heaven.
Rebellions took place in many of the

provinces. Among them was one in the

Yangtsze valley, headed by Kuo Tzu-
hsing, a military commander, under whom
a lieutenant named Chu Yuan-chang soon
made himself conspicuous. The latter

had been an attendant or a priest in a
Buddhist temple in An-hui. Attracted by
Kuo's fame, he enlisted under the general,

and on the latter's death in 1355 suc-

ceeded to his command and marched
upon Nanking, which was easily captured.

Subsequent victories over Im-
°^'' ^ perial troops left him free to

„ ,
deal with the rival claimants

Mongols c Tr-
ior power. His successes over

them were helped by the popularity which
he gained from his treatment of the
districts which he conquered. In 1365 his

power had increased to such an extent

that he made preparations for the expul-

sion of the Mongol dynasty, and sent one
army to march direct upon Peking, while

two other armies were operating in the

south and north-west. All opposition on
the way was overcome, and Chu Yuan-
chang, who had already declared himself

Emperor, entered the capital of the Yuans,
thus re-establishing a Chinese dynasty, to

which he gave the name of Great Ming.

MIXG DYNASTY (1368-1644)

Hung-wu (1368-1398), to whom was
afterwards given the name of Tai-tsu

(Great Ancestor), was forty years of

age when he entered Peking. He at once
set to work to check extravagance and
promote education. The palace expenses
were greatly reduced, libraries were esta-

blished in the provincial capital, and the

Imperial College (Han-lin) received special

privileges and honours. Measures were alsc

taken by him to complete the overthrow
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of the ]\Iongol power and of all re-

maining pretenders to the throne.

The ex-Emperor was pursued into
Mongolia, where he died in 1370. His
wife and eldest son were shortly after-

wards captured and sent as prisoners to

Nanking, which had now been made the
capital ; but a younger son survived until

1390, when he was murdered. The pro-

vinces of

S h an - s i

,

S h e n - s i

,

and Yun-
nan were
subdued,
and a Ja-
panese raid

on the coast

was repelled.

The empire
was divided
into thirteen

provinces,
and appoint-

ment s to
ofifice were
made to
depend on
character
and fitness more than on the results of

examinations.
Hung-wu was succeeded by his grand-

son, Chien-wen, who, after a severe cam-
paign, was defeated by his uncle, Yung-lo,

and when on the point of being made a

THE STATELY PROGRESS OF KUBLAI KHAN
A reproduction of an ancient print illustrating^ the travels of Marco Polo
and representing the great Mogul Emperor in a portable chamber carried by
four elephants. The grotesque representation of the elephants is interesting.

prisoner at Nanking escaped in a priest's

dress to a monastery in Szcchuen. Troubles
in Mongoha and rebelHons in Tonquin occu-
pied Yung-lo during the greater part of

his reign, and in 140S and IJ19 the

Japanese repeated their attacks upon the
Chinese coast and that of Liao-tung. In

142 1 the capital was removed from Nan-
king to Peking, and in 1424 the Em-

peror died
while on a

campaign
against the

Mongols.
On another
rebellion
breaking
out in Ton-
quin in 1426,
the Empe-
ror, Hsiian-

te , deter-

mined for

the future

not to in-

terfere in

its govern-
ment but to

be content
suzeraintv.

E.MPEROKS OF THE MING DYNASTY

Dynastic title Accession date, and title of reign

Tai Tsu
Hu Ti
Cheng Tsu .

.

Jen Tsung .

.

Hsiian Tsung
Ying Tsung
Tai Tsung . . )

Ching Ti . .
>

Ying Tsung (resumed
government)

Hsien Tsung
Hsiao Tsung
\Vu Tsung . .

Shih Tsung . .

?vlu Tsung .

.

Shen Tsiijig

Kwang Tsung
Hsi Tsung . .

Chuang Lieh-ti

1368

1399
U03
1425
1426

Hung-wu
Chien-\vcn
Yung-lo
Hung-hi
Hsiian-tc

1436 Cheng-tung

1450 Ching-tai

1457 Ticn-shun

1465 Cheng-hua
1488 Hung-chih
1506 Cheng-te
1522 Chia-ching
1567 Lung-ching
1573 Wan-li
1620 Tai-chang
1 62 1 Tien-chi
162S Chung-cheuf

XoTE. The Emperors of this and the present
dynasty are so much more famihar l:)y the title

of their reign than by their dynastic title that
in these pages they are henceforth spoken of by
the former as though it were a personal name.

with asserting his claim to

In 1449 the Emperor Cheng-tung had
the misfortune to be made prisoner by
Mongols who had defeated his army,
and as they refused to release him,
though his ransom had been paid, his

younger brother was raised to the throne,

which he held until his death. Cheng-
tung, who had meanwhile been released,

now resumed the government of the

empire, but in the hope of better fortune

changed the name of his reign to Tien-

shun. Hung-chih's reign (148S-1506) was
marked by the reco\-ery of Hami, in

Western Kan-su. which had been cap-

tured by a Tartar chief who thought he

was too far removed from the capital to

])e within the reach of the government.
This acquisition was soon afterwards lost,

and the first half of the sixteenth century

saw many other signs of weakness result-

_ ,, ing from the influence of
Troubles \ 4.u i

, „ eunuchs in the palace over a
at Home /-i • r

HA' d
y°^^''''§ e-mperor. Chief among
these troubles were rebellions

in many of the provinces and the pressure

which was constantly maintained by the

Mongols on the North of China. To
these dangers were added attacks by
Japanese fleets on Ningpo and the
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neighbouring towns in Che-kiang. Towns
were pillaged (1550), and the plunder car-

ried away by the ships ; and for some time

no force could be collected sufficient to

cope with the enemy. But in 1563 the

Japanese sustained so severe a reverse

that they abandoned their visits for a

time ; and in 1570 a friendly

arrangement was made withPeace Won
by Arms and
„. ,

the Mongol chief which put
Diplomacy ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^.^^ ^^^^ ^^j^-^j^

the northern provinces had so long

suffered.

During this period the Portuguese had
made their appearance in China (1516)

and had sent a mission under Thome
Pires to Peking (1521). A favourable im-

pression had been produced by the fair

dealings of Ferdinand Andrade, who, after

the conquest of Malacca, had visited

Canton ; but the conduct of Simao de

Andrade, who succeeded him in 15 18, had
been so outrageous that the mission, on

its return to Canton from Peking, was
detained, and Pires and his companions
were put to death or died in confinement.

Spanish vessels appeared in Canton in

1575, and a few years later a mission was
despatched by sea to Peking, but failed to

get beyond the province of Kwang-tung.
The hterature of the time, though prolific,

is not distinguished by originahty of

thought. Attention was paid rather

to bringing to perfection the thoughts

originated in earlier times, and compre-
hensive works of great merit were pub-

lished. On account of the great difficulty

of lighting upon any required subject in

the 300,000 books which were stored in

the Imperial library the Emperor Yung-
lo conceived the idea of producing a huge
encyclopaedia. The project was entrusted

to an editor assisted by a hundred and
forty-seven sub-editors ; but the work
produced was on too small a scale to

satisfy the Emperor, and a much larger

committee of scholars was appointed, with

a commission to collect the substance of

^. ,.r ... all the classical, historical, phi-
The World s , , , , ,-, ^ilosophical and literary works
igges

hitherto published, embracing
Encyclopaedia ,

^
, ,

astronomy, geography, medi-
cine, the occult sciences. Buddhism,
Taoism and the arts. Five editors, twenty
sub-editors and 2,000 odd assistants were
employed in this gigantic work (the table

of contents alone , occupied sixty books),

the draft of which was completed and the

first copy made in 1409. Two other
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copies were made later, but it was never

printed ; and tires in the palace have been

responsible for the loss of two copies and
a portion of the third. But 385 ancient

and rare works have been preserved,

through this cyclopaedia, which would
otherwise have been lost ; many of these

have been since reprinted and exten-

sively circulated.

Science did not flourish during the

dynasty, but a great advance was made
in the arts. Chinese enamel had been
first made during the Yuan dynasty,

probably introduced by foreign workmen
who had travelled across Asia and set uj)

their shops in the towns they visited.

In the Ming dynasty there was a revival

of the art, and the work produced is

unrivalled for boldness of design, com-
bined with a striking depth and purity of

colouring. In the ceramic art such
advance was made that in the reign of

Wan-li there was nothing, as the native

writers say, that could not be made of

porcelain. The Imperial factory at Ching-

te-chen had been rebuilt by Hung-wu,
the founder of the dynasty ; and from

this and other factories, of

which it and Te-hua in Fu-kien
Ceramic
Art and
Painting

now alone remain, an immense
quantit}^ of porcelain was

made to Imperial order. In painting,

the artists of the time are specially

remarkable for technical finish and har-

monious colouring. In wood engraving

also a high degree of excellence was
attained.

During the dynasty, intercourse with
the West was kept up by sea ; and in the

reigns of Yung-lo and Hsiian-te a famous
eunuch admiral sailed with his fleet to

India, Ceylon and Arabia, down the

African coast to Magadoxu, and up the

Red Sea to Jiddah.
In the reign of Wan-li (1573-1620), one

of the more energetic rulers of this

dynasty, three events occurred of the

greatest importance for China and the

whole of East Asia. In 1581 the first

Jesuit came by sea to China. In 1618 the

Manchus, the descendants of the Kin
dynasty, which had been destroyed by
the Mongols in 1234, entered the modern
district of Manchuria under Aisin Gioro,

afterward known as Tai Tsu, and settled

in Hsing-ching. At a later date they
removed to Mukden (Shingking), whence
the Chinese were unable to expel them.
The invasion of Korea, between 1592-8,



THE FAMOUS TOMBS OF THE MING DYNASTY NEAR PEKING
These views illustrate the leading features of the most celebrated of China's imperial burial places, the first

picture showing the far-famed avenue of weird stone animals, the second an interior of one of the shrines containing
a tomb, and the third a fine archway. The illustrations are from photographs by Fritii and H. C. White Co.
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THE END OF THE MING DYNASTY
Defeated by Li Tzu-cheng, the Emperor Chung-cheng killed his wife and daughters and hanged himself.

by Japan, forced China to send military

help to her tributary state, as she saw
her own security threatened by the

advance of the Japanese. Her support,

together with the obstinate resistance of

the Koreans, raised such obstacles in

the path of the Japanese that, after

a campaign of varied fortunes and fruit-

less diplomatic negotiations, the dying
Hideyoshi recalled his army to Japan.

In spite of this indisputable success, the

Ming dynasty began henceforward to

decline. The influence of the eunuchs
and of the harem, which had always been
dominant in Peking, rapidly increased

under the weaker emperors. Troops and
money were lacking, and the invasions of

the ]\Ianchus grew more
frequent and more suc-

cessful. In 1623 they
were in possession of the

whole of Liao-tung, and
in 1629 they advanced
as far as Peking and
Tientsin, and were driven

back only after a severe

struggle.

The empire itself was in a general state

of ferment. Revolts, partly due to years

of famine, broke out in Shansi, Hupeh,
and Sze-chuen, and while the general VVu
San-kuei was striving his utmost to

protect the northern frontier against the
Manchus, who were advancing under the
command of Tai Tsung, Li Tzu-cheng,
at the head of a large army of

rebels, marched upon Peking, which
fell in 1644 after a short siege. The
Emperor Chung-cheng, who had ruled
from 1628. and seems to have been
an honourable but weak character, com-
mitted suicide after killing his wife and
daughters. \Mth him the ^ling dynasty
came to an end. Li Tzu-cheng proclaimed

himself Emperor, but on
advancing to meet the
IManchus, who had been
joined by Wu San-kuei,

was defeated and com-
pelled to retreat west-
ward, with such plunder
as he could carry from
Peking.

Max von Brandt
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THE MOST INTERESTING

THING ABOUT CHINA
By THOMAS CARLYLE

DY far the most interesting" fact I hear about the Chinese
'-' is one on which we cannot arrive at clearness, but
which excites endless curiosity even in the dim state : this

namely, that they do attempt to make their Men of Letters

their Governors !

It would be rash to say one understood how this was
done, or with what degree of success it was done. All such

things must be very f/wsuccessful
;

yet a small degree of

success is precious ; the very attempt how precious !

There does seem to be, all over China, a more or less active

search everywhere to discover the men of talent that grow
up in the young generation. Schools there are for e\'eryone :

a foolish sort of training, yet still a sort.

The youths who distinguish themselves in the lower school

are promoted into favourable stations in the higher, that they

may still more distinguish themselves— forward and forward :

it appears to be out of these that the Official Persons, and
incipient Governors, are taken.

These are they whom they try first, whether they can govern

or not. And surely with the best hope : for they are the

men that have already shown intellect. Try them : they

have not governed or administered as yet ;
perhaps they

cannot ; but there is no doubt they have some Understand-

ing—without which no man can ! Neither is Understanding

a tool, as we are too apt to figure ;
" it is a hand which can

handle any tool."

Try these men : they are of all others the best worth trying.

Surely there is no kind of government, constitution, revolution,

social apparatus or arrangement, that I know of in this world,

so promising to one's scientific curiosity as this.

The man of intellect at the top of affairs : this is the aim

of all constitutions and revolutions, if they have any aim.

For the man of true intellect, as I assert and believe

always, is the noble-hearted man withal, the true, just,

humane and valiant man. Get him for governor, all is got

;

fail to get him, though you had Constitutions plentiful as

blackberries, and a Parliament in every village, there is

nothing yet got !
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AODERN CHINA
RISE OF THE MANCHU POWER

BY AAX VON BRANDT

HTHE rise of the Manchu power under
* Nurhachu at the close of the six-

teenth century was in large measure due
to the action of a Chinese commander.

In a strugglebetween two Manchu chiefs,

the Chinese troops had giv^en their assist-

ance to one named Nikan, and his enemy,
finding himself hard pressed, sent urgent
messages for assistance to Nurhachu's
grandfather, who came with his son and an
army. But the Chinese troops prevailed,

and the weaker force surrendered on a
promise that all their lives should be
spared. The promise was not kept, and
Nurhachu's grandfather and father were
among the murdered (1583). Nurhachu
vowed vengeance for this act of treachery,

and demanded that Nikan should be given
up to him for punishment. The Chinese
commander at first refused to do this, and
appointed Nikan overlord of all Manchuria.
But in a few years' time Nurhachu was able

to put Nikan to death and to win a victory

over the Chinese commander (1587). The
ascendency which Nurhachu was winning

„ by his successes among the

Wr^on s^^Done
^"^^^ enabled him to con-

cv
^ °^^

solidate them and give them
^ "** a strength which, singly,

they had not possessed. But it was not
until 1613 that he overcame all opposition

among his rivals at home. In 1616 he
assumed the title of Emperor and issued

a proclamation of war against China, based

upon " seven wrongs " done to him by
that country, the first of which was the

murder of his father and grandfather.

He was enabled by the faulty tactics of

the Chinese general to defeat in detail a

large army sent to crush him. Advancing
gradually in spite of continued opposi-

tion, he captured Tieh-ling, ]\Iukden, and

Liao-yang, and made Mukden his capital
in 1625. But at Ning-yuan, on the
west coast of the Liaotung Gulf, he
experienced a repulse and died the next
year, 1627.

Tai Tsung, his successor, found it

necessary to abandon the siege of Ning-
yuan and the advance along the coast,

and, marching along the plateau west-
wards, he swooped dovvn through the
passes and presented himself before the
walls of Peking in 1629. But the mighty
w^alls and gates were too strong obstacles

for him to overthrow, and though he re-

peated the invasion in later

j^ears and was able to make
raids also into Shansi, Peking
remained inviolate. But the

Chinese Emperor had other enemies than
the Manchus. The standard of revolt

had been raised by different leaders in

the west, in the south, in the Yangtse
valley, and in the north, and it was
to these internal enemies that the dynasty
and Peking were to owe their fall. A
rebellion broke out in Shensi in 1630
under a leader named Li Tzu-cheng.

His successes over the Imperial troops

A March
upon

Peking

KMPERORS OF CHIXC oR >rANCHU DVXASTY
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led him in time to aim at the throne, and

in 1644 he marched through Shansi upon
Peking. Nurhachu. who a few years

earher had removed his capital to Mukden,

and had been proclaimed Emperor of a new
dynasty, which he styled the Ta Ching,

was at the time to the east of Shan-hai-

kuan, a fortress at the extremity of the

Great Wall, which he had never been able

to capture. An army under a Chinese

general named W'u San-kuei, was holding

the Manchus at bay when news arrived

that Li Tzu-cheng was near the capital.

Wu San-kuei at once turned his army to

defend his master, but before he could

reach the capital the gates had been

opened by treacherv within the walls,

hands of some villagers inflamed with
passion by the excesses practised by
his followers. While these events were
occurring in the west, the Manchus had
entered Peking and the regent had sum-
moned their young Emperor from Mukden.
Wu San-kuei, finding himself powerless to

enforce his request that the Manchus
would retire to their own country, sub-

mitted himself to the situation and,
together with two other distinguished

Chinese, took a leading part in the opera-

tions which now ensued to overcome all

resistance on the part of the partisans

of the Mings.

In 1645 Nanking, which had been made
the capital of the fugitive successor to the

throne, was captured, and
the Ming Emperor was killed.

His heir capitulated at Hang-
chow ; the prince who took
his place was executed at Foo-
chow, and the last remaining
prince, after some successes in

the south, fled to Burma,
where he was surrendered to

Wu San-kuei, who took him
prisoner to Yunnan Fu, where
he died in 1662.

For his services to the new
dynasty Wu San-kuei had
been rewarded wdth
princedom of Yunnan
Kwei-chou, and the

Chinese generals who
followed him in his policy

1 > )wards the Manchus had
also been made princes, the

the

and
two
had

THE BEAUTIFUL TOMB OF NURHACHU AT
^^JU

MUKDEN one of Kwang-tung and
Built over a giant marble tortoise, supporting an immense marble table setting- Kwangsi the Other of Fu-
forth the noble deeds of Nurhachu, under whom the Manchus rose to power. , . j
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and the Emperor, after taking a dignified

tarewell of his family, had hanged himself
within his palace grounds. Li Tzu-cheng
then proclaimed himself Emperor and
marched out to crush the force under Wu
San-kuei, who appealed to the Manchus
to assist him in driving a rebel from the
throne.

\ battle was fought near Shai-hai-kuan
where the opportune arrival of the
Manchu army turned what threatened
to be a defeat into victory. Li Tzu-cheng
fled to Peking, gathered what plunder
he could collect, and then hurried west-
wards, pursued by Wu San-kuei. The
vanquished troops rapidly dispersed, and
finally only a few men ' remained with
Li Tzu-cheng. who met his death at the
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kien and Che-kiang. But their

position was so peculiar as to expose
them to suspicion, and in 1674, a.d.,

Wu San-kuei, seeing that there was an
intention of depriving them of power, raised

the standard of rebellion. One of the other

princes joined him for a time, and he
received many adherents, both in his own
provinces and also in Shensi, but with his

death in 1678 the rebellion lost its spirit

and it died out with the capture of his son
in 1681. The eminent loyalty to his

sovereign which induced Wu San-kuei to

face Li Tzu-cheng with inferior forces,

though his father was at the time a prisoner

in the rebel's hands and his life would
inevitably be sacrificed ; his appeal to

the enem}' with whom he had been
fighting for years to aid him in driving out
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A Man of

Complex
Character

the rebels ; his immediate submission to

the force of circumstances when the

Manchus, after accomphshing this feat,

refused to leave the country ; his partici-

pation in the campaigns against the last

members of his master's famity; and,

finally, his rebellion against the

Manchu Emperor—all these

combine to make Wu San-

kuei one of the most inter-

esting characters in Chinese history, and
one of the most difficult to understand.

With the loss of power sustained by the

Chinese princes through Wu San-kuei's

unsuccessful rebelUon, the Manchu
dynasty was secured against all further

dangers in the pro-

vinces. But it was
not until two years

later that peace was
secured on the seas.

When the Ming
power was threat-

ened by the Manchus,
a pirate chief, who
for many years had
been the scourge of

the China coast,

threw in his lot with
that of the sovereign,

against whose fleets

he had frequently

been fighting. The
war was continued
by him and his de-

scendants, among
w h o m Koxinga ' s

name is the best

knowTi in Europe,
and their fleets ha-

rassed the Manchus
1 11 .1 v^ninese inrone. n _

along tne SOUtnern industrial arts, and was the author of a code of morals.

war continued, with intervals of i>eace,

from 1682 to 1734. The Altai Mountains
were then fixed as the boundary between
Hi and China, and for a time were regarded

as such ; but during the years which
preceded this settlement the Eleuth.-

were not only fighting in their own
country, but also invading Tibet, and on
one occasion marching as far east as

Shansi with armies said sometimes to

have numbered 400,000 men.
The reign of Kang-hsi (1662-1722) is

distinguished not only for his patronage

of literature, but for the high standard

attained in the arts for which China i'^

speciallv famous. It was the time when
the renaissance in

ceramics attained its

highest level, and
enamels gained a

technical finish,

which was superior

to that of the Ming,

and which was pre-

served through the

twosucceeding reigns

.

It was in this reign,

too, that the exact

sciences received
encouragement and
that the influence of

the Jesuit teaching

in astronomy was
allowed to attain a

higher development.
Kang-hsi himself was
a distinguished
scholar, and the dic-

tionary which bears

his name is the
KANG-HSI

Better known to Europeans as Koxinga, this emperor
i j i x

was one of the most enlightened who ever sat upon the standard WOrk Ol
Chinese throne. He encouraged literature, science, and .1 T)rPSPnt dav

coast and even* for

some distance up the Yangtse ; . but at

last they were driven to Formosa, from
which they expelled the Dutch settlers

at Zelandia and elsewhere, and finally

they were crushed by a force which was
landed on that island.

Kang-hsi, known to Europeans as

Koxinga, who had ascended the throne

in 1662. was now faced by new troubles

in the shape of a rising among the Eleuths
in West Mongolia against his power.
Though never dangerous to the empire,

the wars that followed on this were a

constant drain on the Manchu resources.

Though again "and again defeated, the

Eleuths exhibited such vitalit}' that the

The " Sacred Edict,"

which is supposed to be read in some
public place in every cit3^ twice in each

month is based upon sixteen maxims,
concerning the duties of men in their

own families, towards their neighbours,

the importance of agriculture, respect

for the law of the land,
The Ten ^^^ ^^^^^. gyi^je^ts. which
Commandments

^^^^^ promulgated by Kang-

:

° **** hsi in 1671, when he was
only seventeen years of age. The maxims
in their original form are still inscribed

on the wails of public offices, occupying

.somewhat the same position in China as

the "Ten Commandments" in England,

and were amplified and expounded in a
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commentary ])romulgated by Kang-hsi's

successor.

Kang-hsi was succeeded by his tourth

-on, Yung-cheng (1723-1735), under whom
the Christians were severely persecuted.

More than three hundred churches were
destroyed, and the missionaries, with the

exception of those resident in Peking and
Canton, were expelled from the country.

An extensive rising occurred during the

reign among the aborigines in Kwei-chou,
Szechuen and Yunnan. The movement
was temporarily crushed in 1724, but
broke out again in 1735 and was severely

dealt with by Chien-

lung in 1736.
Chien-lung's reign

(1736 - 1795) stands

on a level with that

of Kang-hsi both for

its length and also

for the prosperity of

the country and the

cnlightenecl form of

government w h i c h
prevailed. But
troubles on the
frontiers were fre-

quent. A rising of

the Eleuths entailed

a large expedition

against them which
resulted in the con-

quest of Dzungaria
and Hi and the sub-

jugation of Eastern
Turkestan (1760). In
Dzungaria and Hi the

loss of life during this

campaign was appal-

ling, but methods less

stern had proved un-
availing. About the
same time a Chinese
army was practically extinguished in

l^urma,' and another army sent to avenge
the defeat returned without having secured
more than the recognition of suzerainty. In
1762 there occiuTed the romantic incident

of the return of the Turguts from the banks
of the Volga in Russia, after

an absence of fifty years.

Harassed along the whole line

of their march, some seventy
thousand alone sjirvived out of the

hundred and sixty thousand who had
started. On their arrival they were
treated iwith -great kindness by the

Emperor, who assigned them n district
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Persecution

of Roman
Catholics

CHIEN-LUNG'S VOW TO HIS PEOPLE
Undertaking to resign the crown to his heir if

he lived to the sixtieth year of his reign. He
lived, and abdicated in fulfilment of his promise.

A Great

Pilgrimage

Home

in which to reside under a khan appointed
by himself. The Roman Catholics met
with a very different treatment. The
persecutions from which they had suffered

in the }:)receding reigns became much
more severe. Ten of the mis-

sionaries lost their lives at the

hands, not of mobs, as in the

])resent day, but of the govern-
ment, and hundreds of converts lost

their lives and properties. Towards the

close of the reign an invasion of Tibet

by the Giu'khas led to an appeal to Chien-

lung for assistance. Troops were des-

patched there and
eventually the Ne-
palese were driven

back into their own
country, where peace
was made and
tribute was agreed
to be paid quin-

quennially. In 1793
Chien-lung received

Lord Macartney's
mission at Jehol with
great courtesy, and
in 1796 he abdicated

in order that his

reign might not ex-

ceed that of his

grandfather.

With Chia-ching's

accession (1796-
1821) to the throne
the long term of

internal peace which
had prevailed during
his father's reign

came to an end. A
revolt, organised bv
the " White Lily

Society," broke out

in Hu-peh and spread
through many provinces before it was put
down at a cost of thousands of lives. This

was followed in 1813 by another secret

society called " Heavenly Reason," which
liad its origin in Honan and had adherents

also in the Palace, where a i:)lot formed for

the murder of the Emperor was frustrated

by the bravery of his second son, who
killed the first of the conspirators and
checked the advance of the rest until

assistance was forthcoming, a deed which
won him the succession to the tlirone.

It was in this reign that Lord Amherst's
mission arrived in Peking (1816), and was
turned ba^ck because he declined to appear
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before the Emperor in his travelhng dress

immediately after his arrival, and to make
the customary Chinese prostrations. The
despatch of the missions under Lords
Macartney and Amherst had originated in

a desire to improve the conditions of

British trade at Canton and the relations

of the traders with the authorities there.

„^ „ . . I In 1684, the East India
The British /- u u j j
r^ ^ .1 ij Company, who had earned
Uain ! oothold ^/x 1 i. 1 .li t-
. _ ^ on a nttul trade with Foo-
in Canton , , . ^^chow and Amoy smce 1604,
succeeded in acquiring a footing in Canton,
v/here the Portuguese had jealously main-
tained their monopoly of trade. In

1701, a venture was made to extend
the trade to Ningpo, but the exactions

of the authorities and the uncertainty
of the amount of the fees demanded
had prevented any considerable expan-
sion of trade. While the delays and
impositions which were consequent upon
the absence of any authorised regulations

for its conduct embarrassed trade, relations

with the authorities were embittered by
their treatment of cases of accidental

homicide. Some .slight improvement in

the conditions of trade had followed on
Lord Macartney's mission ; and had Lord
Amherst been received, it is possible that

THE EMPEROR CHIEN-LUNG
He received Lord Macartney's mission and abdicated

in- 1796 that his reign should not exceed that of his

grandfather, in accordance with a vow at his accession.

BRITAIN'S FIRST AMBASSADOR TO CHINA
Lord Macartney, who conducted the first embassy in 179:J.

a better understanding between the two
countries might have removed the difficul-

ties which preceded the war of 1842, and
the necessity for the war have been

avoided. But such was not to be the case,

and Chia-ching bequeathed to his son a

heritage of disaster which the latter ill-

deserved.

Tao Kuang (1821-1850) was forty years

of age when he came to power. His first

troubles were in Turkestan, where a

rebellion broke out in 1825, under Jehangir.

This was successfully overcome, and risings

among the Miao-tzu in the Southern

Provinces were quieted, partly by arms

and partly by diplomacy.

With the end of the East India Com-
pany's monopoly in 1833, a new source of

difficulty arose in the relations between

the authorities at Canton and the British

Commissioners sent from Eng-
East India

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^xe place of the
Company Company's officers. The Corn-
Superseded

j^jsgioners found themselves iu

an anomalous position, as they were not

recognised by the Canton officials, and

were not provided with adequate powers

to enforce the authority which they

claimed over their own countrymen. It

is no wonder that, in the absence of

previous consultation with his Govern-

ment, the Emperor failed to understand
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LORD AMHERST
Greater tact on the part of this British Commis-
sioner might have prevented a war. He refused to
kow-tow, and thus was denied an imperial audience.

the purpose of the change which had
been effected by Great Britain-; and the

Commissioners themselves were not em-
powered to appeal to Peking when faced

with difficulties at Canton which proved
insuperable. Lord Napier, the first Commis-
sioner appointed, died a few months after

his arrival through an illness aggravated
by the insults to which he had been sub-

jected. For some time after his death the

attempt to communicate on equal terms
with the Canton authorities was aban-
doned, and in 1836 Captain Elliot was
driven by the necessity of holding com-
munication with them to accept a position

of inferiority.

IMeanwhile, smuggling was increasing,

and the authority of the Commissioner
over British shipping was being defied by
some of his own countrymen, who were no
longer limited to servants of the East

India Company. The Chinese

at the same time seized every

opportunity of insulting British

officials. Correspondence from
tlie latter was returned unopened : Admiral
Sir F. iNIaitland's vessel was fired upon
when he visited Whampoa ; and the

debts due to British merchants from the

Co-hong amounted to millions of dollars.

\\'hile the necessity for some control over
loreigners by one of their own people was
urgently felt, the Emperor and the
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Insults

to British

Officials

British

Government
and Opium

authorities at Canton demanded that the

Commissioner should be a merchant only,

as in the time of the East India Company
and not an official. The difficulties

regarding the opium trade were partly

due to the fact that, while the Emperor
and some few individuals among the high
officials were opposed to the introduction

of oj^ium on the ground of the
injury it was doing to the
people and the drain of silver

from the country that it en-

tailed, the officials on the spot were,
generally speaking, unwilhng to put an end
to a business which brought them a drug to

which they were addicted, and an immense
irregular revenue ; and the British Govern-
ment considered that it was not their'duty

to act as police in Chinese waters for objects

])urely Chinese.

In 1839; the an'ival of Commissioner
Lin at Canton, with instructions to put an
end to the opium trade, brought things

to a head. He demanded the surrender
of all opium on board the vessels in order

that it might be destroved, and that all

foreigners should sign a bond placing them-
selves under his control. All Chinese
servants were orjjered to leave foreign

houses, and the supply of all provisions

was ]n"ohibited until these orders were
complied with. Meanwhile, armed boats

and bodies of troops were stationed all

LORD NAPIER >'''• ^- '-'' ">^^'

A British Commissioner whose death was hastened by
the contempt with which he was treated in China.





A NAVAL ENGAGEMENT IN BRITAIN'S FIRST WAR WITH CHINA
The East India Company's steamer Nemesis and the boats of the Sulphur, Calliope, Larne, and Starling

destroying the Chinese war junks in Anson's Bay, January 7th, 1841, as represented in

round the factories to pre-

vent any intercourse, and
the surrender of the leading

l>ritish merchant was de-

manded. The danger to

l^ritish life and property

became so great that

Captain Elliot, who had
hurried to Canton, under-
took to effect the surrender

of the opium ; but the

blockade and practical im-

prisonment of Captain Elliot

and the merchants con-

tinued from March 24th to .^i^viNG

M_,i 1 , , Chinese Commissioner, who signed the
ay ^tn, and it was not Nanking Treaty with Sir H. Pottinger.

contemporary drawing.

until May 25th that the last

of the British merchants
was allowed to leave, and
join the shipping which had
been ordered to Hong Kong
by Captain Elliot, after the

surrender of the opium.
The departure of the

merchant vessels, and the

consequent stoppage of

trade at Canton, irritated

Commissioner Lin almost

as much as the outburst

of trade in opium along the

coast which followed on the

high prices caused by his

"--XifiC}J^
^'^SniiWTfffc'.asaj

fell;

^iMii*

THE BOMBARDMENT OF CANTON ON DECEMBER e>, ISJ
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THE ANCIENT TYPE OF CHINESE WAR VESSELS

A FIRST-CLASS CHINESE WARSHIP AT THE TIME OF THE TREATY OF TIENTSIN

THE OLD WAR JUNKS OF CHINA
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clestruction of opium. Again and again

the shipjMng was calle.d u})on to return,

hut the condition demanded of sub-

mission to Chinese jurisdiction prevented
com])liance with Lin's wishes. Attacks
on British and other boats, and warhke
prejiarations on the part of the Chinese
commander at the mouth of the river,

led eventually to an engagement between
H.M.S. Volage and Hyacinth and the

Chinese fleet. The defeat of the latter

provoked an Imperial edict, directing all

trade with England
to be stopped for

ever, and England
was at last compelled
to undertake the

operations which
have been stigmat-

ised as the Opium
War.
On the arrival of

ihe British forces,

the . blockade of

Canton was promptly
l)roclaimed and the

island of Chusan was
seized ; but further

movements were de-

layed by negotiations

begun by Captain
Elliot at Tientsin and
resumed at Canton.

These and later
negotiations which
followed on a re-

sumption of hostili-

lies, were fruitless,

and it was not imtil

Canton had been
threatened, and the

British fleet had
move d u p the
Yangtse, after de-

stroying the forti-

fications at different

places on the coast, tliat the fall of Chin-

kiang, and the similar fate which threatened

Nanking, led to the conclusion of a treaty

of peace at that city, on August 29th,

1842. The chief conditions were the

opening of Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ning-
j)o and Shanghai to trade under a fixed

tariff ; the appointment of Consuls, with
whom correspondence was to be con-

ducted on equal terms ; the cession of

Hong Kong ; and the satisfaction of the

debts due to British merchants, their

indemnification for the opium destroyed.

FIELD-MARSHAL VISCOUNT GOUGH
Commander of the British Forces in Britain's first war
with China, 1840-42. From the painting by Grant.

and the ])ayment of the cost of the

operations.

One satisfactory outcome of the frequent

negotiations which took place during the

war was the respect which was formed
by the negotiators for each other. This

and the recognition by some of the higher

officials of the superiority of British arms
gave promise of the beginning of a

new era in the relations of China with

foreign Powers. The United States and
France were prompt to seize the oppor-

tunity of concluding
treaties with China,

and the subjects of

other Powers took
advantage of a clause

in the treaty under
which all foreigners

received equal rights

with the British at

the ports newly
opened to trade.

With the payment
in 1845 of the last

instalment of the
indemnity and the

evacuation by the

British in 1845 of the

islands of Koo-lang-
soo, or Amoy, and
Chusan, the con-

ditions of the Treaty
of Nanking were all

carried out, with the

exception of the

clause which re-

quired the opening of

Canton to trade. As
to this there was a

dispute as to whether
the city itself or the

old factory site was
intended. In 1846
the right to enter the

city ^^'as acknow-
ledged, but waived for a time as the
authorities avowed their inability to

protect foreigners within its walls. In

1847 it was agreed to defer the time of

entrance for two years longer, and, un-
fortunately, when that date arrived,

entrance was still refused.

Hsien-feng (1851-1860), on succeeding
to his father's throne, soon found himself

faced by rebellions in many provinces.

Among these the most serious proved to

be one started in Kwang-tung by a

member of the Triad Society who had
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r-ecei\'ed some teaching in a mission
school at Hong Kong. Assuming the title

of Tai-ping Wang, " Prince of Universal

Peace," he proclaimed his kingdom the

kingdom of Heaven, and claimed divine

powers. Within three years of the first

overt act of rebellion, the Taipings had
s\ve])t across Kwangsi into Hunan,
and, following the Yangtse River, had
reached and captured Nanking (1853).

In May of the same year an army was
sent across the Yangtse to the north, and,

overcoming all resistance, advanced to

within little more than a hundred miles of

Peking. Then, apparently, their hearts

failed them, and instead of continuing

their march, they remained at Ching-hai,

sisted in refusing to carry out the agree-

ment of 1847, and the accumulation ol

grievances, which could not be discussed

personally with him, produced very serious

friction, and in 1856 matters were brought
to a head by the " Arrow" incident, when
the Chinese boarded a vessel flying the

British flag. A fresh war resulted. On
this occasion Canton did not escape so

lightly as before. The city was stormed
and the Viceroy sent as a prisoner to India,

where he died.

The murder, in Kwei-chou, of a French
missionary had led France to make com-
mon cause with Great Britain in her action

towards China, and in the spring of 1850
the allied fleets proceeded to the mouth

YEH THE VICEROY OF CANTON
Whose conduct orought about the second British war with
China, and who was banished to India, where he died.

a small town on the Grand Canal, where
they were soon besieged by the Imperial

troops. In April, 1854, an army sent to

their relief reached the town, but their

friends had . already retired, starved out

rather man driven away; and in March,

1855, the whole force fell back upon
Anhui without having made further ad-

vance towards Peking. But the whole
country south of the Yangtse remained
in the hands of the rebels, together with
a large tract north of the river, and it was
not until July, 1864, that Nanking was
recaptured by the Imperialists, and the

power of the Taipings crushed.

In the meanwhile, the obstinacy with
which Yehjfthe Viceroy of Canton, per-

HSIEN FENG EMPEROR O-

He proclaimed his kingdom the Kingdom oi Heaven ami
claimed divine powers. He reigned from 1851 to 1860.

of the Tientsin River. After the opposi-

tion offered to them there had been over-

come, the advance of the forces was con-

tinued to Tientsin, where Lord Elgin and
Baron Gros were met by Chinese pleni-

potentiaries, and after negotiations, the

difficulty of which was increased by the

presence in the neighbourhood of Russian
and American Ministers, who were seeking

to gain the same ends without the emplo}'-

ment of force, the Treaty of Tientsin was
signed.

Apart from the opening of fresh ports

on the Yangtse and on the coast, and
more definite regulations for the conduct
of trade, the chief points gained under
this instrument were the right to establish
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diplomatic missions in Peking with the
usual privileges, the recognition of the
principle of ex-territoriality, and the tolera-

tion granted to Christianity. The treaty
was signed on June 26th. 1858, and within
ten days all the fleets had departed with
their unwelcome visitors and the Chinese
Go\ernment was left with a year's grace

to consider the manner in which best to

meet the new situation which would arise

when the treaties had bsen ratified, and

little dreaming that two years later these

same foreigners would materially help to

save the dynasty from destruction by
the rebels who were then formidable in

Central China. ,
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